
From: Sunburst
To: janet.schultz12@gmail.com
Subject: Read: CANCEL Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 5:03:44 PM

Your message
      To: Governor Rick Scott
      Subject: CANCEL Bear Hunt
      Sent: 9/10/2015 6:36 PM
was read on 9/11/2015 8:50 AM.



From: June Fletcher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 4:40:06 PM

From: June Fletcher <JuneNSRQ@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34231

Phone Number: 9419223753

Message Body: I have lived in Fl for 74 years.  I have only seen 1 bear late at night between Jacksonville &  St.
 Augustine.

Why are you letting people kill our Fl Black bear?  No on that I have spoken with likes this at all.

Also, letting people know who was on this committee shows where the committees interest.
\
Please, do let them kill our Fl Black bear.

June Fletcher



From: Ray Hanson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 4:19:13 PM

Governor Scott,
I earnestly request that you CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt.
I value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of Florida,
and that means changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities and
it means changing attitudes that say that wildlife don’t have a right to exist free from harm on
 our planet.
Thank you for your best consideration,
Irwin Ray Hanson
4223 Cardinal Blvd
Port Orange, FL32127



From: Ray Hanson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 4:19:10 PM

Governor Scott,
I earnestly request that you CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt.
I value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of Florida,
and that means changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities and
it means changing attitudes that say that wildlife don’t have a right to exist free from harm on
 our planet.
Thank you for your best consideration,
Irwin Ray Hanson
4223 Cardinal Blvd
Port Orange, FL32127



From: Laura Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 3:17:12 PM

From: Laura Morelli <ljcfl07@hotmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32931

Phone Number: 3212984388

Message Body: I VOTE.  LIsten to the people of the state. Learn to live near bears like other states do. Tell people
 to leash their pets, its the law.  Our bears have not been counted and I will never vote for you again. By the way, I
 represent over 100 wildlife workers, I went to TUFTS UNIVERSITY and studied ENDANGERED SPECIES! I am
 not against responsible hunting but this is bullcrap.



From: Laura Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 3:17:10 PM

From: Laura Morelli <ljcfl07@hotmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32931

Phone Number: 3212984388

Message Body: I VOTE.  LIsten to the people of the state. Learn to live near bears like other states do. Tell people
 to leash their pets, its the law.  Our bears have not been counted and I will never vote for you again. By the way, I
 represent over 100 wildlife workers, I went to TUFTS UNIVERSITY and studied ENDANGERED SPECIES! I am
 not against responsible hunting but this is bullcrap.



From: Louisa Dell"Amico
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT!
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 12:56:24 PM



From: Louisa Dell"Amico
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT!
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 12:56:23 PM



From: felicia peters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Florida Bear Trophy -Hunt
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 11:56:47 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,

As concerned residents of Florida ,we are appalled that the state is allowing this fraudulent and
 profit-driven bear hunt to proceed. The bear hunt should be cancelled .
The morally correct thing to do is educate Florida residents about how to peacefully co-exist
 with the bears.
EDUCATION and ENFORCEMENT of policies stating that residents must use only bear
 proof teach cans outdoors that are secured would be a positive first step.
We and many residents of the state of Florida value bears and want to ensure their continued
 survival in this state.
During the first two days of the hunt , there is NO limit on the number of bears that can be
 gunned down or shot with arrows before the numbers of dead bears are counted or rules
 enforced. This is wrong. The Commissions's plan is severely flawed as the Commission
 DOESN'T EVEN KNOW how many bears actually exist in the state.
Please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt.

Thanks for your consideration,
Felicia and Michael Sunderland
Bonita Springs, Fl.



From: felicia peters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Florida Bear Trophy -Hunt
Date: Tuesday, October 06, 2015 11:56:44 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,

As concerned residents of Florida ,we are appalled that the state is allowing this fraudulent and
 profit-driven bear hunt to proceed. The bear hunt should be cancelled .
The morally correct thing to do is educate Florida residents about how to peacefully co-exist
 with the bears.
EDUCATION and ENFORCEMENT of policies stating that residents must use only bear
 proof teach cans outdoors that are secured would be a positive first step.
We and many residents of the state of Florida value bears and want to ensure their continued
 survival in this state.
During the first two days of the hunt , there is NO limit on the number of bears that can be
 gunned down or shot with arrows before the numbers of dead bears are counted or rules
 enforced. This is wrong. The Commissions's plan is severely flawed as the Commission
 DOESN'T EVEN KNOW how many bears actually exist in the state.
Please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt.

Thanks for your consideration,
Felicia and Michael Sunderland
Bonita Springs, Fl.



From: Pam Driggs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 8:13:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
PLEASE use your power and influence to prevent the senseless murders of our precious
 Florida Black Bears, starting October 24th. How trophy hunters won the decision this year of
 the Fish and Wildlife Commission is a heartbreaking mystery. Most Floridians do not want
 this hunt. Our Florida bears deserve to live free.

The infrequent bear-human encounters that occurred in the last couple of years should not be a
 license to kill innocent Florida bears. Instead, our focus as a progressive state, should be to
 insist on bear-proof trash receptacles and to educate people about coexisting with our precious
 wildlife resources.
Please Governor Scott, please stop this hunt now!

Pam Driggs
Sarasota fl



From: Pam Driggs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 8:13:43 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
PLEASE use your power and influence to prevent the senseless murders of our precious
 Florida Black Bears, starting October 24th. How trophy hunters won the decision this year of
 the Fish and Wildlife Commission is a heartbreaking mystery. Most Floridians do not want
 this hunt. Our Florida bears deserve to live free.

The infrequent bear-human encounters that occurred in the last couple of years should not be a
 license to kill innocent Florida bears. Instead, our focus as a progressive state, should be to
 insist on bear-proof trash receptacles and to educate people about coexisting with our precious
 wildlife resources.
Please Governor Scott, please stop this hunt now!

Pam Driggs
Sarasota fl



From: Margaret Kesselring
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOPTHE BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 7:29:45 PM

From: Margaret Kesselring <msrgaretsk40@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32703

Phone Number: 4076821502

Message Body: I know my one vote means nothing to you, but I do live in a neighborhood that is very much against
 this hunt.  We have had a bear roaming our neighborhood for about 2 years with no problem.  We respect the bear
 and know about what time he comes out and we watch for him and leave him alone to go his way when he's out. 
 We need a complete education in papers, on tv, in churches and  neighborhood warch  programs, etc to inform not
 kill. Above all, we need  to open Florida parks to the public for a couple weekends so our wonderful people in our
 state can go in and volunteer to buy and plant a tree or bush for the bears so they can have ample food. Would'nt
 that be better for a temporary measure and put off the hunt for a year or two?  PLEASE CONSIDER this option . 
 My heart is breaking.  You are not stopping it entirely, you are just giving the bears and the people of Fl to see if
 they can help this travesty.  THANK YOU FOR YOUR  CONSIDERATION.  I have always voted for you and I
 hope this bear hunt will not change our relationship.
Reapectfully, Margaret



From: Margaret Kesselring
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOPTHE BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 7:29:41 PM

From: Margaret Kesselring <msrgaretsk40@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32703

Phone Number: 4076821502

Message Body: I know my one vote means nothing to you, but I do live in a neighborhood that is very much against
 this hunt.  We have had a bear roaming our neighborhood for about 2 years with no problem.  We respect the bear
 and know about what time he comes out and we watch for him and leave him alone to go his way when he's out. 
 We need a complete education in papers, on tv, in churches and  neighborhood warch  programs, etc to inform not
 kill. Above all, we need  to open Florida parks to the public for a couple weekends so our wonderful people in our
 state can go in and volunteer to buy and plant a tree or bush for the bears so they can have ample food. Would'nt
 that be better for a temporary measure and put off the hunt for a year or two?  PLEASE CONSIDER this option . 
 My heart is breaking.  You are not stopping it entirely, you are just giving the bears and the people of Fl to see if
 they can help this travesty.  THANK YOU FOR YOUR  CONSIDERATION.  I have always voted for you and I
 hope this bear hunt will not change our relationship.
Reapectfully, Margaret



From: Kathleen Lowery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWF Bear hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 4:25:12 PM

From: Kathleen Lowery <kslowery17@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 3868528085

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I ask you to use your executive power to override the officials at FWF and stop the planned Bear hunt!!  I have
 spoken to FWF personnel who also think this is a mistake. The problem is not the bears, it is the uneducated people
 who leave their garbage out and lure the bears into residential areas. In addition, the hunt will not even address the
 bears who are actually in those areas, but will KILL bears out in the wild who have nothing to do with this
 situation! I saw a bear in the Ocala Forest a couple weeks ago and it was a majestic sight!
Finally, 75% of the citizens who communicated  with FWF about this hunt were against it, and they totally ignored
 what the people wanted. Can't YOU be the one to listen to the citizens and stop this terrible plan before it goes
 forward??  Instead, why hasn't FWF begun an education program to show people how to help the bears remain
 wild?
Thank you for your consideration of this important issues. PLEASE SAVE THE BEARS!!
Kathleen Lowery
202 Sagebrush Trail
Ormond Beach, FL 32174



From: Kathleen Lowery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWF Bear hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 4:25:10 PM

From: Kathleen Lowery <kslowery17@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 3868528085

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I ask you to use your executive power to override the officials at FWF and stop the planned Bear hunt!!  I have
 spoken to FWF personnel who also think this is a mistake. The problem is not the bears, it is the uneducated people
 who leave their garbage out and lure the bears into residential areas. In addition, the hunt will not even address the
 bears who are actually in those areas, but will KILL bears out in the wild who have nothing to do with this
 situation! I saw a bear in the Ocala Forest a couple weeks ago and it was a majestic sight!
Finally, 75% of the citizens who communicated  with FWF about this hunt were against it, and they totally ignored
 what the people wanted. Can't YOU be the one to listen to the citizens and stop this terrible plan before it goes
 forward??  Instead, why hasn't FWF begun an education program to show people how to help the bears remain
 wild?
Thank you for your consideration of this important issues. PLEASE SAVE THE BEARS!!
Kathleen Lowery
202 Sagebrush Trail
Ormond Beach, FL 32174



From: Christine Colvin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Florida Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 3:30:01 PM

From: Christine Colvin <dogbonz74@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34291

Phone Number:

Message Body: I respectfully ask that you, the fair and compassionate governor that I voted for twice, take into the
 consideration that humans need to be responsible for living in areas that wildlife live and change THEIR habits to
 insure that wildlife like bears don't infringe on their territory. You simply cannot kill every living thing that "gets in
 your way". Killing these bears under the guise of safety is a ruse and everyone knows it. There are plenty of other
 ways to gain profits for our state other than this cruel hunt. I cannot believe a society that so blatantly disregards 
 wil life will ever see the that the idea of taking any life, including humans, is wrong. Please do the right thing- take
 another look at this ridiculous bear hunt. I want future generations to know what a living creature looks and lives
 like; not some poor creature trapped behind glass in a zoo. And if we keep up the slaughter of any wildlife that lives
 where we decide to live, that's the only place they will ever see these  magnificent creatures. Clean up your garbage
 and put up a fence, people. Or move to the city.
Thank you, Sir. I am counting on you.



From: Deborah Clark
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: No Bear Kill
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 3:23:28 PM

We are a force to be reckoned with, tell your boss he represents the people of this state and we
 want NO BEAR HUNT!

Deborah Clark
Florida Voter

On Sep 28, 2015 3:11 PM, "Deborah Clark" <clarkette.dc@gmail.com> wrote:

We are a force to be reckoned with, tell your boss he represents the people of this state and
 we want NO BEAR HUNT!

Deborah Clark
Florida Voter



From: Deborah Clark
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: No Bear Kill
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 3:23:26 PM

We are a force to be reckoned with, tell your boss he represents the people of this state and we
 want NO BEAR HUNT!

Deborah Clark
Florida Voter

On Sep 28, 2015 3:11 PM, "Deborah Clark" <clarkette.dc@gmail.com> wrote:

We are a force to be reckoned with, tell your boss he represents the people of this state and
 we want NO BEAR HUNT!

Deborah Clark
Florida Voter



From: Heloise Seailles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: the bear hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 11:52:22 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please cancel this hunt. Bears form an integral part of the ecological chain of life. We can find
 ways to share the state of Florida without resorting to hunting.
Thank you.

Yours truly,
H.C. Seailles

http://www.care2.com the worlds largest community for good.
You care; We Care2. 

Start a petition - we will help you win! 

http://www.thePetitionSite.com/create.html



From: Heloise Seailles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: the bear hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 11:52:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please cancel this hunt. Bears form an integral part of the ecological chain of life. We can find
 ways to share the state of Florida without resorting to hunting.
Thank you.

Yours truly,
H.C. Seailles

http://www.care2.com the worlds largest community for good.
You care; We Care2. 

Start a petition - we will help you win! 

http://www.thePetitionSite.com/create.html



From: Jennifer Christiansen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 10:33:07 AM

From: Jennifer Christiansen <jenniferchristiansen@centurylink.net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33919

Phone Number: 239-433-5083

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please end the bear hunt before it starts.  This is a travesty.  There is no way to enforce the rules that have been
 specified such as monitoring numbers of kills, not killing in front of the mother, etc...

This is just a way to get money and feed people's thirst for violence and destruction.  I am not a zealot by any
 means, but this hunt is wrong. 

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Christiansen



From: Jennifer Christiansen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 10:33:04 AM

From: Jennifer Christiansen <jenniferchristiansen@centurylink.net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33919

Phone Number: 239-433-5083

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please end the bear hunt before it starts.  This is a travesty.  There is no way to enforce the rules that have been
 specified such as monitoring numbers of kills, not killing in front of the mother, etc...

This is just a way to get money and feed people's thirst for violence and destruction.  I am not a zealot by any
 means, but this hunt is wrong. 

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Christiansen



From: Teresa Laureano
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 bailey.myers@mynews13.com; dbermudez@wsvn.com; room@wsvn.com; com, newsdesk@wsvn.;
 newsfeedback@wsvn.com; dbermudez@wsvn.com; cyber@wsvn.com; helpmehoward@wsvn.com;
 clue@wsvn.com; sellis@wplg.com; closedcaptioning@wplg.com; pwasserman@wplg.com; CBSMiami@cbs.com;
 jberardelli@sbgtv.com; webteam@nbcmiami.com; jackie.nespral@nbcuni.com; Kelly.Blanco@nbcuni.com;
 Justin.Finch@nbcuni.com; terry.smith@nbcuni.com; wtvjclosedcaption@nbcuni.com;
 radionews@miamiherald.com; questions@friendsofwlrn.org; rwein@ccmiami.com; RWein@ccmiami.com;
 elgato@mega949.com; latina@mega949.com; alexis.senior@orlandomagazine.com;
 joseph.hayes@orlandomagazine.com; graham simmons@wpbt.org; humanresources@channel2.org; Manes,
 Billy; abelanger@orlandoweekly.com; esullivan@orlandoweekly.com; amccabe@orlandoweekly.com;
 classifieds@orlandoweekly.com; legals@orlandoweekly.com; jobs@OrlandoWeekly.com;
 orlando@bizjournals.com; westorlandonews@gmail.com; operations@westorlandonews.com;
 ssreaderservices@sun-sentinel.com; dbanker@sun-sentinel.com; jooneill@sun-sentinel.com; glee@sun-
sentinel.com; gday@sun-sentinel.com; rgoudreau@sun-sentinel.com; letters@sun-sentinel.com;
 ecom@tribune.com; cneditor@gate.net; michael@communitynewspapers.com;
 grant@communitynewspapers.com; cneditor@gate.net; lboutte@hearst.com; jackie.orozco@foxtv.com;
 derrol.nail@foxtv.com; Mike Synan; kate.burgess@foxtv.com; lauren.johnson@foxtv.com; wofl-hr@foxtv.com;
 wofl-hr@foxtv.com; myjobs@foxtv.com; newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com;
 HBoedeker@orlandosentinel.com; jlangston@tribune.com; mmurschel@tribune.com;
 DBevil@orlandosentinel.com; TCaviness@orlandosentinel.com; jbrown@cbs12.com; rmrajewski@cbs12.com;
 jnovorro@cbs12.com; mhowell@cbs12.com; Angel, Greg; lhills@cbs12.com; jibalderas@cbs12.com;
 wburbank@hearst.com; frodriguez@wpbf.com; rrothstein@hearst.com; pmurray@hearst.com;
 weshcaptioning@hearst.com; john.keyes@wftv.com; Autumn.Jones@wftv.com

Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 9:20:24 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND OCT 10 UMATILLA LEAFLETING
 EVENT

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC COMMISSIONERS AREN’T QUALIFIED TO MANAGE LAND, ANIMALS OR THE



 ENVIRONMENT

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-your-fwc-
problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt



http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing https://www.facebook.com/
events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/events/647610688714958/ 

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events 
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Gail Stern
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 bailey.myers@mynews13.com; dbermudez@wsvn.com; room@wsvn.com; com, newsdesk@wsvn.;
 newsfeedback@wsvn.com; cyber@wsvn.com; helpmehoward@wsvn.com; clue@wsvn.com; sellis@wplg.com;
 closedcaptioning@wplg.com; pwasserman@wplg.com; CBSMiami@cbs.com; jberardelli@sbgtv.com;
 webteam@nbcmiami.com; jackie.nespral@nbcuni.com; Kelly.Blanco@nbcuni.com; Justin.Finch@nbcuni.com;
 terry.smith@nbcuni.com; wtvjclosedcaption@nbcuni.com; radionews@miamiherald.com;
 questions@friendsofwlrn.org; rwein@ccmiami.com; elgato@mega949.com; latina@mega949.com;
 alexis.senior@orlandomagazine.com; joseph.hayes@orlandomagazine.com; graham simmons@wpbt.org;
 humanresources@channel2.org; Manes, Billy; abelanger@orlandoweekly.com; esullivan@orlandoweekly.com;
 amccabe@orlandoweekly.com; classifieds@orlandoweekly.com; legals@orlandoweekly.com;
 jobs@OrlandoWeekly.com; orlando@bizjournals.com; westorlandonews@gmail.com;
 operations@westorlandonews.com; ssreaderservices@sun-sentinel.com; dbanker@sun-sentinel.com;
 jooneill@sun-sentinel.com; glee@sun-sentinel.com; gday@sun-sentinel.com; rgoudreau@sun-sentinel.com;
 letters@sun-sentinel.com; ecom@tribune.com; cneditor@gate.net; michael@communitynewspapers.com;
 grant@communitynewspapers.com; lboutte@hearst.com; jackie.orozco@foxtv.com; derrol.nail@foxtv.com; Mike
 Synan; kate.burgess@foxtv.com; lauren.johnson@foxtv.com; wofl-hr@foxtv.com; myjobs@foxtv.com;
 newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; HBoedeker@orlandosentinel.com;
 jlangston@tribune.com; mmurschel@tribune.com; DBevil@orlandosentinel.com;
 TCaviness@orlandosentinel.com; jbrown@cbs12.com; rmrajewski@cbs12.com; jnovorro@cbs12.com;
 mhowell@cbs12.com; Angel, Greg; lhills@cbs12.com; jibalderas@cbs12.com; wburbank@hearst.com;
 frodriguez@wpbf.com; rrothstein@hearst.com; pmurray@hearst.com; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 john.keyes@wftv.com; Autumn.Jones@wftv.com

Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, October 05, 2015 7:48:16 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND OCT 10 UMATILLA LEAFLETING EVENT

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people



 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC COMMISSIONERS AREN’T QUALIFIED TO MANAGE LAND, ANIMALS OR THE
 ENVIRONMENT

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________



SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-
your-fwc-problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing https://www.facebook.com/
events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/
events/647610688714958/ 

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events 
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Tanya Wetenhall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Florida Bear Trophy Hunt
Date: Sunday, October 04, 2015 8:23:12 PM

From: Tanya Wetenhall <tanya500@yahoo.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33139

Phone Number: 941-447-5112

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Please stop the scheduled bear hunt to eliminate some 320 bears from what is known to be a threatened bear
 population. I am deeply troubled by this and other types of nonsensical activity I see escalating in our state, all
 activities sponsored by our state I might add, and namely, activities related to animal cruelty.  I myself have lived in
 Florida since the mid-1980s and in some thirty years I have never seen any kind of bear in any of the regions where
 I have lived and where these hunts are scheduled to take place--honestly--have you? In 2012, there were only some
 300 bears left throughout the state. If they are not here in large numbers, and they are not mauling people, and we
 are moving into their territory, so it is quite incredible there are not more confrontations, why are we doing this?  It
 seems absurd to let a few Floridians who want to get their rocks off by shooting their guns at innocent animals and
 then use their "bear knives" to pursue this kind of barbaric activity. Please, reconsider this. As Governor, you have
 more important things to put forth for action on the state's agenda. A bear hunt conducted for the pleasure of what is
 a minority of hunters only puts Florida in the limelight with an even worse reputation then we currently have due to
 our various blunders with animal and human rights over the past years.

Please do what is best for the state of Florida and the majority of its citizens and CANCEL THE FLORIDA BEAR
 TROPHY-HUNT.

Thank you.
Sincerely,
Tanya Wetenhall
2020 Prairie Avenue, #501
Miami Beach, FL 33139



From: Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Sunday, October 04, 2015 3:14:10 PM

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 727 345 3893

Message Body: Asking again to stop the bear hunt. You know it is a cruel and inhumane response to homes built 
 where clearly homes should not be. Be a hero and stop destruction of Fla. woodlands and the unique and beautiful
 wildlife! thank you



From: Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Sunday, October 04, 2015 3:14:05 PM

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 727 345 3893

Message Body: Asking again to stop the bear hunt. You know it is a cruel and inhumane response to homes built 
 where clearly homes should not be. Be a hero and stop destruction of Fla. woodlands and the unique and beautiful
 wildlife! thank you



From: linda burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, October 04, 2015 3:01:33 PM

From: linda burda <lindab90@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 727 345-3893

Message Body: Asking again for you to stop the bear hunt.



From: linda burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, October 04, 2015 3:01:30 PM

From: linda burda <lindab90@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 727 345-3893

Message Body: Asking again for you to stop the bear hunt.



From: Kim
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 nzema@thewakullanews.net; editor@thewakullanews.net; salbaugh@pensacolastate.edu;
 pnanderson@pensacolastate.edu; tbailey@pensacolastate.edu; tbotsford@pensacolastate.edu;
 tcockfield@pensacolastate.edu; dcole@pensacolastate.edu; rgarrett@pensacolastate.edu;
 pingram@pensacolastate.edu; jjones@pensacolastate.edu; tpeyton@pensacolastate.edu;
 jroberts@pensacolastate.edu; brobinson@pensacolastate.edu; jruengert@pensacolastate.edu;
 aschultz@pensacolastate.edu; ssmith@pensacolastate.edu; bunderwood@pensacolastate.edu

Subject: The Black Bear Massacre
Date: Sunday, October 04, 2015 2:26:12 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE!

VIDEO BY JANE VALEZ-MITCHEL
https://goo.gl/mMAsNp

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The state sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant.
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it.
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there.

FWC AREN'T QUALIFIED TO CARE FOR LAND, ANIMALS OR THE ENVIRONMENT

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer!



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-your-fwc-
problem
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS:

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference
 https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/
OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit
 https://www.facebook.com/events/706590682818374/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/



OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1668575480026758/
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/events/647610688714958/

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND:
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Lawrence Blaushield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Why?
Date: Sunday, October 04, 2015 12:16:42 AM

From: Lawrence Blaushield <Blaushield.Lawrence@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32246

Phone Number: 9542704198

Message Body: Hello Governor Scott,

I would like some clarification on the Florida Bear Hunt if you do not mind. I have some simple questions for you to
 answer.

Why does the Bear Hunt exist?

What is the purpose?

Does it make sense to issue thousands of permits to only limit the number of bears slaughtered to 320? And why? 

How will the state know when the number of bears killed reaches 320?

How will the state enforce the number of bears being killed to 320?

What will be the penalty for anyone who kills a bear past the 320 mark?

As you can tell my family and I are not a fan of this ridiculous slaughter of innocent wildlife. This needs to stop
 already.  There are no facts to support an overpopulation of bears in Florida.  As a matter of fact, the only statistics
 about bears in Florida is a rough number from 2002, 13 years ago.

I hope that you are aware of Florida Black Bear Conservation 68A-4.009-(2) The Commission will issue permits
 authorizing intentional take of bears when it determines such authorization furthers scientific or conservation
 purposes which will benefit the survival potential of the species or to reduce property damage caused by bears. For
 purposes of this rule, activities that are eligible for a permit include:
(a) Collection of scientific data needed for conservation or management of the species;
(b) Taking bears that are causing property damage when no non-lethal options can provide practical resolution to the
 damage, and the Commission is unable to capture the bear.

The above act is the only written law regarding the issuing of permits to take a bears life while not in direct harm of
 self or property.

Please give me some respect and answer these questions honestly.  I am a Marine Corps combat veteran of
 Operation Enduring Freedom on two occasions.  I would hope that I deserve an honest response.

Only you can stop the killing of innocent wildlife.

Thank you for your time,
Lawrence, Jess and Naya



From: Lawrence Blaushield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Why?
Date: Sunday, October 04, 2015 12:16:39 AM

From: Lawrence Blaushield <Blaushield.Lawrence@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32246

Phone Number: 9542704198

Message Body: Hello Governor Scott,

I would like some clarification on the Florida Bear Hunt if you do not mind. I have some simple questions for you to
 answer.

Why does the Bear Hunt exist?

What is the purpose?

Does it make sense to issue thousands of permits to only limit the number of bears slaughtered to 320? And why? 

How will the state know when the number of bears killed reaches 320?

How will the state enforce the number of bears being killed to 320?

What will be the penalty for anyone who kills a bear past the 320 mark?

As you can tell my family and I are not a fan of this ridiculous slaughter of innocent wildlife. This needs to stop
 already.  There are no facts to support an overpopulation of bears in Florida.  As a matter of fact, the only statistics
 about bears in Florida is a rough number from 2002, 13 years ago.

I hope that you are aware of Florida Black Bear Conservation 68A-4.009-(2) The Commission will issue permits
 authorizing intentional take of bears when it determines such authorization furthers scientific or conservation
 purposes which will benefit the survival potential of the species or to reduce property damage caused by bears. For
 purposes of this rule, activities that are eligible for a permit include:
(a) Collection of scientific data needed for conservation or management of the species;
(b) Taking bears that are causing property damage when no non-lethal options can provide practical resolution to the
 damage, and the Commission is unable to capture the bear.

The above act is the only written law regarding the issuing of permits to take a bears life while not in direct harm of
 self or property.

Please give me some respect and answer these questions honestly.  I am a Marine Corps combat veteran of
 Operation Enduring Freedom on two occasions.  I would hope that I deserve an honest response.

Only you can stop the killing of innocent wildlife.

Thank you for your time,
Lawrence, Jess and Naya



From: Debra J. Chandler, Ph.D.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, October 03, 2015 9:53:15 PM

From: Debra J. Chandler, Ph.D. <profchandler@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32669

Phone Number: 3524749955

Message Body: Dear Governor,

I am an educated professional in the great state of Florida. I have taught the Black Bear Curriculum for over 15
 years to at-risk kids and pre-service teachers in Tampa and Gainesville.

It is an outrage that this bear hunt is scheduled to take place. We cannot afford to even lose one bear!

We should be planning a wildlife corridor to connect the bear in this extraordinary state, not make money for the
 Fish and Wildlife Commission.

Please stop the bear hunt. By stopping this bear hunt scheduled for later this month you would gain the support of
 hundreds of thousands of people around the world and many in Florida.

Thank you for your consideration.



From: Debra J. Chandler, Ph.D.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, October 03, 2015 9:53:10 PM

From: Debra J. Chandler, Ph.D. <profchandler@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32669

Phone Number: 3524749955

Message Body: Dear Governor,

I am an educated professional in the great state of Florida. I have taught the Black Bear Curriculum for over 15
 years to at-risk kids and pre-service teachers in Tampa and Gainesville.

It is an outrage that this bear hunt is scheduled to take place. We cannot afford to even lose one bear!

We should be planning a wildlife corridor to connect the bear in this extraordinary state, not make money for the
 Fish and Wildlife Commission.

Please stop the bear hunt. By stopping this bear hunt scheduled for later this month you would gain the support of
 hundreds of thousands of people around the world and many in Florida.

Thank you for your consideration.



From: Susan Sepe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt beggar.
Date: Saturday, October 03, 2015 8:25:22 PM

From: Susan Sepe <wearefamily4@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33462

Phone Number: 7863268154

Message Body: Ain't too proud to beg.....
Please, please, please stop the bear hunt.  For them and for us.  For our children and for their young.  Please, please
 don't allow the bloodshed.  Stand up and show you are a gentleman.  Please.   Begging.  Thank you and thank you
 for caring. 
Sincerely,
Susan Sepe



From: Lisa Macmillan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 8:56:49 PM

From: Lisa Macmillan <shinkletwo@yahoo.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 34711

Phone Number: 3522236921

Message Body: im so mad that you are allowing out bears to be killed , because the people are too stupid to use
 common sense when living around wildlife! 
Bears don't attack without cause !!  They eat when they find an easy meal - open garage doors, grills with meat
 residue, dog food left out !!  No one watched yogi for Christ sakes !?
We are being betrayed - we donated money on many occasions - we built bear crossings - we love our bears !!   If
 this hunt happens - it won't stop the problems !  Only good sense will !!   Don't build your homes in a FOREST !!!
I hope as many inexperienced hunters kill each other as our treasured bears !!   Killing is NOT the answer.   Don't
 cave to pressure and big money !!!!



From: Tom Wagener
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 8:37:09 PM

It has become apparent to me that the forthcoming bear hunt is not based on facts indicating
 need but more so on the simple desire to hunt. Please cancel this hunt until facts that
 determine need are well established and are properly communicated to the general public.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter,

Sincerely, Thomas R. Wagener



From: Tom Wagener
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 8:37:05 PM

It has become apparent to me that the forthcoming bear hunt is not based on facts indicating
 need but more so on the simple desire to hunt. Please cancel this hunt until facts that
 determine need are well established and are properly communicated to the general public.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter,

Sincerely, Thomas R. Wagener



From: Gail Stern
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 nzema@thewakullanews.net; editor@thewakullanews.net; salbaugh@pensacolastate.edu;
 pnanderson@pensacolastate.edu; tbailey@pensacolastate.edu; tbotsford@pensacolastate.edu;
 tcockfield@pensacolastate.edu; dcole@pensacolastate.edu; rgarrett@pensacolastate.edu;
 pingram@pensacolastate.edu; jjones@pensacolastate.edu; tpeyton@pensacolastate.edu;
 jroberts@pensacolastate.edu; brobinson@pensacolastate.edu; jruengert@pensacolastate.edu;
 aschultz@pensacolastate.edu; ssmith@pensacolastate.edu; bunderwood@pensacolastate.edu;
 info@pccinfo.com; careerservices@pcci.edu; businessoffice@pcci.edu; distancelearning@pcci.edu;
 recordsoffice@pcci.edu; pts-grad@pcci.edu; reservations@pcci.edu; employeeservices@pcci.edu;
 brooksj@nwfsc.edu; davism64@nwfsc.edu; fontaind@nwfsc.edu; gillj@nwfsc.edu; holmesb@nwfsc.edu;
 huntv@nwfsc.edu; jungera@nwfsc.edu; lopezm@nwfsc.edu; nesterd@nwfsc.edu; piersond@nwfsc.edu;
 powellc@nwfsc.edu; priced@nwfsc.edu; riddella@nwfsc.edu; snellgrc@nwfsc.edu; stanleyr@nwfsc.edu;
 strunci@nwfsc.edu; sudermaj@nwfsc.edu; bryanj@nwfsc.edu; ericksos@nwfsc.edu; giddingh@nwfsc.edu;
 heisep@nwfsc.edu; horrellm@nwfsc.edu; mcarthup@nwfsc.edu; mitchelj@nwfsc.edu; quiray1@nwfsc.edu;
 ritterd@nwfsc.edu; russoa@nwfsc.edu; simpsond@nwfsc.edu; djones17@gulfcoast.edu;
 pjones13@gulfcoast.edu; baustin@gulfcoast.edu; dklemm@gulfcoast.edu; mlavender@gulfcoast.edu;
 mpinero@gulfcoast.edu; mrix@gulfcoast.edu; janslow@gulfcoast.edu; lbailey@gulfcoast.edu;
 jbailey@gulfcoast.edu; cbaker@gulfcoast.edu; cboshelle@gulfcoast.edu; lcannon@gulfcoast.edu;
 cedwards@gulfcoast.edu; wgarrett@gulfcoast.edu; ehendrix@gulfcoast.edu; dhendrix@gulfcoast.edu;
 khillard@gulfcoast.edu; rhinton@gulfcoast.edu; djantzen@gulfcoast.edu; kkizziah@gulfcoast.edu;
 amosley@gulfcoast.edu; rnewberry@gulfcoast.edu; iogwude@gulfcoast.edu; dwpeterson@gulfcoast.edu;
 spettis1@gulfcoast.edu; kporter@gulfcoast.edu; eposton@gulfcoast.edu; jsmith@gulfcoast.edu;
 estocksla@gulfcoast.edu; jwhitehe4@gulfcoast.edu; gwood@gulfcoast.edu

Subject: stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 6:31:28 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE!

VIDEO BY JANE VALEZ-MITCHEL
https://goo.gl/mMAsNp 

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The state sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 



- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC AREN'T QUALIFIED TO CARE FOR LAND, ANIMALS OR THE ENVIRONMENT

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO



 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-
your-fwc-problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit https://www.facebook.com/
events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing https://www.facebook.com/
events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/
events/647610688714958/ 



OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events 
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Lynne Spotts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 6:13:28 PM

I value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of Florida, and that means
 changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities. It means changing attitudes
 of saying that wildlife don't have a right to exist free from harm. And it means cancelling a
 profit driven bear hunting permit scheme. Thank you.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: Lynne Spotts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 6:13:25 PM

I value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of Florida, and that means
 changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities. It means changing attitudes
 of saying that wildlife don't have a right to exist free from harm. And it means cancelling a
 profit driven bear hunting permit scheme. Thank you.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: Eldon D corbin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Acknowledging the receipt of your email
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 5:01:43 PM

 PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT. Four of the Fish and Wildlife Conservation members are
 Hunters. That is why they were all so eager to approve the Bear Hunt. Apparently you didn't
 know that or I am sure you would not have sanctioned it Wait until the 2016 complete report
 on the number of bears and then make a determination. Why all of a sudden do we have to
 kill them. There are thousands of people against this, so please listen to the folks in your state
 and stop this travesty.

Thank you,

Jeanne Corbin

----- Original Message -----
From: Governor Rick Scott 
To: Eldon D corbin 
Sent: Fri, 02 Oct 2015 16:45:22 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: Acknowledging the receipt of your email

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.





From: Eldon D corbin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Acknowledging the receipt of your email
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 5:01:39 PM

 PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT. Four of the Fish and Wildlife Conservation members are
 Hunters. That is why they were all so eager to approve the Bear Hunt. Apparently you didn't
 know that or I am sure you would not have sanctioned it Wait until the 2016 complete report
 on the number of bears and then make a determination. Why all of a sudden do we have to
 kill them. There are thousands of people against this, so please listen to the folks in your state
 and stop this travesty.

Thank you,

Jeanne Corbin

----- Original Message -----
From: Governor Rick Scott 
To: Eldon D corbin 
Sent: Fri, 02 Oct 2015 16:45:22 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: Acknowledging the receipt of your email

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.





From: Eldon D corbin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RStop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 4:45:25 PM

 Dear Gov.l Scott,

Please stop the Bear Hunt, it is cruel, and you are a kind compassionate man, what good will it
 do to kill Bears deep in the forest that are not harming anyone. And how will they know the
 Bear is 100 lbs or more and that it isn't some fuzzy little cub
Fred Bohler who worked for the agency for five years testified before the Judge that he
 doubted the agency's ability to enforce certain aspects of the hunt, including the one per
 person. Not one person on that Commission is a dedicated environmentalist or
 conservationist, they are all business and have no knowledge of the delicate balance of wild
 creatures and the encroachment of man. This is serious, it is an attack on poor creatures that
 humans shold learn to get along with. PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT. THANK YOU.

Jeanne Corbin
----- Original Message -----
From: Governor Rick Scott 
To: Jeanne Corbin 
Sent: Thu, 01 Oct 2015 17:31:09 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: Acknowledging the receipt of your email

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.

Due to the volume of emails sent to the Governor, there may be a delay in responding
to your e-mail. You may wish to view the Governor's web site,
www.FLGov.com, which provides information on current issues and answers to frequently asked
 questions.

Thank you again for taking the time to contact Governor Scott.

Governor Scott encourages Floridians to have a disaster preparedness plan. For
 information, please visit the Florida Department of Emergency Management's Web site
 at
www.floridadisaster.org. Information about county emergency management agencies
 and other helpful resources can be obtained at
http://www.floridadisaster.org/DEMcom.asp#Quick

Office of Governor Rick Scott

www.FLGov.com

@FLGovScott





From: Eldon D corbin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RStop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 4:45:21 PM

 Dear Gov.l Scott,

Please stop the Bear Hunt, it is cruel, and you are a kind compassionate man, what good will it
 do to kill Bears deep in the forest that are not harming anyone. And how will they know the
 Bear is 100 lbs or more and that it isn't some fuzzy little cub
Fred Bohler who worked for the agency for five years testified before the Judge that he
 doubted the agency's ability to enforce certain aspects of the hunt, including the one per
 person. Not one person on that Commission is a dedicated environmentalist or
 conservationist, they are all business and have no knowledge of the delicate balance of wild
 creatures and the encroachment of man. This is serious, it is an attack on poor creatures that
 humans shold learn to get along with. PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT. THANK YOU.

Jeanne Corbin
----- Original Message -----
From: Governor Rick Scott 
To: Jeanne Corbin 
Sent: Thu, 01 Oct 2015 17:31:09 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: Acknowledging the receipt of your email

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.

Due to the volume of emails sent to the Governor, there may be a delay in responding
to your e-mail. You may wish to view the Governor's web site,
www.FLGov.com, which provides information on current issues and answers to frequently asked
 questions.

Thank you again for taking the time to contact Governor Scott.

Governor Scott encourages Floridians to have a disaster preparedness plan. For
 information, please visit the Florida Department of Emergency Management's Web site
 at
www.floridadisaster.org. Information about county emergency management agencies
 and other helpful resources can be obtained at
http://www.floridadisaster.org/DEMcom.asp#Quick

Office of Governor Rick Scott

www.FLGov.com

@FLGovScott





From: fantasticgail@comcast.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Solution to cancelling bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 3:58:49 PM

When land is removed from wild life who live on it, they become a nuisance to people.
Venice, Florida is an example of Neal Enterprises and other companies posing a
 boom in building,
even in the wildlife areas. 
Killing off bears shouldn't be necessary IF people would put a limit of new
 construction by removing
their the wildlife habitat. 
I am opposed to the bear hunt.
Thank you, Gail Johnston
1413 Strada D'Argento
Venice, FL 34292 (941-488-2927)



From: fantasticgail@comcast.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Solution to cancelling bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 3:58:46 PM

When land is removed from wild life who live on it, they become a nuisance to people.
Venice, Florida is an example of Neal Enterprises and other companies posing a
 boom in building,
even in the wildlife areas. 
Killing off bears shouldn't be necessary IF people would put a limit of new
 construction by removing
their the wildlife habitat. 
I am opposed to the bear hunt.
Thank you, Gail Johnston
1413 Strada D'Argento
Venice, FL 34292 (941-488-2927)



From: hojostan@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 3:18:39 PM

Gov. Scott,
I implore you to stop the bear-hunt scheduled for Oct. 24 - 30. If over 2,000 hunters are going to be given
 permits, there will be no bears left in the state of Florida. There are other ways to control the bear
 population and reduce the number of bear/people interactions. This act is so barbaric - killing for the
 sheer pleasure of killing.
I have no faith in the FWC ever since I called to report a gratuitous killing of a seagull and was told that
 seagulls were domesticated animals and outside the interest of the FWC.
Show some humanity. Stop the hunt.
Joyce Stanley



From: hojostan@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 3:18:36 PM

Gov. Scott,
I implore you to stop the bear-hunt scheduled for Oct. 24 - 30. If over 2,000 hunters are going to be given
 permits, there will be no bears left in the state of Florida. There are other ways to control the bear
 population and reduce the number of bear/people interactions. This act is so barbaric - killing for the
 sheer pleasure of killing.
I have no faith in the FWC ever since I called to report a gratuitous killing of a seagull and was told that
 seagulls were domesticated animals and outside the interest of the FWC.
Show some humanity. Stop the hunt.
Joyce Stanley



From: Laura Manson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT & GUN CONTROL
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 3:08:48 PM

From: Laura Manson <ljmdcf@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33525

Phone Number: 3625188135

Message Body: No to bear hunting.....
Yes to stricter background checks.....



From: Laura Manson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT & GUN CONTROL
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 3:08:46 PM

From: Laura Manson <ljmdcf@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33525

Phone Number: 3625188135

Message Body: No to bear hunting.....
Yes to stricter background checks.....



From: Keowee97@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 1:34:42 PM

The honorable Governor Rick Scott:
We value the Black bear of Florida as they are a part of what is so great about being in Florida,
the diverse beauty of the wild animals that are residents of this great state.
We want to ensure their continued survival in our state,but cancelling the bear hunt is not doing
enough to educate the public about Bears and people in close proximity of each other, in regards
to nuisance bears people need to be educated about what not to do as far as leaving garbage not
well secured .
Also people are moving closer to the bear habitats and not knowing exactly how many bears are
in the area is a recipe for tragedy for the bears. A fair question to ask is why the Fish and Wildlife
removed them from the threatened species list? And to approve a statewide hunt this October 2015.
I could go on about how foolish and greedy and a great gift it is to the hunting community it is but
it would not serve a good purpose instead we all hope you will consider different alternative.
Respectfully,
Carmen Prebel black bear lover



From: Keowee97@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 1:34:39 PM

The honorable Governor Rick Scott:
We value the Black bear of Florida as they are a part of what is so great about being in Florida,
the diverse beauty of the wild animals that are residents of this great state.
We want to ensure their continued survival in our state,but cancelling the bear hunt is not doing
enough to educate the public about Bears and people in close proximity of each other, in regards
to nuisance bears people need to be educated about what not to do as far as leaving garbage not
well secured .
Also people are moving closer to the bear habitats and not knowing exactly how many bears are
in the area is a recipe for tragedy for the bears. A fair question to ask is why the Fish and Wildlife
removed them from the threatened species list? And to approve a statewide hunt this October 2015.
I could go on about how foolish and greedy and a great gift it is to the hunting community it is but
it would not serve a good purpose instead we all hope you will consider different alternative.
Respectfully,
Carmen Prebel black bear lover



From: Marsha Wilkes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 1:07:02 PM

From: Marsha Wilkes <marcy.wilkes@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number: 407-595-2297

Message Body: Sir, I implore you to intervene to stop the bear hunt that has been approved.  The numbers do not
 make sense.  IF we only have 3000 bears in Florida, WHY would we authorize 2400 permits..ESPECIALLY if they
 are putting a 300 something cap on how many bears can be taken.  This is not the answer.  The bear population just
 came off the endangered species list.  We will have babies coming into resident areas because their mothers are
 gone.  And pray tell HOW do they propose to control the limit of bears taken?  This is a poorly conceived idea.  I
 have faith in your judgement, I am a supporter and appreciate the job you have done for us.  Please don't let our
 bears down.



From: Marsha Wilkes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 1:06:59 PM

From: Marsha Wilkes <marcy.wilkes@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number: 407-595-2297

Message Body: Sir, I implore you to intervene to stop the bear hunt that has been approved.  The numbers do not
 make sense.  IF we only have 3000 bears in Florida, WHY would we authorize 2400 permits..ESPECIALLY if they
 are putting a 300 something cap on how many bears can be taken.  This is not the answer.  The bear population just
 came off the endangered species list.  We will have babies coming into resident areas because their mothers are
 gone.  And pray tell HOW do they propose to control the limit of bears taken?  This is a poorly conceived idea.  I
 have faith in your judgement, I am a supporter and appreciate the job you have done for us.  Please don't let our
 bears down.



From: Eileen Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 1:03:55 PM

From: Eileen Baker <ebaker14@cfl rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34711

Phone Number: 4073757142

Message Body: Please Governor Scott,  stop the bear hunt.  We only have 3000 bears and there is absolutely no way
 to know the accuracy of how many bears are shot during this time.  One week may not seem like a long window but
 with 2,2240 permits we could decimate the population in a day.

I believe in you and have since day one.  Voted for you each time.  Think you are doing a wonderful job with
 Florida so please continue by stopping the horrible hunt.



From: Eileen Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 1:03:52 PM

From: Eileen Baker <ebaker14@cfl rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34711

Phone Number: 4073757142

Message Body: Please Governor Scott,  stop the bear hunt.  We only have 3000 bears and there is absolutely no way
 to know the accuracy of how many bears are shot during this time.  One week may not seem like a long window but
 with 2,2240 permits we could decimate the population in a day.

I believe in you and have since day one.  Voted for you each time.  Think you are doing a wonderful job with
 Florida so please continue by stopping the horrible hunt.



From: teddy6530@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 12:48:22 PM

I am speaking on behalf of 18 families in my Pompano Beach Condominium-we collectively strongly urge
 you to CANCEL the scheduled Oct 24 Bear Hunt-there is no need for this "BLOOBATH"-it is BARBERIC
 and completely HEARTLESS and CRUEL! T D Danielson et al



From: teddy6530@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 12:48:20 PM

I am speaking on behalf of 18 families in my Pompano Beach Condominium-we collectively strongly urge
 you to CANCEL the scheduled Oct 24 Bear Hunt-there is no need for this "BLOOBATH"-it is BARBERIC
 and completely HEARTLESS and CRUEL! T D Danielson et al



From: Caryl Sweeney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt protest
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 12:35:05 PM

From: Caryl Sweeney <1cmsweeney@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34229

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott, as a Florida resident and voter, I'm against the bear hunt scheduled to take place
 starting on October 24, 2015. I am requesting that you tell the FWC commission to stop the bear hunt before it takes
 place. Any further action by this commission will hopefully be throughly thought out and better communicated to
 all Florida residents. Caryl Sweeney



From: Caryl Sweeney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt protest
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 12:35:03 PM

From: Caryl Sweeney <1cmsweeney@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34229

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott, as a Florida resident and voter, I'm against the bear hunt scheduled to take place
 starting on October 24, 2015. I am requesting that you tell the FWC commission to stop the bear hunt before it takes
 place. Any further action by this commission will hopefully be throughly thought out and better communicated to
 all Florida residents. Caryl Sweeney



From: Terri Healey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT - ADAMANTLY OPPOSED!!!
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 11:16:43 AM

Hi Rick,
I have contacted your office and the FWC regarding my opposition to this unsubstantiated
 Bear Hunt.
Please consider the numbers of Floridians who do NOT want this to occur. These are the
 people that you represent, not the 2,012 that have the permits.
We appreciate your time and consideration.
Thank you,
Terri

Terri Healey
Broker-Associate, Master's Circle
Michael Saunders and Company
8660 Tamiami Trail, Sarasota FL 34238
(941)320-0389 (cell)
(941)966-8000 (office)
(941)480-0576 (fax)
TerriHealey@michaelsaunders.com
www.TerriHealey.com



From: Terri Healey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT - ADAMANTLY OPPOSED!!!
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 11:16:41 AM

Hi Rick,
I have contacted your office and the FWC regarding my opposition to this unsubstantiated
 Bear Hunt.
Please consider the numbers of Floridians who do NOT want this to occur. These are the
 people that you represent, not the 2,012 that have the permits.
We appreciate your time and consideration.
Thank you,
Terri

Terri Healey
Broker-Associate, Master's Circle
Michael Saunders and Company
8660 Tamiami Trail, Sarasota FL 34238
(941)320-0389 (cell)
(941)966-8000 (office)
(941)480-0576 (fax)
TerriHealey@michaelsaunders.com
www.TerriHealey.com



From: Patricia Canamella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 11:08:28 AM

From: Patricia Canamella <pcanamella@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32766

Phone Number: 4075743431

Message Body: Governor Scott, I ask that you do what you can to stop the bear hunt. We should focus on bear proof
 garbage cans, not hunting bears.  The problem is our expansion into their habitat, and loss of their natural food
 sources.  Thank you.



From: Patricia Canamella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 11:08:24 AM

From: Patricia Canamella <pcanamella@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32766

Phone Number: 4075743431

Message Body: Governor Scott, I ask that you do what you can to stop the bear hunt. We should focus on bear proof
 garbage cans, not hunting bears.  The problem is our expansion into their habitat, and loss of their natural food
 sources.  Thank you.



From: Joe Canamella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 11:07:02 AM

From: Joe Canamella <joevc70@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32766

Phone Number: 4075743431

Message Body: Governor Scott, I ask that you do what you can to stop the bear hunt. We should focus on bear proof
 garbage cans, not hunting bears.  The problem is our expansion into their habitat.  Thank you.



From: Tammy Howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 9:17:45 AM

From: Tammy Howard <thoward2007@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32720

Phone Number: 386-740-2981

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
Know that the first person that more than likely be killed hunting bears by another hunter is one life more than the Fl
 Black Bear has killed! Live with that!



From: debbie ciolli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 8:50:32 AM

From: debbie ciolli <debbieciolli@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 321-254-8889

Message Body: I Continue to be Extremely Disappointed & Disgusted with what Fl does to OUR Wild Life for the
 past 32 years we've resided here full time & permanent. Between the Bear Hunts & their Cubs, the destroying
 raccoon,our panthers, our deer, our bobcats, & the "LIST" goes on. THEY Were here 1st! They would leave
 HUMANS alone IF they had HABITAT. Now I've seen where "zoos?" have been allowed to make money to let
 "people?" Swim with BABY TIGERS?" who are Not at all comfortable, I've been to the so-called place
 called:Jungle Adventures, Just as INHUMANE Towards Their Animals as the REST, & yet more & more we &
 other states & Countries have ALLOWED "Others" to DESTROY OUR Wild Life & THEIR BABIES,
 FAMILIES. WHEN WILL IT STOP?! How many SPECIES MUST WE as so-called "HUMANS, NOT
 HUMANE, But HUMANS Allow this to go ON?! Again, WE have taken THEIR habitats, THEIR HOMES, & yet
 More & More WE are the ANIMALS, well YOU ARE & ANY Others who ALLOW these KILLINGS,
 SLAUGHTERS AKA "HUNTS??" To GO ON! You Are ALL COMPLICIT! These "BEARS" & other animals,
 WOULD Leave us alone but will as WE ALSO WOULD, Protect & Defend OUR Families IF We Felt the NEED
 TO. As these ANIMALS DO when THEY Are the ONES who feel they too must be Protective of their YOUNG!
 THIS "IS" when Most of these so-called HUMAN INTERACTIONS OCCUR! You Know I am right! Some
 animals are just being Animals, & they too are Slaughtered. WE need to co-exist! STOP THE BEAR HUNT NOW!
 LEAVE OUR ANIMALS ALONE. Leave them to RAISE THEIR Families in Peace! Please. We already as a
 COUNTRY & A STATE Kill Millions of Animals, both Wild & Domestic by the MILLIONS every Year!
 ENOUGH! PLEASE. HUMANITY Starts with being "HUMANE!".



From: debbie ciolli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 8:50:29 AM

From: debbie ciolli <debbieciolli@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 321-254-8889

Message Body: I Continue to be Extremely Disappointed & Disgusted with what Fl does to OUR Wild Life for the
 past 32 years we've resided here full time & permanent. Between the Bear Hunts & their Cubs, the destroying
 raccoon,our panthers, our deer, our bobcats, & the "LIST" goes on. THEY Were here 1st! They would leave
 HUMANS alone IF they had HABITAT. Now I've seen where "zoos?" have been allowed to make money to let
 "people?" Swim with BABY TIGERS?" who are Not at all comfortable, I've been to the so-called place
 called:Jungle Adventures, Just as INHUMANE Towards Their Animals as the REST, & yet more & more we &
 other states & Countries have ALLOWED "Others" to DESTROY OUR Wild Life & THEIR BABIES,
 FAMILIES. WHEN WILL IT STOP?! How many SPECIES MUST WE as so-called "HUMANS, NOT
 HUMANE, But HUMANS Allow this to go ON?! Again, WE have taken THEIR habitats, THEIR HOMES, & yet
 More & More WE are the ANIMALS, well YOU ARE & ANY Others who ALLOW these KILLINGS,
 SLAUGHTERS AKA "HUNTS??" To GO ON! You Are ALL COMPLICIT! These "BEARS" & other animals,
 WOULD Leave us alone but will as WE ALSO WOULD, Protect & Defend OUR Families IF We Felt the NEED
 TO. As these ANIMALS DO when THEY Are the ONES who feel they too must be Protective of their YOUNG!
 THIS "IS" when Most of these so-called HUMAN INTERACTIONS OCCUR! You Know I am right! Some
 animals are just being Animals, & they too are Slaughtered. WE need to co-exist! STOP THE BEAR HUNT NOW!
 LEAVE OUR ANIMALS ALONE. Leave them to RAISE THEIR Families in Peace! Please. We already as a
 COUNTRY & A STATE Kill Millions of Animals, both Wild & Domestic by the MILLIONS every Year!
 ENOUGH! PLEASE. HUMANITY Starts with being "HUMANE!".



From: Teresa Laureano
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 nzema@thewakullanews.net; editor@thewakullanews.net; salbaugh@pensacolastate.edu;
 pnanderson@pensacolastate.edu; tbailey@pensacolastate.edu; tbotsford@pensacolastate.edu;
 tcockfield@pensacolastate.edu; dcole@pensacolastate.edu; rgarrett@pensacolastate.edu;
 pingram@pensacolastate.edu; jjones@pensacolastate.edu; tpeyton@pensacolastate.edu;
 jroberts@pensacolastate.edu; brobinson@pensacolastate.edu; jruengert@pensacolastate.edu;
 aschultz@pensacolastate.edu; ssmith@pensacolastate.edu; bunderwood@pensacolastate.edu;
 info@pccinfo.com; careerservices@pcci.edu; businessoffice@pcci.edu; distancelearning@pcci.edu;
 recordsoffice@pcci.edu; pts-grad@pcci.edu; reservations@pcci.edu; employeeservices@pcci.edu;
 brooksj@nwfsc.edu; davism64@nwfsc.edu; fontaind@nwfsc.edu; gillj@nwfsc.edu; holmesb@nwfsc.edu;
 huntv@nwfsc.edu; jungera@nwfsc.edu; lopezm@nwfsc.edu; nesterd@nwfsc.edu; piersond@nwfsc.edu;
 powellc@nwfsc.edu; priced@nwfsc.edu; riddella@nwfsc.edu; snellgrc@nwfsc.edu; stanleyr@nwfsc.edu;
 strunci@nwfsc.edu; sudermaj@nwfsc.edu; bryanj@nwfsc.edu; ericksos@nwfsc.edu; giddingh@nwfsc.edu;
 heisep@nwfsc.edu; horrellm@nwfsc.edu; mcarthup@nwfsc.edu; mitchelj@nwfsc.edu; quiray1@nwfsc.edu;
 ritterd@nwfsc.edu; russoa@nwfsc.edu; simpsond@nwfsc.edu; djones17@gulfcoast.edu;
 pjones13@gulfcoast.edu; baustin@gulfcoast.edu; dklemm@gulfcoast.edu; mlavender@gulfcoast.edu;
 mpinero@gulfcoast.edu; mrix@gulfcoast.edu; janslow@gulfcoast.edu; lbailey@gulfcoast.edu;
 jbailey@gulfcoast.edu; cbaker@gulfcoast.edu; cboshelle@gulfcoast.edu; lcannon@gulfcoast.edu;
 cedwards@gulfcoast.edu; wgarrett@gulfcoast.edu; ehendrix@gulfcoast.edu; dhendrix@gulfcoast.edu;
 khillard@gulfcoast.edu; rhinton@gulfcoast.edu; djantzen@gulfcoast.edu; kkizziah@gulfcoast.edu;
 amosley@gulfcoast.edu; rnewberry@gulfcoast.edu; iogwude@gulfcoast.edu; dwpeterson@gulfcoast.edu;
 spettis1@gulfcoast.edu; kporter@gulfcoast.edu; eposton@gulfcoast.edu; jsmith@gulfcoast.edu;
 estocksla@gulfcoast.edu; jwhitehe4@gulfcoast.edu; gwood@gulfcoast.edu

Subject: Stop the Florida bear hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 8:35:33 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE!

VIDEO BY JANE VALEZ-MITCHEL
https://goo.gl/mMAsNp 

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The state sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and



 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC AREN'T QUALIFIED TO CARE FOR LAND, ANIMALS OR THE ENVIRONMENT

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-your-fwc-
problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.



http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit https://www.facebook.com/
events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meetinghttps://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing https://www.facebook.com/
events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/events/647610688714958/ 

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events 
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Margaret Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 2:44:25 AM

From: Margaret Baker <bbaker25@cox net>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34478

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am totally disappointed in your lack of concern regarding the horrendous BEAR HUNT.  The lack
 of common sense has created this issue.  We have invaded the Bears' Habitat and then enticed them into human
 contact  by not securing trash cans, food and water - stupid people do stupid things.
These trophy hunters have more time and money than they have sense or compassion. Please reconsider.



From: Margaret Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, October 02, 2015 2:44:20 AM

From: Margaret Baker <bbaker25@cox net>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34478

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am totally disappointed in your lack of concern regarding the horrendous BEAR HUNT.  The lack
 of common sense has created this issue.  We have invaded the Bears' Habitat and then enticed them into human
 contact  by not securing trash cans, food and water - stupid people do stupid things.
These trophy hunters have more time and money than they have sense or compassion. Please reconsider.



From: Jennifer G. Bonamo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 11:03:20 PM

From: Jennifer G. Bonamo <jbonamo@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32141

Phone Number: 386 427 9660

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a retired teacher and fifth generation Floridian, I am so disappointed in the decision by the wildlife commission
 and you, as governor, to not stop this bear hunt.  The kill will not stop a wandering bear or any other wildlife from
 attacking a trash can, etc. particularly in an area where we have taken and destroyed most of the bear's natural
 habitat.  Our communities and building has forced the bears to come into communities to look for food.  PLEASE
 do something to stop this hunt.  God made this creatures and we are appointed to take care of them.  When you,
 through your appointed committee, send hunters out to kill these bears, they are going to kill mothers who may
 have young, they are going to kill young bears who don't know how to protect themselves.  Not all hunters are
 experienced and you are going to have some go wounded for days then die in agony.  If you love God and His
 creation, then please do something to stop this horrible hunt on these animals that are just trying to live in the area
 where they were born.  Safe trash cans and the sale of the berries they use for food which is taken illegally will help
 and may avoid this horrible hunt if given time.

75% of those asked, begged for the hunt to be stopped.  PLEASE listen to your voters and stop this hunt.  I know it
 is your last time in office but listen to the Floridians who love our wildlife and stop this hunt. 

Sincerely,
Jennifer G. Bonamo
Retired Volusia County Teacher

PS... With the shootings in our schools, violence in our communities... don't you think we have had enough 
 shootings?.... Our bears are an important part of Florida!  I thought the wildlife committee was here to protect our
 wildlife... not destroy it!!



From: Jennifer G. Bonamo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 11:03:17 PM

From: Jennifer G. Bonamo <jbonamo@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32141

Phone Number: 386 427 9660

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a retired teacher and fifth generation Floridian, I am so disappointed in the decision by the wildlife commission
 and you, as governor, to not stop this bear hunt.  The kill will not stop a wandering bear or any other wildlife from
 attacking a trash can, etc. particularly in an area where we have taken and destroyed most of the bear's natural
 habitat.  Our communities and building has forced the bears to come into communities to look for food.  PLEASE
 do something to stop this hunt.  God made this creatures and we are appointed to take care of them.  When you,
 through your appointed committee, send hunters out to kill these bears, they are going to kill mothers who may
 have young, they are going to kill young bears who don't know how to protect themselves.  Not all hunters are
 experienced and you are going to have some go wounded for days then die in agony.  If you love God and His
 creation, then please do something to stop this horrible hunt on these animals that are just trying to live in the area
 where they were born.  Safe trash cans and the sale of the berries they use for food which is taken illegally will help
 and may avoid this horrible hunt if given time.

75% of those asked, begged for the hunt to be stopped.  PLEASE listen to your voters and stop this hunt.  I know it
 is your last time in office but listen to the Floridians who love our wildlife and stop this hunt. 

Sincerely,
Jennifer G. Bonamo
Retired Volusia County Teacher

PS... With the shootings in our schools, violence in our communities... don't you think we have had enough 
 shootings?.... Our bears are an important part of Florida!  I thought the wildlife committee was here to protect our
 wildlife... not destroy it!!



From: June West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt ,stop
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 10:19:41 PM

From: June West <junewest@verizon.net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34291

Phone Number: 9414230156

Message Body: I have been here 38 years since age 13. I was  raised,graduated school and college here,raised my
 children here.  This is my home. And this just makes me sick.its sad that this government is allowing this slaughter
 in my home.   I would like the money that was raised to be accounted for. Where and how it was spent? Whos
 pocket did it all go into.? I would like a break down of this money. A spread sheet. Every penny of this blood
 money. Please send it to my email listed.



From: June West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt ,stop
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 10:19:39 PM

From: June West <junewest@verizon.net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34291

Phone Number: 9414230156

Message Body: I have been here 38 years since age 13. I was  raised,graduated school and college here,raised my
 children here.  This is my home. And this just makes me sick.its sad that this government is allowing this slaughter
 in my home.   I would like the money that was raised to be accounted for. Where and how it was spent? Whos
 pocket did it all go into.? I would like a break down of this money. A spread sheet. Every penny of this blood
 money. Please send it to my email listed.



From: June west
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 9:11:42 PM

From: June west <Junewest@verizon.net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34291

Phone Number: 9414230156

Message Body: FLORIDA has been my home since 1977 when i moved here at age 13.  This is my home and the
 woods are my back yard. I take pride in the florida wild life and we need people in the FWC who do the same and
 preserve life,promote life. I am ashamed of you allowing the FWC to do what ever they like. This bear hunt is
 wrong.It will be your down fall and the beginning of the end of Florida ecosystem.  You foolishly are relying on
 these people to make the right choices and it hasn't  happen. This will follow you for the rest of your career and you
 will be known as the governor that put the florida bears back on  and the kept the panthers  on the endanger spieces
 list. I feel bad for you Mr Scott. But i feel worse for my kids and future generations to come. This bear hunt is NOT
 the answer. It will not solve people interaction problems with these bears. This hunt should have been the last resort
 after nonviolent  scientific interventions  were established.  November  and every month until you last breath  you
 will be known not as a great governor who did the will of the peopl,protected florida wild life, and made florida
 great. You will be known as the slaughter govenor.  Our rivers will run red as our tears . You know deep
 inside,your gut that this is wrong. I hope your man enough to stop,prevent a state and national tragic event from
 occuring in your backyard,florida. Listen to the people of florida of whom you represent!



From: June west
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 9:11:39 PM

From: June west <Junewest@verizon.net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34291

Phone Number: 9414230156

Message Body: FLORIDA has been my home since 1977 when i moved here at age 13.  This is my home and the
 woods are my back yard. I take pride in the florida wild life and we need people in the FWC who do the same and
 preserve life,promote life. I am ashamed of you allowing the FWC to do what ever they like. This bear hunt is
 wrong.It will be your down fall and the beginning of the end of Florida ecosystem.  You foolishly are relying on
 these people to make the right choices and it hasn't  happen. This will follow you for the rest of your career and you
 will be known as the governor that put the florida bears back on  and the kept the panthers  on the endanger spieces
 list. I feel bad for you Mr Scott. But i feel worse for my kids and future generations to come. This bear hunt is NOT
 the answer. It will not solve people interaction problems with these bears. This hunt should have been the last resort
 after nonviolent  scientific interventions  were established.  November  and every month until you last breath  you
 will be known not as a great governor who did the will of the peopl,protected florida wild life, and made florida
 great. You will be known as the slaughter govenor.  Our rivers will run red as our tears . You know deep
 inside,your gut that this is wrong. I hope your man enough to stop,prevent a state and national tragic event from
 occuring in your backyard,florida. Listen to the people of florida of whom you represent!



From: Marion Pandiscio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 8:15:36 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I believe that the upcoming black bear hunt, slated for October 24-30, is not going to accomplish its stated purpose:
 to reduce human/bear conflicts.  It is our responsibility, as the more sentient beings, to use our intelligence to solve
 this problem without resorting to the most base approach, which is just to kill the other being.

Human/bear interactions occur most frequently when people leave garbage in places that attract bears. There is
 ample evidence that bear-proof trash management is the most effective way to protect humans from bear aggression
 in Florida.

Canceling the upcoming hunt is the most affective way to protect bears from human aggression in Florida. 

In the very recent past, bears were endangered here in Florida.  Their numbers are just beginning to rebound. It is
 insanity to allow a hunt that has no limit on the number of permits sold, and no way to make sure that the number of
 bears killed is limited to 320.

Please take control of the situation before it is too late, and cancel this bear hunt.

Marion M Pandiscio, MD
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone



From: Marion Pandiscio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 8:15:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I believe that the upcoming black bear hunt, slated for October 24-30, is not going to accomplish its stated purpose:
 to reduce human/bear conflicts.  It is our responsibility, as the more sentient beings, to use our intelligence to solve
 this problem without resorting to the most base approach, which is just to kill the other being.

Human/bear interactions occur most frequently when people leave garbage in places that attract bears. There is
 ample evidence that bear-proof trash management is the most effective way to protect humans from bear aggression
 in Florida.

Canceling the upcoming hunt is the most affective way to protect bears from human aggression in Florida. 

In the very recent past, bears were endangered here in Florida.  Their numbers are just beginning to rebound. It is
 insanity to allow a hunt that has no limit on the number of permits sold, and no way to make sure that the number of
 bears killed is limited to 320.

Please take control of the situation before it is too late, and cancel this bear hunt.

Marion M Pandiscio, MD
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone



From: Auggiemaddie@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 7:05:52 PM

To Governor Rick Scott:
My family wishes to express our opposition to the proposed bear hunt.
We hope you will consider our opinion that most wildlife has a right to exist.
Florida will be a better state if our children are given a good example from the Governor's office.
Thank you,
Ruth Morgan and family
312 NE Gladiola Ave
Port St. Lucie, FL 34983
Tel: 772-340-7753



From: Auggiemaddie@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 7:05:49 PM

To Governor Rick Scott:
My family wishes to express our opposition to the proposed bear hunt.
We hope you will consider our opinion that most wildlife has a right to exist.
Florida will be a better state if our children are given a good example from the Governor's office.
Thank you,
Ruth Morgan and family
312 NE Gladiola Ave
Port St. Lucie, FL 34983
Tel: 772-340-7753



From: Lee Plyler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 6:58:49 PM

Governor Scott,
Please, preserve Florida's forest animals: cancel the bear hunt; it is cruel and unnecessary.
E. Lee Plyler
North Venice, Florida

Sent from my iPhone



From: Lee Plyler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 6:58:47 PM

Governor Scott,
Please, preserve Florida's forest animals: cancel the bear hunt; it is cruel and unnecessary.
E. Lee Plyler
North Venice, Florida

Sent from my iPhone



From: Jeanne Corbin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 5:31:12 PM

From: Jeanne Corbin <corbinjce@centurylink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33946

Phone Number: 941-468-4743

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission approved a Black Bear hunt for October
 24-30. The goal is to kill 320 bears.  2000 permits have been issued to kill 320 Bears. How will they know when
 320 bears have been killed? Are they going to have thousands of watchdogs around the state, I don't think so. The
 Black bear will again be on the endangered list just like the Fl Panther. Educate the public on how to live with
 wildlife  Don't slaughter  them.
PLEASE GOVERNOR SCOTT, CANCEL THIS HUNT. They don't even know how many bears are left, so this
 was a poor decision.
There have been letters to the Editor and letters to the Commission, so we know that the public wants this stopped..
 THANK YOU FOR DOING THE RIGHT THING.



From: Jeanne Corbin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 5:31:09 PM

From: Jeanne Corbin <corbinjce@centurylink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33946

Phone Number: 941-468-4743

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission approved a Black Bear hunt for October
 24-30. The goal is to kill 320 bears.  2000 permits have been issued to kill 320 Bears. How will they know when
 320 bears have been killed? Are they going to have thousands of watchdogs around the state, I don't think so. The
 Black bear will again be on the endangered list just like the Fl Panther. Educate the public on how to live with
 wildlife  Don't slaughter  them.
PLEASE GOVERNOR SCOTT, CANCEL THIS HUNT. They don't even know how many bears are left, so this
 was a poor decision.
There have been letters to the Editor and letters to the Commission, so we know that the public wants this stopped..
 THANK YOU FOR DOING THE RIGHT THING.



From: Pamela B
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 4:54:50 PM

Greetings & thanks for listening,
The proposed bearhunt seems tailored as a preventive measure prior to destroying their natural
 habitat by development of those same lands.
Not a good idea, from any angle! Let's value natural habitat & the animals as a precious
 resource for a sustainable future!
Thank you!
P. Bennett

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID



From: Pamela B
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 4:54:47 PM

Greetings & thanks for listening,
The proposed bearhunt seems tailored as a preventive measure prior to destroying their natural
 habitat by development of those same lands.
Not a good idea, from any angle! Let's value natural habitat & the animals as a precious
 resource for a sustainable future!
Thank you!
P. Bennett

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID



From: TANTIQUES@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 3:35:16 PM

Writing to protest the Bear Hunt
My main concern first and foremost is for the welfare of the bears . The
 solution that a handful of pro hunting men have come up with is not
 surprising . Let's have a bear hunt !!!
I find it alarming that killing the bears is the only solution that we as a
 great state in 2015 can come up with !! Aren't we better then this .
I have a few important questions --
What is the skill level of the men who will be killing the bears -- what
 guarantee do we have that the bears will be killed instantly and
 humanely ?
Or will they be shot by unskilled people which will result in the bears
 languishing in pain for hours ?
Are the hunters going to be sober & drug free ?
Will the savage practice of hunting bears with dogs be permitted ?
Who is going to make sure the hunt is humane?
How many pro bear people were involved in the decision to hunt & kill
 the bears -- who spoke for the bears ?
Using Crossbows & Bows and Arrows - Our Florida woods aren't the
 set of a medieval television show .. what could be more barbaric !!
At a time in our country's history when we are taking backward steps
 in being civil ( police being attacked ,mass killings, child abuse
 occurring daily ,etc. ) hunting and killing bears plays right into that
 uncivilized image .
Hunters have way too many rights now , they can and do kill our
 wildlife unhindered . Hunters don't need another animal to kill .
A strong leader would take another look and realize there are far better
 ways to address this issue then what has been decided on by a bias
 few .
Is killing really the answer .
Trish
Hillsborough County



From: TANTIQUES@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 3:35:13 PM

Writing to protest the Bear Hunt
My main concern first and foremost is for the welfare of the bears . The
 solution that a handful of pro hunting men have come up with is not
 surprising . Let's have a bear hunt !!!
I find it alarming that killing the bears is the only solution that we as a
 great state in 2015 can come up with !! Aren't we better then this .
I have a few important questions --
What is the skill level of the men who will be killing the bears -- what
 guarantee do we have that the bears will be killed instantly and
 humanely ?
Or will they be shot by unskilled people which will result in the bears
 languishing in pain for hours ?
Are the hunters going to be sober & drug free ?
Will the savage practice of hunting bears with dogs be permitted ?
Who is going to make sure the hunt is humane?
How many pro bear people were involved in the decision to hunt & kill
 the bears -- who spoke for the bears ?
Using Crossbows & Bows and Arrows - Our Florida woods aren't the
 set of a medieval television show .. what could be more barbaric !!
At a time in our country's history when we are taking backward steps
 in being civil ( police being attacked ,mass killings, child abuse
 occurring daily ,etc. ) hunting and killing bears plays right into that
 uncivilized image .
Hunters have way too many rights now , they can and do kill our
 wildlife unhindered . Hunters don't need another animal to kill .
A strong leader would take another look and realize there are far better
 ways to address this issue then what has been decided on by a bias
 few .
Is killing really the answer .
Trish
Hillsborough County



From: RJ & Trish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 1:35:46 PM

Mr Governor

Please stop the bear hunt. It really isn't a necessity as there are very few incidents with bears.
 As a live long Republican all I can see the Democrats telling how mean we are!
Please stop this hunt it's a no win for us at election time.
Regards
RJ Manning



From: RJ & Trish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 1:35:43 PM

Mr Governor

Please stop the bear hunt. It really isn't a necessity as there are very few incidents with bears.
 As a live long Republican all I can see the Democrats telling how mean we are!
Please stop this hunt it's a no win for us at election time.
Regards
RJ Manning



From: Glen Kubach
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT!
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 1:16:37 PM

If this goes through then I'm never coming back to Florida.
Glen Kubach
Amherst, OH



From: Glen Kubach
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT!
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 1:16:34 PM

If this goes through then I'm never coming back to Florida.
Glen Kubach
Amherst, OH



From: Rick Tuttle
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 1:04:10 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

I am a part time resident of Florida and a wildlife photographer. Since you are the governor's
 Chief of Staff I am writing to urge you to pass my opinion of the proposed Black Bear hunt
 on to Governor Scott.

When I am in Florida during the winter months I relish the opportunity to photograph the
 varied wildlife in Florida with the Black Bears being one my most challenging subjects. The
 proposed bear hunt that the state seems resolute on pushing through has to be one of the most
 ill conceived proposals I have heard! From what I have read, an accurate population count has
 not been established therefore how can the powers in charge sanction an open ended hunt
 with no cap on the numbers to be killed? If there is a cap on the numbers but no state control
 regarding an accurate "take" how is an end to the hunt arrived at accurately? Apart from the
 potential to seriously deplete the TRUE wild population what this hunt does NOT address
 (and definitely should) is the human/ bear interaction in the ever expanding urban and
 suburban areas of the state. Rather than threaten the TRUE wild populations why not put the
 emphasis on addressing the "problem" bears?

Another alternative that I suspect you will find comical but could probably generate as much
 income for the state: Why not have a bear hunt using photography? Shooting an animal with a
 gun or bow is relatively easy. Try getting a "head shot" with a camera some day??? Far more
 people could also enjoy the end results.

This is simply my own opinion but from what I have heard through the press as well as a wide
 variety of everyday people there is a lot of opposition to this hunt and especially the methods
 that have been used to justify it. Please have Governor Scott review and cancel it.

Thank you for allowing my opinion.

Frederick Tuttle, Jr.

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID



From: Rick Tuttle
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 1:04:05 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

I am a part time resident of Florida and a wildlife photographer. Since you are the governor's
 Chief of Staff I am writing to urge you to pass my opinion of the proposed Black Bear hunt
 on to Governor Scott.

When I am in Florida during the winter months I relish the opportunity to photograph the
 varied wildlife in Florida with the Black Bears being one my most challenging subjects. The
 proposed bear hunt that the state seems resolute on pushing through has to be one of the most
 ill conceived proposals I have heard! From what I have read, an accurate population count has
 not been established therefore how can the powers in charge sanction an open ended hunt
 with no cap on the numbers to be killed? If there is a cap on the numbers but no state control
 regarding an accurate "take" how is an end to the hunt arrived at accurately? Apart from the
 potential to seriously deplete the TRUE wild population what this hunt does NOT address
 (and definitely should) is the human/ bear interaction in the ever expanding urban and
 suburban areas of the state. Rather than threaten the TRUE wild populations why not put the
 emphasis on addressing the "problem" bears?

Another alternative that I suspect you will find comical but could probably generate as much
 income for the state: Why not have a bear hunt using photography? Shooting an animal with a
 gun or bow is relatively easy. Try getting a "head shot" with a camera some day??? Far more
 people could also enjoy the end results.

This is simply my own opinion but from what I have heard through the press as well as a wide
 variety of everyday people there is a lot of opposition to this hunt and especially the methods
 that have been used to justify it. Please have Governor Scott review and cancel it.

Thank you for allowing my opinion.

Frederick Tuttle, Jr.

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID



From: Sharon Ring
To: Lopez-Cantera  Carlos
Subject: Open Letter to FWC and Gov. Scott
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:25:03 PM

From: Sharon Ring <piranha0510@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32833

Phone Number: 813-363-4719

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: To Whom It Should Concern,

My name is Sharon Ring and I am a resident of Florida. I am writing this letter to lodge my complaint about the hunting of bears that
 Your Agency has authorized. This complaint stems from several issues, but the "hunt" is the catalyst.

It is my understanding that Your Agency claims to be a Law Enforcement entity. Law Enforcement is defined as "insuring the obedience
 to laws." There are plenty of Law Enforcement Agencies in the State of Florida that are in place to ensure the obedience to laws to protect
 humans. You are the only Law Enforcement Agency in place to protect our natural resources. Your title alone, The Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission, gives people the belief that you are in fact an agency for the protection of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 Conservation is underlined for a purpose. Conservation is defined by Merriam-Webster as a careful preservation and protection of
 something; especially : planned management of a natural resource to prevent exploitation, destruction, or neglect. Therefore, making you
 a Law Enforcement entity in place to insure the obedience to laws and the protection and conservation of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 When did Your Agency lose sight of its real and true mission?

In 2014, a woman in Seminole County was injured by a bear that was using her natural instinct and protecting her cubs. In the coming
 days, Your Agents trapped several bears in the surrounding area. Then after confirming with DNA testing that the captured bears were
 not the offending animal, Your Agency euthanized them. After some time, Your Agents were able to capture the actual offender and then
 sent her off to a zoo. The offender, a mother of two cubs was stripped from her children and as a result one of them died after being
 struck by a car. Why would your agency kill captured bears that were proven not to be the actual Offender? When does Law Enforcement
 ignore proof of innocence and just incarcerate or in this case, KILL those wrongly accused of a crime? If this act was performed against
 humans by Law Enforcement the world would call for the disbanding of Your Agency.

It is currently estimated that there are more than 3,000 bears in Florida. According to an article by Jennifer Holland of National
 Geographic in April 2014, David Telesco, coordinator of the Bear Management Program for Your Agency estimates more than 1,000
 bears have been killed in Florida since 2009 by vehicle collisions. That is roughly 200 bears per year killed by vehicle collisions. As the
 human population continues to increase thus the need for land for housing developments increases and in turn the traffic contacts with the
 bear population. We are losing that many bears each year due to human contact and expansion. Your Agency wants to add to that total
 and has authorized an additional 320 bears to be killed due to human contact. From 1980 to 2012 only 1% of all bear encounters involved
 a bear threatening humans. The vast majority of bear encounters were observing bears in trees or yards and rummaging for food in trash
 cans. 1% of all encounters threatened humans but how many encounters are threatening the bears? At least 200 per year and now an
 additional 320. Who is the real problem then? According to an article in the Orlando Sentinel, Your Agency conducted a 12 month study
 in a Volusia County neighborhood with bear proof trash cans and a 95% reduction of all encounters was the result. Why is Your Agency
 pushing forward with a bear hunt in an effort to reduce encounters instead of pushing forward bear proof trash cans in the areas that bear
 encounters are occurring? Your Agency has proven that a vast reduction is possible with the trash cans but has no scientific data to
 support that a hunt is the answer.

If you haven't been able figured out thus far, I am against the hunting of animals. However, hunting of other species have measures in
 place to ensure the safeguarding of the species. Each year Your Agency issues tags for the hunting of the Florida Alligator. Your Agency
 limits the tags and attempts to control the loss to the Alligator population to avoid the endangerment of the species. However, Your
 Agency is rushing to push forward with the hunt and in doing so, is failing to develop a real plan to ensure the survival of the Florida
 Black Bear. Your Agency has issued over two thousand permits to hunt the bears with a mandatory two day hunt regardless of how many
 bears are slaughtered. These hunters are going to encounter pregnant and new mothers who are caring for their cubs and slaughter them.
 In turn the chance of survival of the cubs is greatly diminished. So if the allotted 320 bears are directly killed by the hunt. How many
 bears will die as an indirect result?

The Commissioners of Your Agency are appointed by the Governor of Florida and serve five year terms. These Commissioners claim to
 be "Conservationists." However, they are members of big business, expansive land holders, ranchers, and "avid sportsman." Where is the
 oversight to ensure that these Commissioners are not solely making decisions to feed their own desires? How can the vast majority of this
 state be against the hunt and these Commissioners just cast away the will of the people? The problem is that the Governor has appointed
 them, they were not elected. Elected officials tend to side with the body that has elected them. Appointed officials have no need to side
 with the population they only need to side with the appointer, in this case the Governor. Therefore, Your Agency is not the only one
 failing, Governor Rick Scott is failing to side with the population of this state and the will of the people. If the Governor does not use his
 power to enforce the will of the people of this state and stop the hunt then he will have failed in his mission.



I believe that Your Agency was originally created to provide for the protection and conservation of Florida's wildlife. Please get back to
 that mission. Please prove that Your Agency is capable of completing the mission responsibly.

Regards,

Sharon Ring
Florida Resident

 
References:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/04/140415-black-bear-florida-attack-habitat-wildlife-conservation/
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/seminole/os-seminole-bear-proof-garbage-can-food-20150831-story.html
http://www.baynews9.com/content/news/baynews9/news/article.html/content/news/articles/cfn/2015/9/29/clermont_against_bear_hunt.html



From: Sharon Ring
To: Lopez-Cantera  Carlos
Subject: Open Letter to FWC and Gov. Scott
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:24:59 PM

From: Sharon Ring <piranha0510@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32833

Phone Number: 813-363-4719

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: To Whom It Should Concern,

My name is Sharon Ring and I am a resident of Florida. I am writing this letter to lodge my complaint about the hunting of bears that
 Your Agency has authorized. This complaint stems from several issues, but the "hunt" is the catalyst.

It is my understanding that Your Agency claims to be a Law Enforcement entity. Law Enforcement is defined as "insuring the obedience
 to laws." There are plenty of Law Enforcement Agencies in the State of Florida that are in place to ensure the obedience to laws to protect
 humans. You are the only Law Enforcement Agency in place to protect our natural resources. Your title alone, The Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission, gives people the belief that you are in fact an agency for the protection of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 Conservation is underlined for a purpose. Conservation is defined by Merriam-Webster as a careful preservation and protection of
 something; especially : planned management of a natural resource to prevent exploitation, destruction, or neglect. Therefore, making you
 a Law Enforcement entity in place to insure the obedience to laws and the protection and conservation of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 When did Your Agency lose sight of its real and true mission?

In 2014, a woman in Seminole County was injured by a bear that was using her natural instinct and protecting her cubs. In the coming
 days, Your Agents trapped several bears in the surrounding area. Then after confirming with DNA testing that the captured bears were
 not the offending animal, Your Agency euthanized them. After some time, Your Agents were able to capture the actual offender and then
 sent her off to a zoo. The offender, a mother of two cubs was stripped from her children and as a result one of them died after being
 struck by a car. Why would your agency kill captured bears that were proven not to be the actual Offender? When does Law Enforcement
 ignore proof of innocence and just incarcerate or in this case, KILL those wrongly accused of a crime? If this act was performed against
 humans by Law Enforcement the world would call for the disbanding of Your Agency.

It is currently estimated that there are more than 3,000 bears in Florida. According to an article by Jennifer Holland of National
 Geographic in April 2014, David Telesco, coordinator of the Bear Management Program for Your Agency estimates more than 1,000
 bears have been killed in Florida since 2009 by vehicle collisions. That is roughly 200 bears per year killed by vehicle collisions. As the
 human population continues to increase thus the need for land for housing developments increases and in turn the traffic contacts with the
 bear population. We are losing that many bears each year due to human contact and expansion. Your Agency wants to add to that total
 and has authorized an additional 320 bears to be killed due to human contact. From 1980 to 2012 only 1% of all bear encounters involved
 a bear threatening humans. The vast majority of bear encounters were observing bears in trees or yards and rummaging for food in trash
 cans. 1% of all encounters threatened humans but how many encounters are threatening the bears? At least 200 per year and now an
 additional 320. Who is the real problem then? According to an article in the Orlando Sentinel, Your Agency conducted a 12 month study
 in a Volusia County neighborhood with bear proof trash cans and a 95% reduction of all encounters was the result. Why is Your Agency
 pushing forward with a bear hunt in an effort to reduce encounters instead of pushing forward bear proof trash cans in the areas that bear
 encounters are occurring? Your Agency has proven that a vast reduction is possible with the trash cans but has no scientific data to
 support that a hunt is the answer.

If you haven't been able figured out thus far, I am against the hunting of animals. However, hunting of other species have measures in
 place to ensure the safeguarding of the species. Each year Your Agency issues tags for the hunting of the Florida Alligator. Your Agency
 limits the tags and attempts to control the loss to the Alligator population to avoid the endangerment of the species. However, Your
 Agency is rushing to push forward with the hunt and in doing so, is failing to develop a real plan to ensure the survival of the Florida
 Black Bear. Your Agency has issued over two thousand permits to hunt the bears with a mandatory two day hunt regardless of how many
 bears are slaughtered. These hunters are going to encounter pregnant and new mothers who are caring for their cubs and slaughter them.
 In turn the chance of survival of the cubs is greatly diminished. So if the allotted 320 bears are directly killed by the hunt. How many
 bears will die as an indirect result?

The Commissioners of Your Agency are appointed by the Governor of Florida and serve five year terms. These Commissioners claim to
 be "Conservationists." However, they are members of big business, expansive land holders, ranchers, and "avid sportsman." Where is the
 oversight to ensure that these Commissioners are not solely making decisions to feed their own desires? How can the vast majority of this
 state be against the hunt and these Commissioners just cast away the will of the people? The problem is that the Governor has appointed
 them, they were not elected. Elected officials tend to side with the body that has elected them. Appointed officials have no need to side
 with the population they only need to side with the appointer, in this case the Governor. Therefore, Your Agency is not the only one
 failing, Governor Rick Scott is failing to side with the population of this state and the will of the people. If the Governor does not use his
 power to enforce the will of the people of this state and stop the hunt then he will have failed in his mission.



I believe that Your Agency was originally created to provide for the protection and conservation of Florida's wildlife. Please get back to
 that mission. Please prove that Your Agency is capable of completing the mission responsibly.

Regards,

Sharon Ring
Florida Resident

 
References:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/04/140415-black-bear-florida-attack-habitat-wildlife-conservation/
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/seminole/os-seminole-bear-proof-garbage-can-food-20150831-story.html
http://www.baynews9.com/content/news/baynews9/news/article.html/content/news/articles/cfn/2015/9/29/clermont_against_bear_hunt.html



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Open letter to FWC and Gov. Scott
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:22:58 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Sharon Ring [mailto:piranha0510@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:22 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Open letter to FWC and Gov. Scott

From: Sharon Ring <piranha0510@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32833

Phone Number: 813-363-4719

Message Body: To Whom It Should Concern,

My name is Sharon Ring and I am a resident of Florida. I am writing this letter to lodge my complaint about the hunting of bears that
 Your Agency has authorized. This complaint stems from several issues, but the "hunt" is the catalyst.

It is my understanding that Your Agency claims to be a Law Enforcement entity. Law Enforcement is defined as "insuring the obedience
 to laws." There are plenty of Law Enforcement Agencies in the State of Florida that are in place to ensure the obedience to laws to protect
 humans. You are the only Law Enforcement Agency in place to protect our natural resources. Your title alone, The Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission, gives people the belief that you are in fact an agency for the protection of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 Conservation is underlined for a purpose. Conservation is defined by Merriam-Webster as a careful preservation and protection of
 something; especially : planned management of a natural resource to prevent exploitation, destruction, or neglect. Therefore, making you
 a Law Enforcement entity in place to insure the obedience to laws and the protection and conservation of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 When did Your Agency lose sight of its real and true mission?

In 2014, a woman in Seminole County was injured by a bear that was using her natural instinct and protecting her cubs. In the coming
 days, Your Agents trapped several bears in the surrounding area. Then after confirming with DNA testing that the captured bears were
 not the offending animal, Your Agency euthanized them. After some time, Your Agents were able to capture the actual offender and then
 sent her off to a zoo. The offender, a mother of two cubs was stripped from her children and as a result one of them died after being
 struck by a car. Why would your agency kill captured bears that were proven not to be the actual Offender? When does Law Enforcement
 ignore proof of innocence and just incarcerate or in this case, KILL those wrongly accused of a crime? If this act was performed against
 humans by Law Enforcement the world would call for the disbanding of Your Agency.

It is currently estimated that there are more than 3,000 bears in Florida. According to an article by Jennifer Holland of National
 Geographic in April 2014, David Telesco, coordinator of the Bear Management Program for Your Agency estimates more than 1,000
 bears have been killed in Florida since 2009 by vehicle collisions. That is roughly 200 bears per year killed by vehicle collisions. As the
 human population continues to increase thus the need for land for housing developments increases and in turn the traffic contacts with the
 bear population. We are losing that many bears each year due to human contact and expansion. Your Agency wants to add to that total
 and has authorized an additional 320 bears to be killed due to human contact. From 1980 to 2012 only 1% of all bear encounters involved
 a bear threatening humans. The vast majority of bear encounters were observing bears in trees or yards and rummaging for food in trash
 cans. 1% of all encounters threatened humans but how many encounters are threatening the bears? At least 200 per year and now an
 additional 320. Who is the real problem then? According to an article in the Orlando Sentinel, Your Agency conducted a 12 month study
 in a Volusia County neighborhood with bear proof trash cans and a 95% reduction of all encounters was the result. Why is Your Agency
 pushing forward with a bear hunt in an effort to reduce encounters instead of pushing forward bear proof trash cans in the areas that bear
 encounters are occurring? Your Agency has proven that a vast reduction is possible with the trash cans but has no scientific data to
 support that a hunt is the answer.

If you haven't been able figured out thus far, I am against the hunting of animals. However, hunting of other species have measures in
 place to ensure the safeguarding of the species. Each year Your Agency issues tags for the hunting of the Florida Alligator. Your Agency
 limits the tags and attempts to control the loss to the Alligator population to avoid the endangerment of the species. However, Your
 Agency is rushing to push forward with the hunt and in doing so, is failing to develop a real plan to ensure the survival of the Florida
 Black Bear. Your Agency has issued over two thousand permits to hunt the bears with a mandatory two day hunt regardless of how many
 bears are slaughtered. These hunters are going to encounter pregnant and new mothers who are caring for their cubs and slaughter them.
 In turn the chance of survival of the cubs is greatly diminished. So if the allotted 320 bears are directly killed by the hunt. How many



 bears will die as an indirect result?

The Commissioners of Your Agency are appointed by the Governor of Florida and serve five year terms. These Commissioners claim to
 be "Conservationists." However, they are members of big business, expansive land holders, ranchers, and "avid sportsman." Where is the
 oversight to ensure that these Commissioners are not solely making decisions to feed their own desires? How can the vast majority of this
 state be against the hunt and these Commissioners just cast away the will of the people? The problem is that the Governor has appointed
 them, they were not elected. Elected officials tend to side with the body that has elected them. Appointed officials have no need to side
 with the population they only need to side with the appointer, in this case the Governor. Therefore, Your Agency is not the only one
 failing, Governor Rick Scott is failing to side with the population of this state and the will of the people. If the Governor does not use his
 power to enforce the will of the people of this state and stop the hunt then he will have failed in his mission.

I believe that Your Agency was originally created to provide for the protection and conservation of Florida's wildlife. Please get back to
 that mission. Please prove that Your Agency is capable of completing the mission responsibly.

Regards,

Sharon Ring
Florida Resident

 
References:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/04/140415-black-bear-florida-attack-habitat-wildlife-conservation/
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/seminole/os-seminole-bear-proof-garbage-can-food-20150831-story.html
http://www.baynews9.com/content/news/baynews9/news/article.html/content/news/articles/cfn/2015/9/29/clermont against bear hunt.html



From: Sharon Ring
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Open letter to FWC and Gov. Scott
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:21:50 PM

From: Sharon Ring <piranha0510@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32833

Phone Number: 813-363-4719

Message Body: To Whom It Should Concern,

My name is Sharon Ring and I am a resident of Florida. I am writing this letter to lodge my complaint about the hunting of bears that
 Your Agency has authorized. This complaint stems from several issues, but the "hunt" is the catalyst.

It is my understanding that Your Agency claims to be a Law Enforcement entity. Law Enforcement is defined as "insuring the obedience
 to laws." There are plenty of Law Enforcement Agencies in the State of Florida that are in place to ensure the obedience to laws to protect
 humans. You are the only Law Enforcement Agency in place to protect our natural resources. Your title alone, The Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission, gives people the belief that you are in fact an agency for the protection of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 Conservation is underlined for a purpose. Conservation is defined by Merriam-Webster as a careful preservation and protection of
 something; especially : planned management of a natural resource to prevent exploitation, destruction, or neglect. Therefore, making you
 a Law Enforcement entity in place to insure the obedience to laws and the protection and conservation of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 When did Your Agency lose sight of its real and true mission?

In 2014, a woman in Seminole County was injured by a bear that was using her natural instinct and protecting her cubs. In the coming
 days, Your Agents trapped several bears in the surrounding area. Then after confirming with DNA testing that the captured bears were
 not the offending animal, Your Agency euthanized them. After some time, Your Agents were able to capture the actual offender and then
 sent her off to a zoo. The offender, a mother of two cubs was stripped from her children and as a result one of them died after being
 struck by a car. Why would your agency kill captured bears that were proven not to be the actual Offender? When does Law Enforcement
 ignore proof of innocence and just incarcerate or in this case, KILL those wrongly accused of a crime? If this act was performed against
 humans by Law Enforcement the world would call for the disbanding of Your Agency.

It is currently estimated that there are more than 3,000 bears in Florida. According to an article by Jennifer Holland of National
 Geographic in April 2014, David Telesco, coordinator of the Bear Management Program for Your Agency estimates more than 1,000
 bears have been killed in Florida since 2009 by vehicle collisions. That is roughly 200 bears per year killed by vehicle collisions. As the
 human population continues to increase thus the need for land for housing developments increases and in turn the traffic contacts with the
 bear population. We are losing that many bears each year due to human contact and expansion. Your Agency wants to add to that total
 and has authorized an additional 320 bears to be killed due to human contact. From 1980 to 2012 only 1% of all bear encounters involved
 a bear threatening humans. The vast majority of bear encounters were observing bears in trees or yards and rummaging for food in trash
 cans. 1% of all encounters threatened humans but how many encounters are threatening the bears? At least 200 per year and now an
 additional 320. Who is the real problem then? According to an article in the Orlando Sentinel, Your Agency conducted a 12 month study
 in a Volusia County neighborhood with bear proof trash cans and a 95% reduction of all encounters was the result. Why is Your Agency
 pushing forward with a bear hunt in an effort to reduce encounters instead of pushing forward bear proof trash cans in the areas that bear
 encounters are occurring? Your Agency has proven that a vast reduction is possible with the trash cans but has no scientific data to
 support that a hunt is the answer.

If you haven't been able figured out thus far, I am against the hunting of animals. However, hunting of other species have measures in
 place to ensure the safeguarding of the species. Each year Your Agency issues tags for the hunting of the Florida Alligator. Your Agency
 limits the tags and attempts to control the loss to the Alligator population to avoid the endangerment of the species. However, Your
 Agency is rushing to push forward with the hunt and in doing so, is failing to develop a real plan to ensure the survival of the Florida
 Black Bear. Your Agency has issued over two thousand permits to hunt the bears with a mandatory two day hunt regardless of how many
 bears are slaughtered. These hunters are going to encounter pregnant and new mothers who are caring for their cubs and slaughter them.
 In turn the chance of survival of the cubs is greatly diminished. So if the allotted 320 bears are directly killed by the hunt. How many
 bears will die as an indirect result?

The Commissioners of Your Agency are appointed by the Governor of Florida and serve five year terms. These Commissioners claim to
 be "Conservationists." However, they are members of big business, expansive land holders, ranchers, and "avid sportsman." Where is the
 oversight to ensure that these Commissioners are not solely making decisions to feed their own desires? How can the vast majority of this
 state be against the hunt and these Commissioners just cast away the will of the people? The problem is that the Governor has appointed
 them, they were not elected. Elected officials tend to side with the body that has elected them. Appointed officials have no need to side
 with the population they only need to side with the appointer, in this case the Governor. Therefore, Your Agency is not the only one
 failing, Governor Rick Scott is failing to side with the population of this state and the will of the people. If the Governor does not use his
 power to enforce the will of the people of this state and stop the hunt then he will have failed in his mission.



I believe that Your Agency was originally created to provide for the protection and conservation of Florida's wildlife. Please get back to
 that mission. Please prove that Your Agency is capable of completing the mission responsibly.

Regards,

Sharon Ring
Florida Resident

 
References:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/04/140415-black-bear-florida-attack-habitat-wildlife-conservation/
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/seminole/os-seminole-bear-proof-garbage-can-food-20150831-story.html
http://www.baynews9.com/content/news/baynews9/news/article.html/content/news/articles/cfn/2015/9/29/clermont_against_bear_hunt.html



From: Sharon Ring
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Open letter to FWC and Gov. Scott
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:21:47 PM

From: Sharon Ring <piranha0510@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32833

Phone Number: 813-363-4719

Message Body: To Whom It Should Concern,

My name is Sharon Ring and I am a resident of Florida. I am writing this letter to lodge my complaint about the hunting of bears that
 Your Agency has authorized. This complaint stems from several issues, but the "hunt" is the catalyst.

It is my understanding that Your Agency claims to be a Law Enforcement entity. Law Enforcement is defined as "insuring the obedience
 to laws." There are plenty of Law Enforcement Agencies in the State of Florida that are in place to ensure the obedience to laws to protect
 humans. You are the only Law Enforcement Agency in place to protect our natural resources. Your title alone, The Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission, gives people the belief that you are in fact an agency for the protection of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 Conservation is underlined for a purpose. Conservation is defined by Merriam-Webster as a careful preservation and protection of
 something; especially : planned management of a natural resource to prevent exploitation, destruction, or neglect. Therefore, making you
 a Law Enforcement entity in place to insure the obedience to laws and the protection and conservation of Florida's Fish and Wildlife.
 When did Your Agency lose sight of its real and true mission?

In 2014, a woman in Seminole County was injured by a bear that was using her natural instinct and protecting her cubs. In the coming
 days, Your Agents trapped several bears in the surrounding area. Then after confirming with DNA testing that the captured bears were
 not the offending animal, Your Agency euthanized them. After some time, Your Agents were able to capture the actual offender and then
 sent her off to a zoo. The offender, a mother of two cubs was stripped from her children and as a result one of them died after being
 struck by a car. Why would your agency kill captured bears that were proven not to be the actual Offender? When does Law Enforcement
 ignore proof of innocence and just incarcerate or in this case, KILL those wrongly accused of a crime? If this act was performed against
 humans by Law Enforcement the world would call for the disbanding of Your Agency.

It is currently estimated that there are more than 3,000 bears in Florida. According to an article by Jennifer Holland of National
 Geographic in April 2014, David Telesco, coordinator of the Bear Management Program for Your Agency estimates more than 1,000
 bears have been killed in Florida since 2009 by vehicle collisions. That is roughly 200 bears per year killed by vehicle collisions. As the
 human population continues to increase thus the need for land for housing developments increases and in turn the traffic contacts with the
 bear population. We are losing that many bears each year due to human contact and expansion. Your Agency wants to add to that total
 and has authorized an additional 320 bears to be killed due to human contact. From 1980 to 2012 only 1% of all bear encounters involved
 a bear threatening humans. The vast majority of bear encounters were observing bears in trees or yards and rummaging for food in trash
 cans. 1% of all encounters threatened humans but how many encounters are threatening the bears? At least 200 per year and now an
 additional 320. Who is the real problem then? According to an article in the Orlando Sentinel, Your Agency conducted a 12 month study
 in a Volusia County neighborhood with bear proof trash cans and a 95% reduction of all encounters was the result. Why is Your Agency
 pushing forward with a bear hunt in an effort to reduce encounters instead of pushing forward bear proof trash cans in the areas that bear
 encounters are occurring? Your Agency has proven that a vast reduction is possible with the trash cans but has no scientific data to
 support that a hunt is the answer.

If you haven't been able figured out thus far, I am against the hunting of animals. However, hunting of other species have measures in
 place to ensure the safeguarding of the species. Each year Your Agency issues tags for the hunting of the Florida Alligator. Your Agency
 limits the tags and attempts to control the loss to the Alligator population to avoid the endangerment of the species. However, Your
 Agency is rushing to push forward with the hunt and in doing so, is failing to develop a real plan to ensure the survival of the Florida
 Black Bear. Your Agency has issued over two thousand permits to hunt the bears with a mandatory two day hunt regardless of how many
 bears are slaughtered. These hunters are going to encounter pregnant and new mothers who are caring for their cubs and slaughter them.
 In turn the chance of survival of the cubs is greatly diminished. So if the allotted 320 bears are directly killed by the hunt. How many
 bears will die as an indirect result?

The Commissioners of Your Agency are appointed by the Governor of Florida and serve five year terms. These Commissioners claim to
 be "Conservationists." However, they are members of big business, expansive land holders, ranchers, and "avid sportsman." Where is the
 oversight to ensure that these Commissioners are not solely making decisions to feed their own desires? How can the vast majority of this
 state be against the hunt and these Commissioners just cast away the will of the people? The problem is that the Governor has appointed
 them, they were not elected. Elected officials tend to side with the body that has elected them. Appointed officials have no need to side
 with the population they only need to side with the appointer, in this case the Governor. Therefore, Your Agency is not the only one
 failing, Governor Rick Scott is failing to side with the population of this state and the will of the people. If the Governor does not use his
 power to enforce the will of the people of this state and stop the hunt then he will have failed in his mission.



I believe that Your Agency was originally created to provide for the protection and conservation of Florida's wildlife. Please get back to
 that mission. Please prove that Your Agency is capable of completing the mission responsibly.

Regards,

Sharon Ring
Florida Resident

 
References:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/04/140415-black-bear-florida-attack-habitat-wildlife-conservation/
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/seminole/os-seminole-bear-proof-garbage-can-food-20150831-story.html
http://www.baynews9.com/content/news/baynews9/news/article.html/content/news/articles/cfn/2015/9/29/clermont_against_bear_hunt.html



From: Brigida Gutierrez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt in Florida
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:19:32 PM

From: Brigida Gutierrez <3bostons2951@att net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33133

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott: You MUST get "involved" in the Florida Bear Hunt issue. The Majority of FL
 residents are AGAINST it !Who supports such offensive proposal?
Your experience must tell you that unscrupulous hunters WILL break regulations and initiate the cycle of
 EXTINCTION all over again.
I vote for those candidates who make sense for the good of our society. I don't vote for candidates who pander to big
 donors against the wellbeing of man and Nature .Thank you.



From: Brigida Gutierrez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt in Florida
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 12:19:30 PM

From: Brigida Gutierrez <3bostons2951@att net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33133

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott: You MUST get "involved" in the Florida Bear Hunt issue. The Majority of FL
 residents are AGAINST it !Who supports such offensive proposal?
Your experience must tell you that unscrupulous hunters WILL break regulations and initiate the cycle of
 EXTINCTION all over again.
I vote for those candidates who make sense for the good of our society. I don't vote for candidates who pander to big
 donors against the wellbeing of man and Nature .Thank you.



From: Mary Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 10:29:39 AM

Please cancel the ill thought out bear hunt to be held Oct. 24-30.  With almost 2000 permits sided it has turned from
 what hold have been a carefully planned culling of nuisance bears to a free for all macho expo.

This entire idea is the antithesis of a Florida rife with wildlife existing alongside the population.

Please reconsider. Thank you for anything you can do.

Sincerely,
Mary Martin
3666 Country Place Blvd.
Sarasota, Fl
34233



From: Mary Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 10:29:36 AM

Please cancel the ill thought out bear hunt to be held Oct. 24-30.  With almost 2000 permits sided it has turned from
 what hold have been a carefully planned culling of nuisance bears to a free for all macho expo.

This entire idea is the antithesis of a Florida rife with wildlife existing alongside the population.

Please reconsider. Thank you for anything you can do.

Sincerely,
Mary Martin
3666 Country Place Blvd.
Sarasota, Fl
34233



From: Martha Mirande
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop this bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 10:03:37 AM

This state will appear, to the rest of the usa, as out of the dark ages. Youth won't move here to such a backward
 state.
Martha Mirande

Sent from my iPhone



From: Martha Mirande
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop this bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 10:03:35 AM

This state will appear, to the rest of the usa, as out of the dark ages. Youth won't move here to such a backward
 state.
Martha Mirande

Sent from my iPhone



From: Jill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 9:44:31 AM

AS a Florida resident I request that the bear hunt be canceled.



From: Jill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 9:44:27 AM

AS a Florida resident I request that the bear hunt be canceled.



From: Christopher Larson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 9:22:33 AM

From: Christopher Larson <chris.larson1967@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33967

Phone Number: 2392891943

Message Body: Please, Please, Please Give the bears a stay of execution!!! Stop this tragedy from happening.  We
 are at fault, not the bears.   Fear is not a reason to kill.  In light of what happened in Africa this summer, there are
 enough sentimental folks that feel the same way about our bears.  There has to be another way.



From: Christopher Larson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 9:22:29 AM

From: Christopher Larson <chris.larson1967@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33967

Phone Number: 2392891943

Message Body: Please, Please, Please Give the bears a stay of execution!!! Stop this tragedy from happening.  We
 are at fault, not the bears.   Fear is not a reason to kill.  In light of what happened in Africa this summer, there are
 enough sentimental folks that feel the same way about our bears.  There has to be another way.



From: Rainer Hentschel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 8:03:26 AM

CANCEL THIS BEAR HUNT. THERE IS NO REASON TO KILL THESE ANIMALS. WHY DON’T YOU
 TRY RELOCATING THEM FIRST.
AND, JUST REMEMBER, IT’S YOU, YOUR DEVELOPER FRIENDS LIKES PAT NEAL, CARL BERUFF
 AND THE REST WHO HAVE ASSISTED IN CAUSING THIS PROBLEM.
CANCEL THIS BEAR HUNT CANCEL THIS BEAR HUNT CANCEL THIS BEAR HUNT CANCEL THIS
 BEAR HUNT.



From: Rainer Hentschel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 8:03:23 AM

CANCEL THIS BEAR HUNT. THERE IS NO REASON TO KILL THESE ANIMALS. WHY DON’T YOU
 TRY RELOCATING THEM FIRST.
AND, JUST REMEMBER, IT’S YOU, YOUR DEVELOPER FRIENDS LIKES PAT NEAL, CARL BERUFF
 AND THE REST WHO HAVE ASSISTED IN CAUSING THIS PROBLEM.
CANCEL THIS BEAR HUNT CANCEL THIS BEAR HUNT CANCEL THIS BEAR HUNT CANCEL THIS
 BEAR HUNT.



From: Charles Grimmnitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 7:48:08 AM

From: Charles Grimmnitz <cgrimmnitz@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32920

Phone Number: 321-243-0113

Message Body: As a life long Republican I will not be voting for you in the next election, I am very disappointed in
 you not stopping the new authorized bear hunt and you record on saving the wildness in Florida is horrible.

Stop the bear hunt and save the wildness. Remember once its gone its gone, you can not get it back.



From: cheryl christensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 7:20:22 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
PLEASE use your power and influence to prevent the senseless murders of our precious Florida Black Bears,
 starting October 24th. How trophy hunters won the decision this year of the Fish and Wildlife Commission is a
 heartbreaking mystery. Most Floridians do not want this hunt. Our Florida bears deserve to live free.

The infrequent bear-human encounters that occurred in the last couple of years should not be a license to kill
 innocent Florida bears. Instead, our focus as a progressive state, should be to insist on bear-proof trash receptacles
 and to educate people about coexisting with our precious wildlife resources.
Please Governor Scott, please stop this hunt now!

Respectfully,
Cheryl Christensen
6175 Palomino Cir
University Park, FL 34201



From: cheryl christensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 7:20:20 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
PLEASE use your power and influence to prevent the senseless murders of our precious Florida Black Bears,
 starting October 24th. How trophy hunters won the decision this year of the Fish and Wildlife Commission is a
 heartbreaking mystery. Most Floridians do not want this hunt. Our Florida bears deserve to live free.

The infrequent bear-human encounters that occurred in the last couple of years should not be a license to kill
 innocent Florida bears. Instead, our focus as a progressive state, should be to insist on bear-proof trash receptacles
 and to educate people about coexisting with our precious wildlife resources.
Please Governor Scott, please stop this hunt now!

Respectfully,
Cheryl Christensen
6175 Palomino Cir
University Park, FL 34201



From: kristine christianson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 7:16:53 AM

From: kristine christianson <redrubio1@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3862368761

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I am aware that you personally will not be reading this email, but I hope my message gets to you.
I am standing up with the other Floridians who are protesting this senseless  "bear hunt." Perhaps you could follow
 the examples of other states by using birth control and also, stop allowing building on the bear's natural territory.
 We love our bears and do not want to see them destroyed and endangered. Please put a stop to this senseless killing.
Kristine
A registered voter



From: kristine christianson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, October 01, 2015 7:16:48 AM

From: kristine christianson <redrubio1@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3862368761

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I am aware that you personally will not be reading this email, but I hope my message gets to you.
I am standing up with the other Floridians who are protesting this senseless  "bear hunt." Perhaps you could follow
 the examples of other states by using birth control and also, stop allowing building on the bear's natural territory.
 We love our bears and do not want to see them destroyed and endangered. Please put a stop to this senseless killing.
Kristine
A registered voter



From: Roseanne Jennings
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 11:05:00 PM

From: Roseanne Jennings <roseannejennings@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33711

Phone Number: 7273203696

Message Body: I respectfully ask that you cancel the black bear hunt. In a time when Cecil the lion has brought
 world attention, you are going to allow this? It is only 300 bears, which are part of our state. Please, I beg you, stop
 it. It is bad enough that there are sites to kill alligators. Isn't that against the law? I am not sure. However, the bears,
 please protect them. I thank you for your time. Respectfully, R. Jennings. And if you do not, that says a lot about
 you. They are to kill 300 yet there were 2000 permits issued. To me that means they will kill more than 300.
 PLEASE stop it.



From: Amy Beer 
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 9:07:31 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers
I am a resident of Mount Dora, Florida 32757. Please stop the Florida Black Bear hunt scheduled to start October 24, 2015. 
The bears are not the problem. Humans are the problem. We have built our dwellings on their home ground. We have 
destroyed their food sources and we have failed them. We are no longer being responsible stewards of the Earth and its 
beautiful creatures. We need them as much as they need us. It is time to for us to stop destroying the beautiful lands where 
these amazing creatures live. It’s time to reconnect with creation and be the worthy stewards we were meant to be.

Genesis 2:15 Then the LORD God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to cultivate it and keep it.

Proverbs 27:23 Know well the condition of your flocks, And pay attention to your herds

Ecclesiastes 3:18-21. I said in my heart with regard to the children of man that God is testing them that they may see that they 
themselves are but beasts. For what happens to the children of man and what happens to the beasts is the same; as one dies, so
 dies the other. They all have the same breath, and man has no advantage over the beasts, for all is vanity. All go to one place. 
All are from the dust, and to dust all return. Who knows whether the spirit of man goes upward and the spirit of the beast goes
 down into the earth?

Please stop the Black Bear hunt permanently. Thank you for your time.

Best Regards

Amy Beer 
amybeer18@gmail.com



From: Amy Beer 
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 9:07:28 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers
I am a resident of Mount Dora, Florida 32757. Please stop the Florida Black Bear hunt scheduled to start October 24, 2015. 
The bears are not the problem. Humans are the problem. We have built our dwellings on their home ground. We have 
destroyed their food sources and we have failed them. We are no longer being responsible stewards of the Earth and its 
beautiful creatures. We need them as much as they need us. It is time to for us to stop destroying the beautiful lands where 
these amazing creatures live. It’s time to reconnect with creation and be the worthy stewards we were meant to be.

Genesis 2:15 Then the LORD God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to cultivate it and keep it.

Proverbs 27:23 Know well the condition of your flocks, And pay attention to your herds

Ecclesiastes 3:18-21. I said in my heart with regard to the children of man that God is testing them that they may see that they 
themselves are but beasts. For what happens to the children of man and what happens to the beasts is the same; as one dies, so
 dies the other. They all have the same breath, and man has no advantage over the beasts, for all is vanity. All go to one place. 
All are from the dust, and to dust all return. Who knows whether the spirit of man goes upward and the spirit of the beast goes
 down into the earth?

Please stop the Black Bear hunt permanently. Thank you for your time.

Best Regards

Amy Beer 
amybeer18@gmail.com



From: Lisa Wood
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: No to the Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:09:06 PM

This letter is being sent to register my vehement opposition to the upcoming bear hunt. I don't believe that it will do
 any good on any level and there are so many problems with the basic concepts of this event that it is reflecting very
 poorly on our entire state, and Rick Scott and FWC in particular.

I regularly ride my horse on the trails where bears roam...they are NEVER a problem to us. It grieves me terribly to
 think of the bears we see being killed in this hunt. Mother bears will be taken and their offspring will be
 orphaned...if the babies are lucky they will encounter people who will rescue them but they may never be viable
 wild bears ever again. Two thousand hunters (!!) to kill 320 bears...in a two day free for all...I can tell you I do NOT
 want to be anywhere near the hunt areas for those two days! There is so much opportunity that many more than the
 desired quota will be killed, and a species that has just now recovered will be thrown into danger once again. Where
 is the sense in that?! Please tell me!

The answer to negative bear/human interactions is the responsibility of PEOPLE! Those that live in areas where
 bears are moved there of their own accord, it's ON THEM TO SECURE THEIR GARBAGE and learn to live with
 the wildlife! The bears that are going to die are not even the bears that are raiding trash day. How can FWC and the
 politicians be so BLIND to that?

I am livid about this hunt and I an so disappointed in FWC and our Governor! That said, I would like to praise
 Commissioner Bergeron for standing up for what is right. THANK YOU MR BERGERON. As a resident of Davie
 I am proud that he represents us so well. If only his colleagues would be so honorable.

Sincerely,
Lisa Wood
Davie and Altoona, FL

Sent from Lisa's iPad



From: Lisa Wood
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: No to the Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:09:04 PM

This letter is being sent to register my vehement opposition to the upcoming bear hunt. I don't believe that it will do
 any good on any level and there are so many problems with the basic concepts of this event that it is reflecting very
 poorly on our entire state, and Rick Scott and FWC in particular.

I regularly ride my horse on the trails where bears roam...they are NEVER a problem to us. It grieves me terribly to
 think of the bears we see being killed in this hunt. Mother bears will be taken and their offspring will be
 orphaned...if the babies are lucky they will encounter people who will rescue them but they may never be viable
 wild bears ever again. Two thousand hunters (!!) to kill 320 bears...in a two day free for all...I can tell you I do NOT
 want to be anywhere near the hunt areas for those two days! There is so much opportunity that many more than the
 desired quota will be killed, and a species that has just now recovered will be thrown into danger once again. Where
 is the sense in that?! Please tell me!

The answer to negative bear/human interactions is the responsibility of PEOPLE! Those that live in areas where
 bears are moved there of their own accord, it's ON THEM TO SECURE THEIR GARBAGE and learn to live with
 the wildlife! The bears that are going to die are not even the bears that are raiding trash day. How can FWC and the
 politicians be so BLIND to that?

I am livid about this hunt and I an so disappointed in FWC and our Governor! That said, I would like to praise
 Commissioner Bergeron for standing up for what is right. THANK YOU MR BERGERON. As a resident of Davie
 I am proud that he represents us so well. If only his colleagues would be so honorable.

Sincerely,
Lisa Wood
Davie and Altoona, FL

Sent from Lisa's iPad



From: Nico McAfee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: melissa.powers@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: Hunting Bears
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 7:45:23 PM

PLEASE STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT MARKED FOR 10/24 - I URGE YOU TO
 NOT LET THE HUNT TAKE PLACE.

Thank you for your kind consideration. No one has the right to take a life, whether it be man
 or an animal.

Sincerely,
Nicolas



From: Nico McAfee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: melissa.powers@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: Hunting Bears
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 7:45:19 PM

PLEASE STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT MARKED FOR 10/24 - I URGE YOU TO
 NOT LET THE HUNT TAKE PLACE.

Thank you for your kind consideration. No one has the right to take a life, whether it be man
 or an animal.

Sincerely,
Nicolas



From: Maureen Eastman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 7:19:26 PM

From: Maureen Eastman <mmracing1@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32713

Phone Number: 3863200945

Message Body: Stop the Florida Bear hunt before we have a massive bear massacre...their blood on your hands. This
 fiasco has been poorly arranged, and is unnecessary to control the number of bears in Florida. They just came off
 protected species 2 years ago. There is  no way their numbers have boomed in such a short time! The majority of
 Floridians do not want this. your Wildlife board is uneducated in these matters. Please stop the bear hunt! If not we
 will protest the day before the hunt and each day into the hunt.



From: Sandy Tedder
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please tell Gov. Scott to STOP THE HUNT on our Bear population
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 6:31:34 PM

The FWC has recently instituted 4 different ways to manage bears. These are new paths that
 should be given a fair chance to work.

And, work they will, because it involves keeping trash containers "locked" so that we don't
 have food-habituated bears. We also have other tools available now. NONE OF THESE
 INVOLVE KILLING BEARS.

We need to NOT have the bear hunt! Please let Governor Scott know how many people are
 reaching out to him to help stop this hunt.

Thank you,

Sandy Tedder
32358



From: Sandy Tedder
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please tell Gov. Scott to STOP THE HUNT on our Bear population
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 6:31:32 PM

The FWC has recently instituted 4 different ways to manage bears. These are new paths that
 should be given a fair chance to work.

And, work they will, because it involves keeping trash containers "locked" so that we don't
 have food-habituated bears. We also have other tools available now. NONE OF THESE
 INVOLVE KILLING BEARS.

We need to NOT have the bear hunt! Please let Governor Scott know how many people are
 reaching out to him to help stop this hunt.

Thank you,

Sandy Tedder
32358



From: Georgina Fernandez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 5:51:34 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
I am writing to ask you to please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt. We all should strive for
 stopping men entertainment that involves the killing or abuse of animals.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Respectfully,
Georgina Fernánde2160 NE 124 Street
North Miami, FL 33181



From: Georgina Fernandez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 5:51:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
I am writing to ask you to please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt. We all should strive for
 stopping men entertainment that involves the killing or abuse of animals.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Respectfully,
Georgina Fernánde2160 NE 124 Street
North Miami, FL 33181



From: Heather Lee
To: Governor Rick Scott; Melissa.powers@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: Plese cease the bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 2:52:34 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to you today to encourage and implore you to please stop the Florida bear hunting
 season set for Oct 24th 2015. Killing is NOT conservation. My ceasing the bear hunting
 season you will be setting a positive precedent for all other states and Florida will be seen as a
 leader in true conservation efforts.

I appreciate your time and consideration in this request.

Sincerely,
Heather Lutz



From: Heather Lee
To: Governor Rick Scott; Melissa.powers@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: Plese cease the bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 2:52:30 PM

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to you today to encourage and implore you to please stop the Florida bear hunting
 season set for Oct 24th 2015. Killing is NOT conservation. My ceasing the bear hunting
 season you will be setting a positive precedent for all other states and Florida will be seen as a
 leader in true conservation efforts.

I appreciate your time and consideration in this request.

Sincerely,
Heather Lutz



From: Lauria Trout
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please stop the Florida bear hunt.
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 1:55:00 PM

Ms. Sellers,
I am writing to voice my opposition to the upcoming planned Florida bear hunt. It is unnecessary and will
 inadvertently kill helpless cubs. As stewards of the unique and wonderful natural environment in Florida, we need
 to find ways of being less impactful on wildlife and habitats. Thank you,
Lauria Trout
525 Arlington Rd. N
Jacksonville, FL 32211

Sent from my iPhone



From: Lauria Trout
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please stop the Florida bear hunt.
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 1:54:57 PM

Ms. Sellers,
I am writing to voice my opposition to the upcoming planned Florida bear hunt. It is unnecessary and will
 inadvertently kill helpless cubs. As stewards of the unique and wonderful natural environment in Florida, we need
 to find ways of being less impactful on wildlife and habitats. Thank you,
Lauria Trout
525 Arlington Rd. N
Jacksonville, FL 32211

Sent from my iPhone



From: jrkorp@bellsouth.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 1:17:14 PM

I would like to add my voice to those that want the governor to cancel the upcoming bear
 hunt. When I first heard of this, I never thought it would go forward. As it now appears that it
 is still scheduled to occur, I urge the Governor to make a decision based upon reason and
 cancel this event.

Just so you know, I am a Republican.

J.R. Korp

Sent from Windows Mail



From: jrkorp@bellsouth.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 1:17:10 PM

I would like to add my voice to those that want the governor to cancel the upcoming bear
 hunt. When I first heard of this, I never thought it would go forward. As it now appears that it
 is still scheduled to occur, I urge the Governor to make a decision based upon reason and
 cancel this event.

Just so you know, I am a Republican.

J.R. Korp

Sent from Windows Mail



From: Vicki Procinsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 11:50:12 AM

Please stop the trophy bear hunt. We are not even sure how many bears we have left in Florida.
 There is no reason to have a hunt.
We need to educate people and ensure they know what to do to discourage bears from coming into
 their communities.
Thank you for your attention to this disgraceful matter.
Vicki Procinsky



From: Vicki Procinsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 11:50:09 AM

Please stop the trophy bear hunt. We are not even sure how many bears we have left in Florida.
 There is no reason to have a hunt.
We need to educate people and ensure they know what to do to discourage bears from coming into
 their communities.
Thank you for your attention to this disgraceful matter.
Vicki Procinsky



From: gosborne61432@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 11:37:39 AM

stop the trophy bear hunt. In Florida.  cancel, stop now....thank you.  Go

Sent from my iPad



From: gosborne61432@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 11:37:36 AM

stop the trophy bear hunt. In Florida.  cancel, stop now....thank you.  Go

Sent from my iPad



From: Teresa Laureano
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 amarlette@pnj.com; btwingley@pnj.com; bgraner@pnj.com; tgiberson@pnj.com; jblackie@pnj.com;
 lani@pnj.com; cthornton@pnj.com; vhollingsworth@pnj.com; cgirod@pnj.com; mikes@pnj.com;
 vterefenko@pnj.com; chall@pnj.com; tneese@pnj.com; nbarefield@chipleypaper.com;
 btaylor@chipleypaper.com; jrich@chipleypaper.com; onyourside@firstcoastnews.com;
 carymartin@firstcoastnews.com; ccny-communities@clearchannel.com; support@jacksoncountyfl.com;
 malcolm@ballingerpublishing.com; kelly@ballingerpublishing.com; rita@ballingerpublishing.com;
 guy@ballingerpublishing.com; becky@ballingerpublishing.com; josh@ballingerpublishing.com;
 info@ballingerpublishing.com; Publisher@NWFNaturally.com; dib@downtownpensacola.com;
 info@visitjacksoncountyfla.com; clerkmail@jacksonclerk.com; cbsaudienceent@cbs.com;
 cbsaudiencenews@cbs.com; info@cityofmadisonfl.com; swcoord@madisoncountyfl.com;
 swofcmgr@madisoncountyfl.com; jcgay@weartv.com; tlee@weartv.com; tim.bennett@cityofmadisonfl.com;
 jmasters@cnhi.com; mae.stokes@gaflnews.com; majoraccts.sga@gaflnews.com;
 andrew.wardle@gaflnews.com; naseem.kazi@gaflnews.com; valdostadailytimes.editorial@gaflnews.com;
 jim.zachary@gaflnews.com; vdt.sports@gaflnews.com; jamie.wachter@gaflnews.com;
 kristin.finney@gaflnews.com; desiree.carver@gaflnews.com; class.staff@gaflnews.com;
 dan.friedman@gaflnews.com; shan.miller@gaflnews.com; vince.cribb@gaflnews.com;
 lloyd.dumas@gaflnews.com; terry.fralick@gaflnews.com; hubby.brooks@gaflnews.com;
 web.support@gaflnews.com

Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 9:28:36 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE!

VIDEO BY JANE VALEZ-MITCHEL
https://goo.gl/mMAsNp 

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The state sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC AREN'T QUALIFIED TO CARE FOR LAND, ANIMALS OR THE ENVIRONMENT



*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-your-fwc-
problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8



____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit https://www.facebook.com/
events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meetinghttps://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing https://www.facebook.com/
events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/events/647610688714958/ 

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events 
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Bruce Ballister
To: Constance Franklin; chamber@calhounco.org; kristy@calhounco.org; terri@vlins.com; thall@blountstown.org;

 firechief@blountstownfire.org; michelle.dean@myFWC.com; shelly.burns@cadencebank.com; jlewis@fpuc.com;
 thomasfnsmn@gmail.com; sonya@clecu.org; philliphill.clh@gmail.com; clabstract@yahoo.com;
 payne.scott@mail.dc.state.fl.us; thestub@gmail.com; pig217@fairpoint.net; tmadarena@sbgtv.com;
 BCreedon@sbgtv.com; marctomlinson@melvineng.com; chriswise74@gmail.com; bdfleck@fairpoint.net;
 kennyg@onestopahead.com; cwes259@aol.com; dannyryals@gtcom.net; bcc@calhounclerk.com; WJHG;
 closedcaptioning@wjhg.com; captioningconcerns@wjhg.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org

Subject: RE: Please stand up for our wildlife and help end the slaughter
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:45:52 AM

STOP already. Whether I care or not is beside the point. This is a government office, it is
 inappropriate to flood my inbox with your own and your supporter’s emails. Your email address is
 now blocked, should you have business with my office, please call first to see if email will be seen.
Bruce Ballister, ARPC
850 488-6211
From: Constance Franklin [mailto:cfjanuary@att net] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:47 AM
To: chamber@calhounco.org; kristy@calhounco.org; terri@vlins.com; thall@blountstown.org;
 firechief@blountstownfire.org; michelle.dean@myFWC.com; shelly.burns@cadencebank.com; jlewis@fpuc.com;
 thomasfnsmn@gmail.com; sonya@clecu.org; philliphill.clh@gmail.com; clabstract@yahoo.com;
 payne.scott@mail.dc.state fl.us; thestub@gmail.com; pig217@fairpoint net; tmadarena@sbgtv.com;
 BCreedon@sbgtv.com; marctomlinson@melvineng.com; chriswise74@gmail.com; Bruce Ballister;
 bdfleck@fairpoint.net; kennyg@onestopahead.com; cwes259@aol.com; dannyryals@gtcom.net;
 bcc@calhounclerk.com; news@wjhg.com; closedcaptioning@wjhg.com; captioningconcerns@wjhg.com;
 tip@myfwc.com; media@eog myflorida.com; scottopengov@eog.myflorida.com;
 appointments@eog myflorida.com; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org
Subject: Please stand up for our wildlife and help end the slaughter
Dear Neighbors,

As an American gravely concerned with thriving biodiversity, and the ethical regard toward other species, I am writing to ask you to help
 stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida
 Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of
 whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and
 there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the FWC won’t make any money! More
 than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The
 Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily
 consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. The vast majority of people in Florida deeply care about bears, but are
 being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil
 the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will be overseeing this hunt? They
 have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s original habitat by clearing land for
 commercial and residential buildings and that most of these “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places
 where people have left food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of the people. They must be stopped -
 and they will be stopped. 



-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who will monitor that? There will be
 orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida Black Bear's natural food supply
 (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters Association has publicly stated he will
 not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom
 bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits-
 with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called
 land MISmanagement. Please join me and take a stand for Florida's wildlife! 

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-black-
bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit https://www.facebook.com/events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meetinghttps://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofinghttps://www.facebook.com/events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/events/647610688714958/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:



Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Lake
 Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County
 Store.
Thank you,
Constance Franklin



From: Gail Stern
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 amarlette@pnj.com; btwingley@pnj.com; bgraner@pnj.com; tgiberson@pnj.com; jblackie@pnj.com;
 lani@pnj.com; cthornton@pnj.com; vhollingsworth@pnj.com; cgirod@pnj.com; mikes@pnj.com;
 vterefenko@pnj.com; chall@pnj.com; tneese@pnj.com; nbarefield@chipleypaper.com;
 btaylor@chipleypaper.com; jrich@chipleypaper.com; onyourside@firstcoastnews.com;
 carymartin@firstcoastnews.com; ccny-communities@clearchannel.com; support@jacksoncountyfl.com; .;
 malcolm@ballingerpublishing.com; rita@ballingerpublishing.com; guy@ballingerpublishing.com;
 becky@ballingerpublishing.com; josh@ballingerpublishing.com; info@ballingerpublishing.com;
 Publisher@NWFNaturally.com; dib@downtownpensacola.com; info@visitjacksoncountyfla.com;
 clerkmail@jacksonclerk.com; cbsaudienceent@cbs.com; cbsaudiencenews@cbs.com; info@cityofmadisonfl.com;
 swcoord@madisoncountyfl.com; swofcmgr@madisoncountyfl.com; jcgay@weartv.com; tlee@weartv.com;
 tim.bennett@cityofmadisonfl.com; jmasters@cnhi.com; mae.stokes@gaflnews.com;
 majoraccts.sga@gaflnews.com; andrew.wardle@gaflnews.com; naseem.kazi@gaflnews.com;
 valdostadailytimes.editorial@gaflnews.com; jim.zachary@gaflnews.com; vdt.sports@gaflnews.com;
 jamie.wachter@gaflnews.com; kristin.finney@gaflnews.com; desiree.carver@gaflnews.com;
 class.staff@gaflnews.com; dan.friedman@gaflnews.com; shan.miller@gaflnews.com;
 vince.cribb@gaflnews.com; lloyd.dumas@gaflnews.com; terry.fralick@gaflnews.com;
 hubby.brooks@gaflnews.com; web.support@gaflnews.com

Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 8:16:54 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE!

VIDEO BY JANE VALEZ-MITCHEL
https://goo.gl/mMAsNp 

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The state sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 



- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC AREN'T QUALIFIED TO CARE FOR LAND, ANIMALS OR THE ENVIRONMENT

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________



SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-
your-fwc-problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit https://www.facebook.com/
events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing https://www.facebook.com/
events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/
events/647610688714958/ 

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events 
____________________________________________________



DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Linda Campagna
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 7:25:45 AM

This seems to be a rushed,Ill thought out hunt plan. It does not address the problem bears near
 residences, but kills the bears living naturally in the forests. Too many licences granted with
 limited control of first two days "take". Cubs left with out mothers. Why not dart and then
 destroy the problem bears, and better study the problem.There has to be a better way.



From: Linda Campagna
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2015 7:25:42 AM

This seems to be a rushed,Ill thought out hunt plan. It does not address the problem bears near
 residences, but kills the bears living naturally in the forests. Too many licences granted with
 limited control of first two days "take". Cubs left with out mothers. Why not dart and then
 destroy the problem bears, and better study the problem.There has to be a better way.



From: Lisa Grossman
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 amarlette@pnj.com; btwingley@pnj.com; bgraner@pnj.com; tgiberson@pnj.com; jblackie@pnj.com;
 lani@pnj.com; cthornton@pnj.com; vhollingsworth@pnj.com; cgirod@pnj.com; mikes@pnj.com;
 vterefenko@pnj.com; chall@pnj.com; tneese@pnj.com; nbarefield@chipleypaper.com;
 ceverett@chipleypaper.com; btaylor@chipleypaper.com; jrich@chipleypaper.com;
 onyourside@firstcoastnews.com; carymartin@firstcoastnews.com; ccny-communities@clearchannel.com;
 support@jacksoncountyfl.com

Subject: EVENTS IN OCTOBER
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 11:00:15 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE 

VIDEO BY JANE VALEZ-MITCHEL
https://goo.gl/mMAsNp 

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC COMMISSIONERS ARE NOT QUALIFIED TO CARE FOR LAND, ANIMALS OR
 ENVIRONMENT!

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and



 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to
 shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is
 immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All
 so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-your-
fwc-problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8



____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference
 https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit
 https://www.facebook.com/events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally
 https://www.facebook.com/events/647610688714958/ 

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Carol Katgara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the Florida bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 10:57:04 PM

From: Carol Katgara <cckat5@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33496

Phone Number: 5617569900

Message Body: The Florida bear hunt must be stopped.  As a Florida resident I request you stop this hunt. It is
 unjustied, inhumane and totally ridiculous to think you can let blood hungry hunters on the loose with guns and
 weapons. 
Im PEADING THAT YOU PLEASE PUT A STOP TO THIS HUNT.
thank you, carol Katgara



From: mindfulon1
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 8:59:10 PM

Please call a halt to the upcoming Bear Hunt.
No science to back it up, it is very foolish and anti-tourism.
Connie Langmann
Fort Myers, FL 33905
"the ones that are crazy enough to think they can change the world are the
 ones that do." - Steve Jobs



From: mindfulon1
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 8:59:06 PM

Please call a halt to the upcoming Bear Hunt.
No science to back it up, it is very foolish and anti-tourism.
Connie Langmann
Fort Myers, FL 33905
"the ones that are crazy enough to think they can change the world are the
 ones that do." - Steve Jobs



From: Kris Hleuka
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 6:10:23 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,
Please let Governor Scott know that the people of the State of Florida, the majority of us, do
 NOT support this bear hunt! The process by which these bears are going to be slaughtered is
 so unfair and cruel -- baiting them until they feel comfortable and then shooting them merely
 for sport. What about their cubs? Why is the desire for a bear-skin rug justifiable in wiping
 out a species? These bears that will be killed are not causing anybody any harm, and there is
 absolutely no reason that justifies this hunt! It is clearly a conflict of interest that these trophy
 hunters are able to make this decision when so many Floridians are opposed to this. I was at
 the FWC meeting in Sarasota. It was amazing that so many educated people could protest this
 hunt, with scientific reasons and reasoning, and yet they were totally ignored and dismissed.
Thank you in advance for anything you can do to help!
Kris Hleuka



From: Kris Hleuka
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 6:10:20 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,
Please let Governor Scott know that the people of the State of Florida, the majority of us, do
 NOT support this bear hunt! The process by which these bears are going to be slaughtered is
 so unfair and cruel -- baiting them until they feel comfortable and then shooting them merely
 for sport. What about their cubs? Why is the desire for a bear-skin rug justifiable in wiping
 out a species? These bears that will be killed are not causing anybody any harm, and there is
 absolutely no reason that justifies this hunt! It is clearly a conflict of interest that these trophy
 hunters are able to make this decision when so many Floridians are opposed to this. I was at
 the FWC meeting in Sarasota. It was amazing that so many educated people could protest this
 hunt, with scientific reasons and reasoning, and yet they were totally ignored and dismissed.
Thank you in advance for anything you can do to help!
Kris Hleuka



From: Gary Wiepking
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Scheduled Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:16:48 PM

From: Gary Wiepking <gwiepking@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34788

Phone Number: 4077824973

Message Body: Govenor Scott, I am contacting you regarding the scheduled October Bear Hunt. I am very
 disappointed with The FWC regarding this hunt. First I feel there is a conflict of interest regarding the
 commissioners you have appointed, ranchers,developers and hunters. How can they make decisions about our
 wildlife when their own personal interests come into conflict. A recent appointment you made was another
 developer from Tampa. There are other humane efforts that can be made instead of a hunt. The quota of 320 bears
 to be killed with over 2,000 bear hunting licenses sold makes absolutely no sense. Who will monitor this mess ? I
 voted for you, but now I have my doubts of why I did. I feel you have done nothing to correct this matter. Also, you
 are ignoring the public outcry against the hunt. I hope you take my e-mail seriously. Thank you for reading this.
 Gary Wiepking



From: superfred29@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:10:41 PM

Please, please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt.

Thank you,
Freda Perez
14720 Vista Verdi Rd
Davie, FL 33325



From: superfred29@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:10:39 PM

Please, please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt.

Thank you,
Freda Perez
14720 Vista Verdi Rd
Davie, FL 33325



From: John Lewis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:00:31 PM

From: John Lewis <JandDLewis0045@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32926

Phone Number: 321-639-1223

Message Body: STOP the bear hunt. They are God's creatures does not deserve to die and they were here before
 people. People took their home, so don't murder God's creatures.
John Lewis
USAF Ret.



From: John Lewis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:00:29 PM

From: John Lewis <JandDLewis0045@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32926

Phone Number: 321-639-1223

Message Body: STOP the bear hunt. They are God's creatures does not deserve to die and they were here before
 people. People took their home, so don't murder God's creatures.
John Lewis
USAF Ret.



From: Kathleen Touhey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP the Fl Bearhunt!!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:00:09 PM

From: Kathleen Touhey <kathieman@hotmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number: 904-226-2002

Message Body: PLEASE stop the Fl Bear hunt!! Do not slaughter innocent bears and leave baby bears motherless!
 There are humane ways to protect them and the citizens of Florida! This is not the way!! Please, please stop this
 from happening!!!



From: Kathleen Touhey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP the Fl Bearhunt!!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 5:00:06 PM

From: Kathleen Touhey <kathieman@hotmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number: 904-226-2002

Message Body: PLEASE stop the Fl Bear hunt!! Do not slaughter innocent bears and leave baby bears motherless!
 There are humane ways to protect them and the citizens of Florida! This is not the way!! Please, please stop this
 from happening!!!



From: Norm Grudman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Adele Grudman; normgru@aol.com; noraelish@gmail.com; Scott Grudman
Subject: Cancel the Bear Hunt.
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 3:27:02 PM

Majestic and close to extinction, this animals should have our protection and security. 300 bears are a small enough
 number to help secure their safety and prosecute to the full extent of the law, those that deplete this wonderful
 resource for our state
Norm Grudman
5278 Boca Marina Circle South
Boca Raton, Florida. 33487
305  778  7775

Do the right thing governor

Sent from my iPhone



From: Norm Grudman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Adele Grudman; normgru@aol.com; noraelish@gmail.com; Scott Grudman
Subject: Cancel the Bear Hunt.
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 3:26:58 PM

Majestic and close to extinction, this animals should have our protection and security. 300 bears are a small enough
 number to help secure their safety and prosecute to the full extent of the law, those that deplete this wonderful
 resource for our state
Norm Grudman
5278 Boca Marina Circle South
Boca Raton, Florida. 33487
305  778  7775

Do the right thing governor

Sent from my iPhone



From: Jenna Hattaway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE HUNT
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 3:15:10 PM

From: Jenna Hattaway <jennasummer@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I live in Longwood, in Seminole County, adjacent to the Wekiva River Preserve. Frequently seeing Florida black
 bears is one of the most special and beautiful things about living in this area of our state. These amazing animals do
 not deserve to die. Please STOP the scheduled black bear hunt due to take place at the end of October!
Sincerely,
Jenna Hattaway
Longwood, Florida



From: Jenna Hattaway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE HUNT
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 3:15:07 PM

From: Jenna Hattaway <jennasummer@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I live in Longwood, in Seminole County, adjacent to the Wekiva River Preserve. Frequently seeing Florida black
 bears is one of the most special and beautiful things about living in this area of our state. These amazing animals do
 not deserve to die. Please STOP the scheduled black bear hunt due to take place at the end of October!
Sincerely,
Jenna Hattaway
Longwood, Florida



From: Maryle Barbe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:44:36 PM

I would be against killing our bears.  I think that people need to be educated about bears and what to do if they see
 one and also preventative measures to discourage bears into the home environment.
Maryle Barbe'
26119-Fawnwood Ct.
Bonita Springs, Fl.34134

Sent from my iPad



From: Maryle Barbe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:44:34 PM

I would be against killing our bears.  I think that people need to be educated about bears and what to do if they see
 one and also preventative measures to discourage bears into the home environment.
Maryle Barbe'
26119-Fawnwood Ct.
Bonita Springs, Fl.34134

Sent from my iPad



From: Chris Lichfoldt
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Help
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:06:44 PM

Please stop the bear hunt.

Florida needs a better reputation.



From: Chris Lichfoldt
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Help
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:06:42 PM

Please stop the bear hunt.

Florida needs a better reputation.



From: tristensky1429@gmail.com
To: risty@calhounco.org; terri@vlins.com; thall@blountstown.org; firechief@blountstownfire.org; shelly.burns@cadencebank.com; jlewis@fpuc.com; thomasfnsmn@gmail.com;

 sonya@clecu.org; philliphill.clh@gmail.com; clabstract@yahoo.com; payne.scott@mail.dc.state.fl.us; thestub@gmail.com; pig217@fairpoint.net; marctomlinson@melvineng.com;
 chriswise74@gmail.com; bruce.ballister@thearpc.com; bdfleck@fairpoint.net; kennyg@onestopahead.com; cwes259@aol.com; vmontford@my100bank.com; dannyryals@gtcom.net;
 bcc@calhounclerk.com; WJHG; closedcaptioning@wjhg.com; captioningconcerns@wjhg.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org

Subject: Fwd: OCTOBER EVENTS
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 1:45:29 PM

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Lisa Grossman <lgrossman621@gmail.com>
Date: September 29, 2015 at 8:48:35 AM EDT
To: tristensky1429@gmail.com
Subject: Fwd: OCTOBER EVENTS

---

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that these animals will be
 murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+
 have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE UMATILLA BEAR FESTIVAL EVENT

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY are responsible for the people that
 hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are purposely over-selling permits, not
 caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun down their loved ones. Gunned
 down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified
 animal over time; watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC COMMISSIONERS ARE NOT QUALIFIED TO CARE FOR LAND, ANIMALS OR ENVIRONMENT!

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death hours or even days later.
 Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will be overseeing this hunt?
 They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who will monitor that? There will
 be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida Black Bear's natural food supply
 (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters Association has publicly stated he will
 not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families, possibly kill pregnant
 mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting
 permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears
 being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!



____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-your-fwc-problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit https://www.facebook.com/events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing https://www.facebook.com/events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook com/events/647610688714958/ 

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www facebook com/stopbearhunt/events

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.















From: April Eilers
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please STOP the Florida Bear Hunt!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 1:05:45 PM

Please stop the Florida Bear Hunt!

Thank you,
April Eilers
Florida Resident



From: April Eilers
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please STOP the Florida Bear Hunt!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 1:05:42 PM

Please stop the Florida Bear Hunt!

Thank you,
April Eilers
Florida Resident



From: Betty Holden
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:44:30 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers:
I strongly urge you to stop the bear hunt immediately which is scheduled to start in October. It’s
 extremely unfair and morally wrong to kill untold numbers of bears as over 2,000 licenses have
 been sold and there is no reported overseers of this hunt that will monitor how many bears are
 killed. In addition, the fact that bow hunting will also be allowed adds to the cruelty, as often bears
 (or any animal) shot with an arrow, can wander off for days, suffering, before they succumb to
 death, not easily found by the hunters. This is apparently how Cecil the lion died. Although the FWC
 has announced a target range of 320 bears to be killed, with over 2,000 licenses sold and
 approximately 3,000 bears out there, it’s feared that much of the bear population will be
 decimated. Also, the majority of Floridians have stated that they DO NOT want this hunt to take
 place. That alone should stop the hunt. I thought that our governmental system was supposed to
 work for the people, listen to what the majority of the citizens want and act accordingly. Since
 Governor Scott is not responding to the outcry of those like myself who love our bears and don’t
 want to see them killed, I am appealing to you, as others have done. Allow other interventions to
 take place first such as making sure that the saw palmetto berries are available to the bears since
 this is their favorite food and up until now, the state has allowed people to freely take them. Help to
 provide the citizens of Florida with bear-proofed garbage cans, for those who need them. Also,
 education of the public is needed as to the importance of not allowing any food to be accessible to
 the bears. Killing the bears will leave many cubs orphaned which is also very cruel and should not
 happen. Please do the right thing and stop this bear hunt! Thank you for your attention to my letter.
Sincerely,
Betty Holden

321 62nd Avenue NE
St. Petersburg, Fl. 33702



From: Betty Holden
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:44:27 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers:
I strongly urge you to stop the bear hunt immediately which is scheduled to start in October. It’s
 extremely unfair and morally wrong to kill untold numbers of bears as over 2,000 licenses have
 been sold and there is no reported overseers of this hunt that will monitor how many bears are
 killed. In addition, the fact that bow hunting will also be allowed adds to the cruelty, as often bears
 (or any animal) shot with an arrow, can wander off for days, suffering, before they succumb to
 death, not easily found by the hunters. This is apparently how Cecil the lion died. Although the FWC
 has announced a target range of 320 bears to be killed, with over 2,000 licenses sold and
 approximately 3,000 bears out there, it’s feared that much of the bear population will be
 decimated. Also, the majority of Floridians have stated that they DO NOT want this hunt to take
 place. That alone should stop the hunt. I thought that our governmental system was supposed to
 work for the people, listen to what the majority of the citizens want and act accordingly. Since
 Governor Scott is not responding to the outcry of those like myself who love our bears and don’t
 want to see them killed, I am appealing to you, as others have done. Allow other interventions to
 take place first such as making sure that the saw palmetto berries are available to the bears since
 this is their favorite food and up until now, the state has allowed people to freely take them. Help to
 provide the citizens of Florida with bear-proofed garbage cans, for those who need them. Also,
 education of the public is needed as to the importance of not allowing any food to be accessible to
 the bears. Killing the bears will leave many cubs orphaned which is also very cruel and should not
 happen. Please do the right thing and stop this bear hunt! Thank you for your attention to my letter.
Sincerely,
Betty Holden

321 62nd Avenue NE
St. Petersburg, Fl. 33702



From: Lee Ann Reiners
To: Sellers, Melissa; Lee Ann Reiners
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:44:02 PM

I am a new resident of Florida, having lived in Pennsylvania previously. I lived in
 bear country in Pennsylvania, and am familiar with bear hunts. They are not
 pleasant. 
I am asking you to help get the message to Gov. Scott that there are many people,
 from Florida and from across the United States, who are opposed to this Florida
 bear hunt. These animals are just recovering from threatened and endangered
 status. And now the state wants to put them back into the endangered category
 again.
Please help us put a stop to this misdeed. The correct way to react to bears in
 housing developments is to use what we gardeners call IPM: integrated pest
 management. This means to begin with the path of least damage, which in this case
 would be habitat improvement and bear-proof trash containers. And limiting
 development in their habitat also will help.
Thank you.
Lee Ann Reiners
5628 Let Ct.
Leesburg, FL 34748



From: Lee Ann Reiners
To: Sellers, Melissa; Lee Ann Reiners
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:43:59 PM

I am a new resident of Florida, having lived in Pennsylvania previously. I lived in
 bear country in Pennsylvania, and am familiar with bear hunts. They are not
 pleasant. 
I am asking you to help get the message to Gov. Scott that there are many people,
 from Florida and from across the United States, who are opposed to this Florida
 bear hunt. These animals are just recovering from threatened and endangered
 status. And now the state wants to put them back into the endangered category
 again.
Please help us put a stop to this misdeed. The correct way to react to bears in
 housing developments is to use what we gardeners call IPM: integrated pest
 management. This means to begin with the path of least damage, which in this case
 would be habitat improvement and bear-proof trash containers. And limiting
 development in their habitat also will help.
Thank you.
Lee Ann Reiners
5628 Let Ct.
Leesburg, FL 34748



From: Dennis Applin
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:43:57 PM

I don't think this is at all a conservation hunt when they have sold more licenses than there are
 bears. I think that calling it that is wrong. I was told the florida wildlife can only call a hunt if it is
 for conservation? Please help us stop this atrocity from happening.
Thanks,
Dennis Applin



From: Dennis Applin
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:43:54 PM

I don't think this is at all a conservation hunt when they have sold more licenses than there are
 bears. I think that calling it that is wrong. I was told the florida wildlife can only call a hunt if it is
 for conservation? Please help us stop this atrocity from happening.
Thanks,
Dennis Applin



From: Fuchs, Wendy
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:38:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Hi Melissa-
I am writing today to plead with you and anyone of influence in Tallahassee to listen to your
 constituents and STOP the plans to allow bear hunting in Florida. The opposition is HUGE and the
 fact that Governor Scott isn’t listening makes me feel ashamed to be a Floridian. Just because
 people paid to get hunting licenses doesn’t mean the MAJORITY do not want this to happen. Bears
 are a beautiful part of our state with lives and families and love and feelings. There are plenty of
 other methods such as locked trashcans and education to help us coexist with bears in our state. I
 saw the picture below and it literally broke my heart because this is the reality of things to come if
 we don’t stop it now. Please take the citizens of Florida into consideration and not move forward or
 at least allow more time so more research can be done. Thank you for your time!

Wendy Fuchs
THE SAFARILAND GROUP | Bid Specialist 
13386 International Parkway
Jacksonville, Florida 32218
Phone 1-904-371-2207



wendy.fuchs@safariland.com
Follow us at:

   













From: Fuchs, Wendy
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 12:37:56 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Hi Melissa-
I am writing today to plead with you and anyone of influence in Tallahassee to listen to your
 constituents and STOP the plans to allow bear hunting in Florida. The opposition is HUGE and the
 fact that Governor Scott isn’t listening makes me feel ashamed to be a Floridian. Just because
 people paid to get hunting licenses doesn’t mean the MAJORITY do not want this to happen. Bears
 are a beautiful part of our state with lives and families and love and feelings. There are plenty of
 other methods such as locked trashcans and education to help us coexist with bears in our state. I
 saw the picture below and it literally broke my heart because this is the reality of things to come if
 we don’t stop it now. Please take the citizens of Florida into consideration and not move forward or
 at least allow more time so more research can be done. Thank you for your time!

Wendy Fuchs
THE SAFARILAND GROUP | Bid Specialist 
13386 International Parkway
Jacksonville, Florida 32218
Phone 1-904-371-2207



wendy.fuchs@safariland.com
Follow us at:

   













From: Lorraine
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Melissa
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 11:20:44 AM

As a Republican and Florida Citizen, who voted for Governor Scott in the last election I implore
 you to convince our Governor to stop the bear hunt immediately. This is an issue that crosses
 all party lines.

Respectfully,
Lorraine Johannessen



From: Lorraine
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Melissa
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 11:20:41 AM

As a Republican and Florida Citizen, who voted for Governor Scott in the last election I implore
 you to convince our Governor to stop the bear hunt immediately. This is an issue that crosses
 all party lines.

Respectfully,
Lorraine Johannessen



From: L M Kronholm
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Immoral Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 11:12:19 AM

This is a plea for the governor to stop the immoral, unscientific "thrill kill"
 bear hunt.

The FWC Commissioners couldn't even be bothered to get a good current
 population number of black bears in Florida before they devised a "hunt"
 that appears to have the goal of total eradication of the
bear population.

No limits on number of licenses, no limit on number of bears "taken" on
 the first 2 days and no
way to determine how many bears are killed during the rest of the
 "season". This is INSANE!

The Commission even admits that this hunt will have NO effect on bear-
human interactions. What is the purpose? Well, Commissioner Priddy will
 get her trophy...and will probably also enjoy hunting with pedophile,
 animal abuser, and draft-dodger Ted Nugent. Is THIS REALLY what we
 want to promote in Florida?

PLEASE STOP THIS IMMORAL, UNSCIENTIFIC, ANTI-ANIMAL travesty.

Linda M. Kronholm
North Port, Florida



From: WITCH33
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida"s black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 11:05:48 AM

Hello,

I'm writing today to ask FWC not to hold the scheduled black bear hunt. The data
 there using is from 2002 and is out dated. They have no solid numbers to base there
 quota kills on and have over sold permits by 5x's the n umber projected to be taken.

This is irresponsibility on the part of FWC and the impact could be critical to the bears
 sustainability.

Upon asking FWC questions such as cub mortality rate, they had no answers. Asking
 birth rates they had no answers. Successful breeding, they had no answers. How
 many bears per county, they had no answers.

Since FWC doesn't have any answers how can they hold a bear hunt.

Please pass this along to Gov. Scott and let him know we the people by the people
 and for the people do not want this hunt and yes we the people have the power at
 voting time to let each and everyone of these elected officials our voices matter.

Sincerely,

Krista Fischer



From: WITCH33
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida"s black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 11:05:45 AM

Hello,

I'm writing today to ask FWC not to hold the scheduled black bear hunt. The data
 there using is from 2002 and is out dated. They have no solid numbers to base there
 quota kills on and have over sold permits by 5x's the n umber projected to be taken.

This is irresponsibility on the part of FWC and the impact could be critical to the bears
 sustainability.

Upon asking FWC questions such as cub mortality rate, they had no answers. Asking
 birth rates they had no answers. Successful breeding, they had no answers. How
 many bears per county, they had no answers.

Since FWC doesn't have any answers how can they hold a bear hunt.

Please pass this along to Gov. Scott and let him know we the people by the people
 and for the people do not want this hunt and yes we the people have the power at
 voting time to let each and everyone of these elected officials our voices matter.

Sincerely,

Krista Fischer



From: Debbie Rhodes
To: Debbie Rhodes
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 10:18:58 AM

Seminole County has had four bear attacks because they dozed down the bear's forest and put
 up houses. The residents didn't take the necessary precautions to keep bears away. They have
 bird feeders, gardens, garbage, barbecue grills, dog food, etc., enticing a bear's strong sense of
 smell to bring them out of the forest for a quick and easy meal. Their forests have been
 chopped down, their food sources have been stripped. The saw wild palmetto berries which
 are a vital source of food for them and other species have been highly harvested. These
 berries are sold to stores who buy them and sell them to pharmaceuticals. Migrants who can't
 find work during the berry season switch to harvesting berries. And it's quite lucrative. The
 price per pound is skyrocketing. They not only do it lawfully but they also poach them. The
 state recently banned the harvesting of the berries in state parks but bears forage beyond state
 park lines. They need to be able find food on other lands. A the ban is only temporary. The
 state use to sell the permits to harvest the berries. The forests have become fragmented
 causing bears to have to cross dangerous highways and roads to get to the next tract of land to
 find food and mates. With an explosion of people who have moved to Florida, developers
 continue to whack away at these precious lands. Not only is the black bear in danger but the
 Florida Panther is as well. Many people are not aware of the plight of our wildlife. There are
 many causes that are noble and this is just one (in regards to the comment about human
 babies). We should strive to end the killing of all of these precious lives. FWC has lied about
 the numbers of bears stating in several instances that there are between 2,500-4,000 bears,
 depending on what reporter they are talking to. But the fact is they do not know. Last year
 there were 227 bears reported killed on the roads. There were also over 50 bears killed
 deemed nuisances. Unknown numbers die to poaches and other early deaths. We do not need
 a bear hunt! Plain and simple. I've done a lot of reading from biologists who tell of many
 early deaths to bears. Lack of sufficient food alone causing lower litter counts and other
 calamities to bears. Calling for a bear hunt is an attempt by FWC to cover themselves in the
 event that someone who has been attacked wants to sue them. With a biased commission and
 the governor behind this the hunt was passed. They did not listen to the vast majority of
 people who were were against it. On the board of commissioners with the FWC are avid
 hunters and the governor and his wife are enthusiasts as well. Bears are not trophies to be
 mounted on someone's wall or made a rug of. They are part of our wonderful Florida wildlife
 that helps sustains us. All creatures play a part. Protect them, protect their habitats and protect
 their food sources. It's the right thing to do.

The Wekiva River Basin is a rich and fertile area for a lot of wildlife including the Florida
 Black Bear. It is also a much sought out well-to-do residential area. People love the forest all
 around them except when the creatures of the forest come to visit. Developers dozed down
 the forest to make way for wealthy business deals and homes. The Basin has seen much
 growth over the past 50 years and the wildlife that once called it home has been dispersed and
 pursued.

Heathrow on the west side of I-4 on Lake Mary Blvd. was the first big development. Built by
 business tycoon Jeno Paluuci who's winter home was in Sanford.
His brother-in-law lived in the one house across from where the development was built. He
 saw it as a great opportunity to make a wealthy, upscale neighborhood
and that it was. With the Publix grocery store that was built there to accomodate the affluential



 even having gold shopping carts. That was many years ago and we
never heard about the bears until recently, when more and more deveolpment came in and
 pushed the bears further back into the forest towards the river. Their
many trees that provides them nuts and berries, the bushes and plants too. Crucial food sources
 and denning foliage, gone. Pressured to the brink with fragmented
forests the bears have been forced to seek other sources of food. With a keen sense of smell,
 up to a mile, some have ended up trying to feed at the new
food sources inviting them in. People, that's the problem. People who refuse to be educated.
 They walk their dogs at dawn, dusk and night and have sometimes
encountered bears with not good outcomes. Bears are typically shy, but they will defend their
 cubs, and themselves when a dog threatens them. Attacks have been caused by irresponsible
 people.

The saw palmetto berries, the most vital food source to bears has been raped from every plant
 that can be picked by people selling them to companies that
sell them to pharmaceuticals. Migrant workers out of work at the time that the berries become
 ripe, gingerly pick the berries by the TONS! This robs not only
the bears but many other species that use them for food. The Florida Forest Service sold
 permits for $10 to pick them daily for many years and FWC knew about
this. FWC also knew the importance of the berries and did nothing about it. Finally in June,
 having been pressured, the Agriculture Commissioner, Adam
Putnam but a measly one year moratorium on the harvesting of the berries on state lands. But
 bears do not know boundaries and neither does other wildlife
and they use whatever land they have access to to feed on and it takes a lot of food to feed
 them.

There again, man, humans, have encroached upon the bears and other wildlife. It's only
 because some people care that anything ever gets done to protect wildlife,
plants, the rivers, oceans etc. Others who abuse them sit back and insult and try to degrade
 their efforts Cowards, abusers, self-pleasuring people who
have tiny minds that can't see the bigger picture. Please do the right thing and stop this
 horrible, unjust bear hunt that is set to take place on October 24th.



From: Diane Smoler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:54:22 AM

Dear Mr. Scott,

As a citizen that values life, I am beseeching you to please cancel the
proposed bear hunt. Our residents need to be educated on how to co-exist
with all wildlife. The answer is NOT slaughtering defenseless animals
for profit. I am an ashamed Floridian to think that this has even been
proposed.

PLEASE RECONSIDER THIS DECISION AND CANCEL THE BEAR HUNT!!

Thank you, Diane Smoler.

---
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus



From: Diane Smoler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:54:20 AM

Dear Mr. Scott,

As a citizen that values life, I am beseeching you to please cancel the
proposed bear hunt. Our residents need to be educated on how to co-exist
with all wildlife. The answer is NOT slaughtering defenseless animals
for profit. I am an ashamed Floridian to think that this has even been
proposed.

PLEASE RECONSIDER THIS DECISION AND CANCEL THE BEAR HUNT!!

Thank you, Diane Smoler.

---
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus



From: Constance Franklin
To: chamber@calhounco.org; kristy@calhounco.org; terri@vlins.com; thall@blountstown.org;

 firechief@blountstownfire.org; michelle.dean@myFWC.com; shelly.burns@cadencebank.com; jlewis@fpuc.com;
 thomasfnsmn@gmail.com; sonya@clecu.org; philliphill.clh@gmail.com; clabstract@yahoo.com;
 payne.scott@mail.dc.state.fl.us; thestub@gmail.com; pig217@fairpoint.net; tmadarena@sbgtv.com;
 BCreedon@sbgtv.com; marctomlinson@melvineng.com; chriswise74@gmail.com; bruce.ballister@thearpc.com;
 bdfleck@fairpoint.net; kennyg@onestopahead.com; cwes259@aol.com; dannyryals@gtcom.net;
 bcc@calhounclerk.com; WJHG; closedcaptioning@wjhg.com; captioningconcerns@wjhg.com; tip@myfwc.com;
 Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org

Subject: Please stand up for our wildlife and help end the slaughter
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:47:05 AM

Dear Neighbors,

As an American gravely concerned with thriving biodiversity, and the ethical regard toward other
 species, I am writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!
 THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure
 it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. The vast
 majority of people in Florida deeply care about bears, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not



 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and take a stand for Florida's
 wildlife! 

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit https://www.facebook.com/
events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meetinghttps://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofinghttps://www.facebook.com/
events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/events/647610688714958/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at



 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass
 Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County Store.

Thank you,
Constance Franklin



From: kel626ri@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the FL Bear Hunt Please!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:38:56 AM

Hello Melissa,

I am writing to speak my opposition against the FL bear hunt. I (like many others.. as I have learned)
 believe this is a very cruel and unjustified hunt, and I hope that you may help the Governor change his
 decision.

From what I understand, this hunt was approved to 'control population.' However, up until 3 years ago,
 the FL Black Bear was a legally protected species and a prominent symbol of Florida. Can you explain
 why all of a sudden they're now overpopulated? Do you (or the Governor) even know what they current
 population is?

Between unlimited permits being sold, no direct oversight during the actual hunt, and incomplete data
 released to the public regarding the reasons for the hunt, there honestly are NO justified reasons for this
 hunt.

What should we do instead? Instead of hunting an animal that was very recently listed on FL's
 endangered species list, we should do the following:
- Encourage people to better manage their trash
- Plant more saw-palmetto berries (which black bears enjoy)

Thank you very much,
Kelly Reilly



From: kel626ri@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the FL Bear Hunt Please!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:38:54 AM

Hello Melissa,

I am writing to speak my opposition against the FL bear hunt. I (like many others.. as I have learned)
 believe this is a very cruel and unjustified hunt, and I hope that you may help the Governor change his
 decision.

From what I understand, this hunt was approved to 'control population.' However, up until 3 years ago,
 the FL Black Bear was a legally protected species and a prominent symbol of Florida. Can you explain
 why all of a sudden they're now overpopulated? Do you (or the Governor) even know what they current
 population is?

Between unlimited permits being sold, no direct oversight during the actual hunt, and incomplete data
 released to the public regarding the reasons for the hunt, there honestly are NO justified reasons for this
 hunt.

What should we do instead? Instead of hunting an animal that was very recently listed on FL's
 endangered species list, we should do the following:
- Encourage people to better manage their trash
- Plant more saw-palmetto berries (which black bears enjoy)

Thank you very much,
Kelly Reilly



From: Constance Franklin
To: ABC Tallahassee WTXL; mgerman@wtxl.tv; dwright@wtxl.tv; rangotti@wtxl.tv; mhayse@wtxl.tv; Scott Open

 Government; Appointments; sassonr@tcc.fl.edu; baroodyj@tcc.fl.edu; schultzj@tcc.fl.edu; smitherl@tcc.fl.edu;
 Killiam, Mark; cdodd@flabar.org; jonathan.midekor@flbog.edu; jennifer.nabors@flbog.edu;
 cathy.oakley@flbog.edu; kenneth.ogletree@flbog.edu; kathy.padgett@flbog.edu; lynda.page@flbog.edu;
 jincy.prasheel@flbog.edu; sandy.radulski@flbog.edu; jon.rogers@flbog.edu;
 cassandra.mcmichael@oel.myflorida.com; cetoria.lowe@oel.myflorida.com; cheryl.jones@freshfromflorida.com;
 info@specialolympicsleon.org; pattyfauth@sofl.org; beritamlie@sofl.org; larrydaniell@sofl.org;
 eunicegarbutt@sofl.org

Subject: Please stand up for our wildlife and help end the slaughter
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:22:04 AM

Dear Neighbors,

As an American gravely concerned with thriving biodiversity, and the ethical regard toward other
 species, I am writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!
 THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure
 it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. The vast
 majority of people in Florida deeply care about bears, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not



 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and take a stand for Florida's
 wildlife! 

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 



JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass
 Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County Store.

Thank you,
Constance Franklin



From: chdehaan@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:13:07 AM

This is a test email.  We are using this email to protest the bear hunt but have gotten complaints that the emails were
 not delivered.

Sent from my iPhone



From: chdehaan@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:13:02 AM

This is a test email.  We are using this email to protest the bear hunt but have gotten complaints that the emails were
 not delivered.

Sent from my iPhone



From: Tina Beshere
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:02:12 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please do not allow the bear hunt. The bears in the woods are where they are
 supposed to be. Killing them is not going to address the issue of the bears that go
 into the neighborhoods.

We should educate people to leave their garbage inside in the morning of garbage
 collection days and ,more importantly, do not the feed the bears!

It is not a population problem, it is a people problem.

Thank you for your consideration.

T.

Bettina M Beshere CPA

Telephone: 407-463-9204

Fax: 407-650-3115

31540 Soaring Hawk Ln

Sorrento, FL 32776



From: Tina Beshere
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 9:02:10 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please do not allow the bear hunt. The bears in the woods are where they are
 supposed to be. Killing them is not going to address the issue of the bears that go
 into the neighborhoods.

We should educate people to leave their garbage inside in the morning of garbage
 collection days and ,more importantly, do not the feed the bears!

It is not a population problem, it is a people problem.

Thank you for your consideration.

T.

Bettina M Beshere CPA

Telephone: 407-463-9204

Fax: 407-650-3115

31540 Soaring Hawk Ln

Sorrento, FL 32776



From: Lyon,Joan R
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: PLEASE STOP the Bear Hunt!!!!!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 8:26:57 AM

Ms. Sellers,
This is a cruel injustice. The governor does not seem to be listening. As a voter in Alachua County and
 a person with a heart, I ask you to STOP this profit-driven massacre of the Florida black bear. It
 makes no sense!
Respectfully yours,
Joan Lyon

Joan Lyon
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
Office of Development and Alumni Affairs
Warrington College of Business Administration
Heavener School of Business
Fisher School of Accounting
Hough Graduate School of Business
100 Bryan Hall/Box 117150
Gainesville, FL 32611-7150
352-392-0381
joan.lyon@warrington.ufl.edu
http://warrington.ufl.edu/alumni/contact.asp

Documents made or received by anyone acting for or on behalf of the UF Foundation are confidential and exempt from F.S. 119.07(1)
 pursuant to F.S. 1004.28(5) and in accordance with the UF Foundation policy on confidentiality of Foundation documents.



From: Lyon,Joan R
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: PLEASE STOP the Bear Hunt!!!!!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 8:26:54 AM

Ms. Sellers,
This is a cruel injustice. The governor does not seem to be listening. As a voter in Alachua County and
 a person with a heart, I ask you to STOP this profit-driven massacre of the Florida black bear. It
 makes no sense!
Respectfully yours,
Joan Lyon

Joan Lyon
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
Office of Development and Alumni Affairs
Warrington College of Business Administration
Heavener School of Business
Fisher School of Accounting
Hough Graduate School of Business
100 Bryan Hall/Box 117150
Gainesville, FL 32611-7150
352-392-0381
joan.lyon@warrington.ufl.edu
http://warrington.ufl.edu/alumni/contact.asp

Documents made or received by anyone acting for or on behalf of the UF Foundation are confidential and exempt from F.S. 119.07(1)
 pursuant to F.S. 1004.28(5) and in accordance with the UF Foundation policy on confidentiality of Foundation documents.



From: Feralcatman@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 8:05:38 AM

Please tell Governor Rick Scott to stop the bear hunt immediately! There is absolutely
 no justifiable reason to permit a hunt before all other avenues have been exhausted
 to minimize human/bear conflicts.
David Gale
David W. Gale
14790 Burntwood Cir
Orlando
FL 32826
Home: 407-382-1000



From: Feralcatman@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT!
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 8:05:35 AM

Please tell Governor Rick Scott to stop the bear hunt immediately! There is absolutely
 no justifiable reason to permit a hunt before all other avenues have been exhausted
 to minimize human/bear conflicts.
David Gale
David W. Gale
14790 Burntwood Cir
Orlando
FL 32826
Home: 407-382-1000



From: Vanessa Carbia
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Attention: Melissa Sellers
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:40:57 AM

Please, save the Florida black bear.
Does the FWC have any officers in the woods during the cruel Florida black bear hunt to take
 in orphaned cubs? I'm sure not, and there is no justification whatsoever in taking away a
 sentient being's life, let alone for fun or for a trophy.
Please stop the cruel Florida bear hunt!!
Thank you!!

Vanessa Carbia



From: Vanessa Carbia
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Attention: Melissa Sellers
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:40:52 AM

Please, save the Florida black bear.
Does the FWC have any officers in the woods during the cruel Florida black bear hunt to take
 in orphaned cubs? I'm sure not, and there is no justification whatsoever in taking away a
 sentient being's life, let alone for fun or for a trophy.
Please stop the cruel Florida bear hunt!!
Thank you!!

Vanessa Carbia



From: Julie Smith
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:16:00 AM

I urge you, please, to stop the Florida bear hunt.

Sent from my iPhone



From: Julie Smith
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 2:15:55 AM

I urge you, please, to stop the Florida bear hunt.

Sent from my iPhone



From: Helen Reynolds
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 1:43:32 AM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

I am writing to ask that the cruel and unnecessary Florida bear hunt finally be stopped this year.

Thank you,

Helen Reynolds



From: Helen Reynolds
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 1:43:28 AM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

I am writing to ask that the cruel and unnecessary Florida bear hunt finally be stopped this year.

Thank you,

Helen Reynolds



From: SUMARCJUL@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 11:31:04 PM

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT. I VALUE OUR
 GORGEOUS BEARS HERE IN FLORIDA AND EVERYWHERE ELSE WHERE
 THEY ARE BEING DRIVEN OUT OF THEIR NATURAL HABITAT BY
 ENCROACHING HUMANS.
PLEASE HELP TO ENSURE THEIR CONTINUED SURVIVAL IN THE STATE OF
 FLORIDA. WE MUST EDUCATE OUR PEOPLE AND TEACH THEM THAT OUR
 WILD LIFE HAS A RIGHT TO EXIST FREE FROM HARM AND IT MEANS
 CANCELLING A PROFIT DRIVEN BEAR HUNTING PERMIT SCHEME.
IT IS HORRIBLE TO ENCOURAGE HUNTERS TO KILL THESE GORGEOUS
 ANIMALS FOR ABSOLUTELY NO REASON AT ALL JUST A BLOOD LUST.
PLEASE HAVE PITY ON THESE CREATURES
IF YOU WANT TO RAISE MONEY ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO OBSERVE OUR
 WONDERFUL WILD LIFE WITHOUT HARMING THEM.
WHILE WE ARE BUILDING MORE AND MORE HOMES WE ARE INVADING
 THE NATURAL HOMES OF THE BEARS AND LEAVING THEM WITH VERY
 LITTLE CHOICE BUT TO SEARCH FOR FOOD IN AND AROUND HUMAN
 BEINGS.
SINCERELY, SUSAN LEVENE.



From: SUMARCJUL@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 11:31:02 PM

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT. I VALUE OUR
 GORGEOUS BEARS HERE IN FLORIDA AND EVERYWHERE ELSE WHERE
 THEY ARE BEING DRIVEN OUT OF THEIR NATURAL HABITAT BY
 ENCROACHING HUMANS.
PLEASE HELP TO ENSURE THEIR CONTINUED SURVIVAL IN THE STATE OF
 FLORIDA. WE MUST EDUCATE OUR PEOPLE AND TEACH THEM THAT OUR
 WILD LIFE HAS A RIGHT TO EXIST FREE FROM HARM AND IT MEANS
 CANCELLING A PROFIT DRIVEN BEAR HUNTING PERMIT SCHEME.
IT IS HORRIBLE TO ENCOURAGE HUNTERS TO KILL THESE GORGEOUS
 ANIMALS FOR ABSOLUTELY NO REASON AT ALL JUST A BLOOD LUST.
PLEASE HAVE PITY ON THESE CREATURES
IF YOU WANT TO RAISE MONEY ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO OBSERVE OUR
 WONDERFUL WILD LIFE WITHOUT HARMING THEM.
WHILE WE ARE BUILDING MORE AND MORE HOMES WE ARE INVADING
 THE NATURAL HOMES OF THE BEARS AND LEAVING THEM WITH VERY
 LITTLE CHOICE BUT TO SEARCH FOR FOOD IN AND AROUND HUMAN
 BEINGS.
SINCERELY, SUSAN LEVENE.



From: James Cochran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 9:44:32 PM

From: James Cochran <jimc1233@hotmail.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34432

Phone Number: 1-352-208-2972

Message Body: CANCEL This horrible HUNT!!!  WE will remember at election Time!



From: James Cochran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 9:44:29 PM

From: James Cochran <jimc1233@hotmail.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34432

Phone Number: 1-352-208-2972

Message Body: CANCEL This horrible HUNT!!!  WE will remember at election Time!



From: peterrklaus@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:49:06 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please cancel the upcoming bear hunt. It makes no sense and will wipe out the Florida bear
 population.

Thank you. Peter R Klaus 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail



From: peterrklaus@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:49:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please cancel the upcoming bear hunt. It makes no sense and will wipe out the Florida bear
 population.

Thank you. Peter R Klaus 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail



From: thomas@coopersimages.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:42:22 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

My name is Thomas Cooper and I live in West Palm Beach, Florida.  I am writing to express my sincere opinion
 that the upcoming bear hunt in Florida be cancelled.

A lot of time and money has been spent over the years to protect this unique population of black bears.  The general
 public responded to what they thought of the upcoming bear hunt.

I believe it was around 70% were against it.   The FWC has ignored this public response and the Governor has stated
 that he is letting the FWC dictate whether or not to allow the hunt to take place.

I am not against hunting.  I do feel that if people want to hunt then maybe they could focus their attention on species
 with greater numbers.

Part of the logic with allowing this hunt is to reduce the population of problem bears that are getting into the trash of
 citizens.  This sure sounds like a people problem more than a bear problem.

I think bear-proof trash containers would sure help. 

There are not accurate census numbers of the bears so I do not understand how quotas can be followed.

I happen to enjoy photographing wildlife species and I have a particular interest photographing bears. I have not had
 any trouble during the numerous times (over 24) I have photographed wild bears.

It is my hope that maybe you can influence the Governor to cancel this bear hunt of Florida's black bears so that any
 issues can be more thoroughly researched and voted on.

Thank you for your time!

Sincerely,

Thomas Cooper



From: thomas@coopersimages.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:42:17 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

My name is Thomas Cooper and I live in West Palm Beach, Florida.  I am writing to express my sincere opinion
 that the upcoming bear hunt in Florida be cancelled.

A lot of time and money has been spent over the years to protect this unique population of black bears.  The general
 public responded to what they thought of the upcoming bear hunt.

I believe it was around 70% were against it.   The FWC has ignored this public response and the Governor has stated
 that he is letting the FWC dictate whether or not to allow the hunt to take place.

I am not against hunting.  I do feel that if people want to hunt then maybe they could focus their attention on species
 with greater numbers.

Part of the logic with allowing this hunt is to reduce the population of problem bears that are getting into the trash of
 citizens.  This sure sounds like a people problem more than a bear problem.

I think bear-proof trash containers would sure help. 

There are not accurate census numbers of the bears so I do not understand how quotas can be followed.

I happen to enjoy photographing wildlife species and I have a particular interest photographing bears. I have not had
 any trouble during the numerous times (over 24) I have photographed wild bears.

It is my hope that maybe you can influence the Governor to cancel this bear hunt of Florida's black bears so that any
 issues can be more thoroughly researched and voted on.

Thank you for your time!

Sincerely,

Thomas Cooper



From: Wendy Machardy
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:11:48 PM

Good morning,
Please, please stop this Bear Hunt.

This hunt doesn't make any sense at all.
Let's kill the Bears in a wildlife management area, these bears aren't the ones causing the problems. It's like we are
 killing the "good" bears so we can have more room to move in the "bad" bears. It's not the Bears fault people are
 feeding them.

I live in rural Volusia county. We too have had bears in our trash and one that killed a neighbors pig.
We moved into their territory. We have learned to live with them.
We tried electric fences, chains on our trash cans, nothing worked. Then my husband simply tied our trash can to a
 tree, they can't knock it over, and they don't bother coming for it anymore.
Please stop this hunt. People just need to be educated on how to coexist with these amazing animals.
Thank you for your help.
Wendy MacHardy



From: Wendy Machardy
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:11:45 PM

Good morning,
Please, please stop this Bear Hunt.

This hunt doesn't make any sense at all.
Let's kill the Bears in a wildlife management area, these bears aren't the ones causing the problems. It's like we are
 killing the "good" bears so we can have more room to move in the "bad" bears. It's not the Bears fault people are
 feeding them.

I live in rural Volusia county. We too have had bears in our trash and one that killed a neighbors pig.
We moved into their territory. We have learned to live with them.
We tried electric fences, chains on our trash cans, nothing worked. Then my husband simply tied our trash can to a
 tree, they can't knock it over, and they don't bother coming for it anymore.
Please stop this hunt. People just need to be educated on how to coexist with these amazing animals.
Thank you for your help.
Wendy MacHardy



From: Lauren Lee Henry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt to be called off
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 6:25:53 PM

Please cancel the Bear Hunt!!! PLEASE!

Lauren Lee Henry
Sent from my iPad
805-901-9510



From: Lauren Lee Henry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt to be called off
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 6:25:50 PM

Please cancel the Bear Hunt!!! PLEASE!

Lauren Lee Henry
Sent from my iPad
805-901-9510



From: Linda
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Hi Melissa..
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 6:15:39 PM

I am so against the bear hunt like most of the people in the state..It would be such a sin and 
a shame if all those innocent bears are killed..because one of their main food sources has been
taken away and people are irresponsible with their trash..Their habitat is disappearing..There is
another way to fix the problem..Please do not let this hunt happen..~ linda cochran



From: Linda
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Hi Melissa..
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 6:15:37 PM

I am so against the bear hunt like most of the people in the state..It would be such a sin and 
a shame if all those innocent bears are killed..because one of their main food sources has been
taken away and people are irresponsible with their trash..Their habitat is disappearing..There is
another way to fix the problem..Please do not let this hunt happen..~ linda cochran



From: Linda
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Hi Melissa..
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 6:14:54 PM

I am so against the bear hunt like most of the people in the state..It would be such a sin and 
a shame if all those innocent bears are killed..because one of their main food sources has been
taken away and people are irresponsible with their trash..Their habitat is disappearing..There is
another way to fix the problem..Please do not let this hunt happen..~ linda cochran



From: Linda
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Hi Melissa..
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 6:14:51 PM

I am so against the bear hunt like most of the people in the state..It would be such a sin and 
a shame if all those innocent bears are killed..because one of their main food sources has been
taken away and people are irresponsible with their trash..Their habitat is disappearing..There is
another way to fix the problem..Please do not let this hunt happen..~ linda cochran



From: Heather Nagy
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Ask Gov. Scott to STOP the bear hunt!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 6:04:38 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

I am writing to you to ask that you implore Governor Scott to stop the upcoming bear hunt, which is based not on
 scientific information, and will decimate the population of bears that we, as citizens, have worked for DECADES to
 protect!  I personally have been a Florida Wildlife Commission volunteer since 1989, when it was the Florida Game
 and Freshwater Fish Commission.

This matters to me, and to the vast majority of Floridians. 

Heather Nagy
740-973-4839
1501 E Wedgewood Lane
Hernando, FL 34442



From: Heather Nagy
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Ask Gov. Scott to STOP the bear hunt!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 6:04:34 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

I am writing to you to ask that you implore Governor Scott to stop the upcoming bear hunt, which is based not on
 scientific information, and will decimate the population of bears that we, as citizens, have worked for DECADES to
 protect!  I personally have been a Florida Wildlife Commission volunteer since 1989, when it was the Florida Game
 and Freshwater Fish Commission.

This matters to me, and to the vast majority of Floridians. 

Heather Nagy
740-973-4839
1501 E Wedgewood Lane
Hernando, FL 34442



From: Lena Huss
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Against Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:55:07 PM

As a Seminole County Florida resident and voter I am so appalled at the actions of FWC and
 the Governor. The mojority of residents in Florida are against this hunt. The Governor is not
 listening to the voices of those who elected him into office. Shame on all of you.



From: Lena Huss
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Against Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:55:04 PM

As a Seminole County Florida resident and voter I am so appalled at the actions of FWC and
 the Governor. The mojority of residents in Florida are against this hunt. The Governor is not
 listening to the voices of those who elected him into office. Shame on all of you.



From: Sandra Marvin
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:52:10 PM

Please listen to the people..and stop this hunt!!! The bears were protected and endangered until
 just a few years ago. .this slaughter will decimate the population and leave countless cubs
 orphans to die horrible deaths.

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Smartphone



From: Sandra Marvin
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:52:07 PM

Please listen to the people..and stop this hunt!!! The bears were protected and endangered until
 just a few years ago. .this slaughter will decimate the population and leave countless cubs
 orphans to die horrible deaths.

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Smartphone



From: Alex Foxx
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Gov Scott is not listening
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:26:58 PM

Greetings,

Since Gov. Scott is not listening to the people, I am here to ask you to please put
 an end to the Florida bear hunt. It is cruel and unnecessary and there are so
 many alternatives...human education, bear-proof garbage containers, not taking
 away the bears' primary food source of saw palmetto berries and at this point
 planting more?

There is no need for the war on bears, our state icon of all that is wild and one
 of the reasons so many people come to visit. We love our wild Florida. Please let
 us not destroy it. What will happen when the entirety of Florida is all strip malls
 and parking lots? We need to preserve and protect our wild places. I urge you to
 reconsider.

Thank you,

Alexis Foxx
Hernando County, FL



From: Alex Foxx
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Gov Scott is not listening
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:26:55 PM

Greetings,

Since Gov. Scott is not listening to the people, I am here to ask you to please put
 an end to the Florida bear hunt. It is cruel and unnecessary and there are so
 many alternatives...human education, bear-proof garbage containers, not taking
 away the bears' primary food source of saw palmetto berries and at this point
 planting more?

There is no need for the war on bears, our state icon of all that is wild and one
 of the reasons so many people come to visit. We love our wild Florida. Please let
 us not destroy it. What will happen when the entirety of Florida is all strip malls
 and parking lots? We need to preserve and protect our wild places. I urge you to
 reconsider.

Thank you,

Alexis Foxx
Hernando County, FL



From: AYMEE LAURAIN
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:24:02 PM

I'm writing to ask for action to stop the scheduled Florida bear hunt taking place in October.  The Governor refuses
 to acknowledge the situation and the Florida Wildlife Commissioners refuse to listen to the public or conservation
 biologists.   If this hunt is allowed it would put these bears at risk of lower genetic diversity which they are already
 experiencing according to a research study in 2007 as well as the FWC's bear management report in 2012. It has
 taken 20 years to bring these bears back from the endangered species list.  We can not allow the populations to drop
 back wasting years of hard word.  There are over 56 countries worldwide with their eyes on Florida and 75% of
 Floridians who do not want this hunt to occur.  Please  help in any way you can.  Thank you.

Aymee Laurain



From: AYMEE LAURAIN
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:23:57 PM

I'm writing to ask for action to stop the scheduled Florida bear hunt taking place in October.  The Governor refuses
 to acknowledge the situation and the Florida Wildlife Commissioners refuse to listen to the public or conservation
 biologists.   If this hunt is allowed it would put these bears at risk of lower genetic diversity which they are already
 experiencing according to a research study in 2007 as well as the FWC's bear management report in 2012. It has
 taken 20 years to bring these bears back from the endangered species list.  We can not allow the populations to drop
 back wasting years of hard word.  There are over 56 countries worldwide with their eyes on Florida and 75% of
 Floridians who do not want this hunt to occur.  Please  help in any way you can.  Thank you.

Aymee Laurain



From: lipiluna@hotmail.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP the Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:16:14 PM

It relects badly on Floridians, America and on the officials who allow this atrocity.Thank you
E.Lipilina MA



From: lipiluna@hotmail.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP the Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 5:16:12 PM

It relects badly on Floridians, America and on the officials who allow this atrocity.Thank you
E.Lipilina MA



From: Stephen Malagodi
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Hunt no bears
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 4:30:31 PM
Attachments: bears.png

Tell the Governor; maybe he’ll listen to you.
Stop the bear hunt.
Hunt No Bears.
Steve Malagodi
Jedermann sein eigner fussball
https://onename.io/malagodi





From: Stephen Malagodi
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Hunt no bears
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 4:30:27 PM
Attachments: bears.png

Tell the Governor; maybe he’ll listen to you.
Stop the bear hunt.
Hunt No Bears.
Steve Malagodi
Jedermann sein eigner fussball
https://onename.io/malagodi





From: Kraeft, Erin
To: Kue-Rowan, May
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 4:28:17 PM

Thanks May!

Erin Kraeft
Executive Office of the Governor
Administrative Assistant
The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
850-717-9534
@ItsWorkingFL
From: Kue-Rowan, May 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:25 PM
To: Kraeft, Erin 
Cc: _Citizen Services <_CitizenServices@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Susan Conyac at phone number 386-717-9612 has been contacted and her comments documented
 in CTS -15-64842.

From: Harrell, Sharon 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:29 PM
To: Kraeft, Erin <Erin.Kraeft@eog.myflorida.com>; Kue-Rowan, May
 <May.Rowan@eog.myflorida.com>
Cc: _Citizen Services <_CitizenServices@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
For Connie Nelson only…. Cts-15-64812

From: Kraeft, Erin 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:25 PM
To: Kue-Rowan, May <May.Rowan@eog.myflorida.com>
Cc: _Citizen Services < CitizenServices@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Bear Hunt
Calling for Melissa – wants a returned call
I am in Volusia County and in opposition of the Bear Hunt. I voted for Governor Scott, I will not vote
 for him again. Please have Melissa call me back.
386-717-9612

- May can you handle and let them know Melissa is not who they need to speak too. I believe she
 is asking for Melissa due to the letter that floated around from a private party.

Connie Nelson
In opposition to the bear hunt. Requesting the Governor stop this.
No call back necessary
954-303-6468

Erin Kraeft
Executive Office of the Governor
Administrative Assistant



The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
850-717-9534
@ItsWorkingFL



From: cristina maldonado
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 4:17:43 PM

Please don't proceed with this senseless killing! 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: cristina maldonado
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 4:17:39 PM

Please don't proceed with this senseless killing! 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: Jennifer S.
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 4:07:32 PM



From: Jennifer S.
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 4:07:30 PM



From: Ursula Schwuttke
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: please tell Governor Scott how important it is to stop the bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:59:56 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers --

Florida's bears have just come off the endangered species list - we should be protecting them.
 Bear proof trashcans will be far effective management tools, hunting bears in remote areas
 will not. Please help. Floridians care.

-- 
Ursula M. Schwuttke
954.292.4498



From: Ursula Schwuttke
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: please tell Governor Scott how important it is to stop the bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:59:53 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers --

Florida's bears have just come off the endangered species list - we should be protecting them.
 Bear proof trashcans will be far effective management tools, hunting bears in remote areas
 will not. Please help. Floridians care.

-- 
Ursula M. Schwuttke
954.292.4498



From: STEPHEN VASSALLO
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:34:34 PM

Gov. Scott, I ask you to Please cancel the Florida Bear hunt. It is not only unfair to the bears it
 is also inhumane. These so called hunters have no idea if the bear they are going to murder is
 a mother bear nursing cubs that will also die if their mother is murdered. Please use the
 monies raised to Educate the residents of Florida how to co-exist with the bears. How can a
 person invade an animals habitat and feel it is their right to murder. Thousands of people
 flock to our beaches each year and a few will suffer a shark bite. Do we need to have a shark
 hunt to eliminate sharks? The bear hunt was decided by uneducated people that are paid to
 preserve our natural not kill them off for lack of a better solution. When will the idiotic killing
 stop? They people of Florida do not want this bear hunt. The world is watching to see how
 Florida copes with simple problems. I Thank You in advance for doing the right thing.
 S.J.Vassallo a lifelong resident of Florida.



From: STEPHEN VASSALLO
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:34:32 PM

Gov. Scott, I ask you to Please cancel the Florida Bear hunt. It is not only unfair to the bears it
 is also inhumane. These so called hunters have no idea if the bear they are going to murder is
 a mother bear nursing cubs that will also die if their mother is murdered. Please use the
 monies raised to Educate the residents of Florida how to co-exist with the bears. How can a
 person invade an animals habitat and feel it is their right to murder. Thousands of people
 flock to our beaches each year and a few will suffer a shark bite. Do we need to have a shark
 hunt to eliminate sharks? The bear hunt was decided by uneducated people that are paid to
 preserve our natural not kill them off for lack of a better solution. When will the idiotic killing
 stop? They people of Florida do not want this bear hunt. The world is watching to see how
 Florida copes with simple problems. I Thank You in advance for doing the right thing.
 S.J.Vassallo a lifelong resident of Florida.



From: Harriett Loesch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:29:49 PM

I wish to voice my extremely strong objection to this orgy of bear killing you've authorized
 throughout the state, it amounts to a gift to the hunting community and the fact that such
 inhumane and total lack of compassion for the plight of non-human creatures should
 occur in this the 21st century is really unbelievable. How did the state Fish and Wildlife
 agency ever approve such a deal.....is this a scheme to make money for the very agency
 charged with protecting the state's wildlife? I urge you to cancel this misguided plot and
 instead initiate a program to educate the state's residents about how to peacefully coexist
 with the bears with whom we share the landscape, this would include enforcing policies
 that mandate residents must use only bear-proof outdoor trash bins that are fully secured
 and to stop feeding them. I sincerely hope you will heed my heartfelt request. Harriett
 Loesch, Merritt Island.

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 
www.avast.com



From: Vivienne Handy
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Say NO to bear hunt!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:16:34 PM

Please urge the Governor to stop this highly unpopular hunt. It is not supported by science, data, common sense or
 the will of the people.  Florida's reputation as a wildlife friendly ecotourism destination will be put at risk, as will
 our bear population that has not been allowed to fully recover. This hunt is folly and needs to be stopped.

Thank you
Vivienne Handy
Wimauma FL



From: Vivienne Handy
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Say NO to bear hunt!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:16:31 PM

Please urge the Governor to stop this highly unpopular hunt. It is not supported by science, data, common sense or
 the will of the people.  Florida's reputation as a wildlife friendly ecotourism destination will be put at risk, as will
 our bear population that has not been allowed to fully recover. This hunt is folly and needs to be stopped.

Thank you
Vivienne Handy
Wimauma FL



From: Deborah Clark
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Banner
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:12:10 PM
Attachments: Screenshot 2015-09-28-15-07-56.png

We are a force to be reckoned with, tell your boss he represents the people of this state and we
 want NO BEAR HUNT!

Deborah Clark
Florida Voter





From: Deborah Clark
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Banner
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:12:07 PM
Attachments: Screenshot 2015-09-28-15-07-56.png

We are a force to be reckoned with, tell your boss he represents the people of this state and we
 want NO BEAR HUNT!

Deborah Clark
Florida Voter





From: Angie
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Request
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:08:04 PM

Hello Ms. Sellers please would you speak with Governor Scott and ask that he please listen to the majority of his
 constituents and stop this bear hunt.  There are many alternatives.

Respectfully,

Angie Wyche
Tallahassee, FL

Sent from my iPhone



From: Angie
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Request
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:08:02 PM

Hello Ms. Sellers please would you speak with Governor Scott and ask that he please listen to the majority of his
 constituents and stop this bear hunt.  There are many alternatives.

Respectfully,

Angie Wyche
Tallahassee, FL

Sent from my iPhone



From: Lee Cook
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:06:02 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

On behalf of the majority of Floridians who oppose the upcoming bear hunt, please ask Governor Scott to step in
 and stop it.

The concerns of the people have fallen on deaf ears with the FWC. I personally spoke against the hunt along with
 many others at the last FWC meeting in Ft Lauderdale, but we were politely ignored.

I'm sure by now you have heard all of the arguments against the hunt, but one I wonder about is how much did the
 state spend on
protecting the bear over the last 12 years only to have those gains destroyed in 2 days? Additionally, it is just plain
 cruel.

Please speak up for the bears with the Governor.

Thank you!

Lee Cook M.S. PWS
Quest Ecology
735 Lakeview Dr.
Wimauma, FL 33598
813.765.6209 mobile



From: Lee Cook
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:06:00 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers,

On behalf of the majority of Floridians who oppose the upcoming bear hunt, please ask Governor Scott to step in
 and stop it.

The concerns of the people have fallen on deaf ears with the FWC. I personally spoke against the hunt along with
 many others at the last FWC meeting in Ft Lauderdale, but we were politely ignored.

I'm sure by now you have heard all of the arguments against the hunt, but one I wonder about is how much did the
 state spend on
protecting the bear over the last 12 years only to have those gains destroyed in 2 days? Additionally, it is just plain
 cruel.

Please speak up for the bears with the Governor.

Thank you!

Lee Cook M.S. PWS
Quest Ecology
735 Lakeview Dr.
Wimauma, FL 33598
813.765.6209 mobile



From: Sue Carpenter
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bears
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:00:09 PM

Please ask Gov Scott to reconsider the bear hunt. This is an unneeded aggressive action

Thank you.

SUE CARPENTER
407/808-8025
ORLANDO. Fl
Sent from my iPhone
Please pardon misspellings



From: Sue Carpenter
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bears
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:00:06 PM

Please ask Gov Scott to reconsider the bear hunt. This is an unneeded aggressive action

Thank you.

SUE CARPENTER
407/808-8025
ORLANDO. Fl
Sent from my iPhone
Please pardon misspellings



From: Jezabell Diaz
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:56:28 PM

From: Jezabell Diaz <chicanaamore@ymail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34787

Phone Number: 4079249176

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT. This hunt is immoral! First you sell
 permits to pick all the bears natural food supply, causing bears to forage into people's yards and then you sell
 permits to kill the bears who were just a few years ago classified as endangered. This is not conservation this is a
 genocide!!



From: Jezabell Diaz
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:56:24 PM

From: Jezabell Diaz <chicanaamore@ymail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34787

Phone Number: 4079249176

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT. This hunt is immoral! First you sell
 permits to pick all the bears natural food supply, causing bears to forage into people's yards and then you sell
 permits to kill the bears who were just a few years ago classified as endangered. This is not conservation this is a
 genocide!!



From: Tasha
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:55:02 PM

Dear Chief of Staff Sellers,
I have steadfastly defended our Governor and voted for him in each election. Perhaps he is no
 longer interested in the Governorship and will not be running again. We voters who believed
 in him, even when he took the unpopular path of political choices, cannot believe he will
 listen to a minority who display their love of God's creations by destroying this gift. There are
 many alternatives that have never been explored that we beg he review. The media, just as
 they reported unpleasant facts about the Governor, have undertaken a vendetta against a part
 of Florida's history and beauty. Why is it there have not been any further bear incidents since
 the hunt was announced? They cannot read the news. Again, the influence of a group who's
 interests lie in self absorption and not in the preservation of the beauty of this State.
PLEASE ask the Governor to delay this unjust hunt until ALL alternatives have been
 explored. Do not have the Bear go the way of other species and realize too late this part of our
 heritage is becoming extinct.
We promise, we can not vote for a man who acts without exerting very effort to protect that
 which has been given to us by God.

Lois K. Eatz



From: Jezabell Diaz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:55:00 PM

From: Jezabell Diaz <chicanaamore@ymail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34787

Phone Number: 4079249176

Message Body: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT. This hunt is immoral! First you sell permits to pick all the
 bears natural food supply, causing bears to forage into people's yards and then you sell permits to kill the bears who
 were just a few years ago classified as endangered. This is not conservation this is a genocide!!



From: Tasha
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:54:58 PM

Dear Chief of Staff Sellers,
I have steadfastly defended our Governor and voted for him in each election. Perhaps he is no
 longer interested in the Governorship and will not be running again. We voters who believed
 in him, even when he took the unpopular path of political choices, cannot believe he will
 listen to a minority who display their love of God's creations by destroying this gift. There are
 many alternatives that have never been explored that we beg he review. The media, just as
 they reported unpleasant facts about the Governor, have undertaken a vendetta against a part
 of Florida's history and beauty. Why is it there have not been any further bear incidents since
 the hunt was announced? They cannot read the news. Again, the influence of a group who's
 interests lie in self absorption and not in the preservation of the beauty of this State.
PLEASE ask the Governor to delay this unjust hunt until ALL alternatives have been
 explored. Do not have the Bear go the way of other species and realize too late this part of our
 heritage is becoming extinct.
We promise, we can not vote for a man who acts without exerting very effort to protect that
 which has been given to us by God.

Lois K. Eatz



From: Jezabell Diaz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:54:57 PM

From: Jezabell Diaz <chicanaamore@ymail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34787

Phone Number: 4079249176

Message Body: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT. This hunt is immoral! First you sell permits to pick all the
 bears natural food supply, causing bears to forage into people's yards and then you sell permits to kill the bears who
 were just a few years ago classified as endangered. This is not conservation this is a genocide!!



From: Stephanie Contrada
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida black bears
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:50:30 PM

I am writing to you in the hope that you will convey my message to the Governor. We moved
 to Florida 8 years ago and did so in part to it's natural beauty and abundance of wildlife. Little
 did we know that it would succumb to big land development and over use and abuse of our
 natural resources. Most troubling to me is the upcoming state wide bear hunt on October
 24th. Because of a few bear-human encounters, the "OK" was given by the FWFHC to issue
 hunting permits. There are many reasons why these permits should never have been sold. We
 are the ones that need to be controlled, not the bears. We continue to remove their natural
 habitats, harvest the saw palmetto berries, their main staple, and refuse to keep our garbage
 and waste in proper, animal proof containers. Contrary to scientific evidence and using
 common sense, and the huge outcry from many thousands the hunt is scheduled to continue
 as planned. Also, 320 bears are allowed to be murdered yet a few thousand permits were
 issued. I have read that those on the commission consist of developers and a (maybe more)
 hunter. I and many, many others have written, signed petitions, protested, and called the
 Governor and elected officials and board members to no avail. Tell me if I am wrong but I
 thought that our elected representatives and officials were in office to be the voice of the
 people and are our employees. These magnificent creatures have just as much right to be
 here as we do and maybe the wise and intelligent thing to do would be to educate the people
 of Florida as to how to share our planet with all of it's inhabitants, and learn how to control
 our greed and disregard for them. Please hear our voice and protect these native inhabitants
 of Florida who do not need to die at the hands of a few heartless trophy seekers. A life is
 worth more than that! Thank you, Stephanie Contrada 



From: Stephanie Contrada
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida black bears
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:50:27 PM

I am writing to you in the hope that you will convey my message to the Governor. We moved
 to Florida 8 years ago and did so in part to it's natural beauty and abundance of wildlife. Little
 did we know that it would succumb to big land development and over use and abuse of our
 natural resources. Most troubling to me is the upcoming state wide bear hunt on October
 24th. Because of a few bear-human encounters, the "OK" was given by the FWFHC to issue
 hunting permits. There are many reasons why these permits should never have been sold. We
 are the ones that need to be controlled, not the bears. We continue to remove their natural
 habitats, harvest the saw palmetto berries, their main staple, and refuse to keep our garbage
 and waste in proper, animal proof containers. Contrary to scientific evidence and using
 common sense, and the huge outcry from many thousands the hunt is scheduled to continue
 as planned. Also, 320 bears are allowed to be murdered yet a few thousand permits were
 issued. I have read that those on the commission consist of developers and a (maybe more)
 hunter. I and many, many others have written, signed petitions, protested, and called the
 Governor and elected officials and board members to no avail. Tell me if I am wrong but I
 thought that our elected representatives and officials were in office to be the voice of the
 people and are our employees. These magnificent creatures have just as much right to be
 here as we do and maybe the wise and intelligent thing to do would be to educate the people
 of Florida as to how to share our planet with all of it's inhabitants, and learn how to control
 our greed and disregard for them. Please hear our voice and protect these native inhabitants
 of Florida who do not need to die at the hands of a few heartless trophy seekers. A life is
 worth more than that! Thank you, Stephanie Contrada 



From: Robin Skladany
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Cancel the FL Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:38:18 PM

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,

As a 20 year, full time FL resident, who voted for you, I implore you to CANCEL the FL
 trophy bear hunt.

We do not kill all the alligators that are in our backyard lakes, but they are removed, if
 considered a threat and we are educated as to how to stay away from them. Why can we not
 do this for the bear population as well.

This is not a valid method for receiving money for hunting permits. Thank you for your
 consideration.

-- 
Regards,

Robin Skladany
239-297-1531



From: Robin Skladany
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Cancel the FL Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:38:16 PM

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,

As a 20 year, full time FL resident, who voted for you, I implore you to CANCEL the FL
 trophy bear hunt.

We do not kill all the alligators that are in our backyard lakes, but they are removed, if
 considered a threat and we are educated as to how to stay away from them. Why can we not
 do this for the bear population as well.

This is not a valid method for receiving money for hunting permits. Thank you for your
 consideration.

-- 
Regards,

Robin Skladany
239-297-1531



From: Terry Grado
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: NO BEAR HUNT!!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:34:51 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers:
As a Florida resident, I want you and the Governor to know that I am strongly opposed to the
 upcoming bear hunt. Please relay this message to the Governor and if you have any influence
 on him, I PRAY that you will encourage him to do the right thing. I don't understand why he is
 ignoring 70% of the people who DO NOT WANT A BEAR HUNT!! Education and garbage
 control is the only answer. 

Thank You,
Terry Grado
Spring Hill, FL 34608 



From: Terry Grado
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: NO BEAR HUNT!!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:34:48 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers:
As a Florida resident, I want you and the Governor to know that I am strongly opposed to the
 upcoming bear hunt. Please relay this message to the Governor and if you have any influence
 on him, I PRAY that you will encourage him to do the right thing. I don't understand why he is
 ignoring 70% of the people who DO NOT WANT A BEAR HUNT!! Education and garbage
 control is the only answer. 

Thank You,
Terry Grado
Spring Hill, FL 34608 



From: Kue-Rowan, May
To: Kraeft, Erin
Cc: Citizen Services
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:24:53 PM

Susan Conyac at phone number 386-717-9612 has been contacted and her comments documented
 in CTS -15-64842.

From: Harrell, Sharon 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:29 PM
To: Kraeft, Erin ; Kue-Rowan, May 
Cc: _Citizen Services <_CitizenServices@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
For Connie Nelson only…. Cts-15-64812

From: Kraeft, Erin 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:25 PM
To: Kue-Rowan, May <May.Rowan@eog.myflorida.com>
Cc: _Citizen Services <_CitizenServices@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Bear Hunt
Calling for Melissa – wants a returned call
I am in Volusia County and in opposition of the Bear Hunt. I voted for Governor Scott, I will not vote
 for him again. Please have Melissa call me back.
386-717-9612

- May can you handle and let them know Melissa is not who they need to speak too. I believe she
 is asking for Melissa due to the letter that floated around from a private party.

Connie Nelson
In opposition to the bear hunt. Requesting the Governor stop this.
No call back necessary
954-303-6468

Erin Kraeft
Executive Office of the Governor
Administrative Assistant
The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
850-717-9534
@ItsWorkingFL



From: kathy erlacher
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:58:29 PM

Ms. Sellers.

I am writing you to let you know that I am AGAINST the bear hunt set for a few weeks from now. I live in
 Seminole County, west of I-4 where there have been numerous bear sightings and bear/human
 interactions. I believe that the "alleged" issue can be handled in other more humane ways. The bears are
 encroaching into areas occupied by people because of a number of factors including humans taking over
 the bear habitat as well as allowing humans to harvest one of their main food sources (palm berries). If
 people were educated and used bear proof trash cans, then the majority of the encounters would not
 have occurred.

I implore you to please stop this hunt.

Respectfully,

Katherine Erlacher, LMHC

Disclaimer: This message is intended only for the use of the addressee(s) and may contain information
 that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
 intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use or the
 information contained in herein is strictly prohibited. If you receive this communication in error, please
 destroy all copies of the message, whether in electronic or hard format, as well as attachments, and
 immediately contact the sender by telephone at (407) 312-9221 or by replying to this email. Thank you!
 :)alleged



From: kathy erlacher
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:58:27 PM

Ms. Sellers.

I am writing you to let you know that I am AGAINST the bear hunt set for a few weeks from now. I live in
 Seminole County, west of I-4 where there have been numerous bear sightings and bear/human
 interactions. I believe that the "alleged" issue can be handled in other more humane ways. The bears are
 encroaching into areas occupied by people because of a number of factors including humans taking over
 the bear habitat as well as allowing humans to harvest one of their main food sources (palm berries). If
 people were educated and used bear proof trash cans, then the majority of the encounters would not
 have occurred.

I implore you to please stop this hunt.

Respectfully,

Katherine Erlacher, LMHC

Disclaimer: This message is intended only for the use of the addressee(s) and may contain information
 that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
 intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use or the
 information contained in herein is strictly prohibited. If you receive this communication in error, please
 destroy all copies of the message, whether in electronic or hard format, as well as attachments, and
 immediately contact the sender by telephone at (407) 312-9221 or by replying to this email. Thank you!
 :)alleged



From: Carol Vega
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Tell the Governor
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:57:47 PM

To STOP the bear hunt. End the madness and listen to the people!!

Carol Vega
8845 SW 178th Terrace
Palmetto Bay, FL 33157
786–293-0508
Sent from my iPhone



From: Carol Vega
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Tell the Governor
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:57:43 PM

To STOP the bear hunt. End the madness and listen to the people!!

Carol Vega
8845 SW 178th Terrace
Palmetto Bay, FL 33157
786–293-0508
Sent from my iPhone



From: Karin Braunsberger
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:56:29 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers: I am contacting you today to ask that you please give the
 following message to Governor Scott.

I am with the majority of Floridians and am firmly AGAINST the black bear hunt.
 There is no scientific basis for this and it WILL hurt tourism and the image of our
 state. There are already calls to boycott the State of Florida if the bear hunt is to
 proceed forward. Is it really worth to please a very limited number of trophy
 hunters by alienating voters AND tourists?

Best regards,

Dr. Karin Braunsberger, Ph.D.
Professor of Marketing



From: Karin Braunsberger
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:56:26 PM

Dear Ms. Sellers: I am contacting you today to ask that you please give the
 following message to Governor Scott.

I am with the majority of Floridians and am firmly AGAINST the black bear hunt.
 There is no scientific basis for this and it WILL hurt tourism and the image of our
 state. There are already calls to boycott the State of Florida if the bear hunt is to
 proceed forward. Is it really worth to please a very limited number of trophy
 hunters by alienating voters AND tourists?

Best regards,

Dr. Karin Braunsberger, Ph.D.
Professor of Marketing



From: sjaillet
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:48:55 PM

Stop the bear hunt! This is unexcusable behavior by our governor. He is elected to carry out
 the will of the electorate, not just his own self interest.

Stop the bear hunt!

Susan Jaillet
Registered voter
Lake County Florida

Happy Connecting. Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® 5



From: sjaillet
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:48:52 PM

Stop the bear hunt! This is unexcusable behavior by our governor. He is elected to carry out
 the will of the electorate, not just his own self interest.

Stop the bear hunt!

Susan Jaillet
Registered voter
Lake County Florida

Happy Connecting. Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® 5



From: Kimberlee Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:47:39 PM

From: Kimberlee Norton <qpid46@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number: 3862167987

Message Body: Mr. Scott, The black bear hunt scheduled to commence on Oct. 24th, 2015 is anti-democratic,
 unscientific, immoral, and detrimental to Florida's international image. In authorizing the hunt, the State of Florida
 has ignored the clear opposition of the majority of Floridians, including the overwhelming majority of those who
 submitted comments to the FWC during the rule-making process. The concerns of its citizens were dismissed by the
 Commission's then-Chairman, Mr. Corbett, in outrageously condescending terms. The views of all Floridians and
 all of the Floridians who voted in particular, have been belittled and insulted, an offense compounded by the
 obvious lack of a sound rationale for this policy. The FWC appears to be confused about the purpose of the bear
 hunt. In brushing off the opposition of Florida's citizenry, Mr. Corbett asserted a compelling interest in protecting
 public safety. Even if we take this at face value, the hunt is an irrational and grossly disproportionate response to
 the perceived problem. Incidents in which bears have injured people, since the State started keeping records in
 1976, still number only in the teens, a remarkable testament to the innate non-aggressiveness of the Florida black
 bear. No one has been killed, and contrary to Mr. Corbett's hysterical warnings, international research shows it is
 extremely unlikely that anyone ever will be. Most of the conflicts that have occurred are the result of inappropriate
 behavior by people, and one would have thought that a civilized society would implement simple behavioral
 changes before resorting to wanton violence. Killing black bears deep within the Bear Management Units (BMUs)
 is a truly preposterous solution to the problem of nuisance bears in suburban areas that have been attracted by
 improperly secured garbage and other human-created food sources. When studies clearly show that intelligent trash-
management can almost completely solve the nuisance-bear problem, it is flabbergasting that the State of Florida is
 not pursuing a more common sense and scientific response that will actually protect the citizens. The argument that
 the bear population needs to be “managed” is demonstrably arbitrary and capricious. As a threshold matter, in the
 absence of updated figures from the State's biologists, the FWC simply cannot purport to manage a population of
 unknown size. In so doing it would mean that playing guessing games has replaced the role of evidence in the
 scientific method. More fundamentally, the earlier decision to remove the bear from the endangered-species list,
 and the current decision to actively reduce its numbers by a percentage plucked from thin air, flow from a complete
 and dismal failure to acknowledge the parlous state of the bear's habitat. By the prior admission of the FWC, 82%
 of the bear's original habitat has already been destroyed by human activity, and an additional 20 acres of habitat is
 lost every hour. The Florida black bear needs large areas of contiguous habitat, yet the little habitat we allow it still
 to occupy is continually diminished and demarcated by relentless human encroachment. If the large Central BMU
 were to suffer a fire similar to the Yellowstone blaze of 1988, this genetically unique sub-species could easily lose
 its viability, an eventuality that sound ecological management would never discount. Similarly, your assertion that
 bears are seeking food in suburbia because they have exceeded the carrying capacity of the woods conveniently
 ignores the fact that humans have been entering the woods (until very recently with State connivance) to harvest
 one of the bear's key food sources, the saw-palmetto berry. This competition for food has forced the bears to pursue
 other avenues. They are being punished for seeking scraps from us when we have long been allowed to take staples
 from them. This represents a complete loss of all sense of justice as well as a loss of intellectual honesty. Instead,
 among other things, we should be planting more berries producing shrubbery and ensuring that what we have taken
 away from the bears we replace. Hunting the black bear adds a conscience-shocking insult to the injuries already
 inflicted on the bear by humankind's over-development of the State. It should be patently obvious to any rational
 social planner that it is the human, not the bear, who has exceeded the carrying capacity of this land. Most residents
 of this State value their remaining wilderness areas and cherish the black bear as a keystone species therein. It is
 morally reprehensible for the FWC to abuse the power vested in it by the people to instigate a war against the very
 wilderness the agency was constituted to conserve. For outside observers who already associate Florida with the



 infamous “hanging chads” in the 2000 presidential election, a decision to ignore the clearly stated objections of the
 State's own people and massacre an iconic, gentle, and beautiful animal positively reeks of political corruption of
 the policy-making process. And since Florida's natural treasures form the backbone of its tourism industry, a
 deliberate and unwarranted assault on nature sends entirely the wrong signals to a world that has recently been
 outraged by the trophy hunting of large animals. Florida's image is about to suffer a wholly avoidable self-inflicted
 wound. It is not too late for the State to reverse this ill-starred decision. Permit fees can be refunded, but the lives of
 these gentle and beautiful creatures cannot, a fact which will not be lost on our residents even if it is lost on the
 FWC. Florida seems to feel that they have enough political capital to ignore the will of the people who oppose the
 needless killing of these bears. It is now up to the people to continue to speak up for these bears, and ensure that if
 the FWC will not make the right decision, that the courts still will.



From: Lisa
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:41:38 PM

Stop the bear hunt for our kids future sake!!



From: Lisa
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:41:35 PM

Stop the bear hunt for our kids future sake!!



From: Debbie Rhodes
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Life as a bear
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:39:12 PM

A bears life isn't easy. They struggle daily to find enough food to eat every day. In the past
 years their saw palmetto berries have been stolen from them by greedy people looking to
 make a buck and not caring that they were robbing bears and other wildlife from their food.
 For bears, it's the most vital food source, ripening at the time they are trying to pack on
 weight to survive the winter hibernation and denning season in which they lose 25% of their
 weight. Only recently was moratorium put on the picking of them on state land but this
 doesn't stop poachers who will only be fined a small fine if they are caught. And all of the
 other land is still readily picked clean.

When bears don't have enough to eat it sends them elsewhere looking for food. Some bears
 follow their noses right to someone's yard and this creates a problem for the bear because the
 home owner will call and have them removed or if the bear is a nuisance it will be killed.

Some bears cross highways and roads to get to other tracts of land to find food and mates. A
 lot of bears are killed every year by vehicles needlessly. There has been no real focus on
 providing undercrosses or bridges for the bears and other wildlife to cross over.

Lack of sufficient food cause impregnated bears to lose their pregnancies. It causes starvation.

With the increasing population in the state growing by 600 daily the human/bear encounters
 become more frequent. More people taking up more habitat that was the bears and more roads
 to have to cross.

Most people have neglected to take safety measures to keep themselves safe from the
 occasional visiting bears and some have met with calamity. When this happens there is an
 outcry to kill the bears. But does this happen with shark attacks? No. People who are in bear
 country should take the necessary precautions to protect themselves.

Every year well over 200 bears are killed on the roads and over 50 are killed as nuisance kills.
 Along with poaching and other ways bears die, that's a lot of bears dying every year.

Females do not reproduce sometimes until they are seven years old and their cubs have a low
 survival rate with a high percentage dying before they are one and a half years old.

There is no need to have a bear hunt. Bears are kept in check as it is. We do not have too many
 bears. We have too many people not doing what they need to be doing to avoid conflicts.

The hunting community is powerful with the likes of the NRA backing it and the Florida Fish
 and Wildlife "Conservation" Commission promoting hunting and trying to provide more
 hunting opportunities to the hunters. There is much bias on the board of commissioners with
 their backgrounds being hunters, land developers and ranch owners. The vote was biased to
 have a bear hunt. An overwhelming response of people who are against this hunt have let
 their opposition to this bear hunt be known but the FWC has not listened to them nor has
 Governor Rick Scott.



Please voice your opposition about this bear hunt and help overturn it now!

Thank you,
Mrs. Debbie Rhodes
Orlando, Fl



From: Debbie Rhodes
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Life as a bear
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:39:09 PM

A bears life isn't easy. They struggle daily to find enough food to eat every day. In the past
 years their saw palmetto berries have been stolen from them by greedy people looking to
 make a buck and not caring that they were robbing bears and other wildlife from their food.
 For bears, it's the most vital food source, ripening at the time they are trying to pack on
 weight to survive the winter hibernation and denning season in which they lose 25% of their
 weight. Only recently was moratorium put on the picking of them on state land but this
 doesn't stop poachers who will only be fined a small fine if they are caught. And all of the
 other land is still readily picked clean.

When bears don't have enough to eat it sends them elsewhere looking for food. Some bears
 follow their noses right to someone's yard and this creates a problem for the bear because the
 home owner will call and have them removed or if the bear is a nuisance it will be killed.

Some bears cross highways and roads to get to other tracts of land to find food and mates. A
 lot of bears are killed every year by vehicles needlessly. There has been no real focus on
 providing undercrosses or bridges for the bears and other wildlife to cross over.

Lack of sufficient food cause impregnated bears to lose their pregnancies. It causes starvation.

With the increasing population in the state growing by 600 daily the human/bear encounters
 become more frequent. More people taking up more habitat that was the bears and more roads
 to have to cross.

Most people have neglected to take safety measures to keep themselves safe from the
 occasional visiting bears and some have met with calamity. When this happens there is an
 outcry to kill the bears. But does this happen with shark attacks? No. People who are in bear
 country should take the necessary precautions to protect themselves.

Every year well over 200 bears are killed on the roads and over 50 are killed as nuisance kills.
 Along with poaching and other ways bears die, that's a lot of bears dying every year.

Females do not reproduce sometimes until they are seven years old and their cubs have a low
 survival rate with a high percentage dying before they are one and a half years old.

There is no need to have a bear hunt. Bears are kept in check as it is. We do not have too many
 bears. We have too many people not doing what they need to be doing to avoid conflicts.

The hunting community is powerful with the likes of the NRA backing it and the Florida Fish
 and Wildlife "Conservation" Commission promoting hunting and trying to provide more
 hunting opportunities to the hunters. There is much bias on the board of commissioners with
 their backgrounds being hunters, land developers and ranch owners. The vote was biased to
 have a bear hunt. An overwhelming response of people who are against this hunt have let
 their opposition to this bear hunt be known but the FWC has not listened to them nor has
 Governor Rick Scott.



Please voice your opposition about this bear hunt and help overturn it now!

Thank you,
Mrs. Debbie Rhodes
Orlando, Fl



From: judymccluney
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:37:30 PM

To keep his campaign promise to protect the environment the Governor should call a halt to the planned
 bear hunt. Part of Florida’s attractiveness are our native animals including bears. This hunt threatens
 their continued existence. Please stop it now.
Thanks,
Judy McCluney
Cocoa, FL



From: judymccluney
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:37:27 PM

To keep his campaign promise to protect the environment the Governor should call a halt to the planned
 bear hunt. Part of Florida’s attractiveness are our native animals including bears. This hunt threatens
 their continued existence. Please stop it now.
Thanks,
Judy McCluney
Cocoa, FL



From: eliazarus@gmail.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Request
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:35:08 PM

As a citizen of Florida, I request that you relay my humble request to Gov. Scott that he
 intervene with his FWC Commissioners decision to enact a bear hunt this year. Their decision
 was made without due scientific diligence and after having starved the bears this past year by
 allowing harvesting of their main food source. There has not been an accurate census since
 early 2000 so the target numbers they cite cannot be valid. Bears are not by nature aggressive
 and as has been said by the bear experts of FWC, the root of most reported confrontations
 with humans can be traced to being harrassed by people. I could go on and on regarding the
 foolishness of this hunt, but simply ask that the Governor perhaps look at the situation. He
 doesn't seem to be listening to the public.



From: eliazarus@gmail.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Request
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:35:04 PM

As a citizen of Florida, I request that you relay my humble request to Gov. Scott that he
 intervene with his FWC Commissioners decision to enact a bear hunt this year. Their decision
 was made without due scientific diligence and after having starved the bears this past year by
 allowing harvesting of their main food source. There has not been an accurate census since
 early 2000 so the target numbers they cite cannot be valid. Bears are not by nature aggressive
 and as has been said by the bear experts of FWC, the root of most reported confrontations
 with humans can be traced to being harrassed by people. I could go on and on regarding the
 foolishness of this hunt, but simply ask that the Governor perhaps look at the situation. He
 doesn't seem to be listening to the public.



From: Joylene Bennett
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please Stop The Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:33:35 PM

The majority of Floridians do not want this bear hunt to happen. Why isn't the Governor
 listening? He appoints the FWC and can override their stupid decisions.



From: Heidi Ripke Curcio
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt...
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:33:35 PM

Please, if it makes any difference let the govenor know that 75% of the people of Florida want
 this bear hunt stopped. Please pass that on to him.

Heidi Ripke- Curcio
DeLand



From: Joylene Bennett
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Please Stop The Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:33:32 PM

The majority of Floridians do not want this bear hunt to happen. Why isn't the Governor
 listening? He appoints the FWC and can override their stupid decisions.



From: Heidi Ripke Curcio
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear hunt...
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:33:31 PM

Please, if it makes any difference let the govenor know that 75% of the people of Florida want
 this bear hunt stopped. Please pass that on to him.

Heidi Ripke- Curcio
DeLand



From: Nancy Mieras
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Upcoming Florida Bear Trophy Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:24:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
Being a Florida resident, I have been appalled since day one about the first mention of
 obtaining approval for a bear hunt in FL. And very shocked and dismayed that this
 was approved.
I am one of those FL inhabitants that kindfully request your veto to this hunt. What’s
 most shocking too is the fact that we don’t even know how many actual bears we have
 and there is no limit as to the number to be slaughtered.
The areas/residents that are nearest bear habitats need to be taught the proper way to
 live with and near the bears to avoid injuries to either the bear or the human. Bear-
proof garbage cans should be a requirement and a What To Do and What Not To Do
 list should be common handouts which also detail NOT leaving any type of food
 outdoors near your place of residence.
There should not be a bear slaughter, it is not their fault that humans constantly
 encroach upon their habitat or feed them. Let all these hunters that need to kill focus
 instead on all of the invasive pythons that are slowly taking over the state and killing
 a largely unkown qty. of our native animals, birds, and fish. Last time I read, the
 amount of animals in the Everglades are now exceedingly small due to the pythons.
I appreciate your consideration in this matter to veto this bear hunt. It will be a truly
 sad day when this is allowed to happen. Thank you.

Nancy Mieras
8121 Hillside Dr.
Palm Harbor, FL 34683



From: Nancy Mieras
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Upcoming Florida Bear Trophy Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:24:53 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
Being a Florida resident, I have been appalled since day one about the first mention of
 obtaining approval for a bear hunt in FL. And very shocked and dismayed that this
 was approved.
I am one of those FL inhabitants that kindfully request your veto to this hunt. What’s
 most shocking too is the fact that we don’t even know how many actual bears we have
 and there is no limit as to the number to be slaughtered.
The areas/residents that are nearest bear habitats need to be taught the proper way to
 live with and near the bears to avoid injuries to either the bear or the human. Bear-
proof garbage cans should be a requirement and a What To Do and What Not To Do
 list should be common handouts which also detail NOT leaving any type of food
 outdoors near your place of residence.
There should not be a bear slaughter, it is not their fault that humans constantly
 encroach upon their habitat or feed them. Let all these hunters that need to kill focus
 instead on all of the invasive pythons that are slowly taking over the state and killing
 a largely unkown qty. of our native animals, birds, and fish. Last time I read, the
 amount of animals in the Everglades are now exceedingly small due to the pythons.
I appreciate your consideration in this matter to veto this bear hunt. It will be a truly
 sad day when this is allowed to happen. Thank you.

Nancy Mieras
8121 Hillside Dr.
Palm Harbor, FL 34683



From: Kim
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:22:22 PM

Dear Melissa, The black bear hunt scheduled to commence on Oct. 24th, 2015 is anti-democratic, unscientific, immoral,
 and detrimental to Florida's international image. In authorizing the hunt, the State of Florida has ignored the clear opposition
 of the majority of Floridians, including the overwhelming majority of those who submitted comments to the FWC during the
 rule-making process. The concerns of its citizens were dismissed by the Commission's then-Chairman, Mr. Corbett, in
 outrageously condescending terms. The views of all Floridians and all of the Floridians who voted in particular, have been
 belittled and insulted, an offense compounded by the obvious lack of a sound rationale for this policy. The FWC appears to
 be confused about the purpose of the bear hunt. In brushing off the opposition of Florida's citizenry, Mr. Corbett asserted a
 compelling interest in protecting public safety. Even if we take this at face value, the hunt is an irrational and grossly
 disproportionate response to the perceived problem. Incidents in which bears have injured people, since the State started
 keeping records in 1976, still number only in the teens, a remarkable testament to the innate non-aggressiveness of the
 Florida black bear. No one has been killed, and contrary to Mr. Corbett's hysterical warnings, international research shows it
 is extremely unl kely that anyone ever will be. Most of the conflicts that have occurred are the result of inappropriate
 behavior by people, and one would have thought that a civilized society would implement simple behavioral changes before
 resorting to wanton violence. Killing black bears deep within the Bear Management Units (BMUs) is a truly preposterous
 solution to the problem of nuisance bears in suburban areas that have been attracted by improperly secured garbage and
 other human-created food sources. When studies clearly show that intelligent trash-management can almost completely
 solve the nuisance-bear problem, it is flabbergasting that the State of Florida is not pursuing a more common sense and
 scientific response that will actually protect the citizens. The argument that the bear population needs to be “managed” is
 demonstrably arbitrary and capricious. As a threshold matter, in the absence of updated figures from the State's biologists,
 the FWC simply cannot purport to manage a population of unknown size. In so doing it would mean that playing guessing
 games has replaced the role of evidence in the scientific method. More fundamentally, the earlier decision to remove the
 bear from the endangered-species list, and the current decision to actively reduce its numbers by a percentage plucked from
 thin air, flow from a complete and dismal failure to acknowledge the parlous state of the bear's habitat. By the prior
 admission of the FWC, 82% of the bear's original habitat has already been destroyed by human activity, and an additional
 20 acres of habitat is lost every hour. The Florida black bear needs large areas of contiguous habitat, yet the little habitat we
 allow it still to occupy is continually diminished and demarcated by relentless human encroachment. If the large Central
 BMU were to suffer a fire similar to the Yellowstone blaze of 1988, this genetically unique sub-species could easily lose its
 viability, an eventuality that sound ecological management would never discount. Similarly, your assertion that bears are
 seeking food in suburbia because they have exceeded the carrying capacity of the woods conveniently ignores the fact that
 humans have been entering the woods (until very recently with State connivance) to harvest one of the bear's key food
 sources, the saw-palmetto berry. This competition for food has forced the bears to pursue other avenues. They are being
 punished for seeking scraps from us when we have long been allowed to take staples from them. This represents a
 complete loss of all sense of justice as well as a loss of intellectual honesty. Instead, among other things, we should be
 planting more berries producing shrubbery and ensuring that what we have taken away from the bears we replace. Hunting
 the black bear adds a conscience-shocking insult to the injuries already inflicted on the bear by humankind's over-
development of the State. It should be patently obvious to any rational social planner that it is the human, not the bear, who
 has exceeded the carrying capacity of this land. Most residents of this State value their remaining wilderness areas and
 cherish the black bear as a keystone species therein. It is morally reprehensible for the FWC to abuse the power vested in it
 by the people to instigate a war against the very wilderness the agency was constituted to conserve. For outside observers
 who already associate Florida with the infamous “hanging chads” in the 2000 presidential election, a decision to ignore the
 clearly stated objections of the State's own people and massacre an iconic, gentle, and beautiful animal positively reeks of
 political corruption of the policy-making process. And since Florida's natural treasures form the backbone of its tourism
 industry, a del berate and unwarranted assault on nature sends entirely the wrong signals to a world that has recently been
 outraged by the trophy hunting of large animals. Florida's image is about to suffer a wholly avoidable self-inflicted wound. It
 is not too late for the State to reverse this ill-starred decision. Permit fees can be refunded, but the lives of these gentle and
 beautiful creatures cannot, a fact which will not be lost on our residents even if it is lost on the FWC. Florida seems to feel
 that they have enough political capital to ignore the will of the people who oppose the needless killing of these bears. It is
 now up to the people to continue to speak up for these bears, and ensure that if the FWC will not make the right decision,
 that the courts still will.



From: Kim
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:22:18 PM

Dear Melissa, The black bear hunt scheduled to commence on Oct. 24th, 2015 is anti-democratic, unscientific, immoral,
 and detrimental to Florida's international image. In authorizing the hunt, the State of Florida has ignored the clear opposition
 of the majority of Floridians, including the overwhelming majority of those who submitted comments to the FWC during the
 rule-making process. The concerns of its citizens were dismissed by the Commission's then-Chairman, Mr. Corbett, in
 outrageously condescending terms. The views of all Floridians and all of the Floridians who voted in particular, have been
 belittled and insulted, an offense compounded by the obvious lack of a sound rationale for this policy. The FWC appears to
 be confused about the purpose of the bear hunt. In brushing off the opposition of Florida's citizenry, Mr. Corbett asserted a
 compelling interest in protecting public safety. Even if we take this at face value, the hunt is an irrational and grossly
 disproportionate response to the perceived problem. Incidents in which bears have injured people, since the State started
 keeping records in 1976, still number only in the teens, a remarkable testament to the innate non-aggressiveness of the
 Florida black bear. No one has been killed, and contrary to Mr. Corbett's hysterical warnings, international research shows it
 is extremely unl kely that anyone ever will be. Most of the conflicts that have occurred are the result of inappropriate
 behavior by people, and one would have thought that a civilized society would implement simple behavioral changes before
 resorting to wanton violence. Killing black bears deep within the Bear Management Units (BMUs) is a truly preposterous
 solution to the problem of nuisance bears in suburban areas that have been attracted by improperly secured garbage and
 other human-created food sources. When studies clearly show that intelligent trash-management can almost completely
 solve the nuisance-bear problem, it is flabbergasting that the State of Florida is not pursuing a more common sense and
 scientific response that will actually protect the citizens. The argument that the bear population needs to be “managed” is
 demonstrably arbitrary and capricious. As a threshold matter, in the absence of updated figures from the State's biologists,
 the FWC simply cannot purport to manage a population of unknown size. In so doing it would mean that playing guessing
 games has replaced the role of evidence in the scientific method. More fundamentally, the earlier decision to remove the
 bear from the endangered-species list, and the current decision to actively reduce its numbers by a percentage plucked from
 thin air, flow from a complete and dismal failure to acknowledge the parlous state of the bear's habitat. By the prior
 admission of the FWC, 82% of the bear's original habitat has already been destroyed by human activity, and an additional
 20 acres of habitat is lost every hour. The Florida black bear needs large areas of contiguous habitat, yet the little habitat we
 allow it still to occupy is continually diminished and demarcated by relentless human encroachment. If the large Central
 BMU were to suffer a fire similar to the Yellowstone blaze of 1988, this genetically unique sub-species could easily lose its
 viability, an eventuality that sound ecological management would never discount. Similarly, your assertion that bears are
 seeking food in suburbia because they have exceeded the carrying capacity of the woods conveniently ignores the fact that
 humans have been entering the woods (until very recently with State connivance) to harvest one of the bear's key food
 sources, the saw-palmetto berry. This competition for food has forced the bears to pursue other avenues. They are being
 punished for seeking scraps from us when we have long been allowed to take staples from them. This represents a
 complete loss of all sense of justice as well as a loss of intellectual honesty. Instead, among other things, we should be
 planting more berries producing shrubbery and ensuring that what we have taken away from the bears we replace. Hunting
 the black bear adds a conscience-shocking insult to the injuries already inflicted on the bear by humankind's over-
development of the State. It should be patently obvious to any rational social planner that it is the human, not the bear, who
 has exceeded the carrying capacity of this land. Most residents of this State value their remaining wilderness areas and
 cherish the black bear as a keystone species therein. It is morally reprehensible for the FWC to abuse the power vested in it
 by the people to instigate a war against the very wilderness the agency was constituted to conserve. For outside observers
 who already associate Florida with the infamous “hanging chads” in the 2000 presidential election, a decision to ignore the
 clearly stated objections of the State's own people and massacre an iconic, gentle, and beautiful animal positively reeks of
 political corruption of the policy-making process. And since Florida's natural treasures form the backbone of its tourism
 industry, a del berate and unwarranted assault on nature sends entirely the wrong signals to a world that has recently been
 outraged by the trophy hunting of large animals. Florida's image is about to suffer a wholly avoidable self-inflicted wound. It
 is not too late for the State to reverse this ill-starred decision. Permit fees can be refunded, but the lives of these gentle and
 beautiful creatures cannot, a fact which will not be lost on our residents even if it is lost on the FWC. Florida seems to feel
 that they have enough political capital to ignore the will of the people who oppose the needless killing of these bears. It is
 now up to the people to continue to speak up for these bears, and ensure that if the FWC will not make the right decision,
 that the courts still will.



From: Calaba ²
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:22:14 PM

Since rick scott will not listen or respond, guess the mail goes to you!

STOP THE BEAR HUNT.
and really Melissa, stop working for scum. 

Sure you could find a better job,
C.Shaw

I believe this confrontation
Deserves my full attention



From: Calaba ²
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Stop
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:22:12 PM

Since rick scott will not listen or respond, guess the mail goes to you!

STOP THE BEAR HUNT.
and really Melissa, stop working for scum. 

Sure you could find a better job,
C.Shaw

I believe this confrontation
Deserves my full attention



From: ShadowPSW@aol.com
To: ABC Tallahassee WTXL; mgerman@wtxl.tv; dwright@wtxl.tv; rangotti@wtxl.tv; mhayse@wtxl.tv; Scott Open

 Government; Appointments; sassonr@tcc.fl.edu; baroodyj@tcc.fl.edu; schultzj@tcc.fl.edu; smitherl@tcc.fl.edu;
 Killiam, Mark; cdodd@flabar.org; jonathan.midekor@flbog.edu; jennifer.nabors@flbog.edu;
 cathy.oakley@flbog.edu; kenneth.ogletree@flbog.edu; kathy.padgett@flbog.edu; lynda.page@flbog.edu;
 jincy.prasheel@flbog.edu; sandy.radulski@flbog.edu; jon.rogers@flbog.edu;
 cassandra.mcmichael@oel.myflorida.com; cetoria.lowe@oel.myflorida.com; cheryl.jones@freshfromflorida.com;
 info@specialolympicsleon.org; pattyfauth@sofl.org; beritamlie@sofl.org; larrydaniell@sofl.org;
 eunicegarbutt@sofl.org

Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:19:45 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST
 NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE SEPT 24TH PRESS
 CONFERENCE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT
 FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and



 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present."
 Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with
 other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320
 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!
Sincerely,
Paul Waller



From: Nancy Holschuh
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: PLEASE stop/postpone the bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:19:27 PM

Dear Chief of Staff
Please listen to the voice of the people of Florida.   This bear hunt is not designed to do any good except satisfy the
 greed of a few.  Please listen and do the right thing. End this tragedy now.
Sincerely
Nancy Holschuh
16302 n county rd 225
Gainesville fl 32609

Sent from my iPad



From: Nancy Holschuh
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: PLEASE stop/postpone the bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:19:25 PM

Dear Chief of Staff
Please listen to the voice of the people of Florida.   This bear hunt is not designed to do any good except satisfy the
 greed of a few.  Please listen and do the right thing. End this tragedy now.
Sincerely
Nancy Holschuh
16302 n county rd 225
Gainesville fl 32609

Sent from my iPad



From: Teresa Laureano
To: chamber@calhounco.org; kristy@calhounco.org; terri@vlins.com; thall@blountstown.org;

 firechief@blountstownfire.org; shelly.burns@cadencebank.com; jlewis@fpuc.com; thomasfnsmn@gmail.com;
 sonya@clecu.org; philliphill.clh@gmail.com; clabstract@yahoo.com; payne.scott@mail.dc.state.fl.us;
 thestub@gmail.com; pig217@fairpoint.net; tmadarena@sbgtv.com; BCreedon@sbgtv.com;
 marctomlinson@melvineng.com; chriswise74@gmail.com; bruce.ballister@thearpc.com; bdfleck@fairpoint.net;
 kennyg@onestopahead.com; cwes259@aol.com; dannyryals@gtcom.net; bcc@calhounclerk.com; WJHG;
 closedcaptioning@wjhg.com; captioningconcerns@wjhg.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org

Subject: Stop the Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:15:46 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE OCT 13 BEAR SOLUTIONS
 MEETING

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The state sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC AREN'T QUALIFIED TO CARE FOR LAND, ANIMALS OR THE ENVIRONMENT

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-your-fwc-
problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit https://www.facebook.com/
events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meetinghttps://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 



OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing https://www.facebook.com/
events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/events/647610688714958/ 

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events 
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Gail Stern
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT!!!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:15:44 PM

Immoral and unnecessary!
Stop the hunt.
The majority of the state says "NO"
Gail Stern



From: Gail Stern
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT!!!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:15:39 PM

Immoral and unnecessary!
Stop the hunt.
The majority of the state says "NO"
Gail Stern



From: jhodges5507@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: bears
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:13:24 PM

PLEASE CALL OFF THE BEAR HUNT!!!!!!!! LISTEN TO THE MAJORITY!!!!!!!!!! Thanks! Joyce



From: jhodges5507@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: bears
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:13:21 PM

PLEASE CALL OFF THE BEAR HUNT!!!!!!!! LISTEN TO THE MAJORITY!!!!!!!!!! Thanks! Joyce



From: Toni
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Killing
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:09:59 PM

Hi Melissa,

Please pass along my vote to stop the bear hunt. The bears will become extinct and then we will have to
 put them back on the endangered list. Doesn't Scott have anything else to do for this state except kill
 animals?

Thank you,

Toni Gering
Sarasota, FL



From: Toni
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Killing
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:09:57 PM

Hi Melissa,

Please pass along my vote to stop the bear hunt. The bears will become extinct and then we will have to
 put them back on the endangered list. Doesn't Scott have anything else to do for this state except kill
 animals?

Thank you,

Toni Gering
Sarasota, FL



From: WOODARDLAW@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: BEARS
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:06:46 PM

STOP THE BEAR HUNT
James Woodard
Palmetto Bay, FL



From: WOODARDLAW@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: BEARS
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:06:44 PM

STOP THE BEAR HUNT
James Woodard
Palmetto Bay, FL



From: Julia Avallone
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Listen to your Constituents and STOP the Bear Hunt!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:06:30 PM

Hi Melissa,
Good morning and thank you for taking the time to read my comments regarding the severe
 opposition of the bear hunt.
It appears that over 75% of the public of Florida OPPOSE the bear hunt and a result, it appears that
 the FWC is entirely disregarding the opinion of the majority of Florida’s citizens.
The bear hunt appears to be a poorly thought out reaction to a small number of incidents involving
 the uneducated public. In my opinion, the first step to helping bears and people coexist in harmony
 is to educate the public on items like special trash cans, harvesting of saw palmetto berries, and the
 inappropriate feeding of bears and specifically bear cubs. Science and data shows that hunting does
 not decrease human and bear conflicts!
No new population study has been conducted since 2002 on the Florida black bear and in fact, a new
 population survey will not be completed until 2016. As a result, it seems extremely uneducated for
 the FWC to allow a hunt to go on without data to support the decision. Not to mention that the
 head of the FWC that was appointed by our Governor is a developer – talk about a conflict of
 interest!
I sincerely hope the FWC will reconsider its decision and put a STOP to the bear hunt.
Julia Avallone
SENTIO INVESTMENTS, LLC
189 S. Orange Avenue | Suite 1700 | Orlando, FL 32801
Office: 407-999-7679 | Direct: 407-999-2433 
javallone@sentioinvestments.com
www.sentioinvestments.com
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.



From: Julia Avallone
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Listen to your Constituents and STOP the Bear Hunt!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:06:27 PM

Hi Melissa,
Good morning and thank you for taking the time to read my comments regarding the severe
 opposition of the bear hunt.
It appears that over 75% of the public of Florida OPPOSE the bear hunt and a result, it appears that
 the FWC is entirely disregarding the opinion of the majority of Florida’s citizens.
The bear hunt appears to be a poorly thought out reaction to a small number of incidents involving
 the uneducated public. In my opinion, the first step to helping bears and people coexist in harmony
 is to educate the public on items like special trash cans, harvesting of saw palmetto berries, and the
 inappropriate feeding of bears and specifically bear cubs. Science and data shows that hunting does
 not decrease human and bear conflicts!
No new population study has been conducted since 2002 on the Florida black bear and in fact, a new
 population survey will not be completed until 2016. As a result, it seems extremely uneducated for
 the FWC to allow a hunt to go on without data to support the decision. Not to mention that the
 head of the FWC that was appointed by our Governor is a developer – talk about a conflict of
 interest!
I sincerely hope the FWC will reconsider its decision and put a STOP to the bear hunt.
Julia Avallone
SENTIO INVESTMENTS, LLC
189 S. Orange Avenue | Suite 1700 | Orlando, FL 32801
Office: 407-999-7679 | Direct: 407-999-2433 
javallone@sentioinvestments.com
www.sentioinvestments.com
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.



From: Katie Whiting
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:04:55 PM

I'm writing to express my support of those trying to get Governor Scott to stop the bear hunt.
 The hunt not take place. I sincerely regret and am ashamed that I voted the Governor in for
 his first term.

Katie Whiting



From: Katie Whiting
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:04:52 PM

I'm writing to express my support of those trying to get Governor Scott to stop the bear hunt.
 The hunt not take place. I sincerely regret and am ashamed that I voted the Governor in for
 his first term.

Katie Whiting



From: Gail Stern
To: chamber@calhounco.org; kristy@calhounco.org; terri@vlins.com; thall@blountstown.org;

 firechief@blountstownfire.org; shelly.burns@cadencebank.com; jlewis@fpuc.com; thomasfnsmn@gmail.com;
 sonya@clecu.org; philliphill.clh@gmail.com; clabstract@yahoo.com; payne.scott@mail.dc.state.fl.us;
 thestub@gmail.com; pig217@fairpoint.net; tmadarena@sbgtv.com; BCreedon@sbgtv.com;
 marctomlinson@melvineng.com; chriswise74@gmail.com; bruce.ballister@thearpc.com; bdfleck@fairpoint.net;
 kennyg@onestopahead.com; cwes259@aol.com; dannyryals@gtcom.net; bcc@calhounclerk.com; WJHG;
 closedcaptioning@wjhg.com; captioningconcerns@wjhg.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; WEARTV; sdomozyc@sbgi.net; dcurrie@weartv.com;
 jmerrill@weartv.com; asfarrell@weartv.com; seowens@weartv.com; bcreedon@weartv.com;
 bdripley@weartv.com; lvpartridge@weartv.com; bford@weartv.com; jcgay@weartv.com; tlee@weartv.com;
 bposullivan@weartv.com; rkurpuis@weartv.com; kpeck@wmbb.com; melarson@weartv.com;
 ddyson@weartv.com; trounsaville@weartv.com; jtwigg@weartv.com; tmadarena@weartv.com;
 swade@weartv.com; blpage@weartv.com; bbruni@weartv.com; mwilliamson@weartv.com; mogle@weartv.com;
 closedcaptioning@wmbb.com; tcole@wmbb.com; ReportIt@fox10tv.com; bob.grip@fox10tv.com;
 gbaker@wmbb.com; bmacnaught@wmbb.com; clawrence@wmbb.com; customerservice@nwfdailynews.com;
 letters@nwfdailynews.com; dravine@nwfdailynews.com; jmckeon@nwfdailynews.com;
 ldelgado@nwfdailynews.com; staylor@nwfdailynews.com; news@pcnh.com; jbell@pnj.com;
 mlusignan@pnj.com; mshanholt@pnj.com; dlefort@pnj.com; shumphries@pnj.com; gclay@pnj.com;
 lnelless@pnj.com; news@pnj.com; lnelless@gannett.com; teresaz@pnj.com; baymond@pnj.com;
 cyoungpert@pnj.com; cgieseken@pnj.com; klagarde@pnj.com; hfrenette@pnj.com; krobinson4@pnj.com;
 mlett@pnj.com; tstmyer@pnj.com; mdavis@pnj.com; wisern@pnj.com; jdiaz@pnj.com; tmoon@pnj.com;
 bvilona@pnj.com; mrfoster@pnj.com; bachatz@pnj.com; tninestine@pnj.com; devan.coffaro@fox10tv.com;
 will.robinson-smith@fox10tv.com

Subject: SAVE THE FLORIDA BEARS
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 12:53:30 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE OCT 13 BEAR SOLUTIONS MEETING

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The state sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 



- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC AREN'T QUALIFIED TO CARE FOR LAND, ANIMALS OR THE ENVIRONMENT

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________



SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/350/247/311/stop-floridas-black-bear-hunt/ 
https://www.change.org/p/florida-state-house-florida-state-senate-florida-lawmakers-fix-
your-fwc-problem 
https://www.change.org/p/stop-killing-florida-black-bears 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 1 TALAHASSEE- Rally for the Lawsuit https://www.facebook.com/
events/706590682818374/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 
OCT 13 SANFORD- County Meeting Bear Proofing https://www.facebook.com/
events/1668575480026758/ 
OCT 17 MIAMI- First Stop The Hunt Rally https://www.facebook.com/
events/647610688714958/ 

OCT 23 STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events 
____________________________________________________



DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.









From: Linda Muhr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 12:04:45 PM

Dear Honorable Governor Rick Scott:

As a resident of Florida and as your supporter, I am asking that you cancel the Florida
 Bear Trophy Hunt. I want to ensure the bears constant survival. It is better to change
 human behavior that draws bears to communities. Killing bears for profit is not the
 way to solve the problem.
Educating people is the way.

Respectfully,

Mrs. Linda Muhr
19781 Petrino St.
Venice, Florida 34293



From: Linda Muhr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 12:04:43 PM

Dear Honorable Governor Rick Scott:

As a resident of Florida and as your supporter, I am asking that you cancel the Florida
 Bear Trophy Hunt. I want to ensure the bears constant survival. It is better to change
 human behavior that draws bears to communities. Killing bears for profit is not the
 way to solve the problem.
Educating people is the way.

Respectfully,

Mrs. Linda Muhr
19781 Petrino St.
Venice, Florida 34293



From: FITZFLORAL@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE Stop (profit-driven) Bear Hunt in FL on Oct. 24 - 30!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 11:53:28 AM

Resending email

 From: FITZFLORAL@aol.com
To: RickScott@eog.myflorida.com
Sent: 9/28/2015 11:42:38 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time
Subj: PLEASE Stop (profit-driven) Bear Hunt in FL on Oct. 24 - 30!
Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Worldwide condemnation of trophy hunting was sparked by the killing of
 Cecil the Lion in Africa, but now Florida’s bear population is the next
 target of such a bloodbath!!
Floridians need your help to STOP this bear trophy hunt to ensure the
 future of the species in Florida! It is a profit-driven bear hunting
 permit scheme!
Florida’s black bears have been on the state’s threatened species list as
 recently as 2012 because their population had decreased to
 approximately 300 bears statewide. Protections were instituted and have
 led to a short period of recovery from near extinction—and idiotically the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission thinks that means it
 is okay to approve a statewide hunt from Oct. 24-30. (???)
This would be the first bear-hunting season in more than two decades in
 Florida, at a time when the Commission doesn't even KNOW how many
 bears actually exist in FL, making the hunt all the more insidious!
The Commission's goal is to kill 320 bears, when 1,900 hunters have
 already shown interest in this hunt, with no limit set on the number of
 permits sold... meaning that thousands of bears can potentially be gunned
 down or shot with arrows, in four parts of our state...the eastern
 Panhandle, NE FL, east-central FL and So. FL.
I strongly urge you to CALL OFF this disastrous and violent hunt! Please
 save Florida's bears!
Thank you & I look forward to your response!

Margie Fitzgerald Stuart, FL 34990



From: FITZFLORAL@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE Stop (profit-driven) Bear Hunt in FL on Oct. 24 - 30!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 11:53:25 AM

Resending email

 From: FITZFLORAL@aol.com
To: RickScott@eog.myflorida.com
Sent: 9/28/2015 11:42:38 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time
Subj: PLEASE Stop (profit-driven) Bear Hunt in FL on Oct. 24 - 30!
Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Worldwide condemnation of trophy hunting was sparked by the killing of
 Cecil the Lion in Africa, but now Florida’s bear population is the next
 target of such a bloodbath!!
Floridians need your help to STOP this bear trophy hunt to ensure the
 future of the species in Florida! It is a profit-driven bear hunting
 permit scheme!
Florida’s black bears have been on the state’s threatened species list as
 recently as 2012 because their population had decreased to
 approximately 300 bears statewide. Protections were instituted and have
 led to a short period of recovery from near extinction—and idiotically the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission thinks that means it
 is okay to approve a statewide hunt from Oct. 24-30. (???)
This would be the first bear-hunting season in more than two decades in
 Florida, at a time when the Commission doesn't even KNOW how many
 bears actually exist in FL, making the hunt all the more insidious!
The Commission's goal is to kill 320 bears, when 1,900 hunters have
 already shown interest in this hunt, with no limit set on the number of
 permits sold... meaning that thousands of bears can potentially be gunned
 down or shot with arrows, in four parts of our state...the eastern
 Panhandle, NE FL, east-central FL and So. FL.
I strongly urge you to CALL OFF this disastrous and violent hunt! Please
 save Florida's bears!
Thank you & I look forward to your response!

Margie Fitzgerald Stuart, FL 34990



From: Dawn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Against the bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 11:44:13 AM

Hello, Governor Scott,
I am writing to let you know that, along with many others, I am very much against the upcoming bear
 hunt.
Bears' lives are valuable and they have every right to exist in peace. Killing a portion of the population for
 sport is not going to change the natural instincts of the bears who are only coming into communities in
 search of food for themselves and their young. I believe that our overdevelopment of land has led to a lot
 of these beautiful animals being displaced.
Please consider putting a stop to this terrible idea before innocent animals are killed by hunters treating
 their lives' as nothing but objects of sport.
Thank you very much for your time and attention.
Sincerely,
Dawn E. Coons
122 Deer Run Lake Dr.
Ormond Beach FL 32174



From: Dawn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Against the bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 11:44:11 AM

Hello, Governor Scott,
I am writing to let you know that, along with many others, I am very much against the upcoming bear
 hunt.
Bears' lives are valuable and they have every right to exist in peace. Killing a portion of the population for
 sport is not going to change the natural instincts of the bears who are only coming into communities in
 search of food for themselves and their young. I believe that our overdevelopment of land has led to a lot
 of these beautiful animals being displaced.
Please consider putting a stop to this terrible idea before innocent animals are killed by hunters treating
 their lives' as nothing but objects of sport.
Thank you very much for your time and attention.
Sincerely,
Dawn E. Coons
122 Deer Run Lake Dr.
Ormond Beach FL 32174



From: Dr. Sharon Howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT! THERE ARE HUMANE ALTERNATIVES
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 10:57:07 AM

From: Dr. Sharon Howard <showard@earthlink net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32822

Phone Number:

Message Body: The mass killing of black bears scheduled for October must be cancelled.  There are humane ways
 of handling the human/bear co-existence in Florida.



From: Dr. Sharon Howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT! THERE ARE HUMANE ALTERNATIVES
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 10:57:04 AM

From: Dr. Sharon Howard <showard@earthlink net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32822

Phone Number:

Message Body: The mass killing of black bears scheduled for October must be cancelled.  There are humane ways
 of handling the human/bear co-existence in Florida.



From: Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Turning you back on Fla.
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 10:36:32 AM

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: I read this month, the FWC chose not to protect manatees at the Indian Rocks Waterway in Pinellas
 Co. Their vote was  heavily based on children at risk of boredom. Unbelievable! Where is the concern for manatees
 at risk of injury? In june, the FWC  voted to kill innocent bears.This vote was a win for greedy developers. Do you
 condone the raping of Fla. woodlands? Is this your vision of family friendly Fla., killing bears, and not protecting
 the unique wildlife of Fla? Stop the bear hunt , stop destruction of  Fla. woodlands. Thank you.



From: Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Turning you back on Fla.
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 10:36:25 AM

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: I read this month, the FWC chose not to protect manatees at the Indian Rocks Waterway in Pinellas
 Co. Their vote was  heavily based on children at risk of boredom. Unbelievable! Where is the concern for manatees
 at risk of injury? In june, the FWC  voted to kill innocent bears.This vote was a win for greedy developers. Do you
 condone the raping of Fla. woodlands? Is this your vision of family friendly Fla., killing bears, and not protecting
 the unique wildlife of Fla? Stop the bear hunt , stop destruction of  Fla. woodlands. Thank you.



From: Jan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: We elected you now please do what you can to stop the bear hunt! !!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 10:08:44 AM

From: Jan <nyjam158@a.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32668

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the Bear Hunt!!



From: Jan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: We elected you now please do what you can to stop the bear hunt! !!
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 10:08:41 AM

From: Jan <nyjam158@a.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32668

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the Bear Hunt!!



From: Coast Title, Inc.
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: No bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:58:40 AM

I agree..no bear hunt!

Robin Shedd
Coast Title, Inc.
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S5 Active



From: Coast Title, Inc.
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: No bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:58:37 AM

I agree..no bear hunt!

Robin Shedd
Coast Title, Inc.
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S5 Active



From: Shellie Sevor
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Season
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:20:32 AM

No BEAR HUNT!!!

Shellie Sevor, Esquire
Atlantic Housing Partners
321-377-1928



From: Shellie Sevor
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Season
Date: Monday, September 28, 2015 8:20:29 AM

No BEAR HUNT!!!

Shellie Sevor, Esquire
Atlantic Housing Partners
321-377-1928



From: Maggie Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Sunday, September 27, 2015 3:47:28 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am ashamed and appalled that I live in a state that would allow a trophy bear hunt. I cannot believe
 that our state has stooped so low as to make money by killing black bears that were on the
 endangered species list as recently as 2012. For two decades this cruel activity has not taken place.
 Please do not let the
Florida Fish and Wildlife CONSERVATION Commission turn back the clock. What are they conserving?
 Instead of fraudulently justifying this bear-hunt and creating fear about black bears, educate
 Floridians about how to co-exist with these animals whose habitats are being destroyed by
 developers.
I value all human life and that certainly includes the lives of animals. I am a supporter of many
 animal-rights causes as I have been your supporter through both of your elections. Please do not
 make me regret casting my vote for you in both elections. I know that you have the power to cancel
 this discraceful
bear hunt and I am asking you sincerely to do so.
Thank you for taking the time to consider this request.
Sincerely,
Yolanda Miller
4136 Briarcliff Circle
Boca Raton, FL 33496



From: Maggie Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Sunday, September 27, 2015 3:47:23 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am ashamed and appalled that I live in a state that would allow a trophy bear hunt. I cannot believe
 that our state has stooped so low as to make money by killing black bears that were on the
 endangered species list as recently as 2012. For two decades this cruel activity has not taken place.
 Please do not let the
Florida Fish and Wildlife CONSERVATION Commission turn back the clock. What are they conserving?
 Instead of fraudulently justifying this bear-hunt and creating fear about black bears, educate
 Floridians about how to co-exist with these animals whose habitats are being destroyed by
 developers.
I value all human life and that certainly includes the lives of animals. I am a supporter of many
 animal-rights causes as I have been your supporter through both of your elections. Please do not
 make me regret casting my vote for you in both elections. I know that you have the power to cancel
 this discraceful
bear hunt and I am asking you sincerely to do so.
Thank you for taking the time to consider this request.
Sincerely,
Yolanda Miller
4136 Briarcliff Circle
Boca Raton, FL 33496



From: ALHAB@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Sunday, September 27, 2015 2:48:53 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
My husband and I are long time residents of Naples, Collier County, and a member of various animal
 rights groups, I understand there will be a black bear hunt in our state in October, being approved by the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission.
We certainly object to this trophy hunting exercise and urge you to get involved and cancel this hunt. I
 would hope you agree that wildlife have a right to exist free from harm in our state. Instead Florida
 residents need to be educated on how to peacefully coexist with bears.
Carol Haberer



From: ALHAB@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Sunday, September 27, 2015 2:48:49 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
My husband and I are long time residents of Naples, Collier County, and a member of various animal
 rights groups, I understand there will be a black bear hunt in our state in October, being approved by the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission.
We certainly object to this trophy hunting exercise and urge you to get involved and cancel this hunt. I
 would hope you agree that wildlife have a right to exist free from harm in our state. Instead Florida
 residents need to be educated on how to peacefully coexist with bears.
Carol Haberer



From: OttoSwol85@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Sunday, September 27, 2015 11:08:47 AM

Gov. Rick Scott
It is my wish that you CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt for there has to be a better way to manage
 the bear population than a massive killing of these animals for the joy of hunters. This also can endanger
 human lives with such uncontrolled use of fire arms.
Ralph M. Huggett
2204 Dogwood Circle
Mt Dora, Fl, 32757



From: OttoSwol85@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Sunday, September 27, 2015 11:08:44 AM

Gov. Rick Scott
It is my wish that you CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt for there has to be a better way to manage
 the bear population than a massive killing of these animals for the joy of hunters. This also can endanger
 human lives with such uncontrolled use of fire arms.
Ralph M. Huggett
2204 Dogwood Circle
Mt Dora, Fl, 32757



From: Anita Klaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Sunday, September 27, 2015 10:16:09 AM

Dear Gov. Scott;
I am alarmed and appalled that the Florida Fish and Wildlife conservation commission has approved a 
statewide black bear hunt from October 24-30, 2015. I understand that the stated goal is to kill 320 bears, 
but that 1900 permits have already been issued, with no limit set on the number of bears that can be killed! 
This is outrageous, and potentially devastating to the bear population in Florida. I understand that the bears 
were on the state’s threatened species list as recently as 2012, when the population was estimated at 300. 
The current population is unknown.

Trophy hunting of wild animals is despicable, and panders to the basest urges of a few bloodthirsty 
individuals. Done as part of a profit-making scheme makes it even worse.

I strongly urge you to call off this mass killing of black bears.

Instead, residents should be educated to avoid actions that attract bears, such as illegal feeding, improper 
security of garbage, unclean outdoor grills, and pet food left outside.

I value our bears and want to ensue their continued survival in our state; changing human behavior and 
attitudes will help ensure that we can co-exist. Mass killing of the bears is not the answer; please cancel the 
upcoming bear hunt.

Sincerely,
Anita J Klaus, MD



From: Anita Klaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Sunday, September 27, 2015 10:16:05 AM

Dear Gov. Scott;
I am alarmed and appalled that the Florida Fish and Wildlife conservation commission has approved a 
statewide black bear hunt from October 24-30, 2015. I understand that the stated goal is to kill 320 bears, 
but that 1900 permits have already been issued, with no limit set on the number of bears that can be killed! 
This is outrageous, and potentially devastating to the bear population in Florida. I understand that the bears 
were on the state’s threatened species list as recently as 2012, when the population was estimated at 300. 
The current population is unknown.

Trophy hunting of wild animals is despicable, and panders to the basest urges of a few bloodthirsty 
individuals. Done as part of a profit-making scheme makes it even worse.

I strongly urge you to call off this mass killing of black bears.

Instead, residents should be educated to avoid actions that attract bears, such as illegal feeding, improper 
security of garbage, unclean outdoor grills, and pet food left outside.

I value our bears and want to ensue their continued survival in our state; changing human behavior and 
attitudes will help ensure that we can co-exist. Mass killing of the bears is not the answer; please cancel the 
upcoming bear hunt.

Sincerely,
Anita J Klaus, MD



From: lisa bingham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Sunday, September 27, 2015 9:02:33 AM

From: lisa bingham <lbingham68@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32744

Phone Number: 3867472672

Message Body: im so ashamed of florida and that i live here. ive been here for 30 yrs, this hunt is terrible, stop
 plowing down there homes to build . spend time , money on relocating not killing our beautiful animals. if things
 have gone this far then u need to pass a law that we can have a hunt to kill the useless people in florida that arent
 productive citizens. sounds ignorant doesnt it well so does this bear hunt. a bunch of people running around with
 guns that just want to kill animals not a good thing. welcome to florida, i guess instead of an orange welcoming
 people to florida we should have a dead bear. im making sure that i spread the news about this and im discouraging
 anyone from visiting florida n spending money here.



From: Joanne Magley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL the bear hunt
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 2:25:11 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,

I value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the sate of Florida and that means
 changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities. It means changing attitudes
 that wildlife do not have a right to exist free from human harm. And, it means canceling a
 bear hunting season.

Please reconsider the decision to allow bear hunting.

Joanne Magley
Port Orange, FL



From: Joanne Magley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL the bear hunt
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 2:25:08 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,

I value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the sate of Florida and that means
 changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities. It means changing attitudes
 that wildlife do not have a right to exist free from human harm. And, it means canceling a
 bear hunting season.

Please reconsider the decision to allow bear hunting.

Joanne Magley
Port Orange, FL



From: Cgassaw@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protest Against Proposed Bear Hunt in Florida
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 1:58:15 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
I am writing to protest the Black Bear hunt scheduled for the end of October. The stated purpose of this
 hunt is to control Black Bear population and to reduce the number of human-bear encounters in our state.
 I find it odd that these same bears were threatened with extinction as recently as 2012. Now they are
 thought to be too numerous and threatening to humans.
As a resident of this state for more than fifty years, I have never had the privilege of seeing a Black Bear.
 In fact, as I child, I was told that there were no bears in Florida. Sightings of them were certainly rare. I
 doubt that Black Bears are any more threatening today than they have ever been. I believe that we
 humans have encroached on their habitat to the point where they have no place to hide.
We need to preserve and protect what's left of our native flora and fauna as a legacy for our children. I
 beg you to reconsider the proposed hunting of Black Bears.
Sincerely,
Carol T. Gassaway
7107 SW 63 Avenue
South Miami, Florida 33143



From: Cgassaw@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protest Against Proposed Bear Hunt in Florida
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 1:58:12 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
I am writing to protest the Black Bear hunt scheduled for the end of October. The stated purpose of this
 hunt is to control Black Bear population and to reduce the number of human-bear encounters in our state.
 I find it odd that these same bears were threatened with extinction as recently as 2012. Now they are
 thought to be too numerous and threatening to humans.
As a resident of this state for more than fifty years, I have never had the privilege of seeing a Black Bear.
 In fact, as I child, I was told that there were no bears in Florida. Sightings of them were certainly rare. I
 doubt that Black Bears are any more threatening today than they have ever been. I believe that we
 humans have encroached on their habitat to the point where they have no place to hide.
We need to preserve and protect what's left of our native flora and fauna as a legacy for our children. I
 beg you to reconsider the proposed hunting of Black Bears.
Sincerely,
Carol T. Gassaway
7107 SW 63 Avenue
South Miami, Florida 33143



From: Sherman F. Childers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 10:43:13 AM

From: Sherman F. Childers <suefly@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32951

Phone Number: 321-729-6162

Message Body: Governor Scott,
     I am a 68 year old Floridian of 60 year residence. 
     I would like to vehemently voice my opposition to this soon to be started Black Bear hunt within our state. These
 few remaining animals within Florida seem to some people to have become a nuisance enough to "thin them out" as
 the proponents of this hunt call it.
     The plain and simple truth is that when these vegetarian animals show up in neighborhoods and other public
 areas they are simply looking for food in response to their senses. If we as humans took the proper methods of
 controlling our waste these bears would stay in what little wooded area are left in Florida.
     If it is within your power to stop this upcoming hunt I sincerely urge you to do so.
          Respectfully,
                               Sherman F. Childers



From: Sherman F. Childers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 10:43:10 AM

From: Sherman F. Childers <suefly@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32951

Phone Number: 321-729-6162

Message Body: Governor Scott,
     I am a 68 year old Floridian of 60 year residence. 
     I would like to vehemently voice my opposition to this soon to be started Black Bear hunt within our state. These
 few remaining animals within Florida seem to some people to have become a nuisance enough to "thin them out" as
 the proponents of this hunt call it.
     The plain and simple truth is that when these vegetarian animals show up in neighborhoods and other public
 areas they are simply looking for food in response to their senses. If we as humans took the proper methods of
 controlling our waste these bears would stay in what little wooded area are left in Florida.
     If it is within your power to stop this upcoming hunt I sincerely urge you to do so.
          Respectfully,
                               Sherman F. Childers



From: Nancy Holloway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 10:40:30 AM

Stop the hunt madness



From: Nancy Holloway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 10:40:26 AM

Stop the hunt madness



From: dolores robbins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunti am dead
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 10:11:07 AM

From: dolores robbins <deetoo@thevillages net>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32162

Phone Number: 352-259-8228

Message Body: I am dead set again;st the bear hunt..haven't we displaced and killed enough wildlife..anything you
 can do to stop this is important to all of florida and certainly the bears



From: dolores robbins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunti am dead
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 10:11:04 AM

From: dolores robbins <deetoo@thevillages net>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32162

Phone Number: 352-259-8228

Message Body: I am dead set again;st the bear hunt..haven't we displaced and killed enough wildlife..anything you
 can do to stop this is important to all of florida and certainly the bears



From: Cindy Carter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 4:52:47 AM

From: Cindy Carter <nativefl68@comcast.net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33908

Phone Number: 2394815606

Message Body: Dear Governor,

I am writing to you to ask you to do the right thing and stop the bear hunt.  I understand nuisance animals and
 realize that those that enter into residential areas looking for food must be relocated.  The primary reason the bears
 are venturing into populated areas is because their primary food source, the palmetto berry, is being depleted. 
 Illegal immigrants are the main violators.
Stopping this will greatly reduce human bear interaction.  The violators break fences on public lands and wipe out
 the berries.  They sell them in Immokolee.  Please focus on the cause of the problem instead of killing bears that
 have never seen humans.  Bears that steal corn from those who bait deer is not a priority for the state.  Preserving
 our natural resources is a priority in Lee County.  As a Republican I can tell you this bear hunt is a black eye for our
 party and the FWC.  If this hunt occurs it will go down as one of the worst mistakes in the history of Florida. 
 Again, please do the right thing for Florida and your party.
Thank you for your attention to this vital issue.



From: Cindy Carter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2015 4:52:44 AM

From: Cindy Carter <nativefl68@comcast.net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33908

Phone Number: 2394815606

Message Body: Dear Governor,

I am writing to you to ask you to do the right thing and stop the bear hunt.  I understand nuisance animals and
 realize that those that enter into residential areas looking for food must be relocated.  The primary reason the bears
 are venturing into populated areas is because their primary food source, the palmetto berry, is being depleted. 
 Illegal immigrants are the main violators.
Stopping this will greatly reduce human bear interaction.  The violators break fences on public lands and wipe out
 the berries.  They sell them in Immokolee.  Please focus on the cause of the problem instead of killing bears that
 have never seen humans.  Bears that steal corn from those who bait deer is not a priority for the state.  Preserving
 our natural resources is a priority in Lee County.  As a Republican I can tell you this bear hunt is a black eye for our
 party and the FWC.  If this hunt occurs it will go down as one of the worst mistakes in the history of Florida. 
 Again, please do the right thing for Florida and your party.
Thank you for your attention to this vital issue.



From: connie robles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 10:03:09 PM

From: connie robles <conniebrobles@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32837

Phone Number: 4078447087

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,  please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt.  I just want to let you know that I
 did support and vote for you....Why are we killing this innocent animals for fun and for lots of money...I don't know
 if you are a christian or not or a person who doesn't believed in God ... but for Christ sake please stop killing this
 innocent animals for money, God won't forgive those people who allowed or give permission to kill this animals as
 well as the people who kills them... I read some books of near death and they did mentioned about people who are
 responsible for killing those animals all went to Hell and I don't want you to go to HELL because I  believed you
 are a good person and trustworthy.... that's why I did vote for you as well as my family... and friends. Don't be like
 others who KILLS for money and fun... and I feel sorry for them and hell for sure is waiting for them so I beg you
 to cancel this terrible horrible killing... it says on the Bible that anyone responsible for killing and hurting Gods
 creature will GO TO HELL ... I'm not trying to scare you I just don't want you to GO TO HELL.. you are a good
 person and I do respect you... Thank you so much for your consideration, may the LORD BLESS YOU AND
 YOUR FAMILY,,,,,,,,



From: Cherie/Alan Summersgill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:43:56 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please, put a "stop" to the upcoming bear hunt. Enough killing of animals simply for
 trophy hunters. How one simply "blows away" a beautiful animal like the bear is
 beyond my comprehension. I am tired of the NRA projecting their mantra of "we have
 our rights to our guns" and to use them on whatever type of wildlife they choose to
 kill.

It's time to become a more compassionate society. CALL OFF THE BEAR HUNT!

Sincerely,

Cherie Summersgill
Royal Palm Beach, FL



From: Cherie/Alan Summersgill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:43:53 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please, put a "stop" to the upcoming bear hunt. Enough killing of animals simply for
 trophy hunters. How one simply "blows away" a beautiful animal like the bear is
 beyond my comprehension. I am tired of the NRA projecting their mantra of "we have
 our rights to our guns" and to use them on whatever type of wildlife they choose to
 kill.

It's time to become a more compassionate society. CALL OFF THE BEAR HUNT!

Sincerely,

Cherie Summersgill
Royal Palm Beach, FL



From: Christina Alfieri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:49:14 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Christina Alfieri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:49:10 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Joyce Jordan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:02:16 PM

Governor Scott,

Please cancel the trophy bear hunt! I value bears and want to continue their survival
 in Florida. Humans need to change their behaviors that draw bears into the
 community. Let them live in the wild where they belong. Please don't allow them to
 be killed! Thank you!

Joyce Jordan
8605 29th St E
Parrish, Florida. 34219

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad



From: Joyce Jordan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:02:13 PM

Governor Scott,

Please cancel the trophy bear hunt! I value bears and want to continue their survival
 in Florida. Humans need to change their behaviors that draw bears into the
 community. Let them live in the wild where they belong. Please don't allow them to
 be killed! Thank you!

Joyce Jordan
8605 29th St E
Parrish, Florida. 34219

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad



From: Marjorie Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 4:55:11 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

I am respectfully asking you to PLEASE cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt.
I am an animal lover and want to ensure that these bears continue to survive in
our great State of Florida. We live in North Florida, a very rural area, and do
not want to see it overcome by hunters purely for the thrill of the kill. I believe
that we need to preserve all wildlife for future generations. I am raising a two
year old great-granddaughter and want her to enjoy the wonders of nature and
wildlife in the years to come. These bears and all other wildlife have a right to
live free from harm. This is very important to me and many others, so please
reconsider and cancel the bear hunt.

Your fellow Floridian and animal lover,

Marjorie D. Williams☺



From: Marjorie Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 4:55:08 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

I am respectfully asking you to PLEASE cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt.
I am an animal lover and want to ensure that these bears continue to survive in
our great State of Florida. We live in North Florida, a very rural area, and do
not want to see it overcome by hunters purely for the thrill of the kill. I believe
that we need to preserve all wildlife for future generations. I am raising a two
year old great-granddaughter and want her to enjoy the wonders of nature and
wildlife in the years to come. These bears and all other wildlife have a right to
live free from harm. This is very important to me and many others, so please
reconsider and cancel the bear hunt.

Your fellow Floridian and animal lover,

Marjorie D. Williams☺



From: Eloise Lee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 4:25:34 PM

From: Eloise Lee <bbgrannie@att.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33426

Phone Number: 561-733-0499

Message Body: Please - I repeat Please cancel the Florida Bear Hunt. Perhaps educating those who move into areas
 where the bears are (and let us remember the bears were there first) would resolve any issues arising from human
 encroachment into bear territory.

I fully understand that development in Florida means people are moving into bear country but perhaps these people
 need to abide by the policies that are in place rather than kill the bears. So again, I beg you to cancel the Florida
 Bear Hunt.



From: Eloise Lee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 4:25:31 PM

From: Eloise Lee <bbgrannie@att.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33426

Phone Number: 561-733-0499

Message Body: Please - I repeat Please cancel the Florida Bear Hunt. Perhaps educating those who move into areas
 where the bears are (and let us remember the bears were there first) would resolve any issues arising from human
 encroachment into bear territory.

I fully understand that development in Florida means people are moving into bear country but perhaps these people
 need to abide by the policies that are in place rather than kill the bears. So again, I beg you to cancel the Florida
 Bear Hunt.



From: Terrie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: LISTEN TO YOUR PEOPLE AND DO THE RIGHT THING. STOP THE BEAR HUNT.
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 3:33:30 PM

From: Terrie <valyau@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 4073233158

Message Body: Here is something to absorb.  Please listen to the people of Florida who are against the bear hunt and
 way outnumber the 2000 or so, bear hunters.

 http://www.biologicaldiversity.org/news/press_releases/2015/florida-black-bear-09-25-2015.html

The most logical and humane approach to the bear issue is to #1-enforce bear proof garbage cans and #2-educate the
 people.#3 Actually before either of these would be to stop the picking of saw palmetto berries, which I believe has
 been done.   After a year or so of the implementation of #1-#3, reassess if the bears are still a nuisance.  In the
 meantime, NO BEARS SHOULD BE KILLED.

As our governor, you should be taking action on an issue that the larger majority of Florida citizens are
 BRUTALLY against - bear killings. (AKA trophy killings)

You would gain a lot of respect if you took a stance to stop this hunt until other options are put into affect.)



From: 116mary@comcast.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 3:11:58 PM

Please cancel this slaughter and inhuman treatment to animals. There has to be a better way to
 control this problem. It makes me sad to think that these beautiful animals are being hunted
 and killed just to satisfy someone's cowardly ego. Please do the right moral decision and
 cancel this action today. It will truly be a wonderful gift to all who love animals and respect
 their place in this world.
Thank You.



From: 116mary@comcast.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 3:11:55 PM

Please cancel this slaughter and inhuman treatment to animals. There has to be a better way to
 control this problem. It makes me sad to think that these beautiful animals are being hunted
 and killed just to satisfy someone's cowardly ego. Please do the right moral decision and
 cancel this action today. It will truly be a wonderful gift to all who love animals and respect
 their place in this world.
Thank You.



From: Bill Stagg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Florida Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 3:04:41 PM

GOVERNOR
There is no sport about it. There has been no proof that Florida has too many bears. Florida
 does have too many people that are not knowledgeable about living with indigenous animals,
 or sharing in general. Educate your constituents. Don't kill bears or permit it being done. We
 are Florida residents, sharing our rural environment for 46 years.
Bill and Linda Stagg,



From: Bill Stagg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Florida Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 3:04:39 PM

GOVERNOR
There is no sport about it. There has been no proof that Florida has too many bears. Florida
 does have too many people that are not knowledgeable about living with indigenous animals,
 or sharing in general. Educate your constituents. Don't kill bears or permit it being done. We
 are Florida residents, sharing our rural environment for 46 years.
Bill and Linda Stagg,



From: Arleen Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCELLATION OF FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 2:42:45 PM

 If you have an ounce of decency in you, PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT!!!! We
 want to ensure the continued survival of bears in the state of Florida (and across the country). Humans
 need to change their behavior that draw the bears into the communities, such as stop the development of
 land in which the bears live for the greed of the human's bank account. Why don't you sell licenses to
 hunt murderers who have avoided capture? 

If God had put the 4-legged animals in charge of the 2-legged animals, we'd be living in a better world.
 Please stop this hunt before it gets started.

Thank you for doing the right thing and cancelling the bear hunt.

Sincerely,

William & Arleen Cooper





From: Arleen Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCELLATION OF FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 2:42:41 PM

 If you have an ounce of decency in you, PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT!!!! We
 want to ensure the continued survival of bears in the state of Florida (and across the country). Humans
 need to change their behavior that draw the bears into the communities, such as stop the development of
 land in which the bears live for the greed of the human's bank account. Why don't you sell licenses to
 hunt murderers who have avoided capture? 

If God had put the 4-legged animals in charge of the 2-legged animals, we'd be living in a better world.
 Please stop this hunt before it gets started.

Thank you for doing the right thing and cancelling the bear hunt.

Sincerely,

William & Arleen Cooper





From: Tom Ravoo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 2:28:22 PM

From: Tom Ravoo <AHR1040@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott.
Could you please stop this upcoming bear hunt. This will make our state look like we are out of touch with the real
 world. There are many ways to control this without the KILL. Please protect all the wildlife that is still around.
Thank you, Tom



From: Raquel Arber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 1:56:07 PM

Mr Scott ,my name is Raquel Arber and I a Florida resident. I insist that you cancel the profit-
driver bear hunting permit scheme.Wildlife has a right to exist free from harm! I value bears and
 want to ensure that bears survive in Florida and the rest of the country .Please I urge you to
 cancel the Fla trophy bear hunt !



From: Raquel Arber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 1:56:05 PM

Mr Scott ,my name is Raquel Arber and I a Florida resident. I insist that you cancel the profit-
driver bear hunting permit scheme.Wildlife has a right to exist free from harm! I value bears and
 want to ensure that bears survive in Florida and the rest of the country .Please I urge you to
 cancel the Fla trophy bear hunt !



From: B Samuel Shames
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 1:55:03 PM

Dear Mr. Scott,

You are doing a great job as Governor of Florida.

However, you should cancel the bear hunt. I value bears and want to ensure their continued
 survival in Florida. The goal of state policy should be to minimize conflict with bears by
 changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities.

Thank you.

Yours truly,

B Samuel Shames
Parkland, Florida



From: B Samuel Shames
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 1:55:00 PM

Dear Mr. Scott,

You are doing a great job as Governor of Florida.

However, you should cancel the bear hunt. I value bears and want to ensure their continued
 survival in Florida. The goal of state policy should be to minimize conflict with bears by
 changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities.

Thank you.

Yours truly,

B Samuel Shames
Parkland, Florida



From: Jane Velez-Mitchell
To: Media
Subject: Request for Comment
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 1:40:01 PM

1. Have you seen the massive coverage in opposition to the planned Florida Black Bear
 Hunt? (below)
2. What do you say to critics who say issuing 2,000 permits to kill 320 bears and then
 making the first two days mandatory could wipe out virtually Florida's entire black bear
 population and radically exceed the legal quota?
3. What do you say to critics who complain Gov Scott used the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission appointments as political rewards leading to a circumstance
 where developers, not scientists, are making life or death decisions?
4. What do you say to critics who say Gov Scott is ruining tourism by turning Florida into a
 state filled with bloodshed and cruelty, the antithesis of what retirees are looking for, to
 reward a tiny fraction of the populace, namely hunters and developers?
5. What do you say to critics who predict this will hurt Gov Scott politically?
Please reply at your earliest convenience. On Deadline.
Best,
Jane Velez-Mitchell, Editor, JaneUnChained.com

News coverage of yesterday's large protest against the bear hunt in Orlando yesterday:

WESH 2 News ==>> http://www.wesh.com/news/dozens-gather-to-protest-bear-hunt-next-month/35472916

Orlando Sentinel ==>> http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/breaking-news/os-florida-bear-hunt-protest-orlando-20150924-
story.html

WFTV ==>> http://www.wftv.com/news/news/local/protesters-rally-orlando-against-bear-hunting/nnm6m/

New4Jax ==>> http://www.news4jax.com/news/bear-rally-hopes-to-halt-bear-hunting-season/35456678

WKMG ==>> http://m.clickorlando.com/news/protest-against-bear-hunting-underway-at-lake-eola/35458786

WMFE ==>> http://www.wmfe.org/environmentalists-protest-florida-bear-hunt/52887

News 13 ==>>
 http://www.mynews13.com/content/news/cfnews13/news/article.html/content/news/articles/cfn/2015/9/24/florida_bear_hunt_protest.html

Fox 35 ==>> http://www.fox35orlando.com/local-news/23965951-story

Orlando Weekly ==>> http://www.orlandoweekly.com/Blogs/archives/2015/09/24/florida-bear-hunt-opponents-gather-for-orlando-
protest

Bradenton Herald ==>> http://www.bradenton.com/2015/09/24/6008630/protesters-gather-in-orlando-to.html

Bay News 9 ==>>
 http://www.baynews9.com/content/news/baynews9/news/article.html/content/news/articles/cfn/2015/9/23/florida bear hunt protest.html



From: aphillygirl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please STOP BEAR hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 12:41:23 PM

Please consider the number of bears maimed, killed, and cubs left without mothers to protect
 them as you close your eyes and go to sleep tonight. Thank you and may God bless you and
 guide you.

Sent on a Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® III



From: aphillygirl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please STOP BEAR hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 12:41:18 PM

Please consider the number of bears maimed, killed, and cubs left without mothers to protect
 them as you close your eyes and go to sleep tonight. Thank you and may God bless you and
 guide you.

Sent on a Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® III



From: Gail
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 12:31:23 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

With the controversy generated around the bear hunt, one tragic accident is all that
 is needed for voters to recall a fiasco. Please cancel this meaningless hunt. People
 need to act responsibly and there would not be a need for this. Education in the
 schools and community would serve your constituents far better.

 Gail Steinberg
Clermont, FL 34711



From: Gail
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 12:31:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

With the controversy generated around the bear hunt, one tragic accident is all that
 is needed for voters to recall a fiasco. Please cancel this meaningless hunt. People
 need to act responsibly and there would not be a need for this. Education in the
 schools and community would serve your constituents far better.

 Gail Steinberg
Clermont, FL 34711



From: Melissa Caraway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel brown bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 11:23:18 AM

Governor Scott,

Please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt!  I value our bears & want to ensure their continued survival in our
 state.  We need to educate & change our (humans) behaviors that draw the Bears into our communities!!!!   Wildlife
 has the right to exist free from harm!!  This seems to also be related to profiting from this hunt financially.  This is
 not what I or most Floridians want.

Melissa Caraway
5785 Gulf Rd.
Milton, Fl. 32583
Florida Resident

Sent from my iPhone



From: Melissa Caraway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel brown bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 11:23:15 AM

Governor Scott,

Please CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt!  I value our bears & want to ensure their continued survival in our
 state.  We need to educate & change our (humans) behaviors that draw the Bears into our communities!!!!   Wildlife
 has the right to exist free from harm!!  This seems to also be related to profiting from this hunt financially.  This is
 not what I or most Floridians want.

Melissa Caraway
5785 Gulf Rd.
Milton, Fl. 32583
Florida Resident

Sent from my iPhone



From: Porrr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: CANCEL BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 11:06:32 AM

Stop it! Please.
Patricia O. Rickard

-----Original Message-----
From: Judith Zufi 
To: Judith Zufi 
Sent: Fri, Sep 25, 2015 9:29 am
Subject: FW: CANCEL BEAR HUNT

Would you like to send Scott a message regarding the planned Bear Killing.
Letter of request sent from Friends of Animals.
My letter is below.
If yes his address is

rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Thank you
Gov. Rick Scott:
We urge you to cancel the Florida Trophy Bear hunt.
Tragically the killing of animals is becoming a sport for savages that enjoy
 killing innocent helpless animals.
We value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of
 Florida.
Our wildlife has the right to exist free from the harm of these savages who
 get a high from killing.
Better they turn their killing instinct on one another.
Sincerely
Judith Zufi



From: Porrr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: CANCEL BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 11:06:29 AM

Stop it! Please.
Patricia O. Rickard

-----Original Message-----
From: Judith Zufi 
To: Judith Zufi 
Sent: Fri, Sep 25, 2015 9:29 am
Subject: FW: CANCEL BEAR HUNT

Would you like to send Scott a message regarding the planned Bear Killing.
Letter of request sent from Friends of Animals.
My letter is below.
If yes his address is

rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Thank you
Gov. Rick Scott:
We urge you to cancel the Florida Trophy Bear hunt.
Tragically the killing of animals is becoming a sport for savages that enjoy
 killing innocent helpless animals.
We value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of
 Florida.
Our wildlife has the right to exist free from the harm of these savages who
 get a high from killing.
Better they turn their killing instinct on one another.
Sincerely
Judith Zufi



From: Blynn1130@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 10:46:58 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,
I implore you to cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt. My
 wife and I value bears and want to insure their continued
 survival in our state. This means changing human
 behaviors that draw the bears into our communities. We
 feel that wildlife should have the right to exist free from
 harm. I am shocked that this hunt is being used for profit
 by the agency that is supposed to protect wild life. They
 were here long before we were and it is we who have
 taken away so much of there natural habitat.
Thank you for your support on this matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Lynn
Palm Coast Florida. 32164



From: Blynn1130@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 10:46:55 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,
I implore you to cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt. My
 wife and I value bears and want to insure their continued
 survival in our state. This means changing human
 behaviors that draw the bears into our communities. We
 feel that wildlife should have the right to exist free from
 harm. I am shocked that this hunt is being used for profit
 by the agency that is supposed to protect wild life. They
 were here long before we were and it is we who have
 taken away so much of there natural habitat.
Thank you for your support on this matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Lynn
Palm Coast Florida. 32164



From: Teresa Laureano
To: ABC Tallahassee WTXL; mgerman@wtxl.tv; dwright@wtxl.tv; rangotti@wtxl.tv; mhayse@wtxl.tv; Scott Open

 Government; Appointments; sassonr@tcc.fl.edu; baroodyj@tcc.fl.edu; schultzj@tcc.fl.edu; smitherl@tcc.fl.edu;
 Killiam, Mark; cdodd@flabar.org; jonathan.midekor@flbog.edu; jennifer.nabors@flbog.edu;
 cathy.oakley@flbog.edu; kenneth.ogletree@flbog.edu; kathy.padgett@flbog.edu; lynda.page@flbog.edu;
 jincy.prasheel@flbog.edu; sandy.radulski@flbog.edu; jon.rogers@flbog.edu;
 cassandra.mcmichael@oel.myflorida.com; cetoria.lowe@oel.myflorida.com;
 christina.hoffman@oel.myflorida.com; info@specialolympicsleon.org; pattyfauth@sofl.org; beritamlie@sofl.org;
 larrydaniell@sofl.org; eunicegarbutt@sofl.org

Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 10:04:45 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE SEPT 24TH PRESS
 CONFERENCE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT
 FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meetinghttps://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 



STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )



From: Gail Stern
To: ABC Tallahassee WTXL; mgerman@wtxl.tv; dwright@wtxl.tv; rangotti@wtxl.tv; mhayse@wtxl.tv; Scott Open

 Government; Appointments; sassonr@tcc.fl.edu; baroodyj@tcc.fl.edu; schultzj@tcc.fl.edu; smitherl@tcc.fl.edu;
 Killiam, Mark; cdodd@flabar.org; jonathan.midekor@flbog.edu; jennifer.nabors@flbog.edu;
 cathy.oakley@flbog.edu; kenneth.ogletree@flbog.edu; kathy.padgett@flbog.edu; lynda.page@flbog.edu;
 jincy.prasheel@flbog.edu; sandy.radulski@flbog.edu; jon.rogers@flbog.edu;
 cassandra.mcmichael@oel.myflorida.com; cetoria.lowe@oel.myflorida.com;
 christina.hoffman@oel.myflorida.com; info@specialolympicsleon.org; pattyfauth@sofl.org; beritamlie@sofl.org;
 larrydaniell@sofl.org; eunicegarbutt@sofl.org; Commissioner@fldoe.org; elizabeth.adejokun-ojo@flbog.edu;
 karen.armstrong@flbog.edu; steven.auerbach@flbog.edu; diana.barbu@flbog.edu; cathy.barrios@flbog.edu;
 amy.beaven@flbog.edu; peg.bonyata@flbog.edu; dale.bradley@flbog.edu; heidie.bryant@flbog.edu;
 catherine.buga@flbog.edu; jianzhong.chen@flbog.edu; lori.clark@flbog.edu; nadya.collins@flbog.edu;
 Health@doh.state.fl.us; cheryl.jones@freshfromflorida.com; michael.bentley@freshfromflorida.com;
 kelly.douglas@freshfromflorida.com; jean.cherisma@freshfromflorida.com;
 rebecca.sanders@freshfromflorida.com; duraid.hanna@freshfromflorida.com;
 keith.richardson@freshfromflorida.com; haydee.escobar@freshfromflorida.com; amy.mathis@oel.myflorida.com;
 info@dos.myflorida.com; ana.gonzalez@oel.myflorida.com; alisha.johnson@oel.myflorida.com;
 andrea.barber@oel.myflorida.com; andrea.ward@oel.myflorida.com; andrew.mazyck@oel.myflorida.com;
 antrica.morgan@oel.myflorida.com; april.hargrove@oel.myflorida.com; ashley.mitchell@oel.myflorida.com;
 audia.bradwell@oel.myflorida.com; barbara.buda@oel.myflorida.com; bill.ammons@oel.myflorida.com;
 bob.pope@oel.myflorida.com; brian.savon@oel.myflorida.com; courtnie.wheeless@oel.myflorida.com; Sucher,
 Cynthia; daniel.papka@oel.myflorida.com; dinh.nguyen@oel.myflorida.com;
 ed.hachenberger@oel.myflorida.com; elizabeth.moya@oel.myflorida.com; erin.smeltzer@oel.myflorida.com

Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:57:17 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE SEPT 24TH PRESS CONFERENCE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people



 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________



SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World



From: diane hurwitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:51:12 AM

Dear Sir,  Having voted for you in the last election, I am horrified in your agreement that man must display
 dominance over his surroundings by the medieval practice of slaughtering an innocent animal for sport.  STOP
 THE BEAR HUNT!!!   Can you not rise above killing, and set a new example of compassion.  If not, I certainly
 have chosen the wrong man.

Diane Hurwitz
6902 Fountains Circle
Lake Worth, Florida 33467



From: diane hurwitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:51:09 AM

Dear Sir,  Having voted for you in the last election, I am horrified in your agreement that man must display
 dominance over his surroundings by the medieval practice of slaughtering an innocent animal for sport.  STOP
 THE BEAR HUNT!!!   Can you not rise above killing, and set a new example of compassion.  If not, I certainly
 have chosen the wrong man.

Diane Hurwitz
6902 Fountains Circle
Lake Worth, Florida 33467



From: Getz, Sue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL the Florida Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:41:39 AM

I value bears and all wildlife and believe they have the right to exist free from harm. I believe in order
 to ensure bears continued survival in Florida that you must cancel the profit-driving bear hunting
 permit scheme. We must change human behaviors, such as using bear-proof trash cans, in order to
 co-exist with bears and not lure them into communities. Bears are not to be exploited and used for
 trophy hunting. It’s disgusting! They have a right to life.
CANCEL the Florida Trophy Bear Hunt!
Sue Getz
3618 Enterprise Rd E
Safety Harbor, FL 34695

Please consider the environment before printing this message.

This electronic mail message and any attached files contain information intended for the exclusive use of the individual
 or entity to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential under
 applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by electronic mail or telephone and
 delete the original message without making any copies; any unauthorized viewing, copying, disclosure or distribution
 of this information may be subject to legal restriction and penalty.



From: Getz, Sue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL the Florida Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:41:36 AM

I value bears and all wildlife and believe they have the right to exist free from harm. I believe in order
 to ensure bears continued survival in Florida that you must cancel the profit-driving bear hunting
 permit scheme. We must change human behaviors, such as using bear-proof trash cans, in order to
 co-exist with bears and not lure them into communities. Bears are not to be exploited and used for
 trophy hunting. It’s disgusting! They have a right to life.
CANCEL the Florida Trophy Bear Hunt!
Sue Getz
3618 Enterprise Rd E
Safety Harbor, FL 34695

Please consider the environment before printing this message.

This electronic mail message and any attached files contain information intended for the exclusive use of the individual
 or entity to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential under
 applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by electronic mail or telephone and
 delete the original message without making any copies; any unauthorized viewing, copying, disclosure or distribution
 of this information may be subject to legal restriction and penalty.



From: lhannon13@comcast.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:41:22 AM

PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT. 
Thank you,
Loretta Hannon
Florida resident



From: lhannon13@comcast.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:41:20 AM

PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT. 
Thank you,
Loretta Hannon
Florida resident



From: Carol Richards
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:01:15 AM

I am writing to ask you to please stop the scheduled bear hunt.  Obviously, the bears killed will not be the ones
 scavenging around public areas but will be the ones living peacefully in the woods.

Don't you think the time has come to stop trying to solve our disagreements and problems by killing the perceived
 "enemy"?  Whenever there's an issue, we seem to think first of decimating the cause, be it other humans or
 animals.  Stopping this blood bath would be a good first step in taking the position that we are going to try other
 solutions first.  Surely you and your advisors are smart enough to solve this problem in a far more humane way.

Please reconsider.

Sent from my iPad



From: Carol Richards
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 9:01:11 AM

I am writing to ask you to please stop the scheduled bear hunt.  Obviously, the bears killed will not be the ones
 scavenging around public areas but will be the ones living peacefully in the woods.

Don't you think the time has come to stop trying to solve our disagreements and problems by killing the perceived
 "enemy"?  Whenever there's an issue, we seem to think first of decimating the cause, be it other humans or
 animals.  Stopping this blood bath would be a good first step in taking the position that we are going to try other
 solutions first.  Surely you and your advisors are smart enough to solve this problem in a far more humane way.

Please reconsider.

Sent from my iPad



From: Marilyn Weisser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:37:17 AM

There are more humane ways of dealing with bears. You know what they are as well as I do. I insist that you cancel
 the Florida trophy Bear hunt! A good part of this problem is the illegal feeding of the Bears. You know as well as I
 do that knowledge is power perhaps educating the public would be more appreciated approach.

Sincerely.
Sent from my iPhone



From: Marilyn Weisser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:37:14 AM

There are more humane ways of dealing with bears. You know what they are as well as I do. I insist that you cancel
 the Florida trophy Bear hunt! A good part of this problem is the illegal feeding of the Bears. You know as well as I
 do that knowledge is power perhaps educating the public would be more appreciated approach.

Sincerely.
Sent from my iPhone



From: Jim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:30:56 AM

Governor Scott,
I’m asking you to stop the black bear hunt scheduled for October here in Florida. Attitudes towards
 the State’s wildlife must change. Step up and stop this barbaric act. Tell the FWC this profit-driven
 permitting scheme must be cancelled. The residents of Florida need to understand and learn to live
 with bears, alligators and panthers; not kill them off.
Sincerely,
James Aldrich
6730 Landover Cir
Tallahassee, FL 32317



From: Jim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:30:53 AM

Governor Scott,
I’m asking you to stop the black bear hunt scheduled for October here in Florida. Attitudes towards
 the State’s wildlife must change. Step up and stop this barbaric act. Tell the FWC this profit-driven
 permitting scheme must be cancelled. The residents of Florida need to understand and learn to live
 with bears, alligators and panthers; not kill them off.
Sincerely,
James Aldrich
6730 Landover Cir
Tallahassee, FL 32317



From: Jim Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:00:51 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please cancel the Florida bear hunt. We all, including you, should have learned from the recent
 lion incident in Africa that humans need to stop killing wildlife.

Thank you,

Jim Dunn
694 Middle River Drive
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304



From: Jim Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 8:00:47 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please cancel the Florida bear hunt. We all, including you, should have learned from the recent
 lion incident in Africa that humans need to stop killing wildlife.

Thank you,

Jim Dunn
694 Middle River Drive
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304



From: Judith Zufi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 6:55:55 AM

Gov. Rick Scott:
We urge you to cancel the Florida Trophy Bear hunt.
Tragically the killing of animals is becoming a sport for savages that enjoy
 killing innocent helpless animals.
We value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of
 Florida.
Our wildlife has the right to exist free from the harm of these savages who
 get a high from killing.
Better they turn their killing instinct on one another.
Sincerely
Judith Zufi



From: Judith Zufi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 6:55:53 AM

Gov. Rick Scott:
We urge you to cancel the Florida Trophy Bear hunt.
Tragically the killing of animals is becoming a sport for savages that enjoy
 killing innocent helpless animals.
We value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of
 Florida.
Our wildlife has the right to exist free from the harm of these savages who
 get a high from killing.
Better they turn their killing instinct on one another.
Sincerely
Judith Zufi



From: Gary Leming
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 12:46:07 AM

Dear Governor Scott:
Please do the right thing and call off this bear hunt.
Regards,
Gary Leming



From: Gary Leming
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 25, 2015 12:46:04 AM

Dear Governor Scott:
Please do the right thing and call off this bear hunt.
Regards,
Gary Leming



From: Terry Raczkowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No to bear hunting
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 11:19:58 PM

Dear Sir:
I am strongly Requesting that the Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt be Cancelled! Please!
Increasing development continues to encroach upon the habitat of our wildlife. The bears and
 other animals have no where to go, and thus they are forced to move closer to people.
People Must be educated about their own behaviors and actions which cause conflicts with
 bears and other wildlife. Policies that include changing human behaviors that draw bears and
 other animals into our communities (such as residents using only secured bear-proof trash
 cans outdoors) Must be enforced.
Wildlife has a right to exist free from harm. Again, I request that you Cancel the bear hunt,
 which appears to be profit-driven. To educate and not kill is the best way to co-exist with, and
 preserve our wildlife.

Thank you!



From: Terry Raczkowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No to bear hunting
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 11:19:52 PM

Dear Sir:
I am strongly Requesting that the Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt be Cancelled! Please!
Increasing development continues to encroach upon the habitat of our wildlife. The bears and
 other animals have no where to go, and thus they are forced to move closer to people.
People Must be educated about their own behaviors and actions which cause conflicts with
 bears and other wildlife. Policies that include changing human behaviors that draw bears and
 other animals into our communities (such as residents using only secured bear-proof trash
 cans outdoors) Must be enforced.
Wildlife has a right to exist free from harm. Again, I request that you Cancel the bear hunt,
 which appears to be profit-driven. To educate and not kill is the best way to co-exist with, and
 preserve our wildlife.

Thank you!



From: doryviktor123@verizon.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 9:08:21 PM

What is wrong with the human race that we must destroy life in any form? the slaughter of bear cubs in Wisconsin,
 the killing of wolves in Idaho, Utah, Montana and other states and the BLM destroying mustangs; the symbol of
 the wild west. Does Florida need to join this horrible list of killer states? We need to better manage habitat loss for
 wild lives so that we can minimize the contact between humans, livestocks and wildlives. Killing wild lives has the
 potential to destabilize the environment as proven over 50 years ago in Yellowstone. Animals have families and
 feelings just like humans. Do we want someone to come and destroy your family because of age old negative
 myths and misconceptions? Are lives, even animal lives worth less than the $100 or $300 permit fees?

I consider myself a moderate conservative and used to be a Republican but sad to say, the Republican party is
 rarely known for their concern for animals and the environment which is why I am a proud Independent today. I
 strongly urge you, Gov. Scott to not be one of those heartless Republican and stop this cull of bears in Florida
 before it is too late.

Thanks



From: doryviktor123@verizon.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 9:08:18 PM

What is wrong with the human race that we must destroy life in any form? the slaughter of bear cubs in Wisconsin,
 the killing of wolves in Idaho, Utah, Montana and other states and the BLM destroying mustangs; the symbol of
 the wild west. Does Florida need to join this horrible list of killer states? We need to better manage habitat loss for
 wild lives so that we can minimize the contact between humans, livestocks and wildlives. Killing wild lives has the
 potential to destabilize the environment as proven over 50 years ago in Yellowstone. Animals have families and
 feelings just like humans. Do we want someone to come and destroy your family because of age old negative
 myths and misconceptions? Are lives, even animal lives worth less than the $100 or $300 permit fees?

I consider myself a moderate conservative and used to be a Republican but sad to say, the Republican party is
 rarely known for their concern for animals and the environment which is why I am a proud Independent today. I
 strongly urge you, Gov. Scott to not be one of those heartless Republican and stop this cull of bears in Florida
 before it is too late.

Thanks



From: Amber Bean
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 8:57:47 PM

Dear Governor,

As a resident of this great state and a person with respect for ALL life, I respectfully insist that you cancel the
 Florida trophy bear hunt. I value the Bears in our state and want to ensure their continued survival. Common
 sense tells us that they were here long before we built the urban sprawl of suburbs and cites into their natural
 habitat. Killing them is not a solution to the problem. Changing human behaviors that draws bears into our
 communities and changing attitudes that say that they do not have a right to exist is the proper way to move
 forward to a solution.

I think you are a great Governor, but I have to strongly disagree with your stance on this. Please re consider and
 cancel this inhumane and barbaric hunt. You are better than this and I know Florida is much better than this. We
 want the nation to know us for our awesome weather and beautiful beaches and activities, not this horrific hunt.

Sincerely,

Amber Bean
813-657-5995



From: Amber Bean
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 8:57:43 PM

Dear Governor,

As a resident of this great state and a person with respect for ALL life, I respectfully insist that you cancel the
 Florida trophy bear hunt. I value the Bears in our state and want to ensure their continued survival. Common
 sense tells us that they were here long before we built the urban sprawl of suburbs and cites into their natural
 habitat. Killing them is not a solution to the problem. Changing human behaviors that draws bears into our
 communities and changing attitudes that say that they do not have a right to exist is the proper way to move
 forward to a solution.

I think you are a great Governor, but I have to strongly disagree with your stance on this. Please re consider and
 cancel this inhumane and barbaric hunt. You are better than this and I know Florida is much better than this. We
 want the nation to know us for our awesome weather and beautiful beaches and activities, not this horrific hunt.

Sincerely,

Amber Bean
813-657-5995



From: Ron Wentworth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 7:23:24 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

The world condemned the trophy hunting and killing of Cecil the Lion in Africa, but now Florida's bears
 are the target of a similar bloodbath. Florida black bears have been on the state's threatened species list
 as recent as 2012 because their numbers have decreased to about 300 bears statewide. For some
 strange reason, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission has approved a statewide hunt
 from October 24-30, the first bear hunt season in more than two decades in our state.

The Commission says that the goal is to kill 320 bears in four parts of the state. However, the hunt has
 already drawn more than 1,900 hunters and no limit has been set on the number of permits that will be
 sold.

Consider this revolting fact: During the first two days of the hunt, there is no limit on the number of bears
 that can be killed, meaning that an unknown number of bears can potentially be gunned down or shot
 with arrows before numbers of dead are counted or rules enforced.

Cancelling the bear hunt and instead educating Florida residents about how to peacefully co-exist with
 bears they share the landscape with is appropriate. I value bears and want to ensure their continued
 survival in the State of Florida. We can change human behaviors that draw bears into our communities
 such as using only bear-proof trash cans that are secured, condemning illegal feeding of bears, urging
 residents to clean and secure grills and to not leave pet food outside.

I respectfully ask that you intervene and CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt.

Ron Wentworth
400 Bellini Circle
Nokomis, FL 34275
941-966-5794
ronwentworth1@yahoo.com



From: Ron Wentworth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 7:23:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

The world condemned the trophy hunting and killing of Cecil the Lion in Africa, but now Florida's bears
 are the target of a similar bloodbath. Florida black bears have been on the state's threatened species list
 as recent as 2012 because their numbers have decreased to about 300 bears statewide. For some
 strange reason, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission has approved a statewide hunt
 from October 24-30, the first bear hunt season in more than two decades in our state.

The Commission says that the goal is to kill 320 bears in four parts of the state. However, the hunt has
 already drawn more than 1,900 hunters and no limit has been set on the number of permits that will be
 sold.

Consider this revolting fact: During the first two days of the hunt, there is no limit on the number of bears
 that can be killed, meaning that an unknown number of bears can potentially be gunned down or shot
 with arrows before numbers of dead are counted or rules enforced.

Cancelling the bear hunt and instead educating Florida residents about how to peacefully co-exist with
 bears they share the landscape with is appropriate. I value bears and want to ensure their continued
 survival in the State of Florida. We can change human behaviors that draw bears into our communities
 such as using only bear-proof trash cans that are secured, condemning illegal feeding of bears, urging
 residents to clean and secure grills and to not leave pet food outside.

I respectfully ask that you intervene and CANCEL the Florida trophy bear hunt.

Ron Wentworth
400 Bellini Circle
Nokomis, FL 34275
941-966-5794
ronwentworth1@yahoo.com



From: Patricia Wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 7:09:55 PM

From: Patricia Wolf <pwolf6@msn.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33618

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt!



From: Patricia Wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 7:09:52 PM

From: Patricia Wolf <pwolf6@msn.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33618

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt!



From: Gail Stern
To: ABC Tallahassee WTXL; mgerman@wtxl.tv; dwright@wtxl.tv; rangotti@wtxl.tv; mhayse@wtxl.tv; Scott Open

 Government; Appointments; matthew@citychurchtallahassee.com; ashlyn@citychurchtallahassee.com;
 bryan@citychurchtallahassee.com; todd@citychurchtallahassee.com; info@capitaloutlook.com;
 dwalker@fsview.com; pkostidakis@fsview.com; dabinum@fsview.com; zverbit@fsview.com;
 amassoudi@fsview.com; eaceto@fsview.com; dlowery@fsview.com; info@rowlandpublishing.com;
 joyce.ingram@famu.edu; mark.palazesi@famu.edu; lmurphy@wtxl.tv; jwalker@wtxl.tv; lcratty@wtxl.tv;
 tip@myfwc.com; Media; ostranderd@gs.ptdiocese.org; clevans@tallahassee.com; bcardinale@tallahassee.com;
 bjwest@tallahassee.com; slafuria@tallahassee.com; t.may@iheartmedia.com;
 meghan@citychurchtallahassee.com; ayoung@fox49.com; rjump@fox49.com; moorel@tcc.fl.edu;
 melinda.richardson@famu.edu; liston.davis@famu.edu; shakonda.peters@famu.edu; lori.gaines@famu.edu;
 dianna.whitmore@famu.edu; shauna.allen@famu.edu; territcita.norwood@famu.edu; rhale@fox49.com;
 moeub.lanh@famu.edu; tedewaard@fox49.com; cyoung@fox49.com; rmiller@fox49.com;
 trichardson@fox49.com; asmith@fox49.com; erin@citychurchtallahassee.com; asa@citychurchtallahassee.com;
 dkines@fox49.com; editor@thetallahasseenews.com

Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 5:43:35 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE SEPT 24TH PRESS CONFERENCE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right



 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-



black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World



From: Elaine Furman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 5:20:22 PM

please CANCEL the florida trophy bear hunt.  Bears are part of our environment & deserve to be protected from
 blood-thirsty hunters who feel their manliness can only be confirmed by shooting the innocent animals of all
 kinds.   By changing human behaviors that attract bears into  the communities, people & wildlife can co-exist.  We
 are the interlopers into wildlife lives; they are not the interlopers.  For once, please do the right thing & cancel this
 bloody trophy hunt immediately.
thank you.
elaine furman
jax, fl 32217



From: Elaine Furman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 5:20:19 PM

please CANCEL the florida trophy bear hunt.  Bears are part of our environment & deserve to be protected from
 blood-thirsty hunters who feel their manliness can only be confirmed by shooting the innocent animals of all
 kinds.   By changing human behaviors that attract bears into  the communities, people & wildlife can co-exist.  We
 are the interlopers into wildlife lives; they are not the interlopers.  For once, please do the right thing & cancel this
 bloody trophy hunt immediately.
thank you.
elaine furman
jax, fl 32217



From: Maureen Eakin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 4:54:55 PM

Dear Sir:
Please cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt, which really is just a fancy title for the outright slaughter and
 murder of these innocent animals. This is just a profit driven bear hunting scheme. I want to preserve the
 bears of Florida. Please show you have compassion for these innocent animals and do NOT allow them
 to be slaughtered. CANCEL the trophy bear hunt right now.
Thank you.



From: Maureen Eakin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 4:54:51 PM

Dear Sir:
Please cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt, which really is just a fancy title for the outright slaughter and
 murder of these innocent animals. This is just a profit driven bear hunting scheme. I want to preserve the
 bears of Florida. Please show you have compassion for these innocent animals and do NOT allow them
 to be slaughtered. CANCEL the trophy bear hunt right now.
Thank you.



From: Kathleen Walls
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 4:47:25 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,
I want to make clear my position about this bear hunt. It is cruel, unnecessary and wrong both
 politically and morally. There are more of us voters who do not hunt and oppose trophy
 hunting. When elections come around we have long memories and will remember who stood
 where on this issue.
I am a sociology major and can tell you that the methods used to determine the number of
 bears in the state are ridiculous. The complaints of bears in cities could come from hunters
 themselves who want to paint a picture of increased bear predation to make condition
 favorable for just such a hunt. They could come form people who see a shadow of a raccoon
 or possum and imagine it a bear. How many of the supposed sighting have reliable witnesses?
If Fish and Wildlife people, who are supposed to be protecting our wildlife, want a count, do it
 with reliable sightings in the woods by trained spotters not in the middle of cities where there
 will be no hunting, anyway. I am an author and travel writer who has books, (Wild About
 Florida series) and numerous articles about Florida’s natural beauty and have traveled
 frequently in Ocala National Forest, Jennings Forest, Gold Head State Park and almost any of
 Florida’s other wild places and can count on less than one hand the bears I have seen in the
 wild.
FWC own bear expert, biologist Mike Orlando, sites “bad behavior by humans, who leave their

 garbage out or feed bears, remain the number-one problem in the conflicts.” Some cities

 such as DeBarry and counties like Seminole and Marion are already taking steps to promote
 the use of bear proof cans for residential use. This is how the problem can be solved not by
 killing bears way out in the forest who have never ventured into any populated areas.
As for the state’s reluctance to refund the permit money to the avid hunters waiting
 impatiently with loaded guns, bright vests, radio equipment, four wheel jeeps and a good
 supply of Milwaukee's finest, to engage in their so-called sport with the bears who are
 equipped with only their natural instincts and teeth and claws, why not set up a hunter’s
 hunt? I am sure you could get noted Florida author Carl Hiiaasen to manage it. You could
 close down a state park or two for a weekend and admit only the hunters with strict
 instructions to only shoot other hunters. That should leave everyone happy. The hunter get a
 chance to kill. The bears are safe. Taxidermists will face new challenging territory in
 preserving the kill to be displayed on the shooter’s wall of shame fame. The multitude of us
 protesting the hunt will be happy. The treasure still has that all important permit money.
 Everyone will have a smile on their faces except maybe the unlucky hunters who were killed
 and I am sure the taxidermists can correct that easily.
If you can’t see the wisdom in this, I’ll be seeing some of your representatives along with
 hundreds of others who feel as I do at the Jacksonville Bear Hunt Protest on Oct. 23.
Just the opinion of one of your humble constituents. (perhaps shared by many others.)



Kathleen Walls,
www.katywalls.com, Author of Wild About Florida: South Florida, Wild About Florida: Central
 Florida,Wild About Florida: North Florida, Finding Florida’s Phantoms, and other books.
 Publisher of American Roads, The travel ezine for anyone who travels American’s Roads.



From: Kathleen Walls
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 4:47:22 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,
I want to make clear my position about this bear hunt. It is cruel, unnecessary and wrong both
 politically and morally. There are more of us voters who do not hunt and oppose trophy
 hunting. When elections come around we have long memories and will remember who stood
 where on this issue.
I am a sociology major and can tell you that the methods used to determine the number of
 bears in the state are ridiculous. The complaints of bears in cities could come from hunters
 themselves who want to paint a picture of increased bear predation to make condition
 favorable for just such a hunt. They could come form people who see a shadow of a raccoon
 or possum and imagine it a bear. How many of the supposed sighting have reliable witnesses?
If Fish and Wildlife people, who are supposed to be protecting our wildlife, want a count, do it
 with reliable sightings in the woods by trained spotters not in the middle of cities where there
 will be no hunting, anyway. I am an author and travel writer who has books, (Wild About
 Florida series) and numerous articles about Florida’s natural beauty and have traveled
 frequently in Ocala National Forest, Jennings Forest, Gold Head State Park and almost any of
 Florida’s other wild places and can count on less than one hand the bears I have seen in the
 wild.
FWC own bear expert, biologist Mike Orlando, sites “bad behavior by humans, who leave their

 garbage out or feed bears, remain the number-one problem in the conflicts.” Some cities

 such as DeBarry and counties like Seminole and Marion are already taking steps to promote
 the use of bear proof cans for residential use. This is how the problem can be solved not by
 killing bears way out in the forest who have never ventured into any populated areas.
As for the state’s reluctance to refund the permit money to the avid hunters waiting
 impatiently with loaded guns, bright vests, radio equipment, four wheel jeeps and a good
 supply of Milwaukee's finest, to engage in their so-called sport with the bears who are
 equipped with only their natural instincts and teeth and claws, why not set up a hunter’s
 hunt? I am sure you could get noted Florida author Carl Hiiaasen to manage it. You could
 close down a state park or two for a weekend and admit only the hunters with strict
 instructions to only shoot other hunters. That should leave everyone happy. The hunter get a
 chance to kill. The bears are safe. Taxidermists will face new challenging territory in
 preserving the kill to be displayed on the shooter’s wall of shame fame. The multitude of us
 protesting the hunt will be happy. The treasure still has that all important permit money.
 Everyone will have a smile on their faces except maybe the unlucky hunters who were killed
 and I am sure the taxidermists can correct that easily.
If you can’t see the wisdom in this, I’ll be seeing some of your representatives along with
 hundreds of others who feel as I do at the Jacksonville Bear Hunt Protest on Oct. 23.
Just the opinion of one of your humble constituents. (perhaps shared by many others.)



Kathleen Walls,
www.katywalls.com, Author of Wild About Florida: South Florida, Wild About Florida: Central
 Florida,Wild About Florida: North Florida, Finding Florida’s Phantoms, and other books.
 Publisher of American Roads, The travel ezine for anyone who travels American’s Roads.



From: Ana Antunes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL THE BEAR TROPHY HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 4:23:39 PM

Dear Governor,
Please cancel the trophy bear hunt. I value bears and want to ensure their continued
 survival in the sate of Florida. Instead, enforce policies stating that residents must
 use only bear proof trash cans outdoors.
It also means condemning illegal feeding of bears and urging residents to clean and
 secure outdoor grills and do not leave food outside.
Attitudes must change instead of killing the animals.
In 2012 the bear population was less than 300 in the entire state of Florida and the
 species were protected to avoid extinction.....How come we are allowing these
 massacre of the poor animal?
What happens if we kill all?
Are you going to be responsible for their extinction?
A little education of the residents will go a long way without any killing.
Thank you



From: Ana Antunes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL THE BEAR TROPHY HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 4:23:35 PM

Dear Governor,
Please cancel the trophy bear hunt. I value bears and want to ensure their continued
 survival in the sate of Florida. Instead, enforce policies stating that residents must
 use only bear proof trash cans outdoors.
It also means condemning illegal feeding of bears and urging residents to clean and
 secure outdoor grills and do not leave food outside.
Attitudes must change instead of killing the animals.
In 2012 the bear population was less than 300 in the entire state of Florida and the
 species were protected to avoid extinction.....How come we are allowing these
 massacre of the poor animal?
What happens if we kill all?
Are you going to be responsible for their extinction?
A little education of the residents will go a long way without any killing.
Thank you



From: Dave Dorris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 4:10:30 PM

DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT: PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA BEAR TROPHY- HUNT
 SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 24-30, 2015. BEARS HAVE BEEN ON THE STATE'S
 THREATENED SPECIES LIST AS RECENTLY AS 2012 AS THEIR POPULATION HAS BEEN
 DWINDLING DUE TO LOSS OF HABITAT AND DEVELOPMENT. THE FLORIDA FISH AND
 WILDLIFE COMMISSION DOES NOT EVEN KNOW HOW MANY BEARS EXIST IN FLORIDA
 AND THAT IN ITSELF PROVES THIS IS JUST A MONEY MAKING SCHEME AND THAT
 FACTS ARE NOT EVEN IMPORTANT. FLORIDA RESIDENTS NEED EDUCATION ABOUT
 THINGS THEY CAN DO TO PEACEFULLY CO-EXIST WITH WILDLIFE AND THEY DO NOT
 NEED A PROFIT-DRIVEN BEAR HUNTING PERMIT SCHEME BY THE AGENCY THAT IS
 SUPPOSE TO PROTECT THEM. THERE HAS BEEN WORLDWIDE CONDEMNATION OF
 TROPHY HUNTING BECAUSE OF THE KILLING OF CECIL THE LION AND OTHER ANIMALS
 AND NOW FLORIDA COULD MAKE THE HEADLINES TOO FOR THE SAME KIND OF
 INHUMANE KILLING OF BEARS FOR PROFIT.. DO YOU WANT THIS BLOOD BATH TO BE
 PART OF YOUR LEGACY AS GOVERNOR OF FLORIDA? PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING
 AND CANCEL THE TROPHY BEAR HUNT. THANK YOU, 



From: Dave Dorris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 4:10:28 PM

DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT: PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA BEAR TROPHY- HUNT
 SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 24-30, 2015. BEARS HAVE BEEN ON THE STATE'S
 THREATENED SPECIES LIST AS RECENTLY AS 2012 AS THEIR POPULATION HAS BEEN
 DWINDLING DUE TO LOSS OF HABITAT AND DEVELOPMENT. THE FLORIDA FISH AND
 WILDLIFE COMMISSION DOES NOT EVEN KNOW HOW MANY BEARS EXIST IN FLORIDA
 AND THAT IN ITSELF PROVES THIS IS JUST A MONEY MAKING SCHEME AND THAT
 FACTS ARE NOT EVEN IMPORTANT. FLORIDA RESIDENTS NEED EDUCATION ABOUT
 THINGS THEY CAN DO TO PEACEFULLY CO-EXIST WITH WILDLIFE AND THEY DO NOT
 NEED A PROFIT-DRIVEN BEAR HUNTING PERMIT SCHEME BY THE AGENCY THAT IS
 SUPPOSE TO PROTECT THEM. THERE HAS BEEN WORLDWIDE CONDEMNATION OF
 TROPHY HUNTING BECAUSE OF THE KILLING OF CECIL THE LION AND OTHER ANIMALS
 AND NOW FLORIDA COULD MAKE THE HEADLINES TOO FOR THE SAME KIND OF
 INHUMANE KILLING OF BEARS FOR PROFIT.. DO YOU WANT THIS BLOOD BATH TO BE
 PART OF YOUR LEGACY AS GOVERNOR OF FLORIDA? PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING
 AND CANCEL THE TROPHY BEAR HUNT. THANK YOU, 



From: norma earnshaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt in Florida
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 3:51:34 PM

I hope this goes to someone who gives a darn.  PLEASE CANCEL the Florida trophjy bear hunt.  I have been to
 other states that have more bears and the people live with them.   It means changing human behavior that draws the
 bears.     Did you know that the human animal is the only animal that kills for sport?  People going out to kill them
 are mostly doing it to say "WOW LOOK WHAT I GOT'.  Will they quit after getting their quota?   

Please cancel the profit-driver bear hunting permit scheme.

Hopefully there are enough people to make a difference in this matter.     Will see!
Wildlife has a right to live -------- there were here first.
Norma Earnshaw



From: norma earnshaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt in Florida
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 3:51:31 PM

I hope this goes to someone who gives a darn.  PLEASE CANCEL the Florida trophjy bear hunt.  I have been to
 other states that have more bears and the people live with them.   It means changing human behavior that draws the
 bears.     Did you know that the human animal is the only animal that kills for sport?  People going out to kill them
 are mostly doing it to say "WOW LOOK WHAT I GOT'.  Will they quit after getting their quota?   

Please cancel the profit-driver bear hunting permit scheme.

Hopefully there are enough people to make a difference in this matter.     Will see!
Wildlife has a right to live -------- there were here first.
Norma Earnshaw



From: Keith and Nancy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunr
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 3:29:16 PM

Governor Scott,
I'm writing to implore you to stop the bear hunt.  Killing bears for being bears is ill advised and a waste of our
 natural wildlife. 

Shooting bears in the forest because several have wondered into neighborhoods makes no sense.  That will only
 cause the problem to escalate as young orphans will be forced to go for garbage because they haven't had time to
 learn how to forage from their mothers who were hunted down.

Please stop the hunt.  Our wildlife belongs to all do us and the mass majority oppose killing them.

Sincerely,
Nancy Ruddick
Sent from my iPad



From: Keith and Nancy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunr
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 3:29:14 PM

Governor Scott,
I'm writing to implore you to stop the bear hunt.  Killing bears for being bears is ill advised and a waste of our
 natural wildlife. 

Shooting bears in the forest because several have wondered into neighborhoods makes no sense.  That will only
 cause the problem to escalate as young orphans will be forced to go for garbage because they haven't had time to
 learn how to forage from their mothers who were hunted down.

Please stop the hunt.  Our wildlife belongs to all do us and the mass majority oppose killing them.

Sincerely,
Nancy Ruddick
Sent from my iPad



From: RICHARD & BARBARA WILEY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: cancel scheduled bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 3:07:46 PM

I am a 70 year old native of Florida. I am a lifelong REPUBLICAN and I VOTE in every election. I feel that this
 bear hunt is a horrible mistake in several ways. I understand that there is a set limit on numbers killed but, growing
 up in the Glades (Belle Glade and Clewiston), I know that limits mean little without strict enforcement and there are
 simply not enough wildlife officers to cover all of the area. It is my belief that, instead of killing the bears, educate
 the population in the affected areas. In all my years hunting and fishing in Florida, I have seen exactly 1 bear and he
 ran away from me. I live in Sebring, FL. now and can say that the bulk of the problems with wild animals stem
 from human stupidity. I would hope, as an intelligent person, you would cancel the hunt.



From: RICHARD & BARBARA WILEY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: cancel scheduled bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 3:07:42 PM

I am a 70 year old native of Florida. I am a lifelong REPUBLICAN and I VOTE in every election. I feel that this
 bear hunt is a horrible mistake in several ways. I understand that there is a set limit on numbers killed but, growing
 up in the Glades (Belle Glade and Clewiston), I know that limits mean little without strict enforcement and there are
 simply not enough wildlife officers to cover all of the area. It is my belief that, instead of killing the bears, educate
 the population in the affected areas. In all my years hunting and fishing in Florida, I have seen exactly 1 bear and he
 ran away from me. I live in Sebring, FL. now and can say that the bulk of the problems with wild animals stem
 from human stupidity. I would hope, as an intelligent person, you would cancel the hunt.



From: vondarno@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Gandhi said we measure the moral character of any entity by how it treats its animals...
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:57:10 PM

...please keep Florida moral and CANCEL THE TROPHY BEAR HUNT. Albert Schweitzer said until we
 include all creatures in our circle of compassion, we will never find peace. There you have it. Be a
 peaceful person. Thank you. CG Varno, Naples



From: vondarno@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Gandhi said we measure the moral character of any entity by how it treats its animals...
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:57:08 PM

...please keep Florida moral and CANCEL THE TROPHY BEAR HUNT. Albert Schweitzer said until we
 include all creatures in our circle of compassion, we will never find peace. There you have it. Be a
 peaceful person. Thank you. CG Varno, Naples



From: Susan Ludzia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:55:09 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
I am writing to request the Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt scheduled for October 24-30, 2015, be cancelled.  I am
 appalled to learn that such an event has been scheduled in the state of Florida. Florida's black Bears should be
 valued and their survival ensured. Educating humans to learn to live in harmony with wildlife is a better choice then
 a gruesome hunt. Please cancel this bear hunt.
Respectfully,
Susan Ludzia

Sent from my iPhone



From: Susan Ludzia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:55:06 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
I am writing to request the Florida Bear Trophy-Hunt scheduled for October 24-30, 2015, be cancelled.  I am
 appalled to learn that such an event has been scheduled in the state of Florida. Florida's black Bears should be
 valued and their survival ensured. Educating humans to learn to live in harmony with wildlife is a better choice then
 a gruesome hunt. Please cancel this bear hunt.
Respectfully,
Susan Ludzia

Sent from my iPhone



From: Jane & Eugene Saks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:50:40 PM

Dear Governor Scott, 
Please cancel the Florida trophy bear Hunt. Wildlife has a right to exist free from harm by
 humans.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Jane Saks



From: Jane & Eugene Saks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:50:37 PM

Dear Governor Scott, 
Please cancel the Florida trophy bear Hunt. Wildlife has a right to exist free from harm by
 humans.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Jane Saks



From: chdehaan@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:47:22 PM

Dear Chief of Staff Sellers:
Please urge Governor Scott to stop the bear hunt.  The FWC has not justified this hunt of bears who were until
 recently on the Threatened Species list.  The FWC is currently conducting a study to learn more about the bears and
 their numbers.  This study will not be completed until 2016, so why the premature hunt?  An increase in bear-
people incidents is likely a reason for the hunt, but the FWC admits neighborhood bears are not likely to be affected,
 just bears deep in the woods minding their own business.  FWC Commissioners who like to hunt seem to have
 found a flimsy excuse to hunt bears.  By October 14th, permits will probably match the number of bears, so 3,000
 hunters could massacre far more than the arbitrary number given as the quota.  This hunt is wrong in so many ways
 and signals an alarming trend in Florida to compromise our beautiful God-given wildlife and lands for the sake of
 trophy hunting and land development that gives our wildlife no where to go.  Do the right thing and stop this
 tragedy! 
A very concerned citizen,
Connie de Haan
Longwood
Sent from my iPhone



From: chdehaan@aol.com
To: Sellers, Melissa
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:47:19 PM

Dear Chief of Staff Sellers:
Please urge Governor Scott to stop the bear hunt.  The FWC has not justified this hunt of bears who were until
 recently on the Threatened Species list.  The FWC is currently conducting a study to learn more about the bears and
 their numbers.  This study will not be completed until 2016, so why the premature hunt?  An increase in bear-
people incidents is likely a reason for the hunt, but the FWC admits neighborhood bears are not likely to be affected,
 just bears deep in the woods minding their own business.  FWC Commissioners who like to hunt seem to have
 found a flimsy excuse to hunt bears.  By October 14th, permits will probably match the number of bears, so 3,000
 hunters could massacre far more than the arbitrary number given as the quota.  This hunt is wrong in so many ways
 and signals an alarming trend in Florida to compromise our beautiful God-given wildlife and lands for the sake of
 trophy hunting and land development that gives our wildlife no where to go.  Do the right thing and stop this
 tragedy! 
A very concerned citizen,
Connie de Haan
Longwood
Sent from my iPhone



From: Barbara Rutherford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL THE FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:45:23 PM

DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT: PLEASE CANCEL THE FLORIDA BEAR TROPHY- HUNT
 SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 24-30, 2015. BEARS HAVE BEEN ON THE STATE'S
 THREATENED SPECIES LIST AS RECENTLY AS 2012 AS THEIR POPULATION HAS BEEN
 DWINDLING DUE TO LOSS OF HABITAT AND DEVELOPMENT. THE FLORIDA FISH AND
 WILDLIFE COMMISSION DOES NOT EVEN KNOW HOW MANY BEARS EXIST IN FLORIDA
 AND THAT IN ITSELF PROVES THIS IS JUST A MONEY MAKING SCHEME AND THAT
 FACTS ARE NOT EVEN IMPORTANT. FLORIDA RESIDENTS NEED EDUCATION ABOUT
 THINGS THEY CAN DO TO PEACEFULLY CO-EXIST WITH WILDLIFE AND THEY DO NOT
 NEED A PROFIT-DRIVEN BEAR HUNTING PERMIT SCHEME BY THE AGENCY THAT IS
 SUPPOSE TO PROTECT THEM. THERE HAS BEEN WORLDWIDE CONDEMNATION OF
 TROPHY HUNTING BECAUSE OF THE KILLING OF CECIL THE LION AND OTHER ANIMALS
 AND NOW FLORIDA COULD MAKE THE HEADLINES TOO FOR THE SAME KIND OF
 INHUMANE KILLING OF BEARS FOR PROFIT.. DO YOU WANT THIS BLOOD BATH TO BE
 PART OF YOUR LEGACY AS GOVERNOR OF FLORIDA? PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING
 AND CANCEL THE TROPHY BEAR HUNT. THANK YOU, BARBARA DORRIS



From: D Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:26:46 PM

Over 2,000 people have received licenses. Hasn't the state made enough money?

Killing is NOT conservation.

You can change our states image from a killing state to a smart conservation state.

DO SOMETHING TO CURTAIN UNLIMITED HUNTING!!!

Denise



From: D Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:26:43 PM

Over 2,000 people have received licenses. Hasn't the state made enough money?

Killing is NOT conservation.

You can change our states image from a killing state to a smart conservation state.

DO SOMETHING TO CURTAIN UNLIMITED HUNTING!!!

Denise



From: barbara aiken
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:01:01 PM

PLEASE, reconsider the bloody bear hunting. These bears are not a threat. They are
 going to where
the stupid people feed them. Lets hunt stupid people. Much more productive. Shoot
 them with bows that rip
your guts out. PLEASE, reconsider. There is a better way.

Coridially,

Barbara B. Aiken



From: barbara aiken
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 2:00:59 PM

PLEASE, reconsider the bloody bear hunting. These bears are not a threat. They are
 going to where
the stupid people feed them. Lets hunt stupid people. Much more productive. Shoot
 them with bows that rip
your guts out. PLEASE, reconsider. There is a better way.

Coridially,

Barbara B. Aiken



From: Lisa Brady
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 1:34:45 PM

From: Lisa Brady <brades35@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt.  We are told that the reason for the hunt is to mitigate the number of bear/human
 incidents.   If this is really the case, then why are hunts taking place in areas of the state that do not have a problem.
 Maybe people should take more responsibility in protecting their property by putting up electronic fences and
 securing garbage in the bear proof cans if they live in bear country. Those of us who live in the city have to alarm
 our homes with ADT and carry a gun to prevent attacks from other people, yet we don't implement an official hunt
 on criminals! The point being, we all need to protect ourselves from certain hazards based on where we choose to
 live.  If someone lives in the country, then be prepared to deal with wildlife just like those of us who live in Orlando
 or other large cities, need to be prepared to deal with thugs. How about trapping the bears in Seminole County,
 where many of the incidents have occurred, and relocate them to the Ocala National Forest.  In my opinion, the
 decision to allow the hunt is purely based on greed and the money the state will make on selling permits.  If anyone
 really cared about conservation of Florida's wildlife, other options would be executed before allowing a hunt. 
 Hunting should be the last resort.



From: Mary P Crabbs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 1:17:13 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,
I respectfully request that you stop the trophy bear hunt which is absolutely the wrong action to take as far
 as controlling the bear population. There are other ways of solving this problem in a much less cruel and
 humane way. I beg you to consider these options and cancel the bear hunt before it is too late.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary P. Crabbs



From: Mary P Crabbs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 1:17:10 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,
I respectfully request that you stop the trophy bear hunt which is absolutely the wrong action to take as far
 as controlling the bear population. There are other ways of solving this problem in a much less cruel and
 humane way. I beg you to consider these options and cancel the bear hunt before it is too late.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mary P. Crabbs



From: Mattson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 1:15:29 PM

Good afternoon Governor Scott, 

I would like to request that you consider stopping the black bear hunt in Florida. 

It doesn't seem that there is a valid way to verify the number of potential bears that could be
 killed with so many hunters being committed to this 'killing spree'. By the time 4 different
 areas of the state report their 'kills', the remaining number of bears could be greatly reduced. 

Not to mention the ones that could be wounded and not immediately killed, only to wander off
 and die a slow agonizing death. 

Please reconsider this 'event'. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Robin Mattson 
Riverview, Fl. 



From: Mattson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 1:15:26 PM

Good afternoon Governor Scott, 

I would like to request that you consider stopping the black bear hunt in Florida. 

It doesn't seem that there is a valid way to verify the number of potential bears that could be
 killed with so many hunters being committed to this 'killing spree'. By the time 4 different
 areas of the state report their 'kills', the remaining number of bears could be greatly reduced. 

Not to mention the ones that could be wounded and not immediately killed, only to wander off
 and die a slow agonizing death. 

Please reconsider this 'event'. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Robin Mattson 
Riverview, Fl. 



From: Jean Glick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: : Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 12:50:41 PM

We always have room for more condos and more highways and more traffic…so why can’t we have
 room for the bears. If people use common sense they are not a safety hazard. Our country is getting
 to be one big city and all wild life is being threatened…please don’t threaten the bears!!!!



From: Jean Glick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: : Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 12:50:38 PM

We always have room for more condos and more highways and more traffic…so why can’t we have
 room for the bears. If people use common sense they are not a safety hazard. Our country is getting
 to be one big city and all wild life is being threatened…please don’t threaten the bears!!!!



From: Julie McMordie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 12:43:03 PM

From: Julie McMordie <jmcmordie1@tampabay rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33777

Phone Number: 7273987089

Message Body: I am outraged that the state of Florida would approve such an atrocity as trophy bear hunting to be
 allowed in our state. Once again it is obvious this new law has been a profit-driven permit scheme. It is going to end
 up being a blood bath for these beautiful animals that need protection not obliteration.

Please Governor Scott reconsider this law before it's too late.



From: Julie McMordie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 12:43:01 PM

From: Julie McMordie <jmcmordie1@tampabay rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33777

Phone Number: 7273987089

Message Body: I am outraged that the state of Florida would approve such an atrocity as trophy bear hunting to be
 allowed in our state. Once again it is obvious this new law has been a profit-driven permit scheme. It is going to end
 up being a blood bath for these beautiful animals that need protection not obliteration.

Please Governor Scott reconsider this law before it's too late.



From: joyce byram
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 12:24:10 PM

I am pleading with you to cancel the
 FloridaTrophy bear hunt. These animals
 were here before we were. Why don't you
 transfer them to another location like the
 Ocala Nat'l Park. It seems to me that this
 hunt is going to benefit Florida financially
 charging $100 and $300 for permits.
 Please reconsider. Do what is best for the
 bears. Thank you.



From: joyce byram
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 12:24:08 PM

I am pleading with you to cancel the
 FloridaTrophy bear hunt. These animals
 were here before we were. Why don't you
 transfer them to another location like the
 Ocala Nat'l Park. It seems to me that this
 hunt is going to benefit Florida financially
 charging $100 and $300 for permits.
 Please reconsider. Do what is best for the
 bears. Thank you.



From: Joylene Bennett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 11:30:10 AM

Governor Scott,

Please put an end to this insane bear hunt. The vast majority of your residents do not want this
 hunt.

Thank you.



From: Joylene Bennett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 11:30:08 AM

Governor Scott,

Please put an end to this insane bear hunt. The vast majority of your residents do not want this
 hunt.

Thank you.



From: VandenBosch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Angry Republican
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 11:21:17 AM

Sir, having supported you throughout, we are furious about the Bear Hunt!  No good can come of it, and talk of
 Florida tourism boycott.  Two groups ha canceled upcoming visits, and if the hunt goes of, mNy more.

Please stop it!

Dick and Nadine Van den Bosch

Alachua

Sent from my iPhone



From: VandenBosch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Angry Republican
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 11:21:15 AM

Sir, having supported you throughout, we are furious about the Bear Hunt!  No good can come of it, and talk of
 Florida tourism boycott.  Two groups ha canceled upcoming visits, and if the hunt goes of, mNy more.

Please stop it!

Dick and Nadine Van den Bosch

Alachua

Sent from my iPhone



From: Stuart devlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 9:51:29 AM

From: Stuart devlin <stu_devfl@yahoo.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34747

Phone Number: 321-939-0713

Message Body: As a veteran of the Vietnam war, I am disturbed to hear that a bear hunt is scheduled in my county
 of residence. I do not approve of this violence ; this killing is a uneccesary response to Bears seeking food and other
 resources. Many people are guilty of feeding them, certainly they would seek food here. Most of their resources to
 find food are gone due to building homes for  human population; we should return these resources, not kill bears
 trying to seek them.
Please help these bears. Violence and pain is not the answer.



From: John Bell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 9:16:30 AM

From: John Bell <dbell@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 407 878 1954

Message Body: I live in the middle of the Wekiva "so called preserve" and have never been bothered by the bears
 and they walk by my dog and I and are very shy and docile.
I have voted Republican all my life, but now after your decision not to stop the bear hunt, I will vote Democrat.



From: John Bell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2015 9:16:27 AM

From: John Bell <dbell@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 407 878 1954

Message Body: I live in the middle of the Wekiva "so called preserve" and have never been bothered by the bears
 and they walk by my dog and I and are very shy and docile.
I have voted Republican all my life, but now after your decision not to stop the bear hunt, I will vote Democrat.



From: Vernon Martinez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Carnage
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 7:00:41 PM

From: Vernon Martinez <vrnnmartinez@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80219

Phone Number: 3039311915

Message Body: As a registered Republican and independent conservative. Stop this BEAR HUNT from happening.
 It's a disgrace that conservatives are proponents of this sport-hunting. Conservation and conservative are the same
 word in meaning. Killing is never conservation.



From: Vernon Martinez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Carnage
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 7:00:31 PM

From: Vernon Martinez <vrnnmartinez@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80219

Phone Number: 3039311915

Message Body: As a registered Republican and independent conservative. Stop this BEAR HUNT from happening.
 It's a disgrace that conservatives are proponents of this sport-hunting. Conservation and conservative are the same
 word in meaning. Killing is never conservation.



From: Lisa Germaine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 6:33:29 PM

Dear Gov Scott:

I was disappointed to find this page and your promotion of this
disgraceful hunt.

https://www.facebook.com/SaveFLBears?fref=nf

Hunting and trapping is an out of control and under regulated national
disgrace.  Over three quarters of the population of this country
disapproves of and wants trapping made illegal (as is the case in the
majority of western countries to date).   Yet, year after year the
hunting and trapping lobbies bully or bribe legislators into bending
to their will.   Hunters and trappers kill, torture and maim millions
of wild animals (including 'non-target animals') as well as household
pets every year without impunity.

A good part of this insanity is actually subsidized by the USDA.   In
fact, this is the subject of a critically acclaimed 2015 documentary
currently being screened around the country.   USDA 'Wild Life
Services' is having  a long overdue outing (featuring many of  former
employees) in "EXPOSED: USDA's Secret War on Wildlife".   Animals are
trapped, starved, clubbed, tormented and poisoned all for sick sport
or worse yet under the corrupt guise of the USDA's 'Wild life
Services' branch.

http://www.predatordefense.org/exposed/

Hunting is no longer necessary for 'survival' and is in fact an
expensive 'hobby'.   Furthermore, there are  humane and efficient
means of 'managing wild life' as opposed to 'culling'   Study after
study has revealed these cruel methods to be inefficient and short
term (animals relocate or make up for the deficiency by having more
offspring).  Furthermore, alleged 'over population are usually man
made problems (such as the feral pig issue where pigs where purposely
bred and encouraged for hunting and 'sport' or the 'culling' of
natural predators (by hunters).

Sadly, the modern 'hunter' is nothing more than a person who gets a
sick and often (admittedly) sexual thrill from torture and killing.
It will take more than 'gun control' and 'anti-bullying' legislation
to deal with our escalating violence and school shootings in a country
where children as young as FIVE YEARS OLD can obtain hunting permits.
Yes! That is the 'age of consent' to apply for and obtain a hunting
permit here in Louisiana!   I obtained this shocking disclosure after
contacting local police to report very young children standing over
their 'kills' with their (crazy) smiling parents in tow on social
media.   What valuable lessons they must be  learning! Murdering and
tormenting helpless animals is fun.. And you ALWAYS WIN!  No doubt
you've secured  the psycho vote!



http://www.examiner.com/article/wolf-killers-admit-it-s-all-about-the-sadistic-sexual-thrill

http://animalcrueltyidaho.org/bizarre-is-the-world-of-trappers/

Please save our bears and other wild life and stop caving in to the
lowest denominator.  Make your state and our world a safer and happier
place for people and animals by not encouraging senseless violence.
Thank you for your time and attention to these important issues.

Sincerely,

Lisa Germaine



From: Lisa Germaine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 6:33:26 PM

Dear Gov Scott:

I was disappointed to find this page and your promotion of this
disgraceful hunt.

https://www.facebook.com/SaveFLBears?fref=nf

Hunting and trapping is an out of control and under regulated national
disgrace.  Over three quarters of the population of this country
disapproves of and wants trapping made illegal (as is the case in the
majority of western countries to date).   Yet, year after year the
hunting and trapping lobbies bully or bribe legislators into bending
to their will.   Hunters and trappers kill, torture and maim millions
of wild animals (including 'non-target animals') as well as household
pets every year without impunity.

A good part of this insanity is actually subsidized by the USDA.   In
fact, this is the subject of a critically acclaimed 2015 documentary
currently being screened around the country.   USDA 'Wild Life
Services' is having  a long overdue outing (featuring many of  former
employees) in "EXPOSED: USDA's Secret War on Wildlife".   Animals are
trapped, starved, clubbed, tormented and poisoned all for sick sport
or worse yet under the corrupt guise of the USDA's 'Wild life
Services' branch.

http://www.predatordefense.org/exposed/

Hunting is no longer necessary for 'survival' and is in fact an
expensive 'hobby'.   Furthermore, there are  humane and efficient
means of 'managing wild life' as opposed to 'culling'   Study after
study has revealed these cruel methods to be inefficient and short
term (animals relocate or make up for the deficiency by having more
offspring).  Furthermore, alleged 'over population are usually man
made problems (such as the feral pig issue where pigs where purposely
bred and encouraged for hunting and 'sport' or the 'culling' of
natural predators (by hunters).

Sadly, the modern 'hunter' is nothing more than a person who gets a
sick and often (admittedly) sexual thrill from torture and killing.
It will take more than 'gun control' and 'anti-bullying' legislation
to deal with our escalating violence and school shootings in a country
where children as young as FIVE YEARS OLD can obtain hunting permits.
Yes! That is the 'age of consent' to apply for and obtain a hunting
permit here in Louisiana!   I obtained this shocking disclosure after
contacting local police to report very young children standing over
their 'kills' with their (crazy) smiling parents in tow on social
media.   What valuable lessons they must be  learning! Murdering and
tormenting helpless animals is fun.. And you ALWAYS WIN!  No doubt
you've secured  the psycho vote!



http://www.examiner.com/article/wolf-killers-admit-it-s-all-about-the-sadistic-sexual-thrill

http://animalcrueltyidaho.org/bizarre-is-the-world-of-trappers/

Please save our bears and other wild life and stop caving in to the
lowest denominator.  Make your state and our world a safer and happier
place for people and animals by not encouraging senseless violence.
Thank you for your time and attention to these important issues.

Sincerely,

Lisa Germaine



From: Cynthia devlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hung
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 5:33:31 PM

From: Cynthia devlin <cynthia_devlin@yahoo.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 341747

Phone Number: 321-939-0713

Message Body: Please don't allow the bear hunt in any count of Florida. The answer  to any animal issue should not
 be to kill them. Thank you



From: Cynthia devlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hung
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 5:33:29 PM

From: Cynthia devlin <cynthia_devlin@yahoo.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 341747

Phone Number: 321-939-0713

Message Body: Please don't allow the bear hunt in any count of Florida. The answer  to any animal issue should not
 be to kill them. Thank you



From: Vicki Osborne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt in particular
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 1:02:35 PM

From: Vicki Osborne <roners@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33510

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am a 7th generation Floridian and cannot believe you are in office.  Those who are not from here
 obviously did it or did you stuff the box?  The bear hunt is just one more of your bright ideas along with not
 allowing the poor to vote, our natural resources to go to hell and yourself to prosper.  STOP your crap and think
 about what is right for US.  I never write messages this nasty unless they are needed and they are now.



From: Vicki Osborne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt in particular
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 1:02:32 PM

From: Vicki Osborne <roners@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33510

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am a 7th generation Floridian and cannot believe you are in office.  Those who are not from here
 obviously did it or did you stuff the box?  The bear hunt is just one more of your bright ideas along with not
 allowing the poor to vote, our natural resources to go to hell and yourself to prosper.  STOP your crap and think
 about what is right for US.  I never write messages this nasty unless they are needed and they are now.



From: Teresa Laureano
To: ABC Tallahassee WTXL; mgerman@wtxl.tv; dwright@wtxl.tv; rangotti@wtxl.tv; mhayse@wtxl.tv; Scott Open

 Government; Appointments; matthew@citychurchtallahassee.com; ashlyn@citychurchtallahassee.com;
 bryan@citychurchtallahassee.com; todd@citychurchtallahassee.com; info@capitaloutlook.com;
 dwalker@fsview.com; pkostidakis@fsview.com; dabinum@fsview.com; zverbit@fsview.com;
 amassoudi@fsview.com; eaceto@fsview.com; dlowery@fsview.com; info@rowlandpublishing.com;
 joyce.ingram@famu.edu; mark.palazesi@famu.edu; lmurphy@wtxl.tv; jwalker@wtxl.tv; lcratty@wtxl.tv;
 tip@myfwc.com; Media

Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 11:03:09 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE SEPT 24TH PRESS
 CONFERENCE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT
 FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meetinghttps://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 



STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World



From: Tasso Velonas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 10:18:46 AM

From: Tasso Velonas <tasso@shaw.ca>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: V6J 1K4

Phone Number: 6042211883

Message Body: Please don't be so short sighted. It's been shown time and again that more revenue is generated from
 tourists shooting animals with a camera than with a gun. I encourage him to stop the Black Bear hunt immediately.
 Until such time I will no longer be coming to Florida for my vacations, and will discourage others as well.

Thank you,

Dr. Tasso Velonas



From: Tasso Velonas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 10:18:43 AM

From: Tasso Velonas <tasso@shaw.ca>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: V6J 1K4

Phone Number: 6042211883

Message Body: Please don't be so short sighted. It's been shown time and again that more revenue is generated from
 tourists shooting animals with a camera than with a gun. I encourage him to stop the Black Bear hunt immediately.
 Until such time I will no longer be coming to Florida for my vacations, and will discourage others as well.

Thank you,

Dr. Tasso Velonas



From: Kathryn Peery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 10:05:46 AM

From: Kathryn Peery <kmnowell@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37803

Phone Number: 8657192358

Message Body: We in the Great Smoky Mountains work very hard to care for and maintain our black bear
 population: appalachianbearrescue.com
We deplore Florida's decision to authorize bear hunts.  My husband and I, who for years  have been spending
 months on Sanibel, will not be returning.



From: Gail Stern
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 fmaloy@fbnewsleader.com; amudd@fbnewsleader.com; mhankins@fbnewsleader.com;
 legals@fbnewsleader.com; pegdavis@fbnewsleader.com; emiddlebrooks@fbnewsleader.com;
 editor2@fbnewsleader.com; adaughtry@fbnewsleader.com; type@fbnewsleader.com;
 jwaters@fbnewsleader.com; bjones@fbnewsleader.com; rfiege@fbnewsleader.com; ads@fbnewsleader.com;
 btimpe@fbnewsleader.com; news@westsidejournal.net; louise.sheddan@gaflnews.com; nf.obits@gaflnews.com;
 myra.regan@gaflnews.com; Waters, Jeff; monja.slater@gaflnews.com; jennifer.newham@gaflnews.com;
 nf.editorial@gaflnews.com; cbsaudienceent@cbs.com; cbsaudiencenews@cbs.com; WCTV; weather@wctv.tv;
 jeff.schlesser@wctv.tv; heather.peeples@wctv.tv; sjordan@suwtax.com; alumni.relations@saintleo.edu;
 ads@lakecityreporter.com; dkimler@lakecityreporter.com; KMiller@BcTelegraph.com;
 tom stm2004@yahoo.com; bairac2@hotmail.com; smjdean@bellsouth.net; smacad@smacad.org;
 walt@stmyouth.org; 2215bat@comcast.net; info@cogbf.org; stedsecretary@yahoo.com; smiths60@nwfsc.edu;
 jonesd@nwfsc.edu; joness@nwfsc.edu; tateb@nwfsc.edu; taylor83@nwfsc.edu; taylorj@nwfsc.edu;
 teetsk@nwfsc.edu; terrellj@nwfsc.edu; thomasl@nwfsc.edu; tillisg@nwfsc.edu; truemanr@nwfsc.edu;
 tuckerr@nwfsc.edu; tulenkog@nwfsc.edu; ted@floridaquail.com; recreation@ci.newberry.fl.us;
 jonesvilleah@gmail.com; info@haileanimalclinic.com; info@jacksonvillelanding.com; ccny-
communities@clearchannel.com; t.may@clearchannel.com; mmadsen@smgjax.com; smghr@smgjax.com;
 keithvdl@smgjax.com; alexa@smgjax.com; karenk@smgjax.com; chammer@fbnewsleader.com;
 lmitchell@fbnewsleader.com; advertising@nassaucountyrecord.com; abutler@fbnewsleader.com;
 citycares@cityofperry.net; bcounce@cityofperry.net; dondash@cityofperry.net; jamie.cruse@perrypolice.net;
 curtis.esq@gmail.com; pstaffney@cityofperry.net; rmoon@cityofperry.net; bbrown@cityofperry.net;
 bjohnson@cityofperry.net

Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT!!!
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 10:01:50 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people



 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________



SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 7 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
https://www.facebook.com/events/1701429286753494/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Media
To: Press
Subject: FW: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 9:56:52 AM




From: Gail Stern
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 9:56:36 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;
 fmaloy@fbnewsleader.com; amudd@fbnewsleader.com; mhankins@fbnewsleader.com;
 legals@fbnewsleader.com; pegdavis@fbnewsleader.com; emiddlebrooks@fbnewsleader.com;
 editor2@fbnewsleader.com; adaughtry@fbnewsleader.com; type@fbnewsleader.com;
 jwaters@fbnewsleader.com; bjones@fbnewsleader.com; rfiege@fbnewsleader.com;
 ads@fbnewsleader.com; btimpe@fbnewsleader.com; news@westsidejournal.net;
 louise.sheddan@gaflnews.com; nf.obits@gaflnews.com; myra.regan@gaflnews.com; Waters, Jeff;
 monja.slater@gaflnews.com; jennifer.newham@gaflnews.com; nf.editorial@gaflnews.com;
 cbsaudienceent@cbs.com; cbsaudiencenews@cbs.com; WCTV; weather@wctv.tv;
 jeff.schlesser@wctv.tv; heather.peeples@wctv.tv; sjordan@suwtax.com; alumni.relations@saintleo.edu;
 ads@lakecityreporter.com; dkimler@lakecityreporter.com; KMiller@BcTelegraph.com;
 tom_stm2004@yahoo.com; bairac2@hotmail.com; smjdean@bellsouth.net; smacad@smacad.org;
 walt@stmyouth.org; 2215bat@comcast.net; info@cogbf.org; stedsecretary@yahoo.com;
 smiths60@nwfsc.edu; jonesd@nwfsc.edu; joness@nwfsc.edu; tateb@nwfsc.edu; taylor83@nwfsc.edu;
 taylorj@nwfsc.edu; teetsk@nwfsc.edu; terrellj@nwfsc.edu; thomasl@nwfsc.edu; tillisg@nwfsc.edu;
 truemanr@nwfsc.edu; tuckerr@nwfsc.edu; tulenkog@nwfsc.edu; ted@floridaquail.com;
 recreation@ci.newberry.fl.us; jonesvilleah@gmail.com; info@haileanimalclinic.com;
 info@jacksonvillelanding.com; ccny-communities@clearchannel.com; t.may@clearchannel.com;
 mmadsen@smgjax.com; smghr@smgjax.com; keithvdl@smgjax.com; alexa@smgjax.com;
 karenk@smgjax.com; chammer@fbnewsleader.com; lmitchell@fbnewsleader.com;
 advertising@nassaucountyrecord.com; abutler@fbnewsleader.com; citycares@cityofperry.net;
 bcounce@cityofperry.net; dondash@cityofperry.net; jamie.cruse@perrypolice.net;
 curtis.esq@gmail.com; pstaffney@cityofperry.net; rmoon@cityofperry.net; bbrown@cityofperry.net;
 bjohnson@cityofperry.net
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT

Dear
Neighbors,

I’m
writing
to
ask
you
to
help
stop
the
cruel,
profit-driven
Florida
Bear
Hunt.
The
most
telling

proof
that
these
animals
will
be
murdered
for
money
is
that
the
Florida
Wildlife
Commission

(FWC)
has
purposely
over
sold
permits
for
the
hunt.
To
date,
1800+
have
been
sold
to
kill
320

bears,
many
of
whom
may
be
pregnant
mom
bears
since
cubs
are
born
in
January
and

February!!
THIS
MUST
NOT
BE
ALLOWED
TO
HAPPEN
and
there
are
many
ways
you
can
help

make
sure
it
doesn’t.

SCROLL
TO
SEE
PEACEFUL
PROTESTS
SCHEDULE

Some
disturbing
concerns
we
should
all
consider:
First
and
foremost,
relocating
the
320
bears
solves
every
problem-
except
that
the
FWC
gets

no
money!
-
In
their
greedy
haste,
the
FWC
forgot
to
count
the
bears
and
they
are
lying/estimating
to




cover
that
up.
-
The
FWC
sold
the
rights
to
the
bears’
main
food
to
pharmaceutical
companies
for
years.

THEY
are
responsible
for
the
people
that
hungry
bears
encounter.
This
is
what
makes
the

hunt
so
disgraceful
and
shameful.
-
Bears
mate
in
summer.
They
will
either
have
3
month
old
bear
kids
in
tow
or
may
actually
be

pregnant.

-
This
is
a
shameless
plan
by
the
FWC
to
get
money
–
a
killing
for
profit
plan.
That’s
why
they

are
purposely
over-selling
permits,
not
caring
about
the
number
of
bears,
and
make
wildly

absurd
rules
like
eye-balling
a
bears
weight
to
determine
if
you
can
kill
it.

-
The
bears
WILL
suffer.
Real
pain-
real
blood,
real
screams.
They
will
watch
laughing
people

gun
down
their
loved
ones.
Gunned
down
if
they
are
"lucky."
Bow
hunters
make
sure
their

victims
die
slowly
so
they
can
fuel
their
excitement
by
tracking
the
terrified
animal
over
time;

watching
and
following
a
blood
trail
as
they
bleed
out.
Bear
children
hiding
in
trees
will
lose

their
moms
and
see
them
dragged
off
right
in
front
of
their
eyes.
Maybe
even
skinned
right

there.


FWC
EMPLOYEES
NOT
ONLY
HUNT,
BUT
THEY
OWN
BUSINESSES
THAT
WILL
PROFIT
FROM

THE
HUNT.

*STOP
FL
BEAR
HUNT
SAYS*

-
When
struck
by
a
hunters
arrow,
most
animals
do
not
die
right
away,
but
die
a
slow
and

agonizing
death
hours
or
even
days
later.
Cecil
the
lion
spent
hours
with
an
arrow
in
him

before
being
shot.
-How
does
the
FWC
think
they
are
going
to
manage
the
bloodbath
that
will
ensue?
How
many

officers
will
be
overseeing
this
hunt?
They
have
a
lot
of
questions
to
answer!


*SPEAK
UP
WEKIVA
SAYS*

-This
hunt
is
immoral
because
females
over
100
lbs
can
be
shot
as
long
as
"cubs
are
not

present."
Who
will
monitor
that?
There
will
be
orphaned
cubs
starving
to
death,
as
has
been

the
case
with
other
hunts
that
include
females.

-This
hunt
is
immoral
because
the
same
state
government
that
sold
off
permits
to
harvest
the

Florida
Black
Bear's
natural
food
supply
(saw
palmetto
berries)
is
now
selling
permits
to
shoot

starving
bears
for
eating
garbage
in
neighboring
subdivisions.

-Make
no
mistake,
this
hunt
is
immoral.
Even
the
president
of
the
Central
Florida
Bear
Hunters

Association
has
publicly
stated
he
will
not
participate
in
this
hunt
because
it
is
immoral.



There’s
nothing
good,
needed
or
right
about
The
Florida
Bear
Hunt.
Nothing.
It
will
break
up

bear
families,
possibly
kill
pregnant
mom
bears
and
leave
many
orphaned
bear
children.
All
so

the
Florida
Wildlife
Commission
can
make
money
by
over
selling
hunting
permits-
with

Governor
Rick
Scott’s
blessing.
It’s
an
obscene
purposeful
over
selling
of
permits
(1800+
so

far)
to
slaughter
320
bears
being
called
land
MISmanagement.
Please
join
me
and
DO

SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN
PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop
The
Florida
Bear
Hunt
is
organizing
statewide
to
fight
for
the
bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak
Up
Wekiva’s
lawsuit
to
stop
the
Florida
bear
hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP
COMING
EVENTS:


SEPT
24
ORLANDO-
Bear
Press
Conference
https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/

OCT
3
FORT
LAUDERDALE-
Protest
the
FWC
Meeting
https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/

OCT
7
JACKSONVILLE-
Leafleting
at
the
Art
Walk-
https://www.facebook.com/events/1701429286753494/
OCT
10
UMITILLA-
Leafleting
at
the
Bear
Festival
https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/


STATEWIDE
PEACEFUL
PROTESTS
TO
ATTEND:

https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page internal
)



____________________________________________________

DON’T
SHOP
STORES
WHO
ARE
HELPING
TO
OVER
SELL
PERMITS:

Wal-Mart,
K-Mart,
Ace
Hardware,
Academy
Sports,
Sports
Authority,
Whitey’s,
Dick’s
Sporting

Goods,
Bass
Pro
Outdoor
World.



From: Gail Stern
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 fmaloy@fbnewsleader.com; amudd@fbnewsleader.com; mhankins@fbnewsleader.com;
 legals@fbnewsleader.com; pegdavis@fbnewsleader.com; emiddlebrooks@fbnewsleader.com;
 editor2@fbnewsleader.com; adaughtry@fbnewsleader.com; type@fbnewsleader.com;
 jwaters@fbnewsleader.com; bjones@fbnewsleader.com; rfiege@fbnewsleader.com; ads@fbnewsleader.com;
 btimpe@fbnewsleader.com; news@westsidejournal.net; louise.sheddan@gaflnews.com; nf.obits@gaflnews.com;
 myra.regan@gaflnews.com; Waters, Jeff; monja.slater@gaflnews.com; jennifer.newham@gaflnews.com;
 nf.editorial@gaflnews.com; cbsaudienceent@cbs.com; cbsaudiencenews@cbs.com; WCTV; weather@wctv.tv;
 jeff.schlesser@wctv.tv; heather.peeples@wctv.tv; sjordan@suwtax.com; alumni.relations@saintleo.edu;
 ads@lakecityreporter.com; dkimler@lakecityreporter.com; KMiller@BcTelegraph.com;
 tom stm2004@yahoo.com; bairac2@hotmail.com; smjdean@bellsouth.net; smacad@smacad.org;
 walt@stmyouth.org; 2215bat@comcast.net; info@cogbf.org; stedsecretary@yahoo.com; smiths60@nwfsc.edu;
 jonesd@nwfsc.edu; joness@nwfsc.edu; tateb@nwfsc.edu; taylor83@nwfsc.edu; taylorj@nwfsc.edu;
 teetsk@nwfsc.edu; terrellj@nwfsc.edu; thomasl@nwfsc.edu; tillisg@nwfsc.edu; truemanr@nwfsc.edu;
 tuckerr@nwfsc.edu; tulenkog@nwfsc.edu; ted@floridaquail.com; recreation@ci.newberry.fl.us;
 jonesvilleah@gmail.com; info@haileanimalclinic.com; info@jacksonvillelanding.com; ccny-
communities@clearchannel.com; t.may@clearchannel.com; mmadsen@smgjax.com; smghr@smgjax.com;
 keithvdl@smgjax.com; alexa@smgjax.com; karenk@smgjax.com; chammer@fbnewsleader.com;
 lmitchell@fbnewsleader.com; advertising@nassaucountyrecord.com; abutler@fbnewsleader.com;
 citycares@cityofperry.net; bcounce@cityofperry.net; dondash@cityofperry.net; jamie.cruse@perrypolice.net;
 curtis.esq@gmail.com; pstaffney@cityofperry.net; rmoon@cityofperry.net; bbrown@cityofperry.net;
 bjohnson@cityofperry.net

Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 9:56:45 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people



 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________



SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 7 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
https://www.facebook.com/events/1701429286753494/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Yvonne Pender
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 7:07:39 AM

From: Yvonne Pender <yvonne_pender@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: BH3 7LB

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a civilised country (USA) I cannot believe that you still allow hunting of animals. There are no
 reasons for this barbaric 'sport' to continue. Are your ego' s so small that you have to boost it by murdering bear. It
 is not sport! The bear has no hope of winning. Please stop the hunt. The world is watching!



From: Yvonne Pender
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 7:07:35 AM

From: Yvonne Pender <yvonne_pender@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: BH3 7LB

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a civilised country (USA) I cannot believe that you still allow hunting of animals. There are no
 reasons for this barbaric 'sport' to continue. Are your ego' s so small that you have to boost it by murdering bear. It
 is not sport! The bear has no hope of winning. Please stop the hunt. The world is watching!



From: keith nicholson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 9:45:23 PM

From: keith nicholson <kknicholson@comcast net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33904

Phone Number:

Message Body: I wanted to do the bear hunt with my son because it's a dream we've had to do.   So I bought two
 bear permits, hunting licenses, WMA permits, rifles and assorted hunting items.    Spent thousands already, my son
 and I scout WMA's in our area (3) only to find the one with bears requires  a quota which was sold out before the
 bear hunt was authorized.    Now we have no chance for a hunt and I want to know why this was not properly
 thought out.   Why are the WMA,s not open for the entire hunt time, why are hunters with bear permits not allowed
 to hunt without a quota requirement and why does FWC give my information out to entitys against the bear hunt so
 I get items from them?

On another note being a Disabled Veteran and retired Law Enforcement, why is there no price break for a DV unless
 your 100% disabled.    It's okay to serve and become disabled but Florida doesn't care unless your 100% disabled,
 not allot of sense there.



From: keith nicholson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 9:45:20 PM

From: keith nicholson <kknicholson@comcast net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33904

Phone Number:

Message Body: I wanted to do the bear hunt with my son because it's a dream we've had to do.   So I bought two
 bear permits, hunting licenses, WMA permits, rifles and assorted hunting items.    Spent thousands already, my son
 and I scout WMA's in our area (3) only to find the one with bears requires  a quota which was sold out before the
 bear hunt was authorized.    Now we have no chance for a hunt and I want to know why this was not properly
 thought out.   Why are the WMA,s not open for the entire hunt time, why are hunters with bear permits not allowed
 to hunt without a quota requirement and why does FWC give my information out to entitys against the bear hunt so
 I get items from them?

On another note being a Disabled Veteran and retired Law Enforcement, why is there no price break for a DV unless
 your 100% disabled.    It's okay to serve and become disabled but Florida doesn't care unless your 100% disabled,
 not allot of sense there.



From: Lisa Grossman
To: ABC Tallahassee WTXL; mgerman@wtxl.tv; dwright@wtxl.tv; rangotti@wtxl.tv; mhayse@wtxl.tv;

 djenkins@wtxl.tv; lmurphy@wtxl.tv; pmurry@wtxl.tv; jwalker@wtxl.tv; lcratty@wtxl.tv; tip@myfwc.com; Media;
 Scott Open Government; Appointments; matthew@citychurchtallahassee.com;
 ashlyn@citychurchtallahassee.com; bryan@citychurchtallahassee.com; alex@citychurchtallahassee.com;
 alexis@citychurchtallahassee.com; todd@citychurchtallahassee.com; vonna@citychurchtallahassee.com;
 erin@citychurchtallahassee.com; asa@citychurchtallahassee.com; dkines@fox49.com; ayoung@fox49.com;
 rjump@fox49.com; rhale@fox49.com; tedewaard@fox49.com; cyoung@fox49.com; rmiller@fox49.com;
 trichardson@fox49.com; asmith@fox49.com

Subject: Sept 24th Press Conference and Protests
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 9:20:39 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND SEPT 24TH PRESS
 CONFERENCE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL
 PROFIT FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him



 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to
 shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is
 immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All
 so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-
bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-



 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference
 https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: PENNY ROBINSON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BLACK BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 8:12:36 PM

From: PENNY ROBINSON <WALKSSOFTLY777@GMAIL.COM>

County: Sumter

Zip Code: 3262

Phone Number: 3523211529

Message Body: PROOF HAS BEEN SUBMITTED THAT THE HUNT WILL BE DETRIMENTAL TO THE
 POPULATION. PLEASE STOP THE HUNT.
I know this might be long but trust me its nowhere near the 200+ page report I have already startedto disect but
 anyway. Here is the response I received from FWC. It seems to me a deterrent in may ways and I suspect the report
 doesn't contain much related to the issue. Once I gather more information on this report I will be responding.
Hi Aymee,
Thank you for reaching out with your questions about Florida’s bears.
I contacted our Bear Research Program Coordinator, Walt McCown, and he indicated a lack of genetic diversity is
 most prevalent in small populations that have been isolated for many generations. In Florida, the populations that fit
 this criteria and have the least genetic diversity are the Chassahowitzka and Eglin populations. Both are small
 populations and both very isolated populations. There are no plans to hunt either of those populations. In Dixon’s
 article (which Walt co-authored) the conclusion focuses on the need for habitat connectivity to address the problem:
“We conclude that the loss and fragmentation of once contiguous habitat has caused the loss of genetic variation in
 the Florida black bear, and that genetic variation in smaller populations is among the lowest reported for all black
 bears. This substantial loss of genetic variation has contributed to extensive genetic differentiation among
 populations. Given that Florida black bear populations have been reduced in size, gene flow among bear
 populations is needed to restore and maintain genetic variation (Waits 1999). Finally, further reduction or
 fragmentation of habitat will likely have a detrimental impact on the demographic and genetic health of the Florida
 black bear populations, and efforts to conserve remaining habitat cannot be overemphasized.”
The use of the funds from the hunt are being proposed to the Florida Legislature by our Commissioners in a
 Legislative Budget Request. If the Request is approved as written during next year’s legislative session, the monies
 would come back to the FWC Bear Management Program to be used in statewide outreach efforts and bear-resistant
 containers (e.g. dumpster, residential cans). There was approximately $125,000 to be allocated to supplement our
 current outreach and bear-resistant container efforts at the time the Request was submitted. Our normal budget is
 allocated in a way that we can use it wherever the greatest need lies. We define our tasks through the 2012 Florida
 Black Bear Management Plan (http://myfwc.com/media/2612908/bear-management-plan.pdf). Chapter 4 of the
 Plan does direct staff to address conservation issues. Staff carefully considered these factors and many others when
 determining a limited bear hunt was an appropriate action to take to stabilize bear population numbers in select
 subpopulations.
If I can provide any further assistance, please don’t hesitate to reach back out to me.
Kind regards,
Sarah Barrett
Biological Scientist IV
Florida Black Bear Management Program
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
Create Date: 9/18/2015 6:36:00 AM
Reference # W030700-091815
Customer: Miss Aymee Laurain
Category: Other
Description: I recently read a research article written by Jeremy D. Dixon, Affiliated with Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission Department of Wildlife Ecology and Conservation, published in 2006 confirming the
 lack of genetic diversity in Florida black bears due to habitat fragmentation and prior population declines from



 hunting. The proposed hunt would create a bottleneck effect reducing this genetic diversity even more. I would like
 to know how the FWC plan to handle this situation when it arises? Will the funds from the hunt be allocated to
 extensive and inevitable conservation efforts such as what was necessary to maintain the Florida Panther? Did the
 FWC take this information into consideration when approving the hunt? Will the funds from the hunt be used for
 conservation efforts to repair the genetic diversity decline? I appreciate your response and look forward to better
 conservation efforts for florida.



From: PENNY ROBINSON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BLACK BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 8:12:31 PM

From: PENNY ROBINSON <WALKSSOFTLY777@GMAIL.COM>

County: Sumter

Zip Code: 3262

Phone Number: 3523211529

Message Body: PROOF HAS BEEN SUBMITTED THAT THE HUNT WILL BE DETRIMENTAL TO THE
 POPULATION. PLEASE STOP THE HUNT.
I know this might be long but trust me its nowhere near the 200+ page report I have already startedto disect but
 anyway. Here is the response I received from FWC. It seems to me a deterrent in may ways and I suspect the report
 doesn't contain much related to the issue. Once I gather more information on this report I will be responding.
Hi Aymee,
Thank you for reaching out with your questions about Florida’s bears.
I contacted our Bear Research Program Coordinator, Walt McCown, and he indicated a lack of genetic diversity is
 most prevalent in small populations that have been isolated for many generations. In Florida, the populations that fit
 this criteria and have the least genetic diversity are the Chassahowitzka and Eglin populations. Both are small
 populations and both very isolated populations. There are no plans to hunt either of those populations. In Dixon’s
 article (which Walt co-authored) the conclusion focuses on the need for habitat connectivity to address the problem:
“We conclude that the loss and fragmentation of once contiguous habitat has caused the loss of genetic variation in
 the Florida black bear, and that genetic variation in smaller populations is among the lowest reported for all black
 bears. This substantial loss of genetic variation has contributed to extensive genetic differentiation among
 populations. Given that Florida black bear populations have been reduced in size, gene flow among bear
 populations is needed to restore and maintain genetic variation (Waits 1999). Finally, further reduction or
 fragmentation of habitat will likely have a detrimental impact on the demographic and genetic health of the Florida
 black bear populations, and efforts to conserve remaining habitat cannot be overemphasized.”
The use of the funds from the hunt are being proposed to the Florida Legislature by our Commissioners in a
 Legislative Budget Request. If the Request is approved as written during next year’s legislative session, the monies
 would come back to the FWC Bear Management Program to be used in statewide outreach efforts and bear-resistant
 containers (e.g. dumpster, residential cans). There was approximately $125,000 to be allocated to supplement our
 current outreach and bear-resistant container efforts at the time the Request was submitted. Our normal budget is
 allocated in a way that we can use it wherever the greatest need lies. We define our tasks through the 2012 Florida
 Black Bear Management Plan (http://myfwc.com/media/2612908/bear-management-plan.pdf). Chapter 4 of the
 Plan does direct staff to address conservation issues. Staff carefully considered these factors and many others when
 determining a limited bear hunt was an appropriate action to take to stabilize bear population numbers in select
 subpopulations.
If I can provide any further assistance, please don’t hesitate to reach back out to me.
Kind regards,
Sarah Barrett
Biological Scientist IV
Florida Black Bear Management Program
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
Create Date: 9/18/2015 6:36:00 AM
Reference # W030700-091815
Customer: Miss Aymee Laurain
Category: Other
Description: I recently read a research article written by Jeremy D. Dixon, Affiliated with Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission Department of Wildlife Ecology and Conservation, published in 2006 confirming the
 lack of genetic diversity in Florida black bears due to habitat fragmentation and prior population declines from



 hunting. The proposed hunt would create a bottleneck effect reducing this genetic diversity even more. I would like
 to know how the FWC plan to handle this situation when it arises? Will the funds from the hunt be allocated to
 extensive and inevitable conservation efforts such as what was necessary to maintain the Florida Panther? Did the
 FWC take this information into consideration when approving the hunt? Will the funds from the hunt be used for
 conservation efforts to repair the genetic diversity decline? I appreciate your response and look forward to better
 conservation efforts for florida.



From: Janeen Chiscon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Florida Bear Hunt!
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 5:32:23 PM

From: Janeen Chiscon <janbmc2222@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32903

Phone Number: 321-984-1066

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
  As a life long Floridian, I implore you to stop this Florida Black Bear Hunt. Is this what we want to teach our
 children that if something or someone is a nuisance, go purchase a license and kill it. To the rest of the nation,
 Florida seems to be filled with gun loving racists, pedophiles,  and murderers. Please prove to that Florida is a kind
 state, and cares about the people and animals that reside here. Our state is filled with beautiful forests, relocate the
 bears, don't allow them to be killed. There is only 3,000 left. I live in Indialantic, a small beach town, population
 5,000. If everyone who purchased a license, and kills one bear, they will become extinct!!  I promise if you stop this
 hunt- You will be a Hero to thousands of Floridians and be remembered as a great governor. I personally will
 support you, and remind everyone I know that You would not allow the hunt to happen!! I have worked as an ICU
 nurse for 43 years here in Florida, and this hunt is against everything I believe in!



From: Lori Butler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 11:56:06 AM

From: Lori Butler <lorifbutler8@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number: 4079234222

Message Body: Governor Scott,
How can you let this happen? I was born in Florida and have lived here most of my life.  I have had many black
 bears enter my yard, hiding whenever they saw me.  The simple solution to not have them come into your yard if
 you are afraid of them:  don’t put your trash out the night before pickup.  Black bears are gentle and shy, not
 aggressive.  I am shocked that the Florida Wildlife Commission has decided to let barbaric hunters murder these
 beautiful innocent bears because they are inconvenient for some people.  The bears only come into our
 neighborhoods because we have taken away their wilderness by overdeveloping.
If you have any heart at all, you will do anything you can to stop the pain and massacre caused to our local black
 bears due to this horrible “hunt”.

Thank you,

Lori Fileger Butler



From: Lori Butler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 11:56:03 AM

From: Lori Butler <lorifbutler8@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number: 4079234222

Message Body: Governor Scott,
How can you let this happen? I was born in Florida and have lived here most of my life.  I have had many black
 bears enter my yard, hiding whenever they saw me.  The simple solution to not have them come into your yard if
 you are afraid of them:  don’t put your trash out the night before pickup.  Black bears are gentle and shy, not
 aggressive.  I am shocked that the Florida Wildlife Commission has decided to let barbaric hunters murder these
 beautiful innocent bears because they are inconvenient for some people.  The bears only come into our
 neighborhoods because we have taken away their wilderness by overdeveloping.
If you have any heart at all, you will do anything you can to stop the pain and massacre caused to our local black
 bears due to this horrible “hunt”.

Thank you,

Lori Fileger Butler



From: Lauren Giber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 10:35:01 AM

From: Lauren Giber <lgiber@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33309

Phone Number: 954-547-5181

Message Body: Dear Mr. Scott --

You know that this bear hunt is a disaster in the making.

You should put a stop to it. The amount of bears being hunted by over 2000 hunters will not only kill off the
 population of bears but will endanger the idiots who are hunting them.

I will not be surprised by how many human causalities there will be -- after all this is FLORIDUH -- where the
 hunters will shoot each other by mistake. Me I'm rooting for the bears.

I just wish you would resign and leave office.

Sincerely,

Lauren Giber



From: Diana Waldron
To: schneiderm@clergy.ptdiocese.org; grosmairea@clergy.ptdiocese.org; feddond@gs.ptdiocese.org;

 beckettb@gs.ptdiocese.org; beckettp@gs.ptdiocese.org; obstk@gs.ptdiocese.org; obstg@gs.ptdiocese.org;
 matthew.shaftel@music.fsu.edu; mccuskers@gs.ptdiocese.org; olivellas@gs.ptdiocese.org;
 pignataros@gs.ptdiocese.org; nurserygs@gmail.com; scaringeb@gs.ptdiocese.org; sheaj@gs.ptdiocese.org;
 dunnr@gs.ptdiocese.org; lopezd@gs.ptdiocese.org; colangelok@gs.ptdiocese.org; jafraser@sbgtv.com;
 ostranderd@gs.ptdiocese.org; clevans@tallahassee.com; bcardinale@tallahassee.com; bjwest@tallahassee.com;
 slafuria@tallahassee.com; t.may@iheartmedia.com; meghan@citychurchtallahassee.com; moorel@tcc.fl.edu;
 Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; humres@tcc.fl.edu; moorel@tcc.fl.edu; powelll@tcc.fl.edu;
 chairesj@tcc.fl.edu; herndoan@tcc.fl.edu; bushc@tcc.fl.edu; wrighth@tcc.fl.edu; greenel@tcc.fl.edu;
 parkerd@tcc.fl.edu; stephene@tcc.fl.edu; robertsv@tcc.fl.edu; scarbrol@tcc.fl.edu; hooksv@tcc.fl.edu;
 "humres@tcc.fl.edu."; webcontent@tcc.fl.edu; tolsonr@tcc.fl.edu; cmorgan@flabar.org; kkelly@flabar.org;
 mburkes@flabar.org; jmurphy@flabar.org; phill@flabar.org; jwussler@flabar.org; dferrell@flabar.org;
 bsmith@flabar.org; dteel@flabar.org; rscott@flabar.org; Brand, Vicki; ktucker@flabar.org;
 rmccammon@flabar.org; thill@flabar.org; twright@flabar.org; dmaffei@flabar.org; thendry@flabar.org;
 jharkness@flabar.org

Subject: Florida bear hunts
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 9:13:20 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely over
 sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant
 mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and
 there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY are
 responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so disgraceful and
 shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are purposely
 over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a
 bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun down their
 loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die slowly so they can
 fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and following a blood trail as they
 bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their
 eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM THE HUNT.
*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who will
 monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts that
 include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida Black
 Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating
 garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters Association
 has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an
 obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!
Diana Waldron
12903 Silver Oak Dr
Jacksonville, FL 32223-1729



From: Alex Foxx
To: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; humres@tcc.fl.edu; moorel@tcc.fl.edu; powelll@tcc.fl.edu;

 chairesj@tcc.fl.edu; herndoan@tcc.fl.edu; bushc@tcc.fl.edu; wrighth@tcc.fl.edu; steelej@tcc.fl.edu;
 greenel@tcc.fl.edu; parkerd@tcc.fl.edu; stephene@tcc.fl.edu; robertsv@tcc.fl.edu; scarbrol@tcc.fl.edu;
 hooksv@tcc.fl.edu; webcontent@tcc.fl.edu; tolsonr@tcc.fl.edu; cmorgan@flabar.org; kkelly@flabar.org;
 mburkes@flabar.org; jmurphy@flabar.org; phill@flabar.org; jwussler@flabar.org; dferrell@flabar.org;
 bsmith@flabar.org; dteel@flabar.org; rscott@flabar.org; Brand, Vicki; ktucker@flabar.org;
 rmccammon@flabar.org; thill@flabar.org; twright@flabar.org; dmaffei@flabar.org; thendry@flabar.org;
 jharkness@flabar.org

Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 6:44:59 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt.
 The most telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that
 the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the
 hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST
 NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make
 sure it doesn’t. 
Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem…
 except that the FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached
 out to the commission in opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the
 United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people
 indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily
 consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born
 around late January or early February.

- When struck by a hunter’s arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a
 slow and agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with
 an arrow in him before being shot (about 20 agonizing hours). 
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will
 ensue? How many officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of
 questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the
 Florida Black bear’s original habitat by clearing land for commercial and
 residential buildings and that most of these “encounters” have been related to
 bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet
 food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*



This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees
 ignoring the will of the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs
 are not present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to
 death, as has been the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits
 to harvest the Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is
 now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring
 subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida
 Bear Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt
 because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It
 will break up bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many
 orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money
 by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an
 obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears
 being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!
THANK YOU!

Sincerely,
Alex Foxx

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-
the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-
conservation-commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt



http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS: Wal-
Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s,
 Dick’s Sporting Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor, Gander Mountain



From: ShadowPSW@aol.com
To: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; humres@tcc.fl.edu; moorel@tcc.fl.edu; powelll@tcc.fl.edu;

 chairesj@tcc.fl.edu; herndoan@tcc.fl.edu; bushc@tcc.fl.edu; wrighth@tcc.fl.edu; steelej@tcc.fl.edu;
 greenel@tcc.fl.edu; parkerd@tcc.fl.edu; stephene@tcc.fl.edu; robertsv@tcc.fl.edu; scarbrol@tcc.fl.edu;
 hooksv@tcc.fl.edu; webcontent@tcc.fl.edu; tolsonr@tcc.fl.edu; cmorgan@flabar.org; kkelly@flabar.org;
 mburkes@flabar.org; jmurphy@flabar.org; phill@flabar.org; jwussler@flabar.org; dferrell@flabar.org;
 bsmith@flabar.org; dteel@flabar.org; rscott@flabar.org; Brand, Vicki; ktucker@flabar.org;
 rmccammon@flabar.org; thill@flabar.org; twright@flabar.org; dmaffei@flabar.org; thendry@flabar.org;
 jharkness@flabar.org

Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 21, 2015 9:28:44 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST
 NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE SEPT 24TH PRESS
 CONFERENCE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT
 FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and



 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present."
 Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with
 other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320
 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!
Sincerely,
Paul Waller

____________________________________________________



From: lee patrizzi
To: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; humres@tcc.fl.edu; moorel@tcc.fl.edu; powelll@tcc.fl.edu;

 chairesj@tcc.fl.edu; herndoan@tcc.fl.edu; bushc@tcc.fl.edu; wrighth@tcc.fl.edu; steelej@tcc.fl.edu;
 greenel@tcc.fl.edu; parkerd@tcc.fl.edu; stephene@tcc.fl.edu; robertsv@tcc.fl.edu; scarbrol@tcc.fl.edu;
 hooksv@tcc.fl.edu; webcontent@tcc.fl.edu; tolsonr@tcc.fl.edu; cmorgan@flabar.org; kkelly@flabar.org;
 mburkes@flabar.org; jmurphy@flabar.org; phill@flabar.org; jwussler@flabar.org; dferrell@flabar.org;
 bsmith@flabar.org; dteel@flabar.org; rscott@flabar.org; Brand, Vicki; ktucker@flabar.org;
 rmccammon@flabar.org; thill@flabar.org; twright@flabar.org; dmaffei@flabar.org; thendry@flabar.org;
 jharkness@flabar.org

Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 21, 2015 9:03:17 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely
 over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE SEPT 24TH PRESS CONFERENCE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY are
 responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so disgraceful and
 shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd rules like
 eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun down
 their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die slowly so
 they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and following a blood
 trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see them dragged off right in
 front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who
 will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts
 that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida
 Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for



 eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s
 an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-
black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/
 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
 Bass Pro Outdoor World
Lee Patrizzi
Chuluota, FL 32766
"If future generations are to remember us with gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave them
 something more than the miracles of technology. We must leave them a glimpse of the world as it was in
 the beginning, not just after we got through with it."
– President Lyndon B. Johnson, on the signing of the Wilderness Act of 1964



I GoodSearch for Morris Animal Foundation 
Raise money for your favorite charity or school just by searching the Internet with
 GoodSearch - www.goodsearch.com - powered by Yahoo!



From: Claudia Masters
To: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; humres@tcc.fl.edu; moorel@tcc.fl.edu; powelll@tcc.fl.edu;

 chairesj@tcc.fl.edu; herndoan@tcc.fl.edu; bushc@tcc.fl.edu; wrighth@tcc.fl.edu; steelej@tcc.fl.edu;
 greenel@tcc.fl.edu; parkerd@tcc.fl.edu; stephene@tcc.fl.edu; robertsv@tcc.fl.edu; scarbrol@tcc.fl.edu;
 hooksv@tcc.fl.edu; webcontent@tcc.fl.edu; tolsonr@tcc.fl.edu; cmorgan@flabar.org; kkelly@flabar.org;
 mburkes@flabar.org; jmurphy@flabar.org; phill@flabar.org; jwussler@flabar.org; dferrell@flabar.org;
 bsmith@flabar.org; dteel@flabar.org; rscott@flabar.org; Brand, Vicki; ktucker@flabar.org;
 rmccammon@flabar.org; thill@flabar.org; twright@flabar.org; dmaffei@flabar.org; thendry@flabar.org;
 jharkness@flabar.org

Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Monday, September 21, 2015 6:24:52 PM

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife
 Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+
 have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since
 cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE AND THE SEPT 24TH
 PRESS CONFERENCE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the
 FWC gets no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are
 lying/estimating to cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for
 years. THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is
 what makes the hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may
 actually be pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s
 why they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears,
 and make wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can
 kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing
 people gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters
 make sure their victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the
 terrified animal over time; watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear
 children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see them dragged off right in front of
 their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL
 PROFIT FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow
 and agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an
 arrow in him before being shot.



-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue?
 How many officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to
 answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are
 not present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death,
 as has been the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to
 harvest the Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now
 selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring
 subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it
 is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will
 break up bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned
 bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling
 hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over
 selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-



 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference
 https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World



From: kristen sak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 21, 2015 5:30:51 PM

From: kristen sak <kristen.sak@comcasy.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32256

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott : I was counting on you to veto the bill on bear hunting, but you did not do so.
 If you could, for a moment, imagine what it would be like , running away from someone who is trying to kill you.
 You did nothing wrong, only went to where people were feeding them , or left garbage out. Where is the
 responsibility of the people ? There are other, less barbaric , methods to discourage the bears from coming into
 neighborhoods. We have crowded them out of their environment. Not to mention the huge mess you will be
 creating with number of bears, etc. At the very least, I implore you to put a hold on it until you have more
 information. I voted for you because I believed you were a non violent, compassionate man ... please don't prove
 me wrong.



From: kristen sak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 21, 2015 5:30:42 PM

From: kristen sak <kristen.sak@comcasy.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32256

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott : I was counting on you to veto the bill on bear hunting, but you did not do so.
 If you could, for a moment, imagine what it would be like , running away from someone who is trying to kill you.
 You did nothing wrong, only went to where people were feeding them , or left garbage out. Where is the
 responsibility of the people ? There are other, less barbaric , methods to discourage the bears from coming into
 neighborhoods. We have crowded them out of their environment. Not to mention the huge mess you will be
 creating with number of bears, etc. At the very least, I implore you to put a hold on it until you have more
 information. I voted for you because I believed you were a non violent, compassionate man ... please don't prove
 me wrong.



From: Betty Holden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 21, 2015 2:46:26 PM

From: Betty Holden <bjholden@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702

Phone Number: 727-520-6205

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

Please stop the Florida black bear hunt that is scheduled to take place in October.  Most of Florida's citizens do not
 want to see this happen, yet the FWC has voted to allow it anyway.  We only have about 3,000 black bears and over
 2,000 licenses have been issued to kill them.  Why were they on the endangered list in the first place if we are just
 going to turn around and allow hunters to brutally end their lives?  It's wrong to cater to a small group of hunters
 when most of the citizens have made it known that this is not what they want to happen.  Please stop this now and
 save the black bear.  These bears are essentially docile and it's extremely inhumane to suddenly allow hunters to
 come from everywhere to open fire on them when they are not used to being hunted.  Also, other measures can be
 taken, such as bear-proofed garbage containers, to discourage them from getting close to humans.  These animals
 should have a right to live - after all, they were here long before we were.  Bear cubs will be left orphaned, adult
 bears will be brutally killed.  Please stop the hunt today Gov. Scott!



From: Betty Holden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 21, 2015 2:46:17 PM

From: Betty Holden <bjholden@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702

Phone Number: 727-520-6205

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

Please stop the Florida black bear hunt that is scheduled to take place in October.  Most of Florida's citizens do not
 want to see this happen, yet the FWC has voted to allow it anyway.  We only have about 3,000 black bears and over
 2,000 licenses have been issued to kill them.  Why were they on the endangered list in the first place if we are just
 going to turn around and allow hunters to brutally end their lives?  It's wrong to cater to a small group of hunters
 when most of the citizens have made it known that this is not what they want to happen.  Please stop this now and
 save the black bear.  These bears are essentially docile and it's extremely inhumane to suddenly allow hunters to
 come from everywhere to open fire on them when they are not used to being hunted.  Also, other measures can be
 taken, such as bear-proofed garbage containers, to discourage them from getting close to humans.  These animals
 should have a right to live - after all, they were here long before we were.  Bear cubs will be left orphaned, adult
 bears will be brutally killed.  Please stop the hunt today Gov. Scott!



From: Betty Fugate
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 21, 2015 10:38:22 AM

From: Betty Fugate <bkellyfugate@gmail.com>

County: Franklin

Zip Code: 32320

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, I recently moved to Apalachicola.  I was appalled to learn of the upcoming bear hunt. I
 don't understand why there is a hunt when we don't seem to know exactly how many bears we have.  The fact that
 there are no limits on the number of permits sold is scary.  I understand that some people like to hunt but I believe
 that if there is to be a bear hunt,  we have to know more definitively how many bears we have and place strict limits
 on permitting.  I urge you to stop the upcoming bear hunt.  Thank you.



From: Betty Fugate
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 21, 2015 10:38:13 AM

From: Betty Fugate <bkellyfugate@gmail.com>

County: Franklin

Zip Code: 32320

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, I recently moved to Apalachicola.  I was appalled to learn of the upcoming bear hunt. I
 don't understand why there is a hunt when we don't seem to know exactly how many bears we have.  The fact that
 there are no limits on the number of permits sold is scary.  I understand that some people like to hunt but I believe
 that if there is to be a bear hunt,  we have to know more definitively how many bears we have and place strict limits
 on permitting.  I urge you to stop the upcoming bear hunt.  Thank you.



From: Tom Louderback
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Environment
Date: Sunday, September 20, 2015 9:26:09 AM

From: Tom Louderback <tlouderback@comcast net>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32258

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott: I have to comment on your anti-environment positions. You want millions to move
 here and you have given invitations to any business that wants to relocate to Florida. This state is already
 overcrowded. Traffic gridlock is just one consequence of population growth. Water aquifers are being depleted yet
 you still want more businesses and more people. When does it end? I suspect you are very disappointed that GE is
 not going to move here. And I read that you are not going to block the bear hunt. Let me guess: is it because you
 think the bear hunt will create jobs?
                         Tom Louderback



From: Tom Louderback
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Environment
Date: Sunday, September 20, 2015 9:26:01 AM

From: Tom Louderback <tlouderback@comcast net>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32258

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott: I have to comment on your anti-environment positions. You want millions to move
 here and you have given invitations to any business that wants to relocate to Florida. This state is already
 overcrowded. Traffic gridlock is just one consequence of population growth. Water aquifers are being depleted yet
 you still want more businesses and more people. When does it end? I suspect you are very disappointed that GE is
 not going to move here. And I read that you are not going to block the bear hunt. Let me guess: is it because you
 think the bear hunt will create jobs?
                         Tom Louderback



From: Nick Randazzo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Saturday, September 19, 2015 8:33:31 PM

From: Nick Randazzo <nickdotrandazzo@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Do the right thing.
Stop the hunt.



From: Nick Randazzo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Saturday, September 19, 2015 8:33:19 PM

From: Nick Randazzo <nickdotrandazzo@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Do the right thing.
Stop the hunt.



From: Dsitowitz@aol.com
To: Media
Subject: FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Saturday, September 19, 2015 7:32:27 PM

WE TOOK AWAY THEIR HABITAT AND NOW WE ARE GOING TO KILL THEM.
 CUBS CANNOT SURVIVE WITHOUT THEIR MOTHER...WHAT ABOUT THEM?.
BARBARA SITOWITZ OF MARGATE FLORIDA....BORN IN FLORIDA 65 YEARS
 AGO



From: Carole Hills
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 18, 2015 10:43:37 PM

From: Carole Hills <chills3@cfl rr.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34746

Phone Number: 407-932-8828

Message Body: Dear Mr. Scott,

Thank you so much for allowing me the opportunity of writing you regarding this matter.  I know you are a man of
 faith as I have prayed and asked the Lord to show me what I can possibly do. 

The good Lord has put this on my heart to reach out to you and just ask that you would please reconsider the Black
 Bear Killing Hunt.

God has created these precious creatures and He loves them dearly.

Col. 1:16 - All things were created by Him and for Him and in Him all things hold together

Prov. 12:10 - A righteous man cares for the needs of his animal, but the kindest acts of the wicked are cruel.

In fact, the Bible says we must never treat any part of God’s creation with contempt. When we do, we are indirectly
 treating our Creator with contempt. Instead, God calls us to be stewards or trustees of His creation, and the Bible
 reminds us that we are responsible to Him for the way we treat it. We’ve often forgotten this — but it’s still true,
 and when we ignore it we not only hurt God’s creation but we also hurt ourselves.

Please Governor Scott hear my plea in the name of Jesus Christ.

Thank you so much and God Bless you and your family.

Carole Hills



From: Carole Hills
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 18, 2015 10:43:34 PM

From: Carole Hills <chills3@cfl rr.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34746

Phone Number: 407-932-8828

Message Body: Dear Mr. Scott,

Thank you so much for allowing me the opportunity of writing you regarding this matter.  I know you are a man of
 faith as I have prayed and asked the Lord to show me what I can possibly do. 

The good Lord has put this on my heart to reach out to you and just ask that you would please reconsider the Black
 Bear Killing Hunt.

God has created these precious creatures and He loves them dearly.

Col. 1:16 - All things were created by Him and for Him and in Him all things hold together

Prov. 12:10 - A righteous man cares for the needs of his animal, but the kindest acts of the wicked are cruel.

In fact, the Bible says we must never treat any part of God’s creation with contempt. When we do, we are indirectly
 treating our Creator with contempt. Instead, God calls us to be stewards or trustees of His creation, and the Bible
 reminds us that we are responsible to Him for the way we treat it. We’ve often forgotten this — but it’s still true,
 and when we ignore it we not only hurt God’s creation but we also hurt ourselves.

Please Governor Scott hear my plea in the name of Jesus Christ.

Thank you so much and God Bless you and your family.

Carole Hills



From: victoria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: killing bears in FL- what???!!
Date: Friday, September 18, 2015 7:30:40 PM

From: victoria <binspiredtoday@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32703

Phone Number: 4079272239

Message Body: Dear Mr. Scott,
Regarding the upcoming black bear hunt upon the innocent unsuspecting animals in our state against the will of the
 people, my family asks you to please consider the:
The testable science does not justify this culling. In fact, faulty conclusions have been embraced by some to enable a
 quasi ethical stance to offer revenue for our state.  Think Love and kindness for the creatures we share the planet
 with. At least, remember, you are our elected official. Serve us.
The majority of Floridians are opposed to this. Your campaign ran on a "for the people" message. Instead, this hunt
 is merely a perk to kill thrilling interests.
Let reason and compassion prevail over hysteria and allow the practical solutions of the predominant science take
 hold.
Genuinely,
your constituent



From: Jean Welsh
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 fmaloy@fbnewsleader.com; amudd@fbnewsleader.com; mhankins@fbnewsleader.com;
 legals@fbnewsleader.com; pegdavis@fbnewsleader.com; emiddlebrooks@fbnewsleader.com;
 editor2@fbnewsleader.com; adaughtry@fbnewsleader.com; type@fbnewsleader.com;
 jwaters@fbnewsleader.com; bjones@fbnewsleader.com; rfiege@fbnewsleader.com; ads@fbnewsleader.com;
 btimpe@fbnewsleader.com; news@westsidejournal.net; louise.sheddan@gaflnews.com; nf.obits@gaflnews.com;
 myra.regan@gaflnews.com; Waters, Jeff; monja.slater@gaflnews.com; jennifer.newham@gaflnews.com;
 nf.editorial@gaflnews.com

Subject: STOP BEAR HUNT NOW
Date: Friday, September 18, 2015 10:11:58 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT
 FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!
Sincerely, Mrs. Shari Welsh

______________________________________



From: Kimberlee Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Friday, September 18, 2015 7:29:01 AM

From: Kimberlee Norton <qpid40@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number: 3862167987

Message Body: Dear Mr. Scott, I voted for you!!!!! Why wont you stop this Bear Hunt? You know its wrong and
 hundreds of Bears are going to die for no reason other than greed and the FWC Commissioner's not doing what you
 appointed them to do and that is to protect and care for the Florida Black Bear NOT HARVEST ( KILL) them for
 their friends and your friends JOY and SIck Amusement and so you can slap a Bear Head on your wall. How sick is
 that! If you don't stop this you are going to be know as the worst and most hated Governor in the State of Florida.
 No one will ever forgive or forget this. STOP THIS STUPID HUNT!!!



From: Kimberlee Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Friday, September 18, 2015 7:28:57 AM

From: Kimberlee Norton <qpid40@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number: 3862167987

Message Body: Dear Mr. Scott, I voted for you!!!!! Why wont you stop this Bear Hunt? You know its wrong and
 hundreds of Bears are going to die for no reason other than greed and the FWC Commissioner's not doing what you
 appointed them to do and that is to protect and care for the Florida Black Bear NOT HARVEST ( KILL) them for
 their friends and your friends JOY and SIck Amusement and so you can slap a Bear Head on your wall. How sick is
 that! If you don't stop this you are going to be know as the worst and most hated Governor in the State of Florida.
 No one will ever forgive or forget this. STOP THIS STUPID HUNT!!!



From: Gail Stern
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 fmaloy@fbnewsleader.com; amudd@fbnewsleader.com; mhankins@fbnewsleader.com;
 legals@fbnewsleader.com; pegdavis@fbnewsleader.com; emiddlebrooks@fbnewsleader.com;
 editor2@fbnewsleader.com; adaughtry@fbnewsleader.com; type@fbnewsleader.com;
 jwaters@fbnewsleader.com; bjones@fbnewsleader.com; rfiege@fbnewsleader.com; ads@fbnewsleader.com;
 btimpe@fbnewsleader.com; news@westsidejournal.net; louise.sheddan@gaflnews.com; nf.obits@gaflnews.com;
 myra.regan@gaflnews.com; Waters, Jeff; monja.slater@gaflnews.com; jennifer.newham@gaflnews.com;
 nf.editorial@gaflnews.com; cbsaudienceent@cbs.com; cbsaudiencenews@cbs.com; WCTV; weather@wctv.tv;
 jeff.schlesser@wctv.tv; heather.peeples@wctv.tv; sjordan@suwtax.com; alumni.relations@saintleo.edu;
 ads@lakecityreporter.com; dkimler@lakecityreporter.com; KMiller@BcTelegraph.com;
 tom stm2004@yahoo.com; bairac2@hotmail.com; smjdean@bellsouth.net; smacad@smacad.org;
 walt@stmyouth.org; 2215bat@comcast.net; info@cogbf.org; stedsecretary@yahoo.com; smiths60@nwfsc.edu;
 jonesd@nwfsc.edu; joness@nwfsc.edu; tateb@nwfsc.edu; taylor83@nwfsc.edu; taylorj@nwfsc.edu;
 teetsk@nwfsc.edu; terrellj@nwfsc.edu; thomasl@nwfsc.edu; tillisg@nwfsc.edu; truemanr@nwfsc.edu;
 tuckerr@nwfsc.edu; tulenkog@nwfsc.edu; ted@floridaquail.com; recreation@ci.newberry.fl.us;
 jonesvilleah@gmail.com; info@haileanimalclinic.com; info@jacksonvillelanding.com; ccny-
communities@clearchannel.com; t.may@clearchannel.com; mmadsen@smgjax.com; smghr@smgjax.com;
 keithvdl@smgjax.com; alexa@smgjax.com; karenk@smgjax.com; chammer@fbnewsleader.com;
 lmitchell@fbnewsleader.com; advertising@nassaucountyrecord.com; abutler@fbnewsleader.com;
 citycares@cityofperry.net; bcounce@cityofperry.net; dondash@cityofperry.net; jamie.cruse@perrypolice.net;
 curtis.esq@gmail.com; pstaffney@cityofperry.net; rmoon@cityofperry.net; bbrown@cityofperry.net;
 bjohnson@cityofperry.net

Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, September 18, 2015 6:49:46 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people



 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________



SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 7 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
https://www.facebook.com/events/1701429286753494/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Lisa Grossman
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 fmaloy@fbnewsleader.com; amudd@fbnewsleader.com; mhankins@fbnewsleader.com;
 legals@fbnewsleader.com; pegdavis@fbnewsleader.com; emiddlebrooks@fbnewsleader.com;
 editor2@fbnewsleader.com; adaughtry@fbnewsleader.com; type@fbnewsleader.com;
 jwaters@fbnewsleader.com; bjones@fbnewsleader.com; rfiege@fbnewsleader.com; ads@fbnewsleader.com;
 btimpe@fbnewsleader.com; news@westsidejournal.net; louise.sheddan@gaflnews.com; nf.obits@gaflnews.com;
 myra.regan@gaflnews.com; Waters, Jeff; monja.slater@gaflnews.com; jennifer.newham@gaflnews.com;
 nf.editorial@gaflnews.com

Subject: Sept 24 Conference
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2015 11:40:12 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL
 PROFIT FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him



 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to
 shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is
 immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All
 so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-
bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-



 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference
 https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: annlbeeman@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: How can you let the people down
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2015 10:01:45 PM

Rick,

I have always supported you and even told people I liked you and supported you even when they talk bad
 about you.But recently I have been so disappointed in what you have done. At first you stood against
 gays adopting children and then all of a sudden you sign the bill for them to adopt children. How can you
 allow our children to be put in homes like this when you know they need a dad and a mom. Not two of
 the same sex.

Second, you will not stand against the bear hunt and stop it. This i s wrong. We have run the bears and
 other animals out of their habitat by doing nothing but building and it keeps on going. It is a disgrace what
 we have done tot he animals and you will not help.

Remember God calls us to give an account at his return and allowing children to be adopted by gays is a
 day you will have to reckon with Him about. Their will be no excuse. God states in the Bible those that
 mess with his little ones they might as well have a block tied around their neck and dump in the water.
 He puts it a little different but it means the same.

annlbeeman@aol.com
Ann



From: annlbeeman@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: How can you let the people down
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2015 10:01:42 PM

Rick,

I have always supported you and even told people I liked you and supported you even when they talk bad
 about you.But recently I have been so disappointed in what you have done. At first you stood against
 gays adopting children and then all of a sudden you sign the bill for them to adopt children. How can you
 allow our children to be put in homes like this when you know they need a dad and a mom. Not two of
 the same sex.

Second, you will not stand against the bear hunt and stop it. This i s wrong. We have run the bears and
 other animals out of their habitat by doing nothing but building and it keeps on going. It is a disgrace what
 we have done tot he animals and you will not help.

Remember God calls us to give an account at his return and allowing children to be adopted by gays is a
 day you will have to reckon with Him about. Their will be no excuse. God states in the Bible those that
 mess with his little ones they might as well have a block tied around their neck and dump in the water.
 He puts it a little different but it means the same.

annlbeeman@aol.com
Ann



From: joni morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2015 6:01:23 PM

From: joni morrison <Equess66@yahoo.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32757

Phone Number: 352-735-3257

Message Body: I know I am one of thousands of Floridians that are requesting that you STOP the BEAR HUNT ! If
 we live in a democratic society where the majority rules then how can you ignore the wishes of the people of
 Florida ?

I enjoy the woods and forests of this state and see bears roaming freely deep in the woods.  They never threaten
 us..... they scurry away into the brush.  People of this state have caused the bear problem by feeding them out of
 ignorance,  leaving their trash unsecured out of their own stupidity and building homes in the bears habitat.

You are allowing a few people to decide that the bears must be killed to solve the problem which HUMANS have
 caused.  I believe you are a decent man who is capable of reviewing this horrible decision and to request
 alternatives to the so called " Bear Problem. "

IT IS A HUMAN PROBLEM.  People need to be educated on what they need to do to prevent bears from coming to
 their property looking for food.  If the state would issue serious fines /jail time for people feeding the bears and
 provide bear proof trash containers much, if not all of this so called problem would subside.

Why do we as a state have to allow a horrific hunt to kill the bears ?  Why don't you as a governor order a STOP to
 this hunt until other alternatives are  put in place?  STOP THE HUNT !!!!!!



From: Catherine Adams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT!!
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2015 9:58:52 AM

From: Catherine Adams <oc.kristina@yahoo.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32608

Phone Number: 3522221475

Message Body: It is NOT reasonable to have over 3000 Bear hunting licenses issued to kill 320 bears. Please halt
 the October 2015 hunting season to create a truly reasonable plan.
  Keep the license fees as "application fees" to have the privilege of being entered into a random lottery for 384
 approved hunters (added 20% for unsuccessful hunters). 3000+ hunters is irresponsible and would be devastating!
 Thank you for your consideration.



From: nancy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt---
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 10:04:39 PM

From: nancy <NANCYEWALGIS@yahoo.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32563

Phone Number: 850-607-4929

Message Body: please...people do not like slaughtering of animals unless one is an ignorant red-neck?  Did you not
 see the reaction to Cecil the lion's murder?  Why are you not doing something?  Will Jimmy Fallon have another
 skit...Is it fake or Florida?? because of you??? We are a joke and you are contributing to this.... I wrote you about
 me ex having a lawyer who was a judge and you or your staff gave me an asinine answer---get another
 lawyer....yea, great, help. Do you feel good about yourself? You are not very professional.



From: Lorraine Charlotte Hawkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Shooting Black Bears
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 6:54:16 PM

From: Lorraine Charlotte Hawkins <landlhawk@aol.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33952

Phone Number: (941) 276-2144

Message Body: I wonder how many people will be killed with your approved Bear Hunt.  These bears are too
 familiar with humans. 

This is like taking my three cats out to be killed.  My vote will not go for you.

Shame on you.  I am a Florida Cracker, and do not approve of you to  kill something that is too familar with the
 humanes.

I am sure your mother raised you better.



From: Gail Stern
To: newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; stacie.stokes@sumtercountyfl.gov;

 steven.wilcox@sumtercountyfl.gov; james.parman@sumtercountyfl.gov; doug.gilpin@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.burgess@sumtercountyfl.gov; garry.breeden@sumtercountyfl.gov; al.butler@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.hahnfeldt@sumtercountyfl.gov; news@villages-news.com; LakeSumterTV@gmail.com;
 news@dailycommercial.com; paul.nikolai@dailycommercial.com; tom.mcniff@dailycommercial.com;
 scott.callahan@dailycommercial.com; theresa.campbell@dailycommercial.com;
 pam.fennimore@dailycommercial.com; frank.jolley@dailycommercial.com;
 linda.rostomily@dailycommercial.com; joanne.french@dailycommercial.com; legals@dailycommercial.com;
 ryan.smith@dailycommercial.com; john.pore@dailycommercial.com; steve.skaggs@dailycommercial.com;
 paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu; byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu;
 delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com; whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com;
 Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com;
 millard.ives@dailycommercial.com; roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com;
 austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com; llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org;
 jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org; ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org;
 jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu; beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu;
 lopergirl2@gmail.com; editor@hometownjournal.org; melody@hometownjournal.org;
 sales@hometownjournal.org; dawn@hometownjournal.org; michelle@hometownjournal.org;
 james.croft@bakercountyfl.org; jimmy.anderson@bakercountyfl.org; gordon.crews@bakercountyfl.org;
 james.bennett@bakercountyfl.org; mark.hartley@bakercountyfl.org; cj.thompson@bakercountyfl.org;
 sara.little@bakercountyfl.org; david.richardson@bakercountyfl.org; georgia.monfort@bakercountyfl.org;
 bryan.higginbotham@bakercountyfl.org; robert.fletcher@bakercountyfl.org; ed.preston@bakercountyfl.org;
 nick.frilling@bakercountyfl.org; april@neflin.org; steve.marfongella@bakercountyfl.org;
 debbie.perryman@bakercountyfl.org; cathy.williams@bakercountyfl.org; tony.esterling@bakercountyfl.org

Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 4:26:22 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 



- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!



____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Betty Holden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the Florida black bear hunt!
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 1:23:54 PM

From: Betty Holden <bjholden@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Please stop the Florida black bear hunt scheduled for October 24th.  The majority of Floridians who have responded
 to this issue have notified the FWC that they do not want to see the Florida black bear hunted down and killed. 
 Over 1,200 hunting licenses have been issued and there are approximately 3,000 black bears in Florida.  This will
 cut their population in half, if not more.   It is abominable and outrageous that such destruction of wildlife is being
 allowed since most Floridians don't want this to happen.  This measure seems only to cater to the hunters who are
 much smaller in numbers than the citizens who are adamantly opposed to this hunt.  There has not been sufficient
 time allowed to try other measures first such as bear-proofing garbage cans which would deter bears from getting
 close to homeowners' properties when foraging for food.  This would be a successful measure if implemented and
 would alleviate horrific pain, suffering and death to these majestic creatures that a hunt will surely bring about.  The
 FWC has ignored pleas from those Florida's citizens who want this hunt stopped, who comprise the majority of
 those speaking out about the hunt.  Governor Scott, please do not also ignore the voices of the citizens.  Please
 reconsider your stance pertaining to this hunt and let our black bears live.  Black bears are one of Florida's
 outstanding and attractive features, along with our panthers, gators and other unique creatures that Floridians love
 and cherish.  Show tourists that Florida cares about its wildlife and stop this senseless killing.  Please stop the black
 bear hunt.  Thank you.

Sincerely,
B. Holden
St. Petersburg, Fl.



From: Betty Holden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the Florida black bear hunt!
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 1:23:51 PM

From: Betty Holden <bjholden@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Please stop the Florida black bear hunt scheduled for October 24th.  The majority of Floridians who have responded
 to this issue have notified the FWC that they do not want to see the Florida black bear hunted down and killed. 
 Over 1,200 hunting licenses have been issued and there are approximately 3,000 black bears in Florida.  This will
 cut their population in half, if not more.   It is abominable and outrageous that such destruction of wildlife is being
 allowed since most Floridians don't want this to happen.  This measure seems only to cater to the hunters who are
 much smaller in numbers than the citizens who are adamantly opposed to this hunt.  There has not been sufficient
 time allowed to try other measures first such as bear-proofing garbage cans which would deter bears from getting
 close to homeowners' properties when foraging for food.  This would be a successful measure if implemented and
 would alleviate horrific pain, suffering and death to these majestic creatures that a hunt will surely bring about.  The
 FWC has ignored pleas from those Florida's citizens who want this hunt stopped, who comprise the majority of
 those speaking out about the hunt.  Governor Scott, please do not also ignore the voices of the citizens.  Please
 reconsider your stance pertaining to this hunt and let our black bears live.  Black bears are one of Florida's
 outstanding and attractive features, along with our panthers, gators and other unique creatures that Floridians love
 and cherish.  Show tourists that Florida cares about its wildlife and stop this senseless killing.  Please stop the black
 bear hunt.  Thank you.

Sincerely,
B. Holden
St. Petersburg, Fl.



From: lee ann ferris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 11:04:08 AM

From: lee ann ferris <leannferris1@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32309-7600

Phone Number: 850-907-0825

Message Body: How can anyone lack the humanity and compassion to stop the killing of innocent animals?  To be
 empowered to do so and refuse makes me wonder what is important to you?  We all die and we take nothing with
 us.  What if you are going to be judged on this single act when you could have spared God's creatures but chose not
 to?



From: lee ann ferris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 11:04:05 AM

From: lee ann ferris <leannferris1@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32309-7600

Phone Number: 850-907-0825

Message Body: How can anyone lack the humanity and compassion to stop the killing of innocent animals?  To be
 empowered to do so and refuse makes me wonder what is important to you?  We all die and we take nothing with
 us.  What if you are going to be judged on this single act when you could have spared God's creatures but chose not
 to?



From: Brenda Steigerwald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt must be blocked
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 10:58:13 AM

From: Brenda Steigerwald <bsteigerwald@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4073330813

Message Body: This is insane that you will not use your executive authority  to stop the bear hunt.
How can FWC issue 2110 permits to kill these beautiful creatures while setting a harvest quota of 320 bears? I am
 disappointed by the decision to even have a bear hunt when 80% of the people do not want it. FWC is a joke and
 they have no idea what they are doing except caving in to the politics of the state. Please stop this insanity. I voted
 for you so you would support me for this type of issue. Please tell what you can do?



From: Brenda Steigerwald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt must be blocked
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 10:58:11 AM

From: Brenda Steigerwald <bsteigerwald@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4073330813

Message Body: This is insane that you will not use your executive authority  to stop the bear hunt.
How can FWC issue 2110 permits to kill these beautiful creatures while setting a harvest quota of 320 bears? I am
 disappointed by the decision to even have a bear hunt when 80% of the people do not want it. FWC is a joke and
 they have no idea what they are doing except caving in to the politics of the state. Please stop this insanity. I voted
 for you so you would support me for this type of issue. Please tell what you can do?







From: Sharon Gibson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conserve Wildlife
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 8:57:26 AM

From: Sharon Gibson <gib@tampabay rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33756

Phone Number: 7274436996

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott: 

Isn't it ironic that Florida has a specialty license plate to conserve wildlife with a picture of a bear on it, but is
 planning a bear hunt next month?

Please cancel this hunt!

You could consider putting fewer developers on the FWC; we know where their interests are.

Thanks and congratulations on Blue Origin.



From: Sharon Gibson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conserve Wildlife
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 8:57:23 AM

From: Sharon Gibson <gib@tampabay rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33756

Phone Number: 7274436996

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott: 

Isn't it ironic that Florida has a specialty license plate to conserve wildlife with a picture of a bear on it, but is
 planning a bear hunt next month?

Please cancel this hunt!

You could consider putting fewer developers on the FWC; we know where their interests are.

Thanks and congratulations on Blue Origin.



From: Barbara
To: Butler, Scott; beth.cravey@jacksonville.com; clifford.davis@jacksonville.com; , Larry;

 cindy.holifield@jacksonville.com; Mitchell, Tia; Monroe, Nate; Palka, Mary; andrew.pantazi@jacksonville.com;
 Patterson, Steve; craig.richardson@jacksonville.com; teresa.stepzinski@jacksonville.com;
 sandy.strickland@jacksonville.com; dana.treen@jacksonville.com; mark.woods@jacksonville.com;
 tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; rdrake@wuft.org;
 slwagner@wuft.org; bnoblitt@jou.ufl.edu; lec@ccpafl.com

Subject: disgraceful and shameful hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 7:16:39 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL
 PROFIT FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many



 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to
 shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is
 immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All
 so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-
bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 



OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.

Thank you

Barbara Buchholz



From: Rita and Mike
To: newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; stacie.stokes@sumtercountyfl.gov;

 steven.wilcox@sumtercountyfl.gov; james.parman@sumtercountyfl.gov; doug.gilpin@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.burgess@sumtercountyfl.gov; garry.breeden@sumtercountyfl.gov; al.butler@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.hahnfeldt@sumtercountyfl.gov; news@villages-news.com; LakeSumterTV@gmail.com;
 news@dailycommercial.com; paul.nikolai@dailycommercial.com; tom.mcniff@dailycommercial.com;
 scott.callahan@dailycommercial.com; theresa.campbell@dailycommercial.com;
 pam.fennimore@dailycommercial.com; frank.jolley@dailycommercial.com;
 linda.rostomily@dailycommercial.com; joanne.french@dailycommercial.com; legals@dailycommercial.com;
 ryan.smith@dailycommercial.com; john.pore@dailycommercial.com; steve.skaggs@dailycommercial.com;
 paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;
 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu; beltzm@cookman.edu; lopergirl2@gmail.com;
 editor@hometownjournal.org; editor@hometownjournal.org; melody@hometownjournal.org;
 sales@hometownjournal.org; dawn@hometownjournal.org; michelle@hometownjournal.org;
 james.croft@bakercountyfl.org; jimmy.anderson@bakercountyfl.org; gordon.crews@bakercountyfl.org;
 james.bennett@bakercountyfl.org; mark.hartley@bakercountyfl.org; cj.thompson@bakercountyfl.org;
 sara.little@bakercountyfl.org; david.richardson@bakercountyfl.org; georgia.monfort@bakercountyfl.org;
 bryan.higginbotham@bakercountyfl.org; robert.fletcher@bakercountyfl.org; ed.preston@bakercountyfl.org;
 nick.frilling@bakercountyfl.org; april@neflin.org; steve.marfongella@bakercountyfl.org;
 debbie.perryman@bakercountyfl.org; cathy.williams@bakercountyfl.org; tony.esterling@bakercountyfl.org

Subject: Please support;
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 6:58:58 AM
Attachments: pastedImage.png

pastedImage.png
pastedImage.png
pastedImage.png

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see



 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT
 FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8



DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.

Thank you for your support











From: ralph meyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 6:51:41 AM

From: ralph meyer <doowop224@comcast net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33458

Phone Number: 5619062003

Message Body: The upcoming bear hunt in Florida will be nothing short of a slaughter. There must be a better way
 to remove the animals to an area
more suited for them to survive.
Please stop the hunt,



From: ralph meyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 6:51:38 AM

From: ralph meyer <doowop224@comcast net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33458

Phone Number: 5619062003

Message Body: The upcoming bear hunt in Florida will be nothing short of a slaughter. There must be a better way
 to remove the animals to an area
more suited for them to survive.
Please stop the hunt,



From: Wendy A. Deckert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 1:53:26 AM

From: Wendy A. Deckert <wendyinneverland.deckert@gmail.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34240

Phone Number: 941 225 9537

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
  I beg you to oppose the proposed slaughter of our FL black bears. I feel
Floridians' responsibility is to protect
our wildlife . There are humane measures that can be instituted to
help the bears in their plight from human invasion. All Floridians should have a vote on this matter. The bears are
 mammals with family units not "things" to be murdered  because of our invasion of their habitat. Please
help the people of Florida protect our
wildlife.
Sincerely,
Wendy A. Deckert RN



From: Wendy A. Deckert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 1:53:22 AM

From: Wendy A. Deckert <wendyinneverland.deckert@gmail.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34240

Phone Number: 941 225 9537

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
  I beg you to oppose the proposed slaughter of our FL black bears. I feel
Floridians' responsibility is to protect
our wildlife . There are humane measures that can be instituted to
help the bears in their plight from human invasion. All Floridians should have a vote on this matter. The bears are
 mammals with family units not "things" to be murdered  because of our invasion of their habitat. Please
help the people of Florida protect our
wildlife.
Sincerely,
Wendy A. Deckert RN



From: Lisa Grossman
To: Butler, Scott; beth.cravey@jacksonville.com; clifford.davis@jacksonville.com; , Larry;

 cindy.holifield@jacksonville.com; Mitchell, Tia; Monroe, Nate; Palka, Mary; andrew.pantazi@jacksonville.com;
 Patterson, Steve; craig.richardson@jacksonville.com; topher.sanders@jacksonville.com;
 dan.scanlan@jacksonville.com; jim.schoettler@jacksonville.com; teresa.stepzinski@jacksonville.com;
 sandy.strickland@jacksonville.com; dana.treen@jacksonville.com; mark.woods@jacksonville.com;
 tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org

Subject: SEPT 24 Press Conference
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 10:13:26 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL
 PROFIT FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.



-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to
 shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is
 immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All
 so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-
bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference



 https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Kelly Hanlon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 7:05:03 PM

From: Kelly Hanlon <hanlonko@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33596

Phone Number: 8136622127

Message Body: Governor Scott,
   I have been a solid backer of you and your policies however I am shocked you chose to allow FWC decide on
 allowing the bear hunt to occur.
   The hunt will exterminate almost 10% of the bear population in Florida.  I am concerned that this is an excessive
 number - one that will probably have a negative impact on bear survival in Florida.
   It is so sad we have to protect animals from humans.  Allowing a bear hunt will only set up future animal control
 solutions as setting a mass hunt/extermination in our future animal control issues.
    Please reconsider and stop this absoutly unnecessary hunt.



From: L. R.
To: paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;

 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu; lopergirl2@gmail.com; editor@hometownjournal.org

Subject: Dear Neighbors,
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 6:53:49 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT
 FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.



-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

Sincerely,
Line Ringgaard



From: Lisa whitaker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunting
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 6:17:38 PM

From: Lisa whitaker <lisawhitaker2@hotmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33967

Phone Number: 2399103596

Message Body: I am appalled that you will not get involved and stop this disgusting Black Bear hunt. We live in
 their natural habitat and should be finding ways to live in harmony with them. We should not be murdering
 innocent creatures. Shame on you!!! You have lost our vote.



From: Lisa whitaker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunting
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 6:17:35 PM

From: Lisa whitaker <lisawhitaker2@hotmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33967

Phone Number: 2399103596

Message Body: I am appalled that you will not get involved and stop this disgusting Black Bear hunt. We live in
 their natural habitat and should be finding ways to live in harmony with them. We should not be murdering
 innocent creatures. Shame on you!!! You have lost our vote.



From: Kim Norton
To: paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;

 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu; lopergirl2@gmail.com; editor@hometownjournal.org

Subject: PLEASE HELP OUR FLORIDA BLACK BEAR!!!
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 5:52:54 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT
 FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meetinghttps://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 



STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Phillip Nawroth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt killing
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 4:53:39 PM

Mr. Scott and whomever is reading this for him:

Stop the hunt, stop killing, halt the killing of bears. Do it. It's murder.

Thanks.



From: Phillip Nawroth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt killing
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 4:53:35 PM

Mr. Scott and whomever is reading this for him:

Stop the hunt, stop killing, halt the killing of bears. Do it. It's murder.

Thanks.



From: Sandra Ramirez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 4:29:34 PM

From: Sandra Ramirez <casa3355@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32738

Phone Number: 3865325416

Message Body: Please, please stop the bear hunt!!!

This is cruel way to solve the problem. There is always an alternate solution. Killing can not be a way of life in
 Florida and it should be discouraged in every shape and form.  Adopt a kind and peaceful attitude that can be
 assimilated.

Thank you. ,



From: Sandra Ramirez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 4:29:31 PM

From: Sandra Ramirez <casa3355@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32738

Phone Number: 3865325416

Message Body: Please, please stop the bear hunt!!!

This is cruel way to solve the problem. There is always an alternate solution. Killing can not be a way of life in
 Florida and it should be discouraged in every shape and form.  Adopt a kind and peaceful attitude that can be
 assimilated.

Thank you. ,



From: Sandra Ramirez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 4:29:29 PM

From: Sandra Ramirez <casa3355@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32738

Phone Number: 3865325416

Message Body: Please, please stop the bear hunt!!!

This is cruel way to solve the problem. There is always an alternate solution. Killing can not be a way of life in
 Florida and it should be discouraged in every shape and form.  Adopt a kind and peaceful attitude that can be
 assimilated.

Thank you. ,



From: Sandra Ramirez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 4:29:27 PM

From: Sandra Ramirez <casa3355@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32738

Phone Number: 3865325416

Message Body: Please, please stop the bear hunt!!!

This is cruel way to solve the problem. There is always an alternate solution. Killing can not be a way of life in
 Florida and it should be discouraged in every shape and form.  Adopt a kind and peaceful attitude that can be
 assimilated.

Thank you. ,



From: Rosemaryhomeister
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 3:50:37 PM

From: Rosemaryhomeister <luv2win4u@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33023

Phone Number: 9542613155

Message Body: Cubs stay with their mothers for two years what will happen to them



From: Jennifer Cenker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Insane Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 3:43:53 PM

From: Jennifer Cenker <DisneyBelle@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32955

Phone Number: 3217947172

Message Body: PLEASE take note that a HUGE majority of Floridians are absolutely 100% AGAINST the Florida
 Black Bear hunt.  You have got to take notice that this is shooting like wildfire amongst all the people of Florida
 online and I have yet to come across a single person that is for this hunt.  Enough money has been raised to finally
 go ahead to file a suit against FWC concerning this hunt.  PLEASE show Floridians that you care about their voices
 and cancel this Bear Hunt!



From: Jennifer Cenker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Insane Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 3:43:50 PM

From: Jennifer Cenker <DisneyBelle@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32955

Phone Number: 3217947172

Message Body: PLEASE take note that a HUGE majority of Floridians are absolutely 100% AGAINST the Florida
 Black Bear hunt.  You have got to take notice that this is shooting like wildfire amongst all the people of Florida
 online and I have yet to come across a single person that is for this hunt.  Enough money has been raised to finally
 go ahead to file a suit against FWC concerning this hunt.  PLEASE show Floridians that you care about their voices
 and cancel this Bear Hunt!



From: Andrea Sreiber
To: newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; stacie.stokes@sumtercountyfl.gov;

 steven.wilcox@sumtercountyfl.gov; james.parman@sumtercountyfl.gov; doug.gilpin@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.burgess@sumtercountyfl.gov; garry.breeden@sumtercountyfl.gov; al.butler@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.hahnfeldt@sumtercountyfl.gov; news@villages-news.com; LakeSumterTV@gmail.com;
 news@dailycommercial.com; paul.nikolai@dailycommercial.com; tom.mcniff@dailycommercial.com;
 scott.callahan@dailycommercial.com; theresa.campbell@dailycommercial.com;
 pam.fennimore@dailycommercial.com; frank.jolley@dailycommercial.com;
 linda.rostomily@dailycommercial.com; joanne.french@dailycommercial.com; legals@dailycommercial.com;
 ryan.smith@dailycommercial.com; john.pore@dailycommercial.com; steve.skaggs@dailycommercial.com;
 paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu; byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu;
 delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com; whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com;
 Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com;
 millard.ives@dailycommercial.com; roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com;
 austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com; llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org;
 jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org; ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org;
 jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu; beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu;
 lopergirl2@gmail.com; editor@hometownjournal.org; melody@hometownjournal.org;
 sales@hometownjournal.org; dawn@hometownjournal.org; michelle@hometownjournal.org;
 james.croft@bakercountyfl.org; jimmy.anderson@bakercountyfl.org; gordon.crews@bakercountyfl.org;
 james.bennett@bakercountyfl.org; mark.hartley@bakercountyfl.org; cj.thompson@bakercountyfl.org;
 sara.little@bakercountyfl.org; david.richardson@bakercountyfl.org; georgia.monfort@bakercountyfl.org;
 bryan.higginbotham@bakercountyfl.org; robert.fletcher@bakercountyfl.org; ed.preston@bakercountyfl.org;
 nick.frilling@bakercountyfl.org; april@neflin.org; steve.marfongella@bakercountyfl.org;
 debbie.perryman@bakercountyfl.org; cathy.williams@bakercountyfl.org; tony.esterling@bakercountyfl.org

Subject: Stop the Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 12:44:22 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people



 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement.

Please join us and DO SOMETHING!



Sincerely,

Andrea Sreiber
Serbia



From: Robert north
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 11:55:16 AM

From: Robert north <robnorth@verizon net>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33629

Phone Number: 8138390500

Message Body: i urge you in the strongest terms to stop the bear hunt. It is cruel and unneeded. If a hunter kills a
 hiker by mistake, the blood will be on your hands. This hunt is completely wrong! Do the right thing.



From: Robert north
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 11:55:13 AM

From: Robert north <robnorth@verizon net>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33629

Phone Number: 8138390500

Message Body: i urge you in the strongest terms to stop the bear hunt. It is cruel and unneeded. If a hunter kills a
 hiker by mistake, the blood will be on your hands. This hunt is completely wrong! Do the right thing.



From: Constance Franklin
To: paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;

 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu; beltzm@cookman.edu; lopergirl2@gmail.com;
 editor@hometownjournal.org; editor@hometownjournal.org

Subject: Please stand up for our wildlife and help end the slaughter.
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2015 11:27:43 AM

Dear Neighbors,

As an American gravely concerned with thriving biodiversity, and the ethical regard toward other
 species, I am writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!
 THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure
 it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. The vast
 majority of people in Florida deeply care about bears, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not



 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and take a stand for Florida's
 wildlife! 

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)



FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass
 Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County Store.

Thank you,
Constance Franklin



From: Natalie Van Leekwijck
Subject: FWC
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 6:39:02 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

Sincerely, 

Natalie Van Leekwijck



From: lee patrizzi
To: paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;

 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu; beltzm@cookman.edu; lopergirl2@gmail.com;
 editor@hometownjournal.org; editor@hometownjournal.org

Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 5:00:50 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely
 over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY are
 responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so disgraceful and
 shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd rules like
 eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun down
 their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die slowly so
 they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and following a blood
 trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see them dragged off right in
 front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who
 will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts
 that include females.



-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida
 Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for
 eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s
 an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-
black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/
 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
 Bass Pro Outdoor World.
POSTS
Lee Patrizzi
Chuluota, FL
"If future generations are to remember us with gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave them
 something more than the miracles of technology. We must leave them a glimpse of the world as it was in



 the beginning, not just after we got through with it."
– President Lyndon B. Johnson, on the signing of the Wilderness Act of 1964

I GoodSearch for Morris Animal Foundation 
Raise money for your favorite charity or school just by searching the Internet with
 GoodSearch - www.goodsearch.com - powered by Yahoo!



From: chanti@odie.be
To: newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; stacie.stokes@sumtercountyfl.gov;

 steven.wilcox@sumtercountyfl.gov; james.parman@sumtercountyfl.gov; doug.gilpin@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.burgess@sumtercountyfl.gov; garry.breeden@sumtercountyfl.gov; al.butler@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.hahnfeldt@sumtercountyfl.gov; news@villages-news.com; LakeSumterTV@gmail.com;
 news@dailycommercial.com; paul.nikolai@dailycommercial.com; tom.mcniff@dailycommercial.com;
 scott.callahan@dailycommercial.com; theresa.campbell@dailycommercial.com;
 pam.fennimore@dailycommercial.com; frank.jolley@dailycommercial.com;
 linda.rostomily@dailycommercial.com; joanne.french@dailycommercial.com; legals@dailycommercial.com;
 ryan.smith@dailycommercial.com; john.pore@dailycommercial.com; steve.skaggs@dailycommercial.com;
 paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;
 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu; beltzm@cookman.edu; lopergirl2@gmail.com;
 editor@hometownjournal.org; editor@hometownjournal.org; melody@hometownjournal.org;
 sales@hometownjournal.org; dawn@hometownjournal.org; michelle@hometownjournal.org;
 james.croft@bakercountyfl.org; jimmy.anderson@bakercountyfl.org; gordon.crews@bakercountyfl.org;
 james.bennett@bakercountyfl.org; mark.hartley@bakercountyfl.org; cj.thompson@bakercountyfl.org;
 sara.little@bakercountyfl.org; david.richardson@bakercountyfl.org; georgia.monfort@bakercountyfl.org;
 bryan.higginbotham@bakercountyfl.org; robert.fletcher@bakercountyfl.org; ed.preston@bakercountyfl.org;
 nick.frilling@bakercountyfl.org; april@neflin.org; steve.marfongella@bakercountyfl.org;
 debbie.perryman@bakercountyfl.org; cathy.williams@bakercountyfl.org; tony.esterling@bakercountyfl.org

Subject: [SPAM] Stop the Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 4:57:40 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 



- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement.

Please join us and DO SOMETHING!



Sincerely,

Chantal Buslot Belgium 



From: chanti@odie.be
To: newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; stacie.stokes@sumtercountyfl.gov;

 steven.wilcox@sumtercountyfl.gov; james.parman@sumtercountyfl.gov; doug.gilpin@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.burgess@sumtercountyfl.gov; garry.breeden@sumtercountyfl.gov; al.butler@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.hahnfeldt@sumtercountyfl.gov; news@villages-news.com; LakeSumterTV@gmail.com;
 news@dailycommercial.com; paul.nikolai@dailycommercial.com; tom.mcniff@dailycommercial.com;
 scott.callahan@dailycommercial.com; theresa.campbell@dailycommercial.com;
 pam.fennimore@dailycommercial.com; frank.jolley@dailycommercial.com;
 linda.rostomily@dailycommercial.com; joanne.french@dailycommercial.com; legals@dailycommercial.com;
 ryan.smith@dailycommercial.com; john.pore@dailycommercial.com; steve.skaggs@dailycommercial.com;
 paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;
 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu; beltzm@cookman.edu; lopergirl2@gmail.com;
 editor@hometownjournal.org; editor@hometownjournal.org; melody@hometownjournal.org;
 sales@hometownjournal.org; dawn@hometownjournal.org; michelle@hometownjournal.org;
 james.croft@bakercountyfl.org; jimmy.anderson@bakercountyfl.org; gordon.crews@bakercountyfl.org;
 james.bennett@bakercountyfl.org; mark.hartley@bakercountyfl.org; cj.thompson@bakercountyfl.org;
 sara.little@bakercountyfl.org; david.richardson@bakercountyfl.org; georgia.monfort@bakercountyfl.org;
 bryan.higginbotham@bakercountyfl.org; robert.fletcher@bakercountyfl.org; ed.preston@bakercountyfl.org;
 nick.frilling@bakercountyfl.org; april@neflin.org; steve.marfongella@bakercountyfl.org;
 debbie.perryman@bakercountyfl.org; cathy.williams@bakercountyfl.org; tony.esterling@bakercountyfl.org

Subject: Stop the Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 4:57:40 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 



- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement.

Please join us and DO SOMETHING!



Sincerely,

Chantal Buslot Belgium 









From: Linda Ann Reynolds, Ed.S.
To: paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;

 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu; lopergirl2@gmail.com; editor@hometownjournal.org

Subject: The Voiceless Bears Need You
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 11:15:06 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL
 PROFIT FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many



 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to
 shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is
 immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All
 so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-
bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference
 https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 



OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Sheryl Willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 11:13:25 AM

From: Sheryl Willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34205

Phone Number: 9417467033

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. From what I've read, Florida Fish and Wildlife don" t have an accurate
 count of our Black Bears.  We have from 1700-3000 bears and FFW have issued 2000 permits for a
 measley$100/$300! FFW members being among the first to get their kill permits! Then issuing permits to such
 unscrupulous hunters, notorious for not making clean kills,not tracking the animal, instead, shooting another one. I
 do have a question, how does one become a voting member of the FFW? I would like to suggest that membership
 be made up of equal numbers of animal rights people to the pro-hunting people(this would at least give the animals
 of Florida a chance). And when the vote has to do with a culling of animals, it has to be unanimous.(for the bear
 hunt it was 4-1). Also, I've read, where the hunt is being held, isn't where the "problem bears" are located. Not to
 mention, the cubs that will be motherless due to this hunt."there will be no female bears with cubs killed", how will
 this be enforced? Govt. Scott, please use your power to stop the hunt, it's not to late. Lets try some less drastic
 measures before going to this ill thought out solution. Thank you for your time. Sincerely, Sheryl Willey



From: Sheryl Willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 11:13:23 AM

From: Sheryl Willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34205

Phone Number: 9417467033

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. From what I've read, Florida Fish and Wildlife don" t have an accurate
 count of our Black Bears.  We have from 1700-3000 bears and FFW have issued 2000 permits for a
 measley$100/$300! FFW members being among the first to get their kill permits! Then issuing permits to such
 unscrupulous hunters, notorious for not making clean kills,not tracking the animal, instead, shooting another one. I
 do have a question, how does one become a voting member of the FFW? I would like to suggest that membership
 be made up of equal numbers of animal rights people to the pro-hunting people(this would at least give the animals
 of Florida a chance). And when the vote has to do with a culling of animals, it has to be unanimous.(for the bear
 hunt it was 4-1). Also, I've read, where the hunt is being held, isn't where the "problem bears" are located. Not to
 mention, the cubs that will be motherless due to this hunt."there will be no female bears with cubs killed", how will
 this be enforced? Govt. Scott, please use your power to stop the hunt, it's not to late. Lets try some less drastic
 measures before going to this ill thought out solution. Thank you for your time. Sincerely, Sheryl Willey



From: Gail Stern
To: newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; stacie.stokes@sumtercountyfl.gov;

 steven.wilcox@sumtercountyfl.gov; james.parman@sumtercountyfl.gov; doug.gilpin@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.burgess@sumtercountyfl.gov; garry.breeden@sumtercountyfl.gov; al.butler@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.hahnfeldt@sumtercountyfl.gov; news@villages-news.com; LakeSumterTV@gmail.com;
 news@dailycommercial.com; paul.nikolai@dailycommercial.com; tom.mcniff@dailycommercial.com;
 scott.callahan@dailycommercial.com; theresa.campbell@dailycommercial.com;
 pam.fennimore@dailycommercial.com; frank.jolley@dailycommercial.com;
 linda.rostomily@dailycommercial.com; joanne.french@dailycommercial.com; legals@dailycommercial.com;
 ryan.smith@dailycommercial.com; john.pore@dailycommercial.com; steve.skaggs@dailycommercial.com;
 paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu; byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu;
 delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com; whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com;
 Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com;
 millard.ives@dailycommercial.com; roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com;
 austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com; llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org;
 jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org; ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org;
 jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu; beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu;
 lopergirl2@gmail.com; editor@hometownjournal.org; melody@hometownjournal.org;
 sales@hometownjournal.org; dawn@hometownjournal.org; michelle@hometownjournal.org;
 james.croft@bakercountyfl.org; jimmy.anderson@bakercountyfl.org; gordon.crews@bakercountyfl.org;
 james.bennett@bakercountyfl.org; mark.hartley@bakercountyfl.org; cj.thompson@bakercountyfl.org;
 sara.little@bakercountyfl.org; david.richardson@bakercountyfl.org; georgia.monfort@bakercountyfl.org;
 bryan.higginbotham@bakercountyfl.org; robert.fletcher@bakercountyfl.org; ed.preston@bakercountyfl.org;
 nick.frilling@bakercountyfl.org; april@neflin.org; steve.marfongella@bakercountyfl.org;
 debbie.perryman@bakercountyfl.org; cathy.williams@bakercountyfl.org; tony.esterling@bakercountyfl.org

Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 10:04:21 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 



- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!



____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/
events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page internal )
____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World.



From: Teresa Laureano
To: paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;

 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edu; thomasjo@cookman.edu; beltzm@cookman.edu; lopergirl2@gmail.com;
 editor@hometownjournal.org; editor@hometownjournal.org

Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 8:30:27 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no
 money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover
 that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY
 are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so
 disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd
 rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun
 down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die
 slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and
 following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see
 them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT
 FROM THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!



From: kchadwelll@aol.com
To: newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; stacie.stokes@sumtercountyfl.gov;

 steven.wilcox@sumtercountyfl.gov; james.parman@sumtercountyfl.gov; doug.gilpin@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.burgess@sumtercountyfl.gov; garry.breeden@sumtercountyfl.gov; al.butler@sumtercountyfl.gov;
 don.hahnfeldt@sumtercountyfl.gov; news@villages-news.com; LakeSumterTV@gmail.com;
 news@dailycommercial.com; paul.nikolai@dailycommercial.com; tom.mcniff@dailycommercial.com;
 scott.callahan@dailycommercial.com; theresa.campbell@dailycommercial.com;
 pam.fennimore@dailycommercial.com; frank.jolley@dailycommercial.com;
 linda.rostomily@dailycommercial.com; joanne.french@dailycommercial.com; legals@dailycommercial.com;
 ryan.smith@dailycommercial.com; john.pore@dailycommercial.com; steve.skaggs@dailycommercial.com;
 paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;
 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edums.; thomasjo@cookman.edums; beltzm@cookman.edumrs; lopergirl2@gmail.com;
 editor@hometownjournal.org; editor@hometownjournal.org; melody@hometownjournal.org;
 sales@hometownjournal.org; dawn@hometownjournal.org; michelle@hometownjournal.org;
 james.croft@bakercountyfl.org; jimmy.anderson@bakercountyfl.org; gordon.crews@bakercountyfl.org;
 james.bennett@bakercountyfl.org; mark.hartley@bakercountyfl.org; cj.thompson@bakercountyfl.org;
 sara.little@bakercountyfl.org; david.richardson@bakercountyfl.org; georgia.monfort@bakercountyfl.org;
 bryan.higginbotham@bakercountyfl.org; robert.fletcher@bakercountyfl.org; ed.preston@bakercountyfl.org;
 nick.frilling@bakercountyfl.org; april@neflin.org; steve.marfongella@bakercountyfl.org;
 debbie.perryman@bakercountyfl.org; cathy.williams@bakercountyfl.org; tony.esterling@bakercountyfl.org

Subject: Help stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 12:47:07 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely
 over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY are
 responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so disgraceful and
 shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are
 purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd rules like
 eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun down
 their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die slowly so
 they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and following a blood
 trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose their moms and see them dragged off right in
 front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death



 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who
 will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts
 that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida
 Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for
 eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s
 an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-
black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: 

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
SEPT 24 ORLANDO- Bear Press Conference https://www.facebook.com/events/719362798169376/ 
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/
 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND: 
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt/events?ref=page_internal )
____________________________________________________



DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
 Bass Pro Outdoor World.

Thank you for your time



From: Lisa Grossman
To: paul.ryan@dailycommercial.com; news@dailycommercial.com; andersob@lssc.edu; baileyl@lssc.edu;

 byerlyj@lssc.edu; corvils@lssc.edu; delgadoj@lssc.edu; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 whitney.willard@dailycommercial.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; brett.leblanc@dailycommercial.com; millard.ives@dailycommercial.com;
 roxanne.brown@dailycommercial.com; livi.stanford@dailycommercial.com; austin.fuller@dailycommercial.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; jdavis@volusia.org; ppatterson@volusia.org; jcusack@volusia.org; jwagner@volusia.org;
 ddenys@volusia.org; ddaniels@volusia.org; flowry@volusia.org; jdinneen@volusia.org; boydk@cookman.edu;
 beltzm@cookman.edums; thomasjo@cookman.edums; lopergirl2@gmail.com; editor@hometownjournal.org

Subject: Protests and Education
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2015 9:07:22 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely
 over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years. THEY are responsible for the
 people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they are purposely over-selling
 permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if
 you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people gun down their loved ones.
 Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by
 tracking the terrified animal over time; watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees
 will lose their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who
 will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts
 that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida
 Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for
 eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.



There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s
 an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-
black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com)

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/
 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
 Bass Pro Outdoor World.

Thank you,
Lisa



From: Carolyn Barber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2015 7:58:53 PM

From: Carolyn Barber <carolynbarber@gmx.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34202

Phone Number: 2485355430

Message Body: Please put a stop to the Florida Black Bear trophy hunt blood bath.

I just viewed a video of a grizzley trophy blood bath and it was horrendeous torture.  You need ot watch this: 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/i-challenge-bcs-premier-to-watch-this-grizzly-bear-
video/article26344883/

The state of Florida is better than this.  I read that the Florida Wildlife and Fish agency is working to put
 management policies in place.  Please stop the black bear hunt and give the management policies an opportunity to
 work.



From: Carolyn Barber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2015 7:58:50 PM

From: Carolyn Barber <carolynbarber@gmx.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34202

Phone Number: 2485355430

Message Body: Please put a stop to the Florida Black Bear trophy hunt blood bath.

I just viewed a video of a grizzley trophy blood bath and it was horrendeous torture.  You need ot watch this: 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/i-challenge-bcs-premier-to-watch-this-grizzly-bear-
video/article26344883/

The state of Florida is better than this.  I read that the Florida Wildlife and Fish agency is working to put
 management policies in place.  Please stop the black bear hunt and give the management policies an opportunity to
 work.



From: Sau Sang
To: publisher@rtpublishing.com; editor@thecreekline.com; lg@rtpublishing.com; hs@rtpublishing.com;

 billing@rtpublishing.com; graphics@rtpublishing.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; privacy@coxinc.com; info@staugustine.com;
 carol.boone@jacksonville.com; mike.clark@jacksonville.com; derek.hembd@jacksonville.com;
 emelia.hitchner@jacksonville.com; john.leacock@jacksonville.com; chanel.martin@jacksonville.com;
 paul.runnestrand@jacksonville.com; monty.zickuhr@jacksonville.com; rcain@staugustinelighthouse.org;
 lcapitano@staugustinelighthouse.org; madams@staugustinelighthouse.org; chamber@pcccfl.org;
 latina.arredondo@fctc.edu; wakilah.augustus@fctc.edu; mary.bales@fctc.edu; scott.bennett@fctc.edu;
 laura.brown@fctc.edu; phil.brown@fctc.edu; jennifer.broyles@fctc.edu; theresa.burrell@fctc.edu;
 bill.clark@fctc.edu; ron.cogar@fctc.edu; kasey.cooper@fctc.edu; linda.corbett@fctc.edu; tim.davidson@fctc.edu;
 laura.dehler@fctc.edu; jeannie.dopson@fctc.edu; dane.dwyer@fctc.edu; yelena.filippovich@fctc.edu;
 ginny.fincel@fctc.edu; evelinda.flowers@fctc.edu; tasha.foster@fctc.edu; sherry.gaynor@fctc.edu;
 joan.gibson@fctc.edu; charles.harper@fctc.edu; deb.hehn@fctc.edu; octavia.hollinger@fctc.edu;
 brian.howell@fctc.edu; erikirwin@live.com; clare.jones@fctc.edu; wknuckles@palatkadailynews.com; Bryan,
 Scott; aakins@palatkadailynews.com; cdevitto@palatkadailynews.com; boliver@palatkadailynews.com;
 pskiba@palatkadailynews.com; clerk@palatkadailynews.com

Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2015 6:08:46 PM

Dear Neighbors, Sir, Madam:

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
- First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant.
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it.
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their lustful excitement by tracking the terrified animal
 over time; watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in
 trees will lose their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even
 skinned right there.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him



 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer!

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to
 shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is
 immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All
 so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement.

Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

Sincerely:

SANG



From: Joseph Barnett
To: publisher@rtpublishing.com; editor@thecreekline.com; lg@rtpublishing.com; hs@rtpublishing.com;

 billing@rtpublishing.com; graphics@rtpublishing.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; privacy@coxinc.com; info@staugustine.com;
 carol.boone@jacksonville.com; mike.clark@jacksonville.com; derek.hembd@jacksonville.com;
 emelia.hitchner@jacksonville.com; john.leacock@jacksonville.com; chanel.martin@jacksonville.com;
 paul.runnestrand@jacksonville.com; monty.zickuhr@jacksonville.com; rcain@staugustinelighthouse.org;
 lcapitano@staugustinelighthouse.org; madams@staugustinelighthouse.org

Subject: Bear Hunt #1
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2015 5:36:49 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
- First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant.
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it.
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their lustful excitement by tracking the terrified animal
 over time; watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in
 trees will lose their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even
 skinned right there.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer!



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to
 shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is
 immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All
 so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

Thank you for your time,
Joseph



From: louis gauci
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Florida"s Black Bear Hunt!
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2015 12:37:41 PM

From: louis gauci <lgauc8@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor,

Hunting black bears is a cruel, unsustainable solution to overpopulation concerns. And with nearly 2,000 hunters
 already signed up (almost 2/3 of the total bear population), it will be hard to keep track of how many bears are
 killed. The hunt could easily spiral out of control.

You are kindly being urged to stop the hunt and maintain the ban that has been in place since 1994!

Thank you for your attention.



From: louis gauci
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Florida"s Black Bear Hunt!
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2015 12:37:39 PM

From: louis gauci <lgauc8@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor,

Hunting black bears is a cruel, unsustainable solution to overpopulation concerns. And with nearly 2,000 hunters
 already signed up (almost 2/3 of the total bear population), it will be hard to keep track of how many bears are
 killed. The hunt could easily spiral out of control.

You are kindly being urged to stop the hunt and maintain the ban that has been in place since 1994!

Thank you for your attention.



From: Anneke Andries
To: publisher@rtpublishing.com; editor@thecreekline.com; lg@rtpublishing.com; hs@rtpublishing.com;

 billing@rtpublishing.com; graphics@rtpublishing.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; privacy@coxinc.com; info@staugustine.com;
 publisher@rtpublishing.com; carol.boone@jacksonville.com; mike.clark@jacksonville.com;
 derek.hembd@jacksonville.com; emelia.hitchner@jacksonville.com; john.leacock@jacksonville.com;
 chanel.martin@jacksonville.com; paul.runnestrand@jacksonville.com; monty.zickuhr@jacksonville.com;
 rcain@staugustinelighthouse.org; lcapitano@staugustinelighthouse.org; madams@staugustinelighthouse.org

Subject: Stop the Florida bear hunts!
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2015 4:50:56 AM

Dear Neighbors, Sir, Madam:

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.
SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE
Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
- First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant.
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it.
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their lustful excitement by tracking the terrified animal over
 time; watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will
 lose their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned
 right there.
*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer!
*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not



 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.
-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.
-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.
There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement.
Please join me and DO SOMETHING!
Sincerely: Anna Brewer, Tina Beurtels; John Summers; Henry T.; Vickey Osborn; Teddy Miller
 Texas
Amanda Fields; Jurgen Sorens; Rita Suffolk; Mary Dalton; Joseph Pritchard; Kimberley Fields;
 Simon Sears; Beverly Woods; Anita Brewer; Daniel Russel; Petra Stafford; Kim Wright; Daphne
 Harlington, New Mexico; Kathy Stafford, Joan Butterfield, Kenneth Lawson, Myrthe Low,
 Diane Bremer, US



From: Sharon Rogers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt in Florida - Against
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2015 5:46:17 PM

From: Sharon Rogers <sharon_rogers2011@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 4077823069

Message Body: I live on a lake in Seminole County where my neighbors and I co-exist with bears, fox, occasional
 bobcats, coyotes and, of course, alligators. We are appalled at what is going on with this bear hunt and cannot
 understand why this is being condoned and allowed.

Can't you and the FWC at least wait until the population study is completed, and then base your decision on the best
 available scientific evidence?

I find the bear hunt to be appalling, not to mention disgusting... I voted for you, however I am beginning to regret
 my decision and am even considering changing party affiliation. I and my neighbors are hoping that you will
 reconsider this matter.

Sincerely,
Sharon Rogers



From: Bob Flowers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt Now
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2015 7:25:29 AM

Rick Scott,
We value black bears in Florida and want to ensure their continued survival in the state. STOP THE
 BEAR HUNT NOW!!! If that means changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities
 and it means changing attitudes that say that wildlife doesn’t have a right to exist free from harm on
 our planet then we need to educate our residents NOW.
Florida’s black bears have been on the state’s threatened species list as recently as 2011/2012
 because their population had decreased to extremely low numbers statewide. Protections were
 instituted and have led to a short period of recovery from near extinction, about 3,000 bears today.
 And idiotically the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission thinks that means it is okay
 to approve a statewide hunt from Oct. 24-30. This would be the first bear-hunting season in more
 than two decades in Florida and through lack of accurate information and poor planning this hunt
 could decimate the Florida Black Bear. STOP THE BEAR HUNT NOW…
STOP THE BEAR HUNT NOW !!!
Bob Flowers, Jr
615.771.1740 Office
615.693.8419 Cell



From: Bob Flowers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt Now
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2015 7:25:26 AM

Rick Scott,
We value black bears in Florida and want to ensure their continued survival in the state. STOP THE
 BEAR HUNT NOW!!! If that means changing human behaviors that draw bears into our communities
 and it means changing attitudes that say that wildlife doesn’t have a right to exist free from harm on
 our planet then we need to educate our residents NOW.
Florida’s black bears have been on the state’s threatened species list as recently as 2011/2012
 because their population had decreased to extremely low numbers statewide. Protections were
 instituted and have led to a short period of recovery from near extinction, about 3,000 bears today.
 And idiotically the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission thinks that means it is okay
 to approve a statewide hunt from Oct. 24-30. This would be the first bear-hunting season in more
 than two decades in Florida and through lack of accurate information and poor planning this hunt
 could decimate the Florida Black Bear. STOP THE BEAR HUNT NOW…
STOP THE BEAR HUNT NOW !!!
Bob Flowers, Jr
615.771.1740 Office
615.693.8419 Cell



From: Steve Rosen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Justin Elegant
Subject: UPCOMING BEAR HUNT BY "YOUR" FISH AND WILDLIFE COMMISSION
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:03:42 PM

Hello Governor Scott,
It seems your Fish and Wildlife Commissioners are not living up to the standards put forth in the
 1998 Constitutional Amendment that formed them. Instead they are off appeasing their hunting
 buddies, arrogantly and contemptuously telling the public we don’t know what we are talking
 about, that comment from the Chairman.
They are also ignoring their own request for a study of the current Black Bear population. They don’t
 even know how many bears there are.
They also pulled a few quick stunts to try to blunt criticism. First, they got Adam Putman to halt the
 harvest of Saw Palmetto Berries, the prime staple of the bears diet. 320 bears they want to kill adds
 up to 150 tons of berries, money taken right out of the pocket of Adam Putnam’s agriculture
 department and the Dept of Environmental protection, two agencies using a PROGRESSIVE mantra
 of “sustainability” to defend their policies of letting state forests pay for themselves by allowing
 commercial activities in the forests of Florida. What a joke.
They also conveniently delisted the bears from the threatened status they had just prior to YOUR
 commissioners deciding to go on a hunt which was STRONGLY INFLUENCED by that woman you put
 on the commission, Aliese Priddy. She is the ONLY commissioner to purchase a bear hunt permit
 and per my sources, has a strong influence on the rest of the commissioners. She next wants to kill
 Florida panthers and strip control from US Fish and Wildlife solely to protect HER financial interests.
 Great appointment your appointment staff made there.
The bear hunt will NOT affect human bear interactions which are the mere excuse for this hunt. They
 also scheduled it just before hibernation season. Many cubs will be without mothers.
Over 2,000 people now have bear hunt permits. The commission has NO way to:

1. Determine when the 320 limit is reached
2. Inform hunters that the hunt is over when the limit is reached
3. Prevent black market sale of bear parts including the gall bladders for the bile fluid and the

 bear paws. The list of hunters that report kills goes public and they WILL be contacted by
 those wishing to purchase black market bear parts. How does your commission plan to
 prevent this.

4. Prevent the taking of more than 320 bears which will happen
They are allowing bears as small as 100 pounds to be shot.
With over 2,000 people in the woods with rifles, someone is sure to be killed. Anything moves, these
 people will shoot, like the scene from the movie Jaws where everyone with a boat is running around
 the ocean dropping chum overboard , etc.
In brief, the commission is out of control. You have the power to prevent this travesty. Please do the
 right thing. I have an application for a Commission seat sitting on your desk. I made the cut of five
 applicants before the last appointment. If not me, then please appoint an animal person.
The commission is supposed to protect Florida wildlife, not appease their hunting buddies using the
 flimsy excuse of bear human interactions. They don’t even ENFORCE the current laws of penalizing
 people who feed bears.
As usual, the animals get the blame and the bullet.



Thanks for your consideration.
Dr. Steve Rosen
Davie, FL



From: Steve Rosen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Justin Elegant
Subject: UPCOMING BEAR HUNT BY "YOUR" FISH AND WILDLIFE COMMISSION
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 6:03:39 PM

Hello Governor Scott,
It seems your Fish and Wildlife Commissioners are not living up to the standards put forth in the
 1998 Constitutional Amendment that formed them. Instead they are off appeasing their hunting
 buddies, arrogantly and contemptuously telling the public we don’t know what we are talking
 about, that comment from the Chairman.
They are also ignoring their own request for a study of the current Black Bear population. They don’t
 even know how many bears there are.
They also pulled a few quick stunts to try to blunt criticism. First, they got Adam Putman to halt the
 harvest of Saw Palmetto Berries, the prime staple of the bears diet. 320 bears they want to kill adds
 up to 150 tons of berries, money taken right out of the pocket of Adam Putnam’s agriculture
 department and the Dept of Environmental protection, two agencies using a PROGRESSIVE mantra
 of “sustainability” to defend their policies of letting state forests pay for themselves by allowing
 commercial activities in the forests of Florida. What a joke.
They also conveniently delisted the bears from the threatened status they had just prior to YOUR
 commissioners deciding to go on a hunt which was STRONGLY INFLUENCED by that woman you put
 on the commission, Aliese Priddy. She is the ONLY commissioner to purchase a bear hunt permit
 and per my sources, has a strong influence on the rest of the commissioners. She next wants to kill
 Florida panthers and strip control from US Fish and Wildlife solely to protect HER financial interests.
 Great appointment your appointment staff made there.
The bear hunt will NOT affect human bear interactions which are the mere excuse for this hunt. They
 also scheduled it just before hibernation season. Many cubs will be without mothers.
Over 2,000 people now have bear hunt permits. The commission has NO way to:

1. Determine when the 320 limit is reached
2. Inform hunters that the hunt is over when the limit is reached
3. Prevent black market sale of bear parts including the gall bladders for the bile fluid and the

 bear paws. The list of hunters that report kills goes public and they WILL be contacted by
 those wishing to purchase black market bear parts. How does your commission plan to
 prevent this.

4. Prevent the taking of more than 320 bears which will happen
They are allowing bears as small as 100 pounds to be shot.
With over 2,000 people in the woods with rifles, someone is sure to be killed. Anything moves, these
 people will shoot, like the scene from the movie Jaws where everyone with a boat is running around
 the ocean dropping chum overboard , etc.
In brief, the commission is out of control. You have the power to prevent this travesty. Please do the
 right thing. I have an application for a Commission seat sitting on your desk. I made the cut of five
 applicants before the last appointment. If not me, then please appoint an animal person.
The commission is supposed to protect Florida wildlife, not appease their hunting buddies using the
 flimsy excuse of bear human interactions. They don’t even ENFORCE the current laws of penalizing
 people who feed bears.
As usual, the animals get the blame and the bullet.



Thanks for your consideration.
Dr. Steve Rosen
Davie, FL



From: Diane Watchinski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:44:30 PM

From: Diane Watchinski <dize86@bellsouth.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33314

Phone Number: 954-424-6226

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,
I'm writing to implore you to do something to stop the upcoming bear hunt.  Clearly the majority of citizens are
 against it, and many knowledgeable, well-informed Florida residents do not believe that it is necessary to kill the
 bears because of their danger to humans.  I have worked for wildlife charities for almost 20 years, and the key is
 educating the public, NOT killing the bears.  In other states, the public learns how to co-exist with the bears and
 how to keep them out of their garbage and away from their homes.  There are humane alternatives to killing the
 bears.  Those of us who are educated in this matter do not believe the arguments from the members of the FWC,
 who are all hunters and developers.  There are no commissioners on the Commission who are there to protect the
 animals.  Please do not allow this horrible hunt to take place.

Thank you for your time.



From: Diane Watchinski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 5:44:28 PM

From: Diane Watchinski <dize86@bellsouth.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33314

Phone Number: 954-424-6226

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,
I'm writing to implore you to do something to stop the upcoming bear hunt.  Clearly the majority of citizens are
 against it, and many knowledgeable, well-informed Florida residents do not believe that it is necessary to kill the
 bears because of their danger to humans.  I have worked for wildlife charities for almost 20 years, and the key is
 educating the public, NOT killing the bears.  In other states, the public learns how to co-exist with the bears and
 how to keep them out of their garbage and away from their homes.  There are humane alternatives to killing the
 bears.  Those of us who are educated in this matter do not believe the arguments from the members of the FWC,
 who are all hunters and developers.  There are no commissioners on the Commission who are there to protect the
 animals.  Please do not allow this horrible hunt to take place.

Thank you for your time.



From: diazdaisym
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Upcoming Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:22:37 PM

I do not support the unnecessary slaughter of bears that is planned for this coming October.

It should be canceled.

Daisy M. Diaz
2332 Chadwick Cir.
Kissimmee, FL. 34746



From: diazdaisym
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Upcoming Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 4:22:36 PM

I do not support the unnecessary slaughter of bears that is planned for this coming October.

It should be canceled.

Daisy M. Diaz
2332 Chadwick Cir.
Kissimmee, FL. 34746



From: Susan Long
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 3:10:03 PM

From: Susan Long <slong71@cfl rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number: 407-463-0615

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I implore you to reconsider the black bear hunt that will take place in October. This is a terrible and dangerous way
 to proceed on this matter. There are other, more sensible approaches that many have advocated.

Right now, in my small Seminole County neighborhood, there are already people talking about taking their guns and
 shooting bears in our neighborhoods. Yes, I realize this is unlawful, but that doesn't stop many.

You are sending the wrong signal with this bear hunt. Please stop it now!!



From: Susan Long
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 3:10:00 PM

From: Susan Long <slong71@cfl rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number: 407-463-0615

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I implore you to reconsider the black bear hunt that will take place in October. This is a terrible and dangerous way
 to proceed on this matter. There are other, more sensible approaches that many have advocated.

Right now, in my small Seminole County neighborhood, there are already people talking about taking their guns and
 shooting bears in our neighborhoods. Yes, I realize this is unlawful, but that doesn't stop many.

You are sending the wrong signal with this bear hunt. Please stop it now!!



From: PED Associates Inc.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 2:43:00 PM

Please cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt. We have moved into the bears’ habitat, not vice
 versa. We need to respect nature. It is inhumane to hunt these beautiful creatures.
Thank you for your time.
Susan Lowell
Eustis, FL
PED Associates Inc.
Phone 352-383-1117
Fax 352-385-1846
www.pedassociates.com



From: PED Associates Inc.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 2:42:57 PM

Please cancel the Florida trophy bear hunt. We have moved into the bears’ habitat, not vice
 versa. We need to respect nature. It is inhumane to hunt these beautiful creatures.
Thank you for your time.
Susan Lowell
Eustis, FL
PED Associates Inc.
Phone 352-383-1117
Fax 352-385-1846
www.pedassociates.com



From: Patti Montgomery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing And destroying Families
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 12:51:39 PM

Please CANCEL YOUR "BEAR HUNT". The killing of bears in our state is not right. This so
 called HUNT will leave baby cubs without mothers. Instead of the murders, we should
 educate the public how to co exist with the few bears we have. Killing is NOT THE
 ANSWER ! ! ! Thank you.



From: Patti Montgomery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing And destroying Families
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 12:51:38 PM

Please CANCEL YOUR "BEAR HUNT". The killing of bears in our state is not right. This so
 called HUNT will leave baby cubs without mothers. Instead of the murders, we should
 educate the public how to co exist with the few bears we have. Killing is NOT THE
 ANSWER ! ! ! Thank you.



From: mary lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 11:42:26 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

I'm writing to urge you to CANCEL the Florida bear hunt. I live in Connecticut where two
 bears were needlessly killed last week by Department of Energy and Environmental
 Protection officials. The problem is not the bears; it is the general public who need to be
 educated. Black Bears are generally timid animals that are not dangerous to humans.
 "Offensive attacks are very rare and include all of the killings by black bears. These are
 generally unprovoked predatory attacks in remote areas where bears have the least contact
 with people. Bears that visit campgrounds, bird feeders, and garbage cans almost never kill
 people, even though these bears have by far the most contact with people. The 750,000 black
 bears of North America kill less than one person per year on the average." (North
 American Bear Center - http://www.bear.org/website/bear-pages/black-bear/bears-a-
humans/119-how-dangerous-are-black-bears.html)

Because I value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of Florida,
 changing human behaviors that draw bears into residential communities would be a more
 humane alternative than needless violence. Educating the public and enforcing policies stating
 that residents MUST use only secured, bear-proof trash cans outdoors would minimize bear
 encounters. Condemning illegal feeding of bears and urging residents to clean and secure
 outdoor grills and to not leave pet food outside are simple preventative measures that would
 ensure bears can continue to live in freedom as they have for over two decades in Florida.

Please cancel the bear hunt and instead educate Florida residents about how to
 peacefully co-exist with the bears they share the landscape with.

Thank you.

Mary Lawrence
76 Saxon Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109



From: mary lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 11:42:24 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

I'm writing to urge you to CANCEL the Florida bear hunt. I live in Connecticut where two
 bears were needlessly killed last week by Department of Energy and Environmental
 Protection officials. The problem is not the bears; it is the general public who need to be
 educated. Black Bears are generally timid animals that are not dangerous to humans.
 "Offensive attacks are very rare and include all of the killings by black bears. These are
 generally unprovoked predatory attacks in remote areas where bears have the least contact
 with people. Bears that visit campgrounds, bird feeders, and garbage cans almost never kill
 people, even though these bears have by far the most contact with people. The 750,000 black
 bears of North America kill less than one person per year on the average." (North
 American Bear Center - http://www.bear.org/website/bear-pages/black-bear/bears-a-
humans/119-how-dangerous-are-black-bears.html)

Because I value bears and want to ensure their continued survival in the state of Florida,
 changing human behaviors that draw bears into residential communities would be a more
 humane alternative than needless violence. Educating the public and enforcing policies stating
 that residents MUST use only secured, bear-proof trash cans outdoors would minimize bear
 encounters. Condemning illegal feeding of bears and urging residents to clean and secure
 outdoor grills and to not leave pet food outside are simple preventative measures that would
 ensure bears can continue to live in freedom as they have for over two decades in Florida.

Please cancel the bear hunt and instead educate Florida residents about how to
 peacefully co-exist with the bears they share the landscape with.

Thank you.

Mary Lawrence
76 Saxon Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109



From: Brandi Bradley-Giadrosich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 11:17:57 AM

I was a supporter and voted for you but now I wish I hadn't. I will not vote for you in the future
 if this Bear Hunt is allowed. 

It is disgusting to allow that many permits with absolutely no oversight. If every hunter was
 successful the entire population would be wiped out. The fact that people in charge of this
 vote (the Commissioners) have permits shows that it is extremely underhanded. You should
 not have a developer overseeing conservation. That's mixing water and oil.

There are so many more viable solutions than killing. I have lived in Florida my entire. I have
 lived closely with bears. This is not necessary.

Do the right thing. Stop the hunt! I will remember all of those in office who are allowing this
 when it is time to vote again.

Brandi Bradley
Lifetime resident of Florida 
Destin, FL (Okaloosa County)



From: Brandi Bradley-Giadrosich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 11:17:55 AM

I was a supporter and voted for you but now I wish I hadn't. I will not vote for you in the future
 if this Bear Hunt is allowed. 

It is disgusting to allow that many permits with absolutely no oversight. If every hunter was
 successful the entire population would be wiped out. The fact that people in charge of this
 vote (the Commissioners) have permits shows that it is extremely underhanded. You should
 not have a developer overseeing conservation. That's mixing water and oil.

There are so many more viable solutions than killing. I have lived in Florida my entire. I have
 lived closely with bears. This is not necessary.

Do the right thing. Stop the hunt! I will remember all of those in office who are allowing this
 when it is time to vote again.

Brandi Bradley
Lifetime resident of Florida 
Destin, FL (Okaloosa County)



From: David Brensilver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:44:37 AM

Gov. Scott,

My name is David Brensilver. I'm a Connecticut resident whose family owns property in
 Florida. I'm writing to urge you to call off the bear slaughter that the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission has planned for next month.

It's long past time that we stop bending over for the most violent among us. It's long past time
 that we stop raising money (for more insidious, animal-unfriendly programs) on the backs of
 other species. And it's certainly long past time that we wake the hell up and recognize the
 extreme arrogance that it takes to believe that we, humans, are entitled to make all the rules.

Is peaceful coexistence simply too much to ask of people as we bulldoze wildlife habitats to
 build more shopping centers, more golf courses, more residential developments? Is educating
 residents about how to peacefully coexist with wildlife too much trouble for the FFWCC?

Why is the default position always killing? Do you really believe that's acceptable? Stop
 bending over for bloodlust-full Neanderthals. They contribute nothing to our largely callous
 society and they cause immeasurable pain and suffering. And the money they stuff into state
 coffers is stained with blood, blood that you'll never wash from your hands as long as you
 facilitate slaughters like the one planned for next month.

Florida's bears deserve to live free from fear and harm, just like us.

I urge you to find some compassion ... quickly. This is not an abstraction, Gov. Scott. Bears
 will suffer because you and your cronies feel the need to bend over for a bunch of violent
 savages. I can't for the life of me understand how you could possibly live with that. Lives are
 at stake.

Calling off the slaughter would send a very positive message around the world. Please send
 that message, Gov. Scott.

David Brensilver
(860) 823-7410



From: David Brensilver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:44:36 AM

Gov. Scott,

My name is David Brensilver. I'm a Connecticut resident whose family owns property in
 Florida. I'm writing to urge you to call off the bear slaughter that the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission has planned for next month.

It's long past time that we stop bending over for the most violent among us. It's long past time
 that we stop raising money (for more insidious, animal-unfriendly programs) on the backs of
 other species. And it's certainly long past time that we wake the hell up and recognize the
 extreme arrogance that it takes to believe that we, humans, are entitled to make all the rules.

Is peaceful coexistence simply too much to ask of people as we bulldoze wildlife habitats to
 build more shopping centers, more golf courses, more residential developments? Is educating
 residents about how to peacefully coexist with wildlife too much trouble for the FFWCC?

Why is the default position always killing? Do you really believe that's acceptable? Stop
 bending over for bloodlust-full Neanderthals. They contribute nothing to our largely callous
 society and they cause immeasurable pain and suffering. And the money they stuff into state
 coffers is stained with blood, blood that you'll never wash from your hands as long as you
 facilitate slaughters like the one planned for next month.

Florida's bears deserve to live free from fear and harm, just like us.

I urge you to find some compassion ... quickly. This is not an abstraction, Gov. Scott. Bears
 will suffer because you and your cronies feel the need to bend over for a bunch of violent
 savages. I can't for the life of me understand how you could possibly live with that. Lives are
 at stake.

Calling off the slaughter would send a very positive message around the world. Please send
 that message, Gov. Scott.

David Brensilver
(860) 823-7410



From: nmbrunette7@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt.
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:25:23 AM

With all the growing awareness of animal rights this will shine a bright light on Florida for a
 very wrong reason. Shame on Florida.



From: nmbrunette7@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt.
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:25:22 AM

With all the growing awareness of animal rights this will shine a bright light on Florida for a
 very wrong reason. Shame on Florida.



From: Gail Stern
To: publisher@rtpublishing.com; editor@thecreekline.com; lg@rtpublishing.com; hs@rtpublishing.com;

 billing@rtpublishing.com; graphics@rtpublishing.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; privacy@coxinc.com; info@staugustine.com;
 carol.boone@jacksonville.com; mike.clark@jacksonville.com; derek.hembd@jacksonville.com;
 emelia.hitchner@jacksonville.com; john.leacock@jacksonville.com; chanel.martin@jacksonville.com;
 paul.runnestrand@jacksonville.com; monty.zickuhr@jacksonville.com; rcain@staugustinelighthouse.org;
 lcapitano@staugustinelighthouse.org; madams@staugustinelighthouse.org; editor@bctelegraph.com;
 lrmonitor@bellsouth.net; Times, UC; socials@bctelegraph.com; kmiller@bctelegraph.com;
 darlene@bctelegraph.com; ads@bctelegraph.com; classads@bctelegraph.com; tmurphy@palatkadailynews.com;
 ahall@palatkadailynews.com; mblumenthal@palatkadailynews.com; jguthrie@palatkadailynews.com;
 hprioletti@palatkadailynews.com; mwellls@palatkadailynews.com; terri.stearns@fctc.edu; dan.steger@fctc.edu;
 ronnie.story@fctc.edu; jennifer.spess@fctc.edu; mary.treeful@fctc.edu; pdnphoto@yahoo.com;
 mreynolds@palatkadailynews.com; pfroehlichpdn@gmail.com; pdngraphics@gmail.com;
 pdnclassifieds@yahoo.com; pconner@palatkadailynews.com; kwilliams@palatkadailynews.com;
 bwhitlock@gmail.com; ron.littlepage@jacksonville.com; stuart.aase@jacksonville.com;
 phil.diokno@jacksonville.com; carole.fader@jacksonville.com; chamber@pcccfl.org; latina.arredondo@fctc.edu;
 wakilah.augustus@fctc.edu; mary.bales@fctc.edu; scott.bennett@fctc.edu; laura.brown@fctc.edu;
 phil.brown@fctc.edu; jennifer.broyles@fctc.edu; theresa.burrell@fctc.edu; bill.clark@fctc.edu;
 ron.cogar@fctc.edu; kasey.cooper@fctc.edu; linda.corbett@fctc.edu; tim.davidson@fctc.edu;
 laura.dehler@fctc.edu; jeannie.dopson@fctc.edu; dane.dwyer@fctc.edu; yelena.filippovich@fctc.edu;
 ginny.fincel@fctc.edu; evelinda.flowers@fctc.edu; tasha.foster@fctc.edu; sherry.gaynor@fctc.edu;
 joan.gibson@fctc.edu; robert.grimm@fctc.edu; charles.harper@fctc.edu; deb.hehn@fctc.edu;
 octavia.hollinger@fctc.edu; brian.howell@fctc.edu; erikirwin@live.com; clare.jones@fctc.edu;
 wknuckles@palatkadailynews.com; Bryan, Scott; aakins@palatkadailynews.com;
 cdevitto@palatkadailynews.com; boliver@palatkadailynews.com; pskiba@palatkadailynews.com;
 clerk@palatkadailynews.com

Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT!!!!!
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 10:18:14 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 2000+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
- First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. 
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why they
 are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make wildly
 absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 



- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their lustful excitement by tracking the terrified animal over
 time; watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will
 lose their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned
 right there. 

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________



SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/)

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________



DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor World



From: Janice Billy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:31:17 AM

Governor Scott,
Please cancel the scheduled bear hunt.
Questions need to be answered such as how is the FWC going to make sure that only the 320 bears
 are killed when so far there have been over 1900 permits sold and there is no stopping the hunt for
 the first two days? 1900+ bears could possibly be killed. What scientific data do they have to prove
 the Florida bear population can withstand such a massacre? The FWC have not thought through the
 logistics of the process unless their ultimate goal is to kill off the bear population. The approval of
 this hunt by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission is in direct contradiction of their mission
 statement which is to protect Florida's environment and ecosystems - not exploit it.
It is not true that this hunt is necessary because Florida has an overpopulation of bears. I have lived
 in Florida all my life and have spent time in Florida Parks and Forest and have never seen a bear.
It is also not true that this hunt is to get rid of a few nuisance bears. Teach people who have
 encroached on the bears ecosystem to secure their garbage and then stay away from the bears.
Please stop the bear hunt.
Sincerely,
Janice Billy
Jacksonville, FL



From: Janice Billy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:31:15 AM

Governor Scott,
Please cancel the scheduled bear hunt.
Questions need to be answered such as how is the FWC going to make sure that only the 320 bears
 are killed when so far there have been over 1900 permits sold and there is no stopping the hunt for
 the first two days? 1900+ bears could possibly be killed. What scientific data do they have to prove
 the Florida bear population can withstand such a massacre? The FWC have not thought through the
 logistics of the process unless their ultimate goal is to kill off the bear population. The approval of
 this hunt by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission is in direct contradiction of their mission
 statement which is to protect Florida's environment and ecosystems - not exploit it.
It is not true that this hunt is necessary because Florida has an overpopulation of bears. I have lived
 in Florida all my life and have spent time in Florida Parks and Forest and have never seen a bear.
It is also not true that this hunt is to get rid of a few nuisance bears. Teach people who have
 encroached on the bears ecosystem to secure their garbage and then stay away from the bears.
Please stop the bear hunt.
Sincerely,
Janice Billy
Jacksonville, FL



From: Barbara
To: publisher@rtpublishing.com; editor@thecreekline.com; lg@rtpublishing.com; hs@rtpublishing.com;

 billing@rtpublishing.com; graphics@rtpublishing.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; privacy@coxinc.com; info@staugustine.com;
 publisher@rtpublishing.com; carol.boone@jacksonville.com; mike.clark@jacksonville.com;
 derek.hembd@jacksonville.com; emelia.hitchner@jacksonville.com; john.leacock@jacksonville.com;
 chanel.martin@jacksonville.com; paul.runnestrand@jacksonville.com; monty.zickuhr@jacksonville.com;
 rcain@staugustinelighthouse.org; lcapitano@staugustinelighthouse.org; madams@staugustinelighthouse.org

Subject: Florida Wildlife Commission
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 9:29:37 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill
 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you
 can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
- First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. 
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their lustful excitement by tracking the terrified animal
 over time; watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in
 trees will lose their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even
 skinned right there. 

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to
 shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is
 immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All
 so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

Thank you

Barbara Buchholz



From: Constance Franklin
To: publisher@rtpublishing.com; editor@thecreekline.com; lg@rtpublishing.com; hs@rtpublishing.com;

 billing@rtpublishing.com; graphics@rtpublishing.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; privacy@coxinc.com; info@staugustine.com;
 publisher@rtpublishing.com; carol.boone@jacksonville.com; mike.clark@jacksonville.com;
 derek.hembd@jacksonville.com; emelia.hitchner@jacksonville.com; john.leacock@jacksonville.com;
 chanel.martin@jacksonville.com; paul.runnestrand@jacksonville.com; monty.zickuhr@jacksonville.com;
 rcain@staugustinelighthouse.org; lcapitano@staugustinelighthouse.org; madams@staugustinelighthouse.org

Subject: Please take a stand for our wildlife and help end the slaugher
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:32:45 AM

Dear Neighbors,

As an American gravely concerned with thriving biodiversity, and the ethical regard toward other
 species, I am writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!
 THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure
 it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. The vast
 majority of people in Florida deeply care about bears, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the



 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and take a stand for Florida's
 wildlife! 

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)



FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass
 Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County Store.

Thank you,
Constance Franklin



From: Sst
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:29:38 AM

There are so many other ways the bears could be dealt with, but you are allowing the
 cheap ass, profit making solution.
We are encroaching on their habitat, and we need to come up with alternative plans.
I live in an area that has wandering bears on occasion. They tore up my fence, they
 scatter garbage. I don't see this as a viable excuse to kill these animals.
We are better than that. YOU should be better than that.

Thanks,
Steve Thornton
Orange City, FL



From: Sst
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 8:29:36 AM

There are so many other ways the bears could be dealt with, but you are allowing the
 cheap ass, profit making solution.
We are encroaching on their habitat, and we need to come up with alternative plans.
I live in an area that has wandering bears on occasion. They tore up my fence, they
 scatter garbage. I don't see this as a viable excuse to kill these animals.
We are better than that. YOU should be better than that.

Thanks,
Steve Thornton
Orange City, FL



From: Chocolate Cat
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please...
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 12:52:54 AM

...cancel the bear hunt!

Sincerely, Jacqueline Gerdes

choclattcatt
"We can judge the heart of a man by his treatment of animals." ~ Immanual Kant



From: Chocolate Cat
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please...
Date: Friday, September 11, 2015 12:52:53 AM

...cancel the bear hunt!

Sincerely, Jacqueline Gerdes

choclattcatt
"We can judge the heart of a man by his treatment of animals." ~ Immanual Kant



From: Edugator12
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 9:04:20 PM
Attachments: ATT00001.txt



Judy Lins

ght want to reconsider what you want to remembered for. 
nd how many bears they intend to kill. Gov Scott this will be your legacy you mi
Blow this up and see how the hunters feel about Florida's  mess of a bear hunt a



From: Edugator12
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 9:04:18 PM
Attachments: ATT00001.txt



Judy Lins

ght want to reconsider what you want to remembered for. 
nd how many bears they intend to kill. Gov Scott this will be your legacy you mi
Blow this up and see how the hunters feel about Florida's  mess of a bear hunt a



From: Lisa Grossman
To: publisher@rtpublishing.com; editor@thecreekline.com; lg@rtpublishing.com; hs@rtpublishing.com;

 billing@rtpublishing.com; graphics@rtpublishing.com; david.taus@rtpublishing.com; tip@myfwc.com; Media;
 Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; privacy@coxinc.com;
 info@staugustine.com; carol.boone@jacksonville.com; mike.clark@jacksonville.com;
 derek.hembd@jacksonville.com; emelia.hitchner@jacksonville.com; john.leacock@jacksonville.com;
 chanel.martin@jacksonville.com; paul.runnestrand@jacksonville.com; monty.zickuhr@jacksonville.com;
 rcain@staugustinelighthouse.org; lcapitano@staugustinelighthouse.org; madams@staugustinelighthouse.org;
 helpdesk@vikings.sjrstate.edu; bbhelp@vikings.sjrstate.edu; admissions@sjrstate.edu; records@sjrstate.edu;
 bookstore@sjrstate.edu; dualenrollment@sjrstate.edu; financialaiddepartment@sjrstate.edu;
 libraryservices@sjrstate.edu

Subject: Protests and Education
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 8:43:50 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely
 over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

Some disturbing concerns we should all consider:
First and foremost, relocating the 320 bears solves every problem- except that the FWC gets
 no money!
- In their greedy haste, the FWC forgot to count the bears and they are lying/estimating to
 cover that up.
- The FWC sold the rights to the bears’ main food to pharmaceutical companies for years.
 THEY are responsible for the people that hungry bears encounter. This is what makes the
 hunt so disgraceful and shameful.
- Bears mate in summer. They will either have 3 month old bear kids in tow or may actually be
 pregnant. 
- This is a shameless plan by the FWC to get money – a killing for profit plan. That’s why
 they are purposely over-selling permits, not caring about the number of bears, and make
 wildly absurd rules like eye-balling a bears weight to determine if you can kill it. 
- The bears WILL suffer. Real pain- real blood, real screams. They will watch laughing people
 gun down their loved ones. Gunned down if they are "lucky." Bow hunters make sure their
 victims die slowly so they can fuel their excitement by tracking the terrified animal over time;
 watching and following a blood trail as they bleed out. Bear children hiding in trees will lose
 their moms and see them dragged off right in front of their eyes. Maybe even skinned right
 there. 

FWC EMPLOYEES NOT ONLY HUNT, BUT THEY OWN BUSINESSES THAT WILL PROFIT FROM
 THE HUNT.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who
 will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts
 that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida
 Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for
 eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s
 an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-
black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com)

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/
 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________



DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
 Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass Pro Outdoor World.

Thank you,
Lisa



From: Deborah A Schafer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 8:11:28 PM

Education is the key, not a bullet. Please stop the Beat Hunt
Be thankful, gentle and fearless
Deborah A Schafer
1740 Brumley Road
Chuluota, Fl 32766
407-468-4699



From: Deborah A Schafer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 8:11:26 PM

Education is the key, not a bullet. Please stop the Beat Hunt
Be thankful, gentle and fearless
Deborah A Schafer
1740 Brumley Road
Chuluota, Fl 32766
407-468-4699



From: Kitty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 7:39:19 PM

We as wildlife rehab volunteers VALUE bears and want to ensure their continued survival in 
the state of Florida, and that means changing human behaviors that draw bears into our 
communities and it means changing attitudes that say that wildlife don’t have a right to exist 
free from harm on our planet.

Please reconsider! When man leaves nature alone our planet will begin to recover!



From: Kitty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 7:39:18 PM

We as wildlife rehab volunteers VALUE bears and want to ensure their continued survival in 
the state of Florida, and that means changing human behaviors that draw bears into our 
communities and it means changing attitudes that say that wildlife don’t have a right to exist 
free from harm on our planet.

Please reconsider! When man leaves nature alone our planet will begin to recover!



From: Amy Childers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 7:34:05 PM

Hello -

We just recently moved back to the Longwood, Florida area. Since we moved in June we have
 seen a bear 4 different times. I wouldn't change it. they were here first. It is a heavily
 populated area but if we take precautions we won't see them. The people that lived in our
 house before kept their trash outside so the bear hangs out in the driveway. The people should
 have been penalized not the bears for satisfying their #1 urge.

Thank you for listening!

Amy Childers 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: Amy Childers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 7:34:02 PM

Hello -

We just recently moved back to the Longwood, Florida area. Since we moved in June we have
 seen a bear 4 different times. I wouldn't change it. they were here first. It is a heavily
 populated area but if we take precautions we won't see them. The people that lived in our
 house before kept their trash outside so the bear hangs out in the driveway. The people should
 have been penalized not the bears for satisfying their #1 urge.

Thank you for listening!

Amy Childers 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: eric goepper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the poorly planned bear hunt.
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 6:37:43 PM

Governor Scott:
I implore you to stop the poorly planned bear hunt. Many more than 320 bears will be murdered,
 leaving orphan cubs to languish till death in the woods.
Respectfully,
Mrs. Ginger Goepper
Tampa



From: eric goepper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the poorly planned bear hunt.
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 6:37:40 PM

Governor Scott:
I implore you to stop the poorly planned bear hunt. Many more than 320 bears will be murdered,
 leaving orphan cubs to languish till death in the woods.
Respectfully,
Mrs. Ginger Goepper
Tampa



From: janet.schultz12@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 6:35:52 PM

Forever.  Lead your citizens to live in peace.

Killing is an abomination when you understand the meaning of life.  LIFE.

Janet Schultz
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T



From: janet.schultz12@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CANCEL Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 6:35:51 PM

Forever.  Lead your citizens to live in peace.

Killing is an abomination when you understand the meaning of life.  LIFE.

Janet Schultz
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T



From: SPaulinVa@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 4:46:48 PM

Dear Governor,

You can be a hero to all of the Florida children and 90 percent of Floridians who don't want this hunt to take place. 
 The optics promise to be horrendous.  The media coverage will be ferocious.  All you have to do is graciously
 cancel the hunt.  At the least, you could delay it until further research is concluded. 

There is no scientific evidence that this hunt will reduce human-bear conflicts.  There is evidence that bear proof
 garbage cans reduce these conflicts.  I hope you will consider this plea and cancel this ill-advised hunt.

Thank you,
Susan L. Paul

Sent from my iPad



From: SPaulinVa@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 4:46:45 PM

Dear Governor,

You can be a hero to all of the Florida children and 90 percent of Floridians who don't want this hunt to take place. 
 The optics promise to be horrendous.  The media coverage will be ferocious.  All you have to do is graciously
 cancel the hunt.  At the least, you could delay it until further research is concluded. 

There is no scientific evidence that this hunt will reduce human-bear conflicts.  There is evidence that bear proof
 garbage cans reduce these conflicts.  I hope you will consider this plea and cancel this ill-advised hunt.

Thank you,
Susan L. Paul

Sent from my iPad



From: Gail Stern
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 3:41:48 PM

Stop the bear hunt!

Sent from my MetroPCS 4G Android device



From: Gail Stern
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 3:41:45 PM

Stop the bear hunt!

Sent from my MetroPCS 4G Android device



From: hollymosby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the trophy bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 3:32:45 PM

Dear Gov Scott, As a full time resident of Sarasota County I appeal to you to encourage the protection of the
 environment including the animals that live in Florida. It seems that hunters are being permitted to go into areas of
 Florida with low density populations unaffected by bear attacks solely for the reason to hunt bear for recreation.
 This is appalling and will impact our state and surely our faith in the man who appointed the Fish and Wildlife 
 Commissioner.  Thank you  for your time and consideration.
Regards, Holly Mosby



From: hollymosby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the trophy bear hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 3:32:41 PM

Dear Gov Scott, As a full time resident of Sarasota County I appeal to you to encourage the protection of the
 environment including the animals that live in Florida. It seems that hunters are being permitted to go into areas of
 Florida with low density populations unaffected by bear attacks solely for the reason to hunt bear for recreation.
 This is appalling and will impact our state and surely our faith in the man who appointed the Fish and Wildlife 
 Commissioner.  Thank you  for your time and consideration.
Regards, Holly Mosby



From: Deborah Hampton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 3:24:20 PM

Please accept this e-mail as an urgent plea to stop the bear hunt, My husband and I visit the
 Great Smoky Mountain National Park every year, just to see these beautiful animals. There
 are so many alternate options available to you. The Florida Black Bear is a natural treasure
 and should be protected, not slaughtered. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Hampton
1575 Guinevere Drive
Casselberry, FL 32707



From: Deborah Hampton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 3:24:19 PM

Please accept this e-mail as an urgent plea to stop the bear hunt, My husband and I visit the
 Great Smoky Mountain National Park every year, just to see these beautiful animals. There
 are so many alternate options available to you. The Florida Black Bear is a natural treasure
 and should be protected, not slaughtered. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Hampton
1575 Guinevere Drive
Casselberry, FL 32707



From: Elina L
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 3:03:23 PM

Dear Sir, 

Please do the right thing. Listening to the good people who care for the environment and the
 animals that belong in it - or are you going to allow this country to become more and more
 like AFRICA where people can pay a premium to murder animals in their home territory
 (money that ultimately benefits who exactly?) Protect the bears, do the right thing and BAN
 this hunt immediately.
Thank you
Lina
415 823-2415 



From: Elina L
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 3:03:22 PM

Dear Sir, 

Please do the right thing. Listening to the good people who care for the environment and the
 animals that belong in it - or are you going to allow this country to become more and more
 like AFRICA where people can pay a premium to murder animals in their home territory
 (money that ultimately benefits who exactly?) Protect the bears, do the right thing and BAN
 this hunt immediately.
Thank you
Lina
415 823-2415 



From: Mary Mayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FLORIDA BEAR TROPHY HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 2:08:03 PM

Dear Governor Rick Scott,
Please cancel the upcoming bear hunt, and instead
 educate residents on how to peacefully co-exist with the
 bears.
These animals have souls  feeling  and families just like we do  Anyone who does not agree with that is  well, I think you know what I'm trying to say  What gives mankind the right to kill these majestic creatures? They are God's creations, and ALL LIFE DESERVES RESPECT.

Thanking you in advance for your consideration,Mary Mayers



From: Mary Mayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FLORIDA BEAR TROPHY HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 10, 2015 2:08:01 PM

Dear Governor Rick Scott,
Please cancel the upcoming bear hunt, and instead
 educate residents on how to peacefully co-exist with the
 bears.
These animals have souls  feeling  and families just like we do  Anyone who does not agree with that is  well, I think you know what I'm trying to say  What gives mankind the right to kill these majestic creatures? They are God's creations, and ALL LIFE DESERVES RESPECT.

Thanking you in advance for your consideration,Mary Mayers



From: lee patrizzi
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; randi@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com;
 editor@palmcoastobserver.com; maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com;
 news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX; sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 5:47:17 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely
 over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the FWC
 won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in opposition to the
 hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250
 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy
 hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January or
 early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s original
 habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these “encounters”
 have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet food
 unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of the
 people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who
 will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts
 that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida
 Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for
 eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters



 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s
 an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-
black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/
 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at https://www.facebook.com/
stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
 Bass Pro Outdoor, Gander Mountain
Lee Patrizzi
265 Riverwoods Trl



Chuluota, FL 32766 
321-377-5661

"If future generations are to remember us with gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave them
 something more than the miracles of technology. We must leave them a glimpse of the world as it was in
 the beginning, not just after we got through with it."
– President Lyndon B. Johnson, on the signing of the Wilderness Act of 1964

I GoodSearch for Morris Animal Foundation 
Raise money for your favorite charity or school just by searching the Internet with
 GoodSearch - www.goodsearch.com - powered by Yahoo!



From: Teresa Laureano
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; randi@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com;
 editor@palmcoastobserver.com; maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com;
 news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX; sports@firstcoastnews.com; bailey.myers@mynews13.com;
 newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; mmoltane@blackcrow.fm; bbhelp@vikings.sjrstate.edu;
 admissions@sjrstate.edu; records@sjrstate.edu; bookstore@sjrstate.edu; dualenrollment@sjrstate.edu;
 financialaiddepartment@sjrstate.edu; libraryservices@sjrstate.edu; alliedhealthprogram@sjrstate.edu;
 teachereducation@sjrstate.edu; clemenm@daytonastate.edu; kozlowb@daytonastate.edu;
 kohenc@daytonastate.edu; hastiec@daytonastate.edu; weeksd@daytonastate.edu; jenkine@daytonastate.edu;
 jontesn@daytonastate.edu; costao@daytonastate.edu; owensr@daytonastate.edu; schimev@daytonastate.edu;
 Fernandez, Frank; austin.fuller@news-jrnl.com; Graham, Christopher; mark.harper@news-jrnl.com;
 ken.willis@news-jrnl.com; godwin.kelly@news-jrnl.com; jeff.wilen@news-jrnl.com; brian.linder@news-jrnl.com

Subject: Florida bears
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 3:03:55 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*



This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8



From: Jeff Dawsey
To: Prem Ruprell
Cc: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; Jonathan Simmons; Jacquelynn Estes; Anastasia Pagello; Ximena
 Alfaro; Jaclyn Centofanti; Hallie Hydrick; Susan Moore; daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu;
 casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu; Chloe Perez; David Brooks; editor; Maureen Walsh;
 andy.mcdill@coxinc.com; news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX; sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: Re: Stop Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 1:07:39 PM

Can I please be removed from the list?

Jeff Dawsey // Sports & Business Writer
observer_logo.png

1 Florida Park Drive N // Palm Coast, FL 32137 // Suite 103
tel (386) 447-9723 x239 // mobile (904) 312-3658

website // eEdition // email

Our Mission: To inspire our communities with extraordinary local content and to help our partners 
prosper.

On Wed, Sep 9, 2015 at 1:05 PM, Prem Ruprell <pruprell@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can
 help make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of
 the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We



 love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late
 January or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will
 of the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-
bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt



http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art
 Walk-https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear
 Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at

https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt )

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor, Gander Mountain



From: Prem Ruprell
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com; editor@palmcoastobserver.com;
 maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com; news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX;
 sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: Stop Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 1:05:58 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the



 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art
 Walk-https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear
 Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at

https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt )

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:



Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor, Gander Mountain



From: Ms Malavika Ruprell
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com; editor@palmcoastobserver.com;
 maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com; news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX;
 sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: Stop Florida Bear Hunt – Everything about it is so wrong
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 12:49:40 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the



 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art
 Walk-https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear
 Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at

https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt )

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:





From: Purnima Wagh
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; randi@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com;
 editor@palmcoastobserver.com; maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com;
 news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX; sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: Stop Florida Bear Hunt – Everything about it is so wrong
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 12:33:41 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely over
 sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant
 mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and
 there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the FWC won’t
 make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in opposition to the hunt,
 including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people
 indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters
 and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January or early
 February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s original
 habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these “encounters” have
 been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet food
 unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of the
 people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who will
 monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts that
 include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida Black
 Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating
 garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters Association



 has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an
 obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at

https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt )

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/

petition: STOP THE HUNTING
 AND KILLING OF THE FLORIDA ...
...i am asking your help to stop this event before it
 occurs...this is an article below from the florida... (1717
 signatures on petition)

Read more...



ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Bass
 Pro Outdoor, Gander Mountain



From: Sheri Anderson
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; randi@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com;
 editor@palmcoastobserver.com; maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com;
 news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX; sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: Please Stop Florida Bear Hunt - Bear Cubs will get Orphaned
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 12:26:44 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely over
 sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant
 mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and
 there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the FWC won’t
 make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in opposition to the hunt,
 including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people
 indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters
 and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January or early
 February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s original
 habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these “encounters” have
 been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet food
 unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of the
 people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who will
 monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts that
 include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida Black
 Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating
 garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters Association



 has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an
 obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-
black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt )

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Bass
 Pro Outdoor, Gander Mountain



From: Jaee Wagh
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; randi@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com;
 editor@palmcoastobserver.com; maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com;
 news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX; sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: PLEASE HELP STOP FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 12:19:43 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot



 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt )

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting



 Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor, Gander Mountain



From: Leena
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; randi@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com;
 editor@palmcoastobserver.com; maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com;
 news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX; sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: Stop Florida Bear Hunt - Unlimited Hunting Licenses Issued
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 12:10:04 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely
 over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the FWC
 won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in opposition to the
 hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250
 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy
 hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January or early
 February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s original
 habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these “encounters” have
 been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet food
 unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of the
 people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who will
 monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts that
 include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida Black
 Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating
 garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters Association



 has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an
 obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt )

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
 Bass Pro Outdoor, Gander Mountain



From: chdehaan@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 11:32:56 AM

Governor Scott,
PLEASE STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT!  This hunt is not necessary and will probably put our bears back on
 the endangered list, as the permits issued are close to the total number of bears, and there is no way to call off the
 hunters when the quota is met.  I have 8 acres near downtown Orlando near Wekiva, and bears are in my yard
 often.  I do everything I can to live peacefully with them, and homeowners in bear areas MUST do the same. 
 People have created problems, not the bears.   Do the humane, right thing, and PLEASE call off this tragic hunt.
Connie de Haan
Longwood, FL
Sent from my iPhone



From: chdehaan@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 11:32:55 AM

Governor Scott,
PLEASE STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT!  This hunt is not necessary and will probably put our bears back on
 the endangered list, as the permits issued are close to the total number of bears, and there is no way to call off the
 hunters when the quota is met.  I have 8 acres near downtown Orlando near Wekiva, and bears are in my yard
 often.  I do everything I can to live peacefully with them, and homeowners in bear areas MUST do the same. 
 People have created problems, not the bears.   Do the humane, right thing, and PLEASE call off this tragic hunt.
Connie de Haan
Longwood, FL
Sent from my iPhone



From: joni morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 10:52:42 AM

From: joni morrison <equess66@yahoo.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32757

Phone Number: 352-735-3258

Message Body: As a life long Republican and supporter of your reelection I am writing to you in regards to the
 upcoming Bear Hunt in Florida.  This is a tragic mistake on the part of the state and you need to order a STOP to
 what is about to happen.

The people are responsible for bears coming into their communities by feeding them, leaving their trash in unsealed
 containers and building homes in their habitat !  Heavy fines should be issued for people who do not secure their
 trash !  Jail for people who feed them !  And stop encroaching on the bears habitat !

I ride my horse in the beautiful state parks and we occasionally see bears.  They do not interfere with us in any way. 
 These innocent animals will be the ones that are killed !  How is this in any way helping to stop the problem with
 HUMANS ! 

The state does NOT even have an accurate figure on how many bears there are.  How can you let a commission of
 people determine the number of bears to be killed.  One board member is a rancher and has a vested interest in
 eliminating bears and panthers from the wild. 

Please STOP THE HUNT until more knowledge is gained about what can be done to help the bears survive in their
 natural habitat and EDUCATE the ignorant humans on what their responsibility is to PROTECT the bears and keep
 them away from their homes !!!!!!!!!!!  A majority of Floridians feel as I do.  We speak for the bears.  Please listen
 and act immediately to STOP THE Hunt ........  Thank you.



From: Priscilla Feral
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Deplorable Bear Hunt in late October 2015
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 10:07:18 AM

From: Priscilla Feral <feral@friendsofanimals.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06820

Phone Number: 2036561522

Message Body: On behalf of Friends of Animals'
 thousands of members throughout Florida, we implore you to cancel the wrong-headed bow and arrow and firearms
 hunt approved by the Florida Fish and Game Commission in June 2015, despite public opposition.  Clearly, selling
 1,700 bear hunting permits for $100 for residents and $300 for non-residents defines the objectives of the
 Commission:  to use bear-killing as a money-maker for the state of Florida.  When the Commission says "bear
 calls" are up from the public, the appropriate reaction (f true) is to educate people about what they should do when
 they view a bear -- not to promise a bear-baiting, shooting spree as a state revenue builder.  Please cancel the bear
 hunt so that we can notify Florida residents and other around the country that Governor Rick Scott deserves credit
 for bold, moral conduct. --Priscilla Feral, President, Friends of Animals, 777 Post Road, Darien, CT 06820



From: Priscilla Feral
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Deplorable Bear Hunt in late October 2015
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 10:07:16 AM

From: Priscilla Feral <feral@friendsofanimals.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06820

Phone Number: 2036561522

Message Body: On behalf of Friends of Animals'
 thousands of members throughout Florida, we implore you to cancel the wrong-headed bow and arrow and firearms
 hunt approved by the Florida Fish and Game Commission in June 2015, despite public opposition.  Clearly, selling
 1,700 bear hunting permits for $100 for residents and $300 for non-residents defines the objectives of the
 Commission:  to use bear-killing as a money-maker for the state of Florida.  When the Commission says "bear
 calls" are up from the public, the appropriate reaction (f true) is to educate people about what they should do when
 they view a bear -- not to promise a bear-baiting, shooting spree as a state revenue builder.  Please cancel the bear
 hunt so that we can notify Florida residents and other around the country that Governor Rick Scott deserves credit
 for bold, moral conduct. --Priscilla Feral, President, Friends of Animals, 777 Post Road, Darien, CT 06820



From: Constance Franklin
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; randi@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com;
 editor@palmcoastobserver.com; maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com;
 news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX; sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: Please take a stand for our wildlife and help end the slaughter
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 9:17:48 AM

Dear Neighbors,

As an American gravely concerned with thriving biodiversity, and the ethical regard toward other
 species, I am writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!
 THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure
 it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. The vast
 majority of people in Florida deeply care about bears, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 



-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and take a stand for Florida's
 wildlife! 

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at



 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass
 Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County Store.

Thank you,
Constance Franklin



From: Alex Foxx
To: tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org;

 robert.ullery@news-jrnl.com; scott.zucker@news-jrnl.com; rick.deyampert@news-jrnl.com; jim.haug@news-
jrnl.com; denise.kelly@news-jrnl.com; kathy.page@news-jrnl.com; dave.wersinger@news-jrnl.com;
 scott.kent@news-jrnl.com; McMillan, Brian; jonathan@palmcoastobserver.com; jeff@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jacque@palmcoastobserver.com; anastasia@palmcoastobserver.com; ximena@palmcoastobserver.com;
 jaclyn@palmcoastobserver.com; hallie@palmcoastobserver.com; susan@palmcoastobserver.com;
 daviskr@daytonastate.edu; csihasl@daytonastate.edu; casciom@daytonastate.edu; michael.furlong@ucf.edu;
 chloe@palmcoastobserver.com; randi@palmcoastobserver.com; david@horizonroad.com;
 editor@palmcoastobserver.com; maureen@palmcoastobserver.com; andy.mcdill@coxinc.com;
 news@firstcoastnews.com; WTLV, WJXX; sports@firstcoastnews.com

Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 8:38:14 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt.
 The most telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that
 the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the
 hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST
 NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make
 sure it doesn’t. 
Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem…
 except that the FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached
 out to the commission in opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the
 United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people
 indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily
 consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born
 around late January or early February.

- When struck by a hunter’s arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a
 slow and agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with
 an arrow in him before being shot (about 20 agonizing hours). 
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will
 ensue? How many officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of
 questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the
 Florida Black bear’s original habitat by clearing land for commercial and
 residential buildings and that most of these “encounters” have been related to
 bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet
 food unsecured.



*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees
 ignoring the will of the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs
 are not present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to
 death, as has been the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits
 to harvest the Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is
 now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring
 subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida
 Bear Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt
 because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It
 will break up bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many
 orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money
 by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an
 obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears
 being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!
THANK YOU!
Sincerely,
Alex Foxx
SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-
the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-
conservation-commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________



UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS: Wal-
Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s,
 Dick’s Sporting Goods, Bass Pro Outdoor, Gander Mountain



From: Ann Guest
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt should be halted
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 7:53:43 PM

From: Ann Guest <annguest1@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 904 745 6016

Message Body: The bear hunt should be halted. In a recent article published by the Sierra Club, I notice that from a
 high population of 12,000 to a current 3,000, the state's largest mammal has been driven from most of its habitat. I
 myself have been a Florida resident for more than 50 years and have never had the thrill of seeing one of these
 magnificent creatures.

There are several ways that human-bear conflicts can be reduced without re-opening the hunt. County-level
 ordinances should provide for the bear proofing of waste. Current laws prohibiting the feeding of black bears
 should be more widely enforced.

 From my research concerning feral cats, I noticed
that you do not object to the feeding of the cats that have already been spayed or neutered. I hope you have the same
 compassion for bears.



From: Ann Guest
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt should be halted
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 7:53:41 PM

From: Ann Guest <annguest1@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 904 745 6016

Message Body: The bear hunt should be halted. In a recent article published by the Sierra Club, I notice that from a
 high population of 12,000 to a current 3,000, the state's largest mammal has been driven from most of its habitat. I
 myself have been a Florida resident for more than 50 years and have never had the thrill of seeing one of these
 magnificent creatures.

There are several ways that human-bear conflicts can be reduced without re-opening the hunt. County-level
 ordinances should provide for the bear proofing of waste. Current laws prohibiting the feeding of black bears
 should be more widely enforced.

 From my research concerning feral cats, I noticed
that you do not object to the feeding of the cats that have already been spayed or neutered. I hope you have the same
 compassion for bears.



From: Eugene D Watkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 5:21:04 PM

From: Eugene D Watkins <dwew35@embarqmail.com>

County: Wakulla

Zip Code: 32327

Phone Number: 850-926-5622

Message Body: Please step in and stop the bear hunt in Florida.  You step in and tell DEP not to protect our
 environment. You constantly override decisions made by sound scientific employees in favor of your own agenda.  
 You can step in and stop the bear hunt.



From: Eugene D Watkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 5:21:02 PM

From: Eugene D Watkins <dwew35@embarqmail.com>

County: Wakulla

Zip Code: 32327

Phone Number: 850-926-5622

Message Body: Please step in and stop the bear hunt in Florida.  You step in and tell DEP not to protect our
 environment. You constantly override decisions made by sound scientific employees in favor of your own agenda.  
 You can step in and stop the bear hunt.



From: Nigel Scott Dobbie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Wildlife Commissioners
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 1:54:35 PM

From: Nigel Scott Dobbie <vetteheadracer@hotmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34667

Phone Number: 727-863-1020

Message Body: Dear Sir,
I read with horror that the Wildlife Commissioner Leisa Priddy who you elected has set a Bear hunt limit of 320 for
 2015. How is it that this woman who is a rancher and hunter (she bought one of the bear hunting licenses on day
 one of sale) and therefore absolutely the WRONG person to be a Wildlife Commissioner. She has also ignored the
 state sponsored biologists regarding the Panthers and has re-written the rules ending the protection of the state
 animal, despite the biologists indicating there are only 104 Panthers resident in Florida. All of the Panthers happen
 to be living close to the JB Ranch run by Ms Priddy and have predated on her calves in the past. I say again this
 woman is completely the WRONG sort of person to be a Wildlife Commissioner as she has no interest in wildlife
 unless she can kill it or remove it as a threat to her land.

I could do a much better job for wildlife in Florida.

Your sincerely,

Nigel Scott Dobbie



From: Nigel Scott Dobbie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Wildlife Commissioners
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 1:54:34 PM

From: Nigel Scott Dobbie <vetteheadracer@hotmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34667

Phone Number: 727-863-1020

Message Body: Dear Sir,
I read with horror that the Wildlife Commissioner Leisa Priddy who you elected has set a Bear hunt limit of 320 for
 2015. How is it that this woman who is a rancher and hunter (she bought one of the bear hunting licenses on day
 one of sale) and therefore absolutely the WRONG person to be a Wildlife Commissioner. She has also ignored the
 state sponsored biologists regarding the Panthers and has re-written the rules ending the protection of the state
 animal, despite the biologists indicating there are only 104 Panthers resident in Florida. All of the Panthers happen
 to be living close to the JB Ranch run by Ms Priddy and have predated on her calves in the past. I say again this
 woman is completely the WRONG sort of person to be a Wildlife Commissioner as she has no interest in wildlife
 unless she can kill it or remove it as a threat to her land.

I could do a much better job for wildlife in Florida.

Your sincerely,

Nigel Scott Dobbie



From: Kimberlee Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 1:09:23 PM

From: Kimberlee Norton <qpid40@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Mr. Scott,
The black bear hunt scheduled to commence on Oct. 24th, 2015 is anti-democratic, unscientific, immoral, and
 detrimental to Florida's international image.
In authorizing the hunt, the State of Florida has ignored the clear opposition of the majority of Floridians, including
 the overwhelming majority of those who submitted comments to the FWC during the rule-making process. The
 concerns of its citizens were dismissed by the Commission's then-Chairman, Mr. Corbett, in outrageously
 condescending terms. The views of all Floridians and all of the Floridians who voted in particular, have been
 belittled and insulted, an offense compounded by the obvious lack of a sound rationale for this policy.
The FWC appears to be confused about the purpose of the bear hunt. In brushing off the opposition of Florida's
 citizenry, Mr. Corbett asserted a compelling interest in protecting public safety. Even if we take this at face value,
 the hunt is an irrational and grossly disproportionate response to the perceived problem. Incidents in which bears
 have injured people, since the State started keeping records in 1976, still number only in the teens, a remarkable
 testament to the innate non-aggressiveness of the Florida black bear. No one has been killed, and contrary to Mr.
 Corbett's hysterical warnings, international research shows it is extremely unlikely that anyone ever will be. Most of
 the conflicts that have occurred are the result of inappropriate behavior by people, and one would have thought that
 a civilized society would implement simple behavioral changes before resorting to wanton violence. Killing black
 bears deep within the Bear Management Units (BMUs) is a truly preposterous solution to the problem of nuisance
 bears in suburban areas that have been attracted by improperly secured garbage and other human-created food
 sources. When studies clearly show that intelligent trash-management can almost completely solve the nuisance-
bear problem, it is flabbergasting that the State of Florida is not pursuing a more common sense and scientific
 response that will actually protect the citizens.
The argument that the bear population needs to be “managed” is demonstrably arbitrary and capricious. As a
 threshold matter, in the absence of updated figures from the State's biologists, the FWC simply cannot purport to
 manage a population of unknown size. In so doing it would mean that playing guessing games has replaced the role
 of evidence in the scientific method. More fundamentally, the earlier decision to remove the bear from the
 endangered-species list, and the current decision to actively reduce its numbers by a percentage plucked from thin
 air, flow from a complete and dismal failure to acknowledge the parlous state of the bear's habitat. By the prior
 admission of the FWC, 82% of the bear's original habitat has already been destroyed by human activity, and an
 additional 20 acres of habitat is lost every hour. The Florida black bear needs large areas of contiguous habitat, yet
 the little habitat we allow it still to occupy is continually diminished and demarcated by relentless human
 encroachment. If the large Central BMU were to suffer a fire similar to the Yellowstone blaze of 1988, this
 genetically unique sub-species could easily lose its viability, an eventuality that sound ecological management
 would never discount.
Similarly, your assertion that bears are seeking food in suburbia because they have exceeded the carrying capacity of
 the woods conveniently ignores the fact that humans have been entering the woods (until very recently with State
 connivance) to harvest one of the bear's key food sources, the saw-palmetto berry. This competition for food has
 forced the bears to pursue other avenues. They are being punished for seeking scraps from us when we have long
 been allowed to take staples from them. This represents a complete loss of all sense of justice as well as a loss of
 intellectual honesty. Instead, among other things, we should be planting more berries producing shrubbery and
 ensuring that what we have taken away from the bears we replace.
Hunting the black bear adds a conscience-shocking insult to the injuries already inflicted on the bear by humankind's
 over-development of the State. It should be patently obvious to any rational social planner that it is the human, not



 the bear, who has exceeded the carrying capacity of this land. Most residents of this State value their remaining
 wilderness areas and cherish the black bear as a keystone species therein. It is morally reprehensible for the FWC to
 abuse the power vested in it by the people to instigate a war against the very wilderness the agency was constituted
 to conserve.
For outside observers who already associate Florida with the infamous “hanging chads” in the 2000 presidential
 election, a decision to ignore the clearly stated objections of the State's own people and massacre an iconic, gentle,
 and beautiful animal positively reeks of political corruption of the policy-making process. And since Florida's
 natural treasures form the backbone of its tourism industry, a deliberate and unwarranted assault on nature sends
 entirely the wrong signals to a world that has recently been outraged by the trophy hunting of large animals.
 Florida's image is about to suffer a wholly avoidable self-inflicted wound.
It is not too late for the State to reverse this ill-starred decision. Permit fees can be refunded, but the lives of these
 gentle and beautiful creatures cannot, a fact which will not be lost on our residents even if it is lost on the FWC.
 Florida seems to feel that they have enough political capital to ignore the will of the people who oppose the
 needless killing of these bears.
It is now up to the people to continue to speak up for these bears, and ensure that if the FWC will not make the right
 decision, that the courts still will.



From: Kimberlee Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 1:09:20 PM

From: Kimberlee Norton <qpid40@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Mr. Scott,
The black bear hunt scheduled to commence on Oct. 24th, 2015 is anti-democratic, unscientific, immoral, and
 detrimental to Florida's international image.
In authorizing the hunt, the State of Florida has ignored the clear opposition of the majority of Floridians, including
 the overwhelming majority of those who submitted comments to the FWC during the rule-making process. The
 concerns of its citizens were dismissed by the Commission's then-Chairman, Mr. Corbett, in outrageously
 condescending terms. The views of all Floridians and all of the Floridians who voted in particular, have been
 belittled and insulted, an offense compounded by the obvious lack of a sound rationale for this policy.
The FWC appears to be confused about the purpose of the bear hunt. In brushing off the opposition of Florida's
 citizenry, Mr. Corbett asserted a compelling interest in protecting public safety. Even if we take this at face value,
 the hunt is an irrational and grossly disproportionate response to the perceived problem. Incidents in which bears
 have injured people, since the State started keeping records in 1976, still number only in the teens, a remarkable
 testament to the innate non-aggressiveness of the Florida black bear. No one has been killed, and contrary to Mr.
 Corbett's hysterical warnings, international research shows it is extremely unlikely that anyone ever will be. Most of
 the conflicts that have occurred are the result of inappropriate behavior by people, and one would have thought that
 a civilized society would implement simple behavioral changes before resorting to wanton violence. Killing black
 bears deep within the Bear Management Units (BMUs) is a truly preposterous solution to the problem of nuisance
 bears in suburban areas that have been attracted by improperly secured garbage and other human-created food
 sources. When studies clearly show that intelligent trash-management can almost completely solve the nuisance-
bear problem, it is flabbergasting that the State of Florida is not pursuing a more common sense and scientific
 response that will actually protect the citizens.
The argument that the bear population needs to be “managed” is demonstrably arbitrary and capricious. As a
 threshold matter, in the absence of updated figures from the State's biologists, the FWC simply cannot purport to
 manage a population of unknown size. In so doing it would mean that playing guessing games has replaced the role
 of evidence in the scientific method. More fundamentally, the earlier decision to remove the bear from the
 endangered-species list, and the current decision to actively reduce its numbers by a percentage plucked from thin
 air, flow from a complete and dismal failure to acknowledge the parlous state of the bear's habitat. By the prior
 admission of the FWC, 82% of the bear's original habitat has already been destroyed by human activity, and an
 additional 20 acres of habitat is lost every hour. The Florida black bear needs large areas of contiguous habitat, yet
 the little habitat we allow it still to occupy is continually diminished and demarcated by relentless human
 encroachment. If the large Central BMU were to suffer a fire similar to the Yellowstone blaze of 1988, this
 genetically unique sub-species could easily lose its viability, an eventuality that sound ecological management
 would never discount.
Similarly, your assertion that bears are seeking food in suburbia because they have exceeded the carrying capacity of
 the woods conveniently ignores the fact that humans have been entering the woods (until very recently with State
 connivance) to harvest one of the bear's key food sources, the saw-palmetto berry. This competition for food has
 forced the bears to pursue other avenues. They are being punished for seeking scraps from us when we have long
 been allowed to take staples from them. This represents a complete loss of all sense of justice as well as a loss of
 intellectual honesty. Instead, among other things, we should be planting more berries producing shrubbery and
 ensuring that what we have taken away from the bears we replace.
Hunting the black bear adds a conscience-shocking insult to the injuries already inflicted on the bear by humankind's
 over-development of the State. It should be patently obvious to any rational social planner that it is the human, not



 the bear, who has exceeded the carrying capacity of this land. Most residents of this State value their remaining
 wilderness areas and cherish the black bear as a keystone species therein. It is morally reprehensible for the FWC to
 abuse the power vested in it by the people to instigate a war against the very wilderness the agency was constituted
 to conserve.
For outside observers who already associate Florida with the infamous “hanging chads” in the 2000 presidential
 election, a decision to ignore the clearly stated objections of the State's own people and massacre an iconic, gentle,
 and beautiful animal positively reeks of political corruption of the policy-making process. And since Florida's
 natural treasures form the backbone of its tourism industry, a deliberate and unwarranted assault on nature sends
 entirely the wrong signals to a world that has recently been outraged by the trophy hunting of large animals.
 Florida's image is about to suffer a wholly avoidable self-inflicted wound.
It is not too late for the State to reverse this ill-starred decision. Permit fees can be refunded, but the lives of these
 gentle and beautiful creatures cannot, a fact which will not be lost on our residents even if it is lost on the FWC.
 Florida seems to feel that they have enough political capital to ignore the will of the people who oppose the
 needless killing of these bears.
It is now up to the people to continue to speak up for these bears, and ensure that if the FWC will not make the right
 decision, that the courts still will.



From: Christiana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The state of affairs of the Best Hunt in Florida
Date: Monday, September 07, 2015 5:01:33 PM

From: Christiana <chrustianac48@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32724

Phone Number: 3868016363

Message Body: Dear governor Scott ,
     As one of the few members of government I actually trust and have been a loyal voter for as well I am in total
 offense to the Florida Bear Hunt .
I beseech you to use your power as a voted official by the people to help stop the slaughter of yet another
 species.This is an inhunaneo and avoidable disaster .I pray you will do the right thing and come forward to the aid
 of this devastational planned event in October.We the people need your help now .Please be there for the Bears and
 the people from all over the country and world that are involved in this project .
                       Thank you for your time
                           Sincerely Ms.ChristianaCollis



From: Karyn Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt No land
Date: Monday, September 07, 2015 12:13:31 PM

From: Karyn Hill <khrdh1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33067

Phone Number:

Message Body: Killing of animals is not the answer. More and more land is taken up by buildings and man. There is
 no place for any wildlife that matter to go. More and more residential areas will see more wildlife due to overtaking
 the wildlife's land, and lack of education on how to properly dispose of trash etc.
Please choose education over teaching and promoting killing. All living souls deserve to survive. These animals did
 not ask to have homes/coorporations built in their homes. What do people expect? Not to to see wildlife? Promote
 Education.
Thank you,
Karyn



From: Karyn Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt No land
Date: Monday, September 07, 2015 12:13:29 PM

From: Karyn Hill <khrdh1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33067

Phone Number:

Message Body: Killing of animals is not the answer. More and more land is taken up by buildings and man. There is
 no place for any wildlife that matter to go. More and more residential areas will see more wildlife due to overtaking
 the wildlife's land, and lack of education on how to properly dispose of trash etc.
Please choose education over teaching and promoting killing. All living souls deserve to survive. These animals did
 not ask to have homes/coorporations built in their homes. What do people expect? Not to to see wildlife? Promote
 Education.
Thank you,
Karyn



From: maureen hernandez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 07, 2015 11:56:49 AM

From: maureen hernandez <mo2307@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33183

Phone Number: 305 322 0248

Message Body: Don't agree with the bear hunt- how many bears are there in the wild?  how many bears are going to
 be hunted and killed?  How many licenses have been purchased..  I am not good in math but from what I can tell
 more licenses sold than the agreed amount of bears to be killed..  How sad..  ..what kind of control is set in place? 
 Very sad about the approval of the hunt...



From: laura giraldez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 07, 2015 12:52:06 AM

From: laura giraldez <laura.giraldez@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33143

Phone Number: 3055537024

Message Body: Please stop the Bear hunting, very cruel .



From: laura giraldez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Monday, September 07, 2015 12:52:04 AM

From: laura giraldez <laura.giraldez@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33143

Phone Number: 3055537024

Message Body: Please stop the Bear hunting, very cruel .



From: Aymee laurain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, September 06, 2015 10:53:53 PM

From: Aymee laurain <aymeelaurain@msn.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33596

Phone Number: 7277422029

Message Body: I would like to express my concerns about the conservation of Florida Black bears in regards to
 genetic variation. This seems to be a strongly avoided topic that repeatedly gets masked by fiscal numbers and
 hypes about revenue.

Florida has had a long standing history of trying to revive endangered and threatened species but one challenge
 seems to always cause conflict among species conservation, the bottleneck effect. This was abundantly clear in the
 loss of Florida Panthers when populations became so low that there was little genetic variation resulting in
 mutations from inbreeding. The only solution was to bring in Texas cougars.

While the commissioners are led to believe the black bears have made a comeback in the past 20 years the small
 increase to the 3,000 black bears is not enough to sustain genetic variation and was tested through a case study in
 2007 and published by Kluwer Academic Publishers in which DNA was extracted through 339 bears. While the
 genetic variation was still varied at the time there were already signs of reduction due to inbreeding.

To make matters worse, the proposed hunt would reduce these numbers more drastically resulting in an even smaller
 gene pool and a bottleneck effect. This means there will be even less genetic variability and despite steady
 reproduction it does not guarantee the survival of future offspring but rather the contraire. This means that the state
 of Florida and the commissioners supporting this hunt are securing the inevitable demise of the Florida Black Bears
 or the mandatory efforts to relocate bears from out of state populations or preserved DNA from the species in order
 to revive the bears at a later time.

Please, consider the decision you have made and I greatly urge you to make every effort to halt this hunt. As an
 alternative I would urge you to continue efforts to stop harvesting saw-palmetto berries which would prevent the
 need for bears to search for food in areas populated by humans. This is the most sensible option and the one most
 likely to appease the 75% or more voters in Florida who oppose this hunt.

I thank you for your time and hope we can do what's best for Florida's bears and humans alike



From: Aymee laurain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, September 06, 2015 10:53:49 PM

From: Aymee laurain <aymeelaurain@msn.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33596

Phone Number: 7277422029

Message Body: I would like to express my concerns about the conservation of Florida Black bears in regards to
 genetic variation. This seems to be a strongly avoided topic that repeatedly gets masked by fiscal numbers and
 hypes about revenue.

Florida has had a long standing history of trying to revive endangered and threatened species but one challenge
 seems to always cause conflict among species conservation, the bottleneck effect. This was abundantly clear in the
 loss of Florida Panthers when populations became so low that there was little genetic variation resulting in
 mutations from inbreeding. The only solution was to bring in Texas cougars.

While the commissioners are led to believe the black bears have made a comeback in the past 20 years the small
 increase to the 3,000 black bears is not enough to sustain genetic variation and was tested through a case study in
 2007 and published by Kluwer Academic Publishers in which DNA was extracted through 339 bears. While the
 genetic variation was still varied at the time there were already signs of reduction due to inbreeding.

To make matters worse, the proposed hunt would reduce these numbers more drastically resulting in an even smaller
 gene pool and a bottleneck effect. This means there will be even less genetic variability and despite steady
 reproduction it does not guarantee the survival of future offspring but rather the contraire. This means that the state
 of Florida and the commissioners supporting this hunt are securing the inevitable demise of the Florida Black Bears
 or the mandatory efforts to relocate bears from out of state populations or preserved DNA from the species in order
 to revive the bears at a later time.

Please, consider the decision you have made and I greatly urge you to make every effort to halt this hunt. As an
 alternative I would urge you to continue efforts to stop harvesting saw-palmetto berries which would prevent the
 need for bears to search for food in areas populated by humans. This is the most sensible option and the one most
 likely to appease the 75% or more voters in Florida who oppose this hunt.

I thank you for your time and hope we can do what's best for Florida's bears and humans alike



From: Kimberlee Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida BlackBear hunt
Date: Sunday, September 06, 2015 4:56:40 PM

From: Kimberlee Norton <qpid40@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number: 3862167987

Message Body: Dear Commissioners,
The black bear hunt scheduled to commence on Oct. 24th, 2015 is anti-democratic, unscientific, immoral, and
 detrimental to Florida's international image.
In authorizing the hunt, the State of Florida has ignored the clear opposition of the majority of Floridians, including
 the overwhelming majority of those who submitted comments to the FWC during the rule-making process. The
 concerns of its citizens were dismissed by the Commission's then-Chairman, Mr. Corbett, in outrageously
 condescending terms. The views of all Floridians and all of the Floridians who voted in particular, have been
 belittled and insulted, an offense compounded by the obvious lack of a sound rationale for this policy.
The FWC appears to be confused about the purpose of the bear hunt. In brushing off the opposition of Florida's
 citizenry, Mr. Corbett asserted a compelling interest in protecting public safety. Even if we take this at face value,
 the hunt is an irrational and grossly disproportionate response to the perceived problem. Incidents in which bears
 have injured people, since the State started keeping records in 1976, still number only in the teens, a remarkable
 testament to the innate non-aggressiveness of the Florida black bear. No one has been killed, and contrary to Mr.
 Corbett's hysterical warnings, international research shows it is extremely unlikely that anyone ever will be. Most of
 the conflicts that have occurred are the result of inappropriate behavior by people, and one would have thought that
 a civilized society would implement simple behavioral changes before resorting to wanton violence. Killing black
 bears deep within the Bear Management Units (BMUs) is a truly preposterous solution to the problem of nuisance
 bears in suburban areas that have been attracted by improperly secured garbage and other human-created food
 sources. When studies clearly show that intelligent trash-management can almost completely solve the nuisance-
bear problem, it is flabbergasting that the State of Florida is not pursuing a more common sense and scientific
 response that will actually protect the citizens.
The argument that the bear population needs to be “managed” is demonstrably arbitrary and capricious. As a
 threshold matter, in the absence of updated figures from the State's biologists, the FWC simply cannot purport to
 manage a population of unknown size. In so doing it would mean that playing guessing games has replaced the role
 of evidence in the scientific method. More fundamentally, the earlier decision to remove the bear from the
 endangered-species list, and the current decision to actively reduce its numbers by a percentage plucked from thin
 air, flow from a complete and dismal failure to acknowledge the parlous state of the bear's habitat. By the prior
 admission of the FWC, 82% of the bear's original habitat has already been destroyed by human activity, and an
 additional 20 acres of habitat is lost every hour. The Florida black bear needs large areas of contiguous habitat, yet
 the little habitat we allow it still to occupy is continually diminished and demarcated by relentless human
 encroachment. If the large Central BMU were to suffer a fire similar to the Yellowstone blaze of 1988, this
 genetically unique sub-species could easily lose its viability, an eventuality that sound ecological management
 would never discount.
Similarly, your assertion that bears are seeking food in suburbia because they have exceeded the carrying capacity of
 the woods conveniently ignores the fact that humans have been entering the woods (until very recently with State
 connivance) to harvest one of the bear's key food sources, the saw-palmetto berry. This competition for food has
 forced the bears to pursue other avenues. They are being punished for seeking scraps from us when we have long
 been allowed to take staples from them. This represents a complete loss of all sense of justice as well as a loss of
 intellectual honesty. Instead, among other things, we should be planting more berries producing shrubbery and
 ensuring that what we have taken away from the bears we replace.
Hunting the black bear adds a conscience-shocking insult to the injuries already inflicted on the bear by humankind's
 over-development of the State. It should be patently obvious to any rational social planner that it is the human, not



 the bear, who has exceeded the carrying capacity of this land. Most residents of this State value their remaining
 wilderness areas and cherish the black bear as a keystone species therein. It is morally reprehensible for the FWC to
 abuse the power vested in it by the people to instigate a war against the very wilderness the agency was constituted
 to conserve.
For outside observers who already associate Florida with the infamous “hanging chads” in the 2000 presidential
 election, a decision to ignore the clearly stated objections of the State's own people and massacre an iconic, gentle,
 and beautiful animal positively reeks of political corruption of the policy-making process. And since Florida's
 natural treasures form the backbone of its tourism industry, a deliberate and unwarranted assault on nature sends
 entirely the wrong signals to a world that has recently been outraged by the trophy hunting of large animals.
 Florida's image is about to suffer a wholly avoidable self-inflicted wound.
It is not too late for the State to reverse this ill-starred decision. Permit fees can be refunded, but the lives of these
 gentle and beautiful creatures cannot, a fact which will not be lost on our residents even if it is lost on the FWC.
 Florida seems to feel that they have enough political capital to ignore the will of the people who oppose the
 needless killing of these bears.
It is now up to the people to continue to speak up for these bears, and ensure that if the FWC will not make the right
 decision, that the courts still will



From: Pieter Cornelis
To: ;
Subject: I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt <<
Date: Sunday, September 06, 2015 11:04:04 AM

Dear,
I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.
Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of
 the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We
 love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.
*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late
 January or early February.
- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer!
-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of
 these “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people
 have left food, trash or pet food unsecured.
*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the
 will of the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped.
-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.
-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.
-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.
There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up



 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!
Thank you if so.
Pieter Cornelis
perro10@xs4all.nl



From: Marjorie P
To: newstips@abc-7.com; alainf@water.net; annmarie@water.net; cgreen@water.net; mrine@water.net;

 jennifers@water.net; laurell@water.net; pamh@water.net; donellah@water.net; ericas@water.net;
 richardc@water.net; jeff.butera@abc-7.com; victoria.carmen@abc-7.com; chris.parks@abc-7.com; Fox 4 - Fort
 Myers; brent.struense@fox4now.com; closedcaptioning@fox4now.com; brandie@drhasen.com;
 guichard@stsurinlaw.com; rjohnson@wgcu.org; psklodow@wgcu.org; wgcusales@wgcu.org;
 bsteinhoff@wgcu.org; tcooke@wgcu.org; blinstro@wgcu.org; wgcu-fm - Ft. Myers; atardif@wgcu.org;
 mstepp@wgcu.org; memberservices@wgcu.org; kwoodle@wgcu.org; desmon@wgcu.org; mbeland@wgcu.org;
 ssmiley@wgcu.org; rchin@wgcu.org; scoleman@wgcu.org; sblonde@breezenewspapers.com; V., Harring;
 cgallagher@breezenewspapers.com; bneff@breezenewspapers.com; customerservice@breezenewspapers.com;
 advertise@floridaweekly.com; circulation@floridaweekly.com; accounting@floridaweekly.com;
 arts@floridaweekly.com; Florida Weekly - SWFL; ads@floridaweekly.com; gloriacga@leeschools.net;
 billbm@leeschools.net; arronrd@leeschools.net; joyceah@leeschools.net; phyllisjh@leeschools.net;
 media@rasmussen.edu; info@cozmo.edu; alumnirelations@fgcu.edu; heralded@miamiherald.com;
 miamisales@miamiherald.com; jkaplan@miamiherald.com; lguilarte@miamiherald.com;
 adinfo@miamiherald.com; classifiedads@miamiherald.com; ddickey@miamiherald.com; obit@miamiherald.com;
 rhirsch@miamiherald.com; dwilson@miamiherald.com; cfrank@miamiherald.com; jducassi@miamiherald.com;
 ssreaderservices@sun-sentinel.com; dbanker@sun-sentinel.com; jooneill@sun-sentinel.com; glee@sun-
sentinel.com; gday@sun-sentinel.com; rgoudreau@sun-sentinel.com; letters@sun-sentinel.com;
 ecom@tribune.com; cneditor@gate.net; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; info@miamichildrensmuseum.org; khamersly@miamiherald.com;
 amarques@miamiherald.com; nancrum@miamiherald.com; jyearwood@miamiherald.com;
 adriscoll@miamiherald.com; calendar@miamitodaynews.com; publisher@miamitodaynews.com;
 cfeinstein@wsvn.com; llevitus@wsvn.com; erodriguez@wsvn.com; dlazaro@wsvn.com;
 webteam@nbcmiami.com; SGcommunications@miami.edu; sgvicepresident@miami.edu;
 sgexecexternal@miami.edu; sgchiefofstaff@miami.edu; bbarrett@miami.edu; nhullihen@bus.miami.edu;
 mlutz@bus.miami.edu; hcosta@bus.miami.edu; lbalding@bus.miami.edu; saif@fiu.edu;
 hialeahadmissions@mdc.edu; hadmiss@mdc.edu; iacadmiss@mdc.edu; kadmis@mdc.edu; madmis@mdc.edu;
 nadmiss@mdc.edu; westadmissions@mdc.edu; wadmit@mdc.edu; finaid@mdc.edu; hiadvisement@mdc.edu;
 madvisement@mdc.edu; hadvisement@mdc.edu; nadvisement@mdc.edu; iadvisement@mdc.edu;
 westadvisement@mdc.edu; kadvisement@mdc.edu; wadvisement@mdc.edu; meecadvisement@mdc.edu;
 mdchomesteadiss@mdc.edu; mdcinteramericaniss@mdc.edu; mdckendalliss@mdc.edu;
 mdcmedicaliss@mdc.edu; mdcnorthiss@mdc.edu; mdcwolfsoniss@mdc.edu; virtual@mdc.edu;
 mdcinfo@mdc.edu; NWSAINFO@MDC.EDU; jm0452@miamidade.gov; bldgdept@miamidade.gov;
 mediarer@miamidade.gov; ksoffia74@yahoo.com; rblattner@clwrg.com; michael@communitynewspapers.com;
 grant@communitynewspapers.com; gservices@osc.org; rebecca.freda@visitorlando.com;
 ken.barnett@visitorlando.com; nathalie@miamichildrensmuseum.org; lwilliams@miamichildrensmuseum.org;
 peter@miamichildrensmuseum.org; myrna@miamichildrensmuseum.org;
 arodriguez@miamichildrensmuseum.org; kdelgado@miamichildrensmuseum.org

Subject: Stop the Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, September 06, 2015 4:52:13 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.



- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!



From: lee patrizzi
To: newstips@abc-7.com; alainf@water.net; annmarie@water.net; cgreen@water.net; mrine@water.net;

 jennifers@water.net; laurell@water.net; pamh@water.net; donellah@water.net; ericas@water.net;
 laurell@water.net; jennifers@water.net; richardc@water.net; jeff.butera@abc-7.com; victoria.carmen@abc-
7.com; chris.parks@abc-7.com; Fox 4 - Fort Myers; brent.struense@fox4now.com;
 closedcaptioning@fox4now.com; brandie@drhasen.com; guichard@stsurinlaw.com; rjohnson@wgcu.org;
 psklodow@wgcu.org; wgcusales@wgcu.org; bsteinhoff@wgcu.org; tcooke@wgcu.org; blinstro@wgcu.org;
 wgcu-fm - Ft. Myers; atardif@wgcu.org; mstepp@wgcu.org; memberservices@wgcu.org; kwoodle@wgcu.org;
 desmon@wgcu.org; mbeland@wgcu.org; ssmiley@wgcu.org; rchin@wgcu.org; scoleman@wgcu.org;
 sblonde@breezenewspapers.com; V., Harring; cgallagher@breezenewspapers.com;
 bneff@breezenewspapers.com; customerservice@breezenewspapers.com; advertise@floridaweekly.com;
 circulation@floridaweekly.com; accounting@floridaweekly.com; arts@floridaweekly.com; Florida Weekly - SWFL;
 ads@floridaweekly.com; gloriacga@leeschools.net; billbm@leeschools.net; arronrd@leeschools.net;
 joyceah@leeschools.net; phyllisjh@leeschools.net; media@rasmussen.edu; info@cozmo.edu;
 alumnirelations@fgcu.edu; heralded@miamiherald.com; miamisales@miamiherald.com;
 jkaplan@miamiherald.com; lguilarte@miamiherald.com; adinfo@miamiherald.com;
 classifiedads@miamiherald.com; ddickey@miamiherald.com; obit@miamiherald.com; rhirsch@miamiherald.com;
 dwilson@miamiherald.com; cfrank@miamiherald.com; jducassi@miamiherald.com; ssreaderservices@sun-
sentinel.com; dbanker@sun-sentinel.com; jooneill@sun-sentinel.com; glee@sun-sentinel.com; gday@sun-
sentinel.com; rgoudreau@sun-sentinel.com; letters@sun-sentinel.com; ecom@tribune.com; cneditor@gate.net;
 tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org

Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Saturday, September 05, 2015 4:04:48 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely
 over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the FWC
 won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in opposition to the
 hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250
 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy
 hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January or
 early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s original
 habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these “encounters”
 have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet food
 unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of the
 people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who



 will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts
 that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida
 Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for
 eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s
 an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-
black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.sosvox.org/en/petition/stop-killing-florida-black-bears.html? 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/
 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at https://www.facebook.com/
stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 



WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
 Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina,
 Estates County Store.
Lee Patrizzi
265 Riverwoods Trl
Chuluota, FL 32766 
321-377-5661

"If future generations are to remember us with gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave them
 something more than the miracles of technology. We must leave them a glimpse of the world as it was in
 the beginning, not just after we got through with it."
– President Lyndon B. Johnson, on the signing of the Wilderness Act of 1964

I GoodSearch for Morris Animal Foundation 
Raise money for your favorite charity or school just by searching the Internet with
 GoodSearch - www.goodsearch.com - powered by Yahoo!



From: lee patrizzi
To: newstips@abc-7.com; alainf@water.net; annmarie@water.net; cgreen@water.net; mrine@water.net;

 jennifers@water.net; laurell@water.net; pamh@water.net; donellah@water.net; ericas@water.net;
 laurell@water.net; jennifers@water.net; richardc@water.net; jeff.butera@abc-7.com; victoria.carmen@abc-
7.com; chris.parks@abc-7.com; Fox 4 - Fort Myers; brent.struense@fox4now.com;
 closedcaptioning@fox4now.com; brandie@drhasen.com; guichard@stsurinlaw.com; rjohnson@wgcu.org;
 psklodow@wgcu.org; wgcusales@wgcu.org; bsteinhoff@wgcu.org; tcooke@wgcu.org; blinstro@wgcu.org;
 wgcu-fm - Ft. Myers; atardif@wgcu.org; mstepp@wgcu.org; memberservices@wgcu.org; kwoodle@wgcu.org;
 desmon@wgcu.org; mbeland@wgcu.org; ssmiley@wgcu.org; rchin@wgcu.org; scoleman@wgcu.org;
 sblonde@breezenewspapers.com; V., Harring; cgallagher@breezenewspapers.com;
 bneff@breezenewspapers.com; customerservice@breezenewspapers.com; advertise@floridaweekly.com;
 circulation@floridaweekly.com; accounting@floridaweekly.com; arts@floridaweekly.com; Florida Weekly - SWFL;
 ads@floridaweekly.com; gloriacga@leeschools.net; billbm@leeschools.net; arronrd@leeschools.net;
 joyceah@leeschools.net; phyllisjh@leeschools.net; media@rasmussen.edu; info@cozmo.edu;
 alumnirelations@fgcu.edu; heralded@miamiherald.com; miamisales@miamiherald.com;
 jkaplan@miamiherald.com; lguilarte@miamiherald.com; adinfo@miamiherald.com;
 classifiedads@miamiherald.com; ddickey@miamiherald.com; obit@miamiherald.com; rhirsch@miamiherald.com;
 dwilson@miamiherald.com; cfrank@miamiherald.com; jducassi@miamiherald.com; ssreaderservices@sun-
sentinel.com; dbanker@sun-sentinel.com; jooneill@sun-sentinel.com; glee@sun-sentinel.com; gday@sun-
sentinel.com; rgoudreau@sun-sentinel.com; letters@sun-sentinel.com; ecom@tribune.com; cneditor@gate.net;
 tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org

Subject: The Florida bear hunt
Date: Saturday, September 05, 2015 3:56:30 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that
 these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely
 over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be
 pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the FWC
 won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in opposition to the
 hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250
 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy
 hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January or
 early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death
 hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will
 be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s original
 habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these “encounters”
 have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet food
 unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of the
 people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who



 will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts
 that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida
 Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for
 eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife
 Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s
 an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-no-to-
black-bear-trophy-hunt/
http://www.sosvox.org/en/petition/stop-killing-florida-black-bears.html? 
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/
 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at https://www.facebook.com/
stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 



WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
 Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina,
 Estates County Store.
Lee Patrizzi
"If future generations are to remember us with gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave them
 something more than the miracles of technology. We must leave them a glimpse of the world as it was in
 the beginning, not just after we got through with it."
– President Lyndon B. Johnson, on the signing of the Wilderness Act of 1964



From: Peter Wolff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear hunting
Date: Saturday, September 05, 2015 3:55:32 PM

From: Peter Wolff <peterwolff@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Under consideration of the presentation of the FWC  "Proposed Rule amendments for bear hunting" April 2015,
 specifically slide 22, I believe that the decision of the FWC to allow for the hunting of black bears is fundamentally
 flawed for the following reasons:

1) The proposed hunt will in my opinion not reduce any conflict in terms of interaction between humans and bears
 since the hunt will only affect the bear population in BMU's (let's call them the "good bears") and not those bears
 that are classified a nuisance  because of the interaction with humans in urban or urbanized areas.
2. The argument to restore tradition and allow the youth to experience bear hunt is not a rational argument; we
 should rather develop an effective  plan to create and maintain a wildlife supporting habitat.
Hunting is not the answer!

Respectfully,

Dr. Peter H. Wolff



From: Maria Skyshine
To: newstips@abc-7.com; alainf@water.net; annmarie@water.net; cgreen@water.net; mrine@water.net;

 jennifers@water.net; laurell@water.net; pamh@water.net; donellah@water.net; ericas@water.net;
 richardc@water.net; jeff.butera@abc-7.com; victoria.carmen@abc-7.com; chris.parks@abc-7.com; Fox 4 - Fort
 Myers; brent.struense@fox4now.com; closedcaptioning@fox4now.com; brandie@drhasen.com;
 guichard@stsurinlaw.com; rjohnson@wgcu.org; psklodow@wgcu.org; wgcusales@wgcu.org;
 bsteinhoff@wgcu.org; tcooke@wgcu.org; blinstro@wgcu.org; wgcu-fm - Ft. Myers; atardif@wgcu.org;
 mstepp@wgcu.org; memberservices@wgcu.org; kwoodle@wgcu.org; desmon@wgcu.org; mbeland@wgcu.org;
 ssmiley@wgcu.org; rchin@wgcu.org; scoleman@wgcu.org; sblonde@breezenewspapers.com; V., Harring;
 cgallagher@breezenewspapers.com; bneff@breezenewspapers.com; customerservice@breezenewspapers.com;
 advertise@floridaweekly.com; circulation@floridaweekly.com; accounting@floridaweekly.com;
 arts@floridaweekly.com; Florida Weekly - SWFL; ads@floridaweekly.com; gloriacga@leeschools.net;
 billbm@leeschools.net; arronrd@leeschools.net; joyceah@leeschools.net; phyllisjh@leeschools.net;
 media@rasmussen.edu; info@cozmo.edu; alumnirelations@fgcu.edu; heralded@miamiherald.com;
 miamisales@miamiherald.com; jkaplan@miamiherald.com; lguilarte@miamiherald.com;
 adinfo@miamiherald.com; classifiedads@miamiherald.com; ddickey@miamiherald.com; obit@miamiherald.com;
 rhirsch@miamiherald.com; dwilson@miamiherald.com; cfrank@miamiherald.com; jducassi@miamiherald.com;
 ssreaderservices@sun-sentinel.com; dbanker@sun-sentinel.com; jooneill@sun-sentinel.com; glee@sun-
sentinel.com; gday@sun-sentinel.com; rgoudreau@sun-sentinel.com; letters@sun-sentinel.com;
 ecom@tribune.com; cneditor@gate.net; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; info@miamichildrensmuseum.org; khamersly@miamiherald.com;
 amarques@miamiherald.com; nancrum@miamiherald.com; jyearwood@miamiherald.com;
 adriscoll@miamiherald.com; calendar@miamitodaynews.com; publisher@miamitodaynews.com;
 cfeinstein@wsvn.com; llevitus@wsvn.com; erodriguez@wsvn.com; dlazaro@wsvn.com;
 webteam@nbcmiami.com; SGcommunications@miami.edu; sgvicepresident@miami.edu;
 sgexecexternal@miami.edu; sgchiefofstaff@miami.edu; bbarrett@miami.edu; nhullihen@bus.miami.edu;
 mlutz@bus.miami.edu; hcosta@bus.miami.edu; lbalding@bus.miami.edu; saif@fiu.edu;
 hialeahadmissions@mdc.edu; hadmiss@mdc.edu; iacadmiss@mdc.edu; kadmis@mdc.edu; madmis@mdc.edu;
 nadmiss@mdc.edu; westadmissions@mdc.edu; wadmit@mdc.edu; finaid@mdc.edu; hiadvisement@mdc.edu;
 madvisement@mdc.edu; hadvisement@mdc.edu; nadvisement@mdc.edu; iadvisement@mdc.edu;
 westadvisement@mdc.edu; kadvisement@mdc.edu; wadvisement@mdc.edu; meecadvisement@mdc.edu;
 mdchomesteadiss@mdc.edu; mdcinteramericaniss@mdc.edu; mdckendalliss@mdc.edu;
 mdcmedicaliss@mdc.edu; mdcnorthiss@mdc.edu; mdcwolfsoniss@mdc.edu; virtual@mdc.edu;
 mdcinfo@mdc.edu; NWSAINFO@MDC.EDU; jm0452@miamidade.gov; bldgdept@miamidade.gov;
 mediarer@miamidade.gov; ksoffia74@yahoo.com; rblattner@clwrg.com; michael@communitynewspapers.com;
 grant@communitynewspapers.com; gservices@osc.org; rebecca.freda@visitorlando.com;
 ken.barnett@visitorlando.com; nathalie@miamichildrensmuseum.org; lwilliams@miamichildrensmuseum.org;
 peter@miamichildrensmuseum.org; myrna@miamichildrensmuseum.org

Subject: Stop the Florida bear hunt week
Date: Saturday, September 05, 2015 2:55:34 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.



- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement.

Please join me and DO SOMETHING!



From: Connie de Haan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Saturday, September 05, 2015 2:17:19 PM

From: Connie de Haan <chdehaan@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4077180647

Message Body: PLEASE CALL OFF THIS TRAGIC BEAR HUNT.  Do the right thing.
Connie de Haan (who lives on 8 acres adjacent to Wekiva and has bears on my property often; shame on the lazy,
 selfish humans who refuse to live responsibly for the sake of our wildlife, and more shame on the lazy, self-serving
 humans who murder our wildlife for their twisted pleasure)









From: DIANE M. KASTEL
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Saturday, September 05, 2015 7:41:13 AM

From: DIANE M. KASTEL <CLASSYLADY1@COMCAST.NET>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60189-8444

Phone Number: 630-456-4927

Message Body: “We’re getting people educated, showing them what’s going on and for the most part people are
 outraged and appalled,” said Adam Sugalski, campaign director for Stop the Forida Bear Hunt, a group of
 advocates who’s also fundraising to cover the legal bills related to the lawsuit.

By approving the Florida bear hunt, officials that are supposedly responsible for conservation and protection of the
 state’s creatures have ignored science and overwhelming public outcry. Sign the petition and urge commissioners to
 reconsider their decision, stop the hunt, refund the permits and incorporate a non-violent plan to reduce human-bear
 conflict.

Read more: http://www.care2.com/causes/how-you-can-help-stop-the-upcoming-florida-black-bear-
hunt.html#ixzz3kramXiq1



From: DIANE M. KASTEL
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Saturday, September 05, 2015 7:41:09 AM

From: DIANE M. KASTEL <CLASSYLADY1@COMCAST.NET>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60189-8444

Phone Number: 630-456-4927

Message Body: “We’re getting people educated, showing them what’s going on and for the most part people are
 outraged and appalled,” said Adam Sugalski, campaign director for Stop the Forida Bear Hunt, a group of
 advocates who’s also fundraising to cover the legal bills related to the lawsuit.

By approving the Florida bear hunt, officials that are supposedly responsible for conservation and protection of the
 state’s creatures have ignored science and overwhelming public outcry. Sign the petition and urge commissioners to
 reconsider their decision, stop the hunt, refund the permits and incorporate a non-violent plan to reduce human-bear
 conflict.

Read more: http://www.care2.com/causes/how-you-can-help-stop-the-upcoming-florida-black-bear-
hunt.html#ixzz3kramXiq1



From: Loretta Hollings
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Cancel Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, September 05, 2015 5:16:52 AM

From: Loretta Hollings <lhollings@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85750

Phone Number: 520-299-5499

Message Body: Dear Governor,
I urge you to cancel the black bear hunt as the state of Florida didn't even conduct a bear count and therefore you
 don't even know how many of these bears reside in Florida!
This is a unique sub-species of black bears indigenous to only Florida and it is contrary to good conservation not to
 have a definitive count of how many bears there are especially if a state has plans for a hunt.
This hunt is therefore premature and doesn't meet the criteria for a hunt.
I urge you to cancel this hunt as it would be reckless to proceed and please implement sound management policies
 instead.  Seventy-five percent of Floridians are against this bear hunt and many people from other states are too as
 they feel that Florida is not in keeping with good conservation as is rushing into a hunt before it does all of its
 necessary research and implements much sounder policies that are effective such as better trash management
 policies where in states that do this, there is 95% less conflict.  Hunting does nothing to reduce conflict as the
 numbers show.
I urge you to reconsider this hunt and call it off as many would be tourists also, like myself will be turned off from
 Florida's massacre of it's own very unique Black bear population which is still threatened.

Sincerely,
Loretta Hollings



From: Loretta Hollings
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Cancel Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, September 05, 2015 5:16:48 AM

From: Loretta Hollings <lhollings@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85750

Phone Number: 520-299-5499

Message Body: Dear Governor,
I urge you to cancel the black bear hunt as the state of Florida didn't even conduct a bear count and therefore you
 don't even know how many of these bears reside in Florida!
This is a unique sub-species of black bears indigenous to only Florida and it is contrary to good conservation not to
 have a definitive count of how many bears there are especially if a state has plans for a hunt.
This hunt is therefore premature and doesn't meet the criteria for a hunt.
I urge you to cancel this hunt as it would be reckless to proceed and please implement sound management policies
 instead.  Seventy-five percent of Floridians are against this bear hunt and many people from other states are too as
 they feel that Florida is not in keeping with good conservation as is rushing into a hunt before it does all of its
 necessary research and implements much sounder policies that are effective such as better trash management
 policies where in states that do this, there is 95% less conflict.  Hunting does nothing to reduce conflict as the
 numbers show.
I urge you to reconsider this hunt and call it off as many would be tourists also, like myself will be turned off from
 Florida's massacre of it's own very unique Black bear population which is still threatened.

Sincerely,
Loretta Hollings



From: Susan Goodman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop back
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 8:40:29 PM

From: Susan Goodman <rvgal321@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the black bear hunt scheduled for October.  It is not the way to manage human-bear conflicts
 which are the result of human encroachment on ever diminishing bear habitat. The solution to a problem, including
 this one, is not always to killing.



From: Sherrie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 8:15:40 PM

From: Sherrie <sbavec@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407-804-6352

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott

I am adamantly opposed to the scheduled bear hunt set for October.   To move forward in the hunt without scientific
 study determining black bear populations leads me to believe that hunting our black bears is a premature decision. I
 have to wonder about the monetary benefits resulting in bought permits.   Not to mention the "excitement " hunters
 get from "the hunt and the kill!"  Wait for the population study before hunting!  Please stop the hunt!!!!!!please stop
 the hunt. What else can we do to prevent this from happening?????



From: Sherrie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 8:15:38 PM

From: Sherrie <sbavec@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407-804-6352

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott

I am adamantly opposed to the scheduled bear hunt set for October.   To move forward in the hunt without scientific
 study determining black bear populations leads me to believe that hunting our black bears is a premature decision. I
 have to wonder about the monetary benefits resulting in bought permits.   Not to mention the "excitement " hunters
 get from "the hunt and the kill!"  Wait for the population study before hunting!  Please stop the hunt!!!!!!please stop
 the hunt. What else can we do to prevent this from happening?????



From: Patricia Gibson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 5:02:51 PM

From: Patricia Gibson <superjetski@hotmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32507

Phone Number: 8506021693

Message Body: I implore you to please reconsider the bear hunt next month. This is not how we want our beautiful
 state to be represented; with gory pictures of massive numbers of beautiful a bears dead. With over 1800 lisences
 sold, more than bears are going to die. The fact is that the first lisences purchased were by the representatives who
 voted FOR the hunt-this is a conflict of interest. The bear numbers used were skewed using old data. 3 yrs ago they
 were endangered and now we're hunting them? It's proven that hunts don't work to reduce human/bear interactions.
 If you have any doubts at all, please stop and relook at this issue. Please Be the governor for ALL of us, not just a
 few. Over 60% of the state is AGAINST this hunt!



From: Patricia Gibson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 5:02:49 PM

From: Patricia Gibson <superjetski@hotmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32507

Phone Number: 8506021693

Message Body: I implore you to please reconsider the bear hunt next month. This is not how we want our beautiful
 state to be represented; with gory pictures of massive numbers of beautiful a bears dead. With over 1800 lisences
 sold, more than bears are going to die. The fact is that the first lisences purchased were by the representatives who
 voted FOR the hunt-this is a conflict of interest. The bear numbers used were skewed using old data. 3 yrs ago they
 were endangered and now we're hunting them? It's proven that hunts don't work to reduce human/bear interactions.
 If you have any doubts at all, please stop and relook at this issue. Please Be the governor for ALL of us, not just a
 few. Over 60% of the state is AGAINST this hunt!



From: Jan Goldsmith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 2:40:39 PM

From: Jan Goldsmith <jangoldsmith@mac.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34108

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Naples resident like yourself, I am in shock over the decision to allow the bear (witch) hunt in
 the Picayune Strand in Oct.  Why has this been allowed?  The bears there ARE NOT THE ONES feeding on the
 food in urban areas. Why not EDUCATE PEOPLE about ways to NOT feed the bears, or NOT leave food out for
 them? We humans are the ones who have made their habitat shrink continuously, and we humans are the lazy
 uneducated ones who nonchalantly leave food out that attracts them.  So why are WE KILLING THEM in such a
 harsh useless way?  This makes absolutely no sense whatsoever.  This is NOT going to stop the occasional bear
 from wandering off into neighborhoods. It's just giving these NRA loving killers more reasons to kill.  The chances
 of someone getting injured or killed during this free for all shootout are tremendously greater than someone getting
 killed or maimed by a bear.  Really? What or who is really behind this outlandish decision? 
Just remember that dentist who killed the lion in Africa and the international uproar over it.  Well many of us will be
 out in the Strand in Oct photographing these bear "trophies" and just think how the public will react when they see
 these pictures of senseless brutality all over social media.  Please stop this now while you can!!!



From: Jan Goldsmith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 2:40:36 PM

From: Jan Goldsmith <jangoldsmith@mac.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34108

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Naples resident like yourself, I am in shock over the decision to allow the bear (witch) hunt in
 the Picayune Strand in Oct.  Why has this been allowed?  The bears there ARE NOT THE ONES feeding on the
 food in urban areas. Why not EDUCATE PEOPLE about ways to NOT feed the bears, or NOT leave food out for
 them? We humans are the ones who have made their habitat shrink continuously, and we humans are the lazy
 uneducated ones who nonchalantly leave food out that attracts them.  So why are WE KILLING THEM in such a
 harsh useless way?  This makes absolutely no sense whatsoever.  This is NOT going to stop the occasional bear
 from wandering off into neighborhoods. It's just giving these NRA loving killers more reasons to kill.  The chances
 of someone getting injured or killed during this free for all shootout are tremendously greater than someone getting
 killed or maimed by a bear.  Really? What or who is really behind this outlandish decision? 
Just remember that dentist who killed the lion in Africa and the international uproar over it.  Well many of us will be
 out in the Strand in Oct photographing these bear "trophies" and just think how the public will react when they see
 these pictures of senseless brutality all over social media.  Please stop this now while you can!!!



From: Karen Howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 1:15:27 PM

From: Karen Howard <vituspr@aol.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34953

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am disappointed that you are allowing a trophy bear hunt in Florida. Instead of teaching people
 how to act if they see a bear, and instead of teaching people how to keep their trash secure, you’re allowing Florida
 FWC to issue licenses to hunt and kill bears. This is cruel and inhumane as well as stupid and counter-productive,
 plus it shows the world that Florida is only issuing the licenses to make money.

Florida already has the reputation of being a state of money-hungry politicos and gun-slinging rednecks ready to
 shoot anything that moves, and this only adds to that stereotype. The FWC “rules for the hunt” are ridiculous. It’s
 luring hunters with a mind-set like Walter Palmer (remember him? The dentist who lured a lion from protected
 land, shot and wounded him with an arrow and then tracked him for 48 hours before finally putting him out of his
 misery?) These “hunters” don’t give a damn about rules; they’ll do whatever they can, whatever they have to, to
 bag a trophy bear.

Ignoring those of us who want to protect our natural resources (including bears) won’t make us go away. It will only
 make us yell louder. We don’t want Florida black bears to go extinct. We don’t want to see our state become a
 Killing Zone for crazies.

Killing indigenous Florida wildlife will NOT prevent human/animal confrontations. Teaching people to properly
 dispose of their food waste will be a big help. I have relatives in New Jersey who have been taught how to do this,
 and it has cut back on human/bear encounters.

By allowing Florida FWC to issue these licenses, you have shown that our governor does NOT care about our
 environment, our wildlife, or the reputation of our state. I am ashamed and appalled. I urge you to have FWC stop
 the hunt, refund the permits and incorporate a non-violent plan to reduce human/bear conflict.

If you want to cull something, go after the non-native Nile monitor lizards, Burmese pythons and anacondas that are
 causing so much trouble.



From: Norma Levin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 12:33:37 PM

From: Norma Levin <normalevin@iburst.co.za>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 2194

Phone Number: 2711833994747

Message Body: Is death and killing the only contribution to the planet you and  these people can make.
You curse yourselves with your evil



From: Norma Levin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 12:33:35 PM

From: Norma Levin <normalevin@iburst.co.za>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 2194

Phone Number: 2711833994747

Message Body: Is death and killing the only contribution to the planet you and  these people can make.
You curse yourselves with your evil



From: Abe Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Upcoming Black Bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 12:20:46 PM

From: Abe Martin <sky1lobo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87571-3190

Phone Number: 5053591546

Message Body: Dear Mr Walker,
as a concerned citizen please re-consider halting the black bear trophy hunt.
Sincerely, Abe Martin



From: Abe Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Upcoming Black Bear hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 12:20:44 PM

From: Abe Martin <sky1lobo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87571-3190

Phone Number: 5053591546

Message Body: Dear Mr Walker,
as a concerned citizen please re-consider halting the black bear trophy hunt.
Sincerely, Abe Martin



From: Karen Reuter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal Rights
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 10:29:50 AM

From: Karen Reuter <knreuter@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34275

Phone Number: 941-484-6880

Message Body: Dear Governor, 
I am an 81 year old Republican speaking my views and twelve members of my family!  Only YOU can stop the
 senseless bear hunt to appease a bunch of trophy hunters!  Your Fish and Wildlife do not even have a census done-
 this is stupidity!  Durango,CO furnishes locked garbage cans and people are responsible and not the Bears- they are
 left alone. I am really sick of the Republicans in the state and in congress wanting to kill all animals- We will never
 again vote for anyone who sanctions these rules against animals.  I have not talked to ANY of my friends who are
 for the hunt!  It is a disgrace to our state, and especially how it it being carried out.  Why must we let the minority
 rule? My late husband, a surgeon, saved lives and did not try to destroy them- we always have rescued cats and
 dogs. You will be surprised how great most people will react if you stop this bloody killing. Many people think that
 the killing is done to appease people who have money- which is the concept of the Republican Party!  It is now time
 for our party to help all animals or it will destroy us!  Facebook does a great job of telling it all to the public!  Am
 hoping to hear that you have stopped the October hunt as the responsibility stops with you.  My vote does count!
Thank you for listening and hoping to hear better news!
Karen Reuter



From: Karen Reuter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal Rights
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 10:29:47 AM

From: Karen Reuter <knreuter@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34275

Phone Number: 941-484-6880

Message Body: Dear Governor, 
I am an 81 year old Republican speaking my views and twelve members of my family!  Only YOU can stop the
 senseless bear hunt to appease a bunch of trophy hunters!  Your Fish and Wildlife do not even have a census done-
 this is stupidity!  Durango,CO furnishes locked garbage cans and people are responsible and not the Bears- they are
 left alone. I am really sick of the Republicans in the state and in congress wanting to kill all animals- We will never
 again vote for anyone who sanctions these rules against animals.  I have not talked to ANY of my friends who are
 for the hunt!  It is a disgrace to our state, and especially how it it being carried out.  Why must we let the minority
 rule? My late husband, a surgeon, saved lives and did not try to destroy them- we always have rescued cats and
 dogs. You will be surprised how great most people will react if you stop this bloody killing. Many people think that
 the killing is done to appease people who have money- which is the concept of the Republican Party!  It is now time
 for our party to help all animals or it will destroy us!  Facebook does a great job of telling it all to the public!  Am
 hoping to hear that you have stopped the October hunt as the responsibility stops with you.  My vote does count!
Thank you for listening and hoping to hear better news!
Karen Reuter



From: Jan Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO to Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 10:04:53 AM

From: Jan Jackson <janjackson@centurytel.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78666

Phone Number: (512) 353-8851

Message Body: The PROPOSED Black Bear hunt is inhumane and unnecessary.  I opposed it strongly.



From: Jan Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO to Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 10:04:52 AM

From: Jan Jackson <janjackson@centurytel.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78666

Phone Number: (512) 353-8851

Message Body: The PROPOSED Black Bear hunt is inhumane and unnecessary.  I opposed it strongly.



From: Janice Weidler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 8:40:53 AM

From: Janice Weidler <jannabanana@cfl.rr.com>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32766

Phone Number: 407-202-0813

Message Body: I am writing to share with you my opinion on the upcoming bear hunt you and your committee
 approved for this October.  I fail to see the "conservation" end of this process as it will only contribute to the
 extinction of this wonderful species!  Blaming the bears for being who they are is not the answer.  There are so
 many other ways to prevent bear-human interaction, all of which have been ignored by your office!  I understand
 this is bringing in money to our state however at what cost?  Your name and those on the committee will forever be
 associated with the demise of a species.  To ignore all of the other options and go for legalized murder of a species
 is not an appropriate answer and it shows that you are NOT in tune with the people in this state!  Please consider
 revising your stance and stop this hunt while you can.  The people of this state, me included, are disgusted with this
 display of false "manhood" and insist that humanity be shown.  Take a good look at what the people are saying and
 act accordingly.  Trophy hunting under the false heading of "population control" is sick.  It is a good thing that this
 is illegal for humans, right?



From: Janice Weidler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, September 04, 2015 8:40:51 AM

From: Janice Weidler <jannabanana@cfl.rr.com>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32766

Phone Number: 407-202-0813

Message Body: I am writing to share with you my opinion on the upcoming bear hunt you and your committee
 approved for this October.  I fail to see the "conservation" end of this process as it will only contribute to the
 extinction of this wonderful species!  Blaming the bears for being who they are is not the answer.  There are so
 many other ways to prevent bear-human interaction, all of which have been ignored by your office!  I understand
 this is bringing in money to our state however at what cost?  Your name and those on the committee will forever be
 associated with the demise of a species.  To ignore all of the other options and go for legalized murder of a species
 is not an appropriate answer and it shows that you are NOT in tune with the people in this state!  Please consider
 revising your stance and stop this hunt while you can.  The people of this state, me included, are disgusted with this
 display of false "manhood" and insist that humanity be shown.  Take a good look at what the people are saying and
 act accordingly.  Trophy hunting under the false heading of "population control" is sick.  It is a good thing that this
 is illegal for humans, right?



From: james lander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, September 03, 2015 1:02:57 PM

From: james lander <james.lander@att net>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 3866150046

Message Body: dear sir, please stop the the bear hunt, they have cubs. thank you.



From: james lander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, September 03, 2015 1:02:56 PM

From: james lander <james.lander@att net>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 3866150046

Message Body: dear sir, please stop the the bear hunt, they have cubs. thank you.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt/Panther Protections/FWC
Date: Thursday, September 03, 2015 10:53:53 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Tamara Todd [mailto m.ttodd@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2015 10:51 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt/Panther Protections/FWC

From: Tamara Todd <m.ttodd@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33570

Phone Number: 813-401-1313

Message Body: Are you people up there out of your minds!  How does hunting bear in the forest address the
 problem with bears in suburban areas?  As read in Tampa Bay Times article of 9/3/15 "October's Bear Hunt Limit
 is Capped at 320", distributing better garbage cans led to a 95% drop in bear complaints.  If this state's building
 planners had to take the advise of a REAL FWC and biologists before building in bear habitat, we would not have
 this problem.  And easing protections for Panthers!  Seriously!  Having Liesa Priddy on the commission is a joke! 
 Having a couple of cattle killed by our state's very important natural predators is a small price to pay, shame on you
 Liesa Priddy!  A rancher who fears a panther will eat his grandchildren?! I can certainly thank Rick Scott and
 commissioners like Liesa Priddy for gutting the FWC.  What a joke!   Hopefully our next governor will be a person
 who really cares about our state's endangered resources.  Today I am ashamed to be a Floridian.   Thank God, this is
 Rick Scott's last term as he is dysfunctional, not a leader or voice for our state.  You SUCK!



From: Tamara Todd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt/Panther Protections/FWC
Date: Thursday, September 03, 2015 10:51:35 AM

From: Tamara Todd <m.ttodd@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33570

Phone Number: 813-401-1313

Message Body: Are you people up there out of your minds!  How does hunting bear in the forest address the
 problem with bears in suburban areas?  As read in Tampa Bay Times article of 9/3/15 "October's Bear Hunt Limit
 is Capped at 320", distributing better garbage cans led to a 95% drop in bear complaints.  If this state's building
 planners had to take the advise of a REAL FWC and biologists before building in bear habitat, we would not have
 this problem.  And easing protections for Panthers!  Seriously!  Having Liesa Priddy on the commission is a joke! 
 Having a couple of cattle killed by our state's very important natural predators is a small price to pay, shame on you
 Liesa Priddy!  A rancher who fears a panther will eat his grandchildren?! I can certainly thank Rick Scott and
 commissioners like Liesa Priddy for gutting the FWC.  What a joke!   Hopefully our next governor will be a person
 who really cares about our state's endangered resources.  Today I am ashamed to be a Floridian.   Thank God, this is
 Rick Scott's last term as he is dysfunctional, not a leader or voice for our state.  You SUCK!



From: KEVIN BYRNE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, September 03, 2015 10:00:45 AM

From: KEVIN BYRNE <kevingbyrne@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33334

Phone Number: 3522229158

Message Body: THE BLACK BEAR HUNT IS INHUMANE. PLEASE PROTECT THE WILDLIFE, NOT
 MURDER IT! FLORIDA IS THE ONLY STATE IN THE COUNTRY TO TROPHY HUNT THERE ANIMALS.
 SAVE THEM NOT KILL THEM!



From: Margaret Riggs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting solution
Date: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 7:44:01 PM

From: Margaret Riggs <margaret.ariggs@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32817

Phone Number: 4076776430

Message Body: I do not understand why you are allowing the bear hunt since a group has contacted you willing to
 pay for and administer birth control for the bears - please do not allow this, 60 bears  born a year is not much.



From: Margaret Riggs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting solution
Date: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 7:43:59 PM

From: Margaret Riggs <margaret.ariggs@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32817

Phone Number: 4076776430

Message Body: I do not understand why you are allowing the bear hunt since a group has contacted you willing to
 pay for and administer birth control for the bears - please do not allow this, 60 bears  born a year is not much.



From: nilupul fernando
To: jbrown@cbs12.com; rmrajewski@cbs12.com; jnovorro@cbs12.com; mhowell@cbs12.com; lhills@cbs12.com;

 jibalderas@cbs12.com; wburbank@hearst.com; frodriguez@wpbf.com; rrothstein@hearst.com;
 pmurray@hearst.com; publicfile@wflx.com; bbuscemi@wflx.com; marketinghelp@wflx.com;
 fox29news@wflx.com; closedcaptioning@wflx.com; bbillens@wflx.com; publicfile@wflx.com;
 bbennett@pbpost.com; jane musgrave@pbpost.com; Alexandra seltzer@pbpost.com;
 Julius whigham@pbpost.com; sullivaj@palmbeachstate.edu; milesj@palmbeachstate.edu;
 allena@palmbeachstate.edu; mcfaddes@palmbeachstate.edu; llsboca@fau.edu; llsjuptr@fau.edu;
 alumni.affairs@fau.edu; faufoundation@fau.edu; tickets@fau.edu; fau.research@fau.edu; marketing@fau.edu;
 graduatecollege@fau.edu; admissions@fau.edu; registrar@fau.edu; housing@fau.edu; career@fau.edu;
 faupark@fau.edu; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 kmollis@evergladesuniversity.edu; jmoschella@evergladesuniversity.edu; seetasm@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 dshelpman@evergladesuniversity.edu; ebert@evergladesuniversity.edu; atgallumette@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 akaczor@evergladesuniversity.edu; cgordon@evergladesuniversity.edu; ppeterson@evergladesuniversity.edu

Subject: Help the Bears in Florida
Date: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 2:56:04 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of



 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-commission-
no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meetinghttps://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festivalhttps://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added



 athttps://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass Pro Outdoor World,
 Rose Marina, Estates County Store.



From: Deborah Washburn
To: sullivaj@palmbeachstate.edu; milesj@palmbeachstate.edu; allena@palmbeachstate.edu;

 mcfaddes@palmbeachstate.edu; llsboca@fau.edu; llsjuptr@fau.edu; alumni.affairs@fau.edu;
 faufoundation@fau.edu; tickets@fau.edu; fau.research@fau.edu; marketing@fau.edu;
 graduatecollege@fau.edu; admissions@fau.edu; registrar@fau.edu; housing@fau.edu; career@fau.edu;
 faupark@fau.edu; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 kmollis@evergladesuniversity.edu; jmoschella@evergladesuniversity.edu; seetasm@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 dshelpman@evergladesuniversity.edu; ebert@evergladesuniversity.edu; atgallumette@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 akaczor@evergladesuniversity.edu; cgordon@evergladesuniversity.edu; ppeterson@evergladesuniversity.edu

Subject: Please read and help.....
Date: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 10:46:57 AM

 Dear Neighbors,

 I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that these
 animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold
 permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears
 since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many
 ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

 Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the FWC won’t make
 any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in opposition to the hunt, including Humane
 Society of the United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the
 hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest
 groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

 *STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
 -In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January or early February.

 - When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death hours or
 even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.

 -How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will be
 overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer!

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s original habitat by
 clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these “encounters” have been related to
 bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet food unsecured.

 *SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
 This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of the people. They
 must be stopped - and they will be stopped.

 -This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who will monitor
 that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts that include females.

 -This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida Black Bear's
 natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in
 neighboring subdivisions.

 -Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters Association has
 publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

 There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,



 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission
 can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful
 over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and
 DO SOMETHING!      



From: Constance Franklin
To: jbrown@cbs12.com; rmrajewski@cbs12.com; jnovorro@cbs12.com; mhowell@cbs12.com; Angel, Greg;

 lhills@cbs12.com; jibalderas@cbs12.com; wburbank@hearst.com; frodriguez@wpbf.com;
 rrothstein@hearst.com; pmurray@hearst.com; publicfile@wflx.com; bbuscemi@wflx.com;
 marketinghelp@wflx.com; fox29news@wflx.com; closedcaptioning@wflx.com; closedcaptioning@wflx.com;
 bbillens@wflx.com; publicfile@wflx.com; bbennett@pbpost.com; jane musgrave@pbpost.com;
 Alexandra seltzer@pbpost.com; Julius whigham@pbpost.com; sullivaj@palmbeachstate.edu;
 milesj@palmbeachstate.edu; allena@palmbeachstate.edu; mcfaddes@palmbeachstate.edu; llsboca@fau.edu;
 llsjuptr@fau.edu; alumni.affairs@fau.edu; faufoundation@fau.edu; tickets@fau.edu; fau.research@fau.edu;
 marketing@fau.edu; graduatecollege@fau.edu; admissions@fau.edu; registrar@fau.edu; housing@fau.edu;
 career@fau.edu; faupark@fau.edu; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 kmollis@evergladesuniversity.edu; jmoschella@evergladesuniversity.edu; seetasm@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 dshelpman@evergladesuniversity.edu; ebert@evergladesuniversity.edu; atgallumette@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 akaczor@evergladesuniversity.edu; cgordon@evergladesuniversity.edu; ppeterson@evergladesuniversity.edu

Subject: Please take a stand for our wildlife and help end the slaughter.
Date: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 10:02:26 AM

Dear Neighbors,

As an American gravely concerned with thriving biodiversity, and the ethical regard toward other
 species, I am writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!
 THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure
 it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. The vast
 majority of people in Florida deeply care about bears, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of



 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and take a stand for Florida's
 wildlife! 

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 



STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass
 Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County Store.

Thank you,
Constance Franklin



From: Gail Stern
To: freepress@keysnews.com; pclarin@keysnews.com; jgore@keysnews.com; vheddings@keysnews.com;

 newstip@wnep.com; feedback@wnep.com; telldave@wnep.com; weather@wnep.com; pointer@wnep.com;
 eugene@wnep.com; boris@wnep.com; engineering@wnep.com; chuck.morgan@wnep.com; hb@wnep.com;
 pol@wnep.com; sports@wnep.com; noreen.clark@wnep.com; shannon.roche@wnep.com;
 webmaster@wnep.com; rtamborrino@keynoter.com; dgoodhue@keysreporter.com; lkahn@keynoter.com;
 waxford@keynoter.com; acave@keynoter.com; kwadlow@keynoter.com; kbryan@keynoter.com;
 vserra@keynoter.com; ctownshend@keynoter.com; jpulis@keynoter.com; dchesnet@keynoter.com;
 jdarden@keysreporter.com; ccoleman@keysreporter.com; lsheaks@keynoter.com; btraeger@keynoter.com;
 lschkrioba@keysreporter.com; tswift@keynoter.com; tjava@keysreporter.com; trockman@keynoter.com;
 editor@thebluepaper.com; advertising@thebluepaper.com; weywtv19@aol.com; lee@s-plaw.com;
 msparacio@bellsouth.net; cbsmiami@cbs.com; ccinformation@wfor.cbs.com; ccinformationwbfs@cbs.com;
 nrubio@cbs.com; lori.bosco@fkcc.edu; kristina.neihouse@fkcc.edu; michael.mcpherson@fkcc.edu;
 ericka.gonzalezblanco@fkcc.edu; melissa.nicholas@fkcc.edu; jenny.hardin@fkcc.edu;
 alexandra.busot@fkcc.edu; james.cutty@fkcc.edu; ann.labriola@fkcc.edu; john.demeo@fkcc.edu;
 dawn.ellis@fkcc.edu; katheryn.eads@fkcc.edu; debbie.leonard@fkcc.edu; lana.sielski@fkcc.edu;
 shai.foy@fkcc.edu; emily.drummond@fkcc.edu; jbrown@cbs12.com; rmrajewski@cbs12.com;
 jnovorro@cbs12.com; mhowell@cbs12.com; Angel, Greg; lhills@cbs12.com; jibalderas@cbs12.com;
 wburbank@hearst.com; frodriguez@wpbf.com; rrothstein@hearst.com; pmurray@hearst.com;
 publicfile@wflx.com; bbuscemi@wflx.com; marketinghelp@wflx.com; fox29news@wflx.com; .;
 bbillens@wflx.com; bbennett@pbpost.com; jane musgrave@pbpost.com; Alexandra seltzer@pbpost.com;
 Julius whigham@pbpost.com; sullivaj@palmbeachstate.edu; milesj@palmbeachstate.edu;
 allena@palmbeachstate.edu; mcfaddes@palmbeachstate.edu; llsboca@fau.edu; llsjuptr@fau.edu;
 alumni.affairs@fau.edu; faufoundation@fau.edu; tickets@fau.edu; fau.research@fau.edu; marketing@fau.edu;
 graduatecollege@fau.edu; admissions@fau.edu; registrar@fau.edu; housing@fau.edu; career@fau.edu;
 faupark@fau.edu; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments;
 kmollis@evergladesuniversity.edu; jmoschella@evergladesuniversity.edu; seetasm@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 dshelpman@evergladesuniversity.edu; ebert@evergladesuniversity.edu; atgallumette@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 akaczor@evergladesuniversity.edu; cgordon@evergladesuniversity.edu; ppeterson@evergladesuniversity.edu

Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT!
Date: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 9:35:14 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of
 the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We
 love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late
 January or early February.



- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of
 these “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people
 have left food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the
 will of the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up
 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 



http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:



Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass Pro Outdoor World,
 Rose Marina, Estates County Store.



From: Lisa Grossman
To: freepress@keysnews.com; support@keysnews.com; pclarin@keysnews.com; thomas@keysnews.com;

 jgore@keysnews.com; tmattson@keysnews.com; vheddings@keysnews.com; bensley-
dan@monroecounty.fl.gov; francis-lourdes@monroecounty.fl.gov; crystal-mitzi@monroecounty.fl.gov; hitchins-
celia@monroecounty.fl.gov; newstip@wnep.com; feedback@wnep.com; telldave@wnep.com;
 weather@wnep.com; pointer@wnep.com; eugene@wnep.com; boris@wnep.com; engineering@wnep.com;
 chuck.morgan@wnep.com; hb@wnep.com; pol@wnep.com; sports@wnep.com; noreen.clark@wnep.com;
 shannon.roche@wnep.com; community@wnep.com; webmaster@wnep.com; rtamborrino@keynoter.com;
 dgoodhue@keysreporter.com; lkahn@keynoter.com; waxford@keynoter.com; acave@keynoter.com;
 kwadlow@keynoter.com; kbryan@keynoter.com; vserra@keynoter.com; ctownshend@keynoter.com;
 jpulis@keynoter.com; dchesnet@keynoter.com; jdarden@keysreporter.com; ccoleman@keysreporter.com;
 lsheaks@keynoter.com; schkrioba@keysreporter.com; btraeger@keynoter.com; lschkrioba@keysreporter.com;
 tswift@keynoter.com; tjava@keysreporter.com; trockman@keynoter.com; editor@thebluepaper.com;
 advertising@thebluepaper.com; weywtv19@aol.com; lee@s-plaw.com; msparacio@bellsouth.net;
 cbsmiami@cbs.com; ccinformation@wfor.cbs.com; ccinformationwbfs@cbs.com; nrubio@cbs.com;
 lori.bosco@fkcc.edu; kristina.neihouse@fkcc.edu; michael.mcpherson@fkcc.edu;
 ericka.gonzalezblanco@fkcc.edu; melissa.nicholas@fkcc.edu; jenny.hardin@fkcc.edu;
 alexandra.busot@fkcc.edu; james.cutty@fkcc.edu; ann.labriola@fkcc.edu; john.demeo@fkcc.edu;
 dawn.ellis@fkcc.edu; katheryn.eads@fkcc.edu; debbie.leonard@fkcc.edu; lana.sielski@fkcc.edu;
 shai.foy@fkcc.edu; emily.drummond@fkcc.edu; jbrown@cbs12.com; rmrajewski@cbs12.com;
 jnovorro@cbs12.com; mhowell@cbs12.com; Angel, Greg; lhills@cbs12.com; jibalderas@cbs12.com;
 wburbank@hearst.com; frodriguez@wpbf.com; rrothstein@hearst.com; pmurray@hearst.com;
 publicfile@wflx.com; bbuscemi@wflx.com; marketinghelp@wflx.com; fox29news@wflx.com;
 closedcaptioning@wflx.com; bbillens@wflx.com; bbennett@pbpost.com; jane musgrave@pbpost.com;
 Alexandra seltzer@pbpost.com; Julius whigham@pbpost.com; sullivaj@palmbeachstate.edu;
 milesj@palmbeachstate.edu; allena@palmbeachstate.edu; mcfaddes@palmbeachstate.edu; llsboca@fau.edu;
 llsjuptr@fau.edu; askpersonnel@fau.edu; alumni.affairs@fau.edu; faufoundation@fau.edu; tickets@fau.edu;
 fau.research@fau.edu; marketing@fau.edu; graduatecollege@fau.edu; admissions@fau.edu; registrar@fau.edu;
 housing@fau.edu; career@fau.edu; faupark@fau.edu; tip@myfwc.com; Media; Scott Open Government;
 Appointments; kmollis@evergladesuniversity.edu; jmoschella@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 seetasm@evergladesuniversity.edu; dshelpman@evergladesuniversity.edu; ebert@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 atgallumette@evergladesuniversity.edu; akaczor@evergladesuniversity.edu; cgordon@evergladesuniversity.edu;
 ppeterson@evergladesuniversity.edu

Subject: Schedule
Date: Tuesday, September 01, 2015 9:58:59 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife
 Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+
 have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since
 cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

DID YOU KNOW…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem…
 except that the FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out
 to the commission in opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United
 States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of
 the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters
 and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being
 ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around



 late January or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow
 and agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an
 arrow in him before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue?
 How many officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to
 answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida
 Black bear’s original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings
 and that most of these “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food
 around places where people have left food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees
 ignoring the will of the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are
 not present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death,
 as has been the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to
 harvest the Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now
 selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring
 subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it
 is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will
 break up bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned
 bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling
 hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over
 selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 



http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com)

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass
 Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County Store.





From: Gail Stern
To: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; floridatoday, news;

 tgif@floridatoday.com; letters@floridatoday.com; Berman, Dave; jsaggio@floridatoday.com;
 jwaymer@floridatoday.com; nmoody@floridatoday.com; rneale@floridatoday.com; jdean@floridatoday.com;
 jtorres@floridatoday.com; ikowarski@floridatoday.com; Price, Wayne; lmanderville@floridatoday.com;
 sleonard@floridatoday.com; jsangalang@floridatoday.com; spaulson@floridatoday.com;
 mreed@floridatoday.com; bmccallum@floridatoday.com; mparsons@floridatoday.com;
 djones@floridatoday.com; bgabordi@floridatoday.com; mbellaby@floridatoday.com; jmeesey@floridatoday.com;
 jmccarthy@floridatoday.com; twalters@floridatoday.com; spacecoastdaily@gmail.com;
 contact@spacecoastdaily.com; brevardtimes@gmail.com; mtgbrevard@gmail.com; devonbrevard@gmail.com;
 ltbrevard@gmail.com; advertising@clickorlando.com; newstips@clickorlando.com;
 newsmanager@clickorlando.com; wkmggm@clickorlando.com; bobbysocksbrevard@gmail.com;
 cblairbt@gmail.com; fergusond@easternflorida.edu; poffs@easternflorida.edu; cruzi@easternflorida.edu;
 deutschk@easternflorida.edu; leont@easternflorida.edu; walshl@easternflorida.edu;
 hortond@easternflorida.edu; hancockdi@easternflorida.edu; thigpenj@easternflorida.edu;
 capmand@easternflorida.edu; knudsona@easternflorida.edu; spearss@easternflorida.edu;
 yatesr@easternflorida.edu; cookm@easternflorida.edu; colquhounk@easternflorida.edu;
 info@easternflorida.edu; newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; brian.shields@wftv.com;
 john.keyes@wftv.com; lboutte@hearst.com; weshcaptioning@hearst.com; llawson@hearst.com;
 HTV.careers@hearst.com; rquiles@hearst.com; mmeredith@hearst.com; aober@hearst.com;
 dbillow@hearst.com; tip@myfwc.com; news@naplesnews.com; many.garcia@naplesnews.com;
 nancy.evans@naplesnews.com; AFisher@naplesnews.com; Daily, Naples; JELipscomb@naplesnews.com;
 david.albers@naplesnews.com; advertise@news-press.com; press@issuu.com; partnerships@issuu.com;
 copyright@issuu.com; support@issuu.com; hello@issuu.com; mail@misuntimes.com; joe@misuntimes.com;
 jan@misuntimes.com; eric@misuntimes.com; q@misuntimes.com; NBC Ft. Lauderdale; support@nbc-2.com;
 weather@nbc-2.com; comments@nbc-2.com; darrel.lieze-adams@water.net; danb@water.net;
 jenniferg@water.net; bhannon@water.net; lauram@water.net; spontius@water.net; gerry.poppe@water.net;
 donellah@water.net; ericas@water.net; meganl@water.net; jamief@water.net; andreab@water.net;
 callforaction@winknews.com; kristin.sanchez@winktv.com; adam.wright@winktv.com;
 Lindsey.sablan@winktv.com; lois.thome@winknews.com; chris.cifatte@winktv.com; jeff.butera@abc-7.com;
 chris.parks@abc-7.com; Christina.Carilla@abc-7.com; ggsalmon@fsw.edu; wchase@fsw.edu;
 jdellinger@fsw.edu; mfanslau@fsw.edu; jgibbs3@fsw.edu; bonnie.lawler@fsw.edu; ealford@fsw.edu;
 alehrian@fsw.edu; bpage1@fsw.edu; rswanson@fsw.edu; mwalters@fsw.edu; jmeyer9@fsw.edu;
 trath@fsw.edu; mconwell@fsw.edu; dhoffman@fsw.edu; rhworch1@fsw.edu; ablitz@fsw.edu;
 lmiller17@fsw.edu; aangstrom@fsw.edu; jrollins@fsw.edu; mcollins11@fsw.edu; jelsberry@fsw.edu;
 marsha.weiner@fsw.edu; sbrown13@fsw.edu; jdavis@fsw.edu; bholbrook@fsw.edu; jmayhew@fsw.edu;
 pmemoli@hodges.edu; jadams@hodges.edu; vanderson@hodges.edu; dborofsky@hodges.edu;
 vcastro@hodges.edu; vknox@hodges.edu; mcropper@hodges.edu; help@newszap.com;
 webmaster@newszap.com; .; floridasales@newszap.com; okeeadsales@newszap.com;
 cbadsales@newszap.com; billteam@newzap.com; classads@newszap.com; floridabizsearch@newszap.com;
 collections@newzap.com; cbnews@newszap.com; clewnews@newszap.com; gcdnews@newszap.com;
 ibnews@newszap.com; okeenews@newszap.com; sunnews@newszap.com; obits@newszap.com;
 publishyournews@newszap.com; readerservices@newszap.com; navig8r@strato.net; dhoes@hendryfla.net;
 Rdavis@hendryfla.net; alainf@water.net; annmarie@water.net; cgreen@water.net; mrine@water.net;
 jennifers@water.net; laurell@water.net; pamh@water.net; rjohnson@wgcu.org; psklodow@wgcu.org;
 bsteinhoff@wgcu.org; tcooke@wgcu.org; blinstro@wgcu.org; wgcu-fm - Ft. Myers; atardif@wgcu.org;
 mstepp@wgcu.org; memberservices@wgcu.org; kwoodle@wgcu.org; desmon@wgcu.org; mbeland@wgcu.org;
 ssmiley@wgcu.org; rchin@wgcu.org; scoleman@wgcu.org; sbrody@nova.edu; bnix1@nova.edu;
 rbishop1@nova.edu; tw531@nova.edu; antomart@nova.edu; jrawda@nova.edu; coecontact@fgcu.edu;
 mglatthaar@fgcu.edu; srokusek@fgcu.edu

Subject: STOP THE FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, September 01, 2015 5:57:22 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling
 proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and
 February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help
 make sure it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the



 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of
 the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We
 love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late
 January or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him
 before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of
 these “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people
 have left food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the
 will of the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been
 the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up



 bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so
 the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with
 Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so
 far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO
 SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________

UP COMING EVENTS (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com/):

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk- https://www.facebook.com/
events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting https://www.facebook.com/
events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival https://www.facebook.com/
events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/



ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 
TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s Sporting
 Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass Pro Outdoor World,
 Rose Marina, Estates County Store.

thank you.



From: Lisa Grossman
To: Shadybaine@yahoo.co.uk
Cc: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; floridatoday, news;

 tgif@floridatoday.com; letters@floridatoday.com; Berman, Dave; jsaggio@floridatoday.com;
 jwaymer@floridatoday.com; nmoody@floridatoday.com; rneale@floridatoday.com; jdean@floridatoday.com;
 jtorres@floridatoday.com; ikowarski@floridatoday.com; Price, Wayne; lmanderville@floridatoday.com;
 sleonard@floridatoday.com; jsangalang@floridatoday.com; spaulson@floridatoday.com;
 mreed@floridatoday.com; bmccallum@floridatoday.com; mparsons@floridatoday.com;
 djones@floridatoday.com; bgabordi@floridatoday.com; mbellaby@floridatoday.com; jmeesey@floridatoday.com;
 jmccarthy@floridatoday.com; twalters@floridatoday.com; spacecoastdaily@gmail.com;
 contact@spacecoastdaily.com; brevardtimes@gmail.com; mtgbrevard@gmail.com; devonbrevard@gmail.com;
 ltbrevard@gmail.com; advertising@clickorlando.com; newstips@clickorlando.com;
 newsquestions@clickorlando.com; newsmanager@clickorlando.com; wkmggm@clickorlando.com;
 bobbysocksbrevard@gmail.com; cblairbt@gmail.com; fergusond@easternflorida.edu; poffs@easternflorida.edu;
 cruzi@easternflorida.edu; deutschk@easternflorida.edu; leont@easternflorida.edu; walshl@easternflorida.edu;
 hortond@easternflorida.edu; hancockdi@easternflorida.edu; thigpenj@easternflorida.edu;
 capmand@easternflorida.edu; knudsona@easternflorida.edu; spearss@easternflorida.edu;
 yatesr@easternflorida.edu; cookm@easternflorida.edu; colquhounk@easternflorida.edu;
 info@easternflorida.edu; newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; brian.shields@wftv.com;
 Martha.Sugalski@wftv.com; john.keyes@wftv.com; lboutte@hearst.com; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; HTV.careers@hearst.com; rquiles@hearst.com; mmeredith@hearst.com;
 aober@hearst.com; dbillow@hearst.com; news@naplesnews.com; many.garcia@naplesnews.com;
 nancy.evans@naplesnews.com; AFisher@naplesnews.com; Daily, Naples; JELipscomb@naplesnews.com;
 david.albers@naplesnews.com; advertise@news-press.com; press@issuu.com; partnerships@issuu.com;
 copyright@issuu.com; support@issuu.com; careers@issuu.com; hello@issuu.com; mail@misuntimes.com;
 richard@misuntimes.com; joe@misuntimes.com; jan@misuntimes.com; allen@misuntimes.com;
 eric@misuntimes.com; q@misuntimes.com; NBC Ft. Lauderdale; support@nbc-2.com; weather@nbc-2.com;
 comments@nbc-2.com; dabbot@water.net; darrel.lieze-adams@water.net; danb@water.net;
 jenniferg@water.net; bhannon@water.net; lauram@water.net; spontius@water.net; gerry.poppe@water.net;
 donellah@water.net; ericas@water.net; meganl@water.net; jamief@water.net; andreab@water.net;
 arlisat@water.net; callforaction@winknews.com; kristin.sanchez@winktv.com; adam.wright@winktv.com;
 Lindsey.sablan@winktv.com; lois.thome@winknews.com; chris.cifatte@winktv.com; dabbott@water.net;
 jeff.butera@abc-7.com; chris.parks@abc-7.com; Christina.Carilla@abc-7.com; online@fsw.edu;
 ggsalmon@fsw.edu; wchase@fsw.edu; jdellinger@fsw.edu; mfanslau@fsw.edu; jgibbs3@fsw.edu;
 bonnie.lawler@fsw.edu; ealford@fsw.edu; alehrian@fsw.edu; bpage1@fsw.edu; rswanson@fsw.edu;
 mwalters@fsw.edu; jmeyer9@fsw.edu; trath@fsw.edu; mconwell@fsw.edu; dhoffman@fsw.edu;
 rhworch1@fsw.edu; ablitz@fsw.edu; lmiller17@fsw.edu; aangstrom@fsw.edu; jrollins@fsw.edu;
 mcollins11@fsw.edu; jelsberry@fsw.edu; marsha.weiner@fsw.edu; sbrown13@fsw.edu; jdavis@fsw.edu;
 bholbrook@fsw.edu; dhoward3@fsw.edu; jmayhew@fsw.edu; pmemoli@hodges.edu; jadams@hodges.edu;
 vanderson@hodges.edu; dborofsky@hodges.edu; vcastro@hodges.edu; vknox@hodges.edu;
 mcropper@hodges.edu; help@newszap.com; webmaster@newszap.com; flcalendarteam@newszap.com;
 floridasales@newszap.com; okeeadsales@newszap.com; southlakeads@newszap.com;
 cbadsales@newszap.com; billteam@newzap.com; classads@newszap.com; floridabizsearch@newszap.com;
 collections@newzap.com; cbnews@newszap.com; clewnews@newszap.com; gcdnews@newszap.com;
 ibnews@newszap.com; okeenews@newszap.com; sunnews@newszap.com; obits@newszap.com;
 publishyournews@newszap.com; readerservices@newszap.com; navig8r@strato.net; dhoes@hendryfla.net;
 Rdavis@hendryfla.net; alainf@water.net; annmarie@water.net; cgreen@water.net; mrine@water.net;
 jennifers@water.net; laurell@water.net; pamh@water.net; jodisc@water.net; rjohnson@wgcu.org;
 psklodow@wgcu.org; wgcusales@wgcu.org; bsteinhoff@wgcu.org; tcooke@wgcu.org; blinstro@wgcu.org;
 wgcu-fm - Ft. Myers; atardif@wgcu.org; mstepp@wgcu.org; memberservices@wgcu.org; kwoodle@wgcu.org;
 desmon@wgcu.org; mbeland@wgcu.org; ssmiley@wgcu.org; rchin@wgcu.org; scoleman@wgcu.org;
 sbrody@nova.edu; bnix1@nova.edu; rbishop1@nova.edu; tw531@nova.edu; antomart@nova.edu;
 jrawda@nova.edu; coecontact@fgcu.edu; mglatthaar@fgcu.edu; srokusek@fgcu.edu; tips@myfwc.com

Subject: Scheduling
Date: Tuesday, September 01, 2015 12:54:52 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife
 Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+
 have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since
 cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.



SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

DID YOU KNOW…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem…
 except that the FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out
 to the commission in opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United
 States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of
 the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters
 and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being
 ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around
 late January or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow
 and agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an
 arrow in him before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue?
 How many officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to
 answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida
 Black bear’s original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings
 and that most of these “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food
 around places where people have left food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees
 ignoring the will of the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are
 not present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death,
 as has been the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to
 harvest the Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now
 selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring
 subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it
 is immoral.



There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will
 break up bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned
 bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling
 hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over
 selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com)

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 



TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass
 Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County Store.



From: Deborah Washburn
To: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; floridatoday, news;

 tgif@floridatoday.com; letters@floridatoday.com; Berman, Dave; jsaggio@floridatoday.com;
 jwaymer@floridatoday.com; nmoody@floridatoday.com; rneale@floridatoday.com; jdean@floridatoday.com;
 jtorres@floridatoday.com; ikowarski@floridatoday.com; Price, Wayne; lmanderville@floridatoday.com;
 sleonard@floridatoday.com; jsangalang@floridatoday.com; spaulson@floridatoday.com;
 mreed@floridatoday.com; bmccallum@floridatoday.com; mparsons@floridatoday.com;
 djones@floridatoday.com; bgabordi@floridatoday.com; mbellaby@floridatoday.com; jmeesey@floridatoday.com;
 jmccarthy@floridatoday.com; twalters@floridatoday.com; spacecoastdaily@gmail.com;
 contact@spacecoastdaily.com; brevardtimes@gmail.com; mtgbrevard@gmail.com; devonbrevard@gmail.com;
 ltbrevard@gmail.com; advertising@clickorlando.com; newstips@clickorlando.com;
 newsmanager@clickorlando.com; wkmggm@clickorlando.com; bobbysocksbrevard@gmail.com;
 cblairbt@gmail.com; fergusond@easternflorida.edu; poffs@easternflorida.edu; cruzi@easternflorida.edu;
 deutschk@easternflorida.edu; leont@easternflorida.edu; walshl@easternflorida.edu;
 hortond@easternflorida.edu; hancockdi@easternflorida.edu; thigpenj@easternflorida.edu;
 capmand@easternflorida.edu; knudsona@easternflorida.edu; spearss@easternflorida.edu;
 yatesr@easternflorida.edu; cookm@easternflorida.edu; colquhounk@easternflorida.edu;
 info@easternflorida.edu; newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; brian.shields@wftv.com;
 Martha.Sugalski@WFTV.com; john.keyes@wftv.com; lboutte@hearst.com; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; HTV.careers@hearst.com; rquiles@hearst.com; mmeredith@hearst.com;
 aober@hearst.com; dbillow@hearst.com

Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 31, 2015 12:11:02 PM

 Dear Neighbors,

 I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof that these
 animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold
 permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears
 since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many
 ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.

 Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the FWC won’t make
 any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in opposition to the hunt, including Humane
 Society of the United States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the
 hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest
 groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being ignored.

 *STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
 -In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January or early February.

 - When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and agonizing death hours or
 even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before being shot.
 -How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many officers will be
 overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer!

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s original habitat by
 clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these “encounters” have been related to
 bears looking for food around places where people have left food, trash or pet food unsecured.

 *SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
 This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of the people. They
 must be stopped - and they will be stopped.

 -This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not present." Who will monitor
 that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the case with other hunts that include females.



 -This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the Florida Black Bear's
 natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in
 neighboring subdivisions.

 -Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters Association has
 publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

 There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear families,
 possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission
 can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful
 over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and
 DO SOMETHING!      



From: Constance Franklin
To: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; floridatoday, news;

 tgif@floridatoday.com; letters@floridatoday.com; Berman, Dave; jsaggio@floridatoday.com;
 jwaymer@floridatoday.com; nmoody@floridatoday.com; rneale@floridatoday.com; jdean@floridatoday.com;
 jtorres@floridatoday.com; ikowarski@floridatoday.com; Price, Wayne; lmanderville@floridatoday.com;
 sleonard@floridatoday.com; jsangalang@floridatoday.com; spaulson@floridatoday.com;
 mreed@floridatoday.com; bmccallum@floridatoday.com; mparsons@floridatoday.com;
 djones@floridatoday.com; bgabordi@floridatoday.com; mbellaby@floridatoday.com; jmeesey@floridatoday.com;
 jmccarthy@floridatoday.com; twalters@floridatoday.com; spacecoastdaily@gmail.com;
 contact@spacecoastdaily.com; brevardtimes@gmail.com; mtgbrevard@gmail.com; devonbrevard@gmail.com;
 ltbrevard@gmail.com; advertising@clickorlando.com; newstips@clickorlando.com;
 newsmanager@clickorlando.com; wkmggm@clickorlando.com; bobbysocksbrevard@gmail.com;
 cblairbt@gmail.com; fergusond@easternflorida.edu; poffs@easternflorida.edu; cruzi@easternflorida.edu;
 deutschk@easternflorida.edu; leont@easternflorida.edu; walshl@easternflorida.edu;
 hortond@easternflorida.edu; hancockdi@easternflorida.edu; thigpenj@easternflorida.edu;
 capmand@easternflorida.edu; knudsona@easternflorida.edu; spearss@easternflorida.edu;
 yatesr@easternflorida.edu; cookm@easternflorida.edu; colquhounk@easternflorida.edu;
 info@easternflorida.edu; newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; brian.shields@wftv.com;
 Martha.Sugalski@WFTV.com; john.keyes@wftv.com; lboutte@hearst.com; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; HTV.careers@hearst.com; rquiles@hearst.com; mmeredith@hearst.com;
 aober@hearst.com; dbillow@hearst.com

Subject: Please take a stand for your wildlife and help end the slaughter
Date: Monday, August 31, 2015 11:02:44 AM

Dear Neighbors,

As an American gravely concerned with thriving biodiversity, and the ethical regard toward other
 species, I am writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission
 (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320
 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!
 THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure
 it doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. The vast
 majority of people in Florida deeply care about bears, but are being ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left



 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and take a stand for Florida's
 wildlife!

Thank you,
Constance Franklin



From: Idy Laureano
To: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments; David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; floridatoday, news;

 tgif@floridatoday.com; letters@floridatoday.com; Berman, Dave; jsaggio@floridatoday.com;
 jwaymer@floridatoday.com; nmoody@floridatoday.com; rneale@floridatoday.com; jdean@floridatoday.com;
 jtorres@floridatoday.com; ikowarski@floridatoday.com; Price, Wayne; lmanderville@floridatoday.com;
 sleonard@floridatoday.com; jsangalang@floridatoday.com; spaulson@floridatoday.com;
 mreed@floridatoday.com; bmccallum@floridatoday.com; mparsons@floridatoday.com;
 djones@floridatoday.com; bgabordi@floridatoday.com; mbellaby@floridatoday.com; jmeesey@floridatoday.com;
 jmccarthy@floridatoday.com; twalters@floridatoday.com; spacecoastdaily@gmail.com;
 contact@spacecoastdaily.com; brevardtimes@gmail.com; mtgbrevard@gmail.com; devonbrevard@gmail.com;
 ltbrevard@gmail.com; advertising@clickorlando.com; newstips@clickorlando.com;
 newsmanager@clickorlando.com; wkmggm@clickorlando.com; bobbysocksbrevard@gmail.com;
 cblairbt@gmail.com; fergusond@easternflorida.edu; poffs@easternflorida.edu; cruzi@easternflorida.edu;
 deutschk@easternflorida.edu; leont@easternflorida.edu; walshl@easternflorida.edu;
 hortond@easternflorida.edu; hancockdi@easternflorida.edu; thigpenj@easternflorida.edu;
 capmand@easternflorida.edu; knudsona@easternflorida.edu; spearss@easternflorida.edu;
 yatesr@easternflorida.edu; cookm@easternflorida.edu; colquhounk@easternflorida.edu;
 info@easternflorida.edu; newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; brian.shields@wftv.com;
 Martha.Sugalski@WFTV.com; john.keyes@wftv.com; lboutte@hearst.com; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; HTV.careers@hearst.com; rquiles@hearst.com; mmeredith@hearst.com;
 aober@hearst.com; dbillow@hearst.com; news@naplesnews.com; many.garcia@naplesnews.com;
 nancy.evans@naplesnews.com; AFisher@naplesnews.com; Daily, Naples; JELipscomb@naplesnews.com;
 david.albers@naplesnews.com; advertise@news-press.com; press@issuu.com; partnerships@issuu.com;
 copyright@issuu.com; support@issuu.com; hello@issuu.com; mail@misuntimes.com; joe@misuntimes.com;
 jan@misuntimes.com; eric@misuntimes.com; q@misuntimes.com; NBC Ft. Lauderdale; support@nbc-2.com;
 weather@nbc-2.com; comments@nbc-2.com; darrel.lieze-adams@water.net; danb@water.net;
 jenniferg@water.net; bhannon@water.net; lauram@water.net; spontius@water.net; gerry.poppe@water.net;
 donellah@water.net; ericas@water.net; meganl@water.net; jamief@water.net; andreab@water.net;
 callforaction@winknews.com; kristin.sanchez@winktv.com; adam.wright@winktv.com;
 Lindsey.sablan@winktv.com; lois.thome@winknews.com; chris.cifatte@winktv.com; dabbott@water.net;
 jeff.butera@abc-7.com; chris.parks@abc-7.com; Christina.Carilla@abc-7.com; ggsalmon@fsw.edu;
 wchase@fsw.edu; jdellinger@fsw.edu; mfanslau@fsw.edu; jgibbs3@fsw.edu; bonnie.lawler@fsw.edu;
 ealford@fsw.edu; alehrian@fsw.edu; bpage1@fsw.edu; rswanson@fsw.edu; mwalters@fsw.edu;
 jmeyer9@fsw.edu; trath@fsw.edu; mconwell@fsw.edu; dhoffman@fsw.edu; rhworch1@fsw.edu;
 ablitz@fsw.edu; lmiller17@fsw.edu; aangstrom@fsw.edu; jrollins@fsw.edu; mcollins11@fsw.edu;
 jelsberry@fsw.edu; marsha.weiner@fsw.edu; sbrown13@fsw.edu; jdavis@fsw.edu; bholbrook@fsw.edu;
 dhoward3@fsw.edu; jmayhew@fsw.edu; pmemoli@hodges.edu; jadams@hodges.edu; vanderson@hodges.edu;
 dborofsky@hodges.edu; vcastro@hodges.edu; vknox@hodges.edu; mcropper@hodges.edu;
 help@newszap.com; webmaster@newszap.com; floridasales@newszap.com; okeeadsales@newszap.com;
 cbadsales@newszap.com; billteam@newzap.com; classads@newszap.com; floridabizsearch@newszap.com;
 collections@newzap.com; cbnews@newszap.com; clewnews@newszap.com; gcdnews@newszap.com;
 ibnews@newszap.com; okeenews@newszap.com; sunnews@newszap.com; obits@newszap.com;
 publishyournews@newszap.com; readerservices@newszap.com; navig8r@strato.net; dhoes@hendryfla.net;
 Rdavis@hendryfla.net; dabbot@water.net; alainf@water.net; annmarie@water.net; cgreen@water.net;
 mrine@water.net; jennifers@water.net; laurell@water.net; pamh@water.net; rjohnson@wgcu.org;
 psklodow@wgcu.org; bsteinhoff@wgcu.org; tcooke@wgcu.org; blinstro@wgcu.org; wgcu-fm - Ft. Myers;
 atardif@wgcu.org; mstepp@wgcu.org; memberservices@wgcu.org; kwoodle@wgcu.org; desmon@wgcu.org;
 mbeland@wgcu.org; ssmiley@wgcu.org; rchin@wgcu.org; scoleman@wgcu.org; sbrody@nova.edu;
 bnix1@nova.edu; rbishop1@nova.edu; tw531@nova.edu; antomart@nova.edu; jrawda@nova.edu;
 coecontact@fgcu.edu; mglatthaar@fgcu.edu; srokusek@fgcu.edu

Date: Monday, August 31, 2015 9:46:14 AM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most telling proof
 that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) has
 purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+ have been sold to kill 320 bears, many
 of whom may be pregnant mom bears since cubs are born in January and February!! THIS
 MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it
 doesn’t.

Did you know…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem… except that the
 FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out to the commission in
 opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United States and The Center for
 Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of the hunt. These 250 supporters of the
 cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our
 bears in Florida, but are being ignored.



*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around late January
 or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow and
 agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an arrow in him before
 being shot.
-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue? How many
 officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida Black bear’s
 original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings and that most of these
 “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food around places where people have left
 food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees ignoring the will of
 the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are not
 present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death, as has been the
 case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to harvest the
 Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now selling permits to shoot
 starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear Hunters
 Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it is immoral.

There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will break up bear
 families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned bear children. All so the
 Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling hunting permits- with Governor Rick
 Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter
 320 bears being called land MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!



From: Lisa Grossman
To: Media; Scott Open Government; Appointments
Cc: David.Darm@dbs.fldoe.org; floridatoday, news; tgif@floridatoday.com; letters@floridatoday.com; Berman, Dave;

 jsaggio@floridatoday.com; jwaymer@floridatoday.com; nmoody@floridatoday.com; rneale@floridatoday.com;
 jdean@floridatoday.com; jtorres@floridatoday.com; ikowarski@floridatoday.com; Price, Wayne;
 lmanderville@floridatoday.com; sleonard@floridatoday.com; jsangalang@floridatoday.com;
 spaulson@floridatoday.com; mreed@floridatoday.com; bmccallum@floridatoday.com;
 mparsons@floridatoday.com; djones@floridatoday.com; bgabordi@floridatoday.com;
 mbellaby@floridatoday.com; jmeesey@floridatoday.com; jmccarthy@floridatoday.com;
 twalters@floridatoday.com; spacecoastdaily@gmail.com; contact@spacecoastdaily.com;
 brevardtimes@gmail.com; mtgbrevard@gmail.com; devonbrevard@gmail.com; ltbrevard@gmail.com;
 advertising@clickorlando.com; newstips@clickorlando.com; newsquestions@clickorlando.com;
 newsmanager@clickorlando.com; wkmggm@clickorlando.com; bobbysocksbrevard@gmail.com;
 cblairbt@gmail.com; fergusond@easternflorida.edu; poffs@easternflorida.edu; cruzi@easternflorida.edu;
 deutschk@easternflorida.edu; leont@easternflorida.edu; walshl@easternflorida.edu;
 hortond@easternflorida.edu; hancockdi@easternflorida.edu; thigpenj@easternflorida.edu;
 capmand@easternflorida.edu; knudsona@easternflorida.edu; spearss@easternflorida.edu;
 yatesr@easternflorida.edu; cookm@easternflorida.edu; colquhounk@easternflorida.edu;
 info@easternflorida.edu; newsdesk@mynews13.com; feedback@mynews13.com; brian.shields@wftv.com;
 Martha.Sugalski@WFTV.com; john.keyes@wftv.com; lboutte@hearst.com; weshcaptioning@hearst.com;
 llawson@hearst.com; HTV.careers@hearst.com; rquiles@hearst.com; mmeredith@hearst.com;
 aober@hearst.com; dbillow@hearst.com; news@naplesnews.com; many.garcia@naplesnews.com;
 nancy.evans@naplesnews.com; AFisher@naplesnews.com; Daily, Naples; JELipscomb@naplesnews.com;
 david.albers@naplesnews.com; advertise@news-press.com; press@issuu.com; partnerships@issuu.com;
 copyright@issuu.com; support@issuu.com; careers@issuu.com; hello@issuu.com; mail@misuntimes.com;
 richard@misuntimes.com; joe@misuntimes.com; jan@misuntimes.com; allen@misuntimes.com;
 eric@misuntimes.com; q@misuntimes.com; NBC Ft. Lauderdale; support@nbc-2.com; weather@nbc-2.com;
 comments@nbc-2.com; dabbot@water.net; darrel.lieze-adams@water.net; danb@water.net;
 jenniferg@water.net; bhannon@water.net; lauram@water.net; spontius@water.net; gerry.poppe@water.net;
 donellah@water.net; ericas@water.net; meganl@water.net; jamief@water.net; andreab@water.net;
 arlisat@water.net; callforaction@winknews.com; kristin.sanchez@winktv.com; adam.wright@winktv.com;
 Lindsey.sablan@winktv.com; lois.thome@winknews.com; chris.cifatte@winktv.com; dabbott@water.net;
 jeff.butera@abc-7.com; chris.parks@abc-7.com; Christina.Carilla@abc-7.com; online@fsw.edu;
 ggsalmon@fsw.edu; wchase@fsw.edu; jdellinger@fsw.edu; mfanslau@fsw.edu; jgibbs3@fsw.edu;
 bonnie.lawler@fsw.edu; ealford@fsw.edu; alehrian@fsw.edu; bpage1@fsw.edu; rswanson@fsw.edu;
 mwalters@fsw.edu; jmeyer9@fsw.edu; trath@fsw.edu; mconwell@fsw.edu; dhoffman@fsw.edu;
 rhworch1@fsw.edu; ablitz@fsw.edu; lmiller17@fsw.edu; aangstrom@fsw.edu; jrollins@fsw.edu;
 mcollins11@fsw.edu; jelsberry@fsw.edu; marsha.weiner@fsw.edu; sbrown13@fsw.edu; jdavis@fsw.edu;
 bholbrook@fsw.edu; dhoward3@fsw.edu; jmayhew@fsw.edu; pmemoli@hodges.edu; jadams@hodges.edu;
 vanderson@hodges.edu; dborofsky@hodges.edu; vcastro@hodges.edu; vknox@hodges.edu;
 mcropper@hodges.edu; help@newszap.com; webmaster@newszap.com; flcalendarteam@newszap.com;
 floridasales@newszap.com; okeeadsales@newszap.com; southlakeads@newszap.com;
 cbadsales@newszap.com; billteam@newzap.com; classads@newszap.com; floridabizsearch@newszap.com;
 collections@newzap.com; cbnews@newszap.com; clewnews@newszap.com; gcdnews@newszap.com;
 ibnews@newszap.com; okeenews@newszap.com; sunnews@newszap.com; obits@newszap.com;
 publishyournews@newszap.com; readerservices@newszap.com; navig8r@strato.net; dhoes@hendryfla.net;
 Rdavis@hendryfla.net; alainf@water.net; annmarie@water.net; cgreen@water.net; mrine@water.net;
 jennifers@water.net; laurell@water.net; pamh@water.net; jodisc@water.net; rjohnson@wgcu.org;
 psklodow@wgcu.org; wgcusales@wgcu.org; bsteinhoff@wgcu.org; tcooke@wgcu.org; blinstro@wgcu.org;
 wgcu-fm - Ft. Myers; atardif@wgcu.org; mstepp@wgcu.org; memberservices@wgcu.org; kwoodle@wgcu.org;
 desmon@wgcu.org; mbeland@wgcu.org; ssmiley@wgcu.org; rchin@wgcu.org; scoleman@wgcu.org;
 sbrody@nova.edu; bnix1@nova.edu; rbishop1@nova.edu; tw531@nova.edu; antomart@nova.edu;
 jrawda@nova.edu; coecontact@fgcu.edu; mglatthaar@fgcu.edu; srokusek@fgcu.edu

Subject: Bear Schedule
Date: Sunday, August 30, 2015 2:10:18 PM

Dear Neighbors,

I’m writing to ask you to help stop the cruel, profit-driven Florida Bear Hunt. The most
 telling proof that these animals will be murdered for money is that the Florida Wildlife
 Commission (FWC) has purposely over sold permits for the hunt. To date, 1800+
 have been sold to kill 320 bears, many of whom may be pregnant mom bears since
 cubs are born in January and February!! THIS MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO
 HAPPEN and there are many ways you can help make sure it doesn’t.



SCROLL TO SEE PEACEFUL PROTESTS SCHEDULE

DID YOU KNOW…Relocation of the bears will solve every aspect of the problem…
 except that the FWC won’t make any money! More than 175,000 people reached out
 to the commission in opposition to the hunt, including Humane Society of the United
 States and The Center for Biological Diversity. About 250 people indicated support of
 the hunt. These 250 supporters of the cruel hunt primarily consisted of trophy hunters
 and weapon and gun interest groups. We love our bears in Florida, but are being
 ignored.

*STOP FL BEAR HUNT SAYS*
-In Florida, the breeding season runs from June to August, and cubs are born around
 late January or early February.

- When struck by a hunters arrow, most animals do not die right away, but die a slow
 and agonizing death hours or even days later. Cecil the lion spent hours with an
 arrow in him before being shot.

-How does the FWC think they are going to manage the bloodbath that will ensue?
 How many officers will be overseeing this hunt? They have a lot of questions to
 answer! 

-The FWC failed to take into account that we have confiscated 82% of the Florida
 Black bear’s original habitat by clearing land for commercial and residential buildings
 and that most of these “encounters” have been related to bears looking for food
 around places where people have left food, trash or pet food unsecured.

*SPEAK UP WEKIVA SAYS*
This is not about hunting, this is about a runaway group of political appointees
 ignoring the will of the people. They must be stopped - and they will be stopped. 

-This hunt is immoral because females over 100 lbs can be shot as long as "cubs are
 not present." Who will monitor that? There will be orphaned cubs starving to death,
 as has been the case with other hunts that include females.

-This hunt is immoral because the same state government that sold off permits to
 harvest the Florida Black Bear's natural food supply (saw palmetto berries) is now
 selling permits to shoot starving bears for eating garbage in neighboring
 subdivisions.

-Make no mistake, this hunt is immoral. Even the president of the Central Florida Bear
 Hunters Association has publicly stated he will not participate in this hunt because it
 is immoral.



There’s nothing good, needed or right about The Florida Bear Hunt. Nothing. It will
 break up bear families, possibly kill pregnant mom bears and leave many orphaned
 bear children. All so the Florida Wildlife Commission can make money by over selling
 hunting permits- with Governor Rick Scott’s blessing. It’s an obscene purposeful over
 selling of permits (1800+ so far) to slaughter 320 bears being called land
 MISmanagement. Please join me and DO SOMETHING!

____________________________________________________

SIGN PETITIONS:

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/137/873/010/stop-the-hunting-and-killing-of-the-florida-
black-bear/ 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/294/700/700/tell-florida-fish-and-wildlife-conservation-
commission-no-to-black-bear-trophy-hunt/
____________________________________________________

DONATE:

Stop The Florida Bear Hunt is organizing statewide to fight for the bear.
http://stopflbearhunt.com/collections/all

Speak Up Wekiva’s lawsuit to stop the Florida bear hunt
http://www.gofundme.com/6y6k5vm8

____________________________________________________
UP COMING EVENTS: (more being added at http://stopflbearhunt.com)

SEPT 2 JACKSONVILLE- Leafleting at the Art Walk-
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1473255579664175/
OCT 3 FORT LAUDERDALE- Protest the FWC Meeting
 https://www.facebook.com/events/792382114212076/ 
OCT 10 UMITILLA- Leafleting at the Bear Festival
 https://www.facebook.com/events/1613541278919963/ 

STATEWIDE PEACEFUL PROTESTS TO ATTEND (more being added at
 https://www.facebook.com/stopbearhunt)

FORT MYERS - https://www.facebook.com/events/940242166032609/ 
JACKSONVILLE- https://www.facebook.com/events/424060347784719/
ORLANDO- https://www.facebook.com/events/612108605598156/
ST. AUGUSTINE- https://www.facebook.com/events/1868639713361682/
ST. PETERSBURG- https://www.facebook.com/events/486287694872930/ 
SARASOTA- https://www.facebook.com/events/497113587123518/
TAMPA- https://www.facebook.com/events/934254133277857/ 



TALLAHASSEE- https://www.facebook.com/events/114448392237388/ 
WEST PALM BCH- https://www.facebook.com/events/941811035875447/

____________________________________________________

DON’T SHOP STORES WHO ARE HELPING TO OVER SELL PERMITS:

Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Ace Hardware, Academy Sports, Sports Authority, Whitey’s, Dick’s
 Sporting Goods, Lake Traffor Marina, Mangrove Outfitters, Long Point Tackle, Bass
 Pro Outdoor World, Rose Marina, Estates County Store.



From: Patrick Higgins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 11:12:03 AM

From: Patrick Higgins <higginspjc@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34104

Phone Number: 2394346021

Message Body: Sir,

The up coming bear hunt is an obscenity. Please review this awful decision by FWC.

$187,700, that is how much the state of Florida has made to date on the bodies of soon to be dead bears.  As of
 August 27, 1,877 permits to kill bears were sold at a minimum of $100 each.  That figure is sure to increase
 substantially in the 55 days remaining to buy a permit.

FWC appears to disingenuous in its be  statements, I suppose in the belief if you say the same falsehood often
 enough it will be believed.  First, they say this is a conservative hunt with strictly enforced quotas.  The fact is that
 the hunt is guaranteed to last two full days, regardless of the number killed.  At least 1,877 hunters looking for an
 estimated 3000 bears! 

Perhaps an even bigger misstatement is that bait will not be permitted.  The use of bait is  permitted, subject to an
 honor system regarding the distance from the bait.  Under the best of circumstances, the rules permit the hunter to
 habituate the bear to feeding stations and then ambush it on the way to or from the bait. 

There is also a possible conflict of interest on the part of Commissioner Priddy who was/is involved in an attempt to
 water down protection for the panther.  http://www.tampabay.com/news/environment/wildlife/wildlife-
commissioner-part-of-group-seeking-federal-permit-to-take-panthers/2241408 

However, a lesser known fact relates to her conflict with respect to setting hunting regulations.  I believe Priddy is
 the owner of JB Ranch, reported to consist of 9,300 acres (http://forums floridasportsman.com/archive/index.php/t-
40998.html) immediately north of the Big Cypress Preserve and, coincidentally, just north of Bear Island.  If the
 report of the acreage is correct, her property is larger than the cities of Coral Gables, Naples, Vero Beach and 759
 other Florida cities.  Her ranch is known to have a significant turkey, panther and bear population.  Priddy was in
 line to buy a bear permit the first day of sale.  Why might this be a a conflict?  According to her 2014 "Statement of
 Financial Interest," Priddy receives income from hunting rights to her property.  Among those paying Priddy for
 that privilege is Everglades Adventures, in Clewiston. 

A look at the Everglades Adventures Facebook page, https://www facebook.com/EvergladesAdventures, will give
 you an idea of the scale of the operation and what hunting on private property is like, if you can afford it..  Of
 course, it helps to have bait. 

What happened to the 'real Florida' campaign?  Once the actuality of the hunt with photos of the results get in the
 press it will be a PR disaster as well as an environmental one.

Please intervene to prevent this.

Thank you,

Patrick Higgins, Naples, FL





From: Patrick Higgins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 11:12:01 AM

From: Patrick Higgins <higginspjc@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34104

Phone Number: 2394346021

Message Body: Sir,

The up coming bear hunt is an obscenity. Please review this awful decision by FWC.

$187,700, that is how much the state of Florida has made to date on the bodies of soon to be dead bears.  As of
 August 27, 1,877 permits to kill bears were sold at a minimum of $100 each.  That figure is sure to increase
 substantially in the 55 days remaining to buy a permit.

FWC appears to disingenuous in its be  statements, I suppose in the belief if you say the same falsehood often
 enough it will be believed.  First, they say this is a conservative hunt with strictly enforced quotas.  The fact is that
 the hunt is guaranteed to last two full days, regardless of the number killed.  At least 1,877 hunters looking for an
 estimated 3000 bears! 

Perhaps an even bigger misstatement is that bait will not be permitted.  The use of bait is  permitted, subject to an
 honor system regarding the distance from the bait.  Under the best of circumstances, the rules permit the hunter to
 habituate the bear to feeding stations and then ambush it on the way to or from the bait. 

There is also a possible conflict of interest on the part of Commissioner Priddy who was/is involved in an attempt to
 water down protection for the panther.  http://www.tampabay.com/news/environment/wildlife/wildlife-
commissioner-part-of-group-seeking-federal-permit-to-take-panthers/2241408 

However, a lesser known fact relates to her conflict with respect to setting hunting regulations.  I believe Priddy is
 the owner of JB Ranch, reported to consist of 9,300 acres (http://forums floridasportsman.com/archive/index.php/t-
40998.html) immediately north of the Big Cypress Preserve and, coincidentally, just north of Bear Island.  If the
 report of the acreage is correct, her property is larger than the cities of Coral Gables, Naples, Vero Beach and 759
 other Florida cities.  Her ranch is known to have a significant turkey, panther and bear population.  Priddy was in
 line to buy a bear permit the first day of sale.  Why might this be a a conflict?  According to her 2014 "Statement of
 Financial Interest," Priddy receives income from hunting rights to her property.  Among those paying Priddy for
 that privilege is Everglades Adventures, in Clewiston. 

A look at the Everglades Adventures Facebook page, https://www facebook.com/EvergladesAdventures, will give
 you an idea of the scale of the operation and what hunting on private property is like, if you can afford it..  Of
 course, it helps to have bait. 

What happened to the 'real Florida' campaign?  Once the actuality of the hunt with photos of the results get in the
 press it will be a PR disaster as well as an environmental one.

Please intervene to prevent this.

Thank you,

Patrick Higgins, Naples, FL





From: jarice222
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RE: Acknowledging the receipt of your email
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 9:13:43 AM

I think palming off a coherent reply regarding the upcoming bear hunt is a cowards way out.
 They responded that "the MEDIA among others" thought this was a solution.

I can't believe you would let the MEDIA decide something like this....wait....are you
 polling????

As a constituent who has always voted and supported you, I feel I deserve a decent reply from
 you when I take the time to ask my elected governor such an important question about a
 subject I feel so strongly.

I will support you no longer if this is how you decide to treat your constituents. I have
 defended you long enough.

Land rights are being given away to corporations, animal rights given away. I've had enough.

Janet Rice

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: Governor Rick Scott 
Date: 08/24/2015 12:09 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: Janet Rice 
Subject: Acknowledging the receipt of your email 

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.

Due to the volume of emails sent to the Governor, there may be a delay in responding to your e-mail.
 You may wish to view the Governor's web site, www.FLGov.com, which provides information on
 current issues and answers to frequently asked questions.

Thank you again for taking the time to contact Governor Scott.

Office of Governor Rick Scott

www.FLGov.com

@FLGovScott



Under Florida law, all correspondence sent to the Governor’s Office, which is not exempt or
 confidential pursuant to Chapter 119 of the Florida Statutes, is a public record. All public record
 electronic mail sent to Governor Scott will be posted to Project Sunburst at
 http://www.flgov.com/sunburst, and will be accessible to the public. If you do not want the public
 record contents of your e-mail or your e-mail address to be published on this website or to be
 provided to the public in response to a public records request, please do not send electronic mail to
 this entity. Please be aware that personal information sent in your correspondence, such as home
 addresses and telephone numbers, may be posted to the Sunburst public records website.



From: jarice222
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RE: Acknowledging the receipt of your email
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 9:13:42 AM

I think palming off a coherent reply regarding the upcoming bear hunt is a cowards way out.
 They responded that "the MEDIA among others" thought this was a solution.

I can't believe you would let the MEDIA decide something like this....wait....are you
 polling????

As a constituent who has always voted and supported you, I feel I deserve a decent reply from
 you when I take the time to ask my elected governor such an important question about a
 subject I feel so strongly.

I will support you no longer if this is how you decide to treat your constituents. I have
 defended you long enough.

Land rights are being given away to corporations, animal rights given away. I've had enough.

Janet Rice

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message --------
From: Governor Rick Scott 
Date: 08/24/2015 12:09 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: Janet Rice 
Subject: Acknowledging the receipt of your email 

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.

Due to the volume of emails sent to the Governor, there may be a delay in responding to your e-mail.
 You may wish to view the Governor's web site, www.FLGov.com, which provides information on
 current issues and answers to frequently asked questions.

Thank you again for taking the time to contact Governor Scott.

Office of Governor Rick Scott

www.FLGov.com

@FLGovScott



Under Florida law, all correspondence sent to the Governor’s Office, which is not exempt or
 confidential pursuant to Chapter 119 of the Florida Statutes, is a public record. All public record
 electronic mail sent to Governor Scott will be posted to Project Sunburst at
 http://www.flgov.com/sunburst, and will be accessible to the public. If you do not want the public
 record contents of your e-mail or your e-mail address to be published on this website or to be
 provided to the public in response to a public records request, please do not send electronic mail to
 this entity. Please be aware that personal information sent in your correspondence, such as home
 addresses and telephone numbers, may be posted to the Sunburst public records website.



From: Linda Winkler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Environment
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 6:37:42 AM

From: Linda Winkler <lindajwink@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10301

Phone Number: 7188159608

Message Body: Please don't allow a trophy bear hunt.  Thank you for protecting wildlife and their environment.



From: Linda Winkler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Environment
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 6:37:40 AM

From: Linda Winkler <lindajwink@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10301

Phone Number: 7188159608

Message Body: Please don't allow a trophy bear hunt.  Thank you for protecting wildlife and their environment.



From: Jana Kitzinger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 12:20:23 PM

From: Jana Kitzinger <jamajama@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 54107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Humans are an invasive species. We use and destroy and kill for our initial benefit. Years down the
 road we create other problems in the environment and then you will find another animal to kill in its place creating
 a vicious cycle. Humans need to coexist and quit demolishing their homes for shopping centers and new homes
 which displace them. Humans created the initial problem and now are taking it out on bears. Dispicable!!



From: Jana Kitzinger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 12:20:20 PM

From: Jana Kitzinger <jamajama@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 54107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Humans are an invasive species. We use and destroy and kill for our initial benefit. Years down the
 road we create other problems in the environment and then you will find another animal to kill in its place creating
 a vicious cycle. Humans need to coexist and quit demolishing their homes for shopping centers and new homes
 which displace them. Humans created the initial problem and now are taking it out on bears. Dispicable!!



From: Karin Braunsberger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Canceling the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 12:18:11 PM

From: Karin Braunsberger <karin.braunsberger@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33704

Phone Number: 7273681830

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to politely request that you do what the population of Florida and many of our tourists are asking of
 you: please cancel the black  bear hunt.

There is no scientific study that shows how many black bears there are and those who are pushing the hunt are
 nothing but blood thirsty trophy hunters. Cecil's death and the world's reaction to his killing should be a warning to
 those who hunt for fun and pleasure. A growing number of citizens in Florida, the U.S., and the world will no
 longer tolerate this behavior.

Florida has a thriving tourism industry and cannot afford to alienate tourists just to please a handful of trophy
 hunters. I just came back from Europe where I had many discussions about this hunt. Based on the input of those I
 spoke to, I can pretty much guarantee a noticeable loss of income for the tourism industry because Western
 Europeans refuse to travel to a destination where these atrocities are still performed. Just look at the refusal of
 German cruise lines to bring tourists to the Faroe Islands.

Best regards,
Dr. Karin Braunsberger, Ph.D.
Areas of Expertise: consumer activism, consumer boycott behavior



From: Karin Braunsberger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Canceling the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 12:18:08 PM

From: Karin Braunsberger <karin.braunsberger@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33704

Phone Number: 7273681830

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to politely request that you do what the population of Florida and many of our tourists are asking of
 you: please cancel the black  bear hunt.

There is no scientific study that shows how many black bears there are and those who are pushing the hunt are
 nothing but blood thirsty trophy hunters. Cecil's death and the world's reaction to his killing should be a warning to
 those who hunt for fun and pleasure. A growing number of citizens in Florida, the U.S., and the world will no
 longer tolerate this behavior.

Florida has a thriving tourism industry and cannot afford to alienate tourists just to please a handful of trophy
 hunters. I just came back from Europe where I had many discussions about this hunt. Based on the input of those I
 spoke to, I can pretty much guarantee a noticeable loss of income for the tourism industry because Western
 Europeans refuse to travel to a destination where these atrocities are still performed. Just look at the refusal of
 German cruise lines to bring tourists to the Faroe Islands.

Best regards,
Dr. Karin Braunsberger, Ph.D.
Areas of Expertise: consumer activism, consumer boycott behavior



From: Brian Paradise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please cancel bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 11:10:30 AM

From: Brian Paradise <bgparadise@comcast net>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32082-2615

Phone Number: 904-710-0479

Message Body: Please cancel the proposed bear hunts.
Sincerely,
Brian Paradise



From: Brian Paradise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please cancel bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 11:10:29 AM

From: Brian Paradise <bgparadise@comcast net>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32082-2615

Phone Number: 904-710-0479

Message Body: Please cancel the proposed bear hunts.
Sincerely,
Brian Paradise



From: Dr. Laura Long
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:53:11 AM

From: Dr. Laura Long <lauralynn7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60616

Phone Number: 312-489-6291

Message Body: I am writing to respectfully request you end the hunting of black bears in your state.  Please consider
 whether, as a man who has been elected to a place of power, you want to increase the amount of senseless pain,
 suffering and death in this world.  Please decide you act in accordance with your values- of which I hope mercy and
 compassion are included.
Thank you.



From: Dr. Laura Long
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:53:10 AM

From: Dr. Laura Long <lauralynn7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60616

Phone Number: 312-489-6291

Message Body: I am writing to respectfully request you end the hunting of black bears in your state.  Please consider
 whether, as a man who has been elected to a place of power, you want to increase the amount of senseless pain,
 suffering and death in this world.  Please decide you act in accordance with your values- of which I hope mercy and
 compassion are included.
Thank you.



From: Gail Dickinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 7:54:18 AM

From: Gail Dickinson <gailmarinodickinson@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number: 407-273-4077

Message Body: Please, NO BEAR HUNTING!  Maybe if humans were smarter......like not feeding the bears and
 leaving garbage around.....the bears would not hunted.  Why are we blaming the bears when most of the time it's the
 humans who should be blamed.  We've got to stop killing animals!!



From: Gail Dickinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 7:54:17 AM

From: Gail Dickinson <gailmarinodickinson@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number: 407-273-4077

Message Body: Please, NO BEAR HUNTING!  Maybe if humans were smarter......like not feeding the bears and
 leaving garbage around.....the bears would not hunted.  Why are we blaming the bears when most of the time it's the
 humans who should be blamed.  We've got to stop killing animals!!



From: Kate Pontin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 4:30:11 AM

From: Kate Pontin <katepontin@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: tw15 1DN

Phone Number:

Message Body: Do not let the Black Bear hunt go ahead - it is uncivilized and environmental - what do you want
 your children to inherit - a dead world?



From: Phil Nawroth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 12:34:59 AM

From: Phil Nawroth <PNawroth1@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33065

Phone Number:

Message Body: You're an asshole so stick it.



From: Janet Bolasci
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 10:59:04 PM

From: Janet Bolasci <trek181@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07070

Phone Number:

Message Body: I Am not surprised at the idea of a bear hunt especially with a Republican governor.  I reside at NJ
 and our absent governor, Christie feels the same.  This is why I rarely vote for a Republican because the majority
 are anti environment and anti wildlife, do no believe in preserving land keeping the air and water clean.  Instead
 they cater to the wealthy, big oil and every greedy self interest who throws money their way.

  This bear hunt is not necessary but the gun fanatics, also mostly Republicans, are ready for the kill.  I would bet
 money on the fact that these cowardly hunters also abuse humans.  Florida is a laughing stock and this hunt, if
 approved, will prove how inhumane and cruel the leadership is in that state.  It is insane but we are talking about
 Florida.



From: Karen Lonkey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO to black bear hunt!!
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 6:16:15 PM

From: Karen Lonkey <karenlonkey@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33770

Phone Number: 7275938401

Message Body: Please help these poor intelligent animals that are running out of habitat and quit killing them when
 the people are usually at fault!!



From: Karen Lonkey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO to black bear hunt!!
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 6:16:13 PM

From: Karen Lonkey <karenlonkey@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33770

Phone Number: 7275938401

Message Body: Please help these poor intelligent animals that are running out of habitat and quit killing them when
 the people are usually at fault!!



From: Jerry Abernathy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 3:55:40 PM

From: Jerry Abernathy <Jerry3588@aol.com>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32137

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please cancel the scheduled October Bear hunt. There is no valid reason for this inhumane event. 
 People bothered by them can buy bear proof garbage cans and they will go elsewhere.  I know this is not your
 biggest problem or issue but with the stroke of your pen you can protect these defenseless animals.

Thank You



From: D
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Black Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 1:46:41 PM

From: D <mrdaniel079@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56374

Phone Number: (320)363-8789

Message Body: Dear Mr.Governor, Please do not allow this hunt to take place.Period!Thank you,David



From: D
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Black Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 1:46:35 PM

From: D <mrdaniel079@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56374

Phone Number: (320)363-8789

Message Body: Dear Mr.Governor, Please do not allow this hunt to take place.Period!Thank you,David



From: Cristian Contreras
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Black Bear Hunt!
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 12:36:52 PM

From: Cristian Contreras <cris006@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Hello, I am writing to you today to urge you to please cancel the black bear hunt that is soon to
 begin for the first time in 20 years. 

Florida's black bears have just begun to recover from near extinction but they still face serious threats from habitat
 loss and fragmentation. Since much of the habitat has been developed, the bears are often drawn to residential areas
 with unsecured garbage cans and also by people who are feeding them illegally.

Many agree that the black bear population is on the right track, but the only reason the bear was removed from the
 state endangered species list was because the state changed the definition of 'endangered'. Currently, there is no
 scientific study which has determined black bear population levels. A population assessment is underway, but won't
 be complete until next year.  I feel this hunt is very irresponsible and it paints the state of Florida in a very bad
 light.  I hope you listen not just to me, but to the millions of Floridians who oppose this hunt, thank you.



From: Cristian Contreras
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Black Bear Hunt!
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 12:36:44 PM

From: Cristian Contreras <cris006@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Hello, I am writing to you today to urge you to please cancel the black bear hunt that is soon to
 begin for the first time in 20 years. 

Florida's black bears have just begun to recover from near extinction but they still face serious threats from habitat
 loss and fragmentation. Since much of the habitat has been developed, the bears are often drawn to residential areas
 with unsecured garbage cans and also by people who are feeding them illegally.

Many agree that the black bear population is on the right track, but the only reason the bear was removed from the
 state endangered species list was because the state changed the definition of 'endangered'. Currently, there is no
 scientific study which has determined black bear population levels. A population assessment is underway, but won't
 be complete until next year.  I feel this hunt is very irresponsible and it paints the state of Florida in a very bad
 light.  I hope you listen not just to me, but to the millions of Floridians who oppose this hunt, thank you.



From: June Mencik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancell the Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 12:26:56 PM

From: June Mencik <jitkaavs@yahoo.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34209

Phone Number:

Message Body: The hunt is a wrong decision made by commissioners who have themselves purchased licenses to
 hunt the bears. This is corruption that negates science. The bears are just barely recovering from near extinction and
 need to be protected.
Black bears are magnificent creatures that most of us love, admire and want protected from animal killers such as
 you right-wing politicians.
Call off this corruption-driven hunt on these poor creatures.



From: Christina R Celano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 11:10:45 AM

From: Christina R Celano <crcelano@comcast net>

County: Monroe

Zip Code: 33042

Phone Number: (305) 923-9104

Message Body: As a lifelong environmentalist and a professional wildlife photographer, I regard the hunting of
 animals for trophy as barbaric and without defense.  That you would allow this activity to take place in Florida is
 unconscionable.  Florida Black Bears are not the problem.  The problem, as always, is the ignorance of humans who
 refuse to coexist with the native wildlife.  The result will be a state, country, nation, and eventually planet devoid of
 diverse wildlife, a catastrophic collapse of ecosystems and the demise of the human race will follow suit.



From: Christina R Celano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 11:10:37 AM

From: Christina R Celano <crcelano@comcast net>

County: Monroe

Zip Code: 33042

Phone Number: (305) 923-9104

Message Body: As a lifelong environmentalist and a professional wildlife photographer, I regard the hunting of
 animals for trophy as barbaric and without defense.  That you would allow this activity to take place in Florida is
 unconscionable.  Florida Black Bears are not the problem.  The problem, as always, is the ignorance of humans who
 refuse to coexist with the native wildlife.  The result will be a state, country, nation, and eventually planet devoid of
 diverse wildlife, a catastrophic collapse of ecosystems and the demise of the human race will follow suit.



From: Cheryl Sloan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 11:06:05 AM

From: Cheryl Sloan <cmetrozoo@aol.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34481

Phone Number: 352 237 6247

Message Body: Latest research shows that large carnivores move from areas where they are hunted. If forest bears
 move, it will be into neighborhoods. That is not going to help. It is only going to increase the number of bear,
 human conflicts.



From: michelle dail
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 10:58:03 AM

From: michelle dail <michelledail@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Despite a lack of a definitive population count, State Wildlife Commission members have decided
 in light of recent bear-human incidents to reopen a trophy hunting season on these majestic creatures for the first
 time in twenty years. This will not solve any conflicts and will appease a small minority of trophy hunters.

Governor and the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission:  Please wait for the population study before deciding
 whether to allow black bear hunting!



From: michelle dail
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 10:58:01 AM

From: michelle dail <michelledail@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Despite a lack of a definitive population count, State Wildlife Commission members have decided
 in light of recent bear-human incidents to reopen a trophy hunting season on these majestic creatures for the first
 time in twenty years. This will not solve any conflicts and will appease a small minority of trophy hunters.

Governor and the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission:  Please wait for the population study before deciding
 whether to allow black bear hunting!



From: Tatiana Terekhova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 10:00:40 AM

From: Tatiana Terekhova <tanyaterekhova@alumni.usc.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02135

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott - Shame on you for allowing the black bear trophy hunt this year.  I will keep
 Florida out of my vacation plans this year, and will alert others who are planning travel to stay away from the state
 that disrespects wildlife.



From: Tatiana Terekhova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 10:00:38 AM

From: Tatiana Terekhova <tanyaterekhova@alumni.usc.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02135

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott - Shame on you for allowing the black bear trophy hunt this year.  I will keep
 Florida out of my vacation plans this year, and will alert others who are planning travel to stay away from the state
 that disrespects wildlife.



From: Cynthia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:54:52 AM

From: Cynthia <cynthia_devlin@yahoo.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34747

Phone Number: 3219390713

Message Body: A black bear hunt is scheduled in my county this October. It has been approved by a committee you
 put in place. When I called them they were rude, hostile and convinced they are right. I believe they are ignorant
 and  full of conceit. I think you should ban this kill. It is very unkind and not necessary. Perhaps if some people do
 not feed them, they will not go in those neighborhoods. Being fed is more of a problem than the Bears-----native to
 Florida-----are. Perhaps you can support a campaign to: show how people should not feed the Bears; provide more
 resources for the Bears; lead them deeper into the woods. This is money well spent; everyone knows money is
 wasted on useless projects.
The hunting, torture ( arrows) and killing of animals should never be thought of as a "solution" to any issue. What is
 the guarantee that a child or anyone else won't be an accidental victim? Does anyone really think a "Cecil" situation
 is needed for Florida?  Tourism will be reduced when it is learned that guns and arrows are in the area. So for  many
 reasons please ban this hunt. Thank You, Cynthia Devlin



From: neetu chopra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:51:14 AM

From: neetu chopra <neetu.chopra78@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60189

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt let's protect the innocent animals that have no defense against hunters with
 high powered rifles - this is surely not a sport but murder.
Thank you



From: neetu chopra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:51:13 AM

From: neetu chopra <neetu.chopra78@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60189

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt let's protect the innocent animals that have no defense against hunters with
 high powered rifles - this is surely not a sport but murder.
Thank you



From: Linda French
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:45:22 AM

From: Linda French <deepcovens@gmail.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33954

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not let the Black Bear hunt continue in October, this is not sustainable hunt, our black
 bears are being moved out of habitat because of US, humans are destroying every wildlife in Florida!

Please consider no hunt.

Linda



From: Linda French
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:45:20 AM

From: Linda French <deepcovens@gmail.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33954

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not let the Black Bear hunt continue in October, this is not sustainable hunt, our black
 bears are being moved out of habitat because of US, humans are destroying every wildlife in Florida!

Please consider no hunt.

Linda



From: James S. Voigt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:40:46 AM

From: James S. Voigt <jvoigt@tampabay rr.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34608

Phone Number: 3522938511

Message Body: A general hunt for these last few Florida Black Bears is wrong.

This serves no good purpose other than clearing off a threatened species.

I see another one of your team is seeking to hunt panthers due to losing a few calves.

We should be reintroducing Bison back to Florida rather than protecting weaker hybrid cows into  our fragile
 environment.

The actions of Florida Government seems designed to destroy our environment rather than protect it as Amendment
 1 stated.

Sincerely
Jim Voigt



From: James S. Voigt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:40:44 AM

From: James S. Voigt <jvoigt@tampabay rr.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34608

Phone Number: 3522938511

Message Body: A general hunt for these last few Florida Black Bears is wrong.

This serves no good purpose other than clearing off a threatened species.

I see another one of your team is seeking to hunt panthers due to losing a few calves.

We should be reintroducing Bison back to Florida rather than protecting weaker hybrid cows into  our fragile
 environment.

The actions of Florida Government seems designed to destroy our environment rather than protect it as Amendment
 1 stated.

Sincerely
Jim Voigt



From: Priscil Mezrahi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:06:59 AM

From: Priscil Mezrahi <psmakh@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please have compassion and don't allow the bear hunt.



From: Ruhee Baltz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:49:58 AM

From: Ruhee Baltz <Ruheef@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: SM4 5RB

Phone Number:

Message Body: Currently, there is no scientific study which has determined black bear population levels. They
 deserve to be allowed to live just as much as you or I.

Please do not allow trophy hunting of  black bears. Please use humane methods instead to avoid bear/human
 conflicts and do not harm them.

Thank you for your consideration,

Sincerely,

Mrs R.Baltz



From: Ruhee Baltz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:49:56 AM

From: Ruhee Baltz <Ruheef@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: SM4 5RB

Phone Number:

Message Body: Currently, there is no scientific study which has determined black bear population levels. They
 deserve to be allowed to live just as much as you or I.

Please do not allow trophy hunting of  black bears. Please use humane methods instead to avoid bear/human
 conflicts and do not harm them.

Thank you for your consideration,

Sincerely,

Mrs R.Baltz



From: John Noble
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:44:15 AM

From: John Noble <noble@ormondbeach.org>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32136

Phone Number: 386-676-3302

Message Body: I am writing to state my opposition to the upcoming black bear hunt. As one who lives in black bear
 territory and had firsthand experience with a black bear coming into the community I lived it is clear that education
 is the solution to the black bear/human interaction. The bear that came in my community was solely attacted be
 open garbage containers that people left out. Not only bears but raccoons stray cats and other wildlife are attracted
 the the resultant garbage mess that is left is an eyesore as well.  Communities need to adopt and enforce code
 ordinances that control garbage container use and we would then see a reduction in these incidences. Blatant killing
 of bears deep in the forest is not the answer. Please veto the bear hunt and prevent the innocent slaughter of bears
 that are living in their forest habitat.



From: John Noble
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:44:07 AM

From: John Noble <noble@ormondbeach.org>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32136

Phone Number: 386-676-3302

Message Body: I am writing to state my opposition to the upcoming black bear hunt. As one who lives in black bear
 territory and had firsthand experience with a black bear coming into the community I lived it is clear that education
 is the solution to the black bear/human interaction. The bear that came in my community was solely attacted be
 open garbage containers that people left out. Not only bears but raccoons stray cats and other wildlife are attracted
 the the resultant garbage mess that is left is an eyesore as well.  Communities need to adopt and enforce code
 ordinances that control garbage container use and we would then see a reduction in these incidences. Blatant killing
 of bears deep in the forest is not the answer. Please veto the bear hunt and prevent the innocent slaughter of bears
 that are living in their forest habitat.



From: Thomas Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt/cull
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:41:26 AM

From: Thomas Walker <tlw@bellaliant.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: B2N 4Z6

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Rick Scott:
Sir, the continuance of this hunt is a huge mistake for you. What you might not have considered is the legacy you
 will leave behind. There is a tremendous surge in the "demand" for preservation of animals and their habitats. If you
 have no concern about your record and legacy, then this message is moot. But, if you want to be remembered
 fondly...then this is a chance for you to earn genuine respect for both you and your family.
Thank you for reading my message!



From: Thomas Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt/cull
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:41:19 AM

From: Thomas Walker <tlw@bellaliant.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: B2N 4Z6

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Rick Scott:
Sir, the continuance of this hunt is a huge mistake for you. What you might not have considered is the legacy you
 will leave behind. There is a tremendous surge in the "demand" for preservation of animals and their habitats. If you
 have no concern about your record and legacy, then this message is moot. But, if you want to be remembered
 fondly...then this is a chance for you to earn genuine respect for both you and your family.
Thank you for reading my message!



From: Stefanie Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:28:44 AM

From: Stefanie Anderson <stef_202@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28411

Phone Number: 9104097817

Message Body: I was horrified and disappointed to hear that the trophy bear hunt scheduled for October has been
 approved.  Hunting for the soul purpose of acquiring a trophy is unnecessary and barbaric. This hunt will not
 resolve the human-bear conflicts, it will only put this sub-species back on the endangered list that it just came off
 of.  Instead use this attention to educate the citizens in bear-proofing their garbage cans, which is enticing these
 bears to come out of their natural habitats.  Also start conserving their habitats, the bears would much rather be in
 their natural surroundings then with a bunch of humans. Remember we encroached on their land. You have the
 opportunity and the power to overturn this ruling.  For once in your political life side with science and knowledge
 instead of money and power.



From: Stefanie Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:28:43 AM

From: Stefanie Anderson <stef_202@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28411

Phone Number: 9104097817

Message Body: I was horrified and disappointed to hear that the trophy bear hunt scheduled for October has been
 approved.  Hunting for the soul purpose of acquiring a trophy is unnecessary and barbaric. This hunt will not
 resolve the human-bear conflicts, it will only put this sub-species back on the endangered list that it just came off
 of.  Instead use this attention to educate the citizens in bear-proofing their garbage cans, which is enticing these
 bears to come out of their natural habitats.  Also start conserving their habitats, the bears would much rather be in
 their natural surroundings then with a bunch of humans. Remember we encroached on their land. You have the
 opportunity and the power to overturn this ruling.  For once in your political life side with science and knowledge
 instead of money and power.



From: Marilon Furman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 6:27:23 AM

From: Marilon Furman <res1hsek@verizon net>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33549

Phone Number: 8139491381

Message Body: Animals should NOT be trophies.  They should be allowed to live in peace without stupid people
 MURDERING them for no reason, other than because they can!  You should be ashamed that it goes on in YOUR
 state!



From: Marilon Furman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 6:27:14 AM

From: Marilon Furman <res1hsek@verizon net>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33549

Phone Number: 8139491381

Message Body: Animals should NOT be trophies.  They should be allowed to live in peace without stupid people
 MURDERING them for no reason, other than because they can!  You should be ashamed that it goes on in YOUR
 state!



From: Nancy Orons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 6:26:01 AM

From: Nancy Orons <nancy_810@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15090

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please consider banning the bear hunt.  It is barbaric and completely inhumane.

Thank you,
Nancy Orons



From: Michelle Macy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 6:08:19 AM

From: Michelle Macy <mmacyartist@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77077

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not allow black bear hunting.  These bears just came back from near extinction.  The study
 on their numbers hasn't come back yet.  At least wait until the report comes in to make the decision.



From: Phyllis Blaylock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 3:37:25 AM

From: Phyllis Blaylock <phyllisblaylock10@gmail.com>

County: Hamilton

Zip Code: 37373

Phone Number: 4233227688

Message Body: Governor Scott;

Please consider stopping the Black Bear Trophy Hunt. There are many cubs that would die without their Mother's.
 They are also beautiful and only want to raise their families like we do. Why is it OK to hunt black bears and not
 black people??  God created all of us and I think it's time for change.
Respectful, Phyllis Blaylock



From: Phyllis Blaylock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 3:37:19 AM

From: Phyllis Blaylock <phyllisblaylock10@gmail.com>

County: Hamilton

Zip Code: 37373

Phone Number: 4233227688

Message Body: Governor Scott;

Please consider stopping the Black Bear Trophy Hunt. There are many cubs that would die without their Mother's.
 They are also beautiful and only want to raise their families like we do. Why is it OK to hunt black bears and not
 black people??  God created all of us and I think it's time for change.
Respectful, Phyllis Blaylock



From: LISA OWEN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 3:32:42 AM

From: LISA OWEN <lisaandfrank@sky.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: WA10 4RA

Phone Number: 0044 7791754006

Message Body: I was very sorry to hear that you have allowed this to go ahead. You are supposed to represent the
 people and yet you have chosen to ignore the feelings of the majority to please a minority of  hunters.
Its a shame you have decided not to listen to peoples feelings in this matter as ultimately it is they who have given
 you this position of responsibility.



From: LISA OWEN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 3:32:38 AM

From: LISA OWEN <lisaandfrank@sky.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: WA10 4RA

Phone Number: 0044 7791754006

Message Body: I was very sorry to hear that you have allowed this to go ahead. You are supposed to represent the
 people and yet you have chosen to ignore the feelings of the majority to please a minority of  hunters.
Its a shame you have decided not to listen to peoples feelings in this matter as ultimately it is they who have given
 you this position of responsibility.



From: Lola L. Schiefelbein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 2:51:13 AM

From: Lola L. Schiefelbein <lls7474@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99352

Phone Number: 5092059612

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott:

1.  I enjoy visiting Florida...especially observing all of the natural wonders that your state has to offer; things that I
 can't observe, up here in Washington state, since we are not a sub-tropical area. 

2.  What I don't understand is why your state insists upon eliminating some of your own natural wonders--like black
 bears, in these "trophy hunts."  Aren't these black bears a part of your "natural residents?"   Why kill off something
 that has existed in your state for hundreds of years? 

3.  Please, won't you reconsider your state's stance, in regard to these animal eliminations?  They are so pointless
 and sad...let nature take care of its own...please.

Thank you.

Very Sincerely,

L. Schiefelbein



From: Lola L. Schiefelbein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 2:51:05 AM

From: Lola L. Schiefelbein <lls7474@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99352

Phone Number: 5092059612

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott:

1.  I enjoy visiting Florida...especially observing all of the natural wonders that your state has to offer; things that I
 can't observe, up here in Washington state, since we are not a sub-tropical area. 

2.  What I don't understand is why your state insists upon eliminating some of your own natural wonders--like black
 bears, in these "trophy hunts."  Aren't these black bears a part of your "natural residents?"   Why kill off something
 that has existed in your state for hundreds of years? 

3.  Please, won't you reconsider your state's stance, in regard to these animal eliminations?  They are so pointless
 and sad...let nature take care of its own...please.

Thank you.

Very Sincerely,

L. Schiefelbein



From: Geraldine Spino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 1:51:07 AM

From: Geraldine Spino <gersjoy@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491

Phone Number: 3522453558

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. I have lived near the Ocala National Forest for 14yrs, we have seen bears
 in our vicinity, they have never bothered anyone. The only time they go near is if someone is feeding them or there
 is garbage outside. We are not being overrun by bears, if anything, we are being overrun by humans. They are
 taking the forest land from the Bears. We moved here to enjoy nature, pretty soon there won't be any left if we keep
 allowing it to killed. Stop the bear hunt.



From: Geraldine Spino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 1:50:59 AM

From: Geraldine Spino <gersjoy@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491

Phone Number: 3522453558

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. I have lived near the Ocala National Forest for 14yrs, we have seen bears
 in our vicinity, they have never bothered anyone. The only time they go near is if someone is feeding them or there
 is garbage outside. We are not being overrun by bears, if anything, we are being overrun by humans. They are
 taking the forest land from the Bears. We moved here to enjoy nature, pretty soon there won't be any left if we keep
 allowing it to killed. Stop the bear hunt.



From: Mary Ting
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO to bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 12:40:01 AM

From: Mary Ting <dingweijin@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10009

Phone Number: 2122607393

Message Body: I am mortified by the opening of the bear hunt after 20 years of sanity.  I will no longer visit Florida
 if this hunt occurs.
We are in the 21st century and the world
no longer appreciates trophy hunting.
Take a hint from the aftereffect of the Cecil lion killing.



From: Pat Parran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 12:24:44 AM

From: Pat Parran <pmpnpaws@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21218

Phone Number:

Message Body: Black bears are still recovering from near extinction and their numbers are unknown, yet you are
 permitting a fall hunt to kill them.
How can you even consider allowing a hunt of these wonderful animals, when you don't even know how many
 remain?!  It would be criminal and unethical, to say the least, to allow their slaughter!
At the minimum, you should wait until an accurate count is made before considering the issuance of permits and
 reduce their population.  There is NO justifiable reason to kill black bears!
If you issue permits, now, you are just encouraging despicable "trophy" hunting for no reason other than to just kill
 an innocent animal.
I would hope your state still has some standard of ethics concerning wildlife conservation and will reconsider this
 ill-conceived hunt.



From: Pat Parran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 12:24:36 AM

From: Pat Parran <pmpnpaws@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21218

Phone Number:

Message Body: Black bears are still recovering from near extinction and their numbers are unknown, yet you are
 permitting a fall hunt to kill them.
How can you even consider allowing a hunt of these wonderful animals, when you don't even know how many
 remain?!  It would be criminal and unethical, to say the least, to allow their slaughter!
At the minimum, you should wait until an accurate count is made before considering the issuance of permits and
 reduce their population.  There is NO justifiable reason to kill black bears!
If you issue permits, now, you are just encouraging despicable "trophy" hunting for no reason other than to just kill
 an innocent animal.
I would hope your state still has some standard of ethics concerning wildlife conservation and will reconsider this
 ill-conceived hunt.



From: Susan Coles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 1:19:47 AM

From: Susan Coles <suzieec@indy.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46122

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not permit this needless bear hunt.  The bears should not be hunted into extinction.  This
 hunt is cruel and immoral and shames Florida.



From: Susan Coles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 1:19:39 AM

From: Susan Coles <suzieec@indy.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46122

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not permit this needless bear hunt.  The bears should not be hunted into extinction.  This
 hunt is cruel and immoral and shames Florida.



From: John Pasqua
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears.
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:34:29 PM

help end the scheduled bear hunt in october . these great bears deserve to live in
 nature without the threats to being hunted now. thank you john pasqua .escondido,ca
 92025.



From: John Pasqua
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears.
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:34:21 PM

help end the scheduled bear hunt in october . these great bears deserve to live in
 nature without the threats to being hunted now. thank you john pasqua .escondido,ca
 92025.



From: Margaret Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:03:21 PM

From: Margaret Baker <bbakedr25@cox net>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34478

Phone Number: 352-732-7045

Message Body: These are innocent animals that have done nothing to deserve to die so a hunter's ego can be fed.
 Intelligent people have compassion and respect for what God created and every animal was created for a purpose by
 God - areand it wasn't so the animal could die a cruel, horrible death and be hung on s wall,  That is a disgrace and
 very degrading to the human race.  Humans are suppose to be humane and intelligent.  We have invaded the bears'
 homes and now want to kill them for them trying to survive the horrors of humans. It is disgusting that these little
 egos have to kill in order to feel like a "REAL MAN".  Let's put those same men out in the forest, unarmed like the
 bears, and let the bears have at them, and then ask them if trophy hunting is such a great thing.
Please, please don't let the bears die. It is in your ability to stop this horrible hunt and destruction.



From: Margaret Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:03:13 PM

From: Margaret Baker <bbakedr25@cox net>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34478

Phone Number: 352-732-7045

Message Body: These are innocent animals that have done nothing to deserve to die so a hunter's ego can be fed.
 Intelligent people have compassion and respect for what God created and every animal was created for a purpose by
 God - areand it wasn't so the animal could die a cruel, horrible death and be hung on s wall,  That is a disgrace and
 very degrading to the human race.  Humans are suppose to be humane and intelligent.  We have invaded the bears'
 homes and now want to kill them for them trying to survive the horrors of humans. It is disgusting that these little
 egos have to kill in order to feel like a "REAL MAN".  Let's put those same men out in the forest, unarmed like the
 bears, and let the bears have at them, and then ask them if trophy hunting is such a great thing.
Please, please don't let the bears die. It is in your ability to stop this horrible hunt and destruction.



From: Francine Dolins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Commission: NO to Black Bear Trophy Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 10:50:01 PM

From: Francine Dolins <francine.dolins@charter net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48105

Phone Number: 7348452511

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

Florida's black bears have just begun to recover from near extinction but they still face serious threats from habitat
 loss and fragmentation. Since much of the habitat has been developed, the bears are often drawn to residential areas
 with unsecured garbage cans and also by people who are feeding them illegally.

Many agree that the black bear population is on the right track, but the only reason the bear was removed from the
 state endangered species list was because the state changed the definition of 'endangered'. Currently, there is no
 scientific study which has determined black bear population levels. A population assessment is underway, but won't
 be complete until next year.

Despite a lack of a definitive population count, State Wildlife Commission members have decided in light of recent
 bear-human incidents to reopen a trophy hunting season on these majestic creatures for the first time in twenty
 years. This will not solve any conflicts and will appease a small minority of trophy hunters.

Moreover, in a blatant conflict of interest, two of the five commissioners who made this decision to open the bear
 trophy hunt, have purchased licenses to join the hunt.

I hope that you will take into consideration the issues I have raised, and end the bear hunt before it begins.

I look forward to hearing from you about this important issue.

Sincerely,
Francine Dolins, Ph.D.



From: Francine Dolins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Commission: NO to Black Bear Trophy Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 10:49:52 PM

From: Francine Dolins <francine.dolins@charter net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48105

Phone Number: 7348452511

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

Florida's black bears have just begun to recover from near extinction but they still face serious threats from habitat
 loss and fragmentation. Since much of the habitat has been developed, the bears are often drawn to residential areas
 with unsecured garbage cans and also by people who are feeding them illegally.

Many agree that the black bear population is on the right track, but the only reason the bear was removed from the
 state endangered species list was because the state changed the definition of 'endangered'. Currently, there is no
 scientific study which has determined black bear population levels. A population assessment is underway, but won't
 be complete until next year.

Despite a lack of a definitive population count, State Wildlife Commission members have decided in light of recent
 bear-human incidents to reopen a trophy hunting season on these majestic creatures for the first time in twenty
 years. This will not solve any conflicts and will appease a small minority of trophy hunters.

Moreover, in a blatant conflict of interest, two of the five commissioners who made this decision to open the bear
 trophy hunt, have purchased licenses to join the hunt.

I hope that you will take into consideration the issues I have raised, and end the bear hunt before it begins.

I look forward to hearing from you about this important issue.

Sincerely,
Francine Dolins, Ph.D.



From: Mrs Constance Lalena
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear trophy hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 10:07:19 PM

From: Mrs Constance Lalena <clalena@att.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear governor Scott

      The black bear hunt is not necessary.
          It's very hard for any species to surivive
          In this world today . They need our protection
          

                             Sincerely
                              Constance lalena



From: Mrs Constance Lalena
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear trophy hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 10:07:17 PM

From: Mrs Constance Lalena <clalena@att.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear governor Scott

      The black bear hunt is not necessary.
          It's very hard for any species to surivive
          In this world today . They need our protection
          

                             Sincerely
                              Constance lalena



From: Holly Dowling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 10:05:21 PM

From: Holly Dowling <hollyd1225@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95409

Phone Number: 707-521-9880

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing in opposition to the approved upcoming bear hunt. It appears some of the commissioners who approved
 this hunt have already bought passes to kill bears, which leads one to believe they were not the most impartial
 arbiters. As Governor, I think it would shed a poor light on you to have this hunt go forward, not only because of
 these less-than-impartial commissioners, but also in light of Cecil and the current public sentiment regarding trophy
 hunting. Animals are not ours to kill for fun or sport. Do the right thing and don't allow this hunt.



From: Holly Dowling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 10:05:14 PM

From: Holly Dowling <hollyd1225@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95409

Phone Number: 707-521-9880

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing in opposition to the approved upcoming bear hunt. It appears some of the commissioners who approved
 this hunt have already bought passes to kill bears, which leads one to believe they were not the most impartial
 arbiters. As Governor, I think it would shed a poor light on you to have this hunt go forward, not only because of
 these less-than-impartial commissioners, but also in light of Cecil and the current public sentiment regarding trophy
 hunting. Animals are not ours to kill for fun or sport. Do the right thing and don't allow this hunt.



From: Joseph DeNatale
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:51:34 PM

From: Joseph DeNatale <cat.5@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Govenor Scott,
Please consider the long term effects of your decisions over the short term politcal / financial gain.
Search your heart and ask if you are doing "the responsible thing"?
What does your conscience tell you to do?
Sincerely,
Joseph DeNatale



From: Joseph DeNatale
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:51:32 PM

From: Joseph DeNatale <cat.5@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Govenor Scott,
Please consider the long term effects of your decisions over the short term politcal / financial gain.
Search your heart and ask if you are doing "the responsible thing"?
What does your conscience tell you to do?
Sincerely,
Joseph DeNatale



From: Roger Ewing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:46:51 PM

From: Roger Ewing <rogerewing@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91302

Phone Number: 8185173101

Message Body: Thoughtful, caring American's are extremely disappointed that trophy hunting for wild bears
 continues in this country. According to the World Wildlife Federation, research indicates humans are primarily
 responsible for the killing 50% of the world's wildlife in just the last 40 years.  Please stop this primitive hunt and
 allow Black Bears to live in peace.  You can make a difference in the world.  Just do it.
Thank you



From: Roger Ewing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:46:42 PM

From: Roger Ewing <rogerewing@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91302

Phone Number: 8185173101

Message Body: Thoughtful, caring American's are extremely disappointed that trophy hunting for wild bears
 continues in this country. According to the World Wildlife Federation, research indicates humans are primarily
 responsible for the killing 50% of the world's wildlife in just the last 40 years.  Please stop this primitive hunt and
 allow Black Bears to live in peace.  You can make a difference in the world.  Just do it.
Thank you



From: Beatriz Garces
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt Florida
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:37:39 PM

From: Beatriz Garces <bberacierto@cfl rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-808-6080

Message Body: This will be a sad sad week for the majestic and beautiful Florida black bear. Were they not
 protected just a few years ago??? How in the world would something this cruel solve anything?? Absolutely
 ridiculous! The killing of innocent animals that have no vote! Please stop this hunt!



From: Beatriz Garces
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt Florida
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:37:32 PM

From: Beatriz Garces <bberacierto@cfl rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-808-6080

Message Body: This will be a sad sad week for the majestic and beautiful Florida black bear. Were they not
 protected just a few years ago??? How in the world would something this cruel solve anything?? Absolutely
 ridiculous! The killing of innocent animals that have no vote! Please stop this hunt!



From: John English
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear hunt for the boys club
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:27:45 PM

From: John English <jenglish@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor,
The Florida fish and wildlife conservation commissioners old boys Club are clearly not Conservationists.They are
 not doing their job protecting Floridas Wildlife, instead they are plundering the resources that belong to all of us for
 the sick enjoyment of a few. 2 of them are such great conservationists that they have entered the bear killing contest
 they OK'ed. You need to take action and make the Commissioners represent the interests of all Floridians.
Thank you
John English



From: John English
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear hunt for the boys club
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:27:43 PM

From: John English <jenglish@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor,
The Florida fish and wildlife conservation commissioners old boys Club are clearly not Conservationists.They are
 not doing their job protecting Floridas Wildlife, instead they are plundering the resources that belong to all of us for
 the sick enjoyment of a few. 2 of them are such great conservationists that they have entered the bear killing contest
 they OK'ed. You need to take action and make the Commissioners represent the interests of all Floridians.
Thank you
John English



From: AnnaMarie King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:26:31 PM

From: AnnaMarie King <k4ever39@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number: 5613926833

Message Body: Please, stop the hunt for Black Bears while there is still time.



From: Karen Kindel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:17:56 PM

From: Karen Kindel <k kindel@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44718

Phone Number:

Message Body: What a shame that someone can purchase a license to murder defenseless beings.  Isn't there enough
 violence in this world as it is?  You feel the need to create more?



From: Karen Kindel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:17:53 PM

From: Karen Kindel <k kindel@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44718

Phone Number:

Message Body: What a shame that someone can purchase a license to murder defenseless beings.  Isn't there enough
 violence in this world as it is?  You feel the need to create more?



From: Carrie Twickler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt Oct 23, 2015
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:35:53 PM

From: Carrie Twickler <k1691@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38120

Phone Number: 901-7661661

Message Body: Please do not allow the bear hunt to proceed on October 23rd, 2015.

This is not an over populated species that requires hunting because they may starve to death. like many of the deer
 populations.

It is simply a trophy hunt. I have never once heard anyone speak of" great bear meat" Please reconsider...

Carrie Twickler



From: Carrie Twickler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt Oct 23, 2015
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:35:51 PM

From: Carrie Twickler <k1691@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38120

Phone Number: 901-7661661

Message Body: Please do not allow the bear hunt to proceed on October 23rd, 2015.

This is not an over populated species that requires hunting because they may starve to death. like many of the deer
 populations.

It is simply a trophy hunt. I have never once heard anyone speak of" great bear meat" Please reconsider...

Carrie Twickler



From: Danni Murphy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt!
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:33:18 PM

From: Danni Murphy <dannimurphy@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92624

Phone Number: 9492185347

Message Body: While I do not live on your state, I know this hunt of black bears to be cruel and a travesty.  There
 are humane and other alternatives to this killing. Please work with your state officials and with feral agencies to
 find effective means to manage these wonderful animals that does not include killing...the cruel and easy way out.
 Thank you.



From: Danni Murphy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt!
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:33:16 PM

From: Danni Murphy <dannimurphy@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92624

Phone Number: 9492185347

Message Body: While I do not live on your state, I know this hunt of black bears to be cruel and a travesty.  There
 are humane and other alternatives to this killing. Please work with your state officials and with feral agencies to
 find effective means to manage these wonderful animals that does not include killing...the cruel and easy way out.
 Thank you.



From: Frances Culbertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:29:09 PM

From: Frances Culbertson <frances.culbertson@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33706

Phone Number:

Message Body: SAY NO TO KILLING OF BEARS
NOT A SPORT
LEGISLATORS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IF FLORIDA APPROVES LEGAL
 SLAUGHTER OF BEARS.



From: Frances Culbertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:29:01 PM

From: Frances Culbertson <frances.culbertson@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33706

Phone Number:

Message Body: SAY NO TO KILLING OF BEARS
NOT A SPORT
LEGISLATORS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IF FLORIDA APPROVES LEGAL
 SLAUGHTER OF BEARS.



From: Melinda dascotte
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:18:43 PM

From: Melinda dascotte <thatsmelinda4u@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32922

Phone Number: 3216151130

Message Body: 2 of the 5 people that approved this bought hunting licenses? It was biased and should be stopped,
 both commissioners should loose their positions



From: Margarita Eremeyev
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:08:07 PM

From: Margarita Eremeyev <meremeyev@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10463

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop catering to the gun lobbyists! Ban the bear hunt this fall or you'll start seeing a loss of tourism
 to your state!



From: Margarita Eremeyev
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:08:05 PM

From: Margarita Eremeyev <meremeyev@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10463

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop catering to the gun lobbyists! Ban the bear hunt this fall or you'll start seeing a loss of tourism
 to your state!



From: Helen Berry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:07:49 PM

From: Helen Berry <helenberry@xtra.co nz>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 7011

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,  I have been following this story from New Zealand and would be very
 glad if you could wait for the population survey results for the black bear to come through,  before allowing the
 Black Bear trophy hunt to go ahead,  in saying that,  I wish it wouldn't full stop,  but hopefully the population can
 sustain the slaughter.  Please do what you can to protect and enhance biodiversity in your region.  Kind regards
Helen Berry



From: Helen Berry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:07:47 PM

From: Helen Berry <helenberry@xtra.co nz>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 7011

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,  I have been following this story from New Zealand and would be very
 glad if you could wait for the population survey results for the black bear to come through,  before allowing the
 Black Bear trophy hunt to go ahead,  in saying that,  I wish it wouldn't full stop,  but hopefully the population can
 sustain the slaughter.  Please do what you can to protect and enhance biodiversity in your region.  Kind regards
Helen Berry



From: Erin West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:05:08 PM

From: Erin West <erinwestcreative@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32724

Phone Number: 4072429058

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to please block the state bear hunt. These are beautiful creatures and we need to figure out how to prevent
 sprawl into their habitat. This is a disgusting example to our children and a bleak forecast into the future for the
 fragile ecosystem of Florida.

Thank you for your time.

Erin West



From: Erin West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:05:01 PM

From: Erin West <erinwestcreative@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32724

Phone Number: 4072429058

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to please block the state bear hunt. These are beautiful creatures and we need to figure out how to prevent
 sprawl into their habitat. This is a disgusting example to our children and a bleak forecast into the future for the
 fragile ecosystem of Florida.

Thank you for your time.

Erin West



From: Margaret Adam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:04:11 PM

From: Margaret Adam <margaret_adam@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 59717

Phone Number: 0000000000

Message Body: Florida's black bears were removed from Endangered status for unscientific reasons. There is no
 survey information to justify making such a decision. The population has just begun to recover, and the habitat for
 bears has been severely limited.
For these reasons, a hunt is indefensible. You should put a stop to it before you state is embarrassed and your
 wildlife harmed.

Furthermore, Montanans remind you that hunting black bears is for sissies - try hunting a real bear.



From: D.G. Sifuentes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:00:26 PM

From: D.G. Sifuentes <dream15x@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93546

Phone Number:

Message Body: This is unbelievably cruel and barbaric and unacceptable. Humans are bound to wipe out all species
 and resources of this earth.
Please do NOT allow this bear hunt to occur.



From: D.G. Sifuentes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:00:25 PM

From: D.G. Sifuentes <dream15x@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93546

Phone Number:

Message Body: This is unbelievably cruel and barbaric and unacceptable. Humans are bound to wipe out all species
 and resources of this earth.
Please do NOT allow this bear hunt to occur.



From: Gloria Callahan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:00:10 PM

From: Gloria Callahan <novemberroseus@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29803

Phone Number: 8036449689

Message Body: I am writing to request that black bear hunt be cancelled so that these animals can live as they were
 meant to in their natural habitat, helping to maintain the balance in their ecosystem.  The cruelty and suffering
 caused to them by hunting is not worth the small amount gained by selling permits, which panders to small and
 very misguided group of people who get enjoyment from depriving an animal of its life.



From: Gloria Callahan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:00:08 PM

From: Gloria Callahan <novemberroseus@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29803

Phone Number: 8036449689

Message Body: I am writing to request that black bear hunt be cancelled so that these animals can live as they were
 meant to in their natural habitat, helping to maintain the balance in their ecosystem.  The cruelty and suffering
 caused to them by hunting is not worth the small amount gained by selling permits, which panders to small and
 very misguided group of people who get enjoyment from depriving an animal of its life.



From: Mary Chatham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:58:50 PM

From: Mary Chatham <gizmovonpoohbear@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 9542402684

Message Body: We don't need to have a  hunt, as there aren't enough to hunt and keep the species going. Also the
 backlash from "Cecil" the lion, will follow you around if you allow the hunt to happen.



From: Mary Chatham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:58:49 PM

From: Mary Chatham <gizmovonpoohbear@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 9542402684

Message Body: We don't need to have a  hunt, as there aren't enough to hunt and keep the species going. Also the
 backlash from "Cecil" the lion, will follow you around if you allow the hunt to happen.



From: Dr. Deborah Swanson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:58:26 PM

From: Dr. Deborah Swanson <daswanson@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84741

Phone Number: 5102957222

Message Body: Stop!!!



From: Dr. Deborah Swanson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:58:18 PM

From: Dr. Deborah Swanson <daswanson@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84741

Phone Number: 5102957222

Message Body: Stop!!!



From: Ronald Lemmert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:39:46 PM

From: Ronald Lemmert <padreron@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Trophy hunting needs to be relegated to one of the many ignorant practices of the past.  These
 animals need our protection, not to be slaughtered for fun.  It is time to turn the page on such cruelty and start a new
 era of respect for all of our wildlife.



From: Ronald Lemmert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:39:43 PM

From: Ronald Lemmert <padreron@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Trophy hunting needs to be relegated to one of the many ignorant practices of the past.  These
 animals need our protection, not to be slaughtered for fun.  It is time to turn the page on such cruelty and start a new
 era of respect for all of our wildlife.



From: Daniel Sylvester
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel Black Bear Hunt! Shoot pictures not guns!
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:34:58 PM

From: Daniel Sylvester <syllyman@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53704

Phone Number:

Message Body: I have many objections to the Black Bear Trophy Hunt and wish for you to cancel it and all future
 events.



From: Daniel Sylvester
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Cancel Black Bear Hunt! Shoot pictures not guns!
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:34:56 PM

From: Daniel Sylvester <syllyman@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53704

Phone Number:

Message Body: I have many objections to the Black Bear Trophy Hunt and wish for you to cancel it and all future
 events.



From: Choral Eddie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:22:46 PM

From: Choral Eddie <seaeddy@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11201

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a snow bird, We object to the bear hunt!  Stop it!



From: Choral Eddie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:22:45 PM

From: Choral Eddie <seaeddy@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11201

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a snow bird, We object to the bear hunt!  Stop it!



From: Suzanne Hamer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:20:06 PM

From: Suzanne Hamer <tedsuza@gmail.com>

County: Washington

Zip Code: 98072

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not have a bear hunt.  Florida should increase habitat for these animals to help avoid
 conflict.  We need top predators for a healthy ecosystem.



From: Suzanne Hamer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:19:59 PM

From: Suzanne Hamer <tedsuza@gmail.com>

County: Washington

Zip Code: 98072

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not have a bear hunt.  Florida should increase habitat for these animals to help avoid
 conflict.  We need top predators for a healthy ecosystem.



From: Craig Ballweg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:19:23 PM

From: Craig Ballweg <cballweg59@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45885

Phone Number: 4193942728

Message Body: Ban and or repeal the bear hunt.Leaver these beautiful animals alone for futer generations to enjoy



From: Craig Ballweg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:19:15 PM

From: Craig Ballweg <cballweg59@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45885

Phone Number: 4193942728

Message Body: Ban and or repeal the bear hunt.Leaver these beautiful animals alone for futer generations to enjoy



From: sally langer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: no to black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:17:28 PM

From: sally langer <siestadogz@msn.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number: 941-349-7847

Message Body: Please do not allow hunting for the black bears. This is a recipe for disaster with accidents and
 orphaned cubs, people mistaken for the animals and too many being taken over the designated limit. Education on
 living in the vicinity of bears, who deserve their own space, and how to prevent bears from being attracted to homes
 will be far more productive in the long run, rather than a trophy head on a wall.



From: sally langer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: no to black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:17:20 PM

From: sally langer <siestadogz@msn.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number: 941-349-7847

Message Body: Please do not allow hunting for the black bears. This is a recipe for disaster with accidents and
 orphaned cubs, people mistaken for the animals and too many being taken over the designated limit. Education on
 living in the vicinity of bears, who deserve their own space, and how to prevent bears from being attracted to homes
 will be far more productive in the long run, rather than a trophy head on a wall.



From: Rebecca Hickey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:07:55 PM

From: Rebecca Hickey <bullchance@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97206

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please rethink this stupid, cruel and senseless hunt!  If there must be a hunt I say make it a hunt for 
 government officials that approved this idea.  They can get a 1 hour head start and then all bets are off!  Seriously
 this is not a good idea and animals deserve respect.  Florida is fast becoming another state I will never visit, after
 Texas!



From: Rebecca Hickey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:07:46 PM

From: Rebecca Hickey <bullchance@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97206

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please rethink this stupid, cruel and senseless hunt!  If there must be a hunt I say make it a hunt for 
 government officials that approved this idea.  They can get a 1 hour head start and then all bets are off!  Seriously
 this is not a good idea and animals deserve respect.  Florida is fast becoming another state I will never visit, after
 Texas!



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunts
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:44:01 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jonathon R Addington [mailto:jonathona79@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:43 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunts

From: Jonathon R Addington <jonathona79@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32205

Phone Number: 4192979497

Message Body: Good day Mr. Scott,

I'm writing today to ask that you stop the Bear hunt that is scheduled for late October.  The amount of permits filed
 in the first two days were numbered around 1,200, more than four times what the count of bears that would be
 legally allowed to be killed.  That number has now gotten much higher, which is good when it comes to money
 going to the state, but it is very concerning when it comes to how many bears will be killed.  We have no way of
 knowing how many bears will be killed in the first few hours, let alone the first few days.  You & I both know there
 are people with integrity issues out there that might even hunt illegally.  This could potentially decimate the
 majority of the population of the Central Florida Bear, and even wipe them out completely in the worst case
 scenario.  I urge you to take all of this into consideration, as well as the growing population of Florida(and the rest
 of the country that is watching) that is against this hunt.  Stats even show that the majority of the people are not for
 this hunt, so why go on with it?  I appreciate your thought & time in this matter and await your response.



From: Jonathon R Addington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunts
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:42:55 AM

From: Jonathon R Addington <jonathona79@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32205

Phone Number: 4192979497

Message Body: Good day Mr. Scott,

I'm writing today to ask that you stop the Bear hunt that is scheduled for late October.  The amount of permits filed
 in the first two days were numbered around 1,200, more than four times what the count of bears that would be
 legally allowed to be killed.  That number has now gotten much higher, which is good when it comes to money
 going to the state, but it is very concerning when it comes to how many bears will be killed.  We have no way of
 knowing how many bears will be killed in the first few hours, let alone the first few days.  You & I both know there
 are people with integrity issues out there that might even hunt illegally.  This could potentially decimate the
 majority of the population of the Central Florida Bear, and even wipe them out completely in the worst case
 scenario.  I urge you to take all of this into consideration, as well as the growing population of Florida(and the rest
 of the country that is watching) that is against this hunt.  Stats even show that the majority of the people are not for
 this hunt, so why go on with it?  I appreciate your thought & time in this matter and await your response.



From: Jonathon R Addington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunts
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:42:48 AM

From: Jonathon R Addington <jonathona79@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32205

Phone Number: 4192979497

Message Body: Good day Mr. Scott,

I'm writing today to ask that you stop the Bear hunt that is scheduled for late October.  The amount of permits filed
 in the first two days were numbered around 1,200, more than four times what the count of bears that would be
 legally allowed to be killed.  That number has now gotten much higher, which is good when it comes to money
 going to the state, but it is very concerning when it comes to how many bears will be killed.  We have no way of
 knowing how many bears will be killed in the first few hours, let alone the first few days.  You & I both know there
 are people with integrity issues out there that might even hunt illegally.  This could potentially decimate the
 majority of the population of the Central Florida Bear, and even wipe them out completely in the worst case
 scenario.  I urge you to take all of this into consideration, as well as the growing population of Florida(and the rest
 of the country that is watching) that is against this hunt.  Stats even show that the majority of the people are not for
 this hunt, so why go on with it?  I appreciate your thought & time in this matter and await your response.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 1:48:24 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Katherine Erlacher [mailto:kathyerlacher@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:54 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Katherine Erlacher <kathyerlacher@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 4073129221

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I wanted to take a moment and write to you about my feelings regarding the proposed bear hunt,  As a citizen who
 lives right in the middle of an area where there have been several bear/human encounters as well as several bear
 sighting and even some bear vs car incidents (the bear lost), I am vehemently against the bear hunt.  There is not
 one person that I know who is for this barbaric manner in managing these creatures,  We encroach on their land,
 take their food sources, and then become upset when they come into "our" areas. 
I believe that there are numerous other options available to manage bear/human encounters rather than to kill these
 beautiful creatures; they are part of the environment and by killing them off, it destroys the remaining environment;
 we are all connected.

In closing I would ask you to please stop this bear hunt; listen to your constituents and do the right thing

Respectfully,

Katherine Erlacher



From: Katherine Erlacher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:54:05 PM

From: Katherine Erlacher <kathyerlacher@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 4073129221

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I wanted to take a moment and write to you about my feelings regarding the proposed bear hunt,  As a citizen who
 lives right in the middle of an area where there have been several bear/human encounters as well as several bear
 sighting and even some bear vs car incidents (the bear lost), I am vehemently against the bear hunt.  There is not
 one person that I know who is for this barbaric manner in managing these creatures,  We encroach on their land,
 take their food sources, and then become upset when they come into "our" areas. 
I believe that there are numerous other options available to manage bear/human encounters rather than to kill these
 beautiful creatures; they are part of the environment and by killing them off, it destroys the remaining environment;
 we are all connected.

In closing I would ask you to please stop this bear hunt; listen to your constituents and do the right thing

Respectfully,

Katherine Erlacher



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:22:53 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas Rice [mailto mrtrice@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:15 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Thomas Rice <mrtrice@comcast net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the massacre of the bears.  The indiscriminate killing of these beautiful creatures.  We are
 infringing on their territory. 

This amounts to nothing more than trophy killing, not unlike Cecil!!!  Stop this before it's too late.  The backlash
 will haunt you forever.

Please stop and rethink and let's come up with another solution.



From: Thomas Rice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:15:31 PM

From: Thomas Rice <mrtrice@comcast net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the massacre of the bears.  The indiscriminate killing of these beautiful creatures.  We are
 infringing on their territory. 

This amounts to nothing more than trophy killing, not unlike Cecil!!!  Stop this before it's too late.  The backlash
 will haunt you forever.

Please stop and rethink and let's come up with another solution.



From: Thomas Rice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:15:23 PM

From: Thomas Rice <mrtrice@comcast net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the massacre of the bears.  The indiscriminate killing of these beautiful creatures.  We are
 infringing on their territory. 

This amounts to nothing more than trophy killing, not unlike Cecil!!!  Stop this before it's too late.  The backlash
 will haunt you forever.

Please stop and rethink and let's come up with another solution.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:10:31 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Janet Rice [mailto:jarice222@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:10 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Janet Rice <jarice222@comcast net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the massacre of the bears in Florida.  This has not been proven the most effective way to
 limit the human to bear interaction contact.

There are already more licenses issued than there are bears!!!!  Please stop this inhumane solution to what will be a
 total slaughter of the bear population in Florida!  We have invaded their lands.  Rethink this issue before it is too
 late.



From: Janet Rice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:09:38 PM

From: Janet Rice <jarice222@comcast net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the massacre of the bears in Florida.  This has not been proven the most effective way to
 limit the human to bear interaction contact.

There are already more licenses issued than there are bears!!!!  Please stop this inhumane solution to what will be a
 total slaughter of the bear population in Florida!  We have invaded their lands.  Rethink this issue before it is too
 late.



From: Janet Rice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:09:37 PM

From: Janet Rice <jarice222@comcast net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the massacre of the bears in Florida.  This has not been proven the most effective way to
 limit the human to bear interaction contact.

There are already more licenses issued than there are bears!!!!  Please stop this inhumane solution to what will be a
 total slaughter of the bear population in Florida!  We have invaded their lands.  Rethink this issue before it is too
 late.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Subject: FW: Please Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:56:34 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Sandra Brinker [mailto:sbrink@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:56 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop The Bear Hunt

From: Sandra Brinker <sbrink@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number: 9419663209

Message Body: Gov. Scott
There is no good reason to allow a hunt on black bears. They are animals who are running out of habitat due to
 overdevelopment. At our second home in NJ, black bear often come through our yard since we live near a county
 park. They are easily scared away by yelling at them. I am sure you saw a recent video of a mother bear and 5 cubs
 playing in a backyard pool. They are hardly a danger and it is possible to live alongside them if their habitat is
 secure. I urge you to rethink allowing the hunt.



From: Sandra Brinker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:56:10 AM

From: Sandra Brinker <sbrink@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number: 9419663209

Message Body: Gov. Scott
There is no good reason to allow a hunt on black bears. They are animals who are running out of habitat due to
 overdevelopment. At our second home in NJ, black bear often come through our yard since we live near a county
 park. They are easily scared away by yelling at them. I am sure you saw a recent video of a mother bear and 5 cubs
 playing in a backyard pool. They are hardly a danger and it is possible to live alongside them if their habitat is
 secure. I urge you to rethink allowing the hunt.



From: Sandra Brinker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:56:09 AM

From: Sandra Brinker <sbrink@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number: 9419663209

Message Body: Gov. Scott
There is no good reason to allow a hunt on black bears. They are animals who are running out of habitat due to
 overdevelopment. At our second home in NJ, black bear often come through our yard since we live near a county
 park. They are easily scared away by yelling at them. I am sure you saw a recent video of a mother bear and 5 cubs
 playing in a backyard pool. They are hardly a danger and it is possible to live alongside them if their habitat is
 secure. I urge you to rethink allowing the hunt.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Subject: FW: bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 10:53:41 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Audrey stansbury [mailto:audreyladell@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2015 10:52 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt

From: Audrey stansbury <audreyladell@yahoo.com>

County: Highlands

Zip Code: 33852

Phone Number: 484-844-0374

Message Body: please govenor Scott, have some compassion.
please educate yourself about the way that these backward rednecks hunt bear down, It is torturous and gruesome, 
 no one needs to eat bears.  please be a compassionate human being and stop the bear hunt. you are the one who can
 stop it.

sincerely, audrey stansbury



From: Audrey stansbury
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 10:51:53 AM

From: Audrey stansbury <audreyladell@yahoo.com>

County: Highlands

Zip Code: 33852

Phone Number: 484-844-0374

Message Body: please govenor Scott, have some compassion.
please educate yourself about the way that these backward rednecks hunt bear down, It is torturous and gruesome, 
 no one needs to eat bears.  please be a compassionate human being and stop the bear hunt. you are the one who can
 stop it.

sincerely, audrey stansbury



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Stop bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:49:53 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jackie Lothian [mailto:jackie@bozinc.com]
Sent: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:59 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunt

From: Jackie Lothian <jackie@bozinc.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32751

Phone Number: 4074489665

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. We have taken their homes. Killing them is just stupid. How many cubs
 will be left without mothers. No way will you be able to control how many get killed. Not to mention will any
 people be hurt or other animals. Make people take care of their garbage so Bears can't get into it. This whole thing
 makes me ashamed to live in Florida. You have the power so do something right. Thank you!



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Black Bears
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:42:55 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: betsy mcclain [mailto:bmcclain@cfl.rr.com]
Sent: Sunday, August 23, 2015 4:23 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears

From: betsy mcclain <bmcclain@cfl.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407 5879961

Message Body: I voted for you and am appalled at your decision to support your privileged and wealthy friends with
 this bear trophy hunt.  And the idea of a commissioner being a developer just reeks of self serving political
 corruption!  Oh and on that note...Why replace one with another??? Your FWC appointees have done everything
 from trying to instill fear to saying that the pubic is stupid about the bear behavior and that killing them is best for
 all!  Listen to the public voices.  Stop destroying our state lands and wildlife.  Stop being the fox in the hen house! 
 Stop the bear hunt!   Do the right thing.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:42:50 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Rev. Col. Kenneth D. Frazier [mailto:revrndale@bellsouth net]
Sent: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:48 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT

From: Rev. Col. Kenneth D. Frazier <revrndale@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32713

Phone Number: 386-873-1305

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
          With 80 -85% of the citizens of Florida opposing this heinous BEAR HUNT ; how can you sit back and do
 nothing ...
          Your oath of office was to look out for the better good of your citizens and the faith that we entrust in you ....
 By doing nothing to stop this hunt ; you are betraying that trust .
          I'd beg you to reconsider your position and declare and executive decision to STOP this heinous , barbaric
 slaughter of these poor innocent animals ....
          Thank you for your time and consideration .......

Rev. Col. Kenneth D. Frazier



From: betsy mcclain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 4:22:42 PM

From: betsy mcclain <bmcclain@cfl.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407 5879961

Message Body: I voted for you and am appalled at your decision to support your privileged and wealthy friends with
 this bear trophy hunt.  And the idea of a commissioner being a developer just reeks of self serving political
 corruption!  Oh and on that note...Why replace one with another??? Your FWC appointees have done everything
 from trying to instill fear to saying that the pubic is stupid about the bear behavior and that killing them is best for
 all!  Listen to the public voices.  Stop destroying our state lands and wildlife.  Stop being the fox in the hen house! 
 Stop the bear hunt!   Do the right thing.



From: betsy mcclain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 4:22:39 PM

From: betsy mcclain <bmcclain@cfl.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407 5879961

Message Body: I voted for you and am appalled at your decision to support your privileged and wealthy friends with
 this bear trophy hunt.  And the idea of a commissioner being a developer just reeks of self serving political
 corruption!  Oh and on that note...Why replace one with another??? Your FWC appointees have done everything
 from trying to instill fear to saying that the pubic is stupid about the bear behavior and that killing them is best for
 all!  Listen to the public voices.  Stop destroying our state lands and wildlife.  Stop being the fox in the hen house! 
 Stop the bear hunt!   Do the right thing.



From: Lucia Reid
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 2:34:28 PM

From: Lucia Reid <crystal@creativecrystal.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34236

Phone Number: 9413887770

Message Body: I voted for you - apparently a mistake. Your attitude toward the bear hunt and Amendment 1
 epitomize the arrogance of politicians. Your office ignores calls, letters and emails from those who don't support
 your decisions. FWC also ignores our voices.  Richard Dorbett resigns after proving his ignorance about wildlife
 (teddy bears) and cronyism wins again when you appointed Robert Spottswood. If allowed to go forward, this hunt
 will be a needless blood bath that Florida voters will NEVER forget.  I ask you to table this hunt and regroup. Other
 areas are working to preserve the environment and wildlife. Why are you so dedicated to their destruction? Thank
 you.



From: Lucia Reid
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 2:34:27 PM

From: Lucia Reid <crystal@creativecrystal.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34236

Phone Number: 9413887770

Message Body: I voted for you - apparently a mistake. Your attitude toward the bear hunt and Amendment 1
 epitomize the arrogance of politicians. Your office ignores calls, letters and emails from those who don't support
 your decisions. FWC also ignores our voices.  Richard Dorbett resigns after proving his ignorance about wildlife
 (teddy bears) and cronyism wins again when you appointed Robert Spottswood. If allowed to go forward, this hunt
 will be a needless blood bath that Florida voters will NEVER forget.  I ask you to table this hunt and regroup. Other
 areas are working to preserve the environment and wildlife. Why are you so dedicated to their destruction? Thank
 you.



From: Veronica Hayward
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 11:52:44 AM

From: Veronica Hayward <susiq9142@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32724

Phone Number: 386-624-6165

Message Body: Leave them be, please. Where I live they only come out if someone leaves there trash can out which
 they are not suppose to do..they don't bother anyone they are more afraid of us. Please don't kill them, please.



From: Nancy Kon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 11:37:00 AM

From: Nancy Kon <avkon1@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: This Florida Bear Hunt is not what the people of Florida have elected you to approve. The Bear
 count is not complete.The number of hunting permits have no limit. The FWC has no scientists on it's board and
 therefore no deep understanding of the brutal and potential horrific results of this "harvest."   You have the Power to
 Stop the Slaughter of our beloved Florida Bears. This is the will of the vast majority of Floridians. Please hear Our
 Voices and do what we have Elected You To Do. Thank you for your immediate attention to this urgent matter.
Nancy Kon



From: Kimberlee Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear hunt is a travesty! Stop this now!
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:59:37 AM

From: Kimberlee Norton <qpid40@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number:

Message Body: Mr. Scott! We elected you in order to better Florida not to decimate the wild life ! This black Bear
 hunt is a very big mistake on your part politically and a travesty to the welfare of our beautiful and innocent a Black
 Bear!  You need to step up and be our governor and stop this now.The overwhelming majority of the citizens who
 elected you, do not want this hunt to happen!!!! Also, why do you keep electing hunters and developers to take care
 and manage our precious wildlife? Sort of like having the fox take care of the hen house! I can't believe you would
 be so blatantly stupid to think people once made aware of this wouldn't be angry! We trust you people when we
 elect you! If you can't be for the people and wildlife maybe you need to leave!



From: Jackie Lothian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:59:01 AM

From: Jackie Lothian <jackie@bozinc.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32751

Phone Number: 4074489665

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. We have taken their homes. Killing them is just stupid. How many cubs
 will be left without mothers. No way will you be able to control how many get killed. Not to mention will any
 people be hurt or other animals. Make people take care of their garbage so Bears can't get into it. This whole thing
 makes me ashamed to live in Florida. You have the power so do something right. Thank you!



From: Jackie Lothian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:58:58 AM

From: Jackie Lothian <jackie@bozinc.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32751

Phone Number: 4074489665

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. We have taken their homes. Killing them is just stupid. How many cubs
 will be left without mothers. No way will you be able to control how many get killed. Not to mention will any
 people be hurt or other animals. Make people take care of their garbage so Bears can't get into it. This whole thing
 makes me ashamed to live in Florida. You have the power so do something right. Thank you!



From: Rev. Col. Kenneth D. Frazier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:48:37 AM

From: Rev. Col. Kenneth D. Frazier <revrndale@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32713

Phone Number: 386-873-1305

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
          With 80 -85% of the citizens of Florida opposing this heinous BEAR HUNT ; how can you sit back and do
 nothing ...
          Your oath of office was to look out for the better good of your citizens and the faith that we entrust in you ....
 By doing nothing to stop this hunt ; you are betraying that trust .
          I'd beg you to reconsider your position and declare and executive decision to STOP this heinous , barbaric
 slaughter of these poor innocent animals ....
          Thank you for your time and consideration .......

Rev. Col. Kenneth D. Frazier



From: Rev. Col. Kenneth D. Frazier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:48:33 AM

From: Rev. Col. Kenneth D. Frazier <revrndale@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32713

Phone Number: 386-873-1305

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
          With 80 -85% of the citizens of Florida opposing this heinous BEAR HUNT ; how can you sit back and do
 nothing ...
          Your oath of office was to look out for the better good of your citizens and the faith that we entrust in you ....
 By doing nothing to stop this hunt ; you are betraying that trust .
          I'd beg you to reconsider your position and declare and executive decision to STOP this heinous , barbaric
 slaughter of these poor innocent animals ....
          Thank you for your time and consideration .......

Rev. Col. Kenneth D. Frazier



From: Debbie Rhodes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Commission and Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 8:21:25 AM

From: Debbie Rhodes <flowerchild@cfl.rr.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number: 3212828159

Message Body: The appointing of people who know nothing about the plight of our wildlife and environmental
 issues, i. e. have no degrees in biology etc., is unacceptable.  I've done lots of research regarding just the black bear,
 reading many articles written by biologists, and know that the hardships they face are too great to be having a hunt
 when there are only a guesstimate of 3,000 of them.  With approx. 350 killed a year for many reasons added to a
 kill of 320 and low reproduction rates, how long will it be before they are back on the endangered list again?



From: Debbie Rhodes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Commission and Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 8:21:21 AM

From: Debbie Rhodes <flowerchild@cfl.rr.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number: 3212828159

Message Body: The appointing of people who know nothing about the plight of our wildlife and environmental
 issues, i. e. have no degrees in biology etc., is unacceptable.  I've done lots of research regarding just the black bear,
 reading many articles written by biologists, and know that the hardships they face are too great to be having a hunt
 when there are only a guesstimate of 3,000 of them.  With approx. 350 killed a year for many reasons added to a
 kill of 320 and low reproduction rates, how long will it be before they are back on the endangered list again?



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 8:34:19 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Jo Harrington [mailto:mharr17@bellsouth net]
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2015 6:21 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Mary Jo Harrington <mharr17@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 386-672-7362

Message Body: Please do everything you can to stop the bear hunt.  One sees them in tress just "hanging out" and to
 think anyone could shoot an innocent target like that makes me ill.  Please help.
Thank you.



From: Mary Jo Harrington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 6:21:28 PM

From: Mary Jo Harrington <mharr17@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 386-672-7362

Message Body: Please do everything you can to stop the bear hunt.  One sees them in tress just "hanging out" and to
 think anyone could shoot an innocent target like that makes me ill.  Please help.
Thank you.



From: Mary Jo Harrington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 6:21:25 PM

From: Mary Jo Harrington <mharr17@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 386-672-7362

Message Body: Please do everything you can to stop the bear hunt.  One sees them in tress just "hanging out" and to
 think anyone could shoot an innocent target like that makes me ill.  Please help.
Thank you.



From: cindy hohenberger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC
Date: Wednesday, August 19, 2015 11:49:26 AM

From: cindy hohenberger <andeanbear@aol.com>

County: Washington

Zip Code: 32428

Phone Number: 8503810679

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. It doesn't make sense !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



From: cindy hohenberger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC
Date: Wednesday, August 19, 2015 11:49:24 AM

From: cindy hohenberger <andeanbear@aol.com>

County: Washington

Zip Code: 32428

Phone Number: 8503810679

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. It doesn't make sense !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please STOP Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2015 8:18:11 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Elizabeth Baldwin [mailto:cewlbeens1@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2015 5:07 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please STOP Bear Hunt

From: Elizabeth Baldwin <cewlbeens1@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4078830399

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please stop this horrible hunt. Please have a heart.  The bears killed wont be the "nuisance" bears anyway. Please
 trap and relocate. Thank you, Beth Baldwin



From: Elizabeth Baldwin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please STOP Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 5:07:26 PM

From: Elizabeth Baldwin <cewlbeens1@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4078830399

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please stop this horrible hunt. Please have a heart.  The bears killed wont be the "nuisance" bears anyway. Please
 trap and relocate. Thank you,
Beth Baldwin



From: Elizabeth Baldwin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please STOP Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 5:07:24 PM

From: Elizabeth Baldwin <cewlbeens1@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4078830399

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please stop this horrible hunt. Please have a heart.  The bears killed wont be the "nuisance" bears anyway. Please
 trap and relocate. Thank you,
Beth Baldwin



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 1:24:08 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Dikki-Jo Mullen [mailto:skymaiden@juno.com]
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2015 1:07 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt

From: Dikki-Jo Mullen <skymaiden@juno.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 407 721 8697

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, This is to request that the bear hunt scheduled for October, 2015 be halted.
 Many, many more hunting permits have been issued than the original vote mandated,with so many more permits
 being sold yet, as you must certainly know. There are so many other alternatives to the hunting of the black bears.
 Why allow 20 years of conservation efforts to be in vain?
The outrage at the death of Cecil the Lion in Africa ignited global outrage, yet we have a similar situation brewing
 right here at home involving the Black Bear. I would like to add my request to the many, many protests against this
 impending tragedy.
Sincerely,
Dikki-Jo Mullen



From: Dikki-Jo Mullen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 1:07:10 PM

From: Dikki-Jo Mullen <skymaiden@juno.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 407 721 8697

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, This is to request that the bear hunt scheduled for October, 2015 be halted.
 Many, many more hunting permits have been issued than the original vote mandated,with so many more permits
 being sold yet, as you must certainly know. There are so many other alternatives to the hunting of the black bears.
 Why allow 20 years of conservation efforts to be in vain?
The outrage at the death of Cecil the Lion in Africa ignited global outrage, yet we have a similar situation brewing
 right here at home involving the Black Bear. I would like to add my request to the many, many protests against this
 impending tragedy.
Sincerely,
Dikki-Jo Mullen



From: Dikki-Jo Mullen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 1:07:09 PM

From: Dikki-Jo Mullen <skymaiden@juno.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 407 721 8697

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, This is to request that the bear hunt scheduled for October, 2015 be halted.
 Many, many more hunting permits have been issued than the original vote mandated,with so many more permits
 being sold yet, as you must certainly know. There are so many other alternatives to the hunting of the black bears.
 Why allow 20 years of conservation efforts to be in vain?
The outrage at the death of Cecil the Lion in Africa ignited global outrage, yet we have a similar situation brewing
 right here at home involving the Black Bear. I would like to add my request to the many, many protests against this
 impending tragedy.
Sincerely,
Dikki-Jo Mullen



From: imelda neary
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 10:43:19 AM

From: imelda neary <Ineary@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33460

Phone Number: 518 221 2555

Message Body: To Governor Scott

I am writing to appeal to you to stop the Florida Bear Hunt. Why can't you be the one to step up and do the right
 thing?? Can't you see the bigger picture...we can't continue on this path of destruction and expect to have anything
 of REAL value left!! I imagine when the bears are gone then the developers can move in, is that the ultimate
 goal??? It's sad that we are relying on narrow-minded, short-sighted, self serving politicians to protect what is left
 of our planet. How about listening to your constituents!! Thank you for your time.



From: imelda neary
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 10:43:16 AM

From: imelda neary <Ineary@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33460

Phone Number: 518 221 2555

Message Body: To Governor Scott

I am writing to appeal to you to stop the Florida Bear Hunt. Why can't you be the one to step up and do the right
 thing?? Can't you see the bigger picture...we can't continue on this path of destruction and expect to have anything
 of REAL value left!! I imagine when the bears are gone then the developers can move in, is that the ultimate
 goal??? It's sad that we are relying on narrow-minded, short-sighted, self serving politicians to protect what is left
 of our planet. How about listening to your constituents!! Thank you for your time.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 9:35:21 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Melissa Shaffer-O'Connell [mailto:theicemaiden@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2015 9:19 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt

From: Melissa Shaffer-O'Connell <theicemaiden@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49774-9236

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Shaffer-O'Connell
3578 E. 18 Mile Rd
Pickford, MI 49774-9236



From: Melissa Shaffer-O"Connell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 9:18:48 AM

From: Melissa Shaffer-O'Connell <theicemaiden@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49774-9236

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Shaffer-O'Connell
3578 E. 18 Mile Rd
Pickford, MI 49774-9236



From: Melissa Shaffer-O"Connell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 17, 2015 9:18:47 AM

From: Melissa Shaffer-O'Connell <theicemaiden@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49774-9236

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Shaffer-O'Connell
3578 E. 18 Mile Rd
Pickford, MI 49774-9236



From: Gary Harness
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, August 15, 2015 5:27:43 PM

From: Gary Harness <No1350@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please please please stop the bear hunt! The only reasons they are here in NW Seminole County
 bothering people is because the developers are building on all of their habitat lands. We moved out here 30+ years
 ago when this was pretty much in the woods out in the middle of nowhere. We live just off the Wekiva River which
 is one of their migration routes. They can't help it. They were here long before us. Plus, on the last map I saw, the
 hunt areas are within earshot (and gunshot?) of our neighborhood. Please also see if the waste companies can
 provide us with bear proof garbage cans like they do the recycling bins. We are retired and cannot afford to buy
 them ourselves, but will be fined if we don't use them. Thank you. We are counting on you!      Gary Harness     
 Sanford, Seminole County



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Cindy Dick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 5:31:54 PM
Attachments: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <ce31e570-bf04-4ff5-b670-d1c07d39895d@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:52
Attachment 1: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <a151a2cb729946f2b612037bd12c51d7@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick [cdickrun61@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:46
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick <cdickrun61@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-510-7031

Message Body: The FWC geniuses scheduled a hunt during the black bear's denning period.
The FWC geniuses are not limiting hunting licenses.
The FWC geniuses opened up the hunt to hunters outside of Florida.
The FWC geniuses did not set a quota for the first 48 hours, which could result in wiping out the entire 
species.
The FWC geniuses are supposed to be a conservation agency for wildlife in the state of Florida.
The FWC geniuses have no actual data as to how many black bears exist in Florida.
The FWC geniuses do not care about conservation, black bears, apex predators, or pretty much anything 
besides collecting a paycheck.
The FWC geniuses have not paid any attention to public opinion on the matter, which (if they cared about 
facts or data) is trending towards cancelling the hunt, or at the bare minimum waiting for some facts relating
 to the actual bear population in Florida.

Shame on the FWC and anyone else that supports this horrible-idea of a hunt.

Please stop this insanity.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Cindy Dick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 5:31:54 PM
Attachments: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <ce31e570-bf04-4ff5-b670-d1c07d39895d@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt_1.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:52
Attachment 1: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <a151a2cb729946f2b612037bd12c51d7@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt_1.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick [cdickrun61@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:46
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick <cdickrun61@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-510-7031

Message Body: The FWC geniuses scheduled a hunt during the black bear's denning period.
The FWC geniuses are not limiting hunting licenses.
The FWC geniuses opened up the hunt to hunters outside of Florida.
The FWC geniuses did not set a quota for the first 48 hours, which could result in wiping out the entire 
species.
The FWC geniuses are supposed to be a conservation agency for wildlife in the state of Florida.
The FWC geniuses have no actual data as to how many black bears exist in Florida.
The FWC geniuses do not care about conservation, black bears, apex predators, or pretty much anything 
besides collecting a paycheck.
The FWC geniuses have not paid any attention to public opinion on the matter, which (if they cared about 
facts or data) is trending towards cancelling the hunt, or at the bare minimum waiting for some facts relating
 to the actual bear population in Florida.

Shame on the FWC and anyone else that supports this horrible-idea of a hunt.

Please stop this insanity.



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Cindy Dick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 5:31:53 PM
Attachments: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <a151a2cb729946f2b612037bd12c51d7@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt_2.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick [cdickrun61@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:46
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick <cdickrun61@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-510-7031

Message Body: The FWC geniuses scheduled a hunt during the black bear's denning period.
The FWC geniuses are not limiting hunting licenses.
The FWC geniuses opened up the hunt to hunters outside of Florida.
The FWC geniuses did not set a quota for the first 48 hours, which could result in wiping out the entire 
species.
The FWC geniuses are supposed to be a conservation agency for wildlife in the state of Florida.
The FWC geniuses have no actual data as to how many black bears exist in Florida.
The FWC geniuses do not care about conservation, black bears, apex predators, or pretty much anything 
besides collecting a paycheck.
The FWC geniuses have not paid any attention to public opinion on the matter, which (if they cared about 
facts or data) is trending towards cancelling the hunt, or at the bare minimum waiting for some facts relating
 to the actual bear population in Florida.

Shame on the FWC and anyone else that supports this horrible-idea of a hunt.

Please stop this insanity.



From: Cindy Dick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 5:31:53 PM

From: Cindy Dick <cdickrun61@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-510-7031

Message Body: The FWC geniuses scheduled a hunt during the black bear's denning period.
The FWC geniuses are not limiting hunting licenses.
The FWC geniuses opened up the hunt to hunters outside of Florida.
The FWC geniuses did not set a quota for the first 48 hours, which could result in wiping out the entire species.
The FWC geniuses are supposed to be a conservation agency for wildlife in the state of Florida.
The FWC geniuses have no actual data as to how many black bears exist in Florida.
The FWC geniuses do not care about conservation, black bears, apex predators, or pretty much anything besides
 collecting a paycheck.
The FWC geniuses have not paid any attention to public opinion on the matter, which (if they cared about facts or
 data) is trending towards cancelling the hunt, or at the bare minimum waiting for some facts relating to the actual
 bear population in Florida.

Shame on the FWC and anyone else that supports this horrible-idea of a hunt.

Please stop this insanity.



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Cindy Dick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 5:31:52 PM
Attachments: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <cda5c7488a31e0a7f974de929ec17f1d@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt_3.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick [cdickrun61@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:46
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick <cdickrun61@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-510-7031

Message Body: The FWC geniuses scheduled a hunt during the black bear's denning period.
The FWC geniuses are not limiting hunting licenses.
The FWC geniuses opened up the hunt to hunters outside of Florida.
The FWC geniuses did not set a quota for the first 48 hours, which could result in wiping out the entire 
species.
The FWC geniuses are supposed to be a conservation agency for wildlife in the state of Florida.
The FWC geniuses have no actual data as to how many black bears exist in Florida.
The FWC geniuses do not care about conservation, black bears, apex predators, or pretty much anything 
besides collecting a paycheck.
The FWC geniuses have not paid any attention to public opinion on the matter, which (if they cared about 
facts or data) is trending towards cancelling the hunt, or at the bare minimum waiting for some facts relating
 to the actual bear population in Florida.

Shame on the FWC and anyone else that supports this horrible-idea of a hunt.

Please stop this insanity.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Cindy Dick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 5:31:52 PM
Attachments: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <a4f439f4-e1db-4804-93a0-7651cf635615@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt_4.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:50
Attachment 1: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <cda5c7488a31e0a7f974de929ec17f1d@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt_4.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick [cdickrun61@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:46
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick <cdickrun61@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-510-7031

Message Body: The FWC geniuses scheduled a hunt during the black bear's denning period.
The FWC geniuses are not limiting hunting licenses.
The FWC geniuses opened up the hunt to hunters outside of Florida.
The FWC geniuses did not set a quota for the first 48 hours, which could result in wiping out the entire 
species.
The FWC geniuses are supposed to be a conservation agency for wildlife in the state of Florida.
The FWC geniuses have no actual data as to how many black bears exist in Florida.
The FWC geniuses do not care about conservation, black bears, apex predators, or pretty much anything 
besides collecting a paycheck.
The FWC geniuses have not paid any attention to public opinion on the matter, which (if they cared about 
facts or data) is trending towards cancelling the hunt, or at the bare minimum waiting for some facts relating
 to the actual bear population in Florida.

Shame on the FWC and anyone else that supports this horrible-idea of a hunt.

Please stop this insanity.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Cindy Dick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 5:31:52 PM
Attachments: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <a4f439f4-e1db-4804-93a0-7651cf635615@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt_5.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:50
Attachment 1: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: cdickrun61@gmail.com
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <cda5c7488a31e0a7f974de929ec17f1d@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt_5.msg folder/Stomach-turning%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick [cdickrun61@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 16:31:46
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cindy Dick <cdickrun61@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-510-7031

Message Body: The FWC geniuses scheduled a hunt during the black bear's denning period.
The FWC geniuses are not limiting hunting licenses.
The FWC geniuses opened up the hunt to hunters outside of Florida.
The FWC geniuses did not set a quota for the first 48 hours, which could result in wiping out the entire 
species.
The FWC geniuses are supposed to be a conservation agency for wildlife in the state of Florida.
The FWC geniuses have no actual data as to how many black bears exist in Florida.
The FWC geniuses do not care about conservation, black bears, apex predators, or pretty much anything 
besides collecting a paycheck.
The FWC geniuses have not paid any attention to public opinion on the matter, which (if they cared about 
facts or data) is trending towards cancelling the hunt, or at the bare minimum waiting for some facts relating
 to the actual bear population in Florida.

Shame on the FWC and anyone else that supports this horrible-idea of a hunt.

Please stop this insanity.



From: Cindy Dick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stomach-turning Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 5:31:50 PM

From: Cindy Dick <cdickrun61@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-510-7031

Message Body: The FWC geniuses scheduled a hunt during the black bear's denning period.
The FWC geniuses are not limiting hunting licenses.
The FWC geniuses opened up the hunt to hunters outside of Florida.
The FWC geniuses did not set a quota for the first 48 hours, which could result in wiping out the entire species.
The FWC geniuses are supposed to be a conservation agency for wildlife in the state of Florida.
The FWC geniuses have no actual data as to how many black bears exist in Florida.
The FWC geniuses do not care about conservation, black bears, apex predators, or pretty much anything besides
 collecting a paycheck.
The FWC geniuses have not paid any attention to public opinion on the matter, which (if they cared about facts or
 data) is trending towards cancelling the hunt, or at the bare minimum waiting for some facts relating to the actual
 bear population in Florida.

Shame on the FWC and anyone else that supports this horrible-idea of a hunt.

Please stop this insanity.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:55:41 PM
Attachments: FW Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <444257a5-d25e-46d1-8688-b0e79082e01a@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:38
Attachment 1: FW: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: 
<BL2PR09MB06553FDDB9BF9AE95389764C17D0@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Cc: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott []
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Geller [mailto:susanbeau123@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:45 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:55:41 PM
Attachments: FW Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <444257a5-d25e-46d1-8688-b0e79082e01a@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt_1.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:49 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:38
Attachment 1: FW: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: 
<BL2PR09MB06553FDDB9BF9AE95389764C17D0@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Cc: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt_1.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott []
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Geller [mailto:susanbeau123@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:45 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Governor Rick
 Scott

To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:55:41 PM
Attachments: FW Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id:
 <BL2PR09MB06553FDDB9BF9AE95389764C17D0@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Cc: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt_2.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Geller [mailto:susanbeau123@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:45 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:55:40 PM
Attachments: FW Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <83c83e1d-687b-4115-857b-b04389a94778@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt_3.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:38
Attachment 1: FW: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: 
<BL2PR09MB06553FDDB9BF9AE95389764C17D0@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
To: sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt_3.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott []
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Geller [mailto:susanbeau123@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:45 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:55:40 PM
Attachments: FW Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <83c83e1d-687b-4115-857b-b04389a94778@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt_4.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:38
Attachment 1: FW: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: 
<BL2PR09MB06553FDDB9BF9AE95389764C17D0@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
To: sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt_4.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott []
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Geller [mailto:susanbeau123@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:45 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Governor Rick
 Scott

To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:55:40 PM
Attachments: FW Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Message-Id:
 <BL2PR09MB06553FDDB9BF9AE95389764C17D0@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
To: sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/FW%20Bear%20Hunt_5.msg folder/FW_%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:55:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Geller [mailto:susanbeau123@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:45 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:55:39 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Geller [mailto:susanbeau123@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:45 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears..
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters are not in
 favor of this bear kill...

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Susan Geller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:44:55 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <8da02f50-1ddc-442f-8a03-ccc75b493178@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:53
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <7a645cbfef204e9f94cba93f8acce2e4@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller [susanbeau123@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:47
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Susan Geller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:44:55 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <8da02f50-1ddc-442f-8a03-ccc75b493178@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_1.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:53
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <7a645cbfef204e9f94cba93f8acce2e4@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_1.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller [susanbeau123@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:47
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Susan Geller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:44:55 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <7a645cbfef204e9f94cba93f8acce2e4@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_2.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller [susanbeau123@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:47
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Susan Geller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:44:54 PM

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears..
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters are not in
 favor of this bear kill...

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Susan Geller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:44:53 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <9000ff9e75fd17439ef9a4ce28150c8f@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_3.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller [susanbeau123@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:47
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Susan Geller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:44:53 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <ca2a7d5b-7432-429b-9909-02763a66affc@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_4.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:51
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <9000ff9e75fd17439ef9a4ce28150c8f@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_4.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller [susanbeau123@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:47
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Susan Geller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:44:53 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <ca2a7d5b-7432-429b-9909-02763a66affc@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_5.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:51
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: susanbeau123@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <9000ff9e75fd17439ef9a4ce28150c8f@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_5.msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller [susanbeau123@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 12:44:47
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears.. 
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters 
are not in favor of this bear kill... 

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: Susan Geller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2015 1:44:52 PM

From: Susan Geller <susanbeau123@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-921-9708

Message Body: We live in Sweetwater Oaks of Seminole County.. The ground zero for the bears..
They are not the problem...Return the money to all those who bought the permits.  The majority of voters are not in
 favor of this bear kill...

Susan Geller
William Burgess



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Rachel Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 8:47:17 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7b10f765787c56477ac509ee2c82ce3e@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins [msjenkins112@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:47:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins <msjenkins112@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5056

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is disgusting to hunt a living, breathing creature just for the 'fun' of it.  Absolutely appalling.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jenkins
325 Main St
Torrington, CT 06790-5056



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Rachel Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 8:47:17 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <dc38da0e-9713-4fde-b2f3-0c636044993e@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_1.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:47:16
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7b10f765787c56477ac509ee2c82ce3e@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_1.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins [msjenkins112@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:47:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins <msjenkins112@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5056

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is disgusting to hunt a living, breathing creature just for the 'fun' of it.  Absolutely appalling.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jenkins
325 Main St
Torrington, CT 06790-5056



From: Rachel Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 8:47:17 AM

From: Rachel Jenkins <msjenkins112@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5056

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is disgusting to hunt a living, breathing creature just for the 'fun' of it.  Absolutely appalling.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jenkins
325 Main St
Torrington, CT 06790-5056



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Rachel Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 8:47:17 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <dc38da0e-9713-4fde-b2f3-0c636044993e@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_2.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:47:16
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7b10f765787c56477ac509ee2c82ce3e@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_2.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins [msjenkins112@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:47:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins <msjenkins112@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5056

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is disgusting to hunt a living, breathing creature just for the 'fun' of it.  Absolutely appalling.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jenkins
325 Main St
Torrington, CT 06790-5056



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Rachel Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 8:46:20 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <28bb6883-889f-4294-ba7f-29aec55a0e8c@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_3.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:46:18
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2fa5759e4057172f28aa3254358a42b9@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_3.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins [msjenkins112@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:46:14
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins <msjenkins112@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5056

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is disgusting to hunt a living, breathing creature just for the 'fun' of it.  Absolutely appalling.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jenkins
325 Main St
Torrington, CT 06790-5056



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Rachel Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 8:46:20 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2fa5759e4057172f28aa3254358a42b9@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_4.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins [msjenkins112@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:46:14
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins <msjenkins112@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5056

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is disgusting to hunt a living, breathing creature just for the 'fun' of it.  Absolutely appalling.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jenkins
325 Main St
Torrington, CT 06790-5056



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Rachel Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 8:46:20 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <28bb6883-889f-4294-ba7f-29aec55a0e8c@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_5.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:46:18
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: msjenkins112@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2fa5759e4057172f28aa3254358a42b9@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_5.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins [msjenkins112@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 07:46:14
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Rachel Jenkins <msjenkins112@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5056

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is disgusting to hunt a living, breathing creature just for the 'fun' of it.  Absolutely appalling.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jenkins
325 Main St
Torrington, CT 06790-5056



From: Rachel Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 8:46:19 AM

From: Rachel Jenkins <msjenkins112@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5056

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is disgusting to hunt a living, breathing creature just for the 'fun' of it.  Absolutely appalling.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jenkins
325 Main St
Torrington, CT 06790-5056



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jeanette Koenig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 9:25:00 PM
Attachments: Florida bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Message-Id: <8d61ae2e-e690-423b-8136-12be233d6025@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20bear%20hunt.msg folder/Florida%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 20:24:58
Attachment 1: Florida bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Message-Id: <5cd4764edc5f407898277f0c26aed084@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20bear%20hunt.msg folder/Florida%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig [jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 20:24:52
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig <jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Sir:

I am deeply distressed about the decision to allow bear hunting in October. More distressing is the fact that 
the number of licenses to be issued is unlimited. I understand that the number of kills is to be limited to 
around 300, but there is no way to enforce this when you have over a thousand hunters running around in 
the woods--how are they going to know when the limit has been reached?

Controlling bears by hunting is a bad decision. There are other ways to manage bear encounters; they just 
require a bit of common sense and education. If we're having trouble with bears, we can liaise with other 
states that deal with bears as a matter of course (Montana and Wyoming come to mind) and learn from 
them. Bears play a vital part of our ecosystem, and wiping them out like we've done the Florida panther is 
not going to solve anything.

When you first ran for office, I threw away my vote because I did not trust you. At the last election, I had 
been won over enough to vote for you. I like some of the things you're doing, especially with pro-life 
legislation.

However, this bear hunt, which flies in the face of public outcry, is going to harm Republicans. While I 
understand that you did not make this decision personally, it happened under your watch by people you 
appointed. You are responsible. People are furious about this hunt, and allowing it is going to ensure that a 
Democrat takes office next time around. God forbid that it shd be Charlie Crist.

Please take steps, if not to close down this year's scheduled hunt, then to ensure that it is never repeated. If
 you cannot do it because it is the right thing to do, at least do it to avoid damaging the party.

Respectfully,
Jeanette Koenig, PhD



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jeanette Koenig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 9:25:00 PM
Attachments: Florida bear hunt.msg

Sender: jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Message-Id: <5cd4764edc5f407898277f0c26aed084@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20bear%20hunt_1.msg folder/Florida%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig [jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 20:24:52
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig <jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Sir:

I am deeply distressed about the decision to allow bear hunting in October. More distressing is the fact that 
the number of licenses to be issued is unlimited. I understand that the number of kills is to be limited to 
around 300, but there is no way to enforce this when you have over a thousand hunters running around in 
the woods--how are they going to know when the limit has been reached?

Controlling bears by hunting is a bad decision. There are other ways to manage bear encounters; they just 
require a bit of common sense and education. If we're having trouble with bears, we can liaise with other 
states that deal with bears as a matter of course (Montana and Wyoming come to mind) and learn from 
them. Bears play a vital part of our ecosystem, and wiping them out like we've done the Florida panther is 
not going to solve anything.

When you first ran for office, I threw away my vote because I did not trust you. At the last election, I had 
been won over enough to vote for you. I like some of the things you're doing, especially with pro-life 
legislation.

However, this bear hunt, which flies in the face of public outcry, is going to harm Republicans. While I 
understand that you did not make this decision personally, it happened under your watch by people you 
appointed. You are responsible. People are furious about this hunt, and allowing it is going to ensure that a 
Democrat takes office next time around. God forbid that it shd be Charlie Crist.

Please take steps, if not to close down this year's scheduled hunt, then to ensure that it is never repeated. If
 you cannot do it because it is the right thing to do, at least do it to avoid damaging the party.

Respectfully,
Jeanette Koenig, PhD



From: Jeanette Koenig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 9:24:59 PM

From: Jeanette Koenig <jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Sir:

I am deeply distressed about the decision to allow bear hunting in October. More distressing is the fact that the
 number of licenses to be issued is unlimited. I understand that the number of kills is to be limited to around 300, but
 there is no way to enforce this when you have over a thousand hunters running around in the woods--how are they
 going to know when the limit has been reached?

Controlling bears by hunting is a bad decision. There are other ways to manage bear encounters; they just require a
 bit of common sense and education. If we're having trouble with bears, we can liaise with other states that deal with
 bears as a matter of course (Montana and Wyoming come to mind) and learn from them. Bears play a vital part of
 our ecosystem, and wiping them out like we've done the Florida panther is not going to solve anything.

When you first ran for office, I threw away my vote because I did not trust you. At the last election, I had been won
 over enough to vote for you. I like some of the things you're doing, especially with pro-life legislation.

However, this bear hunt, which flies in the face of public outcry, is going to harm Republicans. While I understand
 that you did not make this decision personally, it happened under your watch by people you appointed. You are
 responsible. People are furious about this hunt, and allowing it is going to ensure that a Democrat takes office next
 time around. God forbid that it shd be Charlie Crist.

Please take steps, if not to close down this year's scheduled hunt, then to ensure that it is never repeated. If you
 cannot do it because it is the right thing to do, at least do it to avoid damaging the party.

Respectfully,
Jeanette Koenig, PhD



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jeanette Koenig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 9:24:58 PM
Attachments: Florida bear hunt.msg

Sender: jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Message-Id: <306337223a744f2f7c490524b96b35ea@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20bear%20hunt_2.msg folder/Florida%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig [jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 20:24:52
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig <jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Sir:

I am deeply distressed about the decision to allow bear hunting in October. More distressing is the fact that 
the number of licenses to be issued is unlimited. I understand that the number of kills is to be limited to 
around 300, but there is no way to enforce this when you have over a thousand hunters running around in 
the woods--how are they going to know when the limit has been reached?

Controlling bears by hunting is a bad decision. There are other ways to manage bear encounters; they just 
require a bit of common sense and education. If we're having trouble with bears, we can liaise with other 
states that deal with bears as a matter of course (Montana and Wyoming come to mind) and learn from 
them. Bears play a vital part of our ecosystem, and wiping them out like we've done the Florida panther is 
not going to solve anything.

When you first ran for office, I threw away my vote because I did not trust you. At the last election, I had 
been won over enough to vote for you. I like some of the things you're doing, especially with pro-life 
legislation.

However, this bear hunt, which flies in the face of public outcry, is going to harm Republicans. While I 
understand that you did not make this decision personally, it happened under your watch by people you 
appointed. You are responsible. People are furious about this hunt, and allowing it is going to ensure that a 
Democrat takes office next time around. God forbid that it shd be Charlie Crist.

Please take steps, if not to close down this year's scheduled hunt, then to ensure that it is never repeated. If
 you cannot do it because it is the right thing to do, at least do it to avoid damaging the party.

Respectfully,
Jeanette Koenig, PhD



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jeanette Koenig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 9:24:58 PM
Attachments: Florida bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Message-Id: <2d7a027f-06e1-41c7-abb2-6114119196a2@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20bear%20hunt_3.msg folder/Florida%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 20:24:56
Attachment 1: Florida bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Message-Id: <306337223a744f2f7c490524b96b35ea@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20bear%20hunt_3.msg folder/Florida%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:50 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig [jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 20:24:52
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig <jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Sir:

I am deeply distressed about the decision to allow bear hunting in October. More distressing is the fact that 
the number of licenses to be issued is unlimited. I understand that the number of kills is to be limited to 
around 300, but there is no way to enforce this when you have over a thousand hunters running around in 
the woods--how are they going to know when the limit has been reached?

Controlling bears by hunting is a bad decision. There are other ways to manage bear encounters; they just 
require a bit of common sense and education. If we're having trouble with bears, we can liaise with other 
states that deal with bears as a matter of course (Montana and Wyoming come to mind) and learn from 
them. Bears play a vital part of our ecosystem, and wiping them out like we've done the Florida panther is 
not going to solve anything.

When you first ran for office, I threw away my vote because I did not trust you. At the last election, I had 
been won over enough to vote for you. I like some of the things you're doing, especially with pro-life 
legislation.

However, this bear hunt, which flies in the face of public outcry, is going to harm Republicans. While I 
understand that you did not make this decision personally, it happened under your watch by people you 
appointed. You are responsible. People are furious about this hunt, and allowing it is going to ensure that a 
Democrat takes office next time around. God forbid that it shd be Charlie Crist.

Please take steps, if not to close down this year's scheduled hunt, then to ensure that it is never repeated. If
 you cannot do it because it is the right thing to do, at least do it to avoid damaging the party.

Respectfully,
Jeanette Koenig, PhD



From: Jeanette Koenig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 9:24:57 PM

From: Jeanette Koenig <jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Sir:

I am deeply distressed about the decision to allow bear hunting in October. More distressing is the fact that the
 number of licenses to be issued is unlimited. I understand that the number of kills is to be limited to around 300, but
 there is no way to enforce this when you have over a thousand hunters running around in the woods--how are they
 going to know when the limit has been reached?

Controlling bears by hunting is a bad decision. There are other ways to manage bear encounters; they just require a
 bit of common sense and education. If we're having trouble with bears, we can liaise with other states that deal with
 bears as a matter of course (Montana and Wyoming come to mind) and learn from them. Bears play a vital part of
 our ecosystem, and wiping them out like we've done the Florida panther is not going to solve anything.

When you first ran for office, I threw away my vote because I did not trust you. At the last election, I had been won
 over enough to vote for you. I like some of the things you're doing, especially with pro-life legislation.

However, this bear hunt, which flies in the face of public outcry, is going to harm Republicans. While I understand
 that you did not make this decision personally, it happened under your watch by people you appointed. You are
 responsible. People are furious about this hunt, and allowing it is going to ensure that a Democrat takes office next
 time around. God forbid that it shd be Charlie Crist.

Please take steps, if not to close down this year's scheduled hunt, then to ensure that it is never repeated. If you
 cannot do it because it is the right thing to do, at least do it to avoid damaging the party.

Respectfully,
Jeanette Koenig, PhD



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jeanette Koenig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 9:24:57 PM
Attachments: Florida bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Message-Id: <2d7a027f-06e1-41c7-abb2-6114119196a2@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20bear%20hunt_4.msg folder/Florida%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 20:24:56
Attachment 1: Florida bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Message-Id: <306337223a744f2f7c490524b96b35ea@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20bear%20hunt_4.msg folder/Florida%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig [jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 20:24:52
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jeanette Koenig <jskoenig@alumni.princeton.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Sir:

I am deeply distressed about the decision to allow bear hunting in October. More distressing is the fact that 
the number of licenses to be issued is unlimited. I understand that the number of kills is to be limited to 
around 300, but there is no way to enforce this when you have over a thousand hunters running around in 
the woods--how are they going to know when the limit has been reached?

Controlling bears by hunting is a bad decision. There are other ways to manage bear encounters; they just 
require a bit of common sense and education. If we're having trouble with bears, we can liaise with other 
states that deal with bears as a matter of course (Montana and Wyoming come to mind) and learn from 
them. Bears play a vital part of our ecosystem, and wiping them out like we've done the Florida panther is 
not going to solve anything.

When you first ran for office, I threw away my vote because I did not trust you. At the last election, I had 
been won over enough to vote for you. I like some of the things you're doing, especially with pro-life 
legislation.

However, this bear hunt, which flies in the face of public outcry, is going to harm Republicans. While I 
understand that you did not make this decision personally, it happened under your watch by people you 
appointed. You are responsible. People are furious about this hunt, and allowing it is going to ensure that a 
Democrat takes office next time around. God forbid that it shd be Charlie Crist.

Please take steps, if not to close down this year's scheduled hunt, then to ensure that it is never repeated. If
 you cannot do it because it is the right thing to do, at least do it to avoid damaging the party.

Respectfully,
Jeanette Koenig, PhD



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Governor Rick
 Scott

To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 2:50:16 PM
Attachments: FW Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <BL2PR09MB065916509E186B5F7B6D62BC1700@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Cc: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/...amss/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt msg folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 13:50:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Kim Carmack [mailto:kimberscarmack@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:46 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack



file:///C/...amss/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt msg folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 2:50:16 PM
Attachments: FW Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <bd7b90c0-287e-4b27-959c-7c714d1938f7@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/...ss/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_1 msg folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 13:50:13
Attachment 1: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: 
<BL2PR09MB065916509E186B5F7B6D62BC1700@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Cc: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/...s/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_1 msg.folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott []
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 13:50:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Kim Carmack [mailto:kimberscarmack@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:46 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack



file:///C/...s/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_1 msg.folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 2:50:15 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Kim Carmack [mailto:kimberscarmack@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:46 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com>
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack
505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 2:50:15 PM
Attachments: FW Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ac40aaa8-b549-46b4-9126-f67a46353328@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/...ss/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_2 msg folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 13:50:13
Attachment 1: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: 
<BL2PR09MB065916509E186B5F7B6D62BC1700@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
To: sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com



file:///C/...s/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_2 msg.folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott []
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 13:50:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Kim Carmack [mailto:kimberscarmack@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:46 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack



file:///C/...s/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_2 msg.folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Governor Rick
 Scott

To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 2:50:15 PM
Attachments: FW Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <BL2PR09MB065916509E186B5F7B6D62BC1700@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
To: sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com



file:///C/...ss/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_3 msg folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
To: 'FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)' 
[sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com]
CC: Sunburst [sunburst@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: FW: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 13:50:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

-----Original Message-----
From: Kim Carmack [mailto:kimberscarmack@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:46 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack



file:///C/...ss/Documents/FW%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_3 msg folder/FW_%20Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Kim Carmack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:45:47 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: kimberscarmack@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <8d75c0fb-d911-42d1-ab46-36507388618c@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_6.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:45:46
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: kimberscarmack@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <fd75bbbe16d54aa98b425641f4e3ec72@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_6.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack [kimberscarmack@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:45:40
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack
505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: Kim Carmack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:45:47 AM

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack
505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Kim Carmack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:45:47 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: kimberscarmack@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <fd75bbbe16d54aa98b425641f4e3ec72@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_7.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack [kimberscarmack@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:45:40
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack
505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Kim Carmack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:45:46 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: kimberscarmack@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <dc0e12ec-d171-4e8a-97ef-af2baf4845d8@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_8.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:45:44
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: kimberscarmack@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <33134d996c8892b9bf443fba358e1807@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_8.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack [kimberscarmack@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:45:40
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack
505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Kim Carmack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:45:46 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: kimberscarmack@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <33134d996c8892b9bf443fba358e1807@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_9.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack [kimberscarmack@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:45:40
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack
505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Kim Carmack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:45:46 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: kimberscarmack@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <dc0e12ec-d171-4e8a-97ef-af2baf4845d8@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_10 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:45:44
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: kimberscarmack@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <33134d996c8892b9bf443fba358e1807@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_10 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack [kimberscarmack@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:45:40
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack
505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: Kim Carmack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:45:45 AM

From: Kim Carmack <kimberscarmack@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33715-2029

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Carmack
505 Barcelona Drive
Saint Petersburg, FL 33715-2029



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jan Karpel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:39:42 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: jankarpel@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <a18b4116-6c2f-42e3-b87d-4cac8cf5b23e@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_11 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:39:40
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: jankarpel@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0eb9af2465437c70c16fe7fb84a9e7d7@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_11 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jan Karpel [jankarpel@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:39:37
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jan Karpel <jankarpel@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55426-2416

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jan Karpel
2445 Boone Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55426-2416



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jan Karpel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:39:42 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: jankarpel@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <a18b4116-6c2f-42e3-b87d-4cac8cf5b23e@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_12 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:39:40
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: jankarpel@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0eb9af2465437c70c16fe7fb84a9e7d7@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_12 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jan Karpel [jankarpel@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:39:37
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jan Karpel <jankarpel@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55426-2416

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jan Karpel
2445 Boone Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55426-2416



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jan Karpel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:39:42 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: jankarpel@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0eb9af2465437c70c16fe7fb84a9e7d7@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_13 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jan Karpel [jankarpel@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:39:37
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jan Karpel <jankarpel@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55426-2416

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jan Karpel
2445 Boone Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55426-2416



From: Jan Karpel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:39:41 AM

From: Jan Karpel <jankarpel@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55426-2416

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jan Karpel
2445 Boone Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55426-2416



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jana Harker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:37:31 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: contactjh2000@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <778c6dca48996d810baee1804dc64471@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_14 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jana Harker [contactjh2000@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:37:25
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jana Harker <contactjh2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84770-3912

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jana Harker
55 East 700 South #31
Saint George, UT 84770-3912



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jana Harker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:37:31 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: contactjh2000@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <42ac9144-d5c7-4946-a6ac-7551d1607239@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_15 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:37:28
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: contactjh2000@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <778c6dca48996d810baee1804dc64471@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_15 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jana Harker [contactjh2000@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:37:25
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jana Harker <contactjh2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84770-3912

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jana Harker
55 East 700 South #31
Saint George, UT 84770-3912



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jana Harker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:37:29 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: contactjh2000@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <42ac9144-d5c7-4946-a6ac-7551d1607239@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_16 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:37:28
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: contactjh2000@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <778c6dca48996d810baee1804dc64471@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_16 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jana Harker [contactjh2000@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:37:25
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jana Harker <contactjh2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84770-3912

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jana Harker
55 East 700 South #31
Saint George, UT 84770-3912



From: Jana Harker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:37:29 AM

From: Jana Harker <contactjh2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84770-3912

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jana Harker
55 East 700 South #31
Saint George, UT 84770-3912



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Lisa Fernandes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:52:57 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Dressagegrand@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ecb3d6f1-f154-4f6c-97b8-7cac812dbf6d@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_17 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:52:54
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Dressagegrand@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <11ea743724b38d91dcf80c2f5eafe980@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_17 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Lisa Fernandes [Dressagegrand@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:52:50
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Lisa Fernandes <Dressagegrand@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33325-1414

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I think instead of hunting we should require all new residential developments should be walled.  People 
should receive information on how to avoid a bear encounter.  All trash containers should be bear proofed.  
People need to aware of dangers of bears.  Bears do not receive lessons to know to stay away from people 
they are just being bears, we need to be the  pro active ones.  Your life your child's your pets are in your 
hands, be aware.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Fernandes
851 NW 118th Ave
Plantation, FL 33325-1414



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_17 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Lisa Fernandes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:52:57 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Dressagegrand@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <11ea743724b38d91dcf80c2f5eafe980@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_18 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Lisa Fernandes [Dressagegrand@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:52:50
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Lisa Fernandes <Dressagegrand@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33325-1414

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I think instead of hunting we should require all new residential developments should be walled.  People 
should receive information on how to avoid a bear encounter.  All trash containers should be bear proofed.  
People need to aware of dangers of bears.  Bears do not receive lessons to know to stay away from people 
they are just being bears, we need to be the  pro active ones.  Your life your child's your pets are in your 
hands, be aware.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Fernandes
851 NW 118th Ave
Plantation, FL 33325-1414



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_18 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Lisa Fernandes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:52:56 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Dressagegrand@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ecb3d6f1-f154-4f6c-97b8-7cac812dbf6d@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_19 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:52:54
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Dressagegrand@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <11ea743724b38d91dcf80c2f5eafe980@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_19 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Lisa Fernandes [Dressagegrand@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:52:50
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Lisa Fernandes <Dressagegrand@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33325-1414

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I think instead of hunting we should require all new residential developments should be walled.  People 
should receive information on how to avoid a bear encounter.  All trash containers should be bear proofed.  
People need to aware of dangers of bears.  Bears do not receive lessons to know to stay away from people 
they are just being bears, we need to be the  pro active ones.  Your life your child's your pets are in your 
hands, be aware.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Fernandes
851 NW 118th Ave
Plantation, FL 33325-1414



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_19 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:51 PM]



From: Lisa Fernandes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:52:55 AM

From: Lisa Fernandes <Dressagegrand@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33325-1414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I think instead of hunting we should require all new residential developments should be walled.  People should
 receive information on how to avoid a bear encounter.  All trash containers should be bear proofed.  People need to
 aware of dangers of bears.  Bears do not receive lessons to know to stay away from people they are just being bears,
 we need to be the  pro active ones.  Your life your child's your pets are in your hands, be aware.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Fernandes
851 NW 118th Ave
Plantation, FL 33325-1414



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:49:51 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <86c22fc425774188823580f2d653aea1@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_20 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:49:43
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:49:51 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <86051e93-87d2-4f8f-b24a-b3db23cb90a7@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:49:49
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <86c22fc425774188823580f2d653aea1@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_21 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:49:43
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:49:50 AM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:49:50 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <93a07e3d-1679-4f35-873b-5187ce9a196f@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:49:48
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0e2f941c74307a185a1f73c9a2520c1b@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_22 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:49:43
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:49:50 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0e2f941c74307a185a1f73c9a2520c1b@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_23 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:49:43
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:49:49 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <93a07e3d-1679-4f35-873b-5187ce9a196f@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_24 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:49:48
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0e2f941c74307a185a1f73c9a2520c1b@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_24 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:49:43
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:49:49 AM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:47:43 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <51fc9c5aaaf8444284a848d0e1b5ec88@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:47:34
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:47:43 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b01b0436-f78a-443b-9363-7c546b3c491d@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_26 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:47:40
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <51fc9c5aaaf8444284a848d0e1b5ec88@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_26 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:47:34
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:47:42 AM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:47:41 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <3d33f228-4869-4326-b1d8-5da2767d1074@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_27 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:47:38
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <52667ff4ec17b78bb073d89a5a4623a4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_27 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:47:34
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:47:41 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <3d33f228-4869-4326-b1d8-5da2767d1074@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_28 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:47:38
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <52667ff4ec17b78bb073d89a5a4623a4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_28 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:47:34
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:47:41 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: joanmilford@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <52667ff4ec17b78bb073d89a5a4623a4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_29 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford [joanmilford@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 09:47:34
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 10, 2015 10:47:40 AM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 Hudson Cemetery Rd
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Caridad Leal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Saturday, August 08, 2015 7:47:01 PM
Attachments: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears.msg

Sender: cmay242007@hotmail.com
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Message-Id: <8930c6b304864a72959541d4ef7a4104@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/...elp%20Keep%20Protections%20for%20Black%20Bears msg.folder/Help%20Keep%20Protections%20for%20Black%20Bears.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Caridad Leal [cmay242007@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Sent: Saturday, August 08, 2015 18:46:53
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Caridad Leal <cmay242007@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33125

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, 
responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a 
champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear 
protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
C. Leal



From: Caridad Leal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Saturday, August 08, 2015 7:47:01 PM

From: Caridad Leal <cmay242007@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33125

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
C. Leal



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Caridad Leal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Saturday, August 08, 2015 7:46:59 PM
Attachments: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears.msg

Sender: cmay242007@hotmail.com
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Message-Id: <91de29271edf726239e53d95bb6632b7@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/...%20Keep%20Protections%20for%20Black%20Bears_1 msg.folder/Help%20Keep%20Protections%20for%20Black%20Bears.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Caridad Leal [cmay242007@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Sent: Saturday, August 08, 2015 18:46:53
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Caridad Leal <cmay242007@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33125

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, 
responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a 
champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear 
protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
C. Leal



From: Caridad Leal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Saturday, August 08, 2015 7:46:58 PM

From: Caridad Leal <cmay242007@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33125

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
C. Leal



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Hans bartels
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 6:47:30 PM
Attachments: Bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: sailorstime@aol.com
Subject: Bear hunt
Message-Id: <ccc3bb85-b6ea-422d-b32e-317b9b9921a6@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20hunt_6.msg folder/Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear hunt
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2015 17:47:27
Attachment 1: Bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: sailorstime@aol.com
Subject: Bear hunt
Message-Id: <669644c965a0a503617547c1eec723d3@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20hunt_6.msg folder/Bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Hans bartels [sailorstime@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear hunt
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2015 17:47:21
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Hans bartels <sailorstime@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34120

Phone Number: 2393317201

Message Body: PLEASE STOP the bear hunt. We are building in their territory, taking their land and killing 
them because there are too many? There is never enough wild life to watch. I will never vote for anyone 
who allows killing of anima s in their wn habitat. This is déjà vu the white people killed the Indians when we 
took heir land. This is no different, set up buffers with NO BUILD zones. Protect our environment. Stop the 
building of second homes for the rich.

Yes you can quote me



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Hans bartels
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 6:47:30 PM
Attachments: Bear hunt.msg

Sender: sailorstime@aol.com
Subject: Bear hunt
Message-Id: <669644c965a0a503617547c1eec723d3@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20hunt_7.msg folder/Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Hans bartels [sailorstime@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear hunt
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2015 17:47:21
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Hans bartels <sailorstime@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34120

Phone Number: 2393317201

Message Body: PLEASE STOP the bear hunt. We are building in their territory, taking their land and killing 
them because there are too many? There is never enough wild life to watch. I will never vote for anyone 
who allows killing of anima s in their wn habitat. This is déjà vu the white people killed the Indians when we 
took heir land. This is no different, set up buffers with NO BUILD zones. Protect our environment. Stop the 
building of second homes for the rich.

Yes you can quote me



From: Hans bartels
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 6:47:28 PM

From: Hans bartels <sailorstime@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34120

Phone Number: 2393317201

Message Body: PLEASE STOP the bear hunt. We are building in their territory, taking their land and killing them
 because there are too many? There is never enough wild life to watch. I will never vote for anyone who allows
 killing of anima s in their wn habitat. This is déjà vu the white people killed the Indians when we took heir land.
 This is no different, set up buffers with NO BUILD zones. Protect our environment. Stop the building of second
 homes for the rich.

Yes you can quote me



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of William Dearstyne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 8:44:34 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: siberian666@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <73a4f2ad-6dff-4d45-8338-cad0b0654748@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_30 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2015 07:44:31
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: siberian666@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b06c7e178db14757baf3a9feb5714b83@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_30 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: William Dearstyne [siberian666@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2015 07:44:24
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: William Dearstyne <siberian666@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01970-5606

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Dearstyne
48 Derby Street
Salem, MA 01970-5606



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of William Dearstyne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 8:44:34 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: siberian666@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b06c7e178db14757baf3a9feb5714b83@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_31 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: William Dearstyne [siberian666@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2015 07:44:24
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: William Dearstyne <siberian666@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01970-5606

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Dearstyne
48 Derby Street
Salem, MA 01970-5606



From: William Dearstyne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 8:44:32 AM

From: William Dearstyne <siberian666@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01970-5606

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Dearstyne
48 Derby Street
Salem, MA 01970-5606



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of William Dearstyne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 8:44:30 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: siberian666@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7b118d0651b364e8064bf1c91ab53020@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_32 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: William Dearstyne [siberian666@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2015 07:44:24
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: William Dearstyne <siberian666@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01970-5606

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Dearstyne
48 Derby Street
Salem, MA 01970-5606



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of William Dearstyne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 8:44:30 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: siberian666@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <81c160ff-d107-4975-84ec-45bf366bf0e7@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_33 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2015 07:44:28
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: siberian666@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7b118d0651b364e8064bf1c91ab53020@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_33 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: William Dearstyne [siberian666@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2015 07:44:24
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: William Dearstyne <siberian666@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01970-5606

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Dearstyne
48 Derby Street
Salem, MA 01970-5606



From: William Dearstyne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, August 07, 2015 8:44:29 AM

From: William Dearstyne <siberian666@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01970-5606

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Dearstyne
48 Derby Street
Salem, MA 01970-5606



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of George
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 7:26:50 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: gdmalone223@yahoo.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <bd5c9089cb28bd4276956f589f617fbe@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_8 msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: George [gdmalone223@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 18:26:45
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: George <gdmalone223@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34207

Phone Number: 941-773-0645

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt 79% of the people don't want it what the hell is up with you people .how 
about if we email everybody's address on the fishing game commission .Going to campaign on Facebook to 
stop it



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of George
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 7:26:50 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: gdmalone223@yahoo.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <4b7f706a-8686-4f12-8004-b4eab0b8f265@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_9 msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:52 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 18:26:48
Attachment 1: bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: gdmalone223@yahoo.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <bd5c9089cb28bd4276956f589f617fbe@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_9 msg folder/bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: George [gdmalone223@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 18:26:45
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: George <gdmalone223@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34207

Phone Number: 941-773-0645

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt 79% of the people don't want it what the hell is up with you people .how 
about if we email everybody's address on the fishing game commission .Going to campaign on Facebook to 
stop it



From: George
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 7:26:49 PM

From: George <gdmalone223@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34207

Phone Number: 941-773-0645

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt 79% of the people don't want it what the hell is up with you people .how about if
 we email everybody's address on the fishing game commission .Going to campaign on Facebook to stop it



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of stephanie contrada
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 6:27:13 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: rephot53@hotmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <2cfcda1d-cd03-4813-8e2f-b2fe1b6103d7@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_10.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 17:27:11
Attachment 1: bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: rephot53@hotmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <5c2a3c370e604a2180bbbe545a718bb4@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_10.msg folder/bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: stephanie contrada [rephot53@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 17:27:07
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: stephanie contrada <rephot53@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32137

Phone Number: 3866933255

Message Body: I am sending you a copy of my letter to the Fl.Fish and Wildlife Conservation commission on 
a very unfair and horrible decision that was made, giving permission to start issuing bear hunting permits 
and begin the hunt on Oct. 24 which will allow 320 bears to be needlessly murdered! "My question and 
concern is what exactly will the permitted killing of 320 bears in a conservation area solve and how. Wouldn't
 a better more humane and sane solution be enforcing proper waste disposal laws, stop over building and 
encroaching in their natural habitats, stop the removal and harvesting of their dietary staples,and using 
common sense. Bears have every right to be here just as we do and condoning their murder is not only 
cruel, but promotes senseless violence and gun use as well. Trophy hunting and hauling a dead animal to 
the office is barbaric. And the majority of people agree with me on this and I would say that you are 
obligated to base your decisions on this most im!
 portant fact. If people can't seem to do what is right, just,fair and moral then they are the one's that need 
to be controlled!" Stephanie Contrada



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of stephanie
 contrada

To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 6:27:13 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: rephot53@hotmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <5c2a3c370e604a2180bbbe545a718bb4@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_11.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: stephanie contrada [rephot53@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 17:27:07
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: stephanie contrada <rephot53@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32137

Phone Number: 3866933255

Message Body: I am sending you a copy of my letter to the Fl.Fish and Wildlife Conservation commission on 
a very unfair and horrible decision that was made, giving permission to start issuing bear hunting permits 
and begin the hunt on Oct. 24 which will allow 320 bears to be needlessly murdered! "My question and 
concern is what exactly will the permitted killing of 320 bears in a conservation area solve and how. Wouldn't
 a better more humane and sane solution be enforcing proper waste disposal laws, stop over building and 
encroaching in their natural habitats, stop the removal and harvesting of their dietary staples,and using 
common sense. Bears have every right to be here just as we do and condoning their murder is not only 
cruel, but promotes senseless violence and gun use as well. Trophy hunting and hauling a dead animal to 
the office is barbaric. And the majority of people agree with me on this and I would say that you are 
obligated to base your decisions on this most im!
 portant fact. If people can't seem to do what is right, just,fair and moral then they are the one's that need 
to be controlled!" Stephanie Contrada



From: stephanie contrada
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 6:27:12 PM

From: stephanie contrada <rephot53@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32137

Phone Number: 3866933255

Message Body: I am sending you a copy of my letter to the Fl.Fish and Wildlife Conservation commission on a very
 unfair and horrible decision that was made, giving permission to start issuing bear hunting permits and begin the
 hunt on Oct. 24 which will allow 320 bears to be needlessly murdered! "My question and concern is what exactly
 will the permitted killing of 320 bears in a conservation area solve and how. Wouldn't a better more humane and
 sane solution be enforcing proper waste disposal laws, stop over building and encroaching in their natural habitats,
 stop the removal and harvesting of their dietary staples,and using common sense. Bears have every right to be here
 just as we do and condoning their murder is not only cruel, but promotes senseless violence and gun use as well.
 Trophy hunting and hauling a dead animal to the office is barbaric. And the majority of people agree with me on
 this and I would say that you are obligated to base your decisions on this most im!
 portant fact. If people can't seem to do what is right, just,fair and moral then they are the one's that need to be
 controlled!" Stephanie Contrada



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of stephanie contrada
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 6:27:11 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: rephot53@hotmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <82870a62-9008-432e-b6f2-167adfe12327@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_12.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 17:27:10
Attachment 1: bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: rephot53@hotmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <084fa5868b2611650750768b465fede4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_12.msg folder/bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: stephanie contrada [rephot53@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 17:27:07
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: stephanie contrada <rephot53@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32137

Phone Number: 3866933255

Message Body: I am sending you a copy of my letter to the Fl.Fish and Wildlife Conservation commission on 
a very unfair and horrible decision that was made, giving permission to start issuing bear hunting permits 
and begin the hunt on Oct. 24 which will allow 320 bears to be needlessly murdered! "My question and 
concern is what exactly will the permitted killing of 320 bears in a conservation area solve and how. Wouldn't
 a better more humane and sane solution be enforcing proper waste disposal laws, stop over building and 
encroaching in their natural habitats, stop the removal and harvesting of their dietary staples,and using 
common sense. Bears have every right to be here just as we do and condoning their murder is not only 
cruel, but promotes senseless violence and gun use as well. Trophy hunting and hauling a dead animal to 
the office is barbaric. And the majority of people agree with me on this and I would say that you are 
obligated to base your decisions on this most im!
 portant fact. If people can't seem to do what is right, just,fair and moral then they are the one's that need 
to be controlled!" Stephanie Contrada



From: stephanie contrada
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 6:27:11 PM

From: stephanie contrada <rephot53@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32137

Phone Number: 3866933255

Message Body: I am sending you a copy of my letter to the Fl.Fish and Wildlife Conservation commission on a very
 unfair and horrible decision that was made, giving permission to start issuing bear hunting permits and begin the
 hunt on Oct. 24 which will allow 320 bears to be needlessly murdered! "My question and concern is what exactly
 will the permitted killing of 320 bears in a conservation area solve and how. Wouldn't a better more humane and
 sane solution be enforcing proper waste disposal laws, stop over building and encroaching in their natural habitats,
 stop the removal and harvesting of their dietary staples,and using common sense. Bears have every right to be here
 just as we do and condoning their murder is not only cruel, but promotes senseless violence and gun use as well.
 Trophy hunting and hauling a dead animal to the office is barbaric. And the majority of people agree with me on
 this and I would say that you are obligated to base your decisions on this most im!
 portant fact. If people can't seem to do what is right, just,fair and moral then they are the one's that need to be
 controlled!" Stephanie Contrada



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of stephanie
 contrada

To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 6:27:11 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: rephot53@hotmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <084fa5868b2611650750768b465fede4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_13.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: stephanie contrada [rephot53@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 17:27:07
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: stephanie contrada <rephot53@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32137

Phone Number: 3866933255

Message Body: I am sending you a copy of my letter to the Fl.Fish and Wildlife Conservation commission on 
a very unfair and horrible decision that was made, giving permission to start issuing bear hunting permits 
and begin the hunt on Oct. 24 which will allow 320 bears to be needlessly murdered! "My question and 
concern is what exactly will the permitted killing of 320 bears in a conservation area solve and how. Wouldn't
 a better more humane and sane solution be enforcing proper waste disposal laws, stop over building and 
encroaching in their natural habitats, stop the removal and harvesting of their dietary staples,and using 
common sense. Bears have every right to be here just as we do and condoning their murder is not only 
cruel, but promotes senseless violence and gun use as well. Trophy hunting and hauling a dead animal to 
the office is barbaric. And the majority of people agree with me on this and I would say that you are 
obligated to base your decisions on this most im!
 portant fact. If people can't seem to do what is right, just,fair and moral then they are the one's that need 
to be controlled!" Stephanie Contrada



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Michael B. Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 3:22:31 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: michaelbmyers@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <fe6bba74-1731-45c6-ac71-ebecc8622380@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_14 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 14:22:30
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: michaelbmyers@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <d24540abafe84bf795eea16ea063551f@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_14 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael B. Myers [michaelbmyers@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 14:22:15
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael B. Myers <michaelbmyers@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407 869-3473

Message Body: Dear Govt. Scott,
As a 35 year resident and landowner in Seminole County, I am disgusted with the way this FWC has handled
 this Florida BEAR Hunt.  When I read the article in today's Sentinel about Ted Nugent's Bear Permit and the 
fact that over 1100 permits have been issued just makes me sick. I live off Marham Woods Road and besides
 cleaning up a little garbage once in a while, which is my fault....the Bears are a wonderful bonus of living in 
this area of Central Florida.  They don't bother anyone unless you are an idiot or doing the wrong thing.  We 
chose to live in this area because we love nature and wildlife and pay tens of thousands of dollars in taxes to
 do so. Plenty of condos in Orlando if you have an issue with natural wildlife and Bears.  We moved to their 
neighborhood....they are not moving to our neighborhood if they can avoid it.  The people who represent the
 FWC are a joke and the way these hearings have been handled is sad. 
You have made your No.#1 Priority Jobs in Florida and as a Professional NIST Certified Trainer, I can take 
credit for training and placing over 2000 people for new jobs in Florida the past three years.
While I commend your efforts in this area, itsaddrns me to see you have such deaf ears to so many of us 
who have asked for your help to STOP this BEAR Hunt.  The recent public response to Walter Palmer illegally
 killing a special Lion should show you how passionate many of us feel about our natural wildlife and what I 
refer to as "real life."
This allowed Bear Hunt is a mistake.  You have the ability to Stop it or do the correct research vs patronizing
 a few local idiots who think theyare under a Bear Uprising.  Some things are right and some things are 
wrong, this Bear Hunt is wrong!

There are not many days I do not see a Bear skirt across my property.  They have provided 35 years of 
beauty, fun and natural life at its best.  How can you allow idiots to pay a 100.00 and letthem kill these 
animals.  There is no sport in Bear Hunting. Why don't the FWC issue blindfolds too?  We have spent millions
 to protect them and now you are going to let the idiots shoot them so they can tell their Water Palmer Big 
Game Stories of killing a beautiful healthy animal for absolutely no reason.

We are not Indians starving for food.

I have always tried to understand tough decisions on zoning, growth, funding, etc....but this issue cannot be 
justified.  The correct facts are not in place.

Sad, disgusting event for many of us who have supported a lot of your programs so strongly.  I have 
attended and supported your MFG efforts from the West Coast of Florida to Miami to north Florida, but this 
upcoming event leaves a bad taste.

Hope you will reconsider a better avenue than the rough, unpaved road the FWC has elected to drive down 
on this issue. 

Cordially,



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_14 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

Mike Myers
1100 Fieldwood Blvd.
Lake Mary, FL.  32746



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Michael B. Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 3:22:31 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: michaelbmyers@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <d24540abafe84bf795eea16ea063551f@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_15 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael B. Myers [michaelbmyers@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 14:22:15
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael B. Myers <michaelbmyers@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407 869-3473

Message Body: Dear Govt. Scott,
As a 35 year resident and landowner in Seminole County, I am disgusted with the way this FWC has handled
 this Florida BEAR Hunt.  When I read the article in today's Sentinel about Ted Nugent's Bear Permit and the 
fact that over 1100 permits have been issued just makes me sick. I live off Marham Woods Road and besides
 cleaning up a little garbage once in a while, which is my fault....the Bears are a wonderful bonus of living in 
this area of Central Florida.  They don't bother anyone unless you are an idiot or doing the wrong thing.  We 
chose to live in this area because we love nature and wildlife and pay tens of thousands of dollars in taxes to
 do so. Plenty of condos in Orlando if you have an issue with natural wildlife and Bears.  We moved to their 
neighborhood....they are not moving to our neighborhood if they can avoid it.  The people who represent the
 FWC are a joke and the way these hearings have been handled is sad. 
You have made your No.#1 Priority Jobs in Florida and as a Professional NIST Certified Trainer, I can take 
credit for training and placing over 2000 people for new jobs in Florida the past three years.
While I commend your efforts in this area, itsaddrns me to see you have such deaf ears to so many of us 
who have asked for your help to STOP this BEAR Hunt.  The recent public response to Walter Palmer illegally
 killing a special Lion should show you how passionate many of us feel about our natural wildlife and what I 
refer to as "real life."
This allowed Bear Hunt is a mistake.  You have the ability to Stop it or do the correct research vs patronizing
 a few local idiots who think theyare under a Bear Uprising.  Some things are right and some things are 
wrong, this Bear Hunt is wrong!

There are not many days I do not see a Bear skirt across my property.  They have provided 35 years of 
beauty, fun and natural life at its best.  How can you allow idiots to pay a 100.00 and letthem kill these 
animals.  There is no sport in Bear Hunting. Why don't the FWC issue blindfolds too?  We have spent millions
 to protect them and now you are going to let the idiots shoot them so they can tell their Water Palmer Big 
Game Stories of killing a beautiful healthy animal for absolutely no reason.

We are not Indians starving for food.

I have always tried to understand tough decisions on zoning, growth, funding, etc....but this issue cannot be 
justified.  The correct facts are not in place.

Sad, disgusting event for many of us who have supported a lot of your programs so strongly.  I have 
attended and supported your MFG efforts from the West Coast of Florida to Miami to north Florida, but this 
upcoming event leaves a bad taste.

Hope you will reconsider a better avenue than the rough, unpaved road the FWC has elected to drive down 
on this issue. 

Cordially,



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_15 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

Mike Myers
1100 Fieldwood Blvd.
Lake Mary, FL.  32746



From: Michael B. Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 3:22:30 PM

From: Michael B. Myers <michaelbmyers@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407 869-3473

Message Body: Dear Govt. Scott,
As a 35 year resident and landowner in Seminole County, I am disgusted with the way this FWC has handled this
 Florida BEAR Hunt.  When I read the article in today's Sentinel about Ted Nugent's Bear Permit and the fact that
 over 1100 permits have been issued just makes me sick. I live off Marham Woods Road and besides cleaning up a
 little garbage once in a while, which is my fault....the Bears are a wonderful bonus of living in this area of Central
 Florida.  They don't bother anyone unless you are an idiot or doing the wrong thing.  We chose to live in this area
 because we love nature and wildlife and pay tens of thousands of dollars in taxes to do so. Plenty of condos in
 Orlando if you have an issue with natural wildlife and Bears.  We moved to their neighborhood....they are not
 moving to our neighborhood if they can avoid it.  The people who represent the FWC are a joke and the way these
 hearings have been handled is sad.
You have made your No.#1 Priority Jobs in Florida and as a Professional NIST Certified Trainer, I can take credit
 for training and placing over 2000 people for new jobs in Florida the past three years.
While I commend your efforts in this area, itsaddrns me to see you have such deaf ears to so many of us who have
 asked for your help to STOP this BEAR Hunt.  The recent public response to Walter Palmer illegally killing a
 special Lion should show you how passionate many of us feel about our natural wildlife and what I refer to as "real
 life."
This allowed Bear Hunt is a mistake.  You have the ability to Stop it or do the correct research vs patronizing a few
 local idiots who think theyare under a Bear Uprising.  Some things are right and some things are wrong, this Bear
 Hunt is wrong!

There are not many days I do not see a Bear skirt across my property.  They have provided 35 years of beauty, fun
 and natural life at its best.  How can you allow idiots to pay a 100.00 and letthem kill these animals.  There is no
 sport in Bear Hunting. Why don't the FWC issue blindfolds too?  We have spent millions to protect them and now
 you are going to let the idiots shoot them so they can tell their Water Palmer Big Game Stories of killing a beautiful
 healthy animal for absolutely no reason.

We are not Indians starving for food.

I have always tried to understand tough decisions on zoning, growth, funding, etc....but this issue cannot be
 justified.  The correct facts are not in place.

Sad, disgusting event for many of us who have supported a lot of your programs so strongly.  I have attended and
 supported your MFG efforts from the West Coast of Florida to Miami to north Florida, but this upcoming event
 leaves a bad taste.

Hope you will reconsider a better avenue than the rough, unpaved road the FWC has elected to drive down on this
 issue.

Cordially,

Mike Myers
1100 Fieldwood Blvd.



Lake Mary, FL.  32746



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Michael B. Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 3:22:20 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: michaelbmyers@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <85c5bef933ef973e7241276b57aac4d1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_16 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:53 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael B. Myers [michaelbmyers@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 14:22:15
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael B. Myers <michaelbmyers@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407 869-3473

Message Body: Dear Govt. Scott,
As a 35 year resident and landowner in Seminole County, I am disgusted with the way this FWC has handled
 this Florida BEAR Hunt.  When I read the article in today's Sentinel about Ted Nugent's Bear Permit and the 
fact that over 1100 permits have been issued just makes me sick. I live off Marham Woods Road and besides
 cleaning up a little garbage once in a while, which is my fault....the Bears are a wonderful bonus of living in 
this area of Central Florida.  They don't bother anyone unless you are an idiot or doing the wrong thing.  We 
chose to live in this area because we love nature and wildlife and pay tens of thousands of dollars in taxes to
 do so. Plenty of condos in Orlando if you have an issue with natural wildlife and Bears.  We moved to their 
neighborhood....they are not moving to our neighborhood if they can avoid it.  The people who represent the
 FWC are a joke and the way these hearings have been handled is sad. 
You have made your No.#1 Priority Jobs in Florida and as a Professional NIST Certified Trainer, I can take 
credit for training and placing over 2000 people for new jobs in Florida the past three years.
While I commend your efforts in this area, itsaddrns me to see you have such deaf ears to so many of us 
who have asked for your help to STOP this BEAR Hunt.  The recent public response to Walter Palmer illegally
 killing a special Lion should show you how passionate many of us feel about our natural wildlife and what I 
refer to as "real life."
This allowed Bear Hunt is a mistake.  You have the ability to Stop it or do the correct research vs patronizing
 a few local idiots who think theyare under a Bear Uprising.  Some things are right and some things are 
wrong, this Bear Hunt is wrong!

There are not many days I do not see a Bear skirt across my property.  They have provided 35 years of 
beauty, fun and natural life at its best.  How can you allow idiots to pay a 100.00 and letthem kill these 
animals.  There is no sport in Bear Hunting. Why don't the FWC issue blindfolds too?  We have spent millions
 to protect them and now you are going to let the idiots shoot them so they can tell their Water Palmer Big 
Game Stories of killing a beautiful healthy animal for absolutely no reason.

We are not Indians starving for food.

I have always tried to understand tough decisions on zoning, growth, funding, etc....but this issue cannot be 
justified.  The correct facts are not in place.

Sad, disgusting event for many of us who have supported a lot of your programs so strongly.  I have 
attended and supported your MFG efforts from the West Coast of Florida to Miami to north Florida, but this 
upcoming event leaves a bad taste.

Hope you will reconsider a better avenue than the rough, unpaved road the FWC has elected to drive down 
on this issue. 

Cordially,
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Mike Myers
1100 Fieldwood Blvd.
Lake Mary, FL.  32746



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Michael B. Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 3:22:20 PM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: michaelbmyers@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <22a6697e-1c64-4e33-b75d-5da9bae3ae9a@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_17 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 14:22:18
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: michaelbmyers@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <85c5bef933ef973e7241276b57aac4d1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_17 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael B. Myers [michaelbmyers@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 14:22:15
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael B. Myers <michaelbmyers@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407 869-3473

Message Body: Dear Govt. Scott,
As a 35 year resident and landowner in Seminole County, I am disgusted with the way this FWC has handled
 this Florida BEAR Hunt.  When I read the article in today's Sentinel about Ted Nugent's Bear Permit and the 
fact that over 1100 permits have been issued just makes me sick. I live off Marham Woods Road and besides
 cleaning up a little garbage once in a while, which is my fault....the Bears are a wonderful bonus of living in 
this area of Central Florida.  They don't bother anyone unless you are an idiot or doing the wrong thing.  We 
chose to live in this area because we love nature and wildlife and pay tens of thousands of dollars in taxes to
 do so. Plenty of condos in Orlando if you have an issue with natural wildlife and Bears.  We moved to their 
neighborhood....they are not moving to our neighborhood if they can avoid it.  The people who represent the
 FWC are a joke and the way these hearings have been handled is sad. 
You have made your No.#1 Priority Jobs in Florida and as a Professional NIST Certified Trainer, I can take 
credit for training and placing over 2000 people for new jobs in Florida the past three years.
While I commend your efforts in this area, itsaddrns me to see you have such deaf ears to so many of us 
who have asked for your help to STOP this BEAR Hunt.  The recent public response to Walter Palmer illegally
 killing a special Lion should show you how passionate many of us feel about our natural wildlife and what I 
refer to as "real life."
This allowed Bear Hunt is a mistake.  You have the ability to Stop it or do the correct research vs patronizing
 a few local idiots who think theyare under a Bear Uprising.  Some things are right and some things are 
wrong, this Bear Hunt is wrong!

There are not many days I do not see a Bear skirt across my property.  They have provided 35 years of 
beauty, fun and natural life at its best.  How can you allow idiots to pay a 100.00 and letthem kill these 
animals.  There is no sport in Bear Hunting. Why don't the FWC issue blindfolds too?  We have spent millions
 to protect them and now you are going to let the idiots shoot them so they can tell their Water Palmer Big 
Game Stories of killing a beautiful healthy animal for absolutely no reason.

We are not Indians starving for food.

I have always tried to understand tough decisions on zoning, growth, funding, etc....but this issue cannot be 
justified.  The correct facts are not in place.

Sad, disgusting event for many of us who have supported a lot of your programs so strongly.  I have 
attended and supported your MFG efforts from the West Coast of Florida to Miami to north Florida, but this 
upcoming event leaves a bad taste.

Hope you will reconsider a better avenue than the rough, unpaved road the FWC has elected to drive down 
on this issue. 

Cordially,
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Mike Myers
1100 Fieldwood Blvd.
Lake Mary, FL.  32746



From: Michael B. Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 3:22:19 PM

From: Michael B. Myers <michaelbmyers@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407 869-3473

Message Body: Dear Govt. Scott,
As a 35 year resident and landowner in Seminole County, I am disgusted with the way this FWC has handled this
 Florida BEAR Hunt.  When I read the article in today's Sentinel about Ted Nugent's Bear Permit and the fact that
 over 1100 permits have been issued just makes me sick. I live off Marham Woods Road and besides cleaning up a
 little garbage once in a while, which is my fault....the Bears are a wonderful bonus of living in this area of Central
 Florida.  They don't bother anyone unless you are an idiot or doing the wrong thing.  We chose to live in this area
 because we love nature and wildlife and pay tens of thousands of dollars in taxes to do so. Plenty of condos in
 Orlando if you have an issue with natural wildlife and Bears.  We moved to their neighborhood....they are not
 moving to our neighborhood if they can avoid it.  The people who represent the FWC are a joke and the way these
 hearings have been handled is sad.
You have made your No.#1 Priority Jobs in Florida and as a Professional NIST Certified Trainer, I can take credit
 for training and placing over 2000 people for new jobs in Florida the past three years.
While I commend your efforts in this area, itsaddrns me to see you have such deaf ears to so many of us who have
 asked for your help to STOP this BEAR Hunt.  The recent public response to Walter Palmer illegally killing a
 special Lion should show you how passionate many of us feel about our natural wildlife and what I refer to as "real
 life."
This allowed Bear Hunt is a mistake.  You have the ability to Stop it or do the correct research vs patronizing a few
 local idiots who think theyare under a Bear Uprising.  Some things are right and some things are wrong, this Bear
 Hunt is wrong!

There are not many days I do not see a Bear skirt across my property.  They have provided 35 years of beauty, fun
 and natural life at its best.  How can you allow idiots to pay a 100.00 and letthem kill these animals.  There is no
 sport in Bear Hunting. Why don't the FWC issue blindfolds too?  We have spent millions to protect them and now
 you are going to let the idiots shoot them so they can tell their Water Palmer Big Game Stories of killing a beautiful
 healthy animal for absolutely no reason.

We are not Indians starving for food.

I have always tried to understand tough decisions on zoning, growth, funding, etc....but this issue cannot be
 justified.  The correct facts are not in place.

Sad, disgusting event for many of us who have supported a lot of your programs so strongly.  I have attended and
 supported your MFG efforts from the West Coast of Florida to Miami to north Florida, but this upcoming event
 leaves a bad taste.

Hope you will reconsider a better avenue than the rough, unpaved road the FWC has elected to drive down on this
 issue.

Cordially,

Mike Myers
1100 Fieldwood Blvd.



Lake Mary, FL.  32746



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Ellen Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 9:51:31 AM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: tdavis2@cfl rr.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <5c8019e961914eb486471ac79f3ba2a1@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_18 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Ellen Davis [tdavis2@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 08:51:26
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Ellen Davis <tdavis2@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Please stop Bear Hunt.

Thank you.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Ellen Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 9:51:31 AM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: tdavis2@cfl.rr.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <c867752f-3375-462c-91c7-fc0e10ed2f20@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_19 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 08:51:28
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: tdavis2@cfl.rr.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <a589bbdd9ce642995ed5941979cb97f1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_19 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Ellen Davis [tdavis2@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 08:51:26
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Ellen Davis <tdavis2@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Please stop Bear Hunt.

Thank you.



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Ellen Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 9:51:31 AM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: tdavis2@cfl rr.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <a589bbdd9ce642995ed5941979cb97f1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Ellen Davis [tdavis2@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 08:51:26
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Ellen Davis <tdavis2@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Please stop Bear Hunt.

Thank you.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Ellen Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 9:51:31 AM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: tdavis2@cfl.rr.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <edb9fcaa-3a8e-41e4-8778-f8f86b5c6b82@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 08:51:29
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: tdavis2@cfl.rr.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <5c8019e961914eb486471ac79f3ba2a1@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_21 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Ellen Davis [tdavis2@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 08:51:26
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Ellen Davis <tdavis2@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Please stop Bear Hunt.

Thank you.



From: Ellen Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 9:51:30 AM

From: Ellen Davis <tdavis2@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop Bear Hunt.

Thank you.



From: Ellen Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 9:51:29 AM

From: Ellen Davis <tdavis2@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop Bear Hunt.

Thank you.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:54:52 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <05fe638c-7ef3-4279-94be-b7d25195d788@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_34 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:54:50
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2d5a632da4114633b601987c1f11f7f0@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_34 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson [jamestillotson67@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:54:43
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:54:52 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2d5a632da4114633b601987c1f11f7f0@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_35 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson [jamestillotson67@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:54:43
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:54:51 AM

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:54:49 AM

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:54:49 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <32ab15153ca18f24c3035fdf271a9645@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_36 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson [jamestillotson67@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:54:43
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:54:49 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <178305b1-89e6-4dd0-bd5b-10f3eb5fdc2a@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_37 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:54:48
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <32ab15153ca18f24c3035fdf271a9645@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_37 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson [jamestillotson67@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:54:43
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Dinorah Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:36:37 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: deh5400@bellsouth net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <13bfca7981e3471680d5aaba80fb19e7@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_38 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Dinorah Hall [deh5400@bellsouth.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:36:30
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Dinorah Hall <deh5400@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31706-3108

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dinorah Hall
PO Box 3108
Albany, GA 31706-3108



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Dinorah Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:36:37 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: deh5400@bellsouth.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <a8e302e8-c296-4260-9edf-64a94de2c4f9@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_39 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:36:35
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: deh5400@bellsouth.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <13bfca7981e3471680d5aaba80fb19e7@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_39 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Dinorah Hall [deh5400@bellsouth.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:36:30
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Dinorah Hall <deh5400@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31706-3108

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dinorah Hall
PO Box 3108
Albany, GA 31706-3108



From: Dinorah Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:36:36 AM

From: Dinorah Hall <deh5400@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31706-3108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dinorah Hall
PO Box 3108
Albany, GA 31706-3108



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Dinorah Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:36:34 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: deh5400@bellsouth net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <909bda1378ce0d40eff7b4d56cd1955a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_40 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Dinorah Hall [deh5400@bellsouth.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:36:30
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Dinorah Hall <deh5400@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31706-3108

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dinorah Hall
PO Box 3108
Albany, GA 31706-3108



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Dinorah Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:36:34 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: deh5400@bellsouth.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <81ab3803-bdfd-428e-b850-8c38e378fceb@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_41 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:36:32
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: deh5400@bellsouth.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <909bda1378ce0d40eff7b4d56cd1955a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_41 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Dinorah Hall [deh5400@bellsouth.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2015 07:36:30
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Dinorah Hall <deh5400@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31706-3108

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dinorah Hall
PO Box 3108
Albany, GA 31706-3108



From: Dinorah Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, August 06, 2015 8:36:33 AM

From: Dinorah Hall <deh5400@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31706-3108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dinorah Hall
PO Box 3108
Albany, GA 31706-3108



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amy
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:48:31 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Bear hunt.msg

Sender: amyjlf@aol.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Message-Id: <FC150A0F-BB9D-4055-801F-E36F548A0877@aol.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Spam%20SpamScore%20Bear%20hunt msg folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amy [amyjlf@aol.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 13:17:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Mr. Scott,  

I would just like to express my sadness that the Florida Black bear will be hunted this October. I live in 
Volusia County and the only place to hunt them will be in Tiger Bay State forest...just about the only place 
here that they can live a relatively normal life in the woods. Hunters will be taking out the bears that aren't 
even bothering humans and neighborhoods. Please reconsider this hunt. 

Thank you,

  Amy Farmwald ������



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Diana Joseph
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:45:04 PM
Attachments: STOP THE BEAR HUNt.msg

Sender: dianajoseph@mac.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Message-Id: <7E09E28F-A84C-4016-B00A-94898401F390@mac.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt msg folder/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Diana Joseph [dianajoseph@mac.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:28:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

 This email is to express that I am 100  percent against the proposed bear hunt and hope that you can stop 
it 
Sent from my iPhone



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amy
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:33:28 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Bear hunt.msg

Sender: amyjlf@aol.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Message-Id: <FC150A0F-BB9D-4055-801F-E36F548A0877@aol.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Spam%20SpamScore%20Bear%20hunt_1 msg folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amy [amyjlf@aol.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 13:17:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Mr. Scott,  

I would just like to express my sadness that the Florida Black bear will be hunted this October. I live in 
Volusia County and the only place to hunt them will be in Tiger Bay State forest...just about the only place 
here that they can live a relatively normal life in the woods. Hunters will be taking out the bears that aren't 
even bothering humans and neighborhoods. Please reconsider this hunt. 

Thank you,

  Amy Farmwald ������



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Diana Joseph
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:30:02 PM
Attachments: STOP THE BEAR HUNt.msg

Sender: dianajoseph@mac.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Message-Id: <7E09E28F-A84C-4016-B00A-94898401F390@mac.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt_1 msg folder/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Diana Joseph [dianajoseph@mac.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:28:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

 This email is to express that I am 100  percent against the proposed bear hunt and hope that you can stop 
it 
Sent from my iPhone



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Diana Joseph
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:29:26 PM
Attachments: STOP THE BEAR HUNt.msg

Sender: dianajoseph@mac.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Message-Id: <7E09E28F-A84C-4016-B00A-94898401F390@mac.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt_2 msg folder/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Diana Joseph [dianajoseph@mac.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:28:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

 This email is to express that I am 100  percent against the proposed bear hunt and hope that you can stop 
it 
Sent from my iPhone



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Diana Joseph
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:28:55 PM
Attachments: STOP THE BEAR HUNt.msg

Sender: dianajoseph@mac.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Message-Id: <7E09E28F-A84C-4016-B00A-94898401F390@mac.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt_3 msg folder/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Diana Joseph [dianajoseph@mac.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:28:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

 This email is to express that I am 100  percent against the proposed bear hunt and hope that you can stop 
it 
Sent from my iPhone



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Diana Joseph
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:28:55 PM
Attachments: STOP THE BEAR HUNt.msg

Sender: dianajoseph@mac.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Message-Id: <7E09E28F-A84C-4016-B00A-94898401F390@mac.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt_4 msg folder/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Diana Joseph [dianajoseph@mac.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:28:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

 This email is to express that I am 100  percent against the proposed bear hunt and hope that you can stop 
it 
Sent from my iPhone



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Diana Joseph
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:28:54 PM
Attachments: STOP THE BEAR HUNt.msg

Sender: dianajoseph@mac.com
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Message-Id: <7E09E28F-A84C-4016-B00A-94898401F390@mac.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt_5 msg folder/STOP%20THE%20BEAR%20HUNt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Diana Joseph [dianajoseph@mac.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:28:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

 This email is to express that I am 100  percent against the proposed bear hunt and hope that you can stop 
it 
Sent from my iPhone



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amy
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:18:25 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Bear hunt.msg

Sender: amyjlf@aol.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Message-Id: <FC150A0F-BB9D-4055-801F-E36F548A0877@aol.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Spam%20SpamScore%20Bear%20hunt_2 msg folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amy [amyjlf@aol.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 13:17:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Mr. Scott,  

I would just like to express my sadness that the Florida Black bear will be hunted this October. I live in 
Volusia County and the only place to hunt them will be in Tiger Bay State forest...just about the only place 
here that they can live a relatively normal life in the woods. Hunters will be taking out the bears that aren't 
even bothering humans and neighborhoods. Please reconsider this hunt. 

Thank you,

  Amy Farmwald ������



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amy
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:17:50 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Bear hunt.msg

Sender: amyjlf@aol.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Message-Id: <FC150A0F-BB9D-4055-801F-E36F548A0877@aol.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Spam%20SpamScore%20Bear%20hunt_3 msg folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amy [amyjlf@aol.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 13:17:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Mr. Scott,  

I would just like to express my sadness that the Florida Black bear will be hunted this October. I live in 
Volusia County and the only place to hunt them will be in Tiger Bay State forest...just about the only place 
here that they can live a relatively normal life in the woods. Hunters will be taking out the bears that aren't 
even bothering humans and neighborhoods. Please reconsider this hunt. 

Thank you,

  Amy Farmwald ������



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amy
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:17:17 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Bear hunt.msg

Sender: amyjlf@aol.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Message-Id: <FC150A0F-BB9D-4055-801F-E36F548A0877@aol.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Spam%20SpamScore%20Bear%20hunt_4 msg folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amy [amyjlf@aol.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 13:17:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Mr. Scott,  

I would just like to express my sadness that the Florida Black bear will be hunted this October. I live in 
Volusia County and the only place to hunt them will be in Tiger Bay State forest...just about the only place 
here that they can live a relatively normal life in the woods. Hunters will be taking out the bears that aren't 
even bothering humans and neighborhoods. Please reconsider this hunt. 

Thank you,

  Amy Farmwald ������



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amy
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:17:16 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Bear hunt.msg

Sender: amyjlf@aol.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Message-Id: <FC150A0F-BB9D-4055-801F-E36F548A0877@aol.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Spam%20SpamScore%20Bear%20hunt_5 msg folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amy [amyjlf@aol.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 13:17:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Mr. Scott,  

I would just like to express my sadness that the Florida Black bear will be hunted this October. I live in 
Volusia County and the only place to hunt them will be in Tiger Bay State forest...just about the only place 
here that they can live a relatively normal life in the woods. Hunters will be taking out the bears that aren't 
even bothering humans and neighborhoods. Please reconsider this hunt. 

Thank you,

  Amy Farmwald ������



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amy
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 2:17:16 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Bear hunt.msg

Sender: amyjlf@aol.com
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Message-Id: <FC150A0F-BB9D-4055-801F-E36F548A0877@aol.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Spam%20SpamScore%20Bear%20hunt_6 msg folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:54 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amy [amyjlf@aol.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 13:17:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Mr. Scott,  

I would just like to express my sadness that the Florida Black bear will be hunted this October. I live in 
Volusia County and the only place to hunt them will be in Tiger Bay State forest...just about the only place 
here that they can live a relatively normal life in the woods. Hunters will be taking out the bears that aren't 
even bothering humans and neighborhoods. Please reconsider this hunt. 

Thank you,

  Amy Farmwald ������



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 1:07:43 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/...pamScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20! msg folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:52:39 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/.. mScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_1 msg.folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:37:36 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/.. mScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_2 msg.folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:22:34 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/.. mScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_3 msg.folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 12:07:32 PM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/.. mScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_4 msg.folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 11:52:28 AM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/.. mScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_5 msg.folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 11:37:25 AM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/.. mScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_6 msg.folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 11:36:50 AM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/.. mScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_7 msg.folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 11:36:16 AM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/.. mScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_8 msg.folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 11:36:15 AM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/.. mScore%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_9 msg.folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Amanda McClure
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 11:36:14 AM
Attachments: Spam SpamScore Stop the bear hunt !.msg

Sender: wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Message-Id: <CAM6zBE8Z7_BnbBi_T_FJeDOqQzxdY0j9dnMxSdEk+cGwyYnGTQ@mail.gmail.com>
Recipient: rick.scott@myflorida.com



file:///C/...Score%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!_10 msg folder/[Spam_%20SpamScore]%20Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Amanda McClure [wrldtrvlr2015@gmail.com]
To: rick.scott@myflorida.com [rick.scott@myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Stop the bear hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:36:12
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hunt is ridiculous.  Only charging $100 to shoot a bear? These people don't ear the meat usually so it's 
a waste of life. These beautiful animals should be protected, we live in their territory.  Not the other way 
around. You were elected by the people not special interests.  Protect the bears not the money !!#
Sincerely
Amanda McClure 321 505 6652



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Neil Angelo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:54:20 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: eighthey@lycos.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <8646a3d605fa487281dc95528e2d850a@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_42 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Neil Angelo [eighthey@lycos.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:54:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Neil Angelo <eighthey@lycos.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15235-3804

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Neil Angelo
1217 Universal Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-3804



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Neil Angelo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:54:20 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: eighthey@lycos.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0408c769-54af-4600-8769-74f4c5061f07@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_43 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:54:18
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: eighthey@lycos.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <8646a3d605fa487281dc95528e2d850a@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_43 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Neil Angelo [eighthey@lycos.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:54:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Neil Angelo <eighthey@lycos.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15235-3804

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Neil Angelo
1217 Universal Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-3804



From: Neil Angelo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:54:19 AM

From: Neil Angelo <eighthey@lycos.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15235-3804

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Neil Angelo
1217 Universal Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-3804



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Neil Angelo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:54:18 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: eighthey@lycos.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <374aaff8dab4a9d38636fb749a3a2ca7@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_44 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Neil Angelo [eighthey@lycos.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:54:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Neil Angelo <eighthey@lycos.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15235-3804

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Neil Angelo
1217 Universal Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-3804



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Neil Angelo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:54:18 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: eighthey@lycos.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <f629136d-b19b-47ec-8da4-ca89f8efc02a@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_45 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:54:17
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: eighthey@lycos.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <374aaff8dab4a9d38636fb749a3a2ca7@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_45 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Neil Angelo [eighthey@lycos.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:54:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Neil Angelo <eighthey@lycos.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15235-3804

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Neil Angelo
1217 Universal Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-3804



From: Neil Angelo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:54:18 AM

From: Neil Angelo <eighthey@lycos.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15235-3804

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Neil Angelo
1217 Universal Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-3804



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:31 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <e4694466-aead-4614-9e93-d76f96b41a0f@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_46 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:29
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <42755b2278204ebdb5a87f267330f915@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_46 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:31 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <42755b2278204ebdb5a87f267330f915@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_47 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:30 AM

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:30 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2eba3f59-1fb1-4230-80ab-9ad648fe186b@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_48 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:28
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d9fb0cd257129b9a9db4c4b1fb44a846@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_48 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:30 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d9fb0cd257129b9a9db4c4b1fb44a846@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_49 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:29 AM

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:22 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d222bb9ef58c46a4b88ce8ee8e4a8ba4@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:22 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <3954beaf-3196-4ef8-b5e3-3330420e2d71@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_51 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:19
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d222bb9ef58c46a4b88ce8ee8e4a8ba4@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_51 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:20 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <01e0e01f-b15b-4c6c-8dd0-376d9a9506e5@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_52 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:17
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <f69a952b7c72cc1d82ea03796683bc40@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_52 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:20 AM

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:19 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <f69a952b7c72cc1d82ea03796683bc40@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_53 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:18 AM

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:03 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <61ce825c-61d8-47a3-af1b-a34565a55ee0@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_54 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:39:59
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <1e6aea31ec2113d4f2273bf4323b38d5@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_54 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:39:55
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:03 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <1e6aea31ec2113d4f2273bf4323b38d5@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_55 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:55 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:39:55
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:02 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2c52ed52-93db-49fe-ac8a-51eb2ab4efee@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_56 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:40:00
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7a8d27ccbef2410d89804f0d54b4592d@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_56 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:39:55
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:02 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Bluehorse13@mac.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7a8d27ccbef2410d89804f0d54b4592d@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_57 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville [Bluehorse13@mac.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:39:55
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:02 AM

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:40:00 AM

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Linda Grasso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:24:01 AM

From: Linda Grasso <Sherekhan21@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11951-3907

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Grasso
207 Monroe Dr
Mastic Beach, NY 11951-3907



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Linda Grasso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:24:01 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Sherekhan21@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <e419953da5ae87a7e8ad7c2372886d6a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_58 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Grasso [Sherekhan21@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:23:56
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Grasso <Sherekhan21@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11951-3907

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Grasso
207 Monroe Dr
Mastic Beach, NY 11951-3907



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Linda Grasso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:24:01 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Sherekhan21@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <87e915d4-f6c0-4d17-ad38-f785aaec0cb9@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_59 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:24:00
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Sherekhan21@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <e419953da5ae87a7e8ad7c2372886d6a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_59 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Grasso [Sherekhan21@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:23:56
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Grasso <Sherekhan21@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11951-3907

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Grasso
207 Monroe Dr
Mastic Beach, NY 11951-3907



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Linda Grasso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:23:52 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Sherekhan21@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <35ca403b-d77f-43a7-afb8-46e701470abb@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_60 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:23:50
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Sherekhan21@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <e15f0b634443724b892350447291c312@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_60 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Grasso [Sherekhan21@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:23:48
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Grasso <Sherekhan21@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11951-3907

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Grasso
207 Monroe Dr
Mastic Beach, NY 11951-3907



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Linda Grasso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:23:52 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Sherekhan21@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <e15f0b634443724b892350447291c312@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_61 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Grasso [Sherekhan21@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:23:48
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Grasso <Sherekhan21@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11951-3907

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Grasso
207 Monroe Dr
Mastic Beach, NY 11951-3907



From: Linda Grasso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:23:51 AM

From: Linda Grasso <Sherekhan21@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11951-3907

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Grasso
207 Monroe Dr
Mastic Beach, NY 11951-3907



From: James L Wolcott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:07:28 AM

From: James L Wolcott <mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47715-2472

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James L Wolcott
527 n green river rd
Evansville, IN 47715-2472



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of James L Wolcott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:07:28 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <06a2aa16d3e64e4c9d885778c956b413@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_62 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James L Wolcott [mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:07:24
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James L Wolcott <mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47715-2472

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James L Wolcott
527 n green river rd
Evansville, IN 47715-2472



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of James L Wolcott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:07:28 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <bb38590f-80f0-466a-8c55-83bc2cbd5a66@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_63 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:07:26
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <06a2aa16d3e64e4c9d885778c956b413@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_63 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James L Wolcott [mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:07:24
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James L Wolcott <mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47715-2472

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James L Wolcott
527 n green river rd
Evansville, IN 47715-2472



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of LOIS HAMILTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:04:00 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: paullois10@satx rr.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7297013bffcfd975d7ecda23cdcb3dad@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_64 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: LOIS HAMILTON [paullois10@satx.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:03:54
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: LOIS HAMILTON <paullois10@satx.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78154-1100

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

LOIS HAMILTON
1021 ANTLER DR.
Schertz, TX 78154-1100



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of LOIS HAMILTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:04:00 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: paullois10@satx.rr.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <a33b0456-2ef5-421a-8555-34b3667a7790@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_65 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:03:58
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: paullois10@satx.rr.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7297013bffcfd975d7ecda23cdcb3dad@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_65 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: LOIS HAMILTON [paullois10@satx.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:03:54
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: LOIS HAMILTON <paullois10@satx.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78154-1100

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

LOIS HAMILTON
1021 ANTLER DR.
Schertz, TX 78154-1100



From: LOIS HAMILTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:03:59 AM

From: LOIS HAMILTON <paullois10@satx rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78154-1100

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

LOIS HAMILTON
1021 ANTLER DR.
Schertz, TX 78154-1100



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of LOIS HAMILTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:03:50 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: paullois10@satx.rr.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0cf65eea-987b-41b4-9045-16220c1696a7@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_66 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:03:48
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: paullois10@satx.rr.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <88c682e3aeccb8c689913b95417f6bad@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_66 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: LOIS HAMILTON [paullois10@satx.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:03:44
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: LOIS HAMILTON <paullois10@satx.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78154-1100

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

LOIS HAMILTON
1021 ANTLER DR.
Schertz, TX 78154-1100



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of LOIS HAMILTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:03:49 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: paullois10@satx rr.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <88c682e3aeccb8c689913b95417f6bad@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_67 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: LOIS HAMILTON [paullois10@satx.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 09:03:44
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: LOIS HAMILTON <paullois10@satx.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78154-1100

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

LOIS HAMILTON
1021 ANTLER DR.
Schertz, TX 78154-1100



From: LOIS HAMILTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 10:03:49 AM

From: LOIS HAMILTON <paullois10@satx rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78154-1100

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

LOIS HAMILTON
1021 ANTLER DR.
Schertz, TX 78154-1100



From: Mark Reilly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 8:32:05 PM

From: Mark Reilly <bucsreilly@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number: 2398215827

Message Body: I am a big supporter  of you as governor. I do not agree with you in regards to the bear hunt.we are
 the problem not the bears.please stop this! I have never tried to contact a public official.the reason for this is i felt it 
 Would  go unheard!     Mark Reilly  Naples,Fla



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Mark Reilly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 8:32:05 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: bucsreilly@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <09835389eeb5413488734ee09c23ca07@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_22.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark Reilly [bucsreilly@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 19:31:56
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark Reilly <bucsreilly@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number: 2398215827

Message Body: I am a big supporter  of you as governor. I do not agree with you in regards to the bear 
hunt.we are the problem not the bears.please stop this! I have never tried to contact a public official.the 
reason for this is i felt it  Would  go unheard!     Mark Reilly  Naples,Fla



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Mark Reilly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 8:32:05 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: bucsreilly@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <aa094ccd-c7ba-4612-9320-737e311aa9bd@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_23.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 19:32:04
Attachment 1: bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: bucsreilly@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <09835389eeb5413488734ee09c23ca07@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_23.msg folder/bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark Reilly [bucsreilly@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 19:31:56
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark Reilly <bucsreilly@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number: 2398215827

Message Body: I am a big supporter  of you as governor. I do not agree with you in regards to the bear 
hunt.we are the problem not the bears.please stop this! I have never tried to contact a public official.the 
reason for this is i felt it  Would  go unheard!     Mark Reilly  Naples,Fla



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Mark Reilly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 8:32:04 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: bucsreilly@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <2454e1c6-154f-4ffb-8db4-7fa5babe678e@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_24.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 19:32:02
Attachment 1: bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: bucsreilly@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <5684b625685fa36e9937bbdfab5cd280@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_24.msg folder/bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark Reilly [bucsreilly@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 19:31:56
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark Reilly <bucsreilly@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number: 2398215827

Message Body: I am a big supporter  of you as governor. I do not agree with you in regards to the bear 
hunt.we are the problem not the bears.please stop this! I have never tried to contact a public official.the 
reason for this is i felt it  Would  go unheard!     Mark Reilly  Naples,Fla



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Mark Reilly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 8:32:04 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: bucsreilly@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <5684b625685fa36e9937bbdfab5cd280@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_25.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark Reilly [bucsreilly@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 19:31:56
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark Reilly <bucsreilly@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number: 2398215827

Message Body: I am a big supporter  of you as governor. I do not agree with you in regards to the bear 
hunt.we are the problem not the bears.please stop this! I have never tried to contact a public official.the 
reason for this is i felt it  Would  go unheard!     Mark Reilly  Naples,Fla



From: Mark Reilly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 8:32:03 PM

From: Mark Reilly <bucsreilly@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number: 2398215827

Message Body: I am a big supporter  of you as governor. I do not agree with you in regards to the bear hunt.we are
 the problem not the bears.please stop this! I have never tried to contact a public official.the reason for this is i felt it 
 Would  go unheard!     Mark Reilly  Naples,Fla



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Linda H. Jordan P.A.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 7:15:32 PM
Attachments: Black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: lindahjordanpa@earthlink net
Subject: Black bear hunt
Message-Id: <78653ef6-b8eb-4f62-acd7-c7afef979d53@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Black%20bear%20hunt.msg folder/Black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 18:15:29
Attachment 1: Black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: lindahjordanpa@earthlink.net
Subject: Black bear hunt
Message-Id: <3b68a07cffda4d0e917b60b95c069fb8@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Black%20bear%20hunt.msg folder/Black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda H. Jordan P.A. [lindahjordanpa@earthlink.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 18:15:25
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Governor Scott:

Please do not allow the "Black Bear Hunt" to take place. Bears should not be killed because Residents don't 
bear-proof their garbage. The bears are a natural asset of Florida and shouldn't be depleted for such a 
ridiculous reason............

Robert and Linda Jordan
Davie, FL



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Linda H. Jordan
 P.A.

To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 7:15:31 PM
Attachments: Black bear hunt.msg

Sender: lindahjordanpa@earthlink.net
Subject: Black bear hunt
Message-Id: <3b68a07cffda4d0e917b60b95c069fb8@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Black%20bear%20hunt_1.msg folder/Black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda H. Jordan P.A. [lindahjordanpa@earthlink.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 18:15:25
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Governor Scott:

Please do not allow the "Black Bear Hunt" to take place. Bears should not be killed because Residents don't 
bear-proof their garbage. The bears are a natural asset of Florida and shouldn't be depleted for such a 
ridiculous reason............

Robert and Linda Jordan
Davie, FL



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Linda H. Jordan P.A.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 7:15:30 PM
Attachments: Black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: lindahjordanpa@earthlink net
Subject: Black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ab0d8106-44cb-4f1e-a072-a8dce5d29036@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Black%20bear%20hunt_2.msg folder/Black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 18:15:28
Attachment 1: Black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: lindahjordanpa@earthlink.net
Subject: Black bear hunt
Message-Id: <27786415.1438730126202.JavaMail.root@elwamui-karabash.atl.sa.earthlink.net>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Black%20bear%20hunt_2.msg folder/Black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda H. Jordan P.A. [lindahjordanpa@earthlink.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 18:15:25
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Governor Scott:

Please do not allow the "Black Bear Hunt" to take place. Bears should not be killed because Residents don't 
bear-proof their garbage. The bears are a natural asset of Florida and shouldn't be depleted for such a 
ridiculous reason............

Robert and Linda Jordan
Davie, FL



From: Linda H. Jordan P.A.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 7:15:30 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please do not allow the "Black Bear Hunt" to take place. Bears should not be
 killed because Residents don't bear-proof their garbage. The bears are a
 natural asset of Florida and shouldn't be depleted for such a ridiculous
 reason............

Robert and Linda Jordan
Davie, FL



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Linda H. Jordan
 P.A.

To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 7:15:30 PM
Attachments: Black bear hunt.msg

Sender: lindahjordanpa@earthlink.net
Subject: Black bear hunt
Message-Id: <27786415.1438730126202.JavaMail.root@elwamui-karabash.atl.sa.earthlink net>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Black%20bear%20hunt_3.msg folder/Black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda H. Jordan P.A. [lindahjordanpa@earthlink.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 18:15:25
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Governor Scott:

Please do not allow the "Black Bear Hunt" to take place. Bears should not be killed because Residents don't 
bear-proof their garbage. The bears are a natural asset of Florida and shouldn't be depleted for such a 
ridiculous reason............

Robert and Linda Jordan
Davie, FL



From: Linda H. Jordan P.A.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 7:15:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please do not allow the "Black Bear Hunt" to take place. Bears should not be
 killed because Residents don't bear-proof their garbage. The bears are a
 natural asset of Florida and shouldn't be depleted for such a ridiculous
 reason............

Robert and Linda Jordan
Davie, FL



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Daniel Matarozzi
To: rickscott@eog.myflorida.com; commissioners@myfwc.com; director@myfwc.com
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 6:59:58 PM
Attachments: Florida Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: dmatarozzi@matpelbuilders.com
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <D1E691EC.7449C%dmatarozzi@matpelbuilders.com>
Recipient: rickscott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20Bear%20Hunt_5 msg folder/Florida%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Daniel Matarozzi [dmatarozzi@matpelbuilders.com]
To: rickscott@eog.myflorida.com [rickscott@eog.myflorida.com]; commissioners@myfwc.com 
[commissioners@myfwc.com]; director@myfwc.com [director@myfwc.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 17:59:45
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Sirs,
I have learned  of the sale of permits to hunt Florida black bears and am writing to you to express my 
dismay at this abysmal failure to protect 
a crucial wildlife resource on the part of the governor and his appointed commissioners.  It is amazing to me 
that a group of educated and presumably
thoughtful people can countenance such a wrong headed and tragic enterprise. 
I am a Californian and frequent visitor to the Everglades.  As a small gesture of protest, I will no longer visit 
the state of Florida and contribute in any way
to the economy of a state that sees fit to allow a group of  public servants to put a bear hunt in place.  And I
 will urge all of my friends and acquaintances,
personally and through social media, to do the same.
I urge you all to reconsider your decision in the name of common decency.
Sincerely,
Daniel Matarozzi 



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Daniel Matarozzi
To: rickscott@eog.myflorida.com; commissioners@myfwc.com; director@myfwc.com
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 6:59:58 PM
Attachments: Florida Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: dmatarozzi@matpelbuilders.com
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <329eaa81-fe52-4bf9-a7a2-1086d5cdf7a8@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20Bear%20Hunt_6 msg folder/Florida%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: rickscott@eog.myflorida.com [rickscott@eog.myflorida.com]; commissioners@myfwc.com 
[commissioners@myfwc.com]; director@myfwc.com [director@myfwc.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 17:59:52
Attachment 1: Florida Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: dmatarozzi@matpelbuilders.com
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <D1E691EC.7449C%dmatarozzi@matpelbuilders.com>
Recipient: rickscott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Florida%20Bear%20Hunt_6 msg folder/Florida%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Daniel Matarozzi [dmatarozzi@matpelbuilders.com]
To: rickscott@eog.myflorida.com [rickscott@eog.myflorida.com]; commissioners@myfwc.com 
[commissioners@myfwc.com]; director@myfwc.com [director@myfwc.com]
CC: 
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 17:59:45
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dear Sirs,
I have learned  of the sale of permits to hunt Florida black bears and am writing to you to express my 
dismay at this abysmal failure to protect 
a crucial wildlife resource on the part of the governor and his appointed commissioners.  It is amazing to me 
that a group of educated and presumably
thoughtful people can countenance such a wrong headed and tragic enterprise. 
I am a Californian and frequent visitor to the Everglades.  As a small gesture of protest, I will no longer visit 
the state of Florida and contribute in any way
to the economy of a state that sees fit to allow a group of  public servants to put a bear hunt in place.  And I
 will urge all of my friends and acquaintances,
personally and through social media, to do the same.
I urge you all to reconsider your decision in the name of common decency.
Sincerely,
Daniel Matarozzi 



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of lubelm@aol.com
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com
Cc: executivedirector@myfwc.com; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 6:13:31 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: lubelm@aol.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <71e69ed6-214d-4ed4-be5a-7b42ed92a108@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_26.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com [Commissioners@MyFWC.com]
CC: executivedirector@myfwc.com [executivedirector@myfwc.com]; Governor Rick Scott 
[GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 17:13:29
Attachment 1: bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: lubelm@aol.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <736fab6725cc46c18c891e17e3b6b3ed@BL2PR09MB065.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_26.msg folder/bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: lubelm@aol.com [lubelm@aol.com]
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com [Commissioners@MyFWC.com]
CC: executivedirector@myfwc.com [executivedirector@myfwc.com]; Governor Rick Scott 
[GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 17:13:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

Folks 

The recent trophy killing of the lion, "Cecil," in Africa and the ensuing public outrage highlights both the 
fallacy of the recently approved bear killing season in Florida as well as the likely fallout and public disgust to
 come your way once these plans are adequately understood by Florida voters. 

Your own rules are insufficient to limit the number of murdered bears to what your so-called "science" 
deems acceptable. Your authorized hunt is simply a charade kowtowing to a hunters' lobby that will prove 
insufficient to get any of you elected to anything. 

Commissioner Bergeron is excepted from the above comments. Thank you Commissioner Bergeron for 
insisting that there be some adequate and recent science to support this travesty.

Howard Lubel
Miami and Everglades City, Fl



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of lubelm@aol.com
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com
Cc: executivedirector@myfwc.com; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 6:13:30 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: lubelm@aol.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <736fab6725cc46c18c891e17e3b6b3ed@BL2PR09MB065 namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_27.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: lubelm@aol.com [lubelm@aol.com]
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com [Commissioners@MyFWC.com]
CC: executivedirector@myfwc.com [executivedirector@myfwc.com]; Governor Rick Scott 
[GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 17:13:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

Folks 

The recent trophy killing of the lion, "Cecil," in Africa and the ensuing public outrage highlights both the 
fallacy of the recently approved bear killing season in Florida as well as the likely fallout and public disgust to
 come your way once these plans are adequately understood by Florida voters. 

Your own rules are insufficient to limit the number of murdered bears to what your so-called "science" 
deems acceptable. Your authorized hunt is simply a charade kowtowing to a hunters' lobby that will prove 
insufficient to get any of you elected to anything. 

Commissioner Bergeron is excepted from the above comments. Thank you Commissioner Bergeron for 
insisting that there be some adequate and recent science to support this travesty.

Howard Lubel
Miami and Everglades City, Fl



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of lubelm@aol.com
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com
Cc: executivedirector@myfwc.com; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 6:13:30 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: lubelm@aol.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <14efac6b4e8-3f8e-307db@webprd-a85 mail.aol.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_28.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: lubelm@aol.com [lubelm@aol.com]
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com [Commissioners@MyFWC.com]
CC: executivedirector@myfwc.com [executivedirector@myfwc.com]; Governor Rick Scott 
[GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 17:13:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

Folks 

The recent trophy killing of the lion, "Cecil," in Africa and the ensuing public outrage highlights both the 
fallacy of the recently approved bear killing season in Florida as well as the likely fallout and public disgust to
 come your way once these plans are adequately understood by Florida voters. 

Your own rules are insufficient to limit the number of murdered bears to what your so-called "science" 
deems acceptable. Your authorized hunt is simply a charade kowtowing to a hunters' lobby that will prove 
insufficient to get any of you elected to anything. 

Commissioner Bergeron is excepted from the above comments. Thank you Commissioner Bergeron for 
insisting that there be some adequate and recent science to support this travesty.

Howard Lubel
Miami and Everglades City, Fl



From: lubelm@aol.com
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com
Cc: executivedirector@myfwc.com; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 6:13:30 PM

Folks

The recent trophy killing of the lion, "Cecil," in Africa and the ensuing public outrage highlights both the
 fallacy of the recently approved bear killing season in Florida as well as the likely fallout and public
 disgust to come your way once these plans are adequately understood by Florida voters.

Your own rules are insufficient to limit the number of murdered bears to what your so-called "science"
 deems acceptable. Your authorized hunt is simply a charade kowtowing to a hunters' lobby that will
 prove insufficient to get any of you elected to anything.

Commissioner Bergeron is excepted from the above comments. Thank you Commissioner Bergeron for
 insisting that there be some adequate and recent science to support this travesty.

Howard Lubel
Miami and Everglades City, Fl



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of lubelm@aol.com
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com
Cc: executivedirector@myfwc.com; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 6:13:30 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: lubelm@aol.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <1628caa9-4048-4498-b158-0eb193a562f9@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_29.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com [Commissioners@MyFWC.com]
CC: executivedirector@myfwc.com [executivedirector@myfwc.com]; Governor Rick Scott 
[GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 17:13:28
Attachment 1: bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: lubelm@aol.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <14efac6b4e8-3f8e-307db@webprd-a85.mail.aol.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_29.msg folder/bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: lubelm@aol.com [lubelm@aol.com]
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com [Commissioners@MyFWC.com]
CC: executivedirector@myfwc.com [executivedirector@myfwc.com]; Governor Rick Scott 
[GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 17:13:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

Folks 

The recent trophy killing of the lion, "Cecil," in Africa and the ensuing public outrage highlights both the 
fallacy of the recently approved bear killing season in Florida as well as the likely fallout and public disgust to
 come your way once these plans are adequately understood by Florida voters. 

Your own rules are insufficient to limit the number of murdered bears to what your so-called "science" 
deems acceptable. Your authorized hunt is simply a charade kowtowing to a hunters' lobby that will prove 
insufficient to get any of you elected to anything. 

Commissioner Bergeron is excepted from the above comments. Thank you Commissioner Bergeron for 
insisting that there be some adequate and recent science to support this travesty.

Howard Lubel
Miami and Everglades City, Fl



From: lubelm@aol.com
To: Commissioners@MyFWC.com
Cc: executivedirector@myfwc.com; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, August 04, 2015 6:13:28 PM

Folks

The recent trophy killing of the lion, "Cecil," in Africa and the ensuing public outrage highlights both the
 fallacy of the recently approved bear killing season in Florida as well as the likely fallout and public
 disgust to come your way once these plans are adequately understood by Florida voters.

Your own rules are insufficient to limit the number of murdered bears to what your so-called "science"
 deems acceptable. Your authorized hunt is simply a charade kowtowing to a hunters' lobby that will
 prove insufficient to get any of you elected to anything.

Commissioner Bergeron is excepted from the above comments. Thank you Commissioner Bergeron for
 insisting that there be some adequate and recent science to support this travesty.

Howard Lubel
Miami and Everglades City, Fl



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Carole Hinshaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 03, 2015 9:36:14 AM
Attachments: Bear hunt.msg

Sender: chinshaw1@cfl.rr.com
Subject: Bear hunt
Message-Id: <b9051146603954d1c3d5a898a0ab459d@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20hunt_30 msg folder/Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Carole Hinshaw [chinshaw1@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2015 08:36:09
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Carole Hinshaw <chinshaw1@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407-804-0368

Message Body: Mr. Scott, this was sent to FWC earlier today. Although I believe you don't really care about 
wildlife nor the environment, I want to express my feelings, nevertheless.

We are seeing world wide concern about the destruction of non-sustainable wildlife populations.  I would be 
so proud of this state if the government would be at the forefront of preserving our local endangered 
species--black bears and Florida panthers. 

Once again I am expressing my disgust at your sanctioning a bear hunt.
You have not done your homework and determined a current bear count.
I still fail to understand the logic of hunting bears on state land and how that will impact bear population in 
the perimeter, which is where the 5 incidents occurred.  So please explain this!!!!

Otherwise I will continue to believe you have no interest in wildlife but are only interested in preserving your 
gubernatorial opponents and your lucrative paychecks.  

This will also go to the governor, although he doesn't care, either.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Carole Hinshaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 03, 2015 9:36:14 AM
Attachments: Bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: chinshaw1@cfl rr.com
Subject: Bear hunt
Message-Id: <05869368-46dc-4780-96fb-085e544c824a@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20hunt_31 msg folder/Bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2015 08:36:11
Attachment 1: Bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: chinshaw1@cfl.rr.com
Subject: Bear hunt
Message-Id: <b9051146603954d1c3d5a898a0ab459d@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20hunt_31 msg folder/Bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Carole Hinshaw [chinshaw1@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2015 08:36:09
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Carole Hinshaw <chinshaw1@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407-804-0368

Message Body: Mr. Scott, this was sent to FWC earlier today. Although I believe you don't really care about 
wildlife nor the environment, I want to express my feelings, nevertheless.

We are seeing world wide concern about the destruction of non-sustainable wildlife populations.  I would be 
so proud of this state if the government would be at the forefront of preserving our local endangered 
species--black bears and Florida panthers. 

Once again I am expressing my disgust at your sanctioning a bear hunt.
You have not done your homework and determined a current bear count.
I still fail to understand the logic of hunting bears on state land and how that will impact bear population in 
the perimeter, which is where the 5 incidents occurred.  So please explain this!!!!

Otherwise I will continue to believe you have no interest in wildlife but are only interested in preserving your 
gubernatorial opponents and your lucrative paychecks.  

This will also go to the governor, although he doesn't care, either.



From: Carole Hinshaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 03, 2015 9:36:12 AM

From: Carole Hinshaw <chinshaw1@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 407-804-0368

Message Body: Mr. Scott, this was sent to FWC earlier today. Although I believe you don't really care about
 wildlife nor the environment, I want to express my feelings, nevertheless.

We are seeing world wide concern about the destruction of non-sustainable wildlife populations.  I would be so
 proud of this state if the government would be at the forefront of preserving our local endangered species--black
 bears and Florida panthers.

Once again I am expressing my disgust at your sanctioning a bear hunt.
You have not done your homework and determined a current bear count.
I still fail to understand the logic of hunting bears on state land and how that will impact bear population in the
 perimeter, which is where the 5 incidents occurred.  So please explain this!!!!

Otherwise I will continue to believe you have no interest in wildlife but are only interested in preserving your
 gubernatorial opponents and your lucrative paychecks. 

This will also go to the governor, although he doesn't care, either.



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 03, 2015 8:57:48 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <86aef733753a33c35eeaf52be2dd7f3c@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_68 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson [jamestillotson67@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2015 07:57:44
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2501

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave.
Dallas, TX 75219-2501



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 03, 2015 8:57:48 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <00903ea5-8ad2-4b97-8e90-305854d06bed@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_69 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2015 07:57:46
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <86aef733753a33c35eeaf52be2dd7f3c@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_69 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson [jamestillotson67@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2015 07:57:44
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2501

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave.
Dallas, TX 75219-2501



From: James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, August 03, 2015 8:57:47 AM

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave.
Dallas, TX 75219-2501



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Teresa L Munroe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 03, 2015 8:37:42 AM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: tmunroe@cfl rr.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <cec1dba8-5536-4777-910e-1e89d296b4ef@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_32 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2015 07:37:40
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: tmunroe@cfl.rr.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <14c208ebe6a5065810a57519c6f7c93e@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_32 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Teresa L Munroe [tmunroe@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2015 07:37:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Teresa L Munroe <tmunroe@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32926

Phone Number: 3216366794

Message Body: The news is that the FWC will be issuing kill permits for bears in Florida. Is this decision 
based on expediency, what is the cheapest solution? Or perhaps the FWC staff aren't in their jobs for the 
animals at all but for what is easiest for them?

I ask, plead, with you to stop the reopening of the Florida bear trophy hunt. There must be other humane 
options that don't give in to the blood lust of hunters and will create a safer environment for both humans 
and bears.

Thank you.



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Teresa L Munroe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 03, 2015 8:37:42 AM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: tmunroe@cfl rr.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <14c208ebe6a5065810a57519c6f7c93e@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_33 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Teresa L Munroe [tmunroe@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2015 07:37:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Teresa L Munroe <tmunroe@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32926

Phone Number: 3216366794

Message Body: The news is that the FWC will be issuing kill permits for bears in Florida. Is this decision 
based on expediency, what is the cheapest solution? Or perhaps the FWC staff aren't in their jobs for the 
animals at all but for what is easiest for them?

I ask, plead, with you to stop the reopening of the Florida bear trophy hunt. There must be other humane 
options that don't give in to the blood lust of hunters and will create a safer environment for both humans 
and bears.

Thank you.



From: Teresa L Munroe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, August 03, 2015 8:37:41 AM

From: Teresa L Munroe <tmunroe@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32926

Phone Number: 3216366794

Message Body: The news is that the FWC will be issuing kill permits for bears in Florida. Is this decision based on
 expediency, what is the cheapest solution? Or perhaps the FWC staff aren't in their jobs for the animals at all but for
 what is easiest for them?

I ask, plead, with you to stop the reopening of the Florida bear trophy hunt. There must be other humane options that
 don't give in to the blood lust of hunters and will create a safer environment for both humans and bears.

Thank you.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of gregory service
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 02, 2015 4:23:50 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: gregoryservice@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <090aba955bd336d95e04f47a00e633f0@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_34.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gregory service [gregoryservice@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Sunday, August 02, 2015 15:23:44
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gregory service <gregoryservice@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33487

Phone Number: 561-2897944

Message Body: Hon Gov Scott
I am a life long Republican and grew up for 60 years in SFl. The bear hunt, killing for sport only, is revulsive.
 There is no genuine reason for this. While many of my close relatives hunt, to kill for sport sickens me. I 
taught at Broward College for 35 years, am a member of The Florida Bar since 1973, and a Supreme Court 
Cert Meidator since early 1990s. While it is one thing to be able to DO something, that does NOT mean one 
has the RIGHT to do it. Yes, this may be antithetical to some, but what is gained by killing a previously 
engangered animal??? I am a conservative, but this sickens me.
JG Service



From: gregory service
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 02, 2015 4:23:50 PM

From: gregory service <gregoryservice@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33487

Phone Number: 561-2897944

Message Body: Hon Gov Scott
I am a life long Republican and grew up for 60 years in SFl. The bear hunt, killing for sport only, is revulsive. There
 is no genuine reason for this. While many of my close relatives hunt, to kill for sport sickens me. I taught at
 Broward College for 35 years, am a member of The Florida Bar since 1973, and a Supreme Court Cert Meidator
 since early 1990s. While it is one thing to be able to DO something, that does NOT mean one has the RIGHT to do
 it. Yes, this may be antithetical to some, but what is gained by killing a previously engangered animal??? I am a
 conservative, but this sickens me.
JG Service



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of gregory service
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 02, 2015 4:23:50 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: gregoryservice@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <dadbaacd-06bf-4f44-b568-dd81a2fee8bb@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_35.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Sunday, August 02, 2015 15:23:49
Attachment 1: bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: gregoryservice@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <090aba955bd336d95e04f47a00e633f0@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_35.msg folder/bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gregory service [gregoryservice@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Sunday, August 02, 2015 15:23:44
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gregory service <gregoryservice@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33487

Phone Number: 561-2897944

Message Body: Hon Gov Scott
I am a life long Republican and grew up for 60 years in SFl. The bear hunt, killing for sport only, is revulsive.
 There is no genuine reason for this. While many of my close relatives hunt, to kill for sport sickens me. I 
taught at Broward College for 35 years, am a member of The Florida Bar since 1973, and a Supreme Court 
Cert Meidator since early 1990s. While it is one thing to be able to DO something, that does NOT mean one 
has the RIGHT to do it. Yes, this may be antithetical to some, but what is gained by killing a previously 
engangered animal??? I am a conservative, but this sickens me.
JG Service



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of gregory service
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 02, 2015 4:23:50 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: gregoryservice@gmail.com
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <090aba955bd336d95e04f47a00e633f0@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_36.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gregory service [gregoryservice@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Sunday, August 02, 2015 15:23:44
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gregory service <gregoryservice@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33487

Phone Number: 561-2897944

Message Body: Hon Gov Scott
I am a life long Republican and grew up for 60 years in SFl. The bear hunt, killing for sport only, is revulsive.
 There is no genuine reason for this. While many of my close relatives hunt, to kill for sport sickens me. I 
taught at Broward College for 35 years, am a member of The Florida Bar since 1973, and a Supreme Court 
Cert Meidator since early 1990s. While it is one thing to be able to DO something, that does NOT mean one 
has the RIGHT to do it. Yes, this may be antithetical to some, but what is gained by killing a previously 
engangered animal??? I am a conservative, but this sickens me.
JG Service



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 02, 2015 4:13:42 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: lindab90@verizon.net
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <d59c55f2-a193-474c-8a7c-a63312eada8f@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_37.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Sunday, August 02, 2015 15:13:38
Attachment 1: bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: lindab90@verizon.net
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <15a61f65ccb7faf26711fb1b293126a1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_37.msg folder/bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Burda [lindab90@verizon.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Sunday, August 02, 2015 15:13:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon.net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Please stop the bear kill. I feel you have been a good governor for FL. I voted for you, and I 
commend you for the increase in tourism and business. It seems that FL. has been good for you, so I do not
 understand how you can agree to the killing of innocent animals. How will bear cubs survive if the mothers 
are killed? Please do not let your developer friends influence you. I feel our beautiful state will incur very 
negative publicity much like the heartless subhuman that killed the protected lion recently. Killing the bears 
will not solve  anything, and it is cruel. Thank you.



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 02, 2015 4:13:42 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: lindab90@verizon net
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <15a61f65ccb7faf26711fb1b293126a1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Burda [lindab90@verizon.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Sunday, August 02, 2015 15:13:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon.net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Please stop the bear kill. I feel you have been a good governor for FL. I voted for you, and I 
commend you for the increase in tourism and business. It seems that FL. has been good for you, so I do not
 understand how you can agree to the killing of innocent animals. How will bear cubs survive if the mothers 
are killed? Please do not let your developer friends influence you. I feel our beautiful state will incur very 
negative publicity much like the heartless subhuman that killed the protected lion recently. Killing the bears 
will not solve  anything, and it is cruel. Thank you.



From: Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 02, 2015 4:13:40 PM

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear kill. I feel you have been a good governor for FL. I voted for you, and I
 commend you for the increase in tourism and business. It seems that FL. has been good for you, so I do not
 understand how you can agree to the killing of innocent animals. How will bear cubs survive if the mothers are
 killed? Please do not let your developer friends influence you. I feel our beautiful state will incur very negative
 publicity much like the heartless subhuman that killed the protected lion recently. Killing the bears will not solve 
 anything, and it is cruel. Thank you.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, August 02, 2015 4:13:40 PM
Attachments: bear hunt.msg

Sender: lindab90@verizon net
Subject: bear hunt
Message-Id: <15a61f65ccb7faf26711fb1b293126a1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/bear%20hunt_39.msg folder/bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Burda [lindab90@verizon.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: bear hunt
Sent: Sunday, August 02, 2015 15:13:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon.net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Please stop the bear kill. I feel you have been a good governor for FL. I voted for you, and I 
commend you for the increase in tourism and business. It seems that FL. has been good for you, so I do not
 understand how you can agree to the killing of innocent animals. How will bear cubs survive if the mothers 
are killed? Please do not let your developer friends influence you. I feel our beautiful state will incur very 
negative publicity much like the heartless subhuman that killed the protected lion recently. Killing the bears 
will not solve  anything, and it is cruel. Thank you.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of gail
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 7:44:44 PM
Attachments: Please stop the bear hunt!.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: gcraine@comcast.net
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Message-Id: <e594491f-124f-407f-b15d-f0b0ce8620c0@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Please%20stop%20the%20bear%20hunt!.msg folder/Please%20stop%20the%20bear%20hunt!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 18:44:42
Attachment 1: Please stop the bear hunt!
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: gcraine@comcast.net
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Message-Id: <314250bbb0763ba77104226ab128b797@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Please%20stop%20the%20bear%20hunt!.msg folder/Please%20stop%20the%20bear%20hunt!1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gail [gcraine@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 18:44:37
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gail <gcraine@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33912

Phone Number: 2393135847

Message Body: Governor,

Please, please stop the bear hunt. They are just doing what they have to do. We took their home and they 
have nowhere to go!!! If this is a necessary thing to do, because of what we have done, could they just 
tranquilize them and transport them to where they can live in peace? At least the "hunters" will get their 
thrill. I am begging you.



From: gail
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 7:44:44 PM

From: gail <gcraine@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33912

Phone Number: 2393135847

Message Body: Governor,

Please, please stop the bear hunt. They are just doing what they have to do. We took their home and they have
 nowhere to go!!! If this is a necessary thing to do, because of what we have done, could they just tranquilize them
 and transport them to where they can live in peace? At least the "hunters" will get their thrill. I am begging you.



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of gail
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 7:44:44 PM
Attachments: Please stop the bear hunt!.msg

Sender: gcraine@comcast net
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Message-Id: <314250bbb0763ba77104226ab128b797@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Please%20stop%20the%20bear%20hunt!_1.msg folder/Please%20stop%20the%20bear%20hunt!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gail [gcraine@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 18:44:37
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gail <gcraine@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33912

Phone Number: 2393135847

Message Body: Governor,

Please, please stop the bear hunt. They are just doing what they have to do. We took their home and they 
have nowhere to go!!! If this is a necessary thing to do, because of what we have done, could they just 
tranquilize them and transport them to where they can live in peace? At least the "hunters" will get their 
thrill. I am begging you.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of gail
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 7:44:44 PM
Attachments: Please stop the bear hunt!.msg

Sender: gcraine@comcast net
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Message-Id: <314250bbb0763ba77104226ab128b797@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Please%20stop%20the%20bear%20hunt!_2.msg folder/Please%20stop%20the%20bear%20hunt!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gail [gcraine@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 18:44:37
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: gail <gcraine@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33912

Phone Number: 2393135847

Message Body: Governor,

Please, please stop the bear hunt. They are just doing what they have to do. We took their home and they 
have nowhere to go!!! If this is a necessary thing to do, because of what we have done, could they just 
tranquilize them and transport them to where they can live in peace? At least the "hunters" will get their 
thrill. I am begging you.



From: Thomas Maciocha
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 11:19:07 AM

From: Thomas Maciocha <macioctw@aol.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33617

Phone Number: 813-989-9261

Message Body: We the people ... have spoken loud and clear our opposition to the killing of Florida black bears.
 Please intervene and stop the senseless slaughter before it starts. Avoid the deluge of nationwide outrage similar to
 the trophy hunting opposition that is taking place presently on a worldwide basis. Imagine a video of a killed
 mother bear with her cubs crying next to her as the image that Florida send on the web, and make no mistake,
 someone, somewhere will capture such an image.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Phoenix Vie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 10:36:40 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: phoenixsings@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2a8952dd-b137-4b9d-b9c2-22b62840813c@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_70 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 09:36:38
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: phoenixsings@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2c30faacdd695299fc49a0452b008a59@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_70 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phoenix Vie [phoenixsings@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 09:36:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phoenix Vie <phoenixsings@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94706-2511

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phoenix Vie
15A Hopkins Court
Albany, CA 94706-2511



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Phoenix Vie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 10:36:40 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: phoenixsings@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2c30faacdd695299fc49a0452b008a59@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_71 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phoenix Vie [phoenixsings@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 09:36:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phoenix Vie <phoenixsings@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94706-2511

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phoenix Vie
15A Hopkins Court
Albany, CA 94706-2511



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Phoenix Vie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 10:36:39 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: phoenixsings@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2c30faacdd695299fc49a0452b008a59@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_72 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:57 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phoenix Vie [phoenixsings@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 09:36:35
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phoenix Vie <phoenixsings@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94706-2511

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phoenix Vie
15A Hopkins Court
Albany, CA 94706-2511



From: Phoenix Vie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 10:36:39 AM

From: Phoenix Vie <phoenixsings@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94706-2511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phoenix Vie
15A Hopkins Court
Albany, CA 94706-2511



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Karen Ruth McCarthy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:48:56 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: ruthkaren@comcast.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <79a57988-ffcf-4e8e-ba4e-25c3324f44eb@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_73 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:48:53
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: ruthkaren@comcast.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ee41794822a3304930e98444628897e4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_73 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Karen Ruth McCarthy [ruthkaren@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:48:50
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Karen Ruth McCarthy <ruthkaren@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01106-1426

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Ruth McCarthy
66 Westmoreland Ave
Longmeadow, MA 01106-1426



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Karen Ruth
 McCarthy

To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:48:56 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: ruthkaren@comcast net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ee41794822a3304930e98444628897e4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_74 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Karen Ruth McCarthy [ruthkaren@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:48:50
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Karen Ruth McCarthy <ruthkaren@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01106-1426

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Ruth McCarthy
66 Westmoreland Ave
Longmeadow, MA 01106-1426



From: Karen Ruth McCarthy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:48:55 AM

From: Karen Ruth McCarthy <ruthkaren@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01106-1426

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Ruth McCarthy
66 Westmoreland Ave
Longmeadow, MA 01106-1426



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Karen Ruth McCarthy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:48:55 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: ruthkaren@comcast net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ee41794822a3304930e98444628897e4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_75 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Karen Ruth McCarthy [ruthkaren@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:48:50
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Karen Ruth McCarthy <ruthkaren@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01106-1426

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Ruth McCarthy
66 Westmoreland Ave
Longmeadow, MA 01106-1426



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of P NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:43:34 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d15ea11cff01be4eccb21231fcd874a6@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ [PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:37:08
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491-4421

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE DO NOT KILL INNOCENT BEARS! WE HAVE ENCROACHED ON TO THEIR HABITAT- THEIR HOME! 
DO NOT MAKE THEM PAY FOR OUR ERROR WITH THEIR LIVES! PLEASE BE COMPASSIONATE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

P NUNEZ
15100 SE 92ND CT
Summerfield, FL 34491-4421



From: P NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:43:34 AM

From: P NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491-4421

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE DO NOT KILL INNOCENT BEARS! WE HAVE ENCROACHED ON TO THEIR HABITAT- THEIR
 HOME! DO NOT MAKE THEM PAY FOR OUR ERROR WITH THEIR LIVES! PLEASE BE
 COMPASSIONATE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

P NUNEZ
15100 SE 92ND CT
Summerfield, FL 34491-4421



From: P NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:43:19 AM

From: P NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491-4421

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE DO NOT KILL INNOCENT BEARS! WE HAVE ENCROACHED ON TO THEIR HABITAT- THEIR
 HOME! DO NOT MAKE THEM PAY FOR OUR ERROR WITH THEIR LIVES! PLEASE BE
 COMPASSIONATE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

P NUNEZ
15100 SE 92ND CT
Summerfield, FL 34491-4421



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of P NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:43:19 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <71156bccd17c5213ed7670176f221b60@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ [PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:36:48
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491-4421

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE DO NOT KILL INNOCENT BEARS! WE HAVE ENCROACHED ON TO THEIR HABITAT- THEIR HOME! 
DO NOT MAKE THEM PAY FOR OUR ERROR WITH THEIR LIVES! PLEASE BE COMPASSIONATE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

P NUNEZ
15100 SE 92ND CT
Summerfield, FL 34491-4421



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:43:10 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d846738356ea6e340337778044b9c8a3@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:17:47
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:43:10 AM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Belinda Caron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:43:00 AM

From: Belinda Caron <yk172@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75103-4228

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Belinda Caron
655 FM 90
Canton, TX 75103-4228



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Belinda Caron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:42:57 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: yk172@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <8a36205628ca089a7af74d5ade8eff2a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron [yk172@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:12:58
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron <yk172@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75103-4228

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Belinda Caron
655 FM 90
Canton, TX 75103-4228



From: Belinda Caron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:42:46 AM

From: Belinda Caron <yk172@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75103-4228

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Belinda Caron
655 FM 90
Canton, TX 75103-4228



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Belinda Caron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:42:46 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: yk172@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d799e748e65061fb881f0aef1818ffaf@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron [yk172@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:12:48
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron <yk172@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75103-4228

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Belinda Caron
655 FM 90
Canton, TX 75103-4228



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:01:57 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: s megles@att.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2e7970f1-ff6e-4eec-9df2-857c9f972309@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:01:55
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: s.megles@att.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <213e26b23bb26fd91455b23f855503e1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles [s.megles@att.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:01:51
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:01:57 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: s megles@att net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <213e26b23bb26fd91455b23f855503e1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles [s.megles@att.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:01:51
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:01:57 AM

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:01:57 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: s megles@att net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <213e26b23bb26fd91455b23f855503e1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_83 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles [s.megles@att.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:01:51
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:01:44 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: s megles@att.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <c9133d51-0d6b-4793-907f-55781b89c6f8@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_84 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:01:40
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: s.megles@att.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <5e84e767de22ae4b050f66bf852b361b@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_84 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles [s.megles@att.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:01:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:01:44 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: s megles@att net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <5e84e767de22ae4b050f66bf852b361b@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_85 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles [s.megles@att.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:01:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:01:43 AM

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 9:01:43 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: s megles@att net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <5e84e767de22ae4b050f66bf852b361b@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles [s.megles@att.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 08:01:36
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 8:51:39 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: xsecretsx@cableone net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <08d5e501-4801-43df-b439-48adfce84208@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_87 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 07:51:37
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: xsecretsx@cableone.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <076333cc883f8b515ef420d3254d955c@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_87 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Mulcare [xsecretsx@cableone.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 07:51:33
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 8:51:39 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: xsecretsx@cableone.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <076333cc883f8b515ef420d3254d955c@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_88 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Mulcare [xsecretsx@cableone.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 07:51:33
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 8:51:38 AM

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 8:51:38 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: xsecretsx@cableone.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <076333cc883f8b515ef420d3254d955c@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_89 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Mulcare [xsecretsx@cableone.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2015 07:51:33
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: Phillip Connor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 31, 2015 8:51:17 AM

From: Phillip Connor <philconn12@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12866-8724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phillip Connor
30 Watervie-w Drive
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866-8724



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Debi Semonin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 6:11:55 PM
Attachments: Stop The Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: Sunnut123@gmail.com
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <dc47f5df-8808-444c-af8c-07ac89bad615@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt_6 msg folder/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 17:11:53
Attachment 1: Stop The Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: Sunnut123@gmail.com
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <6a9b78f4eee865014b24ae78ef597671@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt_6 msg folder/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Debi Semonin [Sunnut123@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 17:11:50
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Debi Semonin <Sunnut123@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34105

Phone Number: 23903989037

Message Body: I feel sickened over the fact that people are able to kill our bears.. There has to be a better 
way to handle.

Please Put a STOP to this!

Thank you..  Debi Semonin  Naples Florida



From: Debi Semonin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 6:11:55 PM

From: Debi Semonin <Sunnut123@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34105

Phone Number: 23903989037

Message Body: I feel sickened over the fact that people are able to kill our bears.. There has to be a better way to
 handle.

Please Put a STOP to this!

Thank you..  Debi Semonin  Naples Florida



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Debi Semonin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 6:11:55 PM
Attachments: Stop The Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: Sunnut123@gmail.com
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <6a9b78f4eee865014b24ae78ef597671@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt_7 msg folder/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Debi Semonin [Sunnut123@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 17:11:50
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Debi Semonin <Sunnut123@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34105

Phone Number: 23903989037

Message Body: I feel sickened over the fact that people are able to kill our bears.. There has to be a better 
way to handle.

Please Put a STOP to this!

Thank you..  Debi Semonin  Naples Florida



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Debi Semonin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 6:11:55 PM
Attachments: Stop The Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: Sunnut123@gmail.com
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <6a9b78f4eee865014b24ae78ef597671@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt_8 msg folder/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Debi Semonin [Sunnut123@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 17:11:50
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Debi Semonin <Sunnut123@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34105

Phone Number: 23903989037

Message Body: I feel sickened over the fact that people are able to kill our bears.. There has to be a better 
way to handle.

Please Put a STOP to this!

Thank you..  Debi Semonin  Naples Florida



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of P NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:37:13 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <98fe6499-3090-4a91-bb0f-e8d6aab62ff1@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_90 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:37:10
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d15ea11cff01be4eccb21231fcd874a6@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_90 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ [PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:37:08
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491-4421

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE DO NOT KILL INNOCENT BEARS! WE HAVE ENCROACHED ON TO THEIR HABITAT- THEIR HOME! 
DO NOT MAKE THEM PAY FOR OUR ERROR WITH THEIR LIVES! PLEASE BE COMPASSIONATE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

P NUNEZ
15100 SE 92ND CT
Summerfield, FL 34491-4421



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of P NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:37:12 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d15ea11cff01be4eccb21231fcd874a6@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_91 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:58 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ [PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:37:08
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491-4421

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE DO NOT KILL INNOCENT BEARS! WE HAVE ENCROACHED ON TO THEIR HABITAT- THEIR HOME! 
DO NOT MAKE THEM PAY FOR OUR ERROR WITH THEIR LIVES! PLEASE BE COMPASSIONATE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

P NUNEZ
15100 SE 92ND CT
Summerfield, FL 34491-4421



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of P NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:36:55 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ae490896-e957-49bb-9112-a5776ba59ba9@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_92 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:36:51
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <71156bccd17c5213ed7670176f221b60@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_92 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ [PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:36:48
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491-4421

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE DO NOT KILL INNOCENT BEARS! WE HAVE ENCROACHED ON TO THEIR HABITAT- THEIR HOME! 
DO NOT MAKE THEM PAY FOR OUR ERROR WITH THEIR LIVES! PLEASE BE COMPASSIONATE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

P NUNEZ
15100 SE 92ND CT
Summerfield, FL 34491-4421



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of P NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:36:55 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <71156bccd17c5213ed7670176f221b60@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_93 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ [PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:36:48
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: P NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491-4421

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE DO NOT KILL INNOCENT BEARS! WE HAVE ENCROACHED ON TO THEIR HABITAT- THEIR HOME! 
DO NOT MAKE THEM PAY FOR OUR ERROR WITH THEIR LIVES! PLEASE BE COMPASSIONATE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

P NUNEZ
15100 SE 92ND CT
Summerfield, FL 34491-4421



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:17:52 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d846738356ea6e340337778044b9c8a3@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_94 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:17:47
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:17:52 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <6c171c82-203d-4793-9a93-14dfe16c5024@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_95 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:17:50
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d846738356ea6e340337778044b9c8a3@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_95 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:17:47
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Belinda Caron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:13:03 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: yk172@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <631cc24d-fc24-47c3-b92f-8d0a10cc9d77@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_96 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:13:01
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: yk172@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <8a36205628ca089a7af74d5ade8eff2a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_96 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron [yk172@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:12:58
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron <yk172@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75103-4228

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Belinda Caron
655 FM 90
Canton, TX 75103-4228



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Belinda Caron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:13:03 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: yk172@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <8a36205628ca089a7af74d5ade8eff2a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_97 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron [yk172@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:12:58
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron <yk172@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75103-4228

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Belinda Caron
655 FM 90
Canton, TX 75103-4228



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Belinda Caron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:12:53 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: yk172@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <4714e92d-f62f-4bf7-a97d-9a912784ea34@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:12:50
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: yk172@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d799e748e65061fb881f0aef1818ffaf@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_98 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron [yk172@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:12:48
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron <yk172@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75103-4228

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Belinda Caron
655 FM 90
Canton, TX 75103-4228



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Belinda Caron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:12:52 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: yk172@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <d799e748e65061fb881f0aef1818ffaf@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_99 msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron [yk172@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 09:12:48
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Belinda Caron <yk172@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75103-4228

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Belinda Caron
655 FM 90
Canton, TX 75103-4228



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of roberta blaes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 9:07:04 AM
Attachments: Stop The Bear Hunt !.msg

Sender: workhorse511@aol.com
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Message-Id: <19f4c61a9570b65864c66d0d63414a8c@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt%20!.msg folder/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: roberta blaes [workhorse511@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 18:45:49
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: roberta blaes <workhorse511@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34112

Phone Number: 239-248-5757

Message Body: Sir: Please put a stop to this Bear Hunt madness. I think this was very short-sighted on the 
part of FWC and needs more research.  I believe that there will be an anti-Hunt backlash that willnegatively 
impact Florida tourism. Other than that, I think Y'all are doing a GREAT JOB and I sure am glad I voted for 
you ! R.R.Rico Blaes, Naples.



From: roberta blaes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 9:07:04 AM

From: roberta blaes <workhorse511@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34112

Phone Number: 239-248-5757

Message Body: Sir: Please put a stop to this Bear Hunt madness. I think this was very short-sighted on the part of
 FWC and needs more research.  I believe that there will be an anti-Hunt backlash that willnegatively impact Florida
 tourism. Other than that, I think Y'all are doing a GREAT JOB and I sure am glad I voted for you ! R.R.Rico Blaes,
 Naples.



From: Linda Montgomery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 8:57:55 AM

From: Linda Montgomery <linda40f7@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24976-9808

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Montgomery
1695 Hillsdale Rd.
Sinks Grove, WV 24976-9808



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Linda Montgomery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 8:57:55 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: linda40f7@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <443213492bb648b8ab57805402f7a639@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_100.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Montgomery [linda40f7@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 08:22:02
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Montgomery <linda40f7@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24976-9808

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Montgomery
1695 Hillsdale Rd.
Sinks Grove, WV 24976-9808



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of roberta blaes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 7:45:55 PM
Attachments: Stop The Bear Hunt !.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: workhorse511@aol.com
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Message-Id: <13b4435b-5e1c-4c37-b88c-29171b93f7a1@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt%20!_1.msg folder/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 18:45:53
Attachment 1: Stop The Bear Hunt !
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: workhorse511@aol.com
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Message-Id: <19f4c61a9570b65864c66d0d63414a8c@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt%20!_1.msg folder/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt%20!1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: roberta blaes [workhorse511@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 18:45:49
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: roberta blaes <workhorse511@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34112

Phone Number: 239-248-5757

Message Body: Sir: Please put a stop to this Bear Hunt madness. I think this was very short-sighted on the 
part of FWC and needs more research.  I believe that there will be an anti-Hunt backlash that willnegatively 
impact Florida tourism. Other than that, I think Y'all are doing a GREAT JOB and I sure am glad I voted for 
you ! R.R.Rico Blaes, Naples.



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of roberta blaes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 7:45:55 PM
Attachments: Stop The Bear Hunt !.msg

Sender: workhorse511@aol.com
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Message-Id: <19f4c61a9570b65864c66d0d63414a8c@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt%20!_2.msg folder/Stop%20The%20Bear%20Hunt%20!.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: roberta blaes [workhorse511@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt !
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 18:45:49
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: roberta blaes <workhorse511@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34112

Phone Number: 239-248-5757

Message Body: Sir: Please put a stop to this Bear Hunt madness. I think this was very short-sighted on the 
part of FWC and needs more research.  I believe that there will be an anti-Hunt backlash that willnegatively 
impact Florida tourism. Other than that, I think Y'all are doing a GREAT JOB and I sure am glad I voted for 
you ! R.R.Rico Blaes, Naples.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Tanya Piker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 10:47:31 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: tanyapiker@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <879188cac28523f9d01f3f24d5b03dfe@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_101.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Tanya Piker [tanyapiker@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 09:47:19
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Tanya Piker <tanyapiker@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81050-2953

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Piker
1209 Smithland Ave
La Junta, CO 81050-2953



From: Tanya Piker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 10:47:30 AM

From: Tanya Piker <tanyapiker@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81050-2953

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Piker
1209 Smithland Ave
La Junta, CO 81050-2953



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Tanya Piker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 10:47:29 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: tanyapiker@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <41e71c7c-c18d-41f7-ba11-66e6efe38e98@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_102.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 09:47:23
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: tanyapiker@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <879188cac28523f9d01f3f24d5b03dfe@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_102.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Tanya Piker [tanyapiker@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 09:47:19
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Tanya Piker <tanyapiker@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81050-2953

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Piker
1209 Smithland Ave
La Junta, CO 81050-2953



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Tanya Piker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 10:47:29 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: tanyapiker@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <879188cac28523f9d01f3f24d5b03dfe@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_103.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Tanya Piker [tanyapiker@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 09:47:19
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Tanya Piker <tanyapiker@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81050-2953

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Piker
1209 Smithland Ave
La Junta, CO 81050-2953



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Linda Montgomery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 9:22:07 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: linda40f7@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <443213492bb648b8ab57805402f7a639@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_104.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Montgomery [linda40f7@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 08:22:02
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Montgomery <linda40f7@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24976-9808

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Montgomery
1695 Hillsdale Rd.
Sinks Grove, WV 24976-9808



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Linda Montgomery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 9:22:07 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: linda40f7@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <5c77faea-e4a8-4a58-9187-7ae893b302be@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_105.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 08:22:05
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: linda40f7@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <443213492bb648b8ab57805402f7a639@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_105.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Montgomery [linda40f7@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 08:22:02
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Linda Montgomery <linda40f7@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24976-9808

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Montgomery
1695 Hillsdale Rd.
Sinks Grove, WV 24976-9808



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Shannon Saldana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 1:36:37 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: snsaldana@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2f961615-fcbf-40ed-9f07-3a1e86570610@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_106.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 12:36:34
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: snsaldana@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <4fbad3256edffe05bfbd2f157f3d0a94@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_106.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana [snsaldana@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 12:36:32
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana <snsaldana@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84093-1134

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shannon Saldana
2735 E Robidoux Rd
Sandy, UT 84093-1134



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Shannon Saldana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 1:36:37 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: snsaldana@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <4fbad3256edffe05bfbd2f157f3d0a94@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_107.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana [snsaldana@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 12:36:32
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana <snsaldana@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84093-1134

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shannon Saldana
2735 E Robidoux Rd
Sandy, UT 84093-1134



From: Shannon Saldana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 1:36:36 PM

From: Shannon Saldana <snsaldana@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84093-1134

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shannon Saldana
2735 E Robidoux Rd
Sandy, UT 84093-1134



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Shannon Saldana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 1:36:36 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: snsaldana@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <4fbad3256edffe05bfbd2f157f3d0a94@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_108.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:25:59 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana [snsaldana@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 12:36:32
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana <snsaldana@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84093-1134

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shannon Saldana
2735 E Robidoux Rd
Sandy, UT 84093-1134



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Shannon Saldana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 1:36:27 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: snsaldana@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <f04e8f8fe618f3c883a94ee9608580f1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_109.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana [snsaldana@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 12:36:21
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana <snsaldana@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84093-1134

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shannon Saldana
2735 E Robidoux Rd
Sandy, UT 84093-1134



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Shannon Saldana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 1:36:27 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: snsaldana@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <23649bde-7906-45fd-a4a3-b768fd33a2ec@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_110.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 12:36:25
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: snsaldana@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <f04e8f8fe618f3c883a94ee9608580f1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_110.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana [snsaldana@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 12:36:21
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana <snsaldana@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84093-1134

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shannon Saldana
2735 E Robidoux Rd
Sandy, UT 84093-1134



From: Shannon Saldana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 1:36:26 PM

From: Shannon Saldana <snsaldana@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84093-1134

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shannon Saldana
2735 E Robidoux Rd
Sandy, UT 84093-1134



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Shannon Saldana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 1:36:26 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: snsaldana@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <f04e8f8fe618f3c883a94ee9608580f1@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_111.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana [snsaldana@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 12:36:21
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shannon Saldana <snsaldana@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84093-1134

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shannon Saldana
2735 E Robidoux Rd
Sandy, UT 84093-1134



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of christina little
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 8:50:25 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: tobylance@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <6aa894c20b708e795cd8f2087cdd6ec2@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_112.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: christina little [tobylance@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 09:26:33
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: christina  little <tobylance@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08054-4715

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

christina  little
1 kirkwood ct
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054-4715



From: christina little
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2015 8:50:25 AM

From: christina  little <tobylance@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08054-4715

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

christina  little
1 kirkwood ct
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054-4715



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Cynde Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 2:47:28 PM
Attachments: Stop the bear hunt please..msg

Sender: cynde.barnes@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Message-Id: <c14f832c457b493cfdff80f8b804c592@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20please. msg folder/Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt,%20please..txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cynde Barnes [cynde.barnes@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 13:47:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cynde Barnes <cynde.barnes@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34108

Phone Number: 2392509790

Message Body: Please don't let the planned bear hunt go forward.
Thank you.
Cynde Barnes



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Cynde Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 2:47:28 PM
Attachments: Stop the bear hunt please..msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: cynde.barnes@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Message-Id: <43f1885c-aa99-45f8-a4bb-5ad1ff4593a1@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20please._1 msg folder/Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt,%20please..txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 13:47:26
Attachment 1: Stop the bear hunt, please.
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: cynde.barnes@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Message-Id: <c14f832c457b493cfdff80f8b804c592@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20please._1 msg folder/Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt,%20please.1.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cynde Barnes [cynde.barnes@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 13:47:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cynde Barnes <cynde.barnes@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34108

Phone Number: 2392509790

Message Body: Please don't let the planned bear hunt go forward.
Thank you.
Cynde Barnes



From: Cynde Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 2:47:28 PM

From: Cynde Barnes <cynde.barnes@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34108

Phone Number: 2392509790

Message Body: Please don't let the planned bear hunt go forward.
Thank you.
Cynde Barnes



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Cynde Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 2:47:28 PM
Attachments: Stop the bear hunt please..msg

Sender: cynde.barnes@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Message-Id: <c14f832c457b493cfdff80f8b804c592@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt%20please._2 msg folder/Stop%20the%20bear%20hunt,%20please..txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cynde Barnes [cynde.barnes@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the bear hunt, please.
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 13:47:23
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Cynde Barnes <cynde.barnes@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34108

Phone Number: 2392509790

Message Body: Please don't let the planned bear hunt go forward.
Thank you.
Cynde Barnes



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of christina little
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 10:31:31 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: tobylance@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <6aa894c20b708e795cd8f2087cdd6ec2@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_113.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: christina little [tobylance@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 09:26:33
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: christina  little <tobylance@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08054-4715

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

christina  little
1 kirkwood ct
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054-4715



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of christina little
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 10:31:31 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: tobylance@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <61600bd0-0df9-43be-9891-8b84849c313a@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_114.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 09:26:36
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: tobylance@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <6aa894c20b708e795cd8f2087cdd6ec2@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_114.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: christina little [tobylance@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 09:26:33
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: christina  little <tobylance@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08054-4715

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

christina  little
1 kirkwood ct
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054-4715



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Michael W
 Passaretti

To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2015 10:24:25 AM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: ammagic15@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <d0b44ac4b0452f47ac3121a20c9b9cc8@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_40 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael W Passaretti [ammagic15@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2015 09:24:18
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael W Passaretti <ammagic15@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34114

Phone Number: 2399198543

Message Body: Governor Scott,
     I am a supporter of yours but I believe the bear hunt is the wrong way to go. I think waiting for the next 
census is a more prudent approach. It just makes sense. Patience is a virtue.
    We should respect life, all life. Sometimes you "gotta do what you gotta do" but this isn't one of those 
times. 
                           Thank You for your time,
                                  Mike Passaretti



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Michael W Passaretti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2015 10:24:25 AM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: ammagic15@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <ff1f8741-71d4-4966-b9c7-465ebfbf6173@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_41 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2015 09:24:22
Attachment 1: Bear Hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: ammagic15@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <d0b44ac4b0452f47ac3121a20c9b9cc8@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_41 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael W Passaretti [ammagic15@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2015 09:24:18
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael W Passaretti <ammagic15@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34114

Phone Number: 2399198543

Message Body: Governor Scott,
     I am a supporter of yours but I believe the bear hunt is the wrong way to go. I think waiting for the next 
census is a more prudent approach. It just makes sense. Patience is a virtue.
    We should respect life, all life. Sometimes you "gotta do what you gotta do" but this isn't one of those 
times. 
                           Thank You for your time,
                                  Mike Passaretti



From: Michael W Passaretti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2015 10:24:24 AM

From: Michael W Passaretti <ammagic15@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34114

Phone Number: 2399198543

Message Body: Governor Scott,
     I am a supporter of yours but I believe the bear hunt is the wrong way to go. I think waiting for the next census is
 a more prudent approach. It just makes sense. Patience is a virtue.
    We should respect life, all life. Sometimes you "gotta do what you gotta do" but this isn't one of those times.
                           Thank You for your time,
                                  Mike Passaretti



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Michael W Passaretti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2015 10:24:24 AM
Attachments: Bear Hunt.msg

Sender: ammagic15@gmail.com
Subject: Bear Hunt
Message-Id: <d0b44ac4b0452f47ac3121a20c9b9cc8@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bear%20Hunt_42 msg folder/Bear%20Hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael W Passaretti [ammagic15@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bear Hunt
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2015 09:24:18
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Michael W Passaretti <ammagic15@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34114

Phone Number: 2399198543

Message Body: Governor Scott,
     I am a supporter of yours but I believe the bear hunt is the wrong way to go. I think waiting for the next 
census is a more prudent approach. It just makes sense. Patience is a virtue.
    We should respect life, all life. Sometimes you "gotta do what you gotta do" but this isn't one of those 
times. 
                           Thank You for your time,
                                  Mike Passaretti



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of Yvonne Michel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2015 9:13:17 AM
Attachments: Bears.msg

Sender: jmichel1@comcast.net
Subject: Bears
Message-Id: <6f6021978efbb84db5114440cb18069b@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bears.msg folder/Bears.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Yvonne Michel [jmichel1@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bears
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2015 08:13:09
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Yvonne Michel <jmichel1@comcast.net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33928

Phone Number: 239 390-2236

Message Body: Please don't shoot our Bears.  Stop the Bear hunt.

Thanks you do a great job.



From: Yvonne Michel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2015 9:13:16 AM

From: Yvonne Michel <jmichel1@comcast.net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33928

Phone Number: 239 390-2236

Message Body: Please don't shoot our Bears.  Stop the Bear hunt.

Thanks you do a great job.



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Yvonne Michel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Saturday, July 25, 2015 9:13:16 AM
Attachments: Bears.msg

Sender: jmichel1@comcast.net
Subject: Bears
Message-Id: <6f6021978efbb84db5114440cb18069b@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Bears_1.msg folder/Bears.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:00 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Yvonne Michel [jmichel1@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Bears
Sent: Saturday, July 25, 2015 08:13:09
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Yvonne Michel <jmichel1@comcast.net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33928

Phone Number: 239 390-2236

Message Body: Please don't shoot our Bears.  Stop the Bear hunt.

Thanks you do a great job.



From: Manley, Courtney
To: Wyland, Kerri
Subject: Evening matrix
Date: Friday, July 24, 2015 4:59:21 PM
Attachments: 7 24 15 evening matrix.docx

Last story alerted at 4:48 PM



7/24/15 Evening Media Matrix 
  
Rick Scott Administration 
Forbes- Dave Chase: Cadillac Tax Seeks To End Cash For Clunkers 
TB Times- Jeremy Wallace: Governor Scott's top donors in 2015 
SaintPetersBlog- Ryan Rayn: Rick Scott says Paris air show yielded $151 million in sales for Florida companies 
Bradenton Herald-Kate Irby-Gov. Rick Scott appoints Palmetto attorney to 12th Judicial Circuit Court 
WLRN-Kenny Malone-Gov. Scott Hospital Commission Makes Final Stop in Miami 
Associated Press-Gary Fineout-Carroll to pay fine, admit violations in ethics case 
Associated Press- Florida Gov. Rick Scott demands answers from groups receiving money in state budget 
WFTV- Plans for UCF downtown campus hit new delay 
 
Legislative News 
Miami Herald- Michael Auslen: Ethics commission: Former Lt. Gov. Jennifer Carroll broke law 
PB Post- John Kennedy: Former lieutenant governor Jennifer Carroll agrees to fine for disclosure flaw 
Herald Tribune-Lloyd Dunkelberger-Little support for bill to raise minimum wage 
Tampa Bay Times- Steve Bousquet- Lawmakers dodge term limits and land big pensions through local 
politics 
  
Florida Republicans 
Politico- Marc Caputo: Florida poll: Jeb Bush takes big lead over Marco Rubio 
TB Times- Adam Smith and Kirby: Donald Trump is the gift that keeps on giving to Jeb Bush 
 
 
Florida Economic News 
 
Other 
Naples Daily News-Eric Staats-Naples man touts rolling protest of Florida black bear hunt 
News-Press- Prepare for power struggle over solar 
WLRN- Tom Urban- Florida Advocates Celebrate 25th Anniversary of Americans With Disabilities Act 
 
National 
AP- Tom Murphy and Michelle Chapman: Anthem bids $48 billion for Cigna to create health giant 
Politico- Jennifer Haberkorn: GOP states push Planned Parenthood probes 
 
 
Op-Ed/ Editorial 
Orlando Sentinel- Editorial:Beth Kassab- Time to replace one of Florida's statues in 
U.S. Capitol 
 
Tampa Bay Times- Daniel Ruth- Ruth: Legislature's failures drive effort to change 
elections 
 
 
 
 



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 24, 2015 10:29:29 AM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 24, 2015 10:29:29 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0bd1e8f7b1523de329956ee423419ee4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_115.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:15 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 08:00:15
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 24, 2015 10:26:09 AM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 24, 2015 10:26:09 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <de94bdf627563784808763819ab000eb@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_116.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:15 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 07:59:37
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 24, 2015 10:25:49 AM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 24, 2015 10:25:49 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <db23c6fa848f8e03b53c0fc212fe565a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com, Forwarded: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_117.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:15 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 07:59:11
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2015 9:00:20 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0bd1e8f7b1523de329956ee423419ee4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_118.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:15 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 08:00:15
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2015 9:00:20 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b8c5ca47-b141-466b-9917-165ceab2b3d0@journal.report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_119.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:15 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 08:00:17
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <0bd1e8f7b1523de329956ee423419ee4@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_119.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:15 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 08:00:15
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2015 8:59:42 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <72c3aa17-bc73-4def-95f9-872f0dbbc1e2@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_120.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:15 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 07:59:39
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <de94bdf627563784808763819ab000eb@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_120.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:15 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 07:59:37
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2015 8:59:42 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <de94bdf627563784808763819ab000eb@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_121.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:16 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 07:59:37
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2015 8:59:17 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com
On-Behalf-Of: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <6da606f8-19a3-4ea1-a993-f8ebd91a0bf4@journal report.generator>
Recipient: Office365.Journal@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_122.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:16 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com 
[MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 07:59:15
Attachment 1: Stop the black bear hunt
___________________________________________________________________________________

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <db23c6fa848f8e03b53c0fc212fe565a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_122.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt1.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:16 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 07:59:11
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@fleog.onmicrosoft.com on behalf of The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2015 8:59:17 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <db23c6fa848f8e03b53c0fc212fe565a@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_123.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:16 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family [polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 07:59:11
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Melissa Donley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 9:44:47 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: missdonley@msn.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2b0d40bcf42aa860b0e22abed605d778@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_124.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:16 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Melissa Donley [missdonley@msn.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 08:44:24
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Melissa Donley <missdonley@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21060-6971

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Donley
906 Amelia Ave
Glen Burnie, MD 21060-6971



From: Melissa Donley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 9:44:47 AM

From: Melissa Donley <missdonley@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21060-6971

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Donley
906 Amelia Ave
Glen Burnie, MD 21060-6971



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Melissa Donley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 9:44:46 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: missdonley@msn.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <2b0d40bcf42aa860b0e22abed605d778@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_125.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:16 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Melissa Donley [missdonley@msn.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2015 08:44:24
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Melissa Donley <missdonley@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21060-6971

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Donley
906 Amelia Ave
Glen Burnie, MD 21060-6971



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Phyl Morello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 10:20:40 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: 1432phyl@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <34aae7824cb31316e5fa6e6eb4ddd73f@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_126.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:16 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello [1432phyl@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 09:20:38
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello <1432phyl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37890-4903

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My husband & I are part time FL residents.  We want the black bears protected....NOT KILLED.  Please give 
all wildlife a chance.  Give wildlife SPACE TO LIVE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison ferry
White Pine, TN 37890-4903



From: Phyl Morello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 10:20:40 AM

From: Phyl Morello <1432phyl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37890-4903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My husband & I are part time FL residents.  We want the black bears protected....NOT KILLED.  Please give all
 wildlife a chance.  Give wildlife SPACE TO LIVE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison ferry
White Pine, TN 37890-4903



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Phyl Morello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 10:20:39 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: 1432phyl@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <34aae7824cb31316e5fa6e6eb4ddd73f@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_127.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:16 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello [1432phyl@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 09:20:38
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello <1432phyl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37890-4903

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My husband & I are part time FL residents.  We want the black bears protected....NOT KILLED.  Please give 
all wildlife a chance.  Give wildlife SPACE TO LIVE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison ferry
White Pine, TN 37890-4903



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Phyl Morello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 9:51:18 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: 1432phyl@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b8574e1fd8c44893c085a85245678db2@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello [1432phyl@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 08:51:15
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello <1432phyl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37890-4903

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My husband & I are part time FL residents.  We want the black bears protected....NOT KILLED.  Please give 
all wildlife a chance.  Give wildlife SPACE TO LIVE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison ferry
White Pine, TN 37890-4903



From: Phyl Morello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 9:51:18 AM

From: Phyl Morello <1432phyl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37890-4903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My husband & I are part time FL residents.  We want the black bears protected....NOT KILLED.  Please give all
 wildlife a chance.  Give wildlife SPACE TO LIVE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison ferry
White Pine, TN 37890-4903



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Phyl Morello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 9:51:17 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: 1432phyl@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b8574e1fd8c44893c085a85245678db2@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello [1432phyl@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 08:51:15
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello <1432phyl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37890-4903

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My husband & I are part time FL residents.  We want the black bears protected....NOT KILLED.  Please give 
all wildlife a chance.  Give wildlife SPACE TO LIVE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison ferry
White Pine, TN 37890-4903



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Phyl Morello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 9:50:46 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: 1432phyl@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <1bbcc7eda15d1c290d593a11f1037898@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello [1432phyl@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 08:50:27
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello <1432phyl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37890-4903

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My husband & I are part time FL residents.  We want the black bears protected....NOT KILLED.  Please give 
all wildlife a chance.  Give wildlife SPACE TO LIVE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison ferry
White Pine, TN 37890-4903



From: Phyl Morello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 9:50:46 AM

From: Phyl Morello <1432phyl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37890-4903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My husband & I are part time FL residents.  We want the black bears protected....NOT KILLED.  Please give all
 wildlife a chance.  Give wildlife SPACE TO LIVE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison ferry
White Pine, TN 37890-4903



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Phyl Morello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 9:50:45 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: 1432phyl@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <1bbcc7eda15d1c290d593a11f1037898@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello [1432phyl@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 08:50:27
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Phyl Morello <1432phyl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37890-4903

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My husband & I are part time FL residents.  We want the black bears protected....NOT KILLED.  Please give 
all wildlife a chance.  Give wildlife SPACE TO LIVE!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison ferry
White Pine, TN 37890-4903



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jim Scullion
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:31:23 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Calypsozan@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b42a4c42de290941d63e0ddb3ea1f045@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jim Scullion [Calypsozan@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:31:20
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jim Scullion <Calypsozan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94607-4730

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Scullion
800 Madison
Oakland, CA 94607-4730



From: Jim Scullion
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:31:22 PM

From: Jim Scullion <Calypsozan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94607-4730

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Scullion
800 Madison
Oakland, CA 94607-4730



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jim Scullion
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:31:22 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Calypsozan@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b42a4c42de290941d63e0ddb3ea1f045@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jim Scullion [Calypsozan@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:31:20
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jim Scullion <Calypsozan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94607-4730

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Scullion
800 Madison
Oakland, CA 94607-4730



From: Jim Scullion
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:30:10 PM

From: Jim Scullion <Calypsozan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94607-4730

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Scullion
800 Madison
Oakland, CA 94607-4730



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jim Scullion
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:30:10 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Calypsozan@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b5d0acf7ca37bdf00716b8463456b340@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jim Scullion [Calypsozan@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:30:07
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jim Scullion <Calypsozan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94607-4730

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Scullion
800 Madison
Oakland, CA 94607-4730



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Jim Scullion
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:30:09 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Calypsozan@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <b5d0acf7ca37bdf00716b8463456b340@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jim Scullion [Calypsozan@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:30:07
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Jim Scullion <Calypsozan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94607-4730

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Scullion
800 Madison
Oakland, CA 94607-4730



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:23:20 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <300a1db05adc38960c004007e999b270@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson [jamestillotson67@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:23:18
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2501

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave.
Dallas, TX 75219-2501



From: James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:23:20 PM

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave.
Dallas, TX 75219-2501



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:23:19 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: jamestillotson67@gmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <300a1db05adc38960c004007e999b270@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson [jamestillotson67@gmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:23:18
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2501

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave.
Dallas, TX 75219-2501



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:11:18 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <33a469e23b58bc87123589ace4ac490d@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood [barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:11:17
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:11:18 PM

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:11:18 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <33a469e23b58bc87123589ace4ac490d@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood [barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:11:17
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:11:15 PM

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:11:15 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <80c999ea4dfdb2abee6cd7eae07c6282@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood [barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:11:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:11:14 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <80c999ea4dfdb2abee6cd7eae07c6282@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood [barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:11:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:09:44 PM

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:09:44 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <476e0afb38c7e2caa9e913bb61dacff0@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood [barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:09:42
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 20, 2015 2:09:44 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <476e0afb38c7e2caa9e913bb61dacff0@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood [barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 13:09:42
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Brenda Simon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 17, 2015 4:17:53 PM

From: Brenda Simon <brendarb1@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89523-6800

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brenda Simon
2340 Trail Ridge Ct
Reno, NV 89523-6800



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Brenda Simon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 17, 2015 4:17:53 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: brendarb1@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <e1650fda0af21e440c3258258ff12894@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Brenda Simon [brendarb1@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2015 15:17:38
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Brenda Simon <brendarb1@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89523-6800

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brenda Simon
2340 Trail Ridge Ct
Reno, NV 89523-6800



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Brenda Simon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 17, 2015 4:17:52 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: brendarb1@hotmail.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <e1650fda0af21e440c3258258ff12894@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Brenda Simon [brendarb1@hotmail.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2015 15:17:38
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Brenda Simon <brendarb1@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89523-6800

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brenda Simon
2340 Trail Ridge Ct
Reno, NV 89523-6800



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Mary Lou Sheehan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 17, 2015 3:37:48 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: marylou.sheehan@weil.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <f20703c098bdd5f06da1c3a4f47d4ca3@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mary Lou Sheehan [marylou.sheehan@weil.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2015 14:37:22
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mary Lou Sheehan <marylou.sheehan@weil.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75150-4905

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Sheehan
620 Fieldwood Drive
Mesquite, TX 75150-4905



From: Mary Lou Sheehan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 17, 2015 3:37:48 PM

From: Mary Lou Sheehan <marylou.sheehan@weil.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75150-4905

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Sheehan
620 Fieldwood Drive
Mesquite, TX 75150-4905



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Mary Lou Sheehan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 17, 2015 3:37:47 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: marylou.sheehan@weil.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <f20703c098bdd5f06da1c3a4f47d4ca3@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mary Lou Sheehan [marylou.sheehan@weil.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2015 14:37:22
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mary Lou Sheehan <marylou.sheehan@weil.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75150-4905

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Sheehan
620 Fieldwood Drive
Mesquite, TX 75150-4905



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Mark & Mary Schemm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 17, 2015 3:16:39 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: spitfiremk9@comcast.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <3516d39d172db2db1db156190f928c07@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark & Mary Schemm [spitfiremk9@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2015 14:16:27
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark & Mary Schemm <spitfiremk9@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48314-1237

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark & Mary Schemm
4218 Honeysuckle Drive
Sterling Heights, MI 48314-1237



From: Mark & Mary Schemm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 17, 2015 3:16:39 PM

From: Mark & Mary Schemm <spitfiremk9@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48314-1237

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark & Mary Schemm
4218 Honeysuckle Drive
Sterling Heights, MI 48314-1237



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Mark & Mary Schemm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 17, 2015 3:16:39 PM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: spitfiremk9@comcast.net
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <3516d39d172db2db1db156190f928c07@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark & Mary Schemm [spitfiremk9@comcast.net]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2015 14:16:27
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Mark & Mary Schemm <spitfiremk9@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48314-1237

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark & Mary Schemm
4218 Honeysuckle Drive
Sterling Heights, MI 48314-1237



From: Christine Maldonado
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2015 11:08:40 AM

From: Christine Maldonado <crmaldonado4865@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34655-4071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christine Maldonado
7137 Captiva Circle
New Port Richey, FL 34655-4071



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Christine Maldonado
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2015 11:08:40 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: crmaldonado4865@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ead322098aa2324f5941320e7047feb7@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Christine Maldonado [crmaldonado4865@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2015 10:08:40
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Christine Maldonado <crmaldonado4865@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34655-4071

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christine Maldonado
7137 Captiva Circle
New Port Richey, FL 34655-4071



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Christine Maldonado
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2015 11:08:39 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: crmaldonado4865@yahoo.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <ead322098aa2324f5941320e7047feb7@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Christine Maldonado [crmaldonado4865@yahoo.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2015 10:08:40
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Christine Maldonado <crmaldonado4865@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34655-4071

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christine Maldonado
7137 Captiva Circle
New Port Richey, FL 34655-4071



From: Gayle Edelman-Tolchin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2015 10:32:51 AM

From: Gayle Edelman-Tolchin <mommy725@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33498-6808

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gayle Edelman-Tolchin
11571 Island Lakes Lane
Boca Raton, FL 33498-6808



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Gayle Edelman-Tolchin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2015 10:32:51 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: mommy725@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <8e5c4c6cf79b83b4a075a8808e3097fe@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_152.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:17 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Gayle Edelman-Tolchin [mommy725@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2015 09:32:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Gayle Edelman-Tolchin <mommy725@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33498-6808

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gayle Edelman-Tolchin
11571 Island Lakes Lane
Boca Raton, FL 33498-6808



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Gayle Edelman-Tolchin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 16, 2015 10:32:50 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: mommy725@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <8e5c4c6cf79b83b4a075a8808e3097fe@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_153.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:17 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Gayle Edelman-Tolchin [mommy725@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2015 09:32:13
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Gayle Edelman-Tolchin <mommy725@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33498-6808

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gayle Edelman-Tolchin
11571 Island Lakes Lane
Boca Raton, FL 33498-6808



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Bill Nichols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: So many bad decisions
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 8:13:19 PM
Attachments: So many bad decisions.msg

Sender: flnative39@cfl rr.com
Subject: So many bad decisions
Message-Id: <20150716001314.E6HUR.218015 root@cdptpa-web10>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Bill Nichols [flnative39@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: So many bad decisions
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 19:13:14
___________________________________________________________________________________

Mr. Scott, you have once again outdone yourself.  With the announcement today of the sleazy way in which 
you have sold off more of Florida's precious natural resources for 30 pieces of cattle dung for a ranching 
operation which will benefit the State of Florida not one whit, I would like to think that you have reached a 
new low, but that is, as we all know, only temporary.  Since, at HCA, you were either an outright crook or an
 utterly incompetent CEO--possibly both--you certainly had an excellent training ground for your 
performance in Florida politics.  Considering the fact that this state has a lengthy history of outrageous 
scoundrels, scalawags, nitwits and completely pedestrian lowlifes, you may consider yourself simply carrying 
on a fine old tradition.  Quite frankly, we would appreciate it if you would just resign your office, take the 
money and run.  Fat chance.  The worst of it is that you are nothing more than a thoroughgoing moral 
failure and political coward; rather than openly admit that you are raping the resources of the state for 
political gain for yourself by providing financial gain for your suck-buddies, both domestic and foreign, you sit
 quietly behind the scenes and pull the strings of your salivating puppets.  Well, a lot of us have had enough.
  Since you are clearly planning a Senate run against Bill Nelson in 2018, a whole bunch of folks are going to 
be working quietly to run your bald-headed butt back to Naples for a well-deserved retirement.  Being either 
Republicans or Republican-leaning NPA's, (like myself), we intend to vote against every state or local level 
Republican on the ballot in every election until you are no longer part of the political scene.  Yes, that is 
distasteful, but nothing is as distasteful as you.  To first dictate a bear hunt, which will only punish the bears 
who are quietly going about their business of feeding themselves and their families far out in the woods and 
bothering no one in order to suck up to the Republican base in Seminole County is bad enough; but then to 
lick the boots of someone who is Canadian--not even an American citizen--and who will reap the profits of 
the ranching operation which will rape the vanishing water in the magically disappearing Floridan Aquifer and
 accelerate the destruction of not only Silver Springs, but a vast area around it is truly a crime against Nature
 (although with your background at HCA you are certainly no stranger to crime)  I have blindcopied several 
people in this email, who I hope will join those of us here in Central Florida and form their own networks to 
work against any further political ambitions you might have.  I certainly plan to get in touch with Senator 
Nelson's staff to volunteer my services and those of a great number of other disaffected Republicans and 
NPA's to see how we can effectively retire you and a number of other local Republican candidates next year 
and 2018.  After 50+ years in sales and marketing I know how to kill with kindness--after all, no one likes a 
sorehead.  Consider the battle joined.

Respectfully,

 
Bill Nichols 
Winter Park, Florida



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Bill Nichols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: So many bad decisions
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 8:13:19 PM
Attachments: So many bad decisions.msg

Sender: flnative39@cfl rr.com
Subject: So many bad decisions
Message-Id: <20150716001314.E6HUR.218015 root@cdptpa-web10>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Bill Nichols [flnative39@cfl.rr.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: So many bad decisions
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 19:13:14
___________________________________________________________________________________

Mr. Scott, you have once again outdone yourself.  With the announcement today of the sleazy way in which 
you have sold off more of Florida's precious natural resources for 30 pieces of cattle dung for a ranching 
operation which will benefit the State of Florida not one whit, I would like to think that you have reached a 
new low, but that is, as we all know, only temporary.  Since, at HCA, you were either an outright crook or an
 utterly incompetent CEO--possibly both--you certainly had an excellent training ground for your 
performance in Florida politics.  Considering the fact that this state has a lengthy history of outrageous 
scoundrels, scalawags, nitwits and completely pedestrian lowlifes, you may consider yourself simply carrying 
on a fine old tradition.  Quite frankly, we would appreciate it if you would just resign your office, take the 
money and run.  Fat chance.  The worst of it is that you are nothing more than a thoroughgoing moral 
failure and political coward; rather than openly admit that you are raping the resources of the state for 
political gain for yourself by providing financial gain for your suck-buddies, both domestic and foreign, you sit
 quietly behind the scenes and pull the strings of your salivating puppets.  Well, a lot of us have had enough.
  Since you are clearly planning a Senate run against Bill Nelson in 2018, a whole bunch of folks are going to 
be working quietly to run your bald-headed butt back to Naples for a well-deserved retirement.  Being either 
Republicans or Republican-leaning NPA's, (like myself), we intend to vote against every state or local level 
Republican on the ballot in every election until you are no longer part of the political scene.  Yes, that is 
distasteful, but nothing is as distasteful as you.  To first dictate a bear hunt, which will only punish the bears 
who are quietly going about their business of feeding themselves and their families far out in the woods and 
bothering no one in order to suck up to the Republican base in Seminole County is bad enough; but then to 
lick the boots of someone who is Canadian--not even an American citizen--and who will reap the profits of 
the ranching operation which will rape the vanishing water in the magically disappearing Floridan Aquifer and
 accelerate the destruction of not only Silver Springs, but a vast area around it is truly a crime against Nature
 (although with your background at HCA you are certainly no stranger to crime)  I have blindcopied several 
people in this email, who I hope will join those of us here in Central Florida and form their own networks to 
work against any further political ambitions you might have.  I certainly plan to get in touch with Senator 
Nelson's staff to volunteer my services and those of a great number of other disaffected Republicans and 
NPA's to see how we can effectively retire you and a number of other local Republican candidates next year 
and 2018.  After 50+ years in sales and marketing I know how to kill with kindness--after all, no one likes a 
sorehead.  Consider the battle joined.

Respectfully,

 
Bill Nichols 
Winter Park, Florida



From: Bill Nichols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: So many bad decisions
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 8:13:19 PM

Mr. Scott, you have once again outdone yourself.  With the announcement today of the sleazy way in which you
 have sold off more of Florida's precious natural resources for 30 pieces of cattle dung for a ranching operation
 which will benefit the State of Florida not one whit, I would like to think that you have reached a new low, but that
 is, as we all know, only temporary.  Since, at HCA, you were either an outright crook or an utterly incompetent
 CEO--possibly both--you certainly had an excellent training ground for your performance in Florida politics. 
 Considering the fact that this state has a lengthy history of outrageous scoundrels, scalawags, nitwits and
 completely pedestrian lowlifes, you may consider yourself simply carrying on a fine old tradition.  Quite frankly,
 we would appreciate it if you would just resign your office, take the money and run.  Fat chance.  The worst of it is
 that you are nothing more than a thoroughgoing moral failure and political coward; rather than openly admit that
 you are raping the resources of the state for political gain for yourself by providing financial gain for your suck-
buddies, both domestic and foreign, you sit quietly behind the scenes and pull the strings of your salivating puppets. 
 Well, a lot of us have had enough.  Since you are clearly planning a Senate run against Bill Nelson in 2018, a whole
 bunch of folks are going to be working quietly to run your bald-headed butt back to Naples for a well-deserved
 retirement.  Being either Republicans or Republican-leaning NPA's, (like myself), we intend to vote against every
 state or local level Republican on the ballot in every election until you are no longer part of the political scene. 
 Yes, that is distasteful, but nothing is as distasteful as you.  To first dictate a bear hunt, which will only punish the
 bears who are quietly going about their business of feeding themselves and their families far out in the woods and
 bothering no one in order to suck up to the Republican base in Seminole County is bad enough; but then to lick the
 boots of someone who is Canadian--not even an American citizen--and who will reap the profits of the ranching
 operation which will rape the vanishing water in the magically disappearing Floridan Aquifer and accelerate the
 destruction of not only Silver Springs, but a vast area around it is truly a crime against Nature (although with your
 background at HCA you are certainly no stranger to crime)  I have blindcopied several people in this email, who I
 hope will join those of us here in Central Florida and form their own networks to work against any further political
 ambitions you might have.  I certainly plan to get in touch with Senator Nelson's staff to volunteer my services and
 those of a great number of other disaffected Republicans and NPA's to see how we can effectively retire you and a
 number of other local Republican candidates next year and 2018.  After 50+ years in sales and marketing I know
 how to kill with kindness--after all, no one likes a sorehead.  Consider the battle joined.

Respectfully,

Bill Nichols
Winter Park, Florida



From: Bill Nichols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: So many bad decisions
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 8:13:18 PM

Mr. Scott, you have once again outdone yourself.  With the announcement today of the sleazy way in which you
 have sold off more of Florida's precious natural resources for 30 pieces of cattle dung for a ranching operation
 which will benefit the State of Florida not one whit, I would like to think that you have reached a new low, but that
 is, as we all know, only temporary.  Since, at HCA, you were either an outright crook or an utterly incompetent
 CEO--possibly both--you certainly had an excellent training ground for your performance in Florida politics. 
 Considering the fact that this state has a lengthy history of outrageous scoundrels, scalawags, nitwits and
 completely pedestrian lowlifes, you may consider yourself simply carrying on a fine old tradition.  Quite frankly,
 we would appreciate it if you would just resign your office, take the money and run.  Fat chance.  The worst of it is
 that you are nothing more than a thoroughgoing moral failure and political coward; rather than openly admit that
 you are raping the resources of the state for political gain for yourself by providing financial gain for your suck-
buddies, both domestic and foreign, you sit quietly behind the scenes and pull the strings of your salivating puppets. 
 Well, a lot of us have had enough.  Since you are clearly planning a Senate run against Bill Nelson in 2018, a whole
 bunch of folks are going to be working quietly to run your bald-headed butt back to Naples for a well-deserved
 retirement.  Being either Republicans or Republican-leaning NPA's, (like myself), we intend to vote against every
 state or local level Republican on the ballot in every election until you are no longer part of the political scene. 
 Yes, that is distasteful, but nothing is as distasteful as you.  To first dictate a bear hunt, which will only punish the
 bears who are quietly going about their business of feeding themselves and their families far out in the woods and
 bothering no one in order to suck up to the Republican base in Seminole County is bad enough; but then to lick the
 boots of someone who is Canadian--not even an American citizen--and who will reap the profits of the ranching
 operation which will rape the vanishing water in the magically disappearing Floridan Aquifer and accelerate the
 destruction of not only Silver Springs, but a vast area around it is truly a crime against Nature (although with your
 background at HCA you are certainly no stranger to crime)  I have blindcopied several people in this email, who I
 hope will join those of us here in Central Florida and form their own networks to work against any further political
 ambitions you might have.  I certainly plan to get in touch with Senator Nelson's staff to volunteer my services and
 those of a great number of other disaffected Republicans and NPA's to see how we can effectively retire you and a
 number of other local Republican candidates next year and 2018.  After 50+ years in sales and marketing I know
 how to kill with kindness--after all, no one likes a sorehead.  Consider the battle joined.

Respectfully,

Bill Nichols
Winter Park, Florida



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Julia Serrago
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 9:41:08 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Julie2sday@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7ca30b7881f88332d90484caabf96a6b@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com



file:///C/Users/samss/Documents/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt_154.msg folder/Stop%20the%20black%20bear%20hunt.txt[11/17/2015 5:26:17 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Julia Serrago [Julie2sday@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 08:41:05
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Julia Serrago <Julie2sday@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-2067

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Serrago
18 marne avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-2067



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Julia Serrago
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 9:41:07 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: Julie2sday@aol.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <7ca30b7881f88332d90484caabf96a6b@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Julia Serrago [Julie2sday@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 08:41:05
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Julia Serrago <Julie2sday@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-2067

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Serrago
18 marne avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-2067



From: Julia Serrago
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 9:41:07 AM

From: Julia Serrago <Julie2sday@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-2067

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Serrago
18 marne avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-2067



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Bell S
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 9:15:34 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: bellsta@outlook.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <3a5166f574c5e9e1d92ff103406effeb@flgov.com>
Recipient: sunburst@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Bell S [bellsta@outlook.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 08:15:31
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Bell S <bellsta@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11743-4925

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There's no reason to kill these animals expect for showmanship. Please protect the bears.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bell S
6 Kenneth Avenue
Huntington, NY 11743-4925



From: Microsoft Outlook on behalf of Bell S
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 9:15:33 AM
Attachments: Stop the black bear hunt.msg

Sender: bellsta@outlook.com
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Message-Id: <3a5166f574c5e9e1d92ff103406effeb@flgov.com>
Recipient: GovernorRick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
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___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Bell S [bellsta@outlook.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 08:15:31
___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Bell S <bellsta@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11743-4925

Phone Number: 

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the 
subspecies. 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear 
hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt. 

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear 
conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and 
this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering 
neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing 
educational outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the 
species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There's no reason to kill these animals expect for showmanship. Please protect the bears.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to 
chase wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 
'chasing bears with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal
 suffering.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bell S
6 Kenneth Avenue
Huntington, NY 11743-4925



From: Bell S
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 9:15:33 AM

From: Bell S <bellsta@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11743-4925

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There's no reason to kill these animals expect for showmanship. Please protect the bears.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bell S
6 Kenneth Avenue
Huntington, NY 11743-4925



From: Susan Von Struensee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 10:28:50 AM

From: Susan Von Struensee <Susan.vonstruensee@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22042-7533

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Von Struensee
7730 Willow Point Drive
Falls Church, VA 22042-7533



From: Susan Von Struensee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 10:28:50 AM

From: Susan Von Struensee <Susan.vonstruensee@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22042-7533

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Von Struensee
7730 Willow Point Drive
Falls Church, VA 22042-7533



From: Leonard Bruckman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 10:24:50 AM

From: Leonard Bruckman <lbruck@datazoid net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95746-6113

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leonard Bruckman
8595 Kingsgate Drive
Granite Bay, CA 95746-6113



From: Leonard Bruckman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 10:24:49 AM

From: Leonard Bruckman <lbruck@datazoid net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95746-6113

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leonard Bruckman
8595 Kingsgate Drive
Granite Bay, CA 95746-6113



From: Mrs. Hensley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 11:16:15 AM

From: Mrs. Hensley <2222@msn.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33511

Phone Number: 813 661-2912

Message Body: PLEASE, please, put a stop to this bear hunt in Florida.  You are the governing authority and I am
 asking you as a very concerned long-time resident of this state to put an end to our demise-the over population of
 our state, the ruin of our forests and fields for condos, hotels and homes, and the killing of  innocent animals,
 namely the black bear.  We need, you need, to come up with some kind of limit on the amount of land that can be
 torn up for residential and other use.  Just leave it alone.  If you don't, in  a few short years our state will be paved
 over with concrete, and we will have successfully wiped everything out.  If you have 75% of the people against the
 hunt, and the people's voice counts for anything, please listen to us and use sound judgment and reasoning.  Have
 educational programs abound, with bear-proof trash cans, etc.  Have limits on residential living/development near
 bear territory.  Why would you want to kill something that's endangere!
 d?  What is acutally the outcome of this is the extermination of our delicate preservation efforts to sustain our
 heritage as a state, nation, and country.  Good job.



From: Mrs. Hensley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 11:16:14 AM

From: Mrs. Hensley <2222@msn.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33511

Phone Number: 813 661-2912

Message Body: PLEASE, please, put a stop to this bear hunt in Florida.  You are the governing authority and I am
 asking you as a very concerned long-time resident of this state to put an end to our demise-the over population of
 our state, the ruin of our forests and fields for condos, hotels and homes, and the killing of  innocent animals,
 namely the black bear.  We need, you need, to come up with some kind of limit on the amount of land that can be
 torn up for residential and other use.  Just leave it alone.  If you don't, in  a few short years our state will be paved
 over with concrete, and we will have successfully wiped everything out.  If you have 75% of the people against the
 hunt, and the people's voice counts for anything, please listen to us and use sound judgment and reasoning.  Have
 educational programs abound, with bear-proof trash cans, etc.  Have limits on residential living/development near
 bear territory.  Why would you want to kill something that's endangere!
 d?  What is acutally the outcome of this is the extermination of our delicate preservation efforts to sustain our
 heritage as a state, nation, and country.  Good job.



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 9:30:35 AM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 13, 2015 9:30:31 AM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 4:59:51 PM

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 4:59:51 PM

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 4:59:51 PM

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: kim velez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 4:56:01 PM

From: kim velez <kim2110@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06512-3140

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

kim velez
709 townsend ave
New Haven, CT 06512-3140



From: kim velez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 4:56:01 PM

From: kim velez <kim2110@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06512-3140

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

kim velez
709 townsend ave
New Haven, CT 06512-3140



From: Eileen Macmillan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 10:30:43 AM

From: Eileen Macmillan <eileenmacmillan@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94549-2316

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Macmillan
1550 Rancho Del Hambre
Lafayette, CA 94549-2316



From: Eileen Macmillan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 10:30:43 AM

From: Eileen Macmillan <eileenmacmillan@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94549-2316

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Macmillan
1550 Rancho Del Hambre
Lafayette, CA 94549-2316



From: Sara Wan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 10:24:24 AM

From: Sara Wan <sarawan425@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90265-5015

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Wan
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd
Malibu, CA 90265-5015



From: Sara Wan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 10:24:24 AM

From: Sara Wan <sarawan425@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90265-5015

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Wan
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd
Malibu, CA 90265-5015



From: Dawn Mello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:59:43 AM

From: Dawn Mello <majikrain65@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12041-1219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stop killing animals for being wild and allow them to live. Who the hell do you think you are, GOD? I won't vote
 for you.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dawn Mello
753 Clarksville So. Rd
Clarksville, NY 12041-1219



From: Dawn Mello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:59:43 AM

From: Dawn Mello <majikrain65@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12041-1219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stop killing animals for being wild and allow them to live. Who the hell do you think you are, GOD? I won't vote
 for you.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dawn Mello
753 Clarksville So. Rd
Clarksville, NY 12041-1219



From: Pam Slater-Price
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:47:06 AM

From: Pam Slater-Price <Pcslater@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92014-2240

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pam Slater-Price
1844 Camino del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014-2240



From: Pam Slater-Price
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:47:06 AM

From: Pam Slater-Price <Pcslater@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92014-2240

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pam Slater-Price
1844 Camino del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014-2240



From: Kelly Riley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:44:53 AM

From: Kelly Riley <khanlon74@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19440-2001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelly Riley
902 Bent Rd.
Hatfield, PA 19440-2001



From: Kelly Riley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:44:53 AM

From: Kelly Riley <khanlon74@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19440-2001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelly Riley
902 Bent Rd.
Hatfield, PA 19440-2001



From: Steven Prow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:37:19 AM

From: Steven Prow <steveprow@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89074-2449

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Prow
2918 Currant Lane
Henderson, NV 89074-2449



From: Steven Prow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:37:19 AM

From: Steven Prow <steveprow@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89074-2449

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Prow
2918 Currant Lane
Henderson, NV 89074-2449



From: Rita R. Shaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:34:37 AM

From: Rita R. Shaffer <ritash1950@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19403-2832

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please know that all animal welfare is an important issue to me, my friends and family.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rita R. Shaffer
201 Middleton Place
Norristown, PA 19403-2832



From: Rita R. Shaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:34:37 AM

From: Rita R. Shaffer <ritash1950@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19403-2832

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please know that all animal welfare is an important issue to me, my friends and family.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rita R. Shaffer
201 Middleton Place
Norristown, PA 19403-2832



From: James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:25:46 AM

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 9:25:46 AM

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: Sandra Downie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 8:59:53 AM

From: Sandra  Downie <sandrascats133@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06040-4423

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra  Downie
133 Parker Street
Manchester, CT 06040-4423



From: Sandra Downie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, July 10, 2015 8:59:53 AM

From: Sandra  Downie <sandrascats133@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06040-4423

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra  Downie
133 Parker Street
Manchester, CT 06040-4423



From: Sabrina L. Yawn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 4:37:22 PM

From: Sabrina L. Yawn <WolfSisterIV@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34286

Phone Number: (941) 650-6652

Message Body: As a Native Floridian & a Registered Voter for the State of Florida I am letting you know that I am
 taking this Black Bear Hunt that has been instigated by letting you know that I DO NOT AGREE WITH THIS AT
 ALL IN ANY WAY, SHAPE, FORM OR FASHION !!!!

I am not taking this lightly & will not stand by & allow you to make this decision for me.

I along with other fellow Floridians are prepared to do battle over this.  I will do whatever it takes to kill this hunt.
We have been protecting these Bears for three (3) years now but you are allowing Permits both here in Florida & out
 of State for Hunters to kill them, why ???  It has not been five (5) years so why are we rushing into this Hunt ???

It is "US" humans who are taking over their lands to begin with.  Just like when the "Whites" came & took over the
 lands from my Ancestors, the Cherokee & Mohegans.

I have never watched the FL Channel before & when the subject of the Panthers & Black Bears came up I happen to
 be flipping through the channels when it caught my attention.  Needless to say I spent the whole weekend crying &
 berating our Government for their "ILL" will.
What is wrong with you ????  Obviously our wildlife is not "your" preference to protect however it is MINE !!!!

I go so far as to watch over the Gophers that people don't seem to care that it takes them a little longer to cross the
 street, etc., but does not give people the right to run them over as if they don't exist.

I am extremely angry at our so called Government.  I am truly not a people person but I am most certainly an animal
 advocate.

I am asking that you seriously reconsider your part in this Hunt & STOP IT.

Thank you.

Yours truly,
Sabrina L. Yawn



From: Sabrina L. Yawn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 4:37:22 PM

From: Sabrina L. Yawn <WolfSisterIV@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34286

Phone Number: (941) 650-6652

Message Body: As a Native Floridian & a Registered Voter for the State of Florida I am letting you know that I am
 taking this Black Bear Hunt that has been instigated by letting you know that I DO NOT AGREE WITH THIS AT
 ALL IN ANY WAY, SHAPE, FORM OR FASHION !!!!

I am not taking this lightly & will not stand by & allow you to make this decision for me.

I along with other fellow Floridians are prepared to do battle over this.  I will do whatever it takes to kill this hunt.
We have been protecting these Bears for three (3) years now but you are allowing Permits both here in Florida & out
 of State for Hunters to kill them, why ???  It has not been five (5) years so why are we rushing into this Hunt ???

It is "US" humans who are taking over their lands to begin with.  Just like when the "Whites" came & took over the
 lands from my Ancestors, the Cherokee & Mohegans.

I have never watched the FL Channel before & when the subject of the Panthers & Black Bears came up I happen to
 be flipping through the channels when it caught my attention.  Needless to say I spent the whole weekend crying &
 berating our Government for their "ILL" will.
What is wrong with you ????  Obviously our wildlife is not "your" preference to protect however it is MINE !!!!

I go so far as to watch over the Gophers that people don't seem to care that it takes them a little longer to cross the
 street, etc., but does not give people the right to run them over as if they don't exist.

I am extremely angry at our so called Government.  I am truly not a people person but I am most certainly an animal
 advocate.

I am asking that you seriously reconsider your part in this Hunt & STOP IT.

Thank you.

Yours truly,
Sabrina L. Yawn



From: Sabrina L. Yawn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 4:37:22 PM

From: Sabrina L. Yawn <WolfSisterIV@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34286

Phone Number: (941) 650-6652

Message Body: As a Native Floridian & a Registered Voter for the State of Florida I am letting you know that I am
 taking this Black Bear Hunt that has been instigated by letting you know that I DO NOT AGREE WITH THIS AT
 ALL IN ANY WAY, SHAPE, FORM OR FASHION !!!!

I am not taking this lightly & will not stand by & allow you to make this decision for me.

I along with other fellow Floridians are prepared to do battle over this.  I will do whatever it takes to kill this hunt.
We have been protecting these Bears for three (3) years now but you are allowing Permits both here in Florida & out
 of State for Hunters to kill them, why ???  It has not been five (5) years so why are we rushing into this Hunt ???

It is "US" humans who are taking over their lands to begin with.  Just like when the "Whites" came & took over the
 lands from my Ancestors, the Cherokee & Mohegans.

I have never watched the FL Channel before & when the subject of the Panthers & Black Bears came up I happen to
 be flipping through the channels when it caught my attention.  Needless to say I spent the whole weekend crying &
 berating our Government for their "ILL" will.
What is wrong with you ????  Obviously our wildlife is not "your" preference to protect however it is MINE !!!!

I go so far as to watch over the Gophers that people don't seem to care that it takes them a little longer to cross the
 street, etc., but does not give people the right to run them over as if they don't exist.

I am extremely angry at our so called Government.  I am truly not a people person but I am most certainly an animal
 advocate.

I am asking that you seriously reconsider your part in this Hunt & STOP IT.

Thank you.

Yours truly,
Sabrina L. Yawn



From: Michele Mercer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 9:12:54 AM

From: Michele Mercer <michelem555@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85122-5842

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michele Mercer
1548 E. Elegante Dr.
Casa Grande, AZ 85122-5842



From: Michele Mercer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 9:12:54 AM

From: Michele Mercer <michelem555@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85122-5842

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michele Mercer
1548 E. Elegante Dr.
Casa Grande, AZ 85122-5842



From: Denise Lytle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 9:06:59 AM

From: Denise Lytle <centauress6@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08863-1836

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Lytle
73 Poplar St.
Fords, NJ 08863-1836



From: Denise Lytle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 9:06:59 AM

From: Denise Lytle <centauress6@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08863-1836

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Lytle
73 Poplar St.
Fords, NJ 08863-1836



From: Denise Lytle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 9:06:59 AM

From: Denise Lytle <centauress6@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08863-1836

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Lytle
73 Poplar St.
Fords, NJ 08863-1836



From: Denise Lytle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 9:06:59 AM

From: Denise Lytle <centauress6@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08863-1836

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Lytle
73 Poplar St.
Fords, NJ 08863-1836



From: Isabel M. Fuica
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:58:17 AM

From: Isabel M. Fuica <vilu53@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10573-5168

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Isabel M. Fuica
222 Grace Church 302
Port Chester, NY 10573-5168



From: Isabel M. Fuica
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:58:17 AM

From: Isabel M. Fuica <vilu53@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10573-5168

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Isabel M. Fuica
222 Grace Church 302
Port Chester, NY 10573-5168



From: Isabel M. Fuica
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:58:06 AM

From: Isabel M. Fuica <vilu53@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10573-5168

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Isabel M. Fuica
222 Grace Church 302
Port Chester, NY 10573-5168



From: Isabel M. Fuica
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:58:06 AM

From: Isabel M. Fuica <vilu53@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10573-5168

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Isabel M. Fuica
222 Grace Church 302
Port Chester, NY 10573-5168



From: Daisy Mae
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:50:42 AM

From: Daisy Mae <daisycraisy204@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31904-2973

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Daisy Mae
6431 Springwater Drive
Columbus, GA 31904-2973



From: Daisy Mae
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:50:41 AM

From: Daisy Mae <daisycraisy204@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31904-2973

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Daisy Mae
6431 Springwater Drive
Columbus, GA 31904-2973



From: Daisy Mae
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:50:41 AM

From: Daisy Mae <daisycraisy204@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31904-2973

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Daisy Mae
6431 Springwater Drive
Columbus, GA 31904-2973



From: Daisy Mae
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:50:29 AM

From: Daisy Mae <daisycraisy204@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31904-2973

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Daisy Mae
6431 Springwater Drive
Columbus, GA 31904-2973



From: Daisy Mae
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:50:29 AM

From: Daisy Mae <daisycraisy204@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31904-2973

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Daisy Mae
6431 Springwater Drive
Columbus, GA 31904-2973



From: Daisy Mae
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 09, 2015 8:50:29 AM

From: Daisy Mae <daisycraisy204@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31904-2973

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Daisy Mae
6431 Springwater Drive
Columbus, GA 31904-2973



From: Rebecca Ruffino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 1:07:24 PM

From: Rebecca Ruffino <greyfellas@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70433-8734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Ruffino
19629 hwy 36
Covington, LA 70433-8734



From: Rebecca Ruffino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 1:07:24 PM

From: Rebecca Ruffino <greyfellas@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70433-8734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Ruffino
19629 hwy 36
Covington, LA 70433-8734



From: Rebecca Ruffino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 1:07:08 PM

From: Rebecca Ruffino <greyfellas@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70433-8734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Ruffino
19629 hwy 36
Covington, LA 70433-8734



From: Rebecca Ruffino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 1:07:08 PM

From: Rebecca Ruffino <greyfellas@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70433-8734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Ruffino
19629 hwy 36
Covington, LA 70433-8734



From: Antoinette Gonzales
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 12:42:54 PM

From: Antoinette Gonzales <lolo.tonetone@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92392-7988

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Antoinette Gonzales
12669 Westbranch Way
Victorville, CA 92392-7988



From: Antoinette Gonzales
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 12:42:54 PM

From: Antoinette Gonzales <lolo.tonetone@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92392-7988

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Antoinette Gonzales
12669 Westbranch Way
Victorville, CA 92392-7988



From: Nicole McAtee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 12:39:37 PM

From: Nicole McAtee <niceppst@umich.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32720-4309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole McAtee
2280 Hontoon Road
Deland, FL 32720-4309



From: Nicole McAtee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 12:39:36 PM

From: Nicole McAtee <niceppst@umich.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32720-4309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole McAtee
2280 Hontoon Road
Deland, FL 32720-4309



From: Nicole McAtee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 12:39:23 PM

From: Nicole McAtee <niceppst@umich.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32720-4309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole McAtee
2280 Hontoon Road
Deland, FL 32720-4309



From: Nicole McAtee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 12:39:23 PM

From: Nicole McAtee <niceppst@umich.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32720-4309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole McAtee
2280 Hontoon Road
Deland, FL 32720-4309



From: Margie McCormick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 10:40:57 AM

From: Margie McCormick <margmc@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20886-0557

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margie McCormick
18700 Walkers Choice Rd. #405
Montgomery Village, MD 20886-0557



From: Margie McCormick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 10:40:57 AM

From: Margie McCormick <margmc@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20886-0557

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margie McCormick
18700 Walkers Choice Rd. #405
Montgomery Village, MD 20886-0557



From: Margie McCormick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 10:40:57 AM

From: Margie McCormick <margmc@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20886-0557

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margie McCormick
18700 Walkers Choice Rd. #405
Montgomery Village, MD 20886-0557



From: Della Oliver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 9:07:23 AM

From: Della Oliver <olv415@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28269-0757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Della Oliver
3702 Drybrook Rd
Charlotte, NC 28269-0757



From: Della Oliver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 9:07:23 AM

From: Della Oliver <olv415@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28269-0757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Della Oliver
3702 Drybrook Rd
Charlotte, NC 28269-0757



From: Della Oliver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 9:07:23 AM

From: Della Oliver <olv415@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28269-0757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Della Oliver
3702 Drybrook Rd
Charlotte, NC 28269-0757



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 8:49:31 AM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 8:49:31 AM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 8:49:31 AM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Marietta Scaltrito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 8:35:31 AM

From: Marietta Scaltrito <babylon135@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-4165

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We are supposed to be CARETAKERS of this world and ALL its creatures.  Hunting bears because people have
 taken their land to build houses is NO reason to kill them.  Man is supposed to be the one with the intellect - use the
 brains God gave you to share this world with ALL.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marietta Scaltrito
329 Mosely Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-4165



From: Marietta Scaltrito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 8:35:31 AM

From: Marietta Scaltrito <babylon135@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-4165

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We are supposed to be CARETAKERS of this world and ALL its creatures.  Hunting bears because people have
 taken their land to build houses is NO reason to kill them.  Man is supposed to be the one with the intellect - use the
 brains God gave you to share this world with ALL.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marietta Scaltrito
329 Mosely Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-4165



From: Marietta Scaltrito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 8:35:31 AM

From: Marietta Scaltrito <babylon135@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-4165

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We are supposed to be CARETAKERS of this world and ALL its creatures.  Hunting bears because people have
 taken their land to build houses is NO reason to kill them.  Man is supposed to be the one with the intellect - use the
 brains God gave you to share this world with ALL.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marietta Scaltrito
329 Mosely Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-4165



From: Kimberly Spiegel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 8:27:05 AM

From: Kimberly Spiegel <kspiegel82@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23513-4025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Spiegel
3611 Orange St.
Norfolk, VA 23513-4025



From: Kimberly Spiegel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 8:27:05 AM

From: Kimberly Spiegel <kspiegel82@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23513-4025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Spiegel
3611 Orange St.
Norfolk, VA 23513-4025



From: Kimberly Spiegel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, July 06, 2015 8:27:05 AM

From: Kimberly Spiegel <kspiegel82@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23513-4025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Spiegel
3611 Orange St.
Norfolk, VA 23513-4025



From: Colleen McGlone
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, July 04, 2015 7:43:34 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Colleen McGlone
3540 Hartland Dr
New Port Richey, FL 34655



From: H Drda
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, July 04, 2015 3:57:42 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

H Drda
Sw 2 St
Westside, FL 33325



From: Nicole Rivet
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Thursday, July 02, 2015 5:19:33 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Nicole Rivet
11313 N. 51st Street
Apt. 305
Tampa, FL 33617



From: Debra Quinn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 02, 2015 9:39:07 AM

From: Debra Quinn <dcqlaw@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33449-8433

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debra Quinn
5784 homeland rd
Lake Worth, FL 33449-8433



From: Debra Quinn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 02, 2015 9:39:07 AM

From: Debra Quinn <dcqlaw@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33449-8433

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debra Quinn
5784 homeland rd
Lake Worth, FL 33449-8433



From: Margie Zalesak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 02, 2015 9:38:33 AM

From: Margie Zalesak <mezalesak@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27607-4979

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margie Zalesak
205 McCleary Ct
Raleigh, NC 27607-4979



From: Margie Zalesak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 02, 2015 9:38:33 AM

From: Margie Zalesak <mezalesak@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27607-4979

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margie Zalesak
205 McCleary Ct
Raleigh, NC 27607-4979



From: Debra Curci
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 02, 2015 9:37:36 AM

From: Debra Curci <drmc726@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08753-2403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debra Curci
32 Bartine Street
Toms River, NJ 08753-2403



From: Debra Curci
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, July 02, 2015 9:37:36 AM

From: Debra Curci <drmc726@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08753-2403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debra Curci
32 Bartine Street
Toms River, NJ 08753-2403



From: Stefanie Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 2:02:54 PM

From: Stefanie Anderson <stefanieanderson215@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28411

Phone Number:

Message Body: I was horrified and disappointed to hear that the trophy bear hunt scheduled for October has been
 approved.  Hunting for the soul purpose of acquiring a trophy is unnecessary and barbaric. This hunt will not
 resolve the human-bear conflicts, it will only put this sub-species back on the endangered list that it just came off
 of.  Instead use this attention to educate the citizens in bear-proofing their garbage cans, which is enticing these
 bears to come out of their natural habitats.  Also start conserving their habitats, the bears would much rather be in
 their natural surroundings then with a bunch of humans. Remember we encroached on their land. You have the
 opportunity and the power to overturn this ruling.  For once in your political life side with science and knowledge
 instead of money and power.



From: Stefanie Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 2:02:54 PM

From: Stefanie Anderson <stefanieanderson215@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28411

Phone Number:

Message Body: I was horrified and disappointed to hear that the trophy bear hunt scheduled for October has been
 approved.  Hunting for the soul purpose of acquiring a trophy is unnecessary and barbaric. This hunt will not
 resolve the human-bear conflicts, it will only put this sub-species back on the endangered list that it just came off
 of.  Instead use this attention to educate the citizens in bear-proofing their garbage cans, which is enticing these
 bears to come out of their natural habitats.  Also start conserving their habitats, the bears would much rather be in
 their natural surroundings then with a bunch of humans. Remember we encroached on their land. You have the
 opportunity and the power to overturn this ruling.  For once in your political life side with science and knowledge
 instead of money and power.



From: Kristin Green
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 10:32:44 AM

From: Kristin Green <kmg_14@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49783-0767

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kristin Green
PO Box 767
Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783-0767



From: Kristin Green
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 10:32:44 AM

From: Kristin Green <kmg_14@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49783-0767

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kristin Green
PO Box 767
Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783-0767



From: william pond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 10:29:17 AM

From: william pond <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92625-1743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william pond
1400 Santanella terrace
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625-1743



From: william pond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 10:29:17 AM

From: william pond <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92625-1743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william pond
1400 Santanella terrace
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625-1743



From: gloria dolgin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 10:24:39 AM

From: gloria  dolgin <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92629-3253

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

gloria  dolgin
26 SunBridge Place
Dana Point, CA 92629-3253



From: gloria dolgin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 10:24:39 AM

From: gloria  dolgin <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92629-3253

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

gloria  dolgin
26 SunBridge Place
Dana Point, CA 92629-3253



From: gloria dolgin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 10:24:05 AM

From: gloria  dolgin <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92692

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

gloria  dolgin
26 SunBridge Place
dana point, CA 92692



From: gloria dolgin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 10:24:05 AM

From: gloria  dolgin <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92692

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

gloria  dolgin
26 SunBridge Place
dana point, CA 92692



From: joan scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 4:35:23 PM

From: joan  scott <joanscott91006@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91006-5707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan  scott
5632 cochin ave
Arcadia, CA 91006-5707



From: Jamie Dos Santos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 1:56:14 PM

From: Jamie Dos Santos <jjd1215@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33109

Phone Number: 9546120013

Message Body: Governor, I also left a vm for you. There are hundreds of thousands of us that are petitioning the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife commission over their vote this week to Open a Bear hunt in 4 regions of Florida. It is the
 first in 21 years. Commissioner Bergeron is opposed and trying to protect al of the citizens that are writing and
 calling. He has the scientific evidence that the population is not ready for this but the other commissioners with
 "avid hunter" in their bio's have voted to start hunting Florida's black bears in 4 regions. They started by using
 human conflict/bear management as their platform. They admitted in the June meeting that this hunt will, in no way
 reduce human conflict. PLEASE call commissioner Bergeron and stand up for the Floridians, we DO NOT want
 this BEAR HUNT. Please help us….

Kind regards, Jamie Dos Santos



From: william pond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 9:56:27 AM

From: william pond <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92692

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bear hunting is not an effective way of controlling the black bear population which, until recently, was a threatened
 species.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william pond
26 SunBridge Place
dana point, CA 92692



From: Vince Mendieta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 9:56:19 AM

From: Vince Mendieta <vinceofdarkness@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78745-3421

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vince Mendieta
6005 Cherry Creek Dr.
Austin, TX 78745-3421



From: william pond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 9:56:19 AM

From: william pond <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92692

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bear hunting is not an effective way of controlling the black bear population which, until recently, was a threatened
 species.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william pond
26 SunBridge Place
dana point, CA 92692



From: camila cossio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 9:54:15 AM

From: camila cossio <cameeela90@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77077-4208

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

camila cossio
1522 haven lock dr
Houston, TX 77077-4208



From: Nanette Oggiono
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 9:44:34 AM

From: Nanette Oggiono <nanykat@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01568-1424

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nanette Oggiono
3 Sadler Rd
Upton, MA 01568-1424



From: Dianne Marchie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 9:32:55 AM

From: Dianne Marchie <marchiefam@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08865-1313

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianne Marchie
345 Aurora St.
Phillipsburg, NJ 08865-1313



From: marilyn evenson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 9:23:23 AM

From: marilyn evenson <lowrider3111@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98445-7205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

marilyn evenson
16016  29th ave ct-e
Tacoma, WA 98445-7205



From: Mark Pennypacker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2015 9:13:33 AM

From: Mark Pennypacker <mark@thesoftedge.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22602-7807

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Pennypacker
125 Keswick Ct
Winchester, VA 22602-7807



From: Lisa Dantonio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Hunting Sucks
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 4:20:07 PM

From: Lisa Dantonio <kashmir0705@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414-7910

Phone Number: 561-818-9958

Message Body: These genetically and geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as
 recently as 2012. The last statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had
 approximately 2,500 bears. Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted
 could further imperil this already rare species.

The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.



From: Terry Diane Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 3:11:10 PM

From: Terry Diane Smith <heartstrings72@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92506

Phone Number: 951 202 2874

Message Body: It is very Sad though Petition with more than 100,000 persons signing was submitted and The State
 of Florida is going ahead with the Cruel Black Bear Hunt. The money accumulated for this hunt is Blood Money.
 People hunting these Bears are Trophy Hunters who believe they are brave hunters from the past who had to kill in
 order to eat. The Majority of people do not want this Hunt. Our family will not be coming to Florida for vacation
 this year or anytime soon. We do not want to associate ourselves with this Bloody Murder campaign. Enjoy
 yourselves.



From: Valeri Caskey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt - End
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 12:42:13 PM

From: Valeri Caskey <valeri.caskey@att net>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing as a citizen of Florida to ask you to request the FWC overturn their decision to allow bear hunting in
 our State. 

Please put a stop to bear hunting.

Thank you,
Valeri Caskey
Daytona Beach, FL



From: Kristin Tassin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 11:01:15 AM

From: Kristin Tassin <kristintassin@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91403-2815

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kristin Tassin
14647 Moorpark St.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-2815



From: Todd Petrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:56:54 AM

From: Todd Petrowski <toddpetrowski@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85935-0500

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Todd Petrowski
6856 buck springs rd
Pinetop, AZ 85935-0500



From: Todd Petrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:56:44 AM

From: Todd Petrowski <toddpetrowski@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85935-0500

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Todd Petrowski
6856 buck springs rd
Pinetop, AZ 85935-0500



From: Tara Carroll
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:49:11 AM

From: Tara Carroll <shamsrv@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33326-3523

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tara Carroll
186 Cameron Ct
Weston, FL 33326-3523



From: Tara Carroll
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:49:04 AM

From: Tara Carroll <shamsrv@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33326-3523

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tara Carroll
186 Cameron Ct
Weston, FL 33326-3523



From: Tara Carroll
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:48:53 AM

From: Tara Carroll <shamsrv@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33326-3523

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tara Carroll
186 Cameron Ct
Weston, FL 33326-3523



From: Norma Corona
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:45:26 AM

From: Norma Corona <normamzkitty@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78250-4745

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Norma Corona
5123 Roundhill
San Antonio, TX 78250-4745



From: Kate Gualtieri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:45:15 AM

From: Kate Gualtieri <Kategvp@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19070-1134

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Gualtieri
4 Providence Rd
Morton, PA 19070-1134



From: Michelle Drum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:38:21 AM

From: Michelle Drum <Babymichelle53@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34105-2245

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Drum
1705 Daisy LN
Naples, FL 34105-2245



From: Michelle Drum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:34:37 AM

From: Michelle Drum <Babymichelle53@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34105-2245

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Drum
1705 Daisy LN
Naples, FL 34105-2245



From: Barbara Gladfelter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 10:22:04 AM

From: Barbara Gladfelter <bbgladfelter@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95620-3627

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gladfelter
225 Archer Place
Dixon, CA 95620-3627



From: Shelley Mason
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 9:47:29 AM

From: Shelley Mason <srm@usa.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 79414-3222

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shelley Mason
5014 45th St
Lubbock, TX 79414-3222



From: CÃ©line Milano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Monday, June 29, 2015 2:49:14 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

CÃ©line Milano
2,rue Docteur François Maglioli
Ajaccio, FL 20000



From: William Labant
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Sunday, June 28, 2015 11:02:41 AM

From: William Labant <yakdo@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33761

Phone Number: 7277845347

Message Body: There is no reason to have a bear hunt. Killing bears that are not a nuisance will do nothing to
 decrease contact with nuisance bears. The FWL commission decision is disgraceful. Call the hunt off.



From: Akura Pardington
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Sunday, June 28, 2015 12:16:38 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Akura Pardington
4283 Express Lane
Sarasota, FL 34238



From: Susan Tringale
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: October bear hunt in FL
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 3:09:34 PM

From: Susan Tringale <sujo2006@embarqmail.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33948

Phone Number: 9416270673

Message Body: Please overturn the decision of the FWC to enact a bear hunt in October 2015.  Please suggest that
 measures be put in place instead to avoid human/bear encounters; such as public education on securing food so
 bears won't be attracted to it, using bear proof dumpsters, and tranquilizing and relocating nuisance animals.  To be
 honest I can't see how killing 80 bears in the wilderness area would have any impact on the bears that are coming
 into the Garden Gates area (and surely they aren't letting you hunt in a  subdivision).  There is a more intelligent
 and humane solution than a bear hunt.



From: Felice Tannen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 11:16:07 AM

Hi. My name is Felice Tannen and I have lived here in Sarasota/Bradenton for 19
 years. I teach first grade at Bay Haven Elementary School. I have to say I am
 appalled that you are signing off on this barbaric bear hunt coming up in October. I
 think, as well as many others that this is just downright wrong and barbaric!! Why,
 because there is an over population of bears??? Well, there is an over population of
 murderers, rapists, drug dealers, child molesters, etc. Do we hunt them down and kill
 them?? Maybe we should!! You are doing this to the bears and they are actually
 innocent creatures. If there is an overpopulation, then think of something kinder to
 do- relocate? send to sanctuaries? etc. Come up with a plan!! What's worse- people
 are doing it for sport, not even food- I find this absolutely disgusting and it breaks my
 heart. You need to step up. I will definitely not be supporting you personally or in my
 classroom with my students, etc. Please figure out something. I would really like you
 to email me with your answer or even call . Thank you
Felice Tannen
Bay Haven Elementary School
Sarasota

cell - 941-545-1165
address: 7114 68th drive east Bradenton, Florida 34203
felice_tannen@yahoo.com
or felice.tannen@sarasotacountyschools.net



From: Margo Leiser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 10:53:43 AM

From: Margo Leiser <Skythunder65@gmail.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33830

Phone Number: 8633938565

Message Body: Mr. Scott,
The fact that the FWC approved the bear hunt for October isn't appalling enough, now the Florida panther is coming
 under fire to remove them from the endangered species act.

The Florida panther has struggled for numerous years to make a comeback after a near extinction. It is too soon to
 take them off the list. In 2014 it was a record year for Florida panther deaths.

I am also concerned that you are not honoring what the Florida voters approved by overwhelming majority for
 amendment 1.  Put the money that the voters agreed to be set aside for land acquisition. We need land acquisition to
 protect our vanishing wildlife.

I am a avid hiker and camper. I have been in Florida all my life. I have yet to see a Florida panther or black bear in
 the wild. I am in the woods all the time. So I have to question why the FWC is making these decisions without
 adequate data.

Please take a closer look into these decision. Our wildlife depends on it!
Margo Leiser



From: Abby King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 10:45:50 AM

From: Abby King <abbydianeking@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04011-1757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please do the humane thing and protect this amazing species from cruel practices and from further endangerment!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Abby King
1 Brickyard Court
Brunswick, ME 04011-1757



From: Scott Cecile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 10:23:46 AM

From: Scott Cecile <VegAtheist@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98208-4541

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Baiting an animal to shoot them....how republican...... never visit your state again....

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Scott Cecile
3401 107th St. SE
Everett, WA 98208-4541



From: Pamela Green
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 10:18:24 AM

From: Pamela Green <pamgreen11@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 59716-1410

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pamela Green
PO Box 161410
Big Sky, MT 59716-1410



From: Carol Adams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 10:11:02 AM

From: Carol Adams <cfadams320@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19047-8123

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Adams
2902 Vlg rd
Langhorne, PA 19047-8123



From: Barbara Borham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 10:02:32 AM

From: Barbara Borham <richfab4@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34683-4836

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Borham
272 Millstone Drive
Palm Harbor, FL 34683-4836



From: Oliver Virbickas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 9:48:05 AM

From: Oliver Virbickas <Olvr@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07424-2628

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

'We must fight against the spirit of unconscious cruelty with which we treat the animals. Animals suffer as much as
 we do. True humanity does not allow us to impose such sufferings on them. It is our duty to make the whole world
 recognize it. Until we extend our circle of compassion to all living things, humanity will not find peace.' – Dr.
 Albert Schweitzer

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Oliver Virbickas
20 Hromiak Terrace
Woodland Park, NJ 07424-2628



From: d b
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 9:41:42 AM

From: d b <luvawolf@animail.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98102-3542

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

d b
2031 franklin ave e #402
Seattle, WA 98102-3542



From: annie carrozza
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 9:34:50 AM

From: annie carrozza <annie.carrozza@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19422

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop!!  Please educate and not kill. These are sentient beings who want to live out their natural born
 lives.  Their are so many other alternatives then to take a life. 
please reconsider and show compassion.



From: Tiffany Maresca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Against the hunting of Bears in your state!
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 9:27:14 AM

From: Tiffany Maresca <tiffany maresca@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07675

Phone Number: 5518045834

Message Body: Despite prostests you've went along and approved black bear hunt, which is a disgrace! Please do
 everyone a favor and have some compassion and respect toward wildlife and veto your decision. Do the right thing
 governor Rick Scott.



From: D. Ripley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 9:09:00 AM

From: D. Ripley <jgripley@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91104-2943

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I have worked at a wildlife sanctuary for over twenty years which includes the rehabilitation of bears to return to the
 wild. So I have some degree of expertise to speak out on this issue. I look forward to hearing positive news from
 you.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

D. Ripley
1080 North Chester Ave
Pasadena, CA 91104-2943



From: Karina Mikhail
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Ban Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 8:18:36 AM

From: Karina Mikhail <karirguez55@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07660

Phone Number: 6175961229

Message Body: Dear governor Rick Scott,

How would tou like ir if your kids were hunted and killed? Please help stop this law for bear hunting.

Thank you



From: Sandra S. Norman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Wildlife
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 7:21:22 AM

From: Sandra S. Norman <snorman49@gmail.com>

County: Levy

Zip Code: 32621

Phone Number: 3522839213

Message Body: I wanted to let you know that I'm strongly opposed to the "Bear Hunt".  This is really BAD for bears
 and the people of the State of Florida.  I am also strongly opposed to any lowering of the protections for the Florida
 Panther.  We don't need to move backwards with animal and wildlife conservation!!!



From: Joy Ibbotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt.
Date: Friday, June 26, 2015 6:59:58 AM

From: Joy Ibbotson <jijoyi3@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a registered voter, and a person that pays attention to the impact of elected officials, I would like
 to request that you overturn the commissions decision to open bear hunting in Florida. There are more humane
 ways to live peacefully with the bears.
Thank you,
Joy Ibbotson



From: Elmo Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 8:58:48 PM

From: Elmo Dunn <russdunn63@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 9999999999

Message Body: What idiots do you have sanctioning a bear hunt in Florida?  A few morons in the legislature
 pushing this decision?  You are ignoring all the science and logic.  But that is something you always do.  You have
 failed to enforce the rules where many homeowners are feeding the bears.  Why have you failed to enforce the
 rules?  You are arrogant and going along with this ignorant plan rather than having a responsible plan.



From: Karen G. Reuter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear needless hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 6:52:05 PM

From: Karen G. Reuter <knreuter@gmail.om>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34275

Phone Number: 941-484-6880

Message Body: As the widow of an ophthalmologist, I am speaking for him and all our family.  We have been life-
 long Republicans, who are so upset that we may no longer support "the grand old party".  It it time for you all to
 stand up for the animal rights.  The Democracts are more supportive and I am sick of hearing this from my CA
 daughter, but sadly it is true.  Stop the inhumane bear hunt-politically motived by fat cat hunters and the rich
 developers, who are greedy and do not care!  Our party will be defeated again, if the animals are not protected-
 think about the millions of us, who have dogs and cats and compassion for all animals.  It is time for our party to
 wake up!  All of the facts are not even in, your employers are anxious to please the rich and not the rest of us!  I
 pray that you veto this needless hunt- we do not need trophy hunters in our state!  We have always defended you,
 but will no longer do so or  vote for you again, if you do not do the RIGHT thing!
 !  Would it not be wonderful if you spoke up for more animal rights and punishment for animal abuse- a broad
 statement might surprise you how much it would help you and our party!  Little things do mean a lot and people
 who relate to animals will really listen and spread the great news.  If I were Governor I would champion animals
 right loudly and get rid of greyhound racing , which almost all states, but terrible Florida, have done.  Thank you for
 listening and am hoping you will veto the hunting bill- we will all be watching- let the people decide- they are so
 much smarter than the ones who are biased in favor of developers, who are ruining our habitats!  It is time to listen
 to the people!



From: Mahnoor Tahir
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt.
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 6:46:48 PM

From: Mahnoor Tahir <mahnoortahir28@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 4500

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop this insanity! Animals happen to be the purest souls on earth and on these innocent
 souls,you happen to heap the most pain?  To do something like that makes you the worst excuse of a human to
 exist. Be a human,be humane. Stop this bear hunt or pay for your sins later on because there is this sneaky little
 thing called Karma and you don't want it coming after you.



From: Thomas Pileggi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 5:56:18 PM

From: Thomas Pileggi <qbear17@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11580

Phone Number: 5168724821

Message Body: It is time for politicians like you to stop declaring war on nature. Think a little more about what you
 are allowing. Then think some more. Stop the Black Bear hunt. It is not a management tool. It is flat out, wanton
 destruction of nature.



From: David Brensilver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 3:50:56 PM

From: David Brensilver <david.brensilver@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06385

Phone Number: 8608237410

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

While I live in Connecticut, my wife and her family own a home in Port St. Lucie. As one with ties to your state, I'm
 writing to implore you to put a stop to the planned bear hunt that the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission just recently approved.

The planned hunt is nothing more than the callous sale of animals' lives to hunters.

Bears deserve to live in peace, just as you and I expect to. Thoughtful and compassionate humans learn to peacefully
 coexist with wildlife.

Please say no to this planned massacre, and to those who seek financial and spiritual reward through killing.

Sincerely,
David Brensilver



From: Mark Flemming
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 1:42:41 PM

From: Mark Flemming <flemmingmark@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: LS10 4FX

Phone Number: 00447976501115

Message Body: Although I live in the UK and you will be saying "Well it's ok for you as you don't live in florida "
 Let me say just one thing that may just hit home when you read this "Stop encroaching on natural habitat as let's be
 honest you have plenty of land that has not got a bear population" and I only wish we in the UK had not wiped out
 our bear population in the 6th century before there were an America to know of. Just keep in mind they may not be
 around for ever so make the most of it and when your children's children turn round to there father and ask why we
 don't have bears any more and all they can say is because your grandfather or  great grandfather sanctioned the bear
 hunt and it allowed for them to be wiped out I hope you will be proud.



From: karin kaichen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 1:30:54 PM

From: karin  kaichen <karin@kaichencompany.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34685

Phone Number: 7277895108

Message Body: Dear Gov Scott,

Please help the beautiful Black Bears.
I have heard at the end of October there will be a bear hunt. 
I know they are causing trouble, wrecking havoc in Orlando..Isnt there a way for wildlife to push them back in an
 area. or designate a preserve.

Please help these beautiful animals.

Thank you
Karin kaichen



From: Rudy Best
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 1:15:08 PM

From: Rudy Best <vultureshalo@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03079-3441

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rudy Best
50 Wheeler Ave
Salem, NH 03079-3441



From: Shannon Prowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 1:10:50 PM

From: Shannon Prowell <green2go@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32708-6324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shannon Prowell
1070 Winding Waters Cir
Winter Springs, FL 32708-6324



From: Carol Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 11:25:58 AM

From: Carol Johnson <rockymtn.girl64@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60190-1955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Johnson
28W141 Liberty St.
Winfield, IL 60190-1955



From: Jeanne Schlatter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 11:25:50 AM

From: Jeanne Schlatter <sionyx@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43812-2704

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Schlatter
1049 Cambridge Rd
Coshocton, OH 43812-2704



From: Janet Bindas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 11:23:56 AM

From: Janet Bindas <chettiekai@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94598-3844

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Bindas
2973 Mi Elana Circle
Walnut Creek, CA 94598-3844



From: kay williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 11:21:15 AM

From: kay williams <kaywilliamsfl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34103-3873

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We need to learn to live WITH Bears just like people out west have for years.This hunt is taking a huge step
 backwards showing ignorance of humans that find it easier to kill animals than be inconvenienced to keep garbage /
 pet foods secure and not attract them! I'm a 59 year old Florida native that is very ashamed our state would even
 consider this! Put your efforts into educating people on how to coexist with bears.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

kay williams
1323 michigan ave
Naples, FL 34103-3873



From: DIANE KASTEL
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 11:14:30 AM

From: DIANE KASTEL <CLASSYLADY1@COMCAST.NET>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60189-8444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

DIANE KASTEL
1658 DOVER COURT
Wheaton, IL 60189-8444



From: DIANE KASTEL
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 11:14:18 AM

From: DIANE KASTEL <CLASSYLADY1@COMCAST.NET>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60189-8444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please tell the FWC and Governor Rick Scott that WE oppose opening Florida to bear hunting!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

DIANE KASTEL
1658 DOVER COURT
Wheaton, IL 60189-8444



From: Kimberly Wiley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 10:32:00 AM

From: Kimberly Wiley <kwiley16@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14612-1640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Wiley
72 Chimney Hill Rd
Rochester, NY 14612-1640



From: Kathryn Johanessen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 10:28:08 AM

From: Kathryn Johanessen <kjohanessen@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06906-2033

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Johanessen
150 Hope Street, Unit 13
Stamford, CT 06906-2033



From: Judy Bash
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 10:20:53 AM

From: Judy Bash <dandjob@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72211-2206

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judy Bash
12700 Ridgehaven Rd
Little Rock, AR 72211-2206



From: dina frigo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 10:07:06 AM

From: dina frigo <dina.frigo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60618-8039

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dina frigo
2911 n western
Chicago, IL 60618-8039



From: gerry glass
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: beaar hunt
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 9:48:20 AM

From: gerry glass <grglass@hargray.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34292

Phone Number: 841 4870284

Message Body: Shame, shame, shame on you and the Fl. legislature for  allowing the bear hunt. As usuall the good
 old boys of the in politicals will be gouing on the hunt. This have been going on for a long time in Fl, I am a
 resident since 1954 and have been exposed to the goings on of the  in groups. I am a Republican, however I willo
 think  again of voteing for the same old crowd next time.. Why dont you gather  tthe bears and transport them to
 another area.. That would be the Honest rhuing to do.. Shame... Gerry Glass



From: Molly Grady
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2015 5:46:29 AM

From: Molly Grady <megrady19@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 34135

Phone Number: 239-877-8648

Message Body: Dear Governor;
Please stop the killing of bears.
The development has gotten out of control and the environment and eco system is being destroyed to the point of no
 return.  When will it end?
The list of reasons that bear hunting is just WRONG is lengthy- but I am going to keep this email short.
 PLEASE,PLEASE do not let people kill the bears- people have encroached on THEIR habitat- not the other way
 around!
Molly Grady



From: Janice Giuliano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNTING :( PLEASE REVERSE THE APPROVAL
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 10:37:49 PM

From: Janice Giuliano <barrelrox@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32781

Phone Number:

Message Body: PLEASE PLEASE IS THERE ANYWAY TO REVERSE THAT APPROVAL ON THE BEAR
 HUNT? PLEASE DO NOT LET THIS GO THRU SIR. THAT IS SO SAD AS BEARS KILL LESS PEOPLE
 THAN PEOPLE DO. BEARS DO LESS DESTRUCTION THAN PEOPLE DO. EVERYONE LOVES
 WATCHING THE VIDEOS OF CUTE THINGS THAT BEARS DO, SIT IN HAMMOCKS, ETC THEY ARE
 LIKE HUMANS, MANY ANIMALS ARE LIKE HUMANS, ACTUALLY EVEN BETTER, PURE, THEY ARE
 MOTHERS, FATHERS, HAVE BABIES AND PROTECT THEIR FAMILIES AS HUMANS DO. I LIVE ON A
 LAKE IN BREVARD CTY AND IT BREAKS MY HEART WHEN I HEAR THE GUNS KNOWING A DUCK
 OR EVEN A GATOR IS LOSING ITS LIFE. ANIMALS ARE GODS CREATURES AND I BEG YOU TO
 PLEASE PLEASE STOP THIS BEAR HUNT OR LET ME KNOW WHAT I CAN DO TO HELP APPEAL IT
 AND STOP IT. WILDLIFE IS WHAT MAKES THIS STATE GREAT, WE LOVE TO WATCH WILDLIFE,
 THATS THE PURE SIMPLE THING IN LIFE THAT GOD CREATED THAT BRINGS US HAPPINESS. I
 LOVE MY PROPERTY IN BREVARD THATS FILLED WITH WILDLIFE. I HAND FED A CRANE TODAY.
 LET ME KNOW HOW I CAN HEL!
 P TO REVERSE THIS DECISION SIR. YOU ARE A GREAT GOV OF FLORIDA AND AS A PROUD
 FLORIDIAN AND FEMALE BUSINESS OWNER, I THANK YOU SO MUCH FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY
 HEART TO DO WHATEVER YOU CAN TO REVERSE THIS SAD IRRESPONSIBLE DECISION. PLEASE
 SAVE THE BEARS MR SCOTT AS THEY ARE MORE HUMAN THAN MANY HUMANS, THE NEWS
 PROVES THAT. THANK YOU SIR. GOD BLESS, JANICE GIULIANO



From: Janice Giuliano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNTING :( PLEASE REVERSE THE APPROVAL
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 10:37:49 PM

From: Janice Giuliano <barrelrox@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32781

Phone Number:

Message Body: PLEASE PLEASE IS THERE ANYWAY TO REVERSE THAT APPROVAL ON THE BEAR
 HUNT? PLEASE DO NOT LET THIS GO THRU SIR. THAT IS SO SAD AS BEARS KILL LESS PEOPLE
 THAN PEOPLE DO. BEARS DO LESS DESTRUCTION THAN PEOPLE DO. EVERYONE LOVES
 WATCHING THE VIDEOS OF CUTE THINGS THAT BEARS DO, SIT IN HAMMOCKS, ETC THEY ARE
 LIKE HUMANS, MANY ANIMALS ARE LIKE HUMANS, ACTUALLY EVEN BETTER, PURE, THEY ARE
 MOTHERS, FATHERS, HAVE BABIES AND PROTECT THEIR FAMILIES AS HUMANS DO. I LIVE ON A
 LAKE IN BREVARD CTY AND IT BREAKS MY HEART WHEN I HEAR THE GUNS KNOWING A DUCK
 OR EVEN A GATOR IS LOSING ITS LIFE. ANIMALS ARE GODS CREATURES AND I BEG YOU TO
 PLEASE PLEASE STOP THIS BEAR HUNT OR LET ME KNOW WHAT I CAN DO TO HELP APPEAL IT
 AND STOP IT. WILDLIFE IS WHAT MAKES THIS STATE GREAT, WE LOVE TO WATCH WILDLIFE,
 THATS THE PURE SIMPLE THING IN LIFE THAT GOD CREATED THAT BRINGS US HAPPINESS. I
 LOVE MY PROPERTY IN BREVARD THATS FILLED WITH WILDLIFE. I HAND FED A CRANE TODAY.
 LET ME KNOW HOW I CAN HEL!
 P TO REVERSE THIS DECISION SIR. YOU ARE A GREAT GOV OF FLORIDA AND AS A PROUD
 FLORIDIAN AND FEMALE BUSINESS OWNER, I THANK YOU SO MUCH FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY
 HEART TO DO WHATEVER YOU CAN TO REVERSE THIS SAD IRRESPONSIBLE DECISION. PLEASE
 SAVE THE BEARS MR SCOTT AS THEY ARE MORE HUMAN THAN MANY HUMANS, THE NEWS
 PROVES THAT. THANK YOU SIR. GOD BLESS, JANICE GIULIANO



From: Deneen Olivieri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: My Opinion
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 4:58:15 PM

From: Deneen Olivieri <pastemeup@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

I just wanted to say that I think it is a disgrace that you and your appointed members of the FFWC have opened the
 Bear HUnt.  Money is the motivating factor in this decision/vote, and that is very sad.  If you cared about your state
 you would enforce the bear proof trashcans and you would prosecute/educate people who leave food available for
 the bears.  There have been so many national groups that have come forward on this issue, yet you and your FFWC
 just don't seem to care.  Such a sad day for this state of Florida.  Other states think we are insane with the decisions
 that come out of this government.  We are supposed to be a democracy...yet the majorityof your citizens have
 spoken but  $$$ and power seem to prevail. 
This bear hunt is an absolute disgrace.  You are allowing the community to become more neglectful, less respectful
 to our wildlife, and more heartless as human beings. 

I hope you're happy with your decision....but I guess if it puts $$ into yours and others pockets then it a great day for
 you. 

Deneen



From: Debbie johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 4:38:16 PM

From: Debbie johnson <vevjohn@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33776

Phone Number: 7275951940

Message Body: Mr Scott once again you and your appointees in the wildlife commission have disregarded what
 your constituents have wanted on the bear hunt issue. I read that at least 75 percent of  the people that were asked
 about it were not in favor of the hunt. Shame on all of you who knew this and voted to have the hunt anyways. You 
 and your cohorts are one of the reasons I left the Republican party. What you have just done is a blatant misuse of
 power to advance your wrongheaded agenda to kill these bears who are only try to exist.   Just ask yourself how
 many people have lost their lives to a bear attack in Fla. this year? Sincerely, Debbie Johnson



From: JOHN DALNEGRO,JR
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 4:34:37 PM

From: JOHN DALNEGRO,JR <homer1949@hotmail.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34476

Phone Number: 3525474205

Message Body: i had asked you before to stop the bear hunt just got the news sorry you just lost 2 votes next
 election



From: Gia Weber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 3:36:56 PM

From: Gia Weber <Giaw66666@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32793

Phone Number:

Message Body: I'm sorry I voted for you!! You disgust me, approving the bear hunt. It's humans that are at fault,
 encroaching on their territory.



From: L. Jakob
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 1:56:36 PM

From: L. Jakob <wawa21608@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number:

Message Body: Sir:

My family and I are appealing to you to put a stop to the proposed Bear Hunt immediately!!!

Thank you.



From: Ronald Albert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Florida Bear Hunt.
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 10:31:39 AM

From: Ronald Albert <rxalbert@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32224

Phone Number: 904-233-8455

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
I have always been a strong supporter of your administration, and a registered republican.
I am also a passionate conservationist living in the Jacksonville area.
I have been a Florida resident for over 35 years.
I am active in the Jacksonville business community, and volunteer with the City of Jacksonville Animal Shelter.
I want to urge you to reconsider the position taken by the commission in regards to the proposed Bear Hunt.
Please help protect this valuable resource, and take the time to explore other non-lethal forms of controlling the bear
 population.
Send a message to the rest of the country that Florida votes with compassion and is forward thinking in our methods
 in managing wildlife.
Thank you for your time and consideration in this manner.
Sincerely,

Ron Albert
13364 Beach Blvd.
Jacksonville, FL 32224
904-233-8455



From: Omri Perl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 10:25:48 AM

From: Omri Perl <Omrip22@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34653

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Omri Perl
Keren hayesod 48
Haifa, FL 34653



From: Sheela S. Iyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 10:22:50 AM

From: Sheela   S. Iyer <ssiyer15@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08619-2268

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheela   S. Iyer
25  Berrel  Ave.
Trenton, NJ 08619-2268



From: Cindy DiCarlo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 10:17:51 AM

From: Cindy DiCarlo <cindy5659@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85132-7303

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy DiCarlo
10765 E Wallflower Ln
Florence, AZ 85132-7303



From: Barb Knight
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 10:05:53 AM

From: Barb Knight <barbanmark@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28754-7606

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barb Knight
345 Manor Rd
Mars Hill, NC 28754-7606



From: Gelisa Rivera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 9:45:56 AM

From: Gelisa Rivera <Www.elisag123@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92344-5514

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gelisa Rivera
9075 big bear dr.
Hesperia, CA 92344-5514



From: Angela Stratis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt, NO.
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 7:46:36 AM

From: Angela Stratis <blondielovesgolf@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not let FWC approve a bear hunt. Please.  Thank you for your time.



From: jean moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 7:27:19 AM

From: jean moore <sandyfour@bellsouth net>

County: Putnam

Zip Code: 32640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt. Just macho men animal killers.



From: Jeanette Townsend
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 7:25:45 AM

From: Jeanette Townsend <jeanetteatownsend@gmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34203

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the Bear Hunt. There has got to be a better way to stop the encroachment of bears
 coming to residential  areas. We need to relocate them to a safer area that is sustainable. We need to allow them to
 have space to live. There is too much residential & commercial growth in too many areas. Please show a little
 compassion & stop this madness. How barbaric!!



From: Darrell Polson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2015 12:06:29 AM

From: Darrell Polson <darrnoel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32256

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am hopeful that the planned bear culling will be denied by your office.  The state's wildlife is
 under constant assault due to environmental damage and over development in some areas of Florida.  I feel that if
 the hunt is allowed to go on we'll only lose one more of the things that makes Florida unique, its diversity of
 wildlife.  I, myself, have never participated in blood sports and don't feel the need to satisfy myself or make me feel
 'more of a man' by killing wild creatures.  Hopefully you possess some degree of sensitivity and will take a moral
 stand against this event.



From: Deborah McNally
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Hunting ?!
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 11:17:32 PM

From: Deborah McNally <dmcnally1952@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28683

Phone Number: 3363669227

Message Body: Please, the citizens of Florida don't want a bear hunt. There is only one area left in the whole state
 with bears. The Fish and Wildlife CONSERVATION dept on your state is not living up to their name ORtheir
 duty.  Special interest groups should NOT overwhelm the will of the people. Besides, these so called 'hunters' can't
 even hunt bears as they have to rely on trail cameras, dogs and bait . Unsportsmanlike!  Plus they want to sell bear
 parts and gall bladders to make quick money . Please do not allow this. Thank you, Deborah McNally



From: Cheryl Beller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 6:48:03 PM

From: Cheryl Beller <clbeller@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34241

Phone Number: 941-925-4843

Message Body: Most Honorable Governor Scott, please hear almost 70% of Floridians who oppose the black bear
 hunt.
I urge you to use your power to stop the black bear hunt.
Thank you,
Cheryl Beller, Sarasota, FL



From: Krista Rausin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt Please!
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 4:57:27 PM

From: Krista Rausin <kristarausin@earthlink net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33914

Phone Number: 2392230082

Message Body: Please do not support bear hunting in our state. Thank you, Krista Rausin



From: Chris Harston
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 4:19:00 PM

From: Chris Harston <chris harston@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32766

Phone Number: 4076028845

Message Body: As a resident of Seminole County, a Voter, and a direct constituent, I urge you to call off the Black
 Bear hunt. 

These animals were only recently taken off the endangered species list.  The FWC is claiming that the bear
 population has reached over 600, but that is nowhere near a solid foundation to be considered "in need of control". 

As we encroach  deeper into the bears natural habitat, the responsibility falls on us as the higher forms of life to
 ensure that the animals are able to survive. If there have been more sightings, it's because we've been pushing the
 bears out into our neighborhoods.  This does NOT give us the right to hunt and kill these animals just so we can
 continue the cycle of urban sprawl.

This hunt is being sponsored by people you know.  People that stand to gain, by developing more and more areas
 that directly affect the bears habitat.  As such, I'm holding you directly responsible for each and every Black Bear
 death.

If you have even a single responsible bone in your body, you'll stop this hunt.

If you don't, and you couldn't care less, then by all means...  Prove just how right I am about you. Prove to me and
 everyone else just how much of a corrupt, vile, and evil human being you truly are. 

I know you probably don't even read these. That's fine. But I'd like your aid to know what true bastard you are, and
 how lowly they must be to work for such an individual. But it's not too late.  Both you (the person reading this) and
 your boss have an opportunity to change for the better.  As a personal change for the reader, you could stand up,
 right now and walk away.  For your boss (Rick Scott) he could alter his ways and start doing some true good in the
 world.  I doubt either thing will happen, but there is always hope?

Until then, I hope that whomever the reader of this letter is, you consider your position in life and start fresh
 tomorrow, by doing something good.

Good luck.
Chris Harston



From: Raymond Leppla
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 4:07:31 PM

From: Raymond Leppla <rayl_964@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33760

Phone Number: 727-538-5485

Message Body: Please stop this foolish, poorly studied bear hunt. Please protect our animals and environment.



From: Nancy S Christian
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 4:07:29 PM

From: Nancy S Christian <nchristian24@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 4077605681

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: PLEASE DO NOT SUPPORT THE BEAR HUNT IN FLORIDA. 
 PROPER RESULTS CAN BE HAD BY USING COMMON SENSE AND NON-VIOLENT METHODS.  
A BEAR HUNT IS DANGEROUS AND UNREWARDING FOR THE RESIDENTS.THANK YOU FOR DOING
 THE RIGHT THING FOR FLORIDA.
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From: Nancy S Christian
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 4:07:29 PM

From: Nancy S Christian <nchristian24@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 4077605681

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: PLEASE DO NOT SUPPORT THE BEAR HUNT IN FLORIDA. 
 PROPER RESULTS CAN BE HAD BY USING COMMON SENSE AND NON-VIOLENT METHODS.  
A BEAR HUNT IS DANGEROUS AND UNREWARDING FOR THE RESIDENTS.THANK YOU FOR DOING
 THE RIGHT THING FOR FLORIDA.

__________ Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 11832 (20150623)
 __________

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com



From: Nancy S Christian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 4:01:04 PM

From: Nancy S Christian <nchristian24@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 4077605681

Message Body: PLEASE DO NOT SUPPORT THE BEAR HUNT IN FLORIDA.  COMMON SENSE AND LESS
 VIOLENT METHODS CAN ACCOMPLISH THE PROPER RESULTS.
THANK YOU FOR DOING THE RIGHT THING FOR FLORIDA RESIDENTS AND WILDLIFE.



From: Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: re: proposed bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 2:39:40 PM

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not agree to have bears shot. It is not their fault that their land is being raped and ravaged
 by greedy developers politicians and it seems members of the FWC. The gov. of Alaska spared a black bear and 4
 cubs,to relocate them. Consider relocating the humans , and shooting the people who support this inhumane
 proposal instead of shooting innocent wildlife.Thank you



From: Linda Burda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: re: proposed bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 2:39:40 PM

From: Linda Burda <lindab90@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not agree to have bears shot. It is not their fault that their land is being raped and ravaged
 by greedy developers politicians and it seems members of the FWC. The gov. of Alaska spared a black bear and 4
 cubs,to relocate them. Consider relocating the humans , and shooting the people who support this inhumane
 proposal instead of shooting innocent wildlife.Thank you



From: Robert Goldberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting, bears, panthers and FWC
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 2:08:21 PM

From: Robert Goldberg <bobbo924@earthlink net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number:

Message Body: In your busy schedule, I hope you have time to take a quick look at this. It's fascinating stuff, I
 promise.

http://www.bear.org/website/bear-pages/black-bear/bears-a-humans/119-how-dangerous-are-black-bears html

The FWC answers to you. They're not only intending to initiate a bear hunt, but now they are breathing down the
 necks of the Florida Panther. Please do what you can to stop them, and consider appointing a board more in keeping
 with the intention of FWC, the management and protection of wildlife. Many thanks.



From: simonedancer@juno.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Read - Important
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 1:38:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
PLEASE put a STOP to the BEAR HUNT that will take place in October!!!
This is an outrageous solution and if carried through, is beyond inhumane. I'm begging you on
 behalf these bears, who are so pathetically unaware of the threat that hangs over them - it's so
 unfair!
There are many voices speaking out for them and if this hunt is carried out, there will be so
 many more, please hear them now!
Sincerely,
Simone Benthien
Company owner in Clearwater, FL
100 Pierce St.
Clearwater, FL 33756
"The greatness of a nation and it's moral standards can be judged by the way its animals are treated."
Ghandi
"Until one has loved an animal a part of one's soul remains unawakened."
Anatole France

____________________________________________________________
Buffettâ€™s Warning for YOU
4 in 5 Americans arenâ€™t taking his shocking advice. Click here now.
fool.com



From: BJ Gerald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 1:13:55 PM

From: BJ Gerald <bjgalva@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33920

Phone Number: 2393400477

Message Body: Governor Scott
I strongly urge you to reject the proposal to open trophy bear hunting in our state.
The nuisance bear issues can easily be handled by humanely destroying the "Bears" that will not stay away from
 neighborhoods and propose a danger to people.
Randomly killing bears in the woods will do nothing to prevent the few neighborhood intrusive bears. These are the
 ones that could possible be a hazard to individuals.
Spare the Bears lives that choose to live in the wilderness where bears are supposed to inhabit.



From: David Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 11:56:03 AM

From: David Moore <dcmotrl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30102-1543

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Moore
6116 Brook Ln Suite 101
Acworth, GA 30102-1543



From: Judie Piccola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 11:37:28 AM

From: Judie Piccola <apic@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33905

Phone Number: 2399393680

Message Body: NOT NECESSARY or prudent
so your designee commissioners want to cull 20% of the black bear population in Florida-
HOW MANY IS THAT?  They don't know how many bears ARE in Florida-  20% or 1000?3000? 5000?   The
 math can't be done without all the components and being able to determine a prime number from which to take 20%
STOP THEM!!!!!



From: Nanette Oggiono
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 11:20:46 AM

From: Nanette Oggiono <nanykat@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01568-1424

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nanette Oggiono
3 Sadler Rd
Upton, MA 01568-1424



From: Stephanie Aho
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 11:19:26 AM

From: Stephanie Aho <steph.aho@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49780-0212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Enough of this callous and reckless idea.  Let's start to act decently toward bears and other wildlife.  KILLING
 THEM IS NOT THE ANSWER.  There are other options and the public is getting sick and tired of the non-
compassionate and indecent behavior our agencies and representatives are exhibiting toward our nation's wildlife. 
 Let's be smart.  There ARE other options and you need to be using science-ba-sed responsible wildlife
 management.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Aho
P.O. Box 212
Rudyard, MI 49780-0212



From: Mark Bastian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 11:03:19 AM

From: Mark Bastian <hollie20052000@yahoo.co.uk>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99330

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Bastian
102 Treskewes Estate
Eltopia, WA 99330



From: Irmgard Gutersohn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 11:02:45 AM

From: Irmgard Gutersohn <i_fb_2010@yahoo.de>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 79924

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Irmgard Gutersohn
Salem Drive
ElPaso, TX 79924



From: Jennifer Sellers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 11:01:20 AM

From: Jennifer Sellers <buckingham72@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94521-2531

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Sellers
3901 Clayton Rd.#66
Concord, CA 94521-2531



From: susanne krispien
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:57:10 AM

From: susanne krispien <ap4951@wayne.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48380-4251

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susanne krispien
2300 valley gate
Milford, MI 48380-4251



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Increase funding for Bear Conservation Education and Outreach instead of Allowing Bear Hunt in 2015.
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:56:06 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Shannon Carnevale [mailto:shannonacarnevale@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:48 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Increase funding for Bear Conservation Education and Outreach instead of Allowing Bear Hunt in 2015.

From: Shannon Carnevale <shannonacarnevale@gmail.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33881

Phone Number: 8635191051

Message Body: Honorable Governor,

I am writing today to encourage you to prohibit hunting of Florida Black Bears until such a time where educational
 methods have been successful at reducing human/bear conflicts through garbage protection and bear-proofing pet
 food.

Humans and bears can sustain each other at higher levels without impacting development, economic growth, or
 human lives. Bears are smart but they are also stubborn and persistent. With improved educational outreach and a
 goal-oriented program, humans can learn to live with bears.

Please do what you can to prohibit bear hunting at this time. In future, it may be a good management option;
 however, at present time it seems unnecessary.



From: Shannon Carnevale
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Increase funding for Bear Conservation Education and Outreach instead of Allowing Bear Hunt in 2015.
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:53:22 AM

From: Shannon Carnevale <shannonacarnevale@gmail.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33881

Phone Number: 8635191051

Message Body: Honorable Governor,

I am writing today to encourage you to prohibit hunting of Florida Black Bears until such a time where educational
 methods have been successful at reducing human/bear conflicts through garbage protection and bear-proofing pet
 food.

Humans and bears can sustain each other at higher levels without impacting development, economic growth, or
 human lives. Bears are smart but they are also stubborn and persistent. With improved educational outreach and a
 goal-oriented program, humans can learn to live with bears.

Please do what you can to prohibit bear hunting at this time. In future, it may be a good management option;
 however, at present time it seems unnecessary.



From: James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:53:00 AM

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: Robyn Guthrie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:52:59 AM

From: Robyn Guthrie <robyn.guthrie@nau.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86001-6317

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robyn Guthrie
1109 S plaza way #251
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-6317



From: James Tillotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:50:47 AM

From: James Tillotson <jamestillotson67@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75219-2503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Tillotson
2528 Hondo Ave. Apt 117
Dallas, TX 75219-2503



From: Patricia Tarantino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:47:27 AM

From: Patricia Tarantino <Patricia.Tarantino863@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10028-6613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Tarantino
401 82 street
New York, NY 10028-6613



From: Carrie Steinbach
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:39:32 AM

From: Carrie Steinbach <cisteinbach@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97405-9427

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carrie Steinbach
85501 Svarverud Rd.
Eugene, OR 97405-9427



From: Joan Thomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 10:17:54 AM

From: Joan Thomas <spamay@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40245-5814

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan Thomas
13508 Terrace Creek Drive Apt 103
Louisville, KY 40245-5814



From: Debbie Rhodes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please say no to the Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 9:54:42 AM

From: Debbie Rhodes <flowerchild@cfl.rr.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number: 3212828159

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

As you can see by this article from WFTV Channel 9 - Orlando, one of the main food sources for bears has been
 stripped.  And it was approved and sold by the Florida Forestry Service.  They have also been  harvested by people
 looking to make money for themselves.  Along with the loss of habitat due to overdevelopment, bears have gone
 into the neighborhoods looking for food.  This is NOT their fault. Man has created this problem.  They also are
 perpetuating the problem in their neighborhoods by not keeping their garbage secure, put away etc.  I do not know
 how FWC has come up with the numbers of how many bears there are and question this.   Also, there seems to be
 no problems in Marion County which would have a higher number of bears.  People know how to live among the
 bears there.  You can find in other areas where there are bears that man has learned to live among them.  Why kill
 them?  Hunters hungry for the kill and hysterical homeowners who enticed bears into their neighb!
 orhoods and yards, seek to destroy these beautiful creatures for their own ignorant reasons.  This is an atrocity and
 must be stopped!



From: M. Cecilia Correia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 9:47:50 AM

From: M. Cecilia Correia <mcorreia@rci rutgers.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07208-2612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

M. Cecilia Correia
1350 North Avenue
Elizabeth, NJ 07208-2612



From: vicki ginoli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 9:37:45 AM

From: vicki ginoli <vicki.ginoli@illinois.gov>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 62703-3838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

vicki ginoli
727 bryn mawr
Springfield, IL 62703-3838



From: Julie Acs-Ray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 9:27:28 AM

From: Julie Acs-Ray <acsjulie@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48174-8501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Acs-Ray
27016 Starkey Lane
Romulus, MI 48174-8501



From: Jean Jerbert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 9:27:28 AM

From: Jean Jerbert <j.jerbert@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06340-2485

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Jerbert
67 Whittaker Lane
Groton, CT 06340-2485



From: jean and will moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 7:52:27 AM

From: jean and will moore <sandyfour@bellsouth net>

County: Putnam

Zip Code: 32640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Do not let this bear hunt. If they kill an adult, then they have to find and kill the cubs too. Tell
 people to lock up their garbage and stay out of the woods, where the bears live. Thank You.



From: Ciara Quinn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2015 7:10:53 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ciara Quinn
905 Lake Lily Drive
Maitland, FL 32751



From: Glenn A Nappi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow the killing of Florida black bears!
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:07:10 PM

From: Glenn A Nappi <glenn3264@comcast net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33446-6008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Glenn A. Nappi



From: Joan Redondo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 6:52:38 PM

From: Joan Redondo <joanredondo@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32738

Phone Number: 386 218-5726

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

Please vote no on the bear hunt.  The bears do not deserve to be hunted and there may be innocent people (especially
 children) that may be caught in the cross fire. Thank you.



From: Robert Tango
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 6:17:18 PM

From: Robert Tango <tangosr@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4079294036

Message Body: I live in the direct area that bears are evident (Longwood near Wekiva River).  I am asking you to
 stop this hunt.  Please



From: Alex Odell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 6:14:35 PM

From: Alex Odell <alexodell@mail.usf.edu>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33611

Phone Number: 8139510124

Message Body: Governor Scott,

As a young republican who has supported you for the past 2 elections I thank you for all you have done for the state
 and I have never contacted the governor's office before but I am extremely passionate and wanted to contact the
 office to plead you to not allow the black bear hunt. There are other ways to prevent the bears from approaching
 homes other than allowing the hunt. Please listen to the thousands of people who signed the petition to not allow
 this hunt.



From: Celeste VeZolles
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 6:02:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Celeste VeZolles
2642 Collins Ave
Miami Beach, FL 33140
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06/22/15 Evening Media Matrix 

  
Rick Scott Administration 
Associated Press: Gov. Scott touring across the state to tout tax cuts 
SaintPeters Blog – Mitch Perry: Rick Scott cuts radio ad in Connecticut about doing business in the 
Sunshine State 
News Service of Florida: Gov. Scott visiting Hoffman's Chocolates in Greenacres to tout tax cuts 
WCTV: Group Opposed to Bear Hunting Delivering Petitions to Capitol 
News-Press – Casey Logan:  Gov. Rick Scott touts tax cuts in Fort Myers 
Naples Daily News – Jenna Buzzacco-Foerster:  Rick Scott kicks off day-long tour across Florida to 
promote tax cuts 
Miami Herald – Patricia Mazzei: Would Rick Scott ask lieutenant governor to resign for U.S. Senate run? 
Miami Herald – Patricia Mazzei: In Miami for tax-cut tour, Gov. Rick Scott calls state spending plan 'a good 
budget' 
Tampa Bay Times-Steve Bousquet -Gov. Rick Scott has final say on budget 'sprinkling' 
The News Service Of Florida-Poll gives Gov. Scott, lawmakers low marks 
Orlando Sentinel-Gray Rohrer-Humane Society presents Gov. Scott with petitions to stop bear hunt 
The News Service Of Florida-Jim Turner-Scott Urged To Veto Late Additions To Budget 
Associated Press-A state-by-state look at governors’ trade trips abroad 
Orlando Sentinel-Sandra Pedicini-Disney makes big donation to Rick Scott PAC 
Capitol News Service-Mike Vasilinda-Confederate Battle Flag Left Florida Capitol Quietly 
Tampa Bay Times-Kirby Wilson-Rick Scott, on I-75 Confederate Flag: 'Right now we ought to be mourning' 
WPTV-Jamel Lanee'-Florida Gov. Rick Scott talks about tax cuts, environment 
WTSP-Garin Flowers-Humane Society opposed to bear hunt 
WJCT-Cyd Hoskinson-Gov. Rick Scott Touring Florida Touting Tax Cuts 
Hartford Courant-Christopher Keating-Florida Governor Coming To CT As Businesses Oppose Tax Hikes 
CT Post- Ken Dixon- Business leaders rally against tax increases 
Palm Beach Post- Eliot Kleinberg- Gov. Scott brings tax-cut “victory tour” to Greenacres 
WFSU- Nick Evans- Enterprise Florida Using Radio To Lure Connecticut Businesses South 
Miami Herald- Mary Ellen Klas- As Scott and Cabinet end one Sunshine lawsuit, governor negotiates 
settling another 
 
Legislative News 
Miami Herald-Michael Auslen-Film Florida, defeated in budget, pushes back against Legislature 
Tampa Bay Times-Steve Bousquet-Ahead of annual 'turkey' list, Senate president trashes TaxWatch 
Tampa Bay Times-Michael Auslen-Environmentalists sue state over Amendment 1 conservation spending 
Orlando Sentinel-Gray Rohrer-Environmental groups file suit over Amendment 1 spending 
Associated Press-Environmental groups sue, say legislators ignored voters 
Tallahassee Democrat-Brewster Bevis-Legislature ensured Amendment 1 benefits everyone 
Politico-Matt Dixon-Andy Gardiner readies Senate GOP for campaign season 
FL Today- Jim Waymer- Three citizens groups sue the Legislature over conservation funding 
 



Florida Republicans 
Miami Herald – Mary Ellen Klas: Q poll: Lopez-Cantera trails Murphy, Obama and Scott still in 'job approval 
hole' 

Florida Economic News 
Tampa Bay Times: Florida tops all states in first quarter personal income growth                               

Other 
Tampa Bay Times – Barbara Behrendt: Public hearing set for Thursday on extension of Suncoast Parkway 
into Citrus County 
Orlando Sentinel – Paul Brinkmann: Seminole student wins national Microsoft contest 
Palm Beach Post – John Kennedy: Murphy calls for Confederate flag’s removal from South 
Carolina Capitol 
AJC-Daniel Malloy-Georgia’s move to dismiss Supreme Court ‘water wars’ case is denied 
Sun Sentinel-Karen Yi-State moves to tighten rules for new charter schools 
Orlando Sentinel-Sandra Pedicini and Scott Powers-Disney World substation will provide new home for 
growing sheriff's office presence 
Palm Beach Post-Jennifer Sorentrue-All Aboard Florida gets more time to sell bonds 
Tampa Bay Times-Jeffrey S. Solochek-Still no word on penalties for AIR over Florida's spring testing woes 
ABC News-Meghan Keneally-South Carolina Politicians Call for the Confederate Flag to Come Down 
The Hill-Ben Kamisar-Graham reversing course on Confederate flag 
CNN-Jeremy Diamond and Dana Bash-Nikki Haley, Lindsey Graham to address Confederate flag Monday 
Associated Press-Seanna Adcox, Jeffrey Collins And Meg Kinnard-SC governor calls for Confederate flag 
to come down 
Associated Press-Brian White-Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan says he has cancer of lymph nodes 
Politico-Adam B. Lerner-S.C. governor: Remove Confederate flag from state Capitol 
Associated Press-Susan Haigh-Ads by Florida, Indiana spook Connecticut business groups 
Ocala Star Banner- Fred Hiers- Local health care providers strategize as budget cuts near 
 
National 
The Hill – Sarah Ferris: Washington whipped into frenzy ahead of ObamaCare ruling 
Associated Press: Couples, courthouses, opponents nationwide readying for Supreme Court gay marriage 
ruling 
Tampa Bay Times – Kathleen McGrory: Obamacare foes in Congress see help for low-income constituents 
if court rules against law 
Jacksonville Business Journal-Colleen Michele Jones-White House: Without Medicaid expansion, Florida 
losing out on billions          
Op-ed/Editorial 
Bradenton Herald: Florida governor, Legislature not good friends to environment 
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From: Markmdvm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Vote against the bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 5:01:51 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am confident that you will act to prevent the hunt of Florida's Black Bears.
It should be clear that the MAJORITY of Florida residents, many of whom voted for you and count on your
 representation, are firmly against this proposal.
As a Florida Veterinarian with a wife who has worked with a Southwest Florida wildlife rehabilitation
 facility for many years, we are very well versed in Florida's wildlife issues.
It is the responsibility of the FWC to work diligently to better educate the public about all wildlife -
 including bears - and better educate the public about living with wildlife - including bears - peacefully.
FWC, above all, should be well aware that "eliminating" a bear population through a "sporting event" will
 not only prove inhumane, but it will not resolve the issue as one "nuisance" population will soon be
 replaced by another.
The issues can only be resolved through education and holding the public responsible for following
 specific guidelines.
Thank you for your consideration in representing the majority of Florida voters in this issue.
Mark Monaco, DVM



From: Evgenia Vyatchanina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 4:25:49 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Evgenia Vyatchanina
501 SW 75th St.
Gainesville, FL 32607



From: Robin Davis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 4:17:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Robin Davis
P. O. Box 170
Crystal Beach, FL 34681



From: Lisa alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BLACK BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 2:50:43 PM

From: Lisa alexander <LADYKADIEVA0516@YAHOO.COM>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 333162

Phone Number: 305-904-2254

Message Body: I am a Florida resident for 10 years and I oppose to the proposed black bear hunt.
Thank you,

 Lisa A



From: Justin Cohen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 1:06:50 PM

From: Justin Cohen <cohenj@autonation.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33308

Phone Number:

Message Body: Theres no need to hunt bears. Just let them live there lives. Imagine if there was something out there
 hunting humans. Just imagine. They cant defend themselves. Thank you



From: Raymond Place
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 12:20:40 PM

From: Raymond Place <placeraymond@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33019

Phone Number: 954-295-44211

Message Body: I am a combat wounded Vet, After Vietnam, I feel that EVERY Life is precious. I will be appearing
 at the Executive Clemency meeting on the 24th of June. Please stop the Bear hunt. Thanks



From: Christine Cavagnaro Loria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RE: Opposed to the proposed bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:51:08 AM
Importance: High

Dear Mr. Scott,

Bear hunting is unnecessary in the state of Florida. It seems the only reason bears have made
 news is because they have wandered into some of the wealthier cities in Central Florida and
 the solution of the wealthy is to kill the bears. The FWC cannot even provide a current
 estimate of how many bears are here, yet they want to have a hunt!
Bears were previously on the endangered species list. There is no reason to have a hunt in
 Florida. It is inhumane and would allow poachers & idiots across the state to kill and cause
 injury to animals and people. A solution would be for people to keep garbage cans inside of
 their garages, and to not approach or antagonize them. If bears are a nuisance in a particular
 area, they could be tranquilized by FWC and relocated to a sanctuary. Builders & developers
 could stop bulldozing the homes of bears & other wildlife for greed & profit. Murder is not
 the answer.
People need to respect animals, they were here before us - humans & animals should be
 sharing the planet. Where do you expect bears to go when their homes are constantly being
 destroyed by humans?

You were elected by the majority of Florida to represent the will & best interests of the
 people. Not to follow the recommendation of a Tampa mall builder who wants to disregard
 more than 75% of what the majority wants - no bear hunt. Just because a few bears went
 wandering into wealthy neighborhoods does not mean there should be a state wide bear
 hunt!!!

Thank you for your consideration.
Christine Loria
Maitland, FL



From: Maria Tourino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:45:40 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Maria Tourino
10509 SW 73 Terrace
Miami, FL 33173



From: Lee Alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Allow Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:45:39 AM

From: Lee Alexander <lalexander614@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number: 4076193974

Message Body: Dear Governor as an avid hunter & sportsman I hope you will listen to the FWC and allow the bear
 hunt to be passed and move forward as it is a needed "conservation" tool to keep these animals in check with there
 available habitat.



From: Pamela Geier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:29:01 AM

From: Pamela Geier <pkgeier@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 74867-7701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pamela Geier
13662 State Hwy 56
Sasakwa, OK 74867-7701



From: Carm Derrico
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:27:27 AM

From: Carm Derrico <universallite@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14468-1439

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carm Derrico
325 Cedar Terrace
Hilton, NY 14468-1439



From: Michele Hryc
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:27:19 AM

From: Michele Hryc <mth1258@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04453-4118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michele Hryc
242 River Road
Maxfield, ME 04453-4118



From: christine delorey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:24:18 AM

From: christine delorey <christine@christinedelorey.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33409-7035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

christine delorey
1030 Green Pine Blvd
West Palm Beach, FL 33409-7035



From: G. Simmons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:11:46 AM

From: G. Simmons <tkochamp417@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06451-5274

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

G. Simmons
161 Baldwin Street
Meriden, CT 06451-5274



From: G. Simmons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:11:46 AM

From: G. Simmons <tkochamp417@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06451-5274

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

G. Simmons
161 Baldwin Street
Meriden, CT 06451-5274



From: Sharon Poore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BLAKC BEAR HUNT
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:11:04 AM

From: Sharon Poore <palmcitybyotch@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33312

Phone Number: 954-599-0217

Message Body: Governor Rick Scott,

  I am a Florida Native 1965, and I urge you to oppose to the proposed black bear hunt. This is a disgrace to my state
 to be even thought of. We take their land from them, then we want to kill them. Please do the right thing, and
 remember its a living being that can have a family too. Thank you, Sharon Poore



From: Tony Menechella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:06:39 AM

From: Tony Menechella <sondalei@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40601-9663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony Menechella
1431 Stage Coach Rd
Frankfort, KY 40601-9663



From: Tony Menechella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:06:39 AM

From: Tony Menechella <sondalei@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40601-9663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony Menechella
1431 Stage Coach Rd
Frankfort, KY 40601-9663



From: Ellen Goodman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:06:19 AM

From: Ellen Goodman <egoodman1942@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02915-2556

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen Goodman
100 Dorr Ave.
Riverside, RI 02915-2556



From: Ellen Goodman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:06:18 AM

From: Ellen Goodman <egoodman1942@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02915-2556

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen Goodman
100 Dorr Ave.
Riverside, RI 02915-2556



From: Scott Watanabe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:03:36 AM

From: Scott Watanabe <jedimasterryo89@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90066-2838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Scott Watanabe
3649 Stoner Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066-2838



From: Scott Watanabe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:03:36 AM

From: Scott Watanabe <jedimasterryo89@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90066-2838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Scott Watanabe
3649 Stoner Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066-2838



From: Charlene Boydston
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:03:27 AM

From: Charlene Boydston <cdboydston@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89048-2803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charlene Boydston
3951 Donner St
Pahrump, NV 89048-2803



From: Charlene Boydston
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:03:27 AM

From: Charlene Boydston <cdboydston@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89048-2803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charlene Boydston
3951 Donner St
Pahrump, NV 89048-2803



From: Aniko van der Lee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:01:48 AM

From: Aniko van der Lee <anikov9@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94115-4323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

What is the point of allowing hunting Florida black bears if the hunt will do nothing to reduce human-bear conflict?
 If the true purpose for opening up this hunt is to allow trophy hunters to satiate their blood lust then the FWC
 should admit as much. Do not claim that it is in the interest of protecting residents when in fact it will do nothing to
 remove nuisance bears, which the FWC is already permitted to kill if needed.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aniko van der Lee
1944 McAllister St
San Francisco, CA 94115-4323



From: Aniko van der Lee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 11:01:48 AM

From: Aniko van der Lee <anikov9@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94115-4323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

What is the point of allowing hunting Florida black bears if the hunt will do nothing to reduce human-bear conflict?
 If the true purpose for opening up this hunt is to allow trophy hunters to satiate their blood lust then the FWC
 should admit as much. Do not claim that it is in the interest of protecting residents when in fact it will do nothing to
 remove nuisance bears, which the FWC is already permitted to kill if needed.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aniko van der Lee
1944 McAllister St
San Francisco, CA 94115-4323



From: Amanda Ellixson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:55:46 AM

From: Amanda Ellixson <aellixson@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19703-3904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amanda Ellixson
131 Harbor Dr
Claymont, DE 19703-3904



From: Amanda Ellixson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:55:46 AM

From: Amanda Ellixson <aellixson@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19703-3904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amanda Ellixson
131 Harbor Dr
Claymont, DE 19703-3904



From: Lori Korioth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:53:51 AM

From: Lori Korioth <L_routh@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90807-4913

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori Korioth
3565 Cherry Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807-4913



From: Lori Korioth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:53:50 AM

From: Lori Korioth <L_routh@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90807-4913

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori Korioth
3565 Cherry Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807-4913



From: Victoria Childers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:53:20 AM

From: Victoria Childers <Vchilders967@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27302-9232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My parents live in Florida and I find myself in the state frequently. I have discovered it is getting harder and harder
 to get away from all the commercialism in the state. I have to go further afield to find peace and quiet, not to
 mention nature. It has come to my attention that wildlife in the state of FL is already under severe pressure to
 survive.Please consider conserving wildlife instead of killing it. Frankly baiting wildlife is abhorrent, not to
 mention cowardly and unethical. Why not embrace the wildlife of FL?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria Childers
8718 Morrow Mill Road
Mebane, NC 27302-9232



From: Victoria Childers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:53:19 AM

From: Victoria Childers <Vchilders967@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27302-9232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My parents live in Florida and I find myself in the state frequently. I have discovered it is getting harder and harder
 to get away from all the commercialism in the state. I have to go further afield to find peace and quiet, not to
 mention nature. It has come to my attention that wildlife in the state of FL is already under severe pressure to
 survive.Please consider conserving wildlife instead of killing it. Frankly baiting wildlife is abhorrent, not to
 mention cowardly and unethical. Why not embrace the wildlife of FL?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria Childers
8718 Morrow Mill Road
Mebane, NC 27302-9232



From: Bonnie Wald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:53:06 AM

From: Bonnie Wald <bpwald@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33446-3026

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Wald
14425 Strathmore Lane #104
Delray Beach, FL 33446-3026



From: Bonnie Wald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:53:05 AM

From: Bonnie Wald <bpwald@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33446-3026

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Wald
14425 Strathmore Lane #104
Delray Beach, FL 33446-3026



From: judith hazelton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:53:04 AM

From: judith hazelton <pheralicious@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05201-9384

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

judith hazelton
1617 us rt 7
Bennington, VT 05201-9384



From: judith hazelton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:53:04 AM

From: judith hazelton <pheralicious@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05201-9384

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

judith hazelton
1617 us rt 7
Bennington, VT 05201-9384



From: Douglas Fittipaldi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:52:33 AM

From: Douglas Fittipaldi <dougeff@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10310-1653

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We must try to not drive another species to extermination.  While safety should be a priority there must be another
 way to protect people without the barbarism of a hunt.  We must find a way to live with the bears, which I know
 will probably be tough but it will be worth it to not make a negative impact on the environment.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Douglas Fittipaldi
3 davis court
Staten Island, NY 10310-1653



From: Douglas Fittipaldi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:52:33 AM

From: Douglas Fittipaldi <dougeff@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10310-1653

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We must try to not drive another species to extermination.  While safety should be a priority there must be another
 way to protect people without the barbarism of a hunt.  We must find a way to live with the bears, which I know
 will probably be tough but it will be worth it to not make a negative impact on the environment.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Douglas Fittipaldi
3 davis court
Staten Island, NY 10310-1653



From: Linda Wagner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:52:29 AM

From: Linda Wagner <lswnsvl@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37211-2742

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My family and I often travel to Florida for vacations that focused on wildlife vie-wing - never hunting.  We recently
 traveled to Shenandoah National Park and The Blu Ridge Parkway and the highpoint of our visit was seeing a black
 bear in the wild.  Importantly, as tourists we spent over $1,600 on travel expenses, lodging and souvenirs.  Surely,
 the tourist dollar should figure into Florida's plans for the bear.  The hunt is premature.  Please do a complete count
 of all seven bear subpopulations to assure the Florida  bear numbers reflect a true recovery.  This hunt would target
 bears in wilderness areas and would not serve the FWC in managing nuiscance bears.  Local bear problems can be
 effectively dealt with in non-lethal actions.  Gatlinburg, Tennesse 'tourist town' has a bear warden to monitor proper
 garbage handling and avoid the need for killing bears. cMake sure bear-baiting and hounding are not allowed.  This
 is cruelty and it does

 not fit with Florida's tourism
 image.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Linda Wagner
141 Neese Drive V452
Nashville, TN 37211-2742



From: Linda Wagner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:52:29 AM

From: Linda Wagner <lswnsvl@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37211-2742

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

My family and I often travel to Florida for vacations that focused on wildlife vie-wing - never hunting.  We recently
 traveled to Shenandoah National Park and The Blu Ridge Parkway and the highpoint of our visit was seeing a black
 bear in the wild.  Importantly, as tourists we spent over $1,600 on travel expenses, lodging and souvenirs.  Surely,
 the tourist dollar should figure into Florida's plans for the bear.  The hunt is premature.  Please do a complete count
 of all seven bear subpopulations to assure the Florida  bear numbers reflect a true recovery.  This hunt would target
 bears in wilderness areas and would not serve the FWC in managing nuiscance bears.  Local bear problems can be
 effectively dealt with in non-lethal actions.  Gatlinburg, Tennesse 'tourist town' has a bear warden to monitor proper
 garbage handling and avoid the need for killing bears. cMake sure bear-baiting and hounding are not allowed.  This
 is cruelty and it does

 not fit with Florida's tourism
 image.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Linda Wagner
141 Neese Drive V452
Nashville, TN 37211-2742



From: Natalie A. Carter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:51:29 AM

From: Natalie A. Carter <ncarter79@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43055-5936

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie A. Carter
562 Maple Ave
Newark, OH 43055-5936



From: Natalie A. Carter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:51:29 AM

From: Natalie A. Carter <ncarter79@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43055-5936

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie A. Carter
562 Maple Ave
Newark, OH 43055-5936



From: Charles Emmibger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:51:19 AM

From: Charles Emmibger <charles_paulae@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41018-2899

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charles Emmibger
3935 Woodhase
Erlanger, KY 41018-2899



From: Charles Emmibger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:51:18 AM

From: Charles Emmibger <charles_paulae@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41018-2899

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charles Emmibger
3935 Woodhase
Erlanger, KY 41018-2899



From: Deborah Livingston
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:51:06 AM

From: Deborah Livingston <dcpdll-livingston@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78757-1835

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Livingston
1901 Aggie Lane
Austin, TX 78757-1835



From: Deborah Livingston
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:51:06 AM

From: Deborah Livingston <dcpdll-livingston@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78757-1835

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Livingston
1901 Aggie Lane
Austin, TX 78757-1835



From: Clara Halfin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:51 AM

From: Clara Halfin <logcabinh@frontiernet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26287-8591

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Clara Halfin
483 Location Rd.
Parsons, WV 26287-8591



From: Clara Halfin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:51 AM

From: Clara Halfin <logcabinh@frontiernet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26287-8591

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Clara Halfin
483 Location Rd.
Parsons, WV 26287-8591



From: Julian Markham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:49 AM

From: Julian Markham <jmarkham3997@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32308-0771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julian Markham
2055 Thomasville Rd. B 208
Tallahassee, FL 32308-0771



From: Julian Markham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:49 AM

From: Julian Markham <jmarkham3997@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32308-0771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julian Markham
2055 Thomasville Rd. B 208
Tallahassee, FL 32308-0771



From: Tara Hottenstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:13 AM

From: Tara Hottenstein <thottens@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707-3522

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tara Hottenstein
1314 53rd St S
Gulfport, FL 33707-3522



From: Tara Hottenstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:13 AM

From: Tara Hottenstein <thottens@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707-3522

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tara Hottenstein
1314 53rd St S
Gulfport, FL 33707-3522



From: Victoria De Goff and family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:08 AM

From: Victoria De Goff and family <pacbellvjdrs@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94707-2419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria De Goff and family
1916 Los Angeles Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-2419



From: Victoria De Goff and family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:08 AM

From: Victoria De Goff and family <pacbellvjdrs@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94707-2419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria De Goff and family
1916 Los Angeles Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-2419



From: Robert De Goff and family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:05 AM

From: Robert De Goff and family <rdegoff@pacbell net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94707-1726

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert De Goff and family
638 San Luis Road
Berkeley, CA 94707-1726



From: Robert De Goff and family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:49:04 AM

From: Robert De Goff and family <rdegoff@pacbell net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94707-1726

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert De Goff and family
638 San Luis Road
Berkeley, CA 94707-1726



From: Richard Sherman and family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:48:57 AM

From: Richard Sherman and family <vjdrsg@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94707-2419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard Sherman and family
1916 Los Angeles Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-2419



From: Richard Sherman and family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:48:57 AM

From: Richard Sherman and family <vjdrsg@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94707-2419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard Sherman and family
1916 Los Angeles Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-2419



From: William De Goff M.D. and Family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:47:30 AM

From: William De Goff M.D. and Family <billdegoff@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94118-2031

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William De Goff M.D. and Family
109 Walnut Street
San Francisco, CA 94118-2031



From: William De Goff M.D. and Family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:47:30 AM

From: William De Goff M.D. and Family <billdegoff@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94118-2031

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William De Goff M.D. and Family
109 Walnut Street
San Francisco, CA 94118-2031



From: Judith Stauffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:47:05 AM

From: Judith Stauffer <jukers52@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97402-7530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposed hunt smacks of a political bow to hunting and gun lobbies, ignoring all the reasons it is a poor idea
 resolving no human-bear interaction. It is a terrible betrayal of bears whose habitat has been steadily reduced by
 humans and who are threatened with extirpation in Florida as it is. The methods of hunting proposed are outlawed
 in my home state due to their abject cruelty and ought to be outlawed in every state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Stauffer
6080 Geyser Peak Place
Eugene, OR 97402-7530



From: Judith Stauffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:47:05 AM

From: Judith Stauffer <jukers52@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97402-7530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposed hunt smacks of a political bow to hunting and gun lobbies, ignoring all the reasons it is a poor idea
 resolving no human-bear interaction. It is a terrible betrayal of bears whose habitat has been steadily reduced by
 humans and who are threatened with extirpation in Florida as it is. The methods of hunting proposed are outlawed
 in my home state due to their abject cruelty and ought to be outlawed in every state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Stauffer
6080 Geyser Peak Place
Eugene, OR 97402-7530



From: Mary Guillet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:46:30 AM

From: Mary Guillet <mvguillet@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06098-2522

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Guillet
457 Platt Hill Rd.
Winsted, CT 06098-2522



From: Mary Guillet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:46:30 AM

From: Mary Guillet <mvguillet@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06098-2522

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Guillet
457 Platt Hill Rd.
Winsted, CT 06098-2522



From: Jackie Adam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:46:29 AM

From: Jackie Adam <adamja@mts.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 58107-0194

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jackie Adam
box 194
Fargo, ND 58107-0194



From: Jackie Adam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:46:29 AM

From: Jackie Adam <adamja@mts.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 58107-0194

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jackie Adam
box 194
Fargo, ND 58107-0194



From: Lisa Koehl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:46:28 AM

From: Lisa Koehl <lkoehl@snet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32174-4819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Koehl
22 Twin River Drive
Ormond Beach, FL 32174-4819



From: Lisa Koehl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:46:27 AM

From: Lisa Koehl <lkoehl@snet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32174-4819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Koehl
22 Twin River Drive
Ormond Beach, FL 32174-4819



From: patricia bekas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:46:09 AM

From: patricia bekas <susiewb1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60110-1665

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

patricia bekas
71 birch st.
Carpentersville, IL 60110-1665



From: patricia bekas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:46:08 AM

From: patricia bekas <susiewb1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60110-1665

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

patricia bekas
71 birch st.
Carpentersville, IL 60110-1665



From: Mervi Rantala
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:44:45 AM

From: Mervi Rantala <rantala mervi@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33310

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mervi Rantala
Tesomajarvenkatu 20 b 23
Tampere, none 33310



From: Mervi Rantala
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:44:45 AM

From: Mervi Rantala <rantala mervi@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33310

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mervi Rantala
Tesomajarvenkatu 20 b 23
Tampere, none 33310



From: Matt LaPlante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:44:17 AM

From: Matt LaPlante <activism@theplante.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60430-1925

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Matt LaPlante
18000 Armitage Ct
Homewood, IL 60430-1925



From: Matt LaPlante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:44:17 AM

From: Matt LaPlante <activism@theplante.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60430-1925

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Matt LaPlante
18000 Armitage Ct
Homewood, IL 60430-1925



From: peggy peters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:43:57 AM

From: peggy peters <pickle.peggy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33896-9631

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

peggy peters
8135 champions circle apt 108
Champions Gate, FL 33896-9631



From: peggy peters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:43:57 AM

From: peggy peters <pickle.peggy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33896-9631

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

peggy peters
8135 champions circle apt 108
Champions Gate, FL 33896-9631



From: Sandra Koelble
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:43:20 AM

From: Sandra Koelble <koelble@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32708-3136

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I am a lifelong resident of Central Florida and have seen just one bear in my 42 years here.  This hunt is pointless,
 cruel, and unwarranted.  I have yet to meet a neighbor who supports it.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Koelble
224 Shore Road
Winter Springs, FL 32708-3136



From: Sandra Koelble
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:43:20 AM

From: Sandra Koelble <koelble@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32708-3136

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I am a lifelong resident of Central Florida and have seen just one bear in my 42 years here.  This hunt is pointless,
 cruel, and unwarranted.  I have yet to meet a neighbor who supports it.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Koelble
224 Shore Road
Winter Springs, FL 32708-3136



From: James Chittenden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:41:50 AM

From: James Chittenden <s1elise190@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12477-3518

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Chittenden
370 Old Route 212
Saugerties, NY 12477-3518



From: James Chittenden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:41:50 AM

From: James Chittenden <s1elise190@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12477-3518

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Chittenden
370 Old Route 212
Saugerties, NY 12477-3518



From: Dianne Wellington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:41:42 AM

From: Dianne Wellington <ladyinthewoods2010@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32148-5484

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianne Wellington
518 S. Francis St
Interlachen, FL 32148-5484



From: Dianne Wellington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:41:42 AM

From: Dianne Wellington <ladyinthewoods2010@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32148-5484

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianne Wellington
518 S. Francis St
Interlachen, FL 32148-5484



From: Kevin Crupi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:38:50 AM

From: Kevin Crupi <kcrupi@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49866-9680

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kevin Crupi
146 Midway Drive
Negaunee, MI 49866-9680



From: Kevin Crupi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:38:50 AM

From: Kevin Crupi <kcrupi@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49866-9680

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kevin Crupi
146 Midway Drive
Negaunee, MI 49866-9680



From: Diana Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:38:34 AM

From: Diana Baker <debitnow@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89144-1438

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diana Baker
10961 Calistoga Springs Court
Las Vegas, NV 89144-1438



From: Diana Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:38:33 AM

From: Diana Baker <debitnow@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89144-1438

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diana Baker
10961 Calistoga Springs Court
Las Vegas, NV 89144-1438



From: Cindy Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:38:08 AM

From: Cindy Webb <cw@centurylink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85209-3466

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Webb
1414 S 76th Place
Mesa, AZ 85209-3466



From: Cindy Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:38:07 AM

From: Cindy Webb <cw@centurylink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85209-3466

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Webb
1414 S 76th Place
Mesa, AZ 85209-3466



From: Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:36:05 AM

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:36:05 AM

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Julie Partington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:23:16 AM

From: Julie Partington <mama2haven@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12543-1112

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Partington
112 COUNTRY CLUB DR
Maybrook, NY 12543-1112



From: Julie Partington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:23:15 AM

From: Julie Partington <mama2haven@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12543-1112

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Partington
112 COUNTRY CLUB DR
Maybrook, NY 12543-1112



From: Angie Bahris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:11:52 AM

From: Angie Bahris <ang_bahris@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90405-1206

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Angie Bahris
1904 6th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405-1206



From: Angie Bahris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:11:52 AM

From: Angie Bahris <ang_bahris@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90405-1206

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Angie Bahris
1904 6th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405-1206



From: Craig Fulton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:11:51 AM

From: Craig Fulton <cafgumby@q.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 50111-2036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Fulton
406 NW 2nd Street
Grimes, IA 50111-2036



From: Craig Fulton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:11:50 AM

From: Craig Fulton <cafgumby@q.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 50111-2036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Fulton
406 NW 2nd Street
Grimes, IA 50111-2036



From: Kathryn Kerr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:11:02 AM

From: Kathryn Kerr <kathrynbkerr@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11205-2507

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Kerr
130 hall street
Brooklyn, NY 11205-2507



From: Kathryn Kerr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:11:02 AM

From: Kathryn Kerr <kathrynbkerr@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11205-2507

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Kerr
130 hall street
Brooklyn, NY 11205-2507



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:07:49 AM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 hudson cemetery road
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:07:48 AM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 hudson cemetery road
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: Bronwen Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:07:26 AM

From: Bronwen Evans <bronwynnevans@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98101

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bronwen Evans
130e15thave
vancouver, WA 98101



From: Bronwen Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:07:26 AM

From: Bronwen Evans <bronwynnevans@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98101

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bronwen Evans
130e15thave
vancouver, WA 98101



From: hj miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:06:14 AM

From: hj miller <hjmiller2000@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55369-6710

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

hj miller
9073 Underwood Lane North
Maple Grove, MN 55369-6710



From: hj miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:06:14 AM

From: hj miller <hjmiller2000@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55369-6710

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

hj miller
9073 Underwood Lane North
Maple Grove, MN 55369-6710



From: andrea simon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:03:36 AM

From: andrea simon <arcadiapix@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-7200

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As a lifelong animal lover who sees a close connection between compassion to animals and compassion toward our
 fellow human beings, may i implore you to reject this proposal!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

andrea simon
380 west 12th street
New York, NY 10014-7200



From: andrea simon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:03:36 AM

From: andrea simon <arcadiapix@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-7200

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As a lifelong animal lover who sees a close connection between compassion to animals and compassion toward our
 fellow human beings, may i implore you to reject this proposal!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

andrea simon
380 west 12th street
New York, NY 10014-7200



From: YUKIMI NEVILLE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:03:23 AM

From: YUKIMI NEVILLE <marypeach373@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29061-9437

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

YUKIMI NEVILLE
2234 S PARTRIDGE CIR
Hopkins, SC 29061-9437



From: YUKIMI NEVILLE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:03:23 AM

From: YUKIMI NEVILLE <marypeach373@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29061-9437

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

YUKIMI NEVILLE
2234 S PARTRIDGE CIR
Hopkins, SC 29061-9437



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:00:43 AM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 hudson cemetery road
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 10:00:43 AM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 hudson cemetery road
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: Krshna Soneji
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:59:34 AM

From: Krshna Soneji <krshna@soneji.eu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10012-2444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Krshna Soneji
2 bleecker st
New York, NY 10012-2444



From: Krshna Soneji
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:59:34 AM

From: Krshna Soneji <krshna@soneji.eu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10012-2444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Krshna Soneji
2 bleecker st
New York, NY 10012-2444



From: les roberts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:58:45 AM

From: les roberts <hobo17pollie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93704-4335

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

les roberts
1134 east lansing
Fresno, CA 93704-4335



From: les roberts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:58:45 AM

From: les roberts <hobo17pollie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93704-4335

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

les roberts
1134 east lansing
Fresno, CA 93704-4335



From: Deborah Carmichael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:57:41 AM

From: Deborah Carmichael <DEBORAHCAR@EARTHLINK.NET>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10011-9212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Compassion, in which all ethics must take root, can only attain its full breadth and depth if it embraces all living
 creatures and does not limit itself to mankind.
Albert Schweitzer

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Carmichael
173 MacDougal Street, Apt. 4W
New York, NY 10011-9212



From: Deborah Carmichael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:57:41 AM

From: Deborah Carmichael <DEBORAHCAR@EARTHLINK.NET>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10011-9212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Compassion, in which all ethics must take root, can only attain its full breadth and depth if it embraces all living
 creatures and does not limit itself to mankind.
Albert Schweitzer

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Carmichael
173 MacDougal Street, Apt. 4W
New York, NY 10011-9212



From: Saskia Santos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:57:14 AM

From: Saskia Santos <dazoo12@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29205-3465

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Saskia Santos
2844 Burney Drive
Columbia, SC 29205-3465



From: Saskia Santos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:57:14 AM

From: Saskia Santos <dazoo12@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29205-3465

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Saskia Santos
2844 Burney Drive
Columbia, SC 29205-3465



From: Irina Startseva
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:55:42 AM

From: Irina Startseva <sunstar@inbox ru>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Irina Startseva
Turgeneva
Perm, CA 90008



From: Irina Startseva
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:55:42 AM

From: Irina Startseva <sunstar@inbox ru>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Irina Startseva
Turgeneva
Perm, CA 90008



From: Tamara Bragg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:53:25 AM

From: Tamara Bragg <TamaraJ@CanineWorld.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76009-6550

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tamara Bragg
3301 Happy Meadows Drive
Alvarado, TX 76009-6550



From: Darryl San Souci
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:53:25 AM

From: Darryl San Souci <Boxer07@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86005-6569

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darryl San Souci
3197 S Sonoma St
Flagstaff, AZ 86005-6569



From: Eric Griffith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:52:33 AM

From: Eric Griffith <ecg@uga.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30601-1951

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eric Griffith
160 Wynburn Ave
Athens, GA 30601-1951



From: Christine St. Jean
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:52:14 AM

From: Christine St. Jean <chrisstjean06@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33905-6820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Have you ever heard the cries of a bear that has been shot.  i have and it is heart rendering.  Please don't allow this.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christine St. Jean
5440 Neal Road
Fort Myers, FL 33905-6820



From: Jennifer Hayes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:52:12 AM

From: Jennifer Hayes <xandysmom@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95350-1716

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Trophy hunting is barbaric, inhumane and unacceptable.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hayes
2312 St. James Pl.
Modesto, CA 95350-1716



From: Judith Ditfurth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:49:33 AM

From: Judith Ditfurth <JUDYDIT@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33064-8237

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Ditfurth
2365 NE 28 Court
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064-8237



From: Lisa Grace Kestel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:49:24 AM

From: Lisa Grace Kestel <YLWLAB@cfl rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32955-4695

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Grace Kestel
1213 Walnut Grove Way
Rockledge, FL 32955-4695



From: Dan Larivey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:47:26 AM

From: Dan Larivey <dlarivey@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22620-9713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dan Larivey
213 Jolliffe Circle
Boyce, VA 22620-9713



From: Ranko Balog
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:43:06 AM

From: Ranko Balog <lanran@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92603-3828

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ranko Balog
5352 Sierra Roja
Irvine, CA 92603-3828



From: Kelley Scanlon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:41:22 AM

From: Kelley Scanlon <SunGlowAura@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13206-1651

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelley Scanlon
281 Norwood Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13206-1651



From: Judith King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:40:38 AM

From: Judith King <jbeegee@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32968-3100

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith King
137 35th Square SW
Vero Beach, FL 32968-3100



From: Robert M/ Carol G Reed
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:35:36 AM

From: Robert M/ Carol G Reed <rreed@va metrocast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23070-2152

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert M/ Carol G Reed
72 Stoney Drive
Hardyville, VA 23070-2152



From: Elisha Balzano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 9:33:53 AM

From: Elisha Balzano <ebalzano@columbus rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43220-5073

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elisha Balzano
1003 Lambeth Dr
Columbus, OH 43220-5073



From: Shelli Drummer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 8:57:16 AM

From: Shelli Drummer <drummstixx@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98502-9751

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shelli Drummer
2304 Island Dr. NW
Olympia, WA 98502-9751



From: Todd Snyder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 8:50:43 AM

From: Todd Snyder <todd.clark.snyder@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94115-4396

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Todd Snyder
1941 Turk street
San Francisco, CA 94115-4396



From: Gudrun Dennis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 8:50:43 AM

From: Gudrun Dennis <gdennis2@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32653-1950

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gudrun Dennis
5912 NW 26th Street
Gainesville, FL 32653-1950



From: Meryl Pinque
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 8:48:55 AM

From: Meryl Pinque <merylpinque@yahoo fr>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04401

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Meryl Pinque
Odlin Rd
Bangor, ME 04401



From: Herb Lowrance
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 8:47:30 AM

From: Herb Lowrance <herblow007@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08753-3011

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Herb Lowrance
1146 Eugene drive
Toms River, NJ 08753-3011



From: Nancy Juskowich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 8:47:05 AM

From: Nancy Juskowich <njj4katz@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15370-7371

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Juskowich
1617 Smith Creek RD
Waynesburg, PA 15370-7371



From: Jim McDonnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 22, 2015 7:59:41 AM

From: Jim McDonnell <jimmac2004@yahoo.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34744

Phone Number: 407-314-1686

Message Body: Hello Governor, The upcoming consideration of a Bear Hunt disturbs my inner core. Over the
 decades of unbridled development in many areas of Florida we have encroached into the Bears habitat, that's not the
 bears fault. Now those who moved into the Bears backyard & don't follow the simple procedures to live in harmony
 want them killed. PLEASE use the resources we have to relocate & educate, NOT KILL. You will condemn
 innocent animals to death without justification as it does not in any way tell us if that bear harmed a human being.
 We swim with the sharks & when they react normally for a shark, we kill them. Ya can't fix stupid Governor but
 you can avoid becoming it !   I wonder if the Great White Hunters would be so quick to enter the woods if the game
 had Remingtons !!



From: Neil Kaplan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Killing
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 10:16:53 PM

From: Neil Kaplan <newattitude1@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 954 983 4058

Message Body: As I lifetime Florida resident, I urge you to take a stand for ecology and compassion and STOP THE
 PROPOSED FLORIDA BEAR HUNT.  I attended a 'fact finding' meeting last year, the attendees were
 overwhelmingly against the killing.  Interaction between bears and humans seldom result in injury to people, and
 there are other, non lethal means of keeping bears away from humans if that is a concern. There is enough violence
 in the US, please stop the killing and allow residence of Florida to enjoy our wildlife without fear of them being
 murdered.  Thank you



From: Neil Kaplan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Killing
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 10:16:53 PM

From: Neil Kaplan <newattitude1@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 954 983 4058

Message Body: As I lifetime Florida resident, I urge you to take a stand for ecology and compassion and STOP THE
 PROPOSED FLORIDA BEAR HUNT.  I attended a 'fact finding' meeting last year, the attendees were
 overwhelmingly against the killing.  Interaction between bears and humans seldom result in injury to people, and
 there are other, non lethal means of keeping bears away from humans if that is a concern. There is enough violence
 in the US, please stop the killing and allow residence of Florida to enjoy our wildlife without fear of them being
 murdered.  Thank you



From: W. Jean Roberts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 9:34:20 PM

From: W. Jean Roberts <wilmajeanr@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32926

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am opposed to this proposed bear hunt.  According to what I have read, Florida's black bears are a
 unique subspecies and were on the threatened list just three years ago.  How can you justify killing 200 bears a
 year.  I believe that you are catering to trophy hunters and not the majority of Floridians who oppose this proposal.



From: Carol Ohlendorf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 9:11:52 PM

I am a constituent and I am writing to ask that you stop the Black Bear Hunt. I think there has been enough killing
 of our wildlife and I think it is about time to figure out a way to life with our wildlife not kill them. I believe that the
 problem is not the bears but the people so killing them will not solve the problem. What needs to be done is to
 educate the people on the importance of keeping food out of the reach of the bears as well as putting bear proof
 locks on the trash containers. I camp often at different camp grounds and parks and most of them have these
 bear safety locks which are a great deterrent.

Please stop the hunt and let's try to save the bears and not provide something else for the hunters to kill. I am not
 against hunting for food but I am against hunting for "sport" as I am sure you are.

I have spoken with many people in Florida and the majority wants the hunt to stop. We are the ones who voted
 you into office and would hope that you would want to let us know that we made the right decision.

I look forward to hearing that the hunt has been canceled.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

Carol Ohlendorf
Manatee County Resident



From: Tammy Howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 8:51:30 PM

From: Tammy Howard <thoward2007@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32720

Phone Number: 386-740-2081

Message Body: Mr. Governor,
Know that the most current stats show that on the records more people are killed by cows than sharks, alligators and
 black bears per year. Records show 1 person per year has lost a life by a bear. Please take the time to research what
 I have said and consider the ban NOT to hunt Black Bears. My respect to you for your time in this very important
 matter along with others you will consider for the Best of Florida as a whole in its statehood. Thank you, Tammy
 Howard



From: Jacqueline Pollack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 8:03:07 PM

From: Jacqueline Pollack <Jacki32746@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 3212797326

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I reside in Seminole County. I currently have a beat cub backing up to my fence and my middle school son walks
 through the woods. I want my family to be as safe as possible, however if an organized hunt will not improve my
 family's level of safety then it is unnecessary. I believe that the bears are G-d's creatures and deserve consideration
 as to their welfare. We humans choosing to live in the Markham Woods area and other Florida neighborhoods
 which are bear dense have a responsibility to follow the experts' protocols to maximize safety for all. If hunting will
 not improve human safety then it is not an appropriate action in moving forward with this issue. Humans have roles
 and responsibilities when cohabitating with bears. I am fine proceeding with appropriate actions for both human
 and bear welfare.



From: James R. Morford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 7:09:03 PM

From: James R. Morford <floridaphoto@comcast net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33904

Phone Number: 239-560-2233

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Just a quick email to let you know that although we are not hunters my wife and I support the upcoming bear hunt.
 We realize that a hunt is the best way to control the population of the species and maintain a healthy number of
 bears in the state.



From: Virginia & Lew Gladick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Population Increase - Hunting
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 7:09:03 PM

From: Virginia & Lew Gladick <doc2291@embarqmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33904

Phone Number: 239-549-4915

Message Body: Please do not allow the FWC to permit a bear hunt.  People have constructed residences in the
 middle of the bear's habitat.  Eliminate the garbage attraction by having bear-proof trash cans.  Please do not
 support a hunt.



From: rebecca weiss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 7:01:41 PM

From: rebecca weiss <rebecca8@tampabay rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33756

Phone Number: 727 585 3211

Message Body: Please, please do anything in your power to stop the upcoming bear hunt in Florida. There is NO
 good reason to kill these animals. There is no proven over population. NO proven benefit in killing them. It is a
 cruel, inhumane, unnecessary and horrific sport. I beg you to not allow this to happen.



From: Amy Tajdari
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 3:49:33 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Amy Tajdari
Your Street
Jacksonville, FL 32224



From: Sherilyn woods
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 3:31:17 PM

From: Sherilyn woods <sherilynw2@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32926

Phone Number: 3214333580

Message Body: I am opposed to open bear hunting in this state.  The FWC should not pass the proposal to open bear
 hunting.  Trophy hunting should not be allowed in this state; it was done away with years ago by intelligent minds.



From: James Sorrells
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 2:36:59 PM

From: James Sorrells <jsorrells@cfl.rr.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 34736

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a 6th generation Floridian I urge you to stop the reopening of the Florida bear trophy hunt.
 Florida's environment and wildlife desperately need protection not destruction. Thank you for your time.



From: Mary Acquino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 12:35:31 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mary Acquino
1615 Morningside Drive
Mt Dora, FL 32757



From: Stefani C. Schiller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2015 10:06:57 AM

From: Stefani C. Schiller <schillers@cox net>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32548

Phone Number: 850-244-1999

Message Body: Sir,

With all due respect, please do not allow the FWC to conduct black bear hunts in Florida.  I ask instead that you and
 our elected other officials work with the FWC to implement laws and regulations on the cititizenry of the state to
 protect the bears from people and set aside more land for our wild life to thrive and grow.

Thank you very much.

V/R
Stefani C. Schiller
Precinct 32
Okaloosa County



From: Lee Webber
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2015 10:25:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lee Webber
141 Center St.
Jupiter, FL 33458



From: Joan Villa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP BEAR HUNT
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2015 8:54:33 PM

From: Joan Villa <leadershipcenter@outlook.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33071

Phone Number: 954-752-6058

Message Body: Governor Scott:
I, along with 61% of Florida voters, are opposed  to killing bears in Florida.  It makes much more sense and is
 humane to provide bear proof trash cans and educate residents in neighborhoods close to bear habitat about how to
 prevent bear visitations to their neighborhoods. Please Governor Scott.  Don't let this senseless killing take place by
 hunters who find joy in killing Florida's wildlife. It's not the way to attack this problem. STOP the proposed bear
 hunt now!  Thank you.
Joan Villa



From: Robin Miller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2015 11:33:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robin Miller
PO Box 1811
Sanibel, FL 33957
US



From: Lori
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Lori in Port Richey, FL
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2015 4:42:42 AM

Mr. Rick Scott
Please stop the Florida Bear Hunt.
We need to protect all of our wildlife not wipe it out.
Please stop the Florida Bear Hunt now.
Thank-you
Lori Knapp
Port Richey, FL



From: Judith King
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 9:56:07 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Judith King
137 35th Square SW
Vero Beach, FL 32968



From: Isabelle Tassi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT!!
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 8:15:26 PM

From: Isabelle Tassi <imtassi@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number:

Message Body: Pls. stop the bear hunt.  This is barbaric.  We can do better as a society than killing innocent
 animals.  Killing sentient creatures is not the answer, no matter what the question.  A civilized society comes up
 with more creative solutions than killing.  Bears were here first.  Humans are invading their habitat.



From: Sherry Fudim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 7:34:02 PM

From: Sherry Fudim <sfudim@comcast.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33418

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please  stop the reopening of the Florida bear trophy hunt..  It is cruel and unnecessary.



From: hojostan@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 5:08:29 PM

I want to add my voice to the thousands of others who are totally against the bear hunt that has been
 scheduled for October. These animals do not deserve to be tracked down and slaughtered. People must
 adopt appropriate behaviors where these animals exist and learn to live with them. Wanton killing is not
 the answer. There are other more humane ways of dealing with the problem. The FWC should be
 replaced with people who understand and respect Florida's wildlife.
Joyce Stanley



From: Kelly Gilbert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Call Off Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 3:36:53 PM

From: Kelly Gilbert <kgilbert119@gmail.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32962

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies
 of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting
 would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and
 road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear
 conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash.
 Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention
 measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kelly Gilbert



From: S. Urton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:14:33 PM

From: S. Urton <greentree18@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18444-7178

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We should be trying to protect and preserve our wildlife, not set it up for inhumane destruction.  This is a poor
 reflection upon humans: what you cannot control, destroy.  I hope you will reconsider is proposed hunt and use
 responsible wildlife management practices instead of blatant destruction of black bears.  They do provide a reason
 and purpose for being in our environment.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

S. Urton
119 Savitz Rd.
Moscow, PA 18444-7178



From: S. Urton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:14:33 PM

From: S. Urton <greentree18@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18444-7178

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We should be trying to protect and preserve our wildlife, not set it up for inhumane destruction.  This is a poor
 reflection upon humans: what you cannot control, destroy.  I hope you will reconsider is proposed hunt and use
 responsible wildlife management practices instead of blatant destruction of black bears.  They do provide a reason
 and purpose for being in our environment.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

S. Urton
119 Savitz Rd.
Moscow, PA 18444-7178



From: carol boyajian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:12:28 PM

From: carol boyajian <chilove42@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33015-3645

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

please protect our bears, there are too many animals hunted and killed for no reason as people move into areas that
 are bears homes.  as a state we do not want to go backwards we want to protect our wildlife from exploitation.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carol boyajian
8340 nw 177 street
Hialeah, FL 33015-3645



From: carol boyajian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:12:25 PM

From: carol boyajian <chilove42@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33015-3645

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

please protect our bears, there are too many animals hunted and killed for no reason as people move into areas that
 are bears homes.  as a state we do not want to go backwards we want to protect our wildlife from exploitation.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carol boyajian
8340 nw 177 street
Hialeah, FL 33015-3645



From: Cheryl Fergeson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:11:06 PM

From: Cheryl Fergeson <cfxena888@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84404-8607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Fergeson
2956 W. 3500 N.
Ogden, UT 84404-8607



From: Cheryl Fergeson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:11:06 PM

From: Cheryl Fergeson <cfxena888@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84404-8607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Fergeson
2956 W. 3500 N.
Ogden, UT 84404-8607



From: Donna Tims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:10:23 PM

From: Donna Tims <bbray8514@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98335-7325

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donna Tims
5810 Wollochet Dr NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335-7325



From: Stanley Charles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:10:23 PM

From: Stanley Charles <srcharles1@comporium.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29715-7074

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stanley Charles
442 Farm Branch Drive
Fort Mill, SC 29715-7074



From: Donna Tims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:10:23 PM

From: Donna Tims <bbray8514@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98335-7325

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donna Tims
5810 Wollochet Dr NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335-7325



From: Stanley Charles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:10:23 PM

From: Stanley Charles <srcharles1@comporium.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29715-7074

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stanley Charles
442 Farm Branch Drive
Fort Mill, SC 29715-7074



From: Elizabeth Nugen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:09:44 PM

From: Elizabeth Nugen <bethnugen@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53934-9118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Nugen
908 W State St. Apt. 13, Friendship, WI
Friendship, WI 53934-9118



From: Elizabeth Nugen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:09:44 PM

From: Elizabeth Nugen <bethnugen@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53934-9118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Nugen
908 W State St. Apt. 13, Friendship, WI
Friendship, WI 53934-9118



From: fred fall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:07:34 PM

From: fred fall <fred08034@whale-mail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08034-3724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

fred fall
106 uxbridge
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034-3724



From: fred fall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:07:34 PM

From: fred fall <fred08034@whale-mail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08034-3724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

fred fall
106 uxbridge
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034-3724



From: Adam Savett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:03:04 PM

From: Adam Savett <asavett@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44139-1325

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adam Savett
31760 Woodsdale Lane
Solon, OH 44139-1325



From: Adam Savett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 2:03:04 PM

From: Adam Savett <asavett@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44139-1325

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adam Savett
31760 Woodsdale Lane
Solon, OH 44139-1325



From: Leslie Ray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 1:59:36 PM

From: Leslie Ray <raylb3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32901-5845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leslie Ray
2507 Plantation Dr
Melbourne, FL 32901-5845



From: Leslie Ray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 1:59:36 PM

From: Leslie Ray <raylb3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32901-5845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leslie Ray
2507 Plantation Dr
Melbourne, FL 32901-5845



From: Lori Hackman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 1:37:19 PM

From: Lori Hackman <lori_hackman@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53719-5157

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori Hackman
2002 Jeffy Trail
Madison, WI 53719-5157



From: Lori Hackman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 1:37:19 PM

From: Lori Hackman <lori_hackman@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53719-5157

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori Hackman
2002 Jeffy Trail
Madison, WI 53719-5157



From: deborah wellington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 1:36:43 PM

From: deborah wellington <debbie_wellington@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13021-4160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

deborah wellington
102 owasco st.
Auburn, NY 13021-4160



From: deborah wellington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 1:36:43 PM

From: deborah wellington <debbie_wellington@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13021-4160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

deborah wellington
102 owasco st.
Auburn, NY 13021-4160



From: Astrid Keup
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 1:02:23 PM

From: Astrid Keup <astridkeup@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 35469

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Astrid Keup
Loehrbachsgraben 5
Allendorf, Hessen 35469



From: Astrid Keup
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 1:02:23 PM

From: Astrid Keup <astridkeup@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 35469

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Astrid Keup
Loehrbachsgraben 5
Allendorf, Hessen 35469



From: Cheryl Lechtanski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:54:18 PM

From: Cheryl Lechtanski <paboxies@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07748-3531

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Lechtanski
1 Kennedy Court
North Middletown, NJ 07748-3531



From: Cheryl Lechtanski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:54:18 PM

From: Cheryl Lechtanski <paboxies@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07748-3531

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Lechtanski
1 Kennedy Court
North Middletown, NJ 07748-3531



From: mary ratliff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:54:09 PM

From: mary ratliff <mary2fishy@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34135-7068

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

mary ratliff
24230 whip o will ln
Bonita Springs, FL 34135-7068



From: mary ratliff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:54:09 PM

From: mary ratliff <mary2fishy@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34135-7068

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

mary ratliff
24230 whip o will ln
Bonita Springs, FL 34135-7068



From: MKaren Harrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:53:41 PM

From: MKaren Harrison <tennismom@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32413-2027

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MKaren Harrison
17751 Panama City Beach Pkwy 4B
Panama City Beach, FL 32413-2027



From: MKaren Harrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:53:41 PM

From: MKaren Harrison <tennismom@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32413-2027

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MKaren Harrison
17751 Panama City Beach Pkwy 4B
Panama City Beach, FL 32413-2027



From: MELISSA RUSSO
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:53:25 PM

From: MELISSA RUSSO <melissaannrusso@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78256-2582

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MELISSA RUSSO
17803 LA CANTERA TERRACE APT 8316
San Antonio, TX 78256-2582



From: MELISSA RUSSO
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:53:25 PM

From: MELISSA RUSSO <melissaannrusso@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78256-2582

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MELISSA RUSSO
17803 LA CANTERA TERRACE APT 8316
San Antonio, TX 78256-2582



From: Carrie Garneau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:52:02 PM

From: Carrie Garneau <cigi92131@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28327-9723

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carrie Garneau
34 Princess Gate Dr.
Whispering Pines, NC 28327-9723



From: Carrie Garneau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:52:02 PM

From: Carrie Garneau <cigi92131@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28327-9723

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carrie Garneau
34 Princess Gate Dr.
Whispering Pines, NC 28327-9723



From: JILL DAVIS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:47:17 PM

From: JILL DAVIS <JILLSAINTJOHNSL500@GMAIL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33069-5065

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JILL DAVIS
806 CYPRESS GROVE LANE
Pompano Beach, FL 33069-5065



From: JILL DAVIS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:47:17 PM

From: JILL DAVIS <JILLSAINTJOHNSL500@GMAIL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33069-5065

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JILL DAVIS
806 CYPRESS GROVE LANE
Pompano Beach, FL 33069-5065



From: Laura Holliday
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:40:23 PM

From: Laura Holliday <lfeline2@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60304-2019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Holliday
1015 Wesley Ave
Oak Park, IL 60304-2019



From: Laura Holliday
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:40:23 PM

From: Laura Holliday <lfeline2@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60304-2019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Holliday
1015 Wesley Ave
Oak Park, IL 60304-2019



From: Judy Moran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:37:52 PM

From: Judy Moran <timstarjudy@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32404-5312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judy Moran
6109 N. Star Dr.
Panama City, FL 32404-5312



From: Judy Moran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:37:52 PM

From: Judy Moran <timstarjudy@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32404-5312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judy Moran
6109 N. Star Dr.
Panama City, FL 32404-5312



From: Karen Vincent
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:34:32 PM

From: Karen Vincent <krnvincent@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98233-2111

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Vincent
207 Pioneer Dr.
Burlington, WA 98233-2111



From: Karen Vincent
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:34:31 PM

From: Karen Vincent <krnvincent@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98233-2111

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Vincent
207 Pioneer Dr.
Burlington, WA 98233-2111



From: Tracy Marotta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:33:37 PM

From: Tracy Marotta <tracyrocks@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11214-6003

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tracy Marotta
263 Bay 19th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11214-6003



From: Tracy Marotta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:33:37 PM

From: Tracy Marotta <tracyrocks@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11214-6003

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tracy Marotta
263 Bay 19th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11214-6003



From: angela fazzari
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:29:19 PM

From: angela fazzari <angie951@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97213-3658

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

angela fazzari
5414 ne halsey st.
Portland, OR 97213-3658



From: angela fazzari
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:29:19 PM

From: angela fazzari <angie951@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97213-3658

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

angela fazzari
5414 ne halsey st.
Portland, OR 97213-3658



From: Mark Kapec
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:27:57 PM

From: Mark Kapec <markusjustin@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44095-4738

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Kapec
29106 edgewood dr.
Willowick, OH 44095-4738



From: Mark Kapec
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:27:56 PM

From: Mark Kapec <markusjustin@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44095-4738

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Kapec
29106 edgewood dr.
Willowick, OH 44095-4738



From: Kelcia Wheeler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:26:26 PM

From: Kelcia Wheeler <krw422@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05471

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelcia Wheeler
184 Purrier Farm Rd
Montgomery Center, VT 05471



From: Kelcia Wheeler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:26:26 PM

From: Kelcia Wheeler <krw422@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05471

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelcia Wheeler
184 Purrier Farm Rd
Montgomery Center, VT 05471



From: shubra sachdev
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:26:20 PM

From: shubra sachdev <shubra.sachdev@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12063

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shubra sachdev
makati
Manila, NY 12063



From: shubra sachdev
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:26:19 PM

From: shubra sachdev <shubra.sachdev@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12063

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shubra sachdev
makati
Manila, NY 12063



From: Laura Kavanagh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:26:18 PM

From: Laura Kavanagh <Lbrkav@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07722-1528

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Kavanagh
210 swimming River road
Colts Neck, NJ 07722-1528



From: Laura Kavanagh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:26:18 PM

From: Laura Kavanagh <Lbrkav@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07722-1528

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Kavanagh
210 swimming River road
Colts Neck, NJ 07722-1528



From: Angie Bahris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:20:23 PM

From: Angie Bahris <ang_bahris@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90405-1206

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Angie Bahris
1904 6th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405-1206



From: Angie Bahris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:20:22 PM

From: Angie Bahris <ang_bahris@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90405-1206

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Angie Bahris
1904 6th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405-1206



From: Ellen Segal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:10:36 PM

From: Ellen Segal <videostreams@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92262-5827

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen Segal
1066 San Jacinto Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262-5827



From: Ellen Segal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:10:36 PM

From: Ellen Segal <videostreams@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92262-5827

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen Segal
1066 San Jacinto Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262-5827



From: Claire Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:08:23 PM

From: Claire Jackson <claire1j@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33611-1261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Claire Jackson
4104 w norma ave
Tampa, FL 33611-1261



From: Claire Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:08:22 PM

From: Claire Jackson <claire1j@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33611-1261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Claire Jackson
4104 w norma ave
Tampa, FL 33611-1261



From: Marilina Santoro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:06:26 PM

From: Marilina Santoro <evatralala@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33157-4759

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marilina Santoro
17303 SW 78 Place
Palmetto Bay, FL 33157-4759



From: Marilina Santoro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:06:26 PM

From: Marilina Santoro <evatralala@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33157-4759

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marilina Santoro
17303 SW 78 Place
Palmetto Bay, FL 33157-4759



From: MYRA JEFFORDS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:06:18 PM

From: MYRA JEFFORDS <myrajeffords@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95660-4501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MYRA JEFFORDS
5901 Georgia Dr
North Highlands, CA 95660-4501



From: MYRA JEFFORDS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:06:18 PM

From: MYRA JEFFORDS <myrajeffords@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95660-4501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MYRA JEFFORDS
5901 Georgia Dr
North Highlands, CA 95660-4501



From: Nikki Nafziger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:06:01 PM

From: Nikki Nafziger <nikkinashmusic@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94590-3109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nikki Nafziger
43 Frey Place
Vallejo, CA 94590-3109



From: Nikki Nafziger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:06:01 PM

From: Nikki Nafziger <nikkinashmusic@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94590-3109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nikki Nafziger
43 Frey Place
Vallejo, CA 94590-3109



From: Mary Lalonde
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:05:41 PM

From: Mary Lalonde <mtl60@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40356-2243

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Lalonde
128 wichita dr
Nicholasville, KY 40356-2243



From: Mary Lalonde
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:05:41 PM

From: Mary Lalonde <mtl60@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40356-2243

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Lalonde
128 wichita dr
Nicholasville, KY 40356-2243



From: MARI SMET
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:55:48 AM

From: MARI SMET <litayu@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11421-2822

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Our beautiful natural environment needs its bears  -  without bears our planet is doomed  -  let them live!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MARI SMET
7420 91 ave
Woodhaven, NY 11421-2822



From: MARI SMET
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:55:48 AM

From: MARI SMET <litayu@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11421-2822

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Our beautiful natural environment needs its bears  -  without bears our planet is doomed  -  let them live!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MARI SMET
7420 91 ave
Woodhaven, NY 11421-2822



From: Sarah Stahelin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:55:27 AM

From: Sarah Stahelin <sstahelin@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56601-4817

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sarah Stahelin
503 4th  St. SE
Bemidji, MN 56601-4817



From: Sarah Stahelin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:55:26 AM

From: Sarah Stahelin <sstahelin@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56601-4817

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sarah Stahelin
503 4th  St. SE
Bemidji, MN 56601-4817



From: Nancy Enz Lill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:53:26 AM

From: Nancy Enz Lill <meglill@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99201-5078

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Enz Lill
820 N Post St, #503
Spokane, WA 99201-5078



From: Nancy Enz Lill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:53:26 AM

From: Nancy Enz Lill <meglill@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99201-5078

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Enz Lill
820 N Post St, #503
Spokane, WA 99201-5078



From: Katharine Molnar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:53:18 AM

From: Katharine Molnar <kmolnar7363@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06098-1205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katharine Molnar
49 Bank Street
Winsted, CT 06098-1205



From: Katharine Molnar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:53:18 AM

From: Katharine Molnar <kmolnar7363@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06098-1205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katharine Molnar
49 Bank Street
Winsted, CT 06098-1205



From: Natalie Van Leekwijck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:52:56 AM

From: Natalie Van Leekwijck <hoepagirl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97005-2747

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Van Leekwijck
4555 SW Main Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005-2747



From: Natalie Van Leekwijck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:52:55 AM

From: Natalie Van Leekwijck <hoepagirl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97005-2747

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Van Leekwijck
4555 SW Main Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005-2747



From: Polly O"Malley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:51:14 AM

From: Polly O'Malley <loislow@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90025-3916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Polly O'Malley
1311 Federal Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-3916



From: Polly O"Malley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:51:14 AM

From: Polly O'Malley <loislow@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90025-3916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Polly O'Malley
1311 Federal Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-3916



From: Sally Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:51:08 AM

From: Sally Clark <trcla5@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29689-3913

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Clark
1211 cherokee rd
Townville, SC 29689-3913



From: Sally Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:51:08 AM

From: Sally Clark <trcla5@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29689-3913

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Clark
1211 cherokee rd
Townville, SC 29689-3913



From: mike gomez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:25:42 AM

From: mike gomez <law.man@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91505-1607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

mike gomez
1713 n fairvie-w St
Burbank, CA 91505-1607



From: Judith lotz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:24:35 AM

From: Judith lotz <judelotz@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91505-1607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith lotz
1713 n fairvie-w St
Burbank, CA 91505-1607



From: john pernetti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:22:39 AM

From: john pernetti <jdpernetti@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33914

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not allow the slaughter of innocent bears that belong in our state and were here before us.
We have developed their land and now they are being treated unfairly.
Any problems could be alleviated if people followed the rules and did not feed or leave food available to them by
 carelessness. They are capable of sustaining themselves if people would just leave them alone.
They are not intruding on our land. We are intruding on theirs.
Please don't let hunters have their way on this issue. Let them target practice on gun ranges and not hurt innocent
 animal life. All bears want and need is to be left alone and not encouraged to interfere with human populations.
They have a right to live just like all animals and people.
Please veto this bear hunt. At times like this i wish I could have the power of the governor for just one day.
You can make a difference and put a stop to this awful and inhumane idea.
Thank you for your time to read this.



From: J. Capozzelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:14:44 AM

From: J. Capozzelli <joannerose@ecoisp.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10024-1646

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

J. Capozzelli
315 W. 90 St.
New York, NY 10024-1646



From: Vitra Garcia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:12:10 AM

From: Vitra Garcia <garciav@turnberry.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33138-2333

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vitra Garcia
120 NE 97th Street
Miami Shores, FL 33138-2333



From: Allison Buckenheimer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:10:42 AM

From: Allison Buckenheimer <aduralia@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32312-4860

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Allison Buckenheimer
2541 Carthage Ln
Tallahassee, FL 32312-4860



From: Susan D. Lopez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:01:39 AM

From: Susan D. Lopez <susanalexva@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22310-2201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan D. Lopez
6001 Beech Tree Drive
Alexandria, VA 22310-2201



From: Susan D. Lopez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 11:01:38 AM

From: Susan D. Lopez <susanalexva@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22310-2201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan D. Lopez
6001 Beech Tree Drive
Alexandria, VA 22310-2201



From: Karl Henning
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 10:05:18 AM

From: Karl Henning <karlmarxx999@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43612-4501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karl Henning
235 shoreham ln
Toledo, OH 43612-4501



From: Karl Henning
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 10:05:18 AM

From: Karl Henning <karlmarxx999@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43612-4501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karl Henning
235 shoreham ln
Toledo, OH 43612-4501



From: Joseph Mol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 9:54:26 AM

From: Joseph Mol <ania13@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14219-2841

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph Mol
4005 Caitlin Terrace
Buffalo, NY 14219-2841



From: Jean Cameron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 9:16:34 AM

From: Jean Cameron <jpcam1@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32606-4380

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Cameron
5717 NW 43 Rd.
Gainesville, FL 32606-4380



From: Diana Maloney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: important request
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 7:52:27 AM

From: Diana Maloney <dianatampa1984@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33540

Phone Number: 8133120721

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. How could you let that happen. If you care about the people of Florida,
 please stop the bears from getting killed. Thank you



From: Alex Ridgley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 7:05:38 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Alex Ridgley
11317 clayridge dr
Tampa, FL 33635



From: Linda Henson-Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 19, 2015 12:22:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Linda Henson-Campbell
2010 Jung Blvd E
Naples, FL 34120



From: Janet Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 8:32:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janet Smith
1718 Manasota Bch. Rd.
Englewood, FL 34223
US



From: brijane hills
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 8:11:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

brijane hills
1610 ne 45th st
oakland pk, FL 33334.5546
US



From: Kathy Rosado
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 8:10:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathy Rosado
2011 plantation palms
Brandon, FL 33511
US



From: ginger brewer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 5:45:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ginger brewer
1024 willow lake circle
pensacola, FL 32506
US



From: Marion Walls
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 5:44:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marion Walls
10450 Keuka Dr
Jacksonville, FL 32218
US



From: Elizabeth Elaine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 5:11:24 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Elaine
Your Street
Fort Myers, FL 33912



From: Heather Weitz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 5:05:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Heather Weitz
131 SE Resort Loop
High Springs, FL 32643
US



From: julie stuckey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 4:47:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

julie stuckey
641 E Johnson Ave
Pensacola, FL 32514
US



From: Bruno Malta
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 4:32:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bruno Malta
Rantaharju 10 B 55
Choose a State, FL 02230
FI



From: Lynne Teplin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:18:53 PM

From: Lynne Teplin <lynnet@lagcc.cuny.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10708-3323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynne Teplin
846 Palmer Road #1a
Bronxville, NY 10708-3323



From: Lynne Teplin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:18:53 PM

From: Lynne Teplin <lynnet@lagcc.cuny.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10708-3323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynne Teplin
846 Palmer Road #1a
Bronxville, NY 10708-3323



From: Monica Maziarz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:18:35 PM

From: Monica  Maziarz <Monica.aranegui@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34117-9212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica  Maziarz
3720 24th Ave SE
Naples, FL 34117-9212



From: Monica Maziarz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:18:35 PM

From: Monica  Maziarz <Monica.aranegui@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34117-9212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica  Maziarz
3720 24th Ave SE
Naples, FL 34117-9212



From: pepa csd
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:13:46 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

pepa csd
your street
ds, FL 33510



From: Marianne Lazarus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:13:27 PM

From: Marianne Lazarus <mlazarus1@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32940-8213

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marianne Lazarus
700 Trotter Lane
Melbourne, FL 32940-8213



From: Marianne Lazarus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:13:27 PM

From: Marianne Lazarus <mlazarus1@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32940-8213

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marianne Lazarus
700 Trotter Lane
Melbourne, FL 32940-8213



From: Renee Carter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:13:15 PM

From: Renee Carter <rlcarter1953@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55345-6084

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The animals were here before people were.  They have a right to continue to live in freedom.  God asked that we be
 'Good Stewards' of all the animals and the earth He cre-ated.  Please have kindness towards God's Creatures.  Thank
 You.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Renee Carter
18733 Clearvie-w Terrace
Minnetonka, MN 55345-6084



From: Renee Carter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:13:15 PM

From: Renee Carter <rlcarter1953@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55345-6084

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The animals were here before people were.  They have a right to continue to live in freedom.  God asked that we be
 'Good Stewards' of all the animals and the earth He cre-ated.  Please have kindness towards God's Creatures.  Thank
 You.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Renee Carter
18733 Clearvie-w Terrace
Minnetonka, MN 55345-6084



From: Maria White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:12:45 PM

From: Maria White <capa_7@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97007-5623

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria White
18880 SW Hart Rd
Beaverton, OR 97007-5623



From: Maria White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:12:44 PM

From: Maria White <capa_7@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97007-5623

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria White
18880 SW Hart Rd
Beaverton, OR 97007-5623



From: Suyin Phillips
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:12:31 PM

From: Suyin Phillips <suyin@hawaii.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96821-1560

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suyin Phillips
5221 Kuaiwi Pl
Honolulu, HI 96821-1560



From: Suyin Phillips
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:12:31 PM

From: Suyin Phillips <suyin@hawaii.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96821-1560

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suyin Phillips
5221 Kuaiwi Pl
Honolulu, HI 96821-1560



From: Darynne Jessler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:12:24 PM

From: Darynne Jessler <darynnej@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91607-4115

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darynne Jessler
4408 gentry ave
Valley Village, CA 91607-4115



From: Sheila Ward
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:12:24 PM

From: Sheila Ward <asopao@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00927-5221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila Ward
1057 Calle 8
San Juan, PR 00927-5221



From: Darynne Jessler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:12:24 PM

From: Darynne Jessler <darynnej@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91607-4115

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darynne Jessler
4408 gentry ave
Valley Village, CA 91607-4115



From: Sheila Ward
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:12:24 PM

From: Sheila Ward <asopao@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00927-5221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila Ward
1057 Calle 8
San Juan, PR 00927-5221



From: Stephanie Groden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose proposed black bear hunt!!
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:12:18 PM

From: Stephanie Groden <steffig777@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32952

Phone Number: 3214584153

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,
As a Florida-born native, I am urging to oppose the FWC's proposed black bear hunt! What an obscenely perverse &
 cruelly sadistic way of "controlling" bear populations. There are enough bear casualties via automobiles &
 continued habitat destruction. The proposed hunt would even allow archery type equipment to be used. How is this
 not deemed 'cruelty to animals' is simply beyond me! If someone otherwise killed or mamed an animal via bow &
 arrow they would be charged with cruelty to animals, but apparently if the state sanctions acts of heinous cruelty,
 referring to it as "hunting season" then its okay?
What it is, is shameful & disgusting! A state sanctioned hunt is simply not a viable, humane solution! If you allow
 such an event, you must realize not everyone is a good "shot" & now you have bears that have been injured &
 mamed, that will suffer & die a painful & horrific death at the hands of humans.
It would speak volumes to the character that you possess, in opposing such a hunt & furthermore, I expect, as MY
 governor, that you represent ME up in the state capitol, otherwise what is the point in having you as my elected
 official?
Please make the RIGHT & HUMANE choice here!
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Stephanie A. Groden



From: Boyd Lipham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:11:30 PM

From: Boyd Lipham <Boydlipham@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33809-7244

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Boyd Lipham
350 W. Tom Costine Road
Lakeland, FL 33809-7244



From: Boyd Lipham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:11:30 PM

From: Boyd Lipham <Boydlipham@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33809-7244

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Boyd Lipham
350 W. Tom Costine Road
Lakeland, FL 33809-7244



From: Jamie Garry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:10:44 PM

From: Jamie Garry <jlgarry4@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34110-2831

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Instead of causing harm to not only the black bear population, but to the entire ecosystem of forests and
 environments they live in, we should be finding ways to protect them. Don't we cause enough damage to the
 environment already, without the unnecessary killing of wild animals?
These bears wouldn't be a danger or a 'nuisance' if people took the proper precautions to ensure their own safety, by
 simply keeping their garbage bins locked shut and not leaving pet food outdoors for other animals to be attracted to.
 We keep decreasing populations, especially those of 'threatened' species, isn't it time we actually do something to
 benefit them and not just ourselves?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jamie Garry
16055 Caldera Lane
Naples, FL 34110-2831



From: Jamie Garry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:10:44 PM

From: Jamie Garry <jlgarry4@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34110-2831

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Instead of causing harm to not only the black bear population, but to the entire ecosystem of forests and
 environments they live in, we should be finding ways to protect them. Don't we cause enough damage to the
 environment already, without the unnecessary killing of wild animals?
These bears wouldn't be a danger or a 'nuisance' if people took the proper precautions to ensure their own safety, by
 simply keeping their garbage bins locked shut and not leaving pet food outdoors for other animals to be attracted to.
 We keep decreasing populations, especially those of 'threatened' species, isn't it time we actually do something to
 benefit them and not just ourselves?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jamie Garry
16055 Caldera Lane
Naples, FL 34110-2831



From: Rebecca Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:10:24 PM

From: Rebecca Thompson <rebeccalthompson19@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34104-3329

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Thompson
2745 Longboat Drive, Naples FL 34104
Naples, FL 34104-3329



From: Rebecca Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:10:23 PM

From: Rebecca Thompson <rebeccalthompson19@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34104-3329

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Thompson
2745 Longboat Drive, Naples FL 34104
Naples, FL 34104-3329



From: diane hestich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:10:20 PM

From: diane hestich <missxxhotplate@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92324-4532

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

diane hestich
2050 valleywood
Colton, CA 92324-4532



From: diane hestich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:10:20 PM

From: diane hestich <missxxhotplate@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92324-4532

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

diane hestich
2050 valleywood
Colton, CA 92324-4532



From: Cheryl Holfeld
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:09:32 PM

From: Cheryl Holfeld <Cjcholfeld@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19904-1059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Holfeld
170 grey fox lane
Dover, DE 19904-1059



From: Cheryl Holfeld
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:09:32 PM

From: Cheryl Holfeld <Cjcholfeld@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19904-1059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Holfeld
170 grey fox lane
Dover, DE 19904-1059



From: Henry Kimbell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:09:02 PM

From: Henry Kimbell <hankkimbell@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89436-6362

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Henry Kimbell
4393 Clearwood Drive
Sparks, NV 89436-6362



From: Henry Kimbell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:09:02 PM

From: Henry Kimbell <hankkimbell@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89436-6362

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Henry Kimbell
4393 Clearwood Drive
Sparks, NV 89436-6362



From: Jody Richards
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:08:58 PM

From: Jody Richards <jodysings@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jody Richards
4206 Waterfront Pkwy, Orlando, Fl
Orlando, FL 32806



From: Jody Richards
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:08:58 PM

From: Jody Richards <jodysings@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jody Richards
4206 Waterfront Pkwy, Orlando, Fl
Orlando, FL 32806



From: Jill Mulato
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:08:38 PM

From: Jill Mulato <jillmulato@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92691-2142

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jill Mulato
27075 Via San Diego
Mission Viejo, CA 92691-2142



From: Jill Mulato
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:08:38 PM

From: Jill Mulato <jillmulato@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92691-2142

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jill Mulato
27075 Via San Diego
Mission Viejo, CA 92691-2142



From: Paul McGough, VMD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:08:36 PM

From: Paul McGough, VMD <pauljmcgough@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19382-7106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paul McGough, VMD
910 General Howe Dr
West Chester, PA 19382-7106



From: Paul McGough, VMD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:08:36 PM

From: Paul McGough, VMD <pauljmcgough@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19382-7106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paul McGough, VMD
910 General Howe Dr
West Chester, PA 19382-7106



From: Juanita Bittle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:06:58 PM

From: Juanita Bittle <crystal_lady76@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76065-7056

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Juanita Bittle
650 Sardis St.
Midlothian, TX 76065-7056



From: Juanita Bittle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:06:58 PM

From: Juanita Bittle <crystal_lady76@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76065-7056

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Juanita Bittle
650 Sardis St.
Midlothian, TX 76065-7056



From: Helen Briner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:06:55 PM

From: Helen Briner <hbriner@sostrinlaw.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60603-5300

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Helen Briner
33 W. Monroe St.
Chicago, IL 60603-5300



From: Helen Briner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:06:55 PM

From: Helen Briner <hbriner@sostrinlaw.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60603-5300

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Helen Briner
33 W. Monroe St.
Chicago, IL 60603-5300



From: Kent John Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:05:13 PM

From: Kent John Clark <kclark50@wi rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53089-2274

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kent John Clark
N72 W22488 Jeanine
Sussex, WI 53089-2274



From: Ellen Gutfleisch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:05:13 PM

From: Ellen Gutfleisch <elleng01@wi.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53089-2274

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gutfleisch
N72 W22488 Jeanine
Sussex, WI 53089-2274



From: Kent John Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:05:13 PM

From: Kent John Clark <kclark50@wi rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53089-2274

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kent John Clark
N72 W22488 Jeanine
Sussex, WI 53089-2274



From: Ellen Gutfleisch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:05:13 PM

From: Ellen Gutfleisch <elleng01@wi.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53089-2274

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gutfleisch
N72 W22488 Jeanine
Sussex, WI 53089-2274



From: Cynthia Fitzpatrick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:43 PM

From: Cynthia Fitzpatrick <kccmfitzpatrick@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21797-8504

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Fitzpatrick
1894 Woodbine Road
Woodbine, MD 21797-8504



From: Cynthia Fitzpatrick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:43 PM

From: Cynthia Fitzpatrick <kccmfitzpatrick@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21797-8504

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Fitzpatrick
1894 Woodbine Road
Woodbine, MD 21797-8504



From: Jamie Zazow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:19 PM

From: Jamie Zazow <jzazow@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90405-5659

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jamie Zazow
733 Marine Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405-5659



From: Jamie Zazow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:18 PM

From: Jamie Zazow <jzazow@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90405-5659

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jamie Zazow
733 Marine Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405-5659



From: Barbara Vieira
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:17 PM

From: Barbara Vieira <edv710@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-1627

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Vieira
63 Russek Dr.
Staten Island, NY 10312-1627



From: Barbara Vieira
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:17 PM

From: Barbara Vieira <edv710@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-1627

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Vieira
63 Russek Dr.
Staten Island, NY 10312-1627



From: christiane Schneebeli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:16 PM

From: christiane Schneebeli <c_schneebeli@bluewin.ch>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12241-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

christiane Schneebeli
avenue des Amazones 6
Geneva, NY 12241-0001



From: Mary Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:16 PM

From: Mary  Hall <skibeany@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary  Hall
326 Davis Dr
Brick, NJ 08724



From: christiane Schneebeli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:16 PM

From: christiane Schneebeli <c_schneebeli@bluewin.ch>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12241-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

christiane Schneebeli
avenue des Amazones 6
Geneva, NY 12241-0001



From: Mary Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:15 PM

From: Mary  Hall <skibeany@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary  Hall
326 Davis Dr
Brick, NJ 08724



From: Brigid Corrigan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:13 PM

From: Brigid Corrigan <nvhr@erols.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20776-9773

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brigid Corrigan
9 Harwood Drive
Harwood, MD 20776-9773



From: Brigid Corrigan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:13 PM

From: Brigid Corrigan <nvhr@erols.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20776-9773

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brigid Corrigan
9 Harwood Drive
Harwood, MD 20776-9773



From: Mary Hughes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:08 PM

From: Mary Hughes <mkathughes@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75087-5211

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Hughes
303 Dartbrook
Rockwall, TX 75087-5211



From: Mary Hughes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:03:08 PM

From: Mary Hughes <mkathughes@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75087-5211

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Hughes
303 Dartbrook
Rockwall, TX 75087-5211



From: Joan Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:22 PM

From: Joan Moore <jgraffymoore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63105-3742

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan Moore
201 North Brentwood
Saint Louis, MO 63105-3742



From: Joan Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:21 PM

From: Joan Moore <jgraffymoore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63105-3742

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan Moore
201 North Brentwood
Saint Louis, MO 63105-3742



From: Sheryl Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:16 PM

From: Sheryl Barnes <Animalstoo@tpacomputer.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12582-5628

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is just wrong in a world where animals are struggling to survive!. It's torture and abuse. Morally wrong

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Barnes
28 Sherwood ln
Stormville, NY 12582-5628



From: Crystal Edge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:16 PM

From: Crystal  Edge <Cre041@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32778-2008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Crystal  Edge
339 Lakecrest Lane
Tavares, FL 32778-2008



From: Ginger Geronimo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:16 PM

From: Ginger Geronimo <gin2772@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 35215-6966

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ginger Geronimo
660 Valley Crest Drive Apt.N-267
Birmingham, AL 35215-6966



From: Crystal Edge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:16 PM

From: Crystal  Edge <Cre041@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32778-2008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Crystal  Edge
339 Lakecrest Lane
Tavares, FL 32778-2008



From: Ginger Geronimo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:16 PM

From: Ginger Geronimo <gin2772@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 35215-6966

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ginger Geronimo
660 Valley Crest Drive Apt.N-267
Birmingham, AL 35215-6966



From: Pat Shelton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:16 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Pat Shelton
/85811 Country Creek Blvd.
Jacksonville, FL 32221



From: dawn sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:15 PM

From: dawn sullivan <bbaygirl07@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11357-2043

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dawn sullivan
715 162st
Whitestone, NY 11357-2043



From: dawn sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:15 PM

From: dawn sullivan <bbaygirl07@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11357-2043

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dawn sullivan
715 162st
Whitestone, NY 11357-2043



From: Sheryl Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:15 PM

From: Sheryl Barnes <Animalstoo@tpacomputer.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12582-5628

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is just wrong in a world where animals are struggling to survive!. It's torture and abuse. Morally wrong

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Barnes
28 Sherwood ln
Stormville, NY 12582-5628



From: Christy Borriello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:14 PM

From: Christy Borriello <christy.borriello@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29445-5434

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christy Borriello
105 Chownings Lane
Goose Creek, SC 29445-5434



From: Susan Dorchin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:14 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Susan Dorchin
7588 Mansfield Hollow Rd
Delray Beach, FL 33446



From: Ed Karlander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:14 PM

From: Ed Karlander <EdKarlander@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33761-1905

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The proposal makes no sense.  We know that Rick Scott is a Hunter.  But REALLY, in the Parks.  If this is about
 raising money and this is the best idea on the table, I have to question the real motive behind this proposal.

We have limited space for our protected park species, now you want to allow trophy hunting.  Your proposal If
 passed,  may cause the numbers of folks going to the parks to dro-p in numbers.  Families and Visitors  that go to
 the parks to see wildlife and enjoy being  surrounded by nature  may not have that same feelings about parks,
 knowing that wildlife is being slaughtered in the very parks, that are suppose to be a place of tranquility for humans
 and animals sharing nature. 

Please STOP this insane proposal and come up with better proposals that will assist in parks continuing  to be a
 special place  for wildlife and families.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ed Karlander
2983 Exeter Dr
Clearwater, FL 33761-1905





From: Christy Borriello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:14 PM

From: Christy Borriello <christy.borriello@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29445-5434

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christy Borriello
105 Chownings Lane
Goose Creek, SC 29445-5434



From: Ed Karlander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:14 PM

From: Ed Karlander <EdKarlander@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33761-1905

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The proposal makes no sense.  We know that Rick Scott is a Hunter.  But REALLY, in the Parks.  If this is about
 raising money and this is the best idea on the table, I have to question the real motive behind this proposal.

We have limited space for our protected park species, now you want to allow trophy hunting.  Your proposal If
 passed,  may cause the numbers of folks going to the parks to dro-p in numbers.  Families and Visitors  that go to
 the parks to see wildlife and enjoy being  surrounded by nature  may not have that same feelings about parks,
 knowing that wildlife is being slaughtered in the very parks, that are suppose to be a place of tranquility for humans
 and animals sharing nature. 

Please STOP this insane proposal and come up with better proposals that will assist in parks continuing  to be a
 special place  for wildlife and families.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ed Karlander
2983 Exeter Dr
Clearwater, FL 33761-1905





From: Tara Spellman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:12 PM

From: Tara Spellman <tspellman@theconsultss.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33431-5803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tara Spellman
3698 NW 2nd Ct
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5803



From: Tara Spellman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:12 PM

From: Tara Spellman <tspellman@theconsultss.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33431-5803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tara Spellman
3698 NW 2nd Ct
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5803



From: Suzanne Ficara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:11 PM

From: Suzanne Ficara <spf109@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08108-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Ficara
109 Cooper St
Haddon Township, NJ 08108-2306



From: Suzanne Ficara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:11 PM

From: Suzanne Ficara <spf109@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08108-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Ficara
109 Cooper St
Haddon Township, NJ 08108-2306



From: Joseph Cacciapalle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:10 PM

From: Joseph Cacciapalle <jcacciap@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08527-1423

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph Cacciapalle
55 E. Connecticut Concourse
Jackson, NJ 08527-1423



From: Joseph Cacciapalle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:10 PM

From: Joseph Cacciapalle <jcacciap@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08527-1423

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph Cacciapalle
55 E. Connecticut Concourse
Jackson, NJ 08527-1423



From: Peter Guarino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:07 PM

From: Peter Guarino <Peterguarino@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13104-1525

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Guarino
7655 elkhorn rd
Manlius, NY 13104-1525



From: Peter Guarino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:02:07 PM

From: Peter Guarino <Peterguarino@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13104-1525

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Guarino
7655 elkhorn rd
Manlius, NY 13104-1525



From: Sara Nault
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:01:45 PM

From: Sara Nault <Sarabear2282@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34731-5390

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Nault
36517 Mill vie-w rd
Fruitland Park, FL 34731-5390



From: Cathy Merrill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:01:45 PM

From: Cathy  Merrill <Petlover671@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32608-5918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cathy  Merrill
9218 Sw 101st ave
Gainesville, FL 32608-5918



From: Sara Nault
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:01:45 PM

From: Sara Nault <Sarabear2282@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34731-5390

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Nault
36517 Mill vie-w rd
Fruitland Park, FL 34731-5390



From: Cathy Merrill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:01:45 PM

From: Cathy  Merrill <Petlover671@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32608-5918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cathy  Merrill
9218 Sw 101st ave
Gainesville, FL 32608-5918



From: Marianne Lazarus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:01:43 PM

From: Marianne Lazarus <mlazarus1@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 3214467549

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

   I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from unscientific proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

  Seventy-five percent of Florida's voters oppose this hunt, and find the cruelty abhorrent.

   The FWC's proposal is not responsible wildlife management.   The hunt opens the door to bear baiting by by
 chasing wounded bears by dogs on leashes.  This cruel method leads to severe animal suffering.

  Until 3 years ago Florida black bears were listed as threatened.   Why would we purposefully hunt these animals
 when nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively deal with bears that wander into neighborhoods.

   Please listen to the people of Florida - Stop the Hunt.

   Respectfully,
    Marianne Lazarus



From: Julie Schampel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:01:41 PM

From: Julie Schampel <jm7o@andrew.cmu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15133-2806

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Schampel
1017 Glenn Avenue
McKeesport, PA 15133-2806



From: Julie Schampel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:01:41 PM

From: Julie Schampel <jm7o@andrew.cmu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15133-2806

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Schampel
1017 Glenn Avenue
McKeesport, PA 15133-2806



From: lisa tally
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:00:57 PM

From: lisa tally <moonshumagick@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33931-3212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

First, we don't really know how many bears are in the wild. Hunting bears is not the answer, in this case, for
 controlling their population. Relocation works. As of now, if a bear wanders into a suburb, populated area, etc they 
 can be killed. I understand, I don't like it, but I understand. That's all that's needed. Really. People are the ones who
 need to be educated. Ignorance cre-ates fear.
I have a feeling this is about trophy hunting. Please Gov, don't allow this proposal. SAVE THE BEAR...SAVE THE
 EVERGLADES

Lisa R. Tally

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa tally
246 Delmar ave
Fort Myers Beach, FL 33931-3212



From: Allison Hornak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:00:57 PM

From: Allison Hornak <allie.hornak@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06482-1541

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I live in Connecticut, where a very similar emergency is taking place. We are working together here to stop bear
 hunting as well. Bears are being displaced due to humans' overdevelopment and destruction of their habitat. It is our
 own species that has a population issue. We do not solve this problem by murdering the victims of our limitless
 sprawl and destruction.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Allison Hornak
32 Great Quarter Road
Sandy Hook, CT 06482-1541



From: lisa tally
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:00:57 PM

From: lisa tally <moonshumagick@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33931-3212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

First, we don't really know how many bears are in the wild. Hunting bears is not the answer, in this case, for
 controlling their population. Relocation works. As of now, if a bear wanders into a suburb, populated area, etc they 
 can be killed. I understand, I don't like it, but I understand. That's all that's needed. Really. People are the ones who
 need to be educated. Ignorance cre-ates fear.
I have a feeling this is about trophy hunting. Please Gov, don't allow this proposal. SAVE THE BEAR...SAVE THE
 EVERGLADES

Lisa R. Tally

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa tally
246 Delmar ave
Fort Myers Beach, FL 33931-3212



From: Allison Hornak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:00:57 PM

From: Allison Hornak <allie.hornak@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06482-1541

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I live in Connecticut, where a very similar emergency is taking place. We are working together here to stop bear
 hunting as well. Bears are being displaced due to humans' overdevelopment and destruction of their habitat. It is our
 own species that has a population issue. We do not solve this problem by murdering the victims of our limitless
 sprawl and destruction.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Allison Hornak
32 Great Quarter Road
Sandy Hook, CT 06482-1541



From: Kavita Uppal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:00:57 PM

From: Kavita Uppal <uppalesq@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48084-7046

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kavita Uppal
1414 Devon Lane
Troy, MI 48084-7046



From: Kavita Uppal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:00:57 PM

From: Kavita Uppal <uppalesq@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48084-7046

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kavita Uppal
1414 Devon Lane
Troy, MI 48084-7046



From: Barbara Maynard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:00:56 PM

From: Barbara Maynard <barbaras@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11901-6346

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Maynard
5 Plover Court
Riverhead, NY 11901-6346



From: Barbara Maynard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:00:56 PM

From: Barbara Maynard <barbaras@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11901-6346

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Maynard
5 Plover Court
Riverhead, NY 11901-6346



From: Karen Tucker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 3:00:25 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Karen Tucker
PO Box 18362
Pensacola, FL 32523



From: Teri Bridge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:37 PM

From: Teri Bridge <Teri.bridge@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34211-2148

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Teri Bridge
13123 Prima Drive
Bradenton, FL 34211-2148



From: Teri Bridge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:36 PM

From: Teri Bridge <Teri.bridge@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34211-2148

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Teri Bridge
13123 Prima Drive
Bradenton, FL 34211-2148



From: marc fried
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:20 PM

From: marc fried <longisland_press@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70040-1235

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

NO BEAR BAITING!!! NO TROPHY HUNTING!!! Hunt ONLY NON-NATIVE SPECIES such as Pythons!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

marc fried
po box 1235
Braithwaite, LA 70040-1235



From: marc fried
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:20 PM

From: marc fried <longisland_press@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70040-1235

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

NO BEAR BAITING!!! NO TROPHY HUNTING!!! Hunt ONLY NON-NATIVE SPECIES such as Pythons!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

marc fried
po box 1235
Braithwaite, LA 70040-1235



From: Sheryl Bottner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:10 PM

From: Sheryl Bottner <nothoney@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20109-4244

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I'm a Florida native and have long appreciated the wildlife and wild places of my home state. Stop destroying what's
 left of a once beautiful place.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Bottner
10270 Launch Circle, 303
Manassas, VA 20109-4244



From: Sheryl Bottner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:10 PM

From: Sheryl Bottner <nothoney@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20109-4244

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I'm a Florida native and have long appreciated the wildlife and wild places of my home state. Stop destroying what's
 left of a once beautiful place.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Bottner
10270 Launch Circle, 303
Manassas, VA 20109-4244



From: Eileen Pyatak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:08 PM

From: Eileen Pyatak <EileenNP@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33908-3049

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Isn't it, in the long run a more effective route to resolution if we address the SOURCE of the bear issues and provide
 better widespread education.

As an active member and employee of a wildlife facility for many years, iI'm familiar with the issues of hunting and
 encroachment and how they directly  cause an imbalance of nature and how they directly cre-ate & feed the cycle of
 wildlife 'misbehavior.'  For example, when alligators are killed off because the public is uneducated and 'afraid' ,
 there becomes an increase in the number of nuisance raccoons and otters who, in turn fight for limited resources
 and go after trash and small pets. At that point, the public wants to kill off the raccoons and the cycle never ends.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Pyatak
12581 coconut creek court
Fort Myers, FL 33908-3049



From: Eileen Pyatak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:08 PM

From: Eileen Pyatak <EileenNP@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33908-3049

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Isn't it, in the long run a more effective route to resolution if we address the SOURCE of the bear issues and provide
 better widespread education.

As an active member and employee of a wildlife facility for many years, iI'm familiar with the issues of hunting and
 encroachment and how they directly  cause an imbalance of nature and how they directly cre-ate & feed the cycle of
 wildlife 'misbehavior.'  For example, when alligators are killed off because the public is uneducated and 'afraid' ,
 there becomes an increase in the number of nuisance raccoons and otters who, in turn fight for limited resources
 and go after trash and small pets. At that point, the public wants to kill off the raccoons and the cycle never ends.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Pyatak
12581 coconut creek court
Fort Myers, FL 33908-3049



From: Kim Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:07 PM

From: Kim Clark <kimclark17@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91024-2388

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Kindly consider sparing the black bears from a hunt that could dwindle their numbers to a dangerous point. We have
 lot too many species already.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Clark
365 Mariposa Ave
Sierra Madre, CA 91024-2388



From: Kim Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:07 PM

From: Kim Clark <kimclark17@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91024-2388

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Kindly consider sparing the black bears from a hunt that could dwindle their numbers to a dangerous point. We have
 lot too many species already.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Clark
365 Mariposa Ave
Sierra Madre, CA 91024-2388



From: Elke Romer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:04 PM

From: Elke Romer <bmwracelke@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18077-7011

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elke Romer
1216 Evergreen Road
Riegelsville, PA 18077-7011



From: Jeannie Walsh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:04 PM

From: Jeannie Walsh <walshjeanniem@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27514-5897

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Walsh
202 Old Franklin Grove Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-5897



From: Jeanne Dutto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:04 PM

From: Jeanne Dutto <jdutto@aliceadsl.fr>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Dutto
150 Main Street
Torrington, CT 06790-5201



From: Elke Romer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:04 PM

From: Elke Romer <bmwracelke@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18077-7011

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elke Romer
1216 Evergreen Road
Riegelsville, PA 18077-7011



From: Jeannie Walsh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:04 PM

From: Jeannie Walsh <walshjeanniem@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27514-5897

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Walsh
202 Old Franklin Grove Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-5897



From: Jeanne Dutto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:59:04 PM

From: Jeanne Dutto <jdutto@aliceadsl.fr>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Dutto
150 Main Street
Torrington, CT 06790-5201



From: Tina Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:58:52 PM

From: Tina Bailey <caloosa1928@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33905-6820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tina Bailey
5460 Neal Road
Fort Myers, FL 33905-6820



From: Tina Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:58:52 PM

From: Tina Bailey <caloosa1928@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33905-6820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tina Bailey
5460 Neal Road
Fort Myers, FL 33905-6820



From: Janice Green
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:26:28 PM

From: Janice Green <janleeg@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33446-2361

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Green
16402 Brookfield Estates Way
Delray Beach, FL 33446-2361



From: Janice Green
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:26:27 PM

From: Janice Green <janleeg@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33446-2361

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Green
16402 Brookfield Estates Way
Delray Beach, FL 33446-2361



From: Antonia Kantner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:20:53 PM

From: Antonia Kantner <antoniark@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22192-5247

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Antonia Kantner
3495 Wainscott place
Woodbridge, VA 22192-5247



From: Antonia Kantner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:20:53 PM

From: Antonia Kantner <antoniark@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22192-5247

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Antonia Kantner
3495 Wainscott place
Woodbridge, VA 22192-5247



From: Libby Wurts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:20:51 PM

From: Libby Wurts <libbywurts@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41101-4650

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Libby Wurts
1609 Maryland Parkway
Ashland, KY 41101-4650



From: Libby Wurts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:20:51 PM

From: Libby Wurts <libbywurts@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41101-4650

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Libby Wurts
1609 Maryland Parkway
Ashland, KY 41101-4650



From: Stephen Greene
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:20:19 PM

From: Stephen Greene <wrathofkali@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97504-7447

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephen Greene
106 Crater Lake Ave
Medford, OR 97504-7447



From: Stephen Greene
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:20:19 PM

From: Stephen Greene <wrathofkali@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97504-7447

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephen Greene
106 Crater Lake Ave
Medford, OR 97504-7447



From: Igor Kryan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:20:14 PM

From: Igor Kryan <aurum5555@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94112-2947

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Igor Kryan
247 Sagamore St
San Francisco, CA 94112-2947



From: Igor Kryan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:20:14 PM

From: Igor Kryan <aurum5555@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94112-2947

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Igor Kryan
247 Sagamore St
San Francisco, CA 94112-2947



From: Janet Zimmerman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:18:58 PM

From: Janet Zimmerman <janetdzimmermanpolitical@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80751-2733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We are the stewards of everything that God has given us. To destroy the life that surrounds us is to destroy the life
 that is within us. Please do not allow yourself to be causal or irresponsible about this stewardship. It is much more
 important than you may think  - - to you and to all of us.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Zimmerman
430 Jackson St., Sterling, Co
Sterling, CO 80751-2733



From: Janet Zimmerman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:18:58 PM

From: Janet Zimmerman <janetdzimmermanpolitical@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80751-2733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We are the stewards of everything that God has given us. To destroy the life that surrounds us is to destroy the life
 that is within us. Please do not allow yourself to be causal or irresponsible about this stewardship. It is much more
 important than you may think  - - to you and to all of us.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Zimmerman
430 Jackson St., Sterling, Co
Sterling, CO 80751-2733



From: Maria Bon Bon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:18:27 PM

From: Maria Bon Bon <pbon@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93063-3566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Bon Bon
5719 Nutwood Circle
Simi Valley, CA 93063-3566



From: Maria Bon Bon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:18:27 PM

From: Maria Bon Bon <pbon@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93063-3566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Bon Bon
5719 Nutwood Circle
Simi Valley, CA 93063-3566



From: Heidi Aubrey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:17:48 PM

From: Heidi Aubrey <heidiawes4@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91945-2300

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heidi Aubrey
7570 Church St.
Lemon Grove, CA 91945-2300



From: Heidi Aubrey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:17:47 PM

From: Heidi Aubrey <heidiawes4@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91945-2300

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heidi Aubrey
7570 Church St.
Lemon Grove, CA 91945-2300



From: Spencer Lennard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:17:07 PM

From: Spencer Lennard <iamaluddite@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97544-9688

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Due to habitat loss and over hunting the prognosis for bears worldwide is not favorable. It is there completely
 imprudent to add stress and mortality to an already unstable ecological relationship and species. The bear 'hunt' is
 unwise, cruel and would be a serious mistake.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Spencer Lennard
6000 Cedar Flat road
Williams, OR 97544-9688



From: Spencer Lennard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:17:07 PM

From: Spencer Lennard <iamaluddite@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97544-9688

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Due to habitat loss and over hunting the prognosis for bears worldwide is not favorable. It is there completely
 imprudent to add stress and mortality to an already unstable ecological relationship and species. The bear 'hunt' is
 unwise, cruel and would be a serious mistake.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Spencer Lennard
6000 Cedar Flat road
Williams, OR 97544-9688



From: Kathy Naumoff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:17:01 PM

From: Kathy Naumoff <Doggietimellc@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43340

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathy Naumoff
960 N Hamilton Rf
Gahanna, OH 43340



From: Kathy Naumoff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:17:01 PM

From: Kathy Naumoff <Doggietimellc@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43340

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathy Naumoff
960 N Hamilton Rf
Gahanna, OH 43340



From: dogan ozkan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: dogan ozkan <barisicindogan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dogan ozkan
123 main sy
besiktas istanbul turkey, AK 99701



From: Judy Hewitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Judy Hewitt <judy71321@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95203-2569

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Trophy hunting serves no purpose other than allowing a human to kill for pleasure. Killing a bear does not provide a
 family with food. Bears are not considered food animals.  By allowing this kind of killing to take place you are
 condoning humans to kill for pleasure.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judy Hewitt
1320 N Monroe Street #107
Stockton, CA 95203-2569



From: Judy Hewitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Judy Hewitt <judy71321@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95203-2569

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Trophy hunting serves no purpose other than allowing a human to kill for pleasure. Killing a bear does not provide a
 family with food. Bears are not considered food animals.  By allowing this kind of killing to take place you are
 condoning humans to kill for pleasure.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judy Hewitt
1320 N Monroe Street #107
Stockton, CA 95203-2569



From: dogan ozkan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: dogan ozkan <barisicindogan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dogan ozkan
123 main sy
besiktas istanbul turkey, AK 99701



From: Tina Wilson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:12:56 PM

From: Tina Wilson <tinaspigg@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89048-5174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tina Wilson
4481 Blanchard St.
Pahrump, NV 89048-5174



From: Tina Wilson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:12:56 PM

From: Tina Wilson <tinaspigg@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89048-5174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tina Wilson
4481 Blanchard St.
Pahrump, NV 89048-5174



From: shelley mckee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:12:12 PM

From: shelley mckee <shelleymmc@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43062-9370

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shelley mckee
12410 caBLE RD
Pataskala, OH 43062-9370



From: shelley mckee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:12:12 PM

From: shelley mckee <shelleymmc@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43062-9370

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shelley mckee
12410 caBLE RD
Pataskala, OH 43062-9370



From: John Pasqua
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:10:18 PM

From: John Pasqua <killself5150@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92025-5005

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

END THE BEAR HUNT NOW.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Pasqua
843 S ESCONDIDO BLVD
Escondido, CA 92025-5005



From: Marnie Holmes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:10:18 PM

From: Marnie Holmes <MArnieholmes@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28805-9260

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marnie Holmes
9 sculley dr
Asheville, NC 28805-9260



From: John Pasqua
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:10:18 PM

From: John Pasqua <killself5150@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92025-5005

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

END THE BEAR HUNT NOW.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Pasqua
843 S ESCONDIDO BLVD
Escondido, CA 92025-5005



From: Marnie Holmes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:10:18 PM

From: Marnie Holmes <MArnieholmes@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28805-9260

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marnie Holmes
9 sculley dr
Asheville, NC 28805-9260



From: Elaine Fischer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:09:37 PM

From: Elaine Fischer <efischer@workmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24018-2625

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elaine Fischer
2514 Sharmar Rd.
Roanoke, VA 24018-2625



From: Elaine Fischer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:09:37 PM

From: Elaine Fischer <efischer@workmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24018-2625

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elaine Fischer
2514 Sharmar Rd.
Roanoke, VA 24018-2625



From: sherry weiland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:09:36 PM

From: sherry weiland <sherrylw9@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01776-2023

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sherry weiland
4 homestead street
Sudbury, MA 01776-2023



From: sherry weiland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:09:36 PM

From: sherry weiland <sherrylw9@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01776-2023

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sherry weiland
4 homestead street
Sudbury, MA 01776-2023



From: Iva Kypson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:08:07 PM

From: Iva Kypson <gikypson@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92691-1535

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Iva Kypson
22282 Oro Blanco
Mission Viejo, CA 92691-1535



From: Iva Kypson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:08:07 PM

From: Iva Kypson <gikypson@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92691-1535

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Iva Kypson
22282 Oro Blanco
Mission Viejo, CA 92691-1535



From: Tori Carpenter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:06:58 PM

From: Tori Carpenter <torisaur@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80466-0488

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tori Carpenter
P. O. Box 488
Nederland, CO 80466-0488



From: Tori Carpenter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:06:57 PM

From: Tori Carpenter <torisaur@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80466-0488

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tori Carpenter
P. O. Box 488
Nederland, CO 80466-0488



From: Rosy Morales
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:06:39 PM

From: Rosy Morales <rosymo1@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90275-4517

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rosy Morales
30148 Avenida Tranquila
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275-4517



From: Rosy Morales
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:06:39 PM

From: Rosy Morales <rosymo1@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90275-4517

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rosy Morales
30148 Avenida Tranquila
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275-4517



From: Paula Macomber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:06:29 PM

From: Paula Macomber <pjane555@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32935-6969

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Macomber
835 W Whitmire Drive
Melbourne, FL 32935-6969



From: Paula Macomber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:06:29 PM

From: Paula Macomber <pjane555@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32935-6969

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Macomber
835 W Whitmire Drive
Melbourne, FL 32935-6969



From: Sandra Olsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:05:20 PM

From: Sandra Olsen <stephencox675@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33928-2397

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Governor Scott.  I voted for you last election,  please don't disappoint me by allowing this bear hunt to occur. 
 Relocate the bears to wilderness part of Florida.   These beautiful animals are just trying to survive as we encroach
 and overdevelop on what once was there home.   This is cruel, please don't allow this to happen.       Sandra Olsen

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Olsen
3642  Stone way
Estero, FL 33928-2397



From: Sandra Olsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:05:20 PM

From: Sandra Olsen <stephencox675@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33928-2397

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Governor Scott.  I voted for you last election,  please don't disappoint me by allowing this bear hunt to occur. 
 Relocate the bears to wilderness part of Florida.   These beautiful animals are just trying to survive as we encroach
 and overdevelop on what once was there home.   This is cruel, please don't allow this to happen.       Sandra Olsen

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Olsen
3642  Stone way
Estero, FL 33928-2397



From: Mark Waltzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:04:01 PM

From: Mark Waltzer <mlwaltzer@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08003-1536

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Waltzer
1509 Squire Lane
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003-1536



From: Mark Waltzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:04:01 PM

From: Mark Waltzer <mlwaltzer@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08003-1536

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Waltzer
1509 Squire Lane
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003-1536



From: Loretta Stadler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:03:00 PM

From: Loretta Stadler <lmstadler1@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07417-1052

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Loretta Stadler
307 Freeman's Lane
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417-1052



From: Loretta Stadler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:03:00 PM

From: Loretta Stadler <lmstadler1@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07417-1052

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Loretta Stadler
307 Freeman's Lane
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417-1052



From: melinda howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:01:32 PM

From: melinda howard <melindabohall@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98277-9441

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

melinda howard
3841 elkhorn st
Oak Harbor, WA 98277-9441



From: melinda howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:01:31 PM

From: melinda howard <melindabohall@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98277-9441

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

melinda howard
3841 elkhorn st
Oak Harbor, WA 98277-9441



From: Ann Welischar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:00:32 PM

From: Ann Welischar <amfw@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34235-7222

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Welischar
4624 Ringwood Meadow
Sarasota, FL 34235-7222



From: Graciela Downey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:00:32 PM

From: Graciela Downey <gracielad@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33134-2153

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Graciela Downey
1920 ferdinand
Coral Gables, FL 33134-2153



From: Ann Welischar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:00:32 PM

From: Ann Welischar <amfw@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34235-7222

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Welischar
4624 Ringwood Meadow
Sarasota, FL 34235-7222



From: Graciela Downey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:00:32 PM

From: Graciela Downey <gracielad@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33134-2153

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Graciela Downey
1920 ferdinand
Coral Gables, FL 33134-2153



From: Sheryl Schmatjen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:00:13 PM

From: Sheryl Schmatjen <tealirish@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80247-1439

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Schmatjen
9300 E. Center Ave.
Denver, CO 80247-1439



From: Sheryl Schmatjen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 2:00:13 PM

From: Sheryl Schmatjen <tealirish@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80247-1439

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Schmatjen
9300 E. Center Ave.
Denver, CO 80247-1439



From: Lynn Cipriano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:57:02 PM

From: Lynn Cipriano <johnandlynn@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11779-3818

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Cipriano
25 w 8th st
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779-3818



From: Lynn Cipriano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:57:02 PM

From: Lynn Cipriano <johnandlynn@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11779-3818

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Cipriano
25 w 8th st
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779-3818



From: Amy Napoles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:56:30 PM

From: Amy Napoles <napolesamy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32757-5747

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I have lived in Florida all of my life '30 years'. The wildlife of our great state is unique and every creature plays a
 vital role in keeping our delicate ecosystems healthy. Florida is not all tourists and business and theme parks and
 beaches and retirees and metropolitan communities. There is something deeper and richer that connects is and
 draws people here. We must fight to preserve that, and not until it's inconvenient but especially when it is
 inconvenient. Our black bears are a keystone species and without them many others would face peril. Allowing
 them to be hunted will decimate an already stressed population, and likely prevent their ability to ever recover.
 Have you forgotten their threatened status from just three years ago? Anyone with even a basic understanding of
 ecology/biology would agree that this proposal is a VERY BAD idea. Please do not allow our beautiful Florida
 black bears to be hunted, now or ever.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Napoles
805 Shirley Ave
Mount Dora, FL 32757-5747





From: Amy Napoles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:56:30 PM

From: Amy Napoles <napolesamy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32757-5747

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I have lived in Florida all of my life '30 years'. The wildlife of our great state is unique and every creature plays a
 vital role in keeping our delicate ecosystems healthy. Florida is not all tourists and business and theme parks and
 beaches and retirees and metropolitan communities. There is something deeper and richer that connects is and
 draws people here. We must fight to preserve that, and not until it's inconvenient but especially when it is
 inconvenient. Our black bears are a keystone species and without them many others would face peril. Allowing
 them to be hunted will decimate an already stressed population, and likely prevent their ability to ever recover.
 Have you forgotten their threatened status from just three years ago? Anyone with even a basic understanding of
 ecology/biology would agree that this proposal is a VERY BAD idea. Please do not allow our beautiful Florida
 black bears to be hunted, now or ever.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Napoles
805 Shirley Ave
Mount Dora, FL 32757-5747





From: Jessica Dotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:56:08 PM

From: Jessica Dotson <rjdotson317@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43449-1047

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Dotson
135 S Railroad St
Oak Harbor, OH 43449-1047



From: Jessica Dotson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:56:06 PM

From: Jessica Dotson <rjdotson317@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43449-1047

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Dotson
135 S Railroad St
Oak Harbor, OH 43449-1047



From: p NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:55:13 PM

From: p  NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

p  NUNEZ
15100 se
Summerfield, FL 34491



From: Lauren Embry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:55:13 PM

From: Lauren Embry <Laurenembry48@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33908-7933

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lauren Embry
15049 Tamarind Cay Ct. Unit 1305
Fort Myers, FL 33908-7933



From: John Pasqua
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:55:13 PM

From: John Pasqua <killself5150@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92025-5005

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

END THE BEAR HUNT NOW.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Pasqua
843 S ESCONDIDO BLVD
Escondido, CA 92025-5005



From: p NUNEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:55:13 PM

From: p  NUNEZ <PATBANKERS@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34491

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

p  NUNEZ
15100 se
Summerfield, FL 34491



From: Lauren Embry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:55:13 PM

From: Lauren Embry <Laurenembry48@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33908-7933

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lauren Embry
15049 Tamarind Cay Ct. Unit 1305
Fort Myers, FL 33908-7933



From: John Pasqua
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:55:13 PM

From: John Pasqua <killself5150@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92025-5005

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

END THE BEAR HUNT NOW.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Pasqua
843 S ESCONDIDO BLVD
Escondido, CA 92025-5005



From: Donna King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:54:31 PM

From: Donna King <dking121@nc.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27609-3552

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donna King
5720 Sentinel Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609-3552



From: Donna King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:54:31 PM

From: Donna King <dking121@nc.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27609-3552

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donna King
5720 Sentinel Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609-3552



From: Ann Brooks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:54:20 PM

From: Ann Brooks <floridagirl4@peoplepc.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33763-2241

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We have so few black bears left in Florida that a hunt should never be allowed.  These bears should be protected and
 hunted down.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Brooks
1889 Springwood Cir N
Clearwater, FL 33763-2241



From: Ann Brooks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:54:20 PM

From: Ann Brooks <floridagirl4@peoplepc.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33763-2241

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We have so few black bears left in Florida that a hunt should never be allowed.  These bears should be protected and
 hunted down.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Brooks
1889 Springwood Cir N
Clearwater, FL 33763-2241



From: Richard Barlevy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:52:53 PM

From: Richard Barlevy <rbarlevy@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01730-2123

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard Barlevy
16 Evans Ave
Bedford, MA 01730-2123



From: Richard Barlevy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:52:53 PM

From: Richard Barlevy <rbarlevy@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01730-2123

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard Barlevy
16 Evans Ave
Bedford, MA 01730-2123



From: Lise vandal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:52:42 PM

From: Lise vandal <lise_vandal@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12345-6000

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lise vandal
1, river rd
Schenectady, NY 12345-6000



From: Lise vandal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:52:41 PM

From: Lise vandal <lise_vandal@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12345-6000

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lise vandal
1, river rd
Schenectady, NY 12345-6000



From: KAY KLINSPORT
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:52:31 PM

From: KAY KLINSPORT <khkent@netzero net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33777

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

KAY KLINSPORT
8436 91sr
seminole, FL 33777



From: KAY KLINSPORT
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:52:31 PM

From: KAY KLINSPORT <khkent@netzero net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33777

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

KAY KLINSPORT
8436 91sr
seminole, FL 33777



From: Attila Mihalik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:52:24 PM

From: Attila Mihalik <mihalika@duq.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15626-1548

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Attila Mihalik
45 Manorfield Circle
Delmont, PA 15626-1548



From: Attila Mihalik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:52:24 PM

From: Attila Mihalik <mihalika@duq.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15626-1548

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Attila Mihalik
45 Manorfield Circle
Delmont, PA 15626-1548



From: Debi Benenati
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:51:08 PM

From: Debi Benenati <53debib@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13074-2236

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debi Benenati
175 COUNTY ROUTE 36
Hannibal, NY 13074-2236



From: Debi Benenati
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:51:08 PM

From: Debi Benenati <53debib@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13074-2236

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debi Benenati
175 COUNTY ROUTE 36
Hannibal, NY 13074-2236



From: Rachel Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:51:06 PM

From: Rachel Ely <rachel_ely@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10016-5339

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Ely
4 park avenue
New York, NY 10016-5339



From: Rachel Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:51:06 PM

From: Rachel Ely <rachel_ely@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10016-5339

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Ely
4 park avenue
New York, NY 10016-5339



From: isabel swan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:50:19 PM

From: isabel swan <isabelswan.is@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13904-1066

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

isabel swan
150 moeller st.
Binghamton, NY 13904-1066



From: isabel swan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:50:19 PM

From: isabel swan <isabelswan.is@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13904-1066

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

isabel swan
150 moeller st.
Binghamton, NY 13904-1066



From: Martha Sellers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:49:24 PM

From: Martha Sellers <traveltheworld@inbox.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78734-4714

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bears are beautiful, intellgent animals - they have a right to live on this planet without man's cruelty in hunting
 them.  PLEASE HELP THEM!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Martha Sellers
213 Flamingo Drive
Austin, TX 78734-4714



From: Martha Sellers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:49:23 PM

From: Martha Sellers <traveltheworld@inbox.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78734-4714

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bears are beautiful, intellgent animals - they have a right to live on this planet without man's cruelty in hunting
 them.  PLEASE HELP THEM!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Martha Sellers
213 Flamingo Drive
Austin, TX 78734-4714



From: Francisca Blackburne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:49:04 PM

From: Francisca Blackburne <cisca@blackburne.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46563-8698

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Francisca Blackburne
11866 LAWNDALE DRIVE
Plymouth, IN 46563-8698



From: Francisca Blackburne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:49:04 PM

From: Francisca Blackburne <cisca@blackburne.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46563-8698

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Francisca Blackburne
11866 LAWNDALE DRIVE
Plymouth, IN 46563-8698



From: Betty Kowall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:47:19 PM

From: Betty Kowall <bakowall@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94951-9628

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty Kowall
2295 Goodwin Ave
Penngrove, CA 94951-9628



From: Betty Kowall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:47:19 PM

From: Betty Kowall <bakowall@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94951-9628

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty Kowall
2295 Goodwin Ave
Penngrove, CA 94951-9628



From: amy Dubman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:45:26 PM

From: amy Dubman <amyd@carolhouse.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63131-4808

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

amy Dubman
2899 S Lindbergh Blvd
Saint Louis, MO 63131-4808



From: amy Dubman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:45:26 PM

From: amy Dubman <amyd@carolhouse.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63131-4808

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

amy Dubman
2899 S Lindbergh Blvd
Saint Louis, MO 63131-4808



From: Morgan Kanae
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:44:35 PM

From: Morgan Kanae <Morgankanae@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93230-2934

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We Christians are so tired of all these killings. We say we are a Christian country but when we examine this it really
 isn't true is it?
Killing these animals is a brutal non thinks my way of dealing with these issues. We teach our children life doesn't
 matter. We kill their compassion and empathy and yes we even lower their ability to learn. Killing hope only makes
 people angry. It makes people question the mitives of those who should know better.
Sincerely,
Morgan Kanae

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Morgan Kanae
1505 n irwin st
Hanford, CA 93230-2934



From: Morgan Kanae
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:44:34 PM

From: Morgan Kanae <Morgankanae@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93230-2934

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We Christians are so tired of all these killings. We say we are a Christian country but when we examine this it really
 isn't true is it?
Killing these animals is a brutal non thinks my way of dealing with these issues. We teach our children life doesn't
 matter. We kill their compassion and empathy and yes we even lower their ability to learn. Killing hope only makes
 people angry. It makes people question the mitives of those who should know better.
Sincerely,
Morgan Kanae

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Morgan Kanae
1505 n irwin st
Hanford, CA 93230-2934



From: Suzanne Hodges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:43:19 PM

From: Suzanne Hodges <hodgess@sutterhealth.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Hodges
F Street
Sacramento, CA 95819



From: Suzanne Hodges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:43:19 PM

From: Suzanne Hodges <hodgess@sutterhealth.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Hodges
F Street
Sacramento, CA 95819



From: Dawn st Clair
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:43:16 PM

From: Dawn st Clair <Dawnstclair71@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43230

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dawn st Clair
5909 broom wood loop
Columbus , OH 43230



From: Dawn st Clair
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:43:15 PM

From: Dawn st Clair <Dawnstclair71@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43230

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dawn st Clair
5909 broom wood loop
Columbus , OH 43230



From: Lindsay Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:41:45 PM

From: Lindsay Myers <ryderdog55@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98237-9302

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Myers
8002 Lena Lane
Concrete, WA 98237-9302



From: Lindsay Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:41:45 PM

From: Lindsay Myers <ryderdog55@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98237-9302

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Myers
8002 Lena Lane
Concrete, WA 98237-9302



From: Samira Mutallip
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:41:02 PM

From: Samira Mutallip <semire_ice@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22030-4937

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Samira Mutallip
11123 Littlebrook Ln
Fairfax, VA 22030-4937



From: Samira Mutallip
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:41:02 PM

From: Samira Mutallip <semire_ice@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22030-4937

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Samira Mutallip
11123 Littlebrook Ln
Fairfax, VA 22030-4937



From: Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:40:24 PM

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: Suzana Megles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:40:24 PM

From: Suzana Megles <s.megles@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzana Megles
1638 Winchester Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036



From: Lisa Cossettini
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:40:22 PM

From: Lisa Cossettini <lisagab@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90293-8007

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Cossettini
8828 Pershing Dr., #316
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293-8007



From: Lisa Cossettini
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:40:22 PM

From: Lisa Cossettini <lisagab@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90293-8007

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Cossettini
8828 Pershing Dr., #316
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293-8007



From: Rachel Waniski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:38:52 PM

From: Rachel Waniski <rachel03261@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03275-2247

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Waniski
22 FULLAM CIRCLE
Allenstown, NH 03275-2247



From: Rachel Waniski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:38:52 PM

From: Rachel Waniski <rachel03261@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03275-2247

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachel Waniski
22 FULLAM CIRCLE
Allenstown, NH 03275-2247



From: Gail Vosler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:38:24 PM

From: Gail Vosler <gailv1910@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64801-1802

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gail Vosler
1701 Central
Joplin, MO 64801-1802



From: Gail Vosler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:38:24 PM

From: Gail Vosler <gailv1910@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64801-1802

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gail Vosler
1701 Central
Joplin, MO 64801-1802



From: Bobette Halverson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:37:29 PM

From: Bobette Halverson <maliburealestate@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90265-3833

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bobette Halverson
6180 Busch Dr, Malibu, ca
Malibu, CA 90265-3833



From: Bobette Halverson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:37:29 PM

From: Bobette Halverson <maliburealestate@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90265-3833

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bobette Halverson
6180 Busch Dr, Malibu, ca
Malibu, CA 90265-3833



From: Hannelore Kennedy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:37:24 PM

From: Hannelore Kennedy <hannekennedy@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77489-6213

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hannelore Kennedy
8426 Bee Meadow
Missouri City, TX 77489-6213



From: Hannelore Kennedy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:37:24 PM

From: Hannelore Kennedy <hannekennedy@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77489-6213

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hannelore Kennedy
8426 Bee Meadow
Missouri City, TX 77489-6213



From: Diana Hinojosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:35:13 PM

From: Diana Hinojosa <diana.hinojosa222@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30324-3738

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diana Hinojosa
1155 La Vista Rd NE Atlanta GA
Atlanta, GA 30324-3738



From: Dale Mattes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:32:30 PM

From: Dale Mattes <dalemattes@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86442-5043

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dale Mattes
1964 Coronado
Bullhead City, AZ 86442-5043



From: Dale Mattes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:32:30 PM

From: Dale Mattes <dalemattes@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86442-5043

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dale Mattes
1964 Coronado
Bullhead City, AZ 86442-5043



From: Brook Dubman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:32:29 PM

From: Brook Dubman <bdd2332@carolhouse.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63124-1154

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brook Dubman
2130 S Warson Rd.
Saint Louis, MO 63124-1154



From: Brook Dubman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:32:29 PM

From: Brook Dubman <bdd2332@carolhouse.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63124-1154

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brook Dubman
2130 S Warson Rd.
Saint Louis, MO 63124-1154



From: Ellaine Lurie janicki
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:30:17 PM

From: Ellaine Lurie janicki <simkal@att.nwt>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06516-6541

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellaine Lurie janicki
238 Benham Hill Rd
West Haven, CT 06516-6541



From: Ellaine Lurie janicki
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:30:16 PM

From: Ellaine Lurie janicki <simkal@att.nwt>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06516-6541

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellaine Lurie janicki
238 Benham Hill Rd
West Haven, CT 06516-6541



From: Janice Banks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:29:33 PM

From: Janice Banks <jabanks@tds net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03225-3602

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Banks
14 Maple St.
Center Barnstead, NH 03225-3602



From: Janice Banks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:29:33 PM

From: Janice Banks <jabanks@tds net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03225-3602

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Banks
14 Maple St.
Center Barnstead, NH 03225-3602



From: Diane Weinstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:29:29 PM

From: Diane Weinstein <diane_weinstein@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98029-7524

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Weinstein
24116 SE 45th Place
Issaquah, WA 98029-7524



From: Diane Weinstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:29:29 PM

From: Diane Weinstein <diane_weinstein@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98029-7524

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Weinstein
24116 SE 45th Place
Issaquah, WA 98029-7524



From: MANUEL MARTINEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:29:08 PM

From: MANUEL MARTINEZ <YODAPINKPANTHER@GMAIL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89169-1646

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MANUEL MARTINEZ
2009 la brisa ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89169-1646



From: MANUEL MARTINEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:29:08 PM

From: MANUEL MARTINEZ <YODAPINKPANTHER@GMAIL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89169-1646

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MANUEL MARTINEZ
2009 la brisa ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89169-1646



From: Gloria Resa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:29:00 PM

From: Gloria Resa <gloryresa@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91911-5422

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gloria Resa
151 Rainier Ct
Chula Vista, CA 91911-5422



From: Gloria Resa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:29:00 PM

From: Gloria Resa <gloryresa@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91911-5422

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gloria Resa
151 Rainier Ct
Chula Vista, CA 91911-5422



From: Stephanie Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:28:59 PM

From: Stephanie Myers <casemakers@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89124-9233

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Myers
2995 Canyons Eye Cir
Las Vegas, NV 89124-9233



From: Stephanie Myers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:28:58 PM

From: Stephanie Myers <casemakers@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89124-9233

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Myers
2995 Canyons Eye Cir
Las Vegas, NV 89124-9233



From: william pendergrass
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:20:12 PM

From: william pendergrass <williamtlor@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27609-3565

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I'm a former resident of Florida, a retired attorney and U.S. Navy veteran, and one who was interested in
 environmental issues while living in Florida. I also saw, and valued, the devotion of many Floridians to the wise
 stewardship of Florida's natural resources and wildlife. The proposal in issue is actually the opposite of a
 conservative action to further the wise stewardship of resources because the proposal simply risks much for little-if-
any benefit. Please send this proposal back to the drawing board.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william pendergrass
1216 oakside court
Raleigh, NC 27609-3565



From: william pendergrass
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:20:11 PM

From: william pendergrass <williamtlor@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27609-3565

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I'm a former resident of Florida, a retired attorney and U.S. Navy veteran, and one who was interested in
 environmental issues while living in Florida. I also saw, and valued, the devotion of many Floridians to the wise
 stewardship of Florida's natural resources and wildlife. The proposal in issue is actually the opposite of a
 conservative action to further the wise stewardship of resources because the proposal simply risks much for little-if-
any benefit. Please send this proposal back to the drawing board.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william pendergrass
1216 oakside court
Raleigh, NC 27609-3565



From: Forouz Farzan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:02:37 PM

From: Forouz Farzan <ffarzan124@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92663-2658

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Forouz Farzan
101 scholz plaza
Newport Beach, CA 92663-2658



From: Forouz Farzan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:02:37 PM

From: Forouz Farzan <ffarzan124@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92663-2658

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Forouz Farzan
101 scholz plaza
Newport Beach, CA 92663-2658



From: Heidi Hunt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:00:16 PM

From: Heidi Hunt <wildwoodpeeps@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04856-4428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heidi Hunt
23 wildwood lane
Rockport, ME 04856-4428



From: Gary Baxel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:00:16 PM

From: Gary Baxel <bacatselos@toast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92252-2751

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gary Baxel
61536 Granada
Joshua Tree, CA 92252-2751



From: Heidi Hunt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:00:16 PM

From: Heidi Hunt <wildwoodpeeps@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04856-4428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heidi Hunt
23 wildwood lane
Rockport, ME 04856-4428



From: Gary Baxel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 1:00:16 PM

From: Gary Baxel <bacatselos@toast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92252-2751

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gary Baxel
61536 Granada
Joshua Tree, CA 92252-2751



From: Nicole Loh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:59:29 PM

From: Nicole Loh <nicying@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53050

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole Loh
Singapore
Singapore, Singapore 530501



From: Nicole Loh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:59:29 PM

From: Nicole Loh <nicying@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53050

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole Loh
Singapore
Singapore, Singapore 530501



From: Susan Jacob
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:59:15 PM

From: Susan Jacob <susanjacob4@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11570-5005

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Jacob
4 Montauk Ave
Rockville Centre, NY 11570-5005



From: Susan Jacob
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:59:15 PM

From: Susan Jacob <susanjacob4@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11570-5005

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Jacob
4 Montauk Ave
Rockville Centre, NY 11570-5005



From: April strohmeyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:55:43 PM

From: April strohmeyer <aprilbs_@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53948

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

April strohmeyer
W6912Suldal suldal rd
Mauston, WI 53948



From: April strohmeyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:55:43 PM

From: April strohmeyer <aprilbs_@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53948

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

April strohmeyer
W6912Suldal suldal rd
Mauston, WI 53948



From: Caden DeLoach
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:55:37 PM

From: Caden DeLoach <Cdeloach01@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49036-7527

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Caden DeLoach
508 Hickory Ln
Coldwater, MI 49036-7527



From: Caden DeLoach
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:55:37 PM

From: Caden DeLoach <Cdeloach01@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49036-7527

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Caden DeLoach
508 Hickory Ln
Coldwater, MI 49036-7527



From: sau tsang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:48:01 PM

From: sau tsang <GLENNAJOE104@GMAIL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89141-8577

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sau tsang
10486 glenna lodge street
Las Vegas, NV 89141-8577



From: sau tsang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:48:01 PM

From: sau tsang <GLENNAJOE104@GMAIL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89141-8577

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sau tsang
10486 glenna lodge street
Las Vegas, NV 89141-8577



From: Dominique Torsiello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:46:50 PM

From: Dominique Torsiello <DTorsiello@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32607-6045

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dominique Torsiello
132 SW 62nd St Apt 597
Gainesville, FL 32607-6045



From: Dominique Torsiello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:46:50 PM

From: Dominique Torsiello <DTorsiello@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32607-6045

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dominique Torsiello
132 SW 62nd St Apt 597
Gainesville, FL 32607-6045



From: Lani Hink
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:40:39 PM

From: Lani Hink <Laptoplani@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96778-7516

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lani Hink
RR 3, Box 1256
Pahoa, HI 96778-7516



From: Lani Hink
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:40:39 PM

From: Lani Hink <Laptoplani@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96778-7516

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lani Hink
RR 3, Box 1256
Pahoa, HI 96778-7516



From: Tanya Piker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:31:50 PM

From: Tanya Piker <tanyapiker@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81050-2953

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Piker
1209 Smithland Ave
La Junta, CO 81050-2953



From: Tanya Piker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:31:50 PM

From: Tanya Piker <tanyapiker@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81050-2953

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Piker
1209 Smithland Ave
La Junta, CO 81050-2953



From: Tanya Piker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:31:43 PM

From: Tanya Piker <tanyapiker@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81050-2953

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Piker
1209 Smithland Ave
La Junta, CO 81050-2953



From: Tanya Piker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:31:42 PM

From: Tanya Piker <tanyapiker@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81050-2953

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Piker
1209 Smithland Ave
La Junta, CO 81050-2953



From: Marybeth Devlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Trophy-Hunt in Florida
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:18:10 PM

From: Marybeth Devlin <marybethdevlin@bellsouth net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33155

Phone Number: 3056651727

Message Body: Stop the Bear Trophy-Hunt in Florida

Please know that I am ** OPPOSED ** to reopening a trophy-hunt on Florida's black bears.  I urge you to override
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC), should they approve a bear hunt.  The number of
 Florida bears is below minimum-viable population, scattered across isolated pockets of habitat.  The bear-
population needs to grow. 

Important consideration:  Hunting does not take place in residential areas, where conflicts occur.  Instead, hunting
 occurs at random, deep in wilderness areas.  Thus, hunting is NOT the answer.  Hunting might even result in
 MORE conflicts because bears would tend to flee toward residential areas to escape hunters.

Please note that all three bear-attacks last year involved mother-bears with cubs.  The protective-instinct in mother-
bears is legendary.  Humans that choose to reside near bear-habitat must accept that precautions are necessary on
 their part.  Please recommend that the FWC focus its resources on educating the public in how to prevent conflicts
 with bears.   

Fortunately, there are easy and effective measures for conflict-avoidance in residential areas that interface with bear-
habitat.  Here are some "Do's" and "Don't's":

Do ...

Use bear-proof trash-cans, properly secure them, wash them weekly.
Clean barbeque-grills and bring them inside after use.
Store away attractants, such as pet-food.
Clear brush and tree-cover from around your house.
Install motion-detector flood-lights around the exterior of your home.
Fence your property and, if necessary, electrify the fence.

But ...

Don't feed the bears.
Don't feed the birds -- don't have bird-feeders.
Don't feed the bees -- don't keep bee-hives.
Don't plant fruit-trees or vegetable-gardens.
Don't compost.
Don't leave your dog outside, and don't walk it after dusk.
Don't approach the bears -- in 7 of 16 attacks over the years, humans approached bears.

Please support the use of non-lethal techniques, such as aversive conditioning, on nuisance-bears.  Wildlife-officers
 and park-rangers in many communities respond to nuisance-complaints by hazing the bears with noise-makers,



 flares, and specialty-breed dogs.

Please ensure that wildlife-corridors used by bears are protected from development, with wide buffer-zones to
 provide more space for the animals.  This will also help avoid human-bear encounters.

Finally, please strengthen enforcement of the laws prohibiting the feeding of wildlife.  This approach would place
 responsibility where it belongs -- on humans -- rather than on ignorant animals. 

Please protect Florida's bears.  Please stop the trophy-bear hunt.  Thank you.



From: Marybeth Devlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Trophy-Hunt in Florida
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:18:10 PM

From: Marybeth Devlin <marybethdevlin@bellsouth net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33155

Phone Number: 3056651727

Message Body: Stop the Bear Trophy-Hunt in Florida

Please know that I am ** OPPOSED ** to reopening a trophy-hunt on Florida's black bears.  I urge you to override
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC), should they approve a bear hunt.  The number of
 Florida bears is below minimum-viable population, scattered across isolated pockets of habitat.  The bear-
population needs to grow. 

Important consideration:  Hunting does not take place in residential areas, where conflicts occur.  Instead, hunting
 occurs at random, deep in wilderness areas.  Thus, hunting is NOT the answer.  Hunting might even result in
 MORE conflicts because bears would tend to flee toward residential areas to escape hunters.

Please note that all three bear-attacks last year involved mother-bears with cubs.  The protective-instinct in mother-
bears is legendary.  Humans that choose to reside near bear-habitat must accept that precautions are necessary on
 their part.  Please recommend that the FWC focus its resources on educating the public in how to prevent conflicts
 with bears.   

Fortunately, there are easy and effective measures for conflict-avoidance in residential areas that interface with bear-
habitat.  Here are some "Do's" and "Don't's":

Do ...

Use bear-proof trash-cans, properly secure them, wash them weekly.
Clean barbeque-grills and bring them inside after use.
Store away attractants, such as pet-food.
Clear brush and tree-cover from around your house.
Install motion-detector flood-lights around the exterior of your home.
Fence your property and, if necessary, electrify the fence.

But ...

Don't feed the bears.
Don't feed the birds -- don't have bird-feeders.
Don't feed the bees -- don't keep bee-hives.
Don't plant fruit-trees or vegetable-gardens.
Don't compost.
Don't leave your dog outside, and don't walk it after dusk.
Don't approach the bears -- in 7 of 16 attacks over the years, humans approached bears.

Please support the use of non-lethal techniques, such as aversive conditioning, on nuisance-bears.  Wildlife-officers
 and park-rangers in many communities respond to nuisance-complaints by hazing the bears with noise-makers,



 flares, and specialty-breed dogs.

Please ensure that wildlife-corridors used by bears are protected from development, with wide buffer-zones to
 provide more space for the animals.  This will also help avoid human-bear encounters.

Finally, please strengthen enforcement of the laws prohibiting the feeding of wildlife.  This approach would place
 responsibility where it belongs -- on humans -- rather than on ignorant animals. 

Please protect Florida's bears.  Please stop the trophy-bear hunt.  Thank you.



From: Janet Van Sant
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: URGENT: FINAL VOTE on FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT in Sarasota 6/24/15
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:15:16 PM

I, Janet Van Sant, residing at 5788 Swaying Palm Drive, Punta Gorda, FL 33982,
 respectfully request that you invoke your executive power to end the Florida
 black bear hunt proposal offered by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission!!

Respectfully submitted,
Janet Van Sant
(941) 268-7393 

Rick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com
Dear Governor Scott:
As you are certainly aware, Florida bears are facing imminent danger as the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) considers a proposal that would open trophy
 hunting on Florida’s still-recovering population of black bears for the first time in over 20
 years! Hundreds of bears could be slaughtered as early as this October.
Florida Voices for Animals, Audubon Florida, Animal Right Foundation, and HSUS call this the
 most URGENT issue facing Florida's wildlife. The FWC has chosen to ignore the overwhelming
 tide of citizen opposition to this proposal.
I urge you to use all of your executive power to end this senseless and barbaric hunt.

Russell T. Alba, Esquire 
Black Swan Legal Counsel, PLLC 
101 South Franklin Street, Suite 202 
Tampa, Florida 33602
813.224.0900 (P) 
813.224.0922 (F) 
813.786.0416 (M)
rtalba@blackswanlegal.com
From: Betty Burke [mailto:bettybullyb@aim.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2015 10:23 AM
To: vnp@vnp.me; lexisbuddiesandpals@yahoo.com; jcuyjet@yahoo.com; meg1709@comcast.net;
 lori.cooper@verizon.net; debdunham210@gmail.com; bazdjz@netzero.net; jenf0rtheanimals@yahoo.com;
 janetvansant@msn.com; swamprose2001@yahoo.com; SRayburn55@gmail.com; year2525@aol.com;
 tami_mannel@yahoo.com; jmmylett@gmail.com; mgmmachtiger@comcast.net; nursenancy00@comcast.net;
 Russ Alba; carlasculley@gmail.com; rcpmuell@tampabay.rr.com; Calveg77@yahoo.com; hhicarey@yahoo.com;



 brandysbullies@aol.com; bulldogsgonewild@yahoo.com; arlene4414@aol.com
Subject: Fwd: URGENT: FINAL VOTE on FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT in Sarasota 6/24/15

-----Original Message-----
From: Betty Burke <betty betty b@yahoo.com>
To: Betty Burke <bettybullyb@aim.com>
Sent: Thu, Jun 18, 2015 10:23 am
Subject: Fw: URGENT: FINAL VOTE on FLORIDA TROPHY BEAR HUNT in Sarasota 6/24/15
On Thursday, June 18, 2015 10:01 AM, C R <calveg77@yahoo.com> wrote:

URGENT: Calling all Floridians and SARASOTA ACTIVISTS. 

Florida Bears are facing imminent danger as the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission (FWC) considers a proposal that would open TROPHY HUNTING on Florida’s
 STILL-RECOVERING population of black bears for the first time in over 20 years! 

HUNDREDS of bears could be slaughtered as early as THIS October. Florida Voices for Animals,
 Audubon Florida, Animal Right Foundation, and HSUS call this the most URGENT issue facing
 Florida's wildlife. 

***SPEAKERS NEEDED*** at the FINAL FWC meeting, Wednesday, June 24th, 8 a.m. Hyatt
 Regency. 

FWC will allow incredibly cruel and barbaric killing methods, including hounding--where bears
 are chased by packs of radio-collared dogs and baiting --where bears are lured by piles of
 doughnuts and other pastries, and shot while they’re gorging themselves. 
Despite hearing from THOUSANDS of residents opposed to this trophy hunt, the FWC blatantly
 ignored those voices. 

1.) Please ATTEND the FINAL vote Wednesday, June 24th, at the Sarasota Hyatt, 8 a.m.
 SPEAKERS and attendees needed! Details below: 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1614353608822251/ 

2.) Bombard Governor Scott with calls to STOP the hunt. 
1-850-488-7146 

3.) Sign the petitions and SHARE! 
https://www.change.org/p/urgent-stop-trophy-hunters-from-killing-bears-in-florida



From: william pond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:12:56 PM

From: william  pond <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92692

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william  pond
26 SunBridge Place
dana point, CA 92692



From: william pond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:12:56 PM

From: william  pond <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92692

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william  pond
26 SunBridge Place
dana point, CA 92692



From: Gloria dolgin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:12:46 PM

From: Gloria  dolgin <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92692

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gloria  dolgin
26 SunBridge Place
dana point, CA 92692



From: Gloria dolgin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:12:46 PM

From: Gloria  dolgin <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92692

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gloria  dolgin
26 SunBridge Place
dana point, CA 92692



From: Cindy Khalsa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:07:36 PM

From: Cindy Khalsa <cindykhalsa@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32060-5720

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Khalsa
11219  225th Road
Live Oak, FL 32060-5720



From: Cindy Khalsa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:07:36 PM

From: Cindy Khalsa <cindykhalsa@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32060-5720

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Khalsa
11219  225th Road
Live Oak, FL 32060-5720



From: Judy Albury
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 11:57:12 AM

From: Judy Albury <jaalbury@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33155-5702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Hunting is for cowards and bullies.  People have to stop destroying animals and learn how to live with them.  Hunt
 with a camera, not a weapon.  Killing animals for sport is just ignorant and makes you a small person.  Causing
 suffering in others is just wrong and uncivilized.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judy Albury
6770 SW 50 Ter
Miami, FL 33155-5702



From: C R
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THIS BEAR HUNT !!!
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 11:18:51 AM

Stop this BARBARIC hunt. We do NOT want such DRASTIC measures!
taxpayer & voter,
Carolyn Repeta
calveg77@yahoo.com



From: Russ Alba
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 10:29:26 AM

Dear Governor Scott:
I urge you to put an immediate halt to the proposed black bear hunt.
Russ Alba
Russell T. Alba, Esq.
Black Swan Legal Counsel, PLLC
101 South Franklin Street, Suite 202 | Tampa, Florida 33602
813.224.0900 Phone | 813.786.0416 Mobile | 813.224.0922 Fax
www.blackswanlegal.com



From: Pamela Vise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 10:23:18 AM

From: Pamela Vise <pvise@txchiro.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77536-4623

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I have visited your beautiful state many times and plan to return in October. I am shocked that you and your citizens
 would allow such needless cruelty. Murder to bolster some male's weak ego is disgusting. Get a bigger TV.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pamela Vise
1914 New Orleans
Deer Park, TX 77536-4623



From: Charlene Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 10:13:19 AM

From: Charlene Cooper <FenAnnie@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12140-3309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charlene Cooper
246 Plank Rd
Poestenkill, NY 12140-3309



From: Melissa carneiro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 10:00:55 AM

From: Melissa carneiro <clumzybrunette@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96001-8733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa carneiro
16123 plateau circle
Redding, CA 96001-8733



From: Melissa carneiro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 10:00:55 AM

From: Melissa carneiro <clumzybrunette@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96001-8733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa carneiro
16123 plateau circle
Redding, CA 96001-8733



From: Linda Ashton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:53:08 AM

From: Linda Ashton <lindaashton90@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32211-3862

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Ashton
2618 Ector Rd N
Jacksonville, FL 32211-3862



From: Linda Ashton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:53:07 AM

From: Linda Ashton <lindaashton90@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32211-3862

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Ashton
2618 Ector Rd N
Jacksonville, FL 32211-3862



From: Lynne Teplin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:50:37 AM

From: Lynne Teplin <lynnet@lagcc.cuny.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10708-3323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynne Teplin
846 Palmer Road #1a
Bronxville, NY 10708-3323



From: Lynne Teplin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:50:37 AM

From: Lynne Teplin <lynnet@lagcc.cuny.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10708-3323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynne Teplin
846 Palmer Road #1a
Bronxville, NY 10708-3323



From: christina little
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:45:47 AM

From: christina  little <tobylance@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08054-4715

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

christina  little
1 kirkwood ct
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054-4715



From: christina little
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:45:46 AM

From: christina  little <tobylance@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08054-4715

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

christina  little
1 kirkwood ct
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054-4715



From: Mike Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:45:37 AM

From: Mike Spencer <Mspencer2369@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28105-3757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mike Spencer
9704 Manus ct.
Matthews, NC 28105-3757



From: Mike Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:45:37 AM

From: Mike Spencer <Mspencer2369@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28105-3757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mike Spencer
9704 Manus ct.
Matthews, NC 28105-3757



From: Barry Zuckerman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:38:33 AM

From: Barry Zuckerman <b_zuckerman@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10940-2601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barry Zuckerman
1 Old Anvil Lane
Middletown, NY 10940-2601



From: Barry Zuckerman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:38:32 AM

From: Barry Zuckerman <b_zuckerman@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10940-2601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barry Zuckerman
1 Old Anvil Lane
Middletown, NY 10940-2601



From: Elizabeth Zarra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:38:27 AM

From: Elizabeth Zarra <bethzarra@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77388-4173

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Zarra
20531 Cypresswood Meadows Dr
Spring, TX 77388-4173



From: Elizabeth Zarra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:38:27 AM

From: Elizabeth Zarra <bethzarra@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77388-4173

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Zarra
20531 Cypresswood Meadows Dr
Spring, TX 77388-4173



From: Valerie Howell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:37:29 AM

From: Valerie Howell <valeriehowell@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33255-8612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Valerie Howell
P.O. Box 558612
Miami, FL 33255-8612



From: Valerie Howell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:37:29 AM

From: Valerie Howell <valeriehowell@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33255-8612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Valerie Howell
P.O. Box 558612
Miami, FL 33255-8612



From: Julija Merljak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:37:09 AM

From: Julija Merljak <sky_space@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80440

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julija Merljak
18 Rooibekkie St.
Fairplay, CO 80440



From: Julija Merljak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:37:09 AM

From: Julija Merljak <sky_space@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80440

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julija Merljak
18 Rooibekkie St.
Fairplay, CO 80440



From: Sally Needham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:36:20 AM

From: Sally Needham <sneedham@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97224-7540

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The methods that are approved for this bear hunt are also wrong.  Baiting and hunting with dogs are not sportsman-
like, and both have been banned in Oregon.  Florida should not allow any form of these hunting methods, if the hunt
 is allowed to proceed, which I believe it should not.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Needham
14791 SW 80th Ave
Portland, OR 97224-7540



From: Sally Needham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:36:20 AM

From: Sally Needham <sneedham@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97224-7540

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The methods that are approved for this bear hunt are also wrong.  Baiting and hunting with dogs are not sportsman-
like, and both have been banned in Oregon.  Florida should not allow any form of these hunting methods, if the hunt
 is allowed to proceed, which I believe it should not.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Needham
14791 SW 80th Ave
Portland, OR 97224-7540



From: Michael Sackar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:32:26 AM

From: Michael Sackar <msackar@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60657-5893

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Sackar
945 W. George St.
Chicago, IL 60657-5893



From: Michael Sackar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:32:26 AM

From: Michael Sackar <msackar@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60657-5893

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Sackar
945 W. George St.
Chicago, IL 60657-5893



From: Elizabeth Charlton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:32:21 AM

From: Elizabeth Charlton <elizabethcharlton@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02675-1830

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please consider a more humane way to address the bear population.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Charlton
28 randolph rd
Yarmouth Port, MA 02675-1830



From: Elizabeth Charlton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:32:21 AM

From: Elizabeth Charlton <elizabethcharlton@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02675-1830

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please consider a more humane way to address the bear population.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Charlton
28 randolph rd
Yarmouth Port, MA 02675-1830



From: michelle lesmond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:24:00 AM

From: michelle lesmond <lesmond@bigpond.net.au>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 83725-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michelle lesmond
40 high street
Boise, ID 83725-0001



From: michelle lesmond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:24:00 AM

From: michelle lesmond <lesmond@bigpond.net.au>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 83725-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michelle lesmond
40 high street
Boise, ID 83725-0001



From: Chasity Hungerford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:23:11 AM

From: Chasity Hungerford <lisen_of_the_wood@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97402-9759

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chasity Hungerford
4075 Ariel Way
Eugene, OR 97402-9759



From: Chasity Hungerford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:23:11 AM

From: Chasity Hungerford <lisen_of_the_wood@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97402-9759

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chasity Hungerford
4075 Ariel Way
Eugene, OR 97402-9759



From: Michele Desgain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:22:33 AM

From: Michele Desgain <obxhoney@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27948-9394

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michele Desgain
1700 seminole street
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948-9394



From: Michele Desgain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:22:33 AM

From: Michele Desgain <obxhoney@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27948-9394

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michele Desgain
1700 seminole street
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948-9394



From: whitney watters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:21:06 AM

From: whitney watters <sugaree01@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32084-3556

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

whitney watters
24 riberia st
Saint Augustine, FL 32084-3556



From: whitney watters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:21:06 AM

From: whitney watters <sugaree01@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32084-3556

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

whitney watters
24 riberia st
Saint Augustine, FL 32084-3556



From: C. Collins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:21:01 AM

From: C. Collins <zkzkac@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05641-2928

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

C. Collins
41 Merchant St, #2
Barre, VT 05641-2928



From: C. Collins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:21:01 AM

From: C. Collins <zkzkac@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05641-2928

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

C. Collins
41 Merchant St, #2
Barre, VT 05641-2928



From: Janet Ianni
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:20:43 AM

From: Janet Ianni <j.surfsup@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19352-1107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Ianni
1155 Thunder Hill Rd
Lincoln University, PA 19352-1107



From: Janet Ianni
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:20:43 AM

From: Janet Ianni <j.surfsup@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19352-1107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Ianni
1155 Thunder Hill Rd
Lincoln University, PA 19352-1107



From: James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:19:04 AM

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:19:04 AM

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: lorenz steininger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:17:07 AM

From: lorenz steininger <schreibdemstein@posteo.de>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22554

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lorenz steininger
main st
stafford, VA 22554



From: janis gummel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:17:07 AM

From: janis gummel <jgummel75@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30528-4310

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

janis gummel
352 wildwood acres road
Cleveland, GA 30528-4310



From: lorenz steininger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:17:07 AM

From: lorenz steininger <schreibdemstein@posteo.de>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22554

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lorenz steininger
main st
stafford, VA 22554



From: janis gummel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 9:17:07 AM

From: janis gummel <jgummel75@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30528-4310

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

janis gummel
352 wildwood acres road
Cleveland, GA 30528-4310



From: Leah Ennis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 8:05:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Leah Ennis
19601 E Country Club Dr
Aventura, FL 33180
US



From: Alexis Fernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2015 12:36:56 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Alexis Fernandez
2050 Nw 16th Ter
E214
Miami, FL 33125



From: Maria Franklin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Black Bear
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:33 PM

From: Maria Franklin <evil.ss.teacher@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33990

Phone Number: 239-839-0438

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt before it begins!  The dwindling habitat problem is NOT a justification for killing
 the bears, it IS a reason to start thinking about conservation of habitats and wildlife corridors.

Please, preserve our natural and wild Florida by protecting the black bear and stopping the hunt before it begins.



From: Donna Grace
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 9:20:16 PM

From: Donna Grace <donnaj.grace@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707-5031

Phone Number: 7276920426

Message Body: There is a meeting coming up next week to decide if we are going to have a bear hunt here in
 Florida.  I am greatly opposed to such an action.  After protecting the bears for so many years, it seems ludicrous to
 then shoot them.  There are other ways of managing them, already tried and true.  Just in need of implementation.

After this year's appalling record of having no bills that would benefit animals passed by the legislature, you could
 set a great example for the upcoming session.  Please don't let them shoot the bears!!

Thank you.



From: Kelly Gilbert
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 8:01:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kelly Gilbert
575 11th Ct
Vero Beach, FL 32962
US



From: Jena
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:51:56 PM

From: Jena <tikifox03@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32804

Phone Number: 4402417941

Message Body: Please save Florida bears and say no to legalizing a bear hunt! This is not the way to stop bear and
 human conflict. The correct measures to take are to secure garbage and other bear attractants.



From: Jena
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:51:56 PM

From: Jena <tikifox03@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32804

Phone Number: 4402417941

Message Body: Please save Florida bears and say no to legalizing a bear hunt! This is not the way to stop bear and
 human conflict. The correct measures to take are to secure garbage and other bear attractants.



From: kx bx
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:30:14 PM

From: kx bx <trash3x@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93535-3025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

kx bx
432 e.lingard
Lancaster, CA 93535-3025



From: kx bx
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:30:14 PM

From: kx bx <trash3x@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93535-3025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

kx bx
432 e.lingard
Lancaster, CA 93535-3025



From: paula eaton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:28:46 PM

From: paula eaton <baldferret325@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63074-2408

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

paula eaton
3636 high dr
Saint Ann, MO 63074-2408



From: paula eaton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:28:46 PM

From: paula eaton <baldferret325@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63074-2408

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

paula eaton
3636 high dr
Saint Ann, MO 63074-2408



From: Joan Gove
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:27:08 PM

From: Joan Gove <jcg33431@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33431-5190

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan Gove
4670 NE 5th Avenue
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5190



From: Joan Gove
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:27:08 PM

From: Joan Gove <jcg33431@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33431-5190

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan Gove
4670 NE 5th Avenue
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5190



From: George Neste
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:26:55 PM

From: George Neste <nastygeorge59@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27265-1196

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

George Neste
4437 Garden Club Street
High Point, NC 27265-1196



From: George Neste
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:26:55 PM

From: George Neste <nastygeorge59@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27265-1196

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

George Neste
4437 Garden Club Street
High Point, NC 27265-1196



From: Margaret Mainelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:26:47 PM

From: Margaret Mainelli <margmainelli@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68106-1922

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Mainelli
824 S. 50th Ave
Omaha, NE 68106-1922



From: Margaret Mainelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:26:47 PM

From: Margaret Mainelli <margmainelli@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68106-1922

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Mainelli
824 S. 50th Ave
Omaha, NE 68106-1922



From: Caryl Speck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:07:20 PM

From: Caryl Speck <caryl.speck@earthlink net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32934

Phone Number: 321-757-5610

Message Body: Dear Gov Scott,
Please stop the bear hunt!!!
Sincerely,
Caryl Speck



From: Glenn and Debbie Carson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:06:35 PM

From: Glenn and Debbie Carson <debbie.a.carson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28461-7584

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Glenn and Debbie Carson
4004 Ridgevie-w Drive
Southport, NC 28461-7584



From: Glenn and Debbie Carson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:06:35 PM

From: Glenn and Debbie Carson <debbie.a.carson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28461-7584

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Glenn and Debbie Carson
4004 Ridgevie-w Drive
Southport, NC 28461-7584



From: Glenn and Debbie Carson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:06:29 PM

From: Glenn and Debbie Carson <debbie.a.carson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28461-7584

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Glenn and Debbie Carson
4004 Ridgevie-w Drive
Southport, NC 28461-7584



From: Glenn and Debbie Carson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:06:28 PM

From: Glenn and Debbie Carson <debbie.a.carson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28461-7584

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Glenn and Debbie Carson
4004 Ridgevie-w Drive
Southport, NC 28461-7584



From: Eleanor Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:02:21 PM

From: Eleanor Jones <hejones76@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85396-7278

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Jones
20491 N. 260th Ln
Buckeye, AZ 85396-7278



From: Eleanor Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:02:21 PM

From: Eleanor Jones <hejones76@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85396-7278

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Jones
20491 N. 260th Ln
Buckeye, AZ 85396-7278



From: Eleanor Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:02:21 PM

From: Eleanor Jones <hejones76@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85396-7278

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Jones
20491 N. 260th Ln
Buckeye, AZ 85396-7278



From: Eleanor Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:02:21 PM

From: Eleanor Jones <hejones76@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85396-7278

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Jones
20491 N. 260th Ln
Buckeye, AZ 85396-7278



From: Margaret Griffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:58 PM

From: Margaret Griffin <meggrif@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44224-3929

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Griffin
3504 Adaline Drive
Stow, OH 44224-3929



From: Margaret Griffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:58 PM

From: Margaret Griffin <meggrif@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44224-3929

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Griffin
3504 Adaline Drive
Stow, OH 44224-3929



From: Carol Swing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:51 PM

From: Carol Swing <23butterflies@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28787-8396

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Swing
223 Dula Springs Road
Weaverville, NC 28787-8396



From: Carol Swing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:51 PM

From: Carol Swing <23butterflies@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28787-8396

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Swing
223 Dula Springs Road
Weaverville, NC 28787-8396



From: Margaret Griffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:43 PM

From: Margaret Griffin <meggrif@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44224-3929

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Griffin
3504 Adaline Drive
Stow, OH 44224-3929



From: Margaret Griffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:43 PM

From: Margaret Griffin <meggrif@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44224-3929

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Griffin
3504 Adaline Drive
Stow, OH 44224-3929



From: Colleen Morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:41 PM

From: Colleen Morrison <morrisoncolleen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60202-3306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Colleen Morrison
1015 Harvard Terrace
Evanston, IL 60202-3306



From: Colleen Morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:41 PM

From: Colleen Morrison <morrisoncolleen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60202-3306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Colleen Morrison
1015 Harvard Terrace
Evanston, IL 60202-3306



From: Colleen Morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:35 PM

From: Colleen Morrison <morrisoncolleen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60202-3306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Colleen Morrison
1015 Harvard Terrace
Evanston, IL 60202-3306



From: Colleen Morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:35 PM

From: Colleen Morrison <morrisoncolleen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60202-3306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Colleen Morrison
1015 Harvard Terrace
Evanston, IL 60202-3306



From: Barbara Orr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:29 PM

From: Barbara Orr <bjosplace@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91324-2112

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Orr
19327 Citronia St.
Northridge, CA 91324-2112



From: Barbara Orr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:29 PM

From: Barbara Orr <bjosplace@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91324-2112

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Orr
19327 Citronia St.
Northridge, CA 91324-2112



From: Leila Mojab
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:17 PM

From: Leila Mojab <leilabogley@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19943-1784

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leila Mojab
25 Hurds Blvd Apt 3
Felton, DE 19943-1784



From: Leila Mojab
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:16 PM

From: Leila Mojab <leilabogley@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19943-1784

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leila Mojab
25 Hurds Blvd Apt 3
Felton, DE 19943-1784



From: Danuta Watola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:15 PM

From: Danuta Watola <facebok@op.pl>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48933

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Danuta Watola
Chopina 5
ANTIGO, MS 48933



From: Danuta Watola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:01:15 PM

From: Danuta Watola <facebok@op.pl>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48933

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Danuta Watola
Chopina 5
ANTIGO, MS 48933



From: Joyce Janicki
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:00:53 PM

From: Joyce Janicki <Joycejanicki@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48081-2078

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joyce Janicki
22493 Milner
Saint Clair Shores, MI 48081-2078



From: Joyce Janicki
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:00:53 PM

From: Joyce Janicki <Joycejanicki@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48081-2078

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joyce Janicki
22493 Milner
Saint Clair Shores, MI 48081-2078



From: Debi Bergsma
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:00:43 PM

From: Debi Bergsma <debiane3@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92336-4106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debi Bergsma
15376 Rockwell Ave
Fontana, CA 92336-4106



From: Debi Bergsma
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:00:43 PM

From: Debi Bergsma <debiane3@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92336-4106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debi Bergsma
15376 Rockwell Ave
Fontana, CA 92336-4106



From: Erika Agnew
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:00:31 PM

From: Erika Agnew <agnewerika@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20002-3704

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Erika Agnew
1000 11th St
Washington, DC 20002-3704



From: Erika Agnew
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 3:00:31 PM

From: Erika Agnew <agnewerika@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20002-3704

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Erika Agnew
1000 11th St
Washington, DC 20002-3704



From: Joy Desmond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:58:30 PM

From: Joy Desmond <joydesmondrealtor@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33812-1216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joy Desmond
5473 Pebble Beach Dr
Lakeland, FL 33812-1216



From: Joy Desmond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:58:30 PM

From: Joy Desmond <joydesmondrealtor@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33812-1216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joy Desmond
5473 Pebble Beach Dr
Lakeland, FL 33812-1216



From: Kathleen Eaton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:58:10 PM

From: Kathleen Eaton <sce9590@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19709-9699

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Eaton
1035 Schagrin Dr.
Middletown, DE 19709-9699



From: Kathleen Eaton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:58:10 PM

From: Kathleen Eaton <sce9590@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19709-9699

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Eaton
1035 Schagrin Dr.
Middletown, DE 19709-9699



From: Nicole Lauren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:58:06 PM

From: Nicole Lauren <nicolelauren33@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33480-5469

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please STOP KILLING BEARS!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole Lauren
2560 s Ocean Blvd
Palm Beach, FL 33480-5469



From: Nicole Lauren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:58:06 PM

From: Nicole Lauren <nicolelauren33@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33480-5469

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please STOP KILLING BEARS!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole Lauren
2560 s Ocean Blvd
Palm Beach, FL 33480-5469



From: Michaela pond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:57:34 PM

From: Michaela pond <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92625-1743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michaela pond
1400 Santanella Terrace
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625-1743



From: Michaela pond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:57:34 PM

From: Michaela pond <pondsanclemente@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92625-1743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michaela pond
1400 Santanella Terrace
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625-1743



From: Teresa Iovino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:56:48 PM

From: Teresa Iovino <tmi_darktower@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38117-6514

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Teresa Iovino
4669 Dunn Rd
Memphis, TN 38117-6514



From: Teresa Iovino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:56:48 PM

From: Teresa Iovino <tmi_darktower@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38117-6514

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Teresa Iovino
4669 Dunn Rd
Memphis, TN 38117-6514



From: Virginia Mendez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:56:36 PM

From: Virginia Mendez <Virginialefay@Gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Virginia Mendez
NE 173 street
Miami, FL 33160



From: Virginia Mendez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:56:36 PM

From: Virginia Mendez <Virginialefay@Gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Virginia Mendez
NE 173 street
Miami, FL 33160



From: Cynthia Loucks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:56:27 PM

From: Cynthia Loucks <cynnstar@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86303-3545

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Loucks
965 Sharlot Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86303-3545



From: Cynthia Loucks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:56:27 PM

From: Cynthia Loucks <cynnstar@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86303-3545

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Loucks
965 Sharlot Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86303-3545



From: Dan Pongallo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:56:25 PM

From: Dan Pongallo <pongallo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5735

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dan Pongallo
2242 Woodward Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5735



From: Dan Pongallo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:56:25 PM

From: Dan Pongallo <pongallo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44107-5735

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dan Pongallo
2242 Woodward Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107-5735



From: Linda Kehew
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:42 PM

From: Linda Kehew <lmkehew@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28590-9419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Kehew
211 Buckingham Dr.
Winterville, NC 28590-9419



From: Linda Kehew
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:42 PM

From: Linda Kehew <lmkehew@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28590-9419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Kehew
211 Buckingham Dr.
Winterville, NC 28590-9419



From: Lynn Killam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:32 PM

From: Lynn Killam <prim8lk@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77018-1816

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Killam
1615 Viking Drive
Houston, TX 77018-1816



From: Lynn Killam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:32 PM

From: Lynn Killam <prim8lk@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77018-1816

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Killam
1615 Viking Drive
Houston, TX 77018-1816



From: robert cobb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:28 PM

From: robert cobb <cobbking12@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37934-7004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

robert cobb
821 vie-w harbour rd
Knoxville, TN 37934-7004



From: robert cobb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:28 PM

From: robert cobb <cobbking12@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37934-7004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

robert cobb
821 vie-w harbour rd
Knoxville, TN 37934-7004



From: cheryl watters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:25 PM

From: cheryl watters <cheryl40978@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32164-2566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

cheryl watters
600 shady oaks drive #310
Palm Coast, FL 32164-2566



From: cheryl watters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:25 PM

From: cheryl watters <cheryl40978@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32164-2566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

cheryl watters
600 shady oaks drive #310
Palm Coast, FL 32164-2566



From: peggy peters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:19 PM

From: peggy peters <pickle.peggy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33896-9631

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

peggy peters
8135 champions circle
Champions Gate, FL 33896-9631



From: peggy peters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:19 PM

From: peggy peters <pickle.peggy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33896-9631

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

peggy peters
8135 champions circle
Champions Gate, FL 33896-9631



From: Lisa Haut
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:12 PM

From: Lisa Haut <lisaleah13haut@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06511-3817

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Haut
463 orange Street
New Haven, CT 06511-3817



From: Lisa Haut
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:55:12 PM

From: Lisa Haut <lisaleah13haut@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06511-3817

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Haut
463 orange Street
New Haven, CT 06511-3817



From: Francine Meinelschmidt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please....NO BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:53:06 PM

From: Francine Meinelschmidt <daisycloud@netzero.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33023-6435

Phone Number: 954 961-9303

Message Body: Please say "NO" to reopening of the bear hunt.

Thank you,



From: Lisa Neste
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:52:32 PM

From: Lisa Neste <lilmouse1213@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27265-1196

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Neste
4437 Garden Club St
High Point, NC 27265-1196



From: Lisa Neste
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:52:32 PM

From: Lisa Neste <lilmouse1213@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27265-1196

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Neste
4437 Garden Club St
High Point, NC 27265-1196



From: Candy Rocha
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:52:16 PM

From: Candy Rocha <candy8027@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90033-1612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candy Rocha
651 Echandia St.
Los Angeles, CA 90033-1612



From: Candy Rocha
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:52:16 PM

From: Candy Rocha <candy8027@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90033-1612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candy Rocha
651 Echandia St.
Los Angeles, CA 90033-1612



From: olivia blond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:39 PM

From: olivia blond <oliviablond@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78751-3241

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

olivia blond
4505 duval street
Austin, TX 78751-3241



From: desiree kisselburg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:39 PM

From: desiree kisselburg <desireekisselburg@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90025-6008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

desiree kisselburg
2119 kerwood ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-6008



From: olivia blond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:39 PM

From: olivia blond <oliviablond@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78751-3241

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

olivia blond
4505 duval street
Austin, TX 78751-3241



From: desiree kisselburg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:39 PM

From: desiree kisselburg <desireekisselburg@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90025-6008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

desiree kisselburg
2119 kerwood ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-6008



From: Jarvis Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:25 PM

From: Jarvis Hall <Mark7Tenor@netscape net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jarvis Hall
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Jarvis Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:25 PM

From: Jarvis Hall <Mark7Tenor@netscape net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jarvis Hall
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Matty Ziemak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:18 PM

From: Matty Ziemak <ziemak hall@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Matty Ziemak
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Matty Ziemak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:18 PM

From: Matty Ziemak <ziemak hall@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Matty Ziemak
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Cheryl Ziemak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:14 PM

From: Cheryl Ziemak <bunniepucker@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ziemak
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Jonathan Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:14 PM

From: Jonathan Hall <Mark7Tenor@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Hall
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Cheryl Ziemak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:14 PM

From: Cheryl Ziemak <bunniepucker@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ziemak
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Jonathan Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:14 PM

From: Jonathan Hall <Mark7Tenor@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Hall
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Patricia Foster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:14 PM

From: Patricia  Foster <silvergecko@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48823-6338

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia  Foster
2700 Marfitt
East Lansing, MI 48823-6338



From: Angie Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:13 PM

From: Angie Hall <Holistichelper@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Angie Hall
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Patricia Foster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:13 PM

From: Patricia  Foster <silvergecko@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48823-6338

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia  Foster
2700 Marfitt
East Lansing, MI 48823-6338



From: Angie Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:50:13 PM

From: Angie Hall <Holistichelper@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34289-1409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Angie Hall
2341 Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289-1409



From: Nancy Dall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:49:31 PM

From: Nancy Dall <npdlll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21122-1311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Dall
755 219th Street
Pasadena, MD 21122-1311



From: Nancy Dall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:49:31 PM

From: Nancy Dall <npdlll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21122-1311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Dall
755 219th Street
Pasadena, MD 21122-1311



From: Gina Caracci
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:43:29 PM

From: Gina Caracci <gmc1971@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32926-4309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gina Caracci
2532 cocoanut dr
Cocoa, FL 32926-4309



From: Gina Caracci
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:43:29 PM

From: Gina Caracci <gmc1971@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32926-4309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gina Caracci
2532 cocoanut dr
Cocoa, FL 32926-4309



From: Melvin Vance
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:41:41 PM

From: Melvin Vance <mel.melvance.vance@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48317-1415

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melvin Vance
8977 Carriage Hill Dr
Shelby Township, MI 48317-1415



From: Melvin Vance
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:41:41 PM

From: Melvin Vance <mel.melvance.vance@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48317-1415

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melvin Vance
8977 Carriage Hill Dr
Shelby Township, MI 48317-1415



From: susan thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:37:44 PM

From: susan thompson <suzzeliza@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19403-5675

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan thompson
23516 Shannondell Dr., Audubon, PA
Norristown, PA 19403-5675



From: susan thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:37:44 PM

From: susan thompson <suzzeliza@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19403-5675

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan thompson
23516 Shannondell Dr., Audubon, PA
Norristown, PA 19403-5675



From: Nancy Carrasco-Alvizo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:37:05 PM

From: Nancy  Carrasco-Alvizo <nancyc3087@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60609-4847

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy  Carrasco-Alvizo
4938 S Winchester Ave
Chicago, IL 60609-4847



From: Nancy Carrasco-Alvizo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:37:05 PM

From: Nancy  Carrasco-Alvizo <nancyc3087@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60609-4847

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy  Carrasco-Alvizo
4938 S Winchester Ave
Chicago, IL 60609-4847



From: jillian shannon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:36:33 PM

From: jillian shannon <dawningbloodmoon@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33612-5042

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

jillian shannon
1704 w. country club drive
Tampa, FL 33612-5042



From: jillian shannon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:36:33 PM

From: jillian shannon <dawningbloodmoon@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33612-5042

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

jillian shannon
1704 w. country club drive
Tampa, FL 33612-5042



From: Libby Bradley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:57 PM

From: Libby Bradley <tincats@hellokitty.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38555-4270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Libby Bradley
50 Millstream Ln Apt 2
Crossville, TN 38555-4270



From: Ruth Litton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:57 PM

From: Ruth Litton <ruth.litton@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02664-4028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ruth Litton
32 Shallow Brook Rd
South Yarmouth, MA 02664-4028



From: Libby Bradley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:57 PM

From: Libby Bradley <tincats@hellokitty.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38555-4270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Libby Bradley
50 Millstream Ln Apt 2
Crossville, TN 38555-4270



From: Ruth Litton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:57 PM

From: Ruth Litton <ruth.litton@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02664-4028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ruth Litton
32 Shallow Brook Rd
South Yarmouth, MA 02664-4028



From: Russell Se
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:50 PM

From: Russell Se <res555@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01301-2210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Russell Se
100 Elm Street
Greenfield, MA 01301-2210



From: Russell Se
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:50 PM

From: Russell Se <res555@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01301-2210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Russell Se
100 Elm Street
Greenfield, MA 01301-2210



From: Mark M Giese
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:35 PM

From: Mark M Giese <m mk@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53403-3606

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark M Giese
1520 Bryn Mawr Ave
Mount Pleasant, WI 53403-3606



From: Mark M Giese
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:35 PM

From: Mark M Giese <m mk@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53403-3606

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark M Giese
1520 Bryn Mawr Ave
Mount Pleasant, WI 53403-3606



From: Sheila Dillon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:22 PM

From: Sheila Dillon <policaudillon@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56201-4179

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila Dillon
1701 5th St SW
Willmar, MN 56201-4179



From: Sheila Dillon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:22 PM

From: Sheila Dillon <policaudillon@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56201-4179

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila Dillon
1701 5th St SW
Willmar, MN 56201-4179



From: ELAINE AL MEQDAD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:16 PM

From: ELAINE AL MEQDAD <ebenson14@yahoo.ccom>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60523-1748

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ELAINE AL MEQDAD
16 w 655 mockingbird ln
Oak Brook, IL 60523-1748



From: Leilani Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:16 PM

From: Leilani Clark <hawaiiqh@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96704-8745

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leilani Clark
87-370 Kaohe Mauka Pl
Captain Cook, HI 96704-8745



From: ELAINE AL MEQDAD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:16 PM

From: ELAINE AL MEQDAD <ebenson14@yahoo.ccom>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60523-1748

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ELAINE AL MEQDAD
16 w 655 mockingbird ln
Oak Brook, IL 60523-1748



From: Leilani Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:35:16 PM

From: Leilani Clark <hawaiiqh@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96704-8745

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leilani Clark
87-370 Kaohe Mauka Pl
Captain Cook, HI 96704-8745



From: james goldberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:34:33 PM

From: james goldberg <mdgproperty@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93923-8420

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I hope that you'll join me as a fellow Republican in protecting what little there is left of our natural heritage.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

james goldberg
25861 elinore place
Carmel, CA 93923-8420



From: james goldberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:34:33 PM

From: james goldberg <mdgproperty@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93923-8420

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I hope that you'll join me as a fellow Republican in protecting what little there is left of our natural heritage.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

james goldberg
25861 elinore place
Carmel, CA 93923-8420



From: claire Ogorzaly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:34:19 PM

From: claire Ogorzaly <ginggy1@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60655-1666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

claire Ogorzaly
10142 S Talman Ave
Chicago, IL 60655-1666



From: claire Ogorzaly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:34:19 PM

From: claire Ogorzaly <ginggy1@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60655-1666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

claire Ogorzaly
10142 S Talman Ave
Chicago, IL 60655-1666



From: Jean Ogorzaly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:34:18 PM

From: Jean Ogorzaly <rogorzaly@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60655-1666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Ogorzaly
10142 S Talman Ave
Chicago, IL 60655-1666



From: Jean Ogorzaly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:34:18 PM

From: Jean Ogorzaly <rogorzaly@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60655-1666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Ogorzaly
10142 S Talman Ave
Chicago, IL 60655-1666



From: Monica Odgers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:34:02 PM

From: Monica Odgers <bulldoggraphics@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53027-1843

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica Odgers
224A Church St
Hartford, WI 53027-1843



From: Monica Odgers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:34:02 PM

From: Monica Odgers <bulldoggraphics@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53027-1843

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica Odgers
224A Church St
Hartford, WI 53027-1843



From: Lisa Mazzola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:33:57 PM

From: Lisa Mazzola <lmazzola@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33612-5013

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Mazzola
1723 Followthru Drive
Tampa, FL 33612-5013



From: Lisa Mazzola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:33:57 PM

From: Lisa Mazzola <lmazzola@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33612-5013

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Mazzola
1723 Followthru Drive
Tampa, FL 33612-5013



From: Sally Leinicke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:33:39 PM

From: Sally Leinicke <jleinicke@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27517-8365

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Leinicke
18007 Hyde
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-8365



From: Sally Leinicke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:33:39 PM

From: Sally Leinicke <jleinicke@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27517-8365

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Leinicke
18007 Hyde
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-8365



From: Dena Garcia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:33:34 PM

From: Dena Garcia <mittens1120@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34771-8900

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dena Garcia
4805 Citrus Oak Lane
Saint Cloud, FL 34771-8900



From: Dena Garcia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:33:34 PM

From: Dena Garcia <mittens1120@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34771-8900

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dena Garcia
4805 Citrus Oak Lane
Saint Cloud, FL 34771-8900



From: DeDe O"Donnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:33:07 PM

From: DeDe O'Donnell <deanneodonnell@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15627-2671

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

DeDe O'Donnell
137 Ron Drive
Derry, PA 15627-2671



From: DeDe O"Donnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:33:07 PM

From: DeDe O'Donnell <deanneodonnell@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15627-2671

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

DeDe O'Donnell
137 Ron Drive
Derry, PA 15627-2671



From: Loretta Windas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:32:46 PM

From: Loretta  Windas <leroywindscreen@optimum net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07747-2867

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There appear to be no good reasons for a bear hunt.  None.  Please cancel the proposed bear hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Loretta  Windas
138 Aberdeen Road
Matawan, NJ 07747-2867



From: Loretta Windas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:32:46 PM

From: Loretta  Windas <leroywindscreen@optimum net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07747-2867

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There appear to be no good reasons for a bear hunt.  None.  Please cancel the proposed bear hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Loretta  Windas
138 Aberdeen Road
Matawan, NJ 07747-2867



From: Lea coreau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:32:41 PM

From: Lea coreau <lcoreau@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06851-5922

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lea coreau
22 tierney st
Norwalk, CT 06851-5922



From: Lea coreau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:32:41 PM

From: Lea coreau <lcoreau@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06851-5922

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lea coreau
22 tierney st
Norwalk, CT 06851-5922



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:32:23 PM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:32:23 PM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Dane Thorne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:32:22 PM

From: Dane Thorne <mountain2884@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80026-2229

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Respect life.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dane Thorne
406 E Emma St
Lafayette, CO 80026-2229



From: Dane Thorne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:32:22 PM

From: Dane Thorne <mountain2884@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80026-2229

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Respect life.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dane Thorne
406 E Emma St
Lafayette, CO 80026-2229



From: Marisa Strange
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:33 PM

From: Marisa Strange <strange523@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90803-5512

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marisa Strange
238 Granada Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90803-5512



From: Marisa Strange
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:33 PM

From: Marisa Strange <strange523@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90803-5512

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marisa Strange
238 Granada Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90803-5512



From: Albert Kauslick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:22 PM

From: Albert Kauslick <albert@ursusstudio.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27215-5924

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

hunting for sport is a sin. not even animals hunt for the pleasure of it, it  and considering how endangered the
 world's animals are.. hunting for food is one thing, hunting to stave off boredom is quite another.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Albert Kauslick
710 east davis street
Burlington, NC 27215-5924



From: Albert Kauslick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:22 PM

From: Albert Kauslick <albert@ursusstudio.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27215-5924

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

hunting for sport is a sin. not even animals hunt for the pleasure of it, it  and considering how endangered the
 world's animals are.. hunting for food is one thing, hunting to stave off boredom is quite another.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Albert Kauslick
710 east davis street
Burlington, NC 27215-5924



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:20 PM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:20 PM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:20 PM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: The U. family
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:20 PM

From: The U. family <polishprincesspolishprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

The U. family
beth
east, PA 18020



From: Paula Morgan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:16 PM

From: Paula Morgan <paulaym@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33019-5026

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Personally, I feel a hunt is wrong. Who i helped by this kind of activity? It seems to me this is just a bad decision.
 Please stop this hunt prior to the June 24th deadline.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Morgan
833 Spinnaker Drive E.
Hollywood, FL 33019-5026



From: Paula Morgan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:16 PM

From: Paula Morgan <paulaym@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33019-5026

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Personally, I feel a hunt is wrong. Who i helped by this kind of activity? It seems to me this is just a bad decision.
 Please stop this hunt prior to the June 24th deadline.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Morgan
833 Spinnaker Drive E.
Hollywood, FL 33019-5026



From: Marcia Kellam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:04 PM

From: Marcia Kellam <marciakellam@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95404-2842

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marcia Kellam
1237 Humboldt Street
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-2842



From: Marcia Kellam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:29:04 PM

From: Marcia Kellam <marciakellam@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95404-2842

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marcia Kellam
1237 Humboldt Street
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-2842



From: Alexandra kroon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:28:56 PM

From: Alexandra kroon <marlene.kroon@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06482-1013

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alexandra kroon
77 Alberts hill
Sandy Hook, CT 06482-1013



From: Alexandra kroon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:28:56 PM

From: Alexandra kroon <marlene.kroon@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06482-1013

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alexandra kroon
77 Alberts hill
Sandy Hook, CT 06482-1013



From: Iain munn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:28:37 PM

From: Iain munn <iain@iainmunn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28815-1361

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Iain munn
p.o. box 19361
Asheville, NC 28815-1361



From: Iain munn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:28:37 PM

From: Iain munn <iain@iainmunn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28815-1361

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Iain munn
p.o. box 19361
Asheville, NC 28815-1361



From: Juliet van Otteren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:28:13 PM

From: Juliet van Otteren <mail@jvop.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28815-1361

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Juliet van Otteren
p.o. box 19361
Asheville, NC 28815-1361



From: Juliet van Otteren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:28:13 PM

From: Juliet van Otteren <mail@jvop.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28815-1361

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Juliet van Otteren
p.o. box 19361
Asheville, NC 28815-1361



From: Joseph D Regan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:57 PM

From: Joseph D Regan <jr1414@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27606-2566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph D Regan
1414 Geneva St
Raleigh, NC 27606-2566



From: Joseph D Regan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:57 PM

From: Joseph D Regan <jr1414@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27606-2566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph D Regan
1414 Geneva St
Raleigh, NC 27606-2566



From: Peggy Schramm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:52 PM

From: Peggy Schramm <crazymonkeyinc@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60085-1858

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peggy Schramm
1335 N. Jackson St.
Waukegan, IL 60085-1858



From: Peggy Schramm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:51 PM

From: Peggy Schramm <crazymonkeyinc@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60085-1858

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peggy Schramm
1335 N. Jackson St.
Waukegan, IL 60085-1858



From: craig walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:49 PM

From: craig walker <craignancy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91206-1201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

craig walker
3740 San Augustine Drive
Glendale, CA 91206-1201



From: craig walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:49 PM

From: craig walker <craignancy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91206-1201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

craig walker
3740 San Augustine Drive
Glendale, CA 91206-1201



From: NK Acevedo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:23 PM

From: NK Acevedo <brookelynn1971@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02125-1708

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

NK Acevedo
261 E. Cottage St
Dorchester, MA 02125-1708



From: NK Acevedo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:23 PM

From: NK Acevedo <brookelynn1971@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02125-1708

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

NK Acevedo
261 E. Cottage St
Dorchester, MA 02125-1708



From: Craig Jeckel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:14 PM

From: Craig Jeckel <craig.jeckel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32250-7130

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Jeckel
220 8th Ave N
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250-7130



From: Craig Jeckel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:14 PM

From: Craig Jeckel <craig.jeckel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32250-7130

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Jeckel
220 8th Ave N
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250-7130



From: Linda Higgins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:12 PM

From: Linda Higgins <lindahiggins319@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19031-2014

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Higgins
32 Jones Ave.
Flourtown, PA 19031-2014



From: Dianna Keller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:12 PM

From: Dianna Keller <bookgirl9@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99016-8522

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianna Keller
18024 E Riverway
Spokane Valley, WA 99016-8522



From: Linda Higgins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:12 PM

From: Linda Higgins <lindahiggins319@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19031-2014

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Higgins
32 Jones Ave.
Flourtown, PA 19031-2014



From: Dianna Keller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:12 PM

From: Dianna Keller <bookgirl9@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99016-8522

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianna Keller
18024 E Riverway
Spokane Valley, WA 99016-8522



From: Craig Jeckel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:03 PM

From: Craig Jeckel <craig.jeckel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32250-7130

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Jeckel
220 8th Ave N
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250-7130



From: Craig Jeckel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:27:03 PM

From: Craig Jeckel <craig.jeckel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32250-7130

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Jeckel
220 8th Ave N
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250-7130



From: Michelle Gorton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:26:37 PM

From: Michelle Gorton <michelle.gorton@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68845-3451

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Gorton
210 W. 32nd st
Kearney, NE 68845-3451



From: Michelle Gorton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:26:37 PM

From: Michelle Gorton <michelle.gorton@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68845-3451

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Gorton
210 W. 32nd st
Kearney, NE 68845-3451



From: Stacey McCulloch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:26:05 PM

From: Stacey McCulloch <gayatridevi@earthart.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81131-0603

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stacey McCulloch
P. O. Box 603
Crestone, CO 81131-0603



From: Stacey McCulloch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:26:05 PM

From: Stacey McCulloch <gayatridevi@earthart.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81131-0603

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stacey McCulloch
P. O. Box 603
Crestone, CO 81131-0603



From: Gary Esposito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:21:04 PM

From: Gary Esposito <gespoeag@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32127-9354

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please stop the bear hunt!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gary Esposito
3960 Oak Trail Run
Port Orange, FL 32127-9354



From: Gary Esposito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:21:03 PM

From: Gary Esposito <gespoeag@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32127-9354

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please stop the bear hunt!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gary Esposito
3960 Oak Trail Run
Port Orange, FL 32127-9354



From: Steven Prow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:21:02 PM

From: Steven Prow <steveprow@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89074-2449

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Prow
2918 Currant Lane
Henderson, NV 89074-2449



From: Steven Prow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:21:02 PM

From: Steven Prow <steveprow@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89074-2449

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Prow
2918 Currant Lane
Henderson, NV 89074-2449



From: Tina Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:52 PM

From: Tina Martin <kaydraworm@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14611-4002

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tina Martin
108 Congress Ave
Rochester, NY 14611-4002



From: Tina Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:52 PM

From: Tina Martin <kaydraworm@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14611-4002

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tina Martin
108 Congress Ave
Rochester, NY 14611-4002



From: Al Stein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:38 PM

From: Al Stein <asalstein@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92262-8856

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As an enlightened Governor, you must know that this type of 'hunting' is an affront to common Humanity in the
 current Century in which we live. Please do the right thing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Al Stein
1840 Fan Palm Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262-8856



From: Al Stein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:38 PM

From: Al Stein <asalstein@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92262-8856

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As an enlightened Governor, you must know that this type of 'hunting' is an affront to common Humanity in the
 current Century in which we live. Please do the right thing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Al Stein
1840 Fan Palm Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262-8856



From: Marie Hendon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:22 PM

From: Marie Hendon <gonetothedogs3@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60046-6403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marie Hendon
1412 N. Cedar Lake Rd.
Lake Villa, IL 60046-6403



From: Marie Hendon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:22 PM

From: Marie Hendon <gonetothedogs3@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60046-6403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marie Hendon
1412 N. Cedar Lake Rd.
Lake Villa, IL 60046-6403



From: DeDe O"Donnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:21 PM

From: DeDe O'Donnell <deanneodonnell@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15627-2671

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

DeDe O'Donnell
137 Ron Drive
Derry, PA 15627-2671



From: DeDe O"Donnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:21 PM

From: DeDe O'Donnell <deanneodonnell@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15627-2671

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

DeDe O'Donnell
137 Ron Drive
Derry, PA 15627-2671



From: James Brunton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:14 PM

From: James Brunton <jimbrunton@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33612-4035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Brunton
12718 Forest Hills Drive
Tampa, FL 33612-4035



From: James Brunton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:14 PM

From: James Brunton <jimbrunton@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33612-4035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Brunton
12718 Forest Hills Drive
Tampa, FL 33612-4035



From: Steven Sowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:13 PM

From: Steven Sowell <s.sowell@hotMail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40207-3728

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Sowell
3516 Warner ave
Louisville, KY 40207-3728



From: Steven Sowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:13 PM

From: Steven Sowell <s.sowell@hotMail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40207-3728

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Sowell
3516 Warner ave
Louisville, KY 40207-3728



From: rana franke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:12 PM

From: rana franke <cefranke@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40220-3432

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

rana franke
2802 tirol ct
Louisville, KY 40220-3432



From: rana franke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:12 PM

From: rana franke <cefranke@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40220-3432

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

rana franke
2802 tirol ct
Louisville, KY 40220-3432



From: Betty Shipley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:12 PM

From: Betty Shipley <Betticash@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34428-8277

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please stop endangering our ecosystem. Humans have endangered  it all too much already.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty Shipley
9620 W Marlasue St
Crystal River, FL 34428-8277



From: Linda Phelan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:11 PM

From: Linda Phelan <lcposnick@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14425-9573

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Phelan
115 Hunts Park Rd
Farmington, NY 14425-9573



From: Betty Shipley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:11 PM

From: Betty Shipley <Betticash@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34428-8277

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please stop endangering our ecosystem. Humans have endangered  it all too much already.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty Shipley
9620 W Marlasue St
Crystal River, FL 34428-8277



From: Linda Phelan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:20:11 PM

From: Linda Phelan <lcposnick@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14425-9573

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Phelan
115 Hunts Park Rd
Farmington, NY 14425-9573



From: Beth Larson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:19:22 PM

From: Beth Larson <larsonbeth76@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85283-3021

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth Larson
5807 S Rita Lane
Tempe, AZ 85283-3021



From: Beth Larson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:19:22 PM

From: Beth Larson <larsonbeth76@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85283-3021

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth Larson
5807 S Rita Lane
Tempe, AZ 85283-3021



From: mel nixon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:19:19 PM

From: mel nixon <melnixon1971@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 83544-5091

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

mel nixon
317 rudo rd
Orofino, ID 83544-5091



From: mel nixon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:19:19 PM

From: mel nixon <melnixon1971@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 83544-5091

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

mel nixon
317 rudo rd
Orofino, ID 83544-5091



From: Elsy Shallman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:19:09 PM

From: Elsy Shallman <gomerlu@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33470-3627

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Elsy Shallman
17294 37th Place North
Loxahatchee, FL 33470-3627



From: Elsy Shallman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:19:09 PM

From: Elsy Shallman <gomerlu@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33470-3627

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Elsy Shallman
17294 37th Place North
Loxahatchee, FL 33470-3627



From: Lynell Withers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:18:54 PM

From: Lynell Withers <nelliesnest@suddenlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72802-2644

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynell Withers
2108 E 15th Street
Russellville, AR 72802-2644



From: Lynell Withers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:18:54 PM

From: Lynell Withers <nelliesnest@suddenlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72802-2644

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynell Withers
2108 E 15th Street
Russellville, AR 72802-2644



From: Diane and Syd Marcus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:18:36 PM

From: Diane and Syd Marcus <savelolitap@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60076-1642

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane and Syd Marcus
4325 W. Davis Street
Skokie, IL 60076-1642



From: Diane and Syd Marcus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:18:36 PM

From: Diane and Syd Marcus <savelolitap@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60076-1642

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane and Syd Marcus
4325 W. Davis Street
Skokie, IL 60076-1642



From: Amy Dozier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:18:34 PM

From: Amy Dozier <kissyboots5983@netscape net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11778-8712

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Dozier
21 Yucca Road
Rocky Point, NY 11778-8712



From: Amy Dozier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:18:34 PM

From: Amy Dozier <kissyboots5983@netscape net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11778-8712

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Dozier
21 Yucca Road
Rocky Point, NY 11778-8712



From: Gwen Sutherland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:18:32 PM

From: Gwen  Sutherland <Trinityg630@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24175-6843

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gwen  Sutherland
1289 lake ridge
Troutville, VA 24175-6843



From: Gwen Sutherland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:18:32 PM

From: Gwen  Sutherland <Trinityg630@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24175-6843

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gwen  Sutherland
1289 lake ridge
Troutville, VA 24175-6843



From: Barbara Burghart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:17:59 PM

From: Barbara Burghart <burghartb@optimum.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06610-1212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Burghart
39 Emerald St.
Bridgeport, CT 06610-1212



From: Barbara Burghart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:17:59 PM

From: Barbara Burghart <burghartb@optimum.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06610-1212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Burghart
39 Emerald St.
Bridgeport, CT 06610-1212



From: Jean Sim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:54 PM

From: Jean Sim <jeaninedoll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01752

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Sim
Avalon Dr
Marlboro, MA 01752



From: Jean Sim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:54 PM

From: Jean Sim <jeaninedoll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01752

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Sim
Avalon Dr
Marlboro, MA 01752



From: Jean Sim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:50 PM

From: Jean Sim <jeaninedoll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01752

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Sim
Avalon Dr
Marlboro, MA 01752



From: Jean Sim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:50 PM

From: Jean Sim <jeaninedoll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01752

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Sim
Avalon Dr
Marlboro, MA 01752



From: Lance Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:19 PM

From: Lance Anderson <landers1961@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85043-7735

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Responsible management is important, but this hunt not responsible management.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lance Anderson
6411 W. Pima St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043-7735



From: Lance Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:19 PM

From: Lance Anderson <landers1961@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85043-7735

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Responsible management is important, but this hunt not responsible management.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lance Anderson
6411 W. Pima St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043-7735



From: Patrick M. Donovan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:16 PM

From: Patrick M. Donovan <patrickmdonovan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11238-5025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patrick M. Donovan
60 Plaza St. East
Brooklyn, NY 11238-5025



From: Patrick M. Donovan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:16 PM

From: Patrick M. Donovan <patrickmdonovan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11238-5025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patrick M. Donovan
60 Plaza St. East
Brooklyn, NY 11238-5025



From: Lance Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:09 PM

From: Lance Anderson <landers1961@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85043-7735

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Responsible management is important, but this hunt not responsible management.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lance Anderson
6411 W. Pima St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043-7735



From: Lance Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:09 PM

From: Lance Anderson <landers1961@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85043-7735

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Responsible management is important, but this hunt not responsible management.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lance Anderson
6411 W. Pima St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043-7735



From: Jennifer Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:00 PM

From: Jennifer Scott <jjscott9@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33908-6944

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Scott
15930 Bayside Pointe West #703
Fort Myers, FL 33908-6944



From: Jennifer Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:16:00 PM

From: Jennifer Scott <jjscott9@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33908-6944

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Scott
15930 Bayside Pointe West #703
Fort Myers, FL 33908-6944



From: Patrick M. Donovan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:58 PM

From: Patrick M. Donovan <patrickmdonovan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11238-5025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patrick M. Donovan
60 Plaza St. East
Brooklyn, NY 11238-5025



From: Patrick M. Donovan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:58 PM

From: Patrick M. Donovan <patrickmdonovan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11238-5025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patrick M. Donovan
60 Plaza St. East
Brooklyn, NY 11238-5025



From: Donita Lowrey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:47 PM

From: Donita Lowrey <nll1957@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76209-1529

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donita Lowrey
2423 Emerson Lane
Denton, TX 76209-1529



From: Donita Lowrey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:47 PM

From: Donita Lowrey <nll1957@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76209-1529

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donita Lowrey
2423 Emerson Lane
Denton, TX 76209-1529



From: Miriam Leiseroff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:45 PM

From: Miriam Leiseroff <mariecke1123@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95125-3302

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Miriam Leiseroff
1123 Dean Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125-3302



From: Miriam Leiseroff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:45 PM

From: Miriam Leiseroff <mariecke1123@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95125-3302

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Miriam Leiseroff
1123 Dean Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125-3302



From: Paula Harrington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:44 PM

From: Paula Harrington <wwpah@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91016-2334

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Harrington
432 grand ave
Monrovia, CA 91016-2334



From: Paula Harrington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:44 PM

From: Paula Harrington <wwpah@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91016-2334

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Harrington
432 grand ave
Monrovia, CA 91016-2334



From: WILSON KING
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:34 PM

From: WILSON KING <KINGFISH@GOBEECH.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28604-8023

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Don't you think people should bear some responsibility when there is a confrontation with a wild animal?  The FWC
 proposal is about as rational as shooting trains because people are dumb enough to try to beat the train at a crossing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

WILSON KING
1525 BEECH MOUNTAIN PARKWAY
Beech Mountain, NC 28604-8023



From: WILSON KING
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:34 PM

From: WILSON KING <KINGFISH@GOBEECH.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28604-8023

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Don't you think people should bear some responsibility when there is a confrontation with a wild animal?  The FWC
 proposal is about as rational as shooting trains because people are dumb enough to try to beat the train at a crossing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

WILSON KING
1525 BEECH MOUNTAIN PARKWAY
Beech Mountain, NC 28604-8023



From: Juli Kring
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:26 PM

From: Juli Kring <juli3@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77099-1381

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Juli Kring
12400 Brookglade Cr 42
Houston, TX 77099-1381



From: Juli Kring
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:26 PM

From: Juli Kring <juli3@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77099-1381

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Juli Kring
12400 Brookglade Cr 42
Houston, TX 77099-1381



From: Lora Brewer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:25 PM

From: Lora Brewer <songwolves@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44281-2252

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lora Brewer
138 Fairlawn Ave
Wadsworth, OH 44281-2252



From: Lora Brewer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:25 PM

From: Lora Brewer <songwolves@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44281-2252

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lora Brewer
138 Fairlawn Ave
Wadsworth, OH 44281-2252



From: Lora Brewer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:24 PM

From: Lora Brewer <songwolves@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44281-2252

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lora Brewer
138 Fairlawn Ave
Wadsworth, OH 44281-2252



From: Lora Brewer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:24 PM

From: Lora Brewer <songwolves@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44281-2252

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lora Brewer
138 Fairlawn Ave
Wadsworth, OH 44281-2252



From: Ani ko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:21 PM

From: Ani ko <kzita70@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10021

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ani ko
73 street
new York City, NY 10021



From: Ani ko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:21 PM

From: Ani ko <kzita70@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10021

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ani ko
73 street
new York City, NY 10021



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:18 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Nicola Nicolai
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Nicola Nicolai <nicola.6@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19425-3890

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicola Nicolai
2400 Copper Creek Rd
Chester Springs, PA 19425-3890



From: Carolina Furtado
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Carolina Furtado <carolinafurtado99@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95383-9597

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bears are amazing, intelligent animals that must be respected and protected not hunted. We,humans, must always
 preserve what surrounds us ensuring the well being of our planet and all it´s inhabitants.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carolina Furtado
22953 Twain Harte Drive
Twain Harte, CA 95383-9597



From: Nargaret Colonna
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Nargaret Colonna <theupperpaw2@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12531-5105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nargaret Colonna
4006 Route 52
Holmes, NY 12531-5105



From: Amie King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Amie King <amie king@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80231-7621

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amie King
8059 E. Vassar Dr.
Denver, CO 80231-7621



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Nargaret Colonna
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Nargaret Colonna <theupperpaw2@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12531-5105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nargaret Colonna
4006 Route 52
Holmes, NY 12531-5105



From: Nicola Nicolai
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Nicola Nicolai <nicola.6@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19425-3890

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicola Nicolai
2400 Copper Creek Rd
Chester Springs, PA 19425-3890



From: Carolina Furtado
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Carolina Furtado <carolinafurtado99@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95383-9597

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bears are amazing, intelligent animals that must be respected and protected not hunted. We,humans, must always
 preserve what surrounds us ensuring the well being of our planet and all it´s inhabitants.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carolina Furtado
22953 Twain Harte Drive
Twain Harte, CA 95383-9597



From: Amie King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:17 PM

From: Amie King <amie king@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80231-7621

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amie King
8059 E. Vassar Dr.
Denver, CO 80231-7621



From: Andy Dhokai
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:16 PM

From: Andy Dhokai <adhokai@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22205-3337

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andy Dhokai
2410 N. Madison St.
Arlington, VA 22205-3337



From: Andy Dhokai
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:15:16 PM

From: Andy Dhokai <adhokai@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22205-3337

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andy Dhokai
2410 N. Madison St.
Arlington, VA 22205-3337



From: Diane Bugliarelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:14:06 PM

From: Diane Bugliarelli <tbluefish@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10512-2456

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Bugliarelli
65 Blair Hts.
Carmel, NY 10512-2456



From: Diane Bugliarelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:14:06 PM

From: Diane Bugliarelli <tbluefish@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10512-2456

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Bugliarelli
65 Blair Hts.
Carmel, NY 10512-2456



From: Anton Krycuk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:14:00 PM

From: Anton Krycuk <akrycuk1@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55110-2299

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anton Krycuk
5904  Otter Ridge Circle
Saint Paul, MN 55110-2299



From: Anton Krycuk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:13:59 PM

From: Anton Krycuk <akrycuk1@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55110-2299

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anton Krycuk
5904  Otter Ridge Circle
Saint Paul, MN 55110-2299



From: Rebecca Marshall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:36 PM

From: Rebecca Marshall <junio1111@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76240-5338

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Marshall
731 Lindsay Street
Gainesville, TX 76240-5338



From: Rebecca Marshall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:36 PM

From: Rebecca Marshall <junio1111@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76240-5338

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Marshall
731 Lindsay Street
Gainesville, TX 76240-5338



From: Anna Bedirian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:35 PM

From: Anna Bedirian <Bedirian@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02472-4021

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

These animals are individuals that should be respected and not murdered for the perverse pleasure of individuals
 who claim to want these wonderful, feeling and caring animals for trophies These animals do not have a fighting
 chance against guns and dogs.  What pleasure people get out of killing innocent animals is beyond me and is
 criminal.  Please do not allow the hunt!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anna Bedirian
22 Franklin St.
Watertown, MA 02472-4021



From: Anna Bedirian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:35 PM

From: Anna Bedirian <Bedirian@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02472-4021

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

These animals are individuals that should be respected and not murdered for the perverse pleasure of individuals
 who claim to want these wonderful, feeling and caring animals for trophies These animals do not have a fighting
 chance against guns and dogs.  What pleasure people get out of killing innocent animals is beyond me and is
 criminal.  Please do not allow the hunt!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anna Bedirian
22 Franklin St.
Watertown, MA 02472-4021



From: Charles Fox
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:31 PM

From: Charles Fox <cfox@aviandesign.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87505-2702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charles Fox
119 W Berger St, Apt 3
Santa Fe, NM 87505-2702



From: Charles Fox
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:31 PM

From: Charles Fox <cfox@aviandesign.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87505-2702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charles Fox
119 W Berger St, Apt 3
Santa Fe, NM 87505-2702



From: BRENDA EISENHART
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:26 PM

From: BRENDA EISENHART <b_eisenhart@frontiernet net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 25430-2761

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

If hunting is so important, why not hunt down and rid the state and the Everglades especially of the Burmese
 pythons that have multiplied out of control and continue to destroy the natural wildlife of the state?  Granted, there
 will be no 'trophies' to mount, but a service will be done for the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

BRENDA EISENHART
14887 Leetown Road
Kearneysville, WV 25430-2761



From: BRENDA EISENHART
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:25 PM

From: BRENDA EISENHART <b_eisenhart@frontiernet net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 25430-2761

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

If hunting is so important, why not hunt down and rid the state and the Everglades especially of the Burmese
 pythons that have multiplied out of control and continue to destroy the natural wildlife of the state?  Granted, there
 will be no 'trophies' to mount, but a service will be done for the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

BRENDA EISENHART
14887 Leetown Road
Kearneysville, WV 25430-2761



From: Moira Schuhart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:14 PM

From: Moira Schuhart <Mschuhart@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22192-2141

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Moira Schuhart
2210 jib lane
Woodbridge, VA 22192-2141



From: Moira Schuhart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:12:14 PM

From: Moira Schuhart <Mschuhart@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22192-2141

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Moira Schuhart
2210 jib lane
Woodbridge, VA 22192-2141



From: courtney stefano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:10:50 PM

From: courtney stefano <cjnsync311@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10805-2536

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

courtney stefano
210 pelham rd
New Rochelle, NY 10805-2536



From: courtney stefano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:10:50 PM

From: courtney stefano <cjnsync311@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10805-2536

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

courtney stefano
210 pelham rd
New Rochelle, NY 10805-2536



From: merrill kramer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:10:47 PM

From: merrill kramer <merrill724@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33763-4329

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It's inexcusable to hunt these animals....also the concept of removing Fl Panther from Endangered list is
 VILE....DOES SCIENE EVER FIGURE INTO FWC CONSIDERATIONS OR JUST THE NRA AND
 HUNTERS???

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

merrill kramer
2281 lake arbor blvd
Clearwater, FL 33763-4329



From: merrill kramer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:10:47 PM

From: merrill kramer <merrill724@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33763-4329

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It's inexcusable to hunt these animals....also the concept of removing Fl Panther from Endangered list is
 VILE....DOES SCIENE EVER FIGURE INTO FWC CONSIDERATIONS OR JUST THE NRA AND
 HUNTERS???

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

merrill kramer
2281 lake arbor blvd
Clearwater, FL 33763-4329



From: Nedda Rimmington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:09:05 PM

From: Nedda Rimmington <nedlisi@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33496

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nedda Rimmington
9152 Affirmed Lane, Boca Raton, FL
Boca Raton, FL 33496



From: Nedda Rimmington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:09:05 PM

From: Nedda Rimmington <nedlisi@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33496

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nedda Rimmington
9152 Affirmed Lane, Boca Raton, FL
Boca Raton, FL 33496



From: Cheryl Peppel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:09:04 PM

From: Cheryl Peppel <cpeppel@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30080-4103

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Peppel
1009 Dell Avenue
Smyrna, GA 30080-4103



From: Cheryl Peppel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:09:04 PM

From: Cheryl Peppel <cpeppel@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30080-4103

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Peppel
1009 Dell Avenue
Smyrna, GA 30080-4103



From: Karen Shill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:08:38 PM

From: Karen Shill <kshill13824@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99217-9674

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Shill
13824 E Francis Ave
Spokane, WA 99217-9674



From: Karen Shill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:08:38 PM

From: Karen Shill <kshill13824@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99217-9674

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Shill
13824 E Francis Ave
Spokane, WA 99217-9674



From: Sandra Materi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:07:50 PM

From: Sandra Materi <materi44@bresnan net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 82604-4778

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Materi
1600 W. ODell
Casper, WY 82604-4778



From: Sandra Materi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:07:50 PM

From: Sandra Materi <materi44@bresnan net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 82604-4778

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Materi
1600 W. ODell
Casper, WY 82604-4778



From: Linda Fante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:07:40 PM

From: Linda Fante <lfante@cooperlevenson.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08406-1603

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Fante
220 N. Rosborough Avenue
Ventnor City, NJ 08406-1603



From: Linda Fante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:07:40 PM

From: Linda Fante <lfante@cooperlevenson.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08406-1603

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Fante
220 N. Rosborough Avenue
Ventnor City, NJ 08406-1603



From: Mary Ann Leitch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:07:01 PM

From: Mary Ann Leitch <maleitch@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19147-5823

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

How extraordinarily selfish to eliminate species - contain man's reach into their habit! 'In Wilderness is the
 Preservation of the World'...Thoreau

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Leitch
526 Reed St
Philadelphia, PA 19147-5823



From: Mary Ann Leitch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:07:01 PM

From: Mary Ann Leitch <maleitch@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19147-5823

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

How extraordinarily selfish to eliminate species - contain man's reach into their habit! 'In Wilderness is the
 Preservation of the World'...Thoreau

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Leitch
526 Reed St
Philadelphia, PA 19147-5823



From: Nancy Dollard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:57 PM

From: Nancy Dollard <liberalnancyinoh@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44685-9186

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Dollard
11255 Cottingham Cir., NW
Uniontown, OH 44685-9186



From: Nancy Dollard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:57 PM

From: Nancy Dollard <liberalnancyinoh@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44685-9186

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Dollard
11255 Cottingham Cir., NW
Uniontown, OH 44685-9186



From: Ellie McCaffrey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:28 PM

From: Ellie McCaffrey <goldielover1997@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19137-1608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellie McCaffrey
4357 Almond st
Philadelphia, PA 19137-1608



From: Ellie McCaffrey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:28 PM

From: Ellie McCaffrey <goldielover1997@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19137-1608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellie McCaffrey
4357 Almond st
Philadelphia, PA 19137-1608



From: Pamela Stella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:27 PM

From: Pamela Stella <pms121952@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60137-7355

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pamela Stella
22w475 Balsam Dr
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137-7355



From: Pamela Stella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:27 PM

From: Pamela Stella <pms121952@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60137-7355

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pamela Stella
22w475 Balsam Dr
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137-7355



From: Kathleen O"Hearn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:22 PM

From: Kathleen O'Hearn <ohearnk03@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95006-8712

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathleen O'Hearn
678 Primavera Rd
Boulder Creek, CA 95006-8712



From: Kathleen O"Hearn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:22 PM

From: Kathleen O'Hearn <ohearnk03@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95006-8712

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathleen O'Hearn
678 Primavera Rd
Boulder Creek, CA 95006-8712



From: Raegan Hawk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:19 PM

From: Raegan Hawk <rhawk@alliance-inc net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21502-6051

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Raegan Hawk
11014 Cash Valley Rd NW
Cumberland, MD 21502-6051



From: Raegan Hawk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:19 PM

From: Raegan Hawk <rhawk@alliance-inc net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21502-6051

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Raegan Hawk
11014 Cash Valley Rd NW
Cumberland, MD 21502-6051



From: Savannah Sydney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:12 PM

From: Savannah Sydney <Savannah.Sydney@nau.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86001-0850

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Savannah Sydney
809 W Riordan Rd Ste 100-251
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-0850



From: Savannah Sydney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:11 PM

From: Savannah Sydney <Savannah.Sydney@nau.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86001-0850

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Savannah Sydney
809 W Riordan Rd Ste 100-251
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-0850



From: Kim St.clair
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:04 PM

From: Kim  St.clair <st.clair_kim@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44646

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim  St.clair
2830 apt 8 thackeray ave NW
Massillon, OH 44646



From: Kim St.clair
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:06:04 PM

From: Kim  St.clair <st.clair_kim@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44646

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim  St.clair
2830 apt 8 thackeray ave NW
Massillon, OH 44646



From: Terrie Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:05:29 PM

From: Terrie Williams <yarddawg_1@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77662-6311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terrie Williams
850 Laura Lane
Vidor, TX 77662-6311



From: Terrie Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:05:29 PM

From: Terrie Williams <yarddawg_1@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77662-6311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terrie Williams
850 Laura Lane
Vidor, TX 77662-6311



From: Rachael Zur
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:05:12 PM

From: Rachael Zur <rachaelzur@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11205-4370

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachael Zur
241 Taaffe Place #302
Brooklyn, NY 11205-4370



From: Rachael Zur
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:05:12 PM

From: Rachael Zur <rachaelzur@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11205-4370

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rachael Zur
241 Taaffe Place #302
Brooklyn, NY 11205-4370



From: Isela G Jaloma-Scheubel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:04:24 PM

From: Isela G Jaloma-Scheubel <garioma.igjs@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 79706-4980

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please consider compassion as an alte-rnative to control 'bear-human' encounters. A priority should be to educate
 humans!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Isela G Jaloma-Scheubel
2112 SCR 1126
Midland, TX 79706-4980



From: Isela G Jaloma-Scheubel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:04:24 PM

From: Isela G Jaloma-Scheubel <garioma.igjs@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 79706-4980

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please consider compassion as an alte-rnative to control 'bear-human' encounters. A priority should be to educate
 humans!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Isela G Jaloma-Scheubel
2112 SCR 1126
Midland, TX 79706-4980



From: Lawrence Scrima
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:03:15 PM

From: Lawrence Scrima <lscrima@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80012-4716

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

onsider: Naturally evolved diversity of life supports and enriches all life, Wildlife populations have decreased by
 52% over the last 40 years 'Living Planet report 2014,
 wwf.panda.org/about_our_earth/all_publications/living_planet_report/.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Scrima
15011 E. Arkansas Dr.
Aurora, CO 80012-4716



From: Joy James
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:03:15 PM

From: Joy James <joy_james@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14217-1910

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Do not send these bears on the same path as the Black Rhinos and African Elephants.  We must be responsible
 caretakers of this planet.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joy James
56 Palmer Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14217-1910



From: Lawrence Scrima
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:03:15 PM

From: Lawrence Scrima <lscrima@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80012-4716

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

onsider: Naturally evolved diversity of life supports and enriches all life, Wildlife populations have decreased by
 52% over the last 40 years 'Living Planet report 2014,
 wwf.panda.org/about_our_earth/all_publications/living_planet_report/.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Scrima
15011 E. Arkansas Dr.
Aurora, CO 80012-4716



From: Joy James
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:03:15 PM

From: Joy James <joy_james@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14217-1910

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Do not send these bears on the same path as the Black Rhinos and African Elephants.  We must be responsible
 caretakers of this planet.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joy James
56 Palmer Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14217-1910



From: paola lehman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:39 PM

From: paola lehman <delpcpel@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33137-4042

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

paola lehman
23rd Street
23rd Street, FL 33137-4042



From: paola lehman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:39 PM

From: paola lehman <delpcpel@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33137-4042

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

paola lehman
23rd Street
23rd Street, FL 33137-4042



From: Jennifer Romans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:25 PM

From: Jennifer Romans <Jennifer.Romans@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60048-5238

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Romans
705 Ascot Court
Libertyville, IL 60048-5238



From: Jude Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:24 PM

From: Jude Evans <evansjude@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85629-9081

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jude Evans
6711 E. Cactus Patch Way
Sahuarita, AZ 85629-9081



From: Jennifer Romans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:24 PM

From: Jennifer Romans <Jennifer.Romans@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60048-5238

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Romans
705 Ascot Court
Libertyville, IL 60048-5238



From: Jude Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:24 PM

From: Jude Evans <evansjude@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85629-9081

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jude Evans
6711 E. Cactus Patch Way
Sahuarita, AZ 85629-9081



From: Robyn Butash
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:20 PM

From: Robyn Butash <rbutash64@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06239-2845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robyn Butash
18 Winthrop Street
Danielson, CT 06239-2845



From: Robyn Butash
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:20 PM

From: Robyn Butash <rbutash64@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06239-2845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robyn Butash
18 Winthrop Street
Danielson, CT 06239-2845



From: Mollie Morrissette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:14 PM

From: Mollie Morrissette <molliemorrissette@poisonedpets.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95490-9094

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mollie Morrissette
3504 Perch Drive
Willits, CA 95490-9094



From: Mollie Morrissette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:14 PM

From: Mollie Morrissette <molliemorrissette@poisonedpets.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95490-9094

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mollie Morrissette
3504 Perch Drive
Willits, CA 95490-9094



From: Bridget Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:04 PM

From: Bridget Robertson <wemarriage@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75001-6667

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bridget Robertson
15645 Witt Place #4252
Addison, TX 75001-6667



From: Bridget Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:04 PM

From: Bridget Robertson <wemarriage@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75001-6667

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bridget Robertson
15645 Witt Place #4252
Addison, TX 75001-6667



From: Penelope Sampoli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:00 PM

From: Penelope Sampoli <pensampoli@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06525-1530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Penelope Sampoli
108 Newton Road
Woodbridge, CT 06525-1530



From: Penelope Sampoli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:02:00 PM

From: Penelope Sampoli <pensampoli@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06525-1530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Penelope Sampoli
108 Newton Road
Woodbridge, CT 06525-1530



From: Ian Lippincott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:58 PM

From: Ian Lippincott <ianwlippincott@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02145-1448

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Having only just 3 years ago left the endangered species list, we need to protect these animals and re-establish their
 numbers - not hunt, trap, or kill them under the guise that they are terrorizing neighborhoods. Again, better
 cleanliness and waste-storage containers, public awareness, and land conservation can prevent them from
 dangerously crossing our paths to warrant to killing of these beautiful animals.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ian Lippincott
29 Main St.
Somerville, MA 02145-1448



From: Ian Lippincott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:58 PM

From: Ian Lippincott <ianwlippincott@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02145-1448

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Having only just 3 years ago left the endangered species list, we need to protect these animals and re-establish their
 numbers - not hunt, trap, or kill them under the guise that they are terrorizing neighborhoods. Again, better
 cleanliness and waste-storage containers, public awareness, and land conservation can prevent them from
 dangerously crossing our paths to warrant to killing of these beautiful animals.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ian Lippincott
29 Main St.
Somerville, MA 02145-1448



From: Ursula Pelka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:51 PM

From: Ursula Pelka <uschie15@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55436-1106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ursula Pelka
6205 Idylwood Ln
Minneapolis, MN 55436-1106



From: Ursula Pelka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:51 PM

From: Ursula Pelka <uschie15@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55436-1106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ursula Pelka
6205 Idylwood Ln
Minneapolis, MN 55436-1106



From: Fallon Shoemaker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:21 PM

From: Fallon Shoemaker <Fallongwirtz@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33428-1314

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Fallon Shoemaker
10249 via hibiscus
Boca Raton, FL 33428-1314



From: Fallon Shoemaker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:21 PM

From: Fallon Shoemaker <Fallongwirtz@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33428-1314

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Fallon Shoemaker
10249 via hibiscus
Boca Raton, FL 33428-1314



From: H cain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:19 PM

From: H cain <Ihcacain@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26101-6546

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

H cain
907 olive st
Parkersburg, WV 26101-6546



From: H cain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:19 PM

From: H cain <Ihcacain@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26101-6546

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

H cain
907 olive st
Parkersburg, WV 26101-6546



From: Purnima Barve
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:07 PM

From: Purnima Barve <purnima.barve@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19406-2004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Purnima Barve
427 Dorothy Drive
King Of Prussia, PA 19406-2004



From: Purnima Barve
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:01:07 PM

From: Purnima Barve <purnima.barve@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19406-2004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Purnima Barve
427 Dorothy Drive
King Of Prussia, PA 19406-2004



From: A Puza
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:00:43 PM

From: A Puza <adrimarie78@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17070-1511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

A Puza
720 15th st
New Cumberland, PA 17070-1511



From: A Puza
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 2:00:43 PM

From: A Puza <adrimarie78@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17070-1511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

A Puza
720 15th st
New Cumberland, PA 17070-1511



From: UNDINE DONAGI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:58:54 PM

From: UNDINE DONAGI <undinedonagi@yahoo.de>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31560-9724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

UNDINE DONAGI
69 WAYENDA CT
Screven, GA 31560-9724



From: UNDINE DONAGI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:58:54 PM

From: UNDINE DONAGI <undinedonagi@yahoo.de>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31560-9724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

UNDINE DONAGI
69 WAYENDA CT
Screven, GA 31560-9724



From: Martina Busch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:58:47 PM

From: Martina  Busch <Buschbaby555@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32086-7122

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

If congress thinks that opening bear hunting season in Florida is right then they are very very wrong. I've grown up
 in Yellowstone and Montana I've lived amongst bears my whole life they are not enough of a threat to open season
 on them and anyone who thinks so needs to educate themselves further on the subject because they obviously don't
 know as much as they would like to think.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Martina  Busch
961 espinado avenue
Saint Augustine, FL 32086-7122



From: Martina Busch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:58:47 PM

From: Martina  Busch <Buschbaby555@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32086-7122

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

If congress thinks that opening bear hunting season in Florida is right then they are very very wrong. I've grown up
 in Yellowstone and Montana I've lived amongst bears my whole life they are not enough of a threat to open season
 on them and anyone who thinks so needs to educate themselves further on the subject because they obviously don't
 know as much as they would like to think.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Martina  Busch
961 espinado avenue
Saint Augustine, FL 32086-7122



From: amy schumacher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:49 PM

From: amy schumacher <amyschu37@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45440-3311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

amy schumacher
4127 middlebrook dr
Beavercreek, OH 45440-3311



From: amy schumacher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:49 PM

From: amy schumacher <amyschu37@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45440-3311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

amy schumacher
4127 middlebrook dr
Beavercreek, OH 45440-3311



From: Janet Stafford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:47 PM

From: Janet Stafford <sjessmess@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20785-4133

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Stafford
7712 Burnside Road
Hyattsville, MD 20785-4133



From: Janet Stafford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:47 PM

From: Janet Stafford <sjessmess@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20785-4133

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Stafford
7712 Burnside Road
Hyattsville, MD 20785-4133



From: sally sorensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:39 PM

From: sally sorensen <sjsorensen@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02891-3614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sally sorensen
161 Shore rd
Westerly, RI 02891-3614



From: sally sorensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:39 PM

From: sally sorensen <sjsorensen@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02891-3614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sally sorensen
161 Shore rd
Westerly, RI 02891-3614



From: Michelle Wittig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:24 PM

From: Michelle Wittig <leader2leader@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21120-9290

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Wittig
200 Kali Court
Parkton, MD 21120-9290



From: Michelle Wittig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:24 PM

From: Michelle Wittig <leader2leader@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21120-9290

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Wittig
200 Kali Court
Parkton, MD 21120-9290



From: j.d. mang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:21 PM

From: j.d. mang <msaspen1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15025-3102

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

j.d. mang
104 butternut
Clairton, PA 15025-3102



From: j.d. mang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:21 PM

From: j.d. mang <msaspen1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15025-3102

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

j.d. mang
104 butternut
Clairton, PA 15025-3102



From: Kim Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:14 PM

From: Kim Johnson <kej_48195@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48101-2115

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Johnson
14581 Garfield
Allen Park, MI 48101-2115



From: Kim Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:14 PM

From: Kim Johnson <kej_48195@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48101-2115

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim Johnson
14581 Garfield
Allen Park, MI 48101-2115



From: kathy haverkamp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:12 PM

From: kathy haverkamp <khaverka@courts.state.ny.us>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14456-9713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

kathy haverkamp
722 billsboro road
Geneva, NY 14456-9713



From: kathy haverkamp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:57:12 PM

From: kathy haverkamp <khaverka@courts.state.ny.us>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14456-9713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

kathy haverkamp
722 billsboro road
Geneva, NY 14456-9713



From: Amitav Dash
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:52 PM

From: Amitav Dash <adash@dubsanddash.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32034

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Reopening a hunting season on Florida's recovering black bear population will not only harm recovery of
 geographically isolated, fragile bear populations, but it will also put communities at risk.

Florida's recent bear-human conflicts are especially tragic because they happened in areas where bears had regular
 access to human food—that is the critical issue here.

Instead of rushing forward with a hunt, the FWC should encourage and assist communities to adopt proven, non-
lethal strategies to prevent conflicts with bears, such as educating residents about securing garbage, removing pet
 food and birdseed and employing humane aversive conditioning strategies as needed to systematically frighten
 bears. 

Please don't fall back on traditional, cruel, last-resort options for dealing with instances where wildlife and humans
 have conflict. The long-term solution is not always the best one politically in the short-term, but as we all know, the
 benefits we enjoy today came from the foresight, hard work, and patience of those who came before us. Our lack of
 patience and foresight will take away those same privileges and benefits from our children and grandchildren.

I say all this as a friend and neighbour to the U.S., not a citizen 'although I was a proud California and Indiana
 resident in my youth and still have many friends, business associates, and family members throughout the country'.
 I say this in the hope that an outside voice may have more effect than one of your citizens, who, sadly, you may
 have learned to tune out by now—and in the hope that America can once again become the shining light of
 democracy and justice to which the rest of the world aspires.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase



 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amitav Dash
26 Hasler Crescent
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1L 0A2, FL 32034



From: Amitav Dash
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:52 PM

From: Amitav Dash <adash@dubsanddash.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32034

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Reopening a hunting season on Florida's recovering black bear population will not only harm recovery of
 geographically isolated, fragile bear populations, but it will also put communities at risk.

Florida's recent bear-human conflicts are especially tragic because they happened in areas where bears had regular
 access to human food—that is the critical issue here.

Instead of rushing forward with a hunt, the FWC should encourage and assist communities to adopt proven, non-
lethal strategies to prevent conflicts with bears, such as educating residents about securing garbage, removing pet
 food and birdseed and employing humane aversive conditioning strategies as needed to systematically frighten
 bears. 

Please don't fall back on traditional, cruel, last-resort options for dealing with instances where wildlife and humans
 have conflict. The long-term solution is not always the best one politically in the short-term, but as we all know, the
 benefits we enjoy today came from the foresight, hard work, and patience of those who came before us. Our lack of
 patience and foresight will take away those same privileges and benefits from our children and grandchildren.

I say all this as a friend and neighbour to the U.S., not a citizen 'although I was a proud California and Indiana
 resident in my youth and still have many friends, business associates, and family members throughout the country'.
 I say this in the hope that an outside voice may have more effect than one of your citizens, who, sadly, you may
 have learned to tune out by now—and in the hope that America can once again become the shining light of
 democracy and justice to which the rest of the world aspires.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase



 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amitav Dash
26 Hasler Crescent
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1L 0A2, FL 32034



From: Michelle Kehm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:49 PM

From: Michelle Kehm <michellekehm@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33157-1705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Kehm
9780 Palmetto Club Drive
Miami, FL 33157-1705



From: Michelle Kehm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:49 PM

From: Michelle Kehm <michellekehm@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33157-1705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Kehm
9780 Palmetto Club Drive
Miami, FL 33157-1705



From: Daniel Lopez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:34 PM

From: Daniel Lopez <dalomo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00970-1297

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Daniel Lopez
PO box 1297
Guaynabo, PR 00970-1297



From: Daniel Lopez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:34 PM

From: Daniel Lopez <dalomo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00970-1297

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Daniel Lopez
PO box 1297
Guaynabo, PR 00970-1297



From: Tif Goforth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:24 PM

From: Tif Goforth <tgoforth@email.arizona.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85705-7743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tif Goforth
828 n 9th ave
Tucson, AZ 85705-7743



From: Tif Goforth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:24 PM

From: Tif Goforth <tgoforth@email.arizona.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85705-7743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tif Goforth
828 n 9th ave
Tucson, AZ 85705-7743



From: Clare Curtis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:05 PM

From: Clare Curtis <clare.curtis36@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27516-9359

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It seems very clear that there is no reason for this hunt to occur.  There is no need to cause cruelty and suffering for
 sport.  There are many people who will reconsider traveling to Florida for vacations if the government is going to
 allow this barbaric hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Clare Curtis
717 Carl Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516-9359



From: Clare Curtis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:56:05 PM

From: Clare Curtis <clare.curtis36@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27516-9359

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It seems very clear that there is no reason for this hunt to occur.  There is no need to cause cruelty and suffering for
 sport.  There are many people who will reconsider traveling to Florida for vacations if the government is going to
 allow this barbaric hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Clare Curtis
717 Carl Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516-9359



From: Constance Franklin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:41 PM

From: Constance Franklin <cfjanuary@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90026-6197

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Constance Franklin
808 1/2  Laguna Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90026-6197



From: Constance Franklin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:41 PM

From: Constance Franklin <cfjanuary@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90026-6197

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Constance Franklin
808 1/2  Laguna Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90026-6197



From: Sharon Mangrum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:37 PM

From: Sharon  Mangrum <smangrum@terminix.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77573-4807

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharon  Mangrum
2521Knoxville
League City, TX 77573-4807



From: Sharon Mangrum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:37 PM

From: Sharon  Mangrum <smangrum@terminix.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77573-4807

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharon  Mangrum
2521Knoxville
League City, TX 77573-4807



From: Peggy Parks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:12 PM

From: Peggy Parks <plp449@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34668-3915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peggy Parks
7520 Handley Drive
Port Richey, FL 34668-3915



From: Kaye Porter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:11 PM

From: Kaye Porter <kayeporter@cableone.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86303-5656

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kaye Porter
2253 Loma Rica Circle
Prescott, AZ 86303-5656



From: Denise White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:11 PM

From: Denise White <goohomtucrol@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32409-1822

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise White
9231 Nicki Rd
Panama City, FL 32409-1822



From: Harry Harrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:11 PM

From: Harry Harrison <hjh9@columbia.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10605-3311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harry Harrison
11 Craven Lane
White Plains, NY 10605-3311



From: Kaye Porter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:11 PM

From: Kaye Porter <kayeporter@cableone.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86303-5656

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kaye Porter
2253 Loma Rica Circle
Prescott, AZ 86303-5656



From: Denise White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:11 PM

From: Denise White <goohomtucrol@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32409-1822

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise White
9231 Nicki Rd
Panama City, FL 32409-1822



From: Harry Harrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:11 PM

From: Harry Harrison <hjh9@columbia.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10605-3311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harry Harrison
11 Craven Lane
White Plains, NY 10605-3311



From: Peggy Parks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:55:11 PM

From: Peggy Parks <plp449@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34668-3915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peggy Parks
7520 Handley Drive
Port Richey, FL 34668-3915



From: Heather Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:54:15 PM

From: Heather Johnson <Hrprior@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85295-5177

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heather Johnson
2668 e Megan st
Gilbert, AZ 85295-5177



From: Heather Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:54:15 PM

From: Heather Johnson <Hrprior@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85295-5177

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heather Johnson
2668 e Megan st
Gilbert, AZ 85295-5177



From: amy smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:54:05 PM

From: amy smith <ccl@hopkinscountytx.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75482-4844

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

amy smith
148 drexel drive
Sulphur Springs, TX 75482-4844



From: amy smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:54:05 PM

From: amy smith <ccl@hopkinscountytx.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75482-4844

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

amy smith
148 drexel drive
Sulphur Springs, TX 75482-4844



From: Sara Levering
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:56 PM

From: Sara Levering <Saralevfhc@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49503-1702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Levering
806 benson ave
Grand Rapids, MI 49503-1702



From: Sara Levering
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:56 PM

From: Sara Levering <Saralevfhc@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49503-1702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Levering
806 benson ave
Grand Rapids, MI 49503-1702



From: Ana Maria Agrusa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:49 PM

From: Ana Maria  Agrusa <aagrusa@mhs.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33331-3242

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ana Maria  Agrusa
5881 Bristol Lane
Davie, FL 33331-3242



From: Ana Maria Agrusa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:49 PM

From: Ana Maria  Agrusa <aagrusa@mhs.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33331-3242

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ana Maria  Agrusa
5881 Bristol Lane
Davie, FL 33331-3242



From: bruce klinka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:40 PM

From: bruce klinka <blackbartholomew@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01730-2336

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

bruce klinka
36 neillian st.
Bedford, MA 01730-2336



From: bruce klinka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:40 PM

From: bruce klinka <blackbartholomew@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01730-2336

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

bruce klinka
36 neillian st.
Bedford, MA 01730-2336



From: Katherine Wright
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:26 PM

From: Katherine Wright <katherine.wright@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48381-2413

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katherine Wright
225 S. Houghton
Milford, MI 48381-2413



From: Katherine Wright
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:26 PM

From: Katherine Wright <katherine.wright@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48381-2413

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katherine Wright
225 S. Houghton
Milford, MI 48381-2413



From: Leigh Kendall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:15 PM

From: Leigh Kendall <leigh_kendall@brown.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02906-3441

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leigh Kendall
217 slater avenue
Providence, RI 02906-3441



From: Leigh Kendall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:15 PM

From: Leigh Kendall <leigh_kendall@brown.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02906-3441

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leigh Kendall
217 slater avenue
Providence, RI 02906-3441



From: Jeanene Farrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:07 PM

From: Jeanene Farrell <ateacher97@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32164-6407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanene Farrell
19 Rymsen Ln
Palm Coast, FL 32164-6407



From: Jeanene Farrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:07 PM

From: Jeanene Farrell <ateacher97@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32164-6407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanene Farrell
19 Rymsen Ln
Palm Coast, FL 32164-6407



From: Beth Lincoln
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:05 PM

From: Beth Lincoln <Beeyore10@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92688-3500

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth Lincoln
8 Calle Marta
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-3500



From: Beth Lincoln
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:53:05 PM

From: Beth Lincoln <Beeyore10@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92688-3500

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth Lincoln
8 Calle Marta
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-3500



From: Christina Hillard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:52:39 PM

From: Christina Hillard <christinahillard17@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40504-3537

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Hillard
2148 Larkspur Drive 8C
Lexington, KY 40504-3537



From: Christina Hillard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:52:39 PM

From: Christina Hillard <christinahillard17@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40504-3537

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Hillard
2148 Larkspur Drive 8C
Lexington, KY 40504-3537



From: Anne Rockwell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:52:21 PM

From: Anne Rockwell <wahpoose2003@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06604-2142

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

THE BEARS ARE WITH THEIR CUBS !!!  STOP THE BEAR HUNT!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anne Rockwell
862 Wood Ave. Studio #10
Bridgeport, CT 06604-2142



From: Anne Rockwell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:52:21 PM

From: Anne Rockwell <wahpoose2003@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06604-2142

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

THE BEARS ARE WITH THEIR CUBS !!!  STOP THE BEAR HUNT!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anne Rockwell
862 Wood Ave. Studio #10
Bridgeport, CT 06604-2142



From: Darlene Klinksieck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:52:00 PM

From: Darlene Klinksieck <hoofnwoofr@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27804-9132

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene Klinksieck
3303 Woodbrook Drive
Rocky Mount, NC 27804-9132



From: Darlene Klinksieck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:52:00 PM

From: Darlene Klinksieck <hoofnwoofr@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27804-9132

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene Klinksieck
3303 Woodbrook Drive
Rocky Mount, NC 27804-9132



From: Phillip J Crabill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:42 PM

From: Phillip J Crabill <crab430@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75068-5249

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phillip J Crabill
902 W Eldorado Parkway
Little Elm, TX 75068-5249



From: Phillip J Crabill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:42 PM

From: Phillip J Crabill <crab430@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75068-5249

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phillip J Crabill
902 W Eldorado Parkway
Little Elm, TX 75068-5249



From: Joe Ginsburg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:30 PM

From: Joe Ginsburg <jg.bluebottle@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98133-7729

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe Ginsburg
12210 Densmore Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133-7729



From: Joe Ginsburg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:30 PM

From: Joe Ginsburg <jg.bluebottle@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98133-7729

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe Ginsburg
12210 Densmore Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133-7729



From: Vic Bostock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:29 PM

From: Vic Bostock <care4animals@hotmail.co.uk>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91001-1819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vic Bostock
1612 Woodglen Lane
Altadena, CA 91001-1819



From: Vic Bostock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:29 PM

From: Vic Bostock <care4animals@hotmail.co.uk>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91001-1819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vic Bostock
1612 Woodglen Lane
Altadena, CA 91001-1819



From: Katherine McGill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:17 PM

From: Katherine McGill <kmcg9@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34608-6252

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The PAC, League of Humane Voters, has heard from many members, all outraged that ALL stakeholders are not
 being heard, and, that their knowledge has been dismissed as less qualified.

Allow the non-lethal aspects of the proposed plan to resolve conflicts - there is NO justifibale reason to not do this
 and delay a hunt for now.

That is not an unreasonable or misinformed suggestion. Ignoring it is unacceptable and unjustifiable today.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katherine McGill
9038 vicksburg rd
Spring Hill, FL 34608-6252



From: Katherine McGill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:17 PM

From: Katherine McGill <kmcg9@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34608-6252

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The PAC, League of Humane Voters, has heard from many members, all outraged that ALL stakeholders are not
 being heard, and, that their knowledge has been dismissed as less qualified.

Allow the non-lethal aspects of the proposed plan to resolve conflicts - there is NO justifibale reason to not do this
 and delay a hunt for now.

That is not an unreasonable or misinformed suggestion. Ignoring it is unacceptable and unjustifiable today.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katherine McGill
9038 vicksburg rd
Spring Hill, FL 34608-6252



From: Bridget Irons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:09 PM

From: Bridget Irons <whitetaileddeer@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19118-3909

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bridget Irons
16 W. Southampton Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19118-3909



From: Bridget Irons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:09 PM

From: Bridget Irons <whitetaileddeer@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19118-3909

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bridget Irons
16 W. Southampton Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19118-3909



From: Debbie Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:02 PM

From: Debbie Morris <demor12@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32960-3157

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debbie Morris
1440 33rd Ave
Vero Beach, FL 32960-3157



From: Debbie Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:51:02 PM

From: Debbie Morris <demor12@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32960-3157

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debbie Morris
1440 33rd Ave
Vero Beach, FL 32960-3157



From: Linda Marasco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:53 PM

From: Linda Marasco <shaylynblue@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34472-2207

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Marasco
540 Silver Course Terrace
Ocala, FL 34472-2207



From: Linda Marasco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:53 PM

From: Linda Marasco <shaylynblue@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34472-2207

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Marasco
540 Silver Course Terrace
Ocala, FL 34472-2207



From: Frank Gomez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:45 PM

From: Frank Gomez <frankdgomez@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78245-2459

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Frank Gomez
1006 Shasta Daisy
San Antonio, TX 78245-2459



From: Frank Gomez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:45 PM

From: Frank Gomez <frankdgomez@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78245-2459

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Frank Gomez
1006 Shasta Daisy
San Antonio, TX 78245-2459



From: Doreen Mann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:44 PM

From: Doreen Mann <doreenm491@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04250-6040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Doreen Mann
108 King Rd
Lisbon, ME 04250-6040



From: Doreen Mann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:44 PM

From: Doreen Mann <doreenm491@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04250-6040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Doreen Mann
108 King Rd
Lisbon, ME 04250-6040



From: Aliyah Ramdin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:38 PM

From: Aliyah Ramdin <aliyahramdin@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11427-2729

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aliyah Ramdin
23374 87th Avenue
Queens, NY 11427-2729



From: Ann Butera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:38 PM

From: Ann Butera <brikie88@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10536-3336

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Butera
6 Macaulay Rd
Katonah, NY 10536-3336



From: Ann Butera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:38 PM

From: Ann Butera <brikie88@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10536-3336

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Butera
6 Macaulay Rd
Katonah, NY 10536-3336



From: Aliyah Ramdin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:38 PM

From: Aliyah Ramdin <aliyahramdin@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11427-2729

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aliyah Ramdin
23374 87th Avenue
Queens, NY 11427-2729



From: Robin Hinton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:36 PM

From: Robin Hinton <robby.hh3@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33711-4207

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robin Hinton
4101 39th st s
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711-4207



From: Robin Hinton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:36 PM

From: Robin Hinton <robby.hh3@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33711-4207

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robin Hinton
4101 39th st s
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711-4207



From: Charles Sanders
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:30 PM

From: Charles Sanders <goldcds@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92128-2079

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charles Sanders
11905 Fairhope rd
San Diego, CA 92128-2079



From: Charles Sanders
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:30 PM

From: Charles Sanders <goldcds@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92128-2079

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charles Sanders
11905 Fairhope rd
San Diego, CA 92128-2079



From: Andrew Gray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:28 PM

From: Andrew Gray <adgsfo@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03826-2447

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrew Gray
13 Lewis Ln., Apt 15
East Hampstead, NH 03826-2447



From: Andrew Gray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:28 PM

From: Andrew Gray <adgsfo@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03826-2447

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrew Gray
13 Lewis Ln., Apt 15
East Hampstead, NH 03826-2447



From: denise edmunds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:26 PM

From: denise edmunds <dedmunds888@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32693-5629

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

denise edmunds
2029 s.w. state road 26
Trenton, FL 32693-5629



From: denise edmunds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:26 PM

From: denise edmunds <dedmunds888@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32693-5629

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

denise edmunds
2029 s.w. state road 26
Trenton, FL 32693-5629



From: Paulinha Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:12 PM

From: Paulinha Russell <paulinharussell@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75766-3366

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paulinha Russell
127 Sunnydale ST APT 405
Jacksonville, TX 75766-3366



From: doug krause
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:12 PM

From: doug krause <dougkrause@mts net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 58108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

doug krause
31 battleford bay
fargo, ND 58108



From: theresa lewis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:12 PM

From: theresa lewis <terry.lewis@infor.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01821-2915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

theresa lewis
14 champa rd
Billerica, MA 01821-2915



From: Paulinha Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:12 PM

From: Paulinha Russell <paulinharussell@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75766-3366

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paulinha Russell
127 Sunnydale ST APT 405
Jacksonville, TX 75766-3366



From: theresa lewis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:12 PM

From: theresa lewis <terry.lewis@infor.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01821-2915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

theresa lewis
14 champa rd
Billerica, MA 01821-2915



From: doug krause
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:50:12 PM

From: doug krause <dougkrause@mts net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 58108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

doug krause
31 battleford bay
fargo, ND 58108



From: Susan Troup
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:26 PM

From: Susan Troup <skayty3@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97204-2742

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Troup
222 SW Pine St
Portland, OR 97204-2742



From: Susan Troup
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:26 PM

From: Susan Troup <skayty3@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97204-2742

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Troup
222 SW Pine St
Portland, OR 97204-2742



From: Annmarie O"Toole
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:25 PM

From: Annmarie O'Toole <ree819@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02184-2332

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Annmarie O'Toole
41 Arborway Drive
Braintree, MA 02184-2332



From: Annmarie O"Toole
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:25 PM

From: Annmarie O'Toole <ree819@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02184-2332

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Annmarie O'Toole
41 Arborway Drive
Braintree, MA 02184-2332



From: Annmarie O"Toole
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:23 PM

From: Annmarie O'Toole <ree819@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02184-2332

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Annmarie O'Toole
41 Arborway Drive
Braintree, MA 02184-2332



From: Annmarie O"Toole
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:23 PM

From: Annmarie O'Toole <ree819@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02184-2332

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Annmarie O'Toole
41 Arborway Drive
Braintree, MA 02184-2332



From: Christine Lofgren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:18 PM

From: Christine Lofgren <clof101@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24015-5130

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christine Lofgren
1809 Oxford Ave SW, Apt A
Roanoke, VA 24015-5130



From: Christine Lofgren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:18 PM

From: Christine Lofgren <clof101@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24015-5130

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christine Lofgren
1809 Oxford Ave SW, Apt A
Roanoke, VA 24015-5130



From: Crystal Polfliet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:16 PM

From: Crystal Polfliet <Cpolfliet@stevensonvestal.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27298-8913

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Crystal Polfliet
8301 WILD ROSE DR LOT 6
Liberty, NC 27298-8913



From: Crystal Polfliet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:16 PM

From: Crystal Polfliet <Cpolfliet@stevensonvestal.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27298-8913

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Crystal Polfliet
8301 WILD ROSE DR LOT 6
Liberty, NC 27298-8913



From: Nicholas Page
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:14 PM

From: Nicholas Page <nickpage502@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98248-9685

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Page
5720 Windgate Drive
Ferndale, WA 98248-9685



From: Nicholas Page
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:14 PM

From: Nicholas Page <nickpage502@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98248-9685

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Page
5720 Windgate Drive
Ferndale, WA 98248-9685



From: Bonna Mettie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:13 PM

From: Bonna Mettie <bonna@jamadots.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49768-9601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bonna Mettie
9784 N. Whitefish Point Road
Paradise, MI 49768-9601



From: Bonna Mettie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:49:13 PM

From: Bonna Mettie <bonna@jamadots.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49768-9601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bonna Mettie
9784 N. Whitefish Point Road
Paradise, MI 49768-9601



From: karen post
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:46 PM

From: karen post <karenpost@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07442-2006

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

karen post
24 carr st
Pompton Lakes, NJ 07442-2006



From: karen post
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:46 PM

From: karen post <karenpost@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07442-2006

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

karen post
24 carr st
Pompton Lakes, NJ 07442-2006



From: Kimberly Hurschik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:31 PM

From: Kimberly Hurschik <BEAGLES02@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60586-6195

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hurschik
1901 Prairie Ridge Dr
Plainfield, IL 60586-6195



From: Kimberly Hurschik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:31 PM

From: Kimberly Hurschik <BEAGLES02@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60586-6195

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hurschik
1901 Prairie Ridge Dr
Plainfield, IL 60586-6195



From: Dr. Clint Stankiewicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:28 PM

From: Dr. Clint Stankiewicz <clintstankiewicz@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08865-7327

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dr. Clint Stankiewicz
10 Jade Ln
Phillipsburg, NJ 08865-7327



From: Dr. Clint Stankiewicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:28 PM

From: Dr. Clint Stankiewicz <clintstankiewicz@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08865-7327

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dr. Clint Stankiewicz
10 Jade Ln
Phillipsburg, NJ 08865-7327



From: Jennifer Moscatello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:24 PM

From: Jennifer Moscatello <Littleword363@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11783-1851

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Moscatello
1385 sidney ct
Seaford, NY 11783-1851



From: Jennifer Moscatello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:24 PM

From: Jennifer Moscatello <Littleword363@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11783-1851

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Moscatello
1385 sidney ct
Seaford, NY 11783-1851



From: Michele Price
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:11 PM

From: Michele Price <michelep@pathwaynet.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49445-1013

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michele Price
1025 W River Road
Muskegon, MI 49445-1013



From: Michele Price
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:10 PM

From: Michele Price <michelep@pathwaynet.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49445-1013

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michele Price
1025 W River Road
Muskegon, MI 49445-1013



From: Maureen Porcelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:05 PM

From: Maureen Porcelli <am.curious.sometimes@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07047-3329

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Porcelli
6115 Granton Ave.  #10N
North Bergen, NJ 07047-3329



From: Maureen Porcelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:05 PM

From: Maureen Porcelli <am.curious.sometimes@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07047-3329

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Porcelli
6115 Granton Ave.  #10N
North Bergen, NJ 07047-3329



From: Shelley DeGeorge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:02 PM

From: Shelley DeGeorge <mdigiorgi@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Shelley DeGeorge
9485 eldridge st
Tampa, FL 33613



From: Shelley DeGeorge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:01 PM

From: Shelley DeGeorge <mdigiorgi@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Shelley DeGeorge
9485 eldridge st
Tampa, FL 33613



From: ashley cizek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:00 PM

From: ashley cizek <ashleycizek@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30115-6004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ashley cizek
362 burns ln
Canton, GA 30115-6004



From: ashley cizek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:48:00 PM

From: ashley cizek <ashleycizek@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30115-6004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ashley cizek
362 burns ln
Canton, GA 30115-6004



From: Ashley Baillargeon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:57 PM

From: Ashley Baillargeon <ashgrl034@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32811-3158

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

These bears are already threatened. We are losing them because we are destroying their habitat by building our own.
 Once we lose them, we will lose them forever.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ashley Baillargeon
4607 South Kirkman Road #4201
Orlando, FL 32811-3158



From: Ashley Baillargeon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:57 PM

From: Ashley Baillargeon <ashgrl034@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32811-3158

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

These bears are already threatened. We are losing them because we are destroying their habitat by building our own.
 Once we lose them, we will lose them forever.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ashley Baillargeon
4607 South Kirkman Road #4201
Orlando, FL 32811-3158



From: Rebecca Moras
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:50 PM

From: Rebecca Moras <sisterphoenix1978@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24175-7521

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Moras
1267 Stoney Battery Rd
Troutville, VA 24175-7521



From: Rebecca Moras
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:50 PM

From: Rebecca Moras <sisterphoenix1978@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24175-7521

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Moras
1267 Stoney Battery Rd
Troutville, VA 24175-7521



From: Nancy Howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:49 PM

From: Nancy Howard <fredsmom@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30135-2579

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Howard
3562 Vicki Lane
Douglasville, GA 30135-2579



From: Nancy Howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:49 PM

From: Nancy Howard <fredsmom@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30135-2579

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Howard
3562 Vicki Lane
Douglasville, GA 30135-2579



From: Rene Alvarez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:40 PM

From: Rene Alvarez <renealvarez1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91980-0314

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rene Alvarez
PO Box 314
Tecate, CA 91980-0314



From: Rene Alvarez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:40 PM

From: Rene Alvarez <renealvarez1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91980-0314

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rene Alvarez
PO Box 314
Tecate, CA 91980-0314



From: Patty Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:36 PM

From: Patty Brown <proudammie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18074-9701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The entire situation needs to be fairly evaluated before hunting is allowed.  And never TROPHY hunting for any
 animal!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patty Brown
3214 Deep Creek Rd
Perkiomenville, PA 18074-9701



From: Patty Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:36 PM

From: Patty Brown <proudammie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18074-9701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The entire situation needs to be fairly evaluated before hunting is allowed.  And never TROPHY hunting for any
 animal!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patty Brown
3214 Deep Creek Rd
Perkiomenville, PA 18074-9701



From: Denise Nef Frehner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:26 PM

From: Denise Nef Frehner <denise nef63@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99141-9557

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Nef Frehner
26430 Hwy 395 N
Kettle Falls, WA 99141-9557



From: Karen Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:26 PM

From: Karen Russell <mystonecrop1@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32539-8876

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Russell
5668 Pennington Road
Crestvie-w, FL 32539-8876



From: Denise Nef Frehner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:26 PM

From: Denise Nef Frehner <denise nef63@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99141-9557

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Nef Frehner
26430 Hwy 395 N
Kettle Falls, WA 99141-9557



From: Karen Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:26 PM

From: Karen Russell <mystonecrop1@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32539-8876

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Russell
5668 Pennington Road
Crestvie-w, FL 32539-8876



From: Kathleen O"Sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:25 PM

From: Kathleen O'Sullivan <kaos056@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23024-3654

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathleen O'Sullivan
2397 Belle Meade Road
Bumpass, VA 23024-3654



From: Kathleen O"Sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:25 PM

From: Kathleen O'Sullivan <kaos056@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23024-3654

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathleen O'Sullivan
2397 Belle Meade Road
Bumpass, VA 23024-3654



From: Karen Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:20 PM

From: Karen Russell <mystonecrop1@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32539-8876

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Russell
5668 Pennington Road
Crestvie-w, FL 32539-8876



From: Karen Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:47:20 PM

From: Karen Russell <mystonecrop1@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32539-8876

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Russell
5668 Pennington Road
Crestvie-w, FL 32539-8876



From: Gwen Sockey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:49 PM

From: Gwen Sockey <Azeroth45@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34110-1036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gwen Sockey
2031 Imperial Circle
Naples, FL 34110-1036



From: Gwen Sockey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:49 PM

From: Gwen Sockey <Azeroth45@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34110-1036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gwen Sockey
2031 Imperial Circle
Naples, FL 34110-1036



From: patricia vucich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:48 PM

From: patricia vucich <patriciavucich@mris.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20913-1003

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Dear Governor:
Leave the bears alone.
All they do is eat blueberries.
Patricia Vucich

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

patricia vucich
p o box 11003
Takoma Park, MD 20913-1003



From: patricia vucich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:48 PM

From: patricia vucich <patriciavucich@mris.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20913-1003

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Dear Governor:
Leave the bears alone.
All they do is eat blueberries.
Patricia Vucich

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

patricia vucich
p o box 11003
Takoma Park, MD 20913-1003



From: Betty Ann Kosherzenko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:40 PM

From: Betty Ann Kosherzenko <bkosherzenko@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19135-2706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty Ann Kosherzenko
6461 Marsden Street
Philadelphia, PA 19135-2706



From: Betty Ann Kosherzenko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:40 PM

From: Betty Ann Kosherzenko <bkosherzenko@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19135-2706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty Ann Kosherzenko
6461 Marsden Street
Philadelphia, PA 19135-2706



From: Wendy Forster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:10 PM

From: Wendy Forster <wendeva@btinternet.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12345-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendy Forster
150 Boulevard
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001



From: Wendy Forster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:10 PM

From: Wendy Forster <wendeva@btinternet.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12345-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendy Forster
150 Boulevard
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001



From: Jennifer Dowdle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:00 PM

From: Jennifer Dowdle <m.dowdle1999@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01507-1573

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Dowdle
17 Pheasant Lane
Charlton, MA 01507-1573



From: Jennifer Dowdle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:46:00 PM

From: Jennifer Dowdle <m.dowdle1999@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01507-1573

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Dowdle
17 Pheasant Lane
Charlton, MA 01507-1573



From: jodi Rodar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:52 PM

From: jodi Rodar <hooppole@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01108-2034

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

jodi Rodar
230 Forest Park Avenue
Springfield, MA 01108-2034



From: jodi Rodar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:52 PM

From: jodi Rodar <hooppole@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01108-2034

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

jodi Rodar
230 Forest Park Avenue
Springfield, MA 01108-2034



From: Tony Menechella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:44 PM

From: Tony Menechella <sondalei@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40601-9663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony Menechella
1431 Stage Coach Rd
Frankfort, KY 40601-9663



From: Tony Menechella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:44 PM

From: Tony Menechella <sondalei@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40601-9663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony Menechella
1431 Stage Coach Rd
Frankfort, KY 40601-9663



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:43 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:42 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:42 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Juliet Johns Pearson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:42 PM

From: Juliet Johns Pearson <julietjohns@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95949-8921

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Juliet Johns Pearson
18734 Bambi Court
Grass Valley, CA 95949-8921



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:42 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:42 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:42 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Juliet Johns Pearson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:42 PM

From: Juliet Johns Pearson <julietjohns@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95949-8921

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Juliet Johns Pearson
18734 Bambi Court
Grass Valley, CA 95949-8921



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:42 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:42 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: A Lundell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:36 PM

From: A Lundell <anita11@dom.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26426-8439

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

A Lundell
254 Lakevie-w Terrace Drive
Salem, WV 26426-8439



From: A Lundell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:36 PM

From: A Lundell <anita11@dom.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26426-8439

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

A Lundell
254 Lakevie-w Terrace Drive
Salem, WV 26426-8439



From: Tony Menechella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:33 PM

From: Tony Menechella <sondalei@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40601-9663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony Menechella
1431 Stage Coach Rd
Frankfort, KY 40601-9663



From: susana soares
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:33 PM

From: susana soares <smsoares@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47104

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susana soares
Braga, 400
braga, IN 47104



From: Tony Menechella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:33 PM

From: Tony Menechella <sondalei@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40601-9663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony Menechella
1431 Stage Coach Rd
Frankfort, KY 40601-9663



From: susana soares
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:33 PM

From: susana soares <smsoares@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47104

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susana soares
Braga, 400
braga, IN 47104



From: Jeaneen Andretta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:27 PM

From: Jeaneen Andretta <jeaneen.andretta441@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07932-2403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeaneen Andretta
67 Hillside Avenue
Florham Park, NJ 07932-2403



From: Jeaneen Andretta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:27 PM

From: Jeaneen Andretta <jeaneen.andretta441@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07932-2403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeaneen Andretta
67 Hillside Avenue
Florham Park, NJ 07932-2403



From: Denise Scholz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:15 PM

From: Denise Scholz <dababico@ix netcom.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07002-4719

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Scholz
229 Prospect Avenue
Bayonne, NJ 07002-4719



From: Barbara Mallon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:15 PM

From: Barbara Mallon <bmallon28@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07865-4009

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mallon
47 Bright Rd
Port Murray, NJ 07865-4009



From: Barbara Mallon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:15 PM

From: Barbara Mallon <bmallon28@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07865-4009

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mallon
47 Bright Rd
Port Murray, NJ 07865-4009



From: Denise Scholz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:15 PM

From: Denise Scholz <dababico@ix netcom.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07002-4719

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Scholz
229 Prospect Avenue
Bayonne, NJ 07002-4719



From: Denise Bounous
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Denise Bounous <denise.bounous@bms.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08551-1808

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

These types of hunts are not the permanent solution to this problem. Education of the public around prevention of
 dangerous interactions with bears is the long term solution and the best approach for both people and bears.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Bounous
6 Tipperary Terrace
Ringoes, NJ 08551-1808



From: Lisa E Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Lisa E Davis <lisaedavis2@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-3050

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa E Davis
12 Charles St. #5-C
New York, NY 10014-3050



From: Lisa E Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Lisa E Davis <lisaedavis2@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-3050

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa E Davis
12 Charles St. #5-C
New York, NY 10014-3050



From: Patricia Prior
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Patricia Prior <priorpatricia@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55009-2425

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Prior
106 Park St. West
Cannon Falls, MN 55009-2425



From: joann butkus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: joann butkus <jb7698@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60632-1010

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joann butkus
2502 W. 38th Street
Chicago, IL 60632-1010



From: Alessandro Raganato
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Alessandro Raganato <alessandroraganato@hotmail.it>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90016

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alessandro Raganato
Sunset Boulevard 132
Venice, CA 90016



From: Barbara Joncas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Barbara Joncas <controller_02919@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02919-4918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Joncas
17 Rotary Dr
Johnston, RI 02919-4918



From: Constance Barrett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Constance Barrett <cbmedia@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10003-9212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Constance Barrett
68 East Third Street
New York, NY 10003-9212



From: Patricia Prior
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Patricia Prior <priorpatricia@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55009-2425

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Prior
106 Park St. West
Cannon Falls, MN 55009-2425



From: Alessandro Raganato
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Alessandro Raganato <alessandroraganato@hotmail.it>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90016

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alessandro Raganato
Sunset Boulevard 132
Venice, CA 90016



From: Barbara Joncas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Barbara Joncas <controller_02919@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02919-4918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Joncas
17 Rotary Dr
Johnston, RI 02919-4918



From: Denise Bounous
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Denise Bounous <denise.bounous@bms.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08551-1808

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

These types of hunts are not the permanent solution to this problem. Education of the public around prevention of
 dangerous interactions with bears is the long term solution and the best approach for both people and bears.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Bounous
6 Tipperary Terrace
Ringoes, NJ 08551-1808



From: joann butkus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: joann butkus <jb7698@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60632-1010

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joann butkus
2502 W. 38th Street
Chicago, IL 60632-1010



From: Constance Barrett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:45:14 PM

From: Constance Barrett <cbmedia@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10003-9212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Constance Barrett
68 East Third Street
New York, NY 10003-9212



From: Cynthia Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:21 PM

From: Cynthia Rodriguez <rodriguez_c992@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55105-2403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Rodriguez
254 Hamline Ave S
Saint Paul, MN 55105-2403



From: Cynthia Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:21 PM

From: Cynthia Rodriguez <rodriguez_c992@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55105-2403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Rodriguez
254 Hamline Ave S
Saint Paul, MN 55105-2403



From: Loretta Hollings
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:18 PM

From: Loretta Hollings <lhollings@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85750-1204

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I urge you to stop the bear hunt now.  For not only all of the above reasons but for the inhumanity of such a hunt! 
 Please don't allow Florida to regress in in it's areas of conservation, animal welfare, and using cruelty on wildlife
 when there are better and more effective methods that don't involve such a hunt!  Please stop this cruel, senseless,
 and hunt which the majority of Floridians don't want before
June 24th.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Loretta Hollings
6370 Via Amable
Tucson, AZ 85750-1204



From: Loretta Hollings
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:18 PM

From: Loretta Hollings <lhollings@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85750-1204

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I urge you to stop the bear hunt now.  For not only all of the above reasons but for the inhumanity of such a hunt! 
 Please don't allow Florida to regress in in it's areas of conservation, animal welfare, and using cruelty on wildlife
 when there are better and more effective methods that don't involve such a hunt!  Please stop this cruel, senseless,
 and hunt which the majority of Floridians don't want before
June 24th.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Loretta Hollings
6370 Via Amable
Tucson, AZ 85750-1204



From: jim scheffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:17 PM

From: jim scheffer <jrscheff@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60030-2311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

jim scheffer
128 bluff ave
Grayslake, IL 60030-2311



From: jim scheffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:17 PM

From: jim scheffer <jrscheff@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60030-2311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

jim scheffer
128 bluff ave
Grayslake, IL 60030-2311



From: carolyn walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:15 PM

From: carolyn walker <carolynbarnes6@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13778-3150

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carolyn walker
186 county road 3a
Greene, NY 13778-3150



From: carolyn walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:15 PM

From: carolyn walker <carolynbarnes6@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13778-3150

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carolyn walker
186 county road 3a
Greene, NY 13778-3150



From: Benedette Palazzola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:13 PM

From: Benedette Palazzola <palaz@umich.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48103-3730

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The interests of a few sportsmen and hobbyists should not prevail against the expressed wishes of the majority of the
 people of the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Benedette Palazzola
510 Maple Ridge Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48103-3730



From: Benedette Palazzola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:13 PM

From: Benedette Palazzola <palaz@umich.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48103-3730

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The interests of a few sportsmen and hobbyists should not prevail against the expressed wishes of the majority of the
 people of the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Benedette Palazzola
510 Maple Ridge Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48103-3730



From: Denise Lenardson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:06 PM

From: Denise Lenardson <Tupper.ladie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91040-1916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Lenardson
8772 1/2 Wyngate St
Sunland, CA 91040-1916



From: Denise Lenardson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:06 PM

From: Denise Lenardson <Tupper.ladie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91040-1916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Lenardson
8772 1/2 Wyngate St
Sunland, CA 91040-1916



From: Jason Fish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:03 PM

From: Jason Fish <collectivesole@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95355-3714

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jason Fish
1609 Duckart Way
Modesto, CA 95355-3714



From: Jason Fish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:03 PM

From: Jason Fish <collectivesole@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95355-3714

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jason Fish
1609 Duckart Way
Modesto, CA 95355-3714



From: Lynn Laupheimer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:02 PM

From: Lynn Laupheimer <ldl_61@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94117-4501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Laupheimer
45 Ashbury Tr.
San Francisco, CA 94117-4501



From: Lynn Laupheimer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:02 PM

From: Lynn Laupheimer <ldl_61@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94117-4501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Laupheimer
45 Ashbury Tr.
San Francisco, CA 94117-4501



From: Anna Brewer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:00 PM

From: Anna Brewer <annekea1@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49410-0007

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anna Brewer
POB 7 Fountain
Fountain, MI 49410-0007



From: Anna Brewer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:44:00 PM

From: Anna Brewer <annekea1@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49410-0007

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anna Brewer
POB 7 Fountain
Fountain, MI 49410-0007



From: Carolyn Ranusch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:58 PM

From: Carolyn Ranusch <cranusch@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94109-7210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please protect the Black Bear from being hunted.
Show some mercy and compassion

Do the right thing.  Thank you, Carolyn M Ranusch

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Ranusch
500 Hyde Street #405
San Francisco, CA 94109-7210



From: Carolyn Ranusch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:58 PM

From: Carolyn Ranusch <cranusch@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94109-7210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please protect the Black Bear from being hunted.
Show some mercy and compassion

Do the right thing.  Thank you, Carolyn M Ranusch

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Ranusch
500 Hyde Street #405
San Francisco, CA 94109-7210



From: Suzanne House
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:56 PM

From: Suzanne House <vegansuzanne@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33615-4310

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is totally unethical. You just want to bring in more money and the state by selling permits. Bring in more
 money by killing animals. Totally unethical.
We keep encroaching into their space. They were here first. This is because developers want more money. They just
 don't want to see any piece of land beautiful, natural, and left to the creatures that live there. Stop the lunacy. Stop
 the greed. How about some humanity?
If the stupid humans that live in the rural areas put out their garbage only on the day of pick up, and in containers the
 Bears can't get into, there would be no problem.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne House
8802 Lagoon Street
Tampa, FL 33615-4310



From: Suzanne House
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:56 PM

From: Suzanne House <vegansuzanne@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33615-4310

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is totally unethical. You just want to bring in more money and the state by selling permits. Bring in more
 money by killing animals. Totally unethical.
We keep encroaching into their space. They were here first. This is because developers want more money. They just
 don't want to see any piece of land beautiful, natural, and left to the creatures that live there. Stop the lunacy. Stop
 the greed. How about some humanity?
If the stupid humans that live in the rural areas put out their garbage only on the day of pick up, and in containers the
 Bears can't get into, there would be no problem.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne House
8802 Lagoon Street
Tampa, FL 33615-4310



From: Katherine Hartz-Musgrave
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:53 PM

From: Katherine Hartz-Musgrave <kch56@nau.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85051-4743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katherine Hartz-Musgrave
3537 w Diana ave
Phoenix, AZ 85051-4743



From: Katherine Hartz-Musgrave
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:53 PM

From: Katherine Hartz-Musgrave <kch56@nau.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85051-4743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katherine Hartz-Musgrave
3537 w Diana ave
Phoenix, AZ 85051-4743



From: Maureen Edwards
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:51 PM

From: Maureen Edwards <proanimal@starband net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84741-6230

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Edwards
1197 S Hamblin Dr
Kanab, UT 84741-6230



From: Maureen Edwards
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:51 PM

From: Maureen Edwards <proanimal@starband net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84741-6230

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Edwards
1197 S Hamblin Dr
Kanab, UT 84741-6230



From: Candy LeBlanc
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:50 PM

From: Candy LeBlanc <telvari9@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95667-9465

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candy LeBlanc
1525 Cold Springs Rd SPC 52
Placerville, CA 95667-9465



From: Candy LeBlanc
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:50 PM

From: Candy LeBlanc <telvari9@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95667-9465

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candy LeBlanc
1525 Cold Springs Rd SPC 52
Placerville, CA 95667-9465



From: Kay Pappagallo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:47 PM

From: Kay Pappagallo <bunnikat@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04553-3609

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kay Pappagallo
12 Eden Lane
Newcastle, ME 04553-3609



From: Kay Pappagallo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:43:43 PM

From: Kay Pappagallo <bunnikat@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04553-3609

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kay Pappagallo
12 Eden Lane
Newcastle, ME 04553-3609



From: Candy Bowman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:39:17 PM

From: Candy Bowman <canbowring@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95823-1931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candy Bowman
4361 Turnbridge Dr
Sacramento, CA 95823-1931



From: Candy Bowman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:39:17 PM

From: Candy Bowman <canbowring@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95823-1931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candy Bowman
4361 Turnbridge Dr
Sacramento, CA 95823-1931



From: Leslene Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:23 PM

From: Leslene Dunn <leslene@lagroup.co.za>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 74051

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leslene Dunn
Clarendon Crescent
Cape Town, OK 74051



From: Leslene Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:23 PM

From: Leslene Dunn <leslene@lagroup.co.za>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 74051

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Leslene Dunn
Clarendon Crescent
Cape Town, OK 74051



From: Jason Bowman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:19 PM

From: Jason Bowman <xyamuchax@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95667-9465

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jason Bowman
1525 Cold Springs Rd SPC 52
Placerville, CA 95667-9465



From: Jason Bowman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:19 PM

From: Jason Bowman <xyamuchax@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95667-9465

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jason Bowman
1525 Cold Springs Rd SPC 52
Placerville, CA 95667-9465



From: fay forman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:18 PM

From: fay forman <fayf355@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10001-4838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

fay forman
355 8 avenue
New York, NY 10001-4838



From: fay forman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:18 PM

From: fay forman <fayf355@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10001-4838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

fay forman
355 8 avenue
New York, NY 10001-4838



From: Deva Francis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:15 PM

From: Deva Francis <devafrancis8@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94533

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deva Francis
Whittier pl
fairfield, CA 94533



From: Deva Francis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:15 PM

From: Deva Francis <devafrancis8@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94533

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deva Francis
Whittier pl
fairfield, CA 94533



From: Erin Lindquist
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:11 PM

From: Erin Lindquist <ealproductions@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92008-1211

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Erin Lindquist
2588 El Camino Real
Carlsbad, CA 92008-1211



From: Erin Lindquist
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:11 PM

From: Erin Lindquist <ealproductions@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92008-1211

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Erin Lindquist
2588 El Camino Real
Carlsbad, CA 92008-1211



From: Wendy Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:10 PM

From: Wendy Morris <flickchickaz@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85013-2917

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendy Morris
219 W Campbell Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85013-2917



From: Wendy Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:10 PM

From: Wendy Morris <flickchickaz@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85013-2917

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendy Morris
219 W Campbell Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85013-2917



From: Michelle Palladine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:07 PM

From: Michelle Palladine <mpalladine@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92262-6620

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Palladine
471 E Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262-6620



From: Michelle Palladine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:07 PM

From: Michelle Palladine <mpalladine@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92262-6620

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Palladine
471 E Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262-6620



From: Joe Griffo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:01 PM

From: Joe Griffo <joegriffoak@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99515-3516

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe Griffo
1120 Huffman rd
Anchorage, AK 99515-3516



From: Joe Griffo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:01 PM

From: Joe Griffo <joegriffoak@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99515-3516

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe Griffo
1120 Huffman rd
Anchorage, AK 99515-3516



From: Jason Chin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:00 PM

From: Jason Chin <Jerekko@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97219-3070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jason Chin
0614 SW Nevada Street
Portland, OR 97219-3070



From: Jason Chin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:38:00 PM

From: Jason Chin <Jerekko@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97219-3070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jason Chin
0614 SW Nevada Street
Portland, OR 97219-3070



From: Dee Manning
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:44 PM

From: Dee Manning <deesevere666@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90015-1640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dee Manning
645 W. 9th St. Unit 110-415
Los Angeles, CA 90015-1640



From: Dee Manning
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:44 PM

From: Dee Manning <deesevere666@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90015-1640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dee Manning
645 W. 9th St. Unit 110-415
Los Angeles, CA 90015-1640



From: Mandy Weeks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:33 PM

From: Mandy Weeks <mandyweeks@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98512-8518

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mandy Weeks
9415 Delphi RD SW
Olympia, WA 98512-8518



From: Mandy Weeks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:33 PM

From: Mandy Weeks <mandyweeks@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98512-8518

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mandy Weeks
9415 Delphi RD SW
Olympia, WA 98512-8518



From: lucia fabbo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:31 PM

From: lucia fabbo <peaceonearth446@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11803-3420

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lucia fabbo
30 jamaica ave
Plainvie-w, NY 11803-3420



From: lucia fabbo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:31 PM

From: lucia fabbo <peaceonearth446@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11803-3420

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lucia fabbo
30 jamaica ave
Plainvie-w, NY 11803-3420



From: Anne Barker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:28 PM

From: Anne Barker <annenb@alumni.iwu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94901-3904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anne Barker
417 Woodland Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901-3904



From: Anne Barker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:28 PM

From: Anne Barker <annenb@alumni.iwu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94901-3904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anne Barker
417 Woodland Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901-3904



From: Gary Edwards
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:22 PM

From: Gary Edwards <mistergfe@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10011-6838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gary Edwards
10 W 15th Street
New York, NY 10011-6838



From: Gary Edwards
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:22 PM

From: Gary Edwards <mistergfe@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10011-6838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gary Edwards
10 W 15th Street
New York, NY 10011-6838



From: maria lasorsa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:18 PM

From: maria lasorsa <marialasorsa@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10710-3709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

maria lasorsa
81 plymouth ave
Yonkers, NY 10710-3709



From: maria lasorsa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:18 PM

From: maria lasorsa <marialasorsa@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10710-3709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

maria lasorsa
81 plymouth ave
Yonkers, NY 10710-3709



From: claire dudan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:17 PM

From: claire dudan <cdvendor@goairtight.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

claire dudan
50 layman court
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6312



From: claire dudan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:37:17 PM

From: claire dudan <cdvendor@goairtight.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

claire dudan
50 layman court
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6312



From: Michael Tomczyszyn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:55 PM

From: Michael Tomczyszyn <mtomczyszyn@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94132-3140

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Tomczyszyn
243 Ramsell St
San Francisco, CA 94132-3140



From: Michael Tomczyszyn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:55 PM

From: Michael Tomczyszyn <mtomczyszyn@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94132-3140

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Tomczyszyn
243 Ramsell St
San Francisco, CA 94132-3140



From: Tami phelps
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:52 PM

From: Tami phelps <tameow@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96003-3119

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tami phelps
1735 Barbara Rd
Redding, CA 96003-3119



From: Amy Losinski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:52 PM

From: Amy Losinski <amygiza@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48080-1874

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Losinski
21608 California
Saint Clair Shores, MI 48080-1874



From: Tami phelps
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:52 PM

From: Tami phelps <tameow@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96003-3119

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tami phelps
1735 Barbara Rd
Redding, CA 96003-3119



From: Amy Losinski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:52 PM

From: Amy Losinski <amygiza@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48080-1874

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Losinski
21608 California
Saint Clair Shores, MI 48080-1874



From: Nancy Gathing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:48 PM

From: Nancy Gathing <gathingn@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53714-2952

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Gathing
3701 Tulane Ave.
Madison, WI 53714-2952



From: Nancy Gathing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:48 PM

From: Nancy Gathing <gathingn@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53714-2952

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Gathing
3701 Tulane Ave.
Madison, WI 53714-2952



From: John Niendorf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:39 PM

From: John Niendorf <jrniendorf@cs.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98250-9271

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Niendorf
508 Kelsando
Friday Harbor, WA 98250-9271



From: John Niendorf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:39 PM

From: John Niendorf <jrniendorf@cs.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98250-9271

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Niendorf
508 Kelsando
Friday Harbor, WA 98250-9271



From: Michelle Hayward
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:37 PM

From: Michelle Hayward <kittyandmoose@yahoo.co.uk>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11218-4912

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Hayward
58 Ditmas Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11201-1999



From: Michelle Hayward
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:37 PM

From: Michelle Hayward <kittyandmoose@yahoo.co.uk>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11218-4912

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Hayward
58 Ditmas Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11201-1999



From: Jean Sim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:36 PM

From: Jean Sim <jeaninedoll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01752

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Sim
Avalon Dr
Marlboro, MA 01752



From: Jean Sim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:36 PM

From: Jean Sim <jeaninedoll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01752

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jean Sim
Avalon Dr
Marlboro, MA 01752



From: david patinella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:34 PM

From: david patinella <dpatinella@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90042-4246

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

david patinella
5908 piedmont
Los Angeles, CA 90042-4246



From: david patinella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:34 PM

From: david patinella <dpatinella@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90042-4246

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

david patinella
5908 piedmont
Los Angeles, CA 90042-4246



From: ELAINE MICHAELS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:31 PM

From: ELAINE MICHAELS <THOMAS3381@AOL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48315-4038

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ELAINE MICHAELS
48960 KINGS DR
Shelby Township, MI 48315-4038



From: ELAINE MICHAELS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:31 PM

From: ELAINE MICHAELS <THOMAS3381@AOL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48315-4038

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ELAINE MICHAELS
48960 KINGS DR
Shelby Township, MI 48315-4038



From: Michelle Hayward
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:29 PM

From: Michelle Hayward <kittyandmoose@yahoo.co.uk>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11218-4912

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Hayward
58 Ditmas Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11201-1999



From: Michelle Hayward
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:29 PM

From: Michelle Hayward <kittyandmoose@yahoo.co.uk>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11218-4912

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Hayward
58 Ditmas Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11201-1999



From: Rita Santos-Oyama
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:28 PM

From: Rita Santos-Oyama <royama@lausd.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90803-3425

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rita Santos-Oyama
2 pomona
Long Beach, CA 90803-3425



From: Rita Santos-Oyama
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:28 PM

From: Rita Santos-Oyama <royama@lausd.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90803-3425

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rita Santos-Oyama
2 pomona
Long Beach, CA 90803-3425



From: Stephanie Summers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:05 PM

From: Stephanie Summers <ssummers@gsu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32321-4440

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Summers
25661 NW CR333
Bristol, FL 32321-4440



From: Stephanie Summers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:05 PM

From: Stephanie Summers <ssummers@gsu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32321-4440

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Summers
25661 NW CR333
Bristol, FL 32321-4440



From: Maryann Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:01 PM

From: Maryann Haller <iluvacat@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92025-5672

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maryann Haller
1617 S Tulip Street
Escondido, CA 92025-5672



From: Maryann Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:01 PM

From: Maryann Haller <iluvacat@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92025-5672

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maryann Haller
1617 S Tulip Street
Escondido, CA 92025-5672



From: Frank Cassianna
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:00 PM

From: Frank Cassianna <navigator902@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97458-1523

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Frank Cassianna
1636 Maple St.
Myrtle Point, OR 97458-1523



From: Frank Cassianna
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:36:00 PM

From: Frank Cassianna <navigator902@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97458-1523

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Frank Cassianna
1636 Maple St.
Myrtle Point, OR 97458-1523



From: Amy Tomaszewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:57 PM

From: Amy Tomaszewski <amytomaszewski@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19606-9071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Tomaszewski
159 Waterford Lane
Reading, PA 19606-9071



From: Amy Tomaszewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:57 PM

From: Amy Tomaszewski <amytomaszewski@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19606-9071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Tomaszewski
159 Waterford Lane
Reading, PA 19606-9071



From: Paula Onoff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:56 PM

From: Paula  Onoff <Cottoneyez@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28429-4428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula  Onoff
1710-7 oakley rd
Castle Hayne, NC 28429-4428



From: Paula Onoff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:56 PM

From: Paula  Onoff <Cottoneyez@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28429-4428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula  Onoff
1710-7 oakley rd
Castle Hayne, NC 28429-4428



From: Christine m Jensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:54 PM

From: Christine m  Jensen <jenschris3@cableone net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 83501-5442

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christine m  Jensen
1020 Ripon AVE
Lewiston, ID 83501-5442



From: Christine m Jensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:54 PM

From: Christine m  Jensen <jenschris3@cableone net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 83501-5442

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christine m  Jensen
1020 Ripon AVE
Lewiston, ID 83501-5442



From: Shirley Dykhuis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:52 PM

From: Shirley Dykhuis <S_dykhuis@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76148-2843

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shirley Dykhuis
6416 N.Stardust Dr.
Watauga, TX 76148-2843



From: Shirley Dykhuis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:52 PM

From: Shirley Dykhuis <S_dykhuis@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76148-2843

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shirley Dykhuis
6416 N.Stardust Dr.
Watauga, TX 76148-2843



From: Maria Bon Bon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:46 PM

From: Maria Bon Bon <pbon@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93063-3566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Bon Bon
5719 Nutwood Circle
Simi Valley, CA 93063-3566



From: Maria Bon Bon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:46 PM

From: Maria Bon Bon <pbon@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93063-3566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Bon Bon
5719 Nutwood Circle
Simi Valley, CA 93063-3566



From: Jim Jagielo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:45 PM

From: Jim  Jagielo <yesqqq@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91790-1724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim  Jagielo
543 n. chapman st.
West Covina, CA 91790-1724



From: Jim Jagielo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:45 PM

From: Jim  Jagielo <yesqqq@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91790-1724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim  Jagielo
543 n. chapman st.
West Covina, CA 91790-1724



From: Jason Bowman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:43 PM

From: Jason Bowman <xyamuchax@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95823-1931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jason Bowman
4361 Turnbridge Drive
Sacramento, CA 95823-1931



From: Jason Bowman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:43 PM

From: Jason Bowman <xyamuchax@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95823-1931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jason Bowman
4361 Turnbridge Drive
Sacramento, CA 95823-1931



From: Tasha Vladimiroff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:42 PM

From: Tasha Vladimiroff <TeeVlad@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90813-2828

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tasha Vladimiroff
930 N/ Loma Vista Dr #A
Long Beach, CA 90813-2828



From: Tasha Vladimiroff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:42 PM

From: Tasha Vladimiroff <TeeVlad@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90813-2828

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tasha Vladimiroff
930 N/ Loma Vista Dr #A
Long Beach, CA 90813-2828



From: Maria Bon Bon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:37 PM

From: Maria Bon Bon <pbon@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93063-3566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Bon Bon
5719 Nutwood Circle
Simi Valley, CA 93063-3566



From: Maria Bon Bon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:37 PM

From: Maria Bon Bon <pbon@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93063-3566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Bon Bon
5719 Nutwood Circle
Simi Valley, CA 93063-3566



From: Lynn Elliott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:36 PM

From: Lynn Elliott <craper@nc.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27705-2760

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Elliott
2614 Woodmont Dr
Durham, NC 27705-2760



From: Lynn Elliott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:36 PM

From: Lynn Elliott <craper@nc.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27705-2760

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Elliott
2614 Woodmont Dr
Durham, NC 27705-2760



From: Connie Raper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:34 PM

From: Connie Raper <ckraper@nc rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27705-2760

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Connie Raper
2614 Woodmont Dr
Durham, NC 27705-2760



From: Jim Jagielo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:34 PM

From: Jim  Jagielo <yesqqq@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91790-1724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim  Jagielo
543 n. chapman st.
West Covina, CA 91790-1724



From: Connie Raper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:34 PM

From: Connie Raper <ckraper@nc rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27705-2760

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Connie Raper
2614 Woodmont Dr
Durham, NC 27705-2760



From: Jim Jagielo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:34 PM

From: Jim  Jagielo <yesqqq@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91790-1724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim  Jagielo
543 n. chapman st.
West Covina, CA 91790-1724



From: paul eisenberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:21 PM

From: paul eisenberg <paul38eise@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37343-3408

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

paul eisenberg
1763 colonial shores dr
Hixson, TN 37343-3408



From: paul eisenberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:21 PM

From: paul eisenberg <paul38eise@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37343-3408

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

paul eisenberg
1763 colonial shores dr
Hixson, TN 37343-3408



From: J Stufflebeam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:11 PM

From: J Stufflebeam <jstufflebeam@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97045-7812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

J Stufflebeam
19178 S. Echo Dell Lane
Oregon City, OR 97045-7812



From: Karen Liska
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:11 PM

From: Karen Liska <kliska954@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08010-2222

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is animal abuse and cruelty..!
These are sentient beings who deserve to live their lives as nature intended.
This is their habitat that has been taken from them due to our greed and lack of cohabitation.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Liska
1475 Mount Holly Rd Apt D2
Beverly, NJ 08010-2222



From: Karen Liska
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:11 PM

From: Karen Liska <kliska954@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08010-2222

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is animal abuse and cruelty..!
These are sentient beings who deserve to live their lives as nature intended.
This is their habitat that has been taken from them due to our greed and lack of cohabitation.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Liska
1475 Mount Holly Rd Apt D2
Beverly, NJ 08010-2222



From: J Stufflebeam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:11 PM

From: J Stufflebeam <jstufflebeam@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97045-7812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

J Stufflebeam
19178 S. Echo Dell Lane
Oregon City, OR 97045-7812



From: Kathleen Sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:10 PM

From: Kathleen Sullivan <kathleen.sullivan@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60090-5102

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Florida black bears were listed on the endangered species list as early as 3 years ago. The bears being target for
 these barbaric hunts are adult bears leaving behind their young who are still dependent on them. This proposal is
 full of holes and is simply a cruel, inhumane and lazy way to appease people who are uniformed about the plight of
 this beautiful species.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Sullivan
411 arrow trail
Wheeling, IL 60090-5102



From: Trina Hawkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:10 PM

From: Trina Hawkins <Lilbit362436@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 51106-1842

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Don't MURDER these Bears! Let them Live in Peace! Are you so Blood Thirsty,that you have to Kill the Bears for
 No reason other then just KILLING for Fun?? This is Inhumane and Cruel!! Have a Heart and STOP this Barbaric
 Hunt!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Trina Hawkins
4115 Davis Ave
Sioux City, IA 51106-1842



From: Trina Hawkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:10 PM

From: Trina Hawkins <Lilbit362436@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 51106-1842

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Don't MURDER these Bears! Let them Live in Peace! Are you so Blood Thirsty,that you have to Kill the Bears for
 No reason other then just KILLING for Fun?? This is Inhumane and Cruel!! Have a Heart and STOP this Barbaric
 Hunt!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Trina Hawkins
4115 Davis Ave
Sioux City, IA 51106-1842



From: Kathleen Sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:10 PM

From: Kathleen Sullivan <kathleen.sullivan@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60090-5102

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Florida black bears were listed on the endangered species list as early as 3 years ago. The bears being target for
 these barbaric hunts are adult bears leaving behind their young who are still dependent on them. This proposal is
 full of holes and is simply a cruel, inhumane and lazy way to appease people who are uniformed about the plight of
 this beautiful species.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Sullivan
411 arrow trail
Wheeling, IL 60090-5102



From: Susan Fleming
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:10 PM

From: Susan Fleming <susanlfleming@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60586-6619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Fleming
1856 Maple Glen Drive
Plainfield, IL 60586-6619



From: Susan Fleming
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:35:10 PM

From: Susan Fleming <susanlfleming@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60586-6619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Fleming
1856 Maple Glen Drive
Plainfield, IL 60586-6619



From: Laurie Schmidt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:32 PM

From: Laurie Schmidt <lk6793kl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43515-9278

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Schmidt
6793 Co. Rd. EF
Delta, OH 43515-9278



From: Laurie Schmidt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:32 PM

From: Laurie Schmidt <lk6793kl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43515-9278

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Schmidt
6793 Co. Rd. EF
Delta, OH 43515-9278



From: Sheryl Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:31 PM

From: Sheryl Barnes <Animalstoo@tpacomputer.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12582-5628

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It's just plain cruel and inhumane.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Barnes
28 Sherwood ln
Stormville, NY 12582-5628



From: Sheryl Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:31 PM

From: Sheryl Barnes <Animalstoo@tpacomputer.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12582-5628

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It's just plain cruel and inhumane.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Barnes
28 Sherwood ln
Stormville, NY 12582-5628



From: abby spitzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:26 PM

From: abby spitzer <spitzer4@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10520

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

abby spitzer
119 penfield ave, croton n.y.
croton-on-hudson, NY 10520



From: Francie Sanderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:26 PM

From: Francie Sanderson <Gones@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92509-5563

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Francie Sanderson
5595 via escalante
Riverside, CA 92509-5563



From: Francie Sanderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:26 PM

From: Francie Sanderson <Gones@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92509-5563

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Francie Sanderson
5595 via escalante
Riverside, CA 92509-5563



From: abby spitzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:26 PM

From: abby spitzer <spitzer4@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10520

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

abby spitzer
119 penfield ave, croton n.y.
croton-on-hudson, NY 10520



From: Cathy Reynolds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:21 PM

From: Cathy Reynolds <cathyreynolds@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73572-9608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cathy Reynolds
RR 2 Box 48D
Walte-rs, OK 73572-9608



From: Ddaw Ferreira
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:21 PM

From: Ddaw Ferreira <dscherzer@wi rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53150-7844

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ddaw Ferreira
S83W19524 Apollo Dr
Muskego, WI 53150-7844



From: Nina Franco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:21 PM

From: Nina Franco <nmfranco99@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 66106-1410

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nina Franco
800 S. 53rd St.
Kansas City, KS 66106-1410



From: Michael W Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:21 PM

From: Michael W Evans <mikerain@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90034-6888

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael W Evans
3731 S Sepulveda Blvd Apt 1
Los Angeles, CA 90034-6888



From: Nina Franco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:21 PM

From: Nina Franco <nmfranco99@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 66106-1410

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nina Franco
800 S. 53rd St.
Kansas City, KS 66106-1410



From: Ddaw Ferreira
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:21 PM

From: Ddaw Ferreira <dscherzer@wi rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53150-7844

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ddaw Ferreira
S83W19524 Apollo Dr
Muskego, WI 53150-7844



From: Ashley Head
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:21 PM

From: Ashley Head <ashleyhead@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76111-2645

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ashley Head
1600 N Riverside Dr.
Fort Worth, TX 76111-2645



From: Michael W Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:21 PM

From: Michael W Evans <mikerain@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90034-6888

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael W Evans
3731 S Sepulveda Blvd Apt 1
Los Angeles, CA 90034-6888



From: Ashley Head
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:21 PM

From: Ashley Head <ashleyhead@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76111-2645

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ashley Head
1600 N Riverside Dr.
Fort Worth, TX 76111-2645



From: M. W.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: M. W. <BretaNet00@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97415-9623

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

'Hunting', especially this kind, is nothing but cowardly killing of innocents.  Get moral!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

M. W.
37 Floral Dr.
Brookings, OR 97415-9623



From: Amy Buteau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: Amy Buteau <ptxhome2@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10510-2260

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Buteau
8 arrow Tree ln
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510-2260



From: susan figurski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: susan figurski <susanfig@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32701-5349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan figurski
506 orange dr
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701-5349



From: Linda Szymoniak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: Linda Szymoniak <urdchan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46375-2257

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Szymoniak
930 High Ridge Dr
Schererville, IN 46375-2257



From: Liz Cameron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: Liz Cameron <lizzy.bs@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99207-4613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Liz Cameron
1510 E. Courtland
Spokane, WA 99207-4613



From: Cathy Reynolds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: Cathy Reynolds <cathyreynolds@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73572-9608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cathy Reynolds
RR 2 Box 48D
Walte-rs, OK 73572-9608



From: M. W.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: M. W. <BretaNet00@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97415-9623

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

'Hunting', especially this kind, is nothing but cowardly killing of innocents.  Get moral!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

M. W.
37 Floral Dr.
Brookings, OR 97415-9623



From: Amy Buteau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: Amy Buteau <ptxhome2@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10510-2260

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Buteau
8 arrow Tree ln
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510-2260



From: susan figurski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: susan figurski <susanfig@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32701-5349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan figurski
506 orange dr
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701-5349



From: Linda Szymoniak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: Linda Szymoniak <urdchan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46375-2257

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Szymoniak
930 High Ridge Dr
Schererville, IN 46375-2257



From: Liz Cameron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:30:20 PM

From: Liz Cameron <lizzy.bs@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99207-4613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Liz Cameron
1510 E. Courtland
Spokane, WA 99207-4613



From: Lindalee Hatch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:33 PM

From: Lindalee Hatch <lhatch1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95969-2965

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lindalee Hatch
6656 Pentz Rd Spc 39
Paradise, CA 95969-2965



From: Elizabeth Fowlds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:33 PM

From: Elizabeth Fowlds <Elifow@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95448-3344

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Fowlds
1354 sylvan ct
Healdsburg, CA 95448-3344



From: Lindalee Hatch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:33 PM

From: Lindalee Hatch <lhatch1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95969-2965

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lindalee Hatch
6656 Pentz Rd Spc 39
Paradise, CA 95969-2965



From: Elizabeth Fowlds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:33 PM

From: Elizabeth Fowlds <Elifow@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95448-3344

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Fowlds
1354 sylvan ct
Healdsburg, CA 95448-3344



From: Denise Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:32 PM

From: Denise Moore <msdlmoore@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30084-6129

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Educate don't kill needlessly, people invite wildlife with their habits. cre-ate a plan that does not include killing
 Black bears simply because i=of two attacks, please consider a contingency plan instead.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Moore
4169 Pine Valley Rd
Tucker, GA 30084-6129



From: Denise Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:32 PM

From: Denise Moore <msdlmoore@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30084-6129

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Educate don't kill needlessly, people invite wildlife with their habits. cre-ate a plan that does not include killing
 Black bears simply because i=of two attacks, please consider a contingency plan instead.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Moore
4169 Pine Valley Rd
Tucker, GA 30084-6129



From: Ginger Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:29 PM

From: Ginger Hill <glhendersonville@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29365-0226

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ginger Hill
PO Box 226
Lyman, SC 29365-0226



From: Ginger Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:29 PM

From: Ginger Hill <glhendersonville@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29365-0226

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ginger Hill
PO Box 226
Lyman, SC 29365-0226



From: Peter Scheirer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:24 PM

From: Peter Scheirer <Scheirer@inoutbox.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94549-4723

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Thank you for reading!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Scheirer
3283 Marlene dr
Lafayette, CA 94549-4723



From: Peter Scheirer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:24 PM

From: Peter Scheirer <Scheirer@inoutbox.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94549-4723

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Thank you for reading!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Scheirer
3283 Marlene dr
Lafayette, CA 94549-4723



From: Adriana Cardenas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:23 PM

From: Adriana Cardenas <adriana102590@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60629-4401

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adriana Cardenas
3911 W 55th PL
Chicago, IL 60629-4401



From: Adriana Cardenas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:23 PM

From: Adriana Cardenas <adriana102590@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60629-4401

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adriana Cardenas
3911 W 55th PL
Chicago, IL 60629-4401



From: Jose I. Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:20 PM

From: Jose I. Rodriguez <sunofadrum@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33154-1296

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jose I. Rodriguez
1155 103rd
Bay Harbor Islands, FL 33154-1296



From: Jose I. Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:20 PM

From: Jose I. Rodriguez <sunofadrum@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33154-1296

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jose I. Rodriguez
1155 103rd
Bay Harbor Islands, FL 33154-1296



From: Tatiana Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:19 PM

From: Tatiana Torres <tatianatorres@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90034-6208

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tatiana Torres
3714 GLENDON AVE
Los Angeles, CA 90034-6208



From: Tatiana Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:19 PM

From: Tatiana Torres <tatianatorres@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90034-6208

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tatiana Torres
3714 GLENDON AVE
Los Angeles, CA 90034-6208



From: Jimmie Burris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:16 PM

From: Jimmie Burris <wynfall@satx.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78155-1211

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jimmie Burris
214 Sunbelt Loop South
Seguin, TX 78155-1211



From: Jimmie Burris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:16 PM

From: Jimmie Burris <wynfall@satx.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78155-1211

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jimmie Burris
214 Sunbelt Loop South
Seguin, TX 78155-1211



From: Jordan Fox
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:11 PM

From: Jordan Fox <fox81j@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08053-1241

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jordan Fox
100 Conestoga Dr. Apt. 139
Marlton, NJ 08053-1241



From: Jordan Fox
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:11 PM

From: Jordan Fox <fox81j@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08053-1241

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jordan Fox
100 Conestoga Dr. Apt. 139
Marlton, NJ 08053-1241



From: Robin Rysavy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:09 PM

From: Robin Rysavy <RRysavy@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64034-9313

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robin Rysavy
128 Seneca Ln
Greenwood, MO 64034-9313



From: Robin Rysavy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:09 PM

From: Robin Rysavy <RRysavy@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64034-9313

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robin Rysavy
128 Seneca Ln
Greenwood, MO 64034-9313



From: Raluca Morawsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:07 PM

From: Raluca Morawsky <ralucalucaciu@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99686

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Raluca Morawsky
Dr Egan
Valdez, AK 99686



From: Raluca Morawsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:07 PM

From: Raluca Morawsky <ralucalucaciu@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99686

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Raluca Morawsky
Dr Egan
Valdez, AK 99686



From: robbie Eures
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:04 PM

From: robbie Eures <robbiel3557@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34234-6419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

robbie Eures
3082 bay oaks dr
Sarasota, FL 34234-6419



From: robbie Eures
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:04 PM

From: robbie Eures <robbiel3557@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34234-6419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

robbie Eures
3082 bay oaks dr
Sarasota, FL 34234-6419



From: Patricia Packer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:02 PM

From: Patricia Packer <pattiac@nycap.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12302-3905

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Packer
5 Jennifer Rd
Schenectady, NY 12302-3905



From: Patricia Packer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:02 PM

From: Patricia Packer <pattiac@nycap.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12302-3905

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Packer
5 Jennifer Rd
Schenectady, NY 12302-3905



From: Julie Kiran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:01 PM

From: Julie Kiran <waa4ar@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94132-2273

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Kiran
750 Gonzalez Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132-2273



From: Julie Kiran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:29:01 PM

From: Julie Kiran <waa4ar@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94132-2273

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Kiran
750 Gonzalez Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132-2273



From: Jade Golden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:28:59 PM

From: Jade Golden <jadeinsf@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94132-2273

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jade Golden
750 Gonzalez Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132-2273



From: Jade Golden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:28:59 PM

From: Jade Golden <jadeinsf@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94132-2273

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jade Golden
750 Gonzalez Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132-2273



From: Laura Collins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:28:56 PM

From: Laura Collins <Lkielman@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95818-1969

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Collins
2100 27th st
Sacramento, CA 95818-1969



From: Laura Collins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:28:56 PM

From: Laura Collins <Lkielman@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95818-1969

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Collins
2100 27th st
Sacramento, CA 95818-1969



From: tessa turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:55 PM

From: tessa turner <turnertn88@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23233-7678

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stop unnecessary hinting and decimation of the one good thing Florida has left,  the nature.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

tessa turner
3832 houndstooth court
Henrico, VA 23233-7678



From: tessa turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:55 PM

From: tessa turner <turnertn88@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23233-7678

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stop unnecessary hinting and decimation of the one good thing Florida has left,  the nature.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

tessa turner
3832 houndstooth court
Henrico, VA 23233-7678



From: Amy Squires
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:53 PM

From: Amy Squires <amy.squires@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-6914

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Squires
4452 N. Winchester Ave.
Chicago, IL 60640-6914



From: Amy Squires
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:53 PM

From: Amy Squires <amy.squires@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-6914

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Squires
4452 N. Winchester Ave.
Chicago, IL 60640-6914



From: Bob Haugen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:51 PM

From: Bob Haugen <crystalbobh@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-2555

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bob Haugen
5813 36th Ave N
Minneapolis, MN 55422-2555



From: Bob Haugen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:51 PM

From: Bob Haugen <crystalbobh@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-2555

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bob Haugen
5813 36th Ave N
Minneapolis, MN 55422-2555



From: Diane Rohn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:47 PM

From: Diane Rohn <rohn.diane@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22101-6004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Rohn
6654 Hampton Park Court
Mc Lean, VA 22101-6004



From: Diane Rohn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:46 PM

From: Diane Rohn <rohn.diane@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22101-6004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Rohn
6654 Hampton Park Court
Mc Lean, VA 22101-6004



From: Carolina Camarillo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:44 PM

From: Carolina Camarillo <rainstorm112@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78046-6217

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carolina Camarillo
2820 San Salvador
Laredo, TX 78046-6217



From: Carolina Camarillo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:44 PM

From: Carolina Camarillo <rainstorm112@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78046-6217

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carolina Camarillo
2820 San Salvador
Laredo, TX 78046-6217



From: Patty Linder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:41 PM

From: Patty Linder <patty4282@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95136-1804

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patty Linder
839 Bend Av
San Jose, CA 95136-1804



From: Patty Linder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:41 PM

From: Patty Linder <patty4282@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95136-1804

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patty Linder
839 Bend Av
San Jose, CA 95136-1804



From: Sharon Stanley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:38 PM

From: Sharon Stanley <s_stanley@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85202-5440

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharon Stanley
2653 W. Juanita Cr
Mesa, AZ 85202-5440



From: Sharon Stanley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:38 PM

From: Sharon Stanley <s_stanley@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85202-5440

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharon Stanley
2653 W. Juanita Cr
Mesa, AZ 85202-5440



From: Suzanne Benson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:36 PM

From: Suzanne Benson <retired1101@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03782-2756

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Benson
40 Maple St Apt 1
Sunapee, NH 03782-2756



From: Suzanne Benson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:36 PM

From: Suzanne Benson <retired1101@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03782-2756

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Benson
40 Maple St Apt 1
Sunapee, NH 03782-2756



From: Sheryll Punneo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:33 PM

From: Sheryll Punneo <s_punneo@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64068-1269

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryll Punneo
1401 Telford Drive
Liberty, MO 64068-1269



From: Sheryll Punneo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:33 PM

From: Sheryll Punneo <s_punneo@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64068-1269

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryll Punneo
1401 Telford Drive
Liberty, MO 64068-1269



From: georgine brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:31 PM

From: georgine brown <ginahdy@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32507-9052

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

georgine brown
5223 cartier dr
Pensacola, FL 32507-9052



From: georgine brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:31 PM

From: georgine brown <ginahdy@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32507-9052

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

georgine brown
5223 cartier dr
Pensacola, FL 32507-9052



From: Rick Groff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:29 PM

From: Rick Groff <rickgroff@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17603-4919

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rick Groff
305 Perry Avenue
Lancaster, PA 17603-4919



From: Rick Groff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:29 PM

From: Rick Groff <rickgroff@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17603-4919

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rick Groff
305 Perry Avenue
Lancaster, PA 17603-4919



From: Dana Bleckinger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:26 PM

From: Dana Bleckinger <dbleckinger@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97498-0904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dana Bleckinger
PO box 904
Yachats, OR 97498-0904



From: Dana Bleckinger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:26 PM

From: Dana Bleckinger <dbleckinger@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97498-0904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dana Bleckinger
PO box 904
Yachats, OR 97498-0904



From: abby spitzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:10 PM

From: abby spitzer <spitzer4@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10520

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

abby spitzer
119 penfield ave, croton n.y.
croton-on-hudson, NY 10520



From: abby spitzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:10 PM

From: abby spitzer <spitzer4@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10520

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

abby spitzer
119 penfield ave, croton n.y.
croton-on-hudson, NY 10520



From: JerriLyn Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:06 PM

From: JerriLyn Miller <jerri_mllr@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91607-1512

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please STOP the violence and, instead, use a NON lethal... humane method of eliminating the over
 population.....HUMANE!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JerriLyn Miller
12518 Martha St.,No. Hollywood, Ca
Valley Village, CA 91607-1512



From: JerriLyn Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:23:06 PM

From: JerriLyn Miller <jerri_mllr@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91607-1512

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please STOP the violence and, instead, use a NON lethal... humane method of eliminating the over
 population.....HUMANE!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JerriLyn Miller
12518 Martha St.,No. Hollywood, Ca
Valley Village, CA 91607-1512



From: Ashley Carter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:59 PM

From: Ashley Carter <acarter2985@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40322-8863

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ashley Carter
116 Tom Stamper Road
Frenchburg, KY 40322-8863



From: Ashley Carter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:59 PM

From: Ashley Carter <acarter2985@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40322-8863

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ashley Carter
116 Tom Stamper Road
Frenchburg, KY 40322-8863



From: jan mulholland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:54 PM

From: jan mulholland <jan36@socal rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92646-3603

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Why is it that killing our wildlife is even still considered a viable option?!
Please do not let this happen.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

jan mulholland
9962 Frederick Cr
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-3603



From: jan mulholland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:54 PM

From: jan mulholland <jan36@socal rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92646-3603

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Why is it that killing our wildlife is even still considered a viable option?!
Please do not let this happen.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

jan mulholland
9962 Frederick Cr
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-3603



From: Michael Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:44 PM

From: Michael Russell <Ravenblk6@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45449-1539

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Russell
6300 Heincke rd.
Dayton, OH 45449-1539



From: Michael Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:44 PM

From: Michael Russell <Ravenblk6@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45449-1539

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Russell
6300 Heincke rd.
Dayton, OH 45449-1539



From: Amey Garber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:43 PM

From: Amey Garber <amey@tdl.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94114-2815

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amey Garber
4250 20th St. #2
San Francisco, CA 94114-2815



From: Amey Garber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:43 PM

From: Amey Garber <amey@tdl.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94114-2815

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amey Garber
4250 20th St. #2
San Francisco, CA 94114-2815



From: Adriana Chalson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:41 PM

From: Adriana Chalson <chalsondavid@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19086-6959

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adriana Chalson
616 Georgetown Road
Wallingford, PA 19086-6959



From: Adriana Chalson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:41 PM

From: Adriana Chalson <chalsondavid@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19086-6959

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adriana Chalson
616 Georgetown Road
Wallingford, PA 19086-6959



From: Michael Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:34 PM

From: Michael Russell <Ravenblk6@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45449-1539

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Russell
6300 Heincke rd.
Dayton, OH 45449-1539



From: Michael Russell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:34 PM

From: Michael Russell <Ravenblk6@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45449-1539

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Russell
6300 Heincke rd.
Dayton, OH 45449-1539



From: Kim White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:33 PM

From: Kim White <kim.white@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34741-7528

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This idea is so stupid.  Killing random bears in the forest isn't going to do anything to stop the bears roaming
 through suburban neighborhoods because the residents are so idiotic that they feed the bears, either intentionally or
 unintentionally 'by failing to secure their trash'.  Moreover, I do not want my tax dollars wasted on permitting and
 monitoring such a ridiculous trophy hunting endeavor.  Nobody is going to cook bear chili or have a bear-skin coat. 
 This is about murder, not sustainability like a deer or elk hunt that culls the older animals.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim White
3227 Hawks Ridge Point
Kissimmee, FL 34741-7528



From: Kim White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:33 PM

From: Kim White <kim.white@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34741-7528

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This idea is so stupid.  Killing random bears in the forest isn't going to do anything to stop the bears roaming
 through suburban neighborhoods because the residents are so idiotic that they feed the bears, either intentionally or
 unintentionally 'by failing to secure their trash'.  Moreover, I do not want my tax dollars wasted on permitting and
 monitoring such a ridiculous trophy hunting endeavor.  Nobody is going to cook bear chili or have a bear-skin coat. 
 This is about murder, not sustainability like a deer or elk hunt that culls the older animals.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kim White
3227 Hawks Ridge Point
Kissimmee, FL 34741-7528



From: Bobbie Flowers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:31 PM

From: Bobbie Flowers <bobbie_flowers@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10011-5826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Flowers
418 West 17th Street, Apt. 22A
New York, NY 10011-5826



From: Bobbie Flowers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:31 PM

From: Bobbie Flowers <bobbie_flowers@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10011-5826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Flowers
418 West 17th Street, Apt. 22A
New York, NY 10011-5826



From: Tanya Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:17 PM

From: Tanya Baker <tanya_b40@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95065-9669

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Baker
5435 Branciforte Dr.
Santa Cruz, CA 95065-9669



From: Tanya Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:17 PM

From: Tanya Baker <tanya_b40@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95065-9669

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tanya Baker
5435 Branciforte Dr.
Santa Cruz, CA 95065-9669



From: Maureen O"Neal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:16 PM

From: Maureen O'Neal <momoneal77@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97223-8981

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen O'Neal
9100 s.w.80th ave.
Portland, OR 97223-8981



From: Maureen O"Neal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:16 PM

From: Maureen O'Neal <momoneal77@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97223-8981

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen O'Neal
9100 s.w.80th ave.
Portland, OR 97223-8981



From: Helen Pilkington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:15 PM

From: Helen Pilkington <h.pilkington48@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33480-4571

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Helen Pilkington
369 South Lake Drive
Palm Beach, FL 33480-4571



From: Helen Pilkington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:15 PM

From: Helen Pilkington <h.pilkington48@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33480-4571

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Helen Pilkington
369 South Lake Drive
Palm Beach, FL 33480-4571



From: Dawn Kosec
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:13 PM

From: Dawn Kosec <dawnkosec@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44515-4839

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dawn Kosec
1895 Innwood Drive
Youngstown, OH 44515-4839



From: Dawn Kosec
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:13 PM

From: Dawn Kosec <dawnkosec@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44515-4839

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dawn Kosec
1895 Innwood Drive
Youngstown, OH 44515-4839



From: Tony wang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:09 PM

From: Tony wang <Tonyg888pombch@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33069-5392

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony wang
3499 Oaks way
Pompano Beach, FL 33069-5392



From: Tony wang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:22:09 PM

From: Tony wang <Tonyg888pombch@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33069-5392

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony wang
3499 Oaks way
Pompano Beach, FL 33069-5392



From: Beverly Lane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:42 PM

From: Beverly Lane <tigereye20x@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32909-8562

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beverly Lane
218 Awin Circle SE
Palm Bay, FL 32909-8562



From: Beverly Lane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:42 PM

From: Beverly Lane <tigereye20x@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32909-8562

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beverly Lane
218 Awin Circle SE
Palm Bay, FL 32909-8562



From: John Rokas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:40 PM

From: John Rokas <boobalina@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48021-4008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Rokas
22168 Schroeder
Eastpointe, MI 48021-4008



From: John Rokas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:40 PM

From: John Rokas <boobalina@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48021-4008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Rokas
22168 Schroeder
Eastpointe, MI 48021-4008



From: James Carrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:35 PM

From: James Carrell <turtlered13@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48656-8511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Carrell
8926 Spring Lake Road
Saint Helen, MI 48656-8511



From: James Carrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:35 PM

From: James Carrell <turtlered13@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48656-8511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Carrell
8926 Spring Lake Road
Saint Helen, MI 48656-8511



From: Zara Ivanova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:24 PM

From: Zara Ivanova <zara_s@abv.bg>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Zara Ivanova
Anchorage
Anchorage, AK 99501



From: Zara Ivanova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:24 PM

From: Zara Ivanova <zara_s@abv.bg>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Zara Ivanova
Anchorage
Anchorage, AK 99501



From: Mike Baldasio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:19 PM

From: Mike Baldasio <oisadlab@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14301

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mike Baldasio
4351 Otter St.
Niagara Falls, NY 14301



From: Mike Baldasio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:19 PM

From: Mike Baldasio <oisadlab@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14301

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mike Baldasio
4351 Otter St.
Niagara Falls, NY 14301



From: Douglas Schneller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:16 PM

From: Douglas Schneller <djschneller@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07016-2414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Douglas Schneller
321 N Union Ave
Cranford, NJ 07016-2414



From: Douglas Schneller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:16 PM

From: Douglas Schneller <djschneller@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07016-2414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Douglas Schneller
321 N Union Ave
Cranford, NJ 07016-2414



From: Christina Abello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:07 PM

From: Christina  Abello <Christina.abello@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32605-2275

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina  Abello
3550 NW 25th Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32605-2275



From: Christina Abello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:07 PM

From: Christina  Abello <Christina.abello@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32605-2275

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina  Abello
3550 NW 25th Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32605-2275



From: Carol Savary
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:05 PM

From: Carol Savary <carol@carolsavary.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94131-1631

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Savary
25 Amethyst Way
San Francisco, CA 94131-1631



From: Carol Savary
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:05 PM

From: Carol Savary <carol@carolsavary.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94131-1631

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Savary
25 Amethyst Way
San Francisco, CA 94131-1631



From: Teresa Gilligan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:02 PM

From: Teresa Gilligan <Teri_Gilligan@cinci rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45238-3259

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Teresa Gilligan
5589 Goldcrest Drive, Cincinnati, Oh
Cincinnati, OH 45238-3259



From: Teresa Gilligan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:21:02 PM

From: Teresa Gilligan <Teri_Gilligan@cinci rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45238-3259

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Teresa Gilligan
5589 Goldcrest Drive, Cincinnati, Oh
Cincinnati, OH 45238-3259



From: Michelle Marchese
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:48 PM

From: Michelle Marchese <trekkergal66@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89119-5809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Marchese
1676 Jupiter Ct B
Las Vegas, NV 89119-5809



From: Michelle Marchese
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:48 PM

From: Michelle Marchese <trekkergal66@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89119-5809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Marchese
1676 Jupiter Ct B
Las Vegas, NV 89119-5809



From: Sherry Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:36 PM

From: Sherry  Jackson <huntersmom1969@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is nothing more than a blood thirst so called sport. It ain't got nothing to do with survival. It's has everything to
 do with killing and torture. So how many more times must a human get hurt or killed by a so called accident by the
 doing of a so called hunter? What about people's pet's also? It's all about money and popularity. Nothing good will
 ever come from this wicked blood sport.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sherry  Jackson
3#ymca street Greenville s.c
Greenville , SC 29611



From: Sherry Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:36 PM

From: Sherry  Jackson <huntersmom1969@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is nothing more than a blood thirst so called sport. It ain't got nothing to do with survival. It's has everything to
 do with killing and torture. So how many more times must a human get hurt or killed by a so called accident by the
 doing of a so called hunter? What about people's pet's also? It's all about money and popularity. Nothing good will
 ever come from this wicked blood sport.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sherry  Jackson
3#ymca street Greenville s.c
Greenville , SC 29611



From: Gloria Jenrette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:30 PM

From: Gloria Jenrette <Gloria.jenrette@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32765-8634

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gloria Jenrette
1965 Brooks Lane
Oviedo, FL 32765-8634



From: Gloria Jenrette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:30 PM

From: Gloria Jenrette <Gloria.jenrette@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32765-8634

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gloria Jenrette
1965 Brooks Lane
Oviedo, FL 32765-8634



From: Ruth Serra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:28 PM

From: Ruth Serra <salsharfel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33764-5901

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ruth Serra
2747 Via Capri
Clearwater, FL 33764-5901



From: Ruth Serra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:28 PM

From: Ruth Serra <salsharfel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33764-5901

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ruth Serra
2747 Via Capri
Clearwater, FL 33764-5901



From: Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:24 PM

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mc.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Jane Mcconville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:23 PM

From: Jane Mcconville <Bluehorse13@mc.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-1159

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Mcconville
1625 w. Rascher
Chicago, IL 60640-1159



From: Elizabeth Ayscough
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:21 PM

From: Elizabeth Ayscough <ayscoughantiques@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19317-9755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Do you want to give people like myself,' retired, disposable income' a good reason NOT to visit Florida?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ayscough
198 harvey rd
Chadds Ford, PA 19317-9755



From: Elizabeth Ayscough
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:21 PM

From: Elizabeth Ayscough <ayscoughantiques@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19317-9755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Do you want to give people like myself,' retired, disposable income' a good reason NOT to visit Florida?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ayscough
198 harvey rd
Chadds Ford, PA 19317-9755



From: Lori Beth Kidd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Lori Beth Kidd <loribethkidd@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33912-1990

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori Beth Kidd
14061 Bently Cir.
Fort Myers, FL 33912-1990



From: Jeffrey Shivar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Jeffrey Shivar <shivar-lusson@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60402-2525

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Shivar
2413 Grove Ave
Berwyn, IL 60402-2525



From: Devin Henry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Devin Henry <mrdsir@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14802-1134

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Devin Henry
90 W University St
Alfred, NY 14802-1134



From: Dianne Douglas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Dianne Douglas <dianne.douglas@asu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85042-7082

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianne Douglas
2723 E Valencia Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85042-7082



From: Cherri Heart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Cherri Heart <Cherriheart@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23059-7019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cherri Heart
12323 Cordell cir
Glen Allen, VA 23059-7019



From: Lindie Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Lindie Brown <ragdoll7@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68901-4809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lindie Brown
1500 W 5th Street
Hastings, NE 68901-4809



From: Mika Gentili-Lloyd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Mika Gentili-Lloyd <mika8171@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97124-6713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mika Gentili-Lloyd
1280 NE 63rd Way Unit 807
Hillsboro, OR 97124-6713



From: Lori Beth Kidd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Lori Beth Kidd <loribethkidd@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33912-1990

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori Beth Kidd
14061 Bently Cir.
Fort Myers, FL 33912-1990



From: Jeffrey Shivar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Jeffrey Shivar <shivar-lusson@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60402-2525

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Shivar
2413 Grove Ave
Berwyn, IL 60402-2525



From: Devin Henry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Devin Henry <mrdsir@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14802-1134

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Devin Henry
90 W University St
Alfred, NY 14802-1134



From: Dianne Douglas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Dianne Douglas <dianne.douglas@asu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85042-7082

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianne Douglas
2723 E Valencia Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85042-7082



From: Cherri Heart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Cherri Heart <Cherriheart@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23059-7019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cherri Heart
12323 Cordell cir
Glen Allen, VA 23059-7019



From: Lindie Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:15 PM

From: Lindie Brown <ragdoll7@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68901-4809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lindie Brown
1500 W 5th Street
Hastings, NE 68901-4809



From: Sandra Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Sandra Miller <semiller12@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46635-1750

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Miller
17311 Willowbrook Drive
South Bend, IN 46635-1750



From: Tony Greco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Tony Greco <y2topgun@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95322-1930

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Florida black bears were listed as threatened as recently as 3 years ago and now they want to open hunting on them.
I am pleading please stop the black bear hunt !!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony Greco
354 Wallis Avenue
Gustine, CA 95322-1930



From: Sandi Aden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Sandi Aden <ibshrt@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85042-7082

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandi Aden
2723 E Valencia Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85042-7082



From: Linda Brunner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Linda Brunner <grnthumb@windstream net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 65785-7155

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Brunner
12335 S. 2225 Rd.
Stockton, MO 65785-7155



From: Carol Goerke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Carol Goerke <cgoreke@asu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85281-6810

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Goerke
1551 S Rural Road
Tempe, AZ 85281-6810



From: Mika Gentili-Lloyd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Mika Gentili-Lloyd <mika8171@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97124-6713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mika Gentili-Lloyd
1280 NE 63rd Way Unit 807
Hillsboro, OR 97124-6713



From: Sandra Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Sandra Miller <semiller12@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46635-1750

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Miller
17311 Willowbrook Drive
South Bend, IN 46635-1750



From: Tony Greco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Tony Greco <y2topgun@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95322-1930

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Florida black bears were listed as threatened as recently as 3 years ago and now they want to open hunting on them.
I am pleading please stop the black bear hunt !!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony Greco
354 Wallis Avenue
Gustine, CA 95322-1930



From: Sandi Aden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Sandi Aden <ibshrt@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85042-7082

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandi Aden
2723 E Valencia Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85042-7082



From: Linda Brunner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Linda Brunner <grnthumb@windstream net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 65785-7155

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Brunner
12335 S. 2225 Rd.
Stockton, MO 65785-7155



From: Carol Goerke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:14 PM

From: Carol Goerke <cgoreke@asu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85281-6810

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Goerke
1551 S Rural Road
Tempe, AZ 85281-6810



From: Gavin Bornholtz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:13 PM

From: Gavin Bornholtz <gbglide@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48439-9488

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gavin Bornholtz
9090 Creekwood Lake Trail
Grand Blanc, MI 48439-9488



From: Tony Bove
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:13 PM

From: Tony  Bove <tonyb52@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99567-1958

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony  Bove
pob671958, chugiak, ak
Chugiak, AK 99567-1958



From: Gavin Bornholtz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:13 PM

From: Gavin Bornholtz <gbglide@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48439-9488

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gavin Bornholtz
9090 Creekwood Lake Trail
Grand Blanc, MI 48439-9488



From: Tony Bove
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:20:13 PM

From: Tony  Bove <tonyb52@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99567-1958

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tony  Bove
pob671958, chugiak, ak
Chugiak, AK 99567-1958



From: Maki Murakami
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:29 PM

From: Maki Murakami <makim@hiokiusa.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08831-1906

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maki Murakami
3 Pheasant Lane
Monroe Township, NJ 08831-1906



From: Maki Murakami
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:29 PM

From: Maki Murakami <makim@hiokiusa.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08831-1906

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maki Murakami
3 Pheasant Lane
Monroe Township, NJ 08831-1906



From: Suzanne Patterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:18 PM

From: Suzanne Patterson <sspatt0920@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30097-1893

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Patterson
7055 Amberleigh Way
Duluth, GA 30097-1893



From: Suzanne Patterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:18 PM

From: Suzanne Patterson <sspatt0920@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30097-1893

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Patterson
7055 Amberleigh Way
Duluth, GA 30097-1893



From: Linda Gasbarro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:17 PM

From: Linda Gasbarro <linda.gasbarro@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11225-1511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Gasbarro
1201 Union St
Brooklyn, NY 11225-1511



From: Linda Gasbarro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:17 PM

From: Linda Gasbarro <linda.gasbarro@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11225-1511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Gasbarro
1201 Union St
Brooklyn, NY 11225-1511



From: Mary Detrick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:13 PM

From: Mary Detrick <mary13ld@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33763-1047

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Detrick
2304 Cumberland Circle #201
Clearwater, FL 33763-1047



From: Mary Detrick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:13 PM

From: Mary Detrick <mary13ld@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33763-1047

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Detrick
2304 Cumberland Circle #201
Clearwater, FL 33763-1047



From: Jeff Stephens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:12 PM

From: Jeff Stephens <festus2960@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43968

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeff Stephens
701 Washignon St
Wellsville, OH 43968



From: Jeff Stephens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:12 PM

From: Jeff Stephens <festus2960@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43968

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeff Stephens
701 Washignon St
Wellsville, OH 43968



From: Gregory E Simpson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:08 PM

From: Gregory E Simpson <gesimpso@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37849-3592

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gregory E Simpson
457 Tammy Drive, Apt 7
Powell, TN 37849-3592



From: Gregory E Simpson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:08 PM

From: Gregory E Simpson <gesimpso@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37849-3592

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gregory E Simpson
457 Tammy Drive, Apt 7
Powell, TN 37849-3592



From: Casey Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:07 PM

From: Casey Smith <caseydai@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85298-4219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Casey Smith
3312 E Mead Drive
Gilbert, AZ 85298-4219



From: Casey Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:07 PM

From: Casey Smith <caseydai@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85298-4219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Casey Smith
3312 E Mead Drive
Gilbert, AZ 85298-4219



From: shelley Bershof
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:03 PM

From: shelley Bershof <shelley32749@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80220-2917

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shelley Bershof
1200 niagara st.
Denver, CO 80220-2917



From: shelley Bershof
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:03 PM

From: shelley Bershof <shelley32749@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80220-2917

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shelley Bershof
1200 niagara st.
Denver, CO 80220-2917



From: deborah beck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:01 PM

From: deborah beck <billadeb@netzero net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10566-2110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

deborah beck
400 Decatur Ave
Peekskill, NY 10566-2110



From: deborah beck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:01 PM

From: deborah beck <billadeb@netzero net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10566-2110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

deborah beck
400 Decatur Ave
Peekskill, NY 10566-2110



From: Bridgett Heinly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:00 PM

From: Bridgett Heinly <Kbmdogs@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92107-4210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bridgett Heinly
4440 Brindisi St
San Diego, CA 92107-4210



From: Bridgett Heinly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:18:00 PM

From: Bridgett Heinly <Kbmdogs@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92107-4210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bridgett Heinly
4440 Brindisi St
San Diego, CA 92107-4210



From: Robert Ford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:57 PM

From: Robert Ford <Hando1964@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 82009-4209

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Ford
841 East Carlson Street
Cheyenne, WY 82009-4209



From: Robert Ford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:57 PM

From: Robert Ford <Hando1964@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 82009-4209

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Ford
841 East Carlson Street
Cheyenne, WY 82009-4209



From: Joan DeLauro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:55 PM

From: Joan DeLauro <joandelauro@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44118-4316

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan DeLauro
2434 Queenston Rd
Cleveland, OH 44118-4316



From: Joan DeLauro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:55 PM

From: Joan DeLauro <joandelauro@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44118-4316

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan DeLauro
2434 Queenston Rd
Cleveland, OH 44118-4316



From: Joan Zentarski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:54 PM

From: Joan Zentarski <jzentTski@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06479-1147

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan Zentarski
250-16 Summer St.
Plantsville, CT 06479-1147



From: Joan Zentarski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:54 PM

From: Joan Zentarski <jzentTski@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06479-1147

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan Zentarski
250-16 Summer St.
Plantsville, CT 06479-1147



From: Evi Meuris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:47 PM

From: Evi Meuris <Evimeuris@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80218-3915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Evi Meuris
456 corona street
Denver, CO 80218-3915



From: Evi Meuris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:47 PM

From: Evi Meuris <Evimeuris@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80218-3915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Evi Meuris
456 corona street
Denver, CO 80218-3915



From: Jillana Laufer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:45 PM

From: Jillana Laufer <jillana@lauferco.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91604-3709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jillana Laufer
3940 Laurel Canyon #804
Studio City, CA 91604-3709



From: Jillana Laufer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:45 PM

From: Jillana Laufer <jillana@lauferco.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91604-3709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jillana Laufer
3940 Laurel Canyon #804
Studio City, CA 91604-3709



From: Joyce Bloom
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:42 PM

From: Joyce Bloom <jlmacbloom@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06812-2801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

How cruel it is to think of magnificent animals as trophies, and not sentient beings!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joyce Bloom
17  Bogus Hill Road
New Fairfield, CT 06812-2801



From: Joyce Bloom
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:42 PM

From: Joyce Bloom <jlmacbloom@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06812-2801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

How cruel it is to think of magnificent animals as trophies, and not sentient beings!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joyce Bloom
17  Bogus Hill Road
New Fairfield, CT 06812-2801



From: anna diaz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:37 PM

From: anna  diaz <jdiaz@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92020-6716

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

anna  diaz
1121 merritt dr
El Cajon, CA 92020-6716



From: anna diaz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:37 PM

From: anna  diaz <jdiaz@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92020-6716

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

anna  diaz
1121 merritt dr
El Cajon, CA 92020-6716



From: Evi Meuris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:32 PM

From: Evi Meuris <Evimeuris@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80218-3915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Evi Meuris
456 corona street
Denver, CO 80218-3915



From: Evi Meuris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:32 PM

From: Evi Meuris <Evimeuris@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80218-3915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Evi Meuris
456 corona street
Denver, CO 80218-3915



From: Jillana Laufer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:27 PM

From: Jillana Laufer <jillana@lauferco.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91604-3709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jillana Laufer
3940 Laurel Canyon #804
Studio City, CA 91604-3709



From: Jillana Laufer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:27 PM

From: Jillana Laufer <jillana@lauferco.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91604-3709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jillana Laufer
3940 Laurel Canyon #804
Studio City, CA 91604-3709



From: Elise Margulis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:24 PM

From: Elise Margulis <elisemar@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07039-3621

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elise Margulis
13 Longvie-w Rd.
Livingston, NJ 07039-3621



From: Elise Margulis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:24 PM

From: Elise Margulis <elisemar@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07039-3621

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elise Margulis
13 Longvie-w Rd.
Livingston, NJ 07039-3621



From: marilyn evenson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:17 PM

From: marilyn evenson <lowrider3111@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98445-7205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

marilyn evenson
16016  29th ave ct-e
Tacoma, WA 98445-7205



From: marilyn evenson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:17 PM

From: marilyn evenson <lowrider3111@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98445-7205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

marilyn evenson
16016  29th ave ct-e
Tacoma, WA 98445-7205



From: David Spenard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:10 PM

From: David Spenard <Spenatd@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01850-2018

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Animals deserve better!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Spenard
16 elmwood ave
Lowell, MA 01850-2018



From: David Spenard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:10 PM

From: David Spenard <Spenatd@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01850-2018

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Animals deserve better!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Spenard
16 elmwood ave
Lowell, MA 01850-2018



From: Jim Phillips
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:08 PM

From: Jim Phillips <rechog@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95476-7324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Phillips
33 Mazatlan Dr.
Sonoma, CA 95476-7324



From: Patricia Nazzaro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:08 PM

From: Patricia Nazzaro <pasn201@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41091-9086

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Nazzaro
10020 Calava Court
Union, KY 41091-9086



From: Jim Phillips
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:08 PM

From: Jim Phillips <rechog@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95476-7324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Phillips
33 Mazatlan Dr.
Sonoma, CA 95476-7324



From: Patricia Nazzaro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:08 PM

From: Patricia Nazzaro <pasn201@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41091-9086

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Nazzaro
10020 Calava Court
Union, KY 41091-9086



From: Jane August
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:02 PM

From: Jane August <janeaugust100@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90290-0666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane August
P. O. Box 666
Topanga, CA 90290-0666



From: Jane August
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:02 PM

From: Jane August <janeaugust100@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90290-0666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane August
P. O. Box 666
Topanga, CA 90290-0666



From: Lesley Gaither
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:01 PM

From: Lesley Gaither <lesleygaither@yadtel net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28660-8801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please be mindful of animal suffering and not cause it.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lesley Gaither
444 Huie rd
Olin, NC 28660-8801



From: Lesley Gaither
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:17:01 PM

From: Lesley Gaither <lesleygaither@yadtel net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28660-8801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please be mindful of animal suffering and not cause it.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lesley Gaither
444 Huie rd
Olin, NC 28660-8801



From: marnie gaede
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:58 PM

From: marnie gaede <chacopress@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81154-9432

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

marnie gaede
772 caldera curve
South Fork, CO 81154-9432



From: marnie gaede
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:58 PM

From: marnie gaede <chacopress@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 81154-9432

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

marnie gaede
772 caldera curve
South Fork, CO 81154-9432



From: Wanda Ballentine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:56 PM

From: Wanda Ballentine <wsb70@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55105-2833

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wanda Ballentine
1181 Edgcumbe. Rd. 314
Saint Paul, MN 55105-2833



From: Wanda Ballentine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:56 PM

From: Wanda Ballentine <wsb70@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55105-2833

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wanda Ballentine
1181 Edgcumbe. Rd. 314
Saint Paul, MN 55105-2833



From: Christina Babst
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:51 PM

From: Christina Babst <seamusminnie@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90069-5525

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Babst
728 N. Doheny Drive
West Hollywood, CA 90069-5525



From: Christina Babst
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:51 PM

From: Christina Babst <seamusminnie@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90069-5525

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Babst
728 N. Doheny Drive
West Hollywood, CA 90069-5525



From: Julie Miller Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:49 PM

From: Julie Miller  Clark <Juju600@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27511-3744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Miller  Clark
600 West Cornwall Rd
Cary, NC 27511-3744



From: Beatrix Perez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:49 PM

From: Beatrix Perez <deatrix@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06082-4937

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beatrix Perez
27 Bridge Lane
Enfield, CT 06082-4937



From: Julie Miller Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:49 PM

From: Julie Miller  Clark <Juju600@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27511-3744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Miller  Clark
600 West Cornwall Rd
Cary, NC 27511-3744



From: Beatrix Perez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:49 PM

From: Beatrix Perez <deatrix@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06082-4937

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beatrix Perez
27 Bridge Lane
Enfield, CT 06082-4937



From: Diane Salek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:44 PM

From: Diane Salek <dianesalek@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07014-1221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Salek
372 rutherford blvd
Clifton, NJ 07014-1221



From: Diane Salek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:44 PM

From: Diane Salek <dianesalek@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07014-1221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Salek
372 rutherford blvd
Clifton, NJ 07014-1221



From: Melissa Duralia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:39 PM

From: Melissa Duralia <Duraliam@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33414-4766

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Duralia
155 wild pine rd
Wellington, FL 33414-4766



From: Melissa Duralia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:39 PM

From: Melissa Duralia <Duraliam@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33414-4766

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Duralia
155 wild pine rd
Wellington, FL 33414-4766



From: Veronica Pujols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:37 PM

From: Veronica  Pujols <veronicapujols@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00729

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Veronica  Pujols
las haciendas 31 calle camino largo
canovanas, PR 00729



From: Barbara Griffith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:37 PM

From: Barbara Griffith <oddieferret@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98002-1348

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Griffith
3734 HST NE Apt-2
Auburn, WA 98002-1348



From: Veronica Pujols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:37 PM

From: Veronica  Pujols <veronicapujols@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00729

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Veronica  Pujols
las haciendas 31 calle camino largo
canovanas, PR 00729



From: Barbara Griffith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:37 PM

From: Barbara Griffith <oddieferret@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98002-1348

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Griffith
3734 HST NE Apt-2
Auburn, WA 98002-1348



From: Veronica Pujols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:34 PM

From: Veronica  Pujols <veronicapujols@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00729

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Veronica  Pujols
las haciendas 31 calle camino largo
canovanas, PR 00729



From: Veronica Pujols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:34 PM

From: Veronica  Pujols <veronicapujols@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00729

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Veronica  Pujols
las haciendas 31 calle camino largo
canovanas, PR 00729



From: Dianne Walsh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:30 PM

From: Dianne Walsh <diannewalsh44@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32259-1911

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianne Walsh
521 SilverbellCt
Saint Johns, FL 32259-1911



From: Dianne Walsh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:30 PM

From: Dianne Walsh <diannewalsh44@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32259-1911

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianne Walsh
521 SilverbellCt
Saint Johns, FL 32259-1911



From: Gina Obrien
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:21 PM

From: Gina Obrien <ginaobrien@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78602-6656

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gina Obrien
202 Jennifer Lane
Bastrop, TX 78602-6656



From: Gina Obrien
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:21 PM

From: Gina Obrien <ginaobrien@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78602-6656

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gina Obrien
202 Jennifer Lane
Bastrop, TX 78602-6656



From: william toner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:19 PM

From: william toner <wtoner@twcny.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13101

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william toner
9 highland ave
mcgraw, NY 13101



From: william toner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:19 PM

From: william toner <wtoner@twcny.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13101

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

william toner
9 highland ave
mcgraw, NY 13101



From: Lori Braden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:15 PM

From: Lori Braden <susiebraden@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92078-5059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori Braden
440 Jason Ln
San Marcos, CA 92078-5059



From: Lori Braden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:15 PM

From: Lori Braden <susiebraden@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92078-5059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori Braden
440 Jason Ln
San Marcos, CA 92078-5059



From: Edele Heath
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:12 PM

From: Edele Heath <dub1112001@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80112-4666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Edele Heath
15859 E Jamison Dr
Englewood, CO 80112-4666



From: Anita Peralta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:12 PM

From: Anita Peralta <Anitamperalta@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85711-6725

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anita Peralta
5709 E. 36th St.
Tucson, AZ 85711-6725



From: Edele Heath
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:12 PM

From: Edele Heath <dub1112001@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80112-4666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Edele Heath
15859 E Jamison Dr
Englewood, CO 80112-4666



From: Anita Peralta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:12 PM

From: Anita Peralta <Anitamperalta@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85711-6725

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anita Peralta
5709 E. 36th St.
Tucson, AZ 85711-6725



From: Teresa Arca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:04 PM

From: Teresa Arca <teresitaarca@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129-6022

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Teresa Arca
3842 ESPLANADE AVE
Port Orange, FL 32129-6022



From: Teresa Arca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:04 PM

From: Teresa Arca <teresitaarca@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129-6022

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Teresa Arca
3842 ESPLANADE AVE
Port Orange, FL 32129-6022



From: Elena Aguirre
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:03 PM

From: Elena Aguirre <elena615@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129-6022

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elena Aguirre
3842 ESPLANADE AVE
Port Orange, FL 32129-6022



From: Elena Aguirre
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:03 PM

From: Elena Aguirre <elena615@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129-6022

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elena Aguirre
3842 ESPLANADE AVE
Port Orange, FL 32129-6022



From: Lacey Kammerer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:01 PM

From: Lacey Kammerer <laceyhicks@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94587-4583

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lacey Kammerer
34655 Skylark Drive #627
Union City, CA 94587-4583



From: Lacey Kammerer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:01 PM

From: Lacey Kammerer <laceyhicks@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94587-4583

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lacey Kammerer
34655 Skylark Drive #627
Union City, CA 94587-4583



From: Sheryl Marquez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:00 PM

From: Sheryl Marquez <trisheratops@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77043-4126

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Studies of the black bear are needed to determine its populations and health. Please do this before allowing bear
 hunts.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Marquez
10642 Northbrook Dr
Houston, TX 77043-4126



From: Sheryl Marquez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:16:00 PM

From: Sheryl Marquez <trisheratops@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77043-4126

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Studies of the black bear are needed to determine its populations and health. Please do this before allowing bear
 hunts.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Marquez
10642 Northbrook Dr
Houston, TX 77043-4126



From: ROSA POPOWSKI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:52 PM

From: ROSA POPOWSKI <rosa301000@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129-6022

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ROSA POPOWSKI
3842 ESPLANADE AVE
Port Orange, FL 32129-6022



From: ROSA POPOWSKI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:52 PM

From: ROSA POPOWSKI <rosa301000@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129-6022

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ROSA POPOWSKI
3842 ESPLANADE AVE
Port Orange, FL 32129-6022



From: MICHAEL POPOWSKI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:51 PM

From: MICHAEL POPOWSKI <mjpopowski@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129-6022

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL POPOWSKI
3842 ESPLANADE AVE
Port Orange, FL 32129-6022



From: MICHAEL POPOWSKI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:51 PM

From: MICHAEL POPOWSKI <mjpopowski@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129-6022

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MICHAEL POPOWSKI
3842 ESPLANADE AVE
Port Orange, FL 32129-6022



From: Risa Mandell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:45 PM

From: Risa Mandell <rmm635@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19002-3867

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Risa Mandell
2506 Lincoln Drive East
Ambler, PA 19002-3867



From: Risa Mandell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:45 PM

From: Risa Mandell <rmm635@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19002-3867

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Risa Mandell
2506 Lincoln Drive East
Ambler, PA 19002-3867



From: Paul West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:42 PM

From: Paul West <prwest@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80526-3422

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paul West
1437 Regency Ct
Fort Collins, CO 80526-3422



From: Nadine Schramm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:41 PM

From: Nadine Schramm <nadineschramm@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32068-6851

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nadine Schramm
2492 Quail Roost Rd
Middleburg, FL 32068-6851



From: Paul West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:41 PM

From: Paul West <prwest@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80526-3422

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paul West
1437 Regency Ct
Fort Collins, CO 80526-3422



From: Nadine Schramm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:41 PM

From: Nadine Schramm <nadineschramm@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32068-6851

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nadine Schramm
2492 Quail Roost Rd
Middleburg, FL 32068-6851



From: Jennifer Fevurly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:36 PM

From: Jennifer Fevurly <jfevurly@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89113-4659

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Fevurly
8138 Lone Boulder Street
Las Vegas, NV 89113-4659



From: Jennifer Fevurly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:36 PM

From: Jennifer Fevurly <jfevurly@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89113-4659

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Fevurly
8138 Lone Boulder Street
Las Vegas, NV 89113-4659



From: William Trenn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:33 PM

From: William Trenn <bartaandbill@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85715-6826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Trenn
2453 N Quesnel Lp
Tucson, AZ 85715-6826



From: Madeleine Ascott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:33 PM

From: Madeleine Ascott <Mascott44@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85377-0706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Ascott
PO box 706
Carefree, AZ 85377-0706



From: William Trenn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:33 PM

From: William Trenn <bartaandbill@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85715-6826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Trenn
2453 N Quesnel Lp
Tucson, AZ 85715-6826



From: Madeleine Ascott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:33 PM

From: Madeleine Ascott <Mascott44@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85377-0706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Ascott
PO box 706
Carefree, AZ 85377-0706



From: Karin Rettig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:28 PM

From: Karin Rettig <karinr1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92845-3017

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karin Rettig
12732 Wild Goose St
Garden Grove, CA 92845-3017



From: Karin Rettig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:28 PM

From: Karin Rettig <karinr1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92845-3017

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karin Rettig
12732 Wild Goose St
Garden Grove, CA 92845-3017



From: Ben G
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:25 PM

From: Ben  G <Bennyb713@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02481

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ben  G
415 south st Waltham ma
Waltham , MA 02481



From: Ben G
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:25 PM

From: Ben  G <Bennyb713@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02481

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ben  G
415 south st Waltham ma
Waltham , MA 02481



From: Patricia Pruitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:23 PM

From: Patricia Pruitt <patricia.p0907@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60302-3406

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pruitt
1032 Randolph St
Oak Park, IL 60302-3406



From: Patricia Pruitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:23 PM

From: Patricia Pruitt <patricia.p0907@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60302-3406

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pruitt
1032 Randolph St
Oak Park, IL 60302-3406



From: Kellie Penny
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:21 PM

From: Kellie Penny <rottiemamadogs@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27545-5953

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kellie Penny
1609 Village Squire Cir
Knightdale, NC 27545-5953



From: Kellie Penny
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:21 PM

From: Kellie Penny <rottiemamadogs@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27545-5953

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kellie Penny
1609 Village Squire Cir
Knightdale, NC 27545-5953



From: Tracy Spader
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:16 PM

From: Tracy Spader <Housewith6@bex net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48144-9359

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tracy Spader
8893 SummerfieldnRd
Lambertville, MI 48144-9359



From: Virginia Boehne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:16 PM

From: Virginia Boehne <slowgin14@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17345-9481

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Virginia Boehne
677   Cassel   RD LOT  158
Manchester, PA 17345-9481



From: Tracy Spader
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:16 PM

From: Tracy Spader <Housewith6@bex net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48144-9359

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tracy Spader
8893 SummerfieldnRd
Lambertville, MI 48144-9359



From: Virginia Boehne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:16 PM

From: Virginia Boehne <slowgin14@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17345-9481

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Virginia Boehne
677   Cassel   RD LOT  158
Manchester, PA 17345-9481



From: Arnold Scher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:15 PM

From: Arnold Scher <scher1963@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23303-2114

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Arnold Scher
11350 channel road
Atlantic, VA 23303-2114



From: Maia Van Pelt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:15 PM

From: Maia Van Pelt <maia.vanpelt@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80308-1341

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maia Van Pelt
PO Box 18341
Boulder, CO 80308-1341



From: Mary Saucedo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:15 PM

From: Mary Saucedo <mary1016@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78745-6654

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Saucedo
308B Corral
Austin, TX 78745-6654



From: Cindy Massey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:15 PM

From: Cindy Massey <ahhhfinally@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80120-2030

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Massey
5781 S Spotswood
Littleton, CO 80120-2030



From: Cindy Massey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:15 PM

From: Cindy Massey <ahhhfinally@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80120-2030

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Massey
5781 S Spotswood
Littleton, CO 80120-2030



From: John and Martha Stoltenberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: John and Martha Stoltenberg <jpstolten@frontier.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53020-1828

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John and Martha Stoltenberg
n8362 state highway 67
Elkhart Lake, WI 53020-1828



From: Maribel Valencia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: Maribel Valencia <Reyesjinett@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91950-7075

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maribel Valencia
2508 f ave
National City, CA 91950-7075



From: Barta Barnum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: Barta Barnum <bartaandbill@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85715-6826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please do not allow this slaughter  to take place.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barta Barnum
2453 N Quesnel Lp
Tucson, AZ 85715-6826



From: Jinett Reyes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: Jinett Reyes <Pinycoke@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91950-7075

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jinett Reyes
2508 f ave
National City, CA 91950-7075



From: John and Martha Stoltenberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: John and Martha Stoltenberg <jpstolten@frontier.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53020-1828

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John and Martha Stoltenberg
n8362 state highway 67
Elkhart Lake, WI 53020-1828



From: Maribel Valencia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: Maribel Valencia <Reyesjinett@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91950-7075

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maribel Valencia
2508 f ave
National City, CA 91950-7075



From: Barta Barnum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: Barta Barnum <bartaandbill@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85715-6826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please do not allow this slaughter  to take place.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barta Barnum
2453 N Quesnel Lp
Tucson, AZ 85715-6826



From: Jinett Reyes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: Jinett Reyes <Pinycoke@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91950-7075

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jinett Reyes
2508 f ave
National City, CA 91950-7075



From: Arnold Scher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: Arnold Scher <scher1963@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23303-2114

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Arnold Scher
11350 channel road
Atlantic, VA 23303-2114



From: Maia Van Pelt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: Maia Van Pelt <maia.vanpelt@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80308-1341

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maia Van Pelt
PO Box 18341
Boulder, CO 80308-1341



From: Mary Saucedo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:14 PM

From: Mary Saucedo <mary1016@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78745-6654

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Saucedo
308B Corral
Austin, TX 78745-6654



From: g g
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: g g <geneophotos@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98360

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

g g
2 o
orting, WA 98360



From: Susan Getty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: Susan Getty <sfgetty@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94110-1232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Getty
3321 17th St Apt 9
San Francisco, CA 94110-1232



From: Sally Simpson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: Sally Simpson <sally.simpson@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75043-3100

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Simpson
326 Crooked Creek
Garland, TX 75043-3100



From: Elizabeth Guthrie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: Elizabeth Guthrie <lizguth1@frontiernet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14580-4131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Guthrie
944 Summitivlle Drive
Webster, NY 14580-4131



From: Lori peltier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: Lori peltier <loripeltier@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86406-9216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

how can you allow the killing of Gods creatures !!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori peltier
4109 Peruvian dr
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86406-9216



From: g g
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: g g <geneophotos@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98360

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

g g
2 o
orting, WA 98360



From: Susan Getty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: Susan Getty <sfgetty@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94110-1232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Getty
3321 17th St Apt 9
San Francisco, CA 94110-1232



From: Sally Simpson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: Sally Simpson <sally.simpson@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75043-3100

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Simpson
326 Crooked Creek
Garland, TX 75043-3100



From: Elizabeth Guthrie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: Elizabeth Guthrie <lizguth1@frontiernet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14580-4131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Guthrie
944 Summitivlle Drive
Webster, NY 14580-4131



From: Lori peltier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:13 PM

From: Lori peltier <loripeltier@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86406-9216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

how can you allow the killing of Gods creatures !!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lori peltier
4109 Peruvian dr
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86406-9216



From: Susan Grodsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:12 PM

From: Susan Grodsky <sjgrodsky@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20852-4877

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Grodsky
6060 California Circle
Rockville, MD 20852-4877



From: Adam Singer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:12 PM

From: Adam Singer <ags7777@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33432

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adam Singer
200 east palmetto
boca raton, FL 33432



From: Carla Morin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:12 PM

From: Carla Morin <cfapjm@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85382-5197

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carla Morin
9346 W Clara ln
Peoria, AZ 85382-5197



From: Susan Grodsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:12 PM

From: Susan Grodsky <sjgrodsky@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20852-4877

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Grodsky
6060 California Circle
Rockville, MD 20852-4877



From: Adam Singer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:12 PM

From: Adam Singer <ags7777@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33432

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adam Singer
200 east palmetto
boca raton, FL 33432



From: Carla Morin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:15:12 PM

From: Carla Morin <cfapjm@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85382-5197

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carla Morin
9346 W Clara ln
Peoria, AZ 85382-5197



From: Jen Plishka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:14:23 PM

From: Jen Plishka <Jjplishka@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13027-1065

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jen Plishka
105 casterbridge ln
Baldwinsville, NY 13027-1065



From: Jen Plishka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:14:23 PM

From: Jen Plishka <Jjplishka@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13027-1065

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jen Plishka
105 casterbridge ln
Baldwinsville, NY 13027-1065



From: Marci Stuckey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:14:21 PM

From: Marci Stuckey <marcistuckey@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95829-1222

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marci Stuckey
8023 pinot noir way
Sacramento, CA 95829-1222



From: Marci Stuckey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:14:21 PM

From: Marci Stuckey <marcistuckey@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95829-1222

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marci Stuckey
8023 pinot noir way
Sacramento, CA 95829-1222



From: Jenny Bramlette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:14:20 PM

From: Jenny Bramlette <jenny.bramlette@va.gov>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33545-4332

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jenny Bramlette
5909 Estes Ln
Wesley Chapel, FL 33545-4332



From: Jenny Bramlette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:14:20 PM

From: Jenny Bramlette <jenny.bramlette@va.gov>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33545-4332

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jenny Bramlette
5909 Estes Ln
Wesley Chapel, FL 33545-4332



From: Diana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:07:41 PM

From: Diana <dianamichelle@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33469

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor -

I am writing to urge you to stop the reopening of the Florida bear trophy hunt. We need to protect animals from
 people who want to kill them just because they feel like it. It is not right. Please keep bears and all the animals in
 our state safe from this cruelty.

Diana Lawrence



From: Kathy Day
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:54 PM

From: Kathy Day <kathy.day@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23221-1808

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathy Day
4408 Leonard Parkway
Richmond, VA 23221-1808



From: Kathy Day
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:54 PM

From: Kathy Day <kathy.day@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23221-1808

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathy Day
4408 Leonard Parkway
Richmond, VA 23221-1808



From: Janice Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:53 PM

From: Janice Jones <jjones39@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80120-4334

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Jones
2450 West Kettle Avenue
Littleton, CO 80120-4334



From: Janice Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:53 PM

From: Janice Jones <jjones39@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80120-4334

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Jones
2450 West Kettle Avenue
Littleton, CO 80120-4334



From: Thomas Avery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:51 PM

From: Thomas Avery <tomak66@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40299-3101

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Avery
3013 Lynnwood Way
Louisville, KY 40299-3101



From: Thomas Avery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:51 PM

From: Thomas Avery <tomak66@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40299-3101

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Avery
3013 Lynnwood Way
Louisville, KY 40299-3101



From: rob nobrega
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:49 PM

From: rob nobrega <rnobrega@email.lynn.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33431-5507

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

rob nobrega
3601 north military trail
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5507



From: rob nobrega
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:49 PM

From: rob nobrega <rnobrega@email.lynn.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33431-5507

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

rob nobrega
3601 north military trail
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5507



From: Gail Reutershan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:46 PM

From: Gail Reutershan <thereuter@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95005-9627

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gail Reutershan
530 Condor Ave
Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9627



From: Gail Reutershan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:46 PM

From: Gail Reutershan <thereuter@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95005-9627

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gail Reutershan
530 Condor Ave
Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9627



From: Jacqueline Randolph
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:43 PM

From: Jacqueline Randolph <doglovertimes5@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Randolph
Formby Dr
Orlando, FL 32812



From: Jacqueline Randolph
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:43 PM

From: Jacqueline Randolph <doglovertimes5@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Randolph
Formby Dr
Orlando, FL 32812



From: Gail Veiby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:41 PM

From: Gail Veiby <Herathveiby@charter net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01581-3365

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gail Veiby
16 Nipmuck Drive
Westborough, MA 01581-3365



From: Gail Veiby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:41 PM

From: Gail Veiby <Herathveiby@charter net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01581-3365

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gail Veiby
16 Nipmuck Drive
Westborough, MA 01581-3365



From: Kyle Yager
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:37 PM

From: Kyle Yager <yagermiester@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94591-8350

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kyle Yager
300 Hilary Way apt 104
Vallejo, CA 94591-8350



From: Paula Yurkovitch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:37 PM

From: Paula Yurkovitch <paula_belle@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43062-8922

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Yurkovitch
213 Monarch Drive
Pataskala, OH 43062-8922



From: Kyle Yager
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:37 PM

From: Kyle Yager <yagermiester@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94591-8350

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kyle Yager
300 Hilary Way apt 104
Vallejo, CA 94591-8350



From: Paula Yurkovitch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:37 PM

From: Paula Yurkovitch <paula_belle@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43062-8922

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Yurkovitch
213 Monarch Drive
Pataskala, OH 43062-8922



From: Barbara slaughter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:34 PM

From: Barbara slaughter <Cmpbllbarb@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78254-5991

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara slaughter
11015 Connemara Cove
San Antonio, TX 78254-5991



From: Barbara slaughter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:34 PM

From: Barbara slaughter <Cmpbllbarb@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78254-5991

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara slaughter
11015 Connemara Cove
San Antonio, TX 78254-5991



From: Millisa Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:33 PM

From: Millisa Davis <catcrazy11@charter.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28610-8614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Millisa Davis
4548 Diamond St
Claremont, NC 28610-8614



From: Millisa Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:33 PM

From: Millisa Davis <catcrazy11@charter.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28610-8614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Millisa Davis
4548 Diamond St
Claremont, NC 28610-8614



From: Amber Davidson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:31 PM

From: Amber Davidson <phillydavidson@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29210-3947

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amber Davidson
1203 Dothan Rd
Columbia, SC 29210-3947



From: Amber Davidson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:31 PM

From: Amber Davidson <phillydavidson@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29210-3947

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amber Davidson
1203 Dothan Rd
Columbia, SC 29210-3947



From: Jake Elfenbein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:30 PM

From: Jake Elfenbein <mensch57@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89118-1406

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jake Elfenbein
6148 Brea Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89118-1406



From: Jake Elfenbein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:30 PM

From: Jake Elfenbein <mensch57@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89118-1406

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jake Elfenbein
6148 Brea Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89118-1406



From: Donna Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:27 PM

From: Donna Smith <lwolf42gsd@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19083-2028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donna Smith
1367 Harrington Road
Havertown, PA 19083-2028



From: Donna Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:27 PM

From: Donna Smith <lwolf42gsd@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19083-2028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donna Smith
1367 Harrington Road
Havertown, PA 19083-2028



From: Lynn Gallagher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:25 PM

From: Lynn  Gallagher <abbipw@southslope net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 52333-9044

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn  Gallagher
4674 Sutliff Rd NE
Solon, IA 52333-9044



From: Lynn Gallagher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:25 PM

From: Lynn  Gallagher <abbipw@southslope net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 52333-9044

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn  Gallagher
4674 Sutliff Rd NE
Solon, IA 52333-9044



From: roberta claypool
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:22 PM

From: roberta claypool <raclaypool@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47958-8008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

roberta claypool
108 S. Logan St.
Mellott, IN 47958-8008



From: roberta claypool
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:22 PM

From: roberta claypool <raclaypool@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47958-8008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

roberta claypool
108 S. Logan St.
Mellott, IN 47958-8008



From: Judith Werr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:20 PM

From: Judith Werr <werrju@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33334-1543

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Werr
91 NE 46 St.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334-1543



From: Judith Werr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:20 PM

From: Judith Werr <werrju@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33334-1543

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Werr
91 NE 46 St.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334-1543



From: Karen oHara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:15 PM

From: Karen oHara <oharak71@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45251-1640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please use your authority to stop the senseless killing of our creatures!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen oHara
2686 wheatfield dr
Cincinnati, OH 45251-1640



From: Karen oHara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:15 PM

From: Karen oHara <oharak71@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45251-1640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please use your authority to stop the senseless killing of our creatures!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen oHara
2686 wheatfield dr
Cincinnati, OH 45251-1640



From: Bradley Knight
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:13 PM

From: Bradley Knight <pigsandwhistles@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32712-5574

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bradley Knight
326 West Lewis Ave
Apopka, FL 32712-5574



From: Bradley Knight
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:13 PM

From: Bradley Knight <pigsandwhistles@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32712-5574

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bradley Knight
326 West Lewis Ave
Apopka, FL 32712-5574



From: Karen oHara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:06 PM

From: Karen oHara <oharak71@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45251-1640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please use your authority to stop the senseless killing of our creatures!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen oHara
2686 wheatfield dr
Cincinnati, OH 45251-1640



From: Karen oHara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:06 PM

From: Karen oHara <oharak71@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45251-1640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please use your authority to stop the senseless killing of our creatures!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen oHara
2686 wheatfield dr
Cincinnati, OH 45251-1640



From: Artemis Asproyerakas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:05 PM

From: Artemis Asproyerakas <artemislais@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60642-6456

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Artemis Asproyerakas
1322 W. Ohio St.
Chicago, IL 60642-6456



From: Artemis Asproyerakas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:06:05 PM

From: Artemis Asproyerakas <artemislais@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60642-6456

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Artemis Asproyerakas
1322 W. Ohio St.
Chicago, IL 60642-6456



From: patty taylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:05:57 PM

From: patty taylor <ncpattyt@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28621-2916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

patty taylor
292 northwood dr
Elkin, NC 28621-2916



From: patty taylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:05:57 PM

From: patty taylor <ncpattyt@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28621-2916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

patty taylor
292 northwood dr
Elkin, NC 28621-2916



From: Stacy Lang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:05:49 PM

From: Stacy Lang <stacyswim255@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 61080-2109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stacy Lang
708 South Bluff Street
South Beloit, IL 61080-2109



From: Stacy Lang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:05:49 PM

From: Stacy Lang <stacyswim255@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 61080-2109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stacy Lang
708 South Bluff Street
South Beloit, IL 61080-2109



From: James M Connors
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:02:08 PM

From: James  M Connors <jmc1174@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02472-1027

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James  M Connors
1000 Belmont Street
Watertown, MA 02472-1027



From: James M Connors
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:02:07 PM

From: James  M Connors <jmc1174@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02472-1027

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James  M Connors
1000 Belmont Street
Watertown, MA 02472-1027



From: deborah fallender
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:02:05 PM

From: deborah fallender <tauzi@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90405-2828

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

deborah fallender
2212 pearl st
Santa Monica, CA 90405-2828



From: deborah fallender
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:02:05 PM

From: deborah fallender <tauzi@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90405-2828

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

deborah fallender
2212 pearl st
Santa Monica, CA 90405-2828



From: Afsaneh Rahmani
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:01:56 PM

From: Afsaneh Rahmani <enigmanina3@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30066-3661

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Afsaneh Rahmani
2846 Cobb place Manor court
Marietta, GA 30066-3661



From: Afsaneh Rahmani
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:01:56 PM

From: Afsaneh Rahmani <enigmanina3@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30066-3661

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Afsaneh Rahmani
2846 Cobb place Manor court
Marietta, GA 30066-3661



From: Janet Cerretani
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:01:55 PM

From: Janet Cerretani <janet@cerretanidesign.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80305-7211

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Cerretani
3827 silver plume circle
Boulder, CO 80305-7211



From: Janet Cerretani
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 1:01:55 PM

From: Janet Cerretani <janet@cerretanidesign.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80305-7211

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Cerretani
3827 silver plume circle
Boulder, CO 80305-7211



From: Karen warren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:33 PM

From: Karen warren <kandcats@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94043-4950

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen warren
194 Ada Ave
Mountain vie-w, CA 94043-4950



From: Karen warren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:33 PM

From: Karen warren <kandcats@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94043-4950

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen warren
194 Ada Ave
Mountain vie-w, CA 94043-4950



From: Wanda Zubr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:32 PM

From: Wanda Zubr <wandazubr@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32309-7288

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wanda Zubr
9695 Centerville Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32309-7288



From: Wanda Zubr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:32 PM

From: Wanda Zubr <wandazubr@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32309-7288

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wanda Zubr
9695 Centerville Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32309-7288



From: K Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:24 PM

From: K Robinson <kate@strawbridgeanimalcare.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23510-1009

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

K Robinson
501 Front Street
Norfolk, VA 23510-1009



From: K Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:24 PM

From: K Robinson <kate@strawbridgeanimalcare.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23510-1009

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

K Robinson
501 Front Street
Norfolk, VA 23510-1009



From: Debra Curby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:15 PM

From: Debra Curby <debracurby@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92262-1989

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debra Curby
470 N.Villa Court #105
Palm Springs, CA 92262-1989



From: Debra Curby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:15 PM

From: Debra Curby <debracurby@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92262-1989

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debra Curby
470 N.Villa Court #105
Palm Springs, CA 92262-1989



From: Paula costa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:14 PM

From: Paula costa <Paulasouto51@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32821-6907

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula costa
6648 mission club blvd
Orlando, FL 32821-6907



From: Paula costa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:14 PM

From: Paula costa <Paulasouto51@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32821-6907

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula costa
6648 mission club blvd
Orlando, FL 32821-6907



From: Nicolette Lyons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:08 PM

From: Nicolette Lyons <Skippyismine@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34609-3446

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicolette Lyons
11465 riddle drive
Spring Hill, FL 34609-3446



From: Nicolette Lyons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:08 PM

From: Nicolette Lyons <Skippyismine@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34609-3446

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicolette Lyons
11465 riddle drive
Spring Hill, FL 34609-3446



From: Robert Puca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:07 PM

From: Robert Puca <robpuca@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11217-2180

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

save the black bears from hunting into extinction and save the species

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Puca
535 dean street
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2180



From: Robert Puca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:57:07 PM

From: Robert Puca <robpuca@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11217-2180

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

save the black bears from hunting into extinction and save the species

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Puca
535 dean street
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2180



From: Nicolette Lyons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:44 PM

From: Nicolette Lyons <Skippyismine@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34609-3446

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicolette Lyons
11465 riddle drive
Spring Hill, FL 34609-3446



From: Nicolette Lyons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:44 PM

From: Nicolette Lyons <Skippyismine@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34609-3446

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicolette Lyons
11465 riddle drive
Spring Hill, FL 34609-3446



From: Robert Puca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:42 PM

From: Robert Puca <robpuca@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11217-2180

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

save the black bears from hunting into extinction and save the species

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Puca
535 dean street
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2180



From: Robert Puca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:42 PM

From: Robert Puca <robpuca@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11217-2180

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

save the black bears from hunting into extinction and save the species

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Puca
535 dean street
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2180



From: Pat W
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:32 PM

From: Pat W <Comeon620@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53184-9540

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pat W
32 main
Walworth, WI 53184-9540



From: Pat W
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:32 PM

From: Pat W <Comeon620@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53184-9540

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pat W
32 main
Walworth, WI 53184-9540



From: John Silis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:25 PM

From: John Silis <jps@cfl rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32935-3375

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Silis
2010 Adirondack Circle
Melbourne, FL 32935-3375



From: John Silis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:25 PM

From: John Silis <jps@cfl rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32935-3375

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Silis
2010 Adirondack Circle
Melbourne, FL 32935-3375



From: Ann Khambholja
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:24 PM

From: Ann Khambholja <candyannkhams@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85756-9736

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Khambholja
6195 E Rough Rock Drive
Tucson, AZ 85756-9736



From: Ann Khambholja
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:24 PM

From: Ann Khambholja <candyannkhams@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85756-9736

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Khambholja
6195 E Rough Rock Drive
Tucson, AZ 85756-9736



From: Uta Cortimilia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:17 PM

From: Uta Cortimilia <utajoens@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 35967-7705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Uta Cortimilia
5105 Sundale Lane NE
Fort Payne, AL 35967-7705



From: Uta Cortimilia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:17 PM

From: Uta Cortimilia <utajoens@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 35967-7705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Uta Cortimilia
5105 Sundale Lane NE
Fort Payne, AL 35967-7705



From: Uta Cortimilia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:11 PM

From: Uta Cortimilia <utajoens@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 35967-7705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Uta Cortimilia
5105 Sundale Lane NE
Fort Payne, AL 35967-7705



From: Uta Cortimilia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:11 PM

From: Uta Cortimilia <utajoens@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 35967-7705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Uta Cortimilia
5105 Sundale Lane NE
Fort Payne, AL 35967-7705



From: Victoria Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:10 PM

From: Victoria Evans <Victorialevans90@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02644-1604

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria Evans
8 hillside road
Forestdale, MA 02644-1604



From: Victoria Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:10 PM

From: Victoria Evans <Victorialevans90@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02644-1604

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria Evans
8 hillside road
Forestdale, MA 02644-1604



From: dean taylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:05 PM

From: dean taylor <dltaylor22@peoplepc.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80260-5955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dean taylor
9595 pecos st #760
Thornton, CO 80260-5955



From: dean taylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:05 PM

From: dean taylor <dltaylor22@peoplepc.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80260-5955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dean taylor
9595 pecos st #760
Thornton, CO 80260-5955



From: Mindy Hodel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:03 PM

From: Mindy Hodel <mindyhodel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97229-4116

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mindy Hodel
2808 nw 81st pl
Portland, OR 97229-4116



From: Mindy Hodel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:03 PM

From: Mindy Hodel <mindyhodel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97229-4116

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mindy Hodel
2808 nw 81st pl
Portland, OR 97229-4116



From: Robert Soto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:01 PM

From: Robert  Soto <r_soto1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92253-6113

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert  Soto
51685 Avenida Ramirez
La Quinta, CA 92253-6113



From: Robert Soto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:56:01 PM

From: Robert  Soto <r_soto1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92253-6113

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert  Soto
51685 Avenida Ramirez
La Quinta, CA 92253-6113



From: Lisa Siroky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:46 PM

From: Lisa Siroky <Lsiroky1444@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34276-0882

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Siroky
Po box 17882
Sarasota, FL 34276-0882



From: Richard Gallo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:46 PM

From: Richard Gallo <richard.gallo@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94014-2903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard Gallo
329 First Ave.
Daly City, CA 94014-2903



From: Lisa Siroky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:46 PM

From: Lisa Siroky <Lsiroky1444@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34276-0882

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Siroky
Po box 17882
Sarasota, FL 34276-0882



From: Richard Gallo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:46 PM

From: Richard Gallo <richard.gallo@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94014-2903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard Gallo
329 First Ave.
Daly City, CA 94014-2903



From: Greg Rosas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:37 PM

From: Greg Rosas <thesro15@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94546-3653

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

All life has a right to exist. Please protect these bears from a life of cruelty and bloodthirsty hunters.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Greg Rosas
4353 Edwards Ln
Castro Valley, CA 94546-3653



From: Greg Rosas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:37 PM

From: Greg Rosas <thesro15@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94546-3653

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

All life has a right to exist. Please protect these bears from a life of cruelty and bloodthirsty hunters.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Greg Rosas
4353 Edwards Ln
Castro Valley, CA 94546-3653



From: Laurel McCrink
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:29 PM

From: Laurel McCrink <laurielane@pacbell net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92067-0190

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Hunting the black bears is DEFINITELY CRUEL and UNNECESSARY to solve any problem!!  There are proven,
 cost-effective ways to control nuisance bears without killing them.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurel McCrink
PO Box 190
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067-0190



From: Laurel McCrink
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:29 PM

From: Laurel McCrink <laurielane@pacbell net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92067-0190

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Hunting the black bears is DEFINITELY CRUEL and UNNECESSARY to solve any problem!!  There are proven,
 cost-effective ways to control nuisance bears without killing them.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurel McCrink
PO Box 190
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067-0190



From: Danielle Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:26 PM

From: Danielle Johnson <dsj2890@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32317-7918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Danielle Johnson
1922 Vineland DR
Tallahassee, FL 32317-7918



From: Danielle Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:26 PM

From: Danielle Johnson <dsj2890@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32317-7918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Danielle Johnson
1922 Vineland DR
Tallahassee, FL 32317-7918



From: constance bylsma
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:19 PM

From: constance bylsma <pedancelady@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60451-3065

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

constance bylsma
19801 s. regan rd.
New Lenox, IL 60451-3065



From: constance bylsma
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:19 PM

From: constance bylsma <pedancelady@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60451-3065

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

constance bylsma
19801 s. regan rd.
New Lenox, IL 60451-3065



From: Carol Griffith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:15 PM

From: Carol Griffith <cgriffith32821@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32821-7614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Griffith
5152 Deer Creek Drive
Orlando, FL 32821-7614



From: Lenore Savage
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:15 PM

From: Lenore Savage <lmsavage.va@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22902-8245

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Science must inform this decision.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lenore Savage
1203 Fox Horn Court
Charlottesville, VA 22902-8245



From: Lily Silva
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:15 PM

From: Lily Silva <Lsilva97@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92869-3341

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lily Silva
3014 vine
Orange, CA 92869-3341



From: Carol Griffith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:15 PM

From: Carol Griffith <cgriffith32821@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32821-7614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Griffith
5152 Deer Creek Drive
Orlando, FL 32821-7614



From: Lenore Savage
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:15 PM

From: Lenore Savage <lmsavage.va@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22902-8245

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Science must inform this decision.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lenore Savage
1203 Fox Horn Court
Charlottesville, VA 22902-8245



From: Lily Silva
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:15 PM

From: Lily Silva <Lsilva97@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92869-3341

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lily Silva
3014 vine
Orange, CA 92869-3341



From: Paul Moss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:14 PM

From: Paul Moss <paul@themailpath.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55110-3755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paul Moss
1849 Whitaker St.
Saint Paul, MN 55110-3755



From: Paul Moss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:14 PM

From: Paul Moss <paul@themailpath.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55110-3755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paul Moss
1849 Whitaker St.
Saint Paul, MN 55110-3755



From: Charlotte Stahl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:14 PM

From: Charlotte Stahl <grandmacharlottes@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97030-3666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Stahl
1167 NW Wallula Ave
Gresham, OR 97030-3666



From: Paul Moss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:14 PM

From: Paul Moss <paul@themailpath.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55110-3755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paul Moss
1849 Whitaker St.
Saint Paul, MN 55110-3755



From: Paul Moss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:14 PM

From: Paul Moss <paul@themailpath.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55110-3755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paul Moss
1849 Whitaker St.
Saint Paul, MN 55110-3755



From: Charlotte Stahl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:14 PM

From: Charlotte Stahl <grandmacharlottes@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97030-3666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Stahl
1167 NW Wallula Ave
Gresham, OR 97030-3666



From: Tina Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:13 PM

From: Tina Moore <Bigtt_6969@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41501-5240

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tina Moore
12034 State Hwy 194 West
Pikeville, KY 41501-5240



From: Tina Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:55:13 PM

From: Tina Moore <Bigtt_6969@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 41501-5240

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tina Moore
12034 State Hwy 194 West
Pikeville, KY 41501-5240



From: natalie hurley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:21 PM

From: natalie  hurley <natbert2007@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21014-2009

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

natalie  hurley
500 westwell lane
Bel Air, MD 21014-2009



From: natalie hurley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:21 PM

From: natalie  hurley <natbert2007@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21014-2009

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

natalie  hurley
500 westwell lane
Bel Air, MD 21014-2009



From: Kelley Scanlon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:18 PM

From: Kelley Scanlon <SunGlowAura@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13206-1651

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelley Scanlon
281 Norwood Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13206-1651



From: Kelley Scanlon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:18 PM

From: Kelley Scanlon <SunGlowAura@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13206-1651

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelley Scanlon
281 Norwood Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13206-1651



From: Tracy crawford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:14 PM

From: Tracy crawford <tracy.j.crawford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32601-7070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tracy crawford
510 SE 8th St apt 16
Gainesville, FL 32601-7070



From: Tracy crawford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:14 PM

From: Tracy crawford <tracy.j.crawford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32601-7070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tracy crawford
510 SE 8th St apt 16
Gainesville, FL 32601-7070



From: Judy Fore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:09 PM

From: Judy Fore <jofore2@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28711-9106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judy Fore
62 Middle Mountain Rd
Black Mountain, NC 28711-9106



From: Judy Fore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:09 PM

From: Judy Fore <jofore2@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28711-9106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judy Fore
62 Middle Mountain Rd
Black Mountain, NC 28711-9106



From: Tracy crawford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:08 PM

From: Tracy crawford <tracy.j.crawford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32601-7070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tracy crawford
510 SE 8th St apt 16
Gainesville, FL 32601-7070



From: Tracy crawford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:08 PM

From: Tracy crawford <tracy.j.crawford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32601-7070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tracy crawford
510 SE 8th St apt 16
Gainesville, FL 32601-7070



From: David Elfin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:02 PM

From: David Elfin <elfind@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20817-3135

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Elfin
8206 Bryant Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817-3135



From: David Elfin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:54:02 PM

From: David Elfin <elfind@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20817-3135

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Elfin
8206 Bryant Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817-3135



From: Mark Jennerjohn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:59 PM

From: Mark Jennerjohn <groncho77@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 54914-9132

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Jennerjohn
N851 Municipal Dr
Appleton, WI 54914-9132



From: Mark Jennerjohn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:59 PM

From: Mark Jennerjohn <groncho77@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 54914-9132

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Jennerjohn
N851 Municipal Dr
Appleton, WI 54914-9132



From: Alan carrier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:53 PM

From: Alan carrier <alancarrier@hitmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98119-3049

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alan carrier
4 Garfield street
Seattle, WA 98119-3049



From: Alan carrier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:53 PM

From: Alan carrier <alancarrier@hitmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98119-3049

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alan carrier
4 Garfield street
Seattle, WA 98119-3049



From: Dimitra Arneson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:48 PM

From: Dimitra Arneson <Tropicalequine@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34113-7434

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dimitra Arneson
111 Doral Circle
Naples, FL 34113-7434



From: Dimitra Arneson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:48 PM

From: Dimitra Arneson <Tropicalequine@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34113-7434

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dimitra Arneson
111 Doral Circle
Naples, FL 34113-7434



From: Andrea Grosso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:46 PM

From: Andrea Grosso <clancyzdog@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08736-1411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Grosso
2395 Linden Place
Manasquan, NJ 08736-1411



From: Andrea Grosso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:46 PM

From: Andrea Grosso <clancyzdog@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08736-1411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Grosso
2395 Linden Place
Manasquan, NJ 08736-1411



From: Tonie Joy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:40 PM

From: Tonie Joy <xkss713@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21225-3401

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tonie Joy
7 W. 13th Ave.
Brooklyn, MD 21225-3401



From: steve pendery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:40 PM

From: steve pendery <stevependery@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89117-8309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

steve pendery
1404 kingdom st
Las Vegas, NV 89117-8309



From: Tonie Joy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:40 PM

From: Tonie Joy <xkss713@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21225-3401

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tonie Joy
7 W. 13th Ave.
Brooklyn, MD 21225-3401



From: steve pendery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:40 PM

From: steve pendery <stevependery@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89117-8309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

steve pendery
1404 kingdom st
Las Vegas, NV 89117-8309



From: Lynne Olivier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:32 PM

From: Lynne Olivier <lynneo2@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94805-1739

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposal will make the state of Florida look like its run by a bunch of brutish rednecks who just want to kill
 animals and use their guns and dogs to do it!  Now that's just not true, is it?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynne Olivier
3700 Garvin Avenue
Richmond, CA 94805-1739



From: Lynne Olivier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:32 PM

From: Lynne Olivier <lynneo2@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94805-1739

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposal will make the state of Florida look like its run by a bunch of brutish rednecks who just want to kill
 animals and use their guns and dogs to do it!  Now that's just not true, is it?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynne Olivier
3700 Garvin Avenue
Richmond, CA 94805-1739



From: steve pendery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:25 PM

From: steve pendery <stevependery@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89117-8309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

steve pendery
1404 kingdom st
Las Vegas, NV 89117-8309



From: steve pendery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:25 PM

From: steve pendery <stevependery@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89117-8309

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

steve pendery
1404 kingdom st
Las Vegas, NV 89117-8309



From: Jane Luu
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:17 PM

From: Jane Luu <jshop211@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02420-1621

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Luu
104 Simonds Rd
Lexington, MA 02420-1621



From: Jane Luu
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:17 PM

From: Jane Luu <jshop211@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02420-1621

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Luu
104 Simonds Rd
Lexington, MA 02420-1621



From: Jane Luu
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:14 PM

From: Jane Luu <jshop211@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02420-1621

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Luu
104 Simonds Rd
Lexington, MA 02420-1621



From: Jane Luu
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:14 PM

From: Jane Luu <jshop211@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02420-1621

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Luu
104 Simonds Rd
Lexington, MA 02420-1621



From: Stephanie Kaplan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:07 PM

From: Stephanie Kaplan <skaplan677@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78750-2763

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Kaplan
9218 balcones club dr
Austin, TX 78750-2763



From: Stephanie Kaplan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:53:07 PM

From: Stephanie Kaplan <skaplan677@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78750-2763

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Kaplan
9218 balcones club dr
Austin, TX 78750-2763



From: Stephanie Kaplan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:51 PM

From: Stephanie Kaplan <skaplan677@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78750-2763

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Kaplan
9218 balcones club dr
Austin, TX 78750-2763



From: Stephanie Kaplan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:51 PM

From: Stephanie Kaplan <skaplan677@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78750-2763

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Kaplan
9218 balcones club dr
Austin, TX 78750-2763



From: David Stroker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:34 PM

From: David Stroker <utestroker@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32940-6363

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

All wildlife is precious these days. Trophy's are antiquated and should no longer be used to show off. People are not
 big and macho for bringing a gun to a bear hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Stroker
1853 Laramie Cir
Melbourne, FL 32940-6363



From: David Stroker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:34 PM

From: David Stroker <utestroker@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32940-6363

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

All wildlife is precious these days. Trophy's are antiquated and should no longer be used to show off. People are not
 big and macho for bringing a gun to a bear hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Stroker
1853 Laramie Cir
Melbourne, FL 32940-6363



From: Christina Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:29 PM

From: Christina Anderson <ceeandy@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80302-9306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Anderson
2160 James Canyon
Boulder, CO 80302-9306



From: Christina Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:29 PM

From: Christina Anderson <ceeandy@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80302-9306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Anderson
2160 James Canyon
Boulder, CO 80302-9306



From: Esmeralda Espinaco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:27 PM

From: Esmeralda Espinaco <Eespinaco@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98052-5198

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Esmeralda Espinaco
8397 158th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052-5198



From: Esmeralda Espinaco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:26 PM

From: Esmeralda Espinaco <Eespinaco@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98052-5198

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Esmeralda Espinaco
8397 158th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052-5198



From: Amy Parks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:21 PM

From: Amy Parks <aparks1994@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40517-3109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Parks
3583 Caulder Road
Lexington, KY 40517-3109



From: Amy Parks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:21 PM

From: Amy Parks <aparks1994@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40517-3109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Parks
3583 Caulder Road
Lexington, KY 40517-3109



From: L. Forest
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:20 PM

From: L. Forest <forli0001@yahoo.ca>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10012-3501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

L. Forest
234 Bowery
New York, NY 10012-3501



From: L. Forest
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:20 PM

From: L. Forest <forli0001@yahoo.ca>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10012-3501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

L. Forest
234 Bowery
New York, NY 10012-3501



From: Amy Parks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:15 PM

From: Amy Parks <aparks1994@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40517-3109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Parks
3583 Caulder Road
Lexington, KY 40517-3109



From: Amy Parks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:15 PM

From: Amy Parks <aparks1994@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40517-3109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Parks
3583 Caulder Road
Lexington, KY 40517-3109



From: L. Forest
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:10 PM

From: L. Forest <forli0001@yahoo.ca>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10012-3501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

L. Forest
234 Bowery
New York, NY 10012-3501



From: L. Forest
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:52:10 PM

From: L. Forest <forli0001@yahoo.ca>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10012-3501

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

L. Forest
234 Bowery
New York, NY 10012-3501



From: talila stan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:57 PM

From: talila stan <talilastan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63454

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

talila stan
ben gurion 2
tel aviv, israel 63454



From: talila stan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:57 PM

From: talila stan <talilastan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63454

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

talila stan
ben gurion 2
tel aviv, israel 63454



From: Sandra Lynn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:53 PM

From: Sandra Lynn <cresorchid@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78620-4400

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Lynn
100 Commons Road
Dripping Springs, TX 78620-4400



From: Sandra Lynn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:53 PM

From: Sandra Lynn <cresorchid@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78620-4400

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Lynn
100 Commons Road
Dripping Springs, TX 78620-4400



From: Michele Symington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:46 PM

From: Michele  Symington <michele@azmediaservices.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28117-4351

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michele  Symington
180 Easy Street
Mooresville, NC 28117-4351



From: Michele Symington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:46 PM

From: Michele  Symington <michele@azmediaservices.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28117-4351

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michele  Symington
180 Easy Street
Mooresville, NC 28117-4351



From: Marilyn Flynn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:44 PM

From: Marilyn Flynn <mflynn4461@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11935-1646

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Flynn
2250 Little Peconic Bay Road
Cutchogue, NY 11935-1646



From: Marilyn Flynn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:44 PM

From: Marilyn Flynn <mflynn4461@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11935-1646

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Flynn
2250 Little Peconic Bay Road
Cutchogue, NY 11935-1646



From: Kitty McKim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:41 PM

From: Kitty McKim <kittymc@ywave.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98597-7938

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kitty McKim
17421 Spirit Lane SE
Yelm, WA 98597-7938



From: Kitty McKim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:41 PM

From: Kitty McKim <kittymc@ywave.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98597-7938

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kitty McKim
17421 Spirit Lane SE
Yelm, WA 98597-7938



From: Michelle Ognjanovic
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:38 PM

From: Michelle Ognjanovic <Thepoohka@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10025-4319

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Ognjanovic
7 W. 104 St
New York, NY 10025-4319



From: Michelle Ognjanovic
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:38 PM

From: Michelle Ognjanovic <Thepoohka@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10025-4319

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Ognjanovic
7 W. 104 St
New York, NY 10025-4319



From: Aleta Wallach
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:32 PM

From: Aleta Wallach <errantneutron@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90402-2521

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aleta Wallach
355 25th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90402-2521



From: Aleta Wallach
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:32 PM

From: Aleta Wallach <errantneutron@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90402-2521

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aleta Wallach
355 25th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90402-2521



From: Theresa Terhark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:31 PM

From: Theresa Terhark <tterhark@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55109-2802

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Theresa Terhark
2227 German St.
Saint Paul, MN 55109-2802



From: Theresa Terhark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:31 PM

From: Theresa Terhark <tterhark@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55109-2802

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Theresa Terhark
2227 German St.
Saint Paul, MN 55109-2802



From: Aleta Wallach
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:26 PM

From: Aleta Wallach <errantneutron@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90402-2521

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aleta Wallach
355 25th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90402-2521



From: Aleta Wallach
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:26 PM

From: Aleta Wallach <errantneutron@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90402-2521

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aleta Wallach
355 25th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90402-2521



From: Brittany Erickson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:25 PM

From: Brittany Erickson <bnericks@mtu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49931-1148

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brittany Erickson
1801 Woodland road
Houghton, MI 49931-1148



From: Brittany Erickson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:25 PM

From: Brittany Erickson <bnericks@mtu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49931-1148

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brittany Erickson
1801 Woodland road
Houghton, MI 49931-1148



From: William Laudani
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:23 PM

From: William Laudani <blaudani@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33156

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am kindly requesting that you stop the reopening of the Florida bear hunt. As a conservative, I
 favor arming the citizenry, but generally for defensive purposes only as I dislike killing animals needlessly. Please
 act in favor of the animals. Thank you.



From: Mary Elisabeth McCarthy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:19 PM

From: Mary Elisabeth McCarthy <memccarthy01@snet net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06759-3503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Elisabeth McCarthy
52 Meadow Street
Litchfield, CT 06759-3503



From: Mary Elisabeth McCarthy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:19 PM

From: Mary Elisabeth McCarthy <memccarthy01@snet net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06759-3503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Elisabeth McCarthy
52 Meadow Street
Litchfield, CT 06759-3503



From: Pat Brooks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:17 PM

From: Pat Brooks <pdb879@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77074-3323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pat Brooks
7235 sharpvie-w
Houston, TX 77074-3323



From: Pat Brooks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:17 PM

From: Pat Brooks <pdb879@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77074-3323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pat Brooks
7235 sharpvie-w
Houston, TX 77074-3323



From: John Morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:11 PM

From: John Morrison <jmlcsw@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78731-4824

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Morrison
5406 Western Hills Drive
Austin, TX 78731-4824



From: John Morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:11 PM

From: John Morrison <jmlcsw@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78731-4824

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Morrison
5406 Western Hills Drive
Austin, TX 78731-4824



From: Yazmin Gonzalez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:10 PM

From: Yazmin Gonzalez <evaunit2001@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90706-5820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Yazmin Gonzalez
9627 Maple St.
Bellflower, CA 90706-5820



From: Yazmin Gonzalez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:51:10 PM

From: Yazmin Gonzalez <evaunit2001@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90706-5820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Yazmin Gonzalez
9627 Maple St.
Bellflower, CA 90706-5820



From: Joshua Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:43 PM

From: Joshua Turner <jdturner01@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85086-1663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joshua Turner
39506 N Daisy Moutain Dr, Ste. 121-131
Phoenix, AZ 85086-1663



From: Joshua Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:43 PM

From: Joshua Turner <jdturner01@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85086-1663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joshua Turner
39506 N Daisy Moutain Dr, Ste. 121-131
Phoenix, AZ 85086-1663



From: Jennifer Starble
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:39 PM

From: Jennifer Starble <jenstarble@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06057-2616

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Starble
245 Steele Road
New Hartford, CT 06057-2616



From: Jennifer Starble
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:39 PM

From: Jennifer Starble <jenstarble@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06057-2616

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Starble
245 Steele Road
New Hartford, CT 06057-2616



From: Dena Garcia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:39 PM

From: Dena Garcia <mittens1120@aol.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please don't reopen the Florida bear trophy hunt.



From: Dorothy Macnak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:29 PM

From: Dorothy Macnak <dottt1@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80919-8148

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Macnak
1135 Point of the Pines Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80919-8148



From: Dorothy Macnak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:29 PM

From: Dorothy Macnak <dottt1@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80919-8148

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Macnak
1135 Point of the Pines Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80919-8148



From: Barrett Goldflies
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:16 PM

From: Barrett Goldflies <barrett.goldflies333@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60630-1504

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barrett Goldflies
4824 W Balmoral Ave
Chicago, IL 60630-1504



From: Barrett Goldflies
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:16 PM

From: Barrett Goldflies <barrett.goldflies333@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60630-1504

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barrett Goldflies
4824 W Balmoral Ave
Chicago, IL 60630-1504



From: Liana Castro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:14 PM

From: Liana Castro <Hanoverianmyhorse247@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95678-4403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Liana Castro
516 Adora Circle
Roseville, CA 95678-4403



From: Liana Castro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:14 PM

From: Liana Castro <Hanoverianmyhorse247@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95678-4403

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Liana Castro
516 Adora Circle
Roseville, CA 95678-4403



From: Janet Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:13 PM

From: Janet Robinson <bocacatlover@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33433-3801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Robinson
6391 Toulon Dr
Boca Raton, FL 33433-3801



From: Janet Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:13 PM

From: Janet Robinson <bocacatlover@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33433-3801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Robinson
6391 Toulon Dr
Boca Raton, FL 33433-3801



From: Margaret Goodman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:13 PM

From: Margaret Goodman <messgwg@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19342-1734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Goodman
51 Broomall Lane
Glen Mills, PA 19342-1734



From: Janet Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:13 PM

From: Janet Robinson <bocacatlover@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33433-3801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Robinson
6391 Toulon Dr
Boca Raton, FL 33433-3801



From: Margaret Goodman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:13 PM

From: Margaret Goodman <messgwg@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19342-1734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Goodman
51 Broomall Lane
Glen Mills, PA 19342-1734



From: Janet Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:13 PM

From: Janet Robinson <bocacatlover@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33433-3801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Robinson
6391 Toulon Dr
Boca Raton, FL 33433-3801



From: Beverlee Goynes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:12 PM

From: Beverlee Goynes <greythoundmom@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06877-6029

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beverlee Goynes
466 Branchville Road
Ridgefield, CT 06877-6029



From: Beverlee Goynes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:50:12 PM

From: Beverlee Goynes <greythoundmom@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06877-6029

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beverlee Goynes
466 Branchville Road
Ridgefield, CT 06877-6029



From: Margaret Goodman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:49:27 PM

From: Margaret Goodman <messgwg@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19342-1734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Goodman
51 Broomall Lane
Glen Mills, PA 19342-1734



From: Margaret Goodman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:49:27 PM

From: Margaret Goodman <messgwg@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19342-1734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Goodman
51 Broomall Lane
Glen Mills, PA 19342-1734



From: Kate Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:49:22 PM

From: Kate Brown <Katefunkhouser@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31404-2118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I believe it is our duty to be stewards o this planet living in coexistence- not destroyers!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Brown
1132 east Anderson st
Savannah, GA 31404-2118



From: Kate Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:49:22 PM

From: Kate Brown <Katefunkhouser@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31404-2118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I believe it is our duty to be stewards o this planet living in coexistence- not destroyers!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Brown
1132 east Anderson st
Savannah, GA 31404-2118



From: robin mater
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:49:16 PM

From: robin mater <robin@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

robin mater
82nd st
new york, NY 10028



From: robin mater
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:49:15 PM

From: robin mater <robin@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

robin mater
82nd st
new york, NY 10028



From: Kate Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:49:13 PM

From: Kate Brown <Katefunkhouser@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31404-2118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I believe it is our duty to be stewards o this planet living in coexistence- not destroyers!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Brown
1132 east Anderson st
Savannah, GA 31404-2118



From: Kate Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:49:13 PM

From: Kate Brown <Katefunkhouser@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31404-2118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I believe it is our duty to be stewards o this planet living in coexistence- not destroyers!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Brown
1132 east Anderson st
Savannah, GA 31404-2118



From: Cynthia Crane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:49 PM

From: Cynthia Crane <clcrane@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33952-8341

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stewardship of the animals and earth is so important.  Hunting for sport or just for the sake of extinguishing life is
 not good stewardship.  All living creatures deserve proper treatment.  Torture of any living creature is completely
 wrong.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Crane
251 Mentel Ter
Port Charlotte, FL 33952-8341



From: Cynthia Crane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:49 PM

From: Cynthia Crane <clcrane@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33952-8341

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stewardship of the animals and earth is so important.  Hunting for sport or just for the sake of extinguishing life is
 not good stewardship.  All living creatures deserve proper treatment.  Torture of any living creature is completely
 wrong.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Crane
251 Mentel Ter
Port Charlotte, FL 33952-8341



From: Judith Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:46 PM

From: Judith Smith <axisdance@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94601-1320

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Smith
2712 Grande Vista Ave
Oakland, CA 94601-1320



From: Judith Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:46 PM

From: Judith Smith <axisdance@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94601-1320

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Smith
2712 Grande Vista Ave
Oakland, CA 94601-1320



From: Sandra Jeffries
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:41 PM

From: Sandra Jeffries <Jeffrisa@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02189-1208

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Jeffries
229 Lake Street, Unit E
East Weymouth, MA 02189-1208



From: Sandra Jeffries
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:41 PM

From: Sandra Jeffries <Jeffrisa@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02189-1208

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Jeffries
229 Lake Street, Unit E
East Weymouth, MA 02189-1208



From: Cody LePow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:39 PM

From: Cody LePow <cdylpw@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93023-9337

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
    Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as
 the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
    Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
    Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data
 on how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven sub
 populations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
    Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens
 the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have
 been shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Cody LePow
3777 thacher rd.
Ojai, CA 93023-9337



From: Cody LePow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:39 PM

From: Cody LePow <cdylpw@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93023-9337

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
    Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as
 the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
    Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
    Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data
 on how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven sub
 populations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
    Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens
 the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have
 been shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Cody LePow
3777 thacher rd.
Ojai, CA 93023-9337



From: Susan Watts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:35 PM

From: Susan Watts <susanmwr@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92506-5843

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Watts
16217 Sunset Trail
Riverside, CA 92506-5843



From: Susan Watts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:35 PM

From: Susan Watts <susanmwr@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92506-5843

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Watts
16217 Sunset Trail
Riverside, CA 92506-5843



From: j Cattell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:25 PM

From: j Cattell <cattellmail@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29169-5251

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

j Cattell
200 Pinevie-w Road
West Columbia, SC 29169-5251



From: j Cattell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:25 PM

From: j Cattell <cattellmail@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29169-5251

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

j Cattell
200 Pinevie-w Road
West Columbia, SC 29169-5251



From: Chris Bolton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:13 PM

From: Chris Bolton <cb@chrisbolton.ent>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33024-3210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Bolton
9031 NW 20 St
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024-3210



From: Chris Bolton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:13 PM

From: Chris Bolton <cb@chrisbolton.ent>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33024-3210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Bolton
9031 NW 20 St
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024-3210



From: Wendi Cohen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:06 PM

From: Wendi Cohen <wcohen@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10562-1619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendi Cohen
50 Glendale Road
Ossining, NY 10562-1619



From: Chris Bolton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:06 PM

From: Chris Bolton <cb@chrisbolton.ent>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33024-3210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Bolton
9031 NW 20 St
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024-3210



From: Wendi Cohen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:06 PM

From: Wendi Cohen <wcohen@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10562-1619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendi Cohen
50 Glendale Road
Ossining, NY 10562-1619



From: Chris Bolton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:48:06 PM

From: Chris Bolton <cb@chrisbolton.ent>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33024-3210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Bolton
9031 NW 20 St
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024-3210



From: STEVE TARDIF
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:58 PM

From: STEVE TARDIF <justme531@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08081-1074

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

STEVE TARDIF
47 RED BANK DRIVE
Sicklerville, NJ 08081-1074



From: STEVE TARDIF
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:58 PM

From: STEVE TARDIF <justme531@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08081-1074

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

STEVE TARDIF
47 RED BANK DRIVE
Sicklerville, NJ 08081-1074



From: Heather Cross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:51 PM

From: Heather Cross <trashwoman@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11222-4880

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heather Cross
259 Kingsland Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11222-4880



From: Heather Cross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:51 PM

From: Heather Cross <trashwoman@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11222-4880

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heather Cross
259 Kingsland Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11222-4880



From: priscilla stephens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:38 PM

From: priscilla stephens <prissy569@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75075-8753

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

priscilla stephens
1301 meadowcrest dr
Plano, TX 75075-8753



From: priscilla stephens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:38 PM

From: priscilla stephens <prissy569@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75075-8753

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

priscilla stephens
1301 meadowcrest dr
Plano, TX 75075-8753



From: pam wright
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:36 PM

From: pam wright <maryelizabeth42@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91107-1812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

pam wright
1185 del rey ave
Pasadena, CA 91107-1812



From: pam wright
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:36 PM

From: pam wright <maryelizabeth42@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91107-1812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

pam wright
1185 del rey ave
Pasadena, CA 91107-1812



From: Cynthia Dodrill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:20 PM

From: Cynthia Dodrill <cynthiadodrill@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26690-9711

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Dodrill
18511 Turnpike Road
Swiss, WV 26690-9711



From: Cynthia Dodrill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:47:19 PM

From: Cynthia Dodrill <cynthiadodrill@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26690-9711

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Dodrill
18511 Turnpike Road
Swiss, WV 26690-9711



From: Julian Keippel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:58 PM

From: Julian Keippel <keippelj@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94102-5716

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julian Keippel
128 Laguna
San Francisco, CA 94102-5716



From: Julian Keippel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:58 PM

From: Julian Keippel <keippelj@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94102-5716

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julian Keippel
128 Laguna
San Francisco, CA 94102-5716



From: Jennifer Duffy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:52 PM

From: Jennifer Duffy <jenny.duffy55@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20132-2923

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Mahatma Gandhi — 'The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are
 treated.'

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Duffy
15646 Berlin Turnpike
Purcellville, VA 20132-2923



From: Jennifer Duffy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:52 PM

From: Jennifer Duffy <jenny.duffy55@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20132-2923

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Mahatma Gandhi — 'The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are
 treated.'

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Duffy
15646 Berlin Turnpike
Purcellville, VA 20132-2923



From: Darlene Wood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:46 PM

From: Darlene Wood <darw84@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27320-9397

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene Wood
798 NC Highway 65
Reidsville, NC 27320-9397



From: Darlene Wood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:46 PM

From: Darlene Wood <darw84@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27320-9397

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene Wood
798 NC Highway 65
Reidsville, NC 27320-9397



From: Annie Malone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:45 PM

From: Annie Malone <aaamalone@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90807-4642

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I would hope that Florida will do the humane and responsible thing. We must act with more accountability to
 maintain the health and diversity of the planet.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Annie Malone
3506 Myrtle Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807-4642



From: Annie Malone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:45 PM

From: Annie Malone <aaamalone@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90807-4642

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I would hope that Florida will do the humane and responsible thing. We must act with more accountability to
 maintain the health and diversity of the planet.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Annie Malone
3506 Myrtle Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807-4642



From: Doug Fishburn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:43 PM

From: Doug Fishburn <dafish@atmc net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28467-2039

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Doug Fishburn
988 Middleton Dr NW
Calabash, NC 28467-2039



From: Martha Lane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:43 PM

From: Martha Lane <mardielane@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96785

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Martha Lane
997814 kanawao place
Hawaii National Park, HI 96785



From: Doug Fishburn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:43 PM

From: Doug Fishburn <dafish@atmc net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28467-2039

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Doug Fishburn
988 Middleton Dr NW
Calabash, NC 28467-2039



From: Martha Lane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:43 PM

From: Martha Lane <mardielane@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96785

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Martha Lane
997814 kanawao place
Hawaii National Park, HI 96785



From: susan brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:42 PM

From: susan brown <wfskb98@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21222-3204

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan brown
1877 church road
Dundalk, MD 21222-3204



From: susan brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:42 PM

From: susan brown <wfskb98@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21222-3204

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan brown
1877 church road
Dundalk, MD 21222-3204



From: susan brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:38 PM

From: susan brown <wfskb98@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21222-3204

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan brown
1877 church road
Dundalk, MD 21222-3204



From: susan brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:38 PM

From: susan brown <wfskb98@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21222-3204

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan brown
1877 church road
Dundalk, MD 21222-3204



From: Justine King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:34 PM

From: Justine King <justineking@netscape.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10021-3444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Justine King
444 East 75th Street #7C
New York, NY 10021-3444



From: Justine King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:34 PM

From: Justine King <justineking@netscape.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10021-3444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Justine King
444 East 75th Street #7C
New York, NY 10021-3444



From: Adrienne Bortree
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:27 PM

From: Adrienne Bortree <ablariel@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10522-2404

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
    Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as
 the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
    Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
    Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data
 on how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
    Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens
 the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have
 been shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Adrienne Bortree
200 Beacon HIll
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522-2404



From: Adrienne Bortree
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:27 PM

From: Adrienne Bortree <ablariel@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10522-2404

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
    Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as
 the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
    Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
    Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data
 on how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
    Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens
 the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have
 been shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Adrienne Bortree
200 Beacon HIll
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522-2404



From: Alice Polesky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:23 PM

From: Alice Polesky <askalice@pacbell.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94107-2644

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Polesky
890 Kansas Street
San Francisco, CA 94107-2644



From: Alice Polesky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:23 PM

From: Alice Polesky <askalice@pacbell.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94107-2644

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Polesky
890 Kansas Street
San Francisco, CA 94107-2644



From: Elke Passarge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:21 PM

From: Elke Passarge <elke18@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07067-1408

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elke Passarge
17 E Locust Ave
Colonia, NJ 07067-1408



From: Elke Passarge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:21 PM

From: Elke Passarge <elke18@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07067-1408

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elke Passarge
17 E Locust Ave
Colonia, NJ 07067-1408



From: Mary Able
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:19 PM

From: Mary Able <zzdogbob@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96056-7633

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Able
535-000 Little Valley Road
McArthur, CA 96056-7633



From: Mary Able
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:19 PM

From: Mary Able <zzdogbob@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96056-7633

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Able
535-000 Little Valley Road
McArthur, CA 96056-7633



From: Elizabeth Watts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:18 PM

From: Elizabeth Watts <elizabeth.watts@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33435-8904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Watts
513 SE 27th Way
Boynton Beach, FL 33435-8904



From: Elizabeth Watts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:18 PM

From: Elizabeth Watts <elizabeth.watts@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33435-8904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Watts
513 SE 27th Way
Boynton Beach, FL 33435-8904



From: Bill Pantera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:14 PM

From: Bill Pantera <billyp12321@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85202-4428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

What is proposed is a cruel way to hunt ANY animal. Nuisance bears can be controlled in other ways. You are
 invading their territory! They were there before the people that call them a 'nuisance'. They deserve their freedom.
 And if they pose a problem, then the property owner is not doing their part in keeping them away, humanely.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bill Pantera
1030 S. Stewart #2036
Mesa, AZ 85202-4428



From: Bill Pantera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:14 PM

From: Bill Pantera <billyp12321@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85202-4428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

What is proposed is a cruel way to hunt ANY animal. Nuisance bears can be controlled in other ways. You are
 invading their territory! They were there before the people that call them a 'nuisance'. They deserve their freedom.
 And if they pose a problem, then the property owner is not doing their part in keeping them away, humanely.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bill Pantera
1030 S. Stewart #2036
Mesa, AZ 85202-4428



From: Julian Chazin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:12 PM

From: Julian Chazin <chazij@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94806-5301

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julian Chazin
13956 San Pablo Ave - Apt 213
San Pablo, CA 94806-5301



From: Julian Chazin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:12 PM

From: Julian Chazin <chazij@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94806-5301

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julian Chazin
13956 San Pablo Ave - Apt 213
San Pablo, CA 94806-5301



From: Christa Neuber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:11 PM

From: Christa Neuber <seamusminnie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90069-5525

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christa Neuber
728 N. Doheny Drive
West Hollywood, CA 90069-5525



From: Christa Neuber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:11 PM

From: Christa Neuber <seamusminnie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90069-5525

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christa Neuber
728 N. Doheny Drive
West Hollywood, CA 90069-5525



From: Diana Chapin-Tsai
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:08 PM

From: Diana Chapin-Tsai <chapintsai@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85743-7604

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diana Chapin-Tsai
5480 W. Sharpshooter Ct.
Tucson, AZ 85743-7604



From: Diana Chapin-Tsai
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:08 PM

From: Diana Chapin-Tsai <chapintsai@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85743-7604

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diana Chapin-Tsai
5480 W. Sharpshooter Ct.
Tucson, AZ 85743-7604



From: Meg Casey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:06 PM

From: Meg Casey <mlbc13@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98020-2905

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Meg Casey
1048 Edmonds Street
Edmonds, WA 98020-2905



From: Meg Casey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:06 PM

From: Meg Casey <mlbc13@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98020-2905

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Meg Casey
1048 Edmonds Street
Edmonds, WA 98020-2905



From: michele capra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:05 PM

From: michele capra <mishcap@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10469-6203

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michele capra
2417 MICKLE AVE FL 2
Bronx, NY 10469-6203



From: michele capra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:05 PM

From: michele capra <mishcap@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10469-6203

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michele capra
2417 MICKLE AVE FL 2
Bronx, NY 10469-6203



From: florence arnold
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:02 PM

From: florence arnold <lambflorence07@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28612-7153

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

florence arnold
7625 virginia rd
Connelly Springs, NC 28612-7153



From: florence arnold
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:02 PM

From: florence arnold <lambflorence07@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28612-7153

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

florence arnold
7625 virginia rd
Connelly Springs, NC 28612-7153



From: Jamie Green
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:01 PM

From: Jamie Green <springhead@qnet.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93004-2884

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jamie Green
9727 Sweetwater Ln
Ventura, CA 93004-2884



From: Jamie Green
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:46:01 PM

From: Jamie Green <springhead@qnet.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93004-2884

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jamie Green
9727 Sweetwater Ln
Ventura, CA 93004-2884



From: Denise Keeton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:56 PM

From: Denise Keeton <denijo2@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97741-2423

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Keeton
657 Hood Ave
Metolius, OR 97741-2423



From: Denise Keeton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:56 PM

From: Denise Keeton <denijo2@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97741-2423

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Keeton
657 Hood Ave
Metolius, OR 97741-2423



From: Lisa Salazar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:54 PM

From: Lisa Salazar <lisajunior@netscape.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96089-5795

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Salazar
17777 Rose Ave. PO Box 5795
Shasta Lake, CA 96089-5795



From: Helen Schafer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:54 PM

From: Helen Schafer <bill helen@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08889-3734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Helen Schafer
1219 Berry Farm Rd.
Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889-3734



From: Lisa Salazar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:54 PM

From: Lisa Salazar <lisajunior@netscape.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96089-5795

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Salazar
17777 Rose Ave. PO Box 5795
Shasta Lake, CA 96089-5795



From: Helen Schafer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:54 PM

From: Helen Schafer <bill helen@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08889-3734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Helen Schafer
1219 Berry Farm Rd.
Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889-3734



From: Rich Detar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:52 PM

From: Rich Detar <walkinblues7@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27540-9133

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rich Detar
1208 Stephen Springs Ct
Holly Springs, NC 27540-9133



From: Rich Detar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:52 PM

From: Rich Detar <walkinblues7@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27540-9133

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rich Detar
1208 Stephen Springs Ct
Holly Springs, NC 27540-9133



From: Lisa Salazar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:50 PM

From: Lisa Salazar <lisajunior@netscape.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96089-5795

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Salazar
17777 Rose Ave. PO Box 5795
Shasta Lake, CA 96089-5795



From: Lisa Salazar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:50 PM

From: Lisa Salazar <lisajunior@netscape.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96089-5795

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Salazar
17777 Rose Ave. PO Box 5795
Shasta Lake, CA 96089-5795



From: John Peterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:44 PM

From: John Peterson <john.vernon.peterson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97128-1708

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Peterson
Pobox 1708
McMinnville, OR 97128-1708



From: John Peterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:44 PM

From: John Peterson <john.vernon.peterson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97128-1708

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Peterson
Pobox 1708
McMinnville, OR 97128-1708



From: Stacy Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:42 PM

From: Stacy Thompson <4stacythompson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91701-1903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stacy Thompson
8661 Beechwood Drive
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701-1903



From: Stacy Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:42 PM

From: Stacy Thompson <4stacythompson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91701-1903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stacy Thompson
8661 Beechwood Drive
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701-1903



From: Virginia Dwyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:19 PM

From: Virginia Dwyer <gini_dwyer@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13321-3330

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I absolutely oppose opening Florida to bear hunting.  There is no valid reason to kill the bears.  Black bears were
 listed as threatened not too long ago and should not be hunted since they have not recovered sufficiently.  Besides
 the hunters use cruel and inhumane ways of hunting the bears causing them to suffer needlessly.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Virginia Dwyer
8 Millstream Court
Clark Mills, NY 13321-3330



From: Virginia Dwyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:19 PM

From: Virginia Dwyer <gini_dwyer@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13321-3330

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I absolutely oppose opening Florida to bear hunting.  There is no valid reason to kill the bears.  Black bears were
 listed as threatened not too long ago and should not be hunted since they have not recovered sufficiently.  Besides
 the hunters use cruel and inhumane ways of hunting the bears causing them to suffer needlessly.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Virginia Dwyer
8 Millstream Court
Clark Mills, NY 13321-3330



From: katherine feldi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:18 PM

From: katherine feldi <bearcricket@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10956-5601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

katherine feldi
7 river rise rd
New City, NY 10956-5601



From: Marie Dutto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:18 PM

From: Marie Dutto <darabla@free fr>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marie Dutto
222, Main Street
Torrington, CT 06790-5201



From: Rita Battaglia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:18 PM

From: Rita Battaglia <pitbulllover728@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11214

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rita Battaglia
2034-Crospey Ave Apt 1-C
Brooklyn, NY 11214



From: katherine feldi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:18 PM

From: katherine feldi <bearcricket@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10956-5601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

katherine feldi
7 river rise rd
New City, NY 10956-5601



From: Marie Dutto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:18 PM

From: Marie Dutto <darabla@free fr>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06790-5201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marie Dutto
222, Main Street
Torrington, CT 06790-5201



From: Rita Battaglia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:18 PM

From: Rita Battaglia <pitbulllover728@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11214

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rita Battaglia
2034-Crospey Ave Apt 1-C
Brooklyn, NY 11214



From: anna feldi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:17 PM

From: anna feldi <feldimami@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10956-5601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

anna feldi
7 river rise rd
New City, NY 10956-5601



From: Linda Mooney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:17 PM

From: Linda Mooney <paleflag@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86004-1411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Mooney
7730 Rain Valley Road
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-1411



From: Laurence Holyoak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:17 PM

From: Laurence Holyoak <vanatten@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01503-1502

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurence Holyoak
11 Turner Rd.
Berlin, MA 01503-1502



From: anna feldi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:17 PM

From: anna feldi <feldimami@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10956-5601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

anna feldi
7 river rise rd
New City, NY 10956-5601



From: Linda Mooney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:17 PM

From: Linda Mooney <paleflag@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86004-1411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Mooney
7730 Rain Valley Road
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-1411



From: Laurence Holyoak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:17 PM

From: Laurence Holyoak <vanatten@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01503-1502

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurence Holyoak
11 Turner Rd.
Berlin, MA 01503-1502



From: Ronald Wolniewicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:16 PM

From: Ronald Wolniewicz <roadkingtyson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43609-2110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ronald Wolniewicz
412 Wendell St.
Toledo, OH 43609-2110



From: Ronald Wolniewicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:16 PM

From: Ronald Wolniewicz <roadkingtyson@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43609-2110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ronald Wolniewicz
412 Wendell St.
Toledo, OH 43609-2110



From: E S Shulman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:16 PM

From: E S Shulman <ESShulman@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33480

Phone Number: 561 655-8033

Message Body: Dear Governor,
We spend time in Aspen Colorado in the summer.  Human-Bear conflicts are minimized by responsible
 management of garbage and other standard procedures which humans take responsibility for.
Bear hunting contributes to the normalization of cruelty and violence in a world sorely in need of compassion. 

Many of us are watching your influence on this issue.

Thank you for your consideration,

Elizabeth S. Shulman, Ph.D.



From: Erica Tricarico
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:16 PM

From: Erica Tricarico <crystalmicropeel@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33076

Phone Number: 5619297770

Message Body: Please stop the bear trophy hunt.



From: Erica Tricarico
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:45:16 PM

From: Erica Tricarico <crystalmicropeel@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33076

Phone Number: 5619297770

Message Body: Please stop the bear trophy hunt.



From: Deborah Fitzgerald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:30 PM

From: Deborah Fitzgerald <dfitz.1954@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08807-2613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Fitzgerald
14 Milltown road
Bridgewater, NJ 08807-2613



From: Deborah Fitzgerald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:30 PM

From: Deborah Fitzgerald <dfitz.1954@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08807-2613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Fitzgerald
14 Milltown road
Bridgewater, NJ 08807-2613



From: Lacey Levitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:29 PM

From: Lacey Levitt <laceylevitt@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91913-2584

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lacey Levitt
1569 Summerland St
Chula Vista, CA 91913-2584



From: Kenneth Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:29 PM

From: Kenneth Robertson <kcrmusic@kc rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64151-1035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Robertson
8315 NW Waukomis Drive
Kansas City, MO 64151-1035



From: Maggie Schafer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:29 PM

From: Maggie Schafer <feline@wyo2u.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80301-3825

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Come on Rick Scott!  Must you destroy everything good in Florida?  This is unnecessary and you will wipe out this
 group of bears!  This is nothing more than prostituting to special interests, and, if you read the science, or at least
 have someone explain it to you if you cannot understand it, you will see this!  So, stop screwing up the wildlife in
 Florida - and look at the evidence.  I really don't like your state - I don''t like what you do to the resources, and I
 especially hate the politics!  The FWC has no basis for this - the only ones who are hot for this are greedy hunters
 who think it makes them big men to kill a naive bear!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maggie Schafer
4371 Pali Way
Boulder, CO 80301-3825



From: Maggie Schafer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:29 PM

From: Maggie Schafer <feline@wyo2u.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80301-3825

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Come on Rick Scott!  Must you destroy everything good in Florida?  This is unnecessary and you will wipe out this
 group of bears!  This is nothing more than prostituting to special interests, and, if you read the science, or at least
 have someone explain it to you if you cannot understand it, you will see this!  So, stop screwing up the wildlife in
 Florida - and look at the evidence.  I really don't like your state - I don''t like what you do to the resources, and I
 especially hate the politics!  The FWC has no basis for this - the only ones who are hot for this are greedy hunters
 who think it makes them big men to kill a naive bear!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maggie Schafer
4371 Pali Way
Boulder, CO 80301-3825



From: Kenneth Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:29 PM

From: Kenneth Robertson <kcrmusic@kc rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64151-1035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Robertson
8315 NW Waukomis Drive
Kansas City, MO 64151-1035



From: Lacey Levitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:29 PM

From: Lacey Levitt <laceylevitt@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91913-2584

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lacey Levitt
1569 Summerland St
Chula Vista, CA 91913-2584



From: Gustavo Sandoval
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:22 PM

From: Gustavo Sandoval <dearfuzzy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94403-3618

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gustavo Sandoval
505 Los Gatos Way
San Mateo, CA 94403-3618



From: Gustavo Sandoval
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:22 PM

From: Gustavo Sandoval <dearfuzzy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94403-3618

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gustavo Sandoval
505 Los Gatos Way
San Mateo, CA 94403-3618



From: Kenneth Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:21 PM

From: Kenneth Robertson <kcrmusic@kc rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64151-1035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Robertson
8315 NW Waukomis Drive
Kansas City, MO 64151-1035



From: Kenneth Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:21 PM

From: Kenneth Robertson <kcrmusic@kc rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64151-1035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Robertson
8315 NW Waukomis Drive
Kansas City, MO 64151-1035



From: Maggie Schafer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:20 PM

From: Maggie Schafer <feline@wyo2u.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80301-3825

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Come on Rick Scott!  Must you destroy everything good in Florida?  This is unnecessary and you will wipe out this
 group of bears!  This is nothing more than prostituting to special interests, and, if you read the science, or at least
 have someone explain it to you if you cannot understand it, you will see this!  So, stop screwing up the wildlife in
 Florida - and look at the evidence.  I really don't like your state - I don''t like what you do to the resources, and I
 especially hate the politics!  The FWC has no basis for this - the only ones who are hot for this are greedy hunters
 who think it makes them big men to kill a naive bear!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maggie Schafer
4371 Pali Way
Boulder, CO 80301-3825



From: Maggie Schafer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:20 PM

From: Maggie Schafer <feline@wyo2u.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80301-3825

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Come on Rick Scott!  Must you destroy everything good in Florida?  This is unnecessary and you will wipe out this
 group of bears!  This is nothing more than prostituting to special interests, and, if you read the science, or at least
 have someone explain it to you if you cannot understand it, you will see this!  So, stop screwing up the wildlife in
 Florida - and look at the evidence.  I really don't like your state - I don''t like what you do to the resources, and I
 especially hate the politics!  The FWC has no basis for this - the only ones who are hot for this are greedy hunters
 who think it makes them big men to kill a naive bear!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maggie Schafer
4371 Pali Way
Boulder, CO 80301-3825



From: ELAINE AL MEQDAD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:14 PM

From: ELAINE AL MEQDAD <ebenson14@yahoo.ccom>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60523-1748

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ELAINE AL MEQDAD
16 w 655 mockingbird ln
Oak Brook, IL 60523-1748



From: ELAINE AL MEQDAD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:14 PM

From: ELAINE AL MEQDAD <ebenson14@yahoo.ccom>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60523-1748

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ELAINE AL MEQDAD
16 w 655 mockingbird ln
Oak Brook, IL 60523-1748



From: Karina dionne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:12 PM

From: Karina dionne <kg813@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33173-3153

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karina dionne
7710 sw 99th ct
Miami, FL 33173-3153



From: Karina dionne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:12 PM

From: Karina dionne <kg813@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33173-3153

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karina dionne
7710 sw 99th ct
Miami, FL 33173-3153



From: eric dodge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:07 PM

From: eric  dodge <dnycali@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95112-3404

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

eric  dodge
465 e st james st.
San Jose, CA 95112-3404



From: Anette Stauske
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:07 PM

From: Anette Stauske <anettestauske@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21035-2202

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anette Stauske
1087 wayson way
Davidsonville, MD 21035-2202



From: eric dodge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:07 PM

From: eric  dodge <dnycali@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95112-3404

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

eric  dodge
465 e st james st.
San Jose, CA 95112-3404



From: Anette Stauske
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:44:07 PM

From: Anette Stauske <anettestauske@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21035-2202

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anette Stauske
1087 wayson way
Davidsonville, MD 21035-2202



From: Anne True
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:56 PM

From: Anne True <grammytrue@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05656

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anne True
3853 VT RT 100-C
Johnson, VT 05656



From: Anne True
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:56 PM

From: Anne True <grammytrue@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05656

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anne True
3853 VT RT 100-C
Johnson, VT 05656



From: marlene nguyen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:53 PM

From: marlene nguyen <nguyenmarlene@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95124-1916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

marlene nguyen
1699 foxworthy ave
San Jose, CA 95124-1916



From: marlene nguyen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:53 PM

From: marlene nguyen <nguyenmarlene@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95124-1916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

marlene nguyen
1699 foxworthy ave
San Jose, CA 95124-1916



From: D Lewis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:50 PM

From: D Lewis <debjlew12@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94914-0492

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

D Lewis
P O Bx 492
Kentfield, CA 94914-0492



From: D Lewis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:50 PM

From: D Lewis <debjlew12@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94914-0492

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

D Lewis
P O Bx 492
Kentfield, CA 94914-0492



From: Wendy Duffy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:47 PM

From: Wendy Duffy <fluffy.duff@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15229-2185

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendy Duffy
701 Bellwood Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15229-2185



From: Wendy Duffy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:47 PM

From: Wendy Duffy <fluffy.duff@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15229-2185

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendy Duffy
701 Bellwood Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15229-2185



From: margaret nguyen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:44 PM

From: margaret nguyen <margaret_nguyen711@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95124-1916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

margaret nguyen
1699 foxworthy ave
San Jose, CA 95124-1916



From: margaret nguyen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:44 PM

From: margaret nguyen <margaret_nguyen711@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95124-1916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

margaret nguyen
1699 foxworthy ave
San Jose, CA 95124-1916



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:39 PM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 hudson cemetery road
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: joan milford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:39 PM

From: joan milford <joanmilford@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76063-5270

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joan milford
7015 hudson cemetery road
Mansfield, TX 76063-5270



From: khanh nguyen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:38 PM

From: khanh nguyen <konner.n@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95124-1916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

khanh nguyen
1699 foxworthy ave
San Jose, CA 95124-1916



From: khanh nguyen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:38 PM

From: khanh nguyen <konner.n@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95124-1916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

khanh nguyen
1699 foxworthy ave
San Jose, CA 95124-1916



From: Linda Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:31 PM

From: Linda Jones <catslady3@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91762-2807

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Jones
1349 Hollowell St
Ontario, CA 91762-2807



From: Linda Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:31 PM

From: Linda Jones <catslady3@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91762-2807

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Jones
1349 Hollowell St
Ontario, CA 91762-2807



From: Alisha Nickols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:28 PM

From: Alisha Nickols <helmsley28@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95207-5373

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alisha Nickols
4777 Grouse Run Dr Apt 123
Stockton, CA 95207-5373



From: Alisha Nickols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:28 PM

From: Alisha Nickols <helmsley28@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95207-5373

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alisha Nickols
4777 Grouse Run Dr Apt 123
Stockton, CA 95207-5373



From: Cindy Horn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:24 PM

From: Cindy Horn <utterhappiness@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13084-9571

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Horn
1611 Berry Rd
La Fayette, NY 13084-9571



From: Cindy Horn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:24 PM

From: Cindy Horn <utterhappiness@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13084-9571

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Horn
1611 Berry Rd
La Fayette, NY 13084-9571



From: Chris Washington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:22 PM

From: Chris Washington <cwashington@wlrk.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10019-1145

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Washington
345 West 58th Street
New York, NY 10019-1145



From: Chris Washington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:43:21 PM

From: Chris Washington <cwashington@wlrk.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10019-1145

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Washington
345 West 58th Street
New York, NY 10019-1145



From: Jose de Arteaga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:42:41 PM

From: Jose de Arteaga <kenn.jose@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20020-3314

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jose de Arteaga
2014 31st Place, SE
Washington, DC 20020-3314



From: Jose de Arteaga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:42:41 PM

From: Jose de Arteaga <kenn.jose@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20020-3314

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jose de Arteaga
2014 31st Place, SE
Washington, DC 20020-3314



From: Patricia Cachopo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:42:24 PM

From: Patricia Cachopo <patriciaccdce1@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95050-4416

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cachopo
2337  Harrison St
Santa Clara, CA 95050-4416



From: Patricia Cachopo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:42:24 PM

From: Patricia Cachopo <patriciaccdce1@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95050-4416

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cachopo
2337  Harrison St
Santa Clara, CA 95050-4416



From: Theo Seavert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:42:00 PM

From: Theo Seavert <tcseavert@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29150

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Theo Seavert
251 old mill
Sumter, SC 29150



From: Theo Seavert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:42:00 PM

From: Theo Seavert <tcseavert@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29150

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Theo Seavert
251 old mill
Sumter, SC 29150



From: Eva Wawrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:56 PM

From: Eva Wawrowski <ewawrowski@mi.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48152-3544

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The proposal also inexplicably opens up bear hunting to methods such as baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs'. The proposal states that there will be 'no taking bears over bait.' Yet it sanctions the practice of drawing
 bears to game feeding stations with pelletized feeds, flavored corns and other grains, and supplements marketed for
 deer. Although the proposal states that there will be 'no taking of bears with dogs,' it explicitly allows for dogs on
 leash to trail wounded bears. This arguably makes it easy for hounders to chase a bear with dogs, especially given
 enforcement issues. Furthermore, cruel hunting methods such as bows, crossbows, revolvers, and muzzleloaders
 have been listed as acceptable weapons for use on them.

This hunt is also completely unnecessary for wildlife management. The FWC is currently permitted to kill any
 'nuisance' bears that are causing issues in suburban neighborhoods, and the agency has admitted that this hunt
 would not reduce human-bear conflicts because the bears that would be killed live in the deeper, forested areas, not
 in urban areas.

Public opposition to the proposed hunt has been strong. Over 30,000 comments opposing the hunt have been
 submitted to the agency. A statewide poll also found that over two-thirds of Florida residents oppose opening the
 state to bear hunting.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Eva Wawrowski
18944 Brentwood
Livonia, MI 48152-3544



From: Eva Wawrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:56 PM

From: Eva Wawrowski <ewawrowski@mi.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48152-3544

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The proposal also inexplicably opens up bear hunting to methods such as baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs'. The proposal states that there will be 'no taking bears over bait.' Yet it sanctions the practice of drawing
 bears to game feeding stations with pelletized feeds, flavored corns and other grains, and supplements marketed for
 deer. Although the proposal states that there will be 'no taking of bears with dogs,' it explicitly allows for dogs on
 leash to trail wounded bears. This arguably makes it easy for hounders to chase a bear with dogs, especially given
 enforcement issues. Furthermore, cruel hunting methods such as bows, crossbows, revolvers, and muzzleloaders
 have been listed as acceptable weapons for use on them.

This hunt is also completely unnecessary for wildlife management. The FWC is currently permitted to kill any
 'nuisance' bears that are causing issues in suburban neighborhoods, and the agency has admitted that this hunt
 would not reduce human-bear conflicts because the bears that would be killed live in the deeper, forested areas, not
 in urban areas.

Public opposition to the proposed hunt has been strong. Over 30,000 comments opposing the hunt have been
 submitted to the agency. A statewide poll also found that over two-thirds of Florida residents oppose opening the
 state to bear hunting.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Eva Wawrowski
18944 Brentwood
Livonia, MI 48152-3544



From: Mary Settegast
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:51 PM

From: Mary Settegast <settegast@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80302-4744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is such an important issue. I hope you will do everything you can to protect this iconic species.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Settegast
814 pine street
Boulder, CO 80302-4744



From: Mary Settegast
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:51 PM

From: Mary Settegast <settegast@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80302-4744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is such an important issue. I hope you will do everything you can to protect this iconic species.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Settegast
814 pine street
Boulder, CO 80302-4744



From: Dennis Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:49 PM

From: Dennis Hall <denformation@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34947-3562

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dennis Hall
3500 Orange ave
Fort Pierce, FL 34947-3562



From: Dennis Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:49 PM

From: Dennis Hall <denformation@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34947-3562

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dennis Hall
3500 Orange ave
Fort Pierce, FL 34947-3562



From: Margaret Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:46 PM

From: Margaret Brown <jcbrownco@centurylink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63348-2535

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Brown
10306 Forest Trails
Foristell, MO 63348-2535



From: Margaret Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:46 PM

From: Margaret Brown <jcbrownco@centurylink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63348-2535

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Brown
10306 Forest Trails
Foristell, MO 63348-2535



From: Betty J. Van Wicklen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:44 PM

From: Betty J. Van Wicklen <g10121@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12189-2915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Part of what is wrong in our approach to conservation has been to remove apex predators from the environment. 
 This approach has shown that to remain healthy, an ecosystem requires its top 'apex' predators to keep a balance or
 all native wildlife, keeping prey animals controlled.  Hunting bears will damage this balance, which is only
 beginning to return in most areas.  Also, hunting may put other threatened species at risk, particularly the Florida
 panther, which is very endangered.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty J. Van Wicklen
41 Lake Shore Dr.  #2B
Watervliet, NY 12189-2915



From: Betty J. Van Wicklen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:44 PM

From: Betty J. Van Wicklen <g10121@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12189-2915

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Part of what is wrong in our approach to conservation has been to remove apex predators from the environment. 
 This approach has shown that to remain healthy, an ecosystem requires its top 'apex' predators to keep a balance or
 all native wildlife, keeping prey animals controlled.  Hunting bears will damage this balance, which is only
 beginning to return in most areas.  Also, hunting may put other threatened species at risk, particularly the Florida
 panther, which is very endangered.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty J. Van Wicklen
41 Lake Shore Dr.  #2B
Watervliet, NY 12189-2915



From: Reta Goldman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:37 PM

From: Reta Goldman <muddypaws07@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22405-2026

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Reta Goldman
407 Collingwood
Fredericksburg, VA 22405-2026



From: Joanie Beldin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:37 PM

From: Joanie Beldin <joanibldn@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97203-1570

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joanie Beldin
10223 N. Hudson St.
Portland, OR 97203-1570



From: Reta Goldman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:37 PM

From: Reta Goldman <muddypaws07@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22405-2026

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Reta Goldman
407 Collingwood
Fredericksburg, VA 22405-2026



From: Joanie Beldin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:37 PM

From: Joanie Beldin <joanibldn@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97203-1570

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joanie Beldin
10223 N. Hudson St.
Portland, OR 97203-1570



From: Julie Underwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:34 PM

From: Julie Underwood <julesru@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95628-4014

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Underwood
8934 Vincent ave
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-4014



From: Julie Underwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:34 PM

From: Julie Underwood <julesru@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95628-4014

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Underwood
8934 Vincent ave
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-4014



From: Theo Seavert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:32 PM

From: Theo Seavert <tcseavert@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29150

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Theo Seavert
251 old mill
Sumter, SC 29150



From: Theo Seavert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:32 PM

From: Theo Seavert <tcseavert@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29150

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Theo Seavert
251 old mill
Sumter, SC 29150



From: Janet Curtis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:29 PM

From: Janet Curtis <jan2curtis@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89511-1342

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

when will we stop torturing and hunting and being cruel to animals? really this news is just so much sadness. It is
 hard to believe we don't have compassion or the will to try other methods that are non lethal instead of killing
 everything on this world . stop this it is just very cruel to do this to any animal it causes so so much suffering. It is a
 moral fail for all wildlife.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Curtis
7680 Rhinestone Cir
Reno, NV 89511-1342



From: lisa clayborne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:29 PM

From: lisa clayborne <lisa.clayborne@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14609-6219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa clayborne
383 Hayward ave
Rochester, NY 14609-6219



From: Janet Curtis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:29 PM

From: Janet Curtis <jan2curtis@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89511-1342

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

when will we stop torturing and hunting and being cruel to animals? really this news is just so much sadness. It is
 hard to believe we don't have compassion or the will to try other methods that are non lethal instead of killing
 everything on this world . stop this it is just very cruel to do this to any animal it causes so so much suffering. It is a
 moral fail for all wildlife.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janet Curtis
7680 Rhinestone Cir
Reno, NV 89511-1342



From: lisa clayborne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:29 PM

From: lisa clayborne <lisa.clayborne@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14609-6219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa clayborne
383 Hayward ave
Rochester, NY 14609-6219



From: lisa clayborne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:26 PM

From: lisa clayborne <lisa.clayborne@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14609-6219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa clayborne
383 Hayward ave
Rochester, NY 14609-6219



From: lisa clayborne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:26 PM

From: lisa clayborne <lisa.clayborne@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14609-6219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa clayborne
383 Hayward ave
Rochester, NY 14609-6219



From: Ricki Newman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:25 PM

From: Ricki Newman <rickinewman@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47630-1616

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ricki Newman
617 Prince Dr.
Newburgh, IN 47630-1616



From: Ricki Newman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:40:25 PM

From: Ricki Newman <rickinewman@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47630-1616

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ricki Newman
617 Prince Dr.
Newburgh, IN 47630-1616



From: meagan Fastuca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:37:03 PM

From: meagan Fastuca <meagan.fastuca@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11554-4052

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

meagan Fastuca
1792 Lenox Avenue
East Meadow, NY 11554-4052



From: meagan Fastuca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:37:03 PM

From: meagan Fastuca <meagan.fastuca@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11554-4052

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

meagan Fastuca
1792 Lenox Avenue
East Meadow, NY 11554-4052



From: Lynn Westlake
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:58 PM

From: Lynn Westlake <lynnmariewest@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32503-6604

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Westlake
2299 Scenic Highway
Pensacola, FL 32503-6604



From: Lynn Westlake
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:58 PM

From: Lynn Westlake <lynnmariewest@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32503-6604

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Westlake
2299 Scenic Highway
Pensacola, FL 32503-6604



From: ANGELA C EMBREE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:57 PM

From: ANGELA C EMBREE <angela.c.bochetto@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93036-1519

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ANGELA C EMBREE
440 DEWBERRY LANE
Oxnard, CA 93036-1519



From: ANGELA C EMBREE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:57 PM

From: ANGELA C EMBREE <angela.c.bochetto@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93036-1519

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ANGELA C EMBREE
440 DEWBERRY LANE
Oxnard, CA 93036-1519



From: todd petrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:45 PM

From: todd petrowski <toddpetrowski@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85935-0500

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

todd petrowski
6856 buck springs rd
Pinetop, AZ 85935-0500



From: todd petrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:45 PM

From: todd petrowski <toddpetrowski@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85935-0500

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

todd petrowski
6856 buck springs rd
Pinetop, AZ 85935-0500



From: Fran Fulwiler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:43 PM

From: Fran Fulwiler <frannyf11@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97213-1329

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

At a time when wild animals and their habitats face increasing threats worldwide, it is imperative that we do
 everything possible to protect black bears.  As large predators, these bears play a particularly important role in
 ecosystem viability, which in turn affects human health and well-being.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Fran Fulwiler
2124 NE 43rd Ave.
Portland, OR 97213-1329



From: Fran Fulwiler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:43 PM

From: Fran Fulwiler <frannyf11@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97213-1329

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

At a time when wild animals and their habitats face increasing threats worldwide, it is imperative that we do
 everything possible to protect black bears.  As large predators, these bears play a particularly important role in
 ecosystem viability, which in turn affects human health and well-being.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Fran Fulwiler
2124 NE 43rd Ave.
Portland, OR 97213-1329



From: MARIE DICKENSON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:42 PM

From: MARIE DICKENSON <derekd64@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23072-3704

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MARIE DICKENSON
2080 Lillaston Ln.
Hayes, VA 23072-3704



From: MARIE DICKENSON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:42 PM

From: MARIE DICKENSON <derekd64@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23072-3704

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MARIE DICKENSON
2080 Lillaston Ln.
Hayes, VA 23072-3704



From: Julia Thollaug
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:38 PM

From: Julia Thollaug <jthollaug@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94037-1018

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Thollaug
PO Box 371018
Montara, CA 94037-1018



From: Julia Thollaug
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:38 PM

From: Julia Thollaug <jthollaug@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94037-1018

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Thollaug
PO Box 371018
Montara, CA 94037-1018



From: Janice Sanecki
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:13 PM

From: Janice Sanecki <CeletronOhm@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48073-2037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Sanecki
1104 Ottawa
Royal Oak, MI 48073-2037



From: Janice Sanecki
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:13 PM

From: Janice Sanecki <CeletronOhm@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48073-2037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Sanecki
1104 Ottawa
Royal Oak, MI 48073-2037



From: Julie Pruitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:06 PM

From: Julie Pruitt <julieapruitt@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78754-5778

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please protect the Florida bear. Thank you.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Pruitt
11241 Avering Lane
Austin, TX 78754-5778



From: Julie Pruitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:06 PM

From: Julie Pruitt <julieapruitt@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78754-5778

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please protect the Florida bear. Thank you.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Pruitt
11241 Avering Lane
Austin, TX 78754-5778



From: Barbara Ginsberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:05 PM

From: Barbara Ginsberg <barbaran2323@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95060-2801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Ginsberg
121 A Blaine St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2801



From: Barbara Ginsberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:36:05 PM

From: Barbara Ginsberg <barbaran2323@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95060-2801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Ginsberg
121 A Blaine St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2801



From: Shannon McKay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:57 PM

From: Shannon McKay <ssmckasavant@aol.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32084

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please, Governor Scott - no bear hunt. Bears were here before we were; please respect their right to
 their shrinking environment. Sensible bear management practices should be simple to put into place with proper
 education of the public. Thank you for reading this comment!
With my best wishes,
Shannon McKay
St. Augustine, Florida



From: Betty Butler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:32 PM

From: Betty Butler <Bettywbutler@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07760

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty Butler
33ShrewsburyDrive
Rumson, NJ 07760



From: Betty Butler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:32 PM

From: Betty Butler <Bettywbutler@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07760

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Betty Butler
33ShrewsburyDrive
Rumson, NJ 07760



From: Jeff Creech
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:30 PM

From: Jeff Creech <jeffcreech1959@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08016-3197

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeff Creech
1701 Salem Rd
Burlington, NJ 08016-3197



From: Jeff Creech
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:30 PM

From: Jeff Creech <jeffcreech1959@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08016-3197

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeff Creech
1701 Salem Rd
Burlington, NJ 08016-3197



From: Melissa Polick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:16 PM

From: Melissa Polick <mapolick@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94941-4123

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Polick
280 Loring Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941-4123



From: Melissa Polick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:16 PM

From: Melissa Polick <mapolick@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94941-4123

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Polick
280 Loring Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941-4123



From: debra plishka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:15 PM

From: debra plishka <debbie.shortlegs@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13027-1065

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra plishka
105 casterbridge lane
Baldwinsville, NY 13027-1065



From: Malcolm MacPherson, Ph.D.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:15 PM

From: Malcolm MacPherson, Ph.D. <nr1mrm@cnsp net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87505-8178

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Malcolm MacPherson, Ph.D.
34 Coyote Mountain Rd
Santa Fe, NM 87505-8178



From: DORIS GODWIN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:15 PM

From: DORIS GODWIN <doris_in_georgia@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30022-5296

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

DORIS GODWIN
825 kings arms way
Alpharetta, GA 30022-5296



From: debra plishka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:15 PM

From: debra plishka <debbie.shortlegs@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13027-1065

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra plishka
105 casterbridge lane
Baldwinsville, NY 13027-1065



From: DORIS GODWIN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:15 PM

From: DORIS GODWIN <doris_in_georgia@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30022-5296

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

DORIS GODWIN
825 kings arms way
Alpharetta, GA 30022-5296



From: Malcolm MacPherson, Ph.D.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:15 PM

From: Malcolm MacPherson, Ph.D. <nr1mrm@cnsp net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87505-8178

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Malcolm MacPherson, Ph.D.
34 Coyote Mountain Rd
Santa Fe, NM 87505-8178



From: Jenifer Alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:14 PM

From: Jenifer Alexander <valerianalexander@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30022-7665

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jenifer Alexander
310 Rainbow Row Ct.
Alpharetta, GA 30022-7665



From: Jenifer Alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:35:14 PM

From: Jenifer Alexander <valerianalexander@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30022-7665

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jenifer Alexander
310 Rainbow Row Ct.
Alpharetta, GA 30022-7665



From: mandi T
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:32 PM

From: mandi T <formandi@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

mandi T
xxx
Los Altos, CA 94040



From: mandi T
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:32 PM

From: mandi T <formandi@care2.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

mandi T
xxx
Los Altos, CA 94040



From: Corinne van den Heuvel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:28 PM

From: Corinne van den Heuvel <CorinneinLA@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90024-2049

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Corinne van den Heuvel
415 Gayley Ave #310
Los Angeles, CA 90024-2049



From: James L Wolcott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:28 PM

From: James L Wolcott <mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47715-2472

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James L Wolcott
527 n green river rd
Evansville, IN 47715-2472



From: James L Wolcott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:28 PM

From: James L Wolcott <mr_james_l_wolcott@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47715-2472

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James L Wolcott
527 n green river rd
Evansville, IN 47715-2472



From: Corinne van den Heuvel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:28 PM

From: Corinne van den Heuvel <CorinneinLA@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90024-2049

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Corinne van den Heuvel
415 Gayley Ave #310
Los Angeles, CA 90024-2049



From: Danielle Graham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:25 PM

From: Danielle Graham <danjo01@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48193-7480

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Danielle Graham
18270 Matthews St.
Rivervie-w, MI 48193-7480



From: Danielle Graham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:25 PM

From: Danielle Graham <danjo01@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48193-7480

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Danielle Graham
18270 Matthews St.
Rivervie-w, MI 48193-7480



From: Thomas Hopkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:20 PM

From: Thomas Hopkins <Thops1971@gmail.con>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45039-5039

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hopkins
1483 wind willow trace
Maineville, OH 45039-5039



From: Thomas Hopkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:20 PM

From: Thomas Hopkins <Thops1971@gmail.con>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45039-5039

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hopkins
1483 wind willow trace
Maineville, OH 45039-5039



From: Maria Aragon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:19 PM

From: Maria Aragon <aragon64@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20784-2537

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Aragon
6919 Standish Dr
Hyattsville, MD 20784-2537



From: Maria Aragon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:19 PM

From: Maria Aragon <aragon64@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20784-2537

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Aragon
6919 Standish Dr
Hyattsville, MD 20784-2537



From: Michelle Waters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:15 PM

From: Michelle Waters <flyingcat95033@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95033

Phone Number: 831 359-1219

Message Body: I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on
 the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's (FWC) proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-based, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown (and the FWC has admitted) that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as
 the FWC is already permitted to control "nuisance" bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would
 target bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding (chasing bears
 with dogs)--two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



From: Zaina Shaibi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:12 PM

From: Zaina Shaibi <Zromero21@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93307-6846

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Zaina Shaibi
5217 San Lucas dr
Bakersfield, CA 93307-6846



From: Zaina Shaibi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:12 PM

From: Zaina Shaibi <Zromero21@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93307-6846

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Zaina Shaibi
5217 San Lucas dr
Bakersfield, CA 93307-6846



From: Thomas Hopkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:11 PM

From: Thomas Hopkins <Thops1971@gmail.con>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45039-5039

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hopkins
1483 wind willow trace
Maineville, OH 45039-5039



From: Thomas Hopkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:11 PM

From: Thomas Hopkins <Thops1971@gmail.con>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45039-5039

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hopkins
1483 wind willow trace
Maineville, OH 45039-5039



From: april snyder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:02 PM

From: april snyder <aprilzho@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92069-3020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Life for wild animals in the wild is difficult at best without inflicting the needless hellish tortures of being hunted
 down, maimed and killed for no reason. Let people go into the forest for a photo shoot. Give trophies for the best
 photographs. Let Florida be an example of enlightened stewardship of its fabulous natural bounty. Or, have Fish
 and Wildlife go in first to train the bears in self-defense with guns, crossbows and dogs, then let hunting begin on a
 level playing field.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

april snyder
197 woodland pkwy 104-515
San Marcos, CA 92069-3020



From: april snyder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:02 PM

From: april snyder <aprilzho@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92069-3020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Life for wild animals in the wild is difficult at best without inflicting the needless hellish tortures of being hunted
 down, maimed and killed for no reason. Let people go into the forest for a photo shoot. Give trophies for the best
 photographs. Let Florida be an example of enlightened stewardship of its fabulous natural bounty. Or, have Fish
 and Wildlife go in first to train the bears in self-defense with guns, crossbows and dogs, then let hunting begin on a
 level playing field.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

april snyder
197 woodland pkwy 104-515
San Marcos, CA 92069-3020



From: Kate Kenner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:00 PM

From: Kate Kenner <faunesiegel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02130-3801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

A few issues here. The bear hunt is not necessary and will include unsavory practices to draw bears in to be killed.
 Tis is not a fair fight and is not really even hunting but merely killing animals. We are the only species that kills for
 entertainment ' and that is what this would be'. how can that be considered moral and ethical? Bears should not be
 subjected to fear,suffering,  and possibly slow deaths. I ask again how can anyone think this is acceptable? I would
 hope the state of Florida can act better than to take part in such cruelty.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Kenner
31 Woodman St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-3801



From: Kate Kenner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:34:00 PM

From: Kate Kenner <faunesiegel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02130-3801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

A few issues here. The bear hunt is not necessary and will include unsavory practices to draw bears in to be killed.
 Tis is not a fair fight and is not really even hunting but merely killing animals. We are the only species that kills for
 entertainment ' and that is what this would be'. how can that be considered moral and ethical? Bears should not be
 subjected to fear,suffering,  and possibly slow deaths. I ask again how can anyone think this is acceptable? I would
 hope the state of Florida can act better than to take part in such cruelty.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Kenner
31 Woodman St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-3801



From: april snyder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:59 PM

From: april snyder <aprilzho@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92069-3020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Life for wild animals in the wild is difficult at best without inflicting the needless hellish tortures of being hunted
 down, maimed and killed for no reason. Let people go into the forest for a photo shoot. Give trophies for the best
 photographs. Let Florida be an example of enlightened stewardship of its fabulous natural bounty. Or, have Fish
 and Wildlife go in first to train the bears in self-defense with guns, crossbows and dogs, then let hunting begin on a
 level playing field.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

april snyder
197 woodland pkwy 104-515
San Marcos, CA 92069-3020



From: april snyder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:58 PM

From: april snyder <aprilzho@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92069-3020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Life for wild animals in the wild is difficult at best without inflicting the needless hellish tortures of being hunted
 down, maimed and killed for no reason. Let people go into the forest for a photo shoot. Give trophies for the best
 photographs. Let Florida be an example of enlightened stewardship of its fabulous natural bounty. Or, have Fish
 and Wildlife go in first to train the bears in self-defense with guns, crossbows and dogs, then let hunting begin on a
 level playing field.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

april snyder
197 woodland pkwy 104-515
San Marcos, CA 92069-3020



From: Kate Kenner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:52 PM

From: Kate Kenner <faunesiegel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02130-3801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

A few issues here. The bear hunt is not necessary and will include unsavory practices to draw bears in to be killed.
 Tis is not a fair fight and is not really even hunting but merely killing animals. We are the only species that kills for
 entertainment ' and that is what this would be'. how can that be considered moral and ethical? Bears should not be
 subjected to fear,suffering,  and possibly slow deaths. I ask again how can anyone think this is acceptable? I would
 hope the state of Florida can act better than to take part in such cruelty.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Kenner
31 Woodman St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-3801



From: Kate Kenner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:52 PM

From: Kate Kenner <faunesiegel@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02130-3801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

A few issues here. The bear hunt is not necessary and will include unsavory practices to draw bears in to be killed.
 Tis is not a fair fight and is not really even hunting but merely killing animals. We are the only species that kills for
 entertainment ' and that is what this would be'. how can that be considered moral and ethical? Bears should not be
 subjected to fear,suffering,  and possibly slow deaths. I ask again how can anyone think this is acceptable? I would
 hope the state of Florida can act better than to take part in such cruelty.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Kenner
31 Woodman St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-3801



From: Robert McCombs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:51 PM

From: Robert McCombs <bobmcc@humboldt1.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95524-9333

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bear dogs and baiting are not hunting.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert McCombs
164 Deer Fern Lane
Bayside, CA 95524-9333



From: Robert McCombs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:51 PM

From: Robert McCombs <bobmcc@humboldt1.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95524-9333

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bear dogs and baiting are not hunting.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert McCombs
164 Deer Fern Lane
Bayside, CA 95524-9333



From: Emily Gross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:47 PM

From: Emily Gross <gross@pdq.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77079-7213

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Emily Gross
411 W Gaywood Dr
Houston, TX 77079-7213



From: Emily Gross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:47 PM

From: Emily Gross <gross@pdq.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77079-7213

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Emily Gross
411 W Gaywood Dr
Houston, TX 77079-7213



From: F Princip
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:45 PM

From: F Princip <c3c4c63c@opayq.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02210-1131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

You do not have to let this happen, there are many other ideas to consider besides this. You can use your bears as an
 asset, long term. Just think how.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

F Princip
280 Summer Street
Boston, MA 02210-1131



From: F Princip
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:45 PM

From: F Princip <c3c4c63c@opayq.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02210-1131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

You do not have to let this happen, there are many other ideas to consider besides this. You can use your bears as an
 asset, long term. Just think how.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

F Princip
280 Summer Street
Boston, MA 02210-1131



From: Cheryl Krause
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:42 PM

From: Cheryl Krause <Secretadmirer604ohyeah@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17603-4411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Krause
1942 URSINUS AVE
Lancaster, PA 17603-4411



From: Cheryl Krause
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:42 PM

From: Cheryl Krause <Secretadmirer604ohyeah@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17603-4411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Krause
1942 URSINUS AVE
Lancaster, PA 17603-4411



From: Theresa Cosmano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:39 PM

From: Theresa Cosmano <justice0318@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60656-1961

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please consider all the facts and.information from all sides. Please do not allow Florida to backslide on bears.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Theresa Cosmano
5526 N. Nordica
Chicago, IL 60656-1961



From: Theresa Cosmano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:39 PM

From: Theresa Cosmano <justice0318@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60656-1961

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please consider all the facts and.information from all sides. Please do not allow Florida to backslide on bears.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Theresa Cosmano
5526 N. Nordica
Chicago, IL 60656-1961



From: Mark Donaldson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:38 PM

From: Mark Donaldson <azathoth-x@cfl.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32935-5516

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Donaldson
1548 Croftwood Drive
Melbourne, FL 32935-5516



From: Mark Donaldson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:38 PM

From: Mark Donaldson <azathoth-x@cfl.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32935-5516

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Donaldson
1548 Croftwood Drive
Melbourne, FL 32935-5516



From: Linda Taylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:35 PM

From: Linda Taylor <thelightsong@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90731-6375

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Taylor
514 W 26th St #108
San Pedro, CA 90731-6375



From: Linda Taylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:35 PM

From: Linda Taylor <thelightsong@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90731-6375

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Taylor
514 W 26th St #108
San Pedro, CA 90731-6375



From: Vivianne Mosca-Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:34 PM

From: Vivianne Mosca-Clark <vivianneglorian@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97544-9713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Save the animals...Florida will be underwater in tho not so distant future.  The bears have right s to live their lives
 with out human interference.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vivianne Mosca-Clark
3565 E. Fork Rd.
Williams, OR 97544-9713



From: Vivianne Mosca-Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:34 PM

From: Vivianne Mosca-Clark <vivianneglorian@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97544-9713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Save the animals...Florida will be underwater in tho not so distant future.  The bears have right s to live their lives
 with out human interference.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vivianne Mosca-Clark
3565 E. Fork Rd.
Williams, OR 97544-9713



From: lisa clark-kahn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:33 PM

From: lisa clark-kahn <lisaclarkkahn@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10901-7944

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

ITS ALWAYS RIGHT TO SIDE WITH COMPASSION AND PROGRESSIVE MORAL BEHAVIOR
 TOWARDS OTHERS.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa clark-kahn
26 h milford ln
Suffern, NY 10901-7944



From: lisa clark-kahn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:33 PM

From: lisa clark-kahn <lisaclarkkahn@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10901-7944

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

ITS ALWAYS RIGHT TO SIDE WITH COMPASSION AND PROGRESSIVE MORAL BEHAVIOR
 TOWARDS OTHERS.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa clark-kahn
26 h milford ln
Suffern, NY 10901-7944



From: Philip Shook
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:26 PM

From: Philip Shook <huisbaas@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85281-5820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Philip Shook
1020 E Apache Blvd
Tempe, AZ 85281-5820



From: Philip Shook
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:26 PM

From: Philip Shook <huisbaas@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85281-5820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Philip Shook
1020 E Apache Blvd
Tempe, AZ 85281-5820



From: Susan B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:25 PM

From: Susan B <philad49@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19107-6146

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan B
319 South Tenth Street, #133
Philadelphia, PA 19107-6146



From: Susan B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:25 PM

From: Susan B <philad49@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19107-6146

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan B
319 South Tenth Street, #133
Philadelphia, PA 19107-6146



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:23 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: Louise Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:23 PM

From: Louise Kane <louise@kaneproductions.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02642-2349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Kane
18 Beach Plum Lane
Eastham, MA 02642-2349



From: lisa clark-kahn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:21 PM

From: lisa clark-kahn <lisaclarkkahn@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10901-7944

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

ITS ALWAYS RIGHT TO SIDE WITH COMPASSION AND PROGRESSIVE MORAL BEHAVIOR
 TOWARDS OTHERS.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa clark-kahn
26 h milford ln
Suffern, NY 10901-7944



From: lisa clark-kahn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:21 PM

From: lisa clark-kahn <lisaclarkkahn@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10901-7944

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

ITS ALWAYS RIGHT TO SIDE WITH COMPASSION AND PROGRESSIVE MORAL BEHAVIOR
 TOWARDS OTHERS.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

lisa clark-kahn
26 h milford ln
Suffern, NY 10901-7944



From: Lydia Garvey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:17 PM

From: Lydia Garvey <wolfhowlmama@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73601-3713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lydia Garvey
429 South 24th Street
Clinton, OK 73601-3713



From: Lydia Garvey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:17 PM

From: Lydia Garvey <wolfhowlmama@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73601-3713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lydia Garvey
429 South 24th Street
Clinton, OK 73601-3713



From: Lydia Garvey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:11 PM

From: Lydia Garvey <wolfhowlmama@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73601-3713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lydia Garvey
429 South 24th Street
Clinton, OK 73601-3713



From: Lydia Garvey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:11 PM

From: Lydia Garvey <wolfhowlmama@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73601-3713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lydia Garvey
429 South 24th Street
Clinton, OK 73601-3713



From: Sasha Shapiro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:08 PM

From: Sasha Shapiro <sashshapiro.sasha@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04564-0105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sasha Shapiro
Po box 105
Round Pond, ME 04564-0105



From: Sasha Shapiro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:08 PM

From: Sasha Shapiro <sashshapiro.sasha@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04564-0105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sasha Shapiro
Po box 105
Round Pond, ME 04564-0105



From: Philip Shook
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:05 PM

From: Philip Shook <huisbaas@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85281-5820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Philip Shook
1020 E Apache Blvd
Tempe, AZ 85281-5820



From: Philip Shook
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:05 PM

From: Philip Shook <huisbaas@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85281-5820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Philip Shook
1020 E Apache Blvd
Tempe, AZ 85281-5820



From: Susan B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:03 PM

From: Susan B <philad49@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19107-6146

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan B
319 South Tenth Street, #133
Philadelphia, PA 19107-6146



From: Susan B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:33:03 PM

From: Susan B <philad49@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19107-6146

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan B
319 South Tenth Street, #133
Philadelphia, PA 19107-6146



From: Susan B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:57 PM

From: Susan B <philad49@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19107-6146

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan B
319 South Tenth Street, #133
Philadelphia, PA 19107-6146



From: David Sickles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:57 PM

From: David Sickles <daveohiodave@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44095-3014

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We love nature and wildlife and visit Florida every year to enjoy it.  Please don't allow bear hunting and spoil our
 future plans.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Sickles
1337 E 342 Street
Eastlake, OH 44095-3014



From: Susan B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:57 PM

From: Susan B <philad49@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19107-6146

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan B
319 South Tenth Street, #133
Philadelphia, PA 19107-6146



From: David Sickles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:57 PM

From: David Sickles <daveohiodave@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44095-3014

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We love nature and wildlife and visit Florida every year to enjoy it.  Please don't allow bear hunting and spoil our
 future plans.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Sickles
1337 E 342 Street
Eastlake, OH 44095-3014



From: Philip Ratcliff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:45 PM

From: Philip Ratcliff <skazz999W@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97302-3533

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Philip Ratcliff
4665 Tragen Ct. SE
Salem, OR 97302-3533



From: Philip Ratcliff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:45 PM

From: Philip Ratcliff <skazz999W@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97302-3533

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Philip Ratcliff
4665 Tragen Ct. SE
Salem, OR 97302-3533



From: Anna Zancan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:38 PM

From: Anna Zancan <Annamz5465@yahoo.vom>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34134-1611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anna Zancan
27171enclave dr
Bonita Springs, FL 34134-1611



From: Anna Zancan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:38 PM

From: Anna Zancan <Annamz5465@yahoo.vom>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34134-1611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anna Zancan
27171enclave dr
Bonita Springs, FL 34134-1611



From: Joni Ostrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:34 PM

From: Joni Ostrowski <Doggone3@si.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10304-1416

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I oppose opening up Florida for bear hunting.
Please  protect bears from this cruelty.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joni Ostrowski
170 Spring St.
Staten Island, NY 10304-1416



From: Joni Ostrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:34 PM

From: Joni Ostrowski <Doggone3@si.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10304-1416

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I oppose opening up Florida for bear hunting.
Please  protect bears from this cruelty.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joni Ostrowski
170 Spring St.
Staten Island, NY 10304-1416



From: Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:32 PM

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: Barbara Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:32 PM

From: Barbara Greenwood <barbaragreenwood14@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Greenwood
713 Rosewood Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6127



From: roger wilson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:30 PM

From: roger wilson <olirog20@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91906-1457

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

roger wilson
2453 white goose rd.
Campo, CA 91906-1457



From: roger wilson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:30 PM

From: roger wilson <olirog20@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91906-1457

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

roger wilson
2453 white goose rd.
Campo, CA 91906-1457



From: Susan Perry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:27 PM

From: Susan Perry <susan427@swbell net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73170-2001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Perry
12913 S Land Ct
Oklahoma City, OK 73170-2001



From: Susan Perry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:27 PM

From: Susan Perry <susan427@swbell net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73170-2001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Perry
12913 S Land Ct
Oklahoma City, OK 73170-2001



From: Arlene Zimmer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:05 PM

From: Arlene Zimmer <crea_tech@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90275-1809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Arlene Zimmer
1615 Caddington Drive
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275-1809



From: Arlene Zimmer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:05 PM

From: Arlene Zimmer <crea_tech@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90275-1809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Arlene Zimmer
1615 Caddington Drive
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275-1809



From: Linda McKillip
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:03 PM

From: Linda McKillip <dragonwolf52@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08081-1613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda McKillip
5 Farmhouse Rd
Sicklerville, NJ 08081-1613



From: Linda McKillip
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:03 PM

From: Linda McKillip <dragonwolf52@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08081-1613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda McKillip
5 Farmhouse Rd
Sicklerville, NJ 08081-1613



From: Marcella crane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:02 PM

From: Marcella crane <mouseychic@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85053-5898

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bear hunting will not reduce the conflict with humans in suburban areas.  Use the science and best methods that
 other wildlife agencies use that results in better outcomes.  This is LAZY wildlife management and taxpayers
 expect better

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marcella crane
2902 W Gelding Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85053-5898



From: Marcella crane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:32:02 PM

From: Marcella crane <mouseychic@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85053-5898

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bear hunting will not reduce the conflict with humans in suburban areas.  Use the science and best methods that
 other wildlife agencies use that results in better outcomes.  This is LAZY wildlife management and taxpayers
 expect better

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marcella crane
2902 W Gelding Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85053-5898



From: Lois Karasek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:58 PM

From: Lois Karasek <catsrforever@frontier.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49047-9726

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The killing of animals for 'trophies' is dishonorable to the sport of hunting.  It glorifies nothing more than the
 bloodlust of the hunter, feeding his or her ego and defiling the concept of preservation and conservation of our
 wildlife.  Please do not succumb to the urging of the small number of people who mistakenly equate killing
 innocent animals with any form of right.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lois Karasek
57845 Cherry Grove Rd
Dowagiac, MI 49047-9726



From: Lois Karasek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:58 PM

From: Lois Karasek <catsrforever@frontier.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49047-9726

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The killing of animals for 'trophies' is dishonorable to the sport of hunting.  It glorifies nothing more than the
 bloodlust of the hunter, feeding his or her ego and defiling the concept of preservation and conservation of our
 wildlife.  Please do not succumb to the urging of the small number of people who mistakenly equate killing
 innocent animals with any form of right.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lois Karasek
57845 Cherry Grove Rd
Dowagiac, MI 49047-9726



From: Caroline Sévilla
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:57 PM

From: Caroline Sévilla <caronyna@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12345-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Caroline Sévilla
Allée Marc chagall
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001



From: Sara Fogan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:57 PM

From: Sara Fogan <calminsensehypnosis@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91385-0552

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Fogan
POB 55552
Valencia, CA 91385-0552



From: Caroline Sévilla
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:57 PM

From: Caroline Sévilla <caronyna@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12345-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Caroline Sévilla
Allée Marc chagall
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001



From: Sara Fogan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:57 PM

From: Sara Fogan <calminsensehypnosis@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91385-0552

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Fogan
POB 55552
Valencia, CA 91385-0552



From: Brenda Gamache
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:54 PM

From: Brenda Gamache <kijuch208@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37865-3648

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brenda Gamache
1542 Joseph Street
Seymour, TN 37865-3648



From: Brenda Gamache
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:54 PM

From: Brenda Gamache <kijuch208@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37865-3648

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brenda Gamache
1542 Joseph Street
Seymour, TN 37865-3648



From: Maryalice Nowak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:50 PM

From: Maryalice Nowak <Mrose6463@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14221-3339

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maryalice Nowak
96 Wickham Drive
Buffalo, NY 14221-3339



From: Maryalice Nowak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:50 PM

From: Maryalice Nowak <Mrose6463@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14221-3339

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maryalice Nowak
96 Wickham Drive
Buffalo, NY 14221-3339



From: Pamela Kjono
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:47 PM

From: Pamela Kjono <mantyfan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 58201-3102

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pamela Kjono
9200 Mulholland Dr.
Grand Forks, ND 58201-3102



From: Pamela Kjono
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:47 PM

From: Pamela Kjono <mantyfan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 58201-3102

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pamela Kjono
9200 Mulholland Dr.
Grand Forks, ND 58201-3102



From: Della Oliver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:46 PM

From: Della Oliver <olv415@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28269-0757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Della Oliver
3702 Drybrook Rd
Charlotte, NC 28269-0757



From: Della Oliver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:46 PM

From: Della Oliver <olv415@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28269-0757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Della Oliver
3702 Drybrook Rd
Charlotte, NC 28269-0757



From: Robert Sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:43 PM

From: Robert Sullivan <bubbacooti@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95816-3426

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Sullivan
400 37th St
Sacramento, CA 95816-3426



From: Robert Sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:43 PM

From: Robert Sullivan <bubbacooti@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95816-3426

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Sullivan
400 37th St
Sacramento, CA 95816-3426



From: Susan Fanning
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:37 PM

From: Susan Fanning <fanning_susan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08742-2745

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Fanning
3431 Bridge Ave
Point Pleasant Boro, NJ 08742-2745



From: Susan Fanning
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:37 PM

From: Susan Fanning <fanning_susan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08742-2745

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Fanning
3431 Bridge Ave
Point Pleasant Boro, NJ 08742-2745



From: Darlene Goguen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:31 PM

From: Darlene Goguen <dlgtuj@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91042-1706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene Goguen
10506 Helendale Ave
Tujunga, CA 91042-1706



From: Darlene Goguen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:31 PM

From: Darlene Goguen <dlgtuj@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91042-1706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene Goguen
10506 Helendale Ave
Tujunga, CA 91042-1706



From: rosalia fuentes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:30 PM

From: rosalia fuentes <rosaliaf@dusty.tamiu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78045-6221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

rosalia fuentes
8731 puerto belo
Laredo, TX 78045-6221



From: rosalia fuentes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:30 PM

From: rosalia fuentes <rosaliaf@dusty.tamiu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78045-6221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

rosalia fuentes
8731 puerto belo
Laredo, TX 78045-6221



From: Susan Fanning
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:28 PM

From: Susan Fanning <fanning_susan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08742-2745

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Fanning
3431 Bridge Ave
Point Pleasant Boro, NJ 08742-2745



From: Susan Fanning
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:28 PM

From: Susan Fanning <fanning_susan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08742-2745

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Fanning
3431 Bridge Ave
Point Pleasant Boro, NJ 08742-2745



From: Laura Baldwin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:16 PM

From: Laura Baldwin <laura.baldwin.ak@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99501-5293

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Baldwin
1401 Cordova St Apt 5
Anchorage, AK 99501-5293



From: Laura Baldwin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:16 PM

From: Laura Baldwin <laura.baldwin.ak@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99501-5293

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Baldwin
1401 Cordova St Apt 5
Anchorage, AK 99501-5293



From: Therese Ryan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:11 PM

From: Therese Ryan <mandm2872@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93550-2569

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Therese Ryan
37310 36th. st. east
Palmdale, CA 93550-2569



From: Therese Ryan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:31:11 PM

From: Therese Ryan <mandm2872@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93550-2569

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Therese Ryan
37310 36th. st. east
Palmdale, CA 93550-2569



From: Darlene O"Grady
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:53 PM

From: Darlene O'Grady <darlene@turtletraxx.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98272-9764

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene O'Grady
17340 136th Place SE
Monroe, WA 98272-9764



From: Darlene O"Grady
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:53 PM

From: Darlene O'Grady <darlene@turtletraxx.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98272-9764

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene O'Grady
17340 136th Place SE
Monroe, WA 98272-9764



From: Wendy Wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:44 PM

From: Wendy Wolf <gracewolf9@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98045-1295

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendy Wolf
po box 1295
North Bend, WA 98045-1295



From: Wendy Wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:44 PM

From: Wendy Wolf <gracewolf9@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98045-1295

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Wendy Wolf
po box 1295
North Bend, WA 98045-1295



From: Marilyn Balduff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:41 PM

From: Marilyn Balduff <mbalduffcpa@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91344-1845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Balduff
12433 Nedra Drive
Granada Hills, CA 91344-1845



From: Marilyn Balduff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:41 PM

From: Marilyn Balduff <mbalduffcpa@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91344-1845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Balduff
12433 Nedra Drive
Granada Hills, CA 91344-1845



From: Deborah Voves
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:36 PM

From: Deborah Voves <dkvoves@gci net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99516-3150

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Voves
13231 Mountain Pl.
Anchorage, AK 99516-3150



From: Deborah Voves
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:36 PM

From: Deborah Voves <dkvoves@gci net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99516-3150

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Voves
13231 Mountain Pl.
Anchorage, AK 99516-3150



From: Jennifer DeGerolamo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:35 PM

From: Jennifer DeGerolamo <jend91474@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08007-1117

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer DeGerolamo
211 Haines Ave
Barrington, NJ 08007-1117



From: Jennifer DeGerolamo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:34 PM

From: Jennifer DeGerolamo <jend91474@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08007-1117

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer DeGerolamo
211 Haines Ave
Barrington, NJ 08007-1117



From: Jonathan Young
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:28 PM

From: Jonathan Young <jonyoung@sanjuan.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95608-2493

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Young
4030 McClain Way
Carmichael, CA 95608-2493



From: Jonathan Young
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:28 PM

From: Jonathan Young <jonyoung@sanjuan.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95608-2493

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Young
4030 McClain Way
Carmichael, CA 95608-2493



From: Deneen Tokich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:26 PM

From: Deneen Tokich <dtokich@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46375-1096

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deneen Tokich
1062 Lakewood Ct
Schererville, IN 46375-1096



From: Deneen Tokich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:26 PM

From: Deneen Tokich <dtokich@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46375-1096

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deneen Tokich
1062 Lakewood Ct
Schererville, IN 46375-1096



From: Mary Kraus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:13 PM

From: Mary Kraus <Kraus.mary@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80305-7205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Kraus
3405 Longwood Ave
Boulder, CO 80305-7205



From: Cm Redding-Wagner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:13 PM

From: Cm Redding-Wagner <cmael29@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45040-4785

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I was born and raised in Florida and plan to return there for retirement, if not sooner. It's very important to me that
 the native species are protected.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cm Redding-Wagner
5922 Maxfli Lane
Mason, OH 45040-4785



From: Mary Kraus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:13 PM

From: Mary Kraus <Kraus.mary@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80305-7205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Kraus
3405 Longwood Ave
Boulder, CO 80305-7205



From: Cm Redding-Wagner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:30:12 PM

From: Cm Redding-Wagner <cmael29@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45040-4785

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I was born and raised in Florida and plan to return there for retirement, if not sooner. It's very important to me that
 the native species are protected.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cm Redding-Wagner
5922 Maxfli Lane
Mason, OH 45040-4785



From: Anita Youabian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:25 PM

From: Anita Youabian <anitay22@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90212-3532

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anita Youabian
153 S Palm Dr, Apartment 1
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-3532



From: Anita Youabian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:25 PM

From: Anita Youabian <anitay22@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90212-3532

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anita Youabian
153 S Palm Dr, Apartment 1
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-3532



From: Sheila Mead
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:24 PM

From: Sheila Mead <naturesm6@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40023-7705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila Mead
19001 Hunt Country Lane
Fisherville, KY 40023-7705



From: Sheila Mead
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:24 PM

From: Sheila Mead <naturesm6@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40023-7705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila Mead
19001 Hunt Country Lane
Fisherville, KY 40023-7705



From: Ron Wentworth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:17 PM

From: Ron Wentworth <ronwentworth1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34275-1419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ron Wentworth
400 Bellini Circle
Nokomis, FL 34275-1419



From: Ron Wentworth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:17 PM

From: Ron Wentworth <ronwentworth1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34275-1419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ron Wentworth
400 Bellini Circle
Nokomis, FL 34275-1419



From: Phillipe Bojorquez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:15 PM

From: Phillipe Bojorquez <phillipeb@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11213-4639

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phillipe Bojorquez
972 eastern pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11213-4639



From: Phillipe Bojorquez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:15 PM

From: Phillipe Bojorquez <phillipeb@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11213-4639

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Phillipe Bojorquez
972 eastern pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11213-4639



From: Donald Olienechak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:11 PM

From: Donald Olienechak <dlo237@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44090-9820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donald Olienechak
22371 foster rd.
Wellington, OH 44090-9820



From: Donald Olienechak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:11 PM

From: Donald Olienechak <dlo237@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44090-9820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donald Olienechak
22371 foster rd.
Wellington, OH 44090-9820



From: debra olsson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:07 PM

From: debra olsson <devoted4ever@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97404-2340

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra olsson
1692 ridgefield st
Eugene, OR 97404-2340



From: debra olsson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:07 PM

From: debra olsson <devoted4ever@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97404-2340

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra olsson
1692 ridgefield st
Eugene, OR 97404-2340



From: Jeanne Bradbury
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:04 PM

From: Jeanne Bradbury <jeannebradbury@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08822-2732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Bradbury
19 Boarshead Rd
Flemington, NJ 08822-2732



From: Jeanne Bradbury
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:04 PM

From: Jeanne Bradbury <jeannebradbury@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08822-2732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Bradbury
19 Boarshead Rd
Flemington, NJ 08822-2732



From: Diane Kurland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:00 PM

From: Diane Kurland <dianekurland115@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07410-2715

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Kurland
16-38 Chandler Drive
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410-2715



From: Diane Kurland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:29:00 PM

From: Diane Kurland <dianekurland115@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07410-2715

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Kurland
16-38 Chandler Drive
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410-2715



From: Carol Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:58 PM

From: Carol Moore <psyexmachina@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97008-6734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Moore
14280 SW Stallion
Beaverton, OR 97008-6734



From: Carol Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:58 PM

From: Carol Moore <psyexmachina@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97008-6734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Moore
14280 SW Stallion
Beaverton, OR 97008-6734



From: Deborah russo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:55 PM

From: Deborah russo <clover1954@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60174-8838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah russo
1013 fox Glen drive
Saint Charles, IL 60174-8838



From: Deborah russo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:55 PM

From: Deborah russo <clover1954@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60174-8838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah russo
1013 fox Glen drive
Saint Charles, IL 60174-8838



From: Christi Dillon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:54 PM

From: Christi Dillon <racegirl1971@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28117-6519

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christi Dillon
175 Forest Ridge Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117-6519



From: Christi Dillon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:54 PM

From: Christi Dillon <racegirl1971@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28117-6519

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christi Dillon
175 Forest Ridge Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117-6519



From: Kate Thomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:49 PM

From: Kate  Thomas <Katecooperthomas@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07030-5965

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate  Thomas
730 Hudson St. Apt. 21
Hoboken, NJ 07030-5965



From: Kate Thomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:49 PM

From: Kate  Thomas <Katecooperthomas@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07030-5965

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate  Thomas
730 Hudson St. Apt. 21
Hoboken, NJ 07030-5965



From: Rose Avakian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:46 PM

From: Rose Avakian <ravakian@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02141-1310

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rose Avakian
292 Columbia Street
Cambridge, MA 02141-1310



From: Rose Avakian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:46 PM

From: Rose Avakian <ravakian@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02141-1310

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rose Avakian
292 Columbia Street
Cambridge, MA 02141-1310



From: Elizabeth Ladiana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:43 PM

From: Elizabeth Ladiana <lizzard55@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93003-7556

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ladiana
702 Poe Lane
Ventura, CA 93003-7556



From: Elizabeth Ladiana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:43 PM

From: Elizabeth Ladiana <lizzard55@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93003-7556

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ladiana
702 Poe Lane
Ventura, CA 93003-7556



From: phoenix Whitewolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:42 PM

From: phoenix Whitewolf <pjetteww@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01331-9342

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

phoenix Whitewolf
1109 petersham rd
Athol, MA 01331-9342



From: phoenix Whitewolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:42 PM

From: phoenix Whitewolf <pjetteww@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01331-9342

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

phoenix Whitewolf
1109 petersham rd
Athol, MA 01331-9342



From: John Viacrucis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:39 PM

From: John Viacrucis <catchaway@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56560-5225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Viacrucis
3002 17th St. S Apt. 206
Moorhead, MN 56560-5225



From: John Viacrucis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:39 PM

From: John Viacrucis <catchaway@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56560-5225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Viacrucis
3002 17th St. S Apt. 206
Moorhead, MN 56560-5225



From: Linda Serfass
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:36 PM

From: Linda Serfass <lserfass1@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01749-1047

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Serfass
278 Manning St Unit 1201
Hudson, MA 01749-1047



From: Linda Serfass
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:36 PM

From: Linda Serfass <lserfass1@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01749-1047

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Serfass
278 Manning St Unit 1201
Hudson, MA 01749-1047



From: John Viacrucis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:34 PM

From: John Viacrucis <catchaway@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56560-5225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Viacrucis
3002 17th St. S Apt. 206
Moorhead, MN 56560-5225



From: John Viacrucis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:33 PM

From: John Viacrucis <catchaway@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56560-5225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Viacrucis
3002 17th St. S Apt. 206
Moorhead, MN 56560-5225



From: Maureen Wade
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:29 PM

From: Maureen Wade <maureen.wade@verani.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03857-2189

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Wade
344 Wadliegh Falls
Newmarket, NH 03857-2189



From: Maureen Wade
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:29 PM

From: Maureen Wade <maureen.wade@verani.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03857-2189

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Wade
344 Wadliegh Falls
Newmarket, NH 03857-2189



From: Millicent Sims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:10 PM

From: Millicent Sims <menucha65@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07042-3316

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Millicent Sims
12 Roosevelt Place
Montclair, NJ 07042-3316



From: Millicent Sims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:10 PM

From: Millicent Sims <menucha65@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07042-3316

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Millicent Sims
12 Roosevelt Place
Montclair, NJ 07042-3316



From: JC Corcoran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:09 PM

From: JC Corcoran <livegan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87501-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JC Corcoran
1712 Avenida Cristobal Colon
Santa Fe, NM 87501-2306



From: JC Corcoran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:09 PM

From: JC Corcoran <livegan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87501-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JC Corcoran
1712 Avenida Cristobal Colon
Santa Fe, NM 87501-2306



From: Stacy Kohut
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:06 PM

From: Stacy Kohut <s40ozguz@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15220-2030

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stacy Kohut
1440 spreading oak drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15220-2030



From: Stacy Kohut
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:06 PM

From: Stacy Kohut <s40ozguz@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15220-2030

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stacy Kohut
1440 spreading oak drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15220-2030



From: Lorraine Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:03 PM

From: Lorraine Turner <lorrainelturner@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33756-5275

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Turner
80 Rogers St APT 2A
Clearwater, FL 33756-5275



From: Lorraine Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:03 PM

From: Lorraine Turner <lorrainelturner@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33756-5275

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Turner
80 Rogers St APT 2A
Clearwater, FL 33756-5275



From: JC Corcoran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:00 PM

From: JC Corcoran <livegan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87501-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JC Corcoran
1712 Avenida Cristobal Colon
Santa Fe, NM 87501-2306



From: JC Corcoran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:28:00 PM

From: JC Corcoran <livegan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87501-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JC Corcoran
1712 Avenida Cristobal Colon
Santa Fe, NM 87501-2306



From: Carol Coons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:27 PM

From: Carol Coons <gumchewer910@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97756-9772

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Coons
1808 n w fir ave
Redmond, OR 97756-9772



From: Carol Coons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:27 PM

From: Carol Coons <gumchewer910@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97756-9772

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Coons
1808 n w fir ave
Redmond, OR 97756-9772



From: Mabel Ayotte
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:25 PM

From: Mabel Ayotte <Skydean@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92704-5034

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mabel Ayotte
2302 s maddock st.
Santa Ana, CA 92704-5034



From: Mabel Ayotte
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:25 PM

From: Mabel Ayotte <Skydean@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92704-5034

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mabel Ayotte
2302 s maddock st.
Santa Ana, CA 92704-5034



From: allison farr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:19 PM

From: allison farr <allisonfarr1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34689-2868

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

allison farr
1315 meres blvd
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-2868



From: allison farr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:19 PM

From: allison farr <allisonfarr1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34689-2868

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

allison farr
1315 meres blvd
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-2868



From: Jackie Tryggeseth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:17 PM

From: Jackie Tryggeseth <jtrygges@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53936-9577

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jackie Tryggeseth
625 S Fawn Ave
Grand Marsh, WI 53936-9577



From: Jackie Tryggeseth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:17 PM

From: Jackie Tryggeseth <jtrygges@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53936-9577

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jackie Tryggeseth
625 S Fawn Ave
Grand Marsh, WI 53936-9577



From: allison farr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:12 PM

From: allison farr <allisonfarr1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34689-2868

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

allison farr
1315 meres blvd
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-2868



From: allison farr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:12 PM

From: allison farr <allisonfarr1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34689-2868

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

allison farr
1315 meres blvd
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-2868



From: JOAN glasser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:05 PM

From: JOAN glasser <Jgnbldr@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80301-6077

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JOAN glasser
4061 Eleuthera
Boulder, CO 80301-6077



From: JOAN glasser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:05 PM

From: JOAN glasser <Jgnbldr@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80301-6077

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

JOAN glasser
4061 Eleuthera
Boulder, CO 80301-6077



From: Susan West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:02 PM

From: Susan West <geowest@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10562-1429

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan West
229 Pines Bridge Road
Ossining, NY 10562-1429



From: Susan West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:27:02 PM

From: Susan West <geowest@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10562-1429

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan West
229 Pines Bridge Road
Ossining, NY 10562-1429



From: Ken Kurtz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:26:55 PM

From: Ken Kurtz <kkurtz123@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85003-5456

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ken Kurtz
208 W Portland Street #360
Phoenix, AZ 85003-5456



From: Ken Kurtz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:26:55 PM

From: Ken Kurtz <kkurtz123@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85003-5456

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ken Kurtz
208 W Portland Street #360
Phoenix, AZ 85003-5456



From: Edna Litten
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:26:22 PM

From: Edna Litten <ejlitten@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12009-0048

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Wild bears are part of our magnificent natural heritage..  Members of my family enjoy camping in wild forested
 areas, far from towns and roads and know how to take appropriate action to avoid encounters with bears.  We have
 visited parks that have sturdy metal trash containers that required human dexterity to reach their latches.  Bears and
 people can and should live safely in the same state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Edna Litten
PO Box 48
Altamont, NY 12009-0048



From: Edna Litten
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:26:22 PM

From: Edna Litten <ejlitten@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12009-0048

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Wild bears are part of our magnificent natural heritage..  Members of my family enjoy camping in wild forested
 areas, far from towns and roads and know how to take appropriate action to avoid encounters with bears.  We have
 visited parks that have sturdy metal trash containers that required human dexterity to reach their latches.  Bears and
 people can and should live safely in the same state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Edna Litten
PO Box 48
Altamont, NY 12009-0048



From: Lisa Forest
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:26:02 PM

From: Lisa Forest <zenhiker13@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02169-6374

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Forest
20 Westford St
Quincy, MA 02169-6374



From: Lisa Forest
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:26:02 PM

From: Lisa Forest <zenhiker13@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02169-6374

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Forest
20 Westford St
Quincy, MA 02169-6374



From: Brian Paradse
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:59 PM

From: Brian Paradse <bgparadise@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32082-2678

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brian Paradse
13 Arbor Club Dr.
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082-2678



From: Brian Paradse
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:58 PM

From: Brian Paradse <bgparadise@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32082-2678

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brian Paradse
13 Arbor Club Dr.
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082-2678



From: Kristopher Deapen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:51 PM

From: Kristopher Deapen <kristopher.d@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85339-2674

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kristopher Deapen
6879 W Darrel Rd
Laveen, AZ 85339-2674



From: Kristopher Deapen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:51 PM

From: Kristopher Deapen <kristopher.d@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85339-2674

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kristopher Deapen
6879 W Darrel Rd
Laveen, AZ 85339-2674



From: Janice Phillips
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:50 PM

From: Janice Phillips <janp931@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27284-9693

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Phillips
5380 Brittainywood Road
Kernersville, NC 27284-9693



From: Janice Phillips
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:50 PM

From: Janice Phillips <janp931@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27284-9693

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janice Phillips
5380 Brittainywood Road
Kernersville, NC 27284-9693



From: Lisa Harbers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:46 PM

From: Lisa Harbers <lhar752777@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 62016-1131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Harbers
108 N Main
Carrollton, IL 62016-1131



From: Lisa Harbers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:45 PM

From: Lisa Harbers <lhar752777@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 62016-1131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Harbers
108 N Main
Carrollton, IL 62016-1131



From: Susan Vaughn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:38 PM

From: Susan Vaughn <jellybeanvaughn@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38133-4955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Vaughn
7220 deventer cove
Memphis, TN 38133-4955



From: Susan Vaughn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:38 PM

From: Susan Vaughn <jellybeanvaughn@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38133-4955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Vaughn
7220 deventer cove
Memphis, TN 38133-4955



From: Jessica Koran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:33 PM

From: Jessica Koran <jessicakoran@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94025-7037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Koran
1290 Sharon Park Dr., #42
Menlo Park, CA 94025-7037



From: Jessica Koran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:33 PM

From: Jessica Koran <jessicakoran@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94025-7037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Koran
1290 Sharon Park Dr., #42
Menlo Park, CA 94025-7037



From: Susan Vaughn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:31 PM

From: Susan Vaughn <jellybeanvaughn@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38133-4955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Vaughn
7220 deventer cove
Memphis, TN 38133-4955



From: Susan Vaughn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:31 PM

From: Susan Vaughn <jellybeanvaughn@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 38133-4955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Vaughn
7220 deventer cove
Memphis, TN 38133-4955



From: Franklin Wagner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:29 PM

From: Franklin Wagner <peachy4543@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21740-2138

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Franklin Wagner
15610 National Pike Hagerstown
Hagerstown, MD 21740-2138



From: Franklin Wagner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:29 PM

From: Franklin Wagner <peachy4543@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21740-2138

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Franklin Wagner
15610 National Pike Hagerstown
Hagerstown, MD 21740-2138



From: Margaret Southwell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:22 PM

From: Margaret Southwell <Ms34@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07023-1474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Southwell
113 glenwood rd
Fanwood, NJ 07023-1474



From: Margaret Southwell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:22 PM

From: Margaret Southwell <Ms34@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07023-1474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Margaret Southwell
113 glenwood rd
Fanwood, NJ 07023-1474



From: Fred Lavy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:19 PM

From: Fred Lavy <fred-cheryl@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22802-4822

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Fred Lavy
524 East Wolfe St
Harrisonburg, VA 22802-4822



From: Fred Lavy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:19 PM

From: Fred Lavy <fred-cheryl@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22802-4822

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Fred Lavy
524 East Wolfe St
Harrisonburg, VA 22802-4822



From: Diana L Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:16 PM

From: Diana L Baker <waltandme@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89130-2038

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stop   this cruel  practice!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diana L Baker
5723 Sovereign Way
Las Vegas, NV 89130-2038



From: Diana L Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:16 PM

From: Diana L Baker <waltandme@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89130-2038

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stop   this cruel  practice!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diana L Baker
5723 Sovereign Way
Las Vegas, NV 89130-2038



From: Matthew Poselwait
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:15 PM

From: Matthew Poselwait <mposelwait@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46106-8640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Matthew Poselwait
3331 Hartshire North Drive
Bargersville, IN 46106-8640



From: T. J. Scruggs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:15 PM

From: T. J. Scruggs <tenas7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92033-3131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposal is disgusting.  It is cruel and an unnecessary slaughter of our wildlife.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

T. J. Scruggs
PO Box 3131
Escondido, CA 92033-3131



From: Matthew Poselwait
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:15 PM

From: Matthew Poselwait <mposelwait@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46106-8640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Matthew Poselwait
3331 Hartshire North Drive
Bargersville, IN 46106-8640



From: Matthew Poselwait
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:15 PM

From: Matthew Poselwait <mposelwait@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46106-8640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Matthew Poselwait
3331 Hartshire North Drive
Bargersville, IN 46106-8640



From: T. J. Scruggs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:15 PM

From: T. J. Scruggs <tenas7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92033-3131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposal is disgusting.  It is cruel and an unnecessary slaughter of our wildlife.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

T. J. Scruggs
PO Box 3131
Escondido, CA 92033-3131



From: Matthew Poselwait
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:15 PM

From: Matthew Poselwait <mposelwait@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46106-8640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Matthew Poselwait
3331 Hartshire North Drive
Bargersville, IN 46106-8640



From: Laraine Lebron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:14 PM

From: Laraine Lebron <lstarwood1@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13502-6714

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laraine Lebron
6522 Stage Road
Utica, NY 13502-6714



From: Alfred Griffith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:14 PM

From: Alfred Griffith <agriffith@igc.or>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33172-5706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alfred Griffith
310 Fontainebleau Blvd Apt 204
Miami, FL 33172-5706



From: Laraine Lebron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:14 PM

From: Laraine Lebron <lstarwood1@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13502-6714

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laraine Lebron
6522 Stage Road
Utica, NY 13502-6714



From: Alfred Griffith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:25:14 PM

From: Alfred Griffith <agriffith@igc.or>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33172-5706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alfred Griffith
310 Fontainebleau Blvd Apt 204
Miami, FL 33172-5706



From: Linda Weaver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:32 PM

From: Linda Weaver <Pelusa30@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92821-2107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Weaver
1465 arrowwood
Brea, CA 92821-2107



From: Deborah Gaffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:32 PM

From: Deborah Gaffin <Tiwitat@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33544-5734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Gaffin
7435 Quail Hollow Blvd
Wesley Chapel, FL 33544-5734



From: Linda Weaver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:32 PM

From: Linda Weaver <Pelusa30@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92821-2107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Weaver
1465 arrowwood
Brea, CA 92821-2107



From: Deborah Gaffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:32 PM

From: Deborah Gaffin <Tiwitat@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33544-5734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Gaffin
7435 Quail Hollow Blvd
Wesley Chapel, FL 33544-5734



From: Linda Weaver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:24 PM

From: Linda Weaver <Pelusa30@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92821-2107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Weaver
1465 arrowwood
Brea, CA 92821-2107



From: Sheila Bushnell-Wann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:24 PM

From: Sheila Bushnell-Wann <ilsprinkler@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60439-4717

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila Bushnell-Wann
16551 W 135TH ST
Lemont, IL 60439-4717



From: shirley jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:24 PM

From: shirley jackson <shirleyjackson56@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63129-3028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shirley jackson
5572 baronridge dr apt 9
Saint Louis, MO 63129-3028



From: Sheila Bushnell-Wann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:24 PM

From: Sheila Bushnell-Wann <ilsprinkler@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60439-4717

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila Bushnell-Wann
16551 W 135TH ST
Lemont, IL 60439-4717



From: Linda Weaver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:24 PM

From: Linda Weaver <Pelusa30@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92821-2107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Weaver
1465 arrowwood
Brea, CA 92821-2107



From: shirley jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:23 PM

From: shirley jackson <shirleyjackson56@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63129-3028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shirley jackson
5572 baronridge dr apt 9
Saint Louis, MO 63129-3028



From: shirley jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:19 PM

From: shirley jackson <shirleyjackson56@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63129-3028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shirley jackson
5572 baronridge dr apt 9
Saint Louis, MO 63129-3028



From: shirley jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:19 PM

From: shirley jackson <shirleyjackson56@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63129-3028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

shirley jackson
5572 baronridge dr apt 9
Saint Louis, MO 63129-3028



From: todd fletcher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:18 PM

From: todd fletcher <tdd1976@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60060-3707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

todd fletcher
603 allanson rd
Mundelein, IL 60060-3707



From: todd fletcher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:18 PM

From: todd fletcher <tdd1976@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60060-3707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

todd fletcher
603 allanson rd
Mundelein, IL 60060-3707



From: Susan Jesinsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:16 PM

From: Susan Jesinsky <sjesinsky@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76643-3221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Jesinsky
816 Pawnee Trail
Hewitt, TX 76643-3221



From: Susan Jesinsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:16 PM

From: Susan Jesinsky <sjesinsky@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76643-3221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Jesinsky
816 Pawnee Trail
Hewitt, TX 76643-3221



From: todd fletcher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:14 PM

From: todd fletcher <tdd1976@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60060-3707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

todd fletcher
603 allanson rd
Mundelein, IL 60060-3707



From: todd fletcher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:14 PM

From: todd fletcher <tdd1976@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60060-3707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

todd fletcher
603 allanson rd
Mundelein, IL 60060-3707



From: Al Bradley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:09 PM

From: Al Bradley <abradley@lakesidebank.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60608-1559

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Al Bradley
1055 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, IL 60608-1559



From: Al Bradley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:09 PM

From: Al Bradley <abradley@lakesidebank.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60608-1559

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Al Bradley
1055 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, IL 60608-1559



From: David Guthrie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:06 PM

From: David Guthrie <djg81840@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99362-8793

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Guthrie
2614 S 4th St
Walla Walla, WA 99362-8793



From: David Guthrie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:06 PM

From: David Guthrie <djg81840@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99362-8793

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Guthrie
2614 S 4th St
Walla Walla, WA 99362-8793



From: Kimberly Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:03 PM

From: Kimberly Moore <Loneeagle012002@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33647-3446

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Florida is home to many animals and animal lovers alike. The proposal is inconsistent with our core values.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Moore
20120 Oak Alley Dr.
Tampa, FL 33647-3446



From: Kimberly Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:03 PM

From: Kimberly Moore <Loneeagle012002@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33647-3446

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Florida is home to many animals and animal lovers alike. The proposal is inconsistent with our core values.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Moore
20120 Oak Alley Dr.
Tampa, FL 33647-3446



From: Barbara Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:01 PM

From: Barbara Jones <beanjoans@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11795-3322

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Jones
691 Everdell Ave.
West Islip, NY 11795-3322



From: Barbara Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:24:01 PM

From: Barbara Jones <beanjoans@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11795-3322

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Jones
691 Everdell Ave.
West Islip, NY 11795-3322



From: Janine Weeks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:56 PM

From: Janine Weeks <jp_wks@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12533-6107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janine Weeks
146 Clove Branch Road
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533-6107



From: Janine Weeks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:56 PM

From: Janine Weeks <jp_wks@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12533-6107

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janine Weeks
146 Clove Branch Road
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533-6107



From: joyce robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:54 PM

From: joyce robinson <orcawolf@cablespeed.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21061-4989

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joyce robinson
8010 covington ave
Glen Burnie, MD 21061-4989



From: joyce robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:54 PM

From: joyce robinson <orcawolf@cablespeed.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21061-4989

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

joyce robinson
8010 covington ave
Glen Burnie, MD 21061-4989



From: Cliff Josephson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:52 PM

From: Cliff Josephson <cliffjos54@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32720-8090

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We have killed enough.  PLEASE  STOP  the KILLING.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cliff Josephson
44239 Forest vie-w Rd.
Deland, FL 32720-8090



From: Cliff Josephson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:52 PM

From: Cliff Josephson <cliffjos54@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32720-8090

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We have killed enough.  PLEASE  STOP  the KILLING.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cliff Josephson
44239 Forest vie-w Rd.
Deland, FL 32720-8090



From: Fiona Macdonald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:52 PM

From: Fiona Macdonald <fionamac@nets.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87505-0920

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Fiona Macdonald
804 Baca St.
Santa Fe, NM 87505-0920



From: Fiona Macdonald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:52 PM

From: Fiona Macdonald <fionamac@nets.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87505-0920

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Fiona Macdonald
804 Baca St.
Santa Fe, NM 87505-0920



From: Robin Zeplin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:50 PM

From: Robin  Zeplin <leadzeplin@sbcglobal.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64114-1434

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Why does wildlife always always have pay for the fact that humans have invaded their homes and pushed them out?
 Please do the humane thing and call off this 'hunt'. Please implement effective non-lethal methods of dispersing
 bears from human neighborhoods. Killing is never the answer  -  especially in light of  the damage in animal
 populations around the globe by humans worried about their safety and other reasons. Let's not take the easy way
 for once.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robin  Zeplin
7137 McGee St.
Kansas City, MO 64114-1434



From: Robin Zeplin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:50 PM

From: Robin  Zeplin <leadzeplin@sbcglobal.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64114-1434

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Why does wildlife always always have pay for the fact that humans have invaded their homes and pushed them out?
 Please do the humane thing and call off this 'hunt'. Please implement effective non-lethal methods of dispersing
 bears from human neighborhoods. Killing is never the answer  -  especially in light of  the damage in animal
 populations around the globe by humans worried about their safety and other reasons. Let's not take the easy way
 for once.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robin  Zeplin
7137 McGee St.
Kansas City, MO 64114-1434



From: Jennifer Lake
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:47 PM

From: Jennifer Lake <jenlakec21@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84123-5220

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lake
6013 S. Redwood Rd.
Salt Lake City, UT 84123-5220



From: Jennifer Lake
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:47 PM

From: Jennifer Lake <jenlakec21@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84123-5220

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lake
6013 S. Redwood Rd.
Salt Lake City, UT 84123-5220



From: Richard SOLOM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:45 PM

From: Richard SOLOM <drsolom@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63043-2838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard SOLOM
1452 GLENLEA COURT
Maryland Heights, MO 63043-2838



From: Richard SOLOM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:45 PM

From: Richard SOLOM <drsolom@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63043-2838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard SOLOM
1452 GLENLEA COURT
Maryland Heights, MO 63043-2838



From: Chris Drumright
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:43 PM

From: Chris Drumright <astrohoops@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37130-4068

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Drumright
1434 E.Main St. #26
Murfreesboro, TN 37130-4068



From: Chris Drumright
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:43 PM

From: Chris Drumright <astrohoops@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37130-4068

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Drumright
1434 E.Main St. #26
Murfreesboro, TN 37130-4068



From: Patricia Austin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:41 PM

From: Patricia Austin <austinpuccio@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06853-2001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Austin
16 Covewood Drive
Norwalk, CT 06853-2001



From: Patricia Austin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:41 PM

From: Patricia Austin <austinpuccio@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06853-2001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Austin
16 Covewood Drive
Norwalk, CT 06853-2001



From: Sandra Calderon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:38 PM

From: Sandra Calderon <calderons41@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85138-2992

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Really baiting and the cruel methods they will be using to hunt these beautiful animals is not humane.  A quick
 death with high powered weapons would be better if this hunt must happen, to kill for sport if just perplexing to
 me?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Calderon
18795 N Wilson st.
Maricopa, AZ 85138-2992



From: Sandra Calderon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:38 PM

From: Sandra Calderon <calderons41@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85138-2992

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Really baiting and the cruel methods they will be using to hunt these beautiful animals is not humane.  A quick
 death with high powered weapons would be better if this hunt must happen, to kill for sport if just perplexing to
 me?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Calderon
18795 N Wilson st.
Maricopa, AZ 85138-2992



From: Candace Batten
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:37 PM

From: Candace Batten <candace@kaimanlaw.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90031-1048

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candace Batten
2431 Altman St.
Los Angeles, CA 90031-1048



From: Candace Batten
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:37 PM

From: Candace Batten <candace@kaimanlaw.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90031-1048

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candace Batten
2431 Altman St.
Los Angeles, CA 90031-1048



From: Diane Arndt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:36 PM

From: Diane Arndt <k9love@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94595-3136

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

When will governments become civilized enough to say 'no' to killing for fun? There is no glamour nor necessity for
 killing.  Those who enjoy it should not be appeased by the government.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Arndt
2841 Ptarmigan Dr
Walnut Creek, CA 94595-3136



From: Diane Arndt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:36 PM

From: Diane Arndt <k9love@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94595-3136

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

When will governments become civilized enough to say 'no' to killing for fun? There is no glamour nor necessity for
 killing.  Those who enjoy it should not be appeased by the government.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Arndt
2841 Ptarmigan Dr
Walnut Creek, CA 94595-3136



From: liz philosophos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:31 PM

From: liz philosophos <charmaine@grey2kusa.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

liz philosophos
305 ocean blvd.
delray beach, FL 33483



From: liz philosophos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:31 PM

From: liz philosophos <charmaine@grey2kusa.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

liz philosophos
305 ocean blvd.
delray beach, FL 33483



From: Joanne Hunt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:29 PM

From: Joanne Hunt <huntjoanne88@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53711-1427

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joanne Hunt
474 Woodside Ter
Madison, WI 53711-1427



From: Joanne Hunt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:29 PM

From: Joanne Hunt <huntjoanne88@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53711-1427

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joanne Hunt
474 Woodside Ter
Madison, WI 53711-1427



From: susan tauger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:28 PM

From: susan tauger <susantauger@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80301-1708

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan tauger
4582 47th street
Boulder, CO 80301-1708



From: susan tauger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:28 PM

From: susan tauger <susantauger@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80301-1708

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan tauger
4582 47th street
Boulder, CO 80301-1708



From: Doug Landau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:27 PM

From: Doug Landau <popcomic@tampabay rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707-1143

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Doug Landau
150 73 St S
Saint Petersburg, FL 33707-1143



From: Doug Landau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:27 PM

From: Doug Landau <popcomic@tampabay rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707-1143

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Doug Landau
150 73 St S
Saint Petersburg, FL 33707-1143



From: Lilly Ghomeshy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:25 PM

From: Lilly Ghomeshy <Lilyathome@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91364-5019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lilly Ghomeshy
4626 coyle place
Woodland Hills, CA 91364-5019



From: Lilly Ghomeshy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:25 PM

From: Lilly Ghomeshy <Lilyathome@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91364-5019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lilly Ghomeshy
4626 coyle place
Woodland Hills, CA 91364-5019



From: Barbara Knight
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:23 PM

From: Barbara Knight <barbaraconnery@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29414-6216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Knight
2095 marshland dr
Charleston, SC 29414-6216



From: Barbara Knight
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:23 PM

From: Barbara Knight <barbaraconnery@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29414-6216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Knight
2095 marshland dr
Charleston, SC 29414-6216



From: Joe R
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:10 PM

From: Joe R <jaggabean@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80209-3174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe R
350 S. Jackson St
Denver, CO 80209-3174



From: Joe R
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:23:10 PM

From: Joe R <jaggabean@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80209-3174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe R
350 S. Jackson St
Denver, CO 80209-3174



From: bill alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:22 PM

From: bill alexander <billalexsail@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483-7601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

bill alexander
300 s. ocean blvd.
Delray Beach, FL 33483-7601



From: bill alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:22 PM

From: bill alexander <billalexsail@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483-7601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

bill alexander
300 s. ocean blvd.
Delray Beach, FL 33483-7601



From: Joe R
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:16 PM

From: Joe R <jaggabean@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80209-3174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe R
350 S. Jackson St
Denver, CO 80209-3174



From: Joe R
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:16 PM

From: Joe R <jaggabean@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80209-3174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe R
350 S. Jackson St
Denver, CO 80209-3174



From: bill alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:15 PM

From: bill alexander <billalexsail@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483-7601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

bill alexander
300 s. ocean blvd.
Delray Beach, FL 33483-7601



From: bill alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:15 PM

From: bill alexander <billalexsail@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483-7601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

bill alexander
300 s. ocean blvd.
Delray Beach, FL 33483-7601



From: Barbara Schurga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:14 PM

From: Barbara Schurga <Blschur@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19806-2151

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As usual, the answer to any problems is to 'kill' the animals. This is wrong on so many levels. Please rethink this
 proposal!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Schurga
1702 North Park Dr
Wilmington, DE 19806-2151



From: Barbara Schurga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:14 PM

From: Barbara Schurga <Blschur@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19806-2151

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As usual, the answer to any problems is to 'kill' the animals. This is wrong on so many levels. Please rethink this
 proposal!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Schurga
1702 North Park Dr
Wilmington, DE 19806-2151



From: char settle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:12 PM

From: char settle <char1queen@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483-7601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

char settle
300 s. ocean blvd.
Delray Beach, FL 33483-7601



From: char settle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:12 PM

From: char settle <char1queen@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483-7601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

char settle
300 s. ocean blvd.
Delray Beach, FL 33483-7601



From: Jennifer Pike
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:10 PM

From: Jennifer Pike <decnest@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20902-5411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I travel to Florida to see wildlife and bring foreign friends with me.  Wildlife preservation is important to our
 interest in your state. These animals are struggling to survive throughout our country and it is up to government
 leaders to protect them and show that cruelty and destruction is not acceptable.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Pike
10102 Leder Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20902-5411



From: Jennifer Pike
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:10 PM

From: Jennifer Pike <decnest@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20902-5411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I travel to Florida to see wildlife and bring foreign friends with me.  Wildlife preservation is important to our
 interest in your state. These animals are struggling to survive throughout our country and it is up to government
 leaders to protect them and show that cruelty and destruction is not acceptable.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Pike
10102 Leder Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20902-5411



From: Joe R
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:09 PM

From: Joe R <jaggabean@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80209-3174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe R
350 S. Jackson St
Denver, CO 80209-3174



From: Joe R
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:09 PM

From: Joe R <jaggabean@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80209-3174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe R
350 S. Jackson St
Denver, CO 80209-3174



From: Aliaa Abdel-Gawad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:08 PM

From: Aliaa Abdel-Gawad <aliaakag@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85704-2233

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aliaa Abdel-Gawad
1611 W Pine St
Tucson, AZ 85704-2233



From: Aliaa Abdel-Gawad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:08 PM

From: Aliaa Abdel-Gawad <aliaakag@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85704-2233

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aliaa Abdel-Gawad
1611 W Pine St
Tucson, AZ 85704-2233



From: Julia Broad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:02 PM

From: Julia Broad <juliarbroad@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92804-3435

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Broad
9671 Rosebay
Anaheim, CA 92804-3435



From: Julia Broad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:02 PM

From: Julia Broad <juliarbroad@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92804-3435

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Broad
9671 Rosebay
Anaheim, CA 92804-3435



From: Jody Gibson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:01 PM

From: Jody Gibson <jodyg8@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 50315-5259

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jody Gibson
317 E. Wall Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50315-5259



From: Jody Gibson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:01 PM

From: Jody Gibson <jodyg8@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 50315-5259

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jody Gibson
317 E. Wall Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50315-5259



From: AniMae Chi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:00 PM

From: AniMae Chi <wolfgangbear1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93023-1509

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

AniMae Chi
405 N Arnaz St.
Ojai, CA 93023-1509



From: AniMae Chi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:18:00 PM

From: AniMae Chi <wolfgangbear1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93023-1509

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

AniMae Chi
405 N Arnaz St.
Ojai, CA 93023-1509



From: Laura Manz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:59 PM

From: Laura Manz <lauramanz@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15127-0361

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

While I am only a snowbird and do not spend the entire year in the state of Florida, I spend a great deal of time and
 resources there.  It is disappointing to see this inhumane treatment.  Please.....do not allow this course of action to
 be enacted.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Manz
P.O. Box 361
Ingomar, PA 15127-0361



From: Laura Manz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:58 PM

From: Laura Manz <lauramanz@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15127-0361

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

While I am only a snowbird and do not spend the entire year in the state of Florida, I spend a great deal of time and
 resources there.  It is disappointing to see this inhumane treatment.  Please.....do not allow this course of action to
 be enacted.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Manz
P.O. Box 361
Ingomar, PA 15127-0361



From: Ann McConnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:56 PM

From: Ann McConnell <annamacc@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49707-3436

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann McConnell
298 N June St.
Alpena, MI 49707-3436



From: Ann McConnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:56 PM

From: Ann McConnell <annamacc@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49707-3436

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann McConnell
298 N June St.
Alpena, MI 49707-3436



From: Kate Ruland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:55 PM

From: Kate Ruland <kyruland@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05251-9552

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Florida will need all the wildlife it can keep as global warming limits the viability of the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Ruland
3589 Morse Hill Rd,
Dorset, VT 05251-9552



From: Kate Ruland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:55 PM

From: Kate Ruland <kyruland@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 05251-9552

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Florida will need all the wildlife it can keep as global warming limits the viability of the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kate Ruland
3589 Morse Hill Rd,
Dorset, VT 05251-9552



From: John Feissel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:50 PM

From: John Feissel <johnfeissel@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95401-3521

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Feissel
2055 Range Ave., #345
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-3521



From: John Feissel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:50 PM

From: John Feissel <johnfeissel@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95401-3521

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

John Feissel
2055 Range Ave., #345
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-3521



From: Rosamond Ferber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:48 PM

From: Rosamond Ferber <ferbers@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22311-1127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rosamond Ferber
4118 Faith Ct.
Alexandria, VA 22311-1127



From: Rosamond Ferber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:47 PM

From: Rosamond Ferber <ferbers@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22311-1127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rosamond Ferber
4118 Faith Ct.
Alexandria, VA 22311-1127



From: A Lynn Raiser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:40 PM

From: A Lynn Raiser <alrjdp@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32259-5941

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

A Lynn Raiser
571 E Kings College Dr
Saint Johns, FL 32259-5941



From: A Lynn Raiser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:40 PM

From: A Lynn Raiser <alrjdp@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32259-5941

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

A Lynn Raiser
571 E Kings College Dr
Saint Johns, FL 32259-5941



From: Demetra Kotinas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:28 PM

From: Demetra Kotinas <deesanimalmission@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85020-3261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Demetra Kotinas
1226 E. Seldon Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85020-3261



From: Demetra Kotinas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:28 PM

From: Demetra Kotinas <deesanimalmission@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85020-3261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Demetra Kotinas
1226 E. Seldon Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85020-3261



From: sue swiss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:26 PM

From: sue swiss <sue.swiss@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07843-1736

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sue swiss
6 skidmore trl
Hopatcong, NJ 07843-1736



From: sue swiss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:26 PM

From: sue swiss <sue.swiss@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07843-1736

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sue swiss
6 skidmore trl
Hopatcong, NJ 07843-1736



From: Susan Bellevue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:22 PM

From: Susan Bellevue <susanbelle@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33957-5532

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Bellevue
3351 St Kilda rd
Sanibel, FL 33957-5532



From: Susan Bellevue
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:22 PM

From: Susan Bellevue <susanbelle@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33957-5532

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Bellevue
3351 St Kilda rd
Sanibel, FL 33957-5532



From: Emory Waller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:20 PM

From: Emory Waller <waller573@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33169-2929

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Emory Waller
640nw199th st
Miami, FL 33169-2929



From: Emory Waller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:20 PM

From: Emory Waller <waller573@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33169-2929

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Emory Waller
640nw199th st
Miami, FL 33169-2929



From: Jeanne Friedman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:18 PM

From: Jeanne Friedman <jff@nyc rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10024-1221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Friedman
215 West 90th St.
New York, NY 10024-1221



From: Jeanne Friedman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:18 PM

From: Jeanne Friedman <jff@nyc rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10024-1221

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Friedman
215 West 90th St.
New York, NY 10024-1221



From: Kimberly Hurtt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:16 PM

From: Kimberly Hurtt <kimmer760@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27603-8926

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hurtt
2712 Quail Point Dr
Raleigh, NC 27603-8926



From: Kimberly Hurtt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:16 PM

From: Kimberly Hurtt <kimmer760@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27603-8926

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hurtt
2712 Quail Point Dr
Raleigh, NC 27603-8926



From: michael Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:14 PM

From: michael Henderson <michaelhenderson@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92649-2443

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michael Henderson
5352 Sisson dr
Huntington Beach, CA 92649-2443



From: michael Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:14 PM

From: michael Henderson <michaelhenderson@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92649-2443

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michael Henderson
5352 Sisson dr
Huntington Beach, CA 92649-2443



From: Peter Roche
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:13 PM

From: Peter Roche <sunmtnsft@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87507-1596

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Roche
2916 Avenida Alamosa Apt C
Santa Fe, NM 87507-1596



From: Peter Roche
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:13 PM

From: Peter Roche <sunmtnsft@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87507-1596

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Roche
2916 Avenida Alamosa Apt C
Santa Fe, NM 87507-1596



From: Hollie Hollon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:10 PM

From: Hollie Hollon <HHOLLON1221@AOL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32806-7455

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We must do all we can to live in harmony with wild life not to destroy it  simply because there are conflicts that
 need to be worked on but it is possible if we all work together. Prevention programs can make a huge difference in
 making this work.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hollie Hollon
2816 Overlake
Orlando, FL 32806-7455



From: Hollie Hollon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:10 PM

From: Hollie Hollon <HHOLLON1221@AOL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32806-7455

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We must do all we can to live in harmony with wild life not to destroy it  simply because there are conflicts that
 need to be worked on but it is possible if we all work together. Prevention programs can make a huge difference in
 making this work.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hollie Hollon
2816 Overlake
Orlando, FL 32806-7455



From: Dana Belt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:08 PM

From: Dana Belt <goldenheartd@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95991-1914

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dana Belt
1655 Melanie Lane
Yuba City, CA 95991-1914



From: Dana Belt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:08 PM

From: Dana Belt <goldenheartd@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95991-1914

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dana Belt
1655 Melanie Lane
Yuba City, CA 95991-1914



From: emma schumann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:04 PM

From: emma schumann <emma.schumann@sky.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30111

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

emma schumann
newark ave
clarkesdale, GA 30111



From: emma schumann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:04 PM

From: emma schumann <emma.schumann@sky.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30111

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

emma schumann
newark ave
clarkesdale, GA 30111



From: Natalue SunFlower
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:02 PM

From: Natalue SunFlower <Natalie.sunflower@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19064-3711

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalue SunFlower
1009 Edwards drive Springfield, pa.
Springfield, PA 19064-3711



From: Natalue SunFlower
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:17:02 PM

From: Natalue SunFlower <Natalie.sunflower@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19064-3711

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalue SunFlower
1009 Edwards drive Springfield, pa.
Springfield, PA 19064-3711



From: Mark Betti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:55 PM

From: Mark Betti <mark.betti@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91423-4530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Betti
3490 Coy Drive
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4530



From: Mark Betti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:55 PM

From: Mark Betti <mark.betti@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91423-4530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Betti
3490 Coy Drive
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4530



From: Jane Davidson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:54 PM

From: Jane Davidson <romjulcat@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07631-1620

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Davidson
435 Valley vie-w Road
Englewood, NJ 07631-1620



From: Jane Davidson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:54 PM

From: Jane Davidson <romjulcat@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07631-1620

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Davidson
435 Valley vie-w Road
Englewood, NJ 07631-1620



From: Julie Sasaoka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:52 PM

From: Julie Sasaoka <sasaokaj@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94518-1829

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Sasaoka
1082 tilley cir
Concord, CA 94518-1829



From: Julie Sasaoka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:52 PM

From: Julie Sasaoka <sasaokaj@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94518-1829

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Sasaoka
1082 tilley cir
Concord, CA 94518-1829



From: Joane Beeson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:45 PM

From: Joane  Beeson <jsbeeson@Hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98230-5110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joane  Beeson
1685 H Street
Blaine, WA 98230-5110



From: Joane Beeson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:45 PM

From: Joane  Beeson <jsbeeson@Hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98230-5110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joane  Beeson
1685 H Street
Blaine, WA 98230-5110



From: Jane Davidson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:43 PM

From: Jane Davidson <romjulcat@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07631-1620

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Davidson
435 Valley vie-w Road
Englewood, NJ 07631-1620



From: Mark Betti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:43 PM

From: Mark Betti <mark.betti@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91423-4530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Betti
3490 Coy Drive
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4530



From: Mark Betti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:43 PM

From: Mark Betti <mark.betti@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91423-4530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Betti
3490 Coy Drive
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4530



From: Jane Davidson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:43 PM

From: Jane Davidson <romjulcat@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07631-1620

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Davidson
435 Valley vie-w Road
Englewood, NJ 07631-1620



From: Joane Beeson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:41 PM

From: Joane  Beeson <jsbeeson@Hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98230-5110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joane  Beeson
1685 H Street
Blaine, WA 98230-5110



From: Julie Sasaoka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:41 PM

From: Julie Sasaoka <sasaokaj@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94518-1829

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Sasaoka
1082 tilley cir
Concord, CA 94518-1829



From: Joane Beeson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:41 PM

From: Joane  Beeson <jsbeeson@Hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98230-5110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joane  Beeson
1685 H Street
Blaine, WA 98230-5110



From: Julie Sasaoka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:41 PM

From: Julie Sasaoka <sasaokaj@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94518-1829

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Sasaoka
1082 tilley cir
Concord, CA 94518-1829



From: Mark Betti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:40 PM

From: Mark Betti <mark.betti@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91423-4530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Betti
3490 Coy Drive
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4530



From: Mark Betti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:40 PM

From: Mark Betti <mark.betti@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91423-4530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Betti
3490 Coy Drive
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4530



From: Jane Davidson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:36 PM

From: Jane Davidson <romjulcat@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07631-1620

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Davidson
435 Valley vie-w Road
Englewood, NJ 07631-1620



From: Jane Davidson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:36 PM

From: Jane Davidson <romjulcat@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07631-1620

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Davidson
435 Valley vie-w Road
Englewood, NJ 07631-1620



From: Cheryl Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:35 PM

From: Cheryl Thompson <monster80004@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80004-4261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Thompson
5855 simms st
Arvada, CO 80004-4261



From: Cheryl Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:35 PM

From: Cheryl Thompson <monster80004@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80004-4261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Thompson
5855 simms st
Arvada, CO 80004-4261



From: Julie Sasaoka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:34 PM

From: Julie Sasaoka <sasaokaj@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94518-1829

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Sasaoka
1082 tilley cir
Concord, CA 94518-1829



From: Julie Sasaoka
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:34 PM

From: Julie Sasaoka <sasaokaj@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94518-1829

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julie Sasaoka
1082 tilley cir
Concord, CA 94518-1829



From: Ann McFarlane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:26 PM

From: Ann McFarlane <amarmalade@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80218-2499

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann McFarlane
1376 Franklin #7
Denver, CO 80218-2499



From: Ann McFarlane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:26 PM

From: Ann McFarlane <amarmalade@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80218-2499

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann McFarlane
1376 Franklin #7
Denver, CO 80218-2499



From: Steven Springer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:24 PM

From: Steven Springer <psychocandy@prodigy net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44130-4279

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Springer
11421 Appleton Drive
Cleveland, OH 44130-4279



From: Steven Springer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:24 PM

From: Steven Springer <psychocandy@prodigy net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44130-4279

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Springer
11421 Appleton Drive
Cleveland, OH 44130-4279



From: kristi dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:23 PM

From: kristi dunn <mekrisd@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29631-2130

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

kristi dunn
319 LANCELOT DR
Clemson, SC 29631-2130



From: kristi dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:22 PM

From: kristi dunn <mekrisd@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29631-2130

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

kristi dunn
319 LANCELOT DR
Clemson, SC 29631-2130



From: Lisa D"Ambrosio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:14 PM

From: Lisa D'Ambrosio <dambrosiofamily@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01523-1713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa D'Ambrosio
356 South Meadow Road
Lancaster, MA 01523-1713



From: Lisa D"Ambrosio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:14 PM

From: Lisa D'Ambrosio <dambrosiofamily@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01523-1713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa D'Ambrosio
356 South Meadow Road
Lancaster, MA 01523-1713



From: Tara Messmore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:13 PM

From: Tara Messmore <gekeloz@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28211-2845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tara Messmore
400 S Sharon Amity Road
Charlotte, NC 28211-2845



From: Tara Messmore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:13 PM

From: Tara Messmore <gekeloz@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28211-2845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tara Messmore
400 S Sharon Amity Road
Charlotte, NC 28211-2845



From: michelle lesmond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:10 PM

From: michelle lesmond <lesmond@bigpond.net.au>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 83725-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michelle lesmond
144 high street, Boise
Boise, ID 83725-0001



From: Tammy Root
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:10 PM

From: Tammy Root <root.tammy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87508-4803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tammy Root
12 Victorio Peak
Santa Fe, NM 87508-4803



From: michelle lesmond
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:10 PM

From: michelle lesmond <lesmond@bigpond.net.au>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 83725-0001

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michelle lesmond
144 high street, Boise
Boise, ID 83725-0001



From: Tammy Root
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:09 PM

From: Tammy Root <root.tammy@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87508-4803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tammy Root
12 Victorio Peak
Santa Fe, NM 87508-4803



From: DEBORAH SMITH
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:01 PM

From: DEBORAH SMITH <deborah993@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73112-6908

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

DEBORAH SMITH
3044 N.W. 30TH
Oklahoma City, OK 73112-6908



From: DEBORAH SMITH
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:01 PM

From: DEBORAH SMITH <deborah993@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 73112-6908

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

DEBORAH SMITH
3044 N.W. 30TH
Oklahoma City, OK 73112-6908



From: Jackie Stolze
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:00 PM

From: Jackie Stolze <Jstolze@windstream.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 52361-1161

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jackie Stolze
PO Box 1161
Williamsburg, IA 52361-1161



From: K.R. Gregg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:00 PM

From: K.R. Gregg <therealgrandmakathy@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95623-4540

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Cruelty to animals, also called animal abuse or animal neglect, is the human infliction of suffering or harm upon
 non-human animals, for purposes other than self-defense or survival.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

K.R. Gregg
6145 Galena Drive El Dorado CA
El Dorado, CA 95623-4540



From: Jackie Stolze
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:00 PM

From: Jackie Stolze <Jstolze@windstream.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 52361-1161

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jackie Stolze
PO Box 1161
Williamsburg, IA 52361-1161



From: K.R. Gregg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:16:00 PM

From: K.R. Gregg <therealgrandmakathy@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95623-4540

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Cruelty to animals, also called animal abuse or animal neglect, is the human infliction of suffering or harm upon
 non-human animals, for purposes other than self-defense or survival.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

K.R. Gregg
6145 Galena Drive El Dorado CA
El Dorado, CA 95623-4540



From: Candy Lambourn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:56 PM

From: Candy Lambourn <texas019@rogers.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33764-6773

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candy Lambourn
16416 U.S. Hwy 19 N, #1116
Clearwater, FL 33764-6773



From: Candy Lambourn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:56 PM

From: Candy Lambourn <texas019@rogers.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33764-6773

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candy Lambourn
16416 U.S. Hwy 19 N, #1116
Clearwater, FL 33764-6773



From: Mark Hansen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:54 PM

From: Mark Hansen <markhansen333@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Hansen
806 capri
SD, CA 92024



From: Mark Hansen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:54 PM

From: Mark Hansen <markhansen333@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Hansen
806 capri
SD, CA 92024



From: Harmony Abercrombie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:53 PM

From: Harmony Abercrombie <Harmonyabercrombie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89138-1108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harmony Abercrombie
12128 kite hill ln
Las Vegas, NV 89138-1108



From: Harmony Abercrombie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:53 PM

From: Harmony Abercrombie <Harmonyabercrombie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89138-1108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harmony Abercrombie
12128 kite hill ln
Las Vegas, NV 89138-1108



From: Walter Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:47 PM

From: Walter Terrell <wdjscarsdale@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10465-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Walte-r Terrell
830 Hollywood Ave
Bronx, NY 10465-2306



From: Walter Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:47 PM

From: Walter Terrell <wdjscarsdale@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10465-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Walte-r Terrell
830 Hollywood Ave
Bronx, NY 10465-2306



From: Joyce Overton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:45 PM

From: Joyce Overton <doverton19@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75088-7629

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joyce Overton
5618 Highgate
Rowlett, TX 75088-7629



From: Joyce Overton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:45 PM

From: Joyce Overton <doverton19@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75088-7629

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joyce Overton
5618 Highgate
Rowlett, TX 75088-7629



From: Gayle Janzen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:44 PM

From: Gayle Janzen <cgjanzen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98133-8611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposed hunt is cruel and unnecessary. The state of FL doesn't even know how many bears are there, so this
 hunt could potentially kill them off. There are humane ways to deal with bears and even the FWC has admitted that
 this hunt will NOT reduce human/bear conflicts. And to make this hunt even more egregious, they are allowing
 baiting and hunting with hounds. These two methods are unsportsmanlike and extremely cruel and banned in many
 states. I would ask why Fl all of a sudden needs to kill off the bears. Do people really need yet another animal to
 kill for no reason other than they enjoy killing wild animals?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gayle Janzen
11232 Dayton Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133-8611



From: Gayle Janzen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:44 PM

From: Gayle Janzen <cgjanzen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98133-8611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposed hunt is cruel and unnecessary. The state of FL doesn't even know how many bears are there, so this
 hunt could potentially kill them off. There are humane ways to deal with bears and even the FWC has admitted that
 this hunt will NOT reduce human/bear conflicts. And to make this hunt even more egregious, they are allowing
 baiting and hunting with hounds. These two methods are unsportsmanlike and extremely cruel and banned in many
 states. I would ask why Fl all of a sudden needs to kill off the bears. Do people really need yet another animal to
 kill for no reason other than they enjoy killing wild animals?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gayle Janzen
11232 Dayton Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133-8611



From: Nicholas Prychodko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:42 PM

From: Nicholas Prychodko <prychdk@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11932-2138

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Prychodko
PO Box 2138
Bridgehampton, NY 11932-2138



From: Nicholas Prychodko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:42 PM

From: Nicholas Prychodko <prychdk@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11932-2138

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Prychodko
PO Box 2138
Bridgehampton, NY 11932-2138



From: Louise Gross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:39 PM

From: Louise Gross <chile96@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28544-1652

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Gross
2601 Idlebrook Circle
Midway Park, NC 28544-1652



From: Louise Gross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:39 PM

From: Louise Gross <chile96@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28544-1652

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Louise Gross
2601 Idlebrook Circle
Midway Park, NC 28544-1652



From: Gayle Janzen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:35 PM

From: Gayle Janzen <cgjanzen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98133-8611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposed hunt is cruel and unnecessary. The state of FL doesn't even know how many bears are there, so this
 hunt could potentially kill them off. There are humane ways to deal with bears and even the FWC has admitted that
 this hunt will NOT reduce human/bear conflicts. And to make this hunt even more egregious, they are allowing
 baiting and hunting with hounds. These two methods are unsportsmanlike and extremely cruel and banned in many
 states. I would ask why Fl all of a sudden needs to kill off the bears. Do people really need yet another animal to
 kill for no reason other than they enjoy killing wild animals?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gayle Janzen
11232 Dayton Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133-8611



From: Gayle Janzen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:35 PM

From: Gayle Janzen <cgjanzen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98133-8611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This proposed hunt is cruel and unnecessary. The state of FL doesn't even know how many bears are there, so this
 hunt could potentially kill them off. There are humane ways to deal with bears and even the FWC has admitted that
 this hunt will NOT reduce human/bear conflicts. And to make this hunt even more egregious, they are allowing
 baiting and hunting with hounds. These two methods are unsportsmanlike and extremely cruel and banned in many
 states. I would ask why Fl all of a sudden needs to kill off the bears. Do people really need yet another animal to
 kill for no reason other than they enjoy killing wild animals?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gayle Janzen
11232 Dayton Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133-8611



From: Ann Fraser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:34 PM

From: Ann Fraser <Afraser_2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10025-7342

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Fraser
255 w 92
New York, NY 10025-7342



From: Ann Fraser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:34 PM

From: Ann Fraser <Afraser_2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10025-7342

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Fraser
255 w 92
New York, NY 10025-7342



From: Paula Knill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:32 PM

From: Paula Knill <Mbwiadgy@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43065-7203

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Knill
8316 lariat court
Powell, OH 43065-7203



From: Andrea Steck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:32 PM

From: Andrea Steck <alsteck@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45223-2685

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Steck
4101 Spring Grove Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45223-2685



From: Andrea Steck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:32 PM

From: Andrea Steck <alsteck@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45223-2685

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Steck
4101 Spring Grove Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45223-2685



From: Paula Knill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:32 PM

From: Paula Knill <Mbwiadgy@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43065-7203

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Knill
8316 lariat court
Powell, OH 43065-7203



From: Debbie Slack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:27 PM

From: Debbie Slack <gdhmetal@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24502-3057

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debbie Slack
418 Jefferson dr
Lynchburg, VA 24502-3057



From: Debbie Slack
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:27 PM

From: Debbie Slack <gdhmetal@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24502-3057

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debbie Slack
418 Jefferson dr
Lynchburg, VA 24502-3057



From: Jerry Hallead
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:26 PM

From: Jerry Hallead <jerryhallead@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11375-3410

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jerry Hallead
6837 Yellowstone Blvd. Apt. D18
Forest Hills, NY 11375-3410



From: Jerry Hallead
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:26 PM

From: Jerry Hallead <jerryhallead@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11375-3410

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jerry Hallead
6837 Yellowstone Blvd. Apt. D18
Forest Hills, NY 11375-3410



From: Mary Oconnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:23 PM

From: Mary Oconnell <Mlobs@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03037-1626

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Oconnell
14 Prospect Rd
Deerfield, NH 03037-1626



From: Mary Oconnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:23 PM

From: Mary Oconnell <Mlobs@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03037-1626

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Oconnell
14 Prospect Rd
Deerfield, NH 03037-1626



From: Karina Pavlova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: Karina Pavlova <Apple_ru2@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60061-1216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karina Pavlova
1336 coventry cir
Vernon Hills, IL 60061-1216



From: susan Biggs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: susan Biggs <followingthepathsofangels@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46725-2224

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

O my goodness!!!!          The animals have EVERY right to live ,peacefully contently without drama from 'humans'.
 If YOU had been born a bear how would YOU want to be treated?     Kindly? Gently? Protectively?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan Biggs
402 e van buren st
Columbia City, IN 46725-2224



From: Hope Sellers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: Hope Sellers <billiesellers@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19036-1924

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Allowing the hunt for black bears may bring you  some money, but the shame it brings on your state will be far
 greater.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hope Sellers
2 North Ridgeway Avenue
Glenolden, PA 19036-1924



From: Nancy Kosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: Nancy Kosa <nak930@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33062-4214

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is incomprehensible that a bear hunt could become a reality. This must not happen!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kosa
930 NE 27th Avenue
Pompano Beach, FL 33062-4214



From: A. Sen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: A. Sen <restoration100@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94117-3502

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This program is cruel and encourages violence towards animals, which also can encourage violence to people by
 people who see hunting as a sport. Do a survey of how many bears there are and use  science-ba-sed, responsible
 wildlife management,

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

A. Sen
442 Haight St.
San Francisco, CA 94117-3502



From: Hope Grable
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: Hope Grable <hmg963@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60914-1070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hope Grable
56 Kim Dr
Bourbonnais, IL 60914-1070



From: Karina Pavlova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: Karina Pavlova <Apple_ru2@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60061-1216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karina Pavlova
1336 coventry cir
Vernon Hills, IL 60061-1216



From: susan Biggs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: susan Biggs <followingthepathsofangels@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46725-2224

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

O my goodness!!!!          The animals have EVERY right to live ,peacefully contently without drama from 'humans'.
 If YOU had been born a bear how would YOU want to be treated?     Kindly? Gently? Protectively?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

susan Biggs
402 e van buren st
Columbia City, IN 46725-2224



From: Hope Sellers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: Hope Sellers <billiesellers@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19036-1924

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Allowing the hunt for black bears may bring you  some money, but the shame it brings on your state will be far
 greater.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hope Sellers
2 North Ridgeway Avenue
Glenolden, PA 19036-1924



From: Nancy Kosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: Nancy Kosa <nak930@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33062-4214

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is incomprehensible that a bear hunt could become a reality. This must not happen!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kosa
930 NE 27th Avenue
Pompano Beach, FL 33062-4214



From: Hope Grable
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: Hope Grable <hmg963@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60914-1070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hope Grable
56 Kim Dr
Bourbonnais, IL 60914-1070



From: A. Sen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:22 PM

From: A. Sen <restoration100@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94117-3502

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This program is cruel and encourages violence towards animals, which also can encourage violence to people by
 people who see hunting as a sport. Do a survey of how many bears there are and use  science-ba-sed, responsible
 wildlife management,

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

A. Sen
442 Haight St.
San Francisco, CA 94117-3502



From: Laurie McKeon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Laurie McKeon <lauiremckeon@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96821-1030

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie McKeon
1983 Halekoa Drive
Honolulu, HI 96821-1030



From: Inara Powers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Inara Powers <inapow@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 52402-3330

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Inara Powers
2453 Kilimanjaro Dr., N.E.
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402-3330



From: Lisa Zalenski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Lisa Zalenski <greyhoundlz@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48126-5011

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Zalenski
5225 Horger
Dearborn, MI 48126-5011



From: Randy Thomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Randy Thomas <randyt68@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75080-5820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Randy Thomas
304 Dover Dr.
Richardson, TX 75080-5820



From: Ludmila Dmitriev-Odier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Ludmila Dmitriev-Odier <mila.odier@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 74075-6148

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ludmila Dmitriev-Odier
2714 N.Running Bear St
Stillwater, OK 74075-6148



From: Melanie Weberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Melanie Weberg <shearessencealpacas@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 54020-5407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Hello - There is no research that supports bear hunting as a method to reduce conflicts.  Public education is the most
 effective method 'see 'Building Tolerance for Bears: A communications Experiment'.   With hunting and baiting in
 Wisconsin, where I live, human-bear conflict has only increased due to the baiting and hunting practices
 '800+/year'.  Please halt any attempts at hunting Black Bears in the state of Florida.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melanie Weberg
1860 Swede Lake Drive
Osceola, WI 54020-5407



From: Richard Spratley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Richard Spratley <sprat24@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80020-7984

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard Spratley
12548 Forest vie-w St
Broomfield, CO 80020-7984



From: Laurie McKeon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Laurie McKeon <lauiremckeon@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96821-1030

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie McKeon
1983 Halekoa Drive
Honolulu, HI 96821-1030



From: Inara Powers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Inara Powers <inapow@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 52402-3330

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Inara Powers
2453 Kilimanjaro Dr., N.E.
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402-3330



From: Lisa Zalenski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Lisa Zalenski <greyhoundlz@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48126-5011

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Zalenski
5225 Horger
Dearborn, MI 48126-5011



From: Randy Thomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Randy Thomas <randyt68@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75080-5820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Randy Thomas
304 Dover Dr.
Richardson, TX 75080-5820



From: Richard Spratley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Richard Spratley <sprat24@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80020-7984

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Richard Spratley
12548 Forest vie-w St
Broomfield, CO 80020-7984



From: Melanie Weberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:21 PM

From: Melanie Weberg <shearessencealpacas@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 54020-5407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Hello - There is no research that supports bear hunting as a method to reduce conflicts.  Public education is the most
 effective method 'see 'Building Tolerance for Bears: A communications Experiment'.   With hunting and baiting in
 Wisconsin, where I live, human-bear conflict has only increased due to the baiting and hunting practices
 '800+/year'.  Please halt any attempts at hunting Black Bears in the state of Florida.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melanie Weberg
1860 Swede Lake Drive
Osceola, WI 54020-5407



From: Lisa Radov
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Lisa Radov <radovlisa@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21117-1533

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Radov
3212 Hunting Tweed Drive
Owings Mills, MD 21117-1533



From: Barbara Sultan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Barbara  Sultan <blsultan65@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18954-1251

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara  Sultan
23 yale drive
Richboro, PA 18954-1251



From: Ludmila Dmitriev-Odier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Ludmila Dmitriev-Odier <mila.odier@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 74075-6148

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ludmila Dmitriev-Odier
2714 N.Running Bear St
Stillwater, OK 74075-6148



From: Helen LeBrecht
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Helen LeBrecht <Coeur3@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10597-1010

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Helen LeBrecht
201 Mead St.
Waccabuc, NY 10597-1010



From: Jossie Moran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Jossie Moran <jossie0524@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32179-5067

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jossie Moran
11550 SE 132nd. St. Rd.
Ocklawaha, FL 32179-5067



From: Irene Simmons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Irene Simmons <simmons_ii@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08525-1306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Irene Simmons
108 Grand vie-w Ave
Hopewell, NJ 08525-1306



From: Lisa Radov
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Lisa Radov <radovlisa@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21117-1533

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Radov
3212 Hunting Tweed Drive
Owings Mills, MD 21117-1533



From: Barbara Sultan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Barbara  Sultan <blsultan65@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18954-1251

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara  Sultan
23 yale drive
Richboro, PA 18954-1251



From: Irene Simmons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Irene Simmons <simmons_ii@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08525-1306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Irene Simmons
108 Grand vie-w Ave
Hopewell, NJ 08525-1306



From: Jossie Moran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:20 PM

From: Jossie Moran <jossie0524@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32179-5067

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jossie Moran
11550 SE 132nd. St. Rd.
Ocklawaha, FL 32179-5067



From: Mary Ferraro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:19 PM

From: Mary Ferraro <ferrarmt@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80010-3914

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Ferraro
718 Fulton
Aurora, CO 80010-3914



From: Nancy Shulman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:19 PM

From: Nancy Shulman <Njs1130@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32250-3005

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Shulman
3939 Palm Way
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250-3005



From: Helen LeBrecht
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:19 PM

From: Helen LeBrecht <Coeur3@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10597-1010

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Helen LeBrecht
201 Mead St.
Waccabuc, NY 10597-1010



From: Lora Leland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:19 PM

From: Lora Leland <leland_maine@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04104-8156

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lora Leland
Box 8156
Portland, ME 04104-8156



From: Pam Cutrone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:19 PM

From: Pam Cutrone <scoutpc@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32953-8152

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pam Cutrone
4221 Timothy Drive
Merritt Island, FL 32953-8152



From: Mary Ferraro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:19 PM

From: Mary Ferraro <ferrarmt@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80010-3914

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Ferraro
718 Fulton
Aurora, CO 80010-3914



From: Nancy Shulman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:19 PM

From: Nancy Shulman <Njs1130@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32250-3005

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Shulman
3939 Palm Way
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250-3005



From: Pam Cutrone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:19 PM

From: Pam Cutrone <scoutpc@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32953-8152

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pam Cutrone
4221 Timothy Drive
Merritt Island, FL 32953-8152



From: Lora Leland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:15:19 PM

From: Lora Leland <leland_maine@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04104-8156

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lora Leland
Box 8156
Portland, ME 04104-8156



From: Vera Yershova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:37 PM

From: Vera Yershova <tobic@bk.ru>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vera Yershova
2-nd Streletsky pr., 7-66
Moscow, Moscow region 127018



From: Vera Yershova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:37 PM

From: Vera Yershova <tobic@bk.ru>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vera Yershova
2-nd Streletsky pr., 7-66
Moscow, Moscow region 127018



From: Cathleen Hothersall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:36 PM

From: Cathleen Hothersall <kitcathot@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07920-1513

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Things like ba-seball and football games are sports. The killing, injuring, and making orphans of innocent animals is
 NOT sport!!!!!!!!!!!! Not even close!!!! It is a vicious practice engaged in by heartless, bloodthirsty individuals! I
 believe that in the future, history will favorable judge states that were among the first to end it. Please do the right
 thing, Governor Scott, and make Florida a better place!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Hothersall
45 Winding Lane
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920-1513



From: Elizabeth Venney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:36 PM

From: Elizabeth Venney <venneye@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33033-2936

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Venney
14525 SW 290 TER
Homestead, FL 33033-2936



From: Elizabeth Venney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:36 PM

From: Elizabeth Venney <venneye@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33033-2936

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Venney
14525 SW 290 TER
Homestead, FL 33033-2936



From: Cathleen Hothersall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:36 PM

From: Cathleen Hothersall <kitcathot@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07920-1513

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Things like ba-seball and football games are sports. The killing, injuring, and making orphans of innocent animals is
 NOT sport!!!!!!!!!!!! Not even close!!!! It is a vicious practice engaged in by heartless, bloodthirsty individuals! I
 believe that in the future, history will favorable judge states that were among the first to end it. Please do the right
 thing, Governor Scott, and make Florida a better place!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Hothersall
45 Winding Lane
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920-1513



From: james heermans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:34 PM

From: james heermans <oliveronald@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96814-1125

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

james heermans
1084 kinau st
Honolulu, HI 96814-1125



From: james heermans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:34 PM

From: james heermans <oliveronald@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96814-1125

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

james heermans
1084 kinau st
Honolulu, HI 96814-1125



From: Amy Elepano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:29 PM

From: Amy Elepano <aelepano@hrmlawyers.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77407-2392

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Elepano
7619 Clarendon Bend Ln
Richmond, TX 77407-2392



From: Amy Elepano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:29 PM

From: Amy Elepano <aelepano@hrmlawyers.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77407-2392

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amy Elepano
7619 Clarendon Bend Ln
Richmond, TX 77407-2392



From: sharon chang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:24 PM

From: sharon chang <lovesbaby57@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70072-5740

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

instead of calling Florida the sunshine state you should call it one of the cruelest states!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sharon chang
228 sunrise dr
Marrero, LA 70072-5740



From: Danielle Arfin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:24 PM

From: Danielle Arfin <Dee0211@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483-4663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Danielle Arfin
319 Franklin club drive
Delray Beach, FL 33483-4663



From: Danielle Arfin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:24 PM

From: Danielle Arfin <Dee0211@aim.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33483-4663

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Danielle Arfin
319 Franklin club drive
Delray Beach, FL 33483-4663



From: sharon chang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:24 PM

From: sharon chang <lovesbaby57@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70072-5740

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

instead of calling Florida the sunshine state you should call it one of the cruelest states!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sharon chang
228 sunrise dr
Marrero, LA 70072-5740



From: Jessica Rocheleau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:23 PM

From: Jessica  Rocheleau <lovetwolves@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55369-4421

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica  Rocheleau
9470 Ranchvie-w Ln
Maple Grove, MN 55369-4421



From: Jessica Rocheleau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:23 PM

From: Jessica  Rocheleau <lovetwolves@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55369-4421

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica  Rocheleau
9470 Ranchvie-w Ln
Maple Grove, MN 55369-4421



From: Alice Bowron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:17 PM

From: Alice Bowron <lupinsgalore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-3266

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Bowron
4200 40th Av N, Robbinsdale, MN
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3266



From: Alice Bowron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:17 PM

From: Alice Bowron <lupinsgalore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-3266

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Bowron
4200 40th Av N, Robbinsdale, MN
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3266



From: Steve Dillinger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:15 PM

From: Steve Dillinger <Watsonspapa@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37814-2601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steve Dillinger
1629 Christmas Drive
Morristown, TN 37814-2601



From: Steve Dillinger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:15 PM

From: Steve Dillinger <Watsonspapa@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37814-2601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steve Dillinger
1629 Christmas Drive
Morristown, TN 37814-2601



From: sharon chang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:13 PM

From: sharon chang <lovesbaby57@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70072-5740

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

instead of calling Florida the sunshine state you should call it one of the cruelest states!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sharon chang
228 sunrise dr
Marrero, LA 70072-5740



From: sharon chang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:13 PM

From: sharon chang <lovesbaby57@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70072-5740

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

instead of calling Florida the sunshine state you should call it one of the cruelest states!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sharon chang
228 sunrise dr
Marrero, LA 70072-5740



From: Alice Bowron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:11 PM

From: Alice Bowron <lupinsgalore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-3266

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Bowron
4200 40th Av N, Robbinsdale, MN
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3266



From: Alice Bowron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:11 PM

From: Alice Bowron <lupinsgalore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-3266

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Bowron
4200 40th Av N, Robbinsdale, MN
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3266



From: Alice Bowron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:08 PM

From: Alice Bowron <lupinsgalore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-3266

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Bowron
4200 40th Av N, Robbinsdale, MN
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3266



From: Alice Bowron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:08 PM

From: Alice Bowron <lupinsgalore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-3266

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Bowron
4200 40th Av N, Robbinsdale, MN
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3266



From: Peter Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:07 PM

From: Peter Scott <buddhapunk36@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46534-8375

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Scott
7040 E 400 S
Knox, IN 46534-8375



From: Peter Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:07 PM

From: Peter Scott <buddhapunk36@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46534-8375

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Scott
7040 E 400 S
Knox, IN 46534-8375



From: Jessica Rocheleau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:06 PM

From: Jessica  Rocheleau <lovetwolves@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55369-4421

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica  Rocheleau
9470 Ranchvie-w Ln
Maple Grove, MN 55369-4421



From: Jessica Rocheleau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:06 PM

From: Jessica  Rocheleau <lovetwolves@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55369-4421

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica  Rocheleau
9470 Ranchvie-w Ln
Maple Grove, MN 55369-4421



From: Alice Bowron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:04 PM

From: Alice Bowron <lupinsgalore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-3266

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Bowron
4200 40th Av N, Robbinsdale, MN
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3266



From: Alice Bowron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:04 PM

From: Alice Bowron <lupinsgalore@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55422-3266

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Bowron
4200 40th Av N, Robbinsdale, MN
Minneapolis, MN 55422-3266



From: Nancy Watson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:01 PM

From: Nancy Watson <nansea94w@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11768-2872

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Watson
94 Lisa Drive
Northport, NY 11768-2872



From: Nancy Watson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:01 PM

From: Nancy Watson <nansea94w@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11768-2872

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Watson
94 Lisa Drive
Northport, NY 11768-2872



From: elizabeth ferrari
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:00 PM

From: elizabeth ferrari <elizabeth@savinganimalsviaeducation.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37379-5370

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

What is it with our species that all we want to do is kill all other species? This is just wrong!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

elizabeth ferrari
1060 trojan run dr
Soddy Daisy, TN 37379-5370



From: elizabeth ferrari
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:14:00 PM

From: elizabeth ferrari <elizabeth@savinganimalsviaeducation.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37379-5370

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

What is it with our species that all we want to do is kill all other species? This is just wrong!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

elizabeth ferrari
1060 trojan run dr
Soddy Daisy, TN 37379-5370



From: Peter Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:59 PM

From: Peter Scott <buddhapunk36@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46534-8375

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Scott
7040 E 400 S
Knox, IN 46534-8375



From: Peter Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:59 PM

From: Peter Scott <buddhapunk36@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46534-8375

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Scott
7040 E 400 S
Knox, IN 46534-8375



From: Karen Artice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:58 PM

From: Karen Artice <exxon1012@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33981-2216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Artice
13688 Drysdale Ave.
Port Charlotte, FL 33981-2216



From: Karen Artice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:58 PM

From: Karen Artice <exxon1012@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33981-2216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Artice
13688 Drysdale Ave.
Port Charlotte, FL 33981-2216



From: Michael Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:56 PM

From: Michael Johnson <Johnson1616@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43085-2935

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Johnson
6953 macgregor ct
Columbus, OH 43085-2935



From: Michael Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:56 PM

From: Michael Johnson <Johnson1616@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43085-2935

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Johnson
6953 macgregor ct
Columbus, OH 43085-2935



From: BRENDA LAI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:51 PM

From: BRENDA LAI <laibrenda548@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37914-9661

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

DEAR GOVERNOR RICK SCOTT, GOD GAVE US THESE PRECIOUS ANIMALS TO LOVE AND CARE
 FOR, PLEASE DON'T LET PEOPLE HUNT AND KILL THEM!! THOSE ARE ARROGANT AND WEALTHY
 MEN WHO WANT A TROPHY AND ATTENTION. IF YOU LET THEM DO THAT, THAT WILL BE ON
 YOUR HANDS. I KNOW YOU WILL MAKE MONEY OR COMPENSATION ON THAT, BUT DO YOU
 REALLY WANT TO BE JUDGED BY GOD AT THE TIME OF YOUR DEATH FOR LETTING THIS
 HAPPEN. YOU ARE THE ONE IN CONTROL OF WHAT WILL TAKE PLACE!!! THINK ABOUT IT.
 ANIMALS CANNOT SPEAK UP OR DEFEND THEMSELVES IN A SITUATION LIKE THIS!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

BRENDA LAI
1610 EDDS LANE
Knoxville, TN 37914-9661



From: BRENDA LAI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:51 PM

From: BRENDA LAI <laibrenda548@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37914-9661

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

DEAR GOVERNOR RICK SCOTT, GOD GAVE US THESE PRECIOUS ANIMALS TO LOVE AND CARE
 FOR, PLEASE DON'T LET PEOPLE HUNT AND KILL THEM!! THOSE ARE ARROGANT AND WEALTHY
 MEN WHO WANT A TROPHY AND ATTENTION. IF YOU LET THEM DO THAT, THAT WILL BE ON
 YOUR HANDS. I KNOW YOU WILL MAKE MONEY OR COMPENSATION ON THAT, BUT DO YOU
 REALLY WANT TO BE JUDGED BY GOD AT THE TIME OF YOUR DEATH FOR LETTING THIS
 HAPPEN. YOU ARE THE ONE IN CONTROL OF WHAT WILL TAKE PLACE!!! THINK ABOUT IT.
 ANIMALS CANNOT SPEAK UP OR DEFEND THEMSELVES IN A SITUATION LIKE THIS!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

BRENDA LAI
1610 EDDS LANE
Knoxville, TN 37914-9661



From: Brenda Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:49 PM

From: Brenda Martin <gypsyroadqueen2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99705-6239

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brenda Martin
3816 Tanada Rd.
North Pole, AK 99705-6239



From: Brenda Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:49 PM

From: Brenda Martin <gypsyroadqueen2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99705-6239

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brenda Martin
3816 Tanada Rd.
North Pole, AK 99705-6239



From: Lea Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:48 PM

From: Lea Lamb <vettegirll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34223-3454

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lea Lamb
451 E. Langsner St
Englewood, FL 34223-3454



From: Lea Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:48 PM

From: Lea Lamb <vettegirll@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34223-3454

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lea Lamb
451 E. Langsner St
Englewood, FL 34223-3454



From: Christy Schilling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:46 PM

From: Christy Schilling <cncschilling@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91202-1418

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christy Schilling
1415 Idlewood Rd
Glendale, CA 91202-1418



From: Christy Schilling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:46 PM

From: Christy Schilling <cncschilling@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91202-1418

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christy Schilling
1415 Idlewood Rd
Glendale, CA 91202-1418



From: Nancy Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:45 PM

From: Nancy Lamb <suncoastdeals@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34223-3454

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lamb
451 E. Langsner St
Englewood, FL 34223-3454



From: Nancy Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:45 PM

From: Nancy Lamb <suncoastdeals@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34223-3454

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lamb
451 E. Langsner St
Englewood, FL 34223-3454



From: cathy elizabeth levin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:42 PM

From: cathy elizabeth levin <silverdoubloon@Yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07002-1358

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE HAVE COMPASSION and MERCY FOR THESE HELPLESS BEARS-
THEY ARE TRYING TO SURVIVE THRIVE and LIVE AT PEACE IN THIS WORLD with their cubs and
 families- Just like everyone else is!

THANK YOU!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

cathy elizabeth levin
152 west 9th st
Bayonne, NJ 07002-1358



From: cathy elizabeth levin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:42 PM

From: cathy elizabeth levin <silverdoubloon@Yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07002-1358

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

PLEASE HAVE COMPASSION and MERCY FOR THESE HELPLESS BEARS-
THEY ARE TRYING TO SURVIVE THRIVE and LIVE AT PEACE IN THIS WORLD with their cubs and
 families- Just like everyone else is!

THANK YOU!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

cathy elizabeth levin
152 west 9th st
Bayonne, NJ 07002-1358



From: Vicky Tuorto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:40 PM

From: Vicky Tuorto <toria94147@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94964-0324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vicky Tuorto
PO Box 324
San Quentin, CA 94964-0324



From: Vicky Tuorto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:40 PM

From: Vicky Tuorto <toria94147@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94964-0324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vicky Tuorto
PO Box 324
San Quentin, CA 94964-0324



From: Ann Coz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:38 PM

From: Ann Coz <acoz1966@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37215-6106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Coz
416 Clifton Place
Nashville, TN 37215-6106



From: Ann Coz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:38 PM

From: Ann Coz <acoz1966@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37215-6106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Coz
416 Clifton Place
Nashville, TN 37215-6106



From: Marjorie Wilner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:36 PM

From: Marjorie Wilner <Marjorie.wilner@Gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11217-3511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Wilner
18 Berkeley Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11217-3511



From: Marjorie Wilner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:36 PM

From: Marjorie Wilner <Marjorie.wilner@Gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11217-3511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Wilner
18 Berkeley Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11217-3511



From: Vic Burton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:35 PM

From: Vic Burton <cvburton@swbell net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64113-2127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vic Burton
5837 Grand Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64113-2127



From: Vic Burton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:35 PM

From: Vic Burton <cvburton@swbell net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 64113-2127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Vic Burton
5837 Grand Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64113-2127



From: Holly Crawley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:33 PM

From: Holly Crawley <hollydanielle@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95603-5402

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Holly Crawley
170 Awali Ave
Auburn, CA 95603-5402



From: Holly Crawley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:33 PM

From: Holly Crawley <hollydanielle@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95603-5402

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Holly Crawley
170 Awali Ave
Auburn, CA 95603-5402



From: carol Weiler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:32 PM

From: carol  Weiler <daydreamer_1959@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53714-3540

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carol  Weiler
702 Cherrywood ct #15
Madison, WI 53714-3540



From: carol Weiler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:32 PM

From: carol  Weiler <daydreamer_1959@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 53714-3540

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carol  Weiler
702 Cherrywood ct #15
Madison, WI 53714-3540



From: Kelly Christoffersen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:28 PM

From: Kelly Christoffersen <me@kellychristoffersen.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90808-1836

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelly Christoffersen
5212 East Ebell Street
Long Beach, CA 90808-1836



From: Kelly Christoffersen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:28 PM

From: Kelly Christoffersen <me@kellychristoffersen.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90808-1836

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelly Christoffersen
5212 East Ebell Street
Long Beach, CA 90808-1836



From: linda McCaughey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:26 PM

From: linda McCaughey <mccaughey45@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 66204-2633

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda McCaughey
7609 Hadley St
Overland Park, KS 66204-2633



From: linda McCaughey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:26 PM

From: linda McCaughey <mccaughey45@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 66204-2633

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda McCaughey
7609 Hadley St
Overland Park, KS 66204-2633



From: Lisa Cossettini
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:18 PM

From: Lisa Cossettini <lisagab@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90293-8007

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Cossettini
8828 Pershing Dr., #316
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293-8007



From: Lisa Cossettini
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:18 PM

From: Lisa Cossettini <lisagab@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90293-8007

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Cossettini
8828 Pershing Dr., #316
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293-8007



From: david trask
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:15 PM

From: david trask <retnavylt1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14211-2833

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

And why now are these protections being abandoned?  This is not wildlife management, it is eliminating wildlife
 when it serves no useful purpose, and just whom is benefiting from this wholesale slaughter?  This is not the
 Florida I knew and with the destruction of the landscape, it only causes more problems for these species, like the
 Panther et al..

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

david trask
226 StrLey Ave
Buffalo, NY 14211-2833



From: david trask
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:15 PM

From: david trask <retnavylt1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14211-2833

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

And why now are these protections being abandoned?  This is not wildlife management, it is eliminating wildlife
 when it serves no useful purpose, and just whom is benefiting from this wholesale slaughter?  This is not the
 Florida I knew and with the destruction of the landscape, it only causes more problems for these species, like the
 Panther et al..

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

david trask
226 StrLey Ave
Buffalo, NY 14211-2833



From: michele villeneuve
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:12 PM

From: michele villeneuve <mvilleneuve44@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37660-1642

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michele villeneuve
2056 Sharron Rd
Kingsport, TN 37660-1642



From: michele villeneuve
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:12 PM

From: michele villeneuve <mvilleneuve44@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37660-1642

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michele villeneuve
2056 Sharron Rd
Kingsport, TN 37660-1642



From: julia holleran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:11 PM

From: julia holleran <juriaholleran@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93021-8732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

julia holleran
10775 citrus drive
Moorpark, CA 93021-8732



From: julia holleran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:11 PM

From: julia holleran <juriaholleran@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93021-8732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

julia holleran
10775 citrus drive
Moorpark, CA 93021-8732



From: Mary Dabney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:06 PM

From: Mary Dabney <merlin2@duo-county.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 42629-6682

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Humans have destroyed the bears  original habitat, now humnans want to kill the few remaining. Relocate, control
 the human population, give the bears back their home.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Dabney
258 Highway 55
Jamestown, KY 42629-6682



From: Carlos Echevarria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:06 PM

From: Carlos Echevarria <brooklynboycj20@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90302-1037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carlos Echevarria
5301 West Goldenwood Drive
Inglewood, CA 90302-1037



From: Mary Dabney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:06 PM

From: Mary Dabney <merlin2@duo-county.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 42629-6682

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Humans have destroyed the bears  original habitat, now humnans want to kill the few remaining. Relocate, control
 the human population, give the bears back their home.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Dabney
258 Highway 55
Jamestown, KY 42629-6682



From: Carlos Echevarria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:06 PM

From: Carlos Echevarria <brooklynboycj20@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90302-1037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carlos Echevarria
5301 West Goldenwood Drive
Inglewood, CA 90302-1037



From: Doug Lenier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:04 PM

From: Doug Lenier <dlpmusic@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91401-4328

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As a former resident with many family members in the state, this issue is very important to myself and family. We
 are completely opposed to more hunting and animal-killing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Doug Lenier
5720 Costello Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91401-4328



From: Doug Lenier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:04 PM

From: Doug Lenier <dlpmusic@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91401-4328

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As a former resident with many family members in the state, this issue is very important to myself and family. We
 are completely opposed to more hunting and animal-killing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Doug Lenier
5720 Costello Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91401-4328



From: Rebecca Ruffino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:02 PM

From: Rebecca Ruffino <greyfellas@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70433-8734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Ruffino
19629 Hwy 36
Covington, LA 70433-8734



From: Rebecca Ruffino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:02 PM

From: Rebecca Ruffino <greyfellas@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70433-8734

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Ruffino
19629 Hwy 36
Covington, LA 70433-8734



From: Mary Dabney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:01 PM

From: Mary Dabney <merlin2@duo-county.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 42629-6682

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Humans have destroyed the bears  original habitat, now humnans want to kill the few remaining. Relocate, control
 the human population, give the bears back their home.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Dabney
258 Highway 55
Jamestown, KY 42629-6682



From: Mary Dabney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:13:01 PM

From: Mary Dabney <merlin2@duo-county.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 42629-6682

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Humans have destroyed the bears  original habitat, now humnans want to kill the few remaining. Relocate, control
 the human population, give the bears back their home.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Dabney
258 Highway 55
Jamestown, KY 42629-6682



From: Michelle Pattridge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:12:55 PM

From: Michelle Pattridge <strollermbp@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01760-4827

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Pattridge
40 High Street
Natick, MA 01760-4827



From: Michelle Pattridge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:12:55 PM

From: Michelle Pattridge <strollermbp@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01760-4827

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Pattridge
40 High Street
Natick, MA 01760-4827



From: Liz Douglas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:12:53 PM

From: Liz Douglas <liz.douglas@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04281-6366

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Liz Douglas
26 Bonang Lane
South Paris, ME 04281-6366



From: Liz Douglas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:12:53 PM

From: Liz Douglas <liz.douglas@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04281-6366

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Liz Douglas
26 Bonang Lane
South Paris, ME 04281-6366



From: Cara Nims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:12:34 PM

From: Cara Nims <cara@nims.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48185-3180

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cara Nims
6007 N. Karle St.
Westland, MI 48185-3180



From: Cara Nims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:12:34 PM

From: Cara Nims <cara@nims.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48185-3180

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cara Nims
6007 N. Karle St.
Westland, MI 48185-3180



From: Mary Massey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:06 PM

From: Mary Massey <stlmassey@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63146-5574

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Massey
1075 N. Spoede Road
Saint Louis, MO 63146-5574



From: Cara Nims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:06 PM

From: Cara Nims <cara@nims.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48185-3180

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cara Nims
6007 N. Karle St.
Westland, MI 48185-3180



From: Mary Massey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:06 PM

From: Mary Massey <stlmassey@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63146-5574

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Massey
1075 N. Spoede Road
Saint Louis, MO 63146-5574



From: Cara Nims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:06 PM

From: Cara Nims <cara@nims.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48185-3180

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cara Nims
6007 N. Karle St.
Westland, MI 48185-3180



From: Mary Massey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:02 PM

From: Mary Massey <stlmassey@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63146-5574

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Massey
1075 N. Spoede Road
Saint Louis, MO 63146-5574



From: Mary Massey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:02 PM

From: Mary Massey <stlmassey@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63146-5574

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Massey
1075 N. Spoede Road
Saint Louis, MO 63146-5574



From: Jan Suche
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:01 PM

From: Jan Suche <jansuche@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78213-3128

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jan Suche
1215vie-wridge
San Antonio, TX 78213-3128



From: nina clausen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:01 PM

From: nina clausen <onehousedragon@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13625

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

nina clausen
new  street, new york
new york, NY 13625



From: nina clausen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:01 PM

From: nina clausen <onehousedragon@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 13625

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

nina clausen
new  street, new york
new york, NY 13625



From: Jan Suche
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:09:01 PM

From: Jan Suche <jansuche@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78213-3128

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jan Suche
1215vie-wridge
San Antonio, TX 78213-3128



From: Constance George
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:54 PM

From: Constance George <constance297@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10024-3008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Constance George
295 Central Park West
New York, NY 10024-3008



From: Constance George
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:54 PM

From: Constance George <constance297@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10024-3008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Constance George
295 Central Park West
New York, NY 10024-3008



From: Marietta Scaltrito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:53 PM

From: Marietta Scaltrito <babylon135@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-4165

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marietta Scaltrito
329 Mosely Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-4165



From: Mary Massey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:53 PM

From: Mary Massey <stlmassey@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63146-5574

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Massey
1075 N. Spoede Road
Saint Louis, MO 63146-5574



From: Mary Massey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:53 PM

From: Mary Massey <stlmassey@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63146-5574

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Massey
1075 N. Spoede Road
Saint Louis, MO 63146-5574



From: Marietta Scaltrito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:53 PM

From: Marietta Scaltrito <babylon135@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-4165

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marietta Scaltrito
329 Mosely Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-4165



From: Kat Bowley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:51 PM

From: Kat Bowley <katbowley108@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30075-3087

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kat Bowley
515 E Crossville Rd
Roswell, GA 30075-3087



From: Kat Bowley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:51 PM

From: Kat Bowley <katbowley108@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30075-3087

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kat Bowley
515 E Crossville Rd
Roswell, GA 30075-3087



From: valerie gilbert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:44 PM

From: valerie gilbert <weareallone@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10022-3736

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

valerie gilbert
345 east 56th st
New York, NY 10022-3736



From: Jeannine Rinaldi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:44 PM

From: Jeannine Rinaldi <lostinthefog@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89120-1364

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeannine Rinaldi
3279 Casey Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89120-1364



From: Jeannine Rinaldi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:44 PM

From: Jeannine Rinaldi <lostinthefog@embarqmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89120-1364

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeannine Rinaldi
3279 Casey Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89120-1364



From: valerie gilbert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:44 PM

From: valerie gilbert <weareallone@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10022-3736

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

valerie gilbert
345 east 56th st
New York, NY 10022-3736



From: Bobbie Bates
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:42 PM

From: Bobbie Bates <calibandit@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75081-3977

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Bates
2111 E. Belt Line Rd, #166B
Richardson, TX 75081-3977



From: Bobbie Bates
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:42 PM

From: Bobbie Bates <calibandit@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75081-3977

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Bates
2111 E. Belt Line Rd, #166B
Richardson, TX 75081-3977



From: Yvonne Kirby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:36 PM

From: Yvonne Kirby <mymy102882@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76108-1817

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Kirby
1701 Antonio Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76108-1817



From: Yvonne Kirby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:36 PM

From: Yvonne Kirby <mymy102882@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76108-1817

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Kirby
1701 Antonio Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76108-1817



From: Joe Scriffignano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:33 PM

From: Joe Scriffignano <Sabe502@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07006-3916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe Scriffignano
21 Ferndale Road
Caldwell, NJ 07006-3916



From: Joe Scriffignano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:33 PM

From: Joe Scriffignano <Sabe502@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07006-3916

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe Scriffignano
21 Ferndale Road
Caldwell, NJ 07006-3916



From: Brian Mahoney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:31 PM

From: Brian Mahoney <brian@bostonhypnosis.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02116-5920

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brian Mahoney
190 West Canton St
Boston, MA 02116-5920



From: Brian Mahoney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:31 PM

From: Brian Mahoney <brian@bostonhypnosis.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02116-5920

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brian Mahoney
190 West Canton St
Boston, MA 02116-5920



From: Tammy Baxter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:29 PM

From: Tammy Baxter <tammylynnjd@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21710-9435

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tammy Baxter
5871 Union Ridge Dr.
Adamstown, MD 21710-9435



From: Tammy Baxter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:29 PM

From: Tammy Baxter <tammylynnjd@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21710-9435

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tammy Baxter
5871 Union Ridge Dr.
Adamstown, MD 21710-9435



From: Torah Alabidi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:26 PM

From: Torah Alabidi <genieofthelamp@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99223-3508

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Quit hunting these poor bears & let them live in peace!  Does it make you feel powerful hunting down these bears? 
 Power.... it always attracts the worst & corrupts the best.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Torah Alabidi
3131 S Cook St
Spokane, WA 99223-3508



From: Torah Alabidi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:26 PM

From: Torah Alabidi <genieofthelamp@rocketmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99223-3508

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Quit hunting these poor bears & let them live in peace!  Does it make you feel powerful hunting down these bears? 
 Power.... it always attracts the worst & corrupts the best.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Torah Alabidi
3131 S Cook St
Spokane, WA 99223-3508



From: Cheryl Lechtanski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:25 PM

From: Cheryl Lechtanski <paboxies@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07748-3531

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Lechtanski
1 Kennedy Court
North Middletown, NJ 07748-3531



From: Cheryl Lechtanski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:25 PM

From: Cheryl Lechtanski <paboxies@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07748-3531

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Lechtanski
1 Kennedy Court
North Middletown, NJ 07748-3531



From: Norman Thornton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:22 PM

From: Norman Thornton <nthornton001@Mac.Com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87123-3901

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Norman Thornton
436 Pinon Creek Rd SE
Albuquerque, NM 87123-3901



From: Norman Thornton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:22 PM

From: Norman Thornton <nthornton001@Mac.Com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87123-3901

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Norman Thornton
436 Pinon Creek Rd SE
Albuquerque, NM 87123-3901



From: Marla Sumner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:19 PM

From: Marla Sumner <mbecheverria@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70810-0715

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marla Sumner
10744 Hillshire Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70810-0715



From: Marla Sumner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:19 PM

From: Marla Sumner <mbecheverria@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 70810-0715

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marla Sumner
10744 Hillshire Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70810-0715



From: Debbie Biere
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:18 PM

From: Debbie Biere <anglophile_db@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63012-2619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debbie Biere
7617 Meadowbrook Lane
Barnhart, MO 63012-2619



From: Debbie Biere
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:18 PM

From: Debbie Biere <anglophile_db@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63012-2619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Debbie Biere
7617 Meadowbrook Lane
Barnhart, MO 63012-2619



From: Cynthia Mattera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:17 PM

From: Cynthia Mattera <cynthia_mattera@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85212-1611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

dangerous to the bear, dangerous to humans. You cant have people running around shooting bears and baiting them
 with food, and then releasing a pack of dogs on them...this is cruel, and inhumane. Please call off the hunt!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Mattera
2956 S 82nd St
Mesa, AZ 85212-1611



From: Cynthia Mattera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:17 PM

From: Cynthia Mattera <cynthia_mattera@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85212-1611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

dangerous to the bear, dangerous to humans. You cant have people running around shooting bears and baiting them
 with food, and then releasing a pack of dogs on them...this is cruel, and inhumane. Please call off the hunt!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Mattera
2956 S 82nd St
Mesa, AZ 85212-1611



From: Luke Gingerich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:14 PM

From: Luke Gingerich <myzippyride@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43064-8970

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Luke Gingerich
7855 Converse Huff Road
Plain City, OH 43064-8970



From: Luke Gingerich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:14 PM

From: Luke Gingerich <myzippyride@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43064-8970

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Luke Gingerich
7855 Converse Huff Road
Plain City, OH 43064-8970



From: ricardo sagardua
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:13 PM

From: ricardo sagardua <sagarzazu@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02163-1006

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bear hounding, baiting...What century do these words belong to? Certainly not the XXI st century. Please stop all
 and every way of killing bears that will merely add violence to our society. This cruelty is unacceptable and will
 discourage turists from visiting Florida.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ricardo sagardua
1 western ave
Boston, MA 02163-1006



From: ricardo sagardua
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:13 PM

From: ricardo sagardua <sagarzazu@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02163-1006

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Bear hounding, baiting...What century do these words belong to? Certainly not the XXI st century. Please stop all
 and every way of killing bears that will merely add violence to our society. This cruelty is unacceptable and will
 discourage turists from visiting Florida.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ricardo sagardua
1 western ave
Boston, MA 02163-1006



From: madelaine moir
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:09 PM

From: madelaine moir <madelainemoir@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98382-9732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

madelaine moir
233 riverside rd, sequim, WA
Sequim, WA 98382-9732



From: Cindy Perilstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:09 PM

From: Cindy Perilstein <peril@gene.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80118-8745

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Perilstein
1100 Kenosha Drive
Larkspur, CO 80118-8745



From: madelaine moir
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:09 PM

From: madelaine moir <madelainemoir@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98382-9732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

madelaine moir
233 riverside rd, sequim, WA
Sequim, WA 98382-9732



From: Cindy Perilstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:09 PM

From: Cindy Perilstein <peril@gene.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80118-8745

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Perilstein
1100 Kenosha Drive
Larkspur, CO 80118-8745



From: Jeanne Chisholm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:05 PM

From: Jeanne Chisholm <ahableg@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20817-5931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Chisholm
6301 Wynkoop Boulevard
Bethesda, MD 20817-5931



From: Jeanne Chisholm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:05 PM

From: Jeanne Chisholm <ahableg@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20817-5931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Chisholm
6301 Wynkoop Boulevard
Bethesda, MD 20817-5931



From: Adele Gunnarson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:03 PM

From: Adele Gunnarson <adeleg@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78676-7269

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adele Gunnarson
PO Box 2369
Wimberley, TX 78676-7269



From: Adele Gunnarson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:08:03 PM

From: Adele Gunnarson <adeleg@earthlink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78676-7269

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Adele Gunnarson
PO Box 2369
Wimberley, TX 78676-7269



From: Dennis Wolff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:58 PM

From: Dennis Wolff <d_wolff59@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72718-9037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dennis Wolff
590 S. Main St.
Cave Springs, AR 72718-9037



From: Irene Huskisson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:58 PM

From: Irene Huskisson <boopin411@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72764-7035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Irene Huskisson
3407 Peggy St.
Springdale, AR 72764-7035



From: Dennis Wolff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:58 PM

From: Dennis Wolff <d_wolff59@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72718-9037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dennis Wolff
590 S. Main St.
Cave Springs, AR 72718-9037



From: debra jaranowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:57 PM

From: debra jaranowski <jarandl@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29732-1981

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra jaranowski
527 fawnborough ct
Rock Hill, SC 29732-1981



From: Irene Huskisson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:57 PM

From: Irene Huskisson <boopin411@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72764-7035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Irene Huskisson
3407 Peggy St.
Springdale, AR 72764-7035



From: debra jaranowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:57 PM

From: debra jaranowski <jarandl@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29732-1981

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra jaranowski
527 fawnborough ct
Rock Hill, SC 29732-1981



From: Carol Rivielle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:55 PM

From: Carol Rivielle <bcrivielle@verion net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07052-1125

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Rivielle
64 Larkin Circle
West Orange, NJ 07052-1125



From: Carol Rivielle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:55 PM

From: Carol Rivielle <bcrivielle@verion net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07052-1125

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Rivielle
64 Larkin Circle
West Orange, NJ 07052-1125



From: Dennis Wolff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:46 PM

From: Dennis Wolff <d_wolff59@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72718-9037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dennis Wolff
590 S. Main St.
Cave Springs, AR 72718-9037



From: Dennis Wolff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:46 PM

From: Dennis Wolff <d_wolff59@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72718-9037

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dennis Wolff
590 S. Main St.
Cave Springs, AR 72718-9037



From: debra jaranowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:39 PM

From: debra jaranowski <jarandl@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29732-1981

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra jaranowski
527 fawnborough ct
Rock Hill, SC 29732-1981



From: debra jaranowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:39 PM

From: debra jaranowski <jarandl@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29732-1981

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra jaranowski
527 fawnborough ct
Rock Hill, SC 29732-1981



From: Kurt Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:21 PM

From: Kurt Allen <kurtaallen@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55802-1563

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kurt Allen
600 West Superior Street Apt. 311
Duluth, MN 55802-1563



From: Kurt Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:07:21 PM

From: Kurt Allen <kurtaallen@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55802-1563

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kurt Allen
600 West Superior Street Apt. 311
Duluth, MN 55802-1563



From: Kurt Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:06:27 PM

From: Kurt Allen <kurtaallen@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55802-1563

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kurt Allen
600 West Superior Street Apt. 311
Duluth, MN 55802-1563



From: Kurt Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:06:27 PM

From: Kurt Allen <kurtaallen@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55802-1563

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kurt Allen
600 West Superior Street Apt. 311
Duluth, MN 55802-1563



From: Steven Cyzner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:06:11 PM

From: Steven Cyzner <scyzner@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78749-1331

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Cyzner
5001 Summerset Trail
Austin, TX 78749-1331



From: Steven Cyzner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:06:11 PM

From: Steven Cyzner <scyzner@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78749-1331

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Cyzner
5001 Summerset Trail
Austin, TX 78749-1331



From: Steven Cyzner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:53 PM

From: Steven Cyzner <scyzner@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78749-1331

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Cyzner
5001 Summerset Trail
Austin, TX 78749-1331



From: Steven Cyzner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:53 PM

From: Steven Cyzner <scyzner@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78749-1331

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Cyzner
5001 Summerset Trail
Austin, TX 78749-1331



From: Natalie Alikhan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:52 PM

From: Natalie Alikhan <Nzalikhan@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77005-1418

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Also, on a personal level, I find it offensive that a role model for children is willing to treat wild animals like objects
 for sport.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Alikhan
2402 Albans
Houston, TX 77005-1418



From: Natalie Alikhan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:52 PM

From: Natalie Alikhan <Nzalikhan@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77005-1418

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Also, on a personal level, I find it offensive that a role model for children is willing to treat wild animals like objects
 for sport.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Alikhan
2402 Albans
Houston, TX 77005-1418



From: Natalie Alikhan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:36 PM

From: Natalie Alikhan <Nzalikhan@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77005-1418

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Also, on a personal level, I find it offensive that a role model for children is willing to treat wild animals like objects
 for sport.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Alikhan
2402 Albans
Houston, TX 77005-1418



From: Natalie Alikhan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:36 PM

From: Natalie Alikhan <Nzalikhan@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77005-1418

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Also, on a personal level, I find it offensive that a role model for children is willing to treat wild animals like objects
 for sport.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Alikhan
2402 Albans
Houston, TX 77005-1418



From: Steven Cyzner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:35 PM

From: Steven Cyzner <scyzner@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78749-1331

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Cyzner
5001 Summerset Trail
Austin, TX 78749-1331



From: Steven Cyzner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:35 PM

From: Steven Cyzner <scyzner@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78749-1331

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Cyzner
5001 Summerset Trail
Austin, TX 78749-1331



From: linda duke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:28 PM

From: linda duke <lindylou62226@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 62226-4709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda duke
206 no. 48th. street
Belleville, IL 62226-4709



From: linda duke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:28 PM

From: linda duke <lindylou62226@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 62226-4709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda duke
206 no. 48th. street
Belleville, IL 62226-4709



From: sheryl willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:27 PM

From: sheryl willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34205-4059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I don't understand how the FWC's solution to animal conflicts is to'Kill'em' and they don't care how it's done. What a
 thoughtful bunch caring for our Fl. wildlife! Talk about narrow minded, seemingly uneducated and unwilling to
 compromise. Why not try suggestions that are not fatal to the Black bear? The FWC has been killing mother black
 bears and cubs all along, what does this say about the members of the FWC?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sheryl willey
2507 13th ave w
Bradenton, FL 34205-4059



From: sheryl willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:27 PM

From: sheryl willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34205-4059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I don't understand how the FWC's solution to animal conflicts is to'Kill'em' and they don't care how it's done. What a
 thoughtful bunch caring for our Fl. wildlife! Talk about narrow minded, seemingly uneducated and unwilling to
 compromise. Why not try suggestions that are not fatal to the Black bear? The FWC has been killing mother black
 bears and cubs all along, what does this say about the members of the FWC?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sheryl willey
2507 13th ave w
Bradenton, FL 34205-4059



From: linda duke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:15 PM

From: linda duke <lindylou62226@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 62226-4709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda duke
206 no. 48th. street
Belleville, IL 62226-4709



From: linda duke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:15 PM

From: linda duke <lindylou62226@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 62226-4709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda duke
206 no. 48th. street
Belleville, IL 62226-4709



From: sheryl willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:12 PM

From: sheryl willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34205-4059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I don't understand how the FWC's solution to animal conflicts is to'Kill'em' and they don't care how it's done. What a
 thoughtful bunch caring for our Fl. wildlife! Talk about narrow minded, seemingly uneducated and unwilling to
 compromise. Why not try suggestions that are not fatal to the Black bear? The FWC has been killing mother black
 bears and cubs all along, what does this say about the members of the FWC?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sheryl willey
2507 13th ave w
Bradenton, FL 34205-4059



From: sheryl willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:12 PM

From: sheryl willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34205-4059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I don't understand how the FWC's solution to animal conflicts is to'Kill'em' and they don't care how it's done. What a
 thoughtful bunch caring for our Fl. wildlife! Talk about narrow minded, seemingly uneducated and unwilling to
 compromise. Why not try suggestions that are not fatal to the Black bear? The FWC has been killing mother black
 bears and cubs all along, what does this say about the members of the FWC?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sheryl willey
2507 13th ave w
Bradenton, FL 34205-4059



From: Laurie Kardon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:12 PM

From: Laurie Kardon <lkardon@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33496-3474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There is no reason for this barbaric and inhumane 'hunt' to continue especially since there are other ways to control
 the bear population other than slaughter

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Kardon
5276 nw 20th St
Boca Raton, FL 33496-3474



From: Laurie Kardon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:12 PM

From: Laurie Kardon <lkardon@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33496-3474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There is no reason for this barbaric and inhumane 'hunt' to continue especially since there are other ways to control
 the bear population other than slaughter

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Kardon
5276 nw 20th St
Boca Raton, FL 33496-3474



From: sheryl willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:12 PM

From: sheryl willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34205-4059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I don't understand how the FWC's solution to animal conflicts is to'Kill'em' and they don't care how it's done. What a
 thoughtful bunch caring for our Fl. wildlife! Talk about narrow minded, seemingly uneducated and unwilling to
 compromise. Why not try suggestions that are not fatal to the Black bear? The FWC has been killing mother black
 bears and cubs all along, what does this say about the members of the FWC?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sheryl willey
2507 13th ave w
Bradenton, FL 34205-4059



From: sheryl willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:12 PM

From: sheryl willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34205-4059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I don't understand how the FWC's solution to animal conflicts is to'Kill'em' and they don't care how it's done. What a
 thoughtful bunch caring for our Fl. wildlife! Talk about narrow minded, seemingly uneducated and unwilling to
 compromise. Why not try suggestions that are not fatal to the Black bear? The FWC has been killing mother black
 bears and cubs all along, what does this say about the members of the FWC?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sheryl willey
2507 13th ave w
Bradenton, FL 34205-4059



From: Laurie Kardon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:12 PM

From: Laurie Kardon <lkardon@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33496-3474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There is no reason for this barbaric and inhumane 'hunt' to continue especially since there are other ways to control
 the bear population other than slaughter

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Kardon
5276 nw 20th St
Boca Raton, FL 33496-3474



From: Laurie Kardon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:05:12 PM

From: Laurie Kardon <lkardon@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33496-3474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There is no reason for this barbaric and inhumane 'hunt' to continue especially since there are other ways to control
 the bear population other than slaughter

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Kardon
5276 nw 20th St
Boca Raton, FL 33496-3474



From: sheryl willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:04:28 PM

From: sheryl willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34205-4059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I don't understand how the FWC's solution to animal conflicts is to'Kill'em' and they don't care how it's done. What a
 thoughtful bunch caring for our Fl. wildlife! Talk about narrow minded, seemingly uneducated and unwilling to
 compromise. Why not try suggestions that are not fatal to the Black bear? The FWC has been killing mother black
 bears and cubs all along, what does this say about the members of the FWC?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sheryl willey
2507 13th ave w
Bradenton, FL 34205-4059



From: sheryl willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:04:28 PM

From: sheryl willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34205-4059

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I don't understand how the FWC's solution to animal conflicts is to'Kill'em' and they don't care how it's done. What a
 thoughtful bunch caring for our Fl. wildlife! Talk about narrow minded, seemingly uneducated and unwilling to
 compromise. Why not try suggestions that are not fatal to the Black bear? The FWC has been killing mother black
 bears and cubs all along, what does this say about the members of the FWC?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

sheryl willey
2507 13th ave w
Bradenton, FL 34205-4059



From: Laurie Kardon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:58 PM

From: Laurie Kardon <lkardon@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33496-3474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There is no reason for this barbaric and inhumane 'hunt' to continue especially since there are other ways to control
 the bear population other than slaughter

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Kardon
5276 nw 20th St
Boca Raton, FL 33496-3474



From: Laurie Kardon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:58 PM

From: Laurie Kardon <lkardon@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33496-3474

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There is no reason for this barbaric and inhumane 'hunt' to continue especially since there are other ways to control
 the bear population other than slaughter

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Kardon
5276 nw 20th St
Boca Raton, FL 33496-3474



From: Alec Vollmer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:52 PM

From: Alec Vollmer <ABV5@cornell.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94901-4476

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alec Vollmer
26 Narragansett Cove
San Rafael, CA 94901-4476



From: Alec Vollmer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:52 PM

From: Alec Vollmer <ABV5@cornell.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94901-4476

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alec Vollmer
26 Narragansett Cove
San Rafael, CA 94901-4476



From: J.B. Johnson-Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:49 PM

From: J.B. Johnson-Allen <irish10@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40422-9411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

J.B. Johnson-Allen
3956 Hustonville Rd.
Danville, KY 40422-9411



From: J.B. Johnson-Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:49 PM

From: J.B. Johnson-Allen <irish10@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 40422-9411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

J.B. Johnson-Allen
3956 Hustonville Rd.
Danville, KY 40422-9411



From: Gwen Holloway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:47 PM

From: Gwen Holloway <hollow65@pacbell.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90046-2588

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gwen Holloway
1606 N. Laurel Ave.  #241
Los Angeles, CA 90046-2588



From: Gwen Holloway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:47 PM

From: Gwen Holloway <hollow65@pacbell.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90046-2588

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gwen Holloway
1606 N. Laurel Ave.  #241
Los Angeles, CA 90046-2588



From: Thomas Vosik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:45 PM

From: Thomas Vosik <tjbv.1@jetbroadband.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24073-1352

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Vosik
440 Wakeman CT
Christiansburg, VA 24073-1352



From: Thomas Vosik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:45 PM

From: Thomas Vosik <tjbv.1@jetbroadband.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24073-1352

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Vosik
440 Wakeman CT
Christiansburg, VA 24073-1352



From: Christina Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:40 PM

From: Christina Williams <clw2350@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30619-2615

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Williams
2350 Belmont Rd
Arnoldsville, GA 30619-2615



From: Christina Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:40 PM

From: Christina Williams <clw2350@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30619-2615

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Williams
2350 Belmont Rd
Arnoldsville, GA 30619-2615



From: Alyssa Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:39 PM

From: Alyssa Brown <lyssasbrown@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11731-5106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Brown
261 Burr Road
East Northport, NY 11731-5106



From: Alyssa Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:39 PM

From: Alyssa Brown <lyssasbrown@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11731-5106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Brown
261 Burr Road
East Northport, NY 11731-5106



From: Elizabeth Lincoln
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:36 PM

From: Elizabeth Lincoln <eclincoln@surewest net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95747-8304

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lincoln
7413 Timberrose Way
Roseville, CA 95747-8304



From: Elizabeth Lincoln
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:36 PM

From: Elizabeth Lincoln <eclincoln@surewest net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95747-8304

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lincoln
7413 Timberrose Way
Roseville, CA 95747-8304



From: Valerie Hildebrand
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:33 PM

From: Valerie Hildebrand <vintgal009@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44134-3464

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Valerie Hildebrand
Marioncliff Drive
PArma, OH 44134-3464



From: Christina Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:33 PM

From: Christina Williams <clw2350@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30619-2615

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Williams
2350 Belmont Rd
Arnoldsville, GA 30619-2615



From: Christina Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:33 PM

From: Christina Williams <clw2350@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30619-2615

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christina Williams
2350 Belmont Rd
Arnoldsville, GA 30619-2615



From: Valerie Hildebrand
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:33 PM

From: Valerie Hildebrand <vintgal009@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44134-3464

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Valerie Hildebrand
Marioncliff Drive
PArma, OH 44134-3464



From: Melissa Tomaszewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:17 PM

From: Melissa Tomaszewski <melissatomaszewski@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19606-9071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Tomaszewski
159 Waterford Lane
Reading, PA 19606-9071



From: Melissa Tomaszewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:17 PM

From: Melissa Tomaszewski <melissatomaszewski@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19606-9071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Tomaszewski
159 Waterford Lane
Reading, PA 19606-9071



From: Rev. Elizabeth Dodd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:16 PM

From: Rev. Elizabeth Dodd <libbydodd@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33498-6374

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rev. Elizabeth Dodd
18678 Cape Sable Drive
Boca Raton, FL 33498-6374



From: Rev. Elizabeth Dodd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:16 PM

From: Rev. Elizabeth Dodd <libbydodd@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33498-6374

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rev. Elizabeth Dodd
18678 Cape Sable Drive
Boca Raton, FL 33498-6374



From: Suyin Phillips
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:11 PM

From: Suyin Phillips <suyin@hawaii.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96821-1560

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suyin Phillips
5221 Kuaiwi Pl
Honolulu, HI 96821-1560



From: Suyin Phillips
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:11 PM

From: Suyin Phillips <suyin@hawaii.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 96821-1560

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Suyin Phillips
5221 Kuaiwi Pl
Honolulu, HI 96821-1560



From: Melissa Tomaszewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:08 PM

From: Melissa Tomaszewski <melissatomaszewski@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19606-9071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Tomaszewski
159 Waterford Lane
Reading, PA 19606-9071



From: Melissa Tomaszewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:03:08 PM

From: Melissa Tomaszewski <melissatomaszewski@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19606-9071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Tomaszewski
159 Waterford Lane
Reading, PA 19606-9071



From: Julia Serrago
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:02:43 PM

From: Julia Serrago <Julietuesday@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-2067

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Serrago
18 Marne Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-2067



From: Julia Serrago
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:02:43 PM

From: Julia Serrago <Julietuesday@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-2067

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Serrago
18 Marne Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312-2067



From: William Brannan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:01:27 PM

From: William Brannan <wildwill@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93023-1930

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Without more restrictions there will be lots of unnecessary animal suffering and mistreatment .  Try to be more
 humane!  Taking innocent life as sport is sick.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Brannan
1318 White Oak Cir
Ojai, CA 93023-1930



From: William Brannan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:01:27 PM

From: William Brannan <wildwill@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93023-1930

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Without more restrictions there will be lots of unnecessary animal suffering and mistreatment .  Try to be more
 humane!  Taking innocent life as sport is sick.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

William Brannan
1318 White Oak Cir
Ojai, CA 93023-1930



From: Ann Marie Sardineer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:01:16 PM

From: Ann Marie Sardineer <acynk@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15085-1232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Marie Sardineer
233 Woodlawn Drive
Trafford, PA 15085-1232



From: Ann Marie Sardineer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:01:16 PM

From: Ann Marie Sardineer <acynk@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15085-1232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Marie Sardineer
233 Woodlawn Drive
Trafford, PA 15085-1232



From: Craig Schaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:01:07 PM

From: Craig Schaffer <craigschaffer70@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34207-4820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Schaffer
6320 14th S W Lot 81
Bradenton, FL 34207-4820



From: Craig Schaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:01:07 PM

From: Craig Schaffer <craigschaffer70@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34207-4820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Schaffer
6320 14th S W Lot 81
Bradenton, FL 34207-4820



From: Shelley Butler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:51 PM

From: Shelley Butler <millieagain@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91311-1725

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shelley Butler
20300 Bermuda St
Chatsworth, CA 91311-1725



From: Shelley Butler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:51 PM

From: Shelley Butler <millieagain@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91311-1725

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shelley Butler
20300 Bermuda St
Chatsworth, CA 91311-1725



From: Craig Schaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:49 PM

From: Craig Schaffer <craigschaffer70@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34207-4820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Schaffer
6320 14th S W Lot 81
Bradenton, FL 34207-4820



From: Craig Schaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:49 PM

From: Craig Schaffer <craigschaffer70@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34207-4820

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Craig Schaffer
6320 14th S W Lot 81
Bradenton, FL 34207-4820



From: NANCY O
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:32 PM

From: NANCY O <ORSETNA@AOL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19711-7424

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

NANCY O
WYNWYD DR
NEWARK, DE 19711-7424



From: NANCY O
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:32 PM

From: NANCY O <ORSETNA@AOL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19711-7424

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

NANCY O
WYNWYD DR
NEWARK, DE 19711-7424



From: Cora Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:26 PM

From: Cora Moore <cora30030@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34759-3105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cora Moore
112 Knoll Wood Dr.
Kissimmee, FL 34759-3105



From: Cora Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:26 PM

From: Cora Moore <cora30030@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34759-3105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cora Moore
112 Knoll Wood Dr.
Kissimmee, FL 34759-3105



From: David Wilen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:15 PM

From: David Wilen <dwilen@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63130-2338

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Wilen
7043 Tulane Ave
Saint Louis, MO 63130-2338



From: Beth Bishop
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:15 PM

From: Beth  Bishop <Lizbishpitts@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28305-4934

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth  Bishop
208 Judd st
Fayetteville, NC 28305-4934



From: David Wilen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:15 PM

From: David Wilen <dwilen@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63130-2338

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Wilen
7043 Tulane Ave
Saint Louis, MO 63130-2338



From: Beth Bishop
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:15 PM

From: Beth  Bishop <Lizbishpitts@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28305-4934

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth  Bishop
208 Judd st
Fayetteville, NC 28305-4934



From: Ellen Dollar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:14 PM

From: Ellen Dollar <dddollar@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93401-5522

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen Dollar
2357 Banderola Ct.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-5522



From: Ellen Dollar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:14 PM

From: Ellen Dollar <dddollar@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93401-5522

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen Dollar
2357 Banderola Ct.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-5522



From: Monica Alfonso-Nola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:59:30 AM

From: Monica Alfonso-Nola <monicalalfonso@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33458-3733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica Alfonso-Nola
18890 Gumbo Limbo Court
Jupiter, FL 33458-3733



From: Monica Alfonso-Nola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:59:30 AM

From: Monica Alfonso-Nola <monicalalfonso@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33458-3733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica Alfonso-Nola
18890 Gumbo Limbo Court
Jupiter, FL 33458-3733



From: Monica Alfonso-Nola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:59:18 AM

From: Monica Alfonso-Nola <monicalalfonso@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33458-3733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica Alfonso-Nola
18890 Gumbo Limbo Court
Jupiter, FL 33458-3733



From: Monica Alfonso-Nola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:59:18 AM

From: Monica Alfonso-Nola <monicalalfonso@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33458-3733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica Alfonso-Nola
18890 Gumbo Limbo Court
Jupiter, FL 33458-3733



From: Monica Alfonso-Nola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:59:12 AM

From: Monica Alfonso-Nola <monicalalfonso@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33458-3733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica Alfonso-Nola
18890 Gumbo Limbo Court
Jupiter, FL 33458-3733



From: Monica Alfonso-Nola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:59:12 AM

From: Monica Alfonso-Nola <monicalalfonso@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33458-3733

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Monica Alfonso-Nola
18890 Gumbo Limbo Court
Jupiter, FL 33458-3733



From: Ann Graves
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:59:05 AM

From: Ann Graves <chappie10@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94578-1603

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Graves
1619 - 137th Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94578-1603



From: Ann Graves
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:59:05 AM

From: Ann Graves <chappie10@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94578-1603

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ann Graves
1619 - 137th Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94578-1603



From: Amber Dudkowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:58 AM

From: Amber Dudkowski <a1985hollywood@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63010-3775

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amber Dudkowski
2051 Saxon Drive
Arnold, MO 63010-3775



From: Amber Dudkowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:58 AM

From: Amber Dudkowski <a1985hollywood@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 63010-3775

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Amber Dudkowski
2051 Saxon Drive
Arnold, MO 63010-3775



From: tara appleman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:55 AM

From: tara appleman <playboymodel666@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 16673-8232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

tara appleman
653 Brumbaugh road
Roaring Spring, PA 16673-8232



From: tara appleman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:55 AM

From: tara appleman <playboymodel666@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 16673-8232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

tara appleman
653 Brumbaugh road
Roaring Spring, PA 16673-8232



From: carly engleton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:51 AM

From: carly engleton <carlynicolee01@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33409-7608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carly engleton
1939 stratford way
West Palm Beach, FL 33409-7608



From: carly engleton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:51 AM

From: carly engleton <carlynicolee01@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33409-7608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carly engleton
1939 stratford way
West Palm Beach, FL 33409-7608



From: tara appleman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:48 AM

From: tara appleman <playboymodel666@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 16673-8232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

tara appleman
653 Brumbaugh road
Roaring Spring, PA 16673-8232



From: tara appleman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:48 AM

From: tara appleman <playboymodel666@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 16673-8232

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

tara appleman
653 Brumbaugh road
Roaring Spring, PA 16673-8232



From: Carol Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:40 AM

From: Carol Johnson <rockymtn.girl64@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60190-1955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Johnson
28W141 Liberty St.
Winfield, IL 60190-1955



From: Carol Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:40 AM

From: Carol Johnson <rockymtn.girl64@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60190-1955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carol Johnson
28W141 Liberty St.
Winfield, IL 60190-1955



From: Midori Furutate
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:38 AM

From: Midori Furutate <blueingreen000@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10040-3814

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Midori Furutate
200 Bennett Ave.
New York, NY 10040-3814



From: Midori Furutate
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:38 AM

From: Midori Furutate <blueingreen000@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10040-3814

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Midori Furutate
200 Bennett Ave.
New York, NY 10040-3814



From: Crystal Howell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:31 AM

From: Crystal Howell <Ratsy69303@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84104-3226

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Crystal Howell
1509 Glenrose Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84104-3226



From: Crystal Howell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:31 AM

From: Crystal Howell <Ratsy69303@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84104-3226

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Crystal Howell
1509 Glenrose Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84104-3226



From: Catherine McNamara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:30 AM

From: Catherine McNamara <cdmcnamara@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32828-7324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Catherine McNamara
2152 Torchwood Drive
Orlando, FL 32828-7324



From: Catherine McNamara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:30 AM

From: Catherine McNamara <cdmcnamara@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32828-7324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Catherine McNamara
2152 Torchwood Drive
Orlando, FL 32828-7324



From: Crystal Howell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:22 AM

From: Crystal Howell <Ratsy69303@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84104-3226

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Crystal Howell
1509 Glenrose Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84104-3226



From: Crystal Howell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:22 AM

From: Crystal Howell <Ratsy69303@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 84104-3226

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Crystal Howell
1509 Glenrose Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84104-3226



From: Nicole Weber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:09 AM

From: Nicole Weber <nicole4770@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21122-1181

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole Weber
356 Nature Walk
Pasadena, MD 21122-1181



From: Nicole Weber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:09 AM

From: Nicole Weber <nicole4770@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21122-1181

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicole Weber
356 Nature Walk
Pasadena, MD 21122-1181



From: Thomas Pintagro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:08 AM

From: Thomas Pintagro <tjp1069@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14701-3411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Pintagro
8 Beverly Pl
Jamestown, NY 14701-3411



From: Thomas Pintagro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:08 AM

From: Thomas Pintagro <tjp1069@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 14701-3411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Thomas Pintagro
8 Beverly Pl
Jamestown, NY 14701-3411



From: Roberta Shields
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:04 AM

From: Roberta Shields <r.a.shields@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07960-6771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Roberta Shields
12 Birch Lane
Morristown, NJ 07960-6771



From: Roberta Shields
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:04 AM

From: Roberta Shields <r.a.shields@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07960-6771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Roberta Shields
12 Birch Lane
Morristown, NJ 07960-6771



From: Sandra Webster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:02 AM

From: Sandra Webster <rwebster1@austin rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78750-2619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Webster
11512 Tin Cup Dr #203
Austin, TX 78750-2619



From: Sandra Webster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:58:02 AM

From: Sandra Webster <rwebster1@austin rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78750-2619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sandra Webster
11512 Tin Cup Dr #203
Austin, TX 78750-2619



From: Alyson Amsterdam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:59 AM

From: Alyson Amsterdam <aba1964@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19422-1286

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I am so hopeful that will will seriously consider this humane issue.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alyson Amsterdam
106 St. Andrews Way
Blue Bell, PA 19422-1286



From: Alyson Amsterdam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:59 AM

From: Alyson Amsterdam <aba1964@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19422-1286

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I am so hopeful that will will seriously consider this humane issue.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alyson Amsterdam
106 St. Andrews Way
Blue Bell, PA 19422-1286



From: connie perez moreno
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:57 AM

From: connie perez moreno <cperezmoreno@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93035-1529

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

connie perez moreno
864 saratoga st
Oxnard, CA 93035-1529



From: connie perez moreno
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:57 AM

From: connie perez moreno <cperezmoreno@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93035-1529

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

connie perez moreno
864 saratoga st
Oxnard, CA 93035-1529



From: Nancy O"Neal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:54 AM

From: Nancy O'Neal <nancyoneal@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78942-6482

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I beg you revie-w the research and implement the far simpler and more humane solutions.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy O'Neal
2388 CR 113
Giddings, TX 78942-6482



From: Nancy O"Neal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:54 AM

From: Nancy O'Neal <nancyoneal@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78942-6482

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I beg you revie-w the research and implement the far simpler and more humane solutions.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy O'Neal
2388 CR 113
Giddings, TX 78942-6482



From: Steven Nelson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:53 AM

From: Steven Nelson <nelson608@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60014-7404

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Nelson
608 Chardonnay Lane
Crystal Lake, IL 60014-7404



From: Steven Nelson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:53 AM

From: Steven Nelson <nelson608@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60014-7404

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Steven Nelson
608 Chardonnay Lane
Crystal Lake, IL 60014-7404



From: Eileen Macmillan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:50 AM

From: Eileen Macmillan <eileenmacmillan@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94549-2316

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Macmillan
1550 Rancho Del Hambre
Lafayette, CA 94549-2316



From: Eileen Macmillan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:50 AM

From: Eileen Macmillan <eileenmacmillan@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94549-2316

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Macmillan
1550 Rancho Del Hambre
Lafayette, CA 94549-2316



From: Letitia Noel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:48 AM

From: Letitia Noel <tishnoel@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60610-7406

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Letitia Noel
55 W Goethe St
Chicago, IL 60610-7406



From: Letitia Noel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:48 AM

From: Letitia Noel <tishnoel@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60610-7406

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Letitia Noel
55 W Goethe St
Chicago, IL 60610-7406



From: Harriet McCleary
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:42 AM

From: Harriet McCleary <mccleary@stolaf.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55404-3566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet McCleary
2440 Stevens Ave. S. #2
Minneapolis, MN 55404-3566



From: Harriet McCleary
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:42 AM

From: Harriet McCleary <mccleary@stolaf.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55404-3566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet McCleary
2440 Stevens Ave. S. #2
Minneapolis, MN 55404-3566



From: Anthony Capobianco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:41 AM

From: Anthony Capobianco <acapobia1@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15102-4612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anthony Capobianco
101 KEYSTONE CT STE 203
Bethel Park, PA 15102-4612



From: Anthony Capobianco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:41 AM

From: Anthony Capobianco <acapobia1@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15102-4612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Anthony Capobianco
101 KEYSTONE CT STE 203
Bethel Park, PA 15102-4612



From: ann scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:34 AM

From: ann scott <sterlingscott@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92008-1414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ann scott
2475 jefferson #206
Carlsbad, CA 92008-1414



From: ann scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:34 AM

From: ann scott <sterlingscott@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92008-1414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ann scott
2475 jefferson #206
Carlsbad, CA 92008-1414



From: Lisa Neste
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:32 AM

From: Lisa Neste <lilmouse1213@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27265-1196

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Neste
4437 Garden Club St
High Point, NC 27265-1196



From: Lisa Neste
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:32 AM

From: Lisa Neste <lilmouse1213@earthlink.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27265-1196

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Neste
4437 Garden Club St
High Point, NC 27265-1196



From: Hank Saxe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:30 AM

From: Hank Saxe <hanksaxe@newmex.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87571-0015

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hank Saxe
PO Box 15
Taos, NM 87571-0015



From: Hank Saxe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:30 AM

From: Hank Saxe <hanksaxe@newmex.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87571-0015

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Hank Saxe
PO Box 15
Taos, NM 87571-0015



From: Harriet Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:25 AM

From: Harriet Spencer <hspencer65@windstream net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28722-0918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Spencer
P.O. Box 918
Columbus, NC 28722-0918



From: Harriet Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:25 AM

From: Harriet Spencer <hspencer65@windstream net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28722-0918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Spencer
P.O. Box 918
Columbus, NC 28722-0918



From: Sharlene Osorio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:22 AM

From: Sharlene Osorio <sharlene@equestrianart.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94508-0337

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharlene Osorio
PO Box 337
Angwin, CA 94508-0337



From: Sharlene Osorio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:21 AM

From: Sharlene Osorio <sharlene@equestrianart.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94508-0337

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharlene Osorio
PO Box 337
Angwin, CA 94508-0337



From: Harriet Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:19 AM

From: Harriet Spencer <hspencer65@windstream net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28722-0918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Spencer
P.O. Box 918
Columbus, NC 28722-0918



From: Harriet Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:19 AM

From: Harriet Spencer <hspencer65@windstream net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28722-0918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Spencer
P.O. Box 918
Columbus, NC 28722-0918



From: Sharlene Osorio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:11 AM

From: Sharlene Osorio <sharlene@equestrianart.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94508-0337

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharlene Osorio
PO Box 337
Angwin, CA 94508-0337



From: Sharlene Osorio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:57:11 AM

From: Sharlene Osorio <sharlene@equestrianart.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94508-0337

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharlene Osorio
PO Box 337
Angwin, CA 94508-0337



From: Julio Leon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:58 AM

From: Julio Leon <jleon21@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98052-5198

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julio Leon
8397 158th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052-5198



From: Julio Leon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:58 AM

From: Julio Leon <jleon21@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98052-5198

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julio Leon
8397 158th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052-5198



From: Lasha Wells
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:55 AM

From: Lasha Wells <cocobuddr@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707-1407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lasha Wells
6243 3rd ave south
Saint Petersburg, FL 33707-1407



From: Lasha Wells
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:55 AM

From: Lasha Wells <cocobuddr@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707-1407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lasha Wells
6243 3rd ave south
Saint Petersburg, FL 33707-1407



From: Barbara Mazzarella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:51 AM

From: Barbara Mazzarella <therapyandrecovery@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11220-4948

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mazzarella
350 65th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11220-4948



From: Barbara Mazzarella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:51 AM

From: Barbara Mazzarella <therapyandrecovery@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11220-4948

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mazzarella
350 65th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11220-4948



From: Andrew Apostolos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:50 AM

From: Andrew Apostolos <andrew.apostolos@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02474-8712

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrew Apostolos
11 Varnum st, U1
Arlington, MA 02474-8712



From: Andrew Apostolos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:50 AM

From: Andrew Apostolos <andrew.apostolos@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02474-8712

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrew Apostolos
11 Varnum st, U1
Arlington, MA 02474-8712



From: Nargaret Colonna
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:49 AM

From: Nargaret Colonna <theupperpaw2@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12531-5105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nargaret Colonna
4006 Route 52
Holmes, NY 12531-5105



From: Nargaret Colonna
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:49 AM

From: Nargaret Colonna <theupperpaw2@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12531-5105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nargaret Colonna
4006 Route 52
Holmes, NY 12531-5105



From: Victoria Brandon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:39 AM

From: Victoria  Brandon <wyandotte@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91325-2407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria  Brandon
9311 Bianca
Northridge, CA 91325-2407



From: Victoria Brandon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:39 AM

From: Victoria  Brandon <wyandotte@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91325-2407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria  Brandon
9311 Bianca
Northridge, CA 91325-2407



From: Marie Wakefield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:34 AM

From: Marie Wakefield <wakefieldm_2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97365-9519

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marie Wakefield
3054 Highway 20
Newport, OR 97365-9519



From: Marie Wakefield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:34 AM

From: Marie Wakefield <wakefieldm_2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97365-9519

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marie Wakefield
3054 Highway 20
Newport, OR 97365-9519



From: Deneen Olivieri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:32 AM

From: Deneen Olivieri <pastemeup@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32707-5049

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I have worked in several of the areas where there have been conflicts with bears.  Every home owner that I have
 worked for and asked their opinion on this matter, have said that they have always known that therer were black
 bears in their neighborhood and it only takes a conscious effort to keep both the bears and themselves safe.  Most
 people have bought homes in this area because of the wildlife etc.  I truly believe that bear proof trashcans and
 other humane ways of controlling human/bear conflict.  Maybe we need to hold the citizens accountable for their
 actions and not make the bears suffer.  If we don't reprimand the citizens then this will be an ongoing thing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deneen Olivieri
510 S. Winter Park Dr.
Casselberry, FL 32707-5049



From: Deneen Olivieri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:32 AM

From: Deneen Olivieri <pastemeup@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32707-5049

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I have worked in several of the areas where there have been conflicts with bears.  Every home owner that I have
 worked for and asked their opinion on this matter, have said that they have always known that therer were black
 bears in their neighborhood and it only takes a conscious effort to keep both the bears and themselves safe.  Most
 people have bought homes in this area because of the wildlife etc.  I truly believe that bear proof trashcans and
 other humane ways of controlling human/bear conflict.  Maybe we need to hold the citizens accountable for their
 actions and not make the bears suffer.  If we don't reprimand the citizens then this will be an ongoing thing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deneen Olivieri
510 S. Winter Park Dr.
Casselberry, FL 32707-5049



From: Victoria Brandon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:30 AM

From: Victoria  Brandon <wyandotte@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91325-2407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria  Brandon
9311 Bianca
Northridge, CA 91325-2407



From: Victoria Brandon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:30 AM

From: Victoria  Brandon <wyandotte@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91325-2407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Victoria  Brandon
9311 Bianca
Northridge, CA 91325-2407



From: Natalie Alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:28 AM

From: Natalie Alexander <n4nettly@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92630-8372

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Alexander
54 Agave
Lake Forest, CA 92630-8372



From: Natalie Alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:28 AM

From: Natalie Alexander <n4nettly@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92630-8372

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Alexander
54 Agave
Lake Forest, CA 92630-8372



From: James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:25 AM

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: James Mulcare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:25 AM

From: James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 99403-2576

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403-2576



From: Natalie Alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:19 AM

From: Natalie Alexander <n4nettly@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92630-8372

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Alexander
54 Agave
Lake Forest, CA 92630-8372



From: Natalie Alexander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:19 AM

From: Natalie Alexander <n4nettly@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92630-8372

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Alexander
54 Agave
Lake Forest, CA 92630-8372



From: Harriet Shalat
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:18 AM

From: Harriet Shalat <hshalat1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11375-1054

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Shalat
10242 62 Drive
Forest Hills, NY 11375-1054



From: Harriet Shalat
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:18 AM

From: Harriet Shalat <hshalat1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11375-1054

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Shalat
10242 62 Drive
Forest Hills, NY 11375-1054



From: Harriet Shalat
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:09 AM

From: Harriet Shalat <hshalat1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11375-1054

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Shalat
10242 62 Drive
Forest Hills, NY 11375-1054



From: Harriet Shalat
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:09 AM

From: Harriet Shalat <hshalat1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11375-1054

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Shalat
10242 62 Drive
Forest Hills, NY 11375-1054



From: Jennifer Oppenheim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:03 AM

From: Jennifer Oppenheim <jenn@crwww.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75410-8085

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Oppenheim
355 Private Road 6374
Alba, TX 75410-8085



From: Jennifer Oppenheim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:03 AM

From: Jennifer Oppenheim <jenn@crwww.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75410-8085

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Oppenheim
355 Private Road 6374
Alba, TX 75410-8085



From: Paul Ramos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:03 AM

From: Paul Ramos <pauldramos@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93460-0728

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Paul Ramos
po box 728
Santa Ynez, CA 93460-0728



From: Paul Ramos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:56:02 AM

From: Paul Ramos <pauldramos@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93460-0728

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Paul Ramos
po box 728
Santa Ynez, CA 93460-0728



From: Lisa Koehl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:58 AM

From: Lisa Koehl <lkoehl@snet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32174-4819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Koehl
22 Twin River Drive
Ormond Beach, FL 32174-4819



From: Lisa Koehl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:58 AM

From: Lisa Koehl <lkoehl@snet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32174-4819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Koehl
22 Twin River Drive
Ormond Beach, FL 32174-4819



From: Jennifer Oppenheim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:56 AM

From: Jennifer Oppenheim <jenn@crwww.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75410-8085

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Oppenheim
355 Private Road 6374
Alba, TX 75410-8085



From: Jennifer Oppenheim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:56 AM

From: Jennifer Oppenheim <jenn@crwww.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75410-8085

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Oppenheim
355 Private Road 6374
Alba, TX 75410-8085



From: Paul Ramos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:52 AM

From: Paul Ramos <pauldramos@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93460-0728

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Paul Ramos
po box 728
Santa Ynez, CA 93460-0728



From: Paul Ramos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:52 AM

From: Paul Ramos <pauldramos@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93460-0728

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the
 state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife
 management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears with dogs', two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.



Sincerely,

Paul Ramos
po box 728
Santa Ynez, CA 93460-0728



From: Evelyn Och
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:50 AM

From: Evelyn Och <evie.och@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15232-2500

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Och
803 s negley ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15232-2500



From: Evelyn Och
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:50 AM

From: Evelyn Och <evie.och@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15232-2500

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Och
803 s negley ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15232-2500



From: Jill Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:43 AM

From: Jill Robertson <candylover20012001@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95247-9530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jill Robertson
600 Forest Meadows Dr.
Murphys, CA 95247-9530



From: Jill Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:43 AM

From: Jill Robertson <candylover20012001@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95247-9530

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jill Robertson
600 Forest Meadows Dr.
Murphys, CA 95247-9530



From: Michelle Lukasiewicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:39 AM

From: Michelle Lukasiewicz <meow1229meow@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85295-4888

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I am asking that you reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's proposal to open the state of
 Florida to bear hunting. This proposal is not ba-sed in science or responsible wildlife management.  How can the
 Florida black bear be so well established when 3 years ago they were threatened?  There is no reliable,
 comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist.
The proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears
 that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. Please reject this misguided proposal.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lukasiewicz
52 E Harrison St
Gilbert, AZ 85295-4888



From: Michelle Lukasiewicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:39 AM

From: Michelle Lukasiewicz <meow1229meow@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85295-4888

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I am asking that you reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's proposal to open the state of
 Florida to bear hunting. This proposal is not ba-sed in science or responsible wildlife management.  How can the
 Florida black bear be so well established when 3 years ago they were threatened?  There is no reliable,
 comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist.
The proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears
 that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. Please reject this misguided proposal.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lukasiewicz
52 E Harrison St
Gilbert, AZ 85295-4888



From: Elaine Arellano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:36 AM

From: Elaine Arellano <taza@socal.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90260

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elaine Arellano
14509 Kingsdale Aved.
14509 Kingsdale Ave., CA 90260



From: Elaine Arellano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:36 AM

From: Elaine Arellano <taza@socal.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90260

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elaine Arellano
14509 Kingsdale Aved.
14509 Kingsdale Ave., CA 90260



From: Christian Comstock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:35 AM

From: Christian  Comstock <crcomstock@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23229-5815

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christian  Comstock
1300 Severn Rd.
Henrico, VA 23229-5815



From: Christian Comstock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:35 AM

From: Christian  Comstock <crcomstock@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23229-5815

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Christian  Comstock
1300 Severn Rd.
Henrico, VA 23229-5815



From: Susan Coulson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:32 AM

From: Susan Coulson <itsacairn@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78109-1977

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Coulson
9459 Copper Mist
Converse, TX 78109-1977



From: Susan Coulson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:32 AM

From: Susan Coulson <itsacairn@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78109-1977

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Coulson
9459 Copper Mist
Converse, TX 78109-1977



From: David Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:25 AM

From: David Martin <damartin33@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 57039-2218

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Martin
513 S. Garfield St.
Lennox, SD 57039-2218



From: David Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:25 AM

From: David Martin <damartin33@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 57039-2218

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Martin
513 S. Garfield St.
Lennox, SD 57039-2218



From: Edward Lemieux Jr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:18 AM

From: Edward Lemieux Jr <EJL9@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01746-1307

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Edward Lemieux Jr
91 Concord St
Holliston, MA 01746-1307



From: Edward Lemieux Jr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:18 AM

From: Edward Lemieux Jr <EJL9@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01746-1307

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Edward Lemieux Jr
91 Concord St
Holliston, MA 01746-1307



From: David Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:15 AM

From: David Martin <damartin33@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 57039-2218

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Martin
513 S. Garfield St.
Lennox, SD 57039-2218



From: Marian F. McAleenan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:15 AM

From: Marian F. McAleenan <dawnmist@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04856-4031

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I lived in a different state fir a few years.  there were many bears there.  they NEVER shot one if there was anyway
 of transporting it to a safe place.  If you go through with this it will encourage the VERY cruel Bear Batting.  We
 have Bear Batting in my state and it is an absolute disgrace to the state as far as many of us are concerned.   Please
 do not allow this  Bear hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marian F. McAleenan
11 Little Bear Lane
Rockport, ME 04856-4031



From: dostana ljusic
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:15 AM

From: dostana ljusic <dostanaljusic@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10990-3826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dostana ljusic
36 cascade lake rd
Warwick, NY 10990-3826



From: David Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:15 AM

From: David Martin <damartin33@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 57039-2218

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Martin
513 S. Garfield St.
Lennox, SD 57039-2218



From: Marian F. McAleenan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:15 AM

From: Marian F. McAleenan <dawnmist@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04856-4031

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I lived in a different state fir a few years.  there were many bears there.  they NEVER shot one if there was anyway
 of transporting it to a safe place.  If you go through with this it will encourage the VERY cruel Bear Batting.  We
 have Bear Batting in my state and it is an absolute disgrace to the state as far as many of us are concerned.   Please
 do not allow this  Bear hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marian F. McAleenan
11 Little Bear Lane
Rockport, ME 04856-4031



From: dostana ljusic
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:15 AM

From: dostana ljusic <dostanaljusic@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10990-3826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dostana ljusic
36 cascade lake rd
Warwick, NY 10990-3826



From: Katie Stewart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: Katie Stewart <katie827@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93444-5648

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katie Stewart
784 Southland St.
Nipomo, CA 93444-5648



From: priscilla mezrahi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: priscilla mezrahi <psmakh@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

priscilla mezrahi
webster street
merrick, NY 11566



From: Gena McGee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: Gena McGee <g_mcgee@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23009-2435

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Thank you for doing what is right

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gena McGee
3925 King William Rd.
Aylett, VA 23009-2435



From: S Logan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: S Logan <scott.logan@aon.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is unconscionable that this hunt is taking place so soon after this specific to Florida bear just rebounded their
 numbers enough to be removed from the Threatened Species list, now on top of their habitat being taken away and
 long with that their food source, they to try and avoid Trophy Hunters who will only be looking to have their fur
 placed in a den or 'man-cave'.

The FWC should be ashamed of themselves 'espsecially the official that will not even hear dissenting opinions on
 this matter' for trying to bring this beautiful animal back to the brink of extinction!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

S Logan
1001 Brickell Bay Dr, Miami, Fl
Miami, FL 33131



From: Mae Cee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: Mae Cee <inogen@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mae Cee
sugar cane lane
Port Orange, FL 32129



From: Katie Stewart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: Katie Stewart <katie827@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93444-5648

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katie Stewart
784 Southland St.
Nipomo, CA 93444-5648



From: Gena McGee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: Gena McGee <g_mcgee@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 23009-2435

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Thank you for doing what is right

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gena McGee
3925 King William Rd.
Aylett, VA 23009-2435



From: priscilla mezrahi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: priscilla mezrahi <psmakh@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

priscilla mezrahi
webster street
merrick, NY 11566



From: S Logan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: S Logan <scott.logan@aon.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

It is unconscionable that this hunt is taking place so soon after this specific to Florida bear just rebounded their
 numbers enough to be removed from the Threatened Species list, now on top of their habitat being taken away and
 long with that their food source, they to try and avoid Trophy Hunters who will only be looking to have their fur
 placed in a den or 'man-cave'.

The FWC should be ashamed of themselves 'espsecially the official that will not even hear dissenting opinions on
 this matter' for trying to bring this beautiful animal back to the brink of extinction!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

S Logan
1001 Brickell Bay Dr, Miami, Fl
Miami, FL 33131



From: Mae Cee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:14 AM

From: Mae Cee <inogen@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32129

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mae Cee
sugar cane lane
Port Orange, FL 32129



From: Mary Healy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:13 AM

From: Mary Healy <maryhealy8888@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97409-0025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Healy
PO Box 25
Alvadore, OR 97409-0025



From: Edward Butler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:13 AM

From: Edward Butler <epb223@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10021-5019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Edward Butler
36 E 69th St
New York, NY 10021-5019



From: Mary Healy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:13 AM

From: Mary Healy <maryhealy8888@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97409-0025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Healy
PO Box 25
Alvadore, OR 97409-0025



From: Edward Butler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:55:13 AM

From: Edward Butler <epb223@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10021-5019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Edward Butler
36 E 69th St
New York, NY 10021-5019



From: Lynn Spoden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:29 AM

From: Lynn Spoden <lynnspoden@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85257-4565

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Spoden
820 n 85th st
Scottsdale, AZ 85257-4565



From: April James-Hooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:29 AM

From: April James-Hooper <apriljames60@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11772-3419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

April James-Hooper
5 Underwood Street
Patchogue, NY 11772-3419



From: Lynn Spoden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:29 AM

From: Lynn Spoden <lynnspoden@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85257-4565

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Spoden
820 n 85th st
Scottsdale, AZ 85257-4565



From: April James-Hooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:29 AM

From: April James-Hooper <apriljames60@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11772-3419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

April James-Hooper
5 Underwood Street
Patchogue, NY 11772-3419



From: karen stickney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:25 AM

From: karen stickney <kstick35@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04240-5213

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

karen stickney
27 baril street
Lewiston, ME 04240-5213



From: karen stickney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:25 AM

From: karen stickney <kstick35@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 04240-5213

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

karen stickney
27 baril street
Lewiston, ME 04240-5213



From: charles kitch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:23 AM

From: charles kitch <charles@soundpro.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75230-2359

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

charles kitch
6915 oak manor dr.
Dallas, TX 75230-2359



From: charles kitch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:23 AM

From: charles kitch <charles@soundpro.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75230-2359

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

charles kitch
6915 oak manor dr.
Dallas, TX 75230-2359



From: Jim Conroy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:20 AM

From: Jim Conroy <conroyjim@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44511-3328

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Conroy
3048 Louise Rita Ct
Youngstown, OH 44511-3328



From: Jim Conroy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:20 AM

From: Jim Conroy <conroyjim@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44511-3328

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jim Conroy
3048 Louise Rita Ct
Youngstown, OH 44511-3328



From: Roberta Desalle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:17 AM

From: Roberta Desalle <lvicdes@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10024-1547

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Roberta Desalle
18 West 90th Street
New York, NY 10024-1547



From: Roberta Desalle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:17 AM

From: Roberta Desalle <lvicdes@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10024-1547

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Roberta Desalle
18 West 90th Street
New York, NY 10024-1547



From: carol ray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:14 AM

From: carol ray <carolray@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98199-2735

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carol ray
3421 30th ave w
Seattle, WA 98199-2735



From: Gordon Grant
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:14 AM

From: Gordon Grant <kd5ylt@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77465-1719

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As an alumnus of the University of South Florida, I urge you to rethink this ill-conceived bear hunt proposal and to
 stop it before it becomes a tragedy for Florida black bears and a stain on Florida's wildlife management programs.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gordon Grant
264 Stovall Druve
Palacios, TX 77465-1719



From: carol ray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:14 AM

From: carol ray <carolray@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98199-2735

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

carol ray
3421 30th ave w
Seattle, WA 98199-2735



From: Gordon Grant
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:14 AM

From: Gordon Grant <kd5ylt@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77465-1719

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As an alumnus of the University of South Florida, I urge you to rethink this ill-conceived bear hunt proposal and to
 stop it before it becomes a tragedy for Florida black bears and a stain on Florida's wildlife management programs.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gordon Grant
264 Stovall Druve
Palacios, TX 77465-1719



From: Dona LaSchiava
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:08 AM

From: Dona LaSchiava <dslaschiava@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85741-3929

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dona LaSchiava
4511 W. Rockwood Dr
Tucson, AZ 85741-3929



From: Dona LaSchiava
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:08 AM

From: Dona LaSchiava <dslaschiava@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85741-3929

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dona LaSchiava
4511 W. Rockwood Dr
Tucson, AZ 85741-3929



From: Ricardo Pacheco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:03 AM

From: Ricardo Pacheco <deadlift305@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44134-6744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Pacheco
7656 Broadvie-w rd
Cleveland, OH 44134-6744



From: Ricardo Pacheco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:54:03 AM

From: Ricardo Pacheco <deadlift305@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44134-6744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Pacheco
7656 Broadvie-w rd
Cleveland, OH 44134-6744



From: Lisa Annecone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:57 AM

From: Lisa Annecone <bettylea7@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95407-5499

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Annecone
551 Torrey Pine Lane
Santa Rosa, CA 95407-5499



From: Lisa Annecone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:57 AM

From: Lisa Annecone <bettylea7@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95407-5499

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Annecone
551 Torrey Pine Lane
Santa Rosa, CA 95407-5499



From: Andrea Sutherland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:55 AM

From: Andrea Sutherland <als132@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78230-1722

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Sutherland
4011 Goshen Pass
San Antonio, TX 78230-1722



From: Andrea Sutherland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:55 AM

From: Andrea Sutherland <als132@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78230-1722

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Sutherland
4011 Goshen Pass
San Antonio, TX 78230-1722



From: Ricardo Pacheco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:51 AM

From: Ricardo Pacheco <deadlift305@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44134-6744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Pacheco
7656 Broadvie-w rd
Cleveland, OH 44134-6744



From: Ricardo Pacheco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:51 AM

From: Ricardo Pacheco <deadlift305@YAHOO.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44134-6744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Pacheco
7656 Broadvie-w rd
Cleveland, OH 44134-6744



From: Aubrey Lees
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:41 AM

From: Aubrey Lees <alees99@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-2666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aubrey Lees
244 West 4th Street
New York, NY 10014-2666



From: Aubrey Lees
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:41 AM

From: Aubrey Lees <alees99@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-2666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aubrey Lees
244 West 4th Street
New York, NY 10014-2666



From: Gaylord Yost
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:28 AM

From: Gaylord Yost <gaylyost@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32459-2355

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

In a state where the human population is fast removing or endangering what little wildlife is left, it is really
 irresponsible to even propose such a hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gaylord Yost
PO Box 2355
Santa Rosa Beach, FL 32459-2355



From: Aubrey Lees
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:28 AM

From: Aubrey Lees <alees99@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-2666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aubrey Lees
244 West 4th Street
New York, NY 10014-2666



From: Gaylord Yost
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:28 AM

From: Gaylord Yost <gaylyost@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32459-2355

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

In a state where the human population is fast removing or endangering what little wildlife is left, it is really
 irresponsible to even propose such a hunt.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gaylord Yost
PO Box 2355
Santa Rosa Beach, FL 32459-2355



From: Aubrey Lees
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:28 AM

From: Aubrey Lees <alees99@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-2666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aubrey Lees
244 West 4th Street
New York, NY 10014-2666



From: av harville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:18 AM

From: av harville <aaharvy@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76126-2568

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

av harville
215b San Angelo
Benbrook, TX 76126-2568



From: av harville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:18 AM

From: av harville <aaharvy@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76126-2568

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

av harville
215b San Angelo
Benbrook, TX 76126-2568



From: Joy de Pominville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:11 AM

From: Joy de Pominville <purejoyliving@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94555-1057

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joy de Pominville
32482 salton sea lane
Fremont, CA 94555-1057



From: Joy de Pominville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:11 AM

From: Joy de Pominville <purejoyliving@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94555-1057

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joy de Pominville
32482 salton sea lane
Fremont, CA 94555-1057



From: Terrence Snyder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:05 AM

From: Terrence Snyder <t-snyder@nga.gov>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22302-2108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

STOP THE BEAR HUNT...!!!!!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terrence Snyder
3242 Valley Drive
Alexandria, VA 22302-2108



From: Terrence Snyder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:53:05 AM

From: Terrence Snyder <t-snyder@nga.gov>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22302-2108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

STOP THE BEAR HUNT...!!!!!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terrence Snyder
3242 Valley Drive
Alexandria, VA 22302-2108



From: Maddox Pellegrino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:57 AM

From: Maddox Pellegrino <maddoxpellegrino@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08330-2441

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maddox Pellegrino
1932 cologne ave
Mays Landing, NJ 08330-2441



From: Maddox Pellegrino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:57 AM

From: Maddox Pellegrino <maddoxpellegrino@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08330-2441

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maddox Pellegrino
1932 cologne ave
Mays Landing, NJ 08330-2441



From: Terrence Snyder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:52 AM

From: Terrence Snyder <t-snyder@nga.gov>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22302-2108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

STOP THE BEAR HUNT...!!!!!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terrence Snyder
3242 Valley Drive
Alexandria, VA 22302-2108



From: Terrence Snyder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:52 AM

From: Terrence Snyder <t-snyder@nga.gov>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22302-2108

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

STOP THE BEAR HUNT...!!!!!!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terrence Snyder
3242 Valley Drive
Alexandria, VA 22302-2108



From: James Duff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:49 AM

From: James Duff <jaduff3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95370-8251

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please stop all the killing in Florida. Your beautiful state has become known for losing animals in danger of losing
 more every day. Please do not allow any Bear hunting.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Duff
22498 Yerba Santa Rd
Sonora, CA 95370-8251



From: James Duff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:49 AM

From: James Duff <jaduff3@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95370-8251

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please stop all the killing in Florida. Your beautiful state has become known for losing animals in danger of losing
 more every day. Please do not allow any Bear hunting.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

James Duff
22498 Yerba Santa Rd
Sonora, CA 95370-8251



From: Dianne Douglas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:43 AM

From: Dianne Douglas <ddouglas@mainex1.asu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85042-7082

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianne Douglas
2723 E Valencia Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85042-7082



From: Dianne Douglas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:43 AM

From: Dianne Douglas <ddouglas@mainex1.asu.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85042-7082

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dianne Douglas
2723 E Valencia Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85042-7082



From: Karen Quaritius
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:42 AM

From: Karen Quaritius <kquaritius@aviationrecruiting net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32043-3736

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Quaritius
413 Highland Avenue S.
Green Cove Springs, FL 32043-3736



From: Karen Quaritius
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:42 AM

From: Karen Quaritius <kquaritius@aviationrecruiting net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32043-3736

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Quaritius
413 Highland Avenue S.
Green Cove Springs, FL 32043-3736



From: Joseph Webster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:38 AM

From: Joseph  Webster <joewebster81@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 62521-8651

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph  Webster
4015 graces
Decatur, IL 62521-8651



From: Joseph Webster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:38 AM

From: Joseph  Webster <joewebster81@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 62521-8651

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph  Webster
4015 graces
Decatur, IL 62521-8651



From: Beth Segar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:34 AM

From: Beth Segar <dragonfly8@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37934-4558

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth Segar
12422 Willow Ridge Way
Knoxville, TN 37934-4558



From: Beth Segar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:34 AM

From: Beth Segar <dragonfly8@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37934-4558

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth Segar
12422 Willow Ridge Way
Knoxville, TN 37934-4558



From: Michael Gannon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:29 AM

From: Michael Gannon <mikegg888@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10598-3504

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The hunting lobby has had more than a fair share of 'opportunities' to hunt  almost anything so desired but it is now
 time to act humanely and responsibly in this matter. This is important to a great many people.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Gannon
2268 Hunterbrook Road
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-3504



From: ROBERT KEELER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:29 AM

From: ROBERT KEELER <1Flyingstar@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93561-6205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ROBERT KEELER
16678 Mountain Climber Way, Tehachapi, CA 93561
Tehachapi, CA 93561-6205



From: Michael Gannon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:29 AM

From: Michael Gannon <mikegg888@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10598-3504

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The hunting lobby has had more than a fair share of 'opportunities' to hunt  almost anything so desired but it is now
 time to act humanely and responsibly in this matter. This is important to a great many people.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Michael Gannon
2268 Hunterbrook Road
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-3504



From: ROBERT KEELER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:29 AM

From: ROBERT KEELER <1Flyingstar@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93561-6205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ROBERT KEELER
16678 Mountain Climber Way, Tehachapi, CA 93561
Tehachapi, CA 93561-6205



From: Trigg Wright III
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:27 AM

From: Trigg Wright III <fivedogsdad@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77379-8027

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Trigg Wright III
19206 Holly Shade Ct.
Spring, TX 77379-8027



From: Trigg Wright III
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:27 AM

From: Trigg Wright III <fivedogsdad@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77379-8027

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Trigg Wright III
19206 Holly Shade Ct.
Spring, TX 77379-8027



From: Harriet Cohen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:15 AM

From: Harriet Cohen <yeehaw7@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10016-8282

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Cohen
238 E. 30th Street
New York, NY 10016-8282



From: Harriet Cohen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:15 AM

From: Harriet Cohen <yeehaw7@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10016-8282

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Harriet Cohen
238 E. 30th Street
New York, NY 10016-8282



From: Patricia Hickey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:13 AM

From: Patricia Hickey <hickeytricia@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10028-6449

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hickey
425 East 86 street
New York, NY 10028-6449



From: Patricia Hickey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:52:13 AM

From: Patricia Hickey <hickeytricia@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10028-6449

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hickey
425 East 86 street
New York, NY 10028-6449



From: Nelson Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:59 AM

From: Nelson Baker <onegoldeneagle@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43719-9721

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nelson Baker
40410 Fitzgerald Rd
Bethesda, OH 43719-9721



From: Nelson Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:59 AM

From: Nelson Baker <onegoldeneagle@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43719-9721

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nelson Baker
40410 Fitzgerald Rd
Bethesda, OH 43719-9721



From: Karen Kawszan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:57 AM

From: Karen Kawszan <kkawszan@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77379-8027

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Kawszan
19206 Holly Shade Ct.
Spring, TX 77379-8027



From: Karen Kawszan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:57 AM

From: Karen Kawszan <kkawszan@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77379-8027

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Kawszan
19206 Holly Shade Ct.
Spring, TX 77379-8027



From: Eileen O"Connell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:56 AM

From: Eileen O'Connell <eoc@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80526-2444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen O'Connell
2828 Silverplume Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80526-2444



From: Eileen O"Connell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:56 AM

From: Eileen O'Connell <eoc@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80526-2444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen O'Connell
2828 Silverplume Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80526-2444



From: Melissa Hillen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:53 AM

From: Melissa Hillen <melissahillen@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26757-1805

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Hillen
104 South Grafton St
Romney, WV 26757-1805



From: Melissa Hillen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:53 AM

From: Melissa Hillen <melissahillen@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 26757-1805

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Hillen
104 South Grafton St
Romney, WV 26757-1805



From: Greg Stawinoga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:50 AM

From: Greg Stawinoga <RKL9763@cs.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60473-3151

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Greg Stawinoga
1247 E 168th PL
South Holland, IL 60473-3151



From: Greg Stawinoga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:50 AM

From: Greg Stawinoga <RKL9763@cs.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60473-3151

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Greg Stawinoga
1247 E 168th PL
South Holland, IL 60473-3151



From: T Abashian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:47 AM

From: T Abashian <wilabelle@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27701-1260

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

T Abashian
1500 Tyler CT
Durham, NC 27701-1260



From: T Abashian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:47 AM

From: T Abashian <wilabelle@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27701-1260

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

T Abashian
1500 Tyler CT
Durham, NC 27701-1260



From: Eric Bauer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:44 AM

From: Eric Bauer <Ericbauer3@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12210-3527

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eric Bauer
8 Hall Place #3
Albany, NY 12210-3527



From: Eric Bauer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:44 AM

From: Eric Bauer <Ericbauer3@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12210-3527

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eric Bauer
8 Hall Place #3
Albany, NY 12210-3527



From: Terry Tedesco-Kerrick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:42 AM

From: Terry Tedesco-Kerrick <ttedesco49@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85016-8924

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terry Tedesco-Kerrick
3042 E Squaw Peak Circle
Phoenix, AZ 85016-8924



From: Terry Tedesco-Kerrick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:42 AM

From: Terry Tedesco-Kerrick <ttedesco49@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85016-8924

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terry Tedesco-Kerrick
3042 E Squaw Peak Circle
Phoenix, AZ 85016-8924



From: Allison Castle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:40 AM

From: Allison Castle <ajcastle@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 52761-3506

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Allison Castle
290 Burnside Ave
Muscatine, IA 52761-3506



From: Kathy Jacobs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:40 AM

From: Kathy Jacobs <kathejake@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80525-6602

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathy Jacobs
2969 Denver Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80525-6602



From: Allison Castle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:40 AM

From: Allison Castle <ajcastle@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 52761-3506

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Allison Castle
290 Burnside Ave
Muscatine, IA 52761-3506



From: Kathy Jacobs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:40 AM

From: Kathy Jacobs <kathejake@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80525-6602

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathy Jacobs
2969 Denver Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80525-6602



From: catherine jobling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:33 AM

From: catherine jobling <CATHERINEJOBLING4677@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 88011-5225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please prevent the Florida bear hunt - the proposal is poorly thought through!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

catherine jobling
2817 diamond springs drive
Las Cruces, NM 88011-5225



From: catherine jobling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:33 AM

From: catherine jobling <CATHERINEJOBLING4677@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 88011-5225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please prevent the Florida bear hunt - the proposal is poorly thought through!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

catherine jobling
2817 diamond springs drive
Las Cruces, NM 88011-5225



From: Katy Whitehouse
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:24 AM

From: Katy Whitehouse <wileyonez@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33909-8890

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katy Whitehouse
2809 NE 2nd PL
Cape Coral, FL 33909-8890



From: Katy Whitehouse
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:24 AM

From: Katy Whitehouse <wileyonez@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33909-8890

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katy Whitehouse
2809 NE 2nd PL
Cape Coral, FL 33909-8890



From: Diane Hopkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:22 AM

From: Diane Hopkins <hopkins1357@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22182-1349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The proposed bear hunt is disgraceful. We will boycott all travel to Florida if this occurs.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Hopkins
1357 Carpers Farm Way
Vienna, VA 22182-1349



From: Diane Hopkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:22 AM

From: Diane Hopkins <hopkins1357@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22182-1349

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

The proposed bear hunt is disgraceful. We will boycott all travel to Florida if this occurs.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Hopkins
1357 Carpers Farm Way
Vienna, VA 22182-1349



From: rhonda lieberman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:21 AM

From: rhonda lieberman <rhonda@superterrific.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11102-2021

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

rhonda lieberman
2409 28th Street
Astoria, NY 11102-2021



From: rhonda lieberman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:21 AM

From: rhonda lieberman <rhonda@superterrific.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11102-2021

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

rhonda lieberman
2409 28th Street
Astoria, NY 11102-2021



From: Lynette Ridder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:17 AM

From: Lynette Ridder <captain_nerful@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94521-2910

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynette Ridder
4822 Eagle Way
Concord, CA 94521-2910



From: Lynette Ridder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:17 AM

From: Lynette Ridder <captain_nerful@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94521-2910

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynette Ridder
4822 Eagle Way
Concord, CA 94521-2910



From: Drew Cucuzza
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:14 AM

From: Drew Cucuzza <dcucuzza@snet net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06515-2207

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Drew Cucuzza
351 Central Avenue
New Haven, CT 06515-2207



From: Sara Wan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:14 AM

From: Sara Wan <sarawan425@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90265-5015

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Wan
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd
Malibu, CA 90265-5015



From: Drew Cucuzza
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:14 AM

From: Drew Cucuzza <dcucuzza@snet net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 06515-2207

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Drew Cucuzza
351 Central Avenue
New Haven, CT 06515-2207



From: Sara Wan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:14 AM

From: Sara Wan <sarawan425@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90265-5015

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sara Wan
22350 Carbon Mesa Rd
Malibu, CA 90265-5015



From: Nancy Gregory
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:11 AM

From: Nancy Gregory <nancy.gregory@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80120-4405

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Gregory
7548 S Crocker Court
Littleton, CO 80120-4405



From: Nancy Gregory
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:11 AM

From: Nancy Gregory <nancy.gregory@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80120-4405

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Gregory
7548 S Crocker Court
Littleton, CO 80120-4405



From: elizabeth mcmahon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:07 AM

From: elizabeth mcmahon <elizmcmahon@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27610-6253

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

elizabeth mcmahon
3701 mackinac island ln
Raleigh, NC 27610-6253



From: elizabeth mcmahon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:07 AM

From: elizabeth mcmahon <elizmcmahon@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27610-6253

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

elizabeth mcmahon
3701 mackinac island ln
Raleigh, NC 27610-6253



From: dale riehart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:06 AM

From: dale riehart <dale@daleriehart.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94107-1807

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dale riehart
86 south park st
San Francisco, CA 94107-1807



From: dale riehart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:06 AM

From: dale riehart <dale@daleriehart.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94107-1807

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

dale riehart
86 south park st
San Francisco, CA 94107-1807



From: debra berlan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:02 AM

From: debra berlan <dberlanluterzo@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07026-1523

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra berlan
39 Malcolm ave
Garfield, NJ 07026-1523



From: debra berlan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:02 AM

From: debra berlan <dberlanluterzo@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07026-1523

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

debra berlan
39 Malcolm ave
Garfield, NJ 07026-1523



From: Aubrey Lees
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:00 AM

From: Aubrey Lees <alees99@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-2666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aubrey Lees
244 West 4th Street
New York, NY 10014-2666



From: Aubrey Lees
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:51:00 AM

From: Aubrey Lees <alees99@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10014-2666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aubrey Lees
244 West 4th Street
New York, NY 10014-2666



From: Jenna Bell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:57 AM

From: Jenna Bell <jenna@kennebell.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91739-1740

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jenna Bell
6148 River Birch Place
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739-1740



From: Jenna Bell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:57 AM

From: Jenna Bell <jenna@kennebell.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91739-1740

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jenna Bell
6148 River Birch Place
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739-1740



From: TuAnh Nguyen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:54 AM

From: TuAnh Nguyen <nguyen_tuanh@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94568-1379

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

TuAnh Nguyen
3627 Whitworth Drive
Dublin, CA 94568-1379



From: TuAnh Nguyen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:54 AM

From: TuAnh Nguyen <nguyen_tuanh@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94568-1379

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

TuAnh Nguyen
3627 Whitworth Drive
Dublin, CA 94568-1379



From: Nancy Fleming
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:52 AM

From: Nancy Fleming <NFlemingRN@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97239-2666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Fleming
802 SW Terwilliger Place
Portland, OR 97239-2666



From: Nancy Fleming
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:51 AM

From: Nancy Fleming <NFlemingRN@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97239-2666

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy Fleming
802 SW Terwilliger Place
Portland, OR 97239-2666



From: Elizabeth Neville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:49 AM

From: Elizabeth Neville <Elizabeth@neville.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32789-3203

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Having grown up in Florida, I feel strongly that our wildlife, especially keystone species like the black bear, be
 protected  -  not inhumanely slaughtered.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Neville
420 Interlachen Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789-3203



From: Elizabeth Neville
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:49 AM

From: Elizabeth Neville <Elizabeth@neville.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32789-3203

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Having grown up in Florida, I feel strongly that our wildlife, especially keystone species like the black bear, be
 protected  -  not inhumanely slaughtered.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Neville
420 Interlachen Ave.
Winter Park, FL 32789-3203



From: Melissa Buchanan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:46 AM

From: Melissa Buchanan <melissadbuchanan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90046

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Buchanan
7956 5-8 w Norton
West Hollywood, CA 90046



From: Melissa Buchanan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:46 AM

From: Melissa Buchanan <melissadbuchanan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90046

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Buchanan
7956 5-8 w Norton
West Hollywood, CA 90046



From: Pamylle Greinke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:38 AM

From: Pamylle Greinke <pamylle1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11958-0456

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pamylle Greinke
P.O. Box 456
Peconic, NY 11958-0456



From: Pamylle Greinke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:38 AM

From: Pamylle Greinke <pamylle1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11958-0456

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pamylle Greinke
P.O. Box 456
Peconic, NY 11958-0456



From: Laurie Brady
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:36 AM

From: Laurie Brady <kerrock@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10605-3006

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Brady
10 Baylor Circle
White Plains, NY 10605-3006



From: Laurie Brady
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:50:36 AM

From: Laurie Brady <kerrock@juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10605-3006

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laurie Brady
10 Baylor Circle
White Plains, NY 10605-3006



From: Heidi Ludwick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:49:11 AM

From: Heidi Ludwick <hludwick84@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68046-2541

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heidi Ludwick
1009 s Madison
Papillion, NE 68046-2541



From: Heidi Ludwick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:49:11 AM

From: Heidi Ludwick <hludwick84@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68046-2541

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Heidi Ludwick
1009 s Madison
Papillion, NE 68046-2541



From: Valarie Wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:58 AM

From: Valarie Wolf <val.wolf1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92602-0931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Valarie Wolf
38 olivehurst
Irvine, CA 92602-0931



From: Valarie Wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:58 AM

From: Valarie Wolf <val.wolf1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92602-0931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Valarie Wolf
38 olivehurst
Irvine, CA 92602-0931



From: Russell James
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:48 AM

From: Russell James <rj1845@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28405-7709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Russell James
1845 Ramon Rd
Wilmington, NC 28405-7709



From: Russell James
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:48 AM

From: Russell James <rj1845@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28405-7709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Russell James
1845 Ramon Rd
Wilmington, NC 28405-7709



From: Kelsey Blommer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:44 AM

From: Kelsey Blommer <Kelseyforanimals@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55410-1379

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelsey Blommer
4445 Chowen
Minneapolis, MN 55410-1379



From: Kelsey Blommer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:44 AM

From: Kelsey Blommer <Kelseyforanimals@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55410-1379

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelsey Blommer
4445 Chowen
Minneapolis, MN 55410-1379



From: Laura Hainke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:39 AM

From: Laura Hainke <lchainke@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94501-3462

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Hainke
1434 9th street
Alameda, CA 94501-3462



From: Laura Hainke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:39 AM

From: Laura Hainke <lchainke@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94501-3462

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Laura Hainke
1434 9th street
Alameda, CA 94501-3462



From: Iain Macdonald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:32 AM

From: Iain Macdonald <rubricman@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95521-4548

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Iain Macdonald
2130 Mustang Lane
Arcata, CA 95521-4548



From: Iain Macdonald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:32 AM

From: Iain Macdonald <rubricman@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95521-4548

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Iain Macdonald
2130 Mustang Lane
Arcata, CA 95521-4548



From: Sonnta Simon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:29 AM

From: Sonnta Simon <Sonnta@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80134-2771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sonnta Simon
8717 Windhaven Dr
Parker, CO 80134-2771



From: Sonnta Simon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:29 AM

From: Sonnta Simon <Sonnta@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80134-2771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sonnta Simon
8717 Windhaven Dr
Parker, CO 80134-2771



From: Cheryl Young
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:24 AM

From: Cheryl Young <cher7007@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75218-3471

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Young
381 Casa Linda Plaza
Dallas, TX 75218-3471



From: Cheryl Young
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:24 AM

From: Cheryl Young <cher7007@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75218-3471

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Young
381 Casa Linda Plaza
Dallas, TX 75218-3471



From: R Martire
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:21 AM

From: R Martire <Rjmartite@rcn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10003-3607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

R Martire
201 E 17th
New York, NY 10003-3607



From: R Martire
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:21 AM

From: R Martire <Rjmartite@rcn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10003-3607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

R Martire
201 E 17th
New York, NY 10003-3607



From: Colette A.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:15 AM

From: Colette A. <spit-mcgee@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33401-6643

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Colette A.
747 New Jersey Street
West Palm Beach, FL 33401-6643



From: Colette A.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:15 AM

From: Colette A. <spit-mcgee@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33401-6643

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Colette A.
747 New Jersey Street
West Palm Beach, FL 33401-6643



From: Ellen O"Connor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:13 AM

From: Ellen O'Connor <eoconnor27474@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12159-2402

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please recognize that we need more environmental balance, not less, and murdering predators throws every system
 out of whack. PLEASE.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen O'Connor
5 Dickinson Common
Slingerlands, NY 12159-2402



From: Clair Cabal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:13 AM

From: Clair Cabal <fargo@cybernet1.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 59870-6900

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I am a fourth generation Floridian, now living in Montana.  I'm horrified to see this proposal being put forth in my
 home state.  It's an absolute miracle to me that any large omnivore or carnivore can survive in the habitat 
 segmented, high population density of Florida - it's something to be celebrated instead of destroyed.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Clair Cabal
2688 River Bend Ln
Stevensville, MT 59870-6900



From: Ellen O"Connor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:13 AM

From: Ellen O'Connor <eoconnor27474@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12159-2402

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please recognize that we need more environmental balance, not less, and murdering predators throws every system
 out of whack. PLEASE.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Ellen O'Connor
5 Dickinson Common
Slingerlands, NY 12159-2402



From: Clair Cabal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:13 AM

From: Clair Cabal <fargo@cybernet1.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 59870-6900

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

I am a fourth generation Floridian, now living in Montana.  I'm horrified to see this proposal being put forth in my
 home state.  It's an absolute miracle to me that any large omnivore or carnivore can survive in the habitat 
 segmented, high population density of Florida - it's something to be celebrated instead of destroyed.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Clair Cabal
2688 River Bend Ln
Stevensville, MT 59870-6900



From: Kimberly Duncan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:03 AM

From: Kimberly Duncan <kim@wishneff.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24015-3904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Duncan
2334 Idavere Road, SW
Roanoke, VA 24015-3904



From: l. yaco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:03 AM

From: l. yaco <harriss.rose@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94102-3116

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

l. yaco
800 mcallister
San Francisco, CA 94102-3116



From: l. yaco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:03 AM

From: l. yaco <harriss.rose@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94102-3116

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

l. yaco
800 mcallister
San Francisco, CA 94102-3116



From: Kimberly Duncan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:03 AM

From: Kimberly Duncan <kim@wishneff.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 24015-3904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Duncan
2334 Idavere Road, SW
Roanoke, VA 24015-3904



From: Sally Morrow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:01 AM

From: Sally Morrow <Morrowsally@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 39402-3300

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Morrow
107 Honeysuckle Drive
Hattiesburg, MS 39402-3300



From: Sally Morrow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:48:01 AM

From: Sally Morrow <Morrowsally@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 39402-3300

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sally Morrow
107 Honeysuckle Drive
Hattiesburg, MS 39402-3300



From: l. yaco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:54 AM

From: l. yaco <harriss.rose@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94102-3116

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

l. yaco
800 mcallister
San Francisco, CA 94102-3116



From: l. yaco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:54 AM

From: l. yaco <harriss.rose@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94102-3116

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

l. yaco
800 mcallister
San Francisco, CA 94102-3116



From: Diane Shaughnessy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:52 AM

From: Diane Shaughnessy <dshau1@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98406-1315

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Shaughnessy
7308 N Skyvie-w PL
Tacoma, WA 98406-1315



From: Diane Shaughnessy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:52 AM

From: Diane Shaughnessy <dshau1@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98406-1315

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane Shaughnessy
7308 N Skyvie-w PL
Tacoma, WA 98406-1315



From: Katha Ricciardi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:46 AM

From: Katha Ricciardi <mail4katha@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00831

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please stop this proposal and protect Floridas Bears!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katha Ricciardi
72 Fish Bay
St. John, VI 00831



From: Katha Ricciardi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:46 AM

From: Katha Ricciardi <mail4katha@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00831

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Please stop this proposal and protect Floridas Bears!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Katha Ricciardi
72 Fish Bay
St. John, VI 00831



From: gabrielle Granofsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:36 AM

From: gabrielle Granofsky <spankys@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34602-5424

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

gabrielle Granofsky
27150 Soult Rd
Brooksville, FL 34602-5424



From: gabrielle Granofsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:36 AM

From: gabrielle Granofsky <spankys@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34602-5424

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

gabrielle Granofsky
27150 Soult Rd
Brooksville, FL 34602-5424



From: Molly Marshaleck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:30 AM

From: Molly Marshaleck <mmarshaleck@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19072-1747

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Molly Marshaleck
509 Conway Ave
Narberth, PA 19072-1747



From: Molly Marshaleck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:30 AM

From: Molly Marshaleck <mmarshaleck@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19072-1747

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Molly Marshaleck
509 Conway Ave
Narberth, PA 19072-1747



From: GRACE NEFF
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:28 AM

From: GRACE NEFF <Graceswallow@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97322-4177

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Is all this killing necessary?  You wipe out one species and another species expands and you wipe out that species
 and so on down the food chain until the very life on earth is in danger of collapsing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

GRACE NEFF
800 SE 28TH
Albany, OR 97322-4177



From: GRACE NEFF
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:28 AM

From: GRACE NEFF <Graceswallow@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97322-4177

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Is all this killing necessary?  You wipe out one species and another species expands and you wipe out that species
 and so on down the food chain until the very life on earth is in danger of collapsing.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

GRACE NEFF
800 SE 28TH
Albany, OR 97322-4177



From: Melissa Plante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:26 AM

From: Melissa Plante <mplante@vetessa.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33133-4529

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Plante
3156 Virginia Street
Miami, FL 33133-4529



From: Melissa Plante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:26 AM

From: Melissa Plante <mplante@vetessa.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33133-4529

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Melissa Plante
3156 Virginia Street
Miami, FL 33133-4529



From: Valerie Leonard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:21 AM

From: Valerie Leonard <valerieleonard@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21045-2238

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Valerie Leonard
5479 Hound Hill Ct
Columbia, MD 21045-2238



From: Valerie Leonard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:21 AM

From: Valerie Leonard <valerieleonard@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21045-2238

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Valerie Leonard
5479 Hound Hill Ct
Columbia, MD 21045-2238



From: Don Dudan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:19 AM

From: Don Dudan <vendor1@goairtight.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Don Dudan
50 Layman Ct
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6312



From: Don Dudan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:19 AM

From: Don Dudan <vendor1@goairtight.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94596-6312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Don Dudan
50 Layman Ct
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6312



From: Patricia Patteson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:15 AM

From: Patricia Patteson <ppatteson@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78023-2024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Patteson
11120 Baxtershire
Helotes, TX 78023-2024



From: Patricia Patteson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:15 AM

From: Patricia Patteson <ppatteson@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78023-2024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia Patteson
11120 Baxtershire
Helotes, TX 78023-2024



From: Kathryn Powers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:12 AM

From: Kathryn Powers <Kathrynpowers1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08638-1845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Powers
327 Windsor court
Trenton, NJ 08638-1845



From: Kathryn Powers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:12 AM

From: Kathryn Powers <Kathrynpowers1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08638-1845

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Powers
327 Windsor court
Trenton, NJ 08638-1845



From: Lynn Slonaker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:05 AM

From: Lynn Slonaker <Slonman@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10560-8402

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Slonaker
310 Dingle Ridge Rd.
North Salem, NY 10560-8402



From: Lynn Slonaker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:05 AM

From: Lynn Slonaker <Slonman@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10560-8402

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Slonaker
310 Dingle Ridge Rd.
North Salem, NY 10560-8402



From: Nancy L Reynolds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:04 AM

From: Nancy L Reynolds <nancylynn@charter net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95037-4126

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy L Reynolds
17657 peak ave
Morgan Hill, CA 95037-4126



From: Nancy L Reynolds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:47:04 AM

From: Nancy L Reynolds <nancylynn@charter net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95037-4126

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nancy L Reynolds
17657 peak ave
Morgan Hill, CA 95037-4126



From: Mary Kay Beattie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:59 AM

From: Mary Kay Beattie <marykaybea@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46208-1542

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Kay Beattie
6125 Rivervie-w Dr
Indianapolis, IN 46208-1542



From: Mary Kay Beattie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:59 AM

From: Mary Kay Beattie <marykaybea@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46208-1542

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Kay Beattie
6125 Rivervie-w Dr
Indianapolis, IN 46208-1542



From: Robert Ford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:56 AM

From: Robert Ford <hando1964@msm.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 82009-4209

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Ford
841 East Carlson Street
Cheyenne, WY 82009-4209



From: Robert Ford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:56 AM

From: Robert Ford <hando1964@msm.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 82009-4209

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Robert Ford
841 East Carlson Street
Cheyenne, WY 82009-4209



From: Gina Marie Lynch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:55 AM

From: Gina Marie Lynch <gina.lynch@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22309-3125

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Trophy hunting is inhumane.  Animals were not placed on this Earth to be killed for their fur or their skins or to be
 stuffed and put on display in living rooms.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gina Marie Lynch
4317 Neptune Drive
Alexandria, VA 22309-3125



From: Gina Marie Lynch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:55 AM

From: Gina Marie Lynch <gina.lynch@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22309-3125

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Trophy hunting is inhumane.  Animals were not placed on this Earth to be killed for their fur or their skins or to be
 stuffed and put on display in living rooms.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gina Marie Lynch
4317 Neptune Drive
Alexandria, VA 22309-3125



From: Peter Wood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:43 AM

From: Peter Wood <nativeofny1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10017-1801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Wood
10 Mitchell Place
New York, NY 10017-1801



From: Peter Wood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:43 AM

From: Peter Wood <nativeofny1@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10017-1801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Peter Wood
10 Mitchell Place
New York, NY 10017-1801



From: michael maggied
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:27 AM

From: michael maggied <pbcup@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85204-1419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michael maggied
2240 east arbor circle
Mesa, AZ 85204-1419



From: Casey Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:27 AM

From: Casey Smith <caseydai@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85298-4219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Casey Smith
3312 E Mead Drive
Gilbert, AZ 85298-4219



From: michael maggied
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:27 AM

From: michael maggied <pbcup@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85204-1419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michael maggied
2240 east arbor circle
Mesa, AZ 85204-1419



From: Casey Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:27 AM

From: Casey Smith <caseydai@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85298-4219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Casey Smith
3312 E Mead Drive
Gilbert, AZ 85298-4219



From: michael maggied
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:21 AM

From: michael maggied <pbcup@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85204-1419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michael maggied
2240 east arbor circle
Mesa, AZ 85204-1419



From: Casey Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:21 AM

From: Casey Smith <caseydai@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85298-4219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Casey Smith
3312 E Mead Drive
Gilbert, AZ 85298-4219



From: michael maggied
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:21 AM

From: michael maggied <pbcup@mindspring.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85204-1419

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

michael maggied
2240 east arbor circle
Mesa, AZ 85204-1419



From: Casey Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:21 AM

From: Casey Smith <caseydai@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85298-4219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Casey Smith
3312 E Mead Drive
Gilbert, AZ 85298-4219



From: Jinett Reyes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:15 AM

From: Jinett Reyes <Pinycoke@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91950-7075

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jinett Reyes
2508 f ave
National City, CA 91950-7075



From: Jinett Reyes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:15 AM

From: Jinett Reyes <Pinycoke@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91950-7075

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jinett Reyes
2508 f ave
National City, CA 91950-7075



From: Walter Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:07 AM

From: Walter Terrell <wdjscarsdale@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10465-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Walte-r Terrell
830 Hollywood Ave
Bronx, NY 10465-2306



From: Walter Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:07 AM

From: Walter Terrell <wdjscarsdale@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10465-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Walte-r Terrell
830 Hollywood Ave
Bronx, NY 10465-2306



From: Dave and Rita Cross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:05 AM

From: Dave and Rita Cross <rexellen08@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78738-1003

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

These bears were listed as threatened, and now you want to kill them? Do you have a reliable count of how many
 there are? This plan is giving Florida a huge black mark, we will certainly not travel there, knowing that your bears
 are not respected and treated as simple objects to kill!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dave and Rita Cross
116 Schooner Dr.
Lakeway, TX 78738-1003



From: Eileen Coe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:05 AM

From: Eileen Coe <eyecoe@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33919-6942

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Coe
6947 Pickadilly Ct.
Fort Myers, FL 33919-6942



From: Dave and Rita Cross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:05 AM

From: Dave and Rita Cross <rexellen08@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78738-1003

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

These bears were listed as threatened, and now you want to kill them? Do you have a reliable count of how many
 there are? This plan is giving Florida a huge black mark, we will certainly not travel there, knowing that your bears
 are not respected and treated as simple objects to kill!!!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dave and Rita Cross
116 Schooner Dr.
Lakeway, TX 78738-1003



From: Eileen Coe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:46:05 AM

From: Eileen Coe <eyecoe@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33919-6942

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Coe
6947 Pickadilly Ct.
Fort Myers, FL 33919-6942



From: Eileen Coe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:25 AM

From: Eileen Coe <eyecoe@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33919-6942

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Coe
6947 Pickadilly Ct.
Fort Myers, FL 33919-6942



From: Eileen Coe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:25 AM

From: Eileen Coe <eyecoe@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33919-6942

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Coe
6947 Pickadilly Ct.
Fort Myers, FL 33919-6942



From: Walter Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:22 AM

From: Walter Terrell <wdjscarsdale@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10465-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Walte-r Terrell
830 Hollywood Ave
Bronx, NY 10465-2306



From: Walter Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:22 AM

From: Walter Terrell <wdjscarsdale@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10465-2306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Walte-r Terrell
830 Hollywood Ave
Bronx, NY 10465-2306



From: Lisa Mulrane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Lisa Mulrane <Lisamulrane@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34698-4611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Mulrane
1385 Amberlea Dr S
Dunedin, FL 34698-4611



From: Jenny Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Jenny Hill <jennifer_ann_hill@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43081-2534

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jenny Hill
127 Spring Valley
Westerville, OH 43081-2534



From: Julia Sidelnikova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Julia Sidelnikova <jsidelnikova18@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94920-2070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Sidelnikova
7 warrens way
Belvedere Tiburon, CA 94920-2070



From: Diane McJunkin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Diane McJunkin <dmcjunkin@papersystems.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45050-1646

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane McJunkin
965 Tam-O-Shanter Way
Monroe, OH 45050-1646



From: Janeene Porcher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Janeene Porcher <janeene52@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80401-6804

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janeene Porcher
13568 W 23rd Pl
Golden, CO 80401-6804



From: Alexis Pagoulatos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Alexis Pagoulatos <alexispags@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07740-9311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alexis Pagoulatos
15 Langtry Ter
Long Branch, NJ 07740-9311



From: Glen Venezio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Glen Venezio <sethspeaksnyc@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00911-2036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Glen Venezio
176 Calle San Jorge Apt 2A
San Juan, PR 00911-2036



From: Maureen Sheehan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Maureen Sheehan <Msheehanbroker@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02019-2831

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Sheehan
21 Saumur La.
Bellingham, MA 02019-2831



From: Lisa Mulrane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Lisa Mulrane <Lisamulrane@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34698-4611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lisa Mulrane
1385 Amberlea Dr S
Dunedin, FL 34698-4611



From: Jenny Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Jenny Hill <jennifer_ann_hill@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 43081-2534

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jenny Hill
127 Spring Valley
Westerville, OH 43081-2534



From: Julia Sidelnikova
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Julia Sidelnikova <jsidelnikova18@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94920-2070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Sidelnikova
7 warrens way
Belvedere Tiburon, CA 94920-2070



From: Diane McJunkin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Diane McJunkin <dmcjunkin@papersystems.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45050-1646

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Diane McJunkin
965 Tam-O-Shanter Way
Monroe, OH 45050-1646



From: Janeene Porcher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:15 AM

From: Janeene Porcher <janeene52@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80401-6804

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Janeene Porcher
13568 W 23rd Pl
Golden, CO 80401-6804



From: ryan burger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: ryan burger <rburger@madonna.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68507-9450

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ryan burger
3130 rawhide dr
Lincoln, NE 68507-9450



From: Kelly Paulk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: Kelly Paulk <Kelly_paulk@bcbst.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37415-5106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelly Paulk
3112 Ozark circle
Chattanooga, TN 37415-5106



From: Jeff Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: Jeff Jenkins <jeffreybjenkins@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77469-1852

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeff Jenkins
8227 Summer Lake Pass Lane
Richmond, TX 77469-1852



From: Sofia Kotlyar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: Sofia Kotlyar <sofiakotlyar@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80231-2698

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sofia Kotlyar
1811 Quebec wy
Denver, CO 80231-2698



From: Alexis Pagoulatos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: Alexis Pagoulatos <alexispags@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07740-9311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alexis Pagoulatos
15 Langtry Ter
Long Branch, NJ 07740-9311



From: Glen Venezio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: Glen Venezio <sethspeaksnyc@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 00911-2036

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Glen Venezio
176 Calle San Jorge Apt 2A
San Juan, PR 00911-2036



From: Maureen Sheehan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: Maureen Sheehan <Msheehanbroker@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02019-2831

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Sheehan
21 Saumur La.
Bellingham, MA 02019-2831



From: ryan burger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: ryan burger <rburger@madonna.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68507-9450

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ryan burger
3130 rawhide dr
Lincoln, NE 68507-9450



From: Kelly Paulk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: Kelly Paulk <Kelly_paulk@bcbst.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37415-5106

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kelly Paulk
3112 Ozark circle
Chattanooga, TN 37415-5106



From: Jeff Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: Jeff Jenkins <jeffreybjenkins@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77469-1852

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeff Jenkins
8227 Summer Lake Pass Lane
Richmond, TX 77469-1852



From: Sofia Kotlyar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:14 AM

From: Sofia Kotlyar <sofiakotlyar@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80231-2698

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sofia Kotlyar
1811 Quebec wy
Denver, CO 80231-2698



From: ryan burger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:13 AM

From: ryan burger <rburger@madonna.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68507-9450

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ryan burger
3130 rawhide dr
Lincoln, NE 68507-9450



From: Line Ringgaard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:13 AM

From: Line Ringgaard <miss_bmw2007@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Line Ringgaard
Willow St
Rising Sun, IN 47040



From: Jeff Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:13 AM

From: Jeff Jenkins <jeffreybjenkins@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77469-1852

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeff Jenkins
8227 Summer Lake Pass Lane
Richmond, TX 77469-1852



From: Line Ringgaard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:13 AM

From: Line Ringgaard <miss_bmw2007@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Line Ringgaard
Willow St
Rising Sun, IN 47040



From: ryan burger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:13 AM

From: ryan burger <rburger@madonna.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 68507-9450

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

ryan burger
3130 rawhide dr
Lincoln, NE 68507-9450



From: Line Ringgaard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:13 AM

From: Line Ringgaard <miss_bmw2007@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Line Ringgaard
Willow St
Rising Sun, IN 47040



From: Jeff Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:13 AM

From: Jeff Jenkins <jeffreybjenkins@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77469-1852

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jeff Jenkins
8227 Summer Lake Pass Lane
Richmond, TX 77469-1852



From: Line Ringgaard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:45:13 AM

From: Line Ringgaard <miss_bmw2007@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 47040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Line Ringgaard
Willow St
Rising Sun, IN 47040



From: Kaleigh Foley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:28 AM

From: Kaleigh Foley <Kaleighbird3@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02130-3704

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kaleigh Foley
27 Tower St #3
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-3704



From: Kaleigh Foley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:28 AM

From: Kaleigh Foley <Kaleighbird3@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02130-3704

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kaleigh Foley
27 Tower St #3
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-3704



From: anthony montapert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:26 AM

From: anthony montapert <amontapert@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93004-4867

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

anthony montapert
1375  ficus way
Ventura, CA 93004-4867



From: anthony montapert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:26 AM

From: anthony montapert <amontapert@roadrunner.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93004-4867

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

anthony montapert
1375  ficus way
Ventura, CA 93004-4867



From: Julia Otero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:20 AM

From: Julia Otero <jotero18@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94920-2070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Otero
7 warrens way
Belvedere Tiburon, CA 94920-2070



From: Julia Otero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:20 AM

From: Julia Otero <jotero18@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94920-2070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Otero
7 warrens way
Belvedere Tiburon, CA 94920-2070



From: linda sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:18 AM

From: linda sullivan <leela60640@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-2732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda sullivan
5008 n hermitage
Chicago, IL 60640-2732



From: linda sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:18 AM

From: linda sullivan <leela60640@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-2732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda sullivan
5008 n hermitage
Chicago, IL 60640-2732



From: Joe Bongiorno
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:17 AM

From: Joe Bongiorno <thesithempire@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11580-2124

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe Bongiorno
1085 Frances Dr.
Valley Stream, NY 11580-2124



From: Joe Bongiorno
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:17 AM

From: Joe Bongiorno <thesithempire@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11580-2124

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joe Bongiorno
1085 Frances Dr.
Valley Stream, NY 11580-2124



From: Julia Otero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:16 AM

From: Julia Otero <jotero18@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94920-2070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Otero
7 warrens way
Belvedere Tiburon, CA 94920-2070



From: Julia Otero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:16 AM

From: Julia Otero <jotero18@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94920-2070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Julia Otero
7 warrens way
Belvedere Tiburon, CA 94920-2070



From: linda sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:12 AM

From: linda sullivan <leela60640@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-2732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda sullivan
5008 n hermitage
Chicago, IL 60640-2732



From: linda sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:12 AM

From: linda sullivan <leela60640@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60640-2732

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

linda sullivan
5008 n hermitage
Chicago, IL 60640-2732



From: Deborah Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:02 AM

From: Deborah Spencer <kodashila1@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01821-1401

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Spencer
12 Newport Drive
Billerica, MA 01821-1401



From: Deborah Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:02 AM

From: Deborah Spencer <kodashila1@verizon.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01821-1401

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Deborah Spencer
12 Newport Drive
Billerica, MA 01821-1401



From: B. Sanchez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:00 AM

From: B. Sanchez <barbie6226@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33825-2261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

B. Sanchez
1707 North Lake Pioneer Drive
Avon Park, FL 33825-2261



From: B. Sanchez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:44:00 AM

From: B. Sanchez <barbie6226@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33825-2261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

B. Sanchez
1707 North Lake Pioneer Drive
Avon Park, FL 33825-2261



From: Colene White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:54 AM

From: Colene White <okiedelux@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85212-9368

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Colene White
8561 E Waterford Cir
Mesa, AZ 85212-9368



From: Colene White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:54 AM

From: Colene White <okiedelux@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85212-9368

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Colene White
8561 E Waterford Cir
Mesa, AZ 85212-9368



From: Yael Shimshon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:54 AM

From: Yael Shimshon <yaels211@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Yael Shimshon
Jerusalem
Jerusalem, Israel 93744



From: Yael Shimshon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:54 AM

From: Yael Shimshon <yaels211@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Yael Shimshon
Jerusalem
Jerusalem, Israel 93744



From: B. Sanchez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:52 AM

From: B. Sanchez <barbie6226@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33825-2261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

B. Sanchez
1707 North Lake Pioneer Drive
Avon Park, FL 33825-2261



From: B. Sanchez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:52 AM

From: B. Sanchez <barbie6226@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33825-2261

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

B. Sanchez
1707 North Lake Pioneer Drive
Avon Park, FL 33825-2261



From: Yael Shimshon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:46 AM

From: Yael Shimshon <yaels211@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Yael Shimshon
Jerusalem
Jerusalem, Israel 93744



From: Yael Shimshon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:46 AM

From: Yael Shimshon <yaels211@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 93744

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Yael Shimshon
Jerusalem
Jerusalem, Israel 93744



From: Eileen Karzen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:39 AM

From: Eileen Karzen <ekarzen25@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90064-1963

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Karzen
2323 So. Bentley Ave. Apt.202
Los Angeles, CA 90064-1963



From: Eileen Karzen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:39 AM

From: Eileen Karzen <ekarzen25@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90064-1963

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Karzen
2323 So. Bentley Ave. Apt.202
Los Angeles, CA 90064-1963



From: Eileen Karzen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:29 AM

From: Eileen Karzen <ekarzen25@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90064-1963

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Karzen
2323 So. Bentley Ave. Apt.202
Los Angeles, CA 90064-1963



From: Eileen Karzen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:29 AM

From: Eileen Karzen <ekarzen25@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90064-1963

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Eileen Karzen
2323 So. Bentley Ave. Apt.202
Los Angeles, CA 90064-1963



From: Sarah Lilley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:23 AM

From: Sarah Lilley <credo@atmosphile net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11222-5018

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lilley
178 Richardson Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222-5018



From: Sarah Lilley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:23 AM

From: Sarah Lilley <credo@atmosphile net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11222-5018

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lilley
178 Richardson Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222-5018



From: Tiffany Nicol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:19 AM

From: Tiffany Nicol <catsmeow61269@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87124-2002

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Nicol
1002 36th St SE
Rio Rancho, NM 87124-2002



From: Tiffany Nicol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:19 AM

From: Tiffany Nicol <catsmeow61269@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 87124-2002

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Nicol
1002 36th St SE
Rio Rancho, NM 87124-2002



From: KELLY Eigler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:15 AM

From: KELLY Eigler <kelly_eigler@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22301-2322

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There is no science behind this action and no real reason to hunt these animals besides 'sport' and what kind of
 'sportsman' uses BAITED stations and chasing wounded animals with dogs.  Doesn't FL want to get away from an
 image of rednecks with guns and dogs chasing not so recently classed threatened wildlife into the woods?  Did the
 NRA give big to your PAC/organization?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

KELLY Eigler
117 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22301-2322



From: KELLY Eigler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:15 AM

From: KELLY Eigler <kelly_eigler@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22301-2322

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

There is no science behind this action and no real reason to hunt these animals besides 'sport' and what kind of
 'sportsman' uses BAITED stations and chasing wounded animals with dogs.  Doesn't FL want to get away from an
 image of rednecks with guns and dogs chasing not so recently classed threatened wildlife into the woods?  Did the
 NRA give big to your PAC/organization?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

KELLY Eigler
117 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22301-2322



From: Marc Santora
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:11 AM

From: Marc Santora <santoram@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20912-4147

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marc Santora
506 Philadelphia Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912-4147



From: Marc Santora
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:11 AM

From: Marc Santora <santoram@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20912-4147

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marc Santora
506 Philadelphia Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912-4147



From: Lynette MacLagan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:10 AM

From: Lynette MacLagan <lynettemaclagan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 54613-9635

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynette MacLagan
1813 Bighorn Ave
Arkdale, WI 54613-9635



From: Lynette MacLagan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:10 AM

From: Lynette MacLagan <lynettemaclagan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 54613-9635

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynette MacLagan
1813 Bighorn Ave
Arkdale, WI 54613-9635



From: Lynn Manheim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:08 AM

From: Lynn Manheim <LManheim@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18419-2609

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Manheim
55 Mound Avenue
Factoryville, PA 18419-2609



From: Lynn Manheim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:08 AM

From: Lynn Manheim <LManheim@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18419-2609

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lynn Manheim
55 Mound Avenue
Factoryville, PA 18419-2609



From: Brigid Fyock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:04 AM

From: Brigid Fyock <brigidflan@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33909-2649

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brigid Fyock
1413 NE 3 Terrace
Cape Coral, FL 33909-2649



From: Brigid Fyock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:04 AM

From: Brigid Fyock <brigidflan@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33909-2649

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brigid Fyock
1413 NE 3 Terrace
Cape Coral, FL 33909-2649



From: Mark Cornebise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:01 AM

From: Mark Cornebise <mcornebise@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02474-1421

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Cornebise
15 Ronald Road
Arlington, MA 02474-1421



From: Mark Cornebise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:43:01 AM

From: Mark Cornebise <mcornebise@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02474-1421

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mark Cornebise
15 Ronald Road
Arlington, MA 02474-1421



From: Candace Rocha
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:57 AM

From: Candace Rocha <candace8027@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90031-1048

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candace Rocha
2431 Altman St.
Los Angeles, CA 90031-1048



From: Maja Szachniewicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:57 AM

From: Maja Szachniewicz <majaszachniewicz@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91401-5100

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maja Szachniewicz
5455 sylmar
Sherman Oaks, CA 91401-5100



From: Candace Rocha
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:57 AM

From: Candace Rocha <candace8027@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90031-1048

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Candace Rocha
2431 Altman St.
Los Angeles, CA 90031-1048



From: Maja Szachniewicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:57 AM

From: Maja Szachniewicz <majaszachniewicz@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91401-5100

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maja Szachniewicz
5455 sylmar
Sherman Oaks, CA 91401-5100



From: Carrie Chaffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:55 AM

From: Carrie Chaffin <c.chaffin@frontiernet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86403-6796

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carrie Chaffin
2113 Pima Dr N
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403-6796



From: Carrie Chaffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:55 AM

From: Carrie Chaffin <c.chaffin@frontiernet.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86403-6796

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carrie Chaffin
2113 Pima Dr N
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403-6796



From: Barbara Kopelman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:44 AM

From: Barbara Kopelman <bjkopelman@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60062-5950

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kopelman
2615 Woodlawn Rd.
Northbrook, IL 60062-5950



From: Barbara Kopelman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:44 AM

From: Barbara Kopelman <bjkopelman@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60062-5950

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kopelman
2615 Woodlawn Rd.
Northbrook, IL 60062-5950



From: Rita R. Shaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:39 AM

From: Rita R. Shaffer <ritash1950@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19403-2832

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rita R. Shaffer
201 Middleton Place
Norristown, PA 19403-2832



From: Rita R. Shaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:39 AM

From: Rita R. Shaffer <ritash1950@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19403-2832

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rita R. Shaffer
201 Middleton Place
Norristown, PA 19403-2832



From: Natalie Van Leekwijck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:34 AM

From: Natalie Van Leekwijck <hoepagirl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97005-2747

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Van Leekwijck
4555 SW Main Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005-2747



From: Natalie Van Leekwijck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:34 AM

From: Natalie Van Leekwijck <hoepagirl@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97005-2747

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natalie Van Leekwijck
4555 SW Main Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005-2747



From: Carolyn Knoll
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:31 AM

From: Carolyn Knoll <clk5356@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94563-3703

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Knoll
7 Knickerbocker Lane
Orinda, CA 94563-3703



From: Carolyn Knoll
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:31 AM

From: Carolyn Knoll <clk5356@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94563-3703

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Knoll
7 Knickerbocker Lane
Orinda, CA 94563-3703



From: Denise Romesburg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:25 AM

From: Denise Romesburg <mysa_nal@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85021-7812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Romesburg
7326 N. 21st Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85021-7812



From: Denise Romesburg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:25 AM

From: Denise Romesburg <mysa_nal@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85021-7812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Denise Romesburg
7326 N. 21st Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85021-7812



From: Dawn Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:18 AM

From: Dawn Robinson <dawnmarie01@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80214-2906

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dawn Robinson
1914 Depew St
Lakewood, CO 80214-2906



From: Dawn Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:18 AM

From: Dawn Robinson <dawnmarie01@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80214-2906

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Dawn Robinson
1914 Depew St
Lakewood, CO 80214-2906



From: Alice Maida
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:13 AM

From: Alice Maida <aliceprz@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07026-3214

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Maida
14  Orchard Street
Garfield, NJ 07026-3214



From: Alice Maida
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:13 AM

From: Alice Maida <aliceprz@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 07026-3214

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Alice Maida
14  Orchard Street
Garfield, NJ 07026-3214



From: Beth Ross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:09 AM

From: Beth Ross <yumymumy@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01982-1934

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth Ross
343 Bay Rd
South Hamilton, MA 01982-1934



From: Beth Ross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:09 AM

From: Beth Ross <yumymumy@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01982-1934

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Beth Ross
343 Bay Rd
South Hamilton, MA 01982-1934



From: J. David Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:00 AM

From: J. David Scott <scott0547@rogers.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97424

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

J. David Scott
Ailsa
London Springs, OR 97424



From: J. David Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:42:00 AM

From: J. David Scott <scott0547@rogers.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97424

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

J. David Scott
Ailsa
London Springs, OR 97424



From: mattie goodwin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:54 AM

From: mattie goodwin <mattiegoodwin@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 71105-3312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

please help stop this cruelty to bears!  thank you, sincerely, and thank you for your time!  mattie goodwin

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

mattie goodwin
216 carrollton ave.
Shreveport, LA 71105-3312



From: mattie goodwin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:54 AM

From: mattie goodwin <mattiegoodwin@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 71105-3312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

please help stop this cruelty to bears!  thank you, sincerely, and thank you for your time!  mattie goodwin

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

mattie goodwin
216 carrollton ave.
Shreveport, LA 71105-3312



From: Aaron Ucko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:53 AM

From: Aaron Ucko <amu@alum.mit.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20008-4115

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aaron Ucko
2817 Woodley Road, NW
Washington, DC 20008-4115



From: Aaron Ucko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:53 AM

From: Aaron Ucko <amu@alum.mit.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20008-4115

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aaron Ucko
2817 Woodley Road, NW
Washington, DC 20008-4115



From: Jorge Velez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:47 AM

From: Jorge Velez <jmvvdv@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95128-3246

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jorge Velez
753 Goodwin Av
San Jose, CA 95128-3246



From: Jorge Velez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:47 AM

From: Jorge Velez <jmvvdv@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95128-3246

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jorge Velez
753 Goodwin Av
San Jose, CA 95128-3246



From: Shawna Blaker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:34 AM

From: Shawna Blaker <pandora1320@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15301-5702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shawna Blaker
180 Iola Ave
Washington, PA 15301-5702



From: Shawna Blaker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:34 AM

From: Shawna Blaker <pandora1320@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 15301-5702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Shawna Blaker
180 Iola Ave
Washington, PA 15301-5702



From: Joseph higgins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:22 AM

From: Joseph higgins <josephgerardhiggins@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10956-3645

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph higgins
53 Gregory street
New City, NY 10956-3645



From: Joseph higgins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:22 AM

From: Joseph higgins <josephgerardhiggins@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10956-3645

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph higgins
53 Gregory street
New City, NY 10956-3645



From: steve lucas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:21 AM

From: steve lucas <lucas78704@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33487-3215

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

steve lucas
6301 n.e. 7th avenue
Boca Raton, FL 33487-3215



From: steve lucas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:41:21 AM

From: steve lucas <lucas78704@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33487-3215

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

steve lucas
6301 n.e. 7th avenue
Boca Raton, FL 33487-3215



From: Andrea Giolli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:16 AM

From: Andrea Giolli <scout_march16@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80013-8428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Giolli
20631 E Cornell Pl
Aurora, CO 80013-8428



From: Joan Peter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:16 AM

From: Joan Peter <joanpeter@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98335-5906

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan Peter
5805 98TH AVE NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335-5906



From: Joan Peter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:16 AM

From: Joan Peter <joanpeter@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98335-5906

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joan Peter
5805 98TH AVE NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335-5906



From: Andrea Giolli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:16 AM

From: Andrea Giolli <scout_march16@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80013-8428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Giolli
20631 E Cornell Pl
Aurora, CO 80013-8428



From: cave man
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: cave man <mrrails@yahoo.ca>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12555

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

cave man
609 Main
New York, NY 12555



From: Chris Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Chris Robertson <Crobertson@ourlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90036-4978

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Robertson
851 S Mansfield Ave #203
Los Angeles, CA 90036-4978



From: Kevin Silvey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Kevin Silvey <silveycpa@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33777-4013

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kevin Silvey
9263 78th Place North
Seminole, FL 33777-4013



From: Chris Robertson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Chris Robertson <Crobertson@ourlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90036-4978

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Chris Robertson
851 S Mansfield Ave #203
Los Angeles, CA 90036-4978



From: Kevin Silvey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Kevin Silvey <silveycpa@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33777-4013

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kevin Silvey
9263 78th Place North
Seminole, FL 33777-4013



From: Aimee Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Aimee Miller <aimiller@caesars.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89119-4377

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aimee Miller
1 harrah's court
Las Vegas, NV 89119-4377



From: Maria Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Maria Hill <hill.maria.e@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20724-2216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Hill
260 Brock Bridge Road
Laurel, MD 20724-2216



From: cave man
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: cave man <mrrails@yahoo.ca>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 12555

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

cave man
609 Main
New York, NY 12555



From: Carole Mathews
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Carole Mathews <carole.mathews1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30082-7320

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carole Mathews
202 Highlands Ridge Place SE
Smyrna, GA 30082-7320



From: Carole Mathews
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Carole Mathews <carole.mathews1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30082-7320

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Carole Mathews
202 Highlands Ridge Place SE
Smyrna, GA 30082-7320



From: Aimee Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Aimee Miller <aimiller@caesars.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 89119-4377

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Aimee Miller
1 harrah's court
Las Vegas, NV 89119-4377



From: Maria Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:40:15 AM

From: Maria Hill <hill.maria.e@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20724-2216

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maria Hill
260 Brock Bridge Road
Laurel, MD 20724-2216



From: Odette Paschal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:33 AM

From: Odette Paschal <odettepaschal@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

LET THEM BE YOU HORRIBLE PIECE OF SHIT.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Odette Paschal
14131 York Street
14131 Yacht Terrace, GA 30004



From: Odette Paschal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:33 AM

From: Odette Paschal <odettepaschal@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 30004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

LET THEM BE YOU HORRIBLE PIECE OF SHIT.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Odette Paschal
14131 York Street
14131 Yacht Terrace, GA 30004



From: Cindy Jacop
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:30 AM

From: Cindy Jacop <cindy_jacop@kindermorgan.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80228-1416

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Jacop
331 Wright St 7-105
Lakewood, CO 80228-1416



From: Cindy Jacop
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:30 AM

From: Cindy Jacop <cindy_jacop@kindermorgan.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80228-1416

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Cindy Jacop
331 Wright St 7-105
Lakewood, CO 80228-1416



From: k g
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:22 AM

From: k g <kimgroom@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98360

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

k g
20i
orting, WA 98360



From: k g
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:22 AM

From: k g <kimgroom@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98360

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

k g
20i
orting, WA 98360



From: Gloria Picchetti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:18 AM

From: Gloria Picchetti <picchetti707@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60613-2650

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gloria Picchetti
3920 n clark
Chicago, IL 60613-2650



From: Gloria Picchetti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:18 AM

From: Gloria Picchetti <picchetti707@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 60613-2650

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Gloria Picchetti
3920 n clark
Chicago, IL 60613-2650



From: Mary Madeco-Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:15 AM

From: Mary Madeco-Smith <blaureiterhorse@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56345-4151

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Madeco-Smith
13998 165th st
Little Falls, MN 56345-4151



From: Mary Madeco-Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:15 AM

From: Mary Madeco-Smith <blaureiterhorse@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 56345-4151

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Madeco-Smith
13998 165th st
Little Falls, MN 56345-4151



From: Judith Fairly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:12 AM

From: Judith Fairly <fairlyja@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76087-4411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Fairly
450 Stoneridge Trail
Weatherford, TX 76087-4411



From: Judith Fairly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:12 AM

From: Judith Fairly <fairlyja@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76087-4411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Fairly
450 Stoneridge Trail
Weatherford, TX 76087-4411



From: Starr Goode
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:10 AM

From: Starr Goode <starr@sysmatrix net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95136-2606

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is animal cruelty and the bears are just recovering so it is too soon. Besides all animals are here for a purpose
 and wiping out one species upsets Mother Nature.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Starr Goode
911 Calle de Verde
San Jose, CA 95136-2606



From: Starr Goode
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:10 AM

From: Starr Goode <starr@sysmatrix net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95136-2606

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

This is animal cruelty and the bears are just recovering so it is too soon. Besides all animals are here for a purpose
 and wiping out one species upsets Mother Nature.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Starr Goode
911 Calle de Verde
San Jose, CA 95136-2606



From: Jill Muriithi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:06 AM

From: Jill Muriithi <jill.johnson11@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08844-4851

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jill Muriithi
32 deanna drive
Hillsborough, NJ 08844-4851



From: Jill Muriithi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:06 AM

From: Jill Muriithi <jill.johnson11@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 08844-4851

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jill Muriithi
32 deanna drive
Hillsborough, NJ 08844-4851



From: MP Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:01 AM

From: MP Clark <gcpropertymanagement@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45238-5208

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MP Clark
5388 Pembina Dr
Cincinnati, OH 45238-5208



From: Marc Hoffman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:01 AM

From: Marc Hoffman <ivan313@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19454-1307

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marc Hoffman
313 Lower State Road
North Wales, PA 19454-1307



From: MP Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:01 AM

From: MP Clark <gcpropertymanagement@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45238-5208

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

MP Clark
5388 Pembina Dr
Cincinnati, OH 45238-5208



From: Marc Hoffman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:39:01 AM

From: Marc Hoffman <ivan313@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19454-1307

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Marc Hoffman
313 Lower State Road
North Wales, PA 19454-1307



From: Andrea Barlow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:57 AM

From: Andrea Barlow <alb826@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33772-7412

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Barlow
10402 Blossom Lake Drive
Seminole, FL 33772-7412



From: Andrea Barlow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:57 AM

From: Andrea Barlow <alb826@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33772-7412

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Andrea Barlow
10402 Blossom Lake Drive
Seminole, FL 33772-7412



From: Judith Fairly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:55 AM

From: Judith Fairly <fairlyja@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76087-4411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Fairly
450 Stoneridge Trail
Weatherford, TX 76087-4411



From: Judith Fairly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:55 AM

From: Judith Fairly <fairlyja@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76087-4411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Judith Fairly
450 Stoneridge Trail
Weatherford, TX 76087-4411



From: Lois Grosshans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:52 AM

From: Lois Grosshans <loisgrosshans@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91103-1749

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lois Grosshans
2005 N Summit Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91103-1749



From: Lois Grosshans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:52 AM

From: Lois Grosshans <loisgrosshans@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91103-1749

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Lois Grosshans
2005 N Summit Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91103-1749



From: Mari Elvi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:51 AM

From: Mari Elvi <mariaelvira631@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28043-3020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As said at school, even not being Florida residents, we join the large majority of two thirds of the State inhabitants
 who reject the idea of hubting and beheading animals. Please do not promote jihadists´ actions.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mari Elvi
1 main st
Forest City, NC 28043-3020



From: Mari Elvi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:51 AM

From: Mari Elvi <mariaelvira631@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28043-3020

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

As said at school, even not being Florida residents, we join the large majority of two thirds of the State inhabitants
 who reject the idea of hubting and beheading animals. Please do not promote jihadists´ actions.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mari Elvi
1 main st
Forest City, NC 28043-3020



From: Joseph higgins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:47 AM

From: Joseph higgins <josephgerardhiggins@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10956-3645

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph higgins
53 Gregory street
New City, NY 10956-3645



From: Joseph higgins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:47 AM

From: Joseph higgins <josephgerardhiggins@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10956-3645

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Joseph higgins
53 Gregory street
New City, NY 10956-3645



From: Annie McMahon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:45 AM

From: Annie McMahon <river@centurylink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86324-3128

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Annie McMahon
421 Geary Hgts. Dr.
Clarkdale, AZ 86324-3128



From: Annie McMahon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:45 AM

From: Annie McMahon <river@centurylink net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 86324-3128

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Annie McMahon
421 Geary Hgts. Dr.
Clarkdale, AZ 86324-3128



From: Jolynn Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:33 AM

From: Jolynn Davis <choosejoy314@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17771-8924

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jolynn Davis
201 Primrose Lane
Trout Run, PA 17771-8924



From: Jolynn Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:33 AM

From: Jolynn Davis <choosejoy314@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17771-8924

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jolynn Davis
201 Primrose Lane
Trout Run, PA 17771-8924



From: Roberta Parrish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:31 AM

From: Roberta Parrish <bparrish76@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22153-2926

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Roberta Parrish
8096 Powderbrook Ln
Springfield, VA 22153-2926



From: Roberta Parrish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:31 AM

From: Roberta Parrish <bparrish76@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22153-2926

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Roberta Parrish
8096 Powderbrook Ln
Springfield, VA 22153-2926



From: Darlene O"Grady
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:29 AM

From: Darlene O'Grady <darlene@turtletraxx.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98272-9764

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene O'Grady
17340 136th Place SE
Monroe, WA 98272-9764



From: Darlene O"Grady
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:38:29 AM

From: Darlene O'Grady <darlene@turtletraxx.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98272-9764

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Darlene O'Grady
17340 136th Place SE
Monroe, WA 98272-9764



From: Pauline Burak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:37:36 AM

From: Pauline Burak <artistliveshere@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 36271-5405

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pauline Burak
1105 Red Eagle Road
Ohatchee, AL 36271-5405



From: Pauline Burak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:37:36 AM

From: Pauline Burak <artistliveshere@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 36271-5405

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Pauline Burak
1105 Red Eagle Road
Ohatchee, AL 36271-5405



From: Donna Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:37:34 AM

From: Donna Clark <key4skip@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91803-3640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donna Clark
2220 Westmont Dr
Alhambra, CA 91803-3640



From: Donna Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:37:34 AM

From: Donna Clark <key4skip@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91803-3640

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Donna Clark
2220 Westmont Dr
Alhambra, CA 91803-3640



From: janet forman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:37:30 AM

From: janet forman <giselle351@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10011-1505

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

janet forman
351 west 24 street
New York, NY 10011-1505



From: janet forman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:37:30 AM

From: janet forman <giselle351@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10011-1505

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

janet forman
351 west 24 street
New York, NY 10011-1505



From: Sylvia Dwyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:37:00 AM

From: Sylvia Dwyer <sylvia.dwyer@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03281-4819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Dwyer
179 lafrance rd
Weare, NH 03281-4819



From: Sylvia Dwyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:37:00 AM

From: Sylvia Dwyer <sylvia.dwyer@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03281-4819

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Dwyer
179 lafrance rd
Weare, NH 03281-4819



From: David Aho
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:36:08 AM

From: David Aho <dave r.aho@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49780-0212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

How can you do this when you have no data to confirm whether or not this is a scientifically smart thing to do, and
 allow using dogs to torment the poor animal before killing it.  Also, my understanding is that public opinion is
 against this, so what kind of a person goes against the wishes of those he / she is support to represent?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Aho
PO Box 212
Rudyard, MI 49780-0212



From: David Aho
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:36:08 AM

From: David Aho <dave r.aho@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49780-0212

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

How can you do this when you have no data to confirm whether or not this is a scientifically smart thing to do, and
 allow using dogs to torment the poor animal before killing it.  Also, my understanding is that public opinion is
 against this, so what kind of a person goes against the wishes of those he / she is support to represent?

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

David Aho
PO Box 212
Rudyard, MI 49780-0212



From: Billy Garner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:36:07 AM

From: Billy Garner <gizow76@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 67203-5841

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Animals are not a Sport. No education is needed to know what's right.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Billy Garner
212 N. Vine St.
Wichita, KS 67203-5841



From: Billy Garner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:36:07 AM

From: Billy Garner <gizow76@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 67203-5841

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Animals are not a Sport. No education is needed to know what's right.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Billy Garner
212 N. Vine St.
Wichita, KS 67203-5841



From: Maureen Kelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:36:04 AM

From: Maureen Kelly <sagebutterfly2@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98230-9368

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Kelly
8059 Kayak Way
Blaine, WA 98230-9368



From: Maureen Kelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:36:04 AM

From: Maureen Kelly <sagebutterfly2@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98230-9368

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Maureen Kelly
8059 Kayak Way
Blaine, WA 98230-9368



From: Terri Hughes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:55 AM

From: Terri Hughes <terrilee2011@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37643-5104

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terri Hughes
351 Long Hollow Rd.
Elizabethton, TN 37643-5104



From: Terri Hughes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:55 AM

From: Terri Hughes <terrilee2011@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37643-5104

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Terri Hughes
351 Long Hollow Rd.
Elizabethton, TN 37643-5104



From: tina horowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:54 AM

From: tina horowitz <tinah53374@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19143-7002

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

tina horowitz
4701 pine street m8
Philadelphia, PA 19143-7002



From: tina horowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:54 AM

From: tina horowitz <tinah53374@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19143-7002

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

tina horowitz
4701 pine street m8
Philadelphia, PA 19143-7002



From: Tamara Osterman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:53 AM

From: Tamara Osterman <tmosterman@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55082-5112

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tamara Osterman
206 Walnut St. E. Apt. 1
Stillwater, MN 55082-5112



From: Tamara Osterman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:53 AM

From: Tamara Osterman <tmosterman@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55082-5112

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Tamara Osterman
206 Walnut St. E. Apt. 1
Stillwater, MN 55082-5112



From: Summer Devlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:28 AM

From: Summer Devlin <hdevlin1@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32926-3460

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Summer Devlin
4935 Shade Tree Street
Cocoa, FL 32926-3460



From: Summer Devlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:27 AM

From: Summer Devlin <hdevlin1@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32926-3460

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Summer Devlin
4935 Shade Tree Street
Cocoa, FL 32926-3460



From: Rosemary V Bernier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:24 AM

From: Rosemary V Bernier <mymkrose_2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02056-1659

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rosemary V Bernier
13 Lafayette Lane
Norfolk, MA 02056-1659



From: Rosemary V Bernier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:23 AM

From: Rosemary V Bernier <mymkrose_2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02056-1659

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Rosemary V Bernier
13 Lafayette Lane
Norfolk, MA 02056-1659



From: Jessica Hollander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:19 AM

From: Jessica Hollander <jessica_hollander@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11222-3351

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Hollander
91 McGuinness Blvd
Brooklyn, NY 11222-3351



From: Jessica Hollander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:19 AM

From: Jessica Hollander <jessica_hollander@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11222-3351

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Hollander
91 McGuinness Blvd
Brooklyn, NY 11222-3351



From: Jane Jensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:14 AM

From: Jane Jensen <janejensen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22205-2008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Leave the bears alone!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Jensen
6239 22nd Rd. N. Arlington, Va
Arlington, VA 22205-2008



From: Karen Burroughs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:14 AM

From: Karen Burroughs <karen@lustre.us>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32829-8023

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We have moved into the bears habitat and also removed their food supply. To kill them is both heartless and
 unscientific. Education is key here. No bullets required. No open trash containers or birdfeeders. If we kill bears,
 they will reproduce faster. It never works. Lets live WITH the bears by using the brains we were given!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Burroughs
8623 Warwick Shore Xing
Orlando, FL 32829-8023



From: Virginia Mendez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:14 AM

From: Virginia Mendez <Virginialefay@Gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Virginia Mendez
NE 173 street
Miami, FL 33160



From: Randy Harrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:14 AM

From: Randy Harrison <ran6711@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97402-8725

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Randy Harrison
4051 Wagner St
Eugene, OR 97402-8725



From: Jane Jensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:14 AM

From: Jane Jensen <janejensen@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22205-2008

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Leave the bears alone!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jane Jensen
6239 22nd Rd. N. Arlington, Va
Arlington, VA 22205-2008



From: Karen Burroughs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:14 AM

From: Karen Burroughs <karen@lustre.us>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32829-8023

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

We have moved into the bears habitat and also removed their food supply. To kill them is both heartless and
 unscientific. Education is key here. No bullets required. No open trash containers or birdfeeders. If we kill bears,
 they will reproduce faster. It never works. Lets live WITH the bears by using the brains we were given!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karen Burroughs
8623 Warwick Shore Xing
Orlando, FL 32829-8023



From: Virginia Mendez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:14 AM

From: Virginia Mendez <Virginialefay@Gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Virginia Mendez
NE 173 street
Miami, FL 33160



From: Randy Harrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:14 AM

From: Randy Harrison <ran6711@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97402-8725

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Randy Harrison
4051 Wagner St
Eugene, OR 97402-8725



From: Missy Kendrick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: Missy Kendrick <missykendrick@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31605-7963

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Missy Kendrick
3813 Old Vine Way
Valdosta, GA 31605-7963



From: Nicholas Dodman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: Nicholas Dodman <nicholas.dodman@tufts.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01581-2217

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Dodman
8 Gable Ridge Rd
Westborough, MA 01581-2217



From: Mary Kelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: Mary Kelly <MaryMargaret.Kelly@Millersville.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17603-6202

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Kelly
14 North Bausman Drive
Lancaster, PA 17603-6202



From: Mary Kelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: Mary Kelly <MaryMargaret.Kelly@Millersville.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 17603-6202

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Kelly
14 North Bausman Drive
Lancaster, PA 17603-6202



From: Missy Kendrick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: Missy Kendrick <missykendrick@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 31605-7963

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Missy Kendrick
3813 Old Vine Way
Valdosta, GA 31605-7963



From: Nicholas Dodman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: Nicholas Dodman <nicholas.dodman@tufts.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01581-2217

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Dodman
8 Gable Ridge Rd
Westborough, MA 01581-2217



From: LAURIE HARDIES
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: LAURIE HARDIES <LHARDIES@WDLARSON.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55122-2823

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

LAURIE HARDIES
2082 JADE LANE
Saint Paul, MN 55122-2823



From: LAURIE HARDIES
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: LAURIE HARDIES <LHARDIES@WDLARSON.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 55122-2823

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

LAURIE HARDIES
2082 JADE LANE
Saint Paul, MN 55122-2823



From: Sharon Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: Sharon Bailey <sbley13@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75081-5311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bailey
1704 Baylor Drive
Richardson, TX 75081-5311



From: Sharon Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:35:12 AM

From: Sharon Bailey <sbley13@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 75081-5311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bailey
1704 Baylor Drive
Richardson, TX 75081-5311



From: Mary Beth Davenport
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:34:29 AM

From: Mary Beth Davenport <mbdavenport@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34698-3327

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Beth Davenport
316 San Jose Dr.
Dunedin, FL 34698-3327



From: Mary Beth Davenport
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:34:29 AM

From: Mary Beth Davenport <mbdavenport@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34698-3327

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Mary Beth Davenport
316 San Jose Dr.
Dunedin, FL 34698-3327



From: Linda Ashman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:34:28 AM

From: Linda Ashman <lindaashman@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27514-1610

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Ashman
100 Basswood Court
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-1610



From: Kris Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:34:28 AM

From: Kris Jackson <kajackson_2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22206-4068

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kris Jackson
2590 S. Arlington Mill Dr.
Arlington, VA 22206-4068



From: Linda Ashman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:34:28 AM

From: Linda Ashman <lindaashman@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27514-1610

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Ashman
100 Basswood Court
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-1610



From: Kris Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:34:28 AM

From: Kris Jackson <kajackson_2000@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22206-4068

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kris Jackson
2590 S. Arlington Mill Dr.
Arlington, VA 22206-4068



From: Barbara Hanson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:22:30 AM

From: Barbara Hanson <Patamadre@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80227-4220

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hanson
11452 W Hampden Place
Denver, CO 80227-4220



From: Barbara Hanson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:22:30 AM

From: Barbara Hanson <Patamadre@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 80227-4220

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hanson
11452 W Hampden Place
Denver, CO 80227-4220



From: Paula Piedrahita
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:21:30 AM

From: Paula Piedrahita <paulapiedrahita@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33009-7586

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Piedrahita
462 Golden Isles Dr
Hallandale Beach, FL 33009-7586



From: Paula Piedrahita
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:21:30 AM

From: Paula Piedrahita <paulapiedrahita@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33009-7586

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Paula Piedrahita
462 Golden Isles Dr
Hallandale Beach, FL 33009-7586



From: Stephen Eichelberger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:21:30 AM

From: Stephen Eichelberger <eichelberger@harbornet.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98406-4706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephen Eichelberger
4022 N 19th St
Tacoma, WA 98406-4706



From: Stephen Eichelberger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:21:30 AM

From: Stephen Eichelberger <eichelberger@harbornet.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 98406-4706

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Stephen Eichelberger
4022 N 19th St
Tacoma, WA 98406-4706



From: Karla Faulkner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:21:22 AM

From: Karla Faulkner <crazywolf602@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76549-4128

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karla Faulkner
4800 S Clear Creek Rd
Killeen, TX 76549-4128



From: Karla Faulkner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:21:22 AM

From: Karla Faulkner <crazywolf602@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76549-4128

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Karla Faulkner
4800 S Clear Creek Rd
Killeen, TX 76549-4128



From: J Beverly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:20:50 AM

From: J Beverly <jbeverly@illinois.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 61801-6858

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

J Beverly
803 Shurts Street
Urbana, IL 61801-6858



From: J Beverly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:20:50 AM

From: J Beverly <jbeverly@illinois.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 61801-6858

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

J Beverly
803 Shurts Street
Urbana, IL 61801-6858



From: Patricia bonfante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:20:24 AM

From: Patricia  bonfante <pmoviegal@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11373-3366

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stop killing the ones that were here b4 us!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia  bonfante
85-05 Elmhurst Ave #5J
Elmhurst, NY 11373-3366



From: Patricia bonfante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:20:24 AM

From: Patricia  bonfante <pmoviegal@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11373-3366

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Stop killing the ones that were here b4 us!

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Patricia  bonfante
85-05 Elmhurst Ave #5J
Elmhurst, NY 11373-3366



From: Susan Esposito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:20:12 AM

From: Susan Esposito <Susan204@AOL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-2206

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Esposito
6 Belfield Ave
Staten Island, NY 10312-2206



From: Nichole Blankenship
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:20:12 AM

From: Nichole Blankenship <nicdoot@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22031-1930

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nichole Blankenship
9290 Bailey Lane
Fairfax, VA 22031-1930



From: Nichole Blankenship
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:20:12 AM

From: Nichole Blankenship <nicdoot@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22031-1930

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nichole Blankenship
9290 Bailey Lane
Fairfax, VA 22031-1930



From: Susan Esposito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:20:12 AM

From: Susan Esposito <Susan204@AOL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10312-2206

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Susan Esposito
6 Belfield Ave
Staten Island, NY 10312-2206



From: Caren Brenman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:17:20 AM

From: Caren Brenman <cbrenman@unitedincentives.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19106-1903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Caren Brenman
131 N 3rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106-1903



From: Caren Brenman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:17:20 AM

From: Caren Brenman <cbrenman@unitedincentives.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19106-1903

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Caren Brenman
131 N 3rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106-1903



From: Sheila FitzGerald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:17:16 AM

From: Sheila FitzGerald <1696@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02675-1717

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila FitzGerald
223 Route 6A
Yarmouth Port, MA 02675-1717



From: Sheila FitzGerald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:17:16 AM

From: Sheila FitzGerald <1696@comcast.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 02675-1717

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Sheila FitzGerald
223 Route 6A
Yarmouth Port, MA 02675-1717



From: Kristin Green
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:16:54 AM

From: Kristin Green <kmg_14@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49783-0767

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kristin Green
PO Box 767
Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783-0767



From: Kristin Green
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:16:54 AM

From: Kristin Green <kmg_14@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 49783-0767

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Kristin Green
PO Box 767
Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783-0767



From: Geoffrey Harold
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:05:15 AM

From: Geoffrey Harold <geoffreyharold@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97211-5179

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Harold
1525 NE Mason St
Portland, OR 97211-5179



From: Geoffrey Harold
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:05:15 AM

From: Geoffrey Harold <geoffreyharold@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 97211-5179

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Harold
1525 NE Mason St
Portland, OR 97211-5179



From: Linda Bescript
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:04:05 AM

From: Linda Bescript <maxrules@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85747-5187

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Bescrip-t
8882 E Maxwell Drive
Tucson, AZ 85747-5187



From: Linda Bescript
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:04:05 AM

From: Linda Bescript <maxrules@cox net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 85747-5187

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Linda Bescrip-t
8882 E Maxwell Drive
Tucson, AZ 85747-5187



From: Nellie Baez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:01:19 AM

From: Nellie Baez <Missymisbaez@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11374

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nellie Baez
65-62 Saunders St., Rego Park, N.Y.
Rego Park, NY 11374



From: Nellie Baez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 11:01:19 AM

From: Nellie Baez <Missymisbaez@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11374

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Nellie Baez
65-62 Saunders St., Rego Park, N.Y.
Rego Park, NY 11374



From: Natasha Brenner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:58:11 AM

From: Natasha Brenner <2brenners@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10002-1172

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natasha Brenner
229 Chrystie Street, Apt.715
New York, NY 10002-1172



From: Natasha Brenner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:58:11 AM

From: Natasha Brenner <2brenners@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10002-1172

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Natasha Brenner
229 Chrystie Street, Apt.715
New York, NY 10002-1172



From: Jessica Newell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:48:49 AM

From: Jessica Newell <jessicanewell51@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03431-5024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Newell
229 Pako Ave
Keene, NH 03431-5024



From: Jessica Newell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:48:49 AM

From: Jessica Newell <jessicanewell51@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03431-5024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Newell
229 Pako Ave
Keene, NH 03431-5024



From: Jessica Newell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:48:29 AM

From: Jessica Newell <jessicanewell51@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03431-5024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Newell
229 Pako Ave
Keene, NH 03431-5024



From: Jessica Newell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:48:29 AM

From: Jessica Newell <jessicanewell51@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03431-5024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Newell
229 Pako Ave
Keene, NH 03431-5024



From: Jessica Newell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:48:13 AM

From: Jessica Newell <jessicanewell51@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03431-5024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Newell
229 Pako Ave
Keene, NH 03431-5024



From: Jessica Newell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:48:13 AM

From: Jessica Newell <jessicanewell51@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03431-5024

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Jessica Newell
229 Pako Ave
Keene, NH 03431-5024



From: Cynthia S Weller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 10:33:49 AM

From: Cynthia S Weller <cynthiasmoot@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33715

Phone Number:

Message Body: I respectfully request that you intervene and stop the FW's proposed bear hunt before it's approved.
 It's a misguided attempt at reducing bear/human conflicts, and even the FWC has admitted that hunters would be
 targeting bears in more isolated, forested areas, NOT the bears that are currently causing issues for people. Trophy
 hunting is NOT the way to manage Florida wildlife.
Thank you.
Cynthia Weller
St. Petersburg



From: Brittany Horton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 9:25:10 AM

From: Brittany Horton <brittanyehorton@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22301-1614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brittany Horton
529 East Nelson Ave
Alexandria, VA 22301-1614



From: Brittany Horton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 9:25:10 AM

From: Brittany Horton <brittanyehorton@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22301-1614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to help protect Florida's black bears from an ill-conceived proposal to open up hunting on the subspecies.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's 'FWC' proposal to open the state of Florida to bear
 hunting does not comport with science-ba-sed, responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public
 opposes the hunt.

Research has shown 'and the FWC has admitted' that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as the
 FWC is already permitted to control 'nuisance' bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would target
 bears that live in deeper forested areas.

Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.

Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species
 when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate estimate of how many bears exist in the state.

Finally, this proposal is dangerous because it effectively allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase
 wounded bears with dogs on leash. By doing so, it opens the door to bear baiting and bear hounding 'chasing bears
 with dogs' - two very cruel methods of hunting that have been shown to lead to severe animal suffering. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Brittany Horton
529 East Nelson Ave
Alexandria, VA 22301-1614



From: Dawn M. Lauryn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 12:00:07 AM

From: Dawn M. Lauryn <dawnlauryn@yahoo.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32641

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly oppose a hunt on our black bears. The Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission is ignoring the public, ignoring scientific evidence, and ignoring responsible wildlife
 management. I am asking Gov. Scott to listen to the majority of Floridians who want to see bears protected by
 stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 24. We are going to grow our species into extinction.
 Whatever happened to the values of accountability, conservation, and stewardship? Are these just one liners to win
 elections?



From: Robert Puca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the black bear hunt proposal
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 9:37:03 PM

From: Robert Puca <robpuca@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11217-2182

Phone Number: 2012904455

Message Body: I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's (FWC)
 proposal to open the state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-based,
 responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown (and the FWC has admitted) that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as
 the FWC is already permitted to control "nuisance" bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would
 target bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding (chasing bears with dogs), two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.



From: Robert Puca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the black bear hunt proposal
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 9:37:03 PM

From: Robert Puca <robpuca@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11217-2182

Phone Number: 2012904455

Message Body: I strongly urge you to reject the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's (FWC)
 proposal to open the state of Florida to bear hunting. The proposal does not comport with science-based,
 responsible wildlife management, and a majority of the public opposes the hunt.
Research has shown (and the FWC has admitted) that this proposed hunt will not reduce human-bear conflicts, as
 the FWC is already permitted to control "nuisance" bears that wander into neighborhoods, and this hunt would
 target bears that live in deeper forested areas.
Nonlethal conflict prevention programs more effectively address any issues that arise from bears entering
 neighborhoods. This includes assisting communities with adopting bear-proof trash programs and doing educational
 outreach about avoiding behavior that attracts wildlife, such as leaving pet food outside.
Until three years ago, Florida black bears were listed as threatened and the state still does not have complete data on
 how many black bears it has. The data recently released only includes data from two of the state's seven
 subpopulations. It is abhorrent to propose hunting the species when there is no reliable, comprehensive, accurate
 estimate of how many bears exist.
Because it allows hunters to draw bears to bait stations and to chase wounded bears with dogs on leash, it opens the
 door to bear baiting and bear hounding (chasing bears with dogs), two very cruel methods of hunting that have been
 shown to lead to severe animal suffering.



From: Madalyne Warren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting and State Parks
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 5:49:16 PM

From: Madalyne Warren <maddyg.warren@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number: 4109802071

Message Body: I oppose the FWC proposal to allow a bear hunt on State owned land. Research has shown hunting
 to be ineffective in reducing human v bear conflicts. Also the Fish and Wildlife commission is considering opening
 our parks to hunting of many species.There has never been hunting in our state parks. State parks are supposed to
 be a place that protects wildlife.



From: Martine Alexander
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 5:04:19 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Martine Alexander
10th Ave
317
Nmb, FL 33162



From: Marianne Lazarus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 2:27:11 PM

From: Marianne Lazarus <mlazarus1@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 3214467549

Message Body: Seventy-five percent of Floridians oppose this massacre on the Black Bears.   The Trophy (Head)
 Hunters should not be allowed to sway the government of Florida.

STOP THE HUNT - PLEASE!!!!!



From: Lisa A Shaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose the bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2015 8:18:10 AM

From: Lisa A Shaw <bcrpeanutsmom@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33713

Phone Number: 727-519-8084

Message Body: I am one of the majority of Florida residents who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's (FWC) proposal to authorize a hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bear. I urge
 the FWC to protect both people and bears by focusing instead on effective, non-lethal conflict prevention.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please focus on proven strategies that effectively prevent conflicts
 with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and aversive conditioning
 and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through simple actions -- such
 as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.



From: Judy Yll
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 9:40:25 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Judy Yll
513 NW 36 Avenue
513 NW 36 Avenue
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442



From: Carol Drabin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 9:22:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Drabin
Bridle ct
Jupiter, FL 33478
US



From: Dr. Doreen Dupont
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 6:54:15 PM

From: Dr. Doreen Dupont <swetepi334@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34228

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt.



From: Pam Toler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 5:57:30 PM

From: Pam Toler <pdtoler@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32712

Phone Number: 4074054791

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt NOW. They were here first. We encroached on their homes.
Rather than kill, we should explore solutions to live with them.
We are stewards of our environment, especially of living creatures. Killing is NEVER an answer.
We need to be better providers and protectors of our  flora and fauna!!!



From: heather carlton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 2:40:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

heather carlton
283 bayou circle
DEBARY, FL 32713
US



From: Anthony Scirica
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fl Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 2:26:51 PM

From: Anthony Scirica <anthonyscirica@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33773

Phone Number: 727-512-0304

Message Body: Governor Scott,
                           Please stop this hunt--when people encroach into areas where the bears live , they are bound to
 have encounters with the bears--these creatures are wild animals and do not know anything but what God put them
 in existence for. They roamed the entire state before development closed them into small areas which they must
 now live. If there was one bear left and he ended up biting someone would you destroy that bear?--Gods creatures,
 that he made and put on this earth and gave us dominion over --this is how we come up with a solution?



From: Paulette Velho
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 1:57:57 PM

From: Paulette Velho <PVelho@Juno.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32750

Phone Number: 407-332-7121

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please do not allow bear hunting. Spend the State's money and give everyone a bear proof trash can who requests it.
Bears have a natural habitat in Florida.
Most bears are not in Seminole or Orange counties. People who move to Volusia County, Eustis etc. can expect
 bears, and they know that when they move there.
Please don't take the cheap way out and make hunters solve your problem.
We have technology in bear proof trash cans.
BEARS ARE MAMMALS WHO TAKE CARE OF THEIR YOUNG. I LIKE YOU, GOVERNOR SCOTT. I
 HAVE BEEN A REPUBLICIAN MY ENTIRE LIFE. READ THE BOOK BY PATRICK SMITH CALLED A
 LAND REMEMBERED TO SEE WHAT FLORIDA WAS LIKE IN THE 1850'S. PROTECT NATURE WHILE
 WE STILL CAN. THANK YOU.



From: Leticia Malagon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 12:22:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Leticia Malagon
201 Cordova Greens
Seminole, FL 33777
US



From: Mary Dodd
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 11:58:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Dodd
2484 Talco Hills Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32303
US



From: Sylviane Mahaux
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 11:56:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sylviane Mahaux
5665 Boynton Crescent
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
US



From: Renee Thomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Renee Thomas
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 9:32:06 AM

From: Renee Thomas <zigster365@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 407-310-6714

Message Body: I am opposed to the bear hunt. The bears causing the problems should be removed (euthanized, if
 necessary), but the bears out in woods (away from the neighborhoods) shouldn't be killed. They are staying in their
 territories. I am sure the State will spend a same fortune to handle the proposed hunt. It would cost a lot less to
 remove a few problem bears annually.



From: Patty Kent
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 9:00:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patty Kent
1117 N. Bayshore Drive
Safety Harbor, FL 34695
US



From: Christopher Larson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 6:00:21 AM

From: Christopher Larson <chris.larson1967@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33967

Phone Number: 23932891943

Message Body: As a resident of this state for 36 years I have seen the growth and development that has occurred
 along with the many fights to protect our wildlife.  I do not recall one time where the wildlife prevailed.  Many
 opinions, articles, and stories have been written, and activists demonstrate, yet nothing is done to change this cycle. 
 When we humans want to expand and grow, we do it at the expense of the natural wildlife and natural terrain.  We
 clearcut mother natures work and bend it to the will of the developer, replacing natural ecosystems with human
 development without regard for anything else.  It is time to change our methods of land management.  We need to
 share the land and understand our role in natures great plan.

Please accept this article that I have written for your consideration, from the Black Bears perspective....

Black Bear speaks about upcoming hunt
Christopher M. Larson June 11, 2015

Studies show that our black bear species was almost extinct in Florida in 1974 has now risen from 300 to over 3000
 in 2002 or about 100 bears per year. We have worked hard to breed and expand our territory and were most
 successful during your human financial crisis in the early 2000’s when projects were abandoned and the land was
 left scarred with half built buildings and strewn material.  It wasn’t perfect but we made the best of it.  Food was
 plentiful, the grass was high, the underbrush thick and full of resources.  We bears were king again, but not for
 long.     

In August on 2012 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission removed the black bear from the state
 threatened species list and calls the rebound a success.  Now they are proposing a conservation management
 program (Allowing redneck’s to kill us) to reduce our population by 20%.  Come on, there are only about 3000 of
 us!

In stark contrast to black bear numbers, the human population in Florida has grown exponentially from 8.2 million
 in 1974 To (est)19.8 million in 2014 or 155,500 people per year.  Maybe we should be hunting humans?

The real problem is the mismanagement of human growth and development.  City, state, and federal governments
 love building.  Why, Money, and lots of it.  As a fellow hunter I respect governments hunting skills.  They lure
 large companies with incentives to get them in the game, grow their personnel and slowly tap the blood of everyone
 with impact fees, sales taxes, property taxes, income taxes, and gas taxes.  Governments allow building anywhere
 because there is no incentive to manage the resource.

The economy has recovered and foreclosures and real estate inventory are shrinking.  The only way to accommodate
 the growth in human population is to invade our land.  Permit data confirms that land clearing and building are
 approaching start levels similar to the boom years of the early 2000’s.

This causes great concern for us bears as our greatest precious resource, our land, is under attack.  Now more than
 ever we are coming more closely in contact with humans because of irresponsible land management. 

I recall stories from our elders of days when the land was plentiful and humans struggled in this formidable terrain. 



 Grandpa would say you could walk and hunt for days without seeing a human.  And on the rare occasion that you
 would see one, our curious nature brought us in for a closer look.  Humans did not understand our language and we
 stood and raised our hands to say hello, they became crazy and would run away.  When they came back they would
 bring many of their friends and make loud noises.  Grandpa came home and was bleeding badly he explained what
 happened and it was only then that we understood that humans feared us bears.  They killed him, and from that day
 we have always avoided humans. 

We watched humans develop our land. Our prime hunting ground where our homes were destroyed and we were
 forced to move inland.  But you see we are bears!  We are resourceful and can adapt and change.  So we made this
 new land our home.

But today, News reports say that bear’s are a nuisance. That we tip over garbage cans, swim in pools, cross the street
 without looking, and break into unfortified structures.  Gone are the days that we could go in stealth and forage for
 a meal undetected.

It isn’t just bears that are being harmed by your irresponsible land management practices.  No species is unaffected
 by human development.  Not the Bald Eagle whose nest was destroyed after an embattled debate and final
 decimation when the tree that contained the nest was felled.  Not the wild boar whose protected habitat of the 6-
mile cypress slough, which its name connotes “un-buildable land” was invaded by profiteering constructors.  Yet
 developers drain the wetlands by digging lakes and use the fill-dirt to raise the land and build large homes with un-
used wasteful space that seasonal residents use as second homes.  Not the burrowing owl whose homes were
 destroyed and inhabitants relocated to less desirable land that humans would not live on.  Not the gopher tortoise
 who also found the same plight.  And not the Florida Panther, who is blinded by light and instinctively dashes out
 of the way only to be killed by a rushing car that has now way to detect or avoid the !
 illusive cat.  And lastly we won’t forget the oldest creature in our state, the alligator who is constantly getting a bad
 wrap because they like to sun themselves on the banks of small lakes that just happen to be your on your golf
 course.  They don’t know any better and would not even bother chasing a human, rather just slink back into the
 depths from which they came.    

It is amusing, and not in a funny way, how a news article can illuminate and portray that a wild hog was the problem
 for Mr. Harold Goldstein’s lawn that was destroyed by a hog family who was just searching for grubs where they
 always had.  The invader was human; the hogs have always lived there.  I blame the human not the harmless hogs
 they have always lived there in the mud.  They say that fences make good neighbors, but clearly that is not the case
 because the land was so formidable that proper barrier fences could not be erected.

We need to share the land and all of its resources.  I wish there was a way to sit down with the humans and work out
 a reasonable plan, a way we could share the land, like we do with the Seminole.  They understand us. They respect
 us and we them.  We give them protection and help them hunt by luring in other game.  We are honored to give
 them our meat and our hides because they ask us before it is taken.  And in return we are free to roam and share the
 land and all of its resources.  

This story is not new, history continues to repeat itself and I will not plead in an unwinnable fight.  We will survive!
 I will leave you with my knowledge as leader of the Black Bears.  The battlefield of your mind is a bigger teacher
 than any lesson shared with you here. look! It is happening all around you, right now. 

“The earth does not belong to man, man belongs to the earth.  All things are connected like the blood that unites us
 all.  Man did not weave the web of life, he is merely a strand in it.  Whatever he does to the web, he does to himself.
 All things are bound together. All things connect.”  Chief Seattle, susquamish chief 1855
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From: Lisa D"Antonio
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 1:35:45 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lisa D'Antonio
711 Forest Club Dr
Apt 602
Wellington, FL 33414



From: pamela seitz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 1:05:00 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

pamela seitz
620 NE  1 Pl
1976nw 25 ave
Hialeah, FL 33010



From: pamela seitz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Monday, June 15, 2015 1:05:00 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

pamela seitz
620 NE  1 Pl
1976nw 25 ave
Hialeah, FL 33010



From: Mr-Mrs Glanz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 9:33:31 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mr-Mrs Glanz
50 Park Dr
Apt # 10
Bal Harbour, FL 33154



From: Mr-Mrs R Odom
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 9:03:30 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mr-Mrs R Odom
OCEAN BLVD
Penthouse A
Lauderdale By The Sea, FL 33062



From: Tami Redi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 8:48:54 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

FL residents oppose a bear hunt.

Your appointed Commission members (idiots no doubt) are ignoring widespread public opposition.

I will be reaching out to numerous animal organizations re: a lawsuit.  I guess you just like bad publicity! 

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tami Redi
1220 N 15 Court
Hollywood, FL 33020



From: Claire Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose hunting the Florida black bear
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 8:37:33 PM

From: Claire Jackson <claire1j@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33611

Phone Number: 8135698813

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Claire Jackson



From: Claire Jackson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose hunting the Florida black bear
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 8:37:33 PM

From: Claire Jackson <claire1j@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33611

Phone Number: 8135698813

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Claire Jackson



From: Harold Chipman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 7:54:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Harold Chipman
37434 Clinton Ave.
Dade City, FL 33525
US



From: Saskia Santos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida FWC
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 7:54:05 PM

From: Saskia Santos <dazoo12@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.
This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.
The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.
Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.
Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.
Sincerely,
Saskia Santos



From: Saskia Santos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida FWC
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 7:54:05 PM

From: Saskia Santos <dazoo12@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 29205

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.
This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.
The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.
Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.
Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.
Sincerely,
Saskia Santos



From: victor Tovar
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 7:04:50 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

victor Tovar
5665 Boynton Crescent
5665 Boynton Crescent
Boynton Beach, FL 33437



From: Tim Rose
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 6:40:14 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Tim Rose
2151 Ne 42nd Ct
123
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064



From: sharon franco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 6:03:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sharon franco
15046 Balmoral Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33919
US



From: Jennifer Bowman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 5:02:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Bowman
5213 Redrac St.
Jacksonville, FL 32205
US



From: Carol Naylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 10:49:55 AM

From: Carol Naylor <otownswingdance@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34761

Phone Number: 3219463056

Message Body: Please reconsider stopping this sad slaughter of bears.  If you want to solve the problem teach
 people to properly handle their trash.  There will always be bears that find garbage as long as people can be lazy.
 The backlash of dead bear photos after this hunt will probably end your career.

Carol Naylor



From: Carol Naylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 10:49:55 AM

From: Carol Naylor <otownswingdance@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34761

Phone Number: 3219463056

Message Body: Please reconsider stopping this sad slaughter of bears.  If you want to solve the problem teach
 people to properly handle their trash.  There will always be bears that find garbage as long as people can be lazy.
 The backlash of dead bear photos after this hunt will probably end your career.

Carol Naylor



From: Kimberlee Novak
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 10:40:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kimberlee Novak
66 Lindsay Drive
Palm Coast, FL 32137
US



From: Donna Baez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 8:39:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Baez
1305 3rd St N.
Safety Harbor, FL 34695
US



From: Joe Snavely
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Sunday, June 14, 2015 6:37:52 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I ask you to stand up for Florida's nature and strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Joe Snavely
15210 Amberly Dr Apt 1711
Tampa, FL 33647



From: Emma Meehan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 8:27:15 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Emma Meehan
6885 20th St.
Apt. 280
Vero Beach, FL 32966



From: Kari Knutson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 8:16:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

The Bears were here first. They aren't invading our homes, we invaded theirs.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kari Knutson
822 Camargo way unit 303
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714



From: Bonnie Jackson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 7:29:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Jackson
2413 Wolf Creek
Melbourne, FL 32935
US



From: Amy Hunt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 6:25:58 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Amy Hunt
11340 Sally Rd
Apt 108
Dade City, FL 33525



From: Wendy H
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 6:18:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Wendy H
Starshine Cave
Jax, FL 32257
US



From: Wendy H
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 6:18:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Wendy H
Starshine Cave
Jax, FL 32257
US



From: Wendy H
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 6:18:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Wendy H
Starshine Cave
Jax, FL 32257
US



From: Dalma Dr.Kalogjera
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 6:08:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

This is the first time in checquered history of mankind- that someone is EXECUTED for looting a trashcan!!

Sincerely,

Dalma Dr.Kalogjera
9841 SW 55th Road
Gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: Robin Kory
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 6:04:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Robin Kory
1506 Seahorse Ct.
Apt. E
Key West, FL 33040



From: Anita Garrison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 4:46:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anita Garrison
8705 288th Street
Branford, FL 32008
US



From: Judy Albury
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 4:40:49 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Hunters are cowards and bullies.

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Judy Albury
6770 SW 50 Ter
Miami, FL 33155



From: Renee Madera Levine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 4:14:46 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Renee Madera Levine
13751 Stirling Rd.
S.W. Ranches
Southwest Ranches, FL 33330



From: Erick Wicklund
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 3:31:51 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Killing defenseless animals we should be ashamed.

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Erick Wicklund
1069 Hampstead Lane Dr
Ormond Beach, FL 32174



From: J Wiggins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 3:04:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

J Wiggins
3421 Lakeview Drive
FL, FL 33884
US



From: Claudia Lewis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 2:24:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claudia Lewis
1455 Treetop Dr
Palm Harbor, FL 34683
US



From: Dana Kovar
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 1:31:07 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Over 2/3
 of Florida's residents do not approve of this.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Dana Kovar
10111 N. Edison Ave.
Tampa, FL 33612



From: Amy Blaker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 1:09:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amy Blaker
1170 North Street
Longwood, FL 32750
US



From: Bill stokes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 12:40:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bill stokes
301 2nd St N
St Petersburg, FL 33701
US



From: Lorelei Ennis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 12:26:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lorelei Ennis
3455 Stallion Lane
Weston, FL 33331



From: Lois Meyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 11:23:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lois Meyer
1000 Crooked Oak Ln
Longwood, FL 32779
US



From: Lois Meyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 11:20:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lois Meyer
1000 Crooked Oak Ln
Longwood, FL 32779
US



From: Ashley Baillargeon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 9:37:39 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ashley Baillargeon
4607 South Kirkman Road
None
Orlando, FL 32811



From: Arwen Weiss
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 9:34:24 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition, by proposing a bear hunt rather than focusing on non-lethal conflict
 prevention programs, such as:

 - The use of bear-proof trash cans
 - Public education programs that help residents learn how to avoid attracting bears through simple actions (securing
 pet food, putting out trash on the morning of pickup, etc.)

Please put a stop to this proposed hunt before the final hearing on June 23.

Sincerely,

Arwen Weiss
4818 Aguila PL
Orlando, FL 32826



From: Beatriz Consuegra
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 9:03:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

The proposed bear hunt is the wrong way to manage Florida’s problem bears. Bear-proofing trashcans, enforcing
 laws against feeding bears, and bear education are the most effective methods, and will go much farther towards
 reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting ever will. There's no need to kill when there are other, better solutions
 to reducing conflict. We CAN live along with the bears and other wildlife.

Sincerely,

Beatriz Consuegra
168 Dogwood Forest Rd
Crawfordville, FL 32327
US



From: Lisa Hinton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 8:51:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hinton
1101 Huntington LN
Safety Harbor, FL 34695
US



From: Seana Parker-Dalton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 8:21:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Seana Parker-Dalton
1816 Alice Ave
FL, FL 32792
US



From: Juli Healy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 8:19:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Juli Healy
129 Seaclusion Circle
FL, FL 32413
US



From: Terri David
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 5:47:07 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Terri David
404 Harbor Drive S
#907
Venice, FL 34285



From: Mark Goldberg
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 3:07:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mark Goldberg
Your Street
Po box 102
McIntosh, FL 32664



From: Estefania Elorriaga
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 2:32:37 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Estefania Elorriaga
8941 SW 6th Court
#105
Plantation, FL 33324



From: Michael Neary
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 1:32:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Neary
940 Groveland Ave.
Florida, FL 34285
US



From: Jean Mack
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 12:32:06 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jean Mack
5694 -40th Street
#425
Kenneth City, FL 33709



From: Dk Bolen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 12:32:05 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed
 Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management, and widespread public opposition. I
 am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears and
 people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies effectively
 preventing conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning, and education programs helping neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Dk Bolen
5600 - 59 Way North
St Petersburg, FL 33709



From: Lynn Artz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 12:31:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lynn Artz
PO Box 937
Crawfordville, FL 32326
US



From: Pamela Wilkey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 12:31:57 AM

How very sad.

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pamela Wilkey
3318 Enterprise Rd. E
Safety Harbor, FL 34695
US



From: Ramona Blankinship
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 12:31:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ramona Blankinship
255 N Kentucky Ave.
Lakeland, FL 33801
US



From: Karen Laakaniemi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2015 1:13:02 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Karen Laakaniemi
428 Childers St
PMB 22796
Pensacola, FL 32534



From: Glenn Nappi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:16:11 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Glenn Nappi
15085 Michelangelo Blvd.
Apt. 206
Delray Beach, FL 33446



From: Joris Hines
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:55:25 PM

Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Joris Hines
1357 S. Banana River Drive.
Merritt Island, FL 32952



From: Laurie Hein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please, PLEASE=== STOP the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict

 prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:49:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to PLEASE STOP the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear
 hunt! Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition. I am appealing to you to PLEASE= be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who
 want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing
 on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does NOTHING to reduce conflicts between
 bears and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in
 neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, PLEASE direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that
 effectively prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash
 management and aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid
 attracting bears through simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the
 morning of pickup.

Please STOP the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt!!!

Thank you for your consideration & KNOW THIS REQUEST REALLY MAKES MORE SENSE~~~

Sincerely,

Laurie Hein
6 Milbark Ct s
Homosassa, FL 34446



From: Gloria Donn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 8:27:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Gloria Donn
7300 W McNab Rd
Tamarac
Tamarac, FL 33321



From: Nancy Pace
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 8:15:00 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

It is an injustice and unfair to hunt and kill these beautiful animals.  They are not in the wrong; it is their habitat that
 is being taken away leaving them with no place to go.  To make matters worse, the humans that steal their habitat
 and do NOT secure food items left outside or leave small pets alone outside are begging for problems.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

I have a suggestion, maybe we should ban construction on new homes and commercial buildings till the oversupply
 of available ones are fixed up and sold.  That, I believe, would be a good solution for everyone.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Nancy Pace
10592 NW 11th Place
Ocala, FL 34482



From: Judy Yll
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 8:09:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Judy Yll
513 NW 36 Avenue
513 NW 36 Avenue
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442



From: Alice Cohen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 7:09:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alice Cohen
3868 Summer Grove Way North
FL, FL 32257
US



From: Luis Tirado
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 6:48:38 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Luis Tirado
PO Box 2287
Apt. 1423
Cross City, FL 32628



From: Harry Thomas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 6:43:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Harry Thomas
sunrise lakes
1
Sunrise, FL 33322



From: Elmo Dunn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 6:12:46 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.  It is idiotic and makes
 Florida the laughing stock of the U.S.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Elmo Dunn
208 Harrogate Pl
Longwood, FL 32779



From: Elmo Dunn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 6:12:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.  It is idiotic and makes
 Florida the laughing stock of the U.S.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Elmo Dunn
208 Harrogate Pl
Longwood, FL 32779



From: Marana Eubank
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 6:05:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marana Eubank
2424 N Federal Hwy Apt 313
Boynton Beach, FL 33435
US



From: Helen Colby
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 5:42:36 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Helen Colby
8615 SW 126 Terrace
8615 SW 126 Terrace
Miami, FL 33156



From: Ben and Cynthia Oswald
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 5:40:09 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

My wife and I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear
 hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition. We are appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who
 want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing
 on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely, Ben and Cynthia Oswald

Ben and Cynthia Oswald
3127 Holiday Beach Drive
Avon Park, FL 33825



From: Lennie Rodoff
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 5:36:09 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lennie Rodoff
9145 Sw 96th Court Road
9145 sw 96th court road
O, FL 34481



From: Shelby Price
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 5:29:51 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Please require residents to purchase special trash cans from the state (stimulating state economy) while protecting
 our bears which have just recovered from being hunted two decades ago.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Shelby Price
Your Street
Fort myers, FL 33905



From: Kim Rockwell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 5:27:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kim Rockwell
9567 Lassen Court
Ft. Myers, FL 33919
US



From: jean carnright
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 5:16:15 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

jean carnright
406 Linkside Lane
===
miramar beach, FL 32550



From: Jordyn Roy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 4:52:34 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jordyn Roy
4200 54th AVE S
Campus Box 345
St Petersburg, FL 33711



From: Maria Tourino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 4:22:27 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Maria Tourino
10509 SW 73 Terrace
Miami, FL 33173



From: julie woodhead
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 4:21:27 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

julie woodhead
21 St. Abbs Drive
Odsal
Bradford, FL BD6 1ER



From: Robert J Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Government for the people
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 3:55:25 PM

From: Robert J Smith <rob-rjs_smith@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33626

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I'm really don't know when the concept of government "of the people, for  the people, by the people " was
 abandoned but it sure looks like that is the case. 75% of the people who contacted the  Fish and Wildlife
 Commission expressed their opposition to opening up a hunting season on bears in Florida.
The rationale for reinstating a hunting season here makes absolutely no sense. A few deadbeat bears who have
 become nuisance animals due to the carelessness of humans in storing their trash are the catalyst to open up hunting
 season on bears that are not part of the problem. The bear hunt will do nothing to address the problem bears and the
 careless individuals will continue being careless individuals leading to more habituated bears.
The unique species of bear we have in the Sunshine State are still a relatively rare creature. The people who have
 cared enough to contact the Commission are overwhelmingly opposed to the hunt but their concerns were brushed
 aside.
Please do the right thing and direct the Commission to wait until they have a complete data set before they open the
 hunt.
Robert Smith



From: Robert J Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Government for the people
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 3:55:25 PM

From: Robert J Smith <rob-rjs_smith@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33626

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I'm really don't know when the concept of government "of the people, for  the people, by the people " was
 abandoned but it sure looks like that is the case. 75% of the people who contacted the  Fish and Wildlife
 Commission expressed their opposition to opening up a hunting season on bears in Florida.
The rationale for reinstating a hunting season here makes absolutely no sense. A few deadbeat bears who have
 become nuisance animals due to the carelessness of humans in storing their trash are the catalyst to open up hunting
 season on bears that are not part of the problem. The bear hunt will do nothing to address the problem bears and the
 careless individuals will continue being careless individuals leading to more habituated bears.
The unique species of bear we have in the Sunshine State are still a relatively rare creature. The people who have
 cared enough to contact the Commission are overwhelmingly opposed to the hunt but their concerns were brushed
 aside.
Please do the right thing and direct the Commission to wait until they have a complete data set before they open the
 hunt.
Robert Smith



From: I. J. Hamilton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 3:52:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of your constituents who want
 to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on
 June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does absolutely nothing to reduce conflicts
 between bears and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in
 neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective and counterproductive trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven
 strategies that effectively prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof
 trash management and aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid
 attracting bears through simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the
 morning of pickup.

Please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s useless proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

I. J. Hamilton
4425 Lakeshore Drive
Fleming Island, FL 32003



From: Marie John
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 3:36:58 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Marie John
Your Street
10224 grackle court
Pensacola, FL 32507



From: Jo Wiest
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 3:35:36 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jo Wiest
705a East Bay Dr.
141
Largo, FL 33770



From: Martha Milne
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please! Stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 3:29:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Martha Milne
1764 Braman Av.
USA
Fort Myers, FL 33901



From: Douglas Ross
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 3:25:58 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Douglas Ross
2797 NE 51st Street
Apt 501
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308



From: Linda Jennings
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 3:21:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Linda Jennings
1398 Middke Gulf Dr
Unit B
Sanibel, FL 33957



From: D Barcilon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 3:11:16 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

This is horrible. How can we allow the slaughter of bears for the pleasure of a few. It's barbaric and inhumane!

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

D Barcilon
Your Street
Miami, FL 33133



From: Janis Sawyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 2:26:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

“The last word in ignorance is the man who says of an animal or plant: 'What good is it?” ― Aldo Leopold

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Janis Sawyer
486 Forest St
Santa Rosa Bch, FL 32459



From: Phyllis Caridi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 2:21:44 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Caridi
8436 Cypress Ln
Apt 7d
Boca Raton, FL 33433



From: Anne henry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 2:15:38 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Anne henry
Your Street
Apt 1
St Petersburg, FL 33702



From: pamela seitz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 2:10:11 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

pamela seitz
620 NE  1 Pl
1976nw 25 ave
Hialeah, FL 33010



From: Michael Bachand
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 1:50:30 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Michael Bachand
2418 Coach House Blvd Apt 5
Apt 5
Orlando, FL 32812



From: Jeffrey Christo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 1:48:55 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Christo
Your Street1521 Alton Road
441
Miami Beach, FL 33139



From: Mary Sue Baker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 1:48:24 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Sue Baker

Mary Sue Baker
6318 Goldfinch St
Sarasota, FL 34241



From: Peggy Peters
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 1:39:56 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Peggy Peters
8135 Champions Circle Apt 108
8135 champions circle apt 108
Champions Gate, FL 33896



From: Caryn Ackerman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 1:34:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideratiom in this very important and time sensitive matter.

Sincerely,

Caryn Ackerman
6130 55th Ave. Cir. E.
Bradenton, FL 34203



From: Donna Jones
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 1:18:03 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Donna Jones
25306 Fishermans Road
PO BOX 226
Paisley, FL 32767



From: Sue Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 12:48:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Sue Williams
2560 62nd Avenue N
#256
St Petersburg, FL 33702



From: T. McFadyen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 12:45:20 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 averse conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

T. McFadyen
your street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689



From: Donna Pope
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 12:40:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Donna Pope
3421 S. Carter St.
Unit F
Tampa, FL 33629



From: Bill Fischer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 12:37:20 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Look at your own history of no compassion. You will not allow health, thru Federal compensation for humans in
 Florida. It only makes crystal clear sense that you don't care about wildlife either. However, Bears can't speak for
 themselves. In the interest of attempting to be a forward thinking human, please don't allow this killing to occur.
                Bill Fischer

Bill Fischer
1289 NE Ocean Blvd.
Stuart, FL 34996



From: Joan Davis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 12:31:33 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. This is the right thing to
 do.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Joan Davis
426 Beauregard Ave N E
palm bayour city, FL 32907



From: Karen Burroughs
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 12:28:49 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
 You haven't done much that makes the average Floridian happy. Maybe you can do this?

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Karen Burroughs
8623 Warwick Shore Crossing
Orlando, FL 32829



From: Suzanne Saunders
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 12:28:12 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Saunders
8455 13th St. N.
Apt. D
St. Petersburg, FL 33702



From: Lynn Artz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Stop proposed bear hunt! Prevent conflicts in better ways!
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 12:04:55 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed
 Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I
 am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lynn Artz
PO Box 937
Crawfordville, FL 32326



From: Harold Henry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 11:49:42 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration, and doing the right thing by pretecting God's Creations..

Sincerely,

Harold Henry
8855 SW 83 St
Miami, FL 33173



From: Wendy Weldon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 11:44:46 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Wendy Weldon
15085 Michelangelo Blvd.
Apt. 206
Delray Beach, FL 33446



From: Anton McInerney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 11:41:55 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Anton McInerney
Your Street
682 Sunset Dr. N.W.
Stuart, FL 34994



From: Donna Grace
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 11:17:30 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

There are other ways for people to live comfortably with bears besides shooting the bears.

Just recently they were a protected species. Now that they have grown a little in population, we have to shoot
 them???  I don't think so.

In my opinion, we can avoid attracting bears through simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and
 putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Donna Grace
5837 24th Ave S
Gulfport, FL 33707



From: Robert Posch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 11:06:42 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Robert Posch
2131 N Ocean Blvd
#17
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305



From: Ricahrd Allen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 11:04:56 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ricahrd Allen
1700 NE 105TH St
Apt 410
Miami, FL 33138



From: Juliana Salvetti
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:56:47 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Juliana Salvetti
705 Sw 88th Ave
apt 102
Miami, FL 33025



From: Janice Grover
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:52:34 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Janice Grover
1006 Bristol Lakes Rd.
Apt.108
Mt. Dora, FL 32757



From: HELENA HEFFINGER-HERNANDEZ
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:40:28 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

HELENA HEFFINGER-HERNANDEZ
1362 MEADOWS BLVD
SAME
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33327



From: Brian Paradise
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:31:00 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Brian Paradise
13 Arbor Club Dr.
Ponte Vedra Beach
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082



From: Penelope Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:29:50 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Penelope Williams
1283 Rockledge Dr.`
1
Rockledge, FL 32955



From: Sandy Sundquist
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:19:41 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please, please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Sandy Sundquist
Your Street
Titusville, FL 32796



From: frank slocum
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and trap and move to low density areas
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:18:54 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

frank slocum
Unit 201
138 1st Street East
Tierra Verde, FL 33715



From: Emily Nelson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:12:07 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Emily Nelson
1200 Country Club Dr
Apt 1503
Largo, FL 33771



From: Myra Hefner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:11:57 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods. 
 People should STOP building/living in wild areas.  It was the bears territory first.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Myra Hefner
2551 Cordova Ave
Vero Beach, FL 32960



From: Rick Sanchez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:11:36 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rick Sanchez

Rick Sanchez
9327 Sw 123 Ave Ct
Miami, FL 33186



From: Tory Salmon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:10:15 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I met one of the FWC guys in a restaurant. He is typical of the morons that your illustrious FWC hires. This
 commission is a farce and should be done away with. The bears are being edged out because ignorant and greedy
 public officials grant permits to equally self serving developers who make residential areas out of the bears' habitat.
 Florida is just becoming another urban sprawl state. We don't need more people. Our resources are already taxed to
 the limits.     

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Tory Salmon
260 E. Constance Rd
Debary, FL 32713



From: Sara-Lu Fleming
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:09:59 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Sara-Lu Fleming
9891 Spring Run Blvd #2702
#2702
Bonita Springs, FL 34135



From: Kimberly Walker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:06:12 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Walker
1213 Radis Pl
Jacksonville, FL 32225



From: Erica Tricarico
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:03:07 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Erica Tricarico
6509 Nw 128 Way
parkland, fl 33076
Parkland, FL 33067



From: Michele De Maria
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:02:04 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Michele De Maria
300 Granello Ave
Apt 865
Coral gables, FL 33146



From: Karen Liska
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:01:12 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Karen Liska
1475 Mount Holly Rd
D-2
Edgewater Park, FL 34705



From: Laurie Huebsch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 10:00:33 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Laurie Huebsch

Laurie Huebsch
411 E. Magnolia Avenue
Tavares, FL 32726



From: Patricia Wynn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:58:59 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Additionally, hunting for food is one thing; hunting for sport is grotesque and uncivilized.  We are supposed to be
 the stewards of Earth.  Yet, whenever something is inconvenient, the answer is to destroy it.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wynn
11783 SW 88 Street
Miami, FL 33186



From: Frank Kopczynski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:56:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Frank Kopczynski
14605 49th St. N.
Suite #3
Clearwater, FL 33762



From: Claudia Martins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:54:48 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Claudia Martins
7765 SW 87 ave
SUITE 210
Miami, FL 33173



From: Dina Belmir
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:49:50 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Why is killing innocent animals such an issue with people? And why would anyone support the senseless killing of
 Gods creatures and then expect God to bless the same Country and its citizens when so little respect towards HIS
 creations is shown?!

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Dina Belmir
1770 NE 191st Street
N.Miami Bch, FL 33179



From: Judy Lenoir
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:47:13 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Judy Lenoir
638 Rosewood Way
638 ROSEWOOD WAY
Niceville, FL 3257i



From: Susan Krawiecki
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:45:08 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Susan Krawiecki
3775 59th Street N, Unit 3
Apt. 3
Saint Petersburg, FL 33710



From: Anavai Harish
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:43:37 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Anavai Harish
8122 Viburnum ct
Tallahassee, FL 32312



From: Audrey Samelson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:43:11 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Audrey Samelson
3205 Portfino point
L-1
Coconut Creek, FL 33066



From: Jamie Webster
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:41:59 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jamie Webster
Your Street
Jupiter, FL 33458



From: Beatriz Kohn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:41:42 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Beatriz Kohn
1835 E Hallandale Beach Blvd
#376
Halndle Bch, FL 33019



From: Suzanne Claggett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:41:35 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Claggett
4425 Devereux Dr.
Pensacola, FL 32504



From: Karen Sawicki
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:41:26 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Karen Sawicki
22 Foxfield Look
Ormond Beach, FL 32174



From: Mary Virginia Dorfman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:41:25 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mary Virginia Dorfman
1707 Curry Ave.
Nokomis, FL 34275



From: MiLissa Wiley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:41:10 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

MiLissa Wiley
Your Street
Port Richey, FL 34668



From: Michelle Inere
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:40:29 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Michelle Inere
5609 Ponte Verde Road
Pensacola, FL 32507



From: Don Phelps
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:40:25 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Don Phelps
1010 Redbud
Tallahassee, FL 32303



From: Deborah Durkin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:40:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Deborah Durkin
847 Inlet Drive
Marco Island, FL 34145



From: Ron DiSarle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:39:58 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ron DiSarle
8507 N.we. 59th. Place
Ft.Lauderdale, FL 33321



From: Christy Cole
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:39:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Christy Cole
5004 Thomas dr
Panama City, FL 32408



From: asdur triff
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:39:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

asdur triff
Your Street
Miami, FL 33135



From: Pierce & Missy Bratton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:39:50 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Pierce & Missy Bratton
7780 Lake Seminole Rd
Sneads, FL 32460



From: Pamela Haun
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:39:06 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Pamela Haun
8747 SW 50th Place
Cooper City, FL 33328



From: Pat Hardin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:38:57 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Pat Hardin
901 Lake Asbury Dr
Green Cove Springs, FL 32043



From: Emory Waller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:38:55 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Emory Waller
640nw 199th St
Miami, FL 33169



From: Marilyn Egan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:38:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Egan
16413 Berry Way
Delray Beach, FL 33484



From: Shana Gerwens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:38:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Shana Gerwens
Your Street
Land O' Lakes, FL 34638



From: Kat Shaffer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:38:00 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kat Shaffer
Bay Pointe
Tampa, FL 33615



From: Jennifer Rice
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:37:57 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Rice
your street
Yulee, FL 32041



From: Carol McCarthy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:37:47 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Carol McCarthy
1539 Aberdeen Lane
Winter Haven, FL 33881



From: Janine Scoville
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt--Use non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:37:38 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I implore you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed
 Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I
 am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on strategies that will lead to a
 permanent solution instead of a band-aid.  As Florida continues to develop and residential land encroaches onto
 bears' habitats, this problem will continue.  We should consult and collaborate with other states experiencing similar
 problems (yes, there are other states in the same situation) to devise a non-lethal, permanent solution to this.  I don't
 agree that the solution is bear-proof trashcans or educating neighborhood residents.  This will be ineffective as well.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt so that a permanent and
 non-lethal solution(s) can be identified.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Janine Scoville
4 Wildwood Drive
Edgewater, FL 32132



From: Tina Gardner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:36:50 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Tina Gardner
5464 Rollins Ave
jacksonville, FL 32207



From: Alan Michels
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:36:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Alan Michels
Your Street
Tallahassee, FL 32303



From: Colonel Meyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:36:05 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Colonel Meyer
3701 Eagle Pass Street
North Port, FL 34286



From: Irene Radke
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:36:01 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Irene Radke
4648 Sw 38 Ter
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312



From: Karen Roland
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:35:43 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Karen Roland
your street
your city, FL 32428



From: Theresa H Deery
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:35:30 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Theresa H Deery
8701 Blind Pass Rd
St Pete Beach, FL 33706



From: Sher Kariz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:35:29 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Sher Kariz
your street
Jacksonville, FL 32208



From: Lauren Tavar
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:34:44 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lauren Tavar
4031 Mizner court
Jacksonville, FL 32217



From: Patricia Stevens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:34:44 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Patricia Stevens
23143 Turnbull Ave
Port Charlotte, FL 33954



From: Diane Walls
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:34:43 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Diane Walls
10 Brisa Lane
Port St. lucie, FL 34952



From: RAYA. ENGLER
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:34:43 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

RAYA. ENGLER
16150 Ne 13 Ave.
Miami, FL 33162



From: Bobbi Hill
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:33:28 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Bobbi Hill
351 Terrapin Road
Venice, FL 34293



From: Bobbi Hill
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:33:28 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Bobbi Hill
351 Terrapin Road
Venice, FL 34293



From: Joseph Chilleme
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:33:21 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Joseph Chilleme
129 Hampton Circle
Jupiter, FL 33458



From: Donna Burke
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:33:01 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Donna Burke
Your Street
Sarasota, FL 34231



From: Keith Rick II
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:32:59 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Keith Rick II
Your Street
Ocoee, FL 34761



From: Susie Owens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:32:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Susie Owens
59 Aberdeen Circle
Leesburg, FL 34788



From: Tasha Rhodes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:32:50 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Tasha Rhodes
Your Street
Lady Lake, FL 32159



From: Kelly Lyon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:32:09 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kelly Lyon
3779 NW 4th Court
Boca Raton, FL 33431



From: Barbara Tucker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:32:05 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Barbara Tucker
1312 Essex Drive
Wellington, FL 33414



From: Jinny Lee
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:32:00 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.
We are morally obligated to protect God's species.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jinny Lee
402 Centre Street
Melrose, FL 32666



From: Kim Pankow
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:31:53 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kim Pankow
1186 Bay View Way
Wellington, FL 33414



From: Sandra Boylston
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:31:37 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Sandra Boylston
Your Street
Sanford, FL 32773



From: Laura Guttridge
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:31:30 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Laura Guttridge
535 Date Palm Rd.
Vero Beach, FL 32963



From: Lina Poskiene
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:31:28 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lina Poskiene
5738Aspen Ridge court
lposkiene@yahoo.com
Delray Beach, FL 33484



From: Cheryl Watters
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:31:27 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Watters
600 Shady Oaks Dr
#310
Palm Coast, FL 32164



From: Robin Hubbard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:31:26 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Robin Hubbard
Your Street
Your City, FL 34698



From: Tricia Holliday
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:31:25 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Tricia Holliday
489 Lakepark
Oviedo, FL 32765



From: Frank Graves
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:31:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Frank Graves
2613 SW natura ave
house
Deerfield Beach, FL 33441



From: Marisol Norris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:31:08 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Marisol Norris
3705 Glen Garry Ln
Orlando, FL 32803



From: Donald Shaw
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:53 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Donald Shaw
1906 Hawaii Ave
St. Petersburg, FL 33703



From: Corey Romberg
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:42 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Corey Romberg
225 Endicott Way
Sanford, FL 32771



From: Gwendolyn Youngblood
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:40 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Gwendolyn Youngblood
13931 Manowar Lane
Jacksonville, FL 32250



From: Kathy Ambrus
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:39 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kathy Ambrus
6800 NW 39th Avenue
327
United States, FL 33073



From: Ana Roca
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:38 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ana Roca
1829 Sw 23 street
Muami
Miami, FL 33145



From: Charlene Inglis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Charlene Inglis
3516 Casey Key
3516 Casey Key
Nokomis, FL 34275



From: Kevin Silvey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:24 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kevin Silvey
9263 78th Place North
seminole, FL 33777



From: Alicia Addeo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Alicia Addeo
970-85th Ave. N.
#210
St. Petersburg, FL 33702



From: Lonnie Albrecht
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:16 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Albrecht
895 CR 481
Lake Panasoffkee, FL 33538



From: Dawn Strecker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:14 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Dawn Strecker
Your Street707 Se 13 Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316



From: Laura Staples
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:13 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Laura Staples
5792 Whistlewood Circle
Sarasota, FL 34232



From: Lana Corry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:06 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lana Corry
12 Ranch Trail Rd
Debary, FL 32713



From: A Braswell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:30:02 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

A Braswell
Po Box 20042
Bradenton, FL 34204



From: Chris Danne
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:29:54 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Chris Danne
2846 sw 38th place
Gainesville, FL 32608



From: Paul Saint
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:29:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Paul Saint
96 Earls LN.
Apopka, FL 32712



From: Hilary Capstick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:29:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Hilary Capstick
6720 Johnstown Loop
Tallahassee, FL 32309



From: John & Saundra Mercer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:29:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

John & Saundra Mercer
your street
Lake Worth, FL 33467



From: Lisa Koehl
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] PLEASE!!!! stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:29:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

With respect I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear
 hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want
 to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on
 June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lisa Koehl
22 Twin River Drive
Ormond Beach, FL 32174



From: Scott Fuchs
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:29:50 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Scott Fuchs
208 E. Vanderbilt Street
Orlando, FL 32804



From: Marta White
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:29:08 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Marta White
1076 Bedford Ave
Palm Bch Grdns, FL 33403



From: Carol Stokrocki
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:29:05 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Carol Stokrocki
450 SE 7 ST., 246
Dania, FL 33004



From: Timothy Brohawn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:29:00 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Timothy Brohawn
1050 Delray Lakes Dr
Delray Beach, FL 33444



From: Timothy Brohawn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:28:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Timothy Brohawn
1050 Delray Lakes Dr
Delray Beach, FL 33444



From: Linda Paleias
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:28:45 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Linda Paleias
3300 Ne 36 Street
Ft.lauderdale, FL 33308



From: Karin Braunsberger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:28:42 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Karin Braunsberger
842 17th Ave. N
St Petersburg, FL 33704



From: Chris Conrad
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:28:39 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Chris Conrad
431 Plant Avenue
Palm Bay, FL 32907



From: John Deddy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:28:38 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

John Deddy
Your Street
Miami, FL 33176



From: Kim Eastin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 9:28:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Kim Eastin
1811 W. Finland
Deltona, FL 32725



From: Jo Ellen Bate
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 8:30:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jo Ellen Bate
705 NW 17th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311
US



From: Susan Stratton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 8:22:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Stratton
964 Rosebay Court
Tallahassee, FL 32312
US



From: Donna Love
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 8:14:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Love
1854 Gulf Ct
FL, FL 32903
US



From: Alexandr Yantselovskiy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 7:35:35 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Alexandr Yantselovskiy
Svyatoshynska
40v
Vyshneve, FL 34705



From: Mark Bastian
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 6:56:11 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mark Bastian
Treskewes Estate
helston, FL 34705



From: Karina Tarpinian
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 6:51:57 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Karina Tarpinian
3127 kingridge way
glendale, FL 34705



From: Ruth Serra
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please stop the proposed bear hunt and focus on non-lethal conflict prevention
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 6:30:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please direct the FWC to focus on proven strategies that effectively
 prevent conflicts with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and
 aversive conditioning and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through
 simple actions -- such as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Please  stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Ruth Serra
8750 universal blvd
orlando, FL 32819



From: Scott Siegel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 12, 2015 1:58:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Scott Siegel
7768 Travelers Tree Drive
Boca Raton, FL 33433
US



From: susan sander
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 11:06:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

susan sander
2325 sutton pl
clearwater, FL 33763
US



From: Robert DiFilippo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 10:21:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert DiFilippo
7644 Shadow Bay Drive
Panama City, FL 32404
US



From: Lillian Hyland
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 10:18:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lillian Hyland
9815 San Luca St
Lake Worth, FL 33467
US



From: Joyce maresco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 9:54:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joyce maresco
3972 hall road
big pine key, FL 33043
US



From: William Pritchett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 8:48:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

William Pritchett
8265-36th Avenue North
Saint Petersburg, FL 33710
US



From: Ryan Macias
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 7:26:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ryan Macias
2704 Silver Lake Ave
Tampa, FL 33614
US



From: Bradley Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 7:10:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bradley Smith
2809 NE 2nd PL
Cape Coral, FL 33909
US



From: Tanya Knappman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 5:53:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tanya Knappman
2255 chase hammock road
merritt island, FL 32953
US



From: Pamela Senn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 5:49:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pamela Senn
8421 SW 201st St
FL, FL 33189
US



From: Judith Hankins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 5:32:32 PM

From: Judith Hankins <judithhankins06@comcast net>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32207-2638

Phone Number: 9047248188

Message Body: Please do not authorize the reopening of hunting season on Florida's black bears.



From: Judith Hankins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 5:32:32 PM

From: Judith Hankins <judithhankins06@comcast net>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32207-2638

Phone Number: 9047248188

Message Body: Please do not authorize the reopening of hunting season on Florida's black bears.



From: brenda almond
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 5:15:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

brenda almond
5123 links lane
leesburg, FL 34748
US



From: Regina Alesso
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 5:05:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Regina Alesso
4013 Sanderling Lane
FL, FL 33331
US



From: maria pflug
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 5:04:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

maria pflug
717 n eustis st
eustis, FL 32726
US



From: shannon Ross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEARS
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 4:19:39 PM

From: shannon Ross <shannon ross22@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95946

Phone Number: 5305709573

Message Body: Maybe you should reconsider the bear hunt.

Do you remember the story about Teddy Roosevelt when he refused to kill a trophy bear tied to a tree?

This is cruel barbaric and certifies your state as a bunch of bone headed REDNECKS!!! get with the country and
 CARE ABOUT animals as sentient beings on this planet.  Not something to to be inhumanely shot!!!!!
sincerely,
Shannon Ross
Certified Court Reporter and I VOTE!!



From: shannon Ross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEARS
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 4:19:39 PM

From: shannon Ross <shannon ross22@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95946

Phone Number: 5305709573

Message Body: Maybe you should reconsider the bear hunt.

Do you remember the story about Teddy Roosevelt when he refused to kill a trophy bear tied to a tree?

This is cruel barbaric and certifies your state as a bunch of bone headed REDNECKS!!! get with the country and
 CARE ABOUT animals as sentient beings on this planet.  Not something to to be inhumanely shot!!!!!
sincerely,
Shannon Ross
Certified Court Reporter and I VOTE!!



From: Alisa Battaglia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 3:48:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alisa Battaglia
5210 Glade Court
Cape Coral, FL 33904
US



From: Don Perry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 1:13:13 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Don Perry
7329 Blue Star Mem. Hwy
Chattahoochee, FL 32324
US



From: Kathleen Vanderwerf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 11:48:16 AM

From: Kathleen Vanderwerf <homeonbeach@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott, Please stop this bear hunt. Our wildlife has nowhere to go because we are so built
 up. Killing them is wrong and may aid in the extinction of the bears.

Thank you,



From: Kathleen Vanderwerf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 11:48:16 AM

From: Kathleen Vanderwerf <homeonbeach@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott, Please stop this bear hunt. Our wildlife has nowhere to go because we are so built
 up. Killing them is wrong and may aid in the extinction of the bears.

Thank you,



From: William Bechtel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 11:44:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

William Bechtel
2780 E.Fowler Ave. #108
FL, FL 33612
US



From: Winton Smith Jr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 10:42:18 AM

From: Winton Smith Jr <whsmithjr@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33713

Phone Number:

Message Body: PLEASE do not allow the bear hunt.
Animals are much more valuable alive than dead.
If it's ok to kill a bear...is it ok to kill my dog...or yours? The environment needs the live animals to be healthy.



From: Winton Smith Jr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 10:42:18 AM

From: Winton Smith Jr <whsmithjr@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33713

Phone Number:

Message Body: PLEASE do not allow the bear hunt.
Animals are much more valuable alive than dead.
If it's ok to kill a bear...is it ok to kill my dog...or yours? The environment needs the live animals to be healthy.



From: Kassees, Peggy
To: "Menendez, Sabrina"
Subject: RE: Emailing: IMG_0184.jpg
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 9:45:22 AM

Thanks, Sabrina!

Peggy Kassees
Office of Citizen Services
Executive Office of the Governor
@FLGovScott

-----Original Message-----
From: Menendez, Sabrina [mailto:sabrina menendez@MyFWC.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 2015 8:15 AM
To: Kassees, Peggy
Subject: Emailing: IMG_0184.jpg

  Good morning Peggy.  Just giving you a heads up about what's going on with the Bear Hunt.  Have a great day. 
 Sabrina



From: Diane Scotti
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 8:55:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal preve. ntion measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diane Scotti
8037 cote ct
Orlando, FL 32836
US



From: Vicki Kantner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 8:38:59 AM

From: Vicki Kantner <vtkantner@comcast.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please urge the FWC not to elect to open a hunting season on black bears. Encounters between
 humans and bears will not be solved by killing off 200 bears,most or all of which will not be the culprits. Bear
 population mangement is one thing but a kill-off because the FWC is feeling pressure to do something about bear
 encounters is not acceptable. Manage the people who are feeding the bears and leaving trash available for them to
 feed on instead. There are other ways to keep bears away from the garbage and all require some education and
 common sense on the part of the humans, who are suppose to be "smarter than the average bear".



From: Vicki Kantner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 8:38:59 AM

From: Vicki Kantner <vtkantner@comcast.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please urge the FWC not to elect to open a hunting season on black bears. Encounters between
 humans and bears will not be solved by killing off 200 bears,most or all of which will not be the culprits. Bear
 population mangement is one thing but a kill-off because the FWC is feeling pressure to do something about bear
 encounters is not acceptable. Manage the people who are feeding the bears and leaving trash available for them to
 feed on instead. There are other ways to keep bears away from the garbage and all require some education and
 common sense on the part of the humans, who are suppose to be "smarter than the average bear".



From: Menendez, Sabrina
To: Kassees, Peggy
Subject: Emailing: IMG_0184.jpg
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 8:15:05 AM
Attachments: IMG 0184.jpg

  Good morning Peggy.  Just giving you a heads up about what's going on with the Bear Hunt.  Have a great day. 
 Sabrina





From: cynthia sims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 5:52:35 AM

From: cynthia sims <cjsims@cfl.rr.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32703

Phone Number: 4078899277

Message Body: Please don't allow the hunting of bears by the general public. There will be needless suffering by
 people who wound and not kill because they are inexperienced.  Also we take the chance of wounded bears
 attacking in anger.  We do have too many in our area and there have been attacks so something has to be done.  We
 are taking all their habitat away in the
wekiva area and that is wrong.  I feel relocation is the best option.  Growth is important but we have to look at what
 its doing to all the animals.  There is plenty of open area in the state that bears, coyotes and wolves that we have
 could be relocated to.  thank you



From: cynthia sims
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2015 5:52:35 AM

From: cynthia sims <cjsims@cfl.rr.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32703

Phone Number: 4078899277

Message Body: Please don't allow the hunting of bears by the general public. There will be needless suffering by
 people who wound and not kill because they are inexperienced.  Also we take the chance of wounded bears
 attacking in anger.  We do have too many in our area and there have been attacks so something has to be done.  We
 are taking all their habitat away in the
wekiva area and that is wrong.  I feel relocation is the best option.  Growth is important but we have to look at what
 its doing to all the animals.  There is plenty of open area in the state that bears, coyotes and wolves that we have
 could be relocated to.  thank you



From: Kimberly Devlen
To: Media
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 10:58:55 PM

Hi, my name is Rachel D. I am just putting in my imput on the bear hunt you are planning on
 doing this October. I am confused on the fact that the purpose of this hunt is to lesson the
 bear attacks on people but in reality, it's not. You are killing bears because we are putting
 houses in their territory, and leaving food that is easily accessible to the bears which is
 attracting them to the neighborhoods. It's not their fault, it's ours. Killing them will do nothing
 for the purpose you are saying. If you would listen to most of the community, they would
 agree. You are killing animals that don't deserve to be killed, and aren't giving the chance for
 people to fix simple problems that can fix this entite situation. More people are more upset
 than you know because you don't take in your own communities point of view. Killing isn't the
 only option and I wish you would recognize that. Don't blame the animals, it's not their fault
 it's our communities and we can fix it. Please take in to consideration that this is a human
 situation, not a bears. If there is anything we can do, just tell us and most of our community
 will do their best to fix it. I thought goveners listened to the people and took in not only the
 people's interest, but everyone in the community which includes animals. Give the chance to
 educate people on bears instead of destroying hundreds of lives.

Thanks for reading,

Rachel



From: Ronda Valletto
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 5:41:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ronda Valletto
4276 Brentwood Ct
West Palm Beach, FL 33406
US



From: Laura R. Goldstein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 5:13:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura R. Goldstein
17475 S. Dixie Hwy.
FL, FL 33157
US



From: Ted Hollander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: proposed black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 3:34:58 PM

From: Ted Hollander <tedjhollander@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number: 407-448-9500

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I am an avid sportsman and am not anti hunting.  That being said, after researching the black bear hunt proposed by
 Florida Fish and Game I am convinced that this is a short sighted and ill conceived approach to black bear
 management.  I strongly urge you to cancel the proposed hunt and urge FL Fish and Game to consider other
 legitimate approaches. 

Yours truly,

Ted Hollander
Oviedo, FL



From: Ted Hollander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: proposed black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 3:34:58 PM

From: Ted Hollander <tedjhollander@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number: 407-448-9500

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I am an avid sportsman and am not anti hunting.  That being said, after researching the black bear hunt proposed by
 Florida Fish and Game I am convinced that this is a short sighted and ill conceived approach to black bear
 management.  I strongly urge you to cancel the proposed hunt and urge FL Fish and Game to consider other
 legitimate approaches. 

Yours truly,

Ted Hollander
Oviedo, FL



From: Charlotte Grillot
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 11:58:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Grillot
217 W 4th Ave
Tallahassee, FL 32303
US



From: Hollie Price
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 10:03:51 AM

From: Hollie Price <hp_warranty@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32703

Phone Number:

Message Body: Good morning,
Just a quick note to let you know I am sick to my stomach and disgusted over this bear hunt. Again we infringe on
 wildlife territory and they pay the price. As far as the attacks we all know that the bears are innocent they have been
 fed by humans, challenged etc.
Hope inside your little conscience guide will tell you to stop the madness lets grow up.
Thank you



From: Hollie Price
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 10:03:51 AM

From: Hollie Price <hp_warranty@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32703

Phone Number:

Message Body: Good morning,
Just a quick note to let you know I am sick to my stomach and disgusted over this bear hunt. Again we infringe on
 wildlife territory and they pay the price. As far as the attacks we all know that the bears are innocent they have been
 fed by humans, challenged etc.
Hope inside your little conscience guide will tell you to stop the madness lets grow up.
Thank you



From: Richard Sims
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 9:46:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Sims
4725 NW 33rd place
Gainesville, FL 32606
US



From: Pat Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 7:55:43 AM

From: Pat Miller <patm310@aol.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34481

Phone Number: 352-854-9230

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Pat Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 7:55:43 AM

From: Pat Miller <patm310@aol.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34481

Phone Number: 352-854-9230

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tammy Howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hault to Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 5:40:56 AM

From: Tammy Howard <thoward2007@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32720

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please continue your stand to protect the FL Black Bear. I live in a bear area and know that to educate people that
 choose to live Black Bear areas is better than killing the Bears for being there. We as a people can come together to
 protect people and bears without a hunt. Your support is a major view on how your leadership can make a
 difference in Florida and the Wildlife we love within our state. Thank you, Tammy



From: Tammy Howard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hault to Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 10, 2015 5:40:56 AM

From: Tammy Howard <thoward2007@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32720

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please continue your stand to protect the FL Black Bear. I live in a bear area and know that to educate people that
 choose to live Black Bear areas is better than killing the Bears for being there. We as a people can come together to
 protect people and bears without a hunt. Your support is a major view on how your leadership can make a
 difference in Florida and the Wildlife we love within our state. Thank you, Tammy



From: Heidi Ananthakrishnan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Oppose the Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 11:24:38 PM

From: Heidi Ananthakrishnan <heidiella@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90403

Phone Number: 2022038065

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I strongly oppose the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's (FWC) proposal to authorize a hunt on
 Florida's black bear.
Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please focus on proven strategies that effectively prevent conflicts
 with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and aversive conditioning
 and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through simple actions -- such
 as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Heidi Ananthakrishnan



From: Heidi Ananthakrishnan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Oppose the Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 11:24:38 PM

From: Heidi Ananthakrishnan <heidiella@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 90403

Phone Number: 2022038065

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I strongly oppose the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's (FWC) proposal to authorize a hunt on
 Florida's black bear.
Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please focus on proven strategies that effectively prevent conflicts
 with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and aversive conditioning
 and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through simple actions -- such
 as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Heidi Ananthakrishnan



From: Doug Landau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing Beatrs
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 9:36:51 PM

From: Doug Landau <popcomic@tampabay rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible
 wildlife management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC
 to cater to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the
 continued protection of our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.



From: Doug Landau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing Beatrs
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 9:36:51 PM

From: Doug Landau <popcomic@tampabay rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible
 wildlife management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC
 to cater to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the
 continued protection of our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.



From: Terry Corcoran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 9:36:38 PM

From: Terry Corcoran <terry.corcoran@hotmail.com>

County: Franklin

Zip Code: 32320

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop this madness about having to hunt Blackbears . It makes no sense whatsoever.



From: Terry Corcoran
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 9:36:38 PM

From: Terry Corcoran <terry.corcoran@hotmail.com>

County: Franklin

Zip Code: 32320

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop this madness about having to hunt Blackbears . It makes no sense whatsoever.



From: MARY COOPER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BLack Bear Protection VOTE AGAINST HUNT
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 8:33:44 PM

From: MARY  COOPER <coopmp51@comcast net>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32607

Phone Number:

Message Body: SAVE the BLACK BEARS  Sir, as a life long resident of Florida I find the bear hunt and loss of
 protection for yet another environmental. loss in the state abhorrent.  Florida should be the leader in protecting our
 states environment and the wildlife of the state- not of destruction. Bears like other wildlife that has had territory
 encroached on by human growth and construction should be moved into state protected land and continue to be
 protected  not butchered  VOTE AGAINST the bear hunt and find a protected solution to this issue please  .



From: MARY COOPER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BLack Bear Protection VOTE AGAINST HUNT
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 8:33:44 PM

From: MARY  COOPER <coopmp51@comcast net>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32607

Phone Number:

Message Body: SAVE the BLACK BEARS  Sir, as a life long resident of Florida I find the bear hunt and loss of
 protection for yet another environmental. loss in the state abhorrent.  Florida should be the leader in protecting our
 states environment and the wildlife of the state- not of destruction. Bears like other wildlife that has had territory
 encroached on by human growth and construction should be moved into state protected land and continue to be
 protected  not butchered  VOTE AGAINST the bear hunt and find a protected solution to this issue please  .



From: Judith Hankins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 6:28:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judith Hankins
5561 Milmar Drive North
FL, FL 32207
US



From: Penelope Fritzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt, medicaid, school testing
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 10:26:51 AM

From: Penelope Fritzer <Pfritzer@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33065

Phone Number: 954-753-7098

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, Please do not support the proposed bear hunt in Florida, please do support
 medicaid expansion to help all our citizens have health care, and please help to get rid of state testing as a
 requirement for promotion and graduation: when we all came through, if we did our work and earned our grades,
 we were promoted and graduated--adding more hoops to jump through is unkind and mean to students, as it holds
 them back on earning a valuable credential.



From: Penelope Fritzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt, medicaid, school testing
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 10:26:51 AM

From: Penelope Fritzer <Pfritzer@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33065

Phone Number: 954-753-7098

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, Please do not support the proposed bear hunt in Florida, please do support
 medicaid expansion to help all our citizens have health care, and please help to get rid of state testing as a
 requirement for promotion and graduation: when we all came through, if we did our work and earned our grades,
 we were promoted and graduated--adding more hoops to jump through is unkind and mean to students, as it holds
 them back on earning a valuable credential.



From: William White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 9:49:33 AM

Governor Scott,
This is a note to let you know that my wife and I are opposed to the plan of opening a bear hunt
 season in Florida. Killing natural acting bears that are in their natural habitat because of nuisance
 bears, makes no sense to us.
We ask that you oppose the introduction to a regulated bear hunt.
Respectfully,
William and Laura White
2839 Morning Glory Circle
Davie, Florida 33328
954-452-01d45
.



From: William White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 9:49:33 AM

Governor Scott,
This is a note to let you know that my wife and I are opposed to the plan of opening a bear hunt
 season in Florida. Killing natural acting bears that are in their natural habitat because of nuisance
 bears, makes no sense to us.
We ask that you oppose the introduction to a regulated bear hunt.
Respectfully,
William and Laura White
2839 Morning Glory Circle
Davie, Florida 33328
954-452-01d45
.



From: Pamela Haun
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 8:17:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pamela Haun
8747 SW 50th Place
FL, FL 33328
US



From: Daryl Muratori
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 6:30:37 AM

From: Daryl Muratori <djgrydvl@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33062

Phone Number: 9546637047

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt and educate people on how to keep bears out of the neighborhoods.  People are
 the problem, not the bears.



From: Daryl Muratori
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 6:30:37 AM

From: Daryl Muratori <djgrydvl@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33062

Phone Number: 9546637047

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt and educate people on how to keep bears out of the neighborhoods.  People are
 the problem, not the bears.



From: a holderle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 4:03:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

a holderle
mt vernon
plantation, FL 33325
US



From: Mary Stewart
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 08, 2015 10:54:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Stewart
1375 shady knoll ct
Longwood, FL 32750
US



From: Abbey Sokol
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 08, 2015 10:26:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Abbey Sokol
3381 13th ave sw
naples, FL 34102
US



From: Nancy Starrett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 08, 2015 3:23:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Starrett
8620 NW 13 Street  Lot 420
GAINESVILLE, FL 32653
US



From: Joseph Delgado
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 08, 2015 2:46:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joseph Delgado
1210 Lake Piedmont Circle
Apopka, FL 32714
US



From: Tawnee" Poindexter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 08, 2015 2:05:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tawnee' Poindexter
7820 Baymeadows Road East Apt. 1134
Jacksonville, FL 32256
US



From: Constance Mays
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 08, 2015 2:03:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Constance Mays
1419 Windle St
Jacksonville, FL 32209
US



From: Libby Blair
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 08, 2015 12:55:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Libby Blair
p.o. box 901190
FL, FL 33176
US



From: Cheryl Montgomery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 08, 2015 11:58:40 AM

Gov. Scott, Please do whatever you can to cancel the upcoming bear hunt.  Hunting bears before their numbers are
 even known is unfair and irresponsible.  Rather, require that homeowners and businesses in Seminole county have
 the bear proof garbage cans.  Instead of just killing these beautiful animals be creative in your attempts to save
 them.  A small price to pay  to save this special  Florida resource. The majority of Floridians are against this
 upcoming massacre.  Please stand up for them.

Sent from my iPad



From: Andrea Sarandes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 07, 2015 6:42:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrea Sarandes
5120 sanderling ridge dr
Lithia, FL 33547
US



From: Elizabeth Venney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 07, 2015 1:05:24 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Venney
14525 SW 290 TER
FL, FL 33033
US



From: Kathy Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 07, 2015 5:04:55 AM

From: Kathy Williams <reachkw@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33936

Phone Number: 2392653942

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Kathy Williams



From: Rocio Ungaro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, June 07, 2015 2:50:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rocio Ungaro
8414 N Packwood Ave
Tampa, FL 33604
US



From: Morgan Kellermeyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 11:15:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Morgan Kellermeyer
501 SE 2nd st 1236
ft. lauderdale, FL 33301
US



From: Karen Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 6:28:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Smith
PO Box 161
Aripeka, FL 34679
US



From: john bolender
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 6:26:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

john bolender
5010 22 street north
Florida, FL 33714
US



From: A. Balogh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 6:17:41 PM

From: A. Balogh <abalogh@epix net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18953

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 the distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears.  This is a 'people' problem and education would go a long way to
 stop the problem.  The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target "problem" bears who seek out
 suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will make the most impressive trophy,
 and those reside far from residential areas. Do the right thing and require bear proof garbage containers by law as
 have shown to work in many other areas with bears.  If you take away the food source and educate the public you
 will eliminate the problem without eliminating the bears.  It's common sense.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal. You work for the people of Florida NOT
 for the trophy  hunters!  If this is still a democracy then it is your duty to say, 'NO' to the bear hunt!

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.
There are many ways to do this and the time to do it is now.

Sincerely,
A. Balogh



From: figdore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 11:46:48 AM

From: figdore <lfigdore@cfl rr.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34746

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott-
Killing innocent bears in their rightful home in the forest will not stop the attacks on
 uninformed/inconsiderate/negligent/un-neighborly/irresponsible people in suburbia(formerly the bears' rightful
 home).



From: Elizabeth Gaines
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 11:38:09 AM

From: Elizabeth Gaines <elizabethan126@aol.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:  The majority of Floridians oppose a black bear hunt.  It makes no sense to
 hunt these spectacular animals.  Since records have been kept from 1976 to present only 14 attacks on humans have
 occurred, not bad for a populatin of nealry 20 million people.  Half of those attacks were provoked by people;
 hitting with sticks, feeding, or conernering bears.  The other half was due to startled bears protecting their young or
 food.  Most bears in areas inhabited by people are simply passing through to other hunting areas.  No attacks have
 been predatory.  Since 2009 there have been 1000 bears killed by traffic.  Urban sprawl has created more
 encounters with bears in the last 8 years.  People should be educated concerning bear encounters when they live in
 bear prone areas instead of bears being hunted and killed by game trophy hunters.  This hunt would be a blight on
 Florida's reputation of rescuing and protecting her wildlife.  The Humane Society of!
  the U.S. and Born Free USA oppose this hunt as well as the majority of Floridians.  Commissioner Richard Corbett
 owes the citizens a public apology for saying  "those people don't know what they are talking about".  Florida
 citizens are not ignorant and demand our views be considered!  Thank you, I hope you actually read this and voice
 our concerns to the FFWC.  Elizabeth Gaines



From: B. Anderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 11:34:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

B. Anderson
PO Box 423
Odessa, FL 33556
US



From: Linna VanNette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 11:33:04 AM

From: Linna VanNette <lvannette@cfl rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4078626855

Message Body: I urge the Governor to stop the wrong-headed bear hunt proposal of the Fish & Wildlife
 Commission. Bears in the forest are not the problem. Neighborhood nuisance bears are the result of people not
 securing their garbage. Public education and bear proof garbage cans are the solution which the F&W Commission
 should be supporting. The public opposes bear hunts and I request that you do too.



From: Joan. Lando
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 10:04:17 AM

From: Joan. Lando <lando22@bellsouth net>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32119

Phone Number: 3867569658

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt the bears in the forests are not the problem people are for making bad
 decisions garbage not watching their pets. Bears are running out of space. Common sense by each individual would
 help prevent wild life encounters that go bad. Thank you



From: Karla Apple
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, June 06, 2015 3:19:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karla Apple
8823 Easthaven Ct.
New Port Richey, FL 34655
US



From: Jane Nathanson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 11:33:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jane Nathanson
Beard
Tallahassee, FL 32303
UM



From: Paloma lampert
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 8:52:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paloma lampert
9461 NW 18 Place
Plantation, FL 33322
US



From: Jackie Rumler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 8:30:18 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jackie Rumler
10000 SW 52nd Ave
Gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: Sylviane Mahaux
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 8:24:18 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sylviane Mahaux
5665 Boynton Crescent
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
US



From: John Schumacher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 7:42:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Schumacher
PO Box 551
Clearwater, FL 33757
US



From: Chris McCarty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt!!!
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 6:15:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Chris McCarty
4748 S Ocean Blvd
Highland Beach, FL 33487
US



From: Constance Parry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 5:11:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Constance Parry
9791 Autumn Haze Drive
Naples, FL 34109
US



From: judy martins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed "Bear Hunt"
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 5:07:15 PM

From: judy martins <judymartins@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,
I have never written a Fl. Gov. before but here goes.  Having lived in Fla. for nearly 50 years I have watched
 politicoes come and go....I am covered by health insurance but beg you to LEAD  by letting Fla. taxpayers get the
 monies other states are using instead. Does this
legislature hate Pres. Obama so
 much  they'd rather deny health coverage to those who need it? Economics alone (which you championed to get
 elected) would be a darn good reason.  Chris Christie is not afraid to utter some no-no's and you are not going to
 have to run again for Gov. so please lead by example as you were willing to do a short time ago.

If you even read this, you could make HUGE points with your naysayers....PLEASE inform your appointees to Fl.
 Fish & Wildlife that the vast majority of voters to NOT WANT a "bear hunt" which is ridiculous since a valid count
 has not been done.  I guess the bears are hitching a ride from Ocala via Uber to terrorise Seminole County
 residents!
I feel so frustrated that this Legislature acts like kindergarteners and "goes home" rather than do their job. All this
 and so much coming out of Tallahassee show they simply don't give a hoot about the "will  of the people". You
 need to be the Dad that takes them to the woodshed!  Maybe your approval numbers would skyrocket if you
 showed them who is the GOVENOR not their lackey.
FOR health insurance.....AGAINST stupid bear hunts! Does ANYONE listen???  Will we be on the National News
 again as the state of FLORIDUH?
Sincerely,
Judy Martins



From: Mervi Rantala
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Do Not Aloow the Killing of 200 Florida Black Bears
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 3:24:49 PM

From: Mervi Rantala <rantala mervi@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33310

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Mervi Rantala



From: Julie Pisani
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 3:05:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Julie Pisani
6714 32nd Ave W
Bradenton, FL 34209
US



From: Suzanne Valencia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 1:03:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Valencia
410 Lemon Grove Ave
Florida, FL 32904
US



From: Brett Robinson
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Fw: Opposition to seven-day bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 12:29:10 PM
Attachments: FWC-bear hunting.doc

Dear Governor Scott,
Please review the attached letters from me to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commissioners. The letters outline my concerns of their proposed seven-day bear hunt
 scheduled to occur this October. It's barbaric to think of us as the superior species of all
 animals are considering attacking a native species for our selfish benefit. Any alternative
 measures you could endorse to ending their proposed bear hunt would be greatly appreciated.
 Feel free to act upon my suggestions to addressing the human-bear contacts.
Thank you for your time for listening to my concerns.
Sincerely,
Brett



Brett K. Robinson 
825 Whitrock Lane 

Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32547 
850-862-0939  cpd114@cox.net 

 
May 25, 2015 
 
Ron Bergeron, Commissioner 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Farris Bryant Building 
620 S. Meridian St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600 
 
Dear Mr. Bergeron: 
 
This letter is in response to Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, FWC, efforts to restore black bear 
hunting in Florida in attempt to curb bear-human contacts within the state. The FWC is charged with maintaining a 
balance between native and non-native species. The FWC website illustrates an evolution of a nonnative species to an 
invasive species.  

 
"A nonnative species could become invasive soon after becoming established... On the other hand, it might take 
years for the right factors to fall into place to allow a species to expand its range and cause ecological problems."  

 
Following FWC's guidelines of nonnative and invasive species, humans are an invasive species. Examples to manage or 
eradicate an invasive species set forth by the FWC include the Burmese Python Removal Program and programs to 
"harvest" lionfish without a license. To curtail bear-human contact the FWC is placed in a position to essentially govern 
itself resulting in a bias path to resolve bear-human contacts by punishing the bear, the native species, not humans the 
invasive species. It is difficult to accept we as humans have exhausted all efforts on our behalf to refrain from having 
personal contacts with bears. 
 
The FWC and state legislators should increase efforts to educate the public on bear habits and bear-human coexistence 
through education and outreach programs. Collaborating with environmental organizations and businesses these programs 
can be presented to the public through: 
 
 Public service announcements, PSA, in the forms of literature, television, Internet, and radio mediums. 
 Include PSA in refuse and utilities billing statements. 
 Include PSA with the purchase of bear enticing items such as bird feeders, grills, and garbage cans. 
 Provide representatives at community events such as county and state fairs. 
 Send representatives to schools to educate and enlighten Florida's future generations. 
 To prevent further incursions on the bear's habitat create incentives to rehabilitate existing developed properties 

that have been abandoned.  
 Increase and strictly enforce existing fines and penalties. Violations become misdemeanors, misdemeanors 

become felonies. 
 
In closing, humans, the species with superior intellect over all species, must accept the innate responsibility as stewards of 
the environment. Recognize we are the problem and possess the solution by governing our actions as the invasive species, 
and not to control actions of the native species. I hope you will consider the measures presented to you in your efforts to 
address bear-human contacts. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Brett K. Robinson 
 
cc: Gov. Rick Scott 
      Sen. Don Gaetz 
      Rep. Matt Gaetz 
 



Brett K. Robinson 
825 Whitrock Lane 

Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32547 
850-862-0939  cpd114@cox.net 

 
May 25, 2015 
 
Richard Corbett, Commissioner 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Farris Bryant Building 
620 S. Meridian St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600 
 
Dear Mr. Corbett: 
 
This letter is in response to Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, FWC, efforts to restore black bear 
hunting in Florida in attempt to curb bear-human contacts within the state. The FWC is charged with maintaining a 
balance between native and non-native species. The FWC website illustrates an evolution of a nonnative species to an 
invasive species.  

 
"A nonnative species could become invasive soon after becoming established... On the other hand, it might take 
years for the right factors to fall into place to allow a species to expand its range and cause ecological problems."  

 
Following FWC's guidelines of nonnative and invasive species, humans are an invasive species. Examples to manage or 
eradicate an invasive species set forth by the FWC include the Burmese Python Removal Program and programs to 
"harvest" lionfish without a license. To curtail bear-human contact the FWC is placed in a position to essentially govern 
itself resulting in a bias path to resolve bear-human contacts by punishing the bear, the native species, not humans the 
invasive species. It is difficult to accept we as humans have exhausted all efforts on our behalf to refrain from having 
personal contacts with bears. 
 
The FWC and state legislators should increase efforts to educate the public on bear habits and bear-human coexistence 
through education and outreach programs. Collaborating with environmental organizations and businesses these programs 
can be presented to the public through: 
 
 Public service announcements, PSA, in the forms of literature, television, Internet, and radio mediums. 
 Include PSA in refuse and utilities billing statements. 
 Include PSA with the purchase of bear enticing items such as bird feeders, grills, and garbage cans. 
 Provide representatives at community events such as county and state fairs. 
 Send representatives to schools to educate and enlighten Florida's future generations. 
 To prevent further incursions on the bear's habitat create incentives to rehabilitate existing developed properties 

that have been abandoned.  
 Increase and strictly enforce existing fines and penalties. Violations become misdemeanors, misdemeanors 

become felonies. 
 
In closing, humans, the species with superior intellect over all species, must accept the innate responsibility as stewards of 
the environment. Recognize we are the problem and possess the solution by governing our actions as the invasive species, 
and not to control actions of the native species. I hope you will consider the measures presented to you in your efforts to 
address bear-human contacts. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Brett K. Robinson 
 
cc: Gov. Rick Scott 
      Sen. Don Gaetz 
      Rep. Matt Gaetz 
 



Brett K. Robinson 
825 Whitrock Lane 

Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32547 
850-862-0939  cpd114@cox.net 

 
May 25, 2015 
 
Richard Hanas, Commissioner 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Farris Bryant Building 
620 S. Meridian St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600 
 
Dear Mr. Hanas: 
 
This letter is in response to Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, FWC, efforts to restore black bear 
hunting in Florida in attempt to curb bear-human contacts within the state. The FWC is charged with maintaining a 
balance between native and non-native species. The FWC website illustrates an evolution of a nonnative species to an 
invasive species.  

 
"A nonnative species could become invasive soon after becoming established... On the other hand, it might take 
years for the right factors to fall into place to allow a species to expand its range and cause ecological problems."  

 
Following FWC's guidelines of nonnative and invasive species, humans are an invasive species. Examples to manage or 
eradicate an invasive species set forth by the FWC include the Burmese Python Removal Program and programs to 
"harvest" lionfish without a license. To curtail bear-human contact the FWC is placed in a position to essentially govern 
itself resulting in a bias path to resolve bear-human contacts by punishing the bear, the native species, not humans the 
invasive species. It is difficult to accept we as humans have exhausted all efforts on our behalf to refrain from having 
personal contacts with bears. 
 
The FWC and state legislators should increase efforts to educate the public on bear habits and bear-human coexistence 
through education and outreach programs. Collaborating with environmental organizations and businesses these programs 
can be presented to the public through: 
 
 Public service announcements, PSA, in the forms of literature, television, Internet, and radio mediums. 
 Include PSA in refuse and utilities billing statements. 
 Include PSA with the purchase of bear enticing items such as bird feeders, grills, and garbage cans. 
 Provide representatives at community events such as county and state fairs. 
 Send representatives to schools to educate and enlighten Florida's future generations. 
 To prevent further incursions on the bear's habitat create incentives to rehabilitate existing developed properties 

that have been abandoned.  
 Increase and strictly enforce existing fines and penalties. Violations become misdemeanors, misdemeanors 

become felonies. 
 
In closing, humans, the species with superior intellect over all species, must accept the innate responsibility as stewards of 
the environment. Recognize we are the problem and possess the solution by governing our actions as the invasive species, 
and not to control actions of the native species. I hope you will consider the measures presented to you in your efforts to 
address bear-human contacts. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Brett K. Robinson 
 
cc: Gov. Rick Scott 
      Sen. Don Gaetz 
      Rep. Matt Gaetz 
 



Brett K. Robinson 
825 Whitrock Lane 

Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32547 
850-862-0939  cpd114@cox.net 

 
May 25, 2015 
 
Aliese P. "Liesa" Priddy, Commissioner 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Farris Bryant Building 
620 S. Meridian St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600 
 
Dear Ms. Priddy: 
 
This letter is in response to Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, FWC, efforts to restore black bear 
hunting in Florida in attempt to curb bear-human contacts within the state. The FWC is charged with maintaining a 
balance between native and non-native species. The FWC website illustrates an evolution of a nonnative species to an 
invasive species.  

 
"A nonnative species could become invasive soon after becoming established... On the other hand, it might take 
years for the right factors to fall into place to allow a species to expand its range and cause ecological problems."  

 
Following FWC's guidelines of nonnative and invasive species, humans are an invasive species. Examples to manage or 
eradicate an invasive species set forth by the FWC include the Burmese Python Removal Program and programs to 
"harvest" lionfish without a license. To curtail bear-human contact the FWC is placed in a position to essentially govern 
itself resulting in a bias path to resolve bear-human contacts by punishing the bear, the native species, not humans the 
invasive species. It is difficult to accept we as humans have exhausted all efforts on our behalf to refrain from having 
personal contacts with bears. 
 
The FWC and state legislators should increase efforts to educate the public on bear habits and bear-human coexistence 
through education and outreach programs. Collaborating with environmental organizations and businesses these programs 
can be presented to the public through: 
 
 Public service announcements, PSA, in the forms of literature, television, Internet, and radio mediums. 
 Include PSA in refuse and utilities billing statements. 
 Include PSA with the purchase of bear enticing items such as bird feeders, grills, and garbage cans. 
 Provide representatives at community events such as county and state fairs. 
 Send representatives to schools to educate and enlighten Florida's future generations. 
 To prevent further incursions on the bear's habitat create incentives to rehabilitate existing developed properties 

that have been abandoned.  
 Increase and strictly enforce existing fines and penalties. Violations become misdemeanors, misdemeanors 

become felonies. 
 
In closing, humans, the species with superior intellect over all species, must accept the innate responsibility as stewards of 
the environment. Recognize we are the problem and possess the solution by governing our actions as the invasive species, 
and not to control actions of the native species. I hope you will consider the measures presented to you in your efforts to 
address bear-human contacts. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Brett K. Robinson 
 
cc: Gov. Rick Scott 
      Sen. Don Gaetz 
      Rep. Matt Gaetz 
 



Brett K. Robinson 
825 Whitrock Lane 

Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32547 
850-862-0939  cpd114@cox.net 

 
May 25, 2015 
 
Bo Rivard, Commissioner 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Farris Bryant Building 
620 S. Meridian St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600 
 
Dear Mr. Rivard: 
 
This letter is in response to Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, FWC, efforts to restore black bear 
hunting in Florida in attempt to curb bear-human contacts within the state. The FWC is charged with maintaining a 
balance between native and non-native species. The FWC website illustrates an evolution of a nonnative species to an 
invasive species.  

 
"A nonnative species could become invasive soon after becoming established... On the other hand, it might take 
years for the right factors to fall into place to allow a species to expand its range and cause ecological problems."  

 
Following FWC's guidelines of nonnative and invasive species, humans are an invasive species. Examples to manage or 
eradicate an invasive species set forth by the FWC include the Burmese Python Removal Program and programs to 
"harvest" lionfish without a license. To curtail bear-human contact the FWC is placed in a position to essentially govern 
itself resulting in a bias path to resolve bear-human contacts by punishing the bear, the native species, not humans the 
invasive species. It is difficult to accept we as humans have exhausted all efforts on our behalf to refrain from having 
personal contacts with bears. 
 
The FWC and state legislators should increase efforts to educate the public on bear habits and bear-human coexistence 
through education and outreach programs. Collaborating with environmental organizations and businesses these programs 
can be presented to the public through: 
 
 Public service announcements, PSA, in the forms of literature, television, Internet, and radio mediums. 
 Include PSA in refuse and utilities billing statements. 
 Include PSA with the purchase of bear enticing items such as bird feeders, grills, and garbage cans. 
 Provide representatives at community events such as county and state fairs. 
 Send representatives to schools to educate and enlighten Florida's future generations. 
 To prevent further incursions on the bear's habitat create incentives to rehabilitate existing developed properties 

that have been abandoned.  
 Increase and strictly enforce existing fines and penalties. Violations become misdemeanors, misdemeanors 

become felonies. 
 
In closing, humans, the species with superior intellect over all species, must accept the innate responsibility as stewards of 
the environment. Recognize we are the problem and possess the solution by governing our actions as the invasive species, 
and not to control actions of the native species. I hope you will consider the measures presented to you in your efforts to 
address bear-human contacts. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Brett K. Robinson 
 
cc: Gov. Rick Scott 
      Sen. Don Gaetz 
      Rep. Matt Gaetz 
 



Brett K. Robinson 
825 Whitrock Lane 

Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32547 
850-862-0939  cpd114@cox.net 

 
May 25, 2015 
 
Charles W. Roberts III, Commissioner 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Farris Bryant Building 
620 S. Meridian St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600 
 
Dear Mr. Roberts: 
 
This letter is in response to Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, FWC, efforts to restore black bear 
hunting in Florida in attempt to curb bear-human contacts within the state. The FWC is charged with maintaining a 
balance between native and non-native species. The FWC website illustrates an evolution of a nonnative species to an 
invasive species.  

 
"A nonnative species could become invasive soon after becoming established... On the other hand, it might take 
years for the right factors to fall into place to allow a species to expand its range and cause ecological problems."  

 
Following FWC's guidelines of nonnative and invasive species, humans are an invasive species. Examples to manage or 
eradicate an invasive species set forth by the FWC include the Burmese Python Removal Program and programs to 
"harvest" lionfish without a license. To curtail bear-human contact the FWC is placed in a position to essentially govern 
itself resulting in a bias path to resolve bear-human contacts by punishing the bear, the native species, not humans the 
invasive species. It is difficult to accept we as humans have exhausted all efforts on our behalf to refrain from having 
personal contacts with bears. 
 
The FWC and state legislators should increase efforts to educate the public on bear habits and bear-human coexistence 
through education and outreach programs. Collaborating with environmental organizations and businesses these programs 
can be presented to the public through: 
 
 Public service announcements, PSA, in the forms of literature, television, Internet, and radio mediums. 
 Include PSA in refuse and utilities billing statements. 
 Include PSA with the purchase of bear enticing items such as bird feeders, grills, and garbage cans. 
 Provide representatives at community events such as county and state fairs. 
 Send representatives to schools to educate and enlighten Florida's future generations. 
 To prevent further incursions on the bear's habitat create incentives to rehabilitate existing developed properties 

that have been abandoned.  
 Increase and strictly enforce existing fines and penalties. Violations become misdemeanors, misdemeanors 

become felonies. 
 
In closing, humans, the species with superior intellect over all species, must accept the innate responsibility as stewards of 
the environment. Recognize we are the problem and possess the solution by governing our actions as the invasive species, 
and not to control actions of the native species. I hope you will consider the measures presented to you in your efforts to 
address bear-human contacts. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Brett K. Robinson 
 
cc: Gov. Rick Scott 
      Sen. Don Gaetz 
      Rep. Matt Gaetz 
 



Brett K. Robinson 
825 Whitrock Lane 

Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32547 
850-862-0939  cpd114@cox.net 

 
May 25, 2015 
 
Brian S. Yablonski, Commissioner 
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
Farris Bryant Building 
620 S. Meridian St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600 
 
Dear Mr. Yablonski: 
 
This letter is in response to Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, FWC, efforts to restore black bear 
hunting in Florida in attempt to curb bear-human contacts within the state. The FWC is charged with maintaining a 
balance between native and non-native species. The FWC website illustrates an evolution of a nonnative species to an 
invasive species.  

 
"A nonnative species could become invasive soon after becoming established... On the other hand, it might take 
years for the right factors to fall into place to allow a species to expand its range and cause ecological problems."  

 
Following FWC's guidelines of nonnative and invasive species, humans are an invasive species. Examples to manage or 
eradicate an invasive species set forth by the FWC include the Burmese Python Removal Program and programs to 
"harvest" lionfish without a license. To curtail bear-human contact the FWC is placed in a position to essentially govern 
itself resulting in a bias path to resolve bear-human contacts by punishing the bear, the native species, not humans the 
invasive species. It is difficult to accept we as humans have exhausted all efforts on our behalf to refrain from having 
personal contacts with bears. 
 
The FWC and state legislators should increase efforts to educate the public on bear habits and bear-human coexistence 
through education and outreach programs. Collaborating with environmental organizations and businesses these programs 
can be presented to the public through: 
 
 Public service announcements, PSA, in the forms of literature, television, Internet, and radio mediums. 
 Include PSA in refuse and utilities billing statements. 
 Include PSA with the purchase of bear enticing items such as bird feeders, grills, and garbage cans. 
 Provide representatives at community events such as county and state fairs. 
 Send representatives to schools to educate and enlighten Florida's future generations. 
 To prevent further incursions on the bear's habitat create incentives to rehabilitate existing developed properties 

that have been abandoned.  
 Increase and strictly enforce existing fines and penalties. Violations become misdemeanors, misdemeanors 

become felonies. 
 
In closing, humans, the species with superior intellect over all species, must accept the innate responsibility as stewards of 
the environment. Recognize we are the problem and possess the solution by governing our actions as the invasive species, 
and not to control actions of the native species. I hope you will consider the measures presented to you in your efforts to 
address bear-human contacts. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Brett K. Robinson 
 
cc: Gov. Rick Scott 
      Sen. Don Gaetz 
      Rep. Matt Gaetz 
 



From: Brett Robinson
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Opposition to seven-day bear hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 12:27:19 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please review the attached letters from me to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commissioners. The letters outline my concerns of their proposed seven-day bear hunt
 scheduled to occur this October. It's barbaric to think of us as the superior species of all
 animals are considering attacking a native species for our selfish benefit. Any alternative
 measures you could endorse to ending their proposed bear hunt would be greatly appreciated.
 Feel free to act upon my suggestions to addressing the human-bear contacts.
Thank you for your time for listening to my concerns.
Sincerely,
Brett



From: Kathy Ambrus
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 12:09:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathy Ambrus
6800 NW 39th Avenue
FL, FL 33073
US



From: Sandra Faverio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 11:46:42 AM

From: Sandra Faverio <sf@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34611

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 Majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Victoria Villarnovo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 9:50:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Victoria Villarnovo
5766 Devonshire Blvd.
FL, FL 33155
US



From: Mary Soden
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, June 05, 2015 12:22:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Soden
14078 N. Bayshore Dr.
Madeira Beach, FL 33708
US



From: Richard Sommerville
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 10:32:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Sommerville
16205 Larson Lane
Hudson, FL 34667
US



From: Stephanie Walters
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 8:34:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Walters
5625 Riddle Rd
Holiday, FL 34690
US



From: Pamela Senn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 6:50:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pamela Senn
8421 SW 201st St
FL, FL 33189
US



From: Debbie Chronister
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 6:33:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debbie Chronister
7604 Altus Dr South
Jacksonville, FL 32277
US



From: Jane White
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 6:05:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jane White
561 Loveridge Drive
Melbourne, FL 32935
US



From: Alberta Householder
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 6:02:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alberta Householder
4125 Park St. N.  Lot 13A
Saint Petersburg, FL 33709
US



From: Keven McGinn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 5:58:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Keven McGinn
10701 Drummond Road
Tampa, FL 33615
US



From: Mary Walls
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 5:57:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Walls
10450 Keuka Dr
Jacksonville, FL 32218
US



From: Susan Horlick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 5:49:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Horlick
8496 Yashuntafun Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32311
US



From: Alain Filiz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 5:39:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alain Filiz
621 NE 55th Street
Miami, FL 33137
US



From: Lee Patrizzi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear kill
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 5:05:01 PM

From: Lee Patrizzi <leepatrizzi@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32766

Phone Number:

Message Body: This plan ISN'T scientifically sound and lacks public support. 75% of those who have contacted the
 FWC oppose a bear hunt. Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the
 Florida black bear. Floridians know this proposal is NOT scientific, effective, nor humane.  Stop this kill in it's
 tracks now!!



From: Mark Osman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 4:42:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans...How about relocating some of them out of human habitat areas.......

Sincerely,

Mark Osman
10762 N Kendall Dr I-18
Miami, FL 33176
US



From: Kathy Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Do Not Allow the FWC to Declare an Open Season on Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 4:41:50 PM

From: Kathy Williams <reachkw@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33936

Phone Number:

Message Body: "Whenever I injure life of any kind I must be quite clear as to whether this is necessary or not. I
 ought never to pass the limits of the unavoidable, even in apparently insignificant cases."  --Albert Schweitzer

The Ethic of Reverence for Life
Excerpted from Civilization and Ethics
Part II of The Philosophy of Civilization
Translated by John Naish

Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Kathy Williams



From: Rosamaria Palacios
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 2:11:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rosamaria Palacios
8937 NW 165th street
Miami Lakes, FL 33018
US



From: Hope Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 1:57:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Hope Smith
340 heritage isles way
Bradenton, FL 34212
US



From: kara bovensiepen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 1:02:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kara bovensiepen
2558 lake debra dr
orlando, FL 32835
US



From: Tabatha Phillips
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 11:39:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tabatha Phillips
4747 Mooreland Street
Lockhart, FL 32810
US



From: Christina R Celano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 10:59:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christina R Celano
21270 Conch Drive
Cudjoe Key, FL 33042
US



From: JoAnn Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 10:44:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

JoAnn Smith
963 n Thompson Rd
Apopka, FL 32712
US



From: JoAnn Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 10:44:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

JoAnn Smith
963 n Thompson Rd
Apopka, FL 32712
US



From: Donny Arsenault
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunts in Florida
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 10:16:08 AM

From: Donny Arsenault <Dja0071@hotmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34761

Phone Number: 4079480804

Message Body: Dear governor Scott. I am writing the short letter to ask for your support for the proposed Bear hunt
 in Florida this year. I am hopeful that you understand the importance of Game management and how it both
 protects our echo systems, provides a huges cash flow of money into our state and most importantly by keeping the
 bear population at the right levels protect human life. I would like to thank you for all that you have done for our
 state and tell you that you have my full support for all that you do.

Sincerely yours
Donny Arsenault



From: Linda Kordecki
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 9:51:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Kordecki
1132 SE 33rd Street
Cape Coral, FL 33904
US













                Sumah Chaudhry 
   

  May 29, 2015 
     

 
 
Dear Fish and Florida Wildlife Conservation Commissioner,  
 
Please prevent the bear hunt from happening! The bears have done nothing wrong; they are 

just trying to look for food. The main reasons why they clash with people are because they are 

either scared of the humans entering bear natural habitats, or because people are attracting 

them with the smell of their garbage.   Also, some people working for scientific data collection 

in the FWC get young bears used to people when they tag them as cubs. The cubs associate 

people with food and are not afraid of them.   

 

Neighborhoods with bear problems: 

● Contain, and manage waste 

● Dog deterrents ( Sound ) 

 

Neighborhood bears won’t be affected by the bear hunt!! 

 

The bear population is becoming endangered because of us.  I think some people are 

pressuring you into having a bear hunt claiming their population is growing, but the truth is 

that, although the bear population may be growing, it is nowhere near the natural population 

level it should be! We are taking over their territory, and building things that are not 

necessary, without trying to learn how to live near them.  

 

We have the right to vote as citizens. Bears have no voice to defend themselves, so we are 

responsible to be their voice.   Bears are an important species that are included in  very 

important food chains.  Hunting and killing the few bears in Florida will only make these food 

chains more imbalanced.  This makes things worse for humans and all life.  There are almost 

20 million people in Florida alone.    Who has the right to say that bears, with a population of 

about 3,000 in Florida, do not have the right to live?  How fair is this? 



Imagine if you were the bears that would get hunted, I bet you wouldn't like that. The bears 

don't want to get killed either. Don't get fooled by people telling you the wrong things about 

bears.  

 

 

 
Sincerely,   

 
 

Sumah Chaudhry, 6th Grader, 
Rising Leaders Academy 
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Sumah Chaudhry, 6th Grader, 
Rising Leaders Academy 



From: Donald Dubow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 7:40:10 AM

From: Donald Dubow <55palmtree@tampabay rr.com>

County: Citrus

Zip Code: 34446

Phone Number: 3525039654

Message Body: I recently moved from Jersey where we faced the same issue with an over abundance of bears which
 lead to numerous dangerous interactions between man and bears up to and including one death from an unprovoked
 black bear attack. A bear hunt authorized by Governor Christy was the only means of resolution to the constant
 conflicts where other means did not work. The same needs to be done here in Florida.



From: Andres R Pis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 7:19:28 AM

From: Andres R Pis <modance@silverarrow.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33174

Phone Number: 3059709427

Message Body: Please  support the science-based no nonsense sustainable bear-hunt proposed by the Fwc .. This
 hunt will reduce human bear interactions, maulings, and conflicts. One cannot fit 10 gallons of anything in a 5
 gallon bucket.  There are simply too many bears for the realistically available habitat ...



From: Claudia Zorovich
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 7:07:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claudia Zorovich
99th street
Miami shores, FL 33138
US



From: debbie mcqueen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 4:42:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

debbie mcqueen
1995 county line rd
avon park, FL 33825
US



From: Judith King
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Your Help is Needed! Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, June 04, 2015 12:05:47 AM

Along with many other caring and concerned people, I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting
 Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened
 species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer
 from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery.
 Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent
 bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts
 with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judith King
137 35th Square SW
FL, FL 32968
US



From: Christina Begley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 11:54:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Begley
3818 Laso Way
Orlando, FL 32822
US



From: Richard Brett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 11:34:34 PM

Hunting Florida black bears is a terrible idea. The Florida black bear was just removed from the state's list of
 threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that
 already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back
 decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will
 do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address
 human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Brett
1623 Rachel Court
Clearwater, FL 33756
US



From: Richard Brett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 11:31:41 PM

I am strongly opposed to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from
 the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to
 these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could
 seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in
 the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these
 bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Brett
1623 Rachel Court
Clearwater, FL 33756
US



From: Mary Young
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Do not kill our Black Bears
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 10:21:41 PM

From: Mary Young <Rachelyoung101@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34208

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor,
t,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Mary R. Young



From: Rebecca Keaton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: wildlife
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 10:02:18 PM

From: Rebecca Keaton <becky.keaton@comcast.net>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32304

Phone Number:

Message Body: The black bear hunt should not be allowed.  The problem is not too many bears but careless people. 
 They leave their garbage where the bears are attracted to it.  We should educate the people and not kill the innocent
 bears!



From: Heather Weitz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 9:44:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Heather Weitz
131 SE Resort Loop
High Springs, FL 32643
US



From: julie slate
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 6:15:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

julie slate
oak st
kissimmee, FL 34741
US



From: Stan Davis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 5:14:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stan Davis
3462 Silver Meadow Way
Plant City, FL 33566
US



From: Sonia Rego
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 4:45:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sonia Rego
5 Burgundy Pl.
Palm Coast, FL 32137
US



From: ROXANA wepf
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 4:38:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ROXANA wepf
908 Spindle Palm Way
APOLLO BEACH, FL 33572
US



From: Jill Flaherty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 3:44:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jill Flaherty
2350 Scenic Drive
34293, FL 34293
US



From: v l
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 3:07:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

v l
129
oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: Vilma Cardoso
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 1:51:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vilma Cardoso
1741 n 16th ct
Hollywood, FL 33020
US



From: Christine Beauregard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 1:03:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Beauregard
4063 Mainlands Blvd.
FL, FL 33782
US



From: Donna Carroll
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 1:00:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Carroll
1119 Little Spring Hill
Ocoee, FL 34761
US



From: Anthony Zannino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 12:18:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anthony Zannino
4002 S. Mahattan Ave unit 53
Florida, FL 33611
US



From: Nancy Blanchett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 12:01:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Blanchett
1441 SW 97th Ave
Pembroke Pines, FL 33025
US



From: Sanchez Charles
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 11:07:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sanchez Charles
2332 sw halissee street
port st lucie, FL 34953
US



From: Jean Briggs
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 9:48:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jean Briggs
9735 Fleming Grant Rd.
Micco, FL 32976
US



From: Ann McCoy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 9:34:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ann McCoy
18221 thornhill grand circle
Orlando, FL 32820
US



From: lois pierson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 9:21:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lois pierson
22127 riverhead ave
port charlotte, FL 33952
US



From: Virginia Gilbert
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 8:05:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Virginia Gilbert
2244 1st Pl SW
Vero Beach, FL 32962
US



From: Ellen Murphy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunting
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 4:18:57 AM

From: Ellen Murphy <ellenkmurphy@att net>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34996

Phone Number: 772-486-5209

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Ellen Murphy



From: Carol Hall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 3:11:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Hall
3547 Estepona Avenue
Doral, FL 33178
US



From: Karen Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 3:11:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Campbell
1286 Henderson Creek Dr
Naples, FL 34114
US



From: Shannon Neckes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 3:07:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shannon Neckes
13198 SW 91 PL
Miami, FL 33176
US



From: Brad Eckenrode
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Proposal
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 12:45:40 AM

From: Brad Eckenrode <bradeckenrode@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33309

Phone Number: 9542349004

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,

Brad Eckenrode



From: Valerie McCarty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 12:31:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Valerie McCarty
424 Hunting Lodge Drive
Miami Springs, FL 33166
US



From: Aleksandra Sikorska
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 1:02:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Aleksandra Sikorska
300 S. Biscayne Blvd., Apt. 3405
Miami, FL 33131
US



From: Kathleen Hernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:36:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hernandez
15861 SW 71st TER
Miami, FL 33193
US



From: Karen Tucker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:18:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Tucker
PO Box 18362
Pensacola, FL 32523
US



From: Melissa Ripple
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:15:04 PM

From: Melissa Ripple <calamitymel@earthlink net>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32736

Phone Number: 352-638-6137

Message Body: I oppose the Bear Hunt.  We need more data.  A count has not been made in decades.  I am opposed
 to 'Trophy' hunting for any reason.  I live in an area with Black Bears wander.  I leave them alone, as do my
 neighbors.  They leave us alone.  We live in harmony.  Let's keep it that way!  Please stop the proposal to allow the
 hunting of 200 bears each year.



From: Diane and Jerry Tabbott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop killing our bears!
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:55:54 PM

From: Diane and Jerry Tabbott <tabboo@bellsouth net>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32211

Phone Number: 904-743-9175

Message Body: I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible
 wildlife management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC
 to cater to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the
 continued protection of our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.



From: Richard Stevenson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:26:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Stevenson
339 Petty Drive
Cantonment, FL 32533
US



From: Elmo Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:22:36 PM

From: Elmo Dunn <russdunn63@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 9999999999

Message Body: I oppose the outrageous Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring so many facts,
 responsible wildlife management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of
 allowing the FWC to cater to a small group of trophy hunters,

I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians like me and champion the continued protection of our distinct,
 native bear. You must stop the stupid FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.
This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal...an annual take of 200 bears...is not supported by science. The most recent
 population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has no
 way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

The majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington Research poll found that 61%
 of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bears. An additional 75% of the people who have
 contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

You must maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear and ask the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing human/bear conflict.



From: Jorge J Tamargo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:11:10 PM

From: Jorge J Tamargo <dutchelm@netzero.net>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33165

Phone Number: 7863510443

Message Body: due to the fact that for the last few years (since you v been gov.) we have had more bear people
 instances since we have stopped conserving land like we were doing before with our previous governors. now that
 we have passed amendment one and we will be conserving more lands like before we do not need to have this
 unscientific hunt that is only the beginning of eliminating black bears from this state which seems to be what
 developers would like to accomplish. STOP THE HUNT...



From: Cindy Elia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:56:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cindy Elia
.1113 Breezy Knoll
Minneola, FL 34715
US



From: Alan Freed
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:41:43 PM

From: Alan Freed <Bebra66@bellsouth net>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32086

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, 

I urge you to use your office to stop the proposed bear hunt.  Needlessly killing hundreds of bears will not solve any
 human/bear conflicts.  Education of the populace will.  Wildlife habitats are shrinking.  We all need to insure that
 none wildlife disappear.  Thank you.



From: Jan Novotny
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:21:11 PM

From: Jan Novotny <jnovotny@comcast.net>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32250

Phone Number:

Message Body: I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife
 management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater
 to a small group of trophy hunters, listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of our
 distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington Research
 poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional 75% of the
 people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting.  Stop the FWC from
 making the same mistake again. Maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and tell the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing human/bear
 conflict.



From: Mary Lodato
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:08:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Lodato
3801 N. Lincoln Av
Tampa, FL 33607
US



From: Irene Napolitano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 7:58:50 PM

From: Irene Napolitano <ireneplonski@yahoo.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34219

Phone Number: 941-981-3005

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Black bears are genetically and geographically unique and were listed by the state as "threatened" as recently as
 2012. The last statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had approximately
 2,500 bears. Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted could further
 imperil this already rare species.

The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.

Trophy hunting is not the way to coexist with wildlife. Please, Governor Scott, this decision must be based on
 scientific fact and good public policy. Help ensure that Florida keeps its native black bears protected for generations
 to come!

For the animals,
Irene Napolitano
Manatee County Resident



From: Chris Groover
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 7:45:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Chris Groover
575 11th court
Vero beach, FL 32962
US



From: Mary Whitley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 7:43:52 PM

Governor Scott,

Please just stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission vote on June
 24 on the proposal to open a trophy hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black
 bears. There is no current knowledge of the black bear population in Florida
 because no effort has been made in more than a decade to determine the
 population - it is conceivable the bear population has declined due to habitat
 encroachment from development. Therefore such a proposal is ill-considered on its
 face while being opposed by a significant majority of Floridians as well.

Without knowing how many bears actually exist today, how can the commission
 justify allowing hunters to kill 200 bears a year? If the estimated population of
 2/3000 made 13 years ago is anywhere near accurate and has not grown, the
 commission is uniquely positioned through their proposed action to render this
 unique subspecies of black bear extinct in ten to fifteen years.

While Commission Chairman Richard Corbett's arrogant comment to the Tampa
 Bay Times that it is okay to disregard majority opposition “because those people
 don't know what they're talking about" is in itself clear evidence that he is ill-
equipped to hold the Chair, anyone can do the math predetermining this action’s
 disastrous result for the bears.

Sincerely,

Mary Whitley
(727) 787-1205
mwhitley42@yahoo.com



From: Angela Porsch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 6:57:07 PM

From: Angela Porsch <aporsch@tampabay rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33716

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Angela Porsch



From: Shannon Geis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Our Florida Black Bears - Stop The Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 6:51:31 PM

From: Shannon Geis <relix@bellsouth.net>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32169

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.
This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.
The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.
Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.
Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Shannon Geis
(Florida citizen and Volusia County resident)



From: Wendy Namisnik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Do NOT allow bear hunting!
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 6:46:32 PM

From: Wendy Namisnik <wendynamisnik@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 95833

Phone Number: 9163598495

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of decent humans who aren't sociopaths hell bent on
 killing everything wonderful on this planet and champion the continued protection of our distinct, native bear.
 Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Wendy, a regular Florida visitor



From: Sébastien Lorand
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Dear Governor Rick Scott
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 6:43:48 PM

From: Sébastien Lorand <funbuddy90@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 1700

Phone Number:

Message Body: I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible
 wildlife management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC
 to cater to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the
 continued protection of our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely
Sébastien Lorand



From: Esther Garvett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 6:34:36 PM

From: Esther Garvett <egarvett@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33186

Phone Number: (305) 382-9710

Message Body: Bears have a right to exist in Florida. I am appalled that any kind of authorized hunt would be
 sanctioned to kill bears. How disgraceful. I am urging you to put an immediate stop to this barbaric and unnecessary
 hunt.



From: J Brader
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 6:21:43 PM

From: J Brader <earthsavr@hotmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34109

Phone Number: 239-272-6226

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
J. Brader



From: Patricia Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the hunt of Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 6:10:12 PM

From: Patricia Walker <paperlnart@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,

Patricia Walker



From: Danielle Ohanesian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 6:07:16 PM

From: Danielle Ohanesian <deohanesian@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33458

Phone Number: 5614605395

Message Body: These genetically and geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as
 recently as 2012. The last statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had
 approximately 2,500 bears. Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted
 could further imperil this already rare species.  61% of voters oppose this hunt. Educate the public to not feed the
 Bears or put a fine in place for those who do.  Please stop the hunt, spare the bear. Thank you.



From: Deanna Stimus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 5:58:57 PM

From: Deanna Stimus <dstimus@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32937

Phone Number: 3217772313

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

This is a human caused problem that is now going to result in the slaughter of these bears that are only trying to
 survive. Trophy hunting is not the way to coexist with wildlife.
 A 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians know this
 proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.. Please ensure that Florida keeps its native black bears
 protected.
Thank you,
Deanna Stimus



From: Margaret Downey Ball
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 5:45:12 PM

From: Margaret Downey Ball <keithpeg@bellsouth.net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32952-7017

Phone Number: (321) 773-6277

Message Body: Regarding the above subject, i.e., bear hunting, please add my name to the list of people opposed to
 opening a Florida black bear hunt.  Thank you for listening to the majority of the people.



From: patti schultze
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 5:41:39 PM

From: patti schultze <benmike12@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33558

Phone Number: 813-960-4421

Message Body: I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible
 wildlife management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC
 to cater to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the
 continued protection of our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.  The majority of Floridians oppose
 opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose
 hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the
 proposal. Stop this nonsense, it is stupid and cruel



From: Hollie Hollon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt now.
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 5:18:13 PM

From: Hollie Hollon <catlver5@att.net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I vehemently oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission (FWC). The Commissioners from the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques,scientific facts and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater
 to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued
 protection of our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas. There must be laws in place to fine
 large amounts to persons feeding the bears, not using bear proof trash cans and the other things that make it better
 for the co-existence of humans and bears alike.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Hollie ;Hollon



From: Linda Aldrich
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 5:09:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Aldrich
6170 Robinson Street
Jupiter, FL 33458
US



From: Kristin Whipple
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 4:52:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kristin Whipple
2535 River Reach Drive
Naples, FL 34104
US



From: Terry Walker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 4:50:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Terry Walker
233 Rex Court
Palm Springs, FL 33461
US



From: ruth scholz-haskell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 4:37:16 PM

From: ruth scholz-haskell <dukesworld1@netzero.net>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32725

Phone Number: 3868012846

Message Body: Please Governor Scott,
Don't let the Bear Hunt happen in orlando area.
The people should pay for bears to be relocaled in the inter part of ocala and the developers need to pay to feed the
 bears.drop food from helicopers to keep the bears and animals there.when they buy land in the bears living areas.its
 the people that are taking the bears living and food areas away.
please governor Scott.
thank you for your time,
Ruth Scholz-Haskell



From: Judy Albury
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 4:16:18 PM

From: Judy Albury <jaalbury@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33155-5702

Phone Number: 3057533876

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,

Judy Albury



From: sue wachtel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Sue Wachtel
Subject: FW: Proposed bear hunt.
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 4:12:43 PM

Governor Scott,

Please just stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission vote on
 June 24 on the proposal to open a trophy hunt on Florida's unique subspecies
 of black bears. There is no current knowledge of the black bear population in
 Florida because no effort has been made in more than a decade to determine
 the population - it is conceivable the bear population has declined due to
 habitat encroachment from development. Therefore such a proposal is ill-
considered on its face while being opposed by a significant majority of
 Floridians as well.

Without knowing how many bears actually exist today, how can the
 commission justify allowing hunters to kill 200 bears a year? If the estimated
 population of 2/3000 made 13 years ago is anywhere near accurate and has
 not grown, the commission is uniquely positioned through their proposed
 action to render this unique subspecies of black bear extinct in ten to fifteen
 years.

While Commission Chairman Richard Corbett's arrogant comment to the
 Tampa Bay Times that it is okay to disregard majority opposition “because
 those people don't know what they're talking about" is in itself clear evidence
 that he is ill-equipped to hold the Chair, anyone can do the math
 predetermining this action’s disastrous result for the bears.

Regards,

Sue Wachtel
2808 Southpointe Ln
Tampa, FL 33611



Tele: 813 835 5147
jwachtel@tampabay.rr.com

------ End of Forwarded Message



From: Karin L. Abraham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 4:11:40 PM

From: Karin L. Abraham <kabraham10@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32934-7141

Phone Number: 321-255-6454

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Karin L. Abraham



From: Lisa Hurley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 3:49:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hurley
3531 cullen lakeshore drive
FL, FL 32812
US



From: linda kay
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: black bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 3:37:13 PM

From: linda kay <8housedogs@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707-5031

Phone Number: 7273029440

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: Don't allow the bear hunt, it doesn't solve the problem.

__________ Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 11724 (20150602)
 __________

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com



From: linda kay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 3:35:17 PM

From: linda kay <8housedogs@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707-5031

Phone Number: 7273029440

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt.  It doesn't solve the problem.



From: Valerie Howell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 3:27:34 PM

From: Valerie Howell <valeriehowell@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33255

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do whatever you can to stop the FWC from proceeding with this bear hunt. People need to be
 required to manage their trash properly, bears don't need to be killed. Thank you



From: Houston
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help save the black bears.
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 2:44:53 PM

From: Houston <houston7826@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 37211

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.



From: Lisa and Lawrence Fahy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 2:27:22 PM

From: Lisa and Lawrence Fahy <Fahyl@aol.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32566

Phone Number: 850-240-1295

Message Body: We are residents of Navarre in Santa Rosa County and there are many bears in our area.  We
 adamantly oppose the planned bear hunt.  People need to be educated about their trash, bird feeders or any items
 that entice bears.  Why don't you fine the people that refuse to follow the guidelines and put the whole
 neighborhood at risk?  And then refuse to pick up the trash that litters our streets? Why don't the county
 commissioners limit the number of homes that take away the bear habitat?  It's disturbing that killing wildlife is
 your answer to this problem. There has to be a better way to coexist.
Lisa and Larry Fahy



From: Reinhold Asbeck
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 2:22:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Reinhold Asbeck
1531 W Lemon St Apt 5310
FL, FL 33606
US



From: Carolann Jungers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 2:10:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolann Jungers
8101 eden park rd
orlando, FL 32810
US



From: Luci Fowler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Black Bear hunt!
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 2:04:00 PM

From: Luci Fowler <elismom@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34653-6601

Phone Number: 7273763284

Message Body: These genetically and geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as
 recently as 2012. The last statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had
 approximately 2,500 bears. Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted
 could further imperil this already rare species.

The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.



From: Gretchen Cassidy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 1:37:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Cassidy
2535 Sunset Drive
FL, FL 33140
US



From: Suzanne Bring
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 1:31:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Bring
555 Banyan Tree Lane, #406
Florida, FL 33483
US



From: virginia mendez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DO NOT Kill 200 Bears Annually
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 1:17:53 PM

From: virginia mendez <virginialefay@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number:

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) is about to take the final vote that
 could allow trophy hunters to kill 200 Florida black bears every year. The FWC claims this is the best way to
 reduce human/bear conflict—even though this plan isn't scientifically sound and lacks public support. These
 genetically and geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as recently as 2012. The last
 statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had approximately 2,500 bears.
 Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted could further imperil this
 already rare species.

The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.

Trophy hunting is not the way to coexist with wildlife. Help ensure that Florida keeps its native black bears
 protected for generations to come!



From: Karen Burroughs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 1:07:23 PM

From: Karen Burroughs <karen@lustre.us>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32829-8023

Phone Number: 407306744

Message Body: Please do NOT open our black bears up to hunting. We need better education, practices as to
 trashcans and generally better ways for HUMANS to deal with them. The bears were there first and it's us who has
 encroached upon their homes! We can deal with the problems without the killing which will NOT solve the
 problems. They will reproduce faster and nothing will be accomplished.



From: Andrea Wright
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 1:07:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrea Wright
PO BOX 14511
Clearwater, FL 33766
US



From: Susan Stavros
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 12:40:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Stavros
809 Wayne Avenue
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
US



From: Andrea Chisari
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Floridians do NOT want this!
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 12:39:45 PM

From: Andrea Chisari <gottasees@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32780

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I know you don't have any use for scientists or reality, but maybe you could make an exception just this once and do
 what is RIGHT.

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents.

I know this is "business s usual" for you, but it doesn't have to be.

Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of
 Floridians and champion the continued protection of our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before
 the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will NOT reduce conflict with bears, but it WILL cause more problems. The best available science
 shows that trophy hunting fails to target "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage.
 Instead, hunters target the bears who will make the most impressive trophy, and those reside FAR from residential
 areas. Less experienced hunters will also target dogs and other pets.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we DO know is that the once "threatened" bear
 has only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, mostly due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,

Andrea Chisari



From: M. Gregory
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 12:27:08 PM

From: M. Gregory <mgreg66@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number: 561-393-0568

Message Body: I am opposed to this hunt. It is cruel and unnecessary.



From: Patricia Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 12:25:24 PM

From: Patricia Norton <pnmpb@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please don't allow this mistake to happen.  The bears hunted live in the forest, not in
 neighborhoods.  In fact, this could backfire, scaring bears and forcing them into inhabited areas.

Don't allow these magnificent creatures to become threatened again.



From: Maria Pavlou
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 12:20:49 PM

From: Maria Pavlou <agglika@otenet.gr>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 19005

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am opposed to  the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are not taking in consideration facts, responsible wildlife
 management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater
 to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued
 protection of your distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Maria Pavlou, Greece



From: Ina Serpico
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: upcoming bear hunt vote
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 12:07:21 PM

From: Ina Serpico <i.serpico@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 28150

Phone Number: 7042972227

Message Body: As a former long time resident of FL and a regular visitor of your great state I cannot believe that
 this bear hunt is even being considered. Many studies have been have shown that this form of population control
 does not work and is simply giving hunters a reason to add another animal to the list of things they can shoot.
 Please show the Florida is NOT the backward thinking state the the liberal media loves to make fun of and stop the
 approval of this bear hunt.



From: Danette Steffan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 12:01:36 PM

From: Danette Steffan <dsteffangoungor@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 11210

Phone Number: 347 401 4321

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) is about to take the final vote that
 could allow trophy hunters to kill 200 Florida black bears every year. They claim this is the best way to reduce
 human/bear conflict—even though this plan isn't scientifically sound and lacks public support. I urge you Governor
 Scott to stop this proposal. These genetically and geographically unique bears were listed by the state as
 "threatened" as recently as 2012. The last statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated
 Florida had approximately 2,500 bears. Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to
 be hunted could further imperil this already rare species.
The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.



From: Don Feeser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunting
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:59:32 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
I would like you to put a stop to this so called trophy bear hunt the FWC is proposing. These
 bears were removed from the list of threatened species just 3 years ago.
Now the FWC wants to kill 200 bears a year. Many more than that get killed by vehicles every
 year and the” nuisance bears” the FWC already kills in neighborhoods.
These bears are our native bears. Why start killing again? Most Floridians do not want the
 bears killed. You need to listen to us and tell the commissioners, who you appointed,
there will be no hunting of our black bears. Tell the FWC to solve the problems by teaching
 people how to secure trash cans, etc. We want the FWC to stop catering to a
handful of trophy hunters and instead listen to the majority of Floridians who oppose this
 misguided trophy hunting proposal.

PLEASE SAVE THE BEARS. THEY NEED YOUR HELP TO
 STAY ALIVE.
Catherine Feeser



From: Elizabeth Scherbak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:14:17 AM

From: Elizabeth Scherbak <lizardes@msn.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34293

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.
Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters
 strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC
 also oppose the proposal.

Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear



From: Lanette Rapp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:13:02 AM

From: Lanette Rapp <gtscadmom@yahoo.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 34748

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the proposed black bear hunt. This hunt will only hurt the progress made in their
 recovery. This is not an answer.



From: Robert San Socie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:11:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert San Socie
4450 Timber Hollow Way
Jacksonville, FL 32224
US



From: Pamela Ayers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:09:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pamela Ayers
1172 Jardin Dr
Naples, FL 34104
US



From: Laura Alleman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:07:29 AM

From: Laura Alleman <jim.laura2@tds.net>

County: Gadsden

Zip Code: 32351

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,

Laura F. Alleman



From: Lisa Mazzola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The Florida Black Bear
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 11:04:46 AM

From: Lisa Mazzola <lmazzola@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). HUMANS are the problem! The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible
 wildlife management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC
 to cater to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the
 continued protection of our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.
This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.
The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.
Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.
Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.
Sincerely,
(Your Name)



From: Kristin Kokal
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:48:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kristin Kokal
518 Sw 52nd Street
cape coral, FL 33914
US



From: Kevin & Dru Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:46:06 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please, let us find an alternative to the FWC bear hunt.  Working on a sustainable answer other than killing these
 family oriented mammals is what is needed.  Not a senseless slaughter.
Please..please...STOP THE HUNT.

Thank you,

Dru E. Williams
Oviedo, FL



From: Catherine Houde
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:43:11 AM

From: Catherine Houde <catsandcrocs@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34761

Phone Number: 3212875237

Message Body: I oppose the bear hunt. This issue is about trash management and education. Hunting the bears is the
 easy way out. You can do better than that!

Don't approve the hunt!



From: Melissa Duralia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save FL Black Bears!
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:38:55 AM

From: Melissa Duralia <duraliam@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number: 5617900600

Message Body: Please Do NOT allow trophy hunters to kill 200 Florida black bears every year. The FWC claims
 this is the best way to reduce human/bear conflict— but this plan isn't scientifically sound and lacks public support.

These genetically and geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as recently as 2012. The
 last statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had approximately 2,500 bears.
 Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted could further imperil this
 already rare species.

The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.

Trophy hunting is not the way to coexist with wildlife.



From: Carrie Rogers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:38:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carrie Rogers
2194 jeannie st.
navarre, FL 32566
US



From: Helen Drwinga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save Black Bares
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:31:14 AM

From: Helen Drwinga <drwingahl@hotmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32712

Phone Number: 4073401686

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Helen Drwinga



From: Kat Kavanagh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save Black Bears from the hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:27:39 AM

From: Kat Kavanagh <kat9lady@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34114

Phone Number:

Message Body: These genetically and geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as
 recently as 2012. The last statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had
 approximately 2,500 bears. Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted
 could further imperil this already rare species.

The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.

Trophy hunting is not the way to coexist with wildlife.

I have seen these wondrous creatures in my yard and neighborhood during rainy season and have learned to live
 with their presence.

Do not jeopardize their continuing existence.



From: Erik Sorensen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:26:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Erik Sorensen
6200 SW 112th Street
Miami, FL 33156
US



From: Marisol Norris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:20:06 AM

From: Marisol Norris <mdlovesanimals@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.



From: Nancy Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:15:49 AM

From: Nancy Lamb <suncoastdeals@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC is ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

Thank you.



From: Karen Lester
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:15:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Lester
145 SE 4 th st
Satellite BCH, FL 32937
US



From: Holly Holtrop
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:13:12 AM

From: Holly Holtrop <hluvs2read@aol.com>

County: Clay

Zip Code: 32073

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Holly Holtrop



From: Tina Gardner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:10:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tina Gardner
5464 Rollins Avenue
Florida, FL 32207
US



From: Margaret Winecoff
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:08:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Margaret Winecoff
6347 SW 92 nd Dr.
Fl, FL 32052
US



From: Beverly Longuil
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: re: BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:08:50 AM

From: Beverly Longuil <blonguil@cfl.rr.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34476

Phone Number: 352 873 0521

Message Body: These genetically and geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as
 recently as 2012. The last statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had
 approximately 2,500 bears. Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted
 could further imperil this already rare species.

The FWC is ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt. Additionally, a
 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians know this
 proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.

Trophy hunting is not the way to coexist with wildlife. this decision must be based on scientific fact and good public
 policy. Help ensure that Florida keeps its native black bears protected for generations to come!



From: Cynthia Wright
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 10:03:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Wright
11132 Zephyr Way
Jacksonville, FL 32223
US



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Animal Welfare
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:55:50 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Shannon Prowell [mailto:green2go@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:41 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal Welfare

From: Shannon Prowell <green2go@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32708-6324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please don't allow hunters to kill 200 black bears this year or any year. These genetically and
 geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as recently as 2012. The last statewide count
 was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had approximately 2,500 bears. Since we don't
 know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted could further imperil this already rare
 species.

The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.



From: Lea Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:54:29 AM

From: Lea Lamb <vettegirll@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.



From: Karen Artice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:53:54 AM

From: Karen Artice <exxon1012@yahoo.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33981

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC is ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

Thank you.



From: Shannon Prowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal Welfare
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:41:21 AM

From: Shannon Prowell <green2go@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32708-6324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please don't allow hunters to kill 200 black bears this year or any year. These genetically and
 geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as recently as 2012. The last statewide count
 was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had approximately 2,500 bears. Since we don't
 know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted could further imperil this already rare
 species.

The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.



From: Harold Altz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:41:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Harold Altz
28513 Risorsa
Bonita springs, FL 34135
US



From: Jennifer Lowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:38:51 AM

From: Jennifer Lowell <jlowell@fortlauderdale.gov>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33060

Phone Number: 954-941-1601

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.
This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.
The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.
Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.
Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Lowell



From: Amanda Noble
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:26:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amanda Noble
3032 New York St
Coconut Grove, FL 33133
US



From: Jean Cameron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Halt Black Bear Hunts
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:15:36 AM

From: Jean Cameron <jpcam1@cox.net>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32606-4380

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Jean Cameron



From: Heloise C. Seailles
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:06:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Heloise C. Seailles
1705 SW 78th Street
Gainesville, FL 32607
US



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: 4074980561
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:00:45 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Dena Garcia [mailto:mittens1120@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:07 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: 4074980561

From: Dena Garcia <mittens1120@aol.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34771

Phone Number:

Message Body: The FWC is ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.
Your decision must be based on scientific fact and good public policy. Help ensure that Florida keeps its native
 black bears protected for generations to come!



From: Pamela Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 9:00:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pamela Smith
18424 n.w. 4 th terrace
citra, FL 32113
US



From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: END THE FLORIDA BROWN BEAR HUNT
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:58:54 AM

From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones <consulraaj@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34293

Phone Number: 941-497-7534

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I'm furious to learn that the Florida Fish and Wildlife Service (FFWS) is considering legalizing bear hunting for the
 first time in 40 years. Like the Florida Panther the Florida Black bear is one of the most beloved species in our
 state. Please do not allow the opening of a hunting season on the Florida brown bears. Although their numbers have
 increased they have not yet reach a stable enough population.

I respectfully request that you put an end to this bear hunt.



From: merrill kramer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: threatened black bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:56:57 AM

From: merrill kramer <merrill724@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33763

Phone Number:

Message Body: I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible
 wildlife management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC
 to cater to a small group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the
 continued protection of our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.
This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.
The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.
Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.
Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.



From: Lindley Paxton Barden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:51:06 AM

From: Lindley Paxton Barden <lindleypaxtonbarden@yahoo.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32526

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Thank you in advance,
Lindley Paxton Barden



From: Edele Heath
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Reject Proposal for Blak Bear Hunting
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:48:58 AM

From: Edele Heath <dub1112001@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 3035551212

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Edele Heath



From: Nancy Gear
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:41:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Gear
W Church
DeLand, FL 32724
US



From: D S
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:27:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

D S
7419 SW 101st Ave
Ocala, FL 34481
US



From: Shelley Mangram
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:25:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shelley Mangram
5053 Avocet Lane
Pensacola, FL 32514
US



From: Lisa Stevens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:25:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Stevens
3912 Mayflower Ct.
Florida, FL 32303
US



From: Christina Crosby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:14:35 AM

From: Christina Crosby <cathech24@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32904

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please STOP the black bear hunt!



From: Dena Garcia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: 4074980561
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:06:44 AM

From: Dena Garcia <mittens1120@aol.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34771

Phone Number:

Message Body: The FWC is ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.
Your decision must be based on scientific fact and good public policy. Help ensure that Florida keeps its native
 black bears protected for generations to come!



From: beverly fannin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: hunt of black bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 8:06:06 AM

From: beverly fannin <bev_fan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32738

Phone Number:

Message Body: The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear
 hunt. Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear.
 Floridians know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.



From: Anne Drew
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 7:55:50 AM

From: Anne Drew <afdrew@att.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33328

Phone Number: 954-680-7751

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC). The Commissioners you
appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife
management techniques, and the widespread opposition of your
constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small group of
trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and
champion the continued protection of our distinct, native bear. Please
stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available
science shows that trophy hunting fails to target "problem" bears who
seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target
the bears who will make the most impressive trophy, and those reside
far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal-an annual take of 200
bears-is also not supported by science. The most recent
population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears
were left in Florida, but the FWC has no way of knowing how many bears
inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened"
bear has only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists
in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose
opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington Research poll found
that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida
black bear. An additional 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC
also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction,
in part due to over-hunting.  I urge you to stop the FWC from making
the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our
Florida black bear, and ask the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,
Anne Drew





From: Chris Reid
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: proposed black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 7:54:57 AM

From: Chris Reid <lcreid99@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32732

Phone Number:

Message Body: These genetically and geographically unique bears were listed by the state as "threatened" as
 recently as 2012. The last statewide count was more than a decade ago, when biologists estimated Florida had
 approximately 2,500 bears. Since we don't know how many of these bears exist today, allowing them to be hunted
 could further imperil this already rare species.

The FWC is also ignoring Florida voters. 75% of those who have contacted the FWC oppose a bear hunt.
 Additionally, a 2015 statewide poll found that 61% of voters also oppose hunting the Florida black bear. Floridians
 know this proposal is neither scientific, effective, nor humane.

Trophy hunting is not the way to coexist with wildlife.



From: Janet Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 7:38:50 AM

From: Janet Robinson <bocacatlover@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Please stop the proposed black bear hunt. It will not change the interactions between humans and bears. The only
 way to change that is education for those who live near forested areas where there are black bears. Humans bear full
 responsibility for any interactions. This hunt will benefit only the hunters which is a small percent of Floridians.
 Entertaining this hunt proves again that FWS doesn't represent the wildlife it is supposed to manage. Please don't
 allow the hunt.

Thank you.



From: Paloma Lampert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 6:52:07 AM

From: Paloma Lampert <plampert@comcast net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33322

Phone Number: 9544723940

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I strongly oppose the Florida black bear hunt proposed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
 (FWC). The Commissioners you appointed for the FWC are ignoring facts, responsible wildlife management
 techniques, and the widespread opposition of your constituents. Instead of allowing the FWC to cater to a small
 group of trophy hunters, I urge you to listen to the majority of Floridians and champion the continued protection of
 our distinct, native bear. Please stop the FWC proposal before the final hearing on June 24.

This proposal will not reduce conflict with bears. The best available science shows that trophy hunting fails to target
 "problem" bears who seek out suburban areas and unsecured garbage. Instead, hunters target the bears who will
 make the most impressive trophy, and those reside far from residential areas.

The quota put forth in the FWC proposal—an annual take of 200 bears—is also not supported by science. The most
 recent population census from 2002 estimated that approximately 2,500 bears were left in Florida, but the FWC has
 no way of knowing how many bears inhabit the state today. What we do know is that the once "threatened" bear has
 only repopulated a fraction of its historic range and exists in isolated pockets of habitat.

Lastly, and most importantly, the majority of Floridians oppose opening up a bear trophy hunt. A 2015 Remington
 Research poll found that 61% of Florida voters strongly oppose hunting of the Florida black bear. An additional
 75% of the people who have contacted the FWC also oppose the proposal.

Our native black bear was once teetering on the brink of extinction, in part due to over-hunting. I urge you to stop
 the FWC from making the same mistake again. Please maintain the hunting ban for our Florida black bear, and ask
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to instead focus on proven methods of effectively reducing
 human/bear conflict.

Sincerely,

Paloma Lampert



From: Susan Biccum
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, June 02, 2015 2:59:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Biccum
15842 Pine Lily Ct
Clermont, FL 34714
US



From: Kathleen Shaw
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 11:26:18 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Shaw
1515 Yukon St
Jacksonville, FL 32205



From: Darlene Lardiere-Grison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:33:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Darlene Lardiere-Grison
14891 Faversham Circle
Orlando, FL 32826
US



From: Tricia Murphy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Please Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:28:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tricia Murphy
Deepwater Ct.
Naples, FL 34109
US



From: Marianne Strauss
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:14:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marianne Strauss
secretariat place
chuluota, FL 32766
US



From: Victoria Bentley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:12:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Victoria Bentley
303 Cherry Dr
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
US



From: Mark Ciccarello
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:57:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Ciccarello
1222 Windermere Way
Florida, FL 33619
US



From: River Quillen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:57:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

River Quillen
402 arrowhead rd
st.augustine, FL 32086
United States



From: Kimberly Larsen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:29:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Larsen
milkandpepsi85@aol.com
Melbourne, FL 32935
US



From: Judy Wasco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 8:44:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judy Wasco
6709 10th ave w
FL, FL 34209
US



From: Lynn Pitney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 7:45:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lynn Pitney
14803 sheila ann dr
Hudson, FL 369
US



From: Diana Reeves
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 7:40:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Reeves
10021/2 River Knoll Lane
Florida, FL 32117
US



From: Janna Kepley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 7:03:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janna Kepley
777 Glades Rd
FL, FL 33431
US



From: Paul Schmalzer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 6:30:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paul Schmalzer
2829 Mourning Dove Way
Titusville, FL 32780
US



From: Lisa Bernardi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 6:30:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Bernardi
231 Villa Verda Road
St. Augustine, FL 32080
US



From: Carole Christopher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 6:30:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carole Christopher
20916 island sound circle, #304
Estero, FL 33928
US



From: Lindsie Z
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 6:06:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lindsie Z
Goodwin Creek
Freeport, FL 32439
US



From: T Gates
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 5:52:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

T Gates
1102 Schaffer trail
Oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: katusha cornejo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 5:49:23 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

katusha cornejo
13763 sw 90th ave.
miami, FL 33176
US



From: Sharon Evans-Ford
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 5:43:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharon Evans-Ford
2030 Fountainview Drive
Navarre, FL 32566
US



From: Darlene Mahanke
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 5:39:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Darlene Mahanke
1780 Robert St
Longwood, FL 32750
US



From: Charity Baker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 5:33:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Charity Baker
3213 Southfield Lane
FL, FL 34239
US



From: Erin Mahoney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 5:19:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Erin Mahoney
11038 Peppersong drive
FL, FL 33578
US



From: Carol Ulch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 4:28:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.
I truly believe that a better solution would be a limited hunt every 5 years with concentration in removing bears from
 areas where people live.
Sincerely,

Carol Ulch
2167 Rocway Dr.
Melbourne, FL 32935
US



From: Sherry Fudim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 4:27:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sherry Fudim
35 Bermuda Lake Drive
FL, FL 33418
US



From: NATHALIE BROUILLAC
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 4:26:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

NATHALIE BROUILLAC
10306 Myrtlewood circle west
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418
US



From: Glenn Bristol
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 4:26:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Glenn Bristol
PO Box 1027
Flagler Beach, FL 32136
US



From: Laura Newton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 4:22:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Newton
2132 SE Mandrake Cir
Port St Lucie, FL 34952
US



From: Evangeline Rodriguez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 4:11:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Evangeline Rodriguez
4650 S.W. 154 Place
Miami, FL 33185
US



From: Walter Taylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 4:04:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Walter Taylor
2415 Baxter Ct
Florida, FL 32792
US



From: Kristin Usher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 4:01:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kristin Usher
1218 Dunndale St
Lehigh Acres, FL 33936
US



From: Cheryl Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 3:35:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Smith
770 74th Avenue North
FL, FL 33702
US



From: Cheryl Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 3:35:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Smith
770 74th Avenue North
FL, FL 33702
US



From: pablo Cancinos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 3:18:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

pablo Cancinos
3635 Braeden Ct
Middleburg, FL 32068
US



From: James Durocher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:54:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

James Durocher
504 Cinnamon Circle
FL, FL 32724
US



From: Claire Nelson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:34:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claire Nelson
2737 NW 75th Street
Florida, FL 33147
US



From: Helen C. Scheffley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:29:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Helen  C. Scheffley
1059 E Page Drive
Deltona, FL 32725
US



From: Manny H.
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:25:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Manny H.
0000 N/A N/A
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: Elizabeth Raab
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:25:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Raab
192 audubon dr
Havana, FL 32333
US



From: Darci Halloran
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:25:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Darci Halloran
4005 Holder Park Dr
Mims, FL 32754
US



From: Steven Brooks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 1:31:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Steven Brooks
3151 Beaver Pond Trail
Valrico, FL 33596
US



From: Elise Mysels
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 1:26:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elise Mysels
3341 Leaf Lake Drive
Florida, FL 34639
US



From: Dianne Walsh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 1:24:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dianne Walsh
521 Silverbell Ct
St Johns, FL 32259
US



From: Jennifer Leon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 1:23:46 PM

From: Jennifer Leon <jenleon913@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33604

Phone Number: 813-625-5969

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the FWC’s proposed bear hunt.

Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management, and widespread
 public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want
 to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the commission’s final hearing
 on June 23.



From: Melanie Marsh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 1:04:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melanie Marsh
4126 Forest Island Dr.
Orlando, FL 32826
US



From: Michele Balfour
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 12:55:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michele Balfour
124 E. Turgot Ave.
Edgewater, FL 32132
US



From: Anna-Lina Levi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 12:23:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anna-Lina Levi
1308 Alameda Avenue
Clearwater, FL 33759
US



From: carol jensen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 12:01:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

carol jensen
6560 Briarcliff Rd
Fort Myers, FL 33912
US



From: janet filippi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 11:44:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

janet filippi
8615 59th st e
parrish, FL 34219
US



From: Allison Hogan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 11:26:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allison Hogan
1009 NE 7th Place
Gainesville, FL 32601
US



From: Bruce Sowden
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 11:20:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bruce Sowden
1578 Earhart Lane
Florida, FL 32707
US



From: Bente Humphrey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 11:01:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bente Humphrey
1103 E Kaley St
Orlando, FL 32806
US



From: Todd Hammond
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:43:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Todd Hammond
1970 13th St NW
Winter Haven, FL 33881
US



From: Trish Cannon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:25:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Trish Cannon
247 Sand Pine Rd
Indialantic, FL 32903
US



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: PLEASE stop the hunt!
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:20:49 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Lois DeGaris [mailto:loisdegaris@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:37 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE stop the hunt!

From: Lois DeGaris <loisdegaris@yahoo.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33952

Phone Number: 9412350954

Message Body: I am one of the majority of Florida residents who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposal to authorize a hunt on Florida's black bears.  I would also like to say that
 appointing hunters to the commission is not acceptable.  How can they be unbiased in making their decisions?
 Please refrain from appointing active hunters to the commission and PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT! 
Respectfully,
Lois DeGaris



From: Jamieson Dettmer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:18:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jamieson Dettmer
P.O. Box 330332
Cocoa Beach FL, FL 32931
US



From: Jamieson Dettmer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:18:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jamieson Dettmer
P.O. Box 330332
Cocoa Beach FL, FL 32931
US



From: Michelle Nguyen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:09:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michelle Nguyen
369 N Hibiscus Dr
Miami Beach, FL 33139
US



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: We need your support against animal cruelty.
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 10:03:51 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jen [mailto:jeanny514@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:47 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: We need your support against animal cruelty.

From: Jen <jeanny514@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number: 954-461-6292

Message Body: Please stop the Florida Bear Hunt in Florida. Floridians are against it. Do not please the few
 misguided individuals that  choose to go downward into the lower natures of beasts. It's not the hide that makes the
 beast, but a brutal, inhumane soul, and it's not separateness from the body but spiritual nature that makes an angel.
 How can we expect a better after life if we don't try to earn it here. Be kind to all. Our time is short and we don't
 live 10,000 years. Do it for 'all'.



From: Hazel Fortier
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:59:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Hazel Fortier
15405 S.E. 182 Av. Rd.
Umatilla, FL 32784
US



From: Rick Blanchett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:53:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rick Blanchett
1441 SW 97th Ave
Pembroke Pines, FL 33025
US



From: Laura Kuzma
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:52:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Kuzma
2220 Cimarron Ter
Palm Harbor, FL 34683
US



From: natalie mades
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:48:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

natalie mades
305 oak leaf cir.
lake mary, FL 32746
US



From: Lisa Perez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:41:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Perez
1501 Casey Ln.
Port Orange, FL 32129
US



From: Suzanne Fejes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:27:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Fejes
2961 NE 18th Street
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
US



From: Patricia Stapleton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:25:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Stapleton
52 McMyers Lane
Crawfordville, FL 32327
US



From: Melodie Malfa
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 9:04:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melodie Malfa
709 South D Street
Florida, FL 33460
US



From: Mark Taylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 8:44:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Taylor
3311 West Villa Rosa Street
Tampa, FL 33611
US



From: Mark Taylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 8:43:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Taylor
3311 West Villa Rosa Street
Tampa, FL 33611
US



From: Mark Taylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 8:41:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Taylor
3311 West Villa Rosa Street
Tampa, FL 33611
US



From: Mark Taylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 8:40:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Taylor
3311 West Villa Rosa Street
Tampa, FL 33611
US



From: Hildy Ismail
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 8:32:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Hildy Ismail
401 golden isles dr
Hallandale, FL 33009
US



From: Theresa Geiger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 7:17:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Theresa Geiger
17348 10Th Ter
Live Oak, FL 32060
US



From: kenneth gillette
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 7:14:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kenneth gillette
1040 tevis st se
palm bay, FL 32909
US



From: Susan Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 7:05:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Campbell
472 Arbella Loop
The Villages, FL 32162
US



From: Michael Callinan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 5:59:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Callinan
2302 Lehigh Ave
Bradenton, FL 34207
US



From: Jennifer Ramage
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 5:33:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Ramage
1161 arbor circle
Orange park, FL 32073
US



From: Mina Barry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 3:50:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mina Barry
8036 Players Cove Dr., #102
Naples, FL 34113
US



From: christine chochois
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:56:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

christine chochois
4 place carnot
outreau, FL 62230
FR



From: Mick Minnis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, June 01, 2015 12:33:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mick Minnis
6237 Bethany Dr
Crestview, FL 32539
US



From: Robert Traupman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 11:55:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Traupman
2999 NW 48 Avenue
Florida, FL 33313
US



From: sarah winn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 11:16:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sarah winn
10981 river falls dr
jacksonville, FL 32219
US



From: Crystal Rios
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:51:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Crystal Rios
12420 sw 7th place
davie, FL 33325
US



From: Diane Carey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:42:07 PM

From: Diane Carey <dianecarey57@rocketmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32129-5203

Phone Number: 386-761-9277

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please do whatever you can to stop the slaughter of innocent bears this season. You have the power to override those
 that are not listening to the people. The majority of Floridians do NOT want this (FACT) yet the hunt is being set
 up. Problem bears should be dealt with individually. But to murder innocent creatures for no good reason is
 something ISIS does, not level headed Americans. Please use your power to stop this before it starts. Thank you for
 listening.



From: Kristee Booth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:42:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kristee Booth
616 Cypress Oak Circle
Deland, FL 32720
US



From: Judith Wecker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:38:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judith Wecker
184 Sunset Avenue
Palm Beach, FL 33480
BD



From: Amanda Fenick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:12:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amanda Fenick
469 east lake dr
Largo, FL 33771
US



From: Melissa Allen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:10:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melissa Allen
8405 SW 156 Street
FL, FL 33157
US



From: Hynda Rome
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:51:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Hynda Rome
3840 Yesteroaks Dr.
FL, FL 32504
US



From: Sarah Danner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:29:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sarah Danner
6661 Fairmont St.
Navarre, FL 32566
US



From: Claire Jackson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:23:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claire Jackson
4104 W Norma Ave
Tampa, FL 33611
US



From: Kim Godwin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:11:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kim Godwin
PO Box 23426
Jacksonville, FL 32241
US



From: Jennifer Cuadra
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:11:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Cuadra
10331 Nw 9 ST CIR APT 5
Miami, FL 33172
US



From: John D Elliot
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:09:41 PM

From: John D Elliot <delliot@msn.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number: 4076882150

Message Body: Please stop this Black Bear hunting season!
It will not resolve any issues between bears and humans...
It will only result in the death of healthy bears living in the forest!!

Thanks for your consideration

JD Elliot



From: Jane Nathanson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:02:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jane Nathanson
Beard
Tallahassee, FL 32303
UM



From: David Carey-Kearney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:57:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Carey-Kearney
157 Bouganvilla dr
Ponte Vedra beach, FL 32082
US



From: Ramona Lawrence
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:56:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ramona Lawrence
12311 105 St
Largo, FL 33773
US



From: pam rice
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:52:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

pam rice
5398 Jamaica rd
FL, FL 32927
US



From: David Bailey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:46:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Bailey
5775 38th pl.
Vero Beach, FL 32966
US



From: floyd wilbanks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:41:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

floyd wilbanks
4347 shepherd rd.
lakeland, FL 33811
US



From: Jacqueline Stewart
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:41:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof We all must learn how to come habitats  .In order for all species to survive

Sincerely, Jacqueline Stewart

Jacqueline Stewart
20741 SE 141st. ST
Fl, FL 32784
US



From: Edward Tedtmann
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:07:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Tedtmann
869 NW 8th Ave
Bouynton Bch., FL 33426
US



From: Sophia Navarra
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:00:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sophia Navarra
5850 Napa Woods Way
Naples, FL 34109
US



From: Heidi Steinhauer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:47:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Heidi Steinhauer
600 s Clyde Morris Blvd
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
US



From: Alix Friedman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:47:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alix Friedman
5841 NW 61st Ave. #102
Tamarac, FL 33319
US



From: DAVID COPP
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:42:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

DAVID COPP
11890 Rosalinda Court
Florida, FL 33912
US



From: Cee Savage
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:32:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cee Savage
1881 79thh at cswy
North bay village, FL 33141
US



From: Kym Smither
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:26:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kym Smither
253 Bishop Dr
Gainesville, FL 32607
US



From: Carol Schaming
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:18:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Schaming
2044 Se lafayette st
Stuart, FL 34997
US



From: Theresa Miller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 6:48:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Theresa Miller
11th Dr
Bushnell, FL 33513
US



From: Joel Gelb
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 6:05:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joel Gelb
224 Clearwater Drive
Florida, FL 32082
US



From: carmella guiol
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 5:47:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

carmella guiol
5901 mar jo drive
Florida, FL 33617
US



From: Laurie Siederman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 5:00:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laurie Siederman
21064 Bosco Court
Estero, FL 33928
US



From: Rebekah O"Brien
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 4:50:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rebekah O'Brien
6121 Wooden St.
New Port Richey, FL 34653
US



From: Mike Moxley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 4:38:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mike Moxley
751 Sheridan St
Hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: Philip van Deusen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt (*slaughter)
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 4:33:55 PM

From: Philip van Deusen <legaleyes1141@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18925

Phone Number: 215-584-7309

Message Body: Our second home is in Florida and judging by the news articles we've read, it appears you intend to
 make a stupid move.  

NO BEAR HUNT.    Educate the ignorant people who live in what was bear habitat, that they cannot stroll into the
 wilderness or wooded areas without encountering wildlife, bears among them.    You would do much better to have
 the FWS continue to wipe out the pythons which are overbreeding in south central Florida and which threaten the
 vulnerable--elderly, young, domestic pets and native wildlife.



From: Suzanne Lomascolo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 4:25:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Lomascolo
3789 darston street
Palm harbor, FL 34685
US



From: lisa reynolds
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 4:09:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lisa reynolds
1107 beverly ave
Florida, FL 33770
US



From: Sharon Mayes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 4:01:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharon Mayes
1801 E. Lake Rd. #-G
Palm Harbor, FL 34685
US



From: Kimberly Walker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 4:00:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Walker
1213 Radis Pl
Jacksonville, FL 32225
US



From: Fred Fox
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 4:00:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Fred Fox
8041 41st Drive
Florida, FL 32060
US



From: Norma Wheeler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 4:00:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Norma Wheeler
320 Morris Loop
FL, FL 32259
US



From: Charlot Taylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 3:09:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Charlot Taylor
2165 Ibis Isle Road
Palm Beach, FL 33480
US



From: Tracy Ferguson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 2:57:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tracy Ferguson
6030 42nd Ave N.
FL, FL 33709
US



From: Jean Cameron
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 2:50:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jean Cameron
5717 NW 43 Rd.
Gainesville, FL 32606
US



From: Gayle Edelman-Tolchin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 2:31:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gayle Edelman-Tolchin
11571 Island Lakes Lane
Boca Raton, FL 33498
US



From: Christopher Rathbun
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 2:18:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christopher Rathbun
715 S Peninsula Dr
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
US



From: Lanette Rapp
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 2:07:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lanette Rapp
5122 Chanticleer Dr.
Leesburg, FL 34748
US



From: Karen Hayes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:58:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Hayes
5159 Majorca Club Drive
Boca Raton, FL 33486
US



From: kathy bailey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:54:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kathy bailey
10000 sw 52 ave. apt. v-132
gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: evan hunt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:51:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

evan hunt
6833 rosemary dr
tampa, FL 33625
US



From: Lou Block
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:48:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lou Block
3466 Plaza Ave
Spring Hill, FL 34608
US



From: MARY DE MARS
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:48:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

MARY DE MARS
11224 47th Rd N
West Palm Beach, FL 33411
US



From: kathryn ellis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:32:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kathryn ellis
820 nw 1st ave
hhigh springs, FL 32643
US



From: Jennifer Jackson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:27:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Jackson
2054 Riverside Ave Apt 5211
Jacksonville, FL 32204
US



From: Melissa pizarro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:27:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melissa pizarro
234 Sidonia ave
coral gables, FL 33134
US



From: Kelly Gilbert
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:56:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kelly Gilbert
575 11th Ct
Vero Beach, FL 32962
US



From: Mireya Rodriguez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:54:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mireya Rodriguez
14831 SW 153 Terrace
Miami, FL 33187
US



From: Jacquelyn Long
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:48:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Long
337 Mid Pines Rd
Palm Springs, FL 33461
US



From: Lou Block
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:40:23 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lou Block
3466 Plaza Ave
Spring Hill, FL 34608
US



From: Sheila Mandell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:31:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sheila Mandell
401 E. Las Olas Blvd
FL, FL 33301
US



From: Sharon Aldrich
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:18:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharon Aldrich
1466 Bloomingdale Ave
Valrico, FL 33596
US



From: summer crabtree
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 11:52:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

summer crabtree
123 gibson road
jacksonville, FL 32207
US



From: Laura R. Goldstein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 11:50:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura R. Goldstein
17475 S. Dixie Hwy.
FL, FL 33157
US



From: Laura R. Goldstein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 11:50:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura R. Goldstein
17475 S. Dixie Hwy.
FL, FL 33157
US



From: Charles Shauver
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 11:50:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Charles Shauver
10585-60th Street
Pinellas Park, FL 33782
US



From: Carol Ann Loehndorf
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 11:48:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Ann Loehndorf
716 Palm St
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
US



From: Lynn Ponto
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 11:34:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lynn Ponto
12480 83rd st
Fellsmere, FL 32948
US



From: Peyton faires
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 11:03:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Peyton faires
11960 NW 24th st
plantation, FL 33323
US



From: gerald bair
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:58:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

gerald bair
9710 sw 146th ave
miami, FL 33186
US



From: Paul Kripli
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:56:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paul Kripli
598 Empire Ave NE
FL, FL 32907
US



From: Pennie Lefkowitz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:30:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pennie Lefkowitz
21023 Railroad Ave
High Springs, FL 32643
US



From: Vickie Smalling
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:30:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vickie Smalling
32144 Wacassa Trl
Sorrento, FL 32776
US



From: Gail Colborn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:22:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gail Colborn
7854 Belcher Ln
Land O Lakes, FL 34639
US



From: Linda Schrader
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:06:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Schrader
3252 Border Rd
Venice, FL 34292
US



From: Pat Steele
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 10:01:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pat Steele
5300 Avenida de Golf
Milton, FL 32571
US



From: Margaret Conner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:50:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Margaret Conner
Arthur mideton cr
orange park, FL 32073
US



From: Margaret Conner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:48:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerelye

Margaret Conner
Arthur mideton cr
orange park, FL 32073
US



From: Tami Pasquel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:47:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tami Pasquel
50th Ave
St Petersburg, FL 33703
US



From: Julio Nunez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:46:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Julio Nunez
824 Grand Regency Pointe
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
US



From: Harriette King
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:41:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Harriette King
8967 Cherry Oaks Trail, Apt 201
Naples, FL 34114
US



From: Tanya Manning
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:38:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tanya Manning
PO Box 922
Cedar Key, FL 32625
US



From: christina roman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:35:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

christina roman
5170 Sherman Road
FL, FL 33415
US



From: jan a cioci
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:35:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jan a cioci
8967 Cherry Oaks Trail
Naples, FL 34114
US



From: Janet Kalman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:35:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janet Kalman
419 Cottonwood Pl
Boca Raton, FL 33431
US



From: Cara L. Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:22:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cara L. Campbell
641 SW 6 Ave
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315
US



From: lisa dean
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:21:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lisa dean
3020 cambridge drive
FL - Florida, FL 34232
US



From: Jen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: We need your support against animal cruelty.
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:21:49 AM

From: Jen <jeanny514@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number: 954-461-6292

Message Body: Please stop the Florida Bear Hunt in Florida. Floridians are against it. Do not please the few
 misguided individuals that  choose to go downward into the lower natures of beasts. It's not the hide that makes the
 beast, but a brutal, inhumane soul, and it's not separateness from the body but spiritual nature that makes an angel.
 How can we expect a better after life if we don't try to earn it here. Be kind to all. Our time is short and we don't
 live 10,000 years. Do it for 'all'.



From: Pete Martinez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:19:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pete Martinez
7009 Montauk Point Xing
Bradenton, FL 34212
US



From: Laura Hanson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:06:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Hanson
3150 W Rolling Hills Cir
Davie, FL 33328
US



From: Renee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Black Bear Hunting
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 9:01:55 AM

From: Renee <reindeer_us@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Pamela Moore
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:28:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pamela Moore
7427 Carnoustie Dr
Sarasota, FL 34238
US



From: Al Majaika
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 8:27:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Al Majaika
224 evergreen st
melbourne, FL 32904
US



From: Sherril Boyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:59:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sherril Boyer
1023 Isle of Palms Ln.
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
US



From: Michele Bielski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:52:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michele Bielski
PO Box 85
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32170
US



From: Ronda Lynch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:19:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ronda Lynch
924 Florida Avenue #53
Florida, FL 32401
US



From: Michelle Myers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 7:00:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michelle Myers
13591 E Tall Pine Rd
Macclenny, FL 32063
US



From: Teresa Densmore
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 6:53:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Teresa Densmore
7 Par View Rd
Rotonda West, FL 33947
US



From: Bradley Crocks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 6:46:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bradley Crocks
1837 Creekwood Run
FL, FL 33809
US



From: jan a cioci
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 6:20:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jan a cioci
8967 Cherry Oaks Trail
Naples, FL 34114
US



From: jan a cioci
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 5:57:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jan a cioci
8967 Cherry Oaks Trail
Naples, FL 34114
US



From: jan a cioci
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 5:53:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jan a cioci
8967 Cherry Oaks Trail
Naples, FL 34114
US



From: jan a cioci
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 5:52:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jan a cioci
8967 Cherry Oaks Trail
Naples, FL 34114
US



From: Lisa Becks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 2:14:17 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Becks
248 Markham Woods Rd
longwood, FL 32779
US



From: Denise Kiedis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 2:08:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Denise Kiedis
2102 Highway 179
Bonifay, FL 32425
US



From: Angela Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:52:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Angela Smith
Tilford C
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
US



From: Ivan Fuentes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:50:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ivan Fuentes
9817 Turf Way
Orlando, FL 32837
US



From: Michael Sunfire
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:46:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Sunfire
1255 Dove Street
Lakeland, FL 33812
US



From: Angela Medwid
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 1:44:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Angela Medwid
3151 S. Palm Aire Dr.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
US



From: Mary Dodd
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:22:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Dodd
2484 Talco Hills Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32303
US



From: Stephanie Honore
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:19:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Honore
831 Adour Dr.
Kissimmee, FL 34759
US



From: Kimberly Gronemeyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop bear hunt
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2015 12:08:37 AM

Like the majority of Floridians, I oppose the bear hunt. Please respect your constituents'
 preferences and stop the Florida bear hunt. Thank you.



From: Kimberly Gronemeyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:45:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Gronemeyer
4333 Bayside Village Dr. #314
Tampa, FL 33615
US



From: Peggy Rose Morris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:15:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Peggy Rose Morris
2914 Pearl Ave.
Tampa, FL 33611
US



From: BEVERLY HOEFFLIN
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:06:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

BEVERLY HOEFFLIN
504 SAFE HARBOR
EDGEWATER, FL 32141
US



From: Veronica Petrus
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:54:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Veronica Petrus
5654 Papaya Road
West Palm Beach, FL 33413
US



From: Aby Rodriguez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:42:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Aby Rodriguez
1080- 94th street
FL, FL 33154
US



From: TAMMY JOSEPH
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:41:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

TAMMY JOSEPH
623 FLORAL AVE
Florida, FL 34743
US



From: John Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:38:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Campbell
11729 Canal St, Unit 1601
Miramar, FL 33025
US



From: Lasha Wells
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:24:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lasha Wells
6243 3rd ave south
Saint Petersburg, FL 33707
US



From: Peter Broderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:21:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Peter Broderson
3865 Imaginary Rd
Florida, FL 32312
US



From: Tanya Krusko
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:20:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tanya Krusko
5400 Hollywood Blvd
FL, FL 33021
US



From: dan rodd
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:19:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

dan rodd
1 boca raton
boca raton, FL 33486
US



From: Joel Cleveland
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:18:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joel Cleveland
3236 W. Harbor View Avenue
Tampa, FL 33611
US



From: Anna Weston
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:18:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anna Weston
80 Worendo St
State *, FL 4215
AU



From: patti schultze
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:04:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans. Do something positive for once in your life.

Sincerely,

patti schultze
17811 lake carlton drive
lutz, FL 33558
US



From: Jean Clark
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:56:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jean Clark
21137 Los Cabos Ct
Land O Lakes, FL 34637
US



From: Jan Krygowski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:50:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jan Krygowski
137 Egrets Walk Lane
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082
US



From: Tibor Tankovits
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:20:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tibor Tankovits
175 Fiore Ct
FL, FL 33903
US



From: nancy livingston
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:16:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

nancy livingston
1400 Fairgreen Road
FL, FL 33417
US



From: Hugh Havlik
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:06:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Hugh Havlik
1422 Aken Street
Port charlotte, FL 33952
US



From: Carol Ohlendorf
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:56:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Ohlendorf
22205 Deer Pointe Crossing
Bradenton, FL 34202
US



From: Judith Haglund
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:53:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judith Haglund
935 N. Beneva Rd.
Sarasota, FL 34232
US



From: Monika Keller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:49:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Monika Keller
9945 NW 47 TER
Doral, FL 33178
US



From: Douglas Anderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:48:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Douglas Anderson
5729 Balfrey Drive
West Palm Beach, FL 33413
US



From: Matt Johansen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:40:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Matt Johansen
3060 N Atlantic Ave
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
US



From: Mildred McClary
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:36:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mildred McClary
681 Allegheny Dr.
Sun City Center, FL 33573
US



From: Bonnie Pounds
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:35:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Pounds
199 Paloma Avenue
Boca Raton, FL 33486
US



From: Robyn Reichert
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:34:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robyn Reichert
6916 Stoney Creek Circle
Lake Worth, FL 33467
US



From: Virginia Mendez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:34:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Virginia Mendez
NE 173 street
FL, FL 33160
US



From: Barbara Pullaro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:25:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Pullaro
9109 Winter Harbour Way
Bradenton, FL 34212
US



From: Carol Schaming
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:13:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Schaming
1044 Se lafayette st
Stuart, FL 34997
US



From: Rachel Jett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:10:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jett
1017 Fox Trace Ct
Port Orange, FL 32127
US



From: Ernest Winn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Proposed Bear Hunting
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:53:34 PM

From: Ernest Winn <enywein@yahoo.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34208

Phone Number: 9417508164

Message Body: Governor, I respectfully request that do something about the bear hunt and stop this unscientific,
 reckless proposal and focus on proven solutions for human-bear conflicts, such as trash management. The FWC
 blatantly ignored the voices of 75 percent of the people who contacted the FWC in opposition to a bear hunt in
 April. Please stop this madness!
Thank you,
Ernie Winn



From: Dennis Branse
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:47:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dennis Branse
4970 E. Sabal Palm Blvd. #102
Florida, FL 33319
US



From: Anne Carlisle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:45:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anne Carlisle
8364 Grand Messina Circle
Florida, FL 33472
US



From: Jay S. Brown
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:37:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears, but I am sure that (a) you don't care and
 (b) are not vaguely interested in any aspect of protecting Florida's ecology. Regardless, this unique subspecies of
 black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would
 add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road
 mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Can you guess why?  Although offered as a
 solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from
 getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal
 prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans and educating the rural public on how to not attract the bears to their
 yards. .

Sincerely,

Jay S. Brown
9267 - 122nd Way North
Seminole, FL 33772
US



From: sally setaro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:28:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sally setaro
424 Luna Bella Ln. #426
New Smyrna Bch., FL 32168
US



From: Tessa Pou
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:25:13 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tessa Pou
527 Lakeview Dr
FL, FL 33071
US



From: Teresa Tan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:20:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Teresa Tan
2150 Sans Souci Blvd.
North Miami, FL 33181
US



From: Vickie Calligan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:14:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vickie Calligan
402 Mohawk pkwy
Cape Coral, FL 33914
US



From: Scott Siegel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:00:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Scott Siegel
7768 Travelers Tree Drive
Boca Raton, FL 33433
US



From: Samantha Turetsky
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:51:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Samantha Turetsky
608 John Anderson Drive
Florida, FL 32176
US



From: Tara Wasko
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:42:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tara Wasko
617 49th St W
Bradenton, FL 34209
US



From: Christine Burk
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:39:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Burk
3924 paradise bay dr
Gulf breeze, FL 32563
US



From: Valentin Stanton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:34:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Valentin Stanton
6861 SW 48th Terrace
MIAMI, FL 33155
US



From: Cheryl Dyck
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:29:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Dyck
17528 SW 13 st
Pembroke Pinrd, FL 33020
US



From: Dennis Branse
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:21:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dennis Branse
4970 E. Sabal Palm Blvd. #102
Florida, FL 33319
US



From: Luci Fowler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:20:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Luci Fowler
4314 County Breeze Drive
New Port Richey, FL 34653
US



From: Juan Carlos sierra
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:15:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Juan Carlos sierra
1055 sw 62nd ave
FL, FL 33144
US



From: Clair Quenzler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:54:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Clair Quenzler
104 Riverside Drive
Cocoa, FL 32922
US



From: linda dunn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:43:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

linda dunn
5978 3rd road
lake worth, FL 33467
US



From: Grant Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:35:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Grant Campbell
2321 SW 44 ST
Fort Lauserdale, FL 33312
US



From: Darlene Robinson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:32:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Darlene Robinson
1120 3rd Street
Florida, FL 32763
US



From: Dorothy murray
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:28:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dorothy murray
10339 Sorenstam Dr.
Trinity, FL 34655
US



From: michael mazzola jr
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:25:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

michael mazzola jr
4999 sw 7th court
margate, FL 33068
US



From: KATHY Ambrus
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:20:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

KATHY Ambrus
6800 NW 39th Avenue #327
FL, FL 33073
US



From: Joan Richardson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:15:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joan Richardson
3870 Spring Creek Lane
Titusville, FL 32780
US



From: Mark Lucas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:15:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Lucas
401 Lake Shore Dr
Pierson, FL 32180
US



From: Anton McInerney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:15:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anton McInerney
682 Sunset Dr. N.W.
FL, FL 34994
US



From: Susan Jaillet
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:15:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Jaillet
1125 Grove Avenue
Mount Dora, FL 32757
US



From: Lisa Harding
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:14:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Harding
7140 Cisco Gardens
Jacksonville, FL 32219
US



From: Kathleen Grossman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:14:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Grossman
5763 Sunberry Circle
Fort Pierce, FL 34951
US



From: Trish Dobereiner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:14:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Trish Dobereiner
3624 NE 8th Pl
Cape Coral, FL 33909
US



From: Rodolfo Nunez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:06:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rodolfo Nunez
2527 SW 153rd Pl
Miami, FL 33185
US



From: Tracy McAlpine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:02:04 PM

I strongly oppose hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the
 state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these
 animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set
 back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods
 will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and
 address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tracy McAlpine
10222 Holland Rd
Riverview, FL 33578
US



From: Marcie Clutter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:42:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marcie Clutter
9955 S Forestline Avenue
FL, FL 34452
US



From: Apryl Preston
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:30:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Apryl Preston
1645 Marcello Drive
Melbourne, FL 32934
US



From: Shannan Johnson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:28:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shannan Johnson
1157 Schooner Drive
Kissimmee, FL 34744
US



From: Isabel Ibarra
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:27:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Isabel Ibarra
7315 SW 36 Street
Miami, FL 33155
US



From: Johanna Cox
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:23:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Johanna Cox
1390 Green Valley Circle
Naples, FL 34104
US



From: beverly alfimow
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:19:13 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

beverly alfimow
461 golf blvd
daytona beach, FL 32118
US



From: Maureen Swanson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:18:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maureen Swanson
3095 Vernon Terrace
Largo, FL 33770
US



From: patricia peterson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:08:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

patricia peterson
272 nw caesar court
FL, FL 32096
US



From: Jeffrey Brink
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:06:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Brink
11600 Chapman
FL, FL 34135
US



From: GARY WHITE
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:56:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

GARY WHITE
3003 CHERRY LANE
Labelle, FL 33935
US



From: Lesley Colberg
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:50:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lesley Colberg
Hemenway
Port Charlotte, FL 33980
US



From: beverly alfimow
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:48:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

beverly alfimow
461 golf blvd
daytona beach, FL 32118
US



From: Joyce Maresco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:32:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joyce Maresco
3972 Hall Rd
Big Pine Key, FL 33043
US



From: Alicyn Booth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:23:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alicyn Booth
4120 Fern Ct
Pensacola, FL 32503
US



From: Kim Waters
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:21:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kim Waters
5095 Heatherhill Lane #5
Boca Raton, FL 33486
US



From: JAN PEDERSON
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:13:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

JAN PEDERSON
5204 5th ST W
BRADENTON, FL 34207
US



From: Connie Bain
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:12:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Connie Bain
P.O. Box 552384
FL, FL 33055
US



From: Ana Rodriguez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:10:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ana Rodriguez
7080 SW 23RD ST APT 213
Miami, FL 33155
US



From: Kathy Behl-Whiting
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:07:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathy Behl-Whiting
8980 NW 13th Street
Plantation, FL 33322
US



From: janine scoville
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:05:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

janine scoville
4 wildwood drive
edgewater, FL 32132
US



From: Darlene Wolf
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:21:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Darlene Wolf
1705 Gordon Dr
Naples, FL 34102
US



From: don carpus
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:14:23 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

don carpus
3126 bent creek drive
valrico, FL 33596
US



From: lynn snyder
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:12:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lynn snyder
6550 n.w. 6th court
margate, FL 33063
US



From: Chelsie Sparks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:04:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Chelsie Sparks
3322 Sylvia ST
Jacksonville, FL 32207
US



From: francis reining
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:01:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,Francis E. Reining

francis reining
272 Shadowridge Ct.
Marco island, FL 34145
US



From: Noelle Cormier
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:56:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Noelle Cormier
6905 Aster Drive
Cocoa, FL 32927
US



From: Susan Clifford
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:55:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Clifford
6232 Clark Lake Dr
New Port Richey, FL 34655
US



From: Janice Everage
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:54:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janice Everage
140 COUNTRY BLVD
Defuniak Springs, FL 32433
US



From: Tracy Arcure
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:53:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tracy Arcure
589 Glendale ave
LEHIGH ACRES, FL 33936
US



From: kimberly peterson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:52:24 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kimberly peterson
5555 n ocean blvd
laud by sea, FL 33308
US



From: lorene wartick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:49:11 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lorene wartick
970 gardenia dr
daytona, FL 32117
US



From: Michelle Villar
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:47:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michelle Villar
11 island ave
Miami Beach, FL 33139
US



From: Karen Cepeda
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:41:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Cepeda
1317 Cheney Hwy
Florida, FL 32780
US



From: Clara Armenteros
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:38:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Clara Armenteros
11234 SW 114 Ln Cir
MIAMI, FL 33176
US



From: Clara Armenteros
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:38:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Clara Armenteros
11234 SW 114 Ln Cir
MIAMI, FL 33176
US



From: Cathy Staunch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:37:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cathy Staunch
13934 Briardale Ln
Tampa, FL 33618
US



From: Hynda Rome
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:36:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Hynda Rome
3840 Yesteroaks Dr.
FL, FL 32504
US



From: Rachel Thomas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:21:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rachel Thomas
915 ne 14th ave
Gainesville, FL 32601
US



From: Carolyn Kvam
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:12:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Kvam
1648 Casey Key Drive
Punta Gorda, FL 33950
US



From: M DeNutte
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:07:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

M DeNutte
Bouchelle Dr
NSB, FL 32169
US



From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:03:35 PM

I'm furious to learn that the Florida Fish and Wildlife Service (FFWS) is considering legalizing bear hunting for the
 first time in 40 years. Like the Florida Panther the Florida Black bear is one of the most beloved species in our
 state. Please do not allow the opening of a hunting season on the Florida brown bears. Although their numbers have
 increased they have not yet reach a stable enough population.

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones
545 Yale Road
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: Susan Gold
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:02:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Gold
201 Seaport Blvd
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920
US



From: Deana Stone
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:54:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deana Stone
570 Jung Blvd. West
Naples, FL 34120
US



From: Maria Uriza
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:54:23 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Uriza
5830 SW 46th Ter
Miami, FL 33155
US



From: Rachel Carroll
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:45:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rachel Carroll
8345 sw 86 terrace
FL, FL 33143
US



From: Valerie Briggs
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:41:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Valerie Briggs
23084 Central Ave. Apt. C
Punta Gorda, FL 33980
US



From: Mary Stroud
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:33:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Stroud
5592 N Summerfield Pt
Florida, FL 34434
US



From: Jonathan Gaarlandt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:31:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Gaarlandt
2698 Danielle drive
Oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: E McRae
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:24:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

E McRae
18406 Hancock Bluff Road
Dade City, FL 33523
US



From: Alex McCarty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:23:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alex McCarty
Hunting Lodge
Miami Springs, FL 33166
US



From: michael bleecker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:04:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

michael bleecker
1988 nw 8th st
boca raton, FL 33486
US



From: sophia tarte
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:59:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sophia tarte
8837 92nd st n
seminole, FL 33777
US



From: Holly Collier
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:59:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Holly Collier
505 70th Street
Holmes Beach, FL 34217
US



From: M. Diane Ryan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:50:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

M. Diane Ryan
951 Courtyard Lane Unit81
FL, FL 32825
US



From: Bruce Blackwell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:45:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bruce Blackwell
5000 SW 25th Blvd., Apt. 2124
FL, FL 32608
US



From: nick yashirin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:44:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

nick yashirin
2801 NW 23rd Blvd Apt. W 158
Gainesville, FL 32605
US



From: Christine Gasco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:44:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Gasco
13207 Boca Ciega Avenue
Madeira Beach, FL 33708
US



From: Daniel Rapp
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:39:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

The state of Washington has a program designed to condition nuisance bears to avoid populated areas. This bear
 shepherding program is also used in various western states and Canada. The program uses trained Karelian Bear
 Dogs to train problem bears to be averse to humans and populated areas. This program statistically has a high
 success rate. It is also funded by the public, not taxes. It should not be a challenge to find Wildlife officers to
 volunteer; nor to find funding. The program would appeal to a number of preservationists. Even if you must have
 the bear hunt to placate a handful of connected city boys who want to shoot a bear, this would actually target the
 nuisance bears in a way that would satisfy the preservationists.
http://windrivertailsandtrails.com/
http://www.bearsmart.com/
http://www.grizzlydiscoveryctr.com/beardog.php?id=59
http://www.bearconflict.org/
http://www.ndow.org/Nevada_Wildlife/Bear_Logic/Karelian_Bear_Dogs/
http://esrd.alberta.ca/fish-wildlife/wildlife-management/karelian-bear-dog-program.aspx
http://wdfw.wa.gov/enforcement/kbd/
http://www.kxlh.com/news/montana-bear-dogs-in-the-spotlight-for-possible-documentary/
http://vimeo.com/41532285
http://www.beardogs.org/

Sincerely,

Daniel Rapp
6309 S Main Ave
Tampa, FL 33611
US



From: James Stone
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:33:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

James Stone
155 S 4th St
Santa Rosa Beach, FL 32459
US



From: Vicki Buckley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:30:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vicki Buckley
7885 sw 23 .ct
Orlando, FL 32816
US



From: Mill Fisler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:28:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mill Fisler
1312 Groveland Ave
Venice, FL 34285
US



From: Michael Stella
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:21:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Stella
529 Elizabeth Street Unit 1
Key West, FL 33040
US



From: Dawn Reilly
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:21:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dawn Reilly
614 N University Drive
Plantation, FL 33324
US



From: Mary P Acquino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:20:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary P Acquino
1615 Morningside Drive
Mount Dora, FL 32757
US



From: Kim Fucile
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 11:13:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kim Fucile
15208 Gulf Blvd
Madeira Beach, FL 33708
US



From: Paloma Lampert
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:54:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paloma Lampert
9461 NW 18 Place
Plantation, FL 33322
US



From: Whitney Norton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:50:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Whitney Norton
3209 Coe Avenue
Orlando, FL 32806
US



From: Holly Viggiano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:50:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Holly Viggiano
38 Lemington ct
homosassa, FL 34446
US



From: Laura Staples
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:46:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Staples
5792 Whistlewood Circle
Sarasota, FL 34232
US



From: Joyce Walker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:46:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joyce Walker
5184Atlantic View
St. Augustine, FL 32080
US



From: FELIPE SOTO
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:38:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

FELIPE SOTO
1770 NW 96th Avenue
FL, FL 33172
US



From: Lois DeGaris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE stop the hunt!
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:36:49 AM

From: Lois DeGaris <loisdegaris@yahoo.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33952

Phone Number: 9412350954

Message Body: I am one of the majority of Florida residents who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposal to authorize a hunt on Florida's black bears.  I would also like to say that
 appointing hunters to the commission is not acceptable.  How can they be unbiased in making their decisions?
 Please refrain from appointing active hunters to the commission and PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT! 
Respectfully,
Lois DeGaris



From: Mauro Uriza
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:28:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mauro Uriza
5830 sw 46th ter
miami, FL 33155
US



From: Priscilla Anderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:24:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Anderson
506 Papaya Circle
Barefoot Bay, FL 32976
US



From: Jocelyn Stowell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:23:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jocelyn Stowell
2022 Lawson Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32308
US



From: Sarah Fisher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:15:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sarah Fisher
569 Park Estates Square
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: Patricia Sonchaiwanich
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:05:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Sonchaiwanich
12786 150th ct N
FLORIDA, FL 33478
US



From: Bethany Hyatt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:02:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bethany Hyatt
PO Box 530434
St.Petersburg, FL 33747
US



From: Kenneth Bowman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 10:02:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Bowman
2838 Rivers End Road
Orlando, FL 32817
US



From: Andrea Reategui
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:45:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrea Reategui
13548 SW 59th Ln
FL, FL 33183
US



From: Gabriel de la Iglesia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:44:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gabriel de la Iglesia
8930 W Flagler St Apt 108
Miami, FL 33174
US



From: WILLIAM SCHAAF
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:40:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM SCHAAF
5570 Ave. G
McIntosh, FL 32664
US



From: Sandra Kawa
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:36:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sandra Kawa
343 Joel Blvd #112D
Lehigh Acres, FL 33936
US



From: Patty Poock
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:24:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patty Poock
3795 N Indianriver Dr
Hernando, FL 34442
US



From: BETTE MCNALLY
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:20:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

BETTE MCNALLY
337 YARDLEY TERR
Florida, FL 34983
US



From: Donna Jette
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:18:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Jette
7210 Gibraltar Ave #444
New Port Richey, FL 34653
US



From: Mark Youd
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:17:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Youd
3 Magnolia Drive North
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
US



From: Julian Pino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:12:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Julian Pino
7484 Bristol Cr
Naples, FL 34120
US



From: Robert Echols
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:07:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Echols
1902 sw 29th st
Ocala, FL 34471
US



From: Robert Echols
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:07:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Echols
1902 sw 29th st
Ocala, FL 34471
US



From: Maria Cedeno
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:05:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Cedeno
1541 Mackeral Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34237
US



From: Chinelle Medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:01:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Chinelle Medina
8423 NW 138 terr
Miami Lakes, FL 33016
US



From: Michael Travis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:01:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Travis
3028 cascade Dr
Clearwater, FL 33761
US



From: Kady Cummings
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 9:01:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kady Cummings
1677 Silverwood Dr
Tallahassee, FL 32301
US



From: brijane hills
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:56:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

brijane hills
1610 ne 45th st
oakland pk, FL 33334.5546
US



From: Kathleen Finnerty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:53:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Finnerty
4319 NW 70th Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32606
US



From: Kathlyn Gilpin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:52:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathlyn Gilpin
6418 Glen Abbey Lane
Florida, FL 34202
US



From: Nancy Idell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:49:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Idell
616 Leeds Place
The Villages, FL 32162
US



From: Mauricio Lopez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:47:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mauricio Lopez
471 Sanford Ave
Longwood, FL 32750
US



From: E Lopez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:46:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

E Lopez
471 Sanford Ave
Longwood, FL 32750
US



From: Jeanene Farrell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:44:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jeanene Farrell
19 Rymsen Ln
Palm Coast, FL 32164
US



From: Lisa D"Antonio
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:44:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa D'Antonio
711 Forest Club Drive
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: Pam Koller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:38:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pam Koller
Po box 1448
Flagler beach, FL 32136
US



From: Sam Henderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:35:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sam Henderson
5301 18th Ave s
Gulfport, FL 33707
US



From: kevin ryan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:31:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kevin ryan
924 SW 16 Ave
Gainesville, FL 32601
US



From: Kip Clarke
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:24:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kip Clarke
5317 PALM RIDGE BLVD
FL, FL 33484
US



From: Helen Reynolds
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:22:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Helen Reynolds
638 NE 7th Ave
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
US



From: Gary Larimer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:21:30 AM

From: Gary Larimer <garylarimer@yahoo.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33844

Phone Number: 8635478543

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt!



From: Jack Steinberg
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:21:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jack Steinberg
3506 West Azeele St
Tampa, FL 33609
US



From: leora reeves
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:20:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

leora reeves
704 s. fielding ave
FL, FL 33606
US



From: Elizabeth Mumby
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:20:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Mumby
5755 SW 87 Ave
Cooper City, FL 33328
US



From: Jeffery Trotta
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:20:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jeffery Trotta
2437 Nassau Lane
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
US



From: Landis Crockett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:19:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Landis Crockett
2964 Lakeview Point Rd
Quincy, FL 32351
US



From: Kathy Snavely
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:19:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathy Snavely
3501 samuel place
Melbourne, FL 32934
US



From: Sarah Castillo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:06:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sarah Castillo
6060 Williams rd
Tallahassee, FL 32311
US



From: Barbara Delgado
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:02:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Delgado
3640 NW 18th Terrace
Miami, FL 33125
US



From: Jo Little
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:00:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jo Little
9990 SW 70 Street
FL, FL 33173
US



From: joan simmerman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:55:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

joan simmerman
219 s. hibiscus ave
crystal river, FL 34429
US



From: Roby Castillo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:52:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Roby Castillo
6060 Williams Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32311
US



From: Kathleen Clark
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:50:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Clark
555.Werley Trail
Orange City, FL 32774
US



From: Lindsay Johnson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:46:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Johnson
941 S. Forest Creek Dr.
FL, FL 32092
US



From: william rowe
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:39:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

william rowe
246 via russo lane
lake mary, FL 32746
US



From: Cheryl Kirby
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:34:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Kirby
806 W Kalmia Drive
Lake Park, FL 33403
US



From: Claire Kenyon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 7:04:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claire Kenyon
3026 Thunder Rd
Middleburg, FL 32068
US



From: Patricia Thompson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:55:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Thompson
3609 Grove Court
Fort Pierce, FL 34951
US



From: Frederick Replogle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:55:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frederick Replogle
21633 N. U.S. Highway 301
Lawtey, FL 32058
US



From: Eric Hensgen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:53:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Eric Hensgen
4632 W. Lamb Ave.
Tampa, FL 33629
US



From: Henry Nachtsheim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:49:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Henry Nachtsheim
46o Elizabeth Rd
Sanibel, FL 33957
US



From: Ian Songan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:48:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ian Songan
4238 Express Lane
Sarasota, FL 34238
US



From: Ann McDonnell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:47:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ann McDonnell
3118 Twin Lakes Lane
Sanibel, FL 33957
US



From: Anne Harris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 6:06:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anne Harris
1019 SW 25th Ave
Boynton Beach, FL 33426



From: Horst Stapelfeldt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:45:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Horst Stapelfeldt
3525 SE 1st Ave
Cape Coral, FL 33904
US



From: mae martini
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:39:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

mae martini
11430nw160thstreet
reddick, FL 32686
US



From: Greg Simpson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:36:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Greg Simpson
3458 Mainlands Blvd. S
Pinellas Park, FL 33782
US



From: barbara jannicelli
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:26:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

barbara jannicelli
6305 alderwood st.
spring hill, FL 34606
US



From: ROBIN S CUTLER
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:17:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ROBIN S CUTLER
15661 Bent Creek Rd
WELLINGTON, FL 33414
US



From: Susanna Purucker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:12:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susanna Purucker
900 West Ave.
Miami Beach, FL 33139
US



From: Patricia Dalton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:11:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Dalton
8020 Timberlane Drive
Tampa, FL 33615
US



From: Edward Freeman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:04:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Freeman
723 Goodrich Ave
Sarasota, FL 32408
US



From: Edward Freeman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:04:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Freeman
723 Goodrich Ave
Sarasota, FL 34236
US



From: Arthur Eldridge
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 5:03:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Arthur Eldridge
2714 Orchard Circle
Florida, FL 34288
US



From: Edward Freeman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:58:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Freeman
5524 Palm Way
Panama City Beach, FL 32408
US



From: Christine Demello
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:39:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Demello
6451 SW 74th St
Miami, FL 33143
US



From: Luna Murphy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:15:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Luna Murphy
8233 Ridgefield Rd.
Pensacola, FL 32514
US



From: N C
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:13:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

N C
3451 Queens st
Sarasota, FL 34231
US



From: Eyal Bentsur
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:13:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Eyal Bentsur
P.O. Box 514
Modiin, FL 71700
IL



From: DAVID HECKMAN
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:13:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

DAVID HECKMAN
126 SW MINNIE GLN.
LAKE CITY, FL 32025
US



From: benjamin Oppenheim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:12:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

benjamin Oppenheim
14120 sw 72ndavenue
Palmetto bay, FL 33158
US



From: Jan Novotny
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 4:12:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jan Novotny
401 15th Ave. North
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
US



From: Ami Jambusaria
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 3:32:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ami Jambusaria
5719 Emerson pointe way
Orlando, FL 32819
US



From: Cynthia Houmard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:56:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Houmard
1987 Rose Ridge Ct.
Middleburg, FL 32068
US



From: Kathryn Dorn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Do Not Allow the Florida Black Bear Hunt to Happen
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:29:46 AM

I absolutely oppose the proposed annual Florida black bear hunt.  The Florida black bear's population has increased
 recently because the subspecies recovery plan is working well - that does not mean we should introduce another
 threat to the bears' lives in order to sabotage their recovery.  Healthy predator populations are self-regulating and do
 not need human hunters to prevent overpopulation.  The Florida black bear population haven't even recovered to its
 full former peak level, anyway.  The bear hunt will not solve any human-bear interaction problems, in areas where
 humans have moved into the bears' habitat; instead, people living in bear country need to practice some minimum
 common-sense precautions, such as using bear-proof trash cans, and our state needs to provide those trash cans so
 that no one has any excuse for attracting bears to their yards.  Do not punish the bears for human incompetence or
 ignorance.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Dorn
14309 Ravenwood Lane
Tampa, FL 33618
US



From: gail zega
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:29:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

gail zega
10112 casey dr.
new port richey, FL 34654
US



From: suzann mcalister
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:07:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

suzann mcalister
610 fellowship dr
fern park, FL 32730
US



From: Allan Peterson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 2:02:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allan Peterson
5397 Soundside Drive
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563
US



From: Jennifer Burroughs
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:53:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Burroughs
8535 Lake Windham Ave
Orlando, FL 32829
US



From: Scarlett Silwany
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:47:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Scarlett Silwany
1328 SE 8th ave
Cape Coral, FL 33990
US



From: Kierstin Masse
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:39:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kierstin Masse
Charles Bennett Dr
FL, FL 32225
US



From: Joyce VanDevander
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:36:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joyce VanDevander
13054 SE 97 terrace road
Summerfield, FL 34491
US



From: Carol Jordan-Stahl
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:33:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Jordan-Stahl
3254 Stringfellow Rd
St James City, FL 33956
US



From: Nancy Pearlmutter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:30:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Pearlmutter
PO Box 835444
Miami, FL 33283
US



From: Frankie Harris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:28:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frankie Harris
901 Williams Ditch Road
Cantonment, FL 32533
US



From: Ronald Baltrunas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:26:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ronald Baltrunas
2455 Finlandia Lanes, Apt 47
Clearwater, FL 33763
US



From: Cristy Romero
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:25:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cristy Romero
2837 n Course dr
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
US



From: Paul Verzosa
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:25:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paul Verzosa
7913 Tangerine Dr
Tampa, FL 33637
US



From: Cindy Elia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:23:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cindy Elia
.1113 Breezy Knoll
Minneola, FL 34715
US



From: Ryan Halkewycz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:23:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ryan Halkewycz
4850 SW 41 Ave
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33314
US



From: Terry Johnson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:19:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Terry Johnson
22531 Cliffside Way
Land O Lakes, FL 34639
US



From: Flavia Fuller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:12:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Flavia Fuller
3304 W. La Rua St
FL, FL 32505
US



From: Rory Robinson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:10:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rory Robinson
26816 Augusta Springs Circle
Leesburg, FL 34748
US



From: Dawn Strecker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:10:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dawn Strecker
707 se 13 street
Fort lauderdale, FL 33316
US



From: james macool
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:09:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

james macool
765 douglas ave
altamonte springs, FL 32714
US



From: Michele Edmonson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:09:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michele Edmonson
813 debuel Rd
Lutz, FL 33549
US



From: Bob Deacy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:08:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bob Deacy
744 Claremore
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
US



From: Virginia Jasper
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:08:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Virginia Jasper
121 Pine Tree Drive
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
US



From: Arkady Vyatchanin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:07:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Arkady Vyatchanin
501 SW 75TH ST
Gainesville, FL 32607
US



From: Sandra Henson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:03:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sandra Henson
3676 West Powder Horn Road
Titusville, FL 32796
US



From: mardi shanklr
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:03:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

mardi shanklr
1010 hart branch dr.
oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: dave delson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 12:01:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

dave delson
7651 w. country club blvd
boca raton, FL 33487
US



From: Vickie Carter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 30, 2015 1:00:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vickie Carter
11389 Beeher Circle E
Jacksonville, FL 32223
US



From: Tom Southern
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:54:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tom Southern
60 N.E. 16th St.
Homestead, FL 33030
US



From: Evan Skallerud
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:52:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Evan Skallerud
121 Old Dixie HWY SW
Vero Beach, FL 32962
US



From: Norman Lewis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:49:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Norman Lewis
4289 Pine Ridge Court
Weston, FL 33331
US



From: MR.LYNNWARD LACY
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:49:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

MR.LYNNWARD LACY
1145  64 ave so
st.petersburg, FL 33705
US



From: MR.LYNNWARD LACY
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:48:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

MR.LYNNWARD LACY
1145  64 ave so
st.petersburg, FL 33705
US



From: s serne
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:48:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

s serne
4111 Dellbrook Dr
FL, FL 33624
US



From: MR.LYNNWARD LACY
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:48:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

MR.LYNNWARD LACY
1145  64 ave so
st.petersburg, FL 33705
US



From: Susan Hunter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:46:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Hunter
4860 Cerny Rd
Pensacola, FL 32526
US



From: nelson gilliam
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:41:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

nelson gilliam
5489 se 39th st
Florida, FL 32693
US



From: Diana Lawrence
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:38:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Lawrence
48 live oak circle
Tequesta, FL 33469
US



From: Bob Senko
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:33:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bob Senko
7053 sw 53rd lane
Miami, FL 33155
US



From: Steve Schildwachter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:33:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Steve Schildwachter
17226 Lk Ingram Rd
Winter Garden, FL 34787
US



From: tyson schott
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:28:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

tyson schott
3451 queens st
Sarasota, FL 34231
US



From: tyson schott
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:28:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

tyson schott
3451 queens st
Sarasota, FL 34231
US



From: angela speir
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:27:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

angela speir
17575 beaver st. w. lot 1
Florida, FL 32234
US



From: Ronald Hammon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:25:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ronald Hammon
241 E. 33rd St.
Hialeah, FL 33013
US



From: Florette Henner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:22:23 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Florette Henner
11399 Corazon Court
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
US



From: Robert DeStefano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:22:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert DeStefano
8415 G Chasco Woods Blvd
Port Richey, FL 34668
US



From: Janine Summers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:20:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janine Summers
2954 bermuda ave s
Apopka, FL 32703
US



From: Kathleen Phillips
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:18:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Phillips
1641 Carriage Brooke Dr
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: Cade Bryant
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:13:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cade Bryant
3300 Port Royale Dr N
Florida, FL 33308
US



From: Michelle Terriault
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:13:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michelle Terriault
178 Brier Cir.
Jupiter, FL 33458
US



From: Dona Gould
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:12:47 PM

As a land owner in Marion County, I hope to enjoy the bears who stray from Ocala National Forest onto our
 lakefront property in Weirsdale. Allowing a bunch of yahoo rednecks to destroy our heritage is beyond despicable. I
 am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dona Gould
1010 10 Avenue West
Bradenton, FL 34205
US



From: Kenneth Laprade
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:12:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Laprade
170 Hurst Rd NE
Palm Bay, FL 32907
US



From: Mary Walls
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:05:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Walls
10450 Keuka Dr
Jacksonville, FL 32218
US



From: Lori Kidd
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:04:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lori Kidd
14061 Bently Cir
Fort Myers, FL 33912
US



From: Carmen Ramirez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carmen Ramirez
3799 Maria Circle
Florida, FL 32303
US



From: Emily Benjamin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Emily Benjamin
14731 67th Tr. N
West Palm Beach, FL 33418
US



From: Eva Stobinski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:48:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Eva Stobinski
18825 sw 357 st
Homestead, FL 33034
US



From: Karen Eskelin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:46:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Eskelin
1435 sw  elim church rd
Ft White, FL 32038
US



From: Ekaterina Badunova
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:46:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ekaterina Badunova
Miami Gardens drive
Miami, FL 33179
US



From: ML Weber
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:44:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ML Weber
645  NW 38th Circle
Boca Raton, FL 33431
US



From: Ellie Meehan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:41:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ellie Meehan
6885 20th St.
Vero Beach, FL 32966
US



From: Jorge J Tamargo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:41:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jorge J Tamargo
9315 SW 43rd Street
FL, FL 33165
US



From: andrew kaplan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:37:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

andrew kaplan
1640 sunnybrook ln ne a208
palmbay, FL 32905
US



From: Derise Elftouh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:36:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Derise Elftouh
1058-B East Michigan St
Orlando, FL 32806
US



From: Sy Rifkin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:34:13 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sy Rifkin
7141 Louisiana ct
Boynton beach, FL 33437
US



From: Dennis Hall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:32:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dennis Hall
3
City, FL 34949
US



From: jeff howe
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:32:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jeff howe
5321 ne 24th terr.
fort lauderdale, FL 33308
US



From: Ron Bartholf
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:28:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ron Bartholf
5767 NW 50TH DR
Coral Springs, FL 33067
US



From: Joey Henson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:26:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joey Henson
11975 Walsh Blvd.
Miami, FL 33184
US



From: tamara hendershot
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:25:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

tamara hendershot
912 NE 81st Street
miami, FL 33138
US



From: melinda themm
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:23:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

melinda themm
4245 nw 52 ave
lauderdale lakes, FL 33319
US



From: John Kwetian
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:23:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Kwetian
23089 Marsh Landing Blvd.
Estero, FL 33928
US



From: Janet Thompson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:20:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janet Thompson
138 Forest Lane
Crawfordville, FL 32327
US



From: Kevin Gracey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:19:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kevin Gracey
160 herron dr
Florida, FL 32937
US



From: rebecca neely
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

rebecca neely
1230 nottingham dr
naples, FL 34109
US



From: Sarah Hundemer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:18 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hundemer
537 Aragon St
Pensacola, FL 32502
US



From: covi lopez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:15:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

covi lopez
4930 30th ave se
naples, FL 34117
US



From: Kathleen Gannon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:14:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Gannon
1161 Crayton Rd
Naples, FL 34102
US



From: Jenny Bramlette
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:12:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jenny Bramlette
5909 Estes Ln
Wesley Chapel, FL 33545
US



From: Barbara Mahnke
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mahnke
3719 W. Malory Court
Cocoa, FL 32926
US



From: Samantha steigerwaldt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Samantha steigerwaldt
12563 74th ave
seminole, FL 33776
US



From: Sandeep Gosine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sandeep Gosine
6352 Harbour Star Drive
Lake Worth, FL 33467
US



From: Greg Neumann
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Greg Neumann
13125 sw 117 terrace
miami, FL 33186
US



From: Stephanie Pierce
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Pierce
6007 SW 27th terrace
Gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: Dave Karrmann
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dave Karrmann
2870 Sandcastle Lane
Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
US



From: Carol Ann Salley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Ann Salley
1089 lakeshore drive
Jupiter, FL 33458
US



From: Georgianna Cerola
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:05:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Georgianna Cerola
3510 Sherwood Blvd
Delray Beach, FL 33445
US



From: Jean Farris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:05:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jean Farris
2411 Vine St.
Orlando, FL 32806
US



From: Kevan Vance
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:04:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kevan Vance
2275 Launch Ct., #359
Melbourne, FL 32904
US



From: Lisa Dupuree
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:04:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Dupuree
3963 Caledonia Avenue
FL, FL 32712
US



From: liliane Navarro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:04:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

liliane Navarro
5506 winter garden parkway
Fort Pierce, FL 34951
US



From: Laurel Covington
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:03:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laurel Covington
207 Orange Dr
Lutz, FL 33548
US



From: Ann McDonnell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:03:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ann McDonnell
3118 Twin Lakes Lane
Sanibel, FL 33957
US



From: Marino Guerrero
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:03:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marino Guerrero
15049 Perdido Dr
Orlando, FL 32828
US



From: Marino Guerrero
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:03:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marino Guerrero
15049 Perdido Dr
Orlando, FL 32828
US



From: susan sander
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:58:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

susan sander
2325 sutton pl
clearwater, FL 33763
US



From: karen burroughs
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:53:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

karen burroughs
8623
Orlando, FL 32829
US



From: Tabitha Rodriguez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:52:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tabitha Rodriguez
5946 Mohr Loop
Tampa, FL 33615
US



From: Raymond Gibson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:52:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Raymond Gibson
2439 Hayes St.
Hollywood, FL 33020
US



From: Kevin Blackmon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:50:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kevin Blackmon
4920 rugby court
pensacola, FL 32504
US



From: Karen Fidei
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:49:18 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Fidei
238 Temple Ave
Fern Park, FL 32730
US



From: Frank Parker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:48:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frank Parker
1069 Winter Lane
Tallahassee, FL 32311
US



From: Daniel Scharaldi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:45:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Daniel Scharaldi
462 wexford leas blvd.
FL, FL 34683
US



From: Pat Bayer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:37:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pat Bayer
POBox 551
Sharpes, FL 32959
US



From: Pat Bayer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:36:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pat Bayer
POBox 551
Sharpes, FL 32959
US



From: Anita Levine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:36:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anita Levine
84 NE 151st. St.
FL - Florida, FL 33162
US



From: Maria Cruz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:33:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Cruz
20318 Heritage Point Dr
Tampa, FL 33647
US



From: Mary Detrick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:26:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Detrick
2304 Cumberland Cir. #201
Clearwater, FL 33763
US



From: Grace Giammello
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:26:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Grace Giammello
802 Ocean Drive
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
US



From: Mario Monteiro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mario Monteiro
6320 Foster St
Jupiter, FL 33458
US



From: lee karkruff
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:21:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lee karkruff
12796 san jose blvd.
jacksonville, FL 32223
US



From: Tina Knight
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:21:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tina Knight
15840 Jade Ct N
N Fort Myers, FL 33917
US



From: Marah Lieberman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:13 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marah Lieberman
1317 S 22nd Ct.
Hollywood, FL 33020
US



From: Nicole Lauren
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:19:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nicole Lauren
2560 S Ocean Blvd
Palm Beach, FL 33480
US



From: Suzanne Bedat
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:18:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Bedat
407 Cranberry Ln
Brandon, FL 33510
US



From: kellyann morander
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:17:24 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kellyann morander
2791 landover blvd
spring hill, FL 34608
US



From: Patrizia Gestro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patrizia Gestro
3632 terrapin ln apt 1108
Coral Springs, FL 33067
US



From: JUNE REES
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

JUNE REES
4567 Chipmunk Rd
MIDDLEBURG, FL 32068
US



From: Andrea Nicklas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrea Nicklas
300 Beach Dr. N.E., #404
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
US



From: Vickie Carter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:02:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vickie Carter
11389 Beeher Circle E
Jacksonville, FL 32223
US



From: Arlene Epperson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:59:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Arlene Epperson
PO Box 333
La Crosse, FL 32658



From: Robin Slacks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:58:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robin Slacks
11220 NW 43rd St.
Coral Springs, FL 33065
US



From: Joann Dalnoky
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:58:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joann Dalnoky
2126 Stoneview Rd
FL, FL 33556
US



From: Croitiene ganMoryn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:57:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Croitiene ganMoryn
6211 SE 24th Avenue
Ocala, FL 34480
US



From: Julie Miro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:54:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Julie Miro
Apt 602, 665 NE 25th ST
Miami, FL 33137
US



From: Rosemary McCully
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:54:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rosemary McCully
1895 Brackenhurst Pl.
Lake Mary, FL 32746
US



From: Andra Heide
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:53:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andra Heide
2653 Tulip Hill Road
Pace, FL 32571
US



From: Camilla Spicer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:51:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Camilla Spicer
142 Sinclair St SE
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
US



From: Juliany Guidini
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:50:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Juliany Guidini
1st
Miami, FL 33130
US



From: Marguerite Donnay
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:48:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Donnay
1032 Ironsides Ave
Melbourne, FL 32940
US



From: Randall Perry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:47:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Randall Perry
841 George St
Sebastian, FL 32958
US



From: Randall Perry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:47:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Randall Perry
841 George St
Sebastian, FL 32958
US



From: Jacinda Fenske
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:43:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jacinda Fenske
2100 S. Conway Rd
FL, FL 32812
US



From: Susan J Llorca
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Cancel the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:42:04 PM

I very strongly oppose the hunting of our Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just
 removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery.

Offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in
 suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with
 proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan J Llorca
309 Greenwood Drive
Panama City Beach, FL 32407
US



From: Chris Malone
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:41:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Chris Malone
7635 Timberlin park blvd
Jacksonville, FL 32256
US



From: Judith Elliott
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:40:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judith Elliott
1073 Sherrington Rd
Orlando, FL 32804
US



From: Elizabeth Kern
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:37:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kern
426 South 7th St
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
US



From: Dave Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:35:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dave Smith
Hadleigh Hills Ct
Navarre, FL 32566
US



From: Gerry Fitzgerald
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:34:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gerry Fitzgerald
1535 Center Street
Sanibel, FL 33957
US



From: chey Richmond
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:33:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

chey Richmond
3009 e. lee street
Pensacola, FL 32603
US



From: Kim Perez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:33:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kim Perez
P. O. Box 1844
Destin, FL 32540
US



From: Jen H
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:30:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jen H
email only
email only, FL 32405
US



From: Edie Gise
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:30:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edie Gise
6840 Town Harbour Blvd #3414
Nova Raton, FL 33433
US



From: Mario Velarde
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:25:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mario Velarde
19860 NW 64 CT RD
Miami Lakes, FL 33015
US



From: Edith Martin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:24:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edith Martin
805 W. Retta Esplanade
Punta Gorda, FL 33950
US



From: Isabel and Carl Cohen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:23:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Isabel and Carl Cohen
78 Gulf Blvd., Unit 4
Indian Rocks Beach, FL 33785
US



From: Judy Lenoir
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:22:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judy Lenoir
638 Rosewood Way
Niceville, FL 32578
US



From: Gordon kelly
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:19:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gordon kelly
523 NW TWYLITE TERR
Port Saint Lucie, FL 34983
US



From: Marjorie Holcombe
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:18:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Holcombe
415 Elsie Avenue
Holly Hill, FL 32117
UM



From: Kara Lee
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:18:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kara Lee
5245 Duey Rd.
Polk City, FL 33868
US



From: Nannette Taylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please commit to effective, non-lethal conflict prevention and oppose a bear hunt.
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:16:53 PM

From: Nannette Taylor <tallycatmom@comcast net>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32311

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am one of the majority of Florida residents who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's (FWC) proposal to authorize a hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bear. I urge
 the FWC to protect both people and bears by focusing instead on effective, non-lethal conflict prevention.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Rather than pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please focus on proven strategies that effectively prevent conflicts
 with bears.  There are many ways that residents can bear-proof their communities and educate the public on ways to
 discourage bears from searching for open food sources.



From: Jose Artigas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:12:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jose Artigas
14301Sw 176terr
Miami, FL 33177
US



From: LINDA GARCIA
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt NOW!
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:12:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

LINDA GARCIA
17354 84th Court North
FL, FL 33470
US



From: Katherine Botelho
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:10:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Katherine Botelho
105 Gardens Dr # 103
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
US



From: Janet Robinson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:08:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janet Robinson
6391 Toulon Dr.
Boca Raton, FL 33433
US



From: Constance Parry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:07:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Constance Parry
9791 Autumn Haze Drive
Naples, FL 34109
US



From: Lisa Goldstein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:07:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Goldstein
4242 Ortega Blvd
Jacksonville, FL 32210
US



From: Teresa Woods
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:06:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Teresa Woods
31801 Hedgerow Dr
Wesley Chapel, FL 33543
US



From: Linda LaLy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:04:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda LaLy
6584 Highland Pines Circle
Fort Myers, FL 33966
US



From: Joyce Winebrenner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:04:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joyce Winebrenner
5431 NW167 St.
Miami Gardens, FL 33055
US



From: Bettina Moser
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:03:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

WE, THE MAJORITY FLORIDIANS, DO NOT WANT BEAR HUNTS. RATHER, WE WANT TO SHARE
 OUR SPACE WITH BEARS AND HUMANE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES OF BEAR POPULATIONS. IT
 IS HIGH TIME TO REPLACE SHAMEFUL OLD-WORLD-ORDER PRACTICES OF CRUELTY TOWARDS
 AND EXPLOITATION AND MURDER OF ANIMALS WITH SUSTAINABLE NEW-WORLD-ORDER
 ACTIONS DESIGNED TOR EAT BOTH HUMANS AND ANIMALS WITH THE UTMOST RESPECT AND
 KINDNESS. 
Sincerely,

Bettina Moser
105 SW 41st Street
Gainesville, FL 32607
US



From: Cynthia Driver
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:59:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Driver
8540 fort clinch ave
Orlando, FL 32822
US



From: Pamela Horwath
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:58:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pamela Horwath
35362 Ranchette Boulevard
Webster, FL 33597
US



From: Hector R
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:58:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Hector R
27th terr
Gainesville, FL 32605
US



From: Harry Omwake
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:56:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Harry Omwake
816 Savannah Falls Drive
Weston, FL 33327
US



From: Sandy Gadzia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:54:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sandy Gadzia
Tennyson Way
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: Allison Porcella
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:53:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allison Porcella
5520 Haverhill Rd
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
US



From: LINDA HEIMBACH
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:52:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

LINDA HEIMBACH
3000 OASIS GRAND BLVD UNIT 907
FL, FL 33916
US



From: June Maddock
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:50:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

June Maddock
545 Lomond Drive
Port Charlotte, FL 33953
US



From: Drew Martin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:49:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Drew Martin
720 Lucerne Ave. #1396
Lake Worth, FL 33460
US



From: Donna Marie Pusey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:47:43 PM

From: Donna Marie Pusey <busterbrat1@gmail.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34473

Phone Number: 3523075293

Message Body: Dear Govenor, Please let your buddy Corbett know that I don't think a Black Bear is a teddy bear. I
 have a college education and I am aware that a wild animal can become a danger when it feels threatened, fearful or
 hungry. Killing Bears will do nothing to lesson human bear encounters. Infact, hunting bears will cause them to flee
 in fear for their lives, resulting in many more dangerouse human bear encounters not fewer. I'm aware that your
 hunter buddies want you to provide them with a trophy bear opportunity. As the Govenor of this state I expect you
 to say no to your buddies and do what is best for residents like me. JUST SAY NO Rick, it's the smart thing to do.
 Relocation of problem bears is the best way to keep Floridians safe.



From: Warren and Cathy France
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:47:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash.

As Florida residents for over 50 years who has enjoyed the diverse wildlife of this wonderful state, We urge you to
 let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof
 trashcans.  People are the problem not the bears!

Sincerely,
Warren and Cathy France

Warren and Cathy France
1212 Lane
Clearwater, FL 33764
US



From: Kristen Soothill
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:46:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kristen Soothill
1444 SW 27 Ct
Florida, FL 33315
US



From: Richard Trzcinski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:46:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Trzcinski
75 Crystal beach Dr.
Destin, FL 32541
US



From: John Davis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:42:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Davis
13801 NW 1 Ave
Miami, FL 33168
US



From: Gail Hustedde
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:41:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gail Hustedde
1640 Wisconsin Ln.
Sarasota, FL 34239
US



From: Hollie Hollon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:41:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Hollie Hollon
2816 Overlake
Florida, FL 32806
US



From: Russell Knapp
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:41:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Russell Knapp
833 W Bayshore Dr
Eastpoint, FL 32328
US



From: Gary Fornek
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:41:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gary Fornek
17462 Front Beach Road
Panama City Beach, FL 32413
US



From: Jennifer Biermaier
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:41:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Biermaier
1406 Alaqua Way
West Melbourne, FL 32904
US



From: H Hollon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:41:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

H Hollon
2816 Overlake
FL, FL 32806
US



From: Gabriela Barrocas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:41:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gabriela Barrocas
10881 SW 128th St
Miami, FL 33176
US



From: Anita Newman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:41:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anita Newman
14950 Gulf Blvd  Apt. 1108
Madeira Beach, FL 33708
US



From: Brooks Armstrong
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:41:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brooks Armstrong
7301 Redge Rainey Rd.
Ona, FL 33865
US



From: Linda Clair
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:40:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Clair
7202 darlington st
Englewood, FL 34224
US



From: donna kendall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:40:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

donna kendall
930 Carraway Street
Tallahassee, FL 32308
US



From: Babette Bruton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:40:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Babette Bruton
12470 6th St. E.
Treasure Island, FL 33706
US



From: Dianne Mulcahy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:39:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dianne Mulcahy
2730 NE 83 Terrace
High Springs, FL 32643
US



From: Shelley Driskell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:39:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shelley Driskell
5994 Ave of the Palms
Weeki Wachee, FL 34607
US



From: Nancy Haarmann
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:39:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Haarmann
740 Winona Drive
Florida, FL 32732
US



From: cathy satiro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:39:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

cathy satiro
600 manatee ave
holmes beach, FL 34217
US



From: david wenzel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:39:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

david wenzel
1025 42nd avenue north
St. Petersburg, FL 33703
US



From: sam rosa
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:33:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sam rosa
2842 west 71 place
hialeah, FL 33018
US



From: Darnell Cate
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:30:36 PM

From: Darnell Cate <catedarnell@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33713

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly oppose a hunt on our black bears. The Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission is ignoring the public, ignoring scientific evidence and ignoring responsible wildlife
 management. I am asking Gov. Scott to listen to the majority of Floridians who want to see bears protected by
 stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 24.



From: Ray Harrington
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:30:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ray Harrington
2813 4th street w
FL, FL 33971
US



From: rita benlolo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:30:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

rita benlolo
192 Canby circle
spring hill, FL 34606
US



From: Janet Weisberg
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:23:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janet Weisberg
820J Meadowland Dr
Naples, FL 34108
US



From: Philip Epstein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:12:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Philip Epstein
8062 Palomino Dr.
Naples, FL 34113
US



From: elizabeth cano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:11:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

elizabeth cano
8838 w flagler st
miami, FL 33174
US



From: Sandra Kanner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:06:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sandra Kanner
3301ne 5th avenue
Miami, FL 33137
US



From: Emily Sagovac
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:06:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Emily Sagovac
14913 Paddock Drive
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: Giselle Fernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:57:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Giselle Fernandez
P.O. Box 3545
Apollo Beach, FL 33572
US



From: Wendy Schneider
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:55:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Wendy Schneider
1114 154th St NE
Bradenton, FL 34212
US



From: Ava Lapham
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:54:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ava Lapham
Tomoka Farms Road
Port Orange, FL 32128
US



From: Catherine Montoya
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:51:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Catherine Montoya
811 main st
Windermere, FL 34786
US



From: Barbara Mitchell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:50:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mitchell
1432 Red Oak Drive
Tarpon Spginrs, FL 34689
US



From: Diane Dixon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:44:24 PM

From: Diane Dixon <burris_dixon@hotmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32244

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please save our bears.  Give them back their habitats.



From: Sonnett Clever
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:39:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sonnett Clever
413 W Park Ave
Tampa, FL 33602
US



From: Deneen Olivieri
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:39:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deneen Olivieri
510 S. Winter Park Dr.
Casselberry, FL 32707
US



From: Carolyn Bailey-Northcutt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:38:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Bailey-Northcutt
5837 Royalty Rd
Jacksonville, FL 32254
US



From: Linda Allan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:36:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Allan
211 Pine St.
Atlantic Bch, FL 32233
US



From: Allen Wallenmeyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:35:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allen Wallenmeyer
10085 SE 126th Place
Belleview, FL 34420
US



From: Bonney Schermerhorn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:34:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bonney Schermerhorn
933NE Sandalwood Place
Jensen Beach, FL 34957
US



From: Pat Elder
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:29:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pat Elder
8733 Belle Rive Blvd
Jacksonille, FL 32256
US



From: Maureen Engel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:28:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maureen Engel
2522 SE 22 l
FL, FL 33904
US



From: Marian Rees
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:26:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marian Rees
13639 queens harbor blvd
Jacksonville, FL 32225
US



From: Lisa Mateas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:26:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Mateas
700 Lytham Circle
FL, FL 34229
US



From: Denise Auld
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:25:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Denise Auld
1541 Mackeral Ave.
Sarasota, FL 34237
US



From: Valda Anderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:23:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Valda Anderson
1918 Warton ave s.e.
Alm bay, FL 32909
US



From: Sheree Slone
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:22:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sheree Slone
552 Riviera Dr.
Tampa, FL 33606
US



From: ME Bailey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:22:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ME Bailey
1303 cordova ave
fort myers, FL 33901
US



From: claudia medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

claudia medina
2751 ocean
hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: claudia medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

claudia medina
2751 ocean
hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: claudia medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

claudia medina
2751 ocean
hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: claudia medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

claudia medina
2751 ocean
hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: claudia medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

claudia medina
2751 ocean
hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: claudia medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:24 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

claudia medina
2751 ocean
hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: Cleo Powell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cleo Powell
1818 e Moreno st
Pensacola, FL 32503



From: claudia medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

claudia medina
2751 ocean
hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: claudia medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

claudia medina
2751 ocean
hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: Tara Hottenstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP the bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:21:00 PM

From: Tara Hottenstein <thottens@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly oppose a hunt on our black bears. The Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission is ignoring the public, ignoring scientific evidence and ignoring responsible wildlife
 management. I am asking Gov. Scott to listen to the majority of Floridians who want to see bears protected by
 stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 24.



From: David Breisch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:17:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Breisch
2465 Eldon Place
The Villages, FL 32162
US



From: carlos ramirez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:17:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

carlos ramirez
7484 bristol
naples, FL 34120
US



From: Herb Allenson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:14:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Herb Allenson
8660 Windsor Dr.
Miramar, FL 33025
US



From: Paul Groh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:11:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paul Groh
6443 Heronwalk Dr.
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563
US



From: JANICE MOLAND
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:09:11 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

JANICE MOLAND
2981 164 AVE N
CLEARWATER, FL 33760
US



From: Snndra Rodrigues
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:08:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Snndra Rodrigues
254 Venetian Blvd
St Augustine, FL 32095
US



From: Tricia Warriner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:06:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tricia Warriner
6509 Conroy-Windermere
Orlando, FL 32835
US



From: Debra Martel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:06:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debra Martel
6602 TRAIL BLVD
FL, FL 34108
US



From: s shifrin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:04:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

s shifrin
po box 310702
FLORIDA, FL 33131
US



From: Pamela Senn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:03:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pamela Senn
8421 SW 201st St
FL, FL 33189
US



From: Nancy Geffner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 6:00:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Geffner
1950 Turnberry Drive
Oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: Judith Fenner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:58:55 PM

It is our moral obligation to protect all of God's creatures who share this planet with us.  It saddens me
that not a day goes by when I don't have to email or write a letter to a government official to help an animal species
 that is suffering from hunting, poaching, experimentation, etc. There is not one animal species that is not in trouble!
 "MAN" has become the "HITLERS" of the animal world. PLEASE, call off this horrific black bear hunt. It is 
 "MAN" who   has invaded THEIR territory and we need to change our waysof dealing with encounters !

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judith Fenner
604 SW 158th Way
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
US



From: Jim Ewing
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:58:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jim Ewing
1039 Bedford Avenue
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33403
US



From: gary stickel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:58:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

gary stickel
12344 seminole blvd
largo, FL 33778
US



From: Michelle mondragon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:57:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michelle mondragon
601 Hermits Trail
altamonte springs, FL 32701
US



From: Mary Staley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:57:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Staley
2500 Aaron Street  Apt.
FL, FL 33952
US



From: Edith Yelland
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:57:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edith Yelland
3875 Sabal Springs Blvd.
N Fort Myers, FL 33917
US



From: Maria Iavarone
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:53:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Iavarone
3312 Oxford Dr W
Bradenton, FL 34205
US



From: Josephine Doerbcker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:53:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Josephine Doerbcker
2172 Abscott St
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
US



From: Leslie Hardyman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:52:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Leslie Hardyman
1741 harpoon drive
Holiday, FL 34690
US



From: Jean and Jim Mixon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:50:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jean and Jim Mixon
3708 72nd Avenue Circle East
Sarasota, FL 34243
US



From: Theresa H Deery
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:50:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Theresa H Deery
8701 Blind Pass Rd
St Pete Beach, FL 33706
US



From: L C
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:50:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

L C
9309
FL, FL 33177
US



From: robert malesk
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:50:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

robert malesk
171 sarita court
royal palm beach, FL 33411
US



From: marie valentin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:50:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

marie valentin
64.5 oak street
Boynton, FL 33435
US



From: robin mcdaniel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:49:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

robin mcdaniel
6800 nw 39th avenue lot 5
Florida, FL 33073
US



From: Robert Parkinaon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:49:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Parkinaon
1542 sw 18 terr
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
US



From: Liora Davis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:49:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Liora Davis
636 Ixora Lane
Plantation, FL 33317
US



From: Dorian Atchison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:49:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dorian Atchison
6120 Arthur St, Apt19
Florida, FL 33024
US



From: M. Repp
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:49:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

M. Repp
Miami Lakeway Drive
Miami Lakes, FL 33014
US



From: S. Repp
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:48:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

S. Repp
NW 96 Terrace
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024
US



From: Penelope Honniball
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:46:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Penelope Honniball
2909 Amber Oak Dr
FL, FL 33594
US



From: David Morres
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:46:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Morres
4313 Audiss Road
Milton, FL 32583
US



From: janis gummel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:45:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

janis gummel
6362 fabian road
north port, FL 34287
US



From: della schumacher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:42:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

della schumacher
PO Box 551
Clearwater, FL 33756
US



From: Daniel R. Balogh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:41:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Daniel R. Balogh
3804 Walsh Street
Jacksonville, FL 32205
US



From: Rebecca Horvath
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:38:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Horvath
544 La Peninsula Blvd.
Naples, FL 34113
US



From: A. Kei Andrews
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:38:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

A. Kei Andrews
6414 55th Sq
Vero Beach, FL 32967
US



From: margaret rasmussen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:37:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

margaret rasmussen
719 camellia dr
melbourne, FL 32901
US



From: DK Bolen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:36:38 PM

Florida black bears a unique subspecies of black bear, was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in
 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals already suffering from
 severe habitat loss, genetic isolation, and road mortality.  Additionally, it could seriously set back decades of
 recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing
 to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash.

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting   Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address
 human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

DK Bolen
5600 - 59 Way North
St Petersburg, FL 33709
US



From: Nancy Hanson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:35:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hanson
1803 Olive Ct
FL, FL 32073
US



From: Andrea Barlow
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:35:24 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrea Barlow
10402 Blossom Lake Drive
Seminole, FL 33772
US



From: Lisa Parker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:34:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Parker
9891 Fairway Cove Lane
FL, FL 33324
US



From: Martie Enfield
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:34:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Martie Enfield
103 Jamestown Dr
Winter Park, FL 32792
US



From: Barbara Singer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:30:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Singer
7880 NW 51 Street
Lauderhill, FL 33351
US



From: Rebecca Mazzarella
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:30:39 PM

Killing wild bears is not good or acceptable.  I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black
 bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and
 is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat
 loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as
 a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs
 from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven,
 nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Mazzarella
10733 SW 129 Place
Miami, FL 33186
US



From: Karen Moriarty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:28:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Moriarty
8111 Seven Mile Dr
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082
US



From: Jim Black
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:28:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jim Black
1103 E. Genesee St
Tampa, FL 33603
US



From: Dolores Parra
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:28:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dolores Parra
3019 Banyan Hill LN
Land O Lakes, FL 34639
US



From: Debra Topping
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:27:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debra Topping
7021 Crock Ave
North Port, FL 34291
US



From: Kathy Harney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathy Harney
38918 Alston Ave.
Zephyrhills, FL 33542
US



From: Ruthann Duval
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ruthann Duval
2702 Massachusetts Avenue
Pensacola, FL 32505
US



From: Maudie Valero
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maudie Valero
20 Alhambra Cir Apt 5
Florida, FL 33134
US



From: Sally Born
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sally Born
6101 SW 9th street
PLantation, FL 33317
US



From: Geraldine Remington
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

I urge you to prevent yet another animal species from being driven (or, in this case, re-driven) to the brink of
 extinction.  Our planet exists not just for human beings but for all our fellow creatures.  Please cancel this hunt!

Sincerely,

Geraldine Remington
5705 New Independence Pkwy
Winter Garden, FL 34787
US



From: Rebeca Castellanos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rebeca Castellanos
6800 S. W. 133 terrace
FL, FL 33156
US



From: Linda Deighan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:51 PM

I am writing to express my STRONG opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black
 bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add
 an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road
 mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear
 conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash.
 Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention
 measures like bear-proof trashcans.  It's such a simple, humane solution.

Sincerely,

Linda Deighan
6210 SW 42 St
South Miami, FL 33155
US



From: Deanne Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deanne Campbell
1487 Norbert Rd NE
Palm Bay, FL 32907
US



From: Sheila Seaborn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely, Sheila Seaborn.

Sheila Seaborn
3313Barringtton Court
The Villages, FL 32162
US



From: Brian Paradise
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:26:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brian Paradise
13 Arbor Club Dr. # 315
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082
US



From: Alek Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:21:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alek Williams
3793 Millenia Blvd Apt 305
Orlando, FL 32839
US



From: George Hughan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:21:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

George Hughan
2020 Northeast 135th Street, 1005
North Miami, FL 33181
US



From: L M Coullias
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:19:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

L M Coullias
7406 NW 126th Avenue
Alachua, FL 32615
US



From: D Pleasant
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:18:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

D Pleasant
8051 Darlington Circle
Lakeland, FL 33809
US



From: James Whitelock
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:17:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

James Whitelock
635 NE 164th Terr
Miami, FL 33162
US



From: Stacey Daniels-Dattilo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:17:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stacey Daniels-Dattilo
12705 Vista PIne Circle
Fort Myers, FL 33913
US



From: Carol Brickel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:17:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Brickel
Penman rd
Neptune beach, FL 32266
US



From: Pat Ritchie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:17:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pat Ritchie
1392 Everest Rd
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: Joan Walker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:17:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joan Walker
1800 SW 15th Street
Bell, FL 32619
US



From: victoria roquemour
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:17:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

victoria roquemour
10734 ibis reserve circle
west palm beach, FL 33412
US



From: melinda dascotte
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:13:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

melinda dascotte
1018 cheyenne blvd
indian harbour beach, FL 32937
US



From: Cheri Moore
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:09:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheri Moore
116 Falls of Venice Circle
Venice, FL 34292
US



From: Edgar Cabral
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:08:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edgar Cabral
P.O.Box191721
Miami Beach, FL 33119
US



From: Mary Simpson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:08:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Simpson
13339 SW 112 Terrace
Miami, FL 33186
US



From: Georgina Meilinger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 5:04:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Georgina Meilinger
750 Sanctuary Dr
Oviedo, FL 32766
UM



From: Douglas Fish
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:59:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Douglas Fish
6024 Florida Ave
New Port Richey, FL 34653
US



From: Amy Foley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:58:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amy Foley
2901 SW 41st street
Ocala, FL 34474
US



From: LINDSEY BELL
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:58:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

LINDSEY BELL
1416 W NEW HAMPSHIRE ST
ORLANDO, FL 32804
US



From: Stephen Palm
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:57:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephen Palm
21 Sandpiper Dr
Dunedin, FL 34698
US



From: Lynette Matey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:57:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lynette Matey
6544 Chasewood Drive
Florida, FL 33458
US



From: marie rose
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:56:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

marie rose
9444 se 141 lane
summerfield, FL 34491
US



From: Lynette Matey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:56:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lynette Matey
6544 Chasewood Drive
Florida, FL 33458
US



From: Don Margeson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Please Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:53:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Don Margeson
439 Tennessee Ave. NE
FL, FL 33702
US



From: Jessica Woehlke
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:53:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jessica Woehlke
4259 swensson street
port charlotte, FL 33948
US



From: Linda Lippner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:49:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Lippner
3121 SE Canby Rd.
Port St. Lucie, FL 34952
US



From: michele labrie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:48:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

michele labrie
waterway
sebastian, FL 32976
US



From: Mary Lou Laslie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:47:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Laslie
NE 1st Street
Havana, FL 32333
US



From: Jillian Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:46:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jillian Smith
10 Saragossa St
Saint Augustine, FL 32084
US



From: Tony Miragliotta
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:43:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tony Miragliotta
1140 Graham Rd
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: Triciat Deane
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:43:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Triciat Deane
31177 US Hwy 19N, Apt 1004
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
US



From: Val Dear
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:42:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Val Dear
830 N. 53rd Ave.
Gainesville, FL 32607
US



From: Regina Alesso
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:40:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Regina Alesso
4013 Sanderling Lane
FL, FL 33331
US



From: Betsy D. Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:40:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Betsy D. Smith
118 Razorback Rd.
Crawfordville, FL 32327
US



From: teresa mogavero
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:39:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

teresa mogavero
4933 bellemede blvd
new port richey,, FL 34655
US



From: JEAN MACK
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:38:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

JEAN MACK
5694 - 40th Ter North #425
Kenneth City, FL 33709
US



From: Clay G. Colson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:38:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Clay G. Colson
4318 Joy Dr.
Land O' Lakes, FL 34638
US



From: Rickey Buttery
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:38:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rickey Buttery
6395 Wien ln.
FL, FL 32927
US



From: Adrienne MacFarlane
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:36:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Adrienne MacFarlane
867 S Atlantic
Ormond Beach, FL 32176
US



From: sue hoffman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:34:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sue hoffman
1412 e. voorhis
de land, FL 32724
US



From: Ann J Sejansky
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:34:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ann J Sejansky
483 Connecticut Ave.
FL, FL 32744
US



From: Cheryl DeShaies
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:34:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheryl DeShaies
4329 Covey Circle
Naples, FL 34109
US



From: Anna Davis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:34:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anna Davis
923 Tropical Bay Court
Naples, FL 34120 2019
US



From: Evgenia Vyatchanina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:34:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Evgenia Vyatchanina
501 SW 75th St.
Gainesville, FL 32607
US



From: Dorothea Swint
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:33:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dorothea Swint
14 north orion ave
clearwater, FL 33765
US



From: John Schumacher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:33:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Schumacher
PO Box 551
Clearwater, FL 33757
US



From: Amvets Post 67
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:33:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amvets Post 67
512 S. Lincoln Av
Clearwater, FL 33756
US



From: Victor Rossi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:31:18 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Let's use science in this matter and not political expediency.

Sincerely,

Victor Rossi
5220 Park Road, Unit 1
Fort Myers, FL 33908
US



From: Nancy Shank
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:30:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Shank
115 Broad Ave. N.E.
Live Oak, FL 32064
US



From: Christine Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Immoral Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:30:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. The notion is abhorrent for many
 reasons.

This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still
 recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss,
 genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. That is something any
 reasonable person should care about.

Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent
 bears in suburbs from getting into trash. There are better ways for people to deal with creatures that are encountered
 thanks to human sprawl. And since it won't actually solve the stated problem, the hunting solution is thus exposed
 as an excuse.

Instead, I request that you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention
 measures like bear-proof trashcans. With a little higher intelligence put to work, we can find something better than
 acting like animals ourselves and killing these creatures to satisfy base urges.

Sincerely,

Christine Williams
4681 Powell Ave
FL, FL 34287
US



From: Cynthia Call
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:29:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Call
59 Paul Rene Dr
Melbourne, FL 32904
US



From: Ann Marie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:29:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ann Marie
152 Westglen Dr
Fort Pierce, FL 34981
US



From: Scott Finamore
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:28:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Scott Finamore
3122 west Higgins place
Citrus springs, FL 34433
US



From: John Grychak
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:26:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Grychak
389 Periwinkle Drive
Sebastian, FL 32958
US



From: Judy Albury
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:25:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judy Albury
6770 SW 50 Ter
Miami, FL 33155
US



From: Janet Wilhelm
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:25:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janet Wilhelm
12920 2nd St
Fort Myers, FL 33905
US



From: Mary Geddings
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:24:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Geddings
8451 NW 120th Street
Chiefland, FL 32626
US



From: Allyn Swanzy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:23:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allyn Swanzy
1305 Water Willow Dr, Apt C
FL, FL 32720
US



From: Robbin Yates
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:23:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robbin Yates
7117 SW Archer RD
Gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: Ann Harwood-Nuss
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:22:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ann Harwood-Nuss
8151 blue jay lane
FL, FL 32256
US



From: Joyce DeFalco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:19:57 PM

From: Joyce DeFalco <joycedefal@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34652

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:   As a Florida resident, I strongly oppose a hunt on our black bears. The
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission is ignoring the public, ignoring scientific evidence and
 ignoring responsible wildlife management. I am asking Gov. Scott to listen to the majority of Floridians who want
 to see bears protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 24.  Thank You  Joyce
 DeFalco



From: Sharon Russick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:19:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharon Russick
1240 SE 3rd Court Apt 10
Deerfield Beach, FL 33441
US



From: Jane Marquet
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:18:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jane Marquet
7040 Manasota Key Road
Englewood, FL 34223
US



From: Sharon Bramlett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:17:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bramlett
1868 Queen Palm Dr
Apopka, FL 32712
US



From: Susan Johri
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:15:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Johri
9175C SW 20th St
Florida, FL 33428
US



From: Lisa Stevens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:14:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. I swear this state is becoming more
 backwards all the time. Kill an animal because it is inconveniencing us? Really? Why don't we activate our lazy
 minds and bodies to learning to putting in a little effort toward coexisting with our natural environment?  Our
 wildlife makes our state unique and give us great pleasure.

This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still
 recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss,
 genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a
 solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from
 getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal
 prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Stevens
3912 Mayflower Ct.
Tallahassee, FL 32303
US



From: Nancy Griffin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:13:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Griffin
3859 NW 32 Pl
Gainesville, FL 32606
US



From: Lynore Reiseck
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:13:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lynore Reiseck
1 Century Lane
Miami Beach, FL 33139
US



From: Christine Owens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:12:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Owens
3681 Rio Vista Way
Melbourne, FL 32935
US



From: Rani Khan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:11:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rani Khan
19027 nw 80 ct
Hialeah, FL 33015
US



From: Lisa Rahon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:11:07 PM

Come on! Do these animals really need to be hunted? Wake up.

How about hunting the people who leave their trash open to wild life?

What goes around comes around. Do the right thing, for a change, or are you being paid off like usual?

Call it off or we will be calling for more investigations into your dealings elsewhere.

Lisa Rahon
10373 54th Avenue, North
St.Petersburg, FL 33708
US



From: Elena Jurgela
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:10:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elena Jurgela
7367 Glenwood Road
Port St. John, FL 32927
US



From: Anthony Plaitis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:07:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anthony Plaitis
6789 Town Harbour Blvd. Apt.2111
Boca Raton, FL 33433
US



From: Andrea Chisari
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:06:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrea Chisari
720 Walker Road
Titusville, FL 32780
US



From: Maureen Wasley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:02:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maureen Wasley
2434 4th Avenue N
St Petersburg, FL 33713
US



From: Jo Ellen Bate
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:02:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jo Ellen Bate
705 NW 17th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311
US



From: Sue Spigel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:02:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sue Spigel
413 N. Briggs Ave.,
Sarasota, FL 34237
US



From: Katherine de Blij
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:00:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Katherine de Blij
1400 Madrid Street
Coral Gables, FL 33134
US



From: Normie Geske
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 4:00:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Normie Geske
4076 highway 98
st. teresa, FL 32358
US



From: Rhonda Lunger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:59:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Lunger
Joanne Place
Oldsmar, FL 34677
AR



From: Scott Lamb
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:59:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Scott Lamb
27264 JC Ln #3
Bonita Spgs, FL 34135
US



From: lennie rodoff
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:58:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lennie rodoff
9145 sw 96th court road
ocala, FL 34481
US



From: Patti Martin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:58:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patti Martin
17249 Helen K Dr
Spring Hill, FL 34610
US



From: Tom Mock
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:57:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tom Mock
1412 Points Road
West Palm Beach, FL 33405
US



From: Alyssa Anderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:57:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Anderson
4471 Cripple Creek Dr.
Tallahassee, FL 32309
US



From: Bertha Spindel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:57:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bertha Spindel
4062 kilmartin dr
Tallahassee, FL 32309
US



From: Danielle Lawrence
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:56:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Danielle Lawrence
10320 Vista Pines Loop
Clermont, FL 34711
US



From: Deborah Spahn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:55:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deborah Spahn
3720 52nd ave ne
Naples, FL 34120
US



From: sandra dash
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:55:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sandra dash
1243 Glencrest Drive
Lake Mary, FL 32746
US



From: Pierre Brisson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:55:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pierre Brisson
1940 Lake Atrium Circle #92
Orlando, FL 32839
US



From: Nick Robinson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:54:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nick Robinson
3562 DAVINCI WAY
Melbourne, FL 32901
US



From: Maria Kuzina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:53:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Kuzina
36 Island Avenue
Miami Beach, FL 33139
US



From: B Parker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO BEAR HUNT! FWC needs to back off and listen
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:51:16 PM

From: B Parker <outdoorzi@aol.com>

County: Citrus

Zip Code: 34448

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please tell your appointed FWC commissioners to back off the bear hunt. Uphold democracy of
 ALL wildlife stakeholders and let's just implement the non-lethal parts of the bear management plan for now. Give
 that a chance!

Do NOT appreciate Comm Corbett's condescending comments that we who don't want a bear rug don't know what
 we're talking about. That was uncalled for!



From: Marcie Clutter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:47:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marcie Clutter
9955 S Forestline Avenue
FL, FL 34452
US



From: Edith Marcus
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:43:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edith Marcus
1790 Elm Dr.
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: david hollister
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:43:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

david hollister
357 41st ave
FL, FL 33706
US



From: Kathleen Hassall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:42:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hassall
2967 Marsh Elder Drive South
Jacksonville, FL 32226
US



From: Lillian Hyland
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:41:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lillian Hyland
9815 San Luca St
Lake Worth, FL 33467
US



From: Doug Ball
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:39:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Doug Ball
7093 Timberland Circle
Naples, FL 34109
US



From: Karen & Winni Macleod
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:39:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen & Winni Macleod
P.o. Box 2222
Hobe sound, FL 33475
US



From: Suzanne Marsh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:38:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Marsh
3701 Marsh Road
Tallahassee, FL 32303
US



From: Katalin Griffith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:37:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Katalin Griffith
3396 Cerrito Ct.
Florida, FL 34109
US



From: Gudrun Dennis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:36:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gudrun Dennis
5912 NW 26th Street
Gainesville, FL 32653
US



From: Lauren Lunde
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:36:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lauren Lunde
4465 Brighton Blvd
Mims, FL 32754
US



From: Kathryn Robertson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:36:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Robertson
PO Box 321
Palm Beach, FL 33480
US



From: Dawn Maerki
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:35:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dawn Maerki
831 Lyons Rd
Coconut Creek, FL 33063
US



From: Catherine Green
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:34:13 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Catherine Green
1651 New London St
North Port, FL 34288
US



From: Amy Armstrong
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:34:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amy Armstrong
6130 Broad
Brooksville, FL 34601
US



From: Arlene Castrenze
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:33:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Arlene Castrenze
5631 Thornbluff Ave
Davie, FL 33331
US



From: Sid Jennings
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:32:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sid Jennings
2002 sw 24th place
FL, FL 34471
US



From: Marcia Bailey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:31:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marcia Bailey
3301 Alt 19  #338
Dunedin, FL 34698
US



From: Amy Tajdari
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:30:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amy Tajdari
12639 ash harbor dr
jacksonville, FL 32224
US



From: Wendy Weldon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:28:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Wendy Weldon
15085 Michelangelo Blvd.
Delray Beach, FL 33446
US



From: Lori Piper
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:27:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lori Piper
1460 21st Street SW
Naples, FL 34117
US



From: Paula Taylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:27:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paula Taylor
3188 Lake Saxon Drive
Land O Lakes, FL 34639
US



From: Mary Reilly
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:26:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Reilly
2123 Ridgemore Dr
Valrico, FL 33594
US



From: Rebecca Arnot
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:25:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Arnot
1143 Maple Creek Ct
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
US



From: Janis Sawyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:22:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janis Sawyer
486 Forest St
Santa Rosa Beach, FL 32459
US



From: Michael Katzban
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:20:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Katzban
1530 Villa Capri Circle
Odessa, FL 33556
US



From: Carole Bentley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:18:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carole Bentley
5592 SE Lamay Drive
Stuart, FL 34997
US



From: Terri David
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:17:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Terri David
404 Harbor Drive S
Venice, FL 34285
US



From: Deborah Long
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:16:24 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deborah Long
12290 SW 16th Ave
OCALA, FL 34473
US



From: Sheilah Ball
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:16:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sheilah Ball
900 OAK RIDGE RD
St. Augustine, FL 32086
US



From: Lina Poskiene
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:15:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lina Poskiene
5738Aspen Ridge court
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33484
US



From: Cyndi Davison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:14:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cyndi Davison
7129 Old Pasco Road
Wesley Chapel, FL 33544
US



From: Howard Packer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:12:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Howard Packer
4045 Sheridan Avenue #296
Miami Beach, FL 33140
US



From: E S Shulman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:11:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

E S Shulman
377 N Lake Way
Palm Beach, FL 33480
US



From: Ann Rainey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:11:06 PM

I am writing to express my VERY strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black
 bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add
 an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road
 mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear
 conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash.
 Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention
 measures like bear-proof trashcans. Please, don't let this attitude of arrogance toward other species prevail. We all
 lose when this happens.

Sincerely,

Ann Rainey
4302 Sussex St
Holiday, FL 34691
US



From: Bonnie Murray
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:10:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Murray
2408 7th ct e
Ellenton, FL 34222
US



From: ellen walsh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:10:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ellen walsh
404 bear dr
gulf breeze, FL 32561
US



From: Linda Komosa
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:08:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Komosa
6885 - 20th Street -
Florida, FL 32966
US



From: Alex Macchi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:07:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alex Macchi
1255 N. Gulfstream Ave.
Fl, FL 34236
US



From: Jerry Draper
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:06:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jerry Draper
522 Hanna Mill Pond Road
Chattahoochee, FL 32324
US



From: Frances Havey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:05:40 PM

From: Frances Havey <frannieart@earthlink net>

County: Clay

Zip Code: 32073

Phone Number: 9043491234

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you, Fran Havey



From: Liane Kirby
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:05:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Liane Kirby
4704 Azeele St
Tampa, FL 33609
US



From: Ellen Ashton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:04:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ellen Ashton
16 Lago Vista Pl
Palm Coast, FL 32164
US



From: Rev. Caroline Groshart
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:04:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation, and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live, and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures such as
 bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rev. Caroline Groshart
1336 Seabreeze Blvd
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
US



From: Robert Keim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:01:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Keim
P.O. Box 1327
FL, FL 33513
US



From: Brandy Garnett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:00:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brandy Garnett
11128 nw 70th circle
FL, FL 32626
US



From: tessi Guzman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:00:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

tessi Guzman
260 Bayhead Dr
Melbourne, FL 32940
US



From: Maryann Piccione
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:00:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maryann Piccione
2202 Arcadia Rd
Holiday, FL 34690
US



From: Alaina Reed
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 3:00:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alaina Reed
4431 NE 3rd Ter
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
US



From: Deborah Karably
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:59:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deborah Karably
6872 Seacove Ave.
Saint Augustine, FL 32086
US



From: Jessie Ferri
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:58:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jessie Ferri
1220 Fawn Lake Place
Valrico, FL 33596
US



From: fred pratt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:58:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

fred pratt
1901 NE 2 St. #114
Gainesville, FL 32609
US



From: Edward Rowell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:58:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Rowell
51 NE 165 Ter
Williston, FL 32696
US



From: Sherry Gumberg
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:57:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sherry Gumberg
1516 Monroe Street
Hollywood, FL 33020
US



From: Charlotte Wright
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:57:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Wright
12236 Snow Goose Ave.
Florida, FL 34614
US



From: S. Jordan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:57:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

S. Jordan
1100 SE 4th Ave.
FL, FL 33441
US



From: Babs Marchand
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:56:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Babs Marchand
5217 Berkeley Dr
Naples, FL 34112
US



From: Carol Dippy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:56:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Dippy
38 E. High Point Rd.
Stuart, FL 34996
US



From: Rob Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:54:57 PM

I wish to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just
 removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rob Williams
4000 N. Hills Dr. #34
Hollywood, FL 33021
US



From: Trish Franks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:53:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Trish Franks
2486 Captain Hook Drive
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
US



From: Heather Wolfe
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:51:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Heather Wolfe
534 Lake Faith Cir
Maitland, FL 32751
US



From: Ellouise Pritchett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:51:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ellouise Pritchett
257 W. Lake Damon Drive
Avon Park, FL 33825
US



From: Kathy Snavely
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:50:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathy Snavely
3501 samuel place
Melbourne, FL 32934
US



From: Janet Goetz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:50:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janet Goetz
14036 Pimberton Drive
FL, FL 34667
US



From: Allie Tennant
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:48:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allie Tennant
4763 Nottingham Dr
Ft Myers, FL 33905
US



From: Christina Begley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:47:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christina Begley
3818 Laso Way
Orlando, FL 32822
US



From: kimberly huff
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:46:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kimberly huff
21708 NW 131st Pl
high springs, FL 32643
US



From: kristina harper
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:45:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kristina harper
1818 E Oakland Park Blvd
oakland park, FL 33306
US



From: Amanda Brower
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:44:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amanda Brower
231 sw palm drive
FL, FL 34986
US



From: Frankie Cowan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:44:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frankie Cowan
4262 Dairy Farm Rd.
Panama City, FL 32404
US



From: barb morrison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:44:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

barb morrison
2144 fulton way
largo, FL 33774
US



From: Lizbeth Simpson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:43:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lizbeth Simpson
3458 Mainlands Blvd. S.
Pinellas Park, FL 33782
US



From: William Walker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:42:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

William Walker
4309 Maywood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277
US



From: Karen Young
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:42:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Young
p.o. box 330896
Miami, FL 33233
US



From: Diana Owens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:41:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Owens
1382 Oakford Rd
Sarasota, FL 34240
US



From: Diane Miller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:41:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diane Miller
405 S. 9th St.
Leesburg, FL 34748
US



From: Suzy Siegmann
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:40:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzy Siegmann
212 Forest Park Ave.
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
US



From: Summer Ankiel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:37:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Summer Ankiel
1630 Emerald Lake Cv
Casselberry, FL 32707
US



From: g pogel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:37:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

g pogel
petersburg
plantation, FL 33325
US



From: Lajeanne Leveton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:36:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

I am writing as a NATIVE FLORIDIAN!
Sincerely,

Lajeanne Leveton
1972 Woodlake Drive
Fleming Island, FL 32003
US



From: cynthia benkert
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:35:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

cynthia benkert
9188 independence way
fort myers, FL 33913
US



From: Paula Morgan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:34:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paula Morgan
833 Spinnaker Drive E.
Hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: Stacy Moyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:34:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stacy Moyer
5805 SW 87TH WAY
FLORIDA, FL 33328
US



From: Tom Nowicki
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:33:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tom Nowicki
832 Huntington Court
Winter Park, FL 32789
US



From: Kristen Fiato
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:31:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kristen Fiato
262 NW Lincoln Cir N
St Petersburg, FL 33702
US



From: Rachael Fossaceca
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:31:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rachael Fossaceca
4036 Kingsfield Dr.
Parrish, FL 34219
US



From: Ana Cruz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:31:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ana Cruz
116 kings ridge loop
davenport, FL 33897
US



From: Linda Norman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt in Ocala forest
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:27:44 PM

From: Linda Norman <lindanorman25@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34471

Phone Number: 352-895-3132

Message Body: Allowing trophy hunters to hunt bear will send the wrong message about respect for all life-
including wildlife.  If this course of action is pursued, at least require that the fee be in the form of a donation to a
 valid 501 c 3 animal rescue or sanctuary.  Also, the amount should be significant- $1500 or more.  Otherwise,
 hunting bear becomes a sick sport for those who find trophy hunting fun.



From: Sonya Myers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:26:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sonya Myers
1730 5th Ave
FL, FL 32960
US



From: James Wachtel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt.
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:26:13 PM

Governor Scott,

Please just stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission vote on
 June 24 on the proposal to open a trophy hunt on Florida's unique subspecies
 of black bears. There is no current knowledge of the black bear population in
 Florida because no effort has been made in more than a decade to determine
 the population - it is conceivable the bear population has declined due to
 habitat encroachment from development. Therefore such a proposal is ill-
considered on its face while being opposed by a significant majority of
 Floridians as well.

Without knowing how many bears actually exist today, how can the
 commission justify allowing hunters to kill 200 bears a year? If the estimated
 population of 2/3000 made 13 years ago is anywhere near accurate and has
 not grown, the commission is uniquely positioned through their proposed
 action to render this unique subspecies of black bear extinct in ten to fifteen
 years.

While Commission Chairman Richard Corbett's arrogant comment to the
 Tampa Bay Times that it is okay to disregard majority opposition “because
 those people don't know what they're talking about" is in itself clear evidence
 that he is ill-equipped to hold the Chair, anyone can do the math
 predetermining this action’s disastrous result for the bears.

Regards,

James Wachtel
2808 Southpointe Ln
Tampa, FL 33611
Tele: 813 835 5147
Cell: 813 310 7335
wachtjr@tampabay.rr.com



From: Darcy Quinn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:25:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Darcy Quinn
177 Tallavana Trail
Havana, FL 32333
US



From: Michele Deltieure, MD, MPH
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:25:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michele Deltieure, MD, MPH
13160 Bridgewood Drive
Florida, FL 33418
US



From: tia/poidogsanuenue kobos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:25:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

tia/poidogsanuenue kobos
11111 kimberly
United States, FL 34224
US



From: Stewart Rosenkrantz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:24:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stewart Rosenkrantz
2319 SE 9th St.
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
US



From: edward walsh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:23:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

edward walsh
5775 park street north #410
saint petersburg, FL 33709
US



From: edward walsh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:23:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

edward walsh
5775 park street north #410
saint petersburg, FL 33709
US



From: charles quaintance
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:23:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

charles quaintance
114 e. spearfish lane
jupiter, FL 33477
US



From: edward walsh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:23:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

edward walsh
5775 park street north #410
saint petersburg, FL 33709
US



From: Yelina Diaz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:20:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Yelina Diaz
1552 sw 139 pl
miami, FL 33175
US



From: Randy Brehne
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:20:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Randy Brehne
2522 SW Park Meadows Trail
Palm City, FL 34990
US



From: otis henry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:20:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

otis henry
17 indian avenue
ocala, FL 34472
US



From: josefa Arana
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:20:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

josefa Arana
13716 SW 52nd St
miami, FL 33175
US



From: charles quaintance
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:19:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

charles quaintance
114 e. spearfish lane
jupiter, FL 33477
US



From: Gloria Donn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:19:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gloria Donn
7300 W McNab Rd
Tamarac, FL 33321
US



From: Jacqueline Thurmond
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:18:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Please can we simply collect the vagrants and then move them to an obscure location, such as the far end of the
 national park; this has been done successfully in Colorado for decades?

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Thurmond
850 Charingstone Ct.
Apopka, FL 32712
US



From: Caroline Miller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:18:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Caroline Miller
6834 4th Ave No
St Petersburg, FL 33710
US



From: Karen Vozar
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:18:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Vozar
PO Box 1249
Indian Rocks Beach, FL 33785
US



From: Helen Strader
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:18:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Helen Strader
5053 SW 34th Place
Ocala, FL 34474
US



From: Paul Harris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:15:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paul Harris
523 Sawrass Corp. Pky.
Sunrise, FL 33325
US



From: Denise Cartolano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:15:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Denise Cartolano
2335 Lynbrooke View Court
Orlando, FL 32822
US



From: C Caisse
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:14:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

C Caisse
9 Paw Paw Ct N
Homosassa, FL 34446
US



From: Darci Halloran
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:13:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Darci Halloran
4005 Holder Park Dr
Mims, FL 32754
US



From: Shirley Palmenteri
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:13:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shirley Palmenteri
2863 60th way north
St Petersburg, FL 33710
US



From: frank depinto
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:11:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

frank depinto
box 591
panama city, FL 32402
US



From: Deann Baid
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:10:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deann Baid
3558 Manatee Rd.
Tavares, FL 32778
US



From: Valerie Robbin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:10:06 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Valerie Robbin
730 Palermo Ave
Coral Gables, FL 33134
US



From: Samanta Dilena Davila
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:09:23 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Samanta Dilena Davila
10009 Gannon Ln
Orlando, FL 32821
US



From: Trevor Collins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:07:24 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Trevor Collins
722 n. Jefferson ave
Sarasota, FL 34237
US



From: Gayle Encomenderos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:06:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gayle Encomenderos
4341 NW 63 Ave
Coral  springs, FL 33067
US



From: jamie dos santos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:06:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jamie dos santos
3535 S Oceand rive
hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: anne Henry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:05:24 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

anne Henry
400 20th st e apt 1
Bradenton, FL 34208
US



From: Dana Rayburn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:05:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dana Rayburn
27 Horseshoe Falls Dr.
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
US



From: Richard Cellette
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:03:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Cellette
134 Mockingbird Ln
Delray Beach, FL 33445
US



From: Dee Seahawk
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:02:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dee Seahawk
8607 Pine Cone Ct Apt A
Florida, FL 33604
US



From: Ashley McFrederick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:02:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ashley McFrederick
2511 N Alafaya Tr
Orlando, FL 32826
US



From: Sally Belton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:02:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sally Belton
111 Crestwood Dr.
Longwood, FL 32779
US



From: sally herman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:02:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sally herman
139 mangrove ct
royal palm beach, FL 33411
US



From: jsne griffiths
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:02:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jsne griffiths
1521 Dade St.
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
US



From: Richard Longley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:01:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Longley
719 SW Chiefland Ln
Fort White, FL 32038
US



From: Joseph Castrenze
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:01:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joseph Castrenze
5631 Thornbluff Avenue
Davie, FL 33331
US



From: Barbara Blank
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 2:00:28 PM

As a Floridian, I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies
 of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting
 would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and
 road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear
 conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash.
 Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention
 measures like bear-proof trashcans.  The loss of habitat by development is constantly impacting Florida wildlife and
 now the animals are suffering
because of human greed.  Protect our wildlife now before it's too late!!!
Sincerely,

Barbara Blank
8520 SW 91 Court
Miami, FL 33173
US



From: Karen Cook
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:59:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Cook
825 Center St. 4 - B
Jupiter, FL 33458
US



From: Stephen Sleeper
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:59:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

You would only be allowing this hunt for the benefit of developers. In doing so, you will once again prove yourself 
 the charlatan and a scoundrel that you are.

Sincerely,

Stephen Sleeper
24716 Carnoustie Ct.
Bonita Springs, FL 34135
US



From: Elsy Shallman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:59:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elsy Shallman
17294 37th Place North
FL, FL 33470
US



From: Barbara Hicks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:59:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hicks
921 Ell Way
Sarasota, FL 34243
US



From: ROBERT F WHITTINGTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please commit to effective, non-lethal conflict prevention and oppose a bear hunt .
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:59:43 PM

From: ROBERT F WHITTINGTON <bobwitt@bellsouth.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33014

Phone Number: 3058254420

Message Body: To: Governor Rick Scott,

I am one of the majority of Florida residents who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission's (FWC) proposal to authorize a hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bear. I urge the FWC to
 protect both people and bears by focusing instead on effective, non-lethal conflict prevention.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce conflicts between bears
 and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please focus on proven strategies that effectively prevent conflicts
 with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and aversive conditioning
 and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through simple actions -- such
 as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.



From: Joyce Ilgenfritz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:57:42 PM

From: Joyce Ilgenfritz <ilgenfam@aol.con>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32712

Phone Number:

Message Body: I'm asking you to listen to the majority of the Floridians, and nation, that are against the bear hunt. 
 Hunters and the people in the FWC that are also hunters, want this trophy hunt.  This will not help the problem that
 is caused by people not following all rules and suggestions to live with these magnificent animals.  These people
 are the problem, not the bears.  Start charging businesses and people who ignore the rules!  Bears are calm, peaceful
 animals and should be protected, not hunted.



From: laura krause
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:57:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

laura krause
160 w camino real
boca raton, FL 33432
US



From: Rhea Moss
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:56:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rhea Moss
9448 PALESTRO ST
FL - Florida, FL 33467
US



From: Antoinette Daab
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:56:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Antoinette Daab
3817 SW 11th Court
Cape Coral, FL 33914
US



From: TRacy Engle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:56:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

TRacy Engle
7061 Pinehurst Dr
Spring Hill, FL 34606
US



From: Maria Tomacari
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:55:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Tomacari
445 South Orlando Ave.
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
US



From: Heather Burg
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:54:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Heather Burg
4004 S MANHATTAN AVE
Florida, FL 33611
US



From: Joy Hague
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:54:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joy Hague
3295 56th St. N.
St. Pete, FL 33710
US



From: Mitzi Bolanos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:53:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mitzi Bolanos
410 SE 5th ST
Hialeah, FL 33010
US



From: Hoopingarner, Cole
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:53:27 PM

:)
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403

From: Raudales, Fany 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:53 PM
To: Hoopingarner, Cole
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Thank you. I was stuck on 2 long calls. But I am live with you.

From: Hoopingarner, Cole 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:52 PM
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Hi Fany,
No problem! Every call I've received in the last 20 minutes has been about the bears. I wanted to
 make sure I was logging them correctly.
Thank you!
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403

From: Raudales, Fany 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51 PM
To: Hoopingarner, Cole
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Hi Cole,
I’m sorry I hadn’t reply it’s kind of busy right now. Please log those calls under subject Animal issue.
Thanks,
Fany R.

From: Hoopingarner, Cole 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:34 PM
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: Bear Hunt
Hi Fany,
Under what subject are we categorizing calls about the bear hunt? Thanks.
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403



From: Hoopingarner, Cole
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:53:27 PM

:)
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403

From: Raudales, Fany 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:53 PM
To: Hoopingarner, Cole
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Thank you. I was stuck on 2 long calls. But I am live with you.

From: Hoopingarner, Cole 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:52 PM
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Hi Fany,
No problem! Every call I've received in the last 20 minutes has been about the bears. I wanted to
 make sure I was logging them correctly.
Thank you!
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403

From: Raudales, Fany 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51 PM
To: Hoopingarner, Cole
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Hi Cole,
I’m sorry I hadn’t reply it’s kind of busy right now. Please log those calls under subject Animal issue.
Thanks,
Fany R.

From: Hoopingarner, Cole 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:34 PM
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: Bear Hunt
Hi Fany,
Under what subject are we categorizing calls about the bear hunt? Thanks.
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403



From: Raudales, Fany
To: Hoopingarner, Cole
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:52:31 PM

Thank you. I was stuck on 2 long calls. But I am live with you.

From: Hoopingarner, Cole 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:52 PM
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Hi Fany,
No problem! Every call I've received in the last 20 minutes has been about the bears. I wanted to
 make sure I was logging them correctly.
Thank you!
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403

From: Raudales, Fany 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51 PM
To: Hoopingarner, Cole
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Hi Cole,
I’m sorry I hadn’t reply it’s kind of busy right now. Please log those calls under subject Animal issue.
Thanks,
Fany R.

From: Hoopingarner, Cole 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:34 PM
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: Bear Hunt
Hi Fany,
Under what subject are we categorizing calls about the bear hunt? Thanks.
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403



From: tammy lettieri
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51:46 PM

I am strongly opposed to hunting / murdering Florida black bears en masse!
This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still
 recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss,
 genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a
 solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from
 getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal
 prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

tammy lettieri
2500 sw 15 st
deerfield, FL 33442
US



From: Giselle Fernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Giselle Fernandez
P.O. Box 3545
Apollo Beach, FL 33572
US



From: Hoopingarner, Cole
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51:43 PM

Hi Fany,
No problem! Every call I've received in the last 20 minutes has been about the bears. I wanted to
 make sure I was logging them correctly.
Thank you!
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403

From: Raudales, Fany 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51 PM
To: Hoopingarner, Cole
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Hi Cole,
I’m sorry I hadn’t reply it’s kind of busy right now. Please log those calls under subject Animal issue.
Thanks,
Fany R.

From: Hoopingarner, Cole 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:34 PM
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: Bear Hunt
Hi Fany,
Under what subject are we categorizing calls about the bear hunt? Thanks.
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403



From: Hoopingarner, Cole
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51:42 PM

Hi Fany,
No problem! Every call I've received in the last 20 minutes has been about the bears. I wanted to
 make sure I was logging them correctly.
Thank you!
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403

From: Raudales, Fany 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51 PM
To: Hoopingarner, Cole
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Hi Cole,
I’m sorry I hadn’t reply it’s kind of busy right now. Please log those calls under subject Animal issue.
Thanks,
Fany R.

From: Hoopingarner, Cole 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:34 PM
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: Bear Hunt
Hi Fany,
Under what subject are we categorizing calls about the bear hunt? Thanks.
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403



From: Michael Ott
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Ott
6105 Sheree Dr.
Milton, FL 32570
US



From: James Basin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

James Basin
9748 Spring Run Blvd.
Bonita Springs, FL 34135
US



From: ron h
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ron h
12715 shadowcrest
river, FL 33569
US



From: John Bartels
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51:20 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Bartels
5051 N. Highway A1A, Unit 12-2
Fort Pierce, FL 34949
US



From: Cathi Rigsby
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:51:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cathi Rigsby
7210 Plathe Rd
New Port Richey, FL 34653
US



From: Raudales, Fany
To: Hoopingarner, Cole
Subject: RE: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:50:56 PM

Hi Cole,
I’m sorry I hadn’t reply it’s kind of busy right now. Please log those calls under subject Animal issue.
Thanks,
Fany R.

From: Hoopingarner, Cole 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:34 PM
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: Bear Hunt
Hi Fany,
Under what subject are we categorizing calls about the bear hunt? Thanks.
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403



From: ron h
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:50:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ron h
12715 shadowcrest
river, FL 33569
US



From: Lucia Reid
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Please Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt!
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:50:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery.

Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent
 bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts
 with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lucia Reid
918 La Costa Circle
FL - Florida, FL 34237
US



From: Deborah Citrin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:49:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deborah Citrin
3724 pinetree dr
Miami beach, FL 33140
US



From: Giselle Fernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:49:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Giselle Fernandez
P.O. Box 3545
Apollo Beach, FL 33572
US



From: frances bogan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:49:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

frances bogan
1301 e columbus drive
tampa, FL 33605
US



From: Luis Tirado
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:49:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Luis Tirado
PO Box 2287
Cross City, FL 32628
US



From: vania Gutierrez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:48:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

vania Gutierrez
5374 w 24 ave
Hialeah, FL 33016
US



From: Giselle Fernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:48:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Giselle Fernandez
P.O. Box 3545
Apollo Beach, FL 33572
US



From: Patricia Hively
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:48:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hively
3319 Newbliss Circle
Florida, FL 32174
US



From: brenda stephens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:47:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

brenda stephens
6527 yellowhammer ave.
FL, FL 33625
US



From: Giselle Fernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:45:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Giselle Fernandez
P.O. Box 3545
Apollo Beach, FL 33572
US



From: rocio lario
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:45:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

rocio lario
4930 30th ave se
naples, FL 34117
US



From: Stefan Taylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:44:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stefan Taylor
7517 N. 40th St., Apt. F-204
Tampa, FL 33604
US



From: Carolyn Kiel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:42:17 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Kiel
49 Cedar St
Port Orange, FL 32127
US



From: Kimberly Schmidt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:42:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Schmidt
2449 Scaup Pl
De Leon Springs, FL 32130
US



From: Leesa Gibson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:41:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Leesa Gibson
1486 Twin Lakes Circle
Tallahassee, FL 32311
US



From: Heather Hayes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: I oppose black bear hunt in florida
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:41:17 PM

From: Heather Hayes <heathercavadas@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop this nonsense!!!! We need to protect our Wild life not Kills them!



From: Robin Romaine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:41:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robin Romaine
846SW henderson Ter
Ft White, FL 32038
US



From: sheila ellis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:40:13 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sheila ellis
sunset dr
panama city, FL 32403
US



From: Linda Kronholm
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:40:11 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Kronholm
3653 Lakewood Blvd
FL, FL 34287
US



From: sheila ellis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:39:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sheila ellis
sunset dr
panama city, FL 32403
US



From: Vanessa Carbia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:39:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Carbia
5704 S.W. 86th Drive
Gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: Kyndle Kuhn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:38:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kyndle Kuhn
867 Phoenix Lane
Florida, FL 32765
US



From: Wendy Taylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:37:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Wendy Taylor
W. Villa Rosa
tampa, FL 33611
US



From: M maher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:37:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

M maher
11731 timbers way
boca Raton, FL 33428
US



From: Jack Harkins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:37:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jack Harkins
18422 Elgin Ave
Port Charlotte, FL 33948
US



From: Grisso Reyes-Obando
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:37:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Grisso Reyes-Obando
15728 SW 139th St.
Miami, FL 33196
US



From: Eddie Rodriguez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:36:23 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Eddie Rodriguez
1400 Chorus Way
Royal Palm Beach, FL 33411
US



From: Eddie Rodriguez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:36:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Eddie Rodriguez
1400 Chorus Way
Royal Palm Beach, FL 33411
US



From: Patricia Abbott
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:36:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Killing black bears is NOT a solution.

Sincerely,

Patricia Abbott
264 Ponce de Leon St
Royal Palm Beach, FL 33411
US



From: Judith Ladney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT!
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:36:01 PM

From: Judith Ladney <jude23456@earthlink net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32804

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please put an end to this ridiculous idea. This is not going to help with the bear situation. And
 humans could get hurt during this hunt.



From: Barbara vavTuyl
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:35:56 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara vavTuyl
1670 NW 120 Av
Ocala, FL 34482
US



From: E Carole Barrett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:35:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

E Carole Barrett
583 N E 628 St
Old Town, FL 32680
US



From: Ovid Battat
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:35:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ovid Battat
1244 Canyon Way
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: Bev Hansen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:35:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bev Hansen
6573 Pine Meadows Dr.
Spring Hill, FL 34606
US



From: Linda Jennings
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:34:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Jennings
1398 Middke Gulf Dr
Sanibel, FL 33957
United States



From: William Reinhold
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:34:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

William Reinhold
2625 Slash Pine Ct
Titusville, FL 32780
US



From: Marcia Mathison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:34:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marcia Mathison
1751 BRIAR CIR
Dunedin, FL 34698
US



From: xuandai hoang
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:33:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

xuandai hoang
12817 retoria cir
tampa, FL 33625
US



From: Andrea Kanter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:33:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrea Kanter
7655 NW 62nd Way
Parkland, FL 33067
US



From: Hoopingarner, Cole
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:33:50 PM

Hi Fany,
Under what subject are we categorizing calls about the bear hunt? Thanks.
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403



From: Hoopingarner, Cole
To: Raudales, Fany
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:33:50 PM

Hi Fany,
Under what subject are we categorizing calls about the bear hunt? Thanks.
Best,
Cole Hoopingarner
Office of Citizen Services
(850) 717-9403



From: sherry aa
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:33:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sherry aa
private
FL, FL 33478
US



From: Barbara Handy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:33:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Handy
3139 SE Lime Tree Terrace
STUART, FL 34997
US



From: Diane Allen-Harkins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:32:23 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diane Allen-Harkins
18422 Elgin Ave
Port Charlotte, FL 33948
US



From: Alexine Pope
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:32:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alexine Pope
662 E. Williams Ave.
Crestview, FL 32539
US



From: Saralee Le Maire
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:31:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Saralee Le Maire
10th terrace
Micanopy, FL 32667
US



From: Jackie Host
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:30:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jackie Host
5784 SE 1st Ave
FL, FL 32656
US



From: linda campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:29:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

linda campbell
1154 a paseo del sol
casselberry, FL 32707
US



From: dave simkins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:28:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

dave simkins
19135 cypress green dr.
LUTZ, FL 33558
US



From: Tara Morningstar
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:28:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tara Morningstar
2729 Marlette Street
FLORIDA, FL 34231
US



From: Judy Marie Tucci
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:27:48 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judy Marie Tucci
2400 Edison Ave
Ft. Myers, FL 33901
US



From: Daniel Izurieta
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:27:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Daniel Izurieta
8145 Lawson Bridge Ln
FL, FL 33446
US



From: Bonnie Haynes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:27:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Haynes
373 SE Norfolk Blvd
Stuart, FL 34997
US



From: Adela Henao
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:25:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Adela Henao
291W Park Dr
Miami, FL 33172
US



From: Linda Lesher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:25:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Lesher
218 Gulfview Dr
Islamorada, FL 33036
US



From: Larry Davis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:24:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Larry Davis
123 main
palm harbor, FL 34683
US



From: Cristina Maldonado
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:23:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cristina Maldonado
1020 SE 7th ST.
FL - Florida, FL 34996
US



From: melinda ramsey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:20:52 PM

From: melinda ramsey <casabianca@live.com>

County: Jefferson

Zip Code: 32344

Phone Number: 850-322-1580

Message Body: Please tell the Florida Wildlife Commissioners to call off the black bear hunt being sanctioned
 ostensibly to curb bear/human conflict. It will not have that effect and they know it. The commissioners are simply
 kowtowing to hunters.

Black bears have been slowly recovering from being overhunted in the past and it is not a smart idea to cause stress
 in the recovery.

Bear/human conflicts are caused by our incursion into bear habitat, largely because humans are not aware that they
 are in bear habitat.

The Wildlife Commissioners should do more to make the public aware of bear presence. State and county regulators
 should do more to prohibit rampant developers from destroying bear habitat and deceiving the public.



From: Irene Lloyd
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:20:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Irene Lloyd
8232 Alderman Road
Jacksonville, FL 32211
US



From: Elizabeth Smock
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:20:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Smock
3827 Siskin Drive
FL, FL 34744
US



From: Laurie Hein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt, PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:19:53 PM

I am writing to express my STRONG~~ opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black
 bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add
 an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road
 mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear
 conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash.
 Instead, I urge you to let these bears LIVE and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention
 measures like bear-proof trashcans. ~~***LET'S LET "COMMONSENSE PREVAIL!!!!!  PREVENT PAIN &
 NEEDLESS SUFFERING=THE BEARS ARE ONLY TRYING TO SURVIVE!!!!~~~***

Sincerely,

Laurie Hein
6 Milbark Ct s
Homosassa, FL 34446
US



From: bernard TERRIER
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:19:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

bernard TERRIER
81 rue du bourg
Ennetières en Weppes, FL 59320
US



From: Gudrun Matthaus
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:19:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gudrun Matthaus
3245 Park Drive
Punta Gorda, FL 33982
US



From: Claudia Scurlock
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:19:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claudia Scurlock
SE 16th pl
Cape Coral, FL 33904
US



From: Robert Veltkamp
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:19:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Veltkamp
100 Ocean Trail Way, # 1108
Jupiter, FL 33477
US



From: Martin Osborne
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] No Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:18:31 PM

I strongly oppose hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the
 state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these
 animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set
 back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods
 will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and
 address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Martin Osborne
2040 NW 34th Ave
Coconut Creek, FL 33066



From: Trina Mitchell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:16:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Trina Mitchell
110 Parkbrook Cir
Tallahassee, FL 32301
US



From: John Langdon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:14:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Langdon
12 S Barbour St
Beverly Hills, FL 34465
US



From: Shelley King
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:13:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shelley King
52 bulow woods cr
Flagler beach, FL 32136
US



From: Tanya Pierce
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:11:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tanya Pierce
4039 E. Orange Ave.
Eustis, FL 32736
US



From: Diana Cancel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:11:28 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Cancel
3304 Stonebrook Dr
Florida, FL 32773
US



From: Vaughan Greene
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:11:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vaughan Greene
217walton rose lane
Panama City beach, FL 32413
US



From: Ralph Jakubik
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:10:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ralph Jakubik
10760 Haydn Dr
Boca Raton, FL 33498
US



From: Stacy Andrade
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:10:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stacy Andrade
27594 Tierra del sol ln
Bonita springs, FL 34135
US



From: Ronald Griesmayer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:10:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ronald Griesmayer
744 Banks St. NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907
US



From: Maria Stoll
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:10:12 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Stoll
10840 SW 75 Stret
Miami, FL 33173
US



From: Elizabeth M. Denning
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:07:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth M. Denning
1275 Chamberlain Court
The Villages, FL 32162
US



From: Virginia Zagar
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:07:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Virginia Zagar
3107 N. Kingsway Rd.
Thonotosassa, FL 33592
US



From: Arthur Kraut
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:07:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Arthur Kraut
1108 W 8th St
Panama City, FL 32401
US



From: susan ponchot
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:06:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

susan ponchot
9370 nw 39 ct
sunrise, FL 33351
US



From: Joan Thornquist
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:05:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joan Thornquist
11241 Pine Ridge Rd
FL, FL 34788
US



From: beverly paquin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:04:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

beverly paquin
10204 widgeon way
new port richey, FL 34654
US



From: Sean Stoerrle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:03:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sean Stoerrle
481 24th
Marathon, FL 33050
US



From: Janie Bifulco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:03:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janie Bifulco
1226 Hoversham Drive
New Port Richey, FL 34655
US



From: Tatiana Medina
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:03:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tatiana Medina
7630 nw 25 st
Miami, FL 33122
US



From: Christine Beauregard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:03:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Beauregard
4063 Mainlands Blvd.
FL, FL 33782
US



From: Virginia Lindo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:02:31 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Virginia Lindo
9451 SW 74th Avenue
Ocala, FL 34476
US



From: Barbara Hauck
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:01:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hauck
10912 124 Ave
Largo, FL 33778
US



From: Keth Luke
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:01:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Keth Luke
5438 Tennessee Ave
New Port Richey, FL 34652
US



From: Sean Warden
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:00:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sean Warden
10792 La Placida Dr
Coral Springs, FL 33065
US



From: Alisa battaglia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:59:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alisa battaglia
5210 Glade Court
Cape Coral, FL 33904
US



From: merrill kramer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:59:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

merrill kramer
2281 lake arbor
clearwater, FL 33763
US



From: Jered Yelton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:59:44 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jered Yelton
426 SE Guava Ter
Port St. Lucie, FL 34983
US



From: John Dieffenbach
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:58:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Dieffenbach
3525 Harlowe Avenue
FL, FL 33436
US



From: Ml DeRousse
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:58:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ml DeRousse
26875 old StateRd. 4A
Summerland Key, FL 33042
US



From: Jeff Hanna
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:58:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hanna
1608 Maple St.
Nokomis, FL 34275
US



From: Harvey Metzger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:57:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Harvey Metzger
11699 Briarwood Cir
boynton Beach, FL 33437
US



From: Kerry-Ann Lawrence
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:56:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kerry-Ann Lawrence
2321 NW 30TH Court
Oakland, FL 33311
US



From: sheridan spaulding
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: save the Bears
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:56:32 PM

From: sheridan spaulding <sherilynn1989@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32605

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt.   The people of Florida don't want it!! These by bears can be relocated
 humanely.    This is what people want.  PLease listen!!



From: MR.LYNNWARD LACY
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:56:25 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

MR.LYNNWARD LACY
1145  64 ave so
st.petersburg, FL 33705
US



From: tim voeltz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:56:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

tim voeltz
2045 sanctuary ct
gulf breeze, FL 32563
US



From: Joanie Helgesen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:55:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joanie Helgesen
4976 Boxwood Circle
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
US



From: Paul Vilches
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:55:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paul Vilches
10000 S.W. 8th Street
Pembroke Pines, FL 33025
US



From: MR.LYNNWARD LACY
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:54:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

MR.LYNNWARD LACY
1145  64 ave so
st.petersburg, FL 33705
US



From: liz wilton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:54:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

liz wilton
6404 rodman street
hollywood, FL 33023
US



From: Anthony Novembre
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:53:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anthony Novembre
1209 se 2nd st apt 2
fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
US



From: Dawn Rutkowski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:53:32 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dawn Rutkowski
4701 SWANSON LOOP
NORTH FORT MYERS, FL 33917
US



From: Alisa battaglia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:52:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alisa battaglia
5210 Glade Court
Cape Coral, FL 33904
US



From: David Arhtur Weinstock
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:52:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Arhtur Weinstock
4072 E. Ridgeview Dr.
Davie, FL 33330
US



From: Laura A Jones
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:52:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura A Jones
1612 Baltimore Ave
Florida, FL 32803
US



From: Joris Hines
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:52:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joris Hines
1357 S. Banana River Dr.
Merritt Island, FL 32952
US



From: Terri Sammarco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:51:47 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Terri Sammarco
1681 NW 70TH AVE APT 421
Florida, FL 33313
US



From: Cynthia Amoruso
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:51:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Amoruso
1451 Sunningdale Way
Orlando, FL 32828
US



From: April Wilk
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:51:18 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

April Wilk
11428 Banner Court
Orlando, FL 32821
US



From: carole donovan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:50:06 PM

From: carole donovan <caroled19@att.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33064

Phone Number: 9549433766

Message Body: I am sure you received many emails on this issue by now Gov. Scott .Do not allow bears to be
 killed.Do you really want that to be your legacy??That's how you will be remembered by all of us who strongly
 oppose this.



From: Pauline Berkeley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:49:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pauline Berkeley
11701 Palm Lake Dr #314
Jacksonville, FL 32218
US



From: George Mackison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:49:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

George Mackison
200 Leslie Drive/Apt#430
Hallandale, FL 33009
US



From: Celeste Garcia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:48:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Celeste Garcia
9124 Emerson Ave
Surfside, FL 33154
US



From: gaynor thomas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:48:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

gaynor thomas
2518 se 19th place
cape coral, FL 33904
US



From: Ronald Houghton Jr.
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:48:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ronald Houghton Jr.
245 Lions Gate Drive
St. Augustine, FL 32080
US



From: Gae Weber
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:48:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

A better solution would be to ensure that bears have enough good territory to keep them from looking for food and
 water and mates in human suburbs.  Why is killing always our go-to solution?  Think outside the ammo box.

Sincerely,

Gae Weber
364 11th Street
Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
US



From: Andrew Stromfeld
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:48:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrew Stromfeld
3125 n 38 ave
FL, FL 33021
US



From: Laurie Schaim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:47:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laurie Schaim
3230 East Bay
Holmes Beach, FL 34217
US



From: Margaret Gilmore
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:46:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Margaret Gilmore
307 W. Crest Ave.
Tampa, FL 33603
US



From: Deborah Wight
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:46:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deborah Wight
58 Hilo Court
Naples, FL 34112
US



From: Carolina Rozo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:46:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolina Rozo
7735 Abbott Ave
Mismi Beach, FL 33141
US



From: zen WhiteCloud
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

zen WhiteCloud
3104 NE 9th Street
Florida, FL 33304
US



From: Lois Masso
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lois Masso
2796 Fiesta Ave. SE
Palm Bay, FL 32909
US



From: kristin gonzalez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kristin gonzalez
9445 sw 40th street
Miami, FL 33165
US



From: marjorie angelo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

marjorie angelo
1003 e. moody blvd.
bunnell, FL 32110
US



From: Richard Haselhurst
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Haselhurst
1126 NE 16 Ct
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305
US



From: james Broom
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

james Broom
2764 Suncoast Lakes Blvd
Punta Gorda, FL 33980
US



From: Carmen Tugender
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carmen Tugender
1419 Rodman Street
Hollywood, FL 33020
US



From: Nancy Metz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Metz
330 LOBELIA RD
ST AUGUSTINE, FL 32086
US



From: Robin Fedas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robin Fedas
8535 NW 177th Street
Florida, FL 33015
US



From: E. Pitman Gallup
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

E. Pitman Gallup
2012 SW Newport Isles Blvd.
Port Saint Lucie, FL 34953
US



From: Erica Davey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Erica Davey
4140 NE 23 Avenue
LHP., FL 33064
US



From: Jesus Cruz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jesus Cruz
742 E 20 St
Hialeah, FL 33013
US



From: Simone Benthien
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:04 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Simone Benthien
100 Pierce St.
Clearwater, FL 33756
US



From: margie stern
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

margie stern
94 Julie ln
FL, FL 32344
US



From: Sandy Kennedy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sandy Kennedy
7711 NW 156 Avenue
Alachua, FL 32615
US



From: Ramona Mayer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ramona Mayer
PO Box 1148
FL, FL 34230
US



From: Carol Sardo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Sardo
5076 northern lights
Greenacres, FL 33463
US



From: Robert Borselli
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Borselli
1610 Monmouth Lane
Key Largo, FL 33037
US



From: Suzanne MacPherson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne MacPherson
844 Mellowood Ave
Orlando, FL 32825
US



From: James Sim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

James Sim
1265 Wimbrel Rd.
Fl., FL 33414
US



From: Roy England II
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Roy England II
2505 Linden Tree St.
Seffner, FL 33584
US



From: Richard Selfridge
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Selfridge
5136 Hidden Springs Ave
Florida, FL 34234
US



From: Teanna Seminerio
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Teanna Seminerio
5999 12th Way North
St Petersburg, FL 33703
US



From: Lee Dengler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lee Dengler
London rd.
jacksonville, FL 32207
US



From: Cheryl Sloan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:01 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Sloan
9389 SW 90 St
Ocala, FL 34481
US



From: Stephanie Trudeau
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Trudeau
111 Lake Ave
FL, FL 33460
US



From: Denise Jacobs
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:45:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Denise Jacobs
17812 Hickory Moss Place
Tampa, FL 33647
US



From: Tabitha Harris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tabitha Harris
4458 Steinbeck Way
Ave Maria, FL 34142
US



From: James Lamont
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

James Lamont
4347 44th Street S
Florida, FL 33711
US



From: Donna Pope
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Pope
3421 S. Carter St., Unit F
Tampa, FL 33629
US



From: Stacy Bouilland
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stacy Bouilland
1016 SW 21st Ave
Boca Raton, FL 33486
US



From: Edward Henner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:59 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Henner
11399 corazon Court
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
US



From: Gil Daniel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gil Daniel
502 NE 8th Ave
Gainesville, FL 32601
US



From: Denise Siele
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Denise Siele
21337 Chinaberry Dr
Boca Raton, FL 33428
US



From: Petra Hays
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Petra Hays
1601 Pine Ave
Winter Park, FL 32789
US



From: Doran Marold
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:58 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Doran Marold
6445 109th Ave
Pinellas Park, FL 33782
US



From: william rivero
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

william rivero
710ne47thst
oaklandpark, FL 33334
US



From: Bruce Hauser
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bruce Hauser
6621 Carnation Way
Port Richey, FL 34668
US



From: Susan Dorchin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Dorchin
7588 Mansfield Hollow Rd
Delray Beach, FL 33446
US



From: Edward Wiseley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Wiseley
2919 NW 64th Ter
Margate, FL 33063
US



From: Claudia Hernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claudia Hernandez
14700 SW 57 Ter
Miami, FL 33193
US



From: Ms. Victoria Halley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Ms. Victoria Halley -Courtesy Letter or Letter of Recognition
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:56 PM

Requestor Name: Ms. Victoria Halley
Requestor Email: vehalley@yahoo.com
Requestor Address: 3151 Hyde Park Drive
City: Clearwater
State: Florida
Zip Code: 33761
Phone: 7277876001
Type of Letter: Other
Recipient Name: Victoria Halley
Mailing Address for the Request: Victoria Halley
City: Clearwater
State: Fl.
Zip Code: 33761
Event Date: 2015-06-24
Is this for a Publication? No
If so, Deadline of Publication:
Retirement Ceremony Date (If Different Than Retirement Date):

Additional Information: Dear Governor Scott, Please STOP the Florida Wildlife Commission from allowing a Black
 Bear hunt on their final vote on 6/24/15. As you should know 75% of Floridians, who contacted the FWC opposed
 this bear hunt. What we do need them to do is to provide Birth control for the coyotes that are killing small
 domestic animals and humans all over our state.



From: Carmen Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carmen Williams
PO Box 355
White Springs, FL 32096
US



From: Sue Duncan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sue Duncan
1312 Essex Drive
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: Peggy Meserve
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:55 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Peggy Meserve
2721 Raintree Circle
Tallahassee, FL 32308
US



From: carole Fox
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

carole Fox
7356 featherstone blvd
Sarasota, FL 34238
US



From: karen chester
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:54 PM

From: karen chester <kchester@lakecountyfl.gov>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32736

Phone Number: 352 357-6062

Message Body: I am one of the majority of Florida residents who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's (FWC) proposal to authorize a hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bear. I urge
 the FWC to protect both people and bears by focusing instead on effective, non-lethal conflict prevention.

We need to take care of our enviroment



From: Rev. Elizabeth Dodd
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rev. Elizabeth Dodd
18678 Cape Sable Drive
FL, FL 33498
US



From: DEBRA LANCIA
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

DEBRA LANCIA
5629 Indiana Avenue
Florida, FL 34652
US



From: Lea Lombari
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lea Lombari
600 SunDown Cir
St augustine, FL 32080
US



From: Henry Carrier
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Henry Carrier
5726 Rain Forest Ct.
Seminole, FL 32765
US



From: Regina Drake
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.yOU PROBABLY WON'T LISTEN TO ANYONE BUT YOUR CRONIES...BUT...COULD YOU
 DO  O N E  THING RIGHT BEFORE YOU THANKFULLY LEAVE OFFICE!!!!

Sincerely,

Regina Drake
3516 17th Ter
FL, FL 33040
US



From: Diana Silva
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:44:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Silva
101 SW 7th Street
Florida, FL 33009
US



From: Mary Soden
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:43:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Soden
14078 N. Bayshore Dr.
Madeira Beach, FL 33708
US



From: Marie Cavins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:43:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marie Cavins
6941 MacDonald Court
Zephyrhills, FL 33541
US



From: Sue Jackson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:43:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sue Jackson
132 St
Miami, FL 33156
US



From: fay martinez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:43:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

fay martinez
490 NE 129TH STREET
north miami, FL 33161
US



From: Edward Burnell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:41:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Burnell
11708 Carrollwood Cove Drive
Tampa, FL 33624
US



From: Jennifer Orem
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:37:23 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Orem
4683 SW 45th Ave
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314
US



From: warren parkhurst
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:37:11 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

warren parkhurst
9344 victoria dr apt c
micco, FL 32976
US



From: Diebolt anne-lise
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:37:10 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diebolt anne-lise
6 rue glaize
FL, FL 34000
US



From: LYNN LAWLER
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:36:54 PM

COME ON! There is so little wildlife left in this country and the world and as soon as the numbers increase from a
 brief "reprieve" from hunting,you want to let the hunters have at them again? Most of our larger species have died
 out or are on the way out. You have a chance now to save what little is left and protect them...NOT SELL THEM
 TO THE HIGHEST BIDDERS..WHICH IS WHAT IT AMOUNTS TO . SHAMEON YOU IF YOU DON'T
 PROTECT THEM! IT'S NLOT AS IF THEY CAN P[ROTEST...SO WE MUST BE THEIR VOICES.
PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING AND CONTINUE PROTECTING THEM..BY LEGISLATION AND FROM
 POACHERS.
THANK YOU!

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

LYNN LAWLER
1526 16th ave
vero beach, FL 32958
US



From: Brea Viragh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:33:46 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brea Viragh
1254 Duncans chapel road
Willis, VA 24380
US



From: Tanya Knappman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:33:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tanya Knappman
2255 chase hammock road
merritt island, FL 32953
US



From: Kathleen Brady
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:33:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Brady
63 Rollins Drive
Palm Coast, FL 32137
US



From: Cliff Josephson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:32:45 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cliff Josephson
44239 Forest View Rd.
Deland, FL 32720
US



From: Stephen Mattison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:32:00 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephen Mattison
3850 Ponderosa Road
Malabar, FL 32950
US



From: Mark Wachowiak
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:31:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Wachowiak
1605 Colton Drive
Orlando, FL 32822
US



From: Carl Skipworth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:28:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carl Skipworth
5715 Simms Street
Hollywood, FL 33021
US



From: Christiaan Petersen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:28:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christiaan Petersen
PO Box 66926
St Petersburg, FL 33736
US



From: Diane Lindner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:27:15 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diane Lindner
8227 SW 82 Place
Miami, FL 33143
US



From: Sarah Cullen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:24:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sarah Cullen
2987 Bridgeport Ave.
Miami, FL 33133
US



From: Vivian Enfinger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:22:14 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vivian Enfinger
3331 Eaglewoods Trail
Sanford, FL 32773
US



From: Stephen Scray
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:22:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephen Scray
5215 woodcrest Rd
Jacksonville, FL 32205
US



From: Joyce Byram
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:21:36 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joyce Byram
107 Inwood Ct.
Winter Springs, FL 32708
US



From: Jaclyn DiCostanzo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:21:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jaclyn DiCostanzo
3268 timucua circle
Orlando, FL 32837
US



From: Nancy Lamb
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:21:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lamb
451 E Langsner St
FL, FL 34223
US



From: alice k Edwards
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:21:13 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

alice k Edwards
1016 Hartford Drive
Deland, FL 32724
US



From: Lea Lamb
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:20:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lea Lamb
451 E. Langsner St
Florida, FL 34223
US



From: Jo Ann Beckham
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:20:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jo Ann Beckham
4100 Hess Ave
Cocoa, FL 32926
US



From: Karen Artice
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:20:34 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Artice
13688 Drysdale Ave.
FL, FL 33981
US



From: Marie Caramanica
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:20:07 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marie Caramanica
4034 Andy Pella Dr
Spring Hill, FL 34607
US



From: Marilyn Egan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:19:27 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Egan
16413 Berry Way
Delray Beach, FL 33484
US



From: Judy Werth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:19:02 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judy Werth
115 International Parkway
Lake Mary, FL 32746
US



From: Adrian Elliott
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:17:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Adrian Elliott
3601 Thurloe Drive
Viera, FL 32955
US



From: Suzanne Cavallo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:17:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Cavallo
1904 Bayshore Road
Florida, FL 34275
US



From: Sara Tardanico
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:16:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sara Tardanico
5412 SW 152nd Place Circle
Miami, FL 33185
US



From: Susan Van Wagoner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:16:40 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Van Wagoner
12080 NW 100th St.
FL, FL 34482
US



From: Keely Cinkota
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:16:21 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Keely Cinkota
2102 Fitch ave
Florida, FL 33920
US



From: Erica Coco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:14:08 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Erica Coco
542 Sauders Rd Se
Palm Bay, FL 32909
US



From: Wendy Om
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:13:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Wendy Om
1672 Druid RD E
FL, FL 33756
US



From: M. S. Sutton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:12:22 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

M. S. Sutton
133 Deep Lake Tr
Melrose, FL 32666
US



From: Cyndi Hunt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:11:54 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cyndi Hunt
960 Towhee Road
Tallahassee, FL 32305
US



From: Lorna Wallach
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:11:53 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lorna Wallach
11637 privado way
Boynton beach, FL 33437
US



From: Tammie Rayburn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:11:49 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tammie Rayburn
383 NW 36th Ave
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
US



From: gianfranco verrecchia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:09:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

gianfranco verrecchia
3572 vista   ct.
miami, FL 33133
US



From: Barbara Tucker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:09:05 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Tucker
1312 Essex Drive
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: Natalie Ware
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:08:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Natalie Ware
8513 Arrow Head Dr
Hudson, FL 34667
US



From: Lasha Wells
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:08:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lasha Wells
6243 3rd ave south
Saint Petersburg, FL 33707
US



From: R Fox
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:08:30 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

R Fox
featherstone
Sarasota, FL 34238
US



From: Sam Dratch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:07:43 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sam Dratch
610 Clematis St
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
US



From: Dave Howard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:06:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dave Howard
2829 Skimmer Pt Dr S
Gulfport, FL 33707
US



From: Mary Gutierrez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:03:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Gutierrez
3393 Two Sisters Way
Pensacola, FL 32505
US



From: Gloria Stacholy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:03:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gloria Stacholy
1115 n greenway dr
Coral gables, FL 33134
US



From: James King
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:02:57 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

James King
13865 N.W. 5th Ave.
N. Miami, FL 33168
US



From: Robin Davis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:02:37 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robin Davis
P. O. Box 170
Crystal Beach, FL 34681
US



From: B Levy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:02:33 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

B Levy
1560 SW 23rd Street
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33315
US



From: Joanne Bolemon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:02:19 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joanne Bolemon
1183 Paseo del Mar
Casselberry, FL 32707
US



From: Sharon Freeman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:02:03 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharon Freeman
796 Hawser St SE
Palm Bsy, FL 32908
US



From: Dave Lapointe
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:01:39 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dave Lapointe
2508 Carambola Circle N.
Florida, FL 33066
US



From: Monique Guggino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:01:09 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Monique Guggino
15104 Brushwood Dr.
Tampa, FL 33624
US



From: Cricket Blanton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:00:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cricket Blanton
1818 Dodge Circle North
MELBOURNE, FL 32935
US



From: Larry Allan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 12:00:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Larry Allan
4238 65th Ter E
Sarasota, FL 34243
US



From: Carolyn du Brin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:59:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolyn du Brin
109 Ridge Circle
Fort Pierce, FL 34982
US



From: mike york
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:59:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

mike york
16477sw 144th Ave
Florida (FL), FL 32622
US



From: Robert blackiston
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:59:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert blackiston
6810 s.juanita street.
FL, FL 33616
US



From: Taylor Brown
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:59:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Taylor Brown
2202 NW 5th Pl
Cape Coral, FL 33993
US



From: dianne mcdermott
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:58:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

dianne mcdermott
9652 patrician dr.
trinity, FL 34655
US



From: Dorothy Winick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:57:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Winick
3501 N Ocean Drive, Apt 7e, Hollywood, Fl 33019
Hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: Brenda Sommer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:57:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brenda Sommer
4871 Acorn Drive
Boca Raton, FL 33487
US



From: Gina Caracci
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:57:04 AM

WTF is WRONG WITH YOU??? You want to kill something, start with those that are stealing the land that these
 bears and other animals are TRYING to live on...The earth does NOT belong to humans alone, as a matter of fact,
 HUMANS are the ones destroying it. LEAVE THE BEARS ALONE!

 I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gina Caracci
2532 Cocoanut Dr
Cocoa, FL 32926
US



From: Linda R Willis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please commit to effective, non-lethal conflict prevention and oppose a bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:55:54 AM

From: Linda R Willis <big_velcro_dog@yahoo.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32205

Phone Number: 9048941095

Message Body: I am one of the majority of Florida residents who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's (FWC) proposal to authorize a hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bear. I urge
 the FWC to protect both people and bears by focusing instead on effective, non-lethal conflict prevention.



From: MARY GARCIA
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:54:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

MARY GARCIA
5724 Heronpark Pl
FL, FL 33547
US



From: Debra Carter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:54:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debra Carter
303 Druid Hills Rd
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
US



From: Marc Aleep
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:50:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marc Aleep
302 Bermuda
Tallahassee, FL 32312
US



From: Shari Saylor
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:50:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shari Saylor
8383 Bonita Isle Drive
Lake Worth, FL 33467
US



From: Virginia Shaller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:50:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Virginia Shaller
550 Okeechobee Blvd. #510
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
US



From: Lisa LaFontaine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:49:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa LaFontaine
7201 Pinnacle Dr.; Apt. H23
Fort Myers, FL 33907
US



From: Bernardo Ramos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:49:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bernardo Ramos
3023 NW 30th Avenue
Florida, FL 33311
US



From: Mary Isaacs
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:48:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Isaacs
1678 2nd bullhead street
tavares, FL 32778
US



From: Jeanne Sozio
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:47:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Sozio
1501 sw 7 terrace
Boca Raton, FL 33486
US



From: Laura Waltrip
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:47:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Waltrip
1600 GOVERNORS DR APT 223
Pensacola, FL 32514
US



From: Janet Yesh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:47:07 AM

Don't kill any more of Florida's precious black bears. There are so few left and they have very little habitat. Leave
 them alone. Better yet give them their land back I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida
 black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in
 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from
 severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery.
 Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent
 bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts
 with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janet Yesh
4420 nw 93 av
Gainesville, FL 32653
US



From: Marian Ryan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:46:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marian Ryan
2215 Ave. A NW
Winter Haven, FL 33880
US



From: maureen mannall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:45:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

maureen mannall
5985 Pinnacle Lane
Naples, FL 34110
US



From: Theresa Lianzi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:45:47 AM

Hunt snakes not bears.

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Theresa Lianzi
1400 South Ocean Drive
Hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: Ralph Demers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:45:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ralph Demers
270 #2 Seminole Ave
Palm Beach, FL 33480
US



From: Christina Heskett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:42:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christina Heskett
2224 Lake Woodberry Cir
Brandon, FL 33510
US



From: Peter Hanauer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:42:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Peter Hanauer
7904 Sea Point Way
Lake Worth, FL 33467
US



From: Taylor Carr
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:41:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Taylor Carr
1464 Inverness st
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
US



From: Mostyn Thayer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:41:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mostyn Thayer
2372 SE Grand Drive
Port St. Lucie, FL 34952
US



From: Reta Kerr
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:40:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Reta Kerr
6729 magnolia pointe cir
ORLANDO, FL 32810
US



From: Cindy bushway
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:40:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cindy bushway
3511 Sw Margela St
Port St Lucie, FL 34953
US



From: Claudia Solorzano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:40:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claudia Solorzano
7311 NW 12 ST
FL, FL 33126
US



From: Bruno Torquato
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:40:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bruno Torquato
123 Not Telling St.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304
US



From: Deirdre Fitzpatrick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:40:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deirdre Fitzpatrick
4511 Wokker Drive
FL, FL 33467
US



From: Kathie Fallon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:36:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathie Fallon
5492 Eagle Lake Dr
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418
US



From: Elizabeth Kearney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:36:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kearney
3781 NW 107 Terr
Florida, FL 33351
US



From: Richard Rothstein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:36:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Rothstein
8415 Whispering Woods Court
Lakewood Ranch, FL 34202
US



From: Ericka Georges
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:36:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ericka Georges
11744 SW 103 Lane
Miami, FL 33186
US



From: lisa cain
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:36:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lisa cain
175 kelsey lane
tampa, FL 33619
US



From: Dariel Guach
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dariel Guach
55 E 4th Street
FL, FL 33010
US



From: Cristian Cupertino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cristian Cupertino
198 SW 9th Ave
FL, FL 33486
US



From: Carolyn Kiss
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Kiss
3305 S. Omar Ave
FL, FL 33629
US



From: suzanne zeller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

suzanne zeller
1921 58th AVe N  #6
Saint Petersburg, FL 33714
US



From: Valerie Howell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:29 AM

From: Valerie Howell <valeriehowell@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33255

Phone Number: 786-624-2231

Message Body: As you are the one who appoints the FWC members, I am asking that you require them to call off
 the bear hunt here in Florida. There is not enough data to show that bears have recovered yet. Florida residents don't
 want it to take place. The hunt will not target "problem bears". And most of all, the FWC has not taken effective
 action to solve the root cause which is improper trash management by humans living near the bears. Please stop this
 ill-conceived massacre. Thank you.



From: Clara Elsa Perez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Clara Elsa Perez
3439 SW 51 Street
Hollywood, FL 33312
US



From: Robin Peterson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robin Peterson
4735 Tara Wood Dr. E
Jacksonville, FL 32210
US



From: teddy sedlmayr
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

teddy sedlmayr
4125   21  st  sw
vero, FL 32968
US



From: Susan Roach
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Roach
6329 park lane w
lake worth, FL 33449
US



From: Leonora Xhrouet
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:35:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Leonora Xhrouet
4410 SW 102 avenue
davie, FL 33328
US



From: simona poDSKUBKOVA
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:34:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

simona poDSKUBKOVA
3406 potomac creek ct.
orlando, FL 32837
US



From: Jennifer Schusterman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:34:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Schusterman
17354 Lawn Orchid Loop
Land O Lakes, FL 34638
US



From: Cyndee Booras
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:33:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cyndee Booras
2178 nettles blvd
Jensen beach, FL 34957
US



From: alfred benjamin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:32:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

alfred benjamin
4001 hillcrest dr #916
hollywood, FL 33021
US



From: Ann Maher-Springman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:32:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ann Maher-Springman
13950 SE 95th St
Florida, FL 34431
US



From: Samira Haraoui
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:31:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Samira Haraoui
31 street
Miami, FL 33149
US



From: Sue Brown
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:31:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sue Brown
6292 Aventura Drive
Sarasota, FL 34241
US



From: Lory Doty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:31:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lory Doty
10238 SW 36th Trail
Lake Butler, FL 32054
US



From: Beverley Roth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:30:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Beverley Roth
1664 NE 24th Street
Jense Beach, FL 34957
US



From: Dulce Manzini
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:30:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dulce Manzini
9424 SW 140th Ct.
Miami, FL 33186
US



From: Allen Heffler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:30:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allen Heffler
3754 Glover Lane
Apopka, FL 32703
US



From: J miller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:29:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

J miller
SW 33
dania, FL 33323
US



From: karen young
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:29:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

karen young
11670 SE 6th st
williston, FL 32696



From: Guy Harrison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:29:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Guy Harrison
1571 Doyle Road  Lot 11
Deltona, FL 32725
US



From: Dewey Jackson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:29:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dewey Jackson
15 North Drive
Florida, FL 33037
US



From: Susan Armistead, M.D.
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:29:17 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Armistead, M.D.
15 North Dr
Florida, FL 33037
US



From: Celia Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:28:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Celia Williams
3601 W. Iowa Ave
Tampa, FL 33611
US



From: Anita Braddock
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:28:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anita Braddock
617 Sabal Lake dr.
Longwood, FL 32779
US



From: Ann Miller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:28:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ann Miller
3142 W. Washington
Monticello, FL 32344
US



From: DeeVon Quirolo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:27:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

DeeVon Quirolo
222 E Liberty St
Brooksville, FL 34601
US



From: Diana Cao
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:27:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Cao
215 E Seminole Dr
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: Furio Filoseta
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:27:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Furio Filoseta
20844 NW 3rd CT
Pembroke Pines, FL 33029
US



From: Nancy Becton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:26:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Becton
10131 NW 5 Street
PLantation, FL 33324
US



From: Brenda James
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:26:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brenda James
1915 19th Ave
Vero Beach, FL 32960
US



From: Linda Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:25:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Williams
3101 NE 47th Court
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33308
US



From: Richard Grove
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:25:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Grove
101 N Riverside Dr
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168
US



From: Kris Lacy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:24:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kris Lacy
15103 Craggy Cliff St
Tampa, FL 33625
US



From: Merry Sue Smoller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:24:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Merry Sue Smoller
6621 SW 77
South Miami, FL 33143
US



From: Carol Lazzarino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:24:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Lazzarino
2168 Appaloosa trail
Wellongton, FL 33414
US



From: Ed Kent
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:23:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ed Kent
27501 Kent Rd
Bonita Springs, FL 34135
US



From: Ramona Fridley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:23:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ramona Fridley
25013 Derby Drive
Sorrento, FL 32776
US



From: Cass Rice
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:21:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cass Rice
4116 SW 23rd Place
Florida, FL 33914
US



From: Robin Snyder
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:21:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robin Snyder
138 SE 7TH AVE APT B
FL, FL 33483
US



From: sara newcomer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:21:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sara newcomer
29676 ranger
big pine key, FL 33043
US



From: Yveline Mullinix
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:21:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Yveline Mullinix
1479 NE 57. Court
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33334
US



From: Michael Morris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:20:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Morris
8
West Palm Beach, FL 33411
US



From: Cindy Rapoport
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:19:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cindy Rapoport
27290 preservation st
Bonita springs, FL 34135
US



From: Colleen Meegan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:18:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Colleen Meegan
503 Asbury Way
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
US



From: Judith Cornell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:18:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judith Cornell
Ansley Ave. S.W.
Vero Beach, FL 32968
US



From: Barbara O"Brien
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:17:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara O'Brien
549 Lake of the Woods Drive
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: patricia Hoover
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:17:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

patricia Hoover
1447 Randolph St
Deltona, FL 32725
US



From: Joanne Jackson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:16:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joanne Jackson
16 Navarro Isle
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
US



From: peter kelsick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:15:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

peter kelsick
11501sw131ave
miami, FL 33186
US



From: Jeanne Murphy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:15:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Murphy
10768 118th St. N.
FL - Florida, FL 33778
US



From: M C Loch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:14:59 AM

I am writing to express my extremely strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of
 black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would
 add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road
 mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery.

Although this has been offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do
 nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address
 human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Bears must not die because of human carelessness and stupidity!

Sincerely,

M C Loch
1408 W Marvin Street
Longwood, FL 32750
US



From: Kirsten Lovett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:14:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Lovett
4825 Old Bradenton Rd #1
Sarasota, FL 34234
US



From: Susan Sanchez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:14:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Sanchez
14566 ROLLING ROCK PLACE
WELLINGTON, FL 33414
US



From: Tina Shatzkamer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:13:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tina Shatzkamer
9640 NW 60th Dr
Parkland, FL 33076
US



From: C Parkey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:13:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

C Parkey
1184 Cherlynn Terr
West Palm Beach, FL 33406
US



From: Dennis Balgemann
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:13:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dennis Balgemann
6201 Marmaduke Lane
Florida, FL 33917
US



From: Amy Wahl
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:13:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amy Wahl
3104 Pinehurst Drive
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
US



From: Tara Dorsey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:12:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tara Dorsey
8847 Moonlit Meadows Loop
Fl., FL 33578
US



From: Edward Morrison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:12:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Morrison
8540  SW 84th Loop
Ocala, FL 34481
US



From: David Marshall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:12:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Marshall
1486 Farrindon Circle
Lake Mary, FL 32746
US



From: Claire Insley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:11:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claire Insley
13546 Isla Vista Drive
Jacksonville y, FL 32224
US



From: Cheyenne Russo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:10:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheyenne Russo
2215 Academy Blvd.
USA, FL 33990
US



From: Barbara Byron
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:09:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Byron
10472 creston glen circle
Jacksonville, FL 32256
US



From: Ed Misicka
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:08:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ed Misicka
5221 N Apopka Vineland Rd
Orlando, FL 3288
US



From: Melanie Carter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:08:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melanie Carter
1454 Long Horn Rd
Middleburg, FL 32068
US



From: Maryanne Schreiber
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:08:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maryanne Schreiber
14318 AGUILA
FLORIDA, FL 34951
US



From: deirdre silversteiin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:08:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

deirdre silversteiin
240 Island beach blvd
merritt island, FL 32952
US



From: Cindy Fleming
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:07:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cindy Fleming
20030 Island Rd
Cutler Bay, FL 33189
US



From: Robin Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:07:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robin Williams
831 Osceola RD
Englewood, FL 34223
US



From: Alan Mishael
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:07:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alan Mishael
2850 Sheridan Avenue
Miami Beach, FL 33140
US



From: Frank and Bonnie Mc Cune
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:06:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frank and Bonnie Mc Cune
5631 SW 78TH ST APT 3
MIAMI, FL 33143
US



From: jamie thomas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:06:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jamie thomas
2003 Eclipse Dr
Middleburg, FL 32068
US



From: Ruth Ann Wiesenthal-Gold
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:06:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ruth Ann Wiesenthal-Gold
657 Hurst Road NE
Palm Bay, FL 32907
US



From: Ciana DeSimone
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:06:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ciana DeSimone
12333 Hammock Hill Dr
Clermont, FL 34711
US



From: Alexandra Gordon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:06:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Gordon
11701 SW 80 Rd
Miami, FL 33156
US



From: jes morgan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:05:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jes morgan
2044 Coral creek drive
pensacola, FL 32506
US



From: Liliana Gonzalez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:04:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Liliana Gonzalez
P.O.Box227002
Miami, FL 33222
US



From: Mary Sue Baker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:04:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,
Mary Sue Baker

Mary Sue Baker
6318 Goldfinch St
Sarasota, FL 34241
US



From: Miriam Hermann
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:04:17 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Miriam Hermann
1125 6th Place
Vero Beach, FL 32962
US



From: Timothy Leslie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:04:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Timothy Leslie
2517 NW 52 Avenue
Gainesville, FL 32605
US



From: Deborah Martinez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:04:01 AM

As a Registered Florida Voter, I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This
 unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still
 recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss,
 genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a
 solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from
 getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal
 prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Deborah Martinez
5962 Las Colinas Cir
Lake Worth, FL 33463
US



From: Matty Ziemak
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:03:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Matty Ziemak
Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289
US



From: Jarvis Hall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:03:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jarvis Hall
Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289
US



From: Shakti Sutriasa
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:03:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shakti Sutriasa
4460 6th Place SW
Vero Beach, FL 32968
US



From: P Pessar
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:03:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

P Pessar
4458 buggy rd
Polk city, FL 33868
US



From: Cheryl Ziemak
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:02:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ziemak
Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289
US



From: robert tucker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:02:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

robert tucker
7793 collins ridge blvd e
jacksonville, FL 32244
US



From: c Day
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:02:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

c Day
2010 del mar ave
Florida, FL 32960
US



From: Jon Hall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:01:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jon Hall
Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289
US



From: Maria Landinez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:01:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Landinez
3424 Welwyn Way
Tallahassee, FL 32309
US



From: Laura Burdine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:01:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Burdine
1617 Hallcrest Drive
Deltona, FL 32725
US



From: Angie Ziemak
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:01:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Angie Ziemak
Felicity Pl
North Port, FL 34289
US



From: sheila gaby
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:00:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sheila gaby
6848 sw 68 street
miami, FL 33143
US



From: Sandra Conner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 11:00:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sandra Conner
8651 El Portal Cy
Orlando, FL 32825
US



From: Stephanie Beam
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:58:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Beam
1310 A Rome Ave
Sarasota, FL 34243
US



From: Terecia Phillips
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:58:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Terecia Phillips
10812 se 131 ln
Ocklawaha, FL 32179
US



From: Steven boyce
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:58:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Steven boyce
4787 80th st n
st petersburg, FL 33709
US



From: Ben Arnold
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:58:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ben Arnold
6716 NW 62nd Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
US



From: John Paul
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:56:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Paul
180 Marine St
FL, FL 32084
US



From: John Paul
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:56:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Paul
180 Marine St
FL, FL 32084
US



From: Karen Lonkey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:56:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Lonkey
356 Overbrook Dr E
Largo, FL 33770
US



From: T.J. Guerra
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:56:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

T.J. Guerra
5415 Maverick Ln
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563
US





                Sumah Chaudhry 
   

  May 29, 2015 
     

 
 
Dear Fish and Florida Wildlife Conservation Commissioner,  
 
Please prevent the bear hunt from happening! The bears have done nothing wrong; 

they are just trying to look for food. The main reasons why they clash with people are 

because they are either scared of the humans entering bear natural habitats, or 

because people are attracting them with the smell of their garbage.   Also, some 

people working for scientific data collection in the FWC get young bears used to 

people when they tag them as cubs. The cubs associate people with food and are 

not afraid of them.   

 

The bear population is becoming endangered because of us.  I think some people are 

pressuring you into having a bear hunt claiming their population is growing, but the truth 

is that, although the bear population may be growing, it is nowhere near the natural 

population level it should be! We are taking over their territory, and building things that 

are not necessary, without trying to learn how to live near them.  

 

We have the right to vote as citizens. Bears have no voice to defend themselves, so we 

are responsible to be their voice.   Bears are an important species that are included in 

very important food chains.  Hunting and killing the few bears in Florida will only make 

these food chains more imbalanced.  This makes things worse for humans and all life. 

There are almost 20 million people in Florida alone.    Who has the right to say that 

bears, with a population of about 3,000 in Florida, do not have the right to live?  How fair 

is this? 



Imagine if you were the bears that would get hunted, I bet you wouldn't like that. 

The bears don't want to get killed either. Don't get fooled by people telling you the 

wrong things about bears.  

 

 

 
Sincerely,   

 
 

Sumah Chaudhry, 6th Grader, 
Rising Leaders Academy 





                Sumah Chaudhry 
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From: Walter Houdeshell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:56:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,Water F Houdeshell

Walter Houdeshell
2956 Elkcam Blvd
Deltona, FL 32738
US



From: Lynda Stauffer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:56:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lynda Stauffer
22209 W. Newberry Rd.
Newberry, FL 32669
US



From: Sabine Peters
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:56:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sabine Peters
487 Alico Libby Rd.
Florida, FL 33827
US



From: Sue Evans
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:56:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sue Evans
9019 Chayes Ct
tallahassee, FL 32309
US



From: Marcia Luick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:56:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marcia Luick
1800 Manor Way
Fl, FL 32720
US



From: Brett Kieslich
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:55:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brett Kieslich
111 Granada Blvd
FL, FL 33837
US



From: KERUL L KASSEL
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:55:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

KERUL L KASSEL
3323 Schoolhouse Rd.
Harmony, FL 34773



From: Andrea Woolf
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:55:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrea Woolf
1028 Alfreda Ave
LeHigh Acres, FL 33971
US



From: Steve Woodman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:55:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Steve Woodman
2079 Broad Oak Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32225
US



From: Norma Wheeler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:54:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Norma Wheeler
320 Morris Loop
Jacksonvilke, FL 32259
US



From: Fred Coppotelli
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:54:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Fred Coppotelli
5569 Fisherman's Drive
Florida, FL 34209
US



From: Cherye Melamed
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:54:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cherye Melamed
2102 Fairview Rd
Spring Hill, FL 34609
US



From: John Randler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:54:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Randler
228 shady oaks circle
Lake Mary, FL 32746



From: George Wilder
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:54:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

George Wilder
990 Eighth St. South, Apt. 2A
Naples, FL 34102
US



From: Emily Nelson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:53:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Emily Nelson
9340 mandrake ct
Tampa, FL 33647
US



From: David Roney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:53:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Roney
3406 Sanford Ave
Sanford, FL 32773
US



From: Mercedes Martell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:53:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mercedes Martell
2511 Luther rd # 618
Punta Gorda, FL 33983
US



From: Sue Bathauer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:53:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent
 bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts
 with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.  Strengthening the fines for people who don't
 follow rules about feeding bears or making the area enticing would help, too.  These bears are magnificent animals
 who should be allowed to roam in the woods, not adorn some trophy hunter's wall.

Sincerely,

Sue Bathauer
25442 Powell Rd.
FL, FL 34602
US



From: Catherine Pepper
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:52:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Catherine Pepper
4108 Dublin Street
Orlando, FL 32812
US



From: William Claiborn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:52:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

William Claiborn
106 Calle del Paradiso
Venice, FL 34285



From: L Wilson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

L Wilson
street
St. Augustine, FL 32084
US



From: Elizabeth Gravuer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gravuer
4605 Pine St.
Cocoa, FL 32926
US



From: W Jay
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

W Jay
476 AIP
FB, FL 32034
US



From: Beth Weeks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Beth Weeks
2287 Westwood Rd
West Palm Beach, FL 33415
US



From: Silvia Palacios
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Silvia Palacios
21206 NW CR242
Alachua, FL 32615
US



From: LOUIS AND PATRICIA FITZPATRICK
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

LOUIS AND PATRICIA FITZPATRICK
410 E. TEMPLE CT
VERO BEACH, FL 32968
US



From: Jane and Harold Rudner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears.

This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still
 recovering.

Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic
 isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery.

Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent
 bears in suburbs from getting into trash.

Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention
 measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,
Jane Rudner

Jane and Harold Rudner
2515 Dahoon Avenue
Coconut Creek, FL 33063
US



From: Gabriel Vargo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:50:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.
I guess I just don't understand the mindset - you spend millions of dollars to save a species, do a really good job of it
 as well - then you want to start killing it again.  Makes no sense to me.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Vargo
2470  Granada Circle East
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
US



From: Isaura Vazquez-Reid
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:48:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Isaura Vazquez-Reid
9831 SW 2ST
Pembroke Pines, FL 33025
US



From: Keith Berger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:48:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Keith Berger
355 Newcastle St
FL, FL 33487
US



From: Shannon Geis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:48:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shannon Geis
706 Horton Street
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169
US



From: Donna Heaton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:47:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Heaton
6951 W. Avocado
Crystal River, FL 34429
US



From: amanda osborne
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:46:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

amanda osborne
6183 white tip road
jacksonville, FL 32258
US



From: Ruth Lawler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:46:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ruth Lawler
17697 NE 246th Pl
FL, FL 32134
US



From: Alison Reed
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:46:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alison Reed
1520 N. Ocean Blvd.
Palm Beach, FL 33480
US



From: Susan Haines
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:46:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Haines
2551GertrudeDrive
Lantana, FL 33462
US



From: Sherry Reynolds
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:45:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sherry Reynolds
2616 NE 30pl #7
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33306
US



From: Anne Graydon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:45:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anne Graydon
6809 Stones Throw Cir N
St Pete, FL 33710
US



From: gail marsico
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:45:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

gail marsico
191n35 us 19
clearwater, FL 33764
US



From: Renee Thomas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:45:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Renee Thomas
365 BECKETT CT
FL, FL 32792
US



From: Tasha Kemp
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:45:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tasha Kemp
20 South Main Street
FL, FL 34787
US



From: laura buono
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:45:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

laura buono
2432 nw 52nd pl
gainesville, FL 32605
US



From: James Hickman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:45:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

James Hickman
9315 34th Court East
Parrish, FL 34219
US



From: Jen Lowell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:45:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jen Lowell
1150 G. Harold Martin Drive
Fort Lauderdale.gov, FL 33304
US



From: Kendra Rodriguez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:44:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kendra Rodriguez
1553 ne 32 st
oakland park, FL 33334
US



From: Vera Hamady
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] STOP the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:44:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vera Hamady
530 Lavers Cir #358
Florida, FL 33444
US



From: CHERYL BATEMAN
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:44:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

CHERYL BATEMAN
2369 HAVANA WAY
CLEARWATER, FL 33764
US



From: Billie Zell-Breier
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:44:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Billie Zell-Breier
8701 Alegre Circle
Orlando, FL 32836
US



From: Sharon Purtell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:43:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharon Purtell
PO Box 811
Indian Rocks Beach, FL 33785
US



From: Kathleen Kenobi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:43:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Kenobi
1376 Clubhouse Drive
Rockledge, FL 32955
US



From: Geraldine Fowler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:43:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Fowler
1770 SE 183 Terrace
FL, FL 34488
US



From: josephine wiest
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:42:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

josephine wiest
705a e bay dr, 141
largo, FL 33770
US



From: Maryanne Adams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:42:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maryanne Adams
4471 Sunshine Blvd.
St. James City, FL 33956
US



From: Joe Miller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:41:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joe Miller
280 E. Lake Sue Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32789
US



From: jack fisher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:41:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jack fisher
250 ne 3rd ave
delray beach, FL 33444
US



From: Chris Tirrell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:41:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Chris Tirrell
4018 SE 10th Ave
Cape Coral, FL 33904
US



From: Karin Heindl
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:41:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karin Heindl
4791 NE 5th Terrace
Oakland Park, FL 33334
US



From: Barbara James
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:41:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara James
721 South Lake Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33483
US



From: joy desmond
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:41:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

joy desmond
5473 pebble beach dr
lakeland, FL 33812
US



From: EDWARD MURRAY
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:41:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

EDWARD MURRAY
1462 COVE HILL CT
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
US



From: Robert W. Grant
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:40:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert W. Grant
6105 Galleon Way
Tampa, FL 33615
US



From: Reynaldo Alcantara
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:40:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Reynaldo Alcantara
3618 Red Oak Cir W
Orange Park, FL 32073
US



From: linda harsin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:40:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

linda harsin
5837 24th ave s
gulfport, FL 33707
US



From: Carol Vartanian
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:40:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Vartanian
5566 Avellino Pl
Sarasota, FL 34238
US



From: Patricia Stroud
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:40:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Stroud
2128 cordova circle north
Lakeland, FL 33801
US



From: Sharyn Scull
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:39:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharyn Scull
902 Birdie Way
St Augustine, FL 32080
US



From: Linda Gagnon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:39:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Gagnon
7218 Massachusetts Ave
New Port Richey, FL 34653
US



From: H Leon Bradlow
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:39:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

H Leon Bradlow
200 Woodette Drive
Dunedin, FL 34698
US



From: Kristen Wambold
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:38:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kristen Wambold
15330 NW 7th Street
Pembroke Pines, FL 33028
US



From: Susan Severino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:38:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Severino
113 Reedy Creek Dr.
Frostproof, FL 33843
US



From: Noel Rentas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:38:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Noel Rentas
3204 deer court
Brandon, FL 33511
US



From: Jennifer Bernatis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:38:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Bernatis
4118 NW 43rd Terr
Gainesville, FL 32605
US



From: Linda Chamberlain Jones
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:38:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Chamberlain Jones
845 Blvd. De Lorleans
Mary Esther, FL 32569
US



From: Chris Dodds
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:37:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Chris Dodds
Greenhill Mews
Lichfield, FL 11111
GB



From: Catherine McNamara
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:37:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Catherine McNamara
2152 Torchwood Drive
Florida, FL 32828
US



From: Patricia Ruhl
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:36:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ruhl
874 Arapaho Trail
Fort Myers Beach, FL 33931
US



From: Kristina Fazio
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:36:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kristina Fazio
4240 Forester Lane
FL, FL 33618
US



From: Suzy Berkowitz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:36:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzy Berkowitz
14178 North Rd
Loxahatchee, FL 33470
US



From: Mark Holmgren
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:35:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Holmgren
427 A 40th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
US



From: robert traister
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:35:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

robert traister
5807 cay cove ct
Florida, FL 33615
US



From: matthew fisher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:35:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

matthew fisher
1026 exeter b
boca raton, FL 33434
US



From: Linda Janota
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:35:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Janota
5163 The Pointe
Englewood, FL 34223
US



From: Laura Turner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:35:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Turner
2278 Pinnacle Cir. N.
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
US



From: Bradley Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:35:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bradley Smith
2809 NE 2nd PL
Cape Coral, FL 33909
US



From: Carol Woofter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:35:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Woofter
342 Fairway Isles Lane
FL, FL 34212
US



From: Laura Turner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:34:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Turner
2278 Pinnacle Cir. N.
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
US



From: Sandi Linn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:34:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sandi Linn
535 E Harding St
Orlando, FL 32806
US



From: Christena Oakley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:34:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christena Oakley
1707 Morningside Dr.
Middleburg, FL 32068
US



From: Marianne Amann
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:34:10 AM

People are supposed to be smarter than animals yet we choose to kill wildlife instead of applying safe, animal
 friendly deterrents. We have taken over bear habitat and then want to kill them because they are a nuisance.  Safer,
 alternatives such as bear proof garbage cans can help. I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting
 Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened
 species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer
 from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery.
 Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent
 bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts
 with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcan!
 s.

Sincerely,

Marianne Amann
693 Palm Dr.
Oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: Alvaro Calderon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:34:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alvaro Calderon
Calle 124#7-35 Of. 706
Bogota, FL 33166
CO



From: Melissa Neubauer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:34:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melissa Neubauer
3425 S Atlantic Avenue, #905
Daytona Beach R, FL 32118
US



From: Anisa Ferguson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:33:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anisa Ferguson
2014 Prince Albert Court
Jacksonville, FL 32246
US



From: Grosbois Sophie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:33:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Grosbois Sophie
251 Rue Bayle
FL, FL 83140
FR



From: Pat Pat
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:33:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pat Pat
1016 Martinique Rd
Florida, FL 32216
US



From: Sylviane Mahaux
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:32:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sylviane Mahaux
5665 Boynton Crescent
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
US



From: ELISA RIVERA-BOYLES
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:32:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ELISA RIVERA-BOYLES
642 Blenheim Loop
Winter Springs, FL 32708
US



From: Randy Corbin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:32:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Randy Corbin
2020 Barcelona Ter
Florida, FL 33063
US



From: penelope oppenheim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:32:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

penelope oppenheim
o box 22367
fort lauderdale, FL 33335
US



From: rosoneil
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:31:36 AM

Governor Scott, please do not endorse a bear hunt in Florida. We do not know the number of
 existing bears at this time. This would be an irresponsible act if the Wildlife Commission
 voted for this. Rosemary O'Neil, concerned citizen of Florida



From: Carolyn Kalmus
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:31:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Kalmus
2501 W. Golf Blvd. #226
FL, FL 33064
US



From: Maria Poiani
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:30:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Poiani
301 north Atlantic Ave #401
cocoa Beach, FL 32931
US



From: K. Paro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:30:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

K. Paro
421 wisteria road
Daytona beach, FL 32118
US



From: GINA GEBHART
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:30:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

GINA GEBHART
1076 PRINCEWOOD DR
ORLANDO, FL 32810
US



From: Linda Alfson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:30:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Alfson
1795 Olive Court
Orange Park, FL 32073
US



From: E Devlin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:30:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

E Devlin
129 Valor Blvd
FL, FL 32114
US



From: Ana Maria Agrusa
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:30:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ana Maria Agrusa
5881 Bristol Lane
Davie, FL 33331
US



From: Dianne Brown
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:29:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dianne Brown
6031 W Anthony Rd
Florida, FL 34479
US



From: Christine Housel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:28:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Housel
630 NE 11th Ave.
Gainesville, FL 32601
US



From: Summer Devlin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:28:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Summer Devlin
4935 Shade Tree Street
FL, FL 32926
US



From: Patrick D"Annunzio
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:28:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patrick D'Annunzio
1774 Foliage La
FL, FL 32162
US



From: Penny warren
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:27:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Penny warren
8411 112th terrace north
west palm beach, FL 33412
US



From: Diana Booth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:27:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Booth
8950 East River Drive
Navarre, FL 32566
US



From: Tricia Holliday
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:26:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tricia Holliday
489 lakepark
Oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: Donna D"Arco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:26:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna D'Arco
123 Street
Sarasota, FL 34236
US



From: Denise White
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:26:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. It's way past time to stop killing
 wildlife. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012
 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe
 habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although
 offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in
 suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with
 proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Denise White
9231 Nicki Rd
Southport, FL 32409
US



From: Jack Conklin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:25:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jack Conklin
274 Palm Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
US



From: sharon guilford
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:25:17 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sharon guilford
815 W dees rd
lakeland, FL 33809
US



From: Catherine Anderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:24:59 AM

AS A NATIVE FLORIDIAN WITH DEEP ROOTS IN THIS STATE, I AM SHOCKED AND HORRIFIED THAT
 THIS HUNT HAS BEEN APPROVED BY THE FLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE COMMISSION.
 OBVIOUSLY THEY HAVE NO INTEGRITY AND THEY SOLD OUT TO THE HUNTING LOBBY.
 DISGUSTING! GOVERNOR SCOTT, NOW IT IS TIME TO CURB THIS!

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Catherine Anderson
1536 mercado ave
Coral Gables, FL 33146
US



From: Suzanne Claggett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:24:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Claggett
4425 Devereux Dr.
FL, FL 32504
US



From: Thydour Coleman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:24:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Thydour Coleman
7300 NW 30th PL Apt
FL, FL 33313
US



From: Marlin Stewart
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:24:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marlin Stewart
415 Seagull Dr.
Winter Heave, FL 33881
US



From: Lawrence Lintner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:23:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Lintner
23348 Painter Avenue
Port Charlotte, FL 33954
US



From: Cecilia Gaines-Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:23:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Gaines-Williams
11010 SW 160th Court
Miami, FL 33196
US



From: Elizabeth Cherubin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Cherubin
821 La Jolla Ave
Sun City Center, FL 33573
US



From: David Kirwan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Kirwan
2712 Kamal Parkway
Cape Coral, FL 33904
US



From: Linda Bruce
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Bruce
22163 Natures Cove Ct.
Estero, FL 33928
US



From: Kathy Walker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathy Walker
117 McKinley av
Lehigh, FL 33936
US



From: Susan Krawiecki
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Krawiecki
3775 59th Street N, Apt. 3
Saint Petersburg, FL 33710
US



From: Tricia Holliday
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:22:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tricia Holliday
489 lakepark
Oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: amanda Nelson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:21:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

amanda Nelson
belcrest ct
FL, FL 34287
US



From: Noel Downey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:21:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Noel Downey
3275 Suntree Blvd
FL, FL 32940
US



From: Mary Helen Venos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:21:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Helen Venos
3434 Merrimac Dr.
Tallahassee, FL 32312
US



From: Michael Domino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:21:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Domino
4358 Outrigger Ln
Tampa, FL 33615
US



From: Steve May
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:21:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Steve May
14401 Front Beach Rd
Panama City Beach, FL 32413
US



From: Rachel DeFauw
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:21:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rachel DeFauw
9239 Villa Entrada
New Port Richey, FL 34655
US



From: christy white
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:20:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

christy white
18503 hewlett rd
orlando, FL 32820
US



From: Steven Combes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:20:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.
STOP THE GLUTTONY!!
SEMPER FI!
Sincerely,

Steven Combes
1225 SW 1st Ave, Apt# 121
Gainesville, FL 32601
US



From: Esther Garvett
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:20:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Esther Garvett
10431 SW 143 Ave.
Miami, FL 33186
US



From: Valerie Howell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:20:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Valerie Howell
P.O. Box 558612
Miami, FL 33255
US



From: Elaine Edwards
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:20:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elaine Edwards
N 10
PP, FL 33026
US



From: Paul Amalfitano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:20:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paul Amalfitano
9873 Lawrence Rd
Florida, FL 33436
US



From: Lee Webber
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:20:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lee Webber
125 7th St  Apt 3
Jupiter, FL 33458
US



From: Brigitte and John wallace
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:19:31 AM

My husband and I are writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. Trophy hunting is
 barbaric and has no place in a civilized society. Black bears have been lured near humans because humans keep
 encroaching on their world and leave garbage and food in the bears habitat. Hunting This unique subspecies of
 black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would
 add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road
 mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear
 conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash.
 Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention
 measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brigitte  and John wallace
2633 Upton Street
Gulfport, FL 33711
US



From: Mark Fullmer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:18:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Fullmer
4532 SE 31st Pl
Ocala, FL 34480
US



From: rotraud coffey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:18:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

rotraud coffey
po box 130156
tampa, FL 33681
US



From: Teri Kitti
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:18:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Teri Kitti
5109 26th Ave S
Gulgport, FL 33707
US



From: Deanna Daniels
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:18:36 AM

Mr. Scott,
I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Mr. Scott, I am happy to say that I voted for you, but I cannot condone t his act. We are the stewards of the earth and
 creatures that God has granted to us. We have a duty to protect them and not destroy them for our own guilty
 pleasures or because we find them to be a "problem." We are invading their homes with our subdivisions and they
 do not have the voices to stand up and protest. Please be their voice and protect them from a violent end.

Sincerely,

Deanna Daniels
6253 Countryman Lane E
FL, FL 32244
US



From: Mary Thomas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:18:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely, Mary Elizabeth Thomas

Mary Thomas
12486 Linden Drive
Spring Hill, FL 34609
US



From: Phyllis Cole
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:17:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Cole
39650 US 19 N
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
US



From: Doreen Tetreault
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:17:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Doreen Tetreault
962 red parrot ln
wellington, FL 33414
US



From: S Logan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:17:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

S Logan
1001 Brickell Bay Dr
Miami, FL 33131
US



From: Erik Melear
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:17:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Erik Melear
1401 Catalpa Lane
FL, FL 32806
US



From: Ramiro Abal
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:17:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ramiro Abal
9405 Fontainebleau Blvd
FL, FL 33172
US



From: Mary Anne Knowles
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Anne Knowles
210 Kilmer Ln
Winter Haven, FL 33884
US



From: jackie grguric
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jackie grguric
2131 faulk dr
tallahassee, FL 32303
United States



From: Linda Landers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Landers
Mandarin Blvd
Loxahatchee, FL 33470
US



From: Katherine Irwin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears.  There has to be other ways of save
 these animals other than killing them.  At some point we have to stop the cause of these encounters, encroachment
 on wild life and their homes.  We're going to get to the point where all other species on this earth will become
 "nuisances". 

This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still
 recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss,
 genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a
 solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from
 getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal
 prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Katherine Irwin
23rd 23rd st
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
US



From: Ismael Ramos Roman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ismael Ramos Roman
6723 s sheridan rd
tampa, FL 33611
US



From: Lorrie Scott
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lorrie Scott
7696 Classics Drive
Naples, FL 34113
US



From: Beth Fernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Beth Fernandez
350 se 116 terr
williston, FL 32696
US



From: Fay Bracken
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:16:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Fay Bracken
770 109th Ave N
Florida, FL 34108
US



From: maria Staubli
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:15:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

maria Staubli
7360 SW 109TH TER
FL, FL 33156
US



From: Doug Alderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:15:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Doug Alderson
960 Towhee Road
Tallahassee, FL 32305
US



From: Winifred (Penny) Mears
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:15:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Winifred (Penny) Mears
11428 Sugarmaple Lane
Orlando, FL 32821
US



From: kim Sonderman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:14:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

kim Sonderman
7547 Fawn lake Dr north
Jacksonville, FL 32256
US



From: RAYA. ENGLER
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:14:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

RAYA. ENGLER
16150 NE 13 Ave.
FL, FL 33162
US



From: Cynthia Hartley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:14:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Hartley
7715 Pine Lakes Blvd
Port Saint Lucie, FL 34952
US



From: Michael McKibben
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael McKibben
9732 Deer Run Drive
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082
US



From: Richard Beaulieu
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Richard Beaulieu
7420 N. W. 4st apt 208
Plantation, FL 33317
US



From: Luann Elferdink
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Luann Elferdink
13420 Middlefield Rd.
Tallahassee, FL 32309
US



From: Janet Molchan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Janet Molchan
5100 N. Ocean Blvd. #302
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308
US



From: Maria machado
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria machado
9274 Shepton St
Florida, FL 32825
US



From: Rob Gonzalez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rob Gonzalez
8840 Lake Park Circle N.
Davie, FL 33328
US



From: Bonita Knapp
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

We should never kill animals just for sport and it's time we started respecting the other species that live among us.

Sincerely,

Bonita Knapp
370 Sixth Ave. S
Naples, FL 34102
US



From: Linda Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Smith
1006 SW 18th Terrace
FL, FL 33991
US



From: Debra Wallace
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debra Wallace
7839 Mimosa Dr.
Port Richeu, FL 34668
US



From: Debra Wallace
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:13:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debra Wallace
7839 Mimosa Dr.
Port Richeu, FL 34668
US



From: Steven Gottschalk
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:12:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Steven Gottschalk
5177 Sandy Cove Ave
Sarasota, FL 34242
US



From: Mary Keim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:12:19 AM

I am writing to urge you to call off the Florida Black Bear hunt.

The hunt has been offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, but hunting bears deep in natural lands, will have
 little to no imact in preventing bears in suburbs from getting into trash.

I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like
 bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Keim
4726 Ferncreek Ave
Orlando, FL 32806
US



From: Raymond Suareaz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:12:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Raymond Suareaz
3337 N Yacht Ter
Beverly Hills, FL 34465
US



From: Jennifer Schusterman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:12:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Schusterman
17354 Lawn Orchid Loop
Land O Lakes, FL 34638
US



From: Patricia Greiner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:11:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Greiner
725 Neapolitan Way
Naples, FL 34103
US



From: Carole Duckworth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:11:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carole Duckworth
3105 12th St. North
St, Petersburg, FL 33704
US



From: Donna Friedman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:10:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Friedman
3190 NE 13 AV
FL, FL 33064
US



From: Yamile Haibi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:10:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Yamile Haibi
697 Pinecrest Drive
Largo, FL 33770
US



From: Maryle Barbe
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:10:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maryle Barbe
26119-Fawnwood Ct.
Bonita Springs, FL 34134
US



From: Gail Amalfitano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:09:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gail Amalfitano
9873 Lawrence Rd Apt F206
FL, FL 33436
US



From: Kelly Morton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:09:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kelly Morton
3568 Oak St
Jacksonville, FL 32205
US



From: Cindy Sherman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:09:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cindy Sherman
1642 Pepper Dr.
Tallahassee, FL 32304
US



From: Melissa Estes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:09:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melissa Estes
16950 Timberlakes Dr
FL, FL 33908
US



From: SU Jacob
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:09:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

SU Jacob
3006 Sherry Drive
Orlando, FL 32810
US



From: Paul Horne
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:09:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paul Horne
8546 Crown Drive
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
US



From: Alan Christensen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:09:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alan Christensen
4472 31st Ave N
St Petersburg, FL 33713
US



From: G Rich
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:09:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

G Rich
1012 Andrea Way
Saint Johbs, FL 32259
US



From: joe stine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:08:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

joe stine
604 Country Lane NE
Winter Haven, FL 33881
US



From: Virginia Utt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:08:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Virginia Utt
P.O. Box 361294
Florida, FL 32936
US



From: Theodore Bahn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:08:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Theodore Bahn
428 Childers St
Pensacola, FL 32534
US



From: William Bowman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:08:30 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please stop the Florida Bear Hunt. Our family does not support this proposed slaughter of Florida's bears. It is totally
 unnecessary. We would be very upset if it were allowed!

As our Governor, We would urge you to stop this action in it's tracks right now. Thank you.

William F. Bowman
711 Stratfield Drive
Lutz, Fl. 33549
813-748-5023

Sent from my iPad



From: Mario Guerrero
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:08:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mario Guerrero
8338 SW 46th Road
Gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: Natashia Tabler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:07:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Natashia Tabler
5331 Tay Court
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
US



From: ALAN THOMPSON
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ALAN THOMPSON
25 FREDERICK AVE.
PORT ORANGE, FL 32127
US



From: David Landskron
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Landskron
5132 Winged Foot Ln
Florida, FL 33884
US



From: Ronald Mutchnik
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:09 AM

As a father, grandfather and elementary school principal I have long supported efforts to protect and preserve our
 environment and its many and varied natural resources.  Today I am writing to express my strong opposition to
 hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of
 threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that
 already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back
 decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will
 do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address
 human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ronald Mutchnik
1590 Cayman Court
Naples, FL 34119
US



From: Michi Wischnewski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michi Wischnewski
6017 n eustace ave
Tampa, FL 33604
US



From: christine brown
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:06:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

christine brown
7270 76th St N
FL, FL 33781
US



From: Jo Basile
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:05:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jo Basile
4740 S Atlantic
Port Orange, FL 32127
US



From: Patricia Brigham
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:05:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Brigham
614 W. King St.
Florida, FL 32804
US



From: Danielle Giroux
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:05:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Danielle Giroux
1802 Azalea Ct.
Oldsmar, FL 34677
US



From: Karina Gutierrez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:04:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karina Gutierrez
10815 Sunset Drive
Miami, FL 33173
US



From: john hicks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:04:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

john hicks
290 eleuthera DR
Lake alfred, FL 33850
US



From: Ellen Heath
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:03:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ellen Heath
9621 NW 10th Street
Plantation, FL 33322
US



From: Christy Nakama
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:03:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christy Nakama
4211 52nd Place West
Bradenton, FL 34210
US



From: Christi Born
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:02:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christi Born
1455 Loring st
Cocoa, FL 32922
US



From: Barbara Kadetsky
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:02:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kadetsky
204 Zaharias Circle
Daytona Beach, FL 32124
US



From: Mark Tardif
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:02:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Tardif
10701 SW 113 Place
Florida, FL 33176
US



From: Rob Bred
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Their land has already been taken from humans-take care of God"s creatures and

 Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:01:54 AM

God notices his treatment of his animals and who allows it. I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting
 Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened
 species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer
 from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery.
 Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent
 bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts
 with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rob Bred
Tanner drive
Sarasota, FL 34243
US



From: Allan Collins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:01:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allan Collins
734 Oakleaf ct.
Apopka, FL 32712
US



From: Tamara Burch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:01:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tamara Burch
2225 Polk Street #1A
Hollywood, FL 33020
US



From: Marsha` Martin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:01:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marsha` Martin
5333 SW 75 Street
Gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: Halee Lanzet
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:01:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Halee Lanzet
8529 tourmaline Blvd
boynton beach, FL 33472
US



From: Robert Warner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:00:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Warner
2116 Natures Gate Ct., S.
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
US



From: Alejandro Munoz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:00:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alejandro Munoz
2053 NW 78 Ave
Miami, FL 33122
US



From: Beth Marten
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:00:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Beth Marten
1200 SE 3rd Ter
Pompano Beach, FL 33060
US



From: K. Holliday
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:00:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

K. Holliday
489 Lakepark Trail
Oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: Susan Nickerson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:00:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Nickerson
103650 Overseas Hwy. Lot 20
Key Largo, FL 33037
US



From: Alexis Limarzi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:00:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alexis Limarzi
4213 long key lane
Winter Park, FL 32792
US



From: Lonnie Albrecht
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:00:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Albrecht
895 CR 481
Lake Panasoffkee, FL 33538
US



From: Desiray Blackburn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:00:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Desiray Blackburn
5 Tara Place
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
US



From: Carol Craig
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 10:00:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Craig
332 Kent Dr
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
US



From: karen fostel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:59:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

karen fostel
3913 sail dr
new port richey, FL 34652
US



From: Cheryl Fischer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:59:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Fischer
722 NW 7th Drive
Boca Raton, FL 33486
US



From: Susan Oberbeck
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:59:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Oberbeck
201 S Stillman St
Pensacola, FL 32505
US



From: Frank Tedesco
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:59:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frank Tedesco
11319 93th Street
Florida, FL 33773
US



From: Yvette Trovato
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:59:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Yvette Trovato
9033 Sarah Drive
Polk City, FL 33868
US



From: asdur triff
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:59:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

asdur triff
2131 sw 11th. street
FL, FL 33135
US



From: Jennifer Rice
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:58:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Rice
86017 Creekwood Dr
Yulee, FL 32097
US



From: Nelly Ordija
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:58:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nelly Ordija
1405 E Schwartz
Lady Lake, FL 32159
US



From: Ron Houser
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:58:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ron Houser
1845 w. 24th ct.
Panama City, FL 32405
US



From: Adalys Suarez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:58:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Adalys Suarez
4840 sw 152nd pl
miami, FL 33185
US



From: Ava Blanc
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:58:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ava Blanc
Nw 52nd place
Coral Springs, FL 33067
US



From: Diane Villagomez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:58:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diane Villagomez
4105 Konstanz Ct
Tallahassee, FL 32303
US



From: PHYLLIS DAVIS
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:58:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

PHYLLIS DAVIS
1140 NE 20 AVE
FL - Florida, FL 34470
US



From: Sean Sellers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:57:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sean Sellers
845 Highland St
Florida, FL 34234
US



From: Diana Spencer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:57:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Spencer
933 Jamaica Avenue
FL, FL 32958
US



From: Lisa Hurley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:57:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hurley
1009 ne 14th terrace
CAPE CORAL, FL 33909
US



From: Gary Jordan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:57:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gary Jordan
2011 Nancy Ann Terr.
FL, FL 34761
US



From: Colleen Dietz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:57:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Colleen Dietz
5012 sw 92 terrace
Cooper City, FL 33328
US



From: Suzanne Houston
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:57:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Houston
309 ventura dr
Sanford, FL 32773
US



From: cynthia murphy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:57:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

cynthia murphy
3240 whistler dr.
pensacola, FL 32503
US



From: Mary Cocke
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:56:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Cocke
2138 Armistead Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32308
US



From: Margaret Broussard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:56:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Margaret Broussard
756 Acacia Avenue
Melbourne Village, FL 32904
US



From: Samantha Harmony
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:56:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Samantha Harmony
3018 Alcazar Place
FL, FL 33410
US



From: Christopher Kowalski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:56:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christopher Kowalski
1295 Gage ave
Deltona, FL 32738
US



From: Tania Kennedy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:55:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tania Kennedy
2712 Herons Landing Dr
Kissimmee, FL 34741
US



From: Kenneth Setzer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:55:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Setzer
14789 SW 139 Ct.
FL - Florida, FL 33186
US



From: Jean Siegel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:55:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jean Siegel
6439 Lennox Lane
Veto beach, FL 32966
US



From: George Butler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:55:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

George Butler
701 Putter Dr
Niceville, FL 32578
US



From: Sharon Whetzel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:55:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans. Did we really save these beautiful creatures just to kill them? Educate people, don't kill bears.

Sincerely,

Sharon Whetzel
287 SW Christmas Ter
Port St Lucie, FL 34984
US



From: Linda Balcom
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:55:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Balcom
7824 Saseme St
Hudson, FL 34667
US



From: Teresa Lamonica
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:55:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Teresa Lamonica
4968 NW Flintstone Ave
PSL, FL 34983
US



From: Rita Meagher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:55:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rita Meagher
1479 NE 57 St
FL, FL 33334
US



From: marcy bernstein, RN
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:54:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

marcy bernstein, RN
5262 nw  31 street
Margate, FL 33063
US



From: Kathleen Rivera
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:54:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Rivera
302 Cello Cir
Winter Springs, FL 32708
US



From: Jean Morse
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:54:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jean Morse
21630 King Henry Avenue
Leesburg, FL 34748
US



From: Shannon Loshuertos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:54:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shannon Loshuertos
1953 Bridgewater Dr
Florida, FL 32746
US



From: Christy Brown
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:54:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christy Brown
1625 Seminole Road
Jacksonville, FL 32205
US



From: Mariela Canabal
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:54:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mariela Canabal
910 NE 124 Street
FL, FL 33161
US



From: Melissa Gaskins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:54:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melissa Gaskins
5785 St. Joe Road
Tallahasse, FL 32311
US



From: Maria Villafuente
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:53:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Villafuente
5104 sw 139 ct
Miami, FL 33175
US



From: Sally Blakey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:53:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sally Blakey
533 McDaniel Street
Sun City Center, FL 33573
US



From: Jean Kelly
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:53:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jean Kelly
7801 SW 53rd PL
Miami, FL 33143
US



From: nancy rogate
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:53:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

nancy rogate
2717 10th st sw
Lehigh Acres, FL 33976
US



From: Mary Faith Phillips
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:53:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Faith Phillips
PO BOx 482
FL, FL 32192
US



From: Donna Marks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:53:33 AM

Stop this effort against the bears. I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This
 unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still
 recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss,
 genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a
 solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from
 getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal
 prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Marks
6624 NW 181st Ter
FL, FL 33015
US



From: Linda Williams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:53:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Williams
4763 Davis Lane
Crestview, FL 32539
US



From: Laura Guttridge
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:51:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Guttridge
535 Date Palm Rd.
Vero Beach, FL 32963
US



From: Cynthia Wheeler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:51:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Wheeler
2675 Valencia Rd
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: Karen Wade
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:51:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Wade
5324 buckboard drive
viera, FL 32955
US



From: Paola Michel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:51:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paola Michel
7000 Stonehedge Dr
Orlando, FL 32819
US



From: Elaine Raff
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:51:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elaine Raff
805 Normandy Road
Clearwater, FL 33764
US



From: Hussein Mourtada
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:51:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Hussein Mourtada
2518 Glenrise Place
Wesley Chapel, FL 33544
US



From: Dr. MR Russo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:51:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dr. MR Russo
2421 NE 45 St.
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064
US



From: Sarah Gardner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:51:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sarah Gardner
1260 39th ave
Vero beach, FL 32960
US



From: Lisa Tart
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:51:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Tart
2684 s Pebblebrook Dr
FL, FL 34448
US



From: Latika Young
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:50:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Latika Young
1009 N. Adams St.
Florida, FL 32303
US



From: Linda Anderson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:50:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Anderson
25285 Delgado Dr
Punta Gorda, FL 33955
US



From: Debra Cook
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:50:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debra Cook
7675 Greenboro Dr
Melbourne, FL 32904
US



From: Rebecca Orlando
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:50:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Orlando
3311 Europa Dr. , M-312
Naples, FL 34105
US



From: Vicki Matheny
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] The Florida Black Bear Hunt must NOT happen!!!!!!
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:50:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vicki Matheny
16435 SW 14th Avenue Rd.
Ocala, FL 34473
US



From: Suz Cerniglia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:50:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Suz Cerniglia
5910 Morningstar cir
Delray beaxh, FL 33484
US



From: Mark Jacim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:49:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Jacim
2239 Fletchers Point Circle
Tampa, FL 33613
US



From: mary hanratty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:49:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

mary hanratty
917 Mack ave
Orlando, FL 32805
US



From: Lawrence Starr
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:48:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Starr
2030 no 55 ave
Hollywood, FL 33021
US



From: Renee Andrews
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:48:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Renee Andrews
12001 NW Hwy 320
Florida, FL 32667
US



From: Andi Cipollone
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:48:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andi Cipollone
3418 turningwind lane
Winter garden, FL 34787
US



From: Miss.Mandy Alcurrie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:48:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Miss.Mandy Alcurrie
170 SE 14 ST  Suite 1201
Florida, FL 33131
US



From: rosa flores
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:48:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

rosa flores
harbour place dr
tampa, FL 33602
US



From: Catherine Christian
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:48:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Catherine Christian
Kent
Port charlotte, FL 33953
US



From: lisa scarborough
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:47:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lisa scarborough
605 15th ave south
FL, FL 32250
US



From: mike dabrowski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:46:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

mike dabrowski
4347 onega circle
WPB, FL 33409
US



From: Diane Rose
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:46:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diane Rose
809 Mentmore Circle
Deltona, FL 32738
US



From: Daniel Staples
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:46:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Daniel Staples
9142Tracy Way
Florida, FL 32404
US



From: Jamie Webster
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:45:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jamie Webster
19765 Castlewood Dr
Jupiter, FL 33458
US



From: Carol Seaman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:45:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Seaman
2792 Country Way
Clearwater, FL 33763
US



From: Lois Perkins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:45:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lois Perkins
12420 tamiami tr apt 17
FL, FL 33955
US



From: W Mollberg
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:45:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

W Mollberg
4521 French St
Jacksonville, FL 32205
US



From: Geri Collecchia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:45:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Geri Collecchia
1461 Lacosta Dr E
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
US



From: Tiffany Cappiello
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:44:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Cappiello
5122 Cedar Hammock Ln
Sarasota, FL 34232
US



From: Sally Connelly
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:44:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sally Connelly
126 White Hall Drive
Palm Coast, FL 32164
US



From: Anna Louise Fulks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:44:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anna Louise Fulks
717 Santander Avenue
Coral Gables, FL 33134
US



From: Melanie Hannan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:44:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melanie Hannan
4960 Shoreline Circle
Sanford, FL 32771
US



From: Kelsey Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:44:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kelsey Campbell
4748 Winterdale Drive
Pace, FL 32571
US



From: Donna Prussman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Prussman
413 Shangri La Circle
Edgewater, FL 32132
US



From: Meg Massaro
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Meg Massaro
5484 4th St.
St. Augustine, FL 32080
US



From: Wendy Rosen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Wendy Rosen
2030 S Ocean Dr
Hallandale, FL 33009
US



From: Robin Preston
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robin Preston
9757 Mahan Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32309
US



From: Kelsey Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kelsey Campbell
4748 Winterdale Drive
Pace, FL 32571
US



From: Arlene Naranjo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Arlene Naranjo
3853 SW 21st Ter
Gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: Kellie Pilgreen
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kellie Pilgreen
2030 S Ocean Dr
Hallandale, FL 33009
US



From: jean jean
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jean jean
14019 79th ave
seminole, FL 33776
US



From: May Spiridon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

May Spiridon
5483 12th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33710
US



From: Stephan Medcalf
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:43:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephan Medcalf
800 South Dixie Hwy Apt 108
Coral Gables, FL 33146
US



From: Bradley Homer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:42:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bradley Homer
1805 Eleuthera Point Apt.K-4
Coconut Creek, FL 33066
US



From: Clay Stone
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:41:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Clay Stone
123 Australian Avenue
Palm Beach, FL 33480
US



From: David Knight
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:41:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Knight
200 Avenue K SE Apt. 170
Winter Haven, FL 33880
US



From: M Walters
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:41:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

M Walters
Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33606
US



From: David Ivester
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:40:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Ivester
7169 Wood Creek Drive
Sarasota, FL 34231
US



From: Mary McNatt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:40:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary McNatt
5700 Cyrils Drive
St. Cloud, FL 34771
US



From: Shauna Bowling
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:40:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shauna Bowling
541 East Magnolia Ave.
FL - Florida, FL 32750
US



From: marta white
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:40:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

marta white
1076 bedford ave
palm beach gardens, FL 33403
US



From: Shannon Pitts
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:40:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shannon Pitts
239 N Peninsula Dr Apt 1
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
US



From: Linda Headley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:40:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Headley
121 SE 276 Street
Cross City, FL 32628
US



From: Winton Wirt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:39:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Winton Wirt
6090 S Redbird ave
Lecanto, FL 34461
US



From: Steven Handwerker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:39:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Steven Handwerker
3495 pine haven circle
Boca Raton, FL 33431
US



From: Ian Wilkinson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:39:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ian Wilkinson
9102 green meadows way
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33417
US



From: Ken La Kier
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:39:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ken La Kier
6983 Cypress Cove Cir
Jupiter, FL 33458
US



From: Judi Oswald
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:39:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judi Oswald
1101 Sioux Drive
Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937
US



From: Daniel Zambrano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:39:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Daniel Zambrano
7330 sw 82nd street apt b217
miami, FL 33143
US



From: beatriz kohn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:39:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

beatriz kohn
1835 e hallandale beach blvd
FL, FL 33009
US



From: leo percy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:39:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

leo percy
1 way
tallahassee, FL 32309
US



From: Mr. James Meehan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:39:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mr. James Meehan
NE 29 Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334/1044
US



From: r albani
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:38:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

r albani
155 ocean ln dr
key biscayne, FL 33149
US



From: Eric West
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:38:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Eric West
3943 s. Peninsula Dr.
Port Orange, FL 32127
US



From: Frances Gulash
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:38:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frances Gulash
1947 Lee Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
US



From: linda horkitz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:38:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

linda horkitz
6039 Collins Avenue Apt 903
miami Beach, FL 33140
US



From: Karen Napolitano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:38:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Napolitano
7322 se Jamestown Ter
Hobe sound, FL 33455
US



From: sandra reguera
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:38:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sandra reguera
110 nw 77 avenue
United States, FL 33024
US



From: B Borden
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:37:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

B Borden
173 Wedgewood Court
Melbourne, FL 32935
US



From: jolanta wright
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:37:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jolanta wright
2829 ithaca ct
Florida, FL 32826
US



From: Debbie Kaufman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:37:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debbie Kaufman
3630 Siena Circle
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: Lawrence Holtzman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:37:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Holtzman
11342 SW 69th Ter
Miami, FL 33173
US



From: Linda Reilly
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:37:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linda Reilly
5617 Fairway Park
Boynton Beach, FL 33437-
US



From: MaryJo Mosca
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:37:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

MaryJo Mosca
1517 Plunkett Street
Hollywood, FL 33020
US



From: Brian McNab
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:37:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brian McNab
4800 NW 19th Street
Gainesville, FL 32605
US



From: Eivis Belford
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:37:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Eivis Belford
160 sw 8th St apt 7
Pompano beach, FL 33060
US



From: Judith Parris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:36:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judith Parris
3729 Kent Dr.
Naples, FL 34112
US



From: Lynn Reeser
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:36:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lynn Reeser
3320 Court
Vernon, FL 32462
US



From: Jan Batchelder
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:36:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jan Batchelder
490 McCracken Road
Lake Helen, FL 32744
US



From: Amanda Young
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:36:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amanda Young
60 Surfview Dr
FL, FL 32137
US



From: Ruby Wood
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:35:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ruby Wood
200 Florence Ave.
Interlachen, FL 32148
US



From: Stardust Noel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:35:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stardust Noel
NW 154th Av
Alachua, FL 32616
US



From: Barbara Sallee
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:35:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Sallee
6045 39th ct E
Bradenton, FL 34203
US



From: Cristina Rodriguez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:35:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cristina Rodriguez
4650 Sw 154 Place
Miami, FL 33185
US



From: Gail Wotanowicz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:35:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gail Wotanowicz
3008s.e. Racoon way
Stuart, FL 34997
US



From: Frances Serdjuk
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:34:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frances Serdjuk
4466 Mandolin Blvd
Winter Haven, FL 33884
US



From: David Lindsay
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:34:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Lindsay
232 Lotus Drive
FL, FL 34695
US



From: john decindio
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:34:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

john decindio
5 whiycock ln.
palm coast, FL 32164
US



From: Irena Franchi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:34:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Irena Franchi
301 174 St 2206
Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160
US



From: Michelle Sebree
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:34:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michelle Sebree
6150 SW 120 Avenue
Miami, FL 33183
US



From: Lillian Brown
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:34:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lillian Brown
232 Lotus Drive
FL, FL 34695
US



From: Timothy Coons
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:34:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Timothy Coons
236 Treasure Beach Road
Saint augustine, FL 32080
US



From: Mike LeHew
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:34:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mike LeHew
2114 SW Gailwood St.
Port Saint Lucie, FL 34987
US



From: ana figueroa
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:34:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ana figueroa
6503 n military trl
Florida, FL 33496
US



From: Lynn Westlake
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:33:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lynn Westlake
2299 Scenic Highway
Florida, FL 32503
US



From: Marion Lindsay
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:33:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marion Lindsay
232 Lotus Drive
FL, FL 34695
US



From: Marty Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:33:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marty Campbell
5541 Joggers Lane
Pace, FL 32571
US



From: Jaime Ramos
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:33:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jaime Ramos
2717 seville blvd apt. 2104
FL, FL 33764
US



From: laura alleman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:33:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

laura alleman
830 augustine rd
quincy, FL 32351
US



From: Shawn Cloninger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:33:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shawn Cloninger
20300 sw 344th street
homestead, FL 33578
US



From: Lisa Campbell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:33:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Campbell
4748 Winterdale Drive
FL, FL 32571
US



From: Stephen Gale
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:33:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephen Gale
230 me 8 ave
Deerfield Bch, FL 33441
US



From: KATELYNN QUARRELS
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:32:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

ALL FLORIDIANS HATE RICK SCOTT. WE NOT ONLY WANT YOU OUT OF OFFICE, BUT OUT OF OUR
 STATE. YOU CUT FUNDING TO DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES WHICH RESULTED IN
 THE DEATHS OF 30 CHILDREN IN 2013 ALONE, REFUSED THE MONORAIL SYSTEM THAT WOULD
 HAVE BROUGHT OPPORTUNITY AND GROWTH TO FLORIDA, AND DENY THE EFFECTS OF
 CLIMATE CHANGE WHICH IS VERY PRESENT IN BEAUTIFUL ST. AUGUSTINE FLORIDA EVERY
 TIME IT RAINS AND WE FALL BELOW SEA LEVEL. OH, AND HAVE YOU DECIDED TO GIVE
 MEDICAID RECIPIENTS A BETTER ALTERNATIVE TO OBAMACARE SINCE YOU WANT TO FIGHT IT
 TOOTH AND NAIL? NO. THEN GET THE HELL OUT.

Sincerely,
AMERICA.

KATELYNN QUARRELS
56 NORTH WHITNEY STREET
Florida, FL 32084
US



From: Claudia Martins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:32:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claudia Martins
18993 NW 63rd Ct. Cir.
FL, FL 33015
US



From: Erica Hernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:32:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Erica Hernandez
1128 NE 20th Place
Gainesville, FL 32609
US



From: Larry Mix
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:32:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Larry Mix
199 Olive Dr
FL, FL 32778
US



From: Meghan Houston
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:32:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Meghan Houston
312 Jefferson AVE
Lehigh Acres, FL 33936
US



From: Jim Cembrook
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:32:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jim Cembrook
829 Heather Glen Circle
Lake Mary, FL 32746
US



From: Leigh Wright
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Leigh Wright
3121 SE 103rd Lane
FL, FL 34480
US



From: June Seefeldt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

June Seefeldt
6904 23rd Ave W
Bradenton, FL 34209
US



From: Gordana Simunovic
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gordana Simunovic
526 15th Street
Miami Beach, FL 33140
US



From: Lisa Koehl
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] PLEASE!!! Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:46 AM

I am writing with respect and urgency to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique
 subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering.
 Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic
 isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution
 for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting
 into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal
 prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lisa Koehl
22 Twin River Drive
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
US



From: Elaine Ehrhardt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elaine Ehrhardt
613 Chevy Chase Dr
Sarasota, FL 34243
US



From: Fred Brodsky
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Fred Brodsky
2855 NE 26 Place
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33306
US



From: Jeanne Fletcher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Fletcher
2710 Wendover  Terrace
Palm Harbor, FL 34685
US



From: Krista Lohr
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Krista Lohr
3728 Colby St
Sarasota, FL 34232
US



From: Quida JACOBS
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Quida JACOBS
1220 Marseille
Miami Beach, FL 33141
US



From: Nancy Jerome
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Nancy Jerome
271 Brewer Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32789
US



From: Krista Bullard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Krista Bullard
6707 2nd ave cir w
Bradenton, FL 34209
US



From: Lance gimenez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lance gimenez
11223 SW 88th street
Florida, FL 33176
US



From: Jeffrey Routh
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:30:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears.
This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still
 recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss,
 genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery.
Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent
 bears in suburbs from getting into trash.
Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention
 measures like bear-proof trashcans.  I've seen bear-resistant cans in national and provincial parks across the U.S.
 and Canada and they work:  they discourage bears from going where humans are because there's food there (in
 trashcans). 
Bear-resistant trash containers are an inexpensive and humane way to reduce human-bear interaction. 
Please take responsible steps to deal with the problem and do not allow endangered animals to be hunted.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Routh
6501 Greenbriar Farms Rd
Fort Myers, FL 33905
US



From: Candy Lambourn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.  Unfortunately because of over development of areas these wonderful animals don't have another
 place to go, this must be addressed with education to humans.  Also, development must be curbed before all species
 are at risk from habitat loss.

Sincerely,

Candy Lambourn
16416 US 19 N
Clearwater, FL 33764
US



From: Carol Abarbanell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Abarbanell
1199 Boundary Blvd
Rotonda West, FL 33947
US



From: Randy Marchand
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Randy Marchand
805 Catalina Dr
Sanford, FL 32771
US



From: Theresa Galante
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Theresa Galante
752 102nd Ave N
Naples, FL 34108
US



From: paul arrieta
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

paul arrieta
2771 s e melaleuca blvd
FL, FL 34952
US



From: Patricia Stevens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Patricia Stevens
23143 Turnbull Ave
FL, FL 33954
US



From: Lindley Paxton Barden
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lindley Paxton Barden
7911 Thomley Trail
Pensacola, FL 32526
US



From: Sylvia Majka
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Majka
1 Golf Drive
FL, FL 34952
US



From: Lara Nunes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lara Nunes
558 East Nine Mile rd  Lot 9
Pensacola, FL 32514
US



From: Jacqueline Ruelle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Ruelle
5150 Boggy Creek Road Lot #J31
Saint Cloud, FL 34771
US



From: Dennis Jungerberg
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:29:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dennis Jungerberg
205 N. Gomez Ave.
Tampa, FL 33609
US



From: freddy kool
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

freddy kool
140 west walts ave
deland, FL 32720
US



From: Vivian V
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Vivian V
50th St
Cooper City, FL 33330
US



From: Burton Silver
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Burton Silver
6054 Glendale Drive
Boca Ratob, FL 33433
US



From: David Senn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Senn
8421 SW 201 Street
FL, FL 33189
US



From: Laura Balusik
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Balusik
914 Carlton Rd
Florida, FL 34689
US



From: Jane Schnee
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jane Schnee
1022 Foster Rd. - Apt. A
Sebastian, FL 43958
US



From: margaret silver
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

margaret silver
1829 sea oats drive
atlantic beach, FL 32233
US



From: egidio graziani
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

egidio graziani
1809 brickell  avenue  apt. 40
Florida, FL 33129
US



From: Bruce Fox
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bruce Fox
105 Whispering Circle, Apt. 11
St. Augustine, FL 32084
US



From: Brenda Perkins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:28:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brenda Perkins
991 East Palm Valley Dr
Oviedo, FL 32765
US



From: Michelle Kraut
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] CALL OFF the Florida Black Bear Hunt!
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michelle Kraut
1108 W. 8th St
Panama City, FL 32401
US



From: Greg Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Greg Smith
12620-3 Beach Blvd     #327
Jacksonville, FL 32246
US



From: ron silver
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ron silver
1829 sea oats drive
atlantic beach, FL 32233
US



From: Carolin Phillips
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolin Phillips
3500 Segovia Street
Coral Gables, FL 33134
US



From: PEGGY TALLYM
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

PEGGY TALLYM
p.o. box 23874
oakland park, FL 33307
US



From: Karen Sawicki
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Sawicki
22 Foxfield Look
Florida, FL 32174
US



From: andreas ohland
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

andreas ohland
6855 abbott ave
miami beach, FL 33141
US



From: Joanne McMillan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joanne McMillan
5016 SW 104th Loop
Ocala, FL 34476
US



From: Beth Kessinger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Beth Kessinger
8627 NW 21 Street
Sunrise, FL 33322
US



From: phil tompetrini
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:27:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

phil tompetrini
1146 getty ln
hernando, FL 34442
US



From: Sallyann Chandler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:26:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sallyann Chandler
505 South Ocean Drive #B7
Florida, FL 33019
US



From: Silvia mcCoy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:26:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Silvia mcCoy
3133 Ulman ave
North Port, FL 34286
US



From: Anthony Oliver-Smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:26:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anthony Oliver-Smith
1739 NW 11th Road
Gainesville, FL 32605
US



From: alexus greene
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:26:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

alexus greene
3794 covington lane
Florida, FL 33810
US



From: Phaedra Barratt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:26:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Phaedra Barratt
2409 South Miami Ave
Miami, FL 33129
US



From: Dreama Blount
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:26:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dreama Blount
P.O.Box 1649
Homosassa Springs, FL 34447
US



From: Mary Linehan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Linehan
7297 Jennifer Dr
Port Charlotte, FL 33981
US



From: hilary capstick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

hilary capstick
6720 johnstown loop
tallahassee, FL 32309
US



From: Larry Lewis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Larry Lewis
1555 Victoria Way
Winter Garden, FL 34787
US



From: Desiree Bannasch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Desiree Bannasch
7254 Mardell ct
Orlando, FL 32835
US



From: Ramsay MacLeod
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ramsay MacLeod
24 South C Street
Lake Worth, FL 33460
US



From: EMORY WALLER
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

EMORY WALLER
640 NW 199TH ST
MIAMI, FL 33169
US



From: Bob Hillenbrand
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bob Hillenbrand
130 Country Circle Drive
Port Orange, FL 32128
US



From: Claudio Naranjo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claudio Naranjo
Box 141404
Coral Gables, FL 33114
US



From: Jo-Anne Blowers
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:25:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jo-Anne Blowers
123 Ryan Dr.
Palm Coast, FL 32164
US



From: samuel woods
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:24:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

samuel woods
javkson cr
winter springs, FL 32708
US



From: samuel woods
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:24:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

samuel woods
javkson cr
winter springs, FL 32708
US



From: Krista Carson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:24:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Krista Carson
11825 Via lucerna Cir
Windermere, FL 34786
US



From: Michael DeLoye
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:24:37 AM

I am strongly opposed to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from
 the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to
 these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could
 seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in
 the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these
 bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael DeLoye
2500 SW 10th Street
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
US



From: Anne Marie Maltbie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:24:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anne Marie Maltbie
301 Chapel Rd
St. Augustine, FL 32084
US



From: Ray Crickenberger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:24:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ray Crickenberger
227 Doverwood Road
Fern Park,, FL 32730
US



From: Annemarie Pelliccia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:24:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Annemarie Pelliccia
4026 Cochise Ter
Sarasota, FL 34233
US



From: Debbie Tubridy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:24:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debbie Tubridy
1538 Dewey Street
Hollywood, FL 33020
US



From: Susan Bowman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt From A Florida Resident!
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:56 AM

I am a longtime Florida resident and I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears.
 This unique subspecies of black bear was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still
 recovering. Hunting would add an unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss,
 genetic isolation and road mortality -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a
 solution for human-bear conflicts, hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from
 getting into trash. Instead, I urge you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal
 prevention measures like bear-proof trashcans. THE BEARS WERE HERE FIRST! THEY DESERVE
 PROTECTION AND HABITAT, NOT SLAUGHTER!

Sincerely,

Susan Bowman
226 Australian Ave #3
Palm Beach, FL 33480
US



From: Susan Eberhard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Eberhard
5226 NW 48 Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32606
US



From: Lucinda Crowley
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lucinda Crowley
521Dorothy Ave
Daytona Beach, FL 32117
US



From: Gary Weinkle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gary Weinkle
POB 357307
Gainesville, FL 32635
US



From: NELLY VEGA
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

NELLY VEGA
4300 NW 37 AVE
Miami, FL 33142
US



From: Donna Turiano
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donna Turiano
3754 Blue Ridge Road
West Palm Beach, FL 33406
US



From: Karin Braunsberger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karin Braunsberger
842 17th Ave N
Florida, FL 33704
US



From: Gloria Diggle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gloria Diggle
637 SW Magnolia Ln
Fort White, FL 32038
US



From: Elyse Kelly
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elyse Kelly
280 Salem Street
Safety Harbor, FL 34695
US



From: Mary Schenkel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Schenkel
2125 Pine Creek Blvd.
Vero Beach, FL 32966
US



From: Paulina Watson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:23:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paulina Watson
1851 San Trovaso Way
Venice, FL 34285
US



From: Alexis Siemon
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:22:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Alexis Siemon
630 Kingbird Circle
Florida, FL 33444
US



From: maureen oreilly
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt Trophy Hunting is Unacceptable---Killing because

 you can is savagery
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:22:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.
Educate humans about how to live in harmony with their animal neighbors, whose habitat they have stolen.  It is the
 express domain of humanity to care for all of God's creation, and the express pervue of elected officials to use the
 power of their office to do the highest good for all those in their care, human and animal and environment!  Do the
 right thing, the wholeheartedly unselfish thing!

Sincerely,

maureen oreilly
634 jefferson ave n
sarasota, FL 34237
US



From: Laurence Key
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:22:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laurence Key
4646 S. E. Circle Way
Stuart, FL 34997
US



From: rob baum
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:22:07 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

rob baum
204 Wilder Rd
Big Pine Key, FL 33043
US



From: judith peter
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:22:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

judith peter
2184 pellam blvd
port charlotte, FL 33948
US



From: Virgilio Ciullo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:21:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Virgilio Ciullo
1906 Innisbrook Ct
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: Mary Preney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:21:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Preney
5115 Gulf dr
Panama City, FL 32407
US



From: Andrew Slattery
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:21:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrew Slattery
1500 E Johnson Ave #224
Pensacola, FL 32514
US



From: Cherylrose Hudson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:21:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cherylrose Hudson
8510 w. Kimberly court
homosassa, FL 34448
US



From: NIGEL BENNIE
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:21:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

NIGEL BENNIE
147 PINE ST
ATLANTIC BEACH, FL 32233
US



From: Holly Holtrop
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:21:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Holly Holtrop
2771 Marquois Dr
Orange Park, FL 32073
US



From: Paula Stevens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paula Stevens
7676 Dundas Dr
Orlando, FL 32818
US



From: Lorraine Fuller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.
We need to train humans, who are hopefully smarter than bears, to avoid situations that encourage the bears to
 forage for food on their property.
Also, Mr Governor, you need to pay attention to other environmental problems we have in this like protecting our
 lakes, springs and estuaries from pollution and preventing All Aboard Florida from, running high speed trains
 through small towns on the Teasure Coast.
Sincerely,

Lorraine Fuller
8020 Meadowlark La
Port ST Lucie, FL 34952
US



From: Bob Bugnacki
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bob Bugnacki
5352 Orange Blvd
Sanford, FL 32771
US



From: Sue Ferguson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sue Ferguson
202 Westminster Rd.
WPB, FL 33405
US



From: Gisele MATHIAS
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:46 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gisele MATHIAS
12a rue chauvrelles
ST CIERS SUR GIRONDE, FL 33820
FR



From: Adria Villaverde
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:45 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Adria Villaverde
100 Apache Street
Miami Springs, FL 33166
US



From: lauren Becker
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lauren Becker
5970 Bur Oaks Lane
Naples, FL 34119
US



From: john deddy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

john deddy
11676 sw 91 terrace
miami, FL 33176
US



From: Dayana Avila
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dayana Avila
491 W 43 Pl.
Hialeah, FL 33013
US



From: Meaghan Leavitt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Meaghan Leavitt
2601 53rd Street North
Saint Petersburg, FL 33710
US



From: Cory Trusty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:20:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cory Trusty
46 HIGH RIDGE RD
Daytona Beach, FL 32117
US



From: Mark Chenoweth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:19:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mark Chenoweth
2650 Arron Ct.
Kissimmee, FL 34744
US



From: Tanya Pierce
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:19:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tanya Pierce
4039 E. Orange Ave.
Eustis, FL 32736
US



From: Karen Stutler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:19:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Stutler
1836 Winding Ridge Cir SE
Palm Bay, FL 32909
US



From: Melissa Duralia
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:19:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Melissa Duralia
155 Wild Pine Rd.
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: Amy Wick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:18:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amy Wick
1060 Druid Drive
Maitland, FL 32751
US



From: Susan Harriss
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:18:58 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Harriss
2550 NE 16th St
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33304
US



From: lara martini
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:18:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

lara martini
1261 johnson ct
Hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: Mindy Meadows
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt ! Are you crazy??
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:18:35 AM

Shocking that this is even under consideration. Are you nuts?  Just for a few Neanderthals that want to hang a bear
 head or bear rug in there housed to impress their friends?  The stupidity of it is unbelievable.

You've removed people (or made it intolerable so that they quit) from positions that were put in place to protect us
 from greedy and uncaring politicians so that you can pass archaic laws and put in place practices that most
 Floridians abhor. If you have any doubt as to what is important to the people of Florida, look no further then
 Amendment 1. Of course you and your cronies are trying to eviscerate that!

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mindy Meadows
12717 Montevista Rd.
Clermont, FL 34711
US



From: Tierra Richmind
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:18:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tierra Richmind
545 One Center Blvd.
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
US



From: janet moore
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:17:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

janet moore
3311 NW 37 St
Gainesville, FL 32605
US



From: Ellie Bendure
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:17:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ellie Bendure
12908 woodleigh ave
Tampa, FL 33612
US



From: Gail Meyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:17:06 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gail Meyer
2996 Sebastian Lane
Melbourne, FL 32935
US



From: C S
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

C S
ave
s h, FL 34609
US



From: Michelle Paiva
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michelle Paiva
2608 bay leaf dr
Florida, FL 32837
US



From: Michelle Dalnoky
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michelle Dalnoky
2126 Stoneview Rd
Odessa, FL 33556
US



From: Anne McFall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anne McFall
2220 CR 210 West, Suite 108 #412
Jacksonville, FL 32259
US



From: ron Regan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ron Regan
960 Starkey rd
largo, FL 33771
US



From: sherrie saliva
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sherrie saliva
23110 SR 54, #141
lutz, FL 33549
US



From: dee preston
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt!!! NOW
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.
Killing everything is unacceptable and must be stopped. Who are you to allow the killing of Gods creatures and all
 WE the People hold dear?? Stop this NOW. Thank you.
Sincerely,

dee preston
1438 lantana rd
lantana, FL 33462
US



From: Tanya Downs
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tanya Downs
2161 nw 122 ave
Plantation, FL 33323
US



From: Paul Plaine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paul Plaine
2721 Village Blvd
West Palm Beach, FL 33409
US



From: Diana Avila
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Avila
11349 NW 56 Terrace
Doral, FL 33178
US



From: Sharon Baron
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharon Baron
12710 SW 77 Street
Miami, FL 33183
US



From: Marisol Groshaeny
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:03 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Marisol Groshaeny
Leisure
Navarre, FL 32566
US



From: Leslie Ockunzzi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:16:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Leslie Ockunzzi
717 Maddock St
West Palm Beach, FL 33405
US



From: Ann Smalarz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:15:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ann Smalarz
2424 ne 9th street
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33304
US



From: Robert Posch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:15:29 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Posch
2131 N Ocean Blvd #17
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305
US



From: stephanie lewis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:15:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

stephanie lewis
PO box61
Ponte vedra, FL 32004
US



From: Myra Hefner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:15:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.  Stop building on their territory.  Stop leaving food outside.

Sincerely,

Myra Hefner
2551 Cordova Ave
Vero Beach, FL 32960
US



From: Susan Young
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:15:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Susan Young
2529 Mason Oaks Dr.
Valrico, FL 33596
US



From: K Goins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:15:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

K Goins
3258 Stonebridge Trail
Valrico, FL 33596
US



From: penelope oppenheim
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

penelope oppenheim
o box 22367
fort lauderdale, FL 33335
US



From: Jessie Furman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jessie Furman
2001 SW 16th St. D8
Gainesville, FL 32608
US



From: robert greenside
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

robert greenside
302 nw 120th dr
coral springs, FL 33071
US



From: Karl Rhyne
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karl Rhyne
2503 Tanglewood Drive
Florida, FL 34239
US



From: Robert Oelman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Robert Oelman
96 NE 4th Ave
Delray Beach, FL 33483
US



From: Michael Richmond
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:41 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Richmond
5510 Wile Ave
Intercession CIty, FL 33848
US



From: Helen Obenchain
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Helen Obenchain
1504 Fringe st
LakePlacid, FL 33852
US



From: Helen Robinson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:21 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Helen Robinson
3020 boat lift road
Kissimmee, FL 34746
US



From: Christine Cavagnaro Loria
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:17 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Cavagnaro Loria
1641 Comanche Trail
FL, FL 32751
US



From: Roger Bean
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:17 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Roger Bean
811 Dunkirk Ave. NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907
US



From: Mari Mennel-Bell
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mari Mennel-Bell
1524 Bayview Drive
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
US



From: Carlos Leo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carlos Leo
1040 River Birch Street
Hollywood, FL 33019
US



From: leigh flury
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

leigh flury
805 king street
jacksonville, FL 32204
US



From: Dana Ward
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dana Ward
13023 SE 109 Terrace
Ocklawaha, FL 32179
US



From: Anita Irons
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:14:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anita Irons
2294 Saint Swithin Ln
FL - Florida, FL 32935
US



From: Sher Kariz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sher Kariz
715 E. 60th
Jacksonville, FL 32208
US



From: Dylan Boss
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dylan Boss
2305 NE 11th Ave.
Wilton Manors, FL 33305
US



From: Andrew McPherson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Andrew McPherson
2211 Lakeside Drive
Orlando, FL 32803
US



From: Pam Emery
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Pam Emery
5935 110th Way
Seminole, FL 33772
US



From: Elizabeth Scherbak
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Scherbak
565 Urbana Rd
Venice, FL 34293
US



From: Michael Gedroc
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michael Gedroc
255 Russlyn Dr
West Palm Beach, FL 33405
US



From: TORY SALMON
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Who are you trigger happy animal assassins? Go after the irresponsible creeps who destroy the bears' habitats and
 food sources like developers and the local government agencies who permit this type of destruction.

Sincerely,

TORY SALMON
260 E. CONSTANCE RD
DEBARY, FL 32713
US



From: Esteban E
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Esteban E
2280 SW 32nd Ave
FL, FL 33145
US



From: george keisling
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

george keisling
6904 manatee ave apt 6c
bradenton, FL 34209
US



From: Debra Wilkin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:13:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debra Wilkin
1644 Casey Key Drive
Punta Gorda, FL 33950
US



From: Allain Hale
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allain Hale
5327 densaw Road
North Port, FL 34287
US



From: Kay Parsons
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kay Parsons
304 Piney Creek Cove
FL, FL 32578
US



From: sandra hazzard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sandra hazzard
7909 thames lane
riverview, FL 33578
US



From: Barb Morrison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barb Morrison
2144 Fulton way
Largo, FL 33774
US



From: Michele De Maria
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Michele De Maria
300 Granello Ave
Coral Gables, FL 33146
US



From: Laura Paul
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Laura Paul
11149 Point Sylvan Circle
Orlando, FL 32825
US



From: Maritza C. Bosch
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maritza C. Bosch
8832 NW 112 Street
Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018
US



From: Kathy Bean
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathy Bean
811 Dunkirk Ave. NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907
US



From: Kim Pankow
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kim Pankow
1186 Bay View Way
Wellington, FL 33414
US



From: william gray
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

william gray
1060 meadowbrook road
Palm Bay, FL 32905
US



From: Renny Bryden
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:09 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Renny Bryden
359 Royal Palm Dr
Largo, FL 33771
US



From: Shana Gerwens
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:12:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shana Gerwens
19401 Red Sky Ct.
Land O Lakes, FL 34638
US



From: Claudia Harris
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:11:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Claudia Harris
6401 NW 23rd Avenue
Gainesville, FL 32606
US



From: Lawrence Logue
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:11:42 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Logue
4300 Francisco Road, #11
Pensacola, FL 32504
US



From: Frank Graves
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:11:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frank Graves
2613 sw natura ave
FL, FL 33441
US



From: Judy Moran
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:11:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Judy Moran
6109 N. Star Dr.
Panama City, FL 32404
US



From: Jackie Printz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:11:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jackie Printz
2317 23rd ct
Jupiter, FL 33477
US



From: Mary Doubleday
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:11:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Doubleday
11611 Alta Dr
Fl, FL 32216
US



From: heather scherer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:10:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

heather scherer
2901 N Dale Mabry Hwy
tampa, FL 33607
US



From: anneris cuevas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:10:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

anneris cuevas
528 pennview ave
lee high acres, FL 33936
US



From: Thomas Hawkins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:10:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hawkins
13290 Ocean Mist Drive
Florida, FL 32258
US



From: Eileen Wolfe
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:10:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Eileen Wolfe
8105 Verna Bethany Road
Myakka City, FL 34251
US



From: Barry Greenstein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:10:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barry Greenstein
3650 Environ Blvd
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33319
US



From: Jerell Knowles
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:10:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jerell Knowles
3760 Randall Road
Green Cove Springs, FL 32043
US



From: Edward Day
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:10:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Edward Day
3227 Socorro Ave
Fl, FL 32829
US



From: Timothy Brohawn
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Timothy Brohawn
1050 Delray Lakes Dr
Delray Beach, FL 33444
US



From: Doug Perry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:56 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Doug Perry
4810 Eastchester Drive
Florida, FL 34236
US



From: Carolyn Borden
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Borden
535 Magnolia Ave.
Switzerland, FL 32259
US



From: Katrina Monroe
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Katrina Monroe
1779 Biarritz Circle
FL, FL 34689
US



From: Debra Cosentino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debra Cosentino
Fern Trail Dr
N Fr Myers, FL 33903
US



From: Sheri Dickinson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:43 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sheri Dickinson
134 Euclid Boulevard
Lantana, FL 33462
US



From: Shannon O"Brien
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:34 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shannon O'Brien
2580 SW 77th Place
FL, FL 32608
US



From: Magda Santiago
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Magda Santiago
427 Woodlark Dr
Davenport, FL 33897
US



From: Dani Pe
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:28 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dani Pe
111 nw 16th st
Gainesville, FL 32603
US



From: Kathy Huffman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kathy Huffman
3007 Albatross Rd.
FLORIDA, FL 33444
US



From: Shirley Blevins
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:22 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Shirley Blevins
31406 Saddle Lane
Wesley Chapel, FL 33543
US



From: Steven Edmonds
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Steven Edmonds
PO Box 656
Inglis, FL 34449
US



From: ana Best
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

ana Best
nm
FL, FL 33126
US



From: Lauren Devine
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lauren Devine
1377 Walnut Terrace
FL, FL 33486
US



From: KAREN ALESCI
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

KAREN ALESCI
16465 W. RIVER RD.
INGLIS, FL 34449
US



From: Betty Wallace
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Betty Wallace
13300 Indian Rocks Rd
Largo, FL 33774
US



From: Rosemary Hayes
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:09:00 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Hayes
822 Strathmore Drive
FL, FL 32803
US



From: Dave Stock
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dave Stock
3625 Swans Landing Dr
Land O Lakes, FL 34639
US



From: Maeda Jones
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maeda Jones
13 sunset drive
Debary, FL 32713
US



From: Letitia Dace
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Letitia Dace
4411 NW 74th Ave
Miami, FL 33166
US



From: Joel Klayman,MD
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:48 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joel Klayman,MD
786 NW 83rd LN
Boca Raton, FL 33487
US



From: Dr Ronald Mervis
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dr Ronald Mervis
12409 telecom drive
tampa, FL 33637
US



From: gia burey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

gia burey
6795 nw 12th street
margate, FL 33063
US



From: David Iannotti
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

David Iannotti
2134 Beeville Avenue
FL, FL 34286
US



From: Beverly Eadie
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Beverly Eadie
2401 Heather Manor Lane
FL, FL 33549
US



From: Joseph Lampka
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joseph Lampka
1779 Casselberry Ct
Fleming Island, FL 32003
US



From: Mary Bedford
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Bedford
403 Saint Francis Street
Tallahssee, FL 32301
US



From: Herta Adamo
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Herta Adamo
25404 Palisade Road
Punta Gorda, FL 33983
US



From: jennifer smith
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:08:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

jennifer smith
4001 ne 17th terrace
pompano beach, FL 33064
US



From: rosemary dorus
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

rosemary dorus
671 41 street
sarasota, FL 34234
US



From: Jamie Harrison
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:50 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jamie Harrison
5741 Golden Eagle Circle
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418
US



From: Raymond Rosario
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Raymond Rosario
5901 SW 72 ave
Miami, FL 33143
US



From: John Noble
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Noble
2111 Oak Place
Flagler Beach, FL 32136
US



From: Gisela Marsari
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gisela Marsari
800 Main Street
Dunedin, FL 34698
US



From: steve wallace
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

steve wallace
1330 pine needle rd
venice, FL 34285
US



From: Stephen Vannelli
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:38 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephen Vannelli
4329 Covey Circle
Naples, FL 34109
US



From: Dannette EllisHernandez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Dannette EllisHernandez
604 Fairway Court
Plant City, FL 33565
US



From: Kerri Wilson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kerri Wilson
920 59th St W
FL, FL 34209
US



From: louis bondi
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

louis bondi
1360 marseille dr.
Florida, FL 33141
US



From: Danielle Arfin
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:25 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Danielle Arfin
319 franklin club drive
Delray beach, FL 33483
US



From: Roy DuVerger
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Roy DuVerger
214 Harbor Circle
Alligator Point, FL 32346
US



From: Frank Lopez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:17 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frank Lopez
2808 Agnes Scott Dr
FL, FL 32405
US



From: Peter Rundel
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:17 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Peter Rundel
8539 Winsome Way
Land O Lakes, FL 34637
US



From: Buffy Turner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Buffy Turner
411 6th Road SW
Vero Beach, FL 32962
US



From: Frank Lopez
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Frank Lopez
2808 Agnes Scott Dr
FL, FL 32405
US



From: Raymur Rachels
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Raymur Rachels
3811 McGirts Blvd
Jacksonville, FL 32210
US



From: Eric Bello
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:10 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Eric Bello
6450 SW 35TH ST
Miami, FL 33155
US



From: Donald Lockard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:07:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Donald Lockard
box 777
FL, FL 32193
US



From: Allan Marcil
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Allan Marcil
59 N St Augustine Bl
St Augustine, FL 32080
US



From: Jenny Bouchard
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:49 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jenny Bouchard
18911 Saint Laurent Dr
Lutz, FL 33558
US



From: Kevin and Robin Tierney
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:39 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kevin and Robin Tierney
515 Mobile Ave
FL, FL 32118
US



From: Jessica Davidson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jessica Davidson
1220 Isle Ct
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
US



From: sylvie schaefer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:36 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sylvie schaefer
4758 south atlantic ave
Ponce Inlet, FL 32127
US



From: Tara Erving
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tara Erving
4040 S.W. 54 Ave.
Davie, FL 33314
US



From: Cheryl Gregory
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Gregory
1903 Wheeler Road
Florida, FL 33410
US



From: Julie Edghill-Seale
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:19 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Julie Edghill-Seale
6703 NW 7th St., BGI-660728
FL, FL 33126
US



From: Jason Gibson
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:18 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jason Gibson
8708 Manchester Ct
Tallahassee, FL 32311
US



From: Bradley sharkeu
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bradley sharkeu
4451 NE 16 th Ave.
Oakland Park, FL 33335
US



From: Matthew Borland
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Matthew Borland
11189 Hendon Dr
Jacksonville, FL 32246
US



From: katheirne glover
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

katheirne glover
4120 culbreath rd
brooksville, FL 34602
US



From: Mary Workman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:06:08 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mary Workman
1303 Water Willow Dr A
Deland, FL 32720
US



From: Regina Wall
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:57 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Regina Wall
212 Woodland Ave
Saint Augustine, FL 32080
US



From: Valerie greene
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:55 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Valerie greene
2006 N Westmoreland dr
orlando, FL 32804
US



From: Lara Polatas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lara Polatas
233 Clover Ct
FL, FL 32259
US



From: Anne Marie Cancio
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:44 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Anne Marie Cancio
17802 Ridgeway Ct.
Tampa, FL 33647
US



From: Sue Ross
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sue Ross
17611 Marco Island Lane
FL, FL 33908
US



From: Debora hojda
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:35 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Debora hojda
19511 ne 16th ct
miami, FL 33179
US



From: Tammy Bobbitt
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tammy Bobbitt
3813 Gulf Blvd #518
St Pete Beach, FL 33706
US



From: Christine Mosso
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Mosso
19122 SW 95th Ave
Cutler Bay, FL 33157
US



From: Brian Knoll
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:31 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Brian Knoll
1368 SW 23rd Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
US



From: Colonel Meyer
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:30 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Colonel Meyer
3701 Eagle Pass Street
North Port, FL 34286
US



From: Fred Rilling
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:27 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Fred Rilling
135 Inlets Blvd
Nokomis, FL 34275
US



From: John Roig
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

John Roig
21081 Woodspring Ave
Boca Raton, FL 33428
US



From: Carol Miller
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:16 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Carol Miller
4421 Riverwatch Dr. #101
Bonita Springs, FL 34134
US



From: nikki dudeck
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:14 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

nikki dudeck
2208 hampstead court
safety harbor, FL 34695
US



From: Tim Bogle
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Tim Bogle
1701 NE 2nd Ave
delray beach, FL 33444
US



From: Sharon Westerhold
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:04 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sharon Westerhold
8833 Old Kings Rd S Apt 707
Jacksonville, FL 32257
US



From: Bonnie Sleeper
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:05:02 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Sleeper
24716 Carnoustie Ct.
Bonita Springs, FL 34135
US



From: Christine Shields
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Christine Shields
Farrell Rd
Bokeelia, FL 33922
US



From: joyce schwartz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:54 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

joyce schwartz
486 northwestern ave
altamonte springs, FL 32714
US



From: Karen Guilliams
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Karen Guilliams
1116 SE Puritan Lane
Port Saint Lucie, FL 34983
US



From: Mayra Diaz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Mayra Diaz
110 antilla ave
Coral Gables, FL 33134
US



From: Connie Fowler
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:40 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Connie Fowler
161 Twine Street
St. Augustine, FL 32084
US



From: Maria Schillaci
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Maria Schillaci
1410 SE 14th ST
Cape Coral, FL 33990
US



From: Teri Smyth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:26 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Teri Smyth
3705 Quail Heaven
Mims, FL 32754
US



From: Kelley Charnas
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:24 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Kelley Charnas
208 Rock Garden Place
Tampa, FL 33609
US



From: Rita Gaudry
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:20 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Rita Gaudry
150 Alhambra Circle- PH
Coral Gables, FL 33134
US



From: Diana Wurfbain
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:15 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Diana Wurfbain
1555 North Federal Ave.
Boca Raton, FL 33487
US



From: Renee LePere
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:13 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Renee LePere
1203 Inverness St.
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
US



From: Stephanie De Maria
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:12 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Stephanie De Maria
220 ALHAMBRA CIRCLE SUITE 310
FL, FL 33131
US



From: Gina Mondazze
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:11 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Gina Mondazze
10 sw s river dr
Miami, FL 33130
US



From: Iris Daugherty
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:04:01 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Iris Daugherty
1941 W. Tanager Rd.
Avon Park, FL 33825
US



From: Lewis Frees
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:59 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Lewis Frees
410 Eden Bay Dr
Naples, FL 34110
US



From: Teri Smyth
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:52 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Teri Smyth
3705 Quail Heaven
Mims, FL 32754
US



From: Linc Cole
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:51 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Linc Cole
1300 15th Ct
Key West, FL 33040
US



From: Amy Dombek
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:37 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amy Dombek
6012  Bent Pine Dr #2528
FL, FL 32822
US



From: christine delorey
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

christine delorey
1030 Green Pine Blvd
WPB, FL 33409
US



From: Elizabeth Brooks
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Brooks
3425 SW 2nd Ave. #129
Gainesville, FL 32607
US



From: sheila fox
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

sheila fox
322 Deerfield Glen Dr
St Augustine, FL 32086
US



From: Ray Kalinski
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:33 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ray Kalinski
PO Box 700743
Saint Cloud, FL 34770
US



From: linda drake
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

linda drake
19861 NW 88 Ave
Hialeah, FL 33018
US



From: Joe Land
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Joe Land
245 ne 17th ct
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305
US



From: Geo Turner
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:03:32 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Geo Turner
2120 N. 51 St Ave
Hollywood, FL 33021
US



From: Sarah Aquino
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:02:47 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sarah Aquino
11001 sw 10th street
pembroke pines, FL 33025
US



From: Jennifer Scott
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:02:23 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Scott
15930 Bayside Pointe West #703
Fort Myers, FL 33908
US



From: eileen fonferko
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 9:01:53 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

eileen fonferko
3345 alfred road
north port, FL 34286
US



From: Cindy Rogalski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNTING
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 8:29:12 AM

From: Cindy Rogalski <rogalskigang@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 4077103599

Message Body: You must, out of humanity and compassion, stop the bear hunt. We have invaded their homes. We
 have not been responsible. They shouldn't have to pay for our lack of due diligence. Why not create a bear
 sanctuary or find other non lethal ways to handle the bear situation? Stop the "quick fix" American mentality and
 get back to real problem solving.



From: Mary Key
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 29, 2015 7:20:59 AM

Governor Scott,
As a business person in Florida, I’m appalled at the proposed solution for managing black bears is to
 kill them. I am totally against the black bear hunt.

Best,
Mary

Mary Key, Ph.D.
Key Associates, Inc.
mary@keyassociatesinc.com
www.keyassociatesinc.com
www.ceofl.com
(813) 831-9500
(813) 390-3093 cell
(813) 805-2514 fax
LinkedIn: Mary Key
Facebook: Key Associates Inc.
Twitter: @Mary KeyAssoc



From: Heather Ccokman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 9:55:56 PM

From: Heather Ccokman <Heathercookmam77@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33614

Phone Number: 813-369-3474

Message Body: Please do not allow the murder of our black bears, it is not their fault humans moved into their land. 
 What is it gonna take to stop the killing of ouor wild lI've. Look at Alskia and Maine they do lotteries for the
 Moose, if you pass this then please take the lottery in to  Consideration before passing. Thank you



From: Sandra Seaton
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 9:28:38 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sandra Seaton
9009 SW 62 Terrace
Miami, FL 33173
US



From: Barbiw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 9:15:55 PM

From: Barbiw <barbiebee2000@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Patricia Izbicki
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please commit to effective, non-lethal conflict prevention and oppose a bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 8:51:50 PM

From: Patricia Izbicki <patinc91@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32504

Phone Number:

Message Body: Research has overwhelmingly shown that hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce
 conflicts between bears and people, while non-lethal conflict prevention programs effectively curb problems with
 bears in neighborhoods.

Instead of pursuing an ineffective trophy hunt, please focus on proven strategies that effectively prevent conflicts
 with bears, such as helping communities adopt large-scale, bear-proof trash management and aversive conditioning
 and education programs that help neighborhoods learn how to avoid attracting bears through simple actions -- such
 as securing pet food and birdseed and putting out trash on the morning of pickup.

I am one of the majority of Florida residents who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission's (FWC) proposal to authorize a hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bear. I urge the FWC to
 protect both people and bears by focusing instead on effective, non-lethal conflict prevention.

I hope you will consider my message Governor Scott. Thank you for your time.



From: susan sander
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 8:39:51 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

susan sander
2325 sutton pl
clearwater, FL 33763
US



From: Dina Athanassie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 8:38:27 PM

From: Dina Athanassie <dathanassie@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33694

Phone Number: 7277413665

Message Body: Please use your authority to stop the FWC's proposed bear hunt. I understand the final hearing is on
 June 23rd and I implore you to hear the voices of the many Floridians that oppose this cruel and unnecessary hunt -
 and act accordingly.

Thank you.



From: Vicky Brandt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please do not open a bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 8:35:11 PM

From: Vicky Brandt <brandtv@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 10011

Phone Number: (212) 228-5731

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

Not long ago, barely 500 Florida bears were teetering on the brink of extinction. Thanks to conservation efforts,
 their numbers are increasing. Now that a few people have had problems with bears because of poor trash
 management, the FWC wants to open hunting season on all bears.

The larger context is that we are in the middle of the Sixth Great Mass Exctinction; we've lost over half of our
 wildlife populations in just the past 40 years--while the human population, alone among all species, is burgeoning.
 We're already killing off other species quickly enough, without having to open up hunting season.  We should be
 doing all we can to protect wildlife in an effort to preserve the balance of ecosystems--otherwise our human
 population will not survive.

The FWC claims that a recent increase in bear attacks has left them no other choice than to kill the bears in order to
 protect public safety. But FWC is ignoring the fact that bears are only interacting with humans because urban
 sprawl has pushed more and more homes into their natural habitats. And even the FWC agrees that killing bears
 will not be as effective as better trash cans and education at reducing human-bear conflicts in the suburbs. With
 only 3,000 of these bears left in the state, this is no time to give hunters a license for a bear killing spree.

Florida should focus on slowing down urban sprawl. That will reduce incidents and allow this lovely species the
 ability to flourish.



From: Amanda Fenick
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 7:16:52 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Amanda Fenick
469 east lake dr
Largo, FL 33771
US



From: Ewa Stein
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 5:27:29 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ewa Stein
18630 Van Nuys Cir
Port charlotte, FL 33948
US



From: josefa Arana
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:********* SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 4:47:16 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

josefa Arana
13716 SW 52nd St
miami, FL 33175
US



From: Paula Kennedy
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 4:32:11 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Paula Kennedy
4204 wicks lane
st augustine, FL 32086
US



From: TAHIMI SERRANO
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 4:23:26 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

TAHIMI SERRANO
1564 BAVON DRIVE
DELTONA, FL 32725
US



From: MELANIE A MURRAY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 4:03:38 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please do not support the killing of our Florida bears.  As a native Floridian I am very disappointed about this.

Melanie Traina

Sent from Melanie's iPhone



From: Barbara Schwartz
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 3:34:50 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Barbara Schwartz
3827 NE 17th Street Circle
Ocala, FL 34470
US



From: Damon Copeland
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:******** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 3:30:35 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Damon Copeland
327 Avenue A
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
US



From: Sheila Morgan
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 3:15:42 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Sheila Morgan
7 nw 28th street
FL, FL 34475
US



From: Pam Pannozzo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please do not allow the trophy bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 3:09:54 PM

From: Pam Pannozzo <pampannozzo@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33472

Phone Number: 5613745129

Message Body: Do not allow the trophy bear hunt!!!! Florida's bears and other wildlife are already faced with
 insurmountable pressure from human population and development. Have dignity and use your power to help the
 survival of Florida's bears and wildlife.



From: Vanessa Rhodes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 1:44:30 PM

From: Vanessa Rhodes <justv330@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33193

Phone Number: 3056325587

Message Body: Good afternoon Governor Scott.  I understand that a law will be passed regarding the black bear
 being hunted.  As a native Floridian and an animal lover  I want to state my opposition of such a law.  Instead of
 shooting these animal why can they not just be tranquilized and moved to another area where they can live their
 lives and be safe?  Hunting for sport is so barbaric and unnecessary.  I beg you not to let this law pass  and allow
 this animal to continue living its life as God intended.  Thank you for your time. Vanessa Rhodes



From: Barb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP BEAR HUNT!
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 1:41:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
As one of Florida's citizens who did vote for you, I am urging you to do something to see theFlorida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission will not get into law the proposal to open a trophy hunt on Florida's unique
 subspecies of black bears. Over 40,000 citizen's wrote to the FWC and they are still voting on the proposal on
 June 24 and to pass the law to allow this barbaric hunt.
I am totally against this and asking for your help.
Sincerely,
Barbara Mitchell
Tarpon Springs, FL



From: Ruth Serra
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Call Off the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 9:15:05 AM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to hunting Florida black bears. This unique subspecies of black bear
 was just removed from the state's list of threatened species in 2012 and is still recovering. Hunting would add an
 unnecessary threat to these animals that already suffer from severe habitat loss, genetic isolation and road mortality
 -- and it could seriously set back decades of recovery. Although offered as a solution for human-bear conflicts,
 hunting bears in the deep woods will do nothing to prevent bears in suburbs from getting into trash. Instead, I urge
 you to let these bears live and address human-bear conflicts with proven, nonlethal prevention measures like bear-
proof trashcans.

Sincerely,

Ruth Serra
2747 Via Capri
FL, FL 33764
US



From: lynndovidio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 8:00:11 AM
Importance: High

Please do not allow this to happen. We are killing animals faster than they
 can reproduce, and I don’t want my great grandchildren to have to learn
 about bears and our many diminishing species from books. Sparing the
 bears is a start to keeping species alive for future generations.
Thank you,
Lynn D’Ovidio



From: Kris Pagenkopf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 7:48:33 AM

From: Kris Pagenkopf <kris_pagenkopf@hotmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32607

Phone Number:

Message Body: The FWC is ignoring science and disregarding what residents want. They report that of the more
 than 40,000 people who sent comments to the agency, 75 percent were against bear hunting. And a statewide poll in
 January found that 61 percent of Florida voters oppose a bear hunt.

We want the FWC to stop catering to a handful of trophy hunters and instead listen to the majority of Floridians who
 oppose this misguided trophy hunting proposal.

Thank you.



From: David Shapiro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: URGENT: Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2015 12:24:29 AM

Governor Scott,

I strongly urge you to stop this hunt.

David Shapiro - a registered and active voter

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Marilyn Weaver <marilynw@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: Wed, May 27, 2015, 11:38 AM
Subject: URGENT: Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
To: 

http://www.tampabay.com/opinion/letters/wednesdays-letters-make-your-voice-
heard-stop-bear-hunt/2231148
Gov. Rick Scott contact info is: (850) 488-7146, rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com Please
 read the below, then flood the Goverors office with calls and emails. Don't wait, the bears are
 counting on us. Thank you.

Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
On June 24, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission will vote on a
 proposal to open a trophy hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bears.
 The trouble is, the commission does not have enough information to make this
 decision and is going against the wishes of most Floridians.

The last statewide count of Florida black bears was 13 years ago, when state
 biologists estimated there were 2,000 to 3,000 surviving bears. Bears were
 removed from the threatened species list only three years ago. Without knowing
 how many bears actually exist today, how can the commission justify allowing
 hunters to kill 200 bears a year?

These 200 bears are in addition to the hundreds killed by vehicles annually, and
 the "nuisance bears" the FWC already kills in neighborhoods. Can our native
 black bears handle such pressure?

Of the more than 40,000 people who sent comments to FWC, 75 percent were
 against bear hunting. A January statewide poll found that 61 percent of Florida
 voters oppose a bear hunt. Commission Chairman Richard Corbett's comment to



 the Tampa Bay Times that it is okay to disregard majority opposition because
 "those people don't know what they're talking about" is not only offensive, it is
 bad public policy.

Since the commissioners won't listen to the majority who are opposed, several
 groups including the Humane Society of the United States and Born Free USA
 are asking all Floridians to bring our concerns to Gov. Rick Scott, who appointed
 the commissioners. Contact Scott and let him know we want the FWC to stop
 catering to a handful of trophy hunters and instead listen to the majority of
 Floridians who oppose this misguided proposal.

Kate MacFall, Florida state director, Humane Society of the United States,
 Tallahassee

Marilyn Weaver, Executive Director
League of Humane Voters-FL
www.LOHV-FL.org
Compassion for all animals both human & non Human
Our vision: A society in which people value and safeguard the lives of animals.



From: Suzanne House
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 11:59:57 PM

I'm totally against this bear hunt. These wonderful animals are just recovering from
 near extinction. If home owners in the bear's territory had seal proof garbage cans &
 only put their garbage out on the morning of pick up & not the night b4, bears
 wouldn't be a problem. Lazy people. We've taken their land away. Developing on
 every inch of green space there is. All for greed. Opening of this bear hunt is for
 greed also. Out of state people paying for permits. People here paying for permits.
 Money , money , money for KILLING. What a wretched society. STOP the bear hunt.
 They deserve to live w/o threat.
Suzanne

Go Vegan For your Health, For the Animals



From: Shanin Shapiro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fw: Fwd: URGENT: Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 3:09:23 PM

Please stop the bear hunt.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: David Shapiro 
To: Shanin Shapiro 
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 3:05 PM
Subject: Fwd: URGENT: Listen to public: Stop bear hunt

Humane society says " no" . Do you? 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Marilyn Weaver <marilynw@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: 11:38AM, Wed, May 27, 2015
Subject: URGENT: Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
To: 

http://www.tampabay.com/opinion/letters/wednesdays-letters-make-your-voice-
heard-stop-bear-hunt/2231148
Gov. Rick Scott contact info is: (850) 488-7146, rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com Please
 read the below, then flood the Goverors office with calls and emails. Don't wait, the bears are
 counting on us. Thank you.

Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
On June 24, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission will vote on a
 proposal to open a trophy hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bears.
 The trouble is, the commission does not have enough information to make this
 decision and is going against the wishes of most Floridians.
The last statewide count of Florida black bears was 13 years ago, when state
 biologists estimated there were 2,000 to 3,000 surviving bears. Bears were
 removed from the threatened species list only three years ago. Without knowing
 how many bears actually exist today, how can the commission justify allowing
 hunters to kill 200 bears a year?
These 200 bears are in addition to the hundreds killed by vehicles annually, and
 the "nuisance bears" the FWC already kills in neighborhoods. Can our native
 black bears handle such pressure?
Of the more than 40,000 people who sent comments to FWC, 75 percent were
 against bear hunting. A January statewide poll found that 61 percent of Florida
 voters oppose a bear hunt. Commission Chairman Richard Corbett's comment to
 the Tampa Bay Times that it is okay to disregard majority opposition because



 "those people don't know what they're talking about" is not only offensive, it is
 bad public policy.
Since the commissioners won't listen to the majority who are opposed, several
 groups including the Humane Society of the United States and Born Free USA
 are asking all Floridians to bring our concerns to Gov. Rick Scott, who appointed
 the commissioners. Contact Scott and let him know we want the FWC to stop
 catering to a handful of trophy hunters and instead listen to the majority of
 Floridians who oppose this misguided proposal.
Kate MacFall, Florida state director, Humane Society of the United States,
 Tallahassee
Marilyn Weaver, Executive Director
League of Humane Voters-FL
www.LOHV-FL.org
Compassion for all animals both human & non Human
Our vision: A society in which people value and safeguard the lives of animals.



From: Shanin Shapiro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fw: Fwd: URGENT: Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 3:09:23 PM

Please stop the bear hunt.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: David Shapiro 
To: Shanin Shapiro 
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 3:05 PM
Subject: Fwd: URGENT: Listen to public: Stop bear hunt

Humane society says " no" . Do you? 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Marilyn Weaver <marilynw@tampabay.rr.com>
Date: 11:38AM, Wed, May 27, 2015
Subject: URGENT: Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
To: 

http://www.tampabay.com/opinion/letters/wednesdays-letters-make-your-voice-
heard-stop-bear-hunt/2231148
Gov. Rick Scott contact info is: (850) 488-7146, rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com Please
 read the below, then flood the Goverors office with calls and emails. Don't wait, the bears are
 counting on us. Thank you.

Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
On June 24, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission will vote on a
 proposal to open a trophy hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bears.
 The trouble is, the commission does not have enough information to make this
 decision and is going against the wishes of most Floridians.
The last statewide count of Florida black bears was 13 years ago, when state
 biologists estimated there were 2,000 to 3,000 surviving bears. Bears were
 removed from the threatened species list only three years ago. Without knowing
 how many bears actually exist today, how can the commission justify allowing
 hunters to kill 200 bears a year?
These 200 bears are in addition to the hundreds killed by vehicles annually, and
 the "nuisance bears" the FWC already kills in neighborhoods. Can our native
 black bears handle such pressure?
Of the more than 40,000 people who sent comments to FWC, 75 percent were
 against bear hunting. A January statewide poll found that 61 percent of Florida
 voters oppose a bear hunt. Commission Chairman Richard Corbett's comment to
 the Tampa Bay Times that it is okay to disregard majority opposition because



 "those people don't know what they're talking about" is not only offensive, it is
 bad public policy.
Since the commissioners won't listen to the majority who are opposed, several
 groups including the Humane Society of the United States and Born Free USA
 are asking all Floridians to bring our concerns to Gov. Rick Scott, who appointed
 the commissioners. Contact Scott and let him know we want the FWC to stop
 catering to a handful of trophy hunters and instead listen to the majority of
 Floridians who oppose this misguided proposal.
Kate MacFall, Florida state director, Humane Society of the United States,
 Tallahassee
Marilyn Weaver, Executive Director
League of Humane Voters-FL
www.LOHV-FL.org
Compassion for all animals both human & non Human
Our vision: A society in which people value and safeguard the lives of animals.



From: Laura Lesieur
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 2:32:43 PM

Governor Scott, we are absolutely opposed to a bear hunt this June or any other time.   And we have historically
 voted Republican, but wildlife is not a partisan issue to us!

Dr. William C. and Laura Hulley

Sent from my iPhone



From: Carole Fox Abbott Ph. D.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt--Please stop it
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 2:32:08 PM

From: Carole Fox Abbott Ph. D. <cfabbott@catabbott.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33156-6253

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Educate people regarding not leaving tempting food, etc. available for bears who venture near populated areas.
 Please do not allow the FWC to hold a Bear Hunt in FL. ?The majority of citizens do not want it.

Thank you.



From: Marilyn Waldorf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 1:44:41 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,
Please listen to the people.
40,000 people who sent comments to FWC, 75 percent were against bear hunting. A January statewide
 poll found that 61 percent of Florida voters oppose a bear hunt.
I Oppose the Bear Hunt.
Marilyn Waldorf
Re/Max Realtec Group
Volunteer for Wildlife Haven Rehab
www.WaldorfGroup.com
727 515 3723



From: Rebecca Weiss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 12:23:29 PM

Listen to public: Stop bear hunt
On June 24, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission will vote on a
 proposal to open a trophy hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black bears.
 The trouble is, the commission does not have enough information to make this
 decision and is going against the wishes of most Floridians.

The last statewide count of Florida black bears was 13 years ago, when state
 biologists estimated there were 2,000 to 3,000 surviving bears. Bears were
 removed from the threatened species list only three years ago. Without knowing
 how many bears actually exist today, how can the commission justify allowing
 hunters to kill 200 bears a year?

These 200 bears are in addition to the hundreds killed by vehicles annually, and
 the "nuisance bears" the FWC already kills in neighborhoods. Can our native
 black bears handle such pressure?

Of the more than 40,000 people who sent comments to FWC, 75 percent were
 against bear hunting. A January statewide poll found that 61 percent of Florida
 voters oppose a bear hunt. Commission Chairman Richard Corbett's comment to
 the Tampa Bay Times that it is okay to disregard majority opposition because
 "those people don't know what they're talking about" is not only offensive, it is
 bad public policy.

Dear Sir, PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT. ONLY YOU CAN STOP IT AND WE BEG YOU.

Rebecca Weiss Sjouwerman
Belleair FL 33756



















































From: Jeri Flanagan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 9:29:56 AM

From: Jeri Flanagan <thomasflanagan25@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33704

Phone Number: 727-822-3510

Message Body: PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE do not allow the bear hunt.  It is despicable.



From: Marilyn Grace
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 8:35:17 AM

From: Marilyn Grace <mgrace7@tampabay rr.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34667

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the black bear hunt in this state. Your appointed commissioner is making a very bad choice.



From: Shirley Mogensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Let"s protect our wonderful Florida Bears
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2015 4:31:11 PM

From: Shirley Mogensen <sam0761@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32643

Phone Number: 352-538-7354

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Shirley Mogensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Let"s protect our wonderful Florida Bears
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2015 4:31:11 PM

From: Shirley Mogensen <sam0761@live.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32643

Phone Number: 352-538-7354

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Juan carlos Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DON"T allow trophy hunters to kill hundreds of Florida black bears annually!
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2015 1:03:13 AM

From: Juan carlos Rodriguez <meralycorp@hotmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33138

Phone Number: 7347575075

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP ON THIS SERIOUS MATTER

KIND REGARDS.

JC RODRIGUEZ



From: Juan carlos Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DON"T allow trophy hunters to kill hundreds of Florida black bears annually!
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2015 1:03:13 AM

From: Juan carlos Rodriguez <meralycorp@hotmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33138

Phone Number: 7347575075

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP ON THIS SERIOUS MATTER

KIND REGARDS.

JC RODRIGUEZ



From: Tina Beedle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, May 25, 2015 9:59:48 PM

From: Tina Beedle <bassnbatz@mchsi.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32570

Phone Number: 8506266640

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Vanessa Carbia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt
Date: Sunday, May 24, 2015 10:21:52 PM

From: Vanessa Carbia <vcarbia@hotmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: sherry and stan kessel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish & Wildlife Bear Hunt Proposal
Date: Sunday, May 24, 2015 5:03:04 PM

From: sherry and stan kessel <sherrykessel@verizon net>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33437

Phone Number: 561 41302622

Message Body: Please intervene.  Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission Chairman Richard Corbett is
 going against the will of the majority of Floridians.  When asked about black bear hunting in a statewide poll this
 year 75% were opposed to a hunt.

The Commission will meet June 24th in Sarasota for a final vote on the issue.  PLEASE JOIN THE REST OF US
 AND URGE THE COMMISSION TO VOTE NO ON THE BLACK BEAR HUNT.. 

Thank you in advance  for your help and attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
Sherry and Stan Kessel



From: Christine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Sunday, May 24, 2015 12:13:01 PM

From: Christine <westie2@hotmail.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34601

Phone Number: 352-799-4939

Message Body: Read in the paper today that the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission is planning to
 allow Florida Black Bear trophy hunting.  They want to have this hunt even though the majority of Floridians are
 not in favor.  I hope you have the power and desire to stop this action.  They are to meet on June 24 in Sarasota for
 the final decision.  Please don't allow this hunt.



From: Dylan Ross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears.
Date: Saturday, May 23, 2015 12:35:17 AM

From: Dylan Ross <splub@mobsters.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32533

Phone Number: 8509682196

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Dylan Ross



From: Carol Ohlendorf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing of the Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 22, 2015 1:30:04 PM

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring
 science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you
 to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June
 23. 

The FWC claims that a recent increase in bear attacks has left them no other choice than to kill the bears in
 order to protect public safety.1 But FWC is ignoring the fact that bears are only interacting with humans
 because urban sprawl has pushed more and more homes into their natural habitats. And even the FWC agrees
 that killing bears will not be as effective as better trash cans and education at reducing hum-bear conflicts in
 the suburbs. With only 3,000 of these bears left in the state, this is no time to give hunters a license for a bear
 killing spree.

Not long ago, barely 500 Florida bears were teetering on the brink of extinction. Thanks to conservation efforts,
 their numbers are increasing. But just because a few bears have had problems with people due to poor trash
 management, is no reason to open hunting season on all of them. Rather than indicting all the bears, Florida
 should focus on slowing down urban sprawl that will reduce incidents and allow this lovely species the ability to
 flourish. Let's concentrate on better trash cans and educate the people about feeding the bears.

Be the people and bear HERO...say "no" and the people will change their opinion of you....I know I will...be a
 bear advocate and the people's champion.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Carol Ohlendorf
Bradenton, FL

941-322-9752



From: Carol Ohlendorf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing of the Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 22, 2015 1:30:04 PM

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring
 science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you
 to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June
 23. 

The FWC claims that a recent increase in bear attacks has left them no other choice than to kill the bears in
 order to protect public safety.1 But FWC is ignoring the fact that bears are only interacting with humans
 because urban sprawl has pushed more and more homes into their natural habitats. And even the FWC agrees
 that killing bears will not be as effective as better trash cans and education at reducing hum-bear conflicts in
 the suburbs. With only 3,000 of these bears left in the state, this is no time to give hunters a license for a bear
 killing spree.

Not long ago, barely 500 Florida bears were teetering on the brink of extinction. Thanks to conservation efforts,
 their numbers are increasing. But just because a few bears have had problems with people due to poor trash
 management, is no reason to open hunting season on all of them. Rather than indicting all the bears, Florida
 should focus on slowing down urban sprawl that will reduce incidents and allow this lovely species the ability to
 flourish. Let's concentrate on better trash cans and educate the people about feeding the bears.

Be the people and bear HERO...say "no" and the people will change their opinion of you....I know I will...be a
 bear advocate and the people's champion.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Carol Ohlendorf
Bradenton, FL

941-322-9752



From: Jonathan Juges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 22, 2015 9:05:29 AM

From: Jonathan Juges <jjuges@mail.usf.edu>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32579

Phone Number: 8508652938

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jonathan Juges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 22, 2015 9:05:29 AM

From: Jonathan Juges <jjuges@mail.usf.edu>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32579

Phone Number: 8508652938

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Christine Elassar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2015 9:24:04 PM

From: Christine Elassar <celassar@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Christine Elassar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2015 9:24:04 PM

From: Christine Elassar <celassar@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Maria Echeverria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP BEAR HUNTING!
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2015 3:41:36 PM

From: Maria Echeverria <mapia87@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33023

Phone Number: 9542487107

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Maria Echeverria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP BEAR HUNTING!
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2015 3:41:36 PM

From: Maria Echeverria <mapia87@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33023

Phone Number: 9542487107

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Shelley J. Murray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Florida black bears
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2015 12:53:49 PM

From: Shelley J. Murray <sjmurrayesq@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33312

Phone Number: 9548651047

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Shelley J. Murray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Florida black bears
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2015 12:53:49 PM

From: Shelley J. Murray <sjmurrayesq@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33312

Phone Number: 9548651047

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: L. Mateas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Protection
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2015 11:38:17 AM

From: L. Mateas <shop@mateas.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34229

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears, wildlife in
 general and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you.



From: L. Mateas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Protection
Date: Thursday, May 21, 2015 11:38:16 AM

From: L. Mateas <shop@mateas.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34229

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears, wildlife in
 general and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you.



From: Barry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 6:13:59 PM

From: Barry <barry.wolfe1@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Barry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 6:13:59 PM

From: Barry <barry.wolfe1@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33071

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Judith Zumwalt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 1:09:50 PM

From: Judith Zumwalt <catja_cat@yahoo.com>

County: Citrus

Zip Code: 34446

Phone Number: 3535035431

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, I am upset over the proposed bear kill.  I have called and written to voice my
 strong opposition only to find out that the person in charge has dismissed  all the negative comments, and is staring
 publicly  that the opponents "don't know what we are taking about"  and accusing "opponents  of not knowing the
 difference between a bear and a teddy bear." He is obviously incompetent and should not be in such a position of
 authority. he has forgotten who is his boss: the public.

As well as removing him, and appointing someone with  the smarts/background/education to run this incredibly
 important wildlife division , I ask you to cancel the bear hunt as it is not needed and is not the answer to anything. It
 is an excuse to kill something by people who like to do that without considering the the reality and future for all of
 us living creatures.

They can shoot as many stuffed teddy bears as they need. The current Director might well qualify.

Sincerely,
Judith Zumwalt.



From: Judith Zumwalt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 1:09:50 PM

From: Judith Zumwalt <catja_cat@yahoo.com>

County: Citrus

Zip Code: 34446

Phone Number: 3535035431

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, I am upset over the proposed bear kill.  I have called and written to voice my
 strong opposition only to find out that the person in charge has dismissed  all the negative comments, and is staring
 publicly  that the opponents "don't know what we are taking about"  and accusing "opponents  of not knowing the
 difference between a bear and a teddy bear." He is obviously incompetent and should not be in such a position of
 authority. he has forgotten who is his boss: the public.

As well as removing him, and appointing someone with  the smarts/background/education to run this incredibly
 important wildlife division , I ask you to cancel the bear hunt as it is not needed and is not the answer to anything. It
 is an excuse to kill something by people who like to do that without considering the the reality and future for all of
 us living creatures.

They can shoot as many stuffed teddy bears as they need. The current Director might well qualify.

Sincerely,
Judith Zumwalt.



From: Brandon Bodlak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 12:04:25 AM

From: Brandon Bodlak <bbodlak@yahoo.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32669

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Brandon Bodlak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 12:04:25 AM

From: Brandon Bodlak <bbodlak@yahoo.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32669

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Debra Boles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear Hunt!!!
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 11:03:22 PM

From: Debra Boles <egretdeb@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33327-1104

Phone Number: 9543859791

Message Body: Very misguided plan to allow bear hunting.  And how insulting to suggest that the residents of this
 state don't understand (Teddy bears?) FWC's plans.  The last thing any of us need are more morons with guns
 having a sanctioned reason to start shooting.



From: Debra Boles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear Hunt!!!
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 11:03:22 PM

From: Debra Boles <egretdeb@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33327-1104

Phone Number: 9543859791

Message Body: Very misguided plan to allow bear hunting.  And how insulting to suggest that the residents of this
 state don't understand (Teddy bears?) FWC's plans.  The last thing any of us need are more morons with guns
 having a sanctioned reason to start shooting.



From: Gail Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 9:34:43 PM

From: Gail Robinson <VTpinecone@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number: 727-733-6341

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Gail Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 9:34:42 PM

From: Gail Robinson <VTpinecone@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number: 727-733-6341

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Juli Healy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 8:20:09 PM

From: Juli Healy <julihealy@yahoo.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32413

Phone Number: 8122049713

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  Please, let's not go backwards in our efforts to keep the
 bears from extinction.  Let's learn to keep them in their natural habitat for generations beyond ours to know.  We
 need to learn to live among them and other species instead of driving everything in our way of progress out.



From: Juli Healy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 8:20:08 PM

From: Juli Healy <julihealy@yahoo.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32413

Phone Number: 8122049713

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  Please, let's not go backwards in our efforts to keep the
 bears from extinction.  Let's learn to keep them in their natural habitat for generations beyond ours to know.  We
 need to learn to live among them and other species instead of driving everything in our way of progress out.



From: Scott Williamson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 6:01:55 PM

From: Scott Williamson <swilliamson5305@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32312

Phone Number: 8503866160

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,
I am a hunter, fisherman, and avid outdoorsman. I like to consider myself a conservationist. My dad was a Wildlife
 and served Florida for 33 years. He too was hunter and fisherman. I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. How can targeting bears in the very Management Areas I
 hunt that cover great distance from the "bear problems" within populated areas. Nobody can tell me that opening a
 hunt in Apalachicola National Forest is going to keep bears from entering dumpsters in Carabelle or Eastpoint. I am
 appealing to you to please put a stop to a hunt for all the wrong reasons. Please Support the majority of Floridians
 and Hunters alike who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before
 the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Best,
Scott Williamson



From: Scott Williamson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 6:01:54 PM

From: Scott Williamson <swilliamson5305@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32312

Phone Number: 8503866160

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,
I am a hunter, fisherman, and avid outdoorsman. I like to consider myself a conservationist. My dad was a Wildlife
 and served Florida for 33 years. He too was hunter and fisherman. I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. How can targeting bears in the very Management Areas I
 hunt that cover great distance from the "bear problems" within populated areas. Nobody can tell me that opening a
 hunt in Apalachicola National Forest is going to keep bears from entering dumpsters in Carabelle or Eastpoint. I am
 appealing to you to please put a stop to a hunt for all the wrong reasons. Please Support the majority of Floridians
 and Hunters alike who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before
 the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Best,
Scott Williamson



From: Logan Brinkerhoff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 5:40:20 PM

From: Logan Brinkerhoff <labrinkerhoff@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32127

Phone Number: 3863410805

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Logan Brinkerhoff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 5:40:20 PM

From: Logan Brinkerhoff <labrinkerhoff@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32127

Phone Number: 3863410805

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy S Christian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 5:24:48 PM

From: Nancy S Christian <nchristian24@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 4077605681

Message Body: Please listen to the people of FL and stop the BEAR HUNt initiative.  There are better and more
 effective ways to work with the problem than turning some t rophy crazed gun owners loose in the area.  There is
 bound to be a loss of life or property and this idea reeks of failure to see the big picture.  Please show your good
 side by opposing the BEAR HUNT in Florida.  Thank you.



From: Nancy S Christian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 5:24:48 PM

From: Nancy S Christian <nchristian24@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 4077605681

Message Body: Please listen to the people of FL and stop the BEAR HUNt initiative.  There are better and more
 effective ways to work with the problem than turning some t rophy crazed gun owners loose in the area.  There is
 bound to be a loss of life or property and this idea reeks of failure to see the big picture.  Please show your good
 side by opposing the BEAR HUNT in Florida.  Thank you.



From: Noelle Froehlich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC"s Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 4:03:11 PM

From: Noelle Froehlich <phi1012@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33405

Phone Number: 561-537-0769

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident and third generation Florida native, I strongly urge you to stop the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members
 are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to
 please be a strong champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of
 black bear protected and preserved for future generations by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing
 on June 23.



From: Noelle Froehlich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC"s Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 4:03:10 PM

From: Noelle Froehlich <phi1012@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33405

Phone Number: 561-537-0769

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident and third generation Florida native, I strongly urge you to stop the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members
 are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to
 please be a strong champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of
 black bear protected and preserved for future generations by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing
 on June 23.



From: Susan Kehoe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Radio-Collared NJ Black Bear Being Choked?
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 12:35:41 PM

NJ GOVERNOR CHRISTIE LETS THIS HAPPEN. DON'T HAVE THE BEAR HUNT....DON'T FOLLOW NEW JERSEY....I
 LIVE HERE AND IT IS BAD NEWS!
I just took this picture a few days ago. A mother bear is radio-collared which appears to be too tight. Fur missing and
 sometimes she looks like she's choking. As she grows bigger and starts putting on weight for hibernation, if nothing
 is done, she will be slowly strangled. NJ Division of Fish & Wildlife are a disgrace. They are animal abusers!



From: Patricia Ann Wieczorek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help protect bears
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 12:13:33 PM

From: Patricia Ann Wieczorek <pattyannw@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33756

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Thank you for your attention to this matter.



From: Patricia Ann Wieczorek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help protect bears
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 12:13:33 PM

From: Patricia Ann Wieczorek <pattyannw@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33756

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Thank you for your attention to this matter.



From: Elizabeth Barrett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 11:37:40 AM

From: Elizabeth Barrett <elizabethbarrett@juno.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34231

Phone Number: 941-924-8420

Message Body: There is a hearing on bear hunting in June.  Please take a stand and stop the hunting of bears in
 Florida.

Thank you,
Elizabeth Barrett
Sarasota, FL



From: Elizabeth Barrett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 11:37:40 AM

From: Elizabeth Barrett <elizabethbarrett@juno.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34231

Phone Number: 941-924-8420

Message Body: There is a hearing on bear hunting in June.  Please take a stand and stop the hunting of bears in
 Florida.

Thank you,
Elizabeth Barrett
Sarasota, FL



From: Kelly Duke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC)
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 10:00:39 AM

From: Kelly Duke <kellymduke@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number: 954-801-4984

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kelly Duke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC)
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 10:00:39 AM

From: Kelly Duke <kellymduke@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number: 954-801-4984

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Melissa Mouldin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 9:06:12 AM

From: Melissa Mouldin <melissamouldin@gmail.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want
 to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on
 June 23.

Thank you,
Melissa Mouldin



From: Melissa Mouldin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 9:06:12 AM

From: Melissa Mouldin <melissamouldin@gmail.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33838

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want
 to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on
 June 23.

Thank you,
Melissa Mouldin



From: caryn goldberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 8:17:48 AM

From: caryn goldberg <carynlevine@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33431

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: caryn goldberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 8:17:48 AM

From: caryn goldberg <carynlevine@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33431

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy Romagnuolo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 5:08:19 AM

From: Nancy Romagnuolo <nancydesantis1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21811

Phone Number: 5164567324

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy Romagnuolo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 5:08:19 AM

From: Nancy Romagnuolo <nancydesantis1@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 21811

Phone Number: 5164567324

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kelly Heffernan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 9:28:12 PM

From: Kelly Heffernan <kelly@harwichhaven.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33060

Phone Number: 978-412-5313

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I ask you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. They are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.
 I am asking you to be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who oppose a black bear hunt.  We want
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected.  Please stop the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kelly Heffernan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 9:28:11 PM

From: Kelly Heffernan <kelly@harwichhaven.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33060

Phone Number: 978-412-5313

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I ask you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. They are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.
 I am asking you to be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who oppose a black bear hunt.  We want
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected.  Please stop the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tracy McAlpine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 8:14:57 PM

From: Tracy McAlpine <mitch.whiskers@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33578

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please make me proud that I voted for by not supporting FWC's proposed bear hunt. There will be a
 final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Tracy McAlpine



From: Tracy McAlpine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 8:14:57 PM

From: Tracy McAlpine <mitch.whiskers@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33578

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please make me proud that I voted for by not supporting FWC's proposed bear hunt. There will be a
 final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Tracy McAlpine



From: Cheryl Lasse
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the proposed bear hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 7:49:43 PM

From: Cheryl Lasse <classe@edutainmentmedia.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34786

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting
 won’t reduce problems with bears. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cheryl Lasse
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the proposed bear hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 7:49:43 PM

From: Cheryl Lasse <classe@edutainmentmedia.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34786

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting
 won’t reduce problems with bears. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Beth Shrigley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 2:35:16 PM

From: Beth Shrigley <beemurph@hotmail.com>

County: Levy

Zip Code: 32668

Phone Number: 3528577081

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you
Beth Shrigley



From: Beth Shrigley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 2:35:16 PM

From: Beth Shrigley <beemurph@hotmail.com>

County: Levy

Zip Code: 32668

Phone Number: 3528577081

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you
Beth Shrigley



From: Suzanne Claggett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 1:57:39 PM

From: Suzanne Claggett <sclaggett@uwf.edu>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32504

Phone Number: 8504743441

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Suzanne Claggett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 1:57:39 PM

From: Suzanne Claggett <sclaggett@uwf.edu>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32504

Phone Number: 8504743441

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy A. Kosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Shooting of Black Bears
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 1:26:56 PM

From: Nancy A. Kosa <nak930@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33062

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy A. Kosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Shooting of Black Bears
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 1:26:55 PM

From: Nancy A. Kosa <nak930@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33062

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Joni Wilcox
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!!!!!!
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 12:50:37 PM

From: Joni Wilcox <whizzpurr2mee@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number: 5617952002

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt!!!!!!



From: Joni Wilcox
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!!!!!!
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 12:50:37 PM

From: Joni Wilcox <whizzpurr2mee@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number: 5617952002

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt!!!!!!



From: Tara Spellman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 11:29:00 AM

From: Tara Spellman <trshumway@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33431

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tara Spellman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 11:29:00 AM

From: Tara Spellman <trshumway@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33431

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ronald H Radden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 11:27:37 AM

From: Ronald H Radden <rhradden@mac.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32712

Phone Number: 5714360663

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ronald H Radden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 11:27:37 AM

From: Ronald H Radden <rhradden@mac.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32712

Phone Number: 5714360663

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: william hooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 11:02:40 AM

From: william hooper <azygos100@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33071

Phone Number: 954 341-0534

Message Body: Dear  Governor Scott,
I am writing to ask for  your support in stopping the proposed hunt for trophy hunters for Florida black bear.  This a
 unique group of animals of which we do not even know how many are left, just to be slaughtered by a group of
 selfish people.  If you do not know, FWC chief Corbett completely ignored what the majority of the Florida public
 wanted and that is to stop this hunt and preserve our beautiful wildlife.  75% of Floridians voted "NO" to this hunt
 which he dismissed as "people who do not know what they are talking about".  Does that not remind you of Barack
 Obama who also ignores the will of the American people and does what HE wants.
Sincerely,
William Hooper



From: william hooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 11:02:40 AM

From: william hooper <azygos100@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33071

Phone Number: 954 341-0534

Message Body: Dear  Governor Scott,
I am writing to ask for  your support in stopping the proposed hunt for trophy hunters for Florida black bear.  This a
 unique group of animals of which we do not even know how many are left, just to be slaughtered by a group of
 selfish people.  If you do not know, FWC chief Corbett completely ignored what the majority of the Florida public
 wanted and that is to stop this hunt and preserve our beautiful wildlife.  75% of Floridians voted "NO" to this hunt
 which he dismissed as "people who do not know what they are talking about".  Does that not remind you of Barack
 Obama who also ignores the will of the American people and does what HE wants.
Sincerely,
William Hooper



From: Jack A. Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 10:35:55 AM

From: Jack A. Cooper <ljc67@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 9546484701

Message Body: As a Republican supporter I'm now requesting your support to STOP the planned Black Bear hunt. I
 am well familar with Black Bears and they are kind, gentle animals that take care of their young. The only time I've
 seen one become aggressive is when a human tries to hurt one of thier cubs. PLEASE INTERVENE as the Govenor
 and stop the FWC.
THANK YOU



From: Jack A. Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Black Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, May 18, 2015 10:35:55 AM

From: Jack A. Cooper <ljc67@att net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 9546484701

Message Body: As a Republican supporter I'm now requesting your support to STOP the planned Black Bear hunt. I
 am well familar with Black Bears and they are kind, gentle animals that take care of their young. The only time I've
 seen one become aggressive is when a human tries to hurt one of thier cubs. PLEASE INTERVENE as the Govenor
 and stop the FWC.
THANK YOU



From: rob kasch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 10:00:57 PM

From: rob kasch <r_kasch@hotmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34787

Phone Number: 4074889606

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: rob kasch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 10:00:57 PM

From: rob kasch <r_kasch@hotmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34787

Phone Number: 4074889606

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cheryl Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 9:30:21 PM

From: Cheryl Turner <cturner22@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number: 4073766726

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cheryl Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 9:30:21 PM

From: Cheryl Turner <cturner22@cfl.rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number: 4073766726

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: v
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt. It is ill conceived, needless and cruel.
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 9:00:39 PM

From: v <sirquickwit@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765-7918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as Florida residents, We strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. We are appealing to you to please be a
 champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by
 stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: v
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt. It is ill conceived, needless and cruel.
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 9:00:39 PM

From: v <sirquickwit@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765-7918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as Florida residents, We strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. We are appealing to you to please be a
 champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by
 stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Vincent
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the ill bear hunt. It is ill conceived, needless and cruel.
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 8:54:15 PM

From: Vincent <sirquickwit@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765-7918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as Florida residents, WE strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. WE'RE appealing to you to please be a
 champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by
 stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Vincent
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the ill bear hunt. It is ill conceived, needless and cruel.
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 8:54:15 PM

From: Vincent <sirquickwit@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765-7918

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as Florida residents, WE strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. WE'RE appealing to you to please be a
 champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by
 stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save our Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 8:16:10 PM

From: Kim <curriculumprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save our Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 8:16:09 PM

From: Kim <curriculumprincess@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michelle Mondragon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 8:06:07 PM

From: Michelle Mondragon <Mishka mondragon@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32701

Phone Number: 4074558343

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt and make every effort to find ways to educate the public on how to
 peacefully coexist with our bears!



From: Michelle Mondragon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 8:06:07 PM

From: Michelle Mondragon <Mishka mondragon@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32701

Phone Number: 4074558343

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt and make every effort to find ways to educate the public on how to
 peacefully coexist with our bears!



From: Colleen McGlone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 7:28:47 PM

From: Colleen McGlone <crmcglone@moose-mail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34655

Phone Number: 7273752356

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Colleen McGlone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 7:28:47 PM

From: Colleen McGlone <crmcglone@moose-mail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34655

Phone Number: 7273752356

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carol A Sardo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 7:13:42 PM

From: Carol A Sardo <carolanns@bellsouth net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33463-5936

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carol A Sardo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 7:13:42 PM

From: Carol A Sardo <carolanns@bellsouth net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33463-5936

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tammy Lettieri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 7:07:33 PM

From: Tammy Lettieri <tammylettieri@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33442-6050

Phone Number: (561) 302-0686

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt is
 cruel,munnecessary and based on false information!  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tammy Lettieri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 7:07:32 PM

From: Tammy Lettieri <tammylettieri@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33442-6050

Phone Number: (561) 302-0686

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt is
 cruel,munnecessary and based on false information!  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Pamela Winn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 6:41:23 PM

From: Pamela Winn <pamrulzzz@gmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34209

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Pamela Winn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 6:41:23 PM

From: Pamela Winn <pamrulzzz@gmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34209

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patty Kuhner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the black bears.
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 6:23:16 PM

From: Patty Kuhner <pattykuhner@bellsouth.net>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32958

Phone Number: 7725811282

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patty Kuhner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the black bears.
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 6:23:16 PM

From: Patty Kuhner <pattykuhner@bellsouth.net>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32958

Phone Number: 7725811282

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Frances Dunham
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Save Florida"s bears!
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 5:52:28 PM

I'm alarmed to learn that Florida is considering legalizing bear hunting for the first time in 40 years. The Florida
 Fish and Wildlife Commission (FWC) claims to be interested in public safety. But even their spokespeople admit
 that hunting bears will not reduce the incidents in Florida suburbs. With only 3,000 bears left in the State, now is
 not the time to give license to hunters to go on a bear killing spree.

As a Floridian for 41 years,  I value the state's wildlife and other natural treasures. How can FWC even consider
 opening a black bear hunt?

I call on Florida's legislators and Gov. Scott to take action to protect the bears. Instead of opening a hunting season,
 Florida should focus on reducing urban sprawl and common-sense mitigation like better trash cans. I urge you not
 to allow Florida's amazing black bears to be hunted and killed.

Thank you!

Frances Dunham
5397 Soundside Drive
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563



From: Julie Berry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 4:56:42 PM

From: Julie Berry <Jab21179@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33764

Phone Number: 941-447-4625

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Julie



From: Julie Berry
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 4:56:41 PM

From: Julie Berry <Jab21179@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33764

Phone Number: 941-447-4625

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Julie



From: Portia Culley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt!
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 4:28:14 PM

From: Portia Culley <portiaculley@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33460

Phone Number: 5616945633

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Portia Culley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt!
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 4:28:14 PM

From: Portia Culley <portiaculley@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33460

Phone Number: 5616945633

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia Miner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 2:10:51 PM

From: Patricia Miner <pjm1784@verizo.net>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34243

Phone Number: 9413516864

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia Miner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 2:10:51 PM

From: Patricia Miner <pjm1784@verizo.net>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34243

Phone Number: 9413516864

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Irena Franchi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop hunting bears.
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 2:07:52 PM

From: Irena Franchi <bluabirdo@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Irena Franchi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop hunting bears.
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 2:07:51 PM

From: Irena Franchi <bluabirdo@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Charles Campbell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: End the Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:12:52 PM

From: Charles Campbell <chcwarriorpoet@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33584

Phone Number: (813) 471-8855

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Charles Campbell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: End the Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:12:52 PM

From: Charles Campbell <chcwarriorpoet@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33584

Phone Number: (813) 471-8855

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michael Diebold
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 11:18:32 AM

From: Michael Diebold <michael_diebold@hotmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number: 8165062256

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michael Diebold
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 11:18:32 AM

From: Michael Diebold <michael_diebold@hotmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number: 8165062256

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Karen Guilliams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting in Florida
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 9:47:36 AM

From: Karen Guilliams <puck1611@yahoo.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34983

Phone Number: 772-873-5746

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Please consider this.



From: Karen Guilliams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting in Florida
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 9:47:35 AM

From: Karen Guilliams <puck1611@yahoo.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34983

Phone Number: 772-873-5746

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Please consider this.



From: Shannon Pitts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 7:29:32 AM

From: Shannon Pitts <nonnie7696@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you for your time,
Shannon Pitts



From: Shannon Pitts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 7:29:32 AM

From: Shannon Pitts <nonnie7696@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32118

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you for your time,
Shannon Pitts



From: Jean Silvasy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Bear Hunts
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 12:59:12 AM

From: Jean Silvasy <jasilvasy@gmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32778

Phone Number: 352-508-5177

Message Body: Teddy Bears? Does Mr. Corbett think we are all idiots? The problem is with human behavior and
 encroachment on traditional bear areas. I resent the fact that Mr. Corbett denigrates the citizens of this state in that
 manner. Most of the people I have met in this state have been mature and intelligent enough to recognize a bear as
 an animal not to be messed with, any more than an alligator, crocodile, or cottonmouth.

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jean Silvasy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Bear Hunts
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 12:59:12 AM

From: Jean Silvasy <jasilvasy@gmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32778

Phone Number: 352-508-5177

Message Body: Teddy Bears? Does Mr. Corbett think we are all idiots? The problem is with human behavior and
 encroachment on traditional bear areas. I resent the fact that Mr. Corbett denigrates the citizens of this state in that
 manner. Most of the people I have met in this state have been mature and intelligent enough to recognize a bear as
 an animal not to be messed with, any more than an alligator, crocodile, or cottonmouth.

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lea Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:29:31 AM

From: Lea Lamb <vettegirll@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number: 9414733064

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lea Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:29:31 AM

From: Lea Lamb <vettegirll@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number: 9414733064

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Karen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:28:35 AM

From: Karen <exxon1012@yahoo.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33981

Phone Number: 9416984182

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Karen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:28:35 AM

From: Karen <exxon1012@yahoo.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33981

Phone Number: 9416984182

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:28:04 AM

From: Nancy Lamb <suncoastdeals@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number: 9414733064

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy Lamb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:28:04 AM

From: Nancy Lamb <suncoastdeals@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number: 9414733064

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kimberly Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Management
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 12:27:26 AM

From: Kimberly Walker <walker34k@hotmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number: 904-724-5305

Message Body: Gov. Scott:

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

The hunts and subsequent killing of the bears will bring this unique species back to the edge of extinction,
 undermining all previous successful conservation efforts.  We cannot allow our native black bear to be wiped out
 when more effective management of urban development into the bears' territory, as well as simply securing garbage
 cans and other objects from bears, may be implemented.

Thank you very much for your attention in this matter.

Sincerely,
Kimberly A. Walker
Jacksonville, Duval County



From: Kimberly Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Management
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 12:27:26 AM

From: Kimberly Walker <walker34k@hotmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number: 904-724-5305

Message Body: Gov. Scott:

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

The hunts and subsequent killing of the bears will bring this unique species back to the edge of extinction,
 undermining all previous successful conservation efforts.  We cannot allow our native black bear to be wiped out
 when more effective management of urban development into the bears' territory, as well as simply securing garbage
 cans and other objects from bears, may be implemented.

Thank you very much for your attention in this matter.

Sincerely,
Kimberly A. Walker
Jacksonville, Duval County



From: Laura
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help protect bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:16:51 AM

From: Laura <l2j3_God@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Laura
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help protect bears
Date: Sunday, May 17, 2015 1:16:51 AM

From: Laura <l2j3_God@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Barbara Ovsanik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:53:37 PM

From: Barbara Ovsanik <dia1038063@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 863-956-1778

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Thank You



From: Barbara Ovsanik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:53:37 PM

From: Barbara Ovsanik <dia1038063@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 863-956-1778

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Thank You



From: Tabitha Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:50:04 PM

From: Tabitha Rodriguez <tabitha rodriguez1@verizon.net>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33615

Phone Number: 813-784-7315

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you, Tabitha



From: Tabitha Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt!
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:50:04 PM

From: Tabitha Rodriguez <tabitha rodriguez1@verizon.net>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33615

Phone Number: 813-784-7315

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you, Tabitha



From: Marian Prio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:06:40 PM

From: Marian Prio <marianpo@msn.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33149

Phone Number: 786-382-4074

Message Body: Please stop Florida's bear hunt. We don't need such a cruel method to curb the bear population. It's
 unscientific and not recommended by experts. The chairman of the Florida Wildlife Commission, Richard Corbett,
 should be ousted for insulting the knowledge and intelligence of those who oppose this practice on solid grounds.
 It's within your power to act in keeping with the wishes of the overwhelming majority of Forida residents aware of
 the issue.



From: Marian Prio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:06:40 PM

From: Marian Prio <marianpo@msn.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33149

Phone Number: 786-382-4074

Message Body: Please stop Florida's bear hunt. We don't need such a cruel method to curb the bear population. It's
 unscientific and not recommended by experts. The chairman of the Florida Wildlife Commission, Richard Corbett,
 should be ousted for insulting the knowledge and intelligence of those who oppose this practice on solid grounds.
 It's within your power to act in keeping with the wishes of the overwhelming majority of Forida residents aware of
 the issue.



From: Sherry N. Simes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 9:20:41 PM

From: Sherry N. Simes <sherry.simes@embarqmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33974

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sherry N. Simes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 9:20:41 PM

From: Sherry N. Simes <sherry.simes@embarqmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33974

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Debi Mohan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 8:43:20 PM

From: Debi Mohan <debi mohan@yahoo.ca>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33199

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Debi Mohan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 8:43:20 PM

From: Debi Mohan <debi mohan@yahoo.ca>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33199

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Akura Pardington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 8:00:48 PM

From: Akura Pardington <akura.email@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Akura Pardington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 8:00:47 PM

From: Akura Pardington <akura.email@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Christopher Paige
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 6:30:11 PM

From: Christopher Paige <paige93@cox.net>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32569

Phone Number: 8503740194

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Christopher Paige
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 6:30:11 PM

From: Christopher Paige <paige93@cox.net>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32569

Phone Number: 8503740194

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nikki sheaks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for black bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 6:23:21 PM

From: Nikki sheaks <nikkisheaks@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33018

Phone Number: 3057334298

Message Body: ov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nikki sheaks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for black bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 6:23:20 PM

From: Nikki sheaks <nikkisheaks@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33018

Phone Number: 3057334298

Message Body: ov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Renee Mitchell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: save our bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 6:13:13 PM

From: Renee Mitchell <fiottren@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number:

Message Body: as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Renee Mitchell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: save our bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 6:13:13 PM

From: Renee Mitchell <fiottren@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number:

Message Body: as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Monica Lanier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commision"s Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 4:53:18 PM

From: Monica Lanier <mplanier74@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33770

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Monica Lanier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commision"s Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 4:53:18 PM

From: Monica Lanier <mplanier74@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33770

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy Lowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please tell FWC to protect black bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 3:45:49 PM

From: Nancy Lowell <lilyofthefield@tampabay rr.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33617

Phone Number: 8139889026

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy Lowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please tell FWC to protect black bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 3:45:49 PM

From: Nancy Lowell <lilyofthefield@tampabay rr.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33617

Phone Number: 8139889026

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Amy Donnelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 2:47:43 PM

From: Amy Donnelly <amysdonnelly@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33326

Phone Number: 954-217-3820

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Amy Donnelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 2:47:42 PM

From: Amy Donnelly <amysdonnelly@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33326

Phone Number: 954-217-3820

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: sylvia garcia-serra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 2:40:05 PM

From: sylvia garcia-serra <Sylvia.Garcia-Serra@vzw.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33177

Phone Number: 3054014828

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: sylvia garcia-serra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 2:40:05 PM

From: sylvia garcia-serra <Sylvia.Garcia-Serra@vzw.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33177

Phone Number: 3054014828

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michelle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 2:14:45 PM

From: Michelle <mjproulx50@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33616

Phone Number: 7274554474

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am a Florida resident and I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Sincerely,
Michelle Proulx



From: Michelle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 2:14:45 PM

From: Michelle <mjproulx50@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33616

Phone Number: 7274554474

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am a Florida resident and I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Sincerely,
Michelle Proulx



From: Ann Gehring
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 1:23:12 PM

From: Ann Gehring <anngehring7@outlook.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ann Gehring
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 1:23:12 PM

From: Ann Gehring <anngehring7@outlook.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jessie Furman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunts
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 12:56:02 PM

From: Jessie Furman <jessie1508@yahoo.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jessie Furman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunts
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 12:56:02 PM

From: Jessie Furman <jessie1508@yahoo.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32608

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lori Masterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep protection for Black bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 12:32:24 PM

From: Lori Masterson <lorirm@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33436

Phone Number: 5617520222

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lori Masterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep protection for Black bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 12:32:24 PM

From: Lori Masterson <lorirm@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33436

Phone Number: 5617520222

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Diane Reinhold
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 12:00:02 PM

From: Diane Reinhold <reinhold6@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32780

Phone Number: 321-269-7503

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a lifelong Florida resident and a committed supporter, I would like to ask you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. One of the reasons Florida is a wonderful tourist
 destination is for wildlife viewing. Allowing these animals to be killed is not only detrimental to nature, but it
 shows that our government doesn't care about Florida's responsible wildlife management. I am appealing to you to
 please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Thank your for your heartfelt
 consideration.



From: Diane Reinhold
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 12:00:02 PM

From: Diane Reinhold <reinhold6@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32780

Phone Number: 321-269-7503

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a lifelong Florida resident and a committed supporter, I would like to ask you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. One of the reasons Florida is a wonderful tourist
 destination is for wildlife viewing. Allowing these animals to be killed is not only detrimental to nature, but it
 shows that our government doesn't care about Florida's responsible wildlife management. I am appealing to you to
 please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Thank your for your heartfelt
 consideration.



From: Melissa Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:52:24 AM

From: Melissa Allen <melissa.allen@hotmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33157

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Melissa Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:52:24 AM

From: Melissa Allen <melissa.allen@hotmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33157

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lexi Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop bear hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:33:34 AM

From: Lexi Terrell <lexi.terrell@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33317

Phone Number: 9544384437

Message Body: Hunting trapping, etc, are archaic, barbaric, antiquated activities and should be banned. Science has
 proven that animals are equal to humans in their love of family, they have intelligence and feelings. They have
 more compassion than moronic, neanderthals killing innocent animals for pleasure = psycopath



From: Lexi Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop bear hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 11:33:34 AM

From: Lexi Terrell <lexi.terrell@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33317

Phone Number: 9544384437

Message Body: Hunting trapping, etc, are archaic, barbaric, antiquated activities and should be banned. Science has
 proven that animals are equal to humans in their love of family, they have intelligence and feelings. They have
 more compassion than moronic, neanderthals killing innocent animals for pleasure = psycopath



From: Shirley Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: teddy bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 10:27:50 AM

From: Shirley Williams <shirleydwilliams@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number: 442392253980

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Shirley Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: teddy bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 10:27:50 AM

From: Shirley Williams <shirleydwilliams@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number: 442392253980

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nicole Mayer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 10:07:24 AM

From: Nicole Mayer <nicolemayer@comcast.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number: 954-554-6344

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
 As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC's final hearing on June 23.
Nicole Mayer



From: Nicole Mayer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 10:07:24 AM

From: Nicole Mayer <nicolemayer@comcast.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number: 954-554-6344

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
 As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC's final hearing on June 23.
Nicole Mayer



From: Jonathan Juges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 9:44:19 AM

From: Jonathan Juges <jjuges@mail.usf.edu>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32579

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jonathan Juges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 9:44:19 AM

From: Jonathan Juges <jjuges@mail.usf.edu>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32579

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Isabella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 8:20:07 AM

From: Isabella <armas.leon@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33326

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Isabella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 8:20:07 AM

From: Isabella <armas.leon@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33326

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Maria I Dalmau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 8:19:47 AM

From: Maria I Dalmau <nachadalmau@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33176

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Maria I Dalmau
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 8:19:47 AM

From: Maria I Dalmau <nachadalmau@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33176

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Janet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 7:02:37 AM

From: Janet <jlcboxwell@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34114

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Janet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 7:02:37 AM

From: Janet <jlcboxwell@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34114

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Florence Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 5:30:42 AM

From: Florence Barnes <angel315@earthlink.net>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33837

Phone Number: 8635120611

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Florence Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Saturday, May 16, 2015 5:30:42 AM

From: Florence Barnes <angel315@earthlink.net>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33837

Phone Number: 8635120611

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Dantonio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CONSERVATION
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:52:20 PM

From: Lisa Dantonio <kashmir0705@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414-7910

Phone Number: 561-818-9958

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Dantonio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CONSERVATION
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:52:20 PM

From: Lisa Dantonio <kashmir0705@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414-7910

Phone Number: 561-818-9958

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sheila Rinck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:00:03 PM

From: Sheila Rinck <sdrinck@att net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315

Phone Number: 9547604642

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sheila Rinck
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:00:03 PM

From: Sheila Rinck <sdrinck@att net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315

Phone Number: 9547604642

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: leslie siegel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:36:19 PM

From: leslie siegel <gougherl@bellsouth.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33478

Phone Number: 561 602-2451

Message Body: please don't allow the killing of bears for trophy hunters



From: leslie siegel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:36:19 PM

From: leslie siegel <gougherl@bellsouth.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33478

Phone Number: 561 602-2451

Message Body: please don't allow the killing of bears for trophy hunters



From: Juan carlos Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:34:02 PM

From: Juan carlos Rodriguez <watxco@msn.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33138

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Juan carlos Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:34:02 PM

From: Juan carlos Rodriguez <watxco@msn.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33138

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Emina Pilakovic
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP the Bear Hunt!
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:17:27 PM

From: Emina Pilakovic <bn.emiina@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32217

Phone Number: 9047393470

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Emina Pilakovic
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP the Bear Hunt!
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:17:27 PM

From: Emina Pilakovic <bn.emiina@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32217

Phone Number: 9047393470

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nicole Lauren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:07:26 PM

From: Nicole Lauren <nicolelauren33@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33480

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nicole Lauren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:07:26 PM

From: Nicole Lauren <nicolelauren33@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33480

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lauri Rudolph
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: florida bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:49:47 PM

From: Lauri Rudolph <lauri.rudolph@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32081

Phone Number: 603-674-5075

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on JuneGov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members
 are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to
 please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
God's creatures are not meant for profit slaughtering.



From: Lauri Rudolph
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: florida bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:49:47 PM

From: Lauri Rudolph <lauri.rudolph@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32081

Phone Number: 603-674-5075

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on JuneGov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members
 are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to
 please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
God's creatures are not meant for profit slaughtering.



From: bill pischke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:49:40 PM

From: bill pischke <dodgediesel59@aol.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: bill pischke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:49:40 PM

From: bill pischke <dodgediesel59@aol.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Terrance Zable
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:46:13 PM

From: Terrance Zable <tzable@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Terrance Zable
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:46:13 PM

From: Terrance Zable <tzable@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Winthrop Telford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conservation
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 6:37:42 PM

From: Winthrop Telford <wink@firehousemail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34109-1520

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Winthrop Telford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conservation
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 6:37:42 PM

From: Winthrop Telford <wink@firehousemail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34109-1520

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tina Beedle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 6:33:31 PM

From: Tina Beedle <bassnbatz@gmail.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32570

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tina Beedle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 6:33:31 PM

From: Tina Beedle <bassnbatz@gmail.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32570

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tara Hottenstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Protect Florida"s Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 6:25:05 PM

From: Tara Hottenstein <thottens@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tara Hottenstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Protect Florida"s Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 6:25:05 PM

From: Tara Hottenstein <thottens@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia N Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Prposed Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:51:27 PM

From: Patricia N Walker <paperlnart@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia N Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Prposed Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:51:27 PM

From: Patricia N Walker <paperlnart@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lorianne Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC hearing 6/23/15 Say No to the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:07:25 PM

From: Lorianne Baker <LorianneBaker@earthlink.net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33706

Phone Number: 727-771-3241

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23, 2015.



From: Lorianne Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC hearing 6/23/15 Say No to the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:07:25 PM

From: Lorianne Baker <LorianneBaker@earthlink.net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33706

Phone Number: 727-771-3241

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23, 2015.



From: Natalia Jaramillo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please hear us out Governor Scott
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 4:19:11 PM

From: Natalia Jaramillo <natalie80@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33326

Phone Number:

Message Body: Hello Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Sincerely,

Natalia J



From: Natalia Jaramillo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please hear us out Governor Scott
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 4:19:11 PM

From: Natalia Jaramillo <natalie80@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33326

Phone Number:

Message Body: Hello Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Sincerely,

Natalia J



From: Kat Shaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hearing regarding Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 4:01:33 PM

From: Kat Shaffer <kinstone225@mac.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33615

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kat Shaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hearing regarding Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 4:01:33 PM

From: Kat Shaffer <kinstone225@mac.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33615

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jackie Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: I"m not talking about Teddy Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:43:00 PM

From: Jackie Miller <jacqueline.miller.mail@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34786

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jackie Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: I"m not talking about Teddy Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:42:59 PM

From: Jackie Miller <jacqueline.miller.mail@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34786

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: James Brunton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: trophy hunters
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:38:51 PM

From: James Brunton <jimbrunton@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: James Brunton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: trophy hunters
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:38:51 PM

From: James Brunton <jimbrunton@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Judy Albury
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the black bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:33:48 PM

From: Judy Albury <jaalbury@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33155

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Encourage hunting with cameras, not weapons because only bullies and cowards kill animals for fun.



From: Judy Albury
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the black bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:33:48 PM

From: Judy Albury <jaalbury@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33155

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Encourage hunting with cameras, not weapons because only bullies and cowards kill animals for fun.



From: MD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:20:34 PM

From: MD <mad0509@Hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: MD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:20:34 PM

From: MD <mad0509@Hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lori Foerster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop black bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:17:21 PM

From: Lori Foerster <loriannfoerdter@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I am asking you as someone who voted for you to please stop the black bear hunt open season.
These bears play a strong role in our Eco system and deserve to be here.  Please stop this possibility of happening!

A Florida super voter!

Thank you!



From: Lori Foerster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop black bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 3:17:21 PM

From: Lori Foerster <loriannfoerdter@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I am asking you as someone who voted for you to please stop the black bear hunt open season.
These bears play a strong role in our Eco system and deserve to be here.  Please stop this possibility of happening!

A Florida super voter!

Thank you!



From: Patricia Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:55:49 PM

From: Patricia Norton <pnmpb@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number:

Message Body: Hunting bears in a forest is certainly going to have no effect on bears in cities.  This is just a ruse for
 certain people to kill living beings.  It took a hunting ban to get the numbers up to where they are today; why kill
 them now and cause them to return to unsustainable numbers?



From: Patricia Norton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:55:49 PM

From: Patricia Norton <pnmpb@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number:

Message Body: Hunting bears in a forest is certainly going to have no effect on bears in cities.  This is just a ruse for
 certain people to kill living beings.  It took a hunting ban to get the numbers up to where they are today; why kill
 them now and cause them to return to unsustainable numbers?



From: Kathryn Mary Olsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Hunt of Black Bears Bill
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:45:40 PM

From: Kathryn Mary Olsen <kathyols@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33903

Phone Number: 239-656-2632

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
I love this state and people come here for our magnificent wildlife.  Please don't do this to our other residents, the
 Florida Black Bears...they were here long before the rest of us!



From: Kathryn Mary Olsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Hunt of Black Bears Bill
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:45:40 PM

From: Kathryn Mary Olsen <kathyols@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33903

Phone Number: 239-656-2632

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
I love this state and people come here for our magnificent wildlife.  Please don't do this to our other residents, the
 Florida Black Bears...they were here long before the rest of us!



From: Darlene Chase
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:45:10 PM

From: Darlene Chase <dwegc@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33066

Phone Number:

Message Body: Your proposal for the bear hunt is ludicrous but since you can deny 800,000 people health insurance
 just for political gain, what's a few hundred bears to you. How do you sleep at night.



From: Darlene Chase
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:45:10 PM

From: Darlene Chase <dwegc@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33066

Phone Number:

Message Body: Your proposal for the bear hunt is ludicrous but since you can deny 800,000 people health insurance
 just for political gain, what's a few hundred bears to you. How do you sleep at night.



From: Donna Florio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Saving Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:39:54 PM

From: Donna Florio <floriod@gtlaw.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number: 954-433-0331

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Donna Florio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Saving Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:39:54 PM

From: Donna Florio <floriod@gtlaw.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number: 954-433-0331

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sandra Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:39:07 PM

From: Sandra Spencer <sandyspencer55@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33710

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Please protect our wildlife!
Thank you,
Sandra Spencer



From: Sandra Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:39:07 PM

From: Sandra Spencer <sandyspencer55@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33710

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Please protect our wildlife!
Thank you,
Sandra Spencer



From: Michelle correa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:30:35 PM

From: Michelle correa <mich.correa@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33443

Phone Number: 9544010874

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michelle correa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:30:35 PM

From: Michelle correa <mich.correa@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33443

Phone Number: 9544010874

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mary Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:14:01 PM

From: Mary Walker <mwalker93@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mary Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:14:01 PM

From: Mary Walker <mwalker93@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33324

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: suzann mcalister
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:07:55 PM

From: suzann mcalister <sgflygirl67@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32730-2781

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you for your time and consideration



From: suzann mcalister
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:07:55 PM

From: suzann mcalister <sgflygirl67@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32730-2781

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you for your time and consideration



From: Kathy Jacobs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 1:40:47 PM

From: Kathy Jacobs <afghandogz@cs.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33062

Phone Number: 954-781-7907

Message Body: Dear Sir:

I have voted for you in the last two elections and hope someday to vote for you for loftier goals.

I am asking you to stop the proposed bear hunt. The problem isn;t the bears it is people needing education. These are
 not cute teddy bear but they are hungry. Please get the city and counties to force have closed garbage containers and
 send information to the public,

Two years ago the bears were on the endangered species list now you want to kill them WHY? Don;t you want you
 grandchildren to know and be able to see a bear. It is the bears world just as much as it is ours and because they
 don;t have a gun why should they die at the hands of man??

Please DO NOT APPROVE the bear hunt

Thank you
Kathy Jacobs



From: Kathy Jacobs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 1:40:47 PM

From: Kathy Jacobs <afghandogz@cs.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33062

Phone Number: 954-781-7907

Message Body: Dear Sir:

I have voted for you in the last two elections and hope someday to vote for you for loftier goals.

I am asking you to stop the proposed bear hunt. The problem isn;t the bears it is people needing education. These are
 not cute teddy bear but they are hungry. Please get the city and counties to force have closed garbage containers and
 send information to the public,

Two years ago the bears were on the endangered species list now you want to kill them WHY? Don;t you want you
 grandchildren to know and be able to see a bear. It is the bears world just as much as it is ours and because they
 don;t have a gun why should they die at the hands of man??

Please DO NOT APPROVE the bear hunt

Thank you
Kathy Jacobs



From: Jill Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 1:28:33 PM

From: Jill Allen <manymoons523@windstream net>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32664

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor,
I am writing to urge you to stop the proposed bear hunt before the final hearing by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission on June 23. Over 75% of Floridians oppose this hunt. It is unconscionable to allow this
 cruel brutality for no reason other than so-called trophies. In addition, it will not stop the problem of bear/human
 conflicts which as I'm sure you are well aware is due to habitat encroachment. There are other solutions such as not
 feeding bears and securing trash.
Please, for once, do the right thing.



From: Jill Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 1:28:32 PM

From: Jill Allen <manymoons523@windstream net>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32664

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor,
I am writing to urge you to stop the proposed bear hunt before the final hearing by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission on June 23. Over 75% of Floridians oppose this hunt. It is unconscionable to allow this
 cruel brutality for no reason other than so-called trophies. In addition, it will not stop the problem of bear/human
 conflicts which as I'm sure you are well aware is due to habitat encroachment. There are other solutions such as not
 feeding bears and securing trash.
Please, for once, do the right thing.



From: Cheryl Sloan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:41:29 PM

From: Cheryl Sloan <cmetrozoo@aol.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34481

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop this proposed bear hunt.  There is little enough left of Florida's wildlife, and the large
 predators are in the most danger.  Also a bunch of Saturday night, bear hunters, shooting everywhere at anything ,is
 not the sort of thing we should allow .  A tourists nice walk through the forest won't end well if a stray bullet gets
 him.  Happens all the time in Virginia.  You can't even hang up the laundry without getting shot.  Hardly the image
 Florida is looking for.



From: Cheryl Sloan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:41:29 PM

From: Cheryl Sloan <cmetrozoo@aol.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34481

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop this proposed bear hunt.  There is little enough left of Florida's wildlife, and the large
 predators are in the most danger.  Also a bunch of Saturday night, bear hunters, shooting everywhere at anything ,is
 not the sort of thing we should allow .  A tourists nice walk through the forest won't end well if a stray bullet gets
 him.  Happens all the time in Virginia.  You can't even hang up the laundry without getting shot.  Hardly the image
 Florida is looking for.



From: Jeff Lovering
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:29:15 PM

From: Jeff Lovering <jefflovering@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33716

Phone Number: (727) 460-2404

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jeff Lovering
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:29:15 PM

From: Jeff Lovering <jefflovering@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33716

Phone Number: (727) 460-2404

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carol Ohlendorf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Killing
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:25:11 PM

From: Carol Ohlendorf <laceepacee@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34202

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carol Ohlendorf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Killing
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:25:11 PM

From: Carol Ohlendorf <laceepacee@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34202

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Gary Rosenberger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The Florida Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:25:02 PM

From: Gary Rosenberger <grdeke@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33140

Phone Number: 305 407 2760

Message Body: I simply cannot believe, in the face of overwhelming opposition from your constituents, that you are
 allowing the bear hunt.

Even worse, and most insulting, is that  FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett is accusing the overwhelming
 majority of respondents of being ignorant about wildlife management.

It is Mr. Corbett who is dangerously ignorant. Please stop the bear hunt, and please find someone reasonable to
 replace Mr. Corbett.



From: Gary Rosenberger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The Florida Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:25:02 PM

From: Gary Rosenberger <grdeke@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33140

Phone Number: 305 407 2760

Message Body: I simply cannot believe, in the face of overwhelming opposition from your constituents, that you are
 allowing the bear hunt.

Even worse, and most insulting, is that  FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett is accusing the overwhelming
 majority of respondents of being ignorant about wildlife management.

It is Mr. Corbett who is dangerously ignorant. Please stop the bear hunt, and please find someone reasonable to
 replace Mr. Corbett.



From: Carl Skipworth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Black bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:19:43 PM

From: Carl Skipworth <quikcarl64@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number:

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) recently voted to allow trophy
 hunters to kill hundreds of Florida black bears annually, despite the fact that 75 percent of the people who contacted
 the agency oppose a hunt on this at-risk species. According to the Tampa Bay Times, the FWC Commission Chair
 Richard Corbett dismissed public opposition by saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They
 think we’re talking about teddy bears.”

Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won’t reduce problems with bears.  Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I
 strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carl Skipworth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Black bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:19:43 PM

From: Carl Skipworth <quikcarl64@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number:

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) recently voted to allow trophy
 hunters to kill hundreds of Florida black bears annually, despite the fact that 75 percent of the people who contacted
 the agency oppose a hunt on this at-risk species. According to the Tampa Bay Times, the FWC Commission Chair
 Richard Corbett dismissed public opposition by saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They
 think we’re talking about teddy bears.”

Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won’t reduce problems with bears.  Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I
 strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Teresa Wing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:18:54 PM

From: Teresa Wing <wing_t@mac.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33406

Phone Number: 561-512-7502

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Teresa Wing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:18:54 PM

From: Teresa Wing <wing_t@mac.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33406

Phone Number: 561-512-7502

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: beyssa buil
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:12:18 PM

From: beyssa buil <grey.tea kettle@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33023

Phone Number: 954 536 8902

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: beyssa buil
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:12:18 PM

From: beyssa buil <grey.tea kettle@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33023

Phone Number: 954 536 8902

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nicole Koch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:18:31 AM

From: Nicole Koch <nicoleforpeta2@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32738

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nicole Koch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:18:31 AM

From: Nicole Koch <nicoleforpeta2@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32738

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ramona Mayer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:15:24 AM

From: Ramona Mayer <rsuzannemayer22@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34230

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ramona Mayer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:15:24 AM

From: Ramona Mayer <rsuzannemayer22@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34230

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sharyn Duval
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Proposal
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:13:15 AM

From: Sharyn Duval <duvals123@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33609

Phone Number: 813-727-6461

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sharyn Duval
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Proposal
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:13:15 AM

From: Sharyn Duval <duvals123@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33609

Phone Number: 813-727-6461

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Amanda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:10:28 AM

From: Amanda <abehnam@mktg.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32224

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Amanda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:10:28 AM

From: Amanda <abehnam@mktg.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32224

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marisol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:04:39 AM

From: Marisol <mdlovesanimals@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number: 4078962556

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marisol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:04:39 AM

From: Marisol <mdlovesanimals@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number: 4078962556

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Gwynette Krulisky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Regarding Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:02:54 AM

From: Gwynette Krulisky <gkgraphics@bellsouth.net>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34951

Phone Number: (772) 359-0577

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Gwynette Krulisky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Regarding Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:02:54 AM

From: Gwynette Krulisky <gkgraphics@bellsouth.net>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34951

Phone Number: (772) 359-0577

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cee Savage
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:00:24 AM

From: Cee Savage <misspixiesavage@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33141

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cee Savage
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 11:00:24 AM

From: Cee Savage <misspixiesavage@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33141

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Seana Parker-Dalton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:58:36 AM

From: Seana Parker-Dalton <seanaldo@hotmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please call off the bear hunt.



From: Seana Parker-Dalton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:58:35 AM

From: Seana Parker-Dalton <seanaldo@hotmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please call off the bear hunt.



From: Jenna clay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:57:36 AM

From: Jenna clay <jennaferschmitz@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33604

Phone Number: 8135986693

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jenna clay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:57:36 AM

From: Jenna clay <jennaferschmitz@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33604

Phone Number: 8135986693

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ally Wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:31:30 AM

From: Ally Wolf <horsegirl78910@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ally Wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:31:30 AM

From: Ally Wolf <horsegirl78910@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Allison Ilcken
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:23:48 AM

From: Allison Ilcken <allisonilcken@mac.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number: 8149943720

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Allison Ilcken
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:23:48 AM

From: Allison Ilcken <allisonilcken@mac.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number: 8149943720

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jennifer Orem
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:10:57 AM

From: Jennifer Orem <jennorem@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33314

Phone Number: 9544702307

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jennifer Orem
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:10:57 AM

From: Jennifer Orem <jennorem@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33314

Phone Number: 9544702307

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Madelaine Axler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:02:24 AM

From: Madelaine Axler <mmmaddy@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33325

Phone Number: 954-261-3556

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Madelaine Axler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 10:02:24 AM

From: Madelaine Axler <mmmaddy@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33325

Phone Number: 954-261-3556

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lilia haro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FORBID BLACK BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:59:06 AM

From: Lilia haro <liliaharo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33140

Phone Number: 305-8683623

Message Body: It is a violence against then! Please dont do that!



From: Lilia haro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FORBID BLACK BEAR HUNT
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:59:06 AM

From: Lilia haro <liliaharo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33140

Phone Number: 305-8683623

Message Body: It is a violence against then! Please dont do that!



From: Robert Lubarsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:56:00 AM

From: Robert Lubarsky <Robert.Lubarsky@comcast net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33334

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

I am urging you to stop the bear hunt being considered by the FWC.

Yours truly,
Bob Lubarsky



From: Robert Lubarsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:56:00 AM

From: Robert Lubarsky <Robert.Lubarsky@comcast net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33334

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

I am urging you to stop the bear hunt being considered by the FWC.

Yours truly,
Bob Lubarsky



From: E Devlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:53:38 AM

From: E Devlin <arlo1389@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32114

Phone Number: 3866715100

Message Body: You sanctioning this bear hunt is NOT helping bears at all, but giving into hunters who just want yet
 another green light to kill an animal. Instead of addressing the actual issues and following through with punishing
 people who don't adhere to not feeding bears and not containing their garbage correctly, you are signing bears'
 death warrant. Bravo Governor for one again proving you don't care about this State and its  inhabitants, both
 human and animal.



From: E Devlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:53:38 AM

From: E Devlin <arlo1389@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32114

Phone Number: 3866715100

Message Body: You sanctioning this bear hunt is NOT helping bears at all, but giving into hunters who just want yet
 another green light to kill an animal. Instead of addressing the actual issues and following through with punishing
 people who don't adhere to not feeding bears and not containing their garbage correctly, you are signing bears'
 death warrant. Bravo Governor for one again proving you don't care about this State and its  inhabitants, both
 human and animal.



From: Michelle A. Inere
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Conservation
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:47:19 AM

From: Michelle A. Inere <michelleinere@yahoo.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32507

Phone Number: 850-293-9957

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Very Truly Yours,
Michelle Inere



From: Michelle A. Inere
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Conservation
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:47:19 AM

From: Michelle A. Inere <michelleinere@yahoo.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32507

Phone Number: 850-293-9957

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Very Truly Yours,
Michelle Inere



From: Pamela Wilson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:45:24 AM

From: Pamela Wilson <pamn673@netscape.net>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32607

Phone Number: 3523594834

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I urge you to to stop the FWC's proposed bear hunt. Responsible wildlife management, science and widespread
 public opposition are being ignored by your appointed Commission members. Please be a champion for the Bears
 and the majority of Florida residents who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the
 proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23, 2015. Thank you for your time and consideration in this
 matter.
Sincerely, Pamela Wilson



From: Pamela Wilson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:45:24 AM

From: Pamela Wilson <pamn673@netscape.net>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32607

Phone Number: 3523594834

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I urge you to to stop the FWC's proposed bear hunt. Responsible wildlife management, science and widespread
 public opposition are being ignored by your appointed Commission members. Please be a champion for the Bears
 and the majority of Florida residents who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the
 proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23, 2015. Thank you for your time and consideration in this
 matter.
Sincerely, Pamela Wilson



From: Gloria Moretz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:45:23 AM

From: Gloria Moretz <gloriam437@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33914

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Gloria Moretz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:45:23 AM

From: Gloria Moretz <gloriam437@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33914

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Julie Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:42:28 AM

From: Julie Davis <jujudavis11@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32669

Phone Number: 3523393448

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Julie Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:42:27 AM

From: Julie Davis <jujudavis11@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32669

Phone Number: 3523393448

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: tessi guzman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:37:37 AM

From: tessi guzman <tessiguzman@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: tessi guzman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:37:37 AM

From: tessi guzman <tessiguzman@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Wittmann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt in Florida
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:37:35 AM

From: Lisa Wittmann <slawittmann@bellsouth net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33189

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Wittmann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt in Florida
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:37:35 AM

From: Lisa Wittmann <slawittmann@bellsouth net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33189

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Debra Goodrich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:12:41 AM

From: Debra Goodrich <dagworksinc@bellsouth net>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34982

Phone Number: 772-464-2237

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Debra Goodrich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:12:41 AM

From: Debra Goodrich <dagworksinc@bellsouth net>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34982

Phone Number: 772-464-2237

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: summer crabtree
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunting
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:06:02 AM

From: summer crabtree <scrabtree7@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32207

Phone Number: 7205691760

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: summer crabtree
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunting
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:06:02 AM

From: summer crabtree <scrabtree7@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32207

Phone Number: 7205691760

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Wendy causey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:02:18 AM

From: Wendy causey <cuwepama@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33067

Phone Number: 954-227-1172

Message Body: STOP THE BLACK BEAR HUNT!!!



From: Wendy causey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 9:02:18 AM

From: Wendy causey <cuwepama@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33067

Phone Number: 954-227-1172

Message Body: STOP THE BLACK BEAR HUNT!!!



From: David Luciano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT!!
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:57:37 AM

From: David Luciano <David.Luciano@morganstanley.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number: 9545318737

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: David Luciano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT!!
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:57:37 AM

From: David Luciano <David.Luciano@morganstanley.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number: 9545318737

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: W Barton Ross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:39:21 AM

From: W Barton Ross <bross1972@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33594

Phone Number: 7275105178

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: W Barton Ross
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:39:21 AM

From: W Barton Ross <bross1972@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33594

Phone Number: 7275105178

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Hope Lucky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:17:42 AM

From: Hope Lucky <hlucky@rawfoods.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32134

Phone Number: (352)685-6200

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
I live in the Ocala National Forest and occasionally have bears in my yard but they cause no harm even as we are
 living in their territory. I believe we should humanely cull the aggressive ones that have become harmful to a
 populated area, not a massive hunt of the ones living at ease in their territory. It makes no sense to me. Thanks,
 Hope Lucky



From: Hope Lucky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:17:42 AM

From: Hope Lucky <hlucky@rawfoods.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32134

Phone Number: (352)685-6200

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
I live in the Ocala National Forest and occasionally have bears in my yard but they cause no harm even as we are
 living in their territory. I believe we should humanely cull the aggressive ones that have become harmful to a
 populated area, not a massive hunt of the ones living at ease in their territory. It makes no sense to me. Thanks,
 Hope Lucky



From: Priscilla
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Resident
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:08:49 AM

From: Priscilla <pmarotte83@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number: 407-276-3626

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Priscilla
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Resident
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:08:49 AM

From: Priscilla <pmarotte83@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number: 407-276-3626

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Renee LePere
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:06:34 AM

From: Renee LePere <blackcat32472@yahoo.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33952

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Renee LePere
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 8:06:34 AM

From: Renee LePere <blackcat32472@yahoo.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33952

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Grace Kestel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 7:35:49 AM

From: Lisa Grace Kestel <YLWLAB@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Grace Kestel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 7:35:49 AM

From: Lisa Grace Kestel <YLWLAB@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Grace Kestel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 7:34:34 AM

From: Lisa Grace Kestel <YLWLAB@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Grace Kestel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 7:34:33 AM

From: Lisa Grace Kestel <YLWLAB@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32955

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Deb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please help protect bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 7:27:17 AM

From: Deb <deb7909@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Deb



From: Deb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please help protect bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 7:27:17 AM

From: Deb <deb7909@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Deb



From: T Holliday
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 6:42:44 AM

From: T Holliday <tholliday452@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: T Holliday
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 6:42:44 AM

From: T Holliday <tholliday452@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Andrew Chiang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: End Bear Hunting
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:59:05 AM

From: Andrew Chiang <andrewschiang@gmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Andrew Chiang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: End Bear Hunting
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:59:05 AM

From: Andrew Chiang <andrewschiang@gmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34210

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear Hunt Before June 23rd Hearing
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:59:05 AM

From: Patti <Patti72536@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34677

Phone Number:

Message Body: I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear
 hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want
 to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on
 June 23. 
Thank You,
Patti



From: Patti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear Hunt Before June 23rd Hearing
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:59:05 AM

From: Patti <Patti72536@verizon net>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34677

Phone Number:

Message Body: I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear
 hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want
 to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on
 June 23. 
Thank You,
Patti



From: John Roig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC hearing
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:21:12 AM

From: John Roig <johnjroig@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

I'm a Florida resident who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed
 bear hunt.

Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition.

I am appealing to stewardship and reason.  Please champion this ni opposing what at the end of the day is simple
 bloodlust. 

For bears and the majority of Floridians - stop the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank You



From: John Roig
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC hearing
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 5:21:12 AM

From: John Roig <johnjroig@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33428

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

I'm a Florida resident who strongly opposes the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed
 bear hunt.

Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition.

I am appealing to stewardship and reason.  Please champion this ni opposing what at the end of the day is simple
 bloodlust. 

For bears and the majority of Floridians - stop the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank You



From: Suzanne Dzija
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 4:52:21 AM

From: Suzanne Dzija <suzannedzija@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33993

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt!



From: Suzanne Dzija
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 4:52:21 AM

From: Suzanne Dzija <suzannedzija@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33993

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt!



From: Stanley Pannaman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:58:30 AM

From: Stanley Pannaman <stanleypannaman@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33321

Phone Number: 954--720-4639

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Stanley Pannaman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:58:30 AM

From: Stanley Pannaman <stanleypannaman@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33321

Phone Number: 954--720-4639

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Susan Biccum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:46:17 AM

From: Susan Biccum <sbrattcat@hotmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 34714

Phone Number:

Message Body: End the bear hunt. Now.



From: Susan Biccum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:46:17 AM

From: Susan Biccum <sbrattcat@hotmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 34714

Phone Number:

Message Body: End the bear hunt. Now.



From: Diane Ramsay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:08:55 AM

From: Diane Ramsay <moshemoshemoshe@sbcglobal.net>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 34711

Phone Number: (469) 222-7151

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Diane Ramsay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 2:08:55 AM

From: Diane Ramsay <moshemoshemoshe@sbcglobal.net>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 34711

Phone Number: (469) 222-7151

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dina Belmir
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal / Environmental
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 1:52:14 AM

From: Dina Belmir <dinabelmir@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33179

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dina Belmir
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal / Environmental
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 1:52:14 AM

From: Dina Belmir <dinabelmir@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33179

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: dan rodd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO BEAR HUNTING
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:39:15 AM

From: dan rodd <danrodd88@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33486

Phone Number: 5612354365

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

NO BEAR HUNTING, GIVE BEARS A CHANCE TO AT LEAST SURVIVE,
STOP BEING A PUPPET OF INTEREST GROUPS



From: dan rodd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO BEAR HUNTING
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:39:15 AM

From: dan rodd <danrodd88@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33486

Phone Number: 5612354365

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

NO BEAR HUNTING, GIVE BEARS A CHANCE TO AT LEAST SURVIVE,
STOP BEING A PUPPET OF INTEREST GROUPS



From: Steven boyce
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:38:03 AM

From: Steven boyce <zenpetey@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33709

Phone Number: 7275414918

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Steven boyce
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:38:03 AM

From: Steven boyce <zenpetey@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33709

Phone Number: 7275414918

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: G. Taylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Let"s make sure we save the black bear
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:30:02 AM

From: G. Taylor <savehorses@ceciliasworld.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34639

Phone Number:

Message Body: Govenor Scott, I most strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt.
You have received the majority of public opinion in this matter in opposition to these bear hunts.
 Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, they are refusing to be accountable to responsible
 wildlife management and they are neglecting public opinion in favor of wildlife conservation.
I am appealing to you to be a proponent, a champion for Florida's bears and the majority of us Floridians who want
 to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on
 June 23.
Many thanks for your service and regard for the peoples' voices.



From: G. Taylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Let"s make sure we save the black bear
Date: Friday, May 15, 2015 12:30:01 AM

From: G. Taylor <savehorses@ceciliasworld.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34639

Phone Number:

Message Body: Govenor Scott, I most strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt.
You have received the majority of public opinion in this matter in opposition to these bear hunts.
 Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, they are refusing to be accountable to responsible
 wildlife management and they are neglecting public opinion in favor of wildlife conservation.
I am appealing to you to be a proponent, a champion for Florida's bears and the majority of us Floridians who want
 to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on
 June 23.
Many thanks for your service and regard for the peoples' voices.



From: Michele Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:39:44 PM

From: Michele Jenkins <catspaw@palmnet net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32909

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michele Jenkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:39:44 PM

From: Michele Jenkins <catspaw@palmnet net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32909

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Pat Bayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:38:39 PM

From: Pat Bayers <bowlingdoctor@juno.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34654

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a citizen of Florida I am concerned that our bears will be harmed with hunting. The bears are a
 treasure, not to be shot by trophy hunters.



From: Pat Bayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:38:39 PM

From: Pat Bayers <bowlingdoctor@juno.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34654

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a citizen of Florida I am concerned that our bears will be harmed with hunting. The bears are a
 treasure, not to be shot by trophy hunters.



From: Barbara A Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Our Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:24:31 PM

From: Barbara A Williams <barbara.williams17@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Additionally, I think most people are aware these are wild animals and not 'teddy bears'.  For an official of the FWC
 to be so out of touch with the people of this state is appalling.



From: Barbara A Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Our Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:24:31 PM

From: Barbara A Williams <barbara.williams17@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Additionally, I think most people are aware these are wild animals and not 'teddy bears'.  For an official of the FWC
 to be so out of touch with the people of this state is appalling.



From: Joanne M North
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:15:49 PM

From: Joanne M North <joannen@embarqmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 34135

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed hunt of our Florida black bears. Your Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management, and a lot of public opposition. I am appealing to you to please listen to the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected.  Before the FWC’s final
 hearing on June 23, please stop the bear hunt they have proposed.



From: Joanne M North
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:15:49 PM

From: Joanne M North <joannen@embarqmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 34135

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed hunt of our Florida black bears. Your Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management, and a lot of public opposition. I am appealing to you to please listen to the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected.  Before the FWC’s final
 hearing on June 23, please stop the bear hunt they have proposed.



From: Anthony Diiulio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please address my issue
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:46:08 PM

From: Anthony Diiulio <tony44@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number: 561-753-4499

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Anthony Diiulio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please address my issue
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:46:08 PM

From: Anthony Diiulio <tony44@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number: 561-753-4499

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Stephen W Fehr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:27:32 PM

From: Stephen W Fehr <pastmist@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33157

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Wayne Pacelle



From: Isolde K. Cahill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:27:32 PM

From: Isolde K. Cahill <geraldcah@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33330-3528

Phone Number: 954-680-4821

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Stephen W Fehr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:27:32 PM

From: Stephen W Fehr <pastmist@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33157

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Wayne Pacelle



From: Isolde K. Cahill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:27:32 PM

From: Isolde K. Cahill <geraldcah@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33330-3528

Phone Number: 954-680-4821

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tanya Downs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:16:19 PM

From: Tanya Downs <strutqueen@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tanya Downs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:16:19 PM

From: Tanya Downs <strutqueen@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Veronica Stoldt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:08:56 PM

From: Veronica Stoldt <veronica.stoldt@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32084

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the black bear hunt before the FWC meets in June.

Thank you.



From: Veronica Stoldt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:08:56 PM

From: Veronica Stoldt <veronica.stoldt@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32084

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the black bear hunt before the FWC meets in June.

Thank you.



From: Arthur Shults
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:08:34 PM

From: Arthur Shults <AShults@cfl rr.com>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32164

Phone Number: 386-447-0053

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) recently voted to allow trophy hunters to kill
 hundreds of Florida black bears annually, despite the fact that “75 percent” of the people who contacted the agency
 oppose a hunt on this at-risk species. 
According to the Tampa Bay Times, the FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett dismissed public opposition by
 saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They think we’re talking about teddy bears.”
While In the United States Air Force I spent three years in the state of Alaska where bears roamed freely and since
 retirement I have worked for the Department of Defense for the past 11 years at the Pinecastle Range Complex, in
 Florida’s Ocala National forest and see black bears routinely, both male and female, by themselves, with cubs, my
 contact with black bears has always been pleasant due to great deal of respect for the bear and I have never seen a
 reason to kill one, it has been my experiences in both Alaska and Florida that the human is the one that needs
 controlling and correction during problems with bears because they have encroached the bears habitat and do not
 know how to react.
I’m extremely disappointed in your FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett, he should know his audience before
 he insinuates that members of the general public don’t know what they’re talking about and he owes the general
 population an apology.



From: Arthur Shults
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:08:34 PM

From: Arthur Shults <AShults@cfl rr.com>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32164

Phone Number: 386-447-0053

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) recently voted to allow trophy hunters to kill
 hundreds of Florida black bears annually, despite the fact that “75 percent” of the people who contacted the agency
 oppose a hunt on this at-risk species. 
According to the Tampa Bay Times, the FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett dismissed public opposition by
 saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They think we’re talking about teddy bears.”
While In the United States Air Force I spent three years in the state of Alaska where bears roamed freely and since
 retirement I have worked for the Department of Defense for the past 11 years at the Pinecastle Range Complex, in
 Florida’s Ocala National forest and see black bears routinely, both male and female, by themselves, with cubs, my
 contact with black bears has always been pleasant due to great deal of respect for the bear and I have never seen a
 reason to kill one, it has been my experiences in both Alaska and Florida that the human is the one that needs
 controlling and correction during problems with bears because they have encroached the bears habitat and do not
 know how to react.
I’m extremely disappointed in your FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett, he should know his audience before
 he insinuates that members of the general public don’t know what they’re talking about and he owes the general
 population an apology.



From: Patricia Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:00:08 PM

From: Patricia Clark <cruises2@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 10:00:07 PM

From: Patricia Clark <cruises2@me.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tim Glover
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep protections for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:47:36 PM

From: Tim Glover <tcglover58@hotmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32976

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for your consideration.



From: Tim Glover
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep protections for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:47:35 PM

From: Tim Glover <tcglover58@hotmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32976

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for your consideration.



From: sandy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:39:32 PM

From: sandy <sandymorgan822@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33435

Phone Number:

Message Body: please stop the bear hunt !!!!



From: sandy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:39:32 PM

From: sandy <sandymorgan822@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33435

Phone Number:

Message Body: please stop the bear hunt !!!!



From: lyndaroux johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:36:41 PM

From: lyndaroux johnson <truestarry@gmai.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33920

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: lyndaroux johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:36:41 PM

From: lyndaroux johnson <truestarry@gmai.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33920

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Pamela Fredel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:33:38 PM

From: Pamela Fredel <pamprime@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32814

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Pamela Fredel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:33:38 PM

From: Pamela Fredel <pamprime@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32814

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lindley Paxton Barden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Management
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:29:43 PM

From: Lindley Paxton Barden <lindleypaxtonbarden@yahoo.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32526

Phone Number: 850 712-4341

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lindley Paxton Barden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Management
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:29:43 PM

From: Lindley Paxton Barden <lindleypaxtonbarden@yahoo.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32526

Phone Number: 850 712-4341

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Veronica Caquias-Ramos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: save bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:26:08 PM

From: Veronica Caquias-Ramos <tropicalgal2007@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Save bears, stop the bear hunt.



From: Veronica Caquias-Ramos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: save bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:26:08 PM

From: Veronica Caquias-Ramos <tropicalgal2007@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number:

Message Body: Save bears, stop the bear hunt.



From: Ingrid Vallieres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:23:39 PM

From: Ingrid Vallieres <ingridvallieres@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33774

Phone Number: 7275961008

Message Body: The protection of all animals is adamant,
Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ingrid Vallieres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:23:39 PM

From: Ingrid Vallieres <ingridvallieres@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33774

Phone Number: 7275961008

Message Body: The protection of all animals is adamant,
Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: joanne felcetto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:21:03 PM

From: joanne felcetto <tas32@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33445

Phone Number:

Message Body: please stop the bear hunt, let them live, they have a right to be here on this earth.



From: joanne felcetto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:21:03 PM

From: joanne felcetto <tas32@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33445

Phone Number:

Message Body: please stop the bear hunt, let them live, they have a right to be here on this earth.



From: tamara hendershot
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Possible killing of Florida Black Bears...
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:17:44 PM

From: tamara hendershot <floofie@bellsouth net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33138

Phone Number:

Message Body: No Bear Hunt, Please! You can stop it!



From: tamara hendershot
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Possible killing of Florida Black Bears...
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:17:43 PM

From: tamara hendershot <floofie@bellsouth net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33138

Phone Number:

Message Body: No Bear Hunt, Please! You can stop it!



From: Shannon Bee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:15:26 PM

From: Shannon Bee <greengoddess1919@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33334

Phone Number: (954) 668-3004

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Shannon Bee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:15:26 PM

From: Shannon Bee <greengoddess1919@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33334

Phone Number: (954) 668-3004

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Angela Stofsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:14:50 PM

From: Angela Stofsky <bgcatluvr@bellsouth.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 9544345086

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.   HELP KEEP BLACK BEARS PROTECTED.  Trophy
 hunting is not the answer.



From: Angela Stofsky
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:14:50 PM

From: Angela Stofsky <bgcatluvr@bellsouth.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 9544345086

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.   HELP KEEP BLACK BEARS PROTECTED.  Trophy
 hunting is not the answer.



From: Rachel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:12:37 PM

From: Rachel <itsboomboxtime@hotmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 34135

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Rachel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:12:37 PM

From: Rachel <itsboomboxtime@hotmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 34135

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Beverly Lane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:10:05 PM

From: Beverly Lane <tigereye20x@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32909

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on the issue in June.



From: Beverly Lane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:10:05 PM

From: Beverly Lane <tigereye20x@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32909

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on the issue in June.



From: ginger brewer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:10:02 PM

From: ginger brewer <twinkly2@cox.net>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32506

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the proposed bear hunt. Support the majority of Floridians' wishes to keep protections
 for bears in place.



From: ginger brewer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 9:10:01 PM

From: ginger brewer <twinkly2@cox.net>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32506

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the proposed bear hunt. Support the majority of Floridians' wishes to keep protections
 for bears in place.



From: Keila Ortiz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:56:25 PM

From: Keila Ortiz <aliek03@gmail.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34243

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Keila Ortiz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:56:25 PM

From: Keila Ortiz <aliek03@gmail.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34243

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tamara Vaughn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:56:11 PM

From: Tamara Vaughn <tamaravaughn@aol.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33982

Phone Number: 9418158551

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tamara Vaughn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:56:11 PM

From: Tamara Vaughn <tamaravaughn@aol.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33982

Phone Number: 9418158551

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Killings of Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:53:34 PM

From: Tana <Casper351@cfl rr.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34488

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Killings of Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:53:34 PM

From: Tana <Casper351@cfl rr.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34488

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Joel Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: All Florida Residents Deserve Protection, Including The Ones Who Can"t Vote
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:53:10 PM

From: Joel Cooper <joelmcooper@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33908

Phone Number: 2393400804

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Joel Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: All Florida Residents Deserve Protection, Including The Ones Who Can"t Vote
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:53:10 PM

From: Joel Cooper <joelmcooper@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33908

Phone Number: 2393400804

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: K Sill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:52:14 PM

From: K Sill <ksill@tampabay rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34608

Phone Number: 3526868223

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: K Sill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:52:14 PM

From: K Sill <ksill@tampabay rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34608

Phone Number: 3526868223

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Gilbert K Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:49:44 PM

From: Gilbert K Hall <gilkhall@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315-1849

Phone Number: 954-600-8585

Message Body: Please stop the Bear hunt before the FWC's final hearing next month,

Thank you very much



From: Gilbert K Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:49:44 PM

From: Gilbert K Hall <gilkhall@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315-1849

Phone Number: 954-600-8585

Message Body: Please stop the Bear hunt before the FWC's final hearing next month,

Thank you very much



From: Sandra Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:47:21 PM

From: Sandra Rodriguez <sandrar_75@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32827

Phone Number: (407) 497-7358

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sandra Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:47:20 PM

From: Sandra Rodriguez <sandrar_75@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32827

Phone Number: (407) 497-7358

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Suzanne MacPherson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:39:56 PM

From: Suzanne MacPherson <menganimac@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32825

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Suzanne MacPherson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:39:56 PM

From: Suzanne MacPherson <menganimac@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32825

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Charles Grimmnitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:37:11 PM

From: Charles Grimmnitz <cgrimmnitz@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32920

Phone Number: 321-243-0113

Message Body: Save the Wilderness Save the Wilderness Save the Wilderness Now, am I clear?

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Charles Grimmnitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:37:10 PM

From: Charles Grimmnitz <cgrimmnitz@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32920

Phone Number: 321-243-0113

Message Body: Save the Wilderness Save the Wilderness Save the Wilderness Now, am I clear?

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Julia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The humane Society
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:35:08 PM

From: Julia <juliafeldner775@gmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33141

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.  Please stop the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June
 23.
As a Florida resident I ask of you to stop
P L E A S E
Think about animals



From: Julia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The humane Society
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:35:08 PM

From: Julia <juliafeldner775@gmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33141

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.  Please stop the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June
 23.
As a Florida resident I ask of you to stop
P L E A S E
Think about animals



From: Bonnie Landrigan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:33:06 PM

From: Bonnie Landrigan <bonlen96@bellsouth net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33467

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the Fla. Fish & Wildlife's planned bear hunt.  These are innocent creatures.  We have
 infringed on THEIR habitat, so we have no right to hunt them down and kill them.  Studies have shown that a bear
 hunt will not solve any problems the bears may occasionally cause.  PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT!!! 
 THANK YOU.



From: Bonnie Landrigan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:33:06 PM

From: Bonnie Landrigan <bonlen96@bellsouth net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33467

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the Fla. Fish & Wildlife's planned bear hunt.  These are innocent creatures.  We have
 infringed on THEIR habitat, so we have no right to hunt them down and kill them.  Studies have shown that a bear
 hunt will not solve any problems the bears may occasionally cause.  PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT!!! 
 THANK YOU.



From: Nina Perino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:30:44 PM

From: Nina Perino <luvallbeings@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34684

Phone Number: 7277859963

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nina Perino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:30:44 PM

From: Nina Perino <luvallbeings@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34684

Phone Number: 7277859963

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Janet Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:28:02 PM

From: Janet Robinson <bocacatlover@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23. This hunt will not reduce interactions between bears and humans; it just a payback
 to the vocal hunters who enjoy killing innocent animals. Please step in and stop this bear hunt. Thank you.



From: Janet Robinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:28:02 PM

From: Janet Robinson <bocacatlover@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23. This hunt will not reduce interactions between bears and humans; it just a payback
 to the vocal hunters who enjoy killing innocent animals. Please step in and stop this bear hunt. Thank you.



From: Carolyn VanVurst
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:22:48 PM

From: Carolyn VanVurst <carolynvan01@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33431

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carolyn VanVurst
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:22:48 PM

From: Carolyn VanVurst <carolynvan01@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33431

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Natalie thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect our bears!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:22:12 PM

From: Natalie thompson <tsanatalie@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Kind Regards,
Natalie Thompson



From: Natalie thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect our bears!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:22:12 PM

From: Natalie thompson <tsanatalie@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Kind Regards,
Natalie Thompson



From: Irene Napolitano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:17:22 PM

From: Irene Napolitano <ireneplonski@yahoo.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Irene Napolitano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:17:22 PM

From: Irene Napolitano <ireneplonski@yahoo.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Diane B. Harris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:12:10 PM

From: Diane B. Harris <pumpkincat10@bellsouth.net>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32968

Phone Number: 772-559-1764

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott -At 73 years of age, I have lived in Florida for almost 45 years. My husband and I
 have watched the magnificent flora and fauna of this state be decimated by development and poor political choices. 
 We urge you to find another solution to the "bear problem" in Florida other than hunting.  Our cherished wildlife
 must remain an important  resource.  Thank you for listening...and neither my husband nor I think that the Florida
 black bear is a"teddy bear".



From: Diane B. Harris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:12:10 PM

From: Diane B. Harris <pumpkincat10@bellsouth.net>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32968

Phone Number: 772-559-1764

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott -At 73 years of age, I have lived in Florida for almost 45 years. My husband and I
 have watched the magnificent flora and fauna of this state be decimated by development and poor political choices. 
 We urge you to find another solution to the "bear problem" in Florida other than hunting.  Our cherished wildlife
 must remain an important  resource.  Thank you for listening...and neither my husband nor I think that the Florida
 black bear is a"teddy bear".



From: Lorna Wallach
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wild life
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:08:36 PM

From: Lorna Wallach <lwallach01@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33437

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. It will not address the problem. Please be open to other solutions.



From: Lorna Wallach
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wild life
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:08:36 PM

From: Lorna Wallach <lwallach01@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33437

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt. It will not address the problem. Please be open to other solutions.



From: Irene Napolitano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:59:59 PM

From: Irene Napolitano <ireneplonski@yahoo.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Please do not allow the protection of black bears to go unheeded.
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Irene Napolitano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:59:59 PM

From: Irene Napolitano <ireneplonski@yahoo.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34219

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Please do not allow the protection of black bears to go unheeded.
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Karol Casper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:56:27 PM

From: Karol Casper <karolcasper@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33178

Phone Number: 305-591-9939

Message Body: Please stop the Bear Hunt!  As a Florida resident and voter, I urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Bear Hunt!  Please protect the Black Bears and stop the proposal before the FWC's Hearing on June 23rd!!

Also, please help free Lolita the whale at the Miami Seaquarium and all the whales kept in savage captivity in Sea
 World in Orlando!

Thank You In Advance,



From: Karol Casper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:56:27 PM

From: Karol Casper <karolcasper@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33178

Phone Number: 305-591-9939

Message Body: Please stop the Bear Hunt!  As a Florida resident and voter, I urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Bear Hunt!  Please protect the Black Bears and stop the proposal before the FWC's Hearing on June 23rd!!

Also, please help free Lolita the whale at the Miami Seaquarium and all the whales kept in savage captivity in Sea
 World in Orlando!

Thank You In Advance,



From: Emily Sagovac
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears need protection not persecution
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:55:26 PM

From: Emily Sagovac <emily.tabri@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Emily Sagovac
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears need protection not persecution
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:55:26 PM

From: Emily Sagovac <emily.tabri@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Edie-Anne Thiemann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the black bear hunt please!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:54:05 PM

From: Edie-Anne Thiemann <edieannethiemann@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34744

Phone Number: 321-402-9811

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott Please protect the black bears from trophy hunters!



From: Edie-Anne Thiemann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the black bear hunt please!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:54:05 PM

From: Edie-Anne Thiemann <edieannethiemann@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34744

Phone Number: 321-402-9811

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott Please protect the black bears from trophy hunters!



From: ROBERT F WHITTINGTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:52:15 PM

From: ROBERT F WHITTINGTON <bobwitt@bellsouth.net>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33014

Phone Number: 305-825-4420

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: ROBERT F WHITTINGTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:52:15 PM

From: ROBERT F WHITTINGTON <bobwitt@bellsouth.net>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33014

Phone Number: 305-825-4420

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: danielle arfin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:49:56 PM

From: danielle arfin <dee0211@aim.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33483

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: danielle arfin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:49:56 PM

From: danielle arfin <dee0211@aim.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33483

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Roger Belcourt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Our magnificent Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:44:26 PM

From: Roger Belcourt <rrbelcourt@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32720

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Sincerely,
Roger Belcourt



From: Roger Belcourt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Our magnificent Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:44:26 PM

From: Roger Belcourt <rrbelcourt@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32720

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Sincerely,
Roger Belcourt



From: richard n hamlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting of Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:37:18 PM

From: richard n hamlin <richardnhamlin@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33756

Phone Number: (

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: richard n hamlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting of Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:37:18 PM

From: richard n hamlin <richardnhamlin@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33756

Phone Number: (

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Richard N. Hamlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting of Black Bears in Florida
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:36:13 PM

From: Richard N. Hamlin <richardnhamlin@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33756

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Richard N. Hamlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting of Black Bears in Florida
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:36:13 PM

From: Richard N. Hamlin <richardnhamlin@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33756

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sandra Seeger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:35:07 PM

From: Sandra Seeger <sseeger.sandra@aol.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33606

Phone Number: 813-205-8834

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sandra Seeger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:35:07 PM

From: Sandra Seeger <sseeger.sandra@aol.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33606

Phone Number: 813-205-8834

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Renee Duncan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the black bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:32:36 PM

From: Renee Duncan <renee.duncan224@gmail.com>

County: Monroe

Zip Code: 33070

Phone Number: (305) 393-6405

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Renee Duncan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the black bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:32:36 PM

From: Renee Duncan <renee.duncan224@gmail.com>

County: Monroe

Zip Code: 33070

Phone Number: (305) 393-6405

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Anna-Lina Levi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of wild (not teddy) bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:25:47 PM

From: Anna-Lina Levi <annalina57@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33759

Phone Number:

Message Body: ov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Anna-Lina Levi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of wild (not teddy) bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:25:47 PM

From: Anna-Lina Levi <annalina57@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33759

Phone Number:

Message Body: ov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nadia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:20:20 PM

From: Nadia <niddu@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32796

Phone Number: 3215438422

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal....

Thank you...



From: Nadia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:20:19 PM

From: Nadia <niddu@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32796

Phone Number: 3215438422

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal....

Thank you...



From: Meghan Houston
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:14:02 PM

From: Meghan Houston <allene_7@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33936

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.
I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Meghan Houston
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:14:02 PM

From: Meghan Houston <allene_7@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33936

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.
I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Debbie Bonnet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:13:50 PM

From: Debbie Bonnet <deb69bonnet@bellsouth.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33176

Phone Number: 305-254-8543

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

We realize these are not "teddy bears". They are more important than that. They are living, breathing creatures that
 deserve our respect and our conservation efforts.



From: Debbie Bonnet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:13:50 PM

From: Debbie Bonnet <deb69bonnet@bellsouth.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33176

Phone Number: 305-254-8543

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

We realize these are not "teddy bears". They are more important than that. They are living, breathing creatures that
 deserve our respect and our conservation efforts.



From: cynthia england
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:13:29 PM

From: cynthia england <Callie6955@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34109

Phone Number: 239-598-2253

Message Body: Please show compassion for the native black bear here before humans invaded their territory. Do not
 pacify trophy hunters, one of the lowest forms of humanity.



From: cynthia england
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:13:29 PM

From: cynthia england <Callie6955@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34109

Phone Number: 239-598-2253

Message Body: Please show compassion for the native black bear here before humans invaded their territory. Do not
 pacify trophy hunters, one of the lowest forms of humanity.



From: Laura Alleman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:07:14 PM

From: Laura Alleman <jim.laura2@tds.net>

County: Gadsden

Zip Code: 32351

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Olga Castello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Humane Action
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:07:14 PM

From: Olga Castello <OlgaCastello@yahoo.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33126

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Laura Alleman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:07:14 PM

From: Laura Alleman <jim.laura2@tds.net>

County: Gadsden

Zip Code: 32351

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Olga Castello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Humane Action
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:07:13 PM

From: Olga Castello <OlgaCastello@yahoo.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33126

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Astrid Gabbe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:03:34 PM

From: Astrid Gabbe <AstridGabbe@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33024

Phone Number: 954-303-9882

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt.



From: Astrid Gabbe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 7:03:34 PM

From: Astrid Gabbe <AstridGabbe@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33024

Phone Number: 954-303-9882

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt.



From: Tim Nelsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:58:12 PM

From: Tim Nelsen <timn108@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33704

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Govenor Scott,
I urge you to protect the wild Black bears of Florida from senseless killing. Stop the  provision that will allow open
 season to kill these majestic animals before its too late.
Thankyou,
Tim Nelsen



From: Tim Nelsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop The Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:58:12 PM

From: Tim Nelsen <timn108@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33704

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Govenor Scott,
I urge you to protect the wild Black bears of Florida from senseless killing. Stop the  provision that will allow open
 season to kill these majestic animals before its too late.
Thankyou,
Tim Nelsen



From: Nola Roden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep the protection of our wild bears!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:57:32 PM

From: Nola Roden <nolahorserider@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32626

Phone Number: 3522311975

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Please keep our black bears safe! Do not allow trophy hunters in Florida. Killing is not a sport!!!!

Thank you!



From: Nola Roden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep the protection of our wild bears!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:57:31 PM

From: Nola Roden <nolahorserider@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32626

Phone Number: 3522311975

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Please keep our black bears safe! Do not allow trophy hunters in Florida. Killing is not a sport!!!!

Thank you!



From: Ron Ayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:55:28 PM

From: Ron Ayers <rayers4081@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34604

Phone Number: 3525440912

Message Body: VETO  this bill when it hits your desk



From: Ron Ayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:55:28 PM

From: Ron Ayers <rayers4081@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34604

Phone Number: 3525440912

Message Body: VETO  this bill when it hits your desk



From: Sharon O"Connell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting in Florida
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:53:37 PM

From: Sharon O'Connell <sharonroconnell@aol.com>

County: Taylor

Zip Code: 32348

Phone Number: 8502955733

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sharon O"Connell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting in Florida
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:53:37 PM

From: Sharon O'Connell <sharonroconnell@aol.com>

County: Taylor

Zip Code: 32348

Phone Number: 8502955733

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Suzanne Burkhart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:52:51 PM

From: Suzanne Burkhart <rburkhart2@cfl rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-862-2331

Message Body: There is absolutely no reason to open hunt bears as this will not ease or solve the problem. People
 need to be educated as to bear proofing their property. Bears do not want to harm anyone. They are shy and are just
 going about their lives of looking for food and protecting their young. These are all natural acts...we are the ones
 invading their habitats.



From: Suzanne Burkhart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:52:51 PM

From: Suzanne Burkhart <rburkhart2@cfl rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 407-862-2331

Message Body: There is absolutely no reason to open hunt bears as this will not ease or solve the problem. People
 need to be educated as to bear proofing their property. Bears do not want to harm anyone. They are shy and are just
 going about their lives of looking for food and protecting their young. These are all natural acts...we are the ones
 invading their habitats.



From: Jacqueline Sikes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:39:30 PM

From: Jacqueline Sikes <jackiesikes@aol.com>

County: Nassau

Zip Code: 32011

Phone Number: 9048794113

Message Body: Please read and help !!
Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jacqueline Sikes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:39:30 PM

From: Jacqueline Sikes <jackiesikes@aol.com>

County: Nassau

Zip Code: 32011

Phone Number: 9048794113

Message Body: Please read and help !!
Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mary Ann Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:35:39 PM

From: Mary Ann Turner <madst@bellsouth net>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 72-287-9240

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Mary bAnn Turner



From: Mary Ann Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:35:39 PM

From: Mary Ann Turner <madst@bellsouth net>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 72-287-9240

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Mary bAnn Turner



From: Ami Jambusaria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:35:32 PM

From: Ami Jambusaria <aj39816@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32819

Phone Number: 7142706453

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ami Jambusaria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:35:32 PM

From: Ami Jambusaria <aj39816@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32819

Phone Number: 7142706453

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Paul Groh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:31:28 PM

From: Paul Groh <pjgroh43@yahoo.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32563

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Paul Groh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:31:28 PM

From: Paul Groh <pjgroh43@yahoo.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32563

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marisa Babjak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:29:43 PM

From: Marisa Babjak <mysterywritergirl@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33436

Phone Number: 5617382084

Message Body: I do not support the bear hunt and urge you to support protect of Florida wildlife. Thank you.



From: Marisa Babjak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:29:42 PM

From: Marisa Babjak <mysterywritergirl@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33436

Phone Number: 5617382084

Message Body: I do not support the bear hunt and urge you to support protect of Florida wildlife. Thank you.



From: Christine Clawson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:24:31 PM

From: Christine Clawson <christineclawson@bellsouth net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33470

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Christine Clawson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:24:31 PM

From: Christine Clawson <christineclawson@bellsouth net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33470

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kathie Poole
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears - Please manage not kill
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:17:27 PM

From: Kathie Poole <kpoole@ford.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32904

Phone Number: 321-723-7245

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kathie Poole
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears - Please manage not kill
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:17:27 PM

From: Kathie Poole <kpoole@ford.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32904

Phone Number: 321-723-7245

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Brian Messmer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:15:26 PM

From: Brian Messmer <bcmessmer@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33305

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Brian Messmer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:15:26 PM

From: Brian Messmer <bcmessmer@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33305

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Daniel R. Balogh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:07:38 PM

From: Daniel R. Balogh <manjursidan@aol.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32205

Phone Number: 904-449-1673

Message Body: Gov. Scott as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the FWC's proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black  bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June
 23rd.



From: Daniel R. Balogh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:07:38 PM

From: Daniel R. Balogh <manjursidan@aol.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32205

Phone Number: 904-449-1673

Message Body: Gov. Scott as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the FWC's proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black  bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June
 23rd.



From: Victoria Ebin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida"s bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:05:31 PM

From: Victoria Ebin <vebin2001@yahoo fr>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 7273628750

Message Body: Stop the trophy bear hunt. People are against it and allowing it to continue means you are ignoring
 your constituents' wishes.

Dr. Victoria Ebin



From: Victoria Ebin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida"s bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:05:31 PM

From: Victoria Ebin <vebin2001@yahoo fr>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 7273628750

Message Body: Stop the trophy bear hunt. People are against it and allowing it to continue means you are ignoring
 your constituents' wishes.

Dr. Victoria Ebin



From: Steve Schildwachter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please protect our state"s wildlife
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:03:43 PM

From: Steve Schildwachter <spschildwachter@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34787

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Steve Schildwachter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please protect our state"s wildlife
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:03:42 PM

From: Steve Schildwachter <spschildwachter@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34787

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: pinki patel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please consider the negative impact hunting can have
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:02:18 PM

From: pinki patel <pinki.shanti.patel@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: pinki patel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please consider the negative impact hunting can have
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:02:17 PM

From: pinki patel <pinki.shanti.patel@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:55:24 PM

From: AM <lovebugmorgan@gmail.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32571

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:55:24 PM

From: AM <lovebugmorgan@gmail.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32571

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mary West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:53:00 PM

From: Mary West <kidfeed@bellsouth net>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32092

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please cancel a very unnecessary and inhumane bear hunt. You spoke of a focus on indigenous
 wildlife in Florida. Back that up with action



From: Mary West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:53:00 PM

From: Mary West <kidfeed@bellsouth net>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32092

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please cancel a very unnecessary and inhumane bear hunt. You spoke of a focus on indigenous
 wildlife in Florida. Back that up with action



From: Shelley Bobb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:49:20 PM

From: Shelley Bobb <smbobb@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33446

Phone Number: 561-558-4801

Message Body: Please stop any and all consideration of killing bears.  That is not the way to control them from
 coming close to humans.  They are innocent, precious animals and deserve to live on this planet without fear of
 being murdered.  Please do the right thing and stop this cruel hunt.



From: Shelley Bobb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:49:20 PM

From: Shelley Bobb <smbobb@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33446

Phone Number: 561-558-4801

Message Body: Please stop any and all consideration of killing bears.  That is not the way to control them from
 coming close to humans.  They are innocent, precious animals and deserve to live on this planet without fear of
 being murdered.  Please do the right thing and stop this cruel hunt.



From: Shan Albert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:48:44 PM

From: Shan Albert <shanals@earthlink.net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 305 491-8010

Message Body: As a Florida resident I am asking that you stop the bear hunt --
Why is the first solution man chooses is to kill? Surely there are better solutions, this is after all the 21st century --
 and do we really need cave man trophies? What does that say about our "civilized" society? Don't allow the black
 bear hunt.



From: Shan Albert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:48:44 PM

From: Shan Albert <shanals@earthlink.net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 305 491-8010

Message Body: As a Florida resident I am asking that you stop the bear hunt --
Why is the first solution man chooses is to kill? Surely there are better solutions, this is after all the 21st century --
 and do we really need cave man trophies? What does that say about our "civilized" society? Don't allow the black
 bear hunt.



From: Shelley Driskell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:47:17 PM

From: Shelley Driskell <sdriskell@netzero.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Shelley Driskell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:47:17 PM

From: Shelley Driskell <sdriskell@netzero.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nora Pendergrass
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC"s Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:28:06 PM

From: Nora Pendergrass <npende6361@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34292

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, I am writing to ask that you stop FWC's proposed bear hunt.  There is
 widespread public support opposing this hunt.  Please listen to your constituents and stop the hunt.

Thank you.



From: Nora Pendergrass
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC"s Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:28:06 PM

From: Nora Pendergrass <npende6361@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34292

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, I am writing to ask that you stop FWC's proposed bear hunt.  There is
 widespread public support opposing this hunt.  Please listen to your constituents and stop the hunt.

Thank you.



From: Pat DUEGER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:27:15 PM

From: Pat DUEGER <pookypal45@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33928

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I am asking you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Pat DUEGER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:27:14 PM

From: Pat DUEGER <pookypal45@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33928

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I am asking you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Maria E. Prieto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:25:15 PM

From: Maria E. Prieto <mprieto5@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33175

Phone Number: 305-552-8745

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please stop the bear hunt!  The commission members have no logical reason to have a hunt for this subspecies of
 black bears.  It is against responsible wildlife management, and also against a large percentage of the public. 
 Hunting bears out in the woods will do nothing to deter bears who are encroaching on neighborhoods.  There are
 other measures that need to be put in place for that.  Please do the responsible thing and stop the hunt before June
 22nd.  I trust that you will listen to your constituents.  Thank you.



From: Maria E. Prieto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:25:15 PM

From: Maria E. Prieto <mprieto5@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33175

Phone Number: 305-552-8745

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please stop the bear hunt!  The commission members have no logical reason to have a hunt for this subspecies of
 black bears.  It is against responsible wildlife management, and also against a large percentage of the public. 
 Hunting bears out in the woods will do nothing to deter bears who are encroaching on neighborhoods.  There are
 other measures that need to be put in place for that.  Please do the responsible thing and stop the hunt before June
 22nd.  I trust that you will listen to your constituents.  Thank you.



From: Suzanne Cerniglia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:23:30 PM

From: Suzanne Cerniglia <suzannecerniglia@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33484

Phone Number: 5615734983

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Suzanne Cerniglia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:23:30 PM

From: Suzanne Cerniglia <suzannecerniglia@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33484

Phone Number: 5615734983

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Robert Greenboam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear Hunting in Florida!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:22:30 PM

From: Robert Greenboam <penrob@cfl rr.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32128

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management, and widespread public opposition.
I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Robert Greenboam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear Hunting in Florida!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:22:30 PM

From: Robert Greenboam <penrob@cfl rr.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32128

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management, and widespread public opposition.
I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: JUDITH RODKEY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:20:08 PM

From: JUDITH RODKEY <babaganoosh0423@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33635

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.
I assure you, I'm well aware that we are not "talking about teddy bears". Your appointed Commission members are
 ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.
I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you.



From: JUDITH RODKEY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:20:08 PM

From: JUDITH RODKEY <babaganoosh0423@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33635

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.
I assure you, I'm well aware that we are not "talking about teddy bears". Your appointed Commission members are
 ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.
I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you.



From: Andrea Chisari
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Why not do what the majority of Floridians want done?
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:09:16 PM

From: Andrea Chisari <chisaria@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32780

Phone Number:

Message Body: Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won’t reduce problems with bears.

Why do it if it won't help?

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

And by the way, I am fully aware that these are living beings, fearsome as Mother Nature intended them to be, and
 NOT teddy bears.

Thank you.



From: Andrea Chisari
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Why not do what the majority of Floridians want done?
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:09:16 PM

From: Andrea Chisari <chisaria@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32780

Phone Number:

Message Body: Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won’t reduce problems with bears.

Why do it if it won't help?

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

And by the way, I am fully aware that these are living beings, fearsome as Mother Nature intended them to be, and
 NOT teddy bears.

Thank you.



From: van deist
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:07:35 PM

From: van deist <vandeist@msn.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34285

Phone Number:

Message Body: Leave the bears alone.



From: van deist
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:07:35 PM

From: van deist <vandeist@msn.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34285

Phone Number:

Message Body: Leave the bears alone.



From: KAREN FOSTEL
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BLACK BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:07:13 PM

From: KAREN FOSTEL <vizarian11@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34652

Phone Number: 727-849-2384

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: KAREN FOSTEL
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BLACK BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:07:13 PM

From: KAREN FOSTEL <vizarian11@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34652

Phone Number: 727-849-2384

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Eileen Snitzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:04:07 PM

From: Eileen Snitzer <emesi@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 9543093093

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Eileen Snitzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:04:07 PM

From: Eileen Snitzer <emesi@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 9543093093

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Vicki Matheny
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt before it starts
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:01:18 PM

From: Vicki Matheny <vicki_matheny@hotmail.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34473

Phone Number:

Message Body: We have a human problem not a bear problem. The real issue is people not keeping their trash in
 bear proof containers and with idiots actively feeding bears. Do something you can be proud of and make sure this
 bear hunt never happens.

Thank you.



From: Vicki Matheny
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the black bear hunt before it starts
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:01:18 PM

From: Vicki Matheny <vicki_matheny@hotmail.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34473

Phone Number:

Message Body: We have a human problem not a bear problem. The real issue is people not keeping their trash in
 bear proof containers and with idiots actively feeding bears. Do something you can be proud of and make sure this
 bear hunt never happens.

Thank you.



From: Diane E. Shaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:00:29 PM

From: Diane E. Shaw <Diash8@aol.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34981

Phone Number: 772-464-3981

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Diane E. Shaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 5:00:29 PM

From: Diane E. Shaw <Diash8@aol.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34981

Phone Number: 772-464-3981

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sheryl Willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:59:21 PM

From: Sheryl Willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34205

Phone Number: 9417467033

Message Body: As a Fl. resident I urge you to stop FWC's proposed bear hunt. Your appointed commission
 members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management, public opposition and are expressing views that
 the FWC members are the only ones with an education and knowledge of wildlife. Be a champion for the Black
 Bear and for the majority of Floridians who want to see it protected! Please stop the proposed hunt. Thank
 You.....Please tell Dick Corbett, I know the difference between a Black Bear and a Teddy Bear!



From: Sheryl Willey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:59:21 PM

From: Sheryl Willey <swilley3@hotmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34205

Phone Number: 9417467033

Message Body: As a Fl. resident I urge you to stop FWC's proposed bear hunt. Your appointed commission
 members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management, public opposition and are expressing views that
 the FWC members are the only ones with an education and knowledge of wildlife. Be a champion for the Black
 Bear and for the majority of Floridians who want to see it protected! Please stop the proposed hunt. Thank
 You.....Please tell Dick Corbett, I know the difference between a Black Bear and a Teddy Bear!



From: Simona burshteyn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal welfare
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:58:49 PM

From: Simona burshteyn <flowerqt18@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33024

Phone Number: 3053385798

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Simona burshteyn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal welfare
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:58:48 PM

From: Simona burshteyn <flowerqt18@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33024

Phone Number: 3053385798

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Herbert Erdmenger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:57:46 PM

From: Herbert Erdmenger <herberterdmenger464@msn.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33131

Phone Number: 305 454 4465

Message Body: Gov. Scott, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Herbert Erdmenger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:57:46 PM

From: Herbert Erdmenger <herberterdmenger464@msn.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33131

Phone Number: 305 454 4465

Message Body: Gov. Scott, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Charlene Gary
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:53:36 PM

From: Charlene Gary <manola.gray@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32807

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Charlene Gary
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:53:36 PM

From: Charlene Gary <manola.gray@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32807

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sue Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:52:28 PM

From: Sue Thompson <suethompson100@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33324

Phone Number: 954-905-9130

Message Body: Govenor Scott

Please stop the proposed bear hunt.



From: Sue Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:52:28 PM

From: Sue Thompson <suethompson100@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33324

Phone Number: 954-905-9130

Message Body: Govenor Scott

Please stop the proposed bear hunt.



From: Jean P Conley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:49:14 PM

From: Jean P Conley <ljeanniepc@msn.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34950

Phone Number: 772-971-6839

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jean P Conley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:49:14 PM

From: Jean P Conley <ljeanniepc@msn.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34950

Phone Number: 772-971-6839

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Joyce DeFalco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:45:51 PM

From: Joyce DeFalco <joycedefal@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34652

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Joyce DeFalco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:45:51 PM

From: Joyce DeFalco <joycedefal@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34652

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Claudia Scurlock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting of Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:43:15 PM

From: Claudia Scurlock <cscurlock1995@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33904

Phone Number: 2396711226

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Claudia Scurlock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting of Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:43:14 PM

From: Claudia Scurlock <cscurlock1995@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33904

Phone Number: 2396711226

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jean Rushworth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT, PLEASE!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:39:27 PM

From: Jean Rushworth <jeansdogs@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32084

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am a Florida resident, and find it appalling that Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission are considering a Black Bear Hunt!   Why are they called a "Conservation" group, if they are not
 conserving our Florida heritage.   Please do not cave to the old boy network of Florida Hunters who want dead
 animals on their walls.   How sick is that?   I personally know no-one what wants this approved.   Who do these
 people on the Commission work for?

Thank you for your consideration of this urgent matter.



From: Jean Rushworth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT, PLEASE!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:39:27 PM

From: Jean Rushworth <jeansdogs@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32084

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am a Florida resident, and find it appalling that Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission are considering a Black Bear Hunt!   Why are they called a "Conservation" group, if they are not
 conserving our Florida heritage.   Please do not cave to the old boy network of Florida Hunters who want dead
 animals on their walls.   How sick is that?   I personally know no-one what wants this approved.   Who do these
 people on the Commission work for?

Thank you for your consideration of this urgent matter.



From: Antonio Jose Vallejo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:38:48 PM

From: Antonio Jose Vallejo <Vallejox@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33325

Phone Number: 954-394-7792

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Antonio Jose Vallejo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:38:48 PM

From: Antonio Jose Vallejo <Vallejox@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33325

Phone Number: 954-394-7792

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lester & Jean Sawyers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:38:37 PM

From: Lester & Jean Sawyers <lsawy13552@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33973

Phone Number: 239-369-8478

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please stop the bear hunt as it was not long ago they were endangered.
What is really needed a program to stop people from feeding them so they would avoid human contact.



From: Lester & Jean Sawyers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:38:37 PM

From: Lester & Jean Sawyers <lsawy13552@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33973

Phone Number: 239-369-8478

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please stop the bear hunt as it was not long ago they were endangered.
What is really needed a program to stop people from feeding them so they would avoid human contact.



From: Laura Newton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of Florida"s Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:36:11 PM

From: Laura Newton <laura newton6813@gmail.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34952

Phone Number: 6144251268

Message Body: Governor Scott,
     As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Laura Newton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of Florida"s Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:36:11 PM

From: Laura Newton <laura newton6813@gmail.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34952

Phone Number: 6144251268

Message Body: Governor Scott,
     As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marilyn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: no bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:35:09 PM

From: Marilyn <mgar770@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32119

Phone Number: 407-592-9221

Message Body: please do not promote this hunt!



From: Marilyn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: no bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:35:09 PM

From: Marilyn <mgar770@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32119

Phone Number: 407-592-9221

Message Body: please do not promote this hunt!



From: Karen Buckneberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC"s Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:31:37 PM

From: Karen Buckneberg <ebuckgolf@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34637

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a resident of FL, I strongly urge you to stop the FWC's proposed black  bear hunt.
 Your  commission members are  ignoring responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I'm
 appealing to you to be an advocate for bears and a champion of those  FL residents who want to see the black bear
 protected. Please stop the proposal before the final hearing on June 23. Thank you for your time.



From: Karen Buckneberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC"s Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:31:37 PM

From: Karen Buckneberg <ebuckgolf@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34637

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a resident of FL, I strongly urge you to stop the FWC's proposed black  bear hunt.
 Your  commission members are  ignoring responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I'm
 appealing to you to be an advocate for bears and a champion of those  FL residents who want to see the black bear
 protected. Please stop the proposal before the final hearing on June 23. Thank you for your time.



From: Alejandra Benito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please...
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:31:32 PM

From: Alejandra Benito <ale@ybhome net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33919

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
'Fondly,
Alejandra from Fort Myers



From: Alejandra Benito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please...
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:31:32 PM

From: Alejandra Benito <ale@ybhome net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33919

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
'Fondly,
Alejandra from Fort Myers



From: Debbie McKevitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:30:32 PM

From: Debbie McKevitt <dmckevitt01@msn.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34601

Phone Number: 352-754-1725

Message Body: Please stop the black bear hunt approved by the FWC, before it begins.



From: Debbie McKevitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:30:32 PM

From: Debbie McKevitt <dmckevitt01@msn.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34601

Phone Number: 352-754-1725

Message Body: Please stop the black bear hunt approved by the FWC, before it begins.



From: Jaya Brizendine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:30:07 PM

From: Jaya Brizendine <stormybanditbear@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33710

Phone Number: (727) 743-2056

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jaya Brizendine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:30:07 PM

From: Jaya Brizendine <stormybanditbear@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33710

Phone Number: (727) 743-2056

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: leslee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:29:16 PM

From: leslee <leslee@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32835

Phone Number: 7758433854

Message Body: Dear Governor,
It is so sad that Florida is being decimated and destructed for humans only and greed. There will b no wildlife left in
 only  a few years Perhaps you don't care about the planet and only big business so you and your wealthy friends can
 have huge homes no matter how much you destroy including the wildlife to have it. People in power can make
 changes if they choose to or they simply don't care. I wonder which side you are on killing the planet and
 everything that exists or helping to save it for the future. Most republicans don't care.....



From: leslee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:29:16 PM

From: leslee <leslee@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32835

Phone Number: 7758433854

Message Body: Dear Governor,
It is so sad that Florida is being decimated and destructed for humans only and greed. There will b no wildlife left in
 only  a few years Perhaps you don't care about the planet and only big business so you and your wealthy friends can
 have huge homes no matter how much you destroy including the wildlife to have it. People in power can make
 changes if they choose to or they simply don't care. I wonder which side you are on killing the planet and
 everything that exists or helping to save it for the future. Most republicans don't care.....



From: Karen Estel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:27:26 PM

From: Karen Estel <esteljk@earthlink.net>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34639

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Karen Estel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:27:26 PM

From: Karen Estel <esteljk@earthlink.net>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34639

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: June Witkowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:27:18 PM

From: June Witkowski <jnbt2912@att net>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32958

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: June Witkowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:27:18 PM

From: June Witkowski <jnbt2912@att net>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32958

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Diana Maza
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop it!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:25:12 PM

From: Diana Maza <mazattei@hotmail.cm>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32835

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s June 23rd



From: Diana Maza
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop it!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:25:12 PM

From: Diana Maza <mazattei@hotmail.cm>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32835

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s June 23rd



From: Vicki Buckley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Upcoming bear hunt hearing
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:15:42 PM

From: Vicki Buckley <vbuckley5@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34786

Phone Number: 407 9052648

Message Body: Governor Scott, as a lifelong native Floridian, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Commission's proposed bear hunt. Bears have been ousted from their living/hunting  due to excessive
 development and destruction go green space and forests. They should not be punished because we destroyed their
 habitat, forcing them to come into neighborhoods for food. Studies prove a hunt will not stop these bear issues.
 Please support bears and help stop this hunt before June 23 meeting of the FWC's hearing.  The majority of
 Floridians do not want beats killed. Please come out against this hunt.



From: Vicki Buckley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Upcoming bear hunt hearing
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:15:42 PM

From: Vicki Buckley <vbuckley5@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34786

Phone Number: 407 9052648

Message Body: Governor Scott, as a lifelong native Floridian, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Commission's proposed bear hunt. Bears have been ousted from their living/hunting  due to excessive
 development and destruction go green space and forests. They should not be punished because we destroyed their
 habitat, forcing them to come into neighborhoods for food. Studies prove a hunt will not stop these bear issues.
 Please support bears and help stop this hunt before June 23 meeting of the FWC's hearing.  The majority of
 Floridians do not want beats killed. Please come out against this hunt.



From: Terry Burton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:09:55 PM

From: Terry Burton <terryburton77@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33966

Phone Number: 2394502734

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Terry Burton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:09:55 PM

From: Terry Burton <terryburton77@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33966

Phone Number: 2394502734

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: James Hayes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: protect our Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:09:13 PM

From: James Hayes <JHAYES155@tampabay rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34448-3116

Phone Number: 352-503-9639

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: James Hayes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: protect our Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:09:12 PM

From: James Hayes <JHAYES155@tampabay rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34448-3116

Phone Number: 352-503-9639

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: john cielukowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:08:12 PM

From: john cielukowski <skyblu@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov Scott,
Please do not allow a Black Bear hunt to take place in our state. it is nothing but a trophy hunt and will do nothing to
 address the suburban bear conflict, which can be handled by other means.
Thank you.



From: john cielukowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:08:11 PM

From: john cielukowski <skyblu@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32931

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov Scott,
Please do not allow a Black Bear hunt to take place in our state. it is nothing but a trophy hunt and will do nothing to
 address the suburban bear conflict, which can be handled by other means.
Thank you.



From: Dodie Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:07:38 PM

From: Dodie Hall <dodehall@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33920

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dodie Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:07:38 PM

From: Dodie Hall <dodehall@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33920

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sara Deats
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:07:18 PM

From: Sara Deats <sdeats@cas.usf.edu>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number: 813-973-3126

Message Body: As Governor of the state of Florida, I urge you to use your authority to stop the trophy  bear hunt
 currently approved by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission for June. Like so many of my fellow
 Floridians, I very much want to see this high-risk, unique species of black bear protected and  consider this trophy
 hunt an example of flagrant irresponsibility to our legacy to protect our environment and our wildlife as well as
 total indifference to the views of the majority of Floridians who feel as I do..

I urge you to intervene and stop this outrage.



From: Sara Deats
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:07:18 PM

From: Sara Deats <sdeats@cas.usf.edu>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number: 813-973-3126

Message Body: As Governor of the state of Florida, I urge you to use your authority to stop the trophy  bear hunt
 currently approved by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission for June. Like so many of my fellow
 Floridians, I very much want to see this high-risk, unique species of black bear protected and  consider this trophy
 hunt an example of flagrant irresponsibility to our legacy to protect our environment and our wildlife as well as
 total indifference to the views of the majority of Floridians who feel as I do..

I urge you to intervene and stop this outrage.



From: Glenda Bennett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:05:19 PM

From: Glenda Bennett <kaye.jones.bennett@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32643

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Wayne Pacelle
Wayne Pacelle, President & CEO
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From: Glenda Bennett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:05:19 PM

From: Glenda Bennett <kaye.jones.bennett@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32643

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Wayne Pacelle
Wayne Pacelle, President & CEO
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From: Regina Drake
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fish & Wildlife
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:05:17 PM

From: Regina Drake <rdrakekw@gmail.com>

County: Monroe

Zip Code: 33040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Regina Drake
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fish & Wildlife
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:05:17 PM

From: Regina Drake <rdrakekw@gmail.com>

County: Monroe

Zip Code: 33040

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: JANET KIDWELL
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:02:20 PM

From: JANET KIDWELL <janetkidcat@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33484

Phone Number: 5616651236

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: JANET KIDWELL
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:02:20 PM

From: JANET KIDWELL <janetkidcat@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33484

Phone Number: 5616651236

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Steven Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protecting the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:02:20 PM

From: Steven Morris <speedracer1@mail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33556

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) recently voted to allow trophy hunters to kill
 hundreds of Florida black bears annually, despite the fact that 75 percent of the people who contacted the agency
 oppose a hunt on this at-risk species.

Furthermore, the comments made by the FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett when he dismissed public
 opposition by saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They think we’re talking about teddy
 bears” makes one wonder if he is truly FIT to serve on this commission much less be the Chairman!

It's time for Florida and its' citizens to be known for more than ballot 'chad'; the Zimmerman debacle and untold
 acres of walls and concrete. How nice it would be if Florida became known as a state that supports
 CONSERVATION and preservation of its resources - plants, animals and water.

I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Steven Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protecting the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 4:02:20 PM

From: Steven Morris <speedracer1@mail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33556

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) recently voted to allow trophy hunters to kill
 hundreds of Florida black bears annually, despite the fact that 75 percent of the people who contacted the agency
 oppose a hunt on this at-risk species.

Furthermore, the comments made by the FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett when he dismissed public
 opposition by saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They think we’re talking about teddy
 bears” makes one wonder if he is truly FIT to serve on this commission much less be the Chairman!

It's time for Florida and its' citizens to be known for more than ballot 'chad'; the Zimmerman debacle and untold
 acres of walls and concrete. How nice it would be if Florida became known as a state that supports
 CONSERVATION and preservation of its resources - plants, animals and water.

I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jennifer Pavao
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:54:50 PM

From: Jennifer Pavao <jpavao@itsmacademy.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33351

Phone Number: 9546952473

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jennifer Pavao
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:54:50 PM

From: Jennifer Pavao <jpavao@itsmacademy.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33351

Phone Number: 9546952473

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Connie Claussen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:52:24 PM

From: Connie Claussen <wavcat@aol.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32224

Phone Number: 904-821-4939

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Wayne Pacelle



From: Connie Claussen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:52:24 PM

From: Connie Claussen <wavcat@aol.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32224

Phone Number: 904-821-4939

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Wayne Pacelle



From: DONNASPFEIFFER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Do not let the Bear hunt take place
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:51:26 PM

From: DONNASPFEIFFER <donnaspfeiffer@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32818

Phone Number:

Message Body: I do not think we should be killing bears just to kill. There is no reason to kill something that Mother
 Nature put on this earth just because man said so. They live here just like we do. It not there fault that people build
 homes in their habitat.



From: DONNASPFEIFFER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Do not let the Bear hunt take place
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:51:26 PM

From: DONNASPFEIFFER <donnaspfeiffer@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32818

Phone Number:

Message Body: I do not think we should be killing bears just to kill. There is no reason to kill something that Mother
 Nature put on this earth just because man said so. They live here just like we do. It not there fault that people build
 homes in their habitat.



From: Matthew Ryan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Trophy Gaming
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:51:22 PM

From: Matthew Ryan <mail.gakster@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33967

Phone Number: 239-872-8373

Message Body: Gov. Scott:

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Matthew Ryan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Trophy Gaming
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:51:22 PM

From: Matthew Ryan <mail.gakster@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33967

Phone Number: 239-872-8373

Message Body: Gov. Scott:

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Elizabeth Cruickshank
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE STOP BLACK BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:49:49 PM

From: Elizabeth Cruickshank <BETZPI@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33755

Phone Number:

Message Body: I know you're busy, so am I, and so are many of the thousands that asked you to please stop this bear
 hunt and NO,  I do not think they are Teddy Bears.
I think they are a unique species that deserves the right to live. 

You really ought to take into consideration the wishes of the voting populace. You have the chance to make a
 difference and leave a legacy of life, and doing the RIGHT thing, for a change.

We all have a voice, mine is small and will never be heard (individually) above the roar of big money but yours will,
 if you choose to use it.



From: Elizabeth Cruickshank
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE STOP BLACK BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:49:49 PM

From: Elizabeth Cruickshank <BETZPI@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33755

Phone Number:

Message Body: I know you're busy, so am I, and so are many of the thousands that asked you to please stop this bear
 hunt and NO,  I do not think they are Teddy Bears.
I think they are a unique species that deserves the right to live. 

You really ought to take into consideration the wishes of the voting populace. You have the chance to make a
 difference and leave a legacy of life, and doing the RIGHT thing, for a change.

We all have a voice, mine is small and will never be heard (individually) above the roar of big money but yours will,
 if you choose to use it.



From: WILLIAM FINK
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:49:06 PM

From: WILLIAM FINK <WILLIAMMAX@COX.NET>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32533

Phone Number: 850-377-7654

Message Body: No Bear Hunt for Florida!!!!!!!



From: WILLIAM FINK
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:49:06 PM

From: WILLIAM FINK <WILLIAMMAX@COX.NET>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32533

Phone Number: 850-377-7654

Message Body: No Bear Hunt for Florida!!!!!!!



From: barbara Garwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:48:06 PM

From: barbara Garwood <bj13garwood@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please reconsider permitting the "trophy" hunting of our FL black bear.  There are more effective
 means of controlling this population than indiscriminate killing for an ego boost.

A significant majority of residents have opposed the "game" commission on this issue.  

Thank you.



From: barbara Garwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:48:06 PM

From: barbara Garwood <bj13garwood@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please reconsider permitting the "trophy" hunting of our FL black bear.  There are more effective
 means of controlling this population than indiscriminate killing for an ego boost.

A significant majority of residents have opposed the "game" commission on this issue.  

Thank you.



From: Kerrie Roberts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:45:49 PM

From: Kerrie Roberts <krbronte@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33073

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you so much,
Kerrie Roberts



From: Kerrie Roberts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:45:48 PM

From: Kerrie Roberts <krbronte@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33073

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you so much,
Kerrie Roberts



From: marsha j holbert roberson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: protections for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:40:19 PM

From: marsha j holbert roberson <mjhtwr@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33442

Phone Number: 9546460704

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: marsha j holbert roberson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: protections for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:40:19 PM

From: marsha j holbert roberson <mjhtwr@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33442

Phone Number: 9546460704

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Emilie Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:35:07 PM

From: Emilie Johnson <emilie.b.johnson@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225-5297

Phone Number: 847-431-1016

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Emilie Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:35:07 PM

From: Emilie Johnson <emilie.b.johnson@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225-5297

Phone Number: 847-431-1016

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dory Feldmann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear Slaughter
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:35:01 PM

From: Dory Feldmann <interchg@bellsouth.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33156-5019

Phone Number: 305-661-7508

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dory Feldmann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear Slaughter
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:35:01 PM

From: Dory Feldmann <interchg@bellsouth.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33156-5019

Phone Number: 305-661-7508

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: anne lewis cruz, M.D.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:32:35 PM

From: anne lewis cruz, M.D. <celestinojcruz@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33412

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I am a Florida resident for nearly 20 years, and I strongly oppose the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commissions
 proposal to hunt Florida bears.  There is no sound science to suggest this is helpful.  Killing bears is not the
 solution.  Please reconsider this terrible idea and do not pass this proposal.  P.S. I do not believe anyone is confused
 and thinks we are discussing teddy bears.



From: anne lewis cruz, M.D.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:32:35 PM

From: anne lewis cruz, M.D. <celestinojcruz@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33412

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I am a Florida resident for nearly 20 years, and I strongly oppose the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commissions
 proposal to hunt Florida bears.  There is no sound science to suggest this is helpful.  Killing bears is not the
 solution.  Please reconsider this terrible idea and do not pass this proposal.  P.S. I do not believe anyone is confused
 and thinks we are discussing teddy bears.



From: Charles Sanders
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:32:34 PM

From: Charles Sanders <charles.sanders@prodigy net>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33143

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt



From: Charles Sanders
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:32:34 PM

From: Charles Sanders <charles.sanders@prodigy net>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33143

Phone Number:

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt



From: Ange Martinez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:32:33 PM

From: Ange Martinez <ange1889@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32828

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Ange Martinez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:32:33 PM

From: Ange Martinez <ange1889@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32828

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Karol Horne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:32:33 PM

From: Karol Horne <k_horne@bellsouth net>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32082

Phone Number: 904-285-1210

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
As an additional note.  I voted for you and would like to see the Republican party step up and show that
 'conservatives' want to 'conserve' the environment and animals that God provided to us to enjoy.  Mindless and
 unnecessary hunting does not qualify as being good stewards to what God has provided to us. Thank you.



From: Karol Horne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:32:33 PM

From: Karol Horne <k_horne@bellsouth net>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32082

Phone Number: 904-285-1210

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
As an additional note.  I voted for you and would like to see the Republican party step up and show that
 'conservatives' want to 'conserve' the environment and animals that God provided to us to enjoy.  Mindless and
 unnecessary hunting does not qualify as being good stewards to what God has provided to us. Thank you.



From: Shannon Gerrity
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:28:34 PM

From: Shannon Gerrity <nycougar426@aol.om>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32503

Phone Number: 8504387988

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Shannon Gerrity
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:28:34 PM

From: Shannon Gerrity <nycougar426@aol.om>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32503

Phone Number: 8504387988

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Chantal Boucher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Question
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:27:34 PM

From: Chantal Boucher <chantal.boucher9@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33919

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Chantal Boucher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Question
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:27:34 PM

From: Chantal Boucher <chantal.boucher9@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33919

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Guner Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save Florida Black Bears from FWC"s Richard Corbett
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:27:24 PM

From: Guner Brown <gunerertan@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33759

Phone Number: 727-799-5974

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida voter, I strongly urge you to stop Richard Corbett of Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation proposed
 bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please save Florida's
 Black Bears.



From: Guner Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save Florida Black Bears from FWC"s Richard Corbett
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:27:24 PM

From: Guner Brown <gunerertan@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33759

Phone Number: 727-799-5974

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida voter, I strongly urge you to stop Richard Corbett of Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation proposed
 bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please save Florida's
 Black Bears.



From: Ann M Byrne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:24:50 PM

From: Ann M Byrne <ambyrne627@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33446

Phone Number: 561-637-8712

Message Body: Please DO NOT allow a bear hunt to take place in this state.  It is both cruel, inhumane and totally
 unnecessary.  Please adhere to "live and let live" and leave our wild life alone.



From: Ann M Byrne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:24:50 PM

From: Ann M Byrne <ambyrne627@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33446

Phone Number: 561-637-8712

Message Body: Please DO NOT allow a bear hunt to take place in this state.  It is both cruel, inhumane and totally
 unnecessary.  Please adhere to "live and let live" and leave our wild life alone.



From: Barbara Eisenberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Killing!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:24:08 PM

From: Barbara Eisenberg <deputymomma@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32796

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Barbara Eisenberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Killing!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:24:08 PM

From: Barbara Eisenberg <deputymomma@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32796

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:23:24 PM

From: Lisa Thompson <robbieandlisa@mac.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33157

Phone Number: 305-375-5736

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you for your consideration.



From: Lisa Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:23:24 PM

From: Lisa Thompson <robbieandlisa@mac.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33157

Phone Number: 305-375-5736

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you for your consideration.



From: Marion Lindsay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Richard Corbett"s bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:12:38 PM

From: Marion Lindsay <liz.lindsay@netzero.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34695

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
Richard Corbett should not be allowed to dismiss Florida voters wishes.

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition.

Please save the Florida Black Bears.



From: Marion Lindsay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Richard Corbett"s bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:12:37 PM

From: Marion Lindsay <liz.lindsay@netzero.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34695

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
Richard Corbett should not be allowed to dismiss Florida voters wishes.

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread
 public opposition.

Please save the Florida Black Bears.



From: Charles Sanders
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:06:28 PM

From: Charles Sanders <charles.sanders@prodigy net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33143

Phone Number: 305-667-3861

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt



From: Charles Sanders
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:06:28 PM

From: Charles Sanders <charles.sanders@prodigy net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33143

Phone Number: 305-667-3861

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt



From: Gail Frost
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:06:10 PM

From: Gail Frost <gail2307@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33948

Phone Number: 941-624-0169

Message Body: The majority of people have made it clear that they are against hunting the black bears.  Please
 respect the will of the people and the black bears.  They do not deserve to be hunted because of a few encounters
 with humans which are the fault of the humans anyway - leaving trash out - trying to get close to them - feeding
 them.  Not the bear's fault!!!!



From: Gail Frost
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:06:10 PM

From: Gail Frost <gail2307@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33948

Phone Number: 941-624-0169

Message Body: The majority of people have made it clear that they are against hunting the black bears.  Please
 respect the will of the people and the black bears.  They do not deserve to be hunted because of a few encounters
 with humans which are the fault of the humans anyway - leaving trash out - trying to get close to them - feeding
 them.  Not the bear's fault!!!!



From: CAROLYN REPETA
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BLACK BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:05:50 PM

From: CAROLYN REPETA <calveg77@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34231

Phone Number: 941-879-4669

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: CAROLYN REPETA
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BLACK BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:05:50 PM

From: CAROLYN REPETA <calveg77@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34231

Phone Number: 941-879-4669

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Environment
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:04:56 PM

From: Lisa <asillongin@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32129

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Environment
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:04:56 PM

From: Lisa <asillongin@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32129

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Debra Wagner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Protect Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:03:16 PM

From: Debra Wagner <ironmarie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Debra Wagner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Protect Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:03:16 PM

From: Debra Wagner <ironmarie@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia Willson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:02:11 PM

From: Patricia Willson <pnorman1@me.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 4072471022

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
I am not either unintelligent nor uninformed. I KNOW we are not discussing teddy bears, but the humans caused
 this and surely humans can solve this without killing.



From: Lillian Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Richard Corbett of FWC can"t ignore Florida voters!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:02:10 PM

From: Lillian Brown <lillian_brown@netzero.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34695

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
I am a Florida resident, and strongly oppose Richard Corbett's proposed bear hunt. Richard's dismissal of voters
 rights is appalling. We need real solutions to real problems. I am urging you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please protect Florida
 Black Bears by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Betty Holden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:02:10 PM

From: Betty Holden <bjholden@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702-7609

Phone Number: 727-321-2354

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Please stop the black bear hunt in Florida now!  Recently, people were asked to call in and voice their opinions to
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife agency as to whether Floridians thought that black bears should be allowed to be
 killed and most everyone who called in, including myself, said that they did not want to see the black bear hunted
 and killed.  Also, a poll has been taken and found that the majority of Floridians polled also feel the same way, that
 they don't want to see hunting of the black bear to be made legal.  It wasn't too long ago when the black bear was on
 the endangered list. The FWC is ignoring the public's wishes.  Please intervene and stop the FWC from allowing
 the black bear to be hunted and killed.  We need to preserve our wildlife.  Please stop the black bear hunt now! 
 Thank you.
Sincerely,
Betty Holden
321 62nd Avenue NE
St. Petersburg, Fl.  33702



From: Patricia Willson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:02:10 PM

From: Patricia Willson <pnorman1@me.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 4072471022

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
I am not either unintelligent nor uninformed. I KNOW we are not discussing teddy bears, but the humans caused
 this and surely humans can solve this without killing.



From: Betty Holden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:02:10 PM

From: Betty Holden <bjholden@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702-7609

Phone Number: 727-321-2354

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Please stop the black bear hunt in Florida now!  Recently, people were asked to call in and voice their opinions to
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife agency as to whether Floridians thought that black bears should be allowed to be
 killed and most everyone who called in, including myself, said that they did not want to see the black bear hunted
 and killed.  Also, a poll has been taken and found that the majority of Floridians polled also feel the same way, that
 they don't want to see hunting of the black bear to be made legal.  It wasn't too long ago when the black bear was on
 the endangered list. The FWC is ignoring the public's wishes.  Please intervene and stop the FWC from allowing
 the black bear to be hunted and killed.  We need to preserve our wildlife.  Please stop the black bear hunt now! 
 Thank you.
Sincerely,
Betty Holden
321 62nd Avenue NE
St. Petersburg, Fl.  33702



From: Lillian Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Richard Corbett of FWC can"t ignore Florida voters!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:02:10 PM

From: Lillian Brown <lillian_brown@netzero.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34695

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
I am a Florida resident, and strongly oppose Richard Corbett's proposed bear hunt. Richard's dismissal of voters
 rights is appalling. We need real solutions to real problems. I am urging you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please protect Florida
 Black Bears by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: V.M.Ferguson Ph.D.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC bear management
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:02:10 PM

From: V.M.Ferguson Ph.D. <VMFerguson@RedboneGraphics.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission is currently considering hunting as one of their bear
 management practices. Public opinion had been asked for, and there appears to be considerable opposition to the
 hunt. Unfortunately, at least one of the FWC Commissioners is not interested in public opinion (Commissioner
 Corbett was quoted by the Tampa Bay Times as having said "Those people don't know what they're talking about.
 They think we're talking about teddy bears".).

There are questions, and concerns, about FWC's voting to allow trophy hunting. They clearly are not interested in
 public opinion. I am hoping that you are. Please stop the proposed bear hunt before it reaches FWC's final hearing
 on June 23.

Thank you

(P.S. I live in an area where there are bears. So far this week, two different bears have crossed through the yard. I
 know they are not 'teddy bears'.)



From: V.M.Ferguson Ph.D.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC bear management
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:02:10 PM

From: V.M.Ferguson Ph.D. <VMFerguson@RedboneGraphics.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission is currently considering hunting as one of their bear
 management practices. Public opinion had been asked for, and there appears to be considerable opposition to the
 hunt. Unfortunately, at least one of the FWC Commissioners is not interested in public opinion (Commissioner
 Corbett was quoted by the Tampa Bay Times as having said "Those people don't know what they're talking about.
 They think we're talking about teddy bears".).

There are questions, and concerns, about FWC's voting to allow trophy hunting. They clearly are not interested in
 public opinion. I am hoping that you are. Please stop the proposed bear hunt before it reaches FWC's final hearing
 on June 23.

Thank you

(P.S. I live in an area where there are bears. So far this week, two different bears have crossed through the yard. I
 know they are not 'teddy bears'.)



From: Aimee adugdale
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:00:41 PM

From: Aimee adugdale <adugdale@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32904

Phone Number: 3219609504

Message Body: Please end the bear hunt! They depend on us!



From: Aimee adugdale
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 3:00:41 PM

From: Aimee adugdale <adugdale@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32904

Phone Number: 3219609504

Message Body: Please end the bear hunt! They depend on us!



From: Melody Urso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Our Black Bears are a Florida Treasure!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:57:20 PM

From: Melody Urso <riomelody@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Melody Urso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Our Black Bears are a Florida Treasure!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:57:20 PM

From: Melody Urso <riomelody@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marjorie Murphy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt and the FWC
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:53:38 PM

From: Marjorie Murphy <1msmurphy@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the Bear Hunt!  I grew up in Florida but moved away for a number of years.  I returned
 in 2003 and have been absolutely disgusted with the FWC and the way animals are treated in this state.  Their
 solution to everything is "Kill It".  Florida is an embarrassment to this nation; I hope that turns around soon.  Thank
 You!



From: Marjorie Murphy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt and the FWC
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:53:38 PM

From: Marjorie Murphy <1msmurphy@verizon net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the Bear Hunt!  I grew up in Florida but moved away for a number of years.  I returned
 in 2003 and have been absolutely disgusted with the FWC and the way animals are treated in this state.  Their
 solution to everything is "Kill It".  Florida is an embarrassment to this nation; I hope that turns around soon.  Thank
 You!



From: Dyala Corrales
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:50:17 PM

From: Dyala Corrales <ddinmia@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33193

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dyala Corrales
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:50:17 PM

From: Dyala Corrales <ddinmia@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33193

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Karen Waltman
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Save Florida"s bears!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:48:28 PM

I'm alarmed to learn that Florida is considering legalizing bear hunting for the first time in 40 years. The Florida
 Fish and Wildlife Commission (FWC) claims to be interested in public safety. But even their spokespeople admit
 that hunting bears will not reduce the incidents in Florida suburbs. With only 3,000 bears left in the State, now is
 not the time to give license to hunters to go on a bear killing spree.

I call on Florida's legislators and Gov. Scott to take action to protect the bears. Instead of opening a hunting season,
 Florida should focus on reducing urban sprawl and common-sense mitigation like better trash cans. I urge you not
 to allow Florida's amazing black bears to be hunted and killed. Please don't allow a bear hunt to take place in
 Florida.

Thank you!

Karen Waltman
8524 E SW 90th lane
Ocala, FL 34481



From: Zen WhiteCloud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:48:22 PM

From: Zen WhiteCloud <zen.whitecloud@seaturtleop net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number:

Message Body: There is no reason for this to happen....As taxpaying citizens, you work for us!  The majority has
 spoken.  This is not an issue open for debate.  The resources in this State belong to those who live here and those
 have yet to come.  Please make the ethically and morally correct decision while in the governing position.  Unless
 we adopt a moral question in our governing bodies, we are destined to fail.  This is not the legacy we need to leave
 our children and their children, etc., etc.  Every day we do not make the right choices, we are losing our options! 
 No Human deserves the Blessings of the Earth unless they be vigilant in its preservation....



From: Zen WhiteCloud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:48:21 PM

From: Zen WhiteCloud <zen.whitecloud@seaturtleop net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number:

Message Body: There is no reason for this to happen....As taxpaying citizens, you work for us!  The majority has
 spoken.  This is not an issue open for debate.  The resources in this State belong to those who live here and those
 have yet to come.  Please make the ethically and morally correct decision while in the governing position.  Unless
 we adopt a moral question in our governing bodies, we are destined to fail.  This is not the legacy we need to leave
 our children and their children, etc., etc.  Every day we do not make the right choices, we are losing our options! 
 No Human deserves the Blessings of the Earth unless they be vigilant in its preservation....



From: Virginia Saluja
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:46:19 PM

From: Virginia Saluja <ginny@leasngexperts.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33157

Phone Number: 3057901777

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Virginia Saluja
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:46:19 PM

From: Virginia Saluja <ginny@leasngexperts.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33157

Phone Number: 3057901777

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: David Lindsay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt by FWC! Don"t ignore voter rights.
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:45:42 PM

From: David Lindsay <liz.lindsay@netzero.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34695

Phone Number: 727-799-3779

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: David Lindsay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt by FWC! Don"t ignore voter rights.
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:45:42 PM

From: David Lindsay <liz.lindsay@netzero.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34695

Phone Number: 727-799-3779

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: GARY WHITE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:45:35 PM

From: GARY WHITE <gwhitelazydays@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33935

Phone Number: 8134953621

Message Body: PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT COMING UP IN FLORIDA



From: GARY WHITE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:45:35 PM

From: GARY WHITE <gwhitelazydays@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33935

Phone Number: 8134953621

Message Body: PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT COMING UP IN FLORIDA



From: kellyann morander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:45:06 PM

From: kellyann morander <miagirl20@aol.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34608

Phone Number: 3525563427

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: kellyann morander
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:45:06 PM

From: kellyann morander <miagirl20@aol.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34608

Phone Number: 3525563427

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Karen Waltman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: hunting black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:44:14 PM

From: Karen Waltman <karenwaltman@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34481-7464

Phone Number: 352 690 1945

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please don't allow there to be a bear hunt in Florida. Hunting bears is not going to stop the problems of bears going
 into suburban areas after trash. The bears that will be killed will be the bears that are out in the woods, minding
 their own business. Please don't let there be a bear hunt! It is a terrible idea.



From: Karen Waltman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: hunting black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:44:14 PM

From: Karen Waltman <karenwaltman@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34481-7464

Phone Number: 352 690 1945

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please don't allow there to be a bear hunt in Florida. Hunting bears is not going to stop the problems of bears going
 into suburban areas after trash. The bears that will be killed will be the bears that are out in the woods, minding
 their own business. Please don't let there be a bear hunt! It is a terrible idea.



From: J. Pattee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:40:38 PM

From: J. Pattee <janpattee@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not allow the killing of bears in our state.
I have not heard of other states killing their bears.

Thank you



From: J. Pattee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:40:38 PM

From: J. Pattee <janpattee@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not allow the killing of bears in our state.
I have not heard of other states killing their bears.

Thank you



From: marjorie angelo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:39:23 PM

From: marjorie angelo <joliecoeur@bellsouth.net>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: marjorie angelo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:39:23 PM

From: marjorie angelo <joliecoeur@bellsouth.net>

County: Flagler

Zip Code: 32110

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Stacy Bouilland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:38:59 PM

From: Stacy Bouilland <stacyb616@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33486

Phone Number: 5617506277

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Stacy Bouilland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:38:59 PM

From: Stacy Bouilland <stacyb616@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33486

Phone Number: 5617506277

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ray Sanders
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Thank you
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:37:52 PM

From: Ray Sanders <raymond.sanders@erau.edu>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32119

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott:

Please stop the bear hunt.

Thank you.

Ray Sanders



From: Ray Sanders
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Thank you
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:37:52 PM

From: Ray Sanders <raymond.sanders@erau.edu>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32119

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott:

Please stop the bear hunt.

Thank you.

Ray Sanders



From: Elka Mnguni
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Help The Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:37:45 PM

From: Elka Mnguni <elkachang@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33426

Phone Number: 5614590190

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Elka Mnguni
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Help The Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:37:45 PM

From: Elka Mnguni <elkachang@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33426

Phone Number: 5614590190

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Bruce Baumgartel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:37:14 PM

From: Bruce Baumgartel <bebaumgartel@att.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33165

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Bruce Baumgartel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:37:14 PM

From: Bruce Baumgartel <bebaumgartel@att.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33165

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Brittany Baumgartel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:35:52 PM

From: Brittany Baumgartel <littlebit060809@att.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33165

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Brittany Baumgartel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:35:52 PM

From: Brittany Baumgartel <littlebit060809@att.net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33165

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Peggy Thibodeaux
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:34:24 PM

From: Peggy Thibodeaux <pwthib1@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32721

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Peggy Thibodeaux
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:34:24 PM

From: Peggy Thibodeaux <pwthib1@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32721

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Amy Stacy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:33:48 PM

From: Amy Stacy <rubyvet0093@aol.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32257

Phone Number: 904-608-4130

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Amy Stacy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:33:48 PM

From: Amy Stacy <rubyvet0093@aol.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32257

Phone Number: 904-608-4130

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Melissa Plante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal Welfare
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:32:16 PM

From: Melissa Plante <mplante@vetessa.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33133

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Melissa Plante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animal Welfare
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:32:16 PM

From: Melissa Plante <mplante@vetessa.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33133

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jacqueline
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please protect our bears!!!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:30:15 PM

From: Jacqueline <jroca@ymcamiami.org>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33173

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I ask that you represent my views and strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Unfortunately, it seems that your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for listening to your supporters and protecting our bears.

Jackie



From: Jacqueline
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please protect our bears!!!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:30:15 PM

From: Jacqueline <jroca@ymcamiami.org>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33173

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I ask that you represent my views and strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.

Unfortunately, it seems that your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for listening to your supporters and protecting our bears.

Jackie



From: Valerie Riscoe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protections
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:30:10 PM

From: Valerie Riscoe <valr0109@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33417

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Valerie Riscoe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protections
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:30:10 PM

From: Valerie Riscoe <valr0109@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33417

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: John Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:27:15 PM

From: John Morris <jcmthewolf@aol.com>

County: Highlands

Zip Code: 33872

Phone Number: 863-414-4473

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Many Floridians live in peaceful coexistence
with black bears, and want to see them protected, not hunted and killed for no purpose. These barbaric hunts have
 not proven to help with the occasional problem bear anyway. Please intervene and stop this. They are an important
 part of our indigenous wildlife here, like Key deer or Florida panthers. Let's preserve Florida's wildlife and maintain
 our natural habitats as long as we can. Thank you.



From: John Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:27:15 PM

From: John Morris <jcmthewolf@aol.com>

County: Highlands

Zip Code: 33872

Phone Number: 863-414-4473

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Many Floridians live in peaceful coexistence
with black bears, and want to see them protected, not hunted and killed for no purpose. These barbaric hunts have
 not proven to help with the occasional problem bear anyway. Please intervene and stop this. They are an important
 part of our indigenous wildlife here, like Key deer or Florida panthers. Let's preserve Florida's wildlife and maintain
 our natural habitats as long as we can. Thank you.



From: Jeannie Wayhe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears subspecies
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:26:17 PM

From: Jeannie Wayhe <slkpoloel@yahoo.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32555

Phone Number: 8506544365

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jeannie Wayhe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears subspecies
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:26:17 PM

From: Jeannie Wayhe <slkpoloel@yahoo.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32555

Phone Number: 8506544365

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: kristina harper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:23:36 PM

From: kristina harper <wow_kz@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please oppose the FWC's Conservation Commission' proposal of the black bear hunt. Thank you.



From: kristina harper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:23:36 PM

From: kristina harper <wow_kz@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33306

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please oppose the FWC's Conservation Commission' proposal of the black bear hunt. Thank you.



From: Rachel Barson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:23:22 PM

From: Rachel Barson <rachel5441@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Rachel Barson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:23:22 PM

From: Rachel Barson <rachel5441@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Monique Guggino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:21:30 PM

From: Monique Guggino <mcorreia79@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33624

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Monique Guggino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:21:30 PM

From: Monique Guggino <mcorreia79@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33624

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: carmen ramirez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:20:00 PM

From: carmen ramirez <salangogirl@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33341

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: carmen ramirez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:20:00 PM

From: carmen ramirez <salangogirl@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33341

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carmen Ramirez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:19:58 PM

From: Carmen Ramirez <cmvramirez@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for listening.



From: Carmen Ramirez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:19:58 PM

From: Carmen Ramirez <cmvramirez@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for listening.



From: Mrs. Cheryl Gaines
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:19:54 PM

From: Mrs. Cheryl Gaines <CHERYL.GAINES@GAINESGROUP.COM>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34481-5018

Phone Number: 352-553-4247

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mrs. Cheryl Gaines
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:19:53 PM

From: Mrs. Cheryl Gaines <CHERYL.GAINES@GAINESGROUP.COM>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34481-5018

Phone Number: 352-553-4247

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dawn Herman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:16:16 PM

From: Dawn Herman <hermandg@hotmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33146

Phone Number: 3059841132

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.



From: Dawn Herman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:16:16 PM

From: Dawn Herman <hermandg@hotmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33146

Phone Number: 3059841132

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.



From: Donna Trumbwoer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:15:16 PM

From: Donna Trumbwoer <dtrumbower@fsu.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Donna Trumbwoer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:15:16 PM

From: Donna Trumbwoer <dtrumbower@fsu.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Janet Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fish and wildlife conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:15:13 PM

From: Janet Smith <daydreamer53@msn.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Janet Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fish and wildlife conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:15:13 PM

From: Janet Smith <daydreamer53@msn.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: melinda mclarnan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose Hunting Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:14:30 PM

From: melinda mclarnan <mclarnanrio316@cs.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 386-672-4557

Message Body: Governor Scott,
As a Volusia County, Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  Hunting and killing bears is not the answer.
Melinda McLarnan



From: melinda mclarnan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose Hunting Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:14:30 PM

From: melinda mclarnan <mclarnanrio316@cs.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 386-672-4557

Message Body: Governor Scott,
As a Volusia County, Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  Hunting and killing bears is not the answer.
Melinda McLarnan



From: Ann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears aren"t teddy bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:14:01 PM

From: Ann <beautifull4747@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32609

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears aren"t teddy bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:14:01 PM

From: Ann <beautifull4747@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32609

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Susan Van Lindt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please put a stop to the bear hunt issue
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:13:22 PM

From: Susan Van Lindt <Vanlindts@ctt.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33408

Phone Number: 561-691-0978

Message Body: Gov. Scott, I am a Florida resident, and I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. this is ridiculous.  They need to try to safely control the bear
 population in inhabited areas, not hunt them in other areas of the state.  Controlling garbage cans and other source
 of food supplied by humans would be a better idea.  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Please do the right thing to protect these creatures.  Thank you.



From: Susan Van Lindt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please put a stop to the bear hunt issue
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:13:21 PM

From: Susan Van Lindt <Vanlindts@ctt.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33408

Phone Number: 561-691-0978

Message Body: Gov. Scott, I am a Florida resident, and I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. this is ridiculous.  They need to try to safely control the bear
 population in inhabited areas, not hunt them in other areas of the state.  Controlling garbage cans and other source
 of food supplied by humans would be a better idea.  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Please do the right thing to protect these creatures.  Thank you.



From: Evelyne Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: proposed Florida Fish & Wildlife Commission Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:08:59 PM

From: Evelyne  Williams <niflight2@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33624

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I am a Florida resident and I strongly oppose the Florida Fish & Wildlife Commision proposed bear hunt, and I urge
 you to oppose it. Committee members are acting against responsible wildlife management policies and public
 opposition.
Please support the majority of Floridians who want to see these Black Bears protected. Stop the proposal before the
 FWC's final hearing on June 23.
Thank you.



From: Evelyne Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: proposed Florida Fish & Wildlife Commission Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:08:59 PM

From: Evelyne  Williams <niflight2@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33624

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I am a Florida resident and I strongly oppose the Florida Fish & Wildlife Commision proposed bear hunt, and I urge
 you to oppose it. Committee members are acting against responsible wildlife management policies and public
 opposition.
Please support the majority of Floridians who want to see these Black Bears protected. Stop the proposal before the
 FWC's final hearing on June 23.
Thank you.



From: Ashley Pierce
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:08:44 PM

From: Ashley Pierce <ms.pierce1986@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34655

Phone Number: 7273262819

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ashley Pierce
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:08:43 PM

From: Ashley Pierce <ms.pierce1986@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34655

Phone Number: 7273262819

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: amy elise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:07:23 PM

From: amy elise <amyeliseamy@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number: 5616169603

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  thank you, amy elise



From: amy elise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:07:23 PM

From: amy elise <amyeliseamy@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number: 5616169603

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  thank you, amy elise



From: Margo Cresswell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Request to please stop bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:07:18 PM

From: Margo Cresswell <mwy21@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33777

Phone Number: 727-393-6388

Message Body: Governor Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Margo Cresswell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Request to please stop bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:07:18 PM

From: Margo Cresswell <mwy21@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33777

Phone Number: 727-393-6388

Message Body: Governor Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patti Murray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:05:32 PM

From: Patti Murray <pkowolf@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patti Murray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:05:31 PM

From: Patti Murray <pkowolf@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33070

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: sue goldstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:04:43 PM

From: sue goldstein <suegoldstein@creativestaffing.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33156

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, is the almighty dollar so important that you lose your humanity? As a Florida resident, I
 strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: sue goldstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:04:42 PM

From: sue goldstein <suegoldstein@creativestaffing.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33156

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, is the almighty dollar so important that you lose your humanity? As a Florida resident, I
 strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Linda Kelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:04:37 PM

From: Linda Kelly <l kellyrn@verizon net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number: 941-921-7829

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Linda Kelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:04:37 PM

From: Linda Kelly <l kellyrn@verizon net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number: 941-921-7829

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Donna Selquist
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:00:39 PM

From: Donna Selquist <dselquist@gmail.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34987

Phone Number:

Message Body: No, we are NOT talking about "Teddy Bears".  The bears which would be targeted by a hunt are
 most definitely NOT the ones who have been raiding garbage cans and frequenting populated areas.  Such
 "nuisance" bears are the result of human carelessness, and the innocent bears should not be punished for it!

You should instead undertake a public campaign to advise residents to properly dispose of and secure their
 "nuisance" garbage.

Please STOP PLANS TO AUTHORIZE A BEAR HUNT!

Donna Selquist
Port St Lucie



From: Donna Selquist
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:00:39 PM

From: Donna Selquist <dselquist@gmail.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34987

Phone Number:

Message Body: No, we are NOT talking about "Teddy Bears".  The bears which would be targeted by a hunt are
 most definitely NOT the ones who have been raiding garbage cans and frequenting populated areas.  Such
 "nuisance" bears are the result of human carelessness, and the innocent bears should not be punished for it!

You should instead undertake a public campaign to advise residents to properly dispose of and secure their
 "nuisance" garbage.

Please STOP PLANS TO AUTHORIZE A BEAR HUNT!

Donna Selquist
Port St Lucie



From: Louise J Mosher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:00:17 PM

From: Louise J Mosher <ljmosher@earthlink net>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Louise J Mosher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 2:00:17 PM

From: Louise J Mosher <ljmosher@earthlink net>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dona M Carmine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:59:39 PM

From: Dona M Carmine <dmjcarmine@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32836

Phone Number: 407 876 4372

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dona M Carmine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP the Florida Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:59:39 PM

From: Dona M Carmine <dmjcarmine@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32836

Phone Number: 407 876 4372

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Robin M Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:59:29 PM

From: Robin M Martin <rmartin0183@yahoo.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32308-4526

Phone Number: 8504029747

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Robin M Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:59:29 PM

From: Robin M Martin <rmartin0183@yahoo.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32308-4526

Phone Number: 8504029747

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: David Roney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:58:21 PM

From: David Roney <davron42@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32773

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank You,

David Roney
3406 S Sanford Ave
Sanford FL 32773



From: David Roney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:58:21 PM

From: David Roney <davron42@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32773

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank You,

David Roney
3406 S Sanford Ave
Sanford FL 32773



From: Jennifer L Rice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:55:12 PM

From: Jennifer L Rice <evetterice@aol.com>

County: Nassau

Zip Code: 32097

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt.  Relocate bears, if needed.  We don't need people to kill for trophies.  We
 don't need to encourage them.

PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT!

Thank you, Gov. Scott.
Jennifer Rice



From: Jennifer L Rice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:55:12 PM

From: Jennifer L Rice <evetterice@aol.com>

County: Nassau

Zip Code: 32097

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt.  Relocate bears, if needed.  We don't need people to kill for trophies.  We
 don't need to encourage them.

PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT!

Thank you, Gov. Scott.
Jennifer Rice



From: Christine Housel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt proposed by FWC
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:54:43 PM

From: Christine Housel <cmhousel@yahoo.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for considering this request.

Sincerely,

Christine Housel
Gainesville, FL



From: Christine Housel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt proposed by FWC
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:54:42 PM

From: Christine Housel <cmhousel@yahoo.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for considering this request.

Sincerely,

Christine Housel
Gainesville, FL



From: Beth Hamilton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:52:18 PM

From: Beth Hamilton <blh@embarqmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34104

Phone Number: 239-348-9980

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt!



From: raye comire
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:52:18 PM

From: raye comire <aleeraye@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34116-7655

Phone Number: 9414128071

Message Body: The bears were here first.
You are encroaching on their  land, and along with them the ecology and the planet.
Things are a lot more dire than you are led to believe - save the everglades, the natural flora and fauna and the planet
 before it is too late.
Stop building and selling off Florida. My people lived in harmony with the earth and the animals and then the white
 man arrived, it's been a debilifying downward slide ever since.
It really hasn't taken long to turn a beautiful natural place that should be revered, into a toilet FLORIDA. I wonder
 how living is in Nova Scotia?



From: raye comire
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:52:18 PM

From: raye comire <aleeraye@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34116-7655

Phone Number: 9414128071

Message Body: The bears were here first.
You are encroaching on their  land, and along with them the ecology and the planet.
Things are a lot more dire than you are led to believe - save the everglades, the natural flora and fauna and the planet
 before it is too late.
Stop building and selling off Florida. My people lived in harmony with the earth and the animals and then the white
 man arrived, it's been a debilifying downward slide ever since.
It really hasn't taken long to turn a beautiful natural place that should be revered, into a toilet FLORIDA. I wonder
 how living is in Nova Scotia?



From: Beth Hamilton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:52:17 PM

From: Beth Hamilton <blh@embarqmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34104

Phone Number: 239-348-9980

Message Body: Please stop the bear hunt!



From: John Silis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Give the bears a break!!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:50:19 PM

From: John Silis <jps@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 3217575310

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: John Silis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Give the bears a break!!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:50:19 PM

From: John Silis <jps@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 3217575310

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Susi Rivera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PROTECT BLack Bears!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:49:22 PM

From: Susi Rivera <mantoasul@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32795

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.

Please be a champion for bears and the MAJORITY of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black
 bear protected by STOPPING THE PROPOSAL before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23!!!



From: Susi Rivera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PROTECT BLack Bears!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:49:22 PM

From: Susi Rivera <mantoasul@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32795

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.

Please be a champion for bears and the MAJORITY of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black
 bear protected by STOPPING THE PROPOSAL before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23!!!



From: Lynn Badger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:49:05 PM

From: Lynn Badger <info@whitedog.co>

County: Gadsden

Zip Code: 32333

Phone Number: 850 274 7744

Message Body: Just wanted to voice my opposition to the bear hunt.



From: Lynn Badger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:49:05 PM

From: Lynn Badger <info@whitedog.co>

County: Gadsden

Zip Code: 32333

Phone Number: 850 274 7744

Message Body: Just wanted to voice my opposition to the bear hunt.



From: Leslie Grayson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting season for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:48:38 PM

From: Leslie Grayson <graysonhorse@gmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Living in Florida I understand that "we must" respect all wildlife. You must understand that the
 bears as well as any other wildlife should not be controlled by the senseless taking of their "innocent" lives.  Killing
 them solves nothing and as I understand it their exact numbers are not known in this state. 

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Leslie Grayson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting season for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:48:37 PM

From: Leslie Grayson <graysonhorse@gmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32757

Phone Number:

Message Body: Living in Florida I understand that "we must" respect all wildlife. You must understand that the
 bears as well as any other wildlife should not be controlled by the senseless taking of their "innocent" lives.  Killing
 them solves nothing and as I understand it their exact numbers are not known in this state. 

I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Elizabeth Gabbert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:47:40 PM

From: Elizabeth Gabbert <egabbert@bay-cities-bank.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33549

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Elizabeth Gabbert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:47:40 PM

From: Elizabeth Gabbert <egabbert@bay-cities-bank.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33549

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Laura Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:47:28 PM

From: Laura Turner <lmcturner@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34684

Phone Number: (727) 784-5888

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Laura Turner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:47:28 PM

From: Laura Turner <lmcturner@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34684

Phone Number: (727) 784-5888

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kenda Baxter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:47:18 PM

From: Kenda Baxter <arabianponies@aol.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32317

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kenda Baxter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:47:18 PM

From: Kenda Baxter <arabianponies@aol.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32317

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Paul Vilches
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:46:16 PM

From: Paul Vilches <pvilches06@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Paul Vilches
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:46:16 PM

From: Paul Vilches <pvilches06@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33025

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ellen N. Felman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:44:45 PM

From: Ellen N. Felman <pepperliz@att.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33437

Phone Number: 5617361617

Message Body: Gov. Scott: are you willing to look your children and grandchildren in the eye and tell them why
 you approved of murdering innocent bears in YOUR state?



From: Ellen N. Felman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:44:45 PM

From: Ellen N. Felman <pepperliz@att.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33437

Phone Number: 5617361617

Message Body: Gov. Scott: are you willing to look your children and grandchildren in the eye and tell them why
 you approved of murdering innocent bears in YOUR state?



From: Tiffany Reynolds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Protect the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:44:26 PM

From: Tiffany Reynolds <tkreynol@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33965

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tiffany Reynolds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Protect the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:44:26 PM

From: Tiffany Reynolds <tkreynol@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33965

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Darlene Mahanke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Humane Action Please
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:44:03 PM

From: Darlene Mahanke <darlene@lecesse.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32750

Phone Number: 407-830-7620

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Darlene Mahanke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Humane Action Please
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:44:03 PM

From: Darlene Mahanke <darlene@lecesse.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32750

Phone Number: 407-830-7620

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Donna Grimes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:39:38 PM

From: Donna Grimes <dlg5759@att net>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34120

Phone Number: 239-529-3990

Message Body: We live in Golden Gate Estates and are quiet sure that the Florida Black Bear is not a "Teddy Bear"
 as seen first hand. To assume we don't know the difference is totally foolish and Richard Corbett is talking out of
 his ***! These bears are afraid of us already. Yes, they are wild animals and we have invaded their domain. They
 shouldn't have to fear trophy hunters and die because we want to live in seclusion. Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident,
 I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
 We live out here by Arthrex Inc East because we love seeing the wildlife, not s!
 o we can watch it disappear.
Thank you



From: Donna Grimes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:39:38 PM

From: Donna Grimes <dlg5759@att net>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34120

Phone Number: 239-529-3990

Message Body: We live in Golden Gate Estates and are quiet sure that the Florida Black Bear is not a "Teddy Bear"
 as seen first hand. To assume we don't know the difference is totally foolish and Richard Corbett is talking out of
 his ***! These bears are afraid of us already. Yes, they are wild animals and we have invaded their domain. They
 shouldn't have to fear trophy hunters and die because we want to live in seclusion. Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident,
 I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your
 appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public
 opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see
 this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
 We live out here by Arthrex Inc East because we love seeing the wildlife, not s!
 o we can watch it disappear.
Thank you



From: virginia mendez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:38:34 PM

From: virginia mendez <virginialefay@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won’t reduce
 problems with bears. Don’t let the FWC silence our voice.



From: virginia mendez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:38:34 PM

From: virginia mendez <virginialefay@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won’t reduce
 problems with bears. Don’t let the FWC silence our voice.



From: Casey Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:37:14 PM

From: Casey Terrell <casey.terrell9@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33629

Phone Number: 8134040831

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Casey Terrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear conservation
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:37:13 PM

From: Casey Terrell <casey.terrell9@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33629

Phone Number: 8134040831

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Gary Usinger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Da Bears...
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:36:11 PM

From: Gary Usinger <EggUsinger@juno.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32708

Phone Number: 4076952901

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Gary Usinger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Da Bears...
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:36:11 PM

From: Gary Usinger <EggUsinger@juno.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32708

Phone Number: 4076952901

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michelle Campos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:35:27 PM

From: Michelle Campos <mcampos1009@hotmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32810

Phone Number: 4077394952

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michelle Campos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:35:27 PM

From: Michelle Campos <mcampos1009@hotmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32810

Phone Number: 4077394952

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lidia cativa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:34:53 PM

From: Lidia cativa <lidialatorre@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33161

Phone Number:

Message Body: We know they are not teddy bears Mr. Scott.



From: Lidia cativa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:34:53 PM

From: Lidia cativa <lidialatorre@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33161

Phone Number:

Message Body: We know they are not teddy bears Mr. Scott.



From: S B Wills
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears- Stop the HUNT!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:33:27 PM

From: S B Wills <sbwills11@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33770

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: S B Wills
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears- Stop the HUNT!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:33:27 PM

From: S B Wills <sbwills11@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33770

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Wendy Lapinski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please do not allow the Bear Hunt!!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:32:49 PM

From: Wendy Lapinski <passerd@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Wendy Lapinski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please do not allow the Bear Hunt!!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:32:49 PM

From: Wendy Lapinski <passerd@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34223

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Warren Flemmer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:31:11 PM

From: Warren Flemmer <warren677@hotmail.com>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34958

Phone Number: 772-370-9861

Message Body: Gov.Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed Bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for Bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see tis unique subspecies of Black Bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.
Thank You,
Warren Flemmer



From: Warren Flemmer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:31:11 PM

From: Warren Flemmer <warren677@hotmail.com>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34958

Phone Number: 772-370-9861

Message Body: Gov.Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed Bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for Bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see tis unique subspecies of Black Bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.
Thank You,
Warren Flemmer



From: Lara M Polatas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:30:37 PM

From: Lara M Polatas <larasgalaxy@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32259

Phone Number: 9045686629

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lara M Polatas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:30:37 PM

From: Lara M Polatas <larasgalaxy@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32259

Phone Number: 9045686629

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Rebeca Castellanos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:30:14 PM

From: Rebeca Castellanos <tileworks@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33156

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
Florida bears are God's creatures and they should not be brutally killed for trophies. As a Florida resident, I strongly
 urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed
 Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I
 am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you,



From: Rebeca Castellanos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:30:14 PM

From: Rebeca Castellanos <tileworks@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33156

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
Florida bears are God's creatures and they should not be brutally killed for trophies. As a Florida resident, I strongly
 urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed
 Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I
 am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you,



From: Deborah Pease
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the FWC Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:29:25 PM

From: Deborah Pease <debdavid@ymail.com>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 772-341-5239

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Deborah Pease
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the FWC Bear Hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:29:24 PM

From: Deborah Pease <debdavid@ymail.com>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 772-341-5239

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Laura Burks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect an irreplaceable national treasure
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:28:37 PM

From: Laura Burks <ll_burks@outlook.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34210

Phone Number: 9417734516

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Laura Burks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect an irreplaceable national treasure
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:28:37 PM

From: Laura Burks <ll_burks@outlook.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34210

Phone Number: 9417734516

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Deborah Pease
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the FWC Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:28:31 PM

From: Deborah Pease <debdavid@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 772-341-5239

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Deborah Pease
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the FWC Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:28:31 PM

From: Deborah Pease <debdavid@ymail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 772-341-5239

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jean Mesick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:26:22 PM

From: Jean Mesick <wgmteam475@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34105

Phone Number: 239-352-1947

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.
We should stop the building in the eastern part of Collier as we are taking all the land away from the wildlife. It is
 not fair to kill the animals as this was their land to begin with. Thank you,
Jean Mesick



From: Jean Mesick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:26:22 PM

From: Jean Mesick <wgmteam475@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34105

Phone Number: 239-352-1947

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.
We should stop the building in the eastern part of Collier as we are taking all the land away from the wildlife. It is
 not fair to kill the animals as this was their land to begin with. Thank you,
Jean Mesick



From: Tracy Flanagan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:25:56 PM

From: Tracy Flanagan <tflanagan9@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32950

Phone Number: 321-501-1196

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tracy Flanagan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:25:56 PM

From: Tracy Flanagan <tflanagan9@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32950

Phone Number: 321-501-1196

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Richard Beaton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting Season
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:25:31 PM

From: Richard Beaton <rab@shorecrest.org>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As one of the 75% of people who opposed the Commission's decision to authorize the hunting black bears in
 Florida,, I urge you to stop the proposed bear hunt. The Commission members lack backgrounds in science and
 responsible wildlife management practices, and they ignore widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to
 champion the cause of the bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Your approval ratings could use a
 boost, and this might be an issue that would get you some positive press.



From: Richard Beaton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting Season
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:25:31 PM

From: Richard Beaton <rab@shorecrest.org>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33705

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As one of the 75% of people who opposed the Commission's decision to authorize the hunting black bears in
 Florida,, I urge you to stop the proposed bear hunt. The Commission members lack backgrounds in science and
 responsible wildlife management practices, and they ignore widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to
 champion the cause of the bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Your approval ratings could use a
 boost, and this might be an issue that would get you some positive press.



From: Elsy Shallman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:24:59 PM

From: Elsy Shallman <gomerlu@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33470

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Elsy Shallman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:24:59 PM

From: Elsy Shallman <gomerlu@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33470

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: SHARON COOPER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida"s Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:24:54 PM

From: SHARON COOPER <krazee4kats@gmail.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34951

Phone Number: 772-216-4070

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Sincerely,
Sharon Cooper



From: SHARON COOPER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida"s Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:24:54 PM

From: SHARON COOPER <krazee4kats@gmail.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34951

Phone Number: 772-216-4070

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Sincerely,
Sharon Cooper



From: David Stroker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunts
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:22:12 PM

From: David Stroker <utestroker@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you for your support in this matter!



From: David Stroker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunts
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:22:12 PM

From: David Stroker <utestroker@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you for your support in this matter!



From: Jennifer Arney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:21:22 PM

From: Jennifer Arney <jj2640@att.net>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32570

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jennifer Arney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:21:22 PM

From: Jennifer Arney <jj2640@att.net>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32570

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Joanne Woods
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:20:32 PM

From: Joanne Woods <woodcamp@aol.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32168

Phone Number: 386-428-6143

Message Body: That is extreme. We don't want them to be eradicated. That is NOTHING to be proud of. There is
 nothing brave or wonderful about killing for trophies. That old way of thinking has moved on to a more human and
 humane way in which to solve these problems.
Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Joanne Woods
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:20:31 PM

From: Joanne Woods <woodcamp@aol.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32168

Phone Number: 386-428-6143

Message Body: That is extreme. We don't want them to be eradicated. That is NOTHING to be proud of. There is
 nothing brave or wonderful about killing for trophies. That old way of thinking has moved on to a more human and
 humane way in which to solve these problems.
Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Shelia Huffman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:20:08 PM

From: Shelia Huffman <shelia huffman@gmail.com>

County: Walton

Zip Code: 32459

Phone Number:

Message Body: Humans throughout history have continued to destroy the planet, the animals, and everything we
 touch.  For a bear hunt to be allowed is wrong.



From: Shelia Huffman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:20:08 PM

From: Shelia Huffman <shelia huffman@gmail.com>

County: Walton

Zip Code: 32459

Phone Number:

Message Body: Humans throughout history have continued to destroy the planet, the animals, and everything we
 touch.  For a bear hunt to be allowed is wrong.



From: Brooke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears safety
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:18:50 PM

From: Brooke <blbangel1@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32507

Phone Number: 8502926822

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Brooke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bears safety
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:18:50 PM

From: Brooke <blbangel1@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32507

Phone Number: 8502926822

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Claudia medina
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Important
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:18:10 PM

From: Claudia medina <aquasol89@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33019

Phone Number: 9548490573

Message Body: FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett dismissed 75 percent of the public who contacted the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to stop the bear hunt by saying, "They think we’re talking
 about teddy bears.”

GIVE THE PEOPLE WHAT THEY WANT.



From: Claudia medina
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Important
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:18:10 PM

From: Claudia medina <aquasol89@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33019

Phone Number: 9548490573

Message Body: FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett dismissed 75 percent of the public who contacted the
 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to stop the bear hunt by saying, "They think we’re talking
 about teddy bears.”

GIVE THE PEOPLE WHAT THEY WANT.



From: Karen Stine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:17:17 PM

From: Karen Stine <kstine@bay-cities-bank.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33625

Phone Number: 813-995-6390

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mia Brouwer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:17:16 PM

From: Mia Brouwer <miadbrouwer@gmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33145

Phone Number: 305-803-5360

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management,
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for your time and attention!

- Mia Brouwer



From: Mia Brouwer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:17:16 PM

From: Mia Brouwer <miadbrouwer@gmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33145

Phone Number: 305-803-5360

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management,
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you for your time and attention!

- Mia Brouwer



From: Karen Stine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:17:16 PM

From: Karen Stine <kstine@bay-cities-bank.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33625

Phone Number: 813-995-6390

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Allison Buckenheimer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:16:25 PM

From: Allison Buckenheimer <aduralia@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Allison Buckenheimer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:16:25 PM

From: Allison Buckenheimer <aduralia@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32312

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lorrie L. Cozzens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:16:16 PM

From: Lorrie L. Cozzens <llcozzens@gmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34207

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lorrie L. Cozzens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:16:16 PM

From: Lorrie L. Cozzens <llcozzens@gmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34207

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Renee Novelle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:59 PM

From: Renee Novelle <contact@rsnovelle.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34120

Phone Number: 2393229116

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Wayne Pacelle
Wayne Pacelle, President & CEO



From: Renee Novelle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:59 PM

From: Renee Novelle <contact@rsnovelle.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34120

Phone Number: 2393229116

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Wayne Pacelle
Wayne Pacelle, President & CEO



From: Laurie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PROTECT Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:52 PM

From: Laurie <laurieruble@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number: 954-515-7109

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Laurie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PROTECT Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:52 PM

From: Laurie <laurieruble@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number: 954-515-7109

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Betty A Duffy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:44 PM

From: Betty A Duffy <houndog2g@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34474-6503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Betty A Duffy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:44 PM

From: Betty A Duffy <houndog2g@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34474-6503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jacqueline Kern
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Opposing Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:29 PM

From: Jacqueline Kern <pomsrule66@gmail.com>

County: Bradford

Zip Code: 32656

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov Scott:
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jacqueline Kern
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Opposing Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:29 PM

From: Jacqueline Kern <pomsrule66@gmail.com>

County: Bradford

Zip Code: 32656

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov Scott:
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jennifer Schusterman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:26 PM

From: Jennifer Schusterman <missoula98@verizon.net>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34638

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jennifer Schusterman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:26 PM

From: Jennifer Schusterman <missoula98@verizon.net>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34638

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Fran Whiting
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:05 PM

From: Fran Whiting <whitingfran@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33024

Phone Number: 954-663-7116

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Fran Whiting
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:15:05 PM

From: Fran Whiting <whitingfran@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33024

Phone Number: 954-663-7116

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Melissa Duralia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:14:56 PM

From: Melissa Duralia <duraliam@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Melissa Duralia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:14:56 PM

From: Melissa Duralia <duraliam@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Susan Dolmant
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:14:25 PM

From: Susan Dolmant <hdrking@aol.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Susan Dolmant
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:14:25 PM

From: Susan Dolmant <hdrking@aol.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Erich Steffen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:13:10 PM

From: Erich Steffen <esteffen769@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33309

Phone Number: 9542546824

Message Body: I request you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.



From: Erich Steffen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:13:10 PM

From: Erich Steffen <esteffen769@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33309

Phone Number: 9542546824

Message Body: I request you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.



From: Rod Ortmeier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear"s - Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:12:57 PM

From: Rod Ortmeier <rrllort@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33166-2626

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Rod Ortmeier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear"s - Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:12:57 PM

From: Rod Ortmeier <rrllort@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33166-2626

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Fabian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:12:13 PM

From: Lisa Fabian <LessonsbyLisa@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34639

Phone Number: 8137650737

Message Body: Governor Scott, as a resident of Florida, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt. Responsible wildlife management, science and widespread public
 opposition are being ignored by appointed commission members!  I am appealing to you to be a champion for bears
 and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the
 proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.
Thank you,
Lisa Fabian



From: Betsy Hirsch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:12:13 PM

From: Betsy Hirsch <bhirsch@reliablelouvers.com>

County: Holmes

Zip Code: 32425

Phone Number: 850-547-4046

Message Body: Please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt (the
 hearing is 6/23). The majority of Floridians oppose it, and research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won"t
 reduce problems with bears. Please step up to the bat on this one.



From: Lisa Fabian
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:12:13 PM

From: Lisa Fabian <LessonsbyLisa@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34639

Phone Number: 8137650737

Message Body: Governor Scott, as a resident of Florida, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt. Responsible wildlife management, science and widespread public
 opposition are being ignored by appointed commission members!  I am appealing to you to be a champion for bears
 and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the
 proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.
Thank you,
Lisa Fabian



From: Betsy Hirsch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:12:12 PM

From: Betsy Hirsch <bhirsch@reliablelouvers.com>

County: Holmes

Zip Code: 32425

Phone Number: 850-547-4046

Message Body: Please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt (the
 hearing is 6/23). The majority of Floridians oppose it, and research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won"t
 reduce problems with bears. Please step up to the bat on this one.



From: Rachel M Glodo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:09:59 PM

From: Rachel M Glodo <rglodo@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 4079139969

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. The proposed policy ignores responsible wildlife management techniques as well as
 widespread public opposition to the hunt. I live in an area populated by black bears, and I believe that there are
 better ways of dealing with black bear-human interactions. I am appealing to you on behalf of the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Rachel Glodo



From: Rachel M Glodo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:09:59 PM

From: Rachel M Glodo <rglodo@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 4079139969

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. The proposed policy ignores responsible wildlife management techniques as well as
 widespread public opposition to the hunt. I live in an area populated by black bears, and I believe that there are
 better ways of dealing with black bear-human interactions. I am appealing to you on behalf of the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Rachel Glodo



From: Lynn Forsht
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:08:00 PM

From: Lynn Forsht <lforsht@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33031

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lynn Forsht
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:07:59 PM

From: Lynn Forsht <lforsht@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33031

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Heather Ray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:07:26 PM

From: Heather Ray <drhray11@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Heather Ray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:07:25 PM

From: Heather Ray <drhray11@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32607

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Bruno Scampini
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:07:23 PM

From: Bruno Scampini <frenchblue212@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33181

Phone Number: 305-944-8513

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Bruno Scampini
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:07:23 PM

From: Bruno Scampini <frenchblue212@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33181

Phone Number: 305-944-8513

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lynn Forsht
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t Kill Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:07:20 PM

From: Lynn Forsht <lforsht@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33031

Phone Number: 305-245-6229

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lynn Forsht
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t Kill Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:07:20 PM

From: Lynn Forsht <lforsht@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33031

Phone Number: 305-245-6229

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Linda Redknapp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:06:33 PM

From: Linda Redknapp <linda_185@hotmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 34134

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Linda Redknapp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:06:33 PM

From: Linda Redknapp <linda_185@hotmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 34134

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Charles Lavender
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:06:19 PM

From: Charles Lavender <clav48@aol.com>

County: Nassau

Zip Code: 32035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the black bear hunt before the FWC's final hearing on the issue in June.  Thank you.



From: Charles Lavender
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:06:19 PM

From: Charles Lavender <clav48@aol.com>

County: Nassau

Zip Code: 32035

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the black bear hunt before the FWC's final hearing on the issue in June.  Thank you.



From: Lisa Sapp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:06:18 PM

From: Lisa Sapp <lsapp2000us@yahoo.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32224

Phone Number: 9048214340

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Best Regards,
Lisa



From: Lisa Sapp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:06:18 PM

From: Lisa Sapp <lsapp2000us@yahoo.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32224

Phone Number: 9048214340

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Best Regards,
Lisa



From: Pamela
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:06:06 PM

From: Pamela <pwisner@suncoastmedia.xom>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33952

Phone Number: 941-467-0328

Message Body: I was shocked and dismayed people would be out killing bears. What a shame!



From: Pamela
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:06:06 PM

From: Pamela <pwisner@suncoastmedia.xom>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33952

Phone Number: 941-467-0328

Message Body: I was shocked and dismayed people would be out killing bears. What a shame!



From: Shari M. Yudenfreund-Sujka MD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:05:52 PM

From: Shari M. Yudenfreund-Sujka  MD <sharisujka@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32789

Phone Number: 407-628-6444

Message Body: Hello,
I am writing to disagree with the recent bear hunt that has been planned for Florida.
The bears that are a problem are not in the forests where they would be hunted, but in neighborhoods where people
 behave irresponsibly by feeding them and not using bear proofed garbage cans.
The first line of action should be education of people living in these neighborhoods and deterring them from feeding
 the bears either directly or by not securing their trash.
Thank you for your time.



From: Shari M. Yudenfreund-Sujka MD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:05:52 PM

From: Shari M. Yudenfreund-Sujka  MD <sharisujka@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32789

Phone Number: 407-628-6444

Message Body: Hello,
I am writing to disagree with the recent bear hunt that has been planned for Florida.
The bears that are a problem are not in the forests where they would be hunted, but in neighborhoods where people
 behave irresponsibly by feeding them and not using bear proofed garbage cans.
The first line of action should be education of people living in these neighborhoods and deterring them from feeding
 the bears either directly or by not securing their trash.
Thank you for your time.



From: Theresa Field
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Teddy bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:05:49 PM

From: Theresa Field <treefield@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33612

Phone Number: 813-990-0884

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,

Please do not insult my intelligence by stating that I was confused in thinking this issue was about teddy bears.

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Regards,

Theresa Field



From: Theresa Field
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Teddy bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:05:49 PM

From: Theresa Field <treefield@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33612

Phone Number: 813-990-0884

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,

Please do not insult my intelligence by stating that I was confused in thinking this issue was about teddy bears.

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Regards,

Theresa Field



From: Anne Marie Cancio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No to Trophy Hunting of Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:05:47 PM

From: Anne Marie Cancio <anaboehm@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number: 8135276148

Message Body: These aren't teddy bears.   We all know that.   Even animal advocates like myself.   What we're
 asking is that we find another way to reduce the bear population, if indeed that is what is necessary.    I value the
 lives of these bears, and don't see them just as a group of statistics.    Each life matters.   I request that you please
 stop the trophy bear hunt and allow animal conservation groups a say in how to control the bear population.



From: Anne Marie Cancio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No to Trophy Hunting of Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:05:47 PM

From: Anne Marie Cancio <anaboehm@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number: 8135276148

Message Body: These aren't teddy bears.   We all know that.   Even animal advocates like myself.   What we're
 asking is that we find another way to reduce the bear population, if indeed that is what is necessary.    I value the
 lives of these bears, and don't see them just as a group of statistics.    Each life matters.   I request that you please
 stop the trophy bear hunt and allow animal conservation groups a say in how to control the bear population.



From: Zinia Pruna-Franklin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears of FLA
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:04:43 PM

From: Zinia Pruna-Franklin <dayofthanksgiving@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Zinia



From: Zinia Pruna-Franklin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears of FLA
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:04:43 PM

From: Zinia Pruna-Franklin <dayofthanksgiving@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32724

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Zinia



From: Lena
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:03:26 PM

From: Lena <venedig00@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33162

Phone Number: 305-944-8513

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lena
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:03:26 PM

From: Lena <venedig00@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33162

Phone Number: 305-944-8513

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lynn Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:03:18 PM

From: Lynn Baker <rekab425@aol.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34952

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Respectfully,
Lynn Baker



From: Lynn Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:03:18 PM

From: Lynn Baker <rekab425@aol.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34952

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Respectfully,
Lynn Baker



From: Heike Dose
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:00:21 PM

From: Heike Dose <heiked@nova.edu>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33314

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Heike Dose
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:00:20 PM

From: Heike Dose <heiked@nova.edu>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33314

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Caitlyn Nay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the FL Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:00:01 PM

From: Caitlyn Nay <caitnay0121@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Caitlyn Nay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the FL Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 1:00:01 PM

From: Caitlyn Nay <caitnay0121@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Angela Fekete
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:58 PM

From: Angela Fekete <Afekete@firstam.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33064

Phone Number: 954-461-8269

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Angela Fekete
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:57 PM

From: Angela Fekete <Afekete@firstam.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33064

Phone Number: 954-461-8269

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dr. Mari Jayne M. Frederick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:45 PM

From: Dr. Mari Jayne M. Frederick <mjf5910@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32669

Phone Number: 352-474-1206

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dr. Mari Jayne M. Frederick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:44 PM

From: Dr. Mari Jayne M. Frederick <mjf5910@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32669

Phone Number: 352-474-1206

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Krista Carson Shankara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP the bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:40 PM

From: Krista Carson Shankara <carson.krista@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 3478(

Phone Number: 815-342-5511

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Krista Carson Shankara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP the bear hunt!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:40 PM

From: Krista Carson Shankara <carson.krista@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 3478(

Phone Number: 815-342-5511

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Shelly Wall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:26 PM

From: Shelly Wall <vagabondhause@yahoo.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Govenor Scott, as a Florida resident I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt.  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring the science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please bra champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC' final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Shelly Wall



From: Shelly Wall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:26 PM

From: Shelly Wall <vagabondhause@yahoo.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Govenor Scott, as a Florida resident I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt.  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring the science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please bra champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC' final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Shelly Wall



From: Maudie Valero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on the issue in June
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:08 PM

From: Maudie Valero <maudievc@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33134

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident and a human being, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring basic
 human empathy, science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to
 you to ask you to do what is correct for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies
 of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Maudie Valero



From: Maudie Valero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop the bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on the issue in June
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:08 PM

From: Maudie Valero <maudievc@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33134

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident and a human being, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring basic
 human empathy, science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to
 you to ask you to do what is correct for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies
 of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Maudie Valero



From: Jeanne Thomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:01 PM

From: Jeanne Thomas <jstclair2@msn.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33436

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jeanne Thomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:59:01 PM

From: Jeanne Thomas <jstclair2@msn.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33436

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: James Cook
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:58:50 PM

From: James Cook <jmc.redline29@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32507

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: James Cook
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:58:50 PM

From: James Cook <jmc.redline29@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32507

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Koren Taylor, P.G.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:58:43 PM

From: Koren Taylor, P.G. <korentaylor@comcast.net>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 850-32-2524

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Koren Taylor, P.G.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:58:43 PM

From: Koren Taylor, P.G. <korentaylor@comcast.net>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 850-32-2524

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: melissa bloker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:57:19 PM

From: melissa bloker <rickmann08@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33710

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marissa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:57:19 PM

From: Marissa <m.temp@me.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the Bear Hunt! Its not their fault they are running out of forest to live in because of
 human wants. Selfish and inhumane. Relocate them, don't kill them.



From: Marissa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:57:19 PM

From: Marissa <m.temp@me.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32127

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the Bear Hunt! Its not their fault they are running out of forest to live in because of
 human wants. Selfish and inhumane. Relocate them, don't kill them.



From: melissa bloker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:57:19 PM

From: melissa bloker <rickmann08@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33710

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sharalea Andrade
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:56:10 PM

From: Sharalea Andrade <jorgsher@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33196

Phone Number: 305-905-9428

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

As a Florida resident, I strongly plead for you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Please do the right thing and show that Florida can be a responsible protector of its state wildlife.  Florida’s black
 bears need to be protected not hunted. 

Sincerely,

Sharalea Andrade
Florida resident since 1964



From: Sharalea Andrade
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:56:10 PM

From: Sharalea Andrade <jorgsher@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33196

Phone Number: 305-905-9428

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

As a Florida resident, I strongly plead for you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Please do the right thing and show that Florida can be a responsible protector of its state wildlife.  Florida’s black
 bears need to be protected not hunted. 

Sincerely,

Sharalea Andrade
Florida resident since 1964



From: Pat Wentz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:55:59 PM

From: Pat Wentz <pwentz@uwf.edu>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32504

Phone Number: 850-477-3234

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Pat Wentz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:55:59 PM

From: Pat Wentz <pwentz@uwf.edu>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32504

Phone Number: 850-477-3234

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Robert C Bonanno
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please don"t allow the FWC to allow the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:55:58 PM

From: Robert C Bonanno <robert.bonanno@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33629

Phone Number: (813) 817-8521

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Robert C Bonanno
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please don"t allow the FWC to allow the black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:55:58 PM

From: Robert C Bonanno <robert.bonanno@icloud.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33629

Phone Number: (813) 817-8521

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tanya Zeiher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:55:36 PM

From: Tanya Zeiher <tanyazeiher@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number: 4074219463

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tanya Zeiher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:55:36 PM

From: Tanya Zeiher <tanyazeiher@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number: 4074219463

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Judy Lang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:58 PM

From: Judy Lang <chasensassy@aol.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32119

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Judy Lang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:58 PM

From: Judy Lang <chasensassy@aol.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32119

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Diane Hughes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:33 PM

From: Diane Hughes <deehughes6250@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32305

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Diane Hughes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:33 PM

From: Diane Hughes <deehughes6250@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32305

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marie Raich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC proposal to black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:14 PM

From: Marie Raich <maiej9@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33484

Phone Number:

Message Body: May 14, 2015
Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Marie Raich



From: Marie Raich
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC proposal to black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:14 PM

From: Marie Raich <maiej9@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33484

Phone Number:

Message Body: May 14, 2015
Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Marie Raich



From: Sharalea Andrade
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:12 PM

From: Sharalea Andrade <jorgsher@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33196

Phone Number: 305-905-9428

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly plead for you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Please do the right thing and show the world that Florida can be a responsible protector of its state wildlife. 
 Florida’s black bears need to be protected not hunted. 

Sincerely,

Sharalea Andrade
Florida resident since 1964



From: Sharalea Andrade
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:12 PM

From: Sharalea Andrade <jorgsher@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33196

Phone Number: 305-905-9428

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly plead for you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Please do the right thing and show the world that Florida can be a responsible protector of its state wildlife. 
 Florida’s black bears need to be protected not hunted. 

Sincerely,

Sharalea Andrade
Florida resident since 1964



From: Suzanne Dobbs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:10 PM

From: Suzanne Dobbs <suzanned98@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33609

Phone Number: (813) 876-2596

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida native and resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Suzanne Dobbs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:54:10 PM

From: Suzanne Dobbs <suzanned98@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33609

Phone Number: (813) 876-2596

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida native and resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Teresa Cordero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:43 PM

From: Teresa Cordero <teresa.cordero.star@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33024

Phone Number: 7542447851

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Teresa Cordero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:43 PM

From: Teresa Cordero <teresa.cordero.star@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33024

Phone Number: 7542447851

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Isabella Uhler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:38 PM

From: Isabella Uhler <sayrehusband@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34145

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a proud Florida resident, permit me to urge you to stop the Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission's proposed bear hunt.  Please save this unique subspecies of black bear from a horrible death. We
 should be protecting wildlife setting an example for other States in our great country.



From: Isabella Uhler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:38 PM

From: Isabella Uhler <sayrehusband@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34145

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a proud Florida resident, permit me to urge you to stop the Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission's proposed bear hunt.  Please save this unique subspecies of black bear from a horrible death. We
 should be protecting wildlife setting an example for other States in our great country.



From: Vicki Shand Horn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Protect the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:18 PM

From: Vicki Shand Horn <vicki@shandhorn.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33472

Phone Number: 9542056656

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ruby Wood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:18 PM

From: Ruby Wood <rubywood@windstream net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32148

Phone Number: 386-684-1626

Message Body: Please protect the Black Bears.
Help keep protections for Black Bears!
No, I'm not talking about teddy bears.

Gov. Scott,
as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed
 bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and
 widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank-You,
Ruby Wood
32148



From: Vicki Shand Horn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Protect the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:18 PM

From: Vicki Shand Horn <vicki@shandhorn.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33472

Phone Number: 9542056656

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Ruby Wood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:17 PM

From: Ruby Wood <rubywood@windstream net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32148

Phone Number: 386-684-1626

Message Body: Please protect the Black Bears.
Help keep protections for Black Bears!
No, I'm not talking about teddy bears.

Gov. Scott,
as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed
 bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and
 widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank-You,
Ruby Wood
32148



From: Carrie Grein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Do not allow bear hunting!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:17 PM

From: Carrie Grein <carlingre@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 3277

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Carrie Grein
Seminole County, FL



From: Carrie Grein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Do not allow bear hunting!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:52:17 PM

From: Carrie Grein <carlingre@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 3277

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Carrie Grein
Seminole County, FL



From: Adele De Blasi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: save the bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:51:19 PM

From: Adele De Blasi <deblasiadele@libero.it>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34112

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Adele De Blasi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: save the bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:51:19 PM

From: Adele De Blasi <deblasiadele@libero.it>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34112

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sandra Griffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: "Dick" enjoys hunting-Seriously??
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:50:46 PM

From: Sandra Griffin <scodogno@comcast.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians (me included) who wants to see this unique subspecies of black bear
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sandra Griffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: "Dick" enjoys hunting-Seriously??
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:50:46 PM

From: Sandra Griffin <scodogno@comcast.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians (me included) who wants to see this unique subspecies of black bear
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: richard williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear ;hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:50:43 PM

From: richard williams <rlwremo@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 757-504-6297

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.

This idea of hunting bears will not resolve the problem. It will only cause more problems.

I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: richard williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear ;hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:50:43 PM

From: richard williams <rlwremo@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 757-504-6297

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition.

This idea of hunting bears will not resolve the problem. It will only cause more problems.

I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Deborah Dowling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:50:40 PM

From: Deborah Dowling <debbie@dowlingandweldon.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33704

Phone Number: 727-894-0324

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Believe me, I know the difference between a teddy bear and a Florida Black Bear!



From: Deborah Dowling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:50:39 PM

From: Deborah Dowling <debbie@dowlingandweldon.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33704

Phone Number: 727-894-0324

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Believe me, I know the difference between a teddy bear and a Florida Black Bear!



From: JOHN DEDDY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:49:36 PM

From: JOHN DEDDY <JMDEDDY@AOL.COM>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33176

Phone Number:

Message Body: HOW ABOUT DOING THE RIGHT THING AND PROTECT ALL WILDLIFE AND THE
 ENVIRONMENT!



From: JOHN DEDDY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:49:35 PM

From: JOHN DEDDY <JMDEDDY@AOL.COM>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33176

Phone Number:

Message Body: HOW ABOUT DOING THE RIGHT THING AND PROTECT ALL WILDLIFE AND THE
 ENVIRONMENT!



From: Maria Santos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears Population
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:48:15 PM

From: Maria Santos <MariaNewHomes@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 34986

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Maria Santos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears Population
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:48:15 PM

From: Maria Santos <MariaNewHomes@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 34986

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Laurette Fabick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:47:20 PM

From: Laurette Fabick <islander8@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33908

Phone Number: 239-565-5780

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Laurette Fabick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:47:20 PM

From: Laurette Fabick <islander8@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33908

Phone Number: 239-565-5780

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Carlos Leo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:46:21 PM

From: Carlos Leo <cal@plpadv.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carlos Leo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:46:21 PM

From: Carlos Leo <cal@plpadv.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33019

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: K. Coppock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:46:14 PM

From: K. Coppock <kcoppock1960@aol.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32256

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: K. Coppock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:46:14 PM

From: K. Coppock <kcoppock1960@aol.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32256

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:46:11 PM

From: Patricia Williams <pwilliams@crockerpartners.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33486

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:46:11 PM

From: Patricia Williams <pwilliams@crockerpartners.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33486

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Heike
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the back bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:45:21 PM

From: Heike <salamanderfluff@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33406

Phone Number: 5616703681

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Heike
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the back bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:45:21 PM

From: Heike <salamanderfluff@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33406

Phone Number: 5616703681

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marina Grillo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:44:54 PM

From: Marina Grillo <mgrillo@taplinlaw.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33418

Phone Number: 561-398-0023

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  We do not need to destroy all wildlife! I am very saddened
 by this and hope you can stop this cruelty. Thank you.



From: Marina Grillo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:44:53 PM

From: Marina Grillo <mgrillo@taplinlaw.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33418

Phone Number: 561-398-0023

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  We do not need to destroy all wildlife! I am very saddened
 by this and hope you can stop this cruelty. Thank you.



From: Karen Quaritius
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:59 PM

From: Karen Quaritius <kquaritius@aviationrecruiting net>

County: Clay

Zip Code: 32043

Phone Number:

Message Body: According to the Tampa Bay Times, the FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett dismissed public
 opposition by saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They think we’re talking about teddy
 bears.” Excuse me, but I do actually know what I'm talking about! I grew up in the swamps and wilds of Florida,
 and while they are NOT teddy bears, they are native Floridians like me and I'd like to continue to live alongside of
 them. (I'd like to get rid of all our transplanted humans from other states, but we can't just shoot them! We can't do
 it to the bears either.) Humans are to blame and humans must be the answer. We need a requirement for
 MANDATORY bear-proof trash cans in black bear territory.. not a bloodbath. Richard Corbett is responsible to the
 people of Florida, and he needs to listen to us and take our wishes into consideration!



From: David Gartner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:59 PM

From: David Gartner <dsgtrane@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Karen Quaritius
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:59 PM

From: Karen Quaritius <kquaritius@aviationrecruiting net>

County: Clay

Zip Code: 32043

Phone Number:

Message Body: According to the Tampa Bay Times, the FWC Commission Chair Richard Corbett dismissed public
 opposition by saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They think we’re talking about teddy
 bears.” Excuse me, but I do actually know what I'm talking about! I grew up in the swamps and wilds of Florida,
 and while they are NOT teddy bears, they are native Floridians like me and I'd like to continue to live alongside of
 them. (I'd like to get rid of all our transplanted humans from other states, but we can't just shoot them! We can't do
 it to the bears either.) Humans are to blame and humans must be the answer. We need a requirement for
 MANDATORY bear-proof trash cans in black bear territory.. not a bloodbath. Richard Corbett is responsible to the
 people of Florida, and he needs to listen to us and take our wishes into consideration!



From: David Gartner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:58 PM

From: David Gartner <dsgtrane@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Annemieke Marietta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please read
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:23 PM

From: Annemieke Marietta <egeltjeprik@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33040

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Annemieke Marietta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please read
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:23 PM

From: Annemieke Marietta <egeltjeprik@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33040

Phone Number:

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Aaron Raab
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Protect Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:10 PM

From: Aaron Raab <elspethpaige@aol.com>

County: Gadsden

Zip Code: 32333

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Aaron Raab
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Protect Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:10 PM

From: Aaron Raab <elspethpaige@aol.com>

County: Gadsden

Zip Code: 32333

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Christina Elson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:02 PM

From: Christina Elson <elsonwood@bellsouth net>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32033

Phone Number: 9044715032

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Christina Elson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:43:02 PM

From: Christina Elson <elsonwood@bellsouth net>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32033

Phone Number: 9044715032

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dan Wester
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:42:34 PM

From: Dan Wester <wester.dan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32311

Phone Number: 8508780008

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I would like to ask  you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.
 I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see  black bears
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
  Sincerely,
        Dan Wester
       Tallahassee Fl.



From: Dan Wester
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:42:34 PM

From: Dan Wester <wester.dan@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32311

Phone Number: 8508780008

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I would like to ask  you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.
 I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see  black bears
 protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
  Sincerely,
        Dan Wester
       Tallahassee Fl.



From: sophie massar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: hunting of bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:41:00 PM

From: sophie massar <universeluvsme@ymail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: sophie massar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: hunting of bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:40:59 PM

From: sophie massar <universeluvsme@ymail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jessica Cashman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protecting Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:40:55 PM

From: Jessica Cashman <angelbabie@mail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Jessica Cashman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protecting Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:40:55 PM

From: Jessica Cashman <angelbabie@mail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34109

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Gina Evers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:40:50 PM

From: Gina Evers <gevers3@aol.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34480

Phone Number: 352-622-8867

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott- I am writing to strongly ask that you overturn the FWC's decision to allow
 bear hunting in Florida. This decision will not solve the problem of human and bear interaction, will not enhance
 Florida's image as a state that is dedicated to mindful natural resources management and is opposed by 75% of the
 people who commented to the FWC. This is pure and simple a  gift to trophy hunters and will do nothing to solve
 any bear problems. I have had the pleasure to see mother and cub bear families in the Ocala National Forest and it
 breaks my heart to think that some of those bears may be rugs or trophies in the future. We don't need hunts, we
 need responsible humans.



From: Gina Evers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:40:50 PM

From: Gina Evers <gevers3@aol.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34480

Phone Number: 352-622-8867

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott- I am writing to strongly ask that you overturn the FWC's decision to allow
 bear hunting in Florida. This decision will not solve the problem of human and bear interaction, will not enhance
 Florida's image as a state that is dedicated to mindful natural resources management and is opposed by 75% of the
 people who commented to the FWC. This is pure and simple a  gift to trophy hunters and will do nothing to solve
 any bear problems. I have had the pleasure to see mother and cub bear families in the Ocala National Forest and it
 breaks my heart to think that some of those bears may be rugs or trophies in the future. We don't need hunts, we
 need responsible humans.



From: Stephanie Madison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:40:16 PM

From: Stephanie Madison <Stephanie madison.prwg@statefarm.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33077

Phone Number: 401-269-1514

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Stephanie Madison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:40:16 PM

From: Stephanie Madison <Stephanie madison.prwg@statefarm.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33077

Phone Number: 401-269-1514

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Amy E. Van Dell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:39:57 PM

From: Amy E. Van Dell <Avandell@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34208

Phone Number: 941962-1543

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Amy E. Van Dell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:39:57 PM

From: Amy E. Van Dell <Avandell@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34208

Phone Number: 941962-1543

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sherry Hale
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Man vs. Bear-who is at fault?
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:39:35 PM

From: Sherry Hale <halecat@earthlink.net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32750

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. Please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who
 want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected.  They should not be punished for our ignorance and
 encroachment.



From: Sherry Hale
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Man vs. Bear-who is at fault?
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:39:35 PM

From: Sherry Hale <halecat@earthlink.net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32750

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. Please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who
 want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected.  They should not be punished for our ignorance and
 encroachment.



From: Marisol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:39:25 PM

From: Marisol <mgroshaeny@bellsouth net>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marisol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:39:25 PM

From: Marisol <mgroshaeny@bellsouth net>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32566

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jonathan Piper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:38:30 PM

From: Jonathan Piper <jdpiper1@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33759

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jonathan Piper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:38:30 PM

From: Jonathan Piper <jdpiper1@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33759

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Alek Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:38:28 PM

From: Alek Williams <alek.will@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32839

Phone Number: (386) 366-0235

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Alek Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:38:28 PM

From: Alek Williams <alek.will@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32839

Phone Number: (386) 366-0235

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: John Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Proposal to Kill Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:38:10 PM

From: John Hill <jjhill9@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34222

Phone Number: 9410730-2282

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: John Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC Proposal to Kill Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:38:10 PM

From: John Hill <jjhill9@mac.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34222

Phone Number: 9410730-2282

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Becky Bodnar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:37:24 PM

From: Becky Bodnar <beckybodnar@earthlink.net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33931

Phone Number: 239 463-4102

Message Body: The wild life commission does not even have a current count of the bear population--depending on
 the numbers from 2002 is not the right way to go about sanctioning a hunt, if it is to be sanctioned at all. Ultimately,
 there are other alternatives to a hunt--maybe not as quick a fix, but certainly a more humane method.



From: Becky Bodnar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:37:24 PM

From: Becky Bodnar <beckybodnar@earthlink.net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33931

Phone Number: 239 463-4102

Message Body: The wild life commission does not even have a current count of the bear population--depending on
 the numbers from 2002 is not the right way to go about sanctioning a hunt, if it is to be sanctioned at all. Ultimately,
 there are other alternatives to a hunt--maybe not as quick a fix, but certainly a more humane method.



From: Susan Kehoe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NJ Governor Christie
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:37:24 PM

----- Original Message -----
From: Susan Kehoe
To: mcconkey2@hotmail.com ; Jim.McConnell@leg.state.nh.us ; mcc@mindspring.com ; Dan.McGuire@leg.state.nh.us
 ; dan@mcguire4house.com ; carol@mcguire4house.com ; betsy.mckinney@leg.state.nh.us ;
 mark.mclean@leg.state.nh.us ; james.mclean@sylvania.com
Cc: cmcmahon55@gmail.com ; Richard.McNamara@leg.state.nh.us ; david.milz@leg.state.nh.us ;
 Howard.Moffett@leg.state.nh.us ; Marcia.Moody@leg.state.nh.us ; marciamoody@yahoo.com ;
 josh.moore@leg.state.nh.us ; maximusjc@comcast.net
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2015 10:52 AM
Subject: NJ Governor Christie

This is New Jersey Governor Christie's bear hunt. He is turning the "Garden State" into the "Garbage State."
 .... and New Jersey Commissioner Martin is helping him do this! .... and... NJ F&W Dave Chanda is
 extending the bear hunt PLUS adding a bow and arrow season for black bears. The people who run our
 state, in my opinion, are very sick individuals.
From my Linked-In account:
Post under picture with three dead cubs:
Grant Writer,Naturalist/Habitat Consultant, Writer,Artist,Basketmaker.Health,Animal,Human
 Rights,&Environmental Activist
No ethical hunter would do this, and no state with ethical hunting regulations would allow it. Any person who is
 willing and proud to kill baby animals makes a mockery of the concept of hunting as a form of "conservation"--
the line the hunting industry uses to defend sport killing as "necessary" for managing wildlife populations.
 Shame on New Jersey legislators--seriously--this is what you want to be known for?



This is the harsh reality of the 2014 black bear hunt. This photograph was taken at the
 Whittingham Weigh Station in Sussex County, NJ last December. This is a family of 3 small
 cubs - killed - less than one year old. They were with their mother when shot. I was told the
 hunter said, "their mother was afraid and ran away." This is disgusting and am
 embarrassed to say I live in this state..



From: Noel Downey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:36:33 PM

From: Noel Downey <noeldowney@sunnuclear.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 321-258-5167

Message Body: Please give this matter fair and educated consideration.  A bear hunt is not going to reduce the
 human/bear interactions unless you exterminate the bear population.  The bears instinctively go to the areas where
 they have lived for generations.  We are invading their migratory path and you are going to kill them for that. 
 Perhaps some more conservation land should be set aside instead of killing off Gods creatures for the sake of
 greedy developers.  Please consider another solution other than the bear hunt which is cruel and not an effective
 measure.
Respectfully,
Noel Downey



From: Noel Downey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:36:33 PM

From: Noel Downey <noeldowney@sunnuclear.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 321-258-5167

Message Body: Please give this matter fair and educated consideration.  A bear hunt is not going to reduce the
 human/bear interactions unless you exterminate the bear population.  The bears instinctively go to the areas where
 they have lived for generations.  We are invading their migratory path and you are going to kill them for that. 
 Perhaps some more conservation land should be set aside instead of killing off Gods creatures for the sake of
 greedy developers.  Please consider another solution other than the bear hunt which is cruel and not an effective
 measure.
Respectfully,
Noel Downey



From: Susan Kehoe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NJ Black Bear Hunt/Stop it in Florida!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:36:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
Florida will be making a big mistake if they have a black bear hunt. New Jersey is under-handed....don't copy what this state does.
Susan Kehoe
----- Original Message -----
From: Susan Kehoe
To: Susan Kehoe ; parkm@northjersey.com ; constituent.relations@gov.state.nj.us ; Bob.Martin@dep.state.nj.us ; rjennings@njherald.com ;
 SuburbanTrends@northjersey.com ; SCOOP@HUFFINGTONPOST.COM ; jungaro@njpressmedia.com ; PIX11Inves igates@PIX11.com ;
 cdolan@washingtontimes.com ; jsolomon@washingtontimes.com ; vmorton@washingtontimes.com ; news@dailytargum.com ; info@ap.org ;
 foxnews ips@foxnews.com ; Mark Chicketano ; Frank.T Panico ; Matt Brown ; Kathleen.Foster@FOXNEWS.COM ; citynews@syracuse.com ;
 eastnews@syracuse.com ; westnews@syracuse.com ; northnews@syracuse.com ; cayuganews@syracuse.com ; madisonnews@syracuse.com ;
 oswegonews@syracuse.com ; jesse@villageofgreenwoodlake.org ; Dave Chanda ; amos@northjersey.com ; advertising@strausnews.com ;
 tips@insideedition.com
Cc: thagen@njtimes.com ; seth.augenstein@gmail.com ; jaosborne@phillynews.com ; Schectman@northjersey.com ; mcgrathm@northjersey.com ;
 MLNestel@thedaily.com ; muentese@wliw.org ; executive-editor@nytimes.com ; nytnews@nytimes.com ; publisher@nytimes.com ;
 president@nytimes.com ; public@nytimes.com ; news-tips@nytimes.com ; SuburbanTrends@northjersey.com ; gearhart@nj1015.com ; WCBS-TV
 Assignment Desk ; news12nj@news12.com ; tips@nbcnewyork.com ; tips@nationalenquirer.com ; news@pix11.com ; tips@tribune.com ;
 tips@splashnews.com ; tips@nypost.com ; PORTNOY, JENNA ; khcorey@news12.com ; emerrill@mycentraljersey.com
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:03 PM
Subject: NJ Legislators: NJ F&W Employees Should get the Boot! and DAVE CHANDA TOO!

Keep scrolling down for photos:::::::
http://www.nj.com/sussex-county/index.ssf/2015/05/man_admits_to_illegally_selling_wildlife_parts.html

NEWTON — A Sussex County man who runs a legal business butchering hunters' kills admitted Monday to selling illegal
 wildlife meat on the side, authorities said.

James Schamble, 61, of Highland Lakes, sold $300 worth of deer charcuterie — bologna, pepperoni, salami, sausage, kielbasa
 and hotdogs — out of his freezer to an undercover Fish and Wildlife officer on Jan. 31, Sussex County Assistant Prosecutor
 Donald Cox said. Two weeks earlier, Schamble sold $20 worth of deer jerky to the officer, Cox said.

It is illegal to sell the meat or parts of any of New Jersey's native wildlife species including white-tailed deer, Department of
 Environmental Protection spokesperson Caryn Shinske said.

"The only wildlife parts that may be sold are common furbearers that were legally harvested and certain specific portions of
 the white-tailed deer as long as it was taken and possessed legally," Shinske said. Those parts include the hide and lower
 portions of the legs, she said.

Monday, Schamble pleaded guilty to fourth-degree selling wildlife meat products and the disorderly persons offense of selling
 wildlife. Illegal commercial sales of wildlife products in excess of $200 are charged as fourth-degree crimes while those below
 that threshold are disorderly persons offenses, Cox said.

The source from which Schamble received his meat is currently unclear, he said.

Schamble was also convicted of fourth-degree possession of marijuana. After executing a search warrant on his residence on
 Feb. 10, officers found more than 50 grams of marijuana, prompting the possession charge, Cox said.

He also admitted to other administrative violations — specifically, possession of untagged deer parts, possession of untagged
 bear parts and failure to keep a proper ledger for a deer/bear-processing business.

The penalty for selling meat or parts of white-tailed deer is a fine of $1,000 to $2,000 for a first offense, Shinske said.

Schamble is scheduled to be sentenced on July 10.

If this is James Schamble (center) and one of his sons (left), what kind of people does NJ F&W associate with? NJ Fish & Wildlife take,
 who I think is George Schamble's son with them, holding a tranquilized cub, and you wonder how these people get bear parts, etc? In my
 opinion, every employee of NJ Fish & Wildlife should be terminated and non-hunting employees be hired so there is no conflict of
 interest! AND THIS INCLUDES DAVE CHANDA WHO WENT TO FLORIDA TO HELP PROMOTE THEIR BEAR HUNT. DAVE
 CHANDA - PLEASE RESIGN.



And Fish & Wildlife are acquaintances of his apparent son?



Guns on his facebook (apparent) son's page:



Is this Kelcey Burgess?



AND POT - HUNTING - WEAPONS DON'T MIX !
Facebook links:
https://www.facebook.com/jim.schamble/photos
must be son:
https://www.facebook.com/georgeschamble?fref=pb&hc_location=friends_tab&pnref=friends.all



From: Eve
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:36:21 PM

From: Eve <evesilverbach@msn.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32836

Phone Number:

Message Body: There is no need for a bear hunting season people need to know how to live around them. Don't put
 garbage out etc, I have lived with bears for 8 years and not had a problem. Stop the hunt!!!



From: Eve
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:36:21 PM

From: Eve <evesilverbach@msn.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32836

Phone Number:

Message Body: There is no need for a bear hunting season people need to know how to live around them. Don't put
 garbage out etc, I have lived with bears for 8 years and not had a problem. Stop the hunt!!!



From: Michelle DuVall-Rubin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the proposed FWC Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:35:40 PM

From: Michelle DuVall-Rubin <mduvallrubin@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the proposed Florida Fish & Wildlife Commission's Proposed Bear Hunt.  Your Florida
 constituency is opposes it.  75% of Floridians have contacted FWC and governmental offices to let them know we
 enjoy our Florida, Black Bears.

We moved from South Florida to Lake Mary (the heart of a lot of the human/bear conflict).  We intentionally bought
 a home off Markham Woods Road on over an acre of land with 30 wooded acres behind us to enjoy the wildlife. 
 We've had many bear encounters and they've all been positive.  I can speak from personal experience and
 knowledge (after 14 years here)...the human/bear conflicts are the fault of the human!



From: Michelle DuVall-Rubin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the proposed FWC Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:35:40 PM

From: Michelle DuVall-Rubin <mduvallrubin@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the proposed Florida Fish & Wildlife Commission's Proposed Bear Hunt.  Your Florida
 constituency is opposes it.  75% of Floridians have contacted FWC and governmental offices to let them know we
 enjoy our Florida, Black Bears.

We moved from South Florida to Lake Mary (the heart of a lot of the human/bear conflict).  We intentionally bought
 a home off Markham Woods Road on over an acre of land with 30 wooded acres behind us to enjoy the wildlife. 
 We've had many bear encounters and they've all been positive.  I can speak from personal experience and
 knowledge (after 14 years here)...the human/bear conflicts are the fault of the human!



From: Jillian Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:35:38 PM

From: Jillian Smith <jlsmith@unf.edu>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32084

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jillian Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:35:37 PM

From: Jillian Smith <jlsmith@unf.edu>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32084

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Matthew B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:35:37 PM

From: Matthew B <m1262b@yahoo.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32246

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Matthew B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:35:37 PM

From: Matthew B <m1262b@yahoo.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32246

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kitty C. Donovan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FLA BLACK BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:35:08 PM

From: Kitty C. Donovan <casablancakitty@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 321-254-1943

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident for over 50 years I strongly urge you to STOP FL Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission's
 proposed BEAR HUNT.  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring wildlife management, science and
 widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion for BEARS  and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of Black Bears protected by stopping the preposal before the
 FWC's final hearing on June 23.



From: Kitty C. Donovan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FLA BLACK BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:35:08 PM

From: Kitty C. Donovan <casablancakitty@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 321-254-1943

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident for over 50 years I strongly urge you to STOP FL Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission's
 proposed BEAR HUNT.  Your appointed Commission members are ignoring wildlife management, science and
 widespread public opposition.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion for BEARS  and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of Black Bears protected by stopping the preposal before the
 FWC's final hearing on June 23.



From: Teresa Ligorelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:34:12 PM

From: Teresa Ligorelli <teresa.ligorelli@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number: 281-518-3063

Message Body: Please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.



From: Teresa Ligorelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:34:12 PM

From: Teresa Ligorelli <teresa.ligorelli@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number: 281-518-3063

Message Body: Please stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt.



From: Jen Odom
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:33:58 PM

From: Jen Odom <jenzgot14@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33064

Phone Number: 000-000-0000

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jen Odom
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:33:57 PM

From: Jen Odom <jenzgot14@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33064

Phone Number: 000-000-0000

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: janice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:33:06 PM

From: janice <janice012567@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34431

Phone Number: 3215439649

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt



From: janice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:33:05 PM

From: janice <janice012567@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34431

Phone Number: 3215439649

Message Body: Stop the bear hunt



From: RAYA. ENGLER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:32:17 PM

From: RAYA. ENGLER <Raya@englerusa.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33162

Phone Number: 305-949-6516

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) recently voted to allow trophy
 hunters to kill hundreds of Florida black bears annually, despite the fact that 75 percent of the people who contacted
 the agency oppose a hunt on this at-risk species. According to the Tampa Bay Times, the FWC Commission Chair
 Richard Corbett dismissed public opposition by saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They
 think we’re talking about teddy bears.”

Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won’t reduce problems with bears. Don’t let the FWC silence your
 voice.
I respectfully ask you to stop the bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on the issue in June.



From: RAYA. ENGLER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:32:17 PM

From: RAYA. ENGLER <Raya@englerusa.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33162

Phone Number: 305-949-6516

Message Body: The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) recently voted to allow trophy
 hunters to kill hundreds of Florida black bears annually, despite the fact that 75 percent of the people who contacted
 the agency oppose a hunt on this at-risk species. According to the Tampa Bay Times, the FWC Commission Chair
 Richard Corbett dismissed public opposition by saying, “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They
 think we’re talking about teddy bears.”

Research overwhelmingly shows that hunting won’t reduce problems with bears. Don’t let the FWC silence your
 voice.
I respectfully ask you to stop the bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on the issue in June.



From: Stephanie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:30:55 PM

From: Stephanie <stephstopka@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Stopka



From: Stephanie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:30:55 PM

From: Stephanie <stephstopka@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33613

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Stopka



From: Stacey Macchia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:30:45 PM

From: Stacey Macchia <ladybastbrighid@yahoo.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34952

Phone Number: (772) 579-6984

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Stacey Macchia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:30:45 PM

From: Stacey Macchia <ladybastbrighid@yahoo.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34952

Phone Number: (772) 579-6984

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia Dehler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:30:30 PM

From: Patricia Dehler <artsy@tampabay rr.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34221

Phone Number: 9418454577

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Patricia Dehler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:30:30 PM

From: Patricia Dehler <artsy@tampabay rr.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34221

Phone Number: 9418454577

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Maria Richardson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:30:11 PM

From: Maria Richardson <msr_enterprises_inc@msn.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33626

Phone Number: 813 814 9351

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Maria Richardson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:30:11 PM

From: Maria Richardson <msr_enterprises_inc@msn.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33626

Phone Number: 813 814 9351

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Colleen Meegan RN MSEd MSN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:29:55 PM

From: Colleen Meegan RN MSEd MSN <colleenmeegan69@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33426

Phone Number: 5612324211

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Colleen Meegan RN MSEd MSN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:29:55 PM

From: Colleen Meegan RN MSEd MSN <colleenmeegan69@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33426

Phone Number: 5612324211

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Anne Powers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP Open Season on Black Bears!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:29:19 PM

From: Anne Powers <powers.anne.m@gmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33173

Phone Number: 3059794050

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Anne Powers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP Open Season on Black Bears!
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:29:19 PM

From: Anne Powers <powers.anne.m@gmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33173

Phone Number: 3059794050

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mary Beth Davenport
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:29:14 PM

From: Mary Beth Davenport <mbdavenport@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number: 813-948-3201

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mary Beth Davenport
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:29:14 PM

From: Mary Beth Davenport <mbdavenport@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number: 813-948-3201

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Regina Alesso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:28:24 PM

From: Regina Alesso <reginaalesso@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33331

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, 
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thanks,
Regina Alesso



From: Regina Alesso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:28:24 PM

From: Regina Alesso <reginaalesso@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33331

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, 
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thanks,
Regina Alesso



From: Alexandra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy-Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:28:19 PM

From: Alexandra <18aneary@carrollton.org>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33140

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Alexandra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Trophy-Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:28:19 PM

From: Alexandra <18aneary@carrollton.org>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33140

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Teresa L Munroe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:28:09 PM

From: Teresa L Munroe <tmunroe@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32926

Phone Number: 321-636-6794

Message Body: Governor,

Please stop the bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on the issue in June.  These bears deserve protection, not to
 be hunted by cruel and simple-minded humans looking for a trophy and to quench their lust for killing.

Thank you.



From: Teresa L Munroe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:28:09 PM

From: Teresa L Munroe <tmunroe@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32926

Phone Number: 321-636-6794

Message Body: Governor,

Please stop the bear hunt before the FWC’s final hearing on the issue in June.  These bears deserve protection, not to
 be hunted by cruel and simple-minded humans looking for a trophy and to quench their lust for killing.

Thank you.



From: Maryann Harris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:28:06 PM

From: Maryann Harris <mharrisjune@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33073

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Maryann Harris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:28:06 PM

From: Maryann Harris <mharrisjune@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33073

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Katherine Zickert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:57 PM

From: Katherine Zickert <reneeva@gmail.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32967

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Katherine Zickert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:56 PM

From: Katherine Zickert <reneeva@gmail.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32967

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kathy Rodolico
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:51 PM

From: Kathy Rodolico <krodolico@hotmail.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32966

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please step up to help these animals. They are already at risk and that is the fault of humans. They
 did not ask for their habitat to be destroyed. it is not their fault that they are ending up having to live closer to
 populated areas. Insinuating that people trying to protect these magnificent animals who are a vital part of of the
 food chain and from there the ecosystem think that they are "teddy bears" is insulting. It is our responsibility to
 protect our planet and that responsibility extends to the other animals we share it with. After all, we are animals,
 too. If these bears could speak and were capable of asking for help, we'd be less likely to treat them badly.



From: Kathy Rodolico
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:51 PM

From: Kathy Rodolico <krodolico@hotmail.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32966

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please step up to help these animals. They are already at risk and that is the fault of humans. They
 did not ask for their habitat to be destroyed. it is not their fault that they are ending up having to live closer to
 populated areas. Insinuating that people trying to protect these magnificent animals who are a vital part of of the
 food chain and from there the ecosystem think that they are "teddy bears" is insulting. It is our responsibility to
 protect our planet and that responsibility extends to the other animals we share it with. After all, we are animals,
 too. If these bears could speak and were capable of asking for help, we'd be less likely to treat them badly.



From: Cindy Duvall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:50 PM

From: Cindy Duvall <cindyd@poloclub net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33496

Phone Number: 561-995-1187

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cindy Duvall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:49 PM

From: Cindy Duvall <cindyd@poloclub net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33496

Phone Number: 561-995-1187

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Minna Wimberley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC bear hunts
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:42 PM

From: Minna Wimberley <maewimberley@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33332

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Broward County, FL resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring
 widespread public opposition, responsible wildlife management and science. I am appealing to you to please be a
 champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by
 stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  Please act on behalf of both the bears as well as
 the majority of Florida taxpayers who oppose the proposal.
Thank you,
Minna



From: Minna Wimberley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC bear hunts
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:42 PM

From: Minna Wimberley <maewimberley@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33332

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Broward County, FL resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and
 Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring
 widespread public opposition, responsible wildlife management and science. I am appealing to you to please be a
 champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by
 stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.  Please act on behalf of both the bears as well as
 the majority of Florida taxpayers who oppose the proposal.
Thank you,
Minna



From: Arkady Vyatchanin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:15 PM

From: Arkady Vyatchanin <arkadyv84@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32607

Phone Number: +1 (650) 289-8641

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Arkady Vyatchanin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:15 PM

From: Arkady Vyatchanin <arkadyv84@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32607

Phone Number: +1 (650) 289-8641

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa D. Piecora
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO Black Bear Hunts, Please
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:15 PM

From: Lisa D. Piecora <lpiecora@msn.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32833

Phone Number: 407-314-5923

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.
I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Lisa D. Piecora
Orange county resident



From: Lisa D. Piecora
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO Black Bear Hunts, Please
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:27:15 PM

From: Lisa D. Piecora <lpiecora@msn.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32833

Phone Number: 407-314-5923

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition.
I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique
 subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Lisa D. Piecora
Orange county resident



From: Gina Marie Hubler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:26:16 PM

From: Gina Marie Hubler <ginamosaic@yahoo.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33149

Phone Number: 786-457-7999

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Gina Hubler



From: Gina Marie Hubler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:26:16 PM

From: Gina Marie Hubler <ginamosaic@yahoo.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33149

Phone Number: 786-457-7999

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Gina Hubler



From: Linda Salzgeber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: protection for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:26:05 PM

From: Linda Salzgeber <linsalz58@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Linda Salzgeber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: protection for black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:26:05 PM

From: Linda Salzgeber <linsalz58@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32809

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Elizabeth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:25:58 PM

From: Elizabeth <elizabethcano18@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Elizabeth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:25:58 PM

From: Elizabeth <elizabethcano18@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33174

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Weber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:25:18 PM

From: Lisa Weber <lisa@drml-law.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32825

Phone Number: 407-422-4310

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.  Thank you for your consideration.



From: Lisa Weber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:25:17 PM

From: Lisa Weber <lisa@drml-law.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32825

Phone Number: 407-422-4310

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission's proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC's final hearing on June 23.  Thank you for your consideration.



From: kris lacy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:58 PM

From: kris lacy <krism818@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33625-1614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please STOP the bear hunt.  If bears are a nuisance in certain areas, have them trapped and moved.



From: kris lacy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:58 PM

From: kris lacy <krism818@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33625-1614

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please STOP the bear hunt.  If bears are a nuisance in certain areas, have them trapped and moved.



From: Bonnie Stelzenmuller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:42 PM

From: Bonnie Stelzenmuller <xbonnie@msn.com>

County: Franklin

Zip Code: 32346

Phone Number: 850-349-2501

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Stelzenmuller



From: Bonnie Stelzenmuller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:42 PM

From: Bonnie Stelzenmuller <xbonnie@msn.com>

County: Franklin

Zip Code: 32346

Phone Number: 850-349-2501

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Stelzenmuller



From: Beverly Worley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:17 PM

From: Beverly  Worley <baworley24@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Governor,  stop the black bear hunt!



From: Beverly Worley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:17 PM

From: Beverly  Worley <baworley24@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Governor,  stop the black bear hunt!



From: Sibylle F Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:16 PM

From: Sibylle F Johnson <sf@avianweb.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32754

Phone Number: 321-225-8237

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: A Windle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Shameful Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:16 PM

From: A Windle <awindle@bellsouth net>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 7722201590

Message Body: I ask that you veto any bills that come to you allowing a bear hunting season.

thank you



From: Sibylle F Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:16 PM

From: Sibylle F Johnson <sf@avianweb.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32754

Phone Number: 321-225-8237

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: A Windle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Shameful Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:23:16 PM

From: A Windle <awindle@bellsouth net>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 7722201590

Message Body: I ask that you veto any bills that come to you allowing a bear hunting season.

thank you



From: Sibylle F Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Endangered Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:42 PM

From: Sibylle F Johnson <sf@avianweb.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32754

Phone Number: 321-225-8237

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sibylle F Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Endangered Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:42 PM

From: Sibylle F Johnson <sf@avianweb.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32754

Phone Number: 321-225-8237

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: carolyn Repeta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:29 PM

From: carolyn Repeta <calveg77@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34321

Phone Number: 941-879-4669

Message Body: STOP THE OCTOBER HUNT!



From: carolyn Repeta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:29 PM

From: carolyn Repeta <calveg77@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34321

Phone Number: 941-879-4669

Message Body: STOP THE OCTOBER HUNT!



From: Faith Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:19 PM

From: Faith Smith <smithfaithn@yahoo.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32784

Phone Number: 3526024077

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Alexander Cameron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:19 PM

From: Alexander Cameron <arcameron7@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number: 9419285071

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Faith Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:19 PM

From: Faith Smith <smithfaithn@yahoo.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32784

Phone Number: 3526024077

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Alexander Cameron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:19 PM

From: Alexander Cameron <arcameron7@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number: 9419285071

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jason Akrami
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Do Not Hunt Down Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:19 PM

From: Jason Akrami <jakrami@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jason Akrami
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Do Not Hunt Down Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:19 PM

From: Jason Akrami <jakrami@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Russ Alba
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:18 PM

From: Russ Alba <rtalba@blackswanlegal.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number: 8132240900

Message Body: PAy attention to the will of the people of the State of Florida.  Stop the bear hunt. 

Stop the bear hunt.

Stop the bear hunt.



From: Russ Alba
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:18 PM

From: Russ Alba <rtalba@blackswanlegal.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number: 8132240900

Message Body: PAy attention to the will of the people of the State of Florida.  Stop the bear hunt. 

Stop the bear hunt.

Stop the bear hunt.



From: Douglas Fish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:18 PM

From: Douglas Fish <knightfish1@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34653

Phone Number: 727-569-7256

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Douglas Fish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:22:18 PM

From: Douglas Fish <knightfish1@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34653

Phone Number: 727-569-7256

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tiffany DeSilva
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:58 PM

From: Tiffany DeSilva <tdesilva@bellsouth.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33461

Phone Number: 561-596-5206

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tiffany DeSilva
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Florida Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:58 PM

From: Tiffany DeSilva <tdesilva@bellsouth.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33461

Phone Number: 561-596-5206

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: James Cecil
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:33 PM

From: James Cecil <jaysee74@mac.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33408

Phone Number: 5613523317

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: James Cecil
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:33 PM

From: James Cecil <jaysee74@mac.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33408

Phone Number: 5613523317

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Andrea Urrego
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:32 PM

From: Andrea Urrego <andreaurrego@live.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cheryl Z.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:32 PM

From: Cheryl Z. <bunniepucker@gmail.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34289

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cheryl Z.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:32 PM

From: Cheryl Z. <bunniepucker@gmail.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34289

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Andrea Urrego
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:32 PM

From: Andrea Urrego <andreaurrego@live.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 34743

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Hussein Mourtada
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:23 PM

From: Hussein Mourtada <hmouretada@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33544

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Yours Sincerely,
Hussein.



From: Hussein Mourtada
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:23 PM

From: Hussein Mourtada <hmouretada@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33544

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Yours Sincerely,
Hussein.



From: Sarah Swanson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt - opposition
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:23 PM

From: Sarah Swanson <sms04n@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32712

Phone Number: 3212400825

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Sarah Swanson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed bear hunt - opposition
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:20:23 PM

From: Sarah Swanson <sms04n@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32712

Phone Number: 3212400825

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Janet Sherfey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Real, not teddy, bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:19:45 PM

From: Janet Sherfey <carefreebeauty@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34677

Phone Number: 813-956-6768

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Janet Sherfey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Real, not teddy, bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:19:45 PM

From: Janet Sherfey <carefreebeauty@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34677

Phone Number: 813-956-6768

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Terri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:19:19 PM

From: Terri <terri hussey@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Terri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Hunting Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:19:19 PM

From: Terri <terri hussey@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32801

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jon Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:18:33 PM

From: Jon Hall <Mark7Tenor@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34289

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Jon Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:18:33 PM

From: Jon Hall <Mark7Tenor@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34289

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nasha Pisano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animals
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:18:11 PM

From: Nasha Pisano <nashap@hotmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33140

Phone Number: 3057786675

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nasha Pisano
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Animals
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:18:11 PM

From: Nasha Pisano <nashap@hotmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33140

Phone Number: 3057786675

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kristin Sampson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:18:10 PM

From: Kristin Sampson <zoeonwheels@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kristin Sampson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:18:10 PM

From: Kristin Sampson <zoeonwheels@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34105

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Angie Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:18:00 PM

From: Angie Hall <holistichelper@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34289

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Angie Hall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:18:00 PM

From: Angie Hall <holistichelper@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34289

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Debbie Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:57 PM

From: Debbie Morris <demor12@att net>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32960

Phone Number:

Message Body: Kill for food only.  Hunting as a sport is cruel.



From: Debbie Morris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:56 PM

From: Debbie Morris <demor12@att net>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32960

Phone Number:

Message Body: Kill for food only.  Hunting as a sport is cruel.



From: Susan Volk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:53 PM

From: Susan Volk <susan.volk@gmail.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32958

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Susan Volk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection of black bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:53 PM

From: Susan Volk <susan.volk@gmail.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32958

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mike Dabrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:44 PM

From: Mike Dabrowski <MDABROWSKI@DCSBIZ.COM>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33409

Phone Number: 561 358 8723

Message Body: Please put an end to this silly idea, killing off animals at record pace.



From: Mike Dabrowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: stop bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:43 PM

From: Mike Dabrowski <MDABROWSKI@DCSBIZ.COM>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33409

Phone Number: 561 358 8723

Message Body: Please put an end to this silly idea, killing off animals at record pace.



From: Michael Mills
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:31 PM

From: Michael Mills <mmillz81@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33442

Phone Number: 954304440

Message Body: ov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michael Mills
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save the Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:31 PM

From: Michael Mills <mmillz81@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33442

Phone Number: 954304440

Message Body: ov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: JOHN DAL NEGRO,JR
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:22 PM

From: JOHN DAL NEGRO,JR <homer1949@hotmail.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34476

Phone Number: 352 5474205

Message Body: NO HUNTING PLEASE



From: JOHN DAL NEGRO,JR
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:22 PM

From: JOHN DAL NEGRO,JR <homer1949@hotmail.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34476

Phone Number: 352 5474205

Message Body: NO HUNTING PLEASE



From: SUSAN Y DABBS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:14 PM

From: SUSAN Y DABBS <susandabbs@live.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33444

Phone Number: 5613306651

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23...PLEASE LISTEN!!!



From: SUSAN Y DABBS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:14 PM

From: SUSAN Y DABBS <susandabbs@live.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33444

Phone Number: 5613306651

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23...PLEASE LISTEN!!!



From: violet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:13 PM

From: violet <violet@awesomecars.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: violet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:13 PM

From: violet <violet@awesomecars.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Mazzola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:13 PM

From: Lisa Mazzola <lmazzola@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Human overpopulation is the problem, not the bear population.  Innocent animals should not have to pay the price
 for human ignorance and their invasive, self-serving behavior.
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Mazzola
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:17:13 PM

From: Lisa Mazzola <lmazzola@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33612

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Human overpopulation is the problem, not the bear population.  Innocent animals should not have to pay the price
 for human ignorance and their invasive, self-serving behavior.
As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Susan hunt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:15:58 PM

From: Susan hunt <sleighhunt@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the black bear hunt



From: Susan hunt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:15:58 PM

From: Susan hunt <sleighhunt@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please stop the black bear hunt



From: J Gonzalez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:15:49 PM

From: J Gonzalez <jeanette.gonzalez@browardschools.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315

Phone Number: 7543217600

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: J Gonzalez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:15:49 PM

From: J Gonzalez <jeanette.gonzalez@browardschools.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315

Phone Number: 7543217600

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Mary Rey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO BEAR HUNT TRY SNAKES IN EVERGLADES
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:15:42 PM

From: Mary Rey <marymrey@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33009

Phone Number:

Message Body: This the last type of hunt, they belong to the taxpayer not YOU.  IF YOU WANT TO DO A HUNT
 HOW THE SNAKES AND WILD HOGS THAT ARE A DANGER TO EVERYONE???



From: Mary Rey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NO BEAR HUNT TRY SNAKES IN EVERGLADES
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:15:41 PM

From: Mary Rey <marymrey@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33009

Phone Number:

Message Body: This the last type of hunt, they belong to the taxpayer not YOU.  IF YOU WANT TO DO A HUNT
 HOW THE SNAKES AND WILD HOGS THAT ARE A DANGER TO EVERYONE???



From: Maria Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:14:42 PM

From: Maria Henderson <Ladyhawk1243@aol.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32668-5312

Phone Number: 352-489-7532

Message Body: PLEASE NO HUNTING OF BLACK BEARS DUE TO THE CARELESSNESS OF A FEW
 INDIVIDUALS.



From: Maria Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:14:42 PM

From: Maria Henderson <Ladyhawk1243@aol.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 32668-5312

Phone Number: 352-489-7532

Message Body: PLEASE NO HUNTING OF BLACK BEARS DUE TO THE CARELESSNESS OF A FEW
 INDIVIDUALS.



From: Anais
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:14:29 PM

From: Anais <amaristany21@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33458

Phone Number: 3054580828

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Anais
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:14:29 PM

From: Anais <amaristany21@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33458

Phone Number: 3054580828

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mary Sweat
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:13:57 PM

From: Mary Sweat <sweatm@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32258

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Mary Sweat
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:13:57 PM

From: Mary Sweat <sweatm@bellsouth.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32258

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carolyn Kiss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BAN THE HUNTING OF FLORIDA BLACK BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:13:04 PM

From: Carolyn Kiss <ckiss@exhibitservices.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33629

Phone Number: 8139020777

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carolyn Kiss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BAN THE HUNTING OF FLORIDA BLACK BEARS
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:13:04 PM

From: Carolyn Kiss <ckiss@exhibitservices.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33629

Phone Number: 8139020777

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nigel Chichester
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please keep protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:12:57 PM

From: Nigel Chichester <denise@veganmeat.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32641

Phone Number: 352-538-6116

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nigel Chichester
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please keep protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:12:57 PM

From: Nigel Chichester <denise@veganmeat.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32641

Phone Number: 352-538-6116

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: barb morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:12:16 PM

From: barb morrison <sxylad7@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33774

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: barb morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:12:16 PM

From: barb morrison <sxylad7@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33774

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: maria a pflug
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:12:15 PM

From: maria a pflug <macrigs24@aol.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32726

Phone Number: 3524553603

Message Body: Governor Scott

Please stop the FWC bear hunt in Florida.  This is an unnecessary hunt and killing bears is not the answer to the bear
 problem.  Perhaps, a more humane way to handle this problem is to  go to the HSUS for an answer.  The issue of
 birth control for bears is a better answer.



From: maria a pflug
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:12:15 PM

From: maria a pflug <macrigs24@aol.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32726

Phone Number: 3524553603

Message Body: Governor Scott

Please stop the FWC bear hunt in Florida.  This is an unnecessary hunt and killing bears is not the answer to the bear
 problem.  Perhaps, a more humane way to handle this problem is to  go to the HSUS for an answer.  The issue of
 birth control for bears is a better answer.



From: jennifer hepker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:11:10 PM

From: jennifer hepker <jennifer hepker@ocps net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32703

Phone Number: 407-310-0301

Message Body: Please STOP the black bear hunt.
There must be a better way!



From: jennifer hepker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: black bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:11:10 PM

From: jennifer hepker <jennifer hepker@ocps net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32703

Phone Number: 407-310-0301

Message Body: Please STOP the black bear hunt.
There must be a better way!



From: Marilyn Rios
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:10:37 PM

From: Marilyn Rios <marilyn_rios@yahoo.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Marilyn Rios
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:10:37 PM

From: Marilyn Rios <marilyn_rios@yahoo.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kathleen Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:10:32 PM

From: Kathleen Martin <raykathy2431@tampabay rr.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33573

Phone Number: 813-633-3006

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Kathleen Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:10:32 PM

From: Kathleen Martin <raykathy2431@tampabay rr.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33573

Phone Number: 813-633-3006

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Alan Michels
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt.
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:09:15 PM

From: Alan Michels <ammichels@fsu.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 8504433101

Message Body: “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They think we’re talking about teddy bears.”
 Richard Corbett
Oh really?
Other states as Alaska and Colorado handle the situation through education and keeping the garbage cans locked
 shut instead of hunting the scavengers for trophies.
Please do what the public tells you to do.



From: Alan Michels
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black bear hunt.
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:09:15 PM

From: Alan Michels <ammichels@fsu.edu>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 8504433101

Message Body: “Those people don’t know what they’re talking about. They think we’re talking about teddy bears.”
 Richard Corbett
Oh really?
Other states as Alaska and Colorado handle the situation through education and keeping the garbage cans locked
 shut instead of hunting the scavengers for trophies.
Please do what the public tells you to do.



From: Cristy Fish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:09:13 PM

From: Cristy Fish <crifis@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34685

Phone Number: 9417275550

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cristy Fish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop The Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:09:13 PM

From: Cristy Fish <crifis@msn.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34685

Phone Number: 9417275550

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: robert wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:08:48 PM

From: robert wolf <dumballa@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33069

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: robert wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:08:48 PM

From: robert wolf <dumballa@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33069

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy Stamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:08:34 PM

From: Nancy Stamm <nancystamm@edc-inc.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34945

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Nancy Stamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:08:34 PM

From: Nancy Stamm <nancystamm@edc-inc.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34945

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Efrain Hernandez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:08:04 PM

From: Efrain Hernandez <efrainh62@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33177

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Efrain Hernandez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protect the Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:08:03 PM

From: Efrain Hernandez <efrainh62@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33177

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Quida Jacobs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear trophy hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:07:27 PM

From: Quida Jacobs <qlj888@yahoo.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33141

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Quida Jacobs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear trophy hunting
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:07:27 PM

From: Quida Jacobs <qlj888@yahoo.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33141

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Donald Holt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:07:25 PM

From: Donald Holt <dholt51@mac.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32751

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Donald Holt



From: Donald Holt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:07:25 PM

From: Donald Holt <dholt51@mac.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32751

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Donald Holt



From: Dr. Debra King-Ferro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:07:19 PM

From: Dr. Debra King-Ferro <bichonsfive@gmail.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 33896

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dr. Debra King-Ferro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:07:19 PM

From: Dr. Debra King-Ferro <bichonsfive@gmail.com>

County: Osceola

Zip Code: 33896

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Cynthia Jacobson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:07:16 PM

From: Cynthia Jacobson <cindy_jacobson@ncci.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33312

Phone Number: 9543277986

Message Body: Why would you allow a black bear hunt? Don't you think teaching people to live with wildlife
 would be a better idea. I don't think trophy hunting animals are in the best interest of anyone.



From: Cynthia Jacobson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:07:16 PM

From: Cynthia Jacobson <cindy_jacobson@ncci.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33312

Phone Number: 9543277986

Message Body: Why would you allow a black bear hunt? Don't you think teaching people to live with wildlife
 would be a better idea. I don't think trophy hunting animals are in the best interest of anyone.



From: ilene furgang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:06:27 PM

From: ilene furgang <sandi99@gate.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33071

Phone Number: 954-344-2537

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Sincerely, Ilene & Steve Furgang



From: ilene furgang
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose Black Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:06:27 PM

From: ilene furgang <sandi99@gate.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33071

Phone Number: 954-344-2537

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Sincerely, Ilene & Steve Furgang



From: Stephanie DeThomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:06:21 PM

From: Stephanie DeThomas <niko7@bellsouth net>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number: 305-933-8609

Message Body: Please stop this scheduled bear hunt! Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission
 members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing
 to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of
 black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Stephanie DeThomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:06:21 PM

From: Stephanie DeThomas <niko7@bellsouth net>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33160

Phone Number: 305-933-8609

Message Body: Please stop this scheduled bear hunt! Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop
 the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission
 members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing
 to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of
 black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Betsy McClain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:06:19 PM

From: Betsy McClain <betsy mcclain@thehartford.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Also I am tired of decsions being made by those few who weild the power.  I have lived among bears for 20 years so
 my voice aobut this will not be dismissed by some arrogant person like Richard Borbett.  Frankly I think that the
 Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission should be done away with.



From: Betsy McClain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:06:19 PM

From: Betsy McClain <betsy mcclain@thehartford.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Also I am tired of decsions being made by those few who weild the power.  I have lived among bears for 20 years so
 my voice aobut this will not be dismissed by some arrogant person like Richard Borbett.  Frankly I think that the
 Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission should be done away with.



From: Debbi Yamokoski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:05:52 PM

From: Debbi Yamokoski <Debflorkow@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34638

Phone Number: 7272245287

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23

Debbi Yamokoski



From: Debbi Yamokoski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Wildlife Protection
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:05:51 PM

From: Debbi Yamokoski <Debflorkow@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34638

Phone Number: 7272245287

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23

Debbi Yamokoski



From: Lisa Gibson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear hunting proposal
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:05:27 PM

From: Lisa Gibson <lexihorse2@yahoo.com>

County: Clay

Zip Code: 32068

Phone Number: 904-349-5098

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Gibson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear hunting proposal
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:05:27 PM

From: Lisa Gibson <lexihorse2@yahoo.com>

County: Clay

Zip Code: 32068

Phone Number: 904-349-5098

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Dijana Lesh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:05:06 PM

From: Dijana Lesh <dlesh@cctc.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33486

Phone Number: 561-368-5240

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Thank you for your attention..Dijana



From: Dijana Lesh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:05:06 PM

From: Dijana Lesh <dlesh@cctc.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33486

Phone Number: 561-368-5240

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23. Thank you for your attention..Dijana



From: Julie Sutton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:04:19 PM

From: Julie Sutton <sutton.julie@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32301

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Julie Sutton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:04:19 PM

From: Julie Sutton <sutton.julie@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32301

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Andrew DAVIS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:04:18 PM

From: Andrew DAVIS <davisamr@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33015

Phone Number: 3058292679

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Andrew DAVIS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:04:18 PM

From: Andrew DAVIS <davisamr@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33015

Phone Number: 3058292679

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tina
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:04:16 PM

From: Tina <tinasgotmail@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number: 957-557-8731

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Tina
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:04:15 PM

From: Tina <tinasgotmail@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33323

Phone Number: 957-557-8731

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:02:37 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones [mailto:consulraaj@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:59 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears

From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones <consulraaj@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34293

Phone Number:

Message Body: May 14, 2015

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:02:37 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones [mailto:consulraaj@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:59 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears

From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones <consulraaj@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34293

Phone Number:

Message Body: May 14, 2015

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Peterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Open Season on Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:02:22 PM

From: Lisa Peterson <lisaraepeterson@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33322

Phone Number: 754-223-7964

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. Their comments regarding people like me that
 oppose this hunt are insulting.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Lisa Peterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Open Season on Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:02:22 PM

From: Lisa Peterson <lisaraepeterson@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33322

Phone Number: 754-223-7964

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. Their comments regarding people like me that
 oppose this hunt are insulting.  I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Michelle Sebree
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:01:33 PM

From: Michelle Sebree <masebree@lfiplaw.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33183

Phone Number: 3055982255

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

As a native Floridian, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you, Michelle Sebree



From: Michelle Sebree
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 12:01:33 PM

From: Michelle Sebree <masebree@lfiplaw.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33183

Phone Number: 3055982255

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

As a native Floridian, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s
 proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife management
 and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the majority of
 Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal before the
 FWC’s final hearing on June 23.
Thank you, Michelle Sebree



From: Dianna Norwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:59:58 AM

From: Dianna Norwood <diannafsu@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-576-2923

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Dianna Norwood



From: Dianna Norwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Protection for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:59:58 AM

From: Dianna Norwood <diannafsu@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 850-576-2923

Message Body: As a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

Thank you,
Dianna Norwood



From: S Logan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing of Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:59:29 AM

From: S Logan <scott.logan@aon.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

This is the FLORIDA black bear not just some bear. Once they are gone from over killing, they are gone forever.



From: S Logan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Killing of Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:59:29 AM

From: S Logan <scott.logan@aon.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife
 Conservation Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science,
 responsible wildlife management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion
 for bears and the majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping
 the proposal before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.

This is the FLORIDA black bear not just some bear. Once they are gone from over killing, they are gone forever.



From: Sandra Wallgren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:59:28 AM

From: Sandra Wallgren <ilinois21@hotmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34205

Phone Number: 9419627550

Message Body: e:

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Sandra Wallgren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:59:28 AM

From: Sandra Wallgren <ilinois21@hotmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34205

Phone Number: 9419627550

Message Body: e:

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23



From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:58:47 AM

From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones <consulraaj@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34293

Phone Number:

Message Body: May 14, 2015

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help Keep Protections for Black Bears
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 11:58:47 AM

From: Carmen Elisa Bonilla-Jones <consulraaj@aol.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34293

Phone Number:

Message Body: May 14, 2015

Gov. Scott, as a Florida resident, I strongly urge you to stop the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission’s proposed bear hunt. Your appointed Commission members are ignoring science, responsible wildlife
 management and widespread public opposition. I am appealing to you to please be a champion for bears and the
 majority of Floridians who want to see this unique subspecies of black bear protected by stopping the proposal
 before the FWC’s final hearing on June 23.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:22:42 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: janet [mailto:jarice222@comcast net]
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 4:58 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt

From: janet <jarice222@comcast.net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number: 941-685-0754

Message Body: I implore you to reverse your decision on bear hunting in Florida. Its not too late. I have always
 supported you in the past  but if you continue on this path no longer will I support you or any of my friends or
 family.

You have ignored the majority of your constituents for a minority. To kill animals for sport is abhorrent!! Cruel,
 vicious and sick. These beautiful creatures feel joy, pain, have their own family structures too.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: bear hunt
Date: Thursday, May 14, 2015 8:22:42 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: janet [mailto:jarice222@comcast net]
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 4:58 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt

From: janet <jarice222@comcast.net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number: 941-685-0754

Message Body: I implore you to reverse your decision on bear hunting in Florida. Its not too late. I have always
 supported you in the past  but if you continue on this path no longer will I support you or any of my friends or
 family.

You have ignored the majority of your constituents for a minority. To kill animals for sport is abhorrent!! Cruel,
 vicious and sick. These beautiful creatures feel joy, pain, have their own family structures too.



From: Jamie Pipher
To: Scott Open Government
Subject: [Spam:****** SpamScore] Florida Bear"s .... Do Not allow a hunting season
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 6:10:01 PM

I am distressed that Florida is planning to  legalize bear hunting . The  spokespeople for FWC  admit that hunting
 bears will not reduce the incidents in Florida suburbs. With only 3,000 bears left in the State, now is not the time to
 give license to hunters . I am not opposed  to hunting in general... ...but it appears to this 70 yr old pea brain, that
 you have other choices before voting to have a bear hunting season.

My son lives where there are bears... Did he go shoot the bears that came to his front door step... No.. he has a
 brain... he took down his bird feeders... Good Lord, please support common sense instead of more knee jerk
 reactions.

I am asking my state  legislators and Gov. Scott to take action to protect the bears and at this time, do NOT proceed
 with the bear hunt.  Instead of opening a hunting season, Florida should focus on  common-sense mitigation like
 better trash cans. I urge you not to allow Florida's amazing black bears to be hunted and killed.

Thank you!

Jamie Pipher

FL 34266



From: janet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 4:58:11 PM

From: janet <jarice222@comcast.net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number: 941-685-0754

Message Body: I implore you to reverse your decision on bear hunting in Florida. Its not too late. I have always
 supported you in the past  but if you continue on this path no longer will I support you or any of my friends or
 family.

You have ignored the majority of your constituents for a minority. To kill animals for sport is abhorrent!! Cruel,
 vicious and sick. These beautiful creatures feel joy, pain, have their own family structures too.



From: janet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 4:58:11 PM

From: janet <jarice222@comcast.net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34242

Phone Number: 941-685-0754

Message Body: I implore you to reverse your decision on bear hunting in Florida. Its not too late. I have always
 supported you in the past  but if you continue on this path no longer will I support you or any of my friends or
 family.

You have ignored the majority of your constituents for a minority. To kill animals for sport is abhorrent!! Cruel,
 vicious and sick. These beautiful creatures feel joy, pain, have their own family structures too.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Black Bear Hunt-NO!
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 1:42:44 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Mende Naylor [mailto:mendedorie@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 1:41 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt-NO!

From: Mende Naylor <mendedorie@yahoo.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32566

Phone Number: 850-936-7006

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,  I'm writing to ask your help to protect our black bears from a very irresponsible
 decision by the FWC.  It was merely 3 yrs ago that our bears were removed from the protected species list.  Going
 by the numbers they've provided, there are now 3000 black bears in the entire state of Florida.  This number does
 NOT suggest we have an overpopulation of bears.  Unfortunately they have made their way into neighborhoods
 looking for an easy food source, and careless residents are making this possible.  They are however, not aggressive
 animals.  There are a very few number of bear attacks, but people cannot blame bears for people's own
 inappropriate behaviors that made these attacks possible.  The FWC even says that they do not expect the
 interactions between bears and humans to be reduced by allowing this hunt.  This comes down to allowing a trophy
 hunt.  I can say without a doubt that a large majority of Florida residents are against this.  Most peop!
 le I know haven't even heard of this vote and possibility and have not had the opportunity for their disapproval to be
 heard.  I'm sure you have heard the words Chairman Corbett has said in reference to the large number of people that
 do know about this and have spoken against this.  He said that they "don't know what they're talking about," "Most
 of these people have never been in the woods," and "this is just an emotional response", to quote just a few.  I find
 these words to be careless, unprofessional, and arrogant.  I myself live across the fence from the woods and I've
 lived with black bears without incident for the last 13 yrs of my life. I do indeed know what I'm talking about.  Last
 I checked we lived in a nation based on democracy where the opinions of its citizens were valued and counted.  Mr.
 Corbett is basically ignoring what the citizens of Florida are saying and treating his position as one with absolute
 power.  The citizens of Florida overwhelmingly voted to!
  approve conservation efforts last Fall.  Beginning a trophy h!
 unt for black bears would undermine conservation efforts our citizens have said they want and support.  If they have
 it their way, FWC will allow nearly 10% of our bear population to be killed the first year alone.  How does this
 seem responsible?  They are not doing it to solve any problems.  Killing them is not a solution to any "problems". 
 If allowed this will inevitably put these bears back of the protected species list in a few short years. We cannot
 allow a minority of trophy hunters to determine the fate of these animals or allow something the majority of us are
 completely against.  We need to learn from past mistakes, educate people on how to responsibly live with bears,
 even though it is really only going to be allowed for the enjoyment of those who like to kill animals for fun.  As one
 of your supporters, I am counting on you to speak on behalf of myself and those like me.  Please tell FWC and big
 NO on this trophy hunt! 
Thank you for your time,
Mende Naylor



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Black Bear Hunt-NO!
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 1:42:44 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Mende Naylor [mailto:mendedorie@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 1:41 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt-NO!

From: Mende Naylor <mendedorie@yahoo.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32566

Phone Number: 850-936-7006

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,  I'm writing to ask your help to protect our black bears from a very irresponsible
 decision by the FWC.  It was merely 3 yrs ago that our bears were removed from the protected species list.  Going
 by the numbers they've provided, there are now 3000 black bears in the entire state of Florida.  This number does
 NOT suggest we have an overpopulation of bears.  Unfortunately they have made their way into neighborhoods
 looking for an easy food source, and careless residents are making this possible.  They are however, not aggressive
 animals.  There are a very few number of bear attacks, but people cannot blame bears for people's own
 inappropriate behaviors that made these attacks possible.  The FWC even says that they do not expect the
 interactions between bears and humans to be reduced by allowing this hunt.  This comes down to allowing a trophy
 hunt.  I can say without a doubt that a large majority of Florida residents are against this.  Most peop!
 le I know haven't even heard of this vote and possibility and have not had the opportunity for their disapproval to be
 heard.  I'm sure you have heard the words Chairman Corbett has said in reference to the large number of people that
 do know about this and have spoken against this.  He said that they "don't know what they're talking about," "Most
 of these people have never been in the woods," and "this is just an emotional response", to quote just a few.  I find
 these words to be careless, unprofessional, and arrogant.  I myself live across the fence from the woods and I've
 lived with black bears without incident for the last 13 yrs of my life. I do indeed know what I'm talking about.  Last
 I checked we lived in a nation based on democracy where the opinions of its citizens were valued and counted.  Mr.
 Corbett is basically ignoring what the citizens of Florida are saying and treating his position as one with absolute
 power.  The citizens of Florida overwhelmingly voted to!
  approve conservation efforts last Fall.  Beginning a trophy h!
 unt for black bears would undermine conservation efforts our citizens have said they want and support.  If they have
 it their way, FWC will allow nearly 10% of our bear population to be killed the first year alone.  How does this
 seem responsible?  They are not doing it to solve any problems.  Killing them is not a solution to any "problems". 
 If allowed this will inevitably put these bears back of the protected species list in a few short years. We cannot
 allow a minority of trophy hunters to determine the fate of these animals or allow something the majority of us are
 completely against.  We need to learn from past mistakes, educate people on how to responsibly live with bears,
 even though it is really only going to be allowed for the enjoyment of those who like to kill animals for fun.  As one
 of your supporters, I am counting on you to speak on behalf of myself and those like me.  Please tell FWC and big
 NO on this trophy hunt! 
Thank you for your time,
Mende Naylor



From: Mende Naylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt-NO!
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 1:41:29 PM

From: Mende Naylor <mendedorie@yahoo.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32566

Phone Number: 850-936-7006

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,  I'm writing to ask your help to protect our black bears from a very irresponsible
 decision by the FWC.  It was merely 3 yrs ago that our bears were removed from the protected species list.  Going
 by the numbers they've provided, there are now 3000 black bears in the entire state of Florida.  This number does
 NOT suggest we have an overpopulation of bears.  Unfortunately they have made their way into neighborhoods
 looking for an easy food source, and careless residents are making this possible.  They are however, not aggressive
 animals.  There are a very few number of bear attacks, but people cannot blame bears for people's own
 inappropriate behaviors that made these attacks possible.  The FWC even says that they do not expect the
 interactions between bears and humans to be reduced by allowing this hunt.  This comes down to allowing a trophy
 hunt.  I can say without a doubt that a large majority of Florida residents are against this.  Most peop!
 le I know haven't even heard of this vote and possibility and have not had the opportunity for their disapproval to be
 heard.  I'm sure you have heard the words Chairman Corbett has said in reference to the large number of people that
 do know about this and have spoken against this.  He said that they "don't know what they're talking about," "Most
 of these people have never been in the woods," and "this is just an emotional response", to quote just a few.  I find
 these words to be careless, unprofessional, and arrogant.  I myself live across the fence from the woods and I've
 lived with black bears without incident for the last 13 yrs of my life. I do indeed know what I'm talking about.  Last
 I checked we lived in a nation based on democracy where the opinions of its citizens were valued and counted.  Mr.
 Corbett is basically ignoring what the citizens of Florida are saying and treating his position as one with absolute
 power.  The citizens of Florida overwhelmingly voted to!
  approve conservation efforts last Fall.  Beginning a trophy h!
 unt for black bears would undermine conservation efforts our citizens have said they want and support.  If they have
 it their way, FWC will allow nearly 10% of our bear population to be killed the first year alone.  How does this
 seem responsible?  They are not doing it to solve any problems.  Killing them is not a solution to any "problems". 
 If allowed this will inevitably put these bears back of the protected species list in a few short years. We cannot
 allow a minority of trophy hunters to determine the fate of these animals or allow something the majority of us are
 completely against.  We need to learn from past mistakes, educate people on how to responsibly live with bears,
 even though it is really only going to be allowed for the enjoyment of those who like to kill animals for fun.  As one
 of your supporters, I am counting on you to speak on behalf of myself and those like me.  Please tell FWC and big
 NO on this trophy hunt! 
Thank you for your time,
Mende Naylor



From: Mende Naylor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Black Bear Hunt-NO!
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 1:41:29 PM

From: Mende Naylor <mendedorie@yahoo.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32566

Phone Number: 850-936-7006

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,  I'm writing to ask your help to protect our black bears from a very irresponsible
 decision by the FWC.  It was merely 3 yrs ago that our bears were removed from the protected species list.  Going
 by the numbers they've provided, there are now 3000 black bears in the entire state of Florida.  This number does
 NOT suggest we have an overpopulation of bears.  Unfortunately they have made their way into neighborhoods
 looking for an easy food source, and careless residents are making this possible.  They are however, not aggressive
 animals.  There are a very few number of bear attacks, but people cannot blame bears for people's own
 inappropriate behaviors that made these attacks possible.  The FWC even says that they do not expect the
 interactions between bears and humans to be reduced by allowing this hunt.  This comes down to allowing a trophy
 hunt.  I can say without a doubt that a large majority of Florida residents are against this.  Most peop!
 le I know haven't even heard of this vote and possibility and have not had the opportunity for their disapproval to be
 heard.  I'm sure you have heard the words Chairman Corbett has said in reference to the large number of people that
 do know about this and have spoken against this.  He said that they "don't know what they're talking about," "Most
 of these people have never been in the woods," and "this is just an emotional response", to quote just a few.  I find
 these words to be careless, unprofessional, and arrogant.  I myself live across the fence from the woods and I've
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 of your supporters, I am counting on you to speak on behalf of myself and those like me.  Please tell FWC and big
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Thank you for your time,
Mende Naylor



From: Elaina Hogan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Acknowledging the receipt of your email
Date: Tuesday, May 12, 2015 1:49:12 AM

Stop the Florida bear hunt!!!

On Sunday, May 10, 2015, Governor Rick Scott <Rick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com> wrote:

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.

Due to the volume of emails sent to the Governor, there may be a delay in responding to
 your email. You may wish to view the Governor's web site which provides information on
 current issues and answers to frequently asked questions. http://www.flgov.com/helpful-
information/

Under Florida law, all correspondence sent to the Governor’s Office, which is not exempt or
 confidential pursuant to Chapter 119 of the Florida Statutes, is a public record. All public
 record electronic mail sent to Governor Scott will be posted to Project Sunburst at
 http://www.flgov.com/sunburst, and will be accessible to the public. If you do not want the
 public record contents of your e-mail or your e-mail address to be published on this website
 or to be provided to the public in response to a public records request, please do not send
 electronic mail to this entity. Please be aware that personal information sent in your
 correspondence, such as home addresses and telephone numbers, may be posted to the
 Sunburst public records website.

Sign up to receive Governor Scott’s e-mail updates at www.FLGov.com/newsletter. Follow
 the Governor on Twitter at @ItsWorkingFL

Thank you again for taking the time to contact Governor Scott.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Florida Black Bear situation
Date: Thursday, May 07, 2015 8:53:02 AM
Attachments: Black bear hunt needs to be based on facts.pdf

From: MARK TRAUGOTT [mailto:mark.traugott@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 06, 2015 3:44 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear situation
Dear Governor Scott
As a concerned citizen and lover of nature, including black bears, and a long time
 resident of Central Florida and visitor of the Wekiva State Park for the past 28 years,
 I hope you will understand my opposition for how the black bears in area have been
 treated. I am opposed to killing bears that get into trash cans, and I am definitely
 opposed to the proposed bear statewide hunt.
Please read the attached article by Kate MacFall, Florida director for the National
 Humane Society, that summarizes the black bear situation very well, and has real
 solutions which I would propose to be far superior than the current programs.
thank you for your time and consideration.
Mark Traugott
603 Village Lane
Winter Park, FL..32792
407.342.6586



Black bear hunt needs to be based on facts
Kate MacFall 4:37 p.m. EDT April 5, 2015

Kate MacFall, Florida state director for The Humane Society of the United States(Photo: Special
to The News-Press)
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Public policy should be based on facts. Unfortunately, that’s not what’s happening with a Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission proposal to open a hunting season on our state’s
black bears. The impetus is five human-bear conflicts in North and Central Florida that involved
female bears with nearby cubs.

However, hard science shows that hunting bears deep in the woods doesn’t solve conflicts with
bears in neighborhoods. In the past 26 years, eight separate scientific studies probed the question
and not one found evidence that hunting results in fewer human-bear conflicts, unless hunters
wipe out so many bears that the animals are once again eligible for protection on the endangered
species list.

Florida’s black bears were removed from the threatened and endangered species list in 2012.
And it turns out that the Wildlife Conservation Commission does not even have a current count
of how many bears are in Florida. The last statewide count was completed 13 years ago, in 2002,
and it estimated 2,000-3,000 bears; about one bear for every 8,000 people.



Even though we don’t know just how many bears are in the Florida, we do know, with certainty,
what the common factor was in each of the attacks: unsecured trash drew bears into
neighborhoods for an easy meal. After one attack, authorities charged three people in the
neighborhood for illegally feeding bears – one man was even caught on film. The other incidents
happened near open dumpsters and trash bins where bears and cubs were eating, and then got
surprised by the women, four of whom were walking with pet dogs.

We need to focus our efforts on the problem at hand – keeping bears away from human food and
not on opening our state’s first bear hunt in 20 years. Common-sense measures like using bear-
proof trash bins and securing garbage until morning pickup have helped solve the problem in
communities all over the U.S. There are also proven techniques that law enforcement uses to
systematically teach bears who have become too accustomed to human neighborhoods to get
bears to move back into the wild, including loud noises, paint guns and rubber pellets.

Opening a bear hunt is not popular among Floridians. In January, a statewide poll found that 61
percent of Florida voters say they oppose a bear hunt, 84 percent favor providing bear-proof
trash cans and educating residents and 87 percent agree that neighborhoods located near bear
habitat have a responsibility to avoid attracting the animals by securing food and garbage.

Opening a hunt is the wrong approach, scientifically baseless and a majority of voters want
humane, effective solutions that teach bears to stop associating humans with food. That’s where
the Wildlife Conservation Commission should put its focus. The Commission will address the
proposal on April 14. Take a minute to contact the commissioners at
commissioners@myfwc.com, and let them know that you oppose opening a trophy hunt on
bears.

Kate MacFall is Florida state director for The Humane Society of the United States
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From: MARK TRAUGOTT
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bear situation
Date: Wednesday, May 06, 2015 3:44:13 PM
Attachments: Black bear hunt needs to be based on facts.pdf

Dear Governor Scott
As a concerned citizen and lover of nature, including black bears, and a long time resident of
 Central Florida and visitor of the Wekiva State Park for the past 28 years, I hope you will
 understand my opposition for how the black bears in area have been treated. I am opposed to
 killing bears that get into trash cans, and I am definitely opposed to the proposed bear
 statewide hunt.
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 would propose to be far superior than the current programs.
thank you for your time and consideration.
Mark Traugott
603 Village Lane
Winter Park, FL..32792
407.342.6586
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: BEAR HUNT
Date: Wednesday, May 06, 2015 2:40:44 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: James Woodard [mailto:spamreject@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 06, 2015 12:50 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: BEAR HUNT

From: James Woodard <spamreject@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33157

Phone Number: 305-856-4559

Message Body: Please add my voice to the tens of thousands of other Florida residents that are opposed to
 resumption of bear hunting in Florida.  Bear have not even recovered to a population level attained by the
 endangered manatee.  Yet, FWC is prepared to reduce bear populations by killing 20% per year.  They
 acknowledge that this action has no meaningful relationship to the reduction of adverse human/bear interactions, a
 tiny number. 

From a selfish human perspective, many more people rejoice in the opportunity to see a bear in the wild.  This is a
 major benefit to Florida's eco tourism industry.  From a moral perspective, no human being that I know has even
 tried to justify the killing of one of our most magnificent animals.  Should you not intercede, the sight of wild bears
 in Florida will be only a memory.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: The Bear hunt travesty
Date: Thursday, April 30, 2015 2:01:16 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jan Papra [mailto marfpap@msn.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2015 1:31 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The Bear hunt travesty

From: Jan Papra <marfpap@msn.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32526

Phone Number: 8502923338

Message Body: Hi Governor.   The Fish and Wildlife People are about to allow a hunt on a species that has a
 population barely exceeding 1000.  This is not decent.  As soon as a species begins to establish itself the creeps
 come out of the woodwork to kill it.  Please stop that ugliness and hold off any permission at least until the 2016
 population study is completed.  That woud be the right stuff.   Thanks, Jan Papra
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From: Jan Papra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The Bear hunt travesty
Date: Thursday, April 30, 2015 1:30:55 PM
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW:
Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2015 7:50:31 AM

From: Azariah Johnson [mailto:170264@pcti.mobi] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2015 6:29 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject:
Stop Florida Bear Hunt



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW:
Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2015 7:50:30 AM

From: Azariah Johnson [mailto:170264@pcti.mobi] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2015 6:29 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject:
Stop Florida Bear Hunt



From: Azariah Johnson
To: Scott, Rick
Date: Tuesday, April 28, 2015 6:29:24 PM

Stop Florida Bear Hunt



From: Sierra Club on behalf of Sandy Tedder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 8:47:11 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

Please do everything you can to prevent the killing of bears.   I live
near bear country and come in contact with bears periodically. I am NOT
one of the people who think they are talking about teddy bears.  I
actually know what it is like to interact with bears in our area.
People CAN live with bears, just as we do with other wildlife.

Bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts; targeting bears in
rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears that are looking for
food.  Our main effort should be in managing our trash and other
attractants, and have strict penalties for feeding bears!

Please help to stop the hunt.  The new measures such as bear-proof
trash cans, fines for attracting bears to neighborhoods, depredation
permits and hazing techniques should be given a chance to work.  And
they CAN work.

We appreciate your help on stopping this proposed bear hunt!

Sincerely,

Sandy Tedder
1509 Coastal Hwy
Panacea, FL 32346-2159
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People CAN live with bears, just as we do with other wildlife.

Bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts; targeting bears in
rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears that are looking for
food.  Our main effort should be in managing our trash and other
attractants, and have strict penalties for feeding bears!

Please help to stop the hunt.  The new measures such as bear-proof
trash cans, fines for attracting bears to neighborhoods, depredation
permits and hazing techniques should be given a chance to work.  And
they CAN work.

We appreciate your help on stopping this proposed bear hunt!

Sincerely,

Sandy Tedder
1509 Coastal Hwy
Panacea, FL 32346-2159



From: Sierra Club on behalf of Sandy Tedder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 8:47:11 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

Please do everything you can to prevent the killing of bears.   I live
near bear country and come in contact with bears periodically. I am NOT
one of the people who think they are talking about teddy bears.  I
actually know what it is like to interact with bears in our area.
People CAN live with bears, just as we do with other wildlife.

Bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts; targeting bears in
rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears that are looking for
food.  Our main effort should be in managing our trash and other
attractants, and have strict penalties for feeding bears!

Please help to stop the hunt.  The new measures such as bear-proof
trash cans, fines for attracting bears to neighborhoods, depredation
permits and hazing techniques should be given a chance to work.  And
they CAN work.

We appreciate your help on stopping this proposed bear hunt!

Sincerely,

Sandy Tedder
1509 Coastal Hwy
Panacea, FL 32346-2159



From: Sierra Club on behalf of Sandy Tedder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 8:47:11 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

Please do everything you can to prevent the killing of bears.   I live
near bear country and come in contact with bears periodically. I am NOT
one of the people who think they are talking about teddy bears.  I
actually know what it is like to interact with bears in our area.
People CAN live with bears, just as we do with other wildlife.

Bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts; targeting bears in
rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears that are looking for
food.  Our main effort should be in managing our trash and other
attractants, and have strict penalties for feeding bears!

Please help to stop the hunt.  The new measures such as bear-proof
trash cans, fines for attracting bears to neighborhoods, depredation
permits and hazing techniques should be given a chance to work.  And
they CAN work.

We appreciate your help on stopping this proposed bear hunt!

Sincerely,

Sandy Tedder
1509 Coastal Hwy
Panacea, FL 32346-2159



From: Sierra Club on behalf of neil waigand
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 8:16:16 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear. hunt python it more fun

Sincerely,

neil waigand
906 N Riverside Dr
Apt 8
Pompano Beach, FL 33062-4072



From: Sierra Club on behalf of neil waigand
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 8:16:16 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear. hunt python it more fun

Sincerely,

neil waigand
906 N Riverside Dr
Apt 8
Pompano Beach, FL 33062-4072



From: Sierra Club on behalf of neil waigand
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 8:16:16 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear. hunt python it more fun

Sincerely,

neil waigand
906 N Riverside Dr
Apt 8
Pompano Beach, FL 33062-4072



From: Sierra Club on behalf of neil waigand
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 8:16:16 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear. hunt python it more fun

Sincerely,

neil waigand
906 N Riverside Dr
Apt 8
Pompano Beach, FL 33062-4072



From: Sierra Club on behalf of Lynda Alfson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 6:45:35 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

Why is there such a rush to have this bear hunt?  Something is terribly
wrong in this State of FL when actions are being taken well in advance
of the completion of this study as to the feasibility of having a bear
hunt in the first place when there is no known scientific reason
involved.

Looks to me that the governor would want some investigation done in
advance of permitting such a dire event taking place such as a bear
hunt.

Without any scientific evidence showing this bear hunt idea being a
sound and reasonable one why is it being permitted by any agency in
this state?  I suspect that there are hidden agendas in play and that
the poor FL Black Bear is the scapegoat in this scenario.

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan. There is absolutely no
evidence that there is any need warranted to start a bear hunt ever in
this state.  Someone has dreamed up this monstrous idea to get these
bear killed by some friends of some high-up government officials in
this state and that is NOT a reason to have a bear hunt.  This is an
outrage and must be stopped immediately.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.



I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear.

Sincerely,

Lynda Alfson
1795 Olive Ct
Orange Park, FL 32073-2760
(904) 264-6102



From: Sierra Club on behalf of Lynda Alfson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 6:45:35 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

Why is there such a rush to have this bear hunt?  Something is terribly
wrong in this State of FL when actions are being taken well in advance
of the completion of this study as to the feasibility of having a bear
hunt in the first place when there is no known scientific reason
involved.

Looks to me that the governor would want some investigation done in
advance of permitting such a dire event taking place such as a bear
hunt.

Without any scientific evidence showing this bear hunt idea being a
sound and reasonable one why is it being permitted by any agency in
this state?  I suspect that there are hidden agendas in play and that
the poor FL Black Bear is the scapegoat in this scenario.

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan. There is absolutely no
evidence that there is any need warranted to start a bear hunt ever in
this state.  Someone has dreamed up this monstrous idea to get these
bear killed by some friends of some high-up government officials in
this state and that is NOT a reason to have a bear hunt.  This is an
outrage and must be stopped immediately.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.



I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear.

Sincerely,

Lynda Alfson
1795 Olive Ct
Orange Park, FL 32073-2760
(904) 264-6102



From: Sierra Club on behalf of Lynda Alfson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 6:45:35 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

Why is there such a rush to have this bear hunt?  Something is terribly
wrong in this State of FL when actions are being taken well in advance
of the completion of this study as to the feasibility of having a bear
hunt in the first place when there is no known scientific reason
involved.

Looks to me that the governor would want some investigation done in
advance of permitting such a dire event taking place such as a bear
hunt.

Without any scientific evidence showing this bear hunt idea being a
sound and reasonable one why is it being permitted by any agency in
this state?  I suspect that there are hidden agendas in play and that
the poor FL Black Bear is the scapegoat in this scenario.

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan. There is absolutely no
evidence that there is any need warranted to start a bear hunt ever in
this state.  Someone has dreamed up this monstrous idea to get these
bear killed by some friends of some high-up government officials in
this state and that is NOT a reason to have a bear hunt.  This is an
outrage and must be stopped immediately.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.



I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear.

Sincerely,

Lynda Alfson
1795 Olive Ct
Orange Park, FL 32073-2760
(904) 264-6102



From: Sierra Club on behalf of Lynda Alfson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 6:45:35 PM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

Why is there such a rush to have this bear hunt?  Something is terribly
wrong in this State of FL when actions are being taken well in advance
of the completion of this study as to the feasibility of having a bear
hunt in the first place when there is no known scientific reason
involved.

Looks to me that the governor would want some investigation done in
advance of permitting such a dire event taking place such as a bear
hunt.

Without any scientific evidence showing this bear hunt idea being a
sound and reasonable one why is it being permitted by any agency in
this state?  I suspect that there are hidden agendas in play and that
the poor FL Black Bear is the scapegoat in this scenario.

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan. There is absolutely no
evidence that there is any need warranted to start a bear hunt ever in
this state.  Someone has dreamed up this monstrous idea to get these
bear killed by some friends of some high-up government officials in
this state and that is NOT a reason to have a bear hunt.  This is an
outrage and must be stopped immediately.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.



I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear.

Sincerely,

Lynda Alfson
1795 Olive Ct
Orange Park, FL 32073-2760
(904) 264-6102



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:14:24 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: a [mailto:ameglovr@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:14 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Bear hunt

I am writing to request that you reverse the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state. There are several reasons
 why other solutions are preferable. Is it even known how many bears are alive in your state? The public by far is
 against this happening. I live far away but am appalled to hear this decision has been reached. Please change this
 and restate the ban on bear hunts.
Thank you , Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:14:24 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: a [mailto:ameglovr@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:14 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Bear hunt

I am writing to request that you reverse the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state. There are several reasons
 why other solutions are preferable. Is it even known how many bears are alive in your state? The public by far is
 against this happening. I live far away but am appalled to hear this decision has been reached. Please change this
 and restate the ban on bear hunts.
Thank you , Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:14:24 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: a [mailto:ameglovr@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:14 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Bear hunt

I am writing to request that you reverse the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state. There are several reasons
 why other solutions are preferable. Is it even known how many bears are alive in your state? The public by far is
 against this happening. I live far away but am appalled to hear this decision has been reached. Please change this
 and restate the ban on bear hunts.
Thank you , Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:14:24 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: a [mailto:ameglovr@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:14 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Bear hunt

I am writing to request that you reverse the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state. There are several reasons
 why other solutions are preferable. Is it even known how many bears are alive in your state? The public by far is
 against this happening. I live far away but am appalled to hear this decision has been reached. Please change this
 and restate the ban on bear hunts.
Thank you , Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: a
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:13:54 PM

I am writing to request that you reverse the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state. There are several reasons
 why other solutions are preferable. Is it even known how many bears are alive in your state? The public by far is
 against this happening. I live far away but am appalled to hear this decision has been reached. Please change this
 and restate the ban on bear hunts.
Thank you , Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: a
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:13:54 PM

I am writing to request that you reverse the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state. There are several reasons
 why other solutions are preferable. Is it even known how many bears are alive in your state? The public by far is
 against this happening. I live far away but am appalled to hear this decision has been reached. Please change this
 and restate the ban on bear hunts.
Thank you , Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: a
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:13:54 PM

I am writing to request that you reverse the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state. There are several reasons
 why other solutions are preferable. Is it even known how many bears are alive in your state? The public by far is
 against this happening. I live far away but am appalled to hear this decision has been reached. Please change this
 and restate the ban on bear hunts.
Thank you , Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: a
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:13:54 PM

I am writing to request that you reverse the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state. There are several reasons
 why other solutions are preferable. Is it even known how many bears are alive in your state? The public by far is
 against this happening. I live far away but am appalled to hear this decision has been reached. Please change this
 and restate the ban on bear hunts.
Thank you , Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:13:14 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: a [mailto:ameglovr@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:06 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt

I am writing to request that the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state be reversed. Please take action to stop
 this from occurring.
Thank you, Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:13:14 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: a [mailto:ameglovr@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:06 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt

I am writing to request that the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state be reversed. Please take action to stop
 this from occurring.
Thank you, Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:13:14 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: a [mailto:ameglovr@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:06 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt

I am writing to request that the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state be reversed. Please take action to stop
 this from occurring.
Thank you, Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:13:14 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: a [mailto:ameglovr@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:06 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt

I am writing to request that the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state be reversed. Please take action to stop
 this from occurring.
Thank you, Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: a
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:06:22 PM

I am writing to request that the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state be reversed. Please take action to stop
 this from occurring.
Thank you, Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: a
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:06:22 PM

I am writing to request that the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state be reversed. Please take action to stop
 this from occurring.
Thank you, Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: a
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:06:22 PM

I am writing to request that the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state be reversed. Please take action to stop
 this from occurring.
Thank you, Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: a
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 12:06:22 PM

I am writing to request that the decision to reopen bear hunting in your state be reversed. Please take action to stop
 this from occurring.
Thank you, Amy Glover

Sent from my iPhone



From: Sierra Club on behalf of Kathleen Morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 11:36:06 AM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

STOP THE BEAR HUNT!  (Kill more
Pythons!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Morrison
1006 Southern Pine Ln
Sarasota, FL 34243-1747
(941) 748-8048



From: Sierra Club on behalf of Kathleen Morrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 11:36:06 AM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

STOP THE BEAR HUNT!  (Kill more
Pythons!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Morrison
1006 Southern Pine Ln
Sarasota, FL 34243-1747
(941) 748-8048
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW:
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 11:28:52 AM

From: Jessica Moreno [mailto:170382@pcti.mobi] 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 11:19 AM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject:
stop florida bear hunt
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Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 11:18:59 AM
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 11:16:32 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jake Guzman [mailto:jakeguzman470@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 11:10 AM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Bear hunt

Please stop the bear hunt. Instead of hunting animals we need to create reservations where they can be safe and free
 from poachers! No more bear hunting
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Subject: FW: Stop the Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 10:46:07 AM

 
 

From: lubelm@aol.com [mailto:lubelm@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Crisafulli, Steve; andy.gardiner@flsenate.gov; Commissioners@MyFWC.com
Subject: Stop the Bear Hunt
 
Governor Scott, 
 
I am outraged by the comments of FWC Commissioner Robert Corbett suggesting that I don't know what
 I am talking about when objecting to FWC's plan to permit hunting of the Florida black bear. I spend
 plenty of time in the woods with most of my weekends spent in The Big Cypress and Fakahatchee
 Strand Preserve State Park and I understand the ecology. Commissioner Corbett's comments are a
 disgrace for a public official who as an appointee is not responsible to the people he has chosen to both
 belittle and ignore. If I could vote against him, I most certainly would. Since I cannot, I must hold the folks
 responsible for his appointment accountable for his reprehensible comments and actions.
 
This obscene plan must be stopped immediately and the overwhelming public comment in opposition to
 the plan must be respected. Commissioner Corbett is not a monarch and his treatment of the public
 should not be tolerated by our elected leaders. Fire him immediately and stop the bear hunt.
 
 
Howard Lubel
594 Collier Blvd
Everglades City, Fl.
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 Strand Preserve State Park and I understand the ecology. Commissioner Corbett's comments are a
 disgrace for a public official who as an appointee is not responsible to the people he has chosen to both
 belittle and ignore. If I could vote against him, I most certainly would. Since I cannot, I must hold the folks
 responsible for his appointment accountable for his reprehensible comments and actions.
This obscene plan must be stopped immediately and the overwhelming public comment in opposition to
 the plan must be respected. Commissioner Corbett is not a monarch and his treatment of the public
 should not be tolerated by our elected leaders. Fire him immediately and stop the bear hunt.
Howard Lubel
594 Collier Blvd
Everglades City, Fl.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Attention.
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 10:45:18 AM

From: Madge Nasser [mailto:170393@pcti.mobi] 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 10:39 AM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Attention.
Stop Florida bear hunt.
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Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 10:34 AM
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Subject: PLEASE!
 
Stop Florida Bear Hunt
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 10:43:55 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Rory Phillips [mailto:phillyy97@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 10:41 AM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Bear Hunt

Dear Mr. Scott,

I am contacting you to please stop bear hunting. Bears, much like all animals, feel pain and suffering just as humans
 do. They should be left alone in their habitat to live out their natural lives.

Thank you,

Rory Phillips
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 do. They should be left alone in their habitat to live out their natural lives.
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From: Gabriela Juniewicz
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Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 10:32:59 AM

Stop Florida bear hunt. 

-- 
~Gabriela Juniewicz
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From: Sierra Club on behalf of Teresa Godts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 10:06:13 AM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

I am writing to request that you take swift action to remove the option
of hunting from the bear management plan.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please STOP THE FLORIDA BLACK BEAR HUNT, and make a better plan for the
future of this species.

Sincerely,

Teresa Godts
6043 Lake Erie Rd
Groveland, FL 34736-9744
(352) 429-3392
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From: Carissa Anderson
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Save the Bears!
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 9:59:28 AM

Hi Rick,
My names Carissa. I'm an environmentalist, actress, model, vegan, and DO NOT support animal cruelty. I was
 wondering if you could please end the bear hunt. It's inhumane to kill such beautiful creatures so please stop.
 Thanks, Carissa
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Hi Rick,
My names Carissa. I'm an environmentalist, actress, model, vegan, and DO NOT support animal cruelty. I was
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please, stop the bear hunt.
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 9:54:24 AM

 
 

From: Mike Barney [mailto:njrider@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 9:39 AM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please, stop the bear hunt.
 
Do us, the bears and most importantly, yourself a favor.  Study this animals. Go watch them in THEIR natural
 habitat and watch them simply Exist.  You will be changed.    thank you
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To: Scott, Rick
Subject: Please, stop the bear hunt.
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Do us, the bears and most importantly, yourself a favor.  Study this animals.
 Go watch them in THEIR natural habitat and watch them simply Exist.  You
 will be changed.    thank you
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Do us, the bears and most importantly, yourself a favor. Study this animals.
 Go watch them in THEIR natural habitat and watch them simply Exist. You
 will be changed. thank you



From: Raudales, Fany
To: Barker, Lori A.; Citizen Services
Subject: RE: Bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 8:14:01 AM

Thanks Lori.

From: Barker, Lori A. 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2015 8:12 AM
To: _Citizen Services
Subject: Bear hunt
FYI –
We received approximately 2000 e mail over night entitled “Don't allow hunting of Florida's Black
 Bears”. The e mails originated from the Sierra Club. So you may experience an influx of calls as well.
Lori
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From: Sierra Club on behalf of Melinda Ramsey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Friday, April 24, 2015 4:06:09 AM

Apr 24, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

I am demanding that you stop the bear hunt. What a foolish idea. I am
one of those who responded to questions concerning your management
plans for the black bear and I understand that thousands of Floridians
responded negatively to bear hunting just like I did. Apparently you
don't care what we think. Contrary to what you think of us, we do not
think of bears as teddies!!!! We simply want black bears to thrive in
Florida and we don't think bear hunting is going to accomplish that.

Last year, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

I am also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear.

Sincerely,

Melinda Ramsey
265 Melinda Ln
Monticello, FL 32344-6186
(850) 997-1157
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hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
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through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
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Sincerely,
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265 Melinda Ln
Monticello, FL 32344-6186
(850) 997-1157
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I am demanding that you stop the bear hunt. What a foolish idea. I am
one of those who responded to questions concerning your management
plans for the black bear and I understand that thousands of Floridians
responded negatively to bear hunting just like I did. Apparently you
don't care what we think. Contrary to what you think of us, we do not
think of bears as teddies!!!! We simply want black bears to thrive in
Florida and we don't think bear hunting is going to accomplish that.

Last year, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
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From: Sierra Club on behalf of Lucia Reid
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Stop This Barbaric Black Bear Hunt and Proposed Torture
Date: Thursday, April 23, 2015 9:15:40 PM

Apr 23, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

The thousands of people protesting this hunt are well aware of the
difference between wild bears and "teddy bears". Those
comments are insulting and without merit.

I am writing to request that you take swift action to REMOVE the option
of hunting from the bear management plan.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing trash
cans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much greater
impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

I am also SHOCKED with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Can we do this with
annoying people too?

No one should be allowed implement these methods on animals. This type
of harsh "training" has a negative effect on all animals and
can create hostile animals instead or the desired effect. There have
been successful methods used to recondition bears that do NOT hurt
these animals. Even the suggestion of using physical injury only makes
Floridians appear to be ignorant, out of touch red necks.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear.

Sincerely,



Lucia Reid
73 S Palm Ave Ste 222
Sarasota, FL 34236-5641
(941) 388-7770
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From: Sierra Club on behalf of Robert & Deborah Crowder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow hunting of Florida"s Black Bears
Date: Thursday, April 23, 2015 7:46:24 PM

Apr 23, 2015

Governor Rick Scott

Dear Scott,

We do not believe that there is any scientific basis for your planned
bear hunt!  We are writing to request that you take swift action to
remove the option of hunting from the bear management plan.

In 2002, the FWC estimated that there were between 2,500 and 3,000
bears in Florida, but without a current population estimate, there is
no scientific support to show that bear populations could sustain a
hunt.

A population study is currently underway, but will not be complete
until the autumn of 2016. The discussion of hunting should not be
broached until this study is complete.

Most importantly, bear hunting will not reduce human-bear conflicts;
targeting bears in rural areas will have no impact on suburban bears
that are looking for food.  The lynchpin in solving human-bear
conflicts is the management of trash and other attractants, and
enforcement of preventing humans feeding bears.

Recent bear attacks have occurred due to improperly secured trash
receptacles and the active feeding of wild bears. Bear-proofing
trashcans and enforcing laws against feeding bears will have a much
greater impact on reducing human-bear conflicts than hunting.

We are also concerned with the plan to remove the permit processes for
hazing bears with slingshots or paintball guns. Anyone implementing
these techniques should only do so after completing training and going
through a permit process.

Please call off the hunt today, and make a better plan for the future
of the Florida Black Bear.

Sincerely,

Robert & Deborah Crowder
715 NW Flagler Ave Apt 303
Stuart, FL 34994-1161
(772) 692-7985
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2015 12:28:38 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Angela Stratis [mailto:blondielovesgolf@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2015 7:25 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt

From: Angela Stratis <blondielovesgolf@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number:

Message Body: We are very much opposed to a bear hunt. We live in northern seminole county. And hunting bears
 is not the solution. Please. Thank you.
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From: John S Blom
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2015 10:09:14 AM

From: John S Blom <johnsblom@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 18822

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am in favor of the bear hunt, and I just wanted to ask Governor Scott to stand with the wildlife
 biologist's regarding the decision on the upcoming bear hunt in Florida.
Thank you, John S Blom.
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Zip Code: 18822

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am in favor of the bear hunt, and I just wanted to ask Governor Scott to stand with the wildlife
 biologist's regarding the decision on the upcoming bear hunt in Florida.
Thank you, John S Blom.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, April 20, 2015 2:19:04 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Thomas E. Johnson [mailto:w4tej@att net]
Sent: Sunday, April 19, 2015 1:42 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt

From: Thomas E.  Johnson <w4tej@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32907

Phone Number: 321-726-0045

Message Body: Thank you for your time and I hope you will be sure my concerns are reviewed by the FWC. This is
 the reply I sent to the Commission.

I would like to voice my concern and disappointment  that FWC is considering a hunting season (again) on the bear
 population- It is unfortunate that bears  are now also considered nuisance animals since we have also invaded their
 space- They are not overpopulated- we are. I understand that hunting is yet another way to generate revenue, but
 surely you must know that hunting comes with its own set of problems- The bear population can be managed by
 people being good neighbors,  and scientific minds considering alternative methods to humanely reduce/control the
 numbers.
Have you studied and projected the impact on the future of these animals based on the killing of just one of them. A
 good example for reference is our Florida Panther.   If the "hunt" is eminent, you must at least know the current
 locations and numbers of these animals in order to calculate the number of licenses to be issued and the future
 impact or consequences of the issuance  of such licenses. Since there have been no apparent studies issued,
 detailing the problem and realistic solutions, we can but assume the proposed "hunt" is but another "knee jerk
 reaction" to a poorly perceived problem within a few areas of our state, by a few people who have encountered
 these animals in an unfavorable situation, and perhaps not entirely precipitated by the species in question.  No one
 has taken the time to educate the people as to "how to co-exist" with nature and preserve the species because the
 immediate answer always seems to be, eliminate the (perceived) problem by the most exp!
 editious method.  Many species have been forced to extinction by this "mind-set".  I would but remind the
 Commission that in retracing your "roots", your  "Charge and Purpose"  was the Preservation of Wildlife, not the
 elimination of the same!  I urge you to reflect upon these "roots" when arriving at your decision and solution.
Thomas E. Johnson
Palm Bay, Florida
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From: Lisa Rosencrans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Bear Hunt in FL
Date: Monday, April 20, 2015 2:10:32 PM

From: Lisa Rosencrans <lisarosencrans@cfl rr.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32724

Phone Number: 407-252-4912

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,  My husband and I voted for you twice, but we are increasingly disappointed
 in your decisions on the reasons we believed you'd be fighting for our rights.   We would expect residents to be
 educated to live within and respect the remaining wildlife that reside in FL, not killing off creatures in their habitat. 
 As a realtor, I understand that developers are pushing for, and paying for, killing innocent bears and the inordinate
 amount of trophy hunters here.   There has not been sufficient awareness prior to the hasty decision approved by
 you and we should have additional time to prove through accurate petitions to not kill our bears.  Please reconsider.

Respectfully,

Lisa and Eric Rosencrans
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: "FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)"
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Help cancel bear hunt please!
Date: Monday, April 20, 2015 9:13:04 AM

 
 

From: breanna lonas [mailto:brebre4567@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 4:45 PM
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Help cancel bear hunt please!
 
Hi, 
 
I am emailing you to urge FWC to cancel the bear hunt.

Spring Bear Hunting:

When bears emerge from hibernation in the spring, they are groggy and malnourished and,
 therefore, especially vulnerable targets. Many female bears have just given birth. Although
 state regulations often prohibit the killing of nursing female bears, it is very difficult to
 determine the gender of black bears in the wild. Spring hunts orphan many cubs each year,
 leaving them to starve to death or to be preyed upon by other animals. Although most states
 have banned spring hunts, a few states still allow them.

Bear Baiting:

In baiting, bears are lured to specific sites with food or other attractants. Hunters wait in blinds
 near the site for a shot at point-blank range. Not only is baiting inconsistent with the idea of
 fair chase, but it creates “nuisance” bears by encouraging unnatural habits and a taste for
 human foods. Baiting may also contribute to the orphaning of bear cubs because female bears
 often do not bring their cubs with them to bait sites.

Hounding:

Hounding involves using dogs to chase and tree bears to provide hunters with easy targets.
 The hounds are often equipped with radio collars that alert hunters to the location of the treed
 bear. In their frantic retreat from the dogs, bears can endure a tremendous amount of stress.
 Even if bears escape the dogs or the hunter’s bullet, the resulting stress can lead to death by
 starvation in the spring or hyperthermia (overheating) in the fall. Hounding often separates
 mothers from their cubs, leaving the young orphaned or even caught and devoured by the
 dogs. Hounding remains legal in a majority of bear-hunting states. Laws vary regarding the
 number of dogs that can be used and the time of year when hounding is permitted.

Bear-Parts Trade:

Asian markets place a high value on the medicinal properties of bear gallbladder and the taste
 of bear paw. Since many Asian bear species are imperiled, the market now depends on
 Russian, Canadian, and American bears. The high price paid for gallbladders and bear paws
 provides incentive for hunters to kill more bears. Since the gallbladder does not increase in



 size with age, cubs are worth as much as adult bears. There is no method for distinguishing
 the extracted bear body part of a poached bear from one killed with a permit. Many bears are
 poached as a result. The bear-parts trade poses a serious threat to bear populations worldwide.

Please do what's right and help rid this country of cruelty. We cannot have a civil society
 where intentional suffering is tolerated. 

Thank you. 

Breanna Lonas
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From: Thomas E. Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Sunday, April 19, 2015 1:42:25 PM

From: Thomas E.  Johnson <w4tej@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32907

Phone Number: 321-726-0045

Message Body: Thank you for your time and I hope you will be sure my concerns are reviewed by the FWC. This is
 the reply I sent to the Commission.

I would like to voice my concern and disappointment  that FWC is considering a hunting season (again) on the bear
 population- It is unfortunate that bears  are now also considered nuisance animals since we have also invaded their
 space- They are not overpopulated- we are. I understand that hunting is yet another way to generate revenue, but
 surely you must know that hunting comes with its own set of problems- The bear population can be managed by
 people being good neighbors,  and scientific minds considering alternative methods to humanely reduce/control the
 numbers.
Have you studied and projected the impact on the future of these animals based on the killing of just one of them. A
 good example for reference is our Florida Panther.   If the "hunt" is eminent, you must at least know the current
 locations and numbers of these animals in order to calculate the number of licenses to be issued and the future
 impact or consequences of the issuance  of such licenses. Since there have been no apparent studies issued,
 detailing the problem and realistic solutions, we can but assume the proposed "hunt" is but another "knee jerk
 reaction" to a poorly perceived problem within a few areas of our state, by a few people who have encountered
 these animals in an unfavorable situation, and perhaps not entirely precipitated by the species in question.  No one
 has taken the time to educate the people as to "how to co-exist" with nature and preserve the species because the
 immediate answer always seems to be, eliminate the (perceived) problem by the most exp!
 editious method.  Many species have been forced to extinction by this "mind-set".  I would but remind the
 Commission that in retracing your "roots", your  "Charge and Purpose"  was the Preservation of Wildlife, not the
 elimination of the same!  I urge you to reflect upon these "roots" when arriving at your decision and solution.
Thomas E. Johnson
Palm Bay, Florida
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 space- They are not overpopulated- we are. I understand that hunting is yet another way to generate revenue, but
 surely you must know that hunting comes with its own set of problems- The bear population can be managed by
 people being good neighbors,  and scientific minds considering alternative methods to humanely reduce/control the
 numbers.
Have you studied and projected the impact on the future of these animals based on the killing of just one of them. A
 good example for reference is our Florida Panther.   If the "hunt" is eminent, you must at least know the current
 locations and numbers of these animals in order to calculate the number of licenses to be issued and the future
 impact or consequences of the issuance  of such licenses. Since there have been no apparent studies issued,
 detailing the problem and realistic solutions, we can but assume the proposed "hunt" is but another "knee jerk
 reaction" to a poorly perceived problem within a few areas of our state, by a few people who have encountered
 these animals in an unfavorable situation, and perhaps not entirely precipitated by the species in question.  No one
 has taken the time to educate the people as to "how to co-exist" with nature and preserve the species because the
 immediate answer always seems to be, eliminate the (perceived) problem by the most exp!
 editious method.  Many species have been forced to extinction by this "mind-set".  I would but remind the
 Commission that in retracing your "roots", your  "Charge and Purpose"  was the Preservation of Wildlife, not the
 elimination of the same!  I urge you to reflect upon these "roots" when arriving at your decision and solution.
Thomas E. Johnson
Palm Bay, Florida



From: Thomas E. Johnson
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From: Kerri Drylie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Proposed Bear Hunt
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2015 11:09:59 PM

From: Kerri Drylie <kiwixmas@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32700

Phone Number: 4077199480

Message Body: As a resident in your district, I am strongly opposed to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission's (FWC) recent decision to consider a rule authorizing a hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black
 bear. As my state legislator, would you please reach out to the FWC and express your concerns about a black bear
 hunt?

Reopening a hunting season may harm recovery of our geographically isolated, fragile bear populations, and it will
 do nothing to address conflicts with bears.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that trash management effectively curbs problems with bears in
 neighborhoods, while hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce these conflicts. Florida's recent bear-
human conflicts are especially tragic because they happened in areas where bears had regular access to human food.

Instead of squandering resources and time on an ineffective, unpopular bear trophy hunt, the FWC should encourage
 and assist communities to adopt proven strategies to prevent conflicts with bears, such as educating residents about
 securing garbage, removing pet food and birdseed and employing humane aversive conditioning strategies as
 needed to systematically frighten bears. 

A piece on NPR yesterday said the hunt has garnered a great deal of interest from hunters outside the state. This
 cannot be allowed to happen. A few years back, half a dozen bears were 'culled' from a central Florida
 neighborhood. A piece about that in National Geographic was scathing and reflected badly on Central Florida. I was
 so ashamed.

Please, sir, do what you can to stop this senseless slaughter.

Thank you.

Kerri Drylie
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From: breanna lonas
To: Scott, Rick
Subject: [Spam:******* SpamScore] Help cancel bear hunt please!
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 4:44:56 PM

Hi,

I am emailing you to urge FWC to cancel the bear hunt.

Spring Bear Hunting:

When bears emerge from hibernation in the spring, they are groggy and malnourished and,
 therefore, especially vulnerable targets. Many female bears have just given birth. Although
 state regulations often prohibit the killing of nursing female bears, it is very difficult to
 determine the gender of black bears in the wild. Spring hunts orphan many cubs each year,
 leaving them to starve to death or to be preyed upon by other animals. Although most states
 have banned spring hunts, a few states still allow them.

Bear Baiting:

In baiting, bears are lured to specific sites with food or other attractants. Hunters wait in blinds
 near the site for a shot at point-blank range. Not only is baiting inconsistent with the idea of
 fair chase, but it creates “nuisance” bears by encouraging unnatural habits and a taste for
 human foods. Baiting may also contribute to the orphaning of bear cubs because female bears
 often do not bring their cubs with them to bait sites.

Hounding:

Hounding involves using dogs to chase and tree bears to provide hunters with easy targets.
 The hounds are often equipped with radio collars that alert hunters to the location of the treed
 bear. In their frantic retreat from the dogs, bears can endure a tremendous amount of stress.
 Even if bears escape the dogs or the hunter’s bullet, the resulting stress can lead to death by
 starvation in the spring or hyperthermia (overheating) in the fall. Hounding often separates
 mothers from their cubs, leaving the young orphaned or even caught and devoured by the
 dogs. Hounding remains legal in a majority of bear-hunting states. Laws vary regarding the
 number of dogs that can be used and the time of year when hounding is permitted.

Bear-Parts Trade:

Asian markets place a high value on the medicinal properties of bear gallbladder and the taste
 of bear paw. Since many Asian bear species are imperiled, the market now depends on
 Russian, Canadian, and American bears. The high price paid for gallbladders and bear paws
 provides incentive for hunters to kill more bears. Since the gallbladder does not increase in
 size with age, cubs are worth as much as adult bears. There is no method for distinguishing
 the extracted bear body part of a poached bear from one killed with a permit. Many bears are
 poached as a result. The bear-parts trade poses a serious threat to bear populations worldwide.

Please do what's right and help rid this country of cruelty. We cannot have a civil society
 where intentional suffering is tolerated.



Thank you.

Breanna Lonas
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please cancel the proposed bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 2:29:31 PM

From: Christine Cavagnaro Loria [mailto:snoopygirl331@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 2:27 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please cancel the proposed bear hunt
Dear Mr. Scott,
Bear hunting is unnecessary in the state of Florida. It seems the only reason bears have made
 news is because they have wandered into some of the wealthier cities in Central Florida and
 the solution of the wealthy is to kill the bears. The FWC cannot even provide a current
 estimate of how many bears are here, yet they want to have a hunt! At the meeting
 Wednesday, the FWC acknowledged that 75% of the people they heard from were OPPOSED
 to the bear hunt. The majority of the people in attendance that spoke were also OPPOSED to
 the bear hunt. Yet now the chairperson of the FWC has admitted to the public they ignored
 what the majority wanted.
The FWC is proving that this is about money and trophies in hunters homes, and the heck with
 what the majority wants. If the majority of Florida citizens are going to be ignored about their
 wishes regarding the bear hunt, what else is the government in this state ignoring that the
 majority voted in favor of or against?
Bears were previously on the protected list. There is no reason to have a hunt in Florida. It is
 inhumane. It would allow poachers/FWC to continue to kill and cause injury to animals and
 people, allow poachers/FWC to sell bear parts to countries like China for profit, and allow
 poachers/FWC to hang bear parts on their walls.
This stopped being about the "nuisance" the bears may be causing in wealthy neighborhoods
 or what the majority of Florida residents want - this is about what the FWC wants to hang on
 their walls and put in their pockets.
Thank you for your consideration.
Christine Loria
Maitland, FL
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please cancel the proposed bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 2:29:31 PM

 
 

From: Christine Cavagnaro Loria [mailto:snoopygirl331@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 2:27 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please cancel the proposed bear hunt
 
 
Dear Mr. Scott,
 
Bear hunting is unnecessary in the state of Florida.  It seems the only reason bears have made
 news is because they have wandered into some of the wealthier cities in Central Florida and
 the solution of the wealthy is to kill the bears.  The FWC cannot even provide a current
 estimate of how many bears are here, yet they want to have a hunt!   At the meeting
 Wednesday, the FWC acknowledged that 75% of the people they heard from were OPPOSED
 to the bear hunt.  The majority of the people in attendance that spoke were also OPPOSED to
 the bear hunt.  Yet now the chairperson of the FWC has admitted to the public they ignored
 what the majority wanted.
 
The FWC is proving that this is about money and trophies in hunters homes, and the heck with
 what the majority wants.  If the majority of Florida citizens are going to be ignored about their
 wishes regarding the bear hunt, what else is the government in this state ignoring that the
 majority voted in favor of or against?
 
Bears were previously on the protected list.  There is no reason to have a hunt in Florida. It is
 inhumane.  It would allow poachers/FWC to continue to kill and cause injury to animals and
 people, allow poachers/FWC to sell bear parts to countries like China for profit, and allow
 poachers/FWC to hang bear parts on their walls.  
 
This stopped being about the "nuisance" the bears may be causing in wealthy neighborhoods
 or what the majority of Florida residents want - this is about what the FWC wants to hang on
 their walls and put in their pockets.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
Christine Loria
Maitland, FL



From: Christine Cavagnaro Loria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please cancel the proposed bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 2:27:26 PM

Dear Mr. Scott,

Bear hunting is unnecessary in the state of Florida. It seems the only reason bears have made
 news is because they have wandered into some of the wealthier cities in Central Florida and
 the solution of the wealthy is to kill the bears. The FWC cannot even provide a current
 estimate of how many bears are here, yet they want to have a hunt! At the meeting
 Wednesday, the FWC acknowledged that 75% of the people they heard from were OPPOSED
 to the bear hunt. The majority of the people in attendance that spoke were also OPPOSED to
 the bear hunt. Yet now the chairperson of the FWC has admitted to the public they ignored
 what the majority wanted.

The FWC is proving that this is about money and trophies in hunters homes, and the heck with
 what the majority wants. If the majority of Florida citizens are going to be ignored about their
 wishes regarding the bear hunt, what else is the government in this state ignoring that the
 majority voted in favor of or against?
Bears were previously on the protected list. There is no reason to have a hunt in Florida. It is
 inhumane. It would allow poachers/FWC to continue to kill and cause injury to animals and
 people, allow poachers/FWC to sell bear parts to countries like China for profit, and allow
 poachers/FWC to hang bear parts on their walls.

This stopped being about the "nuisance" the bears may be causing in wealthy neighborhoods
 or what the majority of Florida residents want - this is about what the FWC wants to hang on
 their walls and put in their pockets.
Thank you for your consideration.
Christine Loria
Maitland, FL



From: Christine Cavagnaro Loria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please cancel the proposed bear hunt
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 2:27:26 PM

Dear Mr. Scott,

Bear hunting is unnecessary in the state of Florida.  It seems the only reason bears have made
 news is because they have wandered into some of the wealthier cities in Central Florida and
 the solution of the wealthy is to kill the bears.  The FWC cannot even provide a current
 estimate of how many bears are here, yet they want to have a hunt!   At the meeting
 Wednesday, the FWC acknowledged that 75% of the people they heard from were OPPOSED
 to the bear hunt.  The majority of the people in attendance that spoke were also OPPOSED to
 the bear hunt.  Yet now the chairperson of the FWC has admitted to the public they ignored
 what the majority wanted.

The FWC is proving that this is about money and trophies in hunters homes, and the heck with
 what the majority wants.  If the majority of Florida citizens are going to be ignored about their
 wishes regarding the bear hunt, what else is the government in this state ignoring that the
 majority voted in favor of or against?
 
Bears were previously on the protected list.  There is no reason to have a hunt in Florida. It is
 inhumane.  It would allow poachers/FWC to continue to kill and cause injury to animals and
 people, allow poachers/FWC to sell bear parts to countries like China for profit, and allow
 poachers/FWC to hang bear parts on their walls.  

This stopped being about the "nuisance" the bears may be causing in wealthy neighborhoods
 or what the majority of Florida residents want - this is about what the FWC wants to hang on
 their walls and put in their pockets.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
Christine Loria
Maitland, FL
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 what the majority wanted.

The FWC is proving that this is about money and trophies in hunters homes, and the heck with
 what the majority wants. If the majority of Florida citizens are going to be ignored about their
 wishes regarding the bear hunt, what else is the government in this state ignoring that the
 majority voted in favor of or against?
Bears were previously on the protected list. There is no reason to have a hunt in Florida. It is
 inhumane. It would allow poachers/FWC to continue to kill and cause injury to animals and
 people, allow poachers/FWC to sell bear parts to countries like China for profit, and allow
 poachers/FWC to hang bear parts on their walls.

This stopped being about the "nuisance" the bears may be causing in wealthy neighborhoods
 or what the majority of Florida residents want - this is about what the FWC wants to hang on
 their walls and put in their pockets.
Thank you for your consideration.
Christine Loria
Maitland, FL



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:29:44 AM

From: Courtnie Love [mailto:courtnie@mitchelllawpa.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

As a resident of Florida, I am appalled at the recent decision reached by the FWC to proceed with the

 bear hunt. PLEASE Governor, do whatever you can to reverse the ill-advised decision the FWC

 reached to hunt the bears. There are other measures that can be taken to control the population.

 PLEASE DO WHAT IS RIGHT and JUST!!
Courtnie E. Love, J.D.

Mitchell Law, P.A.

930 S. Harbor City Blvd.

Suite 500

Melbourne, FL 32901

(321) 729-6749 Office

(321) 729-9415 Facsimile

NOTE: The information contained in this transmission, including any attachments, is attorney

 PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. It is intended solely for the use of the recipient named above. If

 the reader of this message is not the recipient named above, or an employee or agent responsible for

 delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

 distribution, copying or disclosure of the contents of this transmission is prohibited. If you have received

 this transmission in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from

 your computer. Thank you.
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From: Kerri Drylie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop Proposed Bear Hunting in Florida
Date: Friday, April 17, 2015 9:48:34 AM

From: Kerri Drylie <kiwixmas@aol.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32709

Phone Number: 4077199480

Message Body: As a resident in your district, I am strongly opposed to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
 Commission's (FWC) recent decision to consider a rule authorizing a hunt on Florida's unique subspecies of black
 bear. As my state legislator, would you please reach out to the FWC and express your concerns about a black bear
 hunt?

Reopening a hunting season may harm recovery of our geographically isolated, fragile bear populations, and it will
 do nothing to address conflicts with bears.

Research has overwhelmingly shown that trash management effectively curbs problems with bears in
 neighborhoods, while hunting bears in the woods does nothing to reduce these conflicts. Florida's recent bear-
human conflicts are especially tragic because they happened in areas where bears had regular access to human food.

Instead of squandering resources and time on an ineffective, unpopular bear trophy hunt, the FWC should encourage
 and assist communities to adopt proven strategies to prevent conflicts with bears, such as educating residents about
 securing garbage, removing pet food and birdseed and employing humane aversive conditioning strategies as
 needed to systematically frighten bears. 

A piece on NPR yesterday said the hunt has garnered a great deal of interest from hunters outside the state. This
 cannot be allowed to happen. A few years back, half a dozen bears were 'culled' from a central Florida
 neighborhood. A piece about that in National Geographic was scathing and reflected badly on Central Florida. I was
 so ashamed.

Please, sir, do what you can to stop this senseless slaughter.

Thank you.

Kerri Drylie
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From: Jennifer Chandy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Save FL Bears
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 8:33:38 PM

Rick,

Please urge FWC to cancel bear hunt. This is wrong. We do not have the right to take the life of innocent animals.

 There are other alternatives to sightings and killing bears is proven NOT be one of them.

There are alternatives that help both parties. Our humanity depends on how compassionate we can be. Do the

 right thing.

-Jen
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From: Heather Wolf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Bears
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 1:17:04 PM

From: Heather Wolf <hwolf305@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32751

Phone Number: 407-760-4141

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I would like to ask you to please stop any and all plans to implement a Florida bear hunt. I have made numerous
 calls to the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission asking them to also stop this hunting spree on
 Florida bears.

This is very disturbing to thousands of Floridians who have started petitions, email and phone campaigns.

The situation can be handled by non-lethal methods. As the most intelligent beings on the planet, we have a duty to
 develop solutions that do not place animals in harms way.

There is no way for a hunter to tell the difference between a male and female bear, to be able to determine if the
 female bear has cubs in hiding waiting for her to return with food that she has foraged for, resulting in more deaths
 and suffering of baby bears that will starve without their mothers.

Why can't we come up with a method of sterilization, relocation, etc... Why is the first thought always and
 inevitably hunting/murdering/slaughtering our wildlife? Since 1970 have of the Earth's wildlife is gone!
We have taken their habitat and are depleting their food sources – one of which is the palmetto berry.
Please come up with a more compassionate plan of action. Do not allow a hunt of our Florida bears, do not choose
 or place money over their lives.
Thank you for your attention and for a compassionate solution!
Heather Wolf
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 11:01:08 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Page Knoebel [mailto:page.knoebel@verizon net]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:59 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Page Knoebel <page knoebel@verizon net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34231

Phone Number: 941-735-1953

Message Body: The people are against this - please, show us animal lovers and rescuers that giving back your dog
 after the election was the variation NOT the norm for you. Compassion, please.

No Bear Hunt.
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From: Page Knoebel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:59:42 AM

From: Page Knoebel <page knoebel@verizon net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34231

Phone Number: 941-735-1953

Message Body: The people are against this - please, show us animal lovers and rescuers that giving back your dog
 after the election was the variation NOT the norm for you. Compassion, please.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please stop the bear hunt in Florida
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:33:31 AM

From: Claudia Colantonio [mailto:claudiacolantonio@knights.ucf.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:19 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt in Florida
Do we really need to build MORE subdivisions when we have so many vacant homes? Do we
 really need to chip away at the natural environment that makes Florida so desirable? Please
 help stop the madness and stop hunting the bears who have lived here longer than us.
Best,
Claudia Colantonio
UCF, College of Health and Public Administration
ClaudiaColantonio@Knights.ucf.edu
Cell: 407-907-3150
PS - Thanks for supporting school choice voucher programs!
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From: Claudia Colantonio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please stop the bear hunt in Florida
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 10:18:41 AM

Do we really need to build MORE subdivisions when we have so many vacant homes? Do we
 really need to chip away at the natural environment that makes Florida so desirable? Please
 help stop the madness and stop hunting the bears who have lived here longer than us.

Best,

Claudia Colantonio
UCF, College of Health and Public Administration
ClaudiaColantonio@Knights.ucf.edu
Cell: 407-907-3150

PS - Thanks for supporting school choice voucher programs!
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 9:51:47 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: David Ireland [mailto:beagleh2@earthlink.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 9:49 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: David Ireland <beagleh2@earthlink net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: I heard that tentative approval was given for a bear hunt this fall.  I am very opposed to this.  I live
 in Seminole County in the Wekiva area and have had bears in my yard many times.  I have never felt threatened.  I
 often wonder if those who have been 'attacked' did something to provoke the bears.  If there is a problem, I would
 suggest that relocation to the Ocala National Forest is a much better solution than killing these wonderful creatures. 
 I am not one of those anti hunting nut jobs.  I voted for you twice and approve of the job you're doing.  I just think
 this solution is using a sledge hammer on a rather minor problem.
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From: David Ireland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 9:48:47 AM

From: David Ireland <beagleh2@earthlink net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number:

Message Body: I heard that tentative approval was given for a bear hunt this fall.  I am very opposed to this.  I live
 in Seminole County in the Wekiva area and have had bears in my yard many times.  I have never felt threatened.  I
 often wonder if those who have been 'attacked' did something to provoke the bears.  If there is a problem, I would
 suggest that relocation to the Ocala National Forest is a much better solution than killing these wonderful creatures. 
 I am not one of those anti hunting nut jobs.  I voted for you twice and approve of the job you're doing.  I just think
 this solution is using a sledge hammer on a rather minor problem.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: STOP FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 9:13:54 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jessica Jastremski [mailto:jessicajastremski@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 9:04 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP FLORIDA BEAR HUNT

From: Jessica Jastremski <jessicajastremski@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4074132688

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please stop the FWC from killing Florida Bears.  A hunting season is beyond unnecessary and unreasonable given
 all facts of the circumstance.
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From: Jessica Jastremski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP FLORIDA BEAR HUNT
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 9:03:45 AM
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County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4074132688
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Please stop the FWC from killing Florida Bears.  A hunting season is beyond unnecessary and unreasonable given
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 all facts of the circumstance.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 8:52:12 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Patricia A Davis [mailto:pad0725@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 8:48 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Patricia A Davis <pad0725@aol.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33573

Phone Number: 941-457-3416

Message Body: Stop the Bear Hunt. bear-proof garbage containers will help.
And infringing on their territory needs to be controlled better.  They were here first.
God placed these creatures on this earth as He saw fit and expects us to learn to live with them.
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To: Governor Rick Scott
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Zip Code: 33573
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From: Patricia A Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 8:48:03 AM
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County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33573

Phone Number: 941-457-3416

Message Body: Stop the Bear Hunt. bear-proof garbage containers will help.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 8:41:40 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: JOHN DAL NEGRO,JR [mailto:homer1949@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:20 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: proposed bear hunt

From: JOHN DAL NEGRO,JR <homer1949@hotmail.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34476

Phone Number: 352 547 4205

Message Body: just a quick note to oppose any type of bear hunting in fl,there are other ways to save these beautiful
 animals . so please veto this crazy idea thanks john
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From: JOHN DAL NEGRO,JR
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: proposed bear hunt
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2015 5:20:25 AM
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Zip Code: 34476
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Please don"t let the Black Bear be hunted!
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 3:33:56 PM

From: Angela Bell-Deems [mailto:angela@imtheredhead.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 3:24 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please don't let the Black Bear be hunted!

· 1. Science/data shows hunting does not decrease human-bear conflicts.

· 2. Science/data shows programs like bear-proof trashcans management and enforcement feeding prohibitions do
 effectively prevent human-bear conflicts.

· 3. Population surveys will not be completed until 2016.

· 4. Saw palmetto berries (a major staple of the bear's diet) are being harvested legally and illegally on public lands in
 such vast numbers forcing the bears to look for food outside their range/habitat.

· 5. Floridians do not want a bear hunt. A January 2015 Remington Research Poll showed that nearly two-thirds of
 Floridians oppose a hunt, while only 25% support it. This is not an anti-hunting issue but an anti-bear hunting
 issue. Many hunters are even against this.

·
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From: Angela Bell-Deems
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please don"t let the Black Bear be hunted!
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 3:23:51 PM

1. Science/data shows hunting does not decrease human-bear 
conflicts.

2. Science/data shows programs like bear-proof trashcans 
management and enforcement feeding prohibitions do effectively 
prevent human-bear conflicts.

3. Population surveys will not be completed until 2016.

4. Saw palmetto berries (a major staple of the bear's diet) are being 
harvested legally and illegally on public lands in such vast numbers 
forcing the bears to look for food outside their range/habitat.

5. Floridians do not want a bear hunt. A January 2015 Remington 
Research Poll showed that nearly two-thirds of Floridians oppose a 
hunt, while only 25% support it. This is not an anti-hunting issue but an
 anti-bear hunting issue. Many hunters are even against this.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 11:55:52 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jeannine Mallory [mailto:malloryediting@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 11:55 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Jeannine Mallory <malloryediting@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32643

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not allow Floridians to hunt for bears. Stop the bear hunt now. Do not allow it to happen.
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From: Jeannine Mallory
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 11:55:12 AM

From: Jeannine Mallory <malloryediting@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32643

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please do not allow Floridians to hunt for bears. Stop the bear hunt now. Do not allow it to happen.
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Opposed to the proposed bear hunt
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:05:55 AM
Importance: High

From: Christine Cavagnaro Loria [mailto:snoopygirl331@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:02 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Opposed to the proposed bear hunt
Importance: High
Dear Mr. Scott,
Bear hunting is unnecessary in the state of Florida. It seems the only reason bears have made
 news is because they have wandered into some of the wealthier cities in Central Florida and
 the solution of the wealthy is to kill the bears. The FWC cannot even provide a current
 estimate of how many bears are here, yet they want to have a hunt!
Bears were previously on the endangered species list. There is no reason to have a hunt in
 Florida. It is inhumane and would allow poachers & idiots across the state to kill and cause
 injury to animals and people. A solution would be for people to keep garbage cans inside of
 their garages, and to not approach or antagonize them. If bears are a nuisance in a particular
 area, they could be tranquilized by FWC and relocated to a sanctuary. Builders & developers
 could stop bulldozing the homes of bears & other wildlife for greed & profit. Murder is not
 the answer.
People need to respect animals, they were here before us - humans & animals should be
 sharing the planet. Where do you expect bears to go when their homes are constantly being
 destroyed by humans?
Thank you for your consideration.
Christine Loria
Maitland, FL
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From: Christine Cavagnaro Loria
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Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2015 9:01:56 AM
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Thank you for your consideration.
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Maitland, FL
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Maitland, FL



From: Jane Cormier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 10:00:11 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I live in Central Florida and I just would like to register my strong feeling that I am very opposed to a
 bear hunt in any part of the state. As you know, the black bear population has been fragile and now
 that Florida just seems to be developing at such a rapid rate (especially here in Central Florida),
 there is just nowhere for many of the wide creatures to go. Hardly a day goes by that I do not
 witness or hear of some tragedy as a result, whether it be a turtle, or snake or even a dead bobcat
 (just the other day on Narcoosee Rd in St. Cloud). So now we want to go into to the areas where
 bears live and kill them.
I have also written to Florida Wildlife Commission and want to share my concerns with you for what
 they are worth. But, to share a couple of thoughts, it seems there have been no concerted efforts at
 other measures and it would seem most reasonable that this be done first. And, these measures
 should be in place regardless of whether there is a hunt or not. Those would be locking trash cans
 and educating people about leaving out food, etc. But, we want easy…we want to feel powerful…
and we love to hunt. I have nothing against hunters and think most are quite responsible and
 actually humane but there is such salivation about this hunt that I think mothers and cubs will be at
 risk and nonsense about not shooting near a feed station, etc, is out.
And, if truth be told, I am not moved by the science either way. I really just think the hunt is wrong.
 And it is especially wrong that it is our primary solution. There has been no concerted effort
 otherwise.
I love Florida and I like to think that Florida is a state that truly cares about wildlife. But I am
 embarrassed by this situation and that hunting bear is such a knee-jerk response. You know as well
 as I that there are stories that come out of Florida that make us look like buffoons and this, I fear, is
 one more.
Thank you for your time-
Jane Cormier
Orlando, FL
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From: lgale48@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 8:25:12 PM

Gov. Scott,
I oppose Bear Hunting in the State of Florida.
Sincerely,
Leslie Gale
Orlando, FL 32826
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From: Kate MacFall
To: Kate MacFall
Subject: Speak Up for Bears Tomorrow
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:49:02 PM
Attachments: Human-BearConflict-TrophyHunts-Final.pdf

FL Black Bear Factsheet Feb 2015.pdf
Importance: High

Hello!

Please remember that tomorrow, Wednesday April 15, 2015, Florida wildlife officials will meet in Tallahassee to
 vote on opening up a black bear hunt. Under the current proposal, as many as 275 bears will be killed annually
 starting this October. It is vital we show officials that Floridians strongly oppose a hunt on Florida’s recovering
 black bear populations, so we need as many people as possible to stand up for bears at the meeting.

Join us outside the meeting tomorrow morning at 8:00 a m. We will be with the Animal Rights Foundation of
 Florida staff who are hosting a demonstration outside the meeting across from the gymnasium (see below). We will
 have copies of our fact sheets and stickers you can wear to show your support for bears. I’ve also attached copies of
 our fact sheets to this message. We will be at the demonstration, then attending the FWC meeting afterwards to
 speak on behalf of bears. We expect the black bear issue will take at least until lunch time, but if you can only come
 for a portion of the morning or early afternoon, that would still be very helpful. You can register to speak at the
 FWC’s computers in the lobby area outside the meeting.

Location: Alfred Lawson Jr. Multipurpose Center, Florida A&M
University, 1800 Wahnish Way, Tallahassee

parking map<<https://webmail hsus.org/owa/UrlBlockedError.aspx>http://m1e.net/c?200840036-
YYz5Gv.c8r50.%40285011878-tbN/qDgIeZfGI

parking pass  http://m1e net/c?200840036-HzEGWT19yfNuU%40285011879-yXmq42Yinq33

 We hope to see you tomorrow!

Kate MacFall



 
Research Shows Trophy-‐Bear Hunting Does Not Reduce Human-‐Bear Conflicts

Wildlife agencies and policymakers often claim that bear
hunting to reduce their numbers in the forest will result in
fewer of them expanding into urban areas where they may
cause problems.i However, studies show that bear hunting
will only reduce conflicts in cases where the bear population
is reduced below sustainable levels.ii

Science clearly demonstrates that bear hunting does not
address human-‐bear conflicts or make people safer. Eight
scientific studies examined whether hunting would also result
in fewer human-‐bear conflicts, but authors found no evidence
of a connected relationship.

Obbard et al. (2014) write: “We found no significant
correlations between harvest and subsequent HBC [human-‐bear conflicts]. Although it may be intuitive to
assume that harvesting more bears should reduce HBC [human-‐bear conflicts], empirical support for this
assumption is lacking despite considerable research (Garshelis 1989, Treves and Karanth 2003, Huygens et al.
2004, Tavss 2005, Treves 2009, Howe et al. 2010, Treves et al. 2010).”iii

Hunting doesn’t reduce conflicts because hunters generally remove non-‐problem bears from the population;
that is, the individuals not involved in nuisance behaviors.iv Instead, hunters target large bears far from human
habitation, in an attempt to acquire an impressive trophy.

Human-‐bear conflicts are caused by food availability, not the number of bears in the woods. Scientists
correlate human-‐bear conflicts with a lack of available natural bear foods. When there is less natural food
available—because of food failures from weather events like drought or unseasonable frosts—bears are more
inclined to come into human-‐dominated habitats where they may seek out unsecured garbage and other food
sources.v

Hunting bears does not increase social tolerance for bears.Wildlife managers frequently claim that hunting
bears will increase social tolerance for them, but empirical study proves this claim as false.vi

Trash management, public education, code enforcement and hazing effectively alleviate human-‐bear
conflicts. Community-‐based education programs that emphasize the benefits of black bears,vii combined with
aversive conditioning or “hazing” programs and stringent law enforcement are effective means of reducing
human-‐bear conflicts.viii Yosemite Park recently reported a 92% decrease in conflicts by educating the public and
by enforcing special codes concerning humans and bears.ix

Wildlife agencies and policymakers should stop misleading the public. Suggesting that bear hunting will
alleviate conflicts between people and bears is not substantiated by the best available science. Rather than

bowing to a minority of vocal trophy hunters and others, wildlife agencies and policymakers should
implement proven conflict-‐prevention techniques. These proven, scientifically-‐tested methods have broad

public support, and they will actually benefit people and bears.



Sources:
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ii M. E. Obbard et al., "Relationships among Food Availability, Harvest, and Human-‐Bear Conflict at Landscape Scales in
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: STOP Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:36:07 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: divonne wald [mailto motomom217@ol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:36 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP Bear Hunt

From: divonne wald <motomom217@ol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Oppose the proposed bear hunting!!!

Science/data shows hunting DOES NOT DECREASE human-bear conflicts.

FLORIDIANS do not want a bear hunt



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: STOP Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:36:06 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: divonne wald [mailto motomom217@ol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:36 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP Bear Hunt

From: divonne wald <motomom217@ol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Oppose the proposed bear hunting!!!

Science/data shows hunting DOES NOT DECREASE human-bear conflicts.

FLORIDIANS do not want a bear hunt



From: divonne wald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:35:56 PM

From: divonne wald <motomom217@ol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Oppose the proposed bear hunting!!!

Science/data shows hunting DOES NOT DECREASE human-bear conflicts.

FLORIDIANS do not want a bear hunt



From: divonne wald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: STOP Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 4:35:55 PM

From: divonne wald <motomom217@ol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33407

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Oppose the proposed bear hunting!!!

Science/data shows hunting DOES NOT DECREASE human-bear conflicts.

FLORIDIANS do not want a bear hunt



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: FWC proposed black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 3:55:54 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Erich Steffen [mailto:esteffen769@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 3:55 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC proposed black bear hunt

From: Erich Steffen <esteffen769@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33309

Phone Number: 9542546824

Message Body: Hello sir,
I just read a news story that read in part,

"FWC wants to reduce the black bear population by 20 percent in areas with an abundance of bears. Permits could
 be issued for the season and would likely cost $100 for Florida residents and $300 for non-residents."

I am very opposed to this. Killing bears for sport is what this is really all about. For decency's sake, please do not
 allow this proposed killing if bears to go forward.

Respectfully,
Erich Steffen



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: FWC proposed black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 3:55:54 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Erich Steffen [mailto:esteffen769@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 3:55 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC proposed black bear hunt

From: Erich Steffen <esteffen769@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33309

Phone Number: 9542546824

Message Body: Hello sir,
I just read a news story that read in part,

"FWC wants to reduce the black bear population by 20 percent in areas with an abundance of bears. Permits could
 be issued for the season and would likely cost $100 for Florida residents and $300 for non-residents."

I am very opposed to this. Killing bears for sport is what this is really all about. For decency's sake, please do not
 allow this proposed killing if bears to go forward.

Respectfully,
Erich Steffen



From: Erich Steffen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC proposed black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 3:55:18 PM

From: Erich Steffen <esteffen769@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33309

Phone Number: 9542546824

Message Body: Hello sir,
I just read a news story that read in part,

"FWC wants to reduce the black bear population by 20 percent in areas with an abundance of bears. Permits could
 be issued for the season and would likely cost $100 for Florida residents and $300 for non-residents."

I am very opposed to this. Killing bears for sport is what this is really all about. For decency's sake, please do not
 allow this proposed killing if bears to go forward.

Respectfully,
Erich Steffen



From: Erich Steffen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC proposed black bear hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 3:55:18 PM

From: Erich Steffen <esteffen769@hotmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33309

Phone Number: 9542546824

Message Body: Hello sir,
I just read a news story that read in part,

"FWC wants to reduce the black bear population by 20 percent in areas with an abundance of bears. Permits could
 be issued for the season and would likely cost $100 for Florida residents and $300 for non-residents."

I am very opposed to this. Killing bears for sport is what this is really all about. For decency's sake, please do not
 allow this proposed killing if bears to go forward.

Respectfully,
Erich Steffen



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: OPPOSE FWC"s
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:22:07 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jenniffer Viracacha [mailto:jeffinner07@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:16 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: OPPOSE FWC's

From: Jenniffer Viracacha <jeffinner07@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 34638

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please oppose FWC's proposed bear hunt. Florida is already in danger with the crazy GMO
 mosquito.

PLEASE OPPOSE THE FWC's that will jeopardize bears!

Keep Florida beautiful!



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: OPPOSE FWC"s
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:22:07 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jenniffer Viracacha [mailto:jeffinner07@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:16 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: OPPOSE FWC's

From: Jenniffer Viracacha <jeffinner07@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 34638

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please oppose FWC's proposed bear hunt. Florida is already in danger with the crazy GMO
 mosquito.

PLEASE OPPOSE THE FWC's that will jeopardize bears!

Keep Florida beautiful!



From: Jenniffer Viracacha
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: OPPOSE FWC"s
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:15:50 PM

From: Jenniffer Viracacha <jeffinner07@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 34638

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please oppose FWC's proposed bear hunt. Florida is already in danger with the crazy GMO
 mosquito.

PLEASE OPPOSE THE FWC's that will jeopardize bears!

Keep Florida beautiful!



From: Jenniffer Viracacha
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: OPPOSE FWC"s
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 2:15:50 PM

From: Jenniffer Viracacha <jeffinner07@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 34638

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please oppose FWC's proposed bear hunt. Florida is already in danger with the crazy GMO
 mosquito.

PLEASE OPPOSE THE FWC's that will jeopardize bears!

Keep Florida beautiful!



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Stop the bear hunt!
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:52:03 AM

From: Alexi Howk [mailto:adhowk@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt!
Dear Governor Scott,
I urge you to please use your authority to stop the FWC from moving forward with a senseless
 and outrageous trophy bear-hunting proposal, despite strong opposition from Floridians who
 demand the state's bears be protected. At least eight scientific studies, including one in 2014,
 found no evidence hunting to reduce bear population would result in fewer human-bear
 conflicts. Several studies show employing non-lethal co-existence measures, such as bear-
proof trash cans in bear territory coupled with code enforcement can successfully reduce
 human-bear conflicts. Killing an already vulnerable and threatened species is not the answer.
 Please do everything in your power to stop this outrageous trophy hunt opposed by the
 majority of Floridians.
Sincerely,
Alexi Howk
West Melbourne, Fl



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Stop the bear hunt!
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:52:02 AM

From: Alexi Howk [mailto:adhowk@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt!
Dear Governor Scott,
I urge you to please use your authority to stop the FWC from moving forward with a senseless
 and outrageous trophy bear-hunting proposal, despite strong opposition from Floridians who
 demand the state's bears be protected. At least eight scientific studies, including one in 2014,
 found no evidence hunting to reduce bear population would result in fewer human-bear
 conflicts. Several studies show employing non-lethal co-existence measures, such as bear-
proof trash cans in bear territory coupled with code enforcement can successfully reduce
 human-bear conflicts. Killing an already vulnerable and threatened species is not the answer.
 Please do everything in your power to stop this outrageous trophy hunt opposed by the
 majority of Floridians.
Sincerely,
Alexi Howk
West Melbourne, Fl



From: Alexi Howk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt!
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:46:47 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I urge you to please use your authority to stop the FWC from moving forward with a senseless
 and outrageous trophy bear-hunting proposal, despite strong opposition from Floridians who
 demand the state's bears be protected. At least eight scientific studies, including one in 2014,
 found no evidence hunting to reduce bear population would result in fewer human-bear
 conflicts. Several studies show employing non-lethal co-existence measures, such as bear-
proof trash cans in bear territory coupled with code enforcement can successfully reduce
 human-bear conflicts. Killing an already vulnerable and threatened species is not the answer.
 Please do everything in your power to stop this outrageous trophy hunt opposed by the
 majority of Floridians.

Sincerely,

Alexi Howk
West Melbourne, Fl



From: Alexi Howk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Stop the bear hunt!
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:46:46 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I urge you to please use your authority to stop the FWC from moving forward with a senseless
 and outrageous trophy bear-hunting proposal, despite strong opposition from Floridians who
 demand the state's bears be protected. At least eight scientific studies, including one in 2014,
 found no evidence hunting to reduce bear population would result in fewer human-bear
 conflicts. Several studies show employing non-lethal co-existence measures, such as bear-
proof trash cans in bear territory coupled with code enforcement can successfully reduce
 human-bear conflicts. Killing an already vulnerable and threatened species is not the answer.
 Please do everything in your power to stop this outrageous trophy hunt opposed by the
 majority of Floridians.

Sincerely,

Alexi Howk
West Melbourne, Fl



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: FWC"s proposed bear trophy hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:14:10 AM

From: Patrick Fowler [mailto:pfowler1@mail.valenciacollege.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:36 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC's proposed bear trophy hunt
Governor Scott:

I adamantly oppose FWC's proposed bear trophy hunt for many reasons.
First of all, it is simply cruel and inhumane. Executing wildlife is nothing other than callous.
Second, killing bears will disrupt sensitive Florida ecosystems. Bears have a function in the
 wild, and if you remove them, their prey animals will be unchecked, and that can cause bigger
 problems.
Third, it will not solve problems with human-bear interactions. Securing our garbage and trash
 will be much more effective.
Fourth, scientific studies have failed to show that hunting results in fewer human-bear
 conflicts.
Finally, the majority of Floridians oppose the bear hunt.
Please follow the will of the people of Florida and cancel the proposed bear hunt.
Thank you,
Patrick S. Fowler



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: FWC"s proposed bear trophy hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2015 9:14:10 AM

From: Patrick Fowler [mailto:pfowler1@mail.valenciacollege.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:36 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC's proposed bear trophy hunt
Governor Scott:

I adamantly oppose FWC's proposed bear trophy hunt for many reasons.
First of all, it is simply cruel and inhumane. Executing wildlife is nothing other than callous.
Second, killing bears will disrupt sensitive Florida ecosystems. Bears have a function in the
 wild, and if you remove them, their prey animals will be unchecked, and that can cause bigger
 problems.
Third, it will not solve problems with human-bear interactions. Securing our garbage and trash
 will be much more effective.
Fourth, scientific studies have failed to show that hunting results in fewer human-bear
 conflicts.
Finally, the majority of Floridians oppose the bear hunt.
Please follow the will of the people of Florida and cancel the proposed bear hunt.
Thank you,
Patrick S. Fowler



From: Alycia Cardiff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Speak for the Bears
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 11:34:35 PM
Attachments: 11110885 740541102732963 3230982501649716665 n.jpg

Dear Governor Scott:

I hope this letter finds you well. We met at the Hilton Orlando a little over a year ago. I was
 the barista that made your special chai latte, with accidental cocoa on top (instead of
 cinnamon). Sorry about that!

This letter is not really to blabber on, but to urge you to consider the lives of Florida's Black
 Bears. As a Central Florida resident, I am no stranger to news about bears in populated
 neighborhoods. While these bears have their charm, with sleeping in hammocks and all, it is
 obvious that there can be some conflict.

Let me ask you something. Who do you think was here first? Us, or bears? My bet is on the
 bears. We are invading their neighborhoods, not the other way around. How about we learn
 how to adapt around them? Here are some ideas:

The locked garbage cans have proven success with stirring away bears. Let's utilize
 these more. Make them a requirement, add similar cans around public areas, etc.
Consider building a sanctuary, not a theme park, for Florida animals, such as these
 bears. Wouldn't it be nice to bring in more revenue and create more jobs with a State
 or National Park with natural wildlife?
Wait to make a decision until 2016, when bear population surveys will be completed.

If nothing else, please consider the voices of Florida's people who are urging you to help these
 animals. These people do not consist of only animal rights activists, but also with generally
 concerned citizens. I have even heard of hunters who are opposing the Bear Hunt. Imagine
 that!

Thank you for taking the time to hear my plea.

Best,

Alycia Cardiff





From: Alycia Cardiff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Speak for the Bears
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 11:34:34 PM
Attachments: 11110885 740541102732963 3230982501649716665 n.jpg

Dear Governor Scott:

I hope this letter finds you well.  We met at the Hilton Orlando a little over a year ago.  I was
 the barista that made your special chai latte, with accidental cocoa on top (instead of
 cinnamon).  Sorry about that!  

This letter is not really to blabber on, but to urge you to consider the lives of Florida's Black
 Bears.  As a Central Florida resident, I am no stranger to news about bears in populated
 neighborhoods.  While these bears have their charm, with sleeping in hammocks and all, it is
 obvious that there can be some conflict.  

Let me ask you something.  Who do you think was here first?  Us, or bears?  My bet is on the
 bears.  We are invading their neighborhoods, not the other way around. How about we learn
 how to adapt around them?  Here are some ideas:

The locked garbage cans have proven success with stirring away bears.  Let's utilize
 these more.  Make them a requirement, add similar cans around public areas, etc. 
Consider building a sanctuary, not a theme park, for Florida animals, such as these
 bears.  Wouldn't it be nice to bring in more revenue and create more jobs with a State
 or National Park with natural wildlife?  
Wait to make a decision until 2016, when bear population surveys will be completed. 

If nothing else, please consider the voices of Florida's people who are urging you to help these
 animals.  These people do not consist of only animal rights activists, but also with generally
 concerned citizens.  I have even heard of hunters who are opposing the Bear Hunt.  Imagine
 that!  

Thank you for taking the time to hear my plea.  

Best, 

Alycia Cardiff





From: Alycia Cardiff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Speak for the Bears
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 11:34:34 PM
Attachments: 11110885 740541102732963 3230982501649716665 n.jpg

Dear Governor Scott:

I hope this letter finds you well. We met at the Hilton Orlando a little over a year ago. I was
 the barista that made your special chai latte, with accidental cocoa on top (instead of
 cinnamon). Sorry about that!

This letter is not really to blabber on, but to urge you to consider the lives of Florida's Black
 Bears. As a Central Florida resident, I am no stranger to news about bears in populated
 neighborhoods. While these bears have their charm, with sleeping in hammocks and all, it is
 obvious that there can be some conflict.

Let me ask you something. Who do you think was here first? Us, or bears? My bet is on the
 bears. We are invading their neighborhoods, not the other way around. How about we learn
 how to adapt around them? Here are some ideas:

The locked garbage cans have proven success with stirring away bears. Let's utilize
 these more. Make them a requirement, add similar cans around public areas, etc.
Consider building a sanctuary, not a theme park, for Florida animals, such as these
 bears. Wouldn't it be nice to bring in more revenue and create more jobs with a State
 or National Park with natural wildlife?
Wait to make a decision until 2016, when bear population surveys will be completed.

If nothing else, please consider the voices of Florida's people who are urging you to help these
 animals. These people do not consist of only animal rights activists, but also with generally
 concerned citizens. I have even heard of hunters who are opposing the Bear Hunt. Imagine
 that!

Thank you for taking the time to hear my plea.

Best,

Alycia Cardiff





From: Patrick Fowler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC"s proposed bear trophy hunt
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:35:50 PM

Governor Scott:

I adamantly oppose FWC's proposed bear trophy hunt for many reasons.

First of all, it is simply cruel and inhumane.  Executing wildlife is nothing other than callous.

Second, killing bears will disrupt sensitive Florida ecosystems.  Bears have a function in the
 wild, and if you remove them, their prey animals will be unchecked, and that can cause bigger
 problems.

Third, it will not solve problems with human-bear interactions.  Securing our garbage and
 trash will be much more effective.

Fourth, scientific studies have failed to show that hunting results in fewer human-bear
 conflicts.

Finally, the majority of Floridians oppose the bear hunt.

Please follow the will of the people of Florida and cancel the  proposed bear hunt.

Thank you,
Patrick S. Fowler



From: Patrick Fowler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC"s proposed bear trophy hunt
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:35:50 PM

Governor Scott:

I adamantly oppose FWC's proposed bear trophy hunt for many reasons.

First of all, it is simply cruel and inhumane. Executing wildlife is nothing other than callous.

Second, killing bears will disrupt sensitive Florida ecosystems. Bears have a function in the
 wild, and if you remove them, their prey animals will be unchecked, and that can cause bigger
 problems.

Third, it will not solve problems with human-bear interactions. Securing our garbage and trash
 will be much more effective.

Fourth, scientific studies have failed to show that hunting results in fewer human-bear
 conflicts.

Finally, the majority of Floridians oppose the bear hunt.

Please follow the will of the people of Florida and cancel the proposed bear hunt.

Thank you,
Patrick S. Fowler



From: Patrick Fowler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FWC"s proposed bear trophy hunt
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 10:35:49 PM

Governor Scott:

I adamantly oppose FWC's proposed bear trophy hunt for many reasons.

First of all, it is simply cruel and inhumane. Executing wildlife is nothing other than callous.

Second, killing bears will disrupt sensitive Florida ecosystems. Bears have a function in the
 wild, and if you remove them, their prey animals will be unchecked, and that can cause bigger
 problems.

Third, it will not solve problems with human-bear interactions. Securing our garbage and trash
 will be much more effective.

Fourth, scientific studies have failed to show that hunting results in fewer human-bear
 conflicts.

Finally, the majority of Floridians oppose the bear hunt.

Please follow the will of the people of Florida and cancel the proposed bear hunt.

Thank you,
Patrick S. Fowler



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: bear hunting proposal
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:25:10 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Dr. Julia Gress [mailto:kygress@ufl.edu]
Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2015 8:53 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting proposal

From: Dr. Julia Gress <kygress@ufl.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32609

Phone Number: (352) 575-5457

Message Body: Florida black bears were only removed from the list of species threatened with extinction 3 years
 ago and it is customary to wait 5 years to re-evaluate population changes.  A census has not been completed since
 2002, yet there is a proposal before FWC to allow hunting of 10% of the 2002 estimated population.  In the name of
 "sound conservation science", I opposed this proposal and ask that you request a 1 year waiting period to gather the
 necessary data needed to make a scientifically sound decision on whether a bear hunt is sustainable or not.  Another
 question is, why are there no conservation scientists or biologists on the commission?  This is odd.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: bear hunting proposal
Date: Monday, April 13, 2015 9:25:10 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Dr. Julia Gress [mailto:kygress@ufl.edu]
Sent: Saturday, April 11, 2015 8:53 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting proposal

From: Dr. Julia Gress <kygress@ufl.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32609

Phone Number: (352) 575-5457

Message Body: Florida black bears were only removed from the list of species threatened with extinction 3 years
 ago and it is customary to wait 5 years to re-evaluate population changes.  A census has not been completed since
 2002, yet there is a proposal before FWC to allow hunting of 10% of the 2002 estimated population.  In the name of
 "sound conservation science", I opposed this proposal and ask that you request a 1 year waiting period to gather the
 necessary data needed to make a scientifically sound decision on whether a bear hunt is sustainable or not.  Another
 question is, why are there no conservation scientists or biologists on the commission?  This is odd.



From: Dr. Julia Gress
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting proposal
Date: Saturday, April 11, 2015 8:53:18 PM

From: Dr. Julia Gress <kygress@ufl.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32609

Phone Number: (352) 575-5457

Message Body: Florida black bears were only removed from the list of species threatened with extinction 3 years
 ago and it is customary to wait 5 years to re-evaluate population changes.  A census has not been completed since
 2002, yet there is a proposal before FWC to allow hunting of 10% of the 2002 estimated population.  In the name of
 "sound conservation science", I opposed this proposal and ask that you request a 1 year waiting period to gather the
 necessary data needed to make a scientifically sound decision on whether a bear hunt is sustainable or not.  Another
 question is, why are there no conservation scientists or biologists on the commission?  This is odd.



From: Dr. Julia Gress
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting proposal
Date: Saturday, April 11, 2015 8:53:18 PM

From: Dr. Julia Gress <kygress@ufl.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32609

Phone Number: (352) 575-5457

Message Body: Florida black bears were only removed from the list of species threatened with extinction 3 years
 ago and it is customary to wait 5 years to re-evaluate population changes.  A census has not been completed since
 2002, yet there is a proposal before FWC to allow hunting of 10% of the 2002 estimated population.  In the name of
 "sound conservation science", I opposed this proposal and ask that you request a 1 year waiting period to gather the
 necessary data needed to make a scientifically sound decision on whether a bear hunt is sustainable or not.  Another
 question is, why are there no conservation scientists or biologists on the commission?  This is odd.



From: Dr. Julia Gress
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: bear hunting proposal
Date: Saturday, April 11, 2015 8:53:18 PM

From: Dr. Julia Gress <kygress@ufl.edu>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32609

Phone Number: (352) 575-5457

Message Body: Florida black bears were only removed from the list of species threatened with extinction 3 years
 ago and it is customary to wait 5 years to re-evaluate population changes.  A census has not been completed since
 2002, yet there is a proposal before FWC to allow hunting of 10% of the 2002 estimated population.  In the name of
 "sound conservation science", I opposed this proposal and ask that you request a 1 year waiting period to gather the
 necessary data needed to make a scientifically sound decision on whether a bear hunt is sustainable or not.  Another
 question is, why are there no conservation scientists or biologists on the commission?  This is odd.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt :( :( :(
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:05:28 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: J Gaynor [mailto:jcg123@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:05 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt :( :( :(

From: J Gaynor <jcg123@bellsouth net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32854

Phone Number: 407-617-3575

Message Body: PLEASE do not pass proposed legislation  that would allow OUR Florida Bears to be hunted !!!!

Thank You !!!!! 
 :)  :)  :)



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt :( :( :(
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:05:27 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: J Gaynor [mailto:jcg123@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:05 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt :( :( :(

From: J Gaynor <jcg123@bellsouth net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32854

Phone Number: 407-617-3575

Message Body: PLEASE do not pass proposed legislation  that would allow OUR Florida Bears to be hunted !!!!

Thank You !!!!! 
 :)  :)  :)



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt :( :( :(
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:05:27 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: J Gaynor [mailto:jcg123@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:05 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt :( :( :(

From: J Gaynor <jcg123@bellsouth net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32854

Phone Number: 407-617-3575

Message Body: PLEASE do not pass proposed legislation  that would allow OUR Florida Bears to be hunted !!!!

Thank You !!!!! 
 :)  :)  :)



From: J Gaynor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt :( :( :(
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:04:42 PM

From: J Gaynor <jcg123@bellsouth net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32854

Phone Number: 407-617-3575

Message Body: PLEASE do not pass proposed legislation  that would allow OUR Florida Bears to be hunted !!!!

Thank You !!!!! 
 :)  :)  :)



From: J Gaynor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt :( :( :(
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:04:42 PM

From: J Gaynor <jcg123@bellsouth net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32854

Phone Number: 407-617-3575

Message Body: PLEASE do not pass proposed legislation  that would allow OUR Florida Bears to be hunted !!!!

Thank You !!!!! 
 :)  :)  :)



From: J Gaynor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt :( :( :(
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 4:04:42 PM

From: J Gaynor <jcg123@bellsouth net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32854

Phone Number: 407-617-3575

Message Body: PLEASE do not pass proposed legislation  that would allow OUR Florida Bears to be hunted !!!!

Thank You !!!!! 
 :)  :)  :)



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:42:05 PM

From: janawiggins@yahoo.com [mailto:janawiggins@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:20 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Dear Governor Scott,
I am a CEO in Tampa, FL and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my understanding that some of the members of the FWC were appointed
 by you, I implore you not to follow their recommendation of allowing a bear hunt.
Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true
 nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding the bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a
 readily available source. The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those who insist on breaking the law and feeding the bears.
 Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting permits to kill bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.
Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do too. Have a good day.
Sincerely,
Jana Wiggins



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:42:05 PM

 
 

From: janawiggins@yahoo.com [mailto:janawiggins@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:20 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
 
Dear Governor Scott, 

 
I am a CEO in Tampa, FL and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my understanding that some of the members of the FWC were appointed
 by you, I implore you not to follow their recommendation of allowing a bear hunt. 

 
Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true
 nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding the bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a
 readily available source. The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those who insist on breaking the law and feeding the bears.
 Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting permits to kill bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans. 

 
Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do too. Have a good day. 

 
Sincerely,
Jana Wiggins

 



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:42:05 PM

From: janawiggins@yahoo.com [mailto:janawiggins@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:20 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Dear Governor Scott,
I am a CEO in Tampa, FL and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my understanding that some of the members of the FWC were appointed
 by you, I implore you not to follow their recommendation of allowing a bear hunt.
Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true
 nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding the bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a
 readily available source. The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those who insist on breaking the law and feeding the bears.
 Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting permits to kill bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.
Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do too. Have a good day.
Sincerely,
Jana Wiggins



From: janawiggins@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:22:33 PM

Dear Governor Scott, 

I am a CEO in Tampa, FL and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my understanding
 that some of the members of the FWC were appointed by you, I implore you not to follow their recommendation of
 allowing a bear hunt. 

Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to
 allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding
 the bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a
 readily available source. The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those
 who insist on breaking the law and feeding the bears. Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting
 permits to kill bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans. 

Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do
 too. Have a good day. 

Sincerely,
Jana Wiggins



From: janawiggins@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:22:33 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a CEO in Tampa, FL and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my understanding
 that some of the members of the FWC were appointed by you, I implore you not to follow their recommendation of
 allowing a bear hunt.

Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to
 allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding
 the bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a
 readily available source. The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those
 who insist on breaking the law and feeding the bears. Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting
 permits to kill bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.

Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do
 too. Have a good day.

Sincerely,
Jana Wiggins



From: janawiggins@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 1:22:33 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a CEO in Tampa, FL and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my understanding
 that some of the members of the FWC were appointed by you, I implore you not to follow their recommendation of
 allowing a bear hunt.

Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to
 allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding
 the bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a
 readily available source. The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those
 who insist on breaking the law and feeding the bears. Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting
 permits to kill bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.

Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do
 too. Have a good day.

Sincerely,
Jana Wiggins



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 12:10:00 PM

From: maria machado [mailto:mamix@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 12:07 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears

Hi,
I would like to tell you that I oppose the bear hunt that the FWC
 is trying to impose. We need more education.
Please save the bears.
Thanks,
Maria Machado.
Save the Planet!

“Aerodynamically the bumblebee shouldn’t be able to fly, but the bumblebee

 doesn’t know that so it goes on flying anyway.”



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 12:09:59 PM

 
 

From: maria machado [mailto:mamix@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 12:07 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
 
Hi,
 
I would like to tell you that I oppose the bear hunt that the FWC
 is trying to impose. We need more education. 
 
Please save the bears.
 
Thanks,
 
Maria Machado.
 
Save the Planet!
 

“Aerodynamically the bumblebee shouldn’t be able to fly, but the bumblebee

 doesn’t know that so it goes on flying anyway.”



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 12:09:59 PM

From: maria machado [mailto:mamix@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 12:07 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears

Hi,
I would like to tell you that I oppose the bear hunt that the FWC
 is trying to impose. We need more education.
Please save the bears.
Thanks,
Maria Machado.
Save the Planet!

“Aerodynamically the bumblebee shouldn’t be able to fly, but the bumblebee

 doesn’t know that so it goes on flying anyway.”



From: maria machado
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 12:07:03 PM

Hi,

I would like to tell you that I oppose the
 bear hunt that the FWC is trying to
 impose. We need more education.

Please save the bears.
Thanks,
Maria Machado.
Save the Planet!

“Aerodynamically the bumblebee shouldn’t be able to fly, but the bumblebee

 doesn’t know that so it goes on flying anyway.”



From: maria machado
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 12:07:03 PM

Hi,

I would like to tell you that I oppose the
 bear hunt that the FWC is trying to
 impose. We need more education.

Please save the bears.
Thanks,
Maria Machado.
Save the Planet!

“Aerodynamically the bumblebee shouldn’t be able to fly, but the bumblebee

 doesn’t know that so it goes on flying anyway.”



From: maria machado
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Black Bears
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 12:07:03 PM

Hi,

I would like to tell you that I oppose the
 bear hunt that the FWC is trying to
 impose. We need more education. 

Please save the bears.
 
Thanks,
 
Maria Machado.
 
Save the Planet!
 

“Aerodynamically the bumblebee shouldn’t be able to fly, but the bumblebee

 doesn’t know that so it goes on flying anyway.”



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunting proposal
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:52:02 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Musette Stewart [mailto:marymusettestewart@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:51 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting proposal

Dear Governor Scott,

I am an attorney in Longwood, Florida and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my
 understanding that some of the members of the FWC were appointed by you, I implore you not to follow their
 recommendation of allowing a bear hunt.

Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to
 allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding the
 bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a readily
 available source.  The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those who insist on
 breaking the law and feeding the bears. Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting permits to kill
 bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.

Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do
 too. Have a good day.

Mary M. Stewart, Esq.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunting proposal
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:52:01 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Musette Stewart [mailto:marymusettestewart@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:51 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting proposal

Dear Governor Scott,

I am an attorney in Longwood, Florida and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my
 understanding that some of the members of the FWC were appointed by you, I implore you not to follow their
 recommendation of allowing a bear hunt.

Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to
 allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding the
 bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a readily
 available source.  The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those who insist on
 breaking the law and feeding the bears. Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting permits to kill
 bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.

Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do
 too. Have a good day.

Mary M. Stewart, Esq.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunting proposal
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:52:01 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Musette Stewart [mailto:marymusettestewart@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:51 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting proposal

Dear Governor Scott,

I am an attorney in Longwood, Florida and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my
 understanding that some of the members of the FWC were appointed by you, I implore you not to follow their
 recommendation of allowing a bear hunt.

Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to
 allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding the
 bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a readily
 available source.  The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those who insist on
 breaking the law and feeding the bears. Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting permits to kill
 bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.

Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do
 too. Have a good day.

Mary M. Stewart, Esq.



From: Mary Musette Stewart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting proposal
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:51:32 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am an attorney in Longwood, Florida and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my
 understanding that some of the members of the FWC were appointed by you, I implore you not to follow their
 recommendation of allowing a bear hunt.

Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to
 allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding the
 bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a readily
 available source.  The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those who insist on
 breaking the law and feeding the bears. Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting permits to kill
 bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.

Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do
 too. Have a good day.

Mary M. Stewart, Esq.



From: Mary Musette Stewart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting proposal
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:51:32 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am an attorney in Longwood, Florida and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my
 understanding that some of the members of the FWC were appointed by you, I implore you not to follow their
 recommendation of allowing a bear hunt.

Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to
 allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding the
 bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a readily
 available source.  The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those who insist on
 breaking the law and feeding the bears. Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting permits to kill
 bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.

Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do
 too. Have a good day.

Mary M. Stewart, Esq.



From: Mary Musette Stewart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunting proposal
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:51:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am an attorney in Longwood, Florida and I live in the affected area where bears are seen. Even though it is my
 understanding that some of the members of the FWC were appointed by you, I implore you not to follow their
 recommendation of allowing a bear hunt.

Bears have been living harmoniously with humans in this area for decades and there is no reason at this point to
 allow anyone to hunt them. The humans are the true nuisance by virtue of the fact that they are illegally feeding the
 bears and not using the appropriate trash cans to discourage the bears from seeking out food from such a readily
 available source.  The easiest answer is to require the use of bear proof garbage cans and punish those who insist on
 breaking the law and feeding the bears. Instead of generating revenue through the sale of hunting permits to kill
 bears, revenue can be generated through the sale of bear proof garbage cans.

Please do not side with the minority on this one. The majority of Floridians oppose a bear hunt and I hope you do
 too. Have a good day.

Mary M. Stewart, Esq.



From: Alice Vandernoot
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: hay
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:43:09 AM

HELLO GOVERNOR SCOTT. THE BEAR HUNT IN FLOIRDA IN THE FORESTS AND THE COUNTIES IS VERY
 BAD FOR THE BEARS IT SHOULND'T HAPPEN THANK YOUL ACIE.



From: Alice Vandernoot
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: hay
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:43:09 AM

HELLO GOVERNOR SCOTT. THE BEAR HUNT IN FLOIRDA IN THE FORESTS AND THE COUNTIES IS VERY
 BAD FOR THE BEARS IT SHOULND'T HAPPEN THANK YOUL ACIE.



From: Alice Vandernoot
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: hay
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 11:43:09 AM

HELLO GOVERNOR SCOTT. THE BEAR HUNT IN FLOIRDA IN THE FORESTS AND THE COUNTIES IS VERY
 BAD FOR THE BEARS IT SHOULND'T HAPPEN THANK YOUL ACIE.



From: Christopher Murphy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please oppose the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 10:44:08 AM

Thank you!
Chris Murphy
Orlando



From: Christopher Murphy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please oppose the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 10:44:07 AM

Thank you!
Chris Murphy
Orlando



From: Christopher Murphy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please oppose the bear hunt
Date: Thursday, April 09, 2015 10:44:07 AM

Thank you!
 
Chris Murphy
Orlando



From: Gary Ostrow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: UNACCEPTABLE, UNNECESARY AND INHUMANE LIFTING OF BAN ON FLORIDA BEAR HUNTING
Date: Wednesday, April 08, 2015 12:51:06 PM
Attachments: SAVE FLORIDA"S BEARS!.rtf

-- 
THE LAW OFFICE OF GARY S. OSTROW, P.A.

INTRACOASTAL BUILDING
SUITE 302

3000 NORTHEAST 30TH PLACE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33306

954-566-4033/ 954-683-6000 
Dear Governor,

I am providing you with an article I authored that is based on the immoral and
 unnecessary lifting on the hunt for Florida's bears! Please examine the alternatives
 that merely require that people secure their trash in residential neighboroods and the
 laws pertaining to protecting the staple of the Florida bears be enforced, which is
 being ignored at this time! Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

GARY S. OSTROW, ESQ
www.fortlauderdalecriminaldefense.us



dited · 
  
SUN-SENTINEL EDITORIAL TAGS 'BEAR HUNT "SAD COMMENTARY 
ON PEOPLE!" KIDD ROCK: ANOTHER KILLING OPPORTUNITY!!! 

In a strong commentary editorial, the Sun-Sentinel newspaper takes sides 
with the Florida Chapter of the Humane Society of the United States after 
the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission "announced revival 
of bear hunting in Florida in 20 years" in light of a higher rate of 
"confrontation" between bears and humans across the state. 

This is a prime example of what I have been targeting and condemning, as 
put so incredibly accurately, "a sad commentary on people!" Facts reflect 
that people are at the core of this problem due to a majority of calls to the 
bear nuisance hot line are a result of reports of bears rummaging through 
people's garbage! 

Because the geniuses calling the shots rationalize that people who live in 
close proximity to bear habitats, cannot be relied on to purchase bear 
resistant cans, they can apparently sleep at night, living with the illusion 
that having a legal permit to torture and violently eradicate wild bear in their 
native habitat, is the answer!  Ironically, states like New Jersey, that have 
licensed week long bear hunts has actually increased confrontations 
between bears and people and a Human Society survey has found that 
61% of those surveyed, oppose the hunt! So, despite the fact that these 
bear vs. human confrontations are PROVOKED by people who can easily 
help to reduce these statistics, that a majority of people oppose this cruel 
and inhumane "solution" and that history has shown that these licensed 
homicidal sprees actually increase confrontations, THE HUNT GOES ON!!! 

If this isn't enough to get you sick, I don't know what it takes! I repeat my 
unshakeable position that, this and similar undertakings that legalize an act 
that is immoral, cruel, unnecessary and just another sad example of who 
the most dangerous animal really is. 

But, hey, do I expect anything else? God forbid people should get off their 
collective behinds and stand up for what their personal beliefs are.........it 



may cause a major interruption in their Keeping up with the Kardashian's or 
their uninterrupted viewing of "The Biggest Loser." 

KILLER KIDD ROCK......ARE YOU LISTENING? YOU CAN COME TO 
FLORIDA AND LEGALLY SHOOT WILD BEAR IN THEIR NATIVE 
HABITAT FOR FUN? 
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resistant cans, they can apparently sleep at night, living with the illusion 
that having a legal permit to torture and violently eradicate wild bear in their 
native habitat, is the answer!  Ironically, states like New Jersey, that have 
licensed week long bear hunts has actually increased confrontations 
between bears and people and a Human Society survey has found that 
61% of those surveyed, oppose the hunt! So, despite the fact that these 
bear vs. human confrontations are PROVOKED by people who can easily 
help to reduce these statistics, that a majority of people oppose this cruel 
and inhumane "solution" and that history has shown that these licensed 
homicidal sprees actually increase confrontations, THE HUNT GOES ON!!! 

If this isn't enough to get you sick, I don't know what it takes! I repeat my 
unshakeable position that, this and similar undertakings that legalize an act 
that is immoral, cruel, unnecessary and just another sad example of who 
the most dangerous animal really is. 

But, hey, do I expect anything else? God forbid people should get off their 
collective behinds and stand up for what their personal beliefs are.........it 



may cause a major interruption in their Keeping up with the Kardashian's or 
their uninterrupted viewing of "The Biggest Loser." 

KILLER KIDD ROCK......ARE YOU LISTENING? YOU CAN COME TO 
FLORIDA AND LEGALLY SHOOT WILD BEAR IN THEIR NATIVE 
HABITAT FOR FUN? 



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: No Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:29:18 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Shayna Thompson [mailto:shaynathompsonlmt@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:28 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt

From: Shayna Thompson <shaynathompsonlmt@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4073765583

Message Body: Good afternoon Governer Rick Scott,

Scientific data shows that hunting does not decrease human-bear conflicts, and that non-lethal programs are
 successful in decreasing these conflicts.  Each Florida household (or at least those with high bear interaction) need
 to be provided with bear-safe trash bins to end this source of food and get them safely out of our neighborhoods. 
 Population surveys will not be completed until 2016, how can this decision be considered educated if made before
 survey completion. Saw palmetto berries, a major staple of the bear's diet, are being harvested legally and illegally
 in such vast numbers forcing the bears to look for food outside their range/habitat.  If attention is reverted from
 hunting to proper enforcement the bears would not be seeking out human trash. The vast majority of Floridians do
 not want a bear hunt. Only a small minority are in favor. This is not an anti-hunting issue, but an anti-bear hunting
 issue. Many hunters are even against this. Thank you.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: No Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:29:17 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Shayna Thompson [mailto:shaynathompsonlmt@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:28 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt

From: Shayna Thompson <shaynathompsonlmt@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4073765583

Message Body: Good afternoon Governer Rick Scott,

Scientific data shows that hunting does not decrease human-bear conflicts, and that non-lethal programs are
 successful in decreasing these conflicts.  Each Florida household (or at least those with high bear interaction) need
 to be provided with bear-safe trash bins to end this source of food and get them safely out of our neighborhoods. 
 Population surveys will not be completed until 2016, how can this decision be considered educated if made before
 survey completion. Saw palmetto berries, a major staple of the bear's diet, are being harvested legally and illegally
 in such vast numbers forcing the bears to look for food outside their range/habitat.  If attention is reverted from
 hunting to proper enforcement the bears would not be seeking out human trash. The vast majority of Floridians do
 not want a bear hunt. Only a small minority are in favor. This is not an anti-hunting issue, but an anti-bear hunting
 issue. Many hunters are even against this. Thank you.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: No Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:29:17 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Shayna Thompson [mailto:shaynathompsonlmt@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:28 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt

From: Shayna Thompson <shaynathompsonlmt@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4073765583

Message Body: Good afternoon Governer Rick Scott,

Scientific data shows that hunting does not decrease human-bear conflicts, and that non-lethal programs are
 successful in decreasing these conflicts.  Each Florida household (or at least those with high bear interaction) need
 to be provided with bear-safe trash bins to end this source of food and get them safely out of our neighborhoods. 
 Population surveys will not be completed until 2016, how can this decision be considered educated if made before
 survey completion. Saw palmetto berries, a major staple of the bear's diet, are being harvested legally and illegally
 in such vast numbers forcing the bears to look for food outside their range/habitat.  If attention is reverted from
 hunting to proper enforcement the bears would not be seeking out human trash. The vast majority of Floridians do
 not want a bear hunt. Only a small minority are in favor. This is not an anti-hunting issue, but an anti-bear hunting
 issue. Many hunters are even against this. Thank you.



From: Shayna Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:28:57 PM

From: Shayna Thompson <shaynathompsonlmt@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4073765583

Message Body: Good afternoon Governer Rick Scott,

Scientific data shows that hunting does not decrease human-bear conflicts, and that non-lethal programs are
 successful in decreasing these conflicts.  Each Florida household (or at least those with high bear interaction) need
 to be provided with bear-safe trash bins to end this source of food and get them safely out of our neighborhoods. 
 Population surveys will not be completed until 2016, how can this decision be considered educated if made before
 survey completion. Saw palmetto berries, a major staple of the bear's diet, are being harvested legally and illegally
 in such vast numbers forcing the bears to look for food outside their range/habitat.  If attention is reverted from
 hunting to proper enforcement the bears would not be seeking out human trash. The vast majority of Floridians do
 not want a bear hunt. Only a small minority are in favor. This is not an anti-hunting issue, but an anti-bear hunting
 issue. Many hunters are even against this. Thank you.



From: Shayna Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:28:57 PM

From: Shayna Thompson <shaynathompsonlmt@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4073765583

Message Body: Good afternoon Governer Rick Scott,

Scientific data shows that hunting does not decrease human-bear conflicts, and that non-lethal programs are
 successful in decreasing these conflicts.  Each Florida household (or at least those with high bear interaction) need
 to be provided with bear-safe trash bins to end this source of food and get them safely out of our neighborhoods. 
 Population surveys will not be completed until 2016, how can this decision be considered educated if made before
 survey completion. Saw palmetto berries, a major staple of the bear's diet, are being harvested legally and illegally
 in such vast numbers forcing the bears to look for food outside their range/habitat.  If attention is reverted from
 hunting to proper enforcement the bears would not be seeking out human trash. The vast majority of Floridians do
 not want a bear hunt. Only a small minority are in favor. This is not an anti-hunting issue, but an anti-bear hunting
 issue. Many hunters are even against this. Thank you.



From: Shayna Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: No Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:28:56 PM

From: Shayna Thompson <shaynathompsonlmt@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: 4073765583

Message Body: Good afternoon Governer Rick Scott,

Scientific data shows that hunting does not decrease human-bear conflicts, and that non-lethal programs are
 successful in decreasing these conflicts.  Each Florida household (or at least those with high bear interaction) need
 to be provided with bear-safe trash bins to end this source of food and get them safely out of our neighborhoods. 
 Population surveys will not be completed until 2016, how can this decision be considered educated if made before
 survey completion. Saw palmetto berries, a major staple of the bear's diet, are being harvested legally and illegally
 in such vast numbers forcing the bears to look for food outside their range/habitat.  If attention is reverted from
 hunting to proper enforcement the bears would not be seeking out human trash. The vast majority of Floridians do
 not want a bear hunt. Only a small minority are in favor. This is not an anti-hunting issue, but an anti-bear hunting
 issue. Many hunters are even against this. Thank you.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt Rules
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 1:38:17 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Kitty Hodges [mailto:hodgekm.kh@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 12:22 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt Rules

From: Kitty Hodges <hodgekm kh@gmail.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32401

Phone Number: 8509601558

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please do not allow the FWC's proposal to manage the Black Bear population by once again making it permissible
 to hunt these animals. Yes, I want prevention of future attacks by these bears, and yes, I know something needs to
 be done about public safety and awareness, but, this hardly seems the solution!  I would venture to say that a large
 majority of the people that favor this idea don't favor it because they are concerned about public safety, but instead
 simply are in favor of being able to hunt these animals.
Thank you so much for your consideration of support for the Animal Rights Foundation of Florida.
Sincerely,
Kitty Hodges
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 simply are in favor of being able to hunt these animals.
Thank you so much for your consideration of support for the Animal Rights Foundation of Florida.
Sincerely,
Kitty Hodges



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt Rules
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 1:38:17 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Kitty Hodges [mailto:hodgekm.kh@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 12:22 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt Rules

From: Kitty Hodges <hodgekm kh@gmail.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32401

Phone Number: 8509601558

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please do not allow the FWC's proposal to manage the Black Bear population by once again making it permissible
 to hunt these animals. Yes, I want prevention of future attacks by these bears, and yes, I know something needs to
 be done about public safety and awareness, but, this hardly seems the solution!  I would venture to say that a large
 majority of the people that favor this idea don't favor it because they are concerned about public safety, but instead
 simply are in favor of being able to hunt these animals.
Thank you so much for your consideration of support for the Animal Rights Foundation of Florida.
Sincerely,
Kitty Hodges



From: Kitty Hodges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt Rules
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 12:22:14 PM

From: Kitty Hodges <hodgekm kh@gmail.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32401

Phone Number: 8509601558

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please do not allow the FWC's proposal to manage the Black Bear population by once again making it permissible
 to hunt these animals. Yes, I want prevention of future attacks by these bears, and yes, I know something needs to
 be done about public safety and awareness, but, this hardly seems the solution!  I would venture to say that a large
 majority of the people that favor this idea don't favor it because they are concerned about public safety, but instead
 simply are in favor of being able to hunt these animals.
Thank you so much for your consideration of support for the Animal Rights Foundation of Florida.
Sincerely,
Kitty Hodges



From: Kitty Hodges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt Rules
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 12:22:13 PM

From: Kitty Hodges <hodgekm kh@gmail.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32401

Phone Number: 8509601558

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please do not allow the FWC's proposal to manage the Black Bear population by once again making it permissible
 to hunt these animals. Yes, I want prevention of future attacks by these bears, and yes, I know something needs to
 be done about public safety and awareness, but, this hardly seems the solution!  I would venture to say that a large
 majority of the people that favor this idea don't favor it because they are concerned about public safety, but instead
 simply are in favor of being able to hunt these animals.
Thank you so much for your consideration of support for the Animal Rights Foundation of Florida.
Sincerely,
Kitty Hodges



From: Kitty Hodges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt Rules
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 12:22:13 PM

From: Kitty Hodges <hodgekm kh@gmail.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32401

Phone Number: 8509601558

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Please do not allow the FWC's proposal to manage the Black Bear population by once again making it permissible
 to hunt these animals. Yes, I want prevention of future attacks by these bears, and yes, I know something needs to
 be done about public safety and awareness, but, this hardly seems the solution!  I would venture to say that a large
 majority of the people that favor this idea don't favor it because they are concerned about public safety, but instead
 simply are in favor of being able to hunt these animals.
Thank you so much for your consideration of support for the Animal Rights Foundation of Florida.
Sincerely,
Kitty Hodges



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Vote no to black bear hunt.
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 11:49:23 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Angela Douglas [mailto:gagirlardouglas@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 11:39 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Vote no to black bear hunt.

From: Angela Douglas <gagirlardouglas@gmail.com>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32539

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,
I am a registered Florida voter. I am opposed to open hunting season on Florida black bears. Public education on
 deterring black bears would be a better solution. Thank you for your time.
Angela Douglas
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Vote no to black bear hunt.
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 11:49:22 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Angela Douglas [mailto:gagirlardouglas@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 11:39 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Vote no to black bear hunt.

From: Angela Douglas <gagirlardouglas@gmail.com>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32539

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,
I am a registered Florida voter. I am opposed to open hunting season on Florida black bears. Public education on
 deterring black bears would be a better solution. Thank you for your time.
Angela Douglas



From: Angela Douglas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Vote no to black bear hunt.
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 11:39:30 AM

From: Angela Douglas <gagirlardouglas@gmail.com>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32539

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,
I am a registered Florida voter. I am opposed to open hunting season on Florida black bears. Public education on
 deterring black bears would be a better solution. Thank you for your time.
Angela Douglas



From: Angela Douglas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Vote no to black bear hunt.
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 11:39:30 AM

From: Angela Douglas <gagirlardouglas@gmail.com>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32539

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,
I am a registered Florida voter. I am opposed to open hunting season on Florida black bears. Public education on
 deterring black bears would be a better solution. Thank you for your time.
Angela Douglas



From: Angela Douglas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Vote no to black bear hunt.
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 11:39:30 AM

From: Angela Douglas <gagirlardouglas@gmail.com>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32539

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,
I am a registered Florida voter. I am opposed to open hunting season on Florida black bears. Public education on
 deterring black bears would be a better solution. Thank you for your time.
Angela Douglas



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:17:49 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Bob Echols [mailto:rmestl2@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:11 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Bob Echols <rmestl2@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34471

Phone Number: 352-804-1168

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott;  I beg you to read the following and to use your power to stop this planned
 butchery.  In the name of all that is human and decent, please show compassion.

I write in opposition to Florida's proposed bear hunt, and I ask others to join me in this opposition.

The reason provided by the state of Florida for this bloodletting is the number of people injured by bears, a figure
 presumably on the rise.  A recent Reuters report, however, cites only 4 people injured by bears in our state in the
 last 3 years.  I must confess I am at a loss to equate a rate of slightly more than one injured person yearly with an
 ursine menace dealt with only by slaughter.  Further, state officials in the Reuters report admit that problem lies
 mainly with humans.  Those of us who live in areas populated by bears tend not to keep our trash in bear proof
 containers, and we are shocked, shocked when bears come looking for food left in our garbage.  Humans have
 caused the problem by encroaching upon wildlife habitats and in so doing not making any accommodation at all to
 the displaced and dislodged animals.  What a typical human solution:  eviscerate wildlife domains, do nothing to try
 live in harmony with the remaining wildlife, then decide the solution to th!
 e catastrophe we created is butchery of that wildlife.   Disgraceful.

As purportedly the top rung of the ethical ladder, we humans have a duty to act responsibly as regards nature,
 respecting and protecting life wherever possible.  Rather than slaughter, surely we can demonstrate a reverence for
 life and acknowledge a commonality with animals and all nature by seeking and implementing other solutions. 

Some ideas:

Let us turn this situation into something positive.  Let us educate and remind those of us who live near bear territory 
 how properly to store trash.  For those who need help acquiring bear-resistant trash receptacles, let us provide such
 help.

Then, if there truly exists a surplus bear population let our county work with wildlife offices and local
 sanctuaries/shelters (who have been painfully silent on this matter) to create a bear sanctuary in Marion County. 
 Such a sanctuary can be part of an Eco-tourism effort (that we laud but never seem to implement) and could even
 include something akin to a trap/neuter/release effort currently in place for feral cats.

Finally, we can use the bear issue as a good way to implement the state requirement for teaching humane treatment
 of animals to our students.  Such instruction is mandated by Florida statute   233.061, and, to the best of my



 knowledge and belief, is woefully neglected here.  What a wonderful chance to teach our students about our role as
 stewards of the environment, not its defilers. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote: “[ethics] is therefore the result of our recognizing the solidarity of life which nature
 gives us.  And, as it grows more profound, it teaches us sympathy with all life." 

As human animals, let us acknowledge that solidarity, acknowledge our charge to act ethically as regards life, and
 find ways other than hunting to deal sympathetically with bears who never asked us to enter their territory.
Please contact your elected officials in Tallahassee and Ocala and ask that this bear hunt be canceled immediately.   
 Let us all be stewards of nature and acknowledge our obligation to live responsibly with other species.  Please help.

Robert M. Echols
Founder and President
For Our Friends the Animals Foundation



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:17:49 AM
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Subject: Bear Hunt
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Zip Code: 34471

Phone Number: 352-804-1168

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott;  I beg you to read the following and to use your power to stop this planned
 butchery.  In the name of all that is human and decent, please show compassion.

I write in opposition to Florida's proposed bear hunt, and I ask others to join me in this opposition.

The reason provided by the state of Florida for this bloodletting is the number of people injured by bears, a figure
 presumably on the rise.  A recent Reuters report, however, cites only 4 people injured by bears in our state in the
 last 3 years.  I must confess I am at a loss to equate a rate of slightly more than one injured person yearly with an
 ursine menace dealt with only by slaughter.  Further, state officials in the Reuters report admit that problem lies
 mainly with humans.  Those of us who live in areas populated by bears tend not to keep our trash in bear proof
 containers, and we are shocked, shocked when bears come looking for food left in our garbage.  Humans have
 caused the problem by encroaching upon wildlife habitats and in so doing not making any accommodation at all to
 the displaced and dislodged animals.  What a typical human solution:  eviscerate wildlife domains, do nothing to try
 live in harmony with the remaining wildlife, then decide the solution to th!
 e catastrophe we created is butchery of that wildlife.   Disgraceful.

As purportedly the top rung of the ethical ladder, we humans have a duty to act responsibly as regards nature,
 respecting and protecting life wherever possible.  Rather than slaughter, surely we can demonstrate a reverence for
 life and acknowledge a commonality with animals and all nature by seeking and implementing other solutions. 

Some ideas:

Let us turn this situation into something positive.  Let us educate and remind those of us who live near bear territory 
 how properly to store trash.  For those who need help acquiring bear-resistant trash receptacles, let us provide such
 help.

Then, if there truly exists a surplus bear population let our county work with wildlife offices and local
 sanctuaries/shelters (who have been painfully silent on this matter) to create a bear sanctuary in Marion County. 
 Such a sanctuary can be part of an Eco-tourism effort (that we laud but never seem to implement) and could even
 include something akin to a trap/neuter/release effort currently in place for feral cats.

Finally, we can use the bear issue as a good way to implement the state requirement for teaching humane treatment
 of animals to our students.  Such instruction is mandated by Florida statute   233.061, and, to the best of my



 knowledge and belief, is woefully neglected here.  What a wonderful chance to teach our students about our role as
 stewards of the environment, not its defilers. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote: “[ethics] is therefore the result of our recognizing the solidarity of life which nature
 gives us.  And, as it grows more profound, it teaches us sympathy with all life." 

As human animals, let us acknowledge that solidarity, acknowledge our charge to act ethically as regards life, and
 find ways other than hunting to deal sympathetically with bears who never asked us to enter their territory.
Please contact your elected officials in Tallahassee and Ocala and ask that this bear hunt be canceled immediately.   
 Let us all be stewards of nature and acknowledge our obligation to live responsibly with other species.  Please help.

Robert M. Echols
Founder and President
For Our Friends the Animals Foundation



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
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Message Body: Dear Governor Scott;  I beg you to read the following and to use your power to stop this planned
 butchery.  In the name of all that is human and decent, please show compassion.

I write in opposition to Florida's proposed bear hunt, and I ask others to join me in this opposition.

The reason provided by the state of Florida for this bloodletting is the number of people injured by bears, a figure
 presumably on the rise.  A recent Reuters report, however, cites only 4 people injured by bears in our state in the
 last 3 years.  I must confess I am at a loss to equate a rate of slightly more than one injured person yearly with an
 ursine menace dealt with only by slaughter.  Further, state officials in the Reuters report admit that problem lies
 mainly with humans.  Those of us who live in areas populated by bears tend not to keep our trash in bear proof
 containers, and we are shocked, shocked when bears come looking for food left in our garbage.  Humans have
 caused the problem by encroaching upon wildlife habitats and in so doing not making any accommodation at all to
 the displaced and dislodged animals.  What a typical human solution:  eviscerate wildlife domains, do nothing to try
 live in harmony with the remaining wildlife, then decide the solution to th!
 e catastrophe we created is butchery of that wildlife.   Disgraceful.

As purportedly the top rung of the ethical ladder, we humans have a duty to act responsibly as regards nature,
 respecting and protecting life wherever possible.  Rather than slaughter, surely we can demonstrate a reverence for
 life and acknowledge a commonality with animals and all nature by seeking and implementing other solutions. 

Some ideas:

Let us turn this situation into something positive.  Let us educate and remind those of us who live near bear territory 
 how properly to store trash.  For those who need help acquiring bear-resistant trash receptacles, let us provide such
 help.

Then, if there truly exists a surplus bear population let our county work with wildlife offices and local
 sanctuaries/shelters (who have been painfully silent on this matter) to create a bear sanctuary in Marion County. 
 Such a sanctuary can be part of an Eco-tourism effort (that we laud but never seem to implement) and could even
 include something akin to a trap/neuter/release effort currently in place for feral cats.

Finally, we can use the bear issue as a good way to implement the state requirement for teaching humane treatment
 of animals to our students.  Such instruction is mandated by Florida statute   233.061, and, to the best of my



 knowledge and belief, is woefully neglected here.  What a wonderful chance to teach our students about our role as
 stewards of the environment, not its defilers. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote: “[ethics] is therefore the result of our recognizing the solidarity of life which nature
 gives us.  And, as it grows more profound, it teaches us sympathy with all life." 

As human animals, let us acknowledge that solidarity, acknowledge our charge to act ethically as regards life, and
 find ways other than hunting to deal sympathetically with bears who never asked us to enter their territory.
Please contact your elected officials in Tallahassee and Ocala and ask that this bear hunt be canceled immediately.   
 Let us all be stewards of nature and acknowledge our obligation to live responsibly with other species.  Please help.

Robert M. Echols
Founder and President
For Our Friends the Animals Foundation



From: Bob Echols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:12:35 AM

From: Bob Echols <rmestl2@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34471

Phone Number: 352-804-1168

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott--Please read the following and use your authority to stop the massacre of
 innocent bears.  In the name of all that is human and decent, please stop this.

I write in opposition to Florida's proposed bear hunt, and I ask others to join me in this opposition.

The reason provided by the state of Florida for this bloodletting is the number of people injured by bears, a figure
 presumably on the rise.  A recent Reuters report, however, cites only 4 people injured by bears in our state in the
 last 3 years.  I must confess I am at a loss to equate a rate of slightly more than one injured person yearly with an
 ursine menace dealt with only by slaughter.  Further, state officials in the Reuters report admit that problem lies
 mainly with humans.  Those of us who live in areas populated by bears tend not to keep our trash in bear proof
 containers, and we are shocked, shocked when bears come looking for food left in our garbage.  Humans have
 caused the problem by encroaching upon wildlife habitats and in so doing not making any accommodation at all to
 the displaced and dislodged animals.  What a typical human solution:  eviscerate wildlife domains, do nothing to try
 live in harmony with the remaining wildlife, then decide the solution to th!
 e catastrophe we created is butchery of that wildlife.   Disgraceful.

As purportedly the top rung of the ethical ladder, we humans have a duty to act responsibly as regards nature,
 respecting and protecting life wherever possible.  Rather than slaughter, surely we can demonstrate a reverence for
 life and acknowledge a commonality with animals and all nature by seeking and implementing other solutions. 

Some ideas:

Let us turn this situation into something positive.  Let us educate and remind those of us who live near bear territory 
 how properly to store trash.  For those who need help acquiring bear-resistant trash receptacles, let us provide such
 help.

Then, if there truly exists a surplus bear population let our county work with wildlife offices and local
 sanctuaries/shelters (who have been painfully silent on this matter) to create a bear sanctuary in Marion County. 
 Such a sanctuary can be part of an Eco-tourism effort (that we laud but never seem to implement) and could even
 include something akin to a trap/neuter/release effort currently in place for feral cats.

Finally, we can use the bear issue as a good way to implement the state requirement for teaching humane treatment
 of animals to our students.  Such instruction is mandated by Florida statute   233.061, and, to the best of my
 knowledge and belief, is woefully neglected here.  What a wonderful chance to teach our students about our role as
 stewards of the environment, not its defilers. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote: “[ethics] is therefore the result of our recognizing the solidarity of life which nature
 gives us.  And, as it grows more profound, it teaches us sympathy with all life." 

As human animals, let us acknowledge that solidarity, acknowledge our charge to act ethically as regards life, and
 find ways other than hunting to deal sympathetically with bears who never asked us to enter their territory.
Please contact your elected officials in Tallahassee and Ocala and ask that this bear hunt be canceled immediately.   



 Let us all be stewards of nature and acknowledge our obligation to live responsibly with other species.  Please help.

Robert M. Echols
Founder and President
For Our Friends the Animals Foundation



From: Bob Echols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:12:35 AM

From: Bob Echols <rmestl2@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34471

Phone Number: 352-804-1168

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott--Please read the following and use your authority to stop the massacre of
 innocent bears.  In the name of all that is human and decent, please stop this.

I write in opposition to Florida's proposed bear hunt, and I ask others to join me in this opposition.

The reason provided by the state of Florida for this bloodletting is the number of people injured by bears, a figure
 presumably on the rise.  A recent Reuters report, however, cites only 4 people injured by bears in our state in the
 last 3 years.  I must confess I am at a loss to equate a rate of slightly more than one injured person yearly with an
 ursine menace dealt with only by slaughter.  Further, state officials in the Reuters report admit that problem lies
 mainly with humans.  Those of us who live in areas populated by bears tend not to keep our trash in bear proof
 containers, and we are shocked, shocked when bears come looking for food left in our garbage.  Humans have
 caused the problem by encroaching upon wildlife habitats and in so doing not making any accommodation at all to
 the displaced and dislodged animals.  What a typical human solution:  eviscerate wildlife domains, do nothing to try
 live in harmony with the remaining wildlife, then decide the solution to th!
 e catastrophe we created is butchery of that wildlife.   Disgraceful.

As purportedly the top rung of the ethical ladder, we humans have a duty to act responsibly as regards nature,
 respecting and protecting life wherever possible.  Rather than slaughter, surely we can demonstrate a reverence for
 life and acknowledge a commonality with animals and all nature by seeking and implementing other solutions. 

Some ideas:

Let us turn this situation into something positive.  Let us educate and remind those of us who live near bear territory 
 how properly to store trash.  For those who need help acquiring bear-resistant trash receptacles, let us provide such
 help.

Then, if there truly exists a surplus bear population let our county work with wildlife offices and local
 sanctuaries/shelters (who have been painfully silent on this matter) to create a bear sanctuary in Marion County. 
 Such a sanctuary can be part of an Eco-tourism effort (that we laud but never seem to implement) and could even
 include something akin to a trap/neuter/release effort currently in place for feral cats.

Finally, we can use the bear issue as a good way to implement the state requirement for teaching humane treatment
 of animals to our students.  Such instruction is mandated by Florida statute   233.061, and, to the best of my
 knowledge and belief, is woefully neglected here.  What a wonderful chance to teach our students about our role as
 stewards of the environment, not its defilers. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote: “[ethics] is therefore the result of our recognizing the solidarity of life which nature
 gives us.  And, as it grows more profound, it teaches us sympathy with all life." 

As human animals, let us acknowledge that solidarity, acknowledge our charge to act ethically as regards life, and
 find ways other than hunting to deal sympathetically with bears who never asked us to enter their territory.
Please contact your elected officials in Tallahassee and Ocala and ask that this bear hunt be canceled immediately.   



 Let us all be stewards of nature and acknowledge our obligation to live responsibly with other species.  Please help.

Robert M. Echols
Founder and President
For Our Friends the Animals Foundation



From: Bob Echols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:12:34 AM

From: Bob Echols <rmestl2@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34471

Phone Number: 352-804-1168

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott--Please read the following and use your authority to stop the massacre of
 innocent bears.  In the name of all that is human and decent, please stop this.

I write in opposition to Florida's proposed bear hunt, and I ask others to join me in this opposition.

The reason provided by the state of Florida for this bloodletting is the number of people injured by bears, a figure
 presumably on the rise.  A recent Reuters report, however, cites only 4 people injured by bears in our state in the
 last 3 years.  I must confess I am at a loss to equate a rate of slightly more than one injured person yearly with an
 ursine menace dealt with only by slaughter.  Further, state officials in the Reuters report admit that problem lies
 mainly with humans.  Those of us who live in areas populated by bears tend not to keep our trash in bear proof
 containers, and we are shocked, shocked when bears come looking for food left in our garbage.  Humans have
 caused the problem by encroaching upon wildlife habitats and in so doing not making any accommodation at all to
 the displaced and dislodged animals.  What a typical human solution:  eviscerate wildlife domains, do nothing to try
 live in harmony with the remaining wildlife, then decide the solution to th!
 e catastrophe we created is butchery of that wildlife.   Disgraceful.

As purportedly the top rung of the ethical ladder, we humans have a duty to act responsibly as regards nature,
 respecting and protecting life wherever possible.  Rather than slaughter, surely we can demonstrate a reverence for
 life and acknowledge a commonality with animals and all nature by seeking and implementing other solutions. 

Some ideas:

Let us turn this situation into something positive.  Let us educate and remind those of us who live near bear territory 
 how properly to store trash.  For those who need help acquiring bear-resistant trash receptacles, let us provide such
 help.

Then, if there truly exists a surplus bear population let our county work with wildlife offices and local
 sanctuaries/shelters (who have been painfully silent on this matter) to create a bear sanctuary in Marion County. 
 Such a sanctuary can be part of an Eco-tourism effort (that we laud but never seem to implement) and could even
 include something akin to a trap/neuter/release effort currently in place for feral cats.

Finally, we can use the bear issue as a good way to implement the state requirement for teaching humane treatment
 of animals to our students.  Such instruction is mandated by Florida statute   233.061, and, to the best of my
 knowledge and belief, is woefully neglected here.  What a wonderful chance to teach our students about our role as
 stewards of the environment, not its defilers. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote: “[ethics] is therefore the result of our recognizing the solidarity of life which nature
 gives us.  And, as it grows more profound, it teaches us sympathy with all life." 

As human animals, let us acknowledge that solidarity, acknowledge our charge to act ethically as regards life, and
 find ways other than hunting to deal sympathetically with bears who never asked us to enter their territory.
Please contact your elected officials in Tallahassee and Ocala and ask that this bear hunt be canceled immediately.   



 Let us all be stewards of nature and acknowledge our obligation to live responsibly with other species.  Please help.

Robert M. Echols
Founder and President
For Our Friends the Animals Foundation



From: Bob Echols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:10:42 AM

From: Bob Echols <rmestl2@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34471

Phone Number: 352-804-1168

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott;  I beg you to read the following and to use your power to stop this planned
 butchery.  In the name of all that is human and decent, please show compassion.

I write in opposition to Florida's proposed bear hunt, and I ask others to join me in this opposition.

The reason provided by the state of Florida for this bloodletting is the number of people injured by bears, a figure
 presumably on the rise.  A recent Reuters report, however, cites only 4 people injured by bears in our state in the
 last 3 years.  I must confess I am at a loss to equate a rate of slightly more than one injured person yearly with an
 ursine menace dealt with only by slaughter.  Further, state officials in the Reuters report admit that problem lies
 mainly with humans.  Those of us who live in areas populated by bears tend not to keep our trash in bear proof
 containers, and we are shocked, shocked when bears come looking for food left in our garbage.  Humans have
 caused the problem by encroaching upon wildlife habitats and in so doing not making any accommodation at all to
 the displaced and dislodged animals.  What a typical human solution:  eviscerate wildlife domains, do nothing to try
 live in harmony with the remaining wildlife, then decide the solution to th!
 e catastrophe we created is butchery of that wildlife.   Disgraceful.

As purportedly the top rung of the ethical ladder, we humans have a duty to act responsibly as regards nature,
 respecting and protecting life wherever possible.  Rather than slaughter, surely we can demonstrate a reverence for
 life and acknowledge a commonality with animals and all nature by seeking and implementing other solutions. 

Some ideas:

Let us turn this situation into something positive.  Let us educate and remind those of us who live near bear territory 
 how properly to store trash.  For those who need help acquiring bear-resistant trash receptacles, let us provide such
 help.

Then, if there truly exists a surplus bear population let our county work with wildlife offices and local
 sanctuaries/shelters (who have been painfully silent on this matter) to create a bear sanctuary in Marion County. 
 Such a sanctuary can be part of an Eco-tourism effort (that we laud but never seem to implement) and could even
 include something akin to a trap/neuter/release effort currently in place for feral cats.

Finally, we can use the bear issue as a good way to implement the state requirement for teaching humane treatment
 of animals to our students.  Such instruction is mandated by Florida statute   233.061, and, to the best of my
 knowledge and belief, is woefully neglected here.  What a wonderful chance to teach our students about our role as
 stewards of the environment, not its defilers. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote: “[ethics] is therefore the result of our recognizing the solidarity of life which nature
 gives us.  And, as it grows more profound, it teaches us sympathy with all life." 

As human animals, let us acknowledge that solidarity, acknowledge our charge to act ethically as regards life, and
 find ways other than hunting to deal sympathetically with bears who never asked us to enter their territory.
Please contact your elected officials in Tallahassee and Ocala and ask that this bear hunt be canceled immediately.   



 Let us all be stewards of nature and acknowledge our obligation to live responsibly with other species.  Please help.

Robert M. Echols
Founder and President
For Our Friends the Animals Foundation



From: Bob Echols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:10:42 AM

From: Bob Echols <rmestl2@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34471

Phone Number: 352-804-1168

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott;  I beg you to read the following and to use your power to stop this planned
 butchery.  In the name of all that is human and decent, please show compassion.

I write in opposition to Florida's proposed bear hunt, and I ask others to join me in this opposition.

The reason provided by the state of Florida for this bloodletting is the number of people injured by bears, a figure
 presumably on the rise.  A recent Reuters report, however, cites only 4 people injured by bears in our state in the
 last 3 years.  I must confess I am at a loss to equate a rate of slightly more than one injured person yearly with an
 ursine menace dealt with only by slaughter.  Further, state officials in the Reuters report admit that problem lies
 mainly with humans.  Those of us who live in areas populated by bears tend not to keep our trash in bear proof
 containers, and we are shocked, shocked when bears come looking for food left in our garbage.  Humans have
 caused the problem by encroaching upon wildlife habitats and in so doing not making any accommodation at all to
 the displaced and dislodged animals.  What a typical human solution:  eviscerate wildlife domains, do nothing to try
 live in harmony with the remaining wildlife, then decide the solution to th!
 e catastrophe we created is butchery of that wildlife.   Disgraceful.

As purportedly the top rung of the ethical ladder, we humans have a duty to act responsibly as regards nature,
 respecting and protecting life wherever possible.  Rather than slaughter, surely we can demonstrate a reverence for
 life and acknowledge a commonality with animals and all nature by seeking and implementing other solutions. 

Some ideas:

Let us turn this situation into something positive.  Let us educate and remind those of us who live near bear territory 
 how properly to store trash.  For those who need help acquiring bear-resistant trash receptacles, let us provide such
 help.

Then, if there truly exists a surplus bear population let our county work with wildlife offices and local
 sanctuaries/shelters (who have been painfully silent on this matter) to create a bear sanctuary in Marion County. 
 Such a sanctuary can be part of an Eco-tourism effort (that we laud but never seem to implement) and could even
 include something akin to a trap/neuter/release effort currently in place for feral cats.

Finally, we can use the bear issue as a good way to implement the state requirement for teaching humane treatment
 of animals to our students.  Such instruction is mandated by Florida statute   233.061, and, to the best of my
 knowledge and belief, is woefully neglected here.  What a wonderful chance to teach our students about our role as
 stewards of the environment, not its defilers. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote: “[ethics] is therefore the result of our recognizing the solidarity of life which nature
 gives us.  And, as it grows more profound, it teaches us sympathy with all life." 

As human animals, let us acknowledge that solidarity, acknowledge our charge to act ethically as regards life, and
 find ways other than hunting to deal sympathetically with bears who never asked us to enter their territory.
Please contact your elected officials in Tallahassee and Ocala and ask that this bear hunt be canceled immediately.   



 Let us all be stewards of nature and acknowledge our obligation to live responsibly with other species.  Please help.

Robert M. Echols
Founder and President
For Our Friends the Animals Foundation



From: Bob Echols
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 10:10:42 AM

From: Bob Echols <rmestl2@yahoo.com>

County: Marion

Zip Code: 34471

Phone Number: 352-804-1168

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott;  I beg you to read the following and to use your power to stop this planned
 butchery.  In the name of all that is human and decent, please show compassion.

I write in opposition to Florida's proposed bear hunt, and I ask others to join me in this opposition.

The reason provided by the state of Florida for this bloodletting is the number of people injured by bears, a figure
 presumably on the rise.  A recent Reuters report, however, cites only 4 people injured by bears in our state in the
 last 3 years.  I must confess I am at a loss to equate a rate of slightly more than one injured person yearly with an
 ursine menace dealt with only by slaughter.  Further, state officials in the Reuters report admit that problem lies
 mainly with humans.  Those of us who live in areas populated by bears tend not to keep our trash in bear proof
 containers, and we are shocked, shocked when bears come looking for food left in our garbage.  Humans have
 caused the problem by encroaching upon wildlife habitats and in so doing not making any accommodation at all to
 the displaced and dislodged animals.  What a typical human solution:  eviscerate wildlife domains, do nothing to try
 live in harmony with the remaining wildlife, then decide the solution to th!
 e catastrophe we created is butchery of that wildlife.   Disgraceful.

As purportedly the top rung of the ethical ladder, we humans have a duty to act responsibly as regards nature,
 respecting and protecting life wherever possible.  Rather than slaughter, surely we can demonstrate a reverence for
 life and acknowledge a commonality with animals and all nature by seeking and implementing other solutions. 

Some ideas:

Let us turn this situation into something positive.  Let us educate and remind those of us who live near bear territory 
 how properly to store trash.  For those who need help acquiring bear-resistant trash receptacles, let us provide such
 help.

Then, if there truly exists a surplus bear population let our county work with wildlife offices and local
 sanctuaries/shelters (who have been painfully silent on this matter) to create a bear sanctuary in Marion County. 
 Such a sanctuary can be part of an Eco-tourism effort (that we laud but never seem to implement) and could even
 include something akin to a trap/neuter/release effort currently in place for feral cats.

Finally, we can use the bear issue as a good way to implement the state requirement for teaching humane treatment
 of animals to our students.  Such instruction is mandated by Florida statute   233.061, and, to the best of my
 knowledge and belief, is woefully neglected here.  What a wonderful chance to teach our students about our role as
 stewards of the environment, not its defilers. 

As Dr. Albert Schweitzer wrote: “[ethics] is therefore the result of our recognizing the solidarity of life which nature
 gives us.  And, as it grows more profound, it teaches us sympathy with all life." 

As human animals, let us acknowledge that solidarity, acknowledge our charge to act ethically as regards life, and
 find ways other than hunting to deal sympathetically with bears who never asked us to enter their territory.
Please contact your elected officials in Tallahassee and Ocala and ask that this bear hunt be canceled immediately.   



 Let us all be stewards of nature and acknowledge our obligation to live responsibly with other species.  Please help.

Robert M. Echols
Founder and President
For Our Friends the Animals Foundation



From: Shawnette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, April 06, 2015 9:24:54 PM

From: Shawnette <shawnette13@gmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32736

Phone Number: 3219453535

Message Body: This is a democracy.  Bring the bear hunt to a vote!



From: Shawnette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, April 06, 2015 9:24:54 PM

From: Shawnette <shawnette13@gmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32736

Phone Number: 3219453535

Message Body: This is a democracy.  Bring the bear hunt to a vote!



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, April 06, 2015 8:42:46 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Leslie Cooper [mailto:ljc67@att net]
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2015 10:36 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Leslie Cooper <ljc67@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 9545605375

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a native Floridian and long time Republican who voted for you twice as the Governor of Florida, I am asking for
 your immediate assistance to veto the decision of the Florida Wildlife Commission on April 15th should they vote
 to permit hunting of Black Bears in Florida.  They are blaming the bears for human attacks, when developers are
 taking their habitat to create new communities.  The developers should be required to provide a safe barrier to keep
 bears in their natural habitat away from humans.  Perhaps the FWC should follow the Rangers in the Great Smoky
 Mountains who relocate troublesome bears rather than KILL them!
Thank you, in advance, for your support! The bears thank you too!

Respectfully,
Leslie Cooper
3120 Southwest 116 Avenue
Davie, FL 33330



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, April 06, 2015 8:42:46 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Leslie Cooper [mailto:ljc67@att net]
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2015 10:36 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Leslie Cooper <ljc67@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 9545605375

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a native Floridian and long time Republican who voted for you twice as the Governor of Florida, I am asking for
 your immediate assistance to veto the decision of the Florida Wildlife Commission on April 15th should they vote
 to permit hunting of Black Bears in Florida.  They are blaming the bears for human attacks, when developers are
 taking their habitat to create new communities.  The developers should be required to provide a safe barrier to keep
 bears in their natural habitat away from humans.  Perhaps the FWC should follow the Rangers in the Great Smoky
 Mountains who relocate troublesome bears rather than KILL them!
Thank you, in advance, for your support! The bears thank you too!

Respectfully,
Leslie Cooper
3120 Southwest 116 Avenue
Davie, FL 33330



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt
Date: Monday, April 06, 2015 8:42:46 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Leslie Cooper [mailto:ljc67@att net]
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2015 10:36 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt

From: Leslie Cooper <ljc67@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 9545605375

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a native Floridian and long time Republican who voted for you twice as the Governor of Florida, I am asking for
 your immediate assistance to veto the decision of the Florida Wildlife Commission on April 15th should they vote
 to permit hunting of Black Bears in Florida.  They are blaming the bears for human attacks, when developers are
 taking their habitat to create new communities.  The developers should be required to provide a safe barrier to keep
 bears in their natural habitat away from humans.  Perhaps the FWC should follow the Rangers in the Great Smoky
 Mountains who relocate troublesome bears rather than KILL them!
Thank you, in advance, for your support! The bears thank you too!

Respectfully,
Leslie Cooper
3120 Southwest 116 Avenue
Davie, FL 33330



From: Leslie Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, April 03, 2015 10:36:17 PM

From: Leslie Cooper <ljc67@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 9545605375

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a native Floridian and long time Republican who voted for you twice as the Governor of Florida, I am asking for
 your immediate assistance to veto the decision of the Florida Wildlife Commission on April 15th should they vote
 to permit hunting of Black Bears in Florida.  They are blaming the bears for human attacks, when developers are
 taking their habitat to create new communities.  The developers should be required to provide a safe barrier to keep
 bears in their natural habitat away from humans.  Perhaps the FWC should follow the Rangers in the Great Smoky
 Mountains who relocate troublesome bears rather than KILL them!
Thank you, in advance, for your support! The bears thank you too!

Respectfully,
Leslie Cooper
3120 Southwest 116 Avenue
Davie, FL 33330



From: Leslie Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Friday, April 03, 2015 10:36:17 PM

From: Leslie Cooper <ljc67@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 9545605375

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a native Floridian and long time Republican who voted for you twice as the Governor of Florida, I am asking for
 your immediate assistance to veto the decision of the Florida Wildlife Commission on April 15th should they vote
 to permit hunting of Black Bears in Florida.  They are blaming the bears for human attacks, when developers are
 taking their habitat to create new communities.  The developers should be required to provide a safe barrier to keep
 bears in their natural habitat away from humans.  Perhaps the FWC should follow the Rangers in the Great Smoky
 Mountains who relocate troublesome bears rather than KILL them!
Thank you, in advance, for your support! The bears thank you too!

Respectfully,
Leslie Cooper
3120 Southwest 116 Avenue
Davie, FL 33330



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: fl black bears
Date: Friday, March 27, 2015 9:28:57 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Linda. Warsing [mailto:lindawarsing@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2015 6:21 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: fl black bears

From: Linda. Warsing <lindawarsing@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4078946200

Message Body: Stop black bear hunt.  You have the power. Thank you governor.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: fl black bears
Date: Friday, March 27, 2015 9:28:56 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Linda. Warsing [mailto:lindawarsing@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2015 6:21 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: fl black bears

From: Linda. Warsing <lindawarsing@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4078946200

Message Body: Stop black bear hunt.  You have the power. Thank you governor.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: fl black bears
Date: Friday, March 27, 2015 9:28:56 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Linda. Warsing [mailto:lindawarsing@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2015 6:21 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: fl black bears

From: Linda. Warsing <lindawarsing@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4078946200

Message Body: Stop black bear hunt.  You have the power. Thank you governor.



From: Linda. Warsing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: fl black bears
Date: Thursday, March 26, 2015 6:24:05 PM

From: Linda. Warsing <lindawarsing@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4078946200

Message Body: Stop black bear hunt.  You have the power. Thank you governor.



From: Linda. Warsing
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: fl black bears
Date: Thursday, March 26, 2015 6:24:05 PM

From: Linda. Warsing <lindawarsing@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4078946200

Message Body: Stop black bear hunt.  You have the power. Thank you governor.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, February 09, 2015 1:56:17 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Margot Stiff [mailto:mstiff41@outlook.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 07, 2015 12:16 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt

From: Margot Stiff <mstiff41@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32905

Phone Number: 321-724-8971

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

I implore you not to let the FWC go ahead with its ill-advised plan to allow black bears in Florida to be legally
 hunted.

Bears and people can live side by side if residents are educated on how to prevent them from wandering onto their
 property in the first place.

Sincerely,
Maggie Erickson



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear hunt
Date: Monday, February 09, 2015 1:56:17 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Margot Stiff [mailto:mstiff41@outlook.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 07, 2015 12:16 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt

From: Margot Stiff <mstiff41@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32905

Phone Number: 321-724-8971

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

I implore you not to let the FWC go ahead with its ill-advised plan to allow black bears in Florida to be legally
 hunted.

Bears and people can live side by side if residents are educated on how to prevent them from wandering onto their
 property in the first place.

Sincerely,
Maggie Erickson



From: Margot Stiff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear hunt
Date: Saturday, February 07, 2015 12:16:07 PM

From: Margot Stiff <mstiff41@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32905

Phone Number: 321-724-8971

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

I implore you not to let the FWC go ahead with its ill-advised plan to allow black bears in Florida to be legally
 hunted.

Bears and people can live side by side if residents are educated on how to prevent them from wandering onto their
 property in the first place.

Sincerely,
Maggie Erickson



From: Margot Stiff
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Subject: Bear hunt
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From: Margot Stiff <mstiff41@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32905

Phone Number: 321-724-8971

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott:

I implore you not to let the FWC go ahead with its ill-advised plan to allow black bears in Florida to be legally
 hunted.

Bears and people can live side by side if residents are educated on how to prevent them from wandering onto their
 property in the first place.

Sincerely,
Maggie Erickson



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Don"t allow bear hunting in Fl please
Date: Friday, February 06, 2015 8:22:27 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Gisela Garcia [mailto:Ggarciap@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:48 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don't allow bear hunting in Fl please

From: Gisela Garcia <Ggarciap@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33332

Phone Number: 9543895842

Message Body: I urge you to stop that today's meeting of the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission,
 commissioners agreed to move forward with developing rules for a bear hunt.
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From: Gisela Garcia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow bear hunting in Fl please
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:47:37 PM

From: Gisela Garcia <Ggarciap@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33332

Phone Number: 9543895842

Message Body: I urge you to stop that today's meeting of the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission,
 commissioners agreed to move forward with developing rules for a bear hunt.
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From: Gisela Garcia <Ggarciap@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33332

Phone Number: 9543895842

Message Body: I urge you to stop that today's meeting of the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission,
 commissioners agreed to move forward with developing rules for a bear hunt.



From: Gisela Garcia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Don"t allow bear hunting in Fl please
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:47:37 PM

From: Gisela Garcia <Ggarciap@bellsouth net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33332

Phone Number: 9543895842

Message Body: I urge you to stop that today's meeting of the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission,
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From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Florida black bear proposed hunt
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:33:20 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Myra Noss [mailto:noss_m@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:33 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida black bear proposed hunt

From: Myra Noss <noss_m@bellsouth net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32766

Phone Number: 407-489-5372

Message Body: Governor Scott,  A potential Florida black bear hunt may be needed. But, first and foremost a
 current population study must be completed to correctly evaluate the situation. As a biologist (I have even had the
 privilege to go out with FWC bear biologists), a hunt will not curve the human/bear interaction issues. The problem
 bears are reared in and around residential areas and are taught by female mother bears to forge on human garbage.
 You can't hunt in residential neighborhoods. This is a human problem. Plus, Florida black bear are losing habitat at
 an alarming rate. That, coupled with population increase of Florida black bear equals a perfect storm for the death
 of many bears-- though the nuisance bear removal. I urge you to follow science facts to implement any program.
 Not ill advised ignorant advice.
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From: Myra Noss
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida black bear proposed hunt
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:32:48 AM

From: Myra Noss <noss_m@bellsouth net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32766

Phone Number: 407-489-5372

Message Body: Governor Scott,  A potential Florida black bear hunt may be needed. But, first and foremost a
 current population study must be completed to correctly evaluate the situation. As a biologist (I have even had the
 privilege to go out with FWC bear biologists), a hunt will not curve the human/bear interaction issues. The problem
 bears are reared in and around residential areas and are taught by female mother bears to forge on human garbage.
 You can't hunt in residential neighborhoods. This is a human problem. Plus, Florida black bear are losing habitat at
 an alarming rate. That, coupled with population increase of Florida black bear equals a perfect storm for the death
 of many bears-- though the nuisance bear removal. I urge you to follow science facts to implement any program.
 Not ill advised ignorant advice.
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 You can't hunt in residential neighborhoods. This is a human problem. Plus, Florida black bear are losing habitat at
 an alarming rate. That, coupled with population increase of Florida black bear equals a perfect storm for the death
 of many bears-- though the nuisance bear removal. I urge you to follow science facts to implement any program.
 Not ill advised ignorant advice.



From: Myra Noss
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 You can't hunt in residential neighborhoods. This is a human problem. Plus, Florida black bear are losing habitat at
 an alarming rate. That, coupled with population increase of Florida black bear equals a perfect storm for the death
 of many bears-- though the nuisance bear removal. I urge you to follow science facts to implement any program.
 Not ill advised ignorant advice.



From: Governor Rick Scott
To: FWC/Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (sabrina.menendez@myfwc.com)
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Bear Hunt shameful lack of democracy
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 8:13:21 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: KAM [mailto:outdoorzi@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 2:38 AM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt shameful lack of democracy

From: KAM <outdoorzi@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33477

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,  you appointed our wildlife commissioners. Did you tell them to forgo ANY
 democracy? 

84% of Floridians are against a bear hunt right now, including a lot of hunters themselves. Yet Bergeron is the only
 one on that board who thinks maybe we should wait until we have concluded how many bears we even have.

Not acceptable!  De-listed only TWO years, no conclusive total, seven fragile pocket populations...

STOP THIS HUNT! It's not the solution, and it's too soon to pretend we can ignore the hard facts!
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From: KAM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt shameful lack of democracy
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 2:37:56 AM

From: KAM <outdoorzi@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33477

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,  you appointed our wildlife commissioners. Did you tell them to forgo ANY
 democracy? 

84% of Floridians are against a bear hunt right now, including a lot of hunters themselves. Yet Bergeron is the only
 one on that board who thinks maybe we should wait until we have concluded how many bears we even have.

Not acceptable!  De-listed only TWO years, no conclusive total, seven fragile pocket populations...

STOP THIS HUNT! It's not the solution, and it's too soon to pretend we can ignore the hard facts!



From: KAM
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt shameful lack of democracy
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 2:37:56 AM

From: KAM <outdoorzi@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33477

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,  you appointed our wildlife commissioners. Did you tell them to forgo ANY
 democracy? 

84% of Floridians are against a bear hunt right now, including a lot of hunters themselves. Yet Bergeron is the only
 one on that board who thinks maybe we should wait until we have concluded how many bears we even have.

Not acceptable!  De-listed only TWO years, no conclusive total, seven fragile pocket populations...

STOP THIS HUNT! It's not the solution, and it's too soon to pretend we can ignore the hard facts!



From: lowcost@wildhoghuntsintexas.com
To: rick@virginiaestates.com
Subject: FW: Special Discounted Hunts for use in 2015 for Elk, Mule deer, Whitetail Deer, Antelope, Moose and even Bear

 due to hunt cancellations and other reasons.
Date: Sunday, February 01, 2015 4:19:23 PM

(If you aren’t an outdoorsman or hunter but know of someone that is, please feel free to
 forward this email to them, and have a blessed day.)
Discounted Hunting Adventures and Landowner Voucher for Hunting Deer, Elk, Bear,
 Turkey, Hogs, Antelope or more. www.DiscountedHunts.net or email
 DeerElkBear@Gmail.com 303-776-7528
Don’t Miss out on the Western States Elk, Mule Deer, Antelope, and Whitetail Deer Draw dates that
 are approaching right now, contact me and get a large discount on that hunt for your bucket list or
 to hunt elk with your buddies. Western States include Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana,
 Idaho, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, California and Oregon. We also have whitetail to bear in 33 other
 states and Canada. Try a Colorado elk Self-Guided (DIY) with lodging hunts at $1900 down to only
 $875 for a 9 day hunt. Or if you want a semi-guided hunt at $3500 reduced down to only $1995
 with 20,000 acres of private ground to hunt and be guided on.
Over 95% of our hunts are on private ground. We even have a few eastern Elk hunts as they are
 called where you hunt elk from a ground blind. Ground blinds and treestand hunting is new to the
 west and even newer to the elk. All I can say I wish we were using the 10 years ago. Want more see
 me on our African hunts at $15,000 discounted 50% to $7500. We have cow elk meat hunts at only
 $995, or a trophy buck or Bull elk at about twice that. Colorado has over 375,000 elk come and take
 one home…..please. They are eating us out of house and home !
All hunts average between 20-40% off, don’t miss your chance, we need to get the license
 applications in the draw in the next few months depending what states you want to hunt. The

 deadline for the Wyoming Elk application is February 2nd this year. Don’t worry about the license
 draw we are a free service so we get your licenses for you !
Trouble viewing this email? See the Web version

2014 Big Game License
 Applications for the
 Game and Fish, DNR

 licenses are past due but we



 have a plan B.THIS INCLUDESTROPHY
 STATES LIKE IOWA, BUT WE HAVE SOME
 WHITETAIL MONSTERS IN MISSOURI !!
Discounted Trophy hunts in Iowa and Missouri
WHITETAIL-WHITETAIL-WHITETAIL DEER
( To be removed from these discounts go to
 the very bottom of the page in the trailer.)
They Say 20% of the Hunters get 80% of the
 Game. Are you a 20% or a 80%? We can get you
 into the 20% that get 80% of the game, that is one
 of the factors we use when we are selecting
 through over 850 hunts in 36 states and Canada.
DON’T MISS THE APPLICATION DEADLINE
 FOR YOUR STATE THEY ARE PASSING
 QUICKLY. We also have states you can still
 get points, other you can still get a license.
 Life is to short to only hunt 1 state per year!
LOTS OF HORNS is what everyone after
 whitetail says they want. Well keep it quiet but
 here is the place.
http://www.discountedhunts.net/Documents/IL-

Save an average of 20%
 to 40% on DIY, Semi-

Guided and Fully Guided
 hunts.

We

 Cater to hunting, archery,rifle,muzzleloader
 and Pistol clubs as a fund raiser and their
 members hunt 40 game species in North

 America.

Ask about getting on our
 Preferred Hunters List

 and receive information
 on special discounted
 hunts for trophy Deer,

 Elk, Antelope and more.
 Or if you are looking for

 a cost efficient DIY,
 Semi-Guided, or Fully

 guided hunt that you can
 take every fall with



WDeerTurkey-ERALP-TON-YANR.pdf
For those looking for leases to lease or hunting
 property to buy straight out on with monthly
 payments we have some prime hunting properties
 in the west and Midwest with our corporate
 licensed broker.
Click here to see some quality Hunting
 properties.
It is Whitetail Planning Time. Archer, Rifle,
 Muzzleloader or Shotgun the best places go
 first. We have access of thousands of acres
 across the trophy Mid-West, the lower cost south,
 and the closer to home east. DIY on private land,
 Semi-guided, fully guided and fully guided with
 meals and lodging we have them all.
Private land hunts starting below $1000 with other
 trophy class hunts reduced from $ 2500 to only $
 995.
This is the Ticket to big Trophy Whitetails
at a Discounted Price Click Here
For Western Deer, Elk and Antelope hunts I do
 have some discounted Trophy hunts available
 and the coveted LAND OWNER VOUCHERS
 OR TAGS available also. These hunts are high
 Trophy success but low in the wallet
 requirements. Click Here
Colorado Elk Hunts on Private Property, fully
 guided marked down to as low as low as only
 $1795 Click here
Over the counter license, Guided Bull elk
 hunts in Colorado$ 5000 reduced down to
 only $2495
Trophy Deer or Elk guided hunt packages only
 $ 1995 each for a group of 3 or more Hunters.
How about a 5 Day Guided Colorado bear hunt
 with a $1500 trophy fee. Better than a $2000
 hunt weather you fill or not.
Low on Cost but high on Meat Needs how about
 a Cow elk hunt starting at only $795.
Click Here
If you would like to get on our preferred Hunter
 Mailing list just send a email to:
DeerElkBear@Gmail.com
Planning your summer vacation, how about
 looking over the area you plan to hunt elk in
 Colorado. A little brook Trout fishing, A horseback
 ride sightseeing with the family.
Remember Family First, you only get 1 !!
Eurasian Ringed Neck Dove hunt $75 per day for
 a 2 day minimum. Book now they are very limited.
 Click Here
--------------------------------------------------------------.
Trophy Whitetail Deer hunts are limited but
 available at a working man’s price.
Click Here
--------------------------------------------------------------

 friends and family and
 not break the bank.
Like to Hunt, take a

 look at these specials!
(Try the Links Below)
Specials on Elk

Specials on Whitetail Deer
Specials on Mule Deer

Specials on Bears
Specials on Antelope

Specials on Hogs
Specials on Exotic Animals

Specials on Moose
Specials on Caribou

Specials on DIY Hunts
Specials on Varmint

Specials on Predators
Specials on Coues/Blacktail

Specials on Hunting Property
Information on Meat Donation

Share your Time
Take a Kid Hunting

Special Youth Discounts
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
---

Got Antelope? We certainly do.
Click Here
If you are looking for a Bird & Beast Hunt,
 Pheasants and Deer we have them also and
 are happy to share. Click Here
-------------------------------------------------------------



Web Page for Vouchers or Landowner Tags
 This is the Link to the land Owner Voucher
 List
Greg Merriam
Master Hunt Broker
Master Land Owner Voucher Broker
Discounted Hunts LLC
Outdoor Writers LLC
Pro-Staff Dead Down Wind Scent Products
Pro-Staff Benchmaster Shooting Accuracy
 Products
1204 Button Rock Drive
Longmont, Co 80504
303-776-7528 Voice
303-746-1214 Cell Phone
Email:DeerElkBear@Gmail.com
Web Page: http://www.discountedhunts.net
Web Page for Vouchers This is the Link to the
 land Owner Voucher List

Looking for a DIY New Mexico Elk hunt call
 me they are going fast but there are a few
 openings left, don't miss them, they are few
 and far between. Click Here
-------------------------------------------------------------
Looking for trophy Mule Deer for the wall?
Click Here
We have many discounted trophy Mule
 Deer and Whitetail Deer Hunts

Call us now! 303-776-7528
Or visit www.DiscountedHunts.Net

Note:
If you no longer want to be on this mailing list PLEASE use the

CLICK HERE button Below

This email was sent to whitetaildeer@cheapelkhunts.com by Trophy Deer Hunts Discounted (trophydeer@texas-deer-
hunting.com). To ensure that you continue receiving our emails, please add us to your address book or safe list.
 Click here to remove yourself from this mailing list.

Discounted Hunts and Vouchers | 1204 Button Rock Drive | Discounted Hunting Adventures LLC | Longmont | CO |
 80504



From: lowcost@wildhoghuntsintexas.com
To: rick@virginiaestates.com
Subject: FW: Special Discounted Hunts for use in 2015 for Elk, Mule deer, Whitetail Deer, Antelope, Moose and even Bear

 due to hunt cancellations and other reasons.
Date: Sunday, February 01, 2015 4:19:22 PM

 
(If you aren’t an outdoorsman or hunter but know of someone that is, please feel free to
 forward this email to them, and have a blessed day.)
 
Discounted Hunting Adventures and Landowner Voucher for Hunting Deer, Elk, Bear,
 Turkey, Hogs, Antelope or more. www.DiscountedHunts.net  or email
  DeerElkBear@Gmail.com 303-776-7528
Don’t Miss out on the Western States Elk, Mule Deer, Antelope, and Whitetail Deer Draw dates that
 are approaching right now, contact me and get a large discount on that hunt for your bucket list or
 to hunt elk with your buddies. Western States include Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana,
 Idaho, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, California and Oregon. We also have whitetail to bear in 33 other
 states and Canada. Try a Colorado elk Self-Guided (DIY) with lodging hunts at $1900 down to only
 $875 for a 9 day hunt. Or if you want a semi-guided hunt at $3500 reduced down to only $1995
 with 20,000 acres of private ground to hunt and be guided on.
 
Over 95% of our hunts are on private ground. We even have a few eastern Elk hunts as they are
 called where you hunt elk from a ground blind. Ground blinds and treestand hunting is new to the
 west and even newer to the elk. All I can say I wish we were using the 10 years ago. Want more see
 me on our African hunts at $15,000 discounted 50% to $7500. We have cow elk meat hunts at only
 $995, or a trophy buck or Bull elk at about twice that.  Colorado has over 375,000 elk come and take
 one home…..please. They are eating us out of house and home !
 
All hunts  average between 20-40% off, don’t miss your chance, we need to get the license
 applications in  the draw in the next few months depending what states you want to hunt. The

 deadline for the Wyoming Elk application is February 2nd this year.  Don’t worry about the license
 draw we are a free service so we get your licenses for you !
 
Trouble viewing this email? See the Web version

  2014 Big Game
 License
 Applications for

 the Game and Fish, DNR



 licenses are past due but we have a plan B.THIS
 INCLUDESTROPHY STATES LIKE IOWA, BUT
 WE HAVE SOME WHITETAIL MONSTERS IN
 MISSOURI !!
Discounted Trophy hunts in Iowa and Missouri
 
WHITETAIL-WHITETAIL-WHITETAIL DEER
 
( To be removed from these discounts go to
 the very bottom of the page in the trailer.)
 
They Say 20% of the Hunters get 80% of the
 Game. Are you a 20% or a 80%? We can get you
 into the 20% that get 80% of the game, that is one
 of the factors we use when we are selecting
 through over 850 hunts in 36 states and Canada.
 

Save an average of 20%
 to 40% on DIY, Semi-

Guided and Fully Guided
 hunts.

 
 
 

We

 Cater to hunting, archery,rifle,muzzleloader
 and Pistol clubs as a fund raiser and their
 members hunt 40 game species in North

 America. 

Ask about getting on
 our Preferred
 Hunters  List

 and receive information
 on special discounted
 hunts for trophy Deer,

 Elk, Antelope and more.
 Or if you are looking for



DON’T MISS THE APPLICATION DEADLINE
 FOR YOUR STATE THEY ARE PASSING
 QUICKLY. We also have states you can still
 get points, other you can still get a license.
 Life is to short to only hunt 1 state per year!
LOTS OF HORNS is what everyone after
 whitetail says they want. Well keep it quiet but
 here is the place.
http://www.discountedhunts.net/Documents/IL-
WDeerTurkey-ERALP-TON-YANR.pdf
 
For those looking for leases to lease or hunting
 property to buy straight out on with monthly
 payments we have some prime hunting properties
 in the west and Midwest with our corporate
 licensed broker.
Click here to see some quality Hunting
 properties.
 
 
It is Whitetail Planning Time. Archer, Rifle,
 Muzzleloader or Shotgun the best places go
 first. We have access of thousands of acres
 across the trophy Mid-West, the lower cost south,
 and the closer to home east. DIY on private land,
 Semi-guided, fully guided and fully guided with
 meals and lodging we have them all.
Private land hunts starting below $1000 with other
 trophy class hunts reduced from $ 2500 to only $
 995.
 
This is the Ticket to big Trophy Whitetails
at a Discounted Price   Click Here
 
For Western Deer, Elk and Antelope hunts I do
 have some discounted Trophy hunts available
 and the coveted LAND OWNER VOUCHERS
 OR TAGS available also. These hunts are high
 Trophy success but low in the wallet
 requirements. Click Here
 
Colorado Elk Hunts on Private Property, fully
 guided marked down to as low as low as only
 $1795 Click here
 
 
Over the counter license, Guided Bull elk
 hunts in Colorado$ 5000 reduced down to
 only $2495 
 
Trophy Deer or Elk guided hunt packages only
 $ 1995 each for a group of 3 or more Hunters. 
 
How about a 5 Day Guided Colorado bear hunt
 with a $1500 trophy fee. Better than a $2000

 a cost efficient   DIY,
 Semi-Guided, or Fully

 guided hunt that you can
 take every fall with

 friends and family and
 not break the bank.
Like to Hunt, take a

 look at these specials!
(Try the Links Below)
Specials on Elk

Specials on Whitetail Deer
Specials on Mule Deer

Specials on Bears
Specials on Antelope

Specials on Hogs
Specials on Exotic Animals

Specials on Moose
Specials on Caribou

Specials on DIY Hunts
Specials on Varmint

Specials on Predators
Specials on Coues/Blacktail

Specials on Hunting Property
Information on Meat Donation

 
Share your Time
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 hunt weather you fill or not.
Low on Cost but high on Meat Needs how about
 a Cow elk hunt starting at only $795.
Click Here
 
If you would like to get
 on our preferred Hunter Mailing list just send
 a email to: 
DeerElkBear@Gmail.com
 
Planning your summer vacation, how about
 looking over the area you plan to hunt elk in
 Colorado. A little brook Trout fishing, A horseback
 ride sightseeing with the family.
Remember Family First, you only get 1 !!
Eurasian Ringed Neck Dove hunt $75 per day for
 a 2 day minimum. Book now they are very limited.
    Click Here
--------------------------------------------------------------.
Trophy Whitetail Deer hunts are limited but
 available at a working man’s price.  
Click Here
--------------------------------------------------------------
Web Page for Vouchers or Landowner Tags
  This is the Link to the land Owner Voucher
 List 
 
 
Greg Merriam
Master Hunt Broker
Master Land Owner Voucher Broker
Discounted Hunts LLC
Outdoor Writers LLC
Pro-Staff Dead Down Wind Scent Products
Pro-Staff Benchmaster Shooting Accuracy
 Products   
1204 Button Rock Drive 
Longmont, Co 80504
303-776-7528 Voice
303-746-1214 Cell Phone
Email:DeerElkBear@Gmail.com
Web Page:  http://www.discountedhunts.net
Web Page for Vouchers This is the Link to the
 land Owner Voucher List 
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Got Antelope? We certainly do.
Click Here
 
If you are looking for a Bird & Beast Hunt,
 Pheasants and Deer we have them also and
 are happy to share.  Click Here
 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Looking for a DIY New Mexico Elk hunt call
 me they are going fast but there are a few
 openings left, don't miss them, they are few
 and far between. Click Here
-------------------------------------------------------------
Looking for trophy Mule Deer for the wall?
Click Here
 
We have many discounted trophy Mule
 Deer and Whitetail Deer Hunts

 



Call us now! 303-776-7528
Or visit www.DiscountedHunts.Net

Note:
If you no longer want to be on this mailing list PLEASE use the 

CLICK HERE button Below

This email was sent to whitetaildeer@cheapelkhunts.com by Trophy Deer Hunts Discounted (trophydeer@texas-deer-
hunting.com). To ensure that you continue receiving our emails, please add us to your address book or safe list.
 Click here to remove yourself from this mailing list.

Discounted Hunts and Vouchers | 1204 Button Rock Drive | Discounted Hunting Adventures LLC | Longmont | CO |
 80504

 



From: Kathleen Eggars
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bear Hunt
Date: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:22:57 PM

From: Kathleen Eggars <kmek88@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32779

Phone Number: (407)862-0204

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I am a resident of Seminole County, Florida and a registered Republican that will be voting.  I would like to know
 who is overseeing the bear killings by the Fish and Wildlife Commission in my county.  I would like to know your
 position with respect to this issue.  Residents are outraged by the conduct of the FWC and find them to be
 uneducated and unprofessional.  There has been no reason provided why these wild animals have not been relocated
 to a preserve or national forest.  Each day, the killing continues and you have failed to address this issue.  I cannot
 and will not support your re-election until I have reviewed your position.  Most of the residents that I know in
 Seminole County and along the I-4 corridor will be voting and we are appauled by the conduct of FWC and, quite
 frankly, the lack of control over this agency's drastic, unncessary actions.  Please provide a response and a plan of
 action for stopping these outragious killings of our wildlife.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Eggars
Longwood, Florida




